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Foreword 
This report of the proceedings of the Thirteenth In- 

ternational Technical Conference on Experimental Safety 
Vehicles was prepared by the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation. 

We wish to thank the authors and all those responsible 

for the excellence of the material submitted, which aided 
materially in the preparation of this report. 

For clarity and because of some translation difficulties, 
a certain amount of editing was necessary. Apologies are, 
therefore, offered where the transcription is not exact. 
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Introduction 
The International Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV) 

Program originated under NATO’s committee on the Chal- 
lenges of Modern Society (CCMS) and was implemented 
through bilateral agreements between the United States 
Government and the governments of France, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan, 
and Sweden. The participating nations agreed to develop 
experimental safety vehicles to advance the state-of-the-art 
in safety engineering and to meet periodically to exchange 
technical information on their progress. 

To date, twelve international conferences have been held, 
each hosted by one of the participating Governments. These 
conferences have drawn participants from government, the 
worldwide automotive industry, and the motor vehicle safe- 
ty research community. International cooperation in motor 
vehicle safety research continues at the highest level. As 
work on experimental safety vehicles was completed, the 
research program expanded to cover the entire range of 
motor vehicle safety. The ESV Conferences now serve as 
the international forum through which progress in motor 
vehicle safety technology is reported. 

The proceedings of each Conference have been published 
by the United States Government and distributed world- 
wide. These reports, which detail the safety research efforts 
underway worldwide, have been recognized as the defini- 
tive work on motor vehicle safety research. We are sure 
that this outstanding example of international cooperation 
seeking reductions in motor vehicle deaths and injuries will 
continue its past success. 
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Technical Session 6 
Light Vehicle Rollover 

Chairperson: William Leasure, United States 

$6-0-01 
Pivotal Characterization of Car Rollovers 

A.C. Mailiaris, J. H. DeBlois profoundly car rollover outcomes, as observed in the 

OeBlois Associates, Inc. accident experience, at all stages between pre-rollover 
maneuvers and final outcomes. 

Abstract Note that the scope of the paper is limited to the 

This paper addresses and traces the influence of investigation of rollover attributes as they influence the 

several rollover pre-initiation, independent, variables on severity of this event and its outcomes, irrespective of 

intermediate and final outcomes, regarding the crashing conditions that promote or reduce rollover propensity. 

car/occupant complex system and the resulting casual- 
ties. The primary vehicles under investigation are cars. Background 
The data for the development of the desired results are Rollover is a serious highway threat. In the US, nearly 
extracted from the US field experience of rollover 10,000 people are killed each year in crashes of rollover 
involved cars and car occupants. Six independent vari- involved motor vehicles; about 6,000 of these fatalities 
ables are addressed in the rollover pre-initiation stage: are occupants of cars. 
car travel speed, roadway speed limit, car maneuver, In spite of such concerns, little progress has been 
accident precursor, first harmful event, and the location made to date in serious and quantitative research of 
of this event. Five intermediate outcomes are dis- rollover. This is so not only because of the complexities 
tinguished." the number of quarter turns; loss of passen- of rollover associated crashes, but also because of the 
ger compartment integrity through doors that come open fact that until recently neither the data nor the analytical 
in the crash; loss of integrity through disintegrated tools were available to conduct such research. 
glazing; occupant ejections, complete or partial; and In addition to a missing descriptor of rollover severity, 
intrusion of roof, roof borders, and pillars. The final and missing pivotal determinants of rollover outcomes, 
outcomes addressed in the investigation are occupant also missing is a rollover test protocol that represents 
fatalities, injured survivors, and overall harm. A most adequately the unfolding of rollover events, post- 
informative aspect of this investigation is the compara- initiation. 
tive evaluation of rollover versus nonrollover crashes. All of these are important prerequisites for the 
Car travel speed is found to be the source of profound formulation of rollover performance requirements, and 
differences. Car travel speed is suggested as a most for the development and evaluation of proposed inter- 
informative descriptor of "rollover severity," especially ventions aimed at casualty reduction. 
when considered in conjunction with accident precursor Rollover crashes have been usually characterized by a 
and car maneuver conditions that promote lateral speed large number of parameters, that may influence rollover 
development, outcomes at a varying and often unknown degree. 

Examples of such parameters are the terrain topography 
Introduction and the time of the rollover crash; the first harmful event 

Because of the complexity in the relationship between and its location with respect to the roadway; roadway 
circumstances and outcomes in rollover associated grade, curvature and surface conditions. 
crashes, a rollover severity descriptor and pivotal Although such parameters provide good background 
determinants of outcomes have been elusive goals to for rollover research, they are marginally useful in 
date. This paper develops the foundation for achieving establishing the relatively few, simple, and pivotal 
these goals, conditions needed in dynamic simulation or testing of 

In addition to their demonstrable influence on roliover cars for crashworthiness performance in rollovers. 
outcomes, the independent variables in this investigation Two useful parameters suggested by this investigation 
are emphasized on the basis of two criteria: (a) availa- are: a car’s translational velocity (available through an 
bility in the records of accident experience; and (b) estimate of the car’s travel speed or through the roadway 
applicability in dynamic simulations and tests of roll- speed limit) and the likelihood of an angular impulse, 
overs. The purpose of this investigation is to establish developing as a result of pre-rollover car states that 
the grounds for useable parameters, and a range of promote lateral slide, irrespective of circumstances that 
pertinent values for these parameters, that influence led to such states. 
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Data Sources and Applications severity of the rollover crashes in general, and in 

Because of the required many categories of variables particular because of the high incidence of occupant 

and needed resolution, the primary source of data used ejections in rollovers. 

all across the board in this investigation is the US A total of 14,700,000 occupants per year are crash 

National Highway Traffic Administration’s (NHTSA’s) involved in the US. Of these 11,900,000 are car occu- 

National Accident Sampling System (NASS). pants. About 208,000 car occupants per year are rollover 

Within this system, we rely primarily on the nationally exposed, with these outcomes: 

representative sample of the NASS/Crashworthiness Data 5,820: Dead 
System, [NASS/CDS 1988-1990], concerning cars of 7,650: Survivors with Serious or Higher Injuries 

recent vintage and other light vehicles that were towed 121,800: Survivors with Moderate or Minor Injuries 
away due to crash damage in the US, in 1988-1990. 72,800: Uninjured 

The sample counts, i.e. the counts before inflation to 
national estimate levels, available within this system for Total Harm 
the investigation of rollover injuries are: about 1,400 Fatalities and injured survivors may be combined into 

rollover involved cars and 2,000 rollover exposed occu- Harm. We do this by essentially summing all injured car 

pants. Most of the attributes of interest in this investi- occupants, including fatalities, each weighted in propor- 
gation are available for these sample counts, tion to the monetary consequences, according to a 

Because of the relatively small sample of fatalities in recently suggested schedule [Miller 1991b], as summa- 
the NASS we address NHTSA’s Fatal Accident Report- rized in Table 1 below. 
ing System [FARS 1988-90], census of all fatal 
accidents, every year on US roads, to obtain baseline Table 1. Monetary Cost of Occupant Casualties 
fatality counts. This source of data provides us with a by Severity of Outcome 

rollover involved populations of about 16,400 cars and blonetary Cost 
17,500 occupant fatalities. Occupant Casualties Thousands ’88 $ 

In conjunction with the above, for general estimate 
purposes, we address a companion file: the NASS/ Fatalities 644 

General Estimates System which is a national sample of Survivors @ t~d~IS=5 

all police reported accidents in the US [NASS/GES @ M~IS=4 133 

1988-1990]. The sample of rollover involved cars in this 
@ l~IS=3 69.9 
@ MAIS=2 21.1 

file is about 4,200. @ MAIS=I 2.8 
Furthermore in integrating all casualties, whether 

fatalities or injured survivors, we apply the "Harm" Note that, for simplicity, at this stage we make no 
descriptor as a bottom line measure of all casualty provisions for costs relating to the lost quality of life of 
outcomes. Several data sources of injury outcomes and car occupant casualties and their families, or for property 
injury costs have been reviewed for this purpose. Par- damage. Neither do we make provisions for resolving 
ticularly applicable are the cost and injury outcome monetary cost differences according to injured body 
schedules appearing in the work of Miller et al region or system/organ. Based on the cited specifics we 
conducted in the Urban Institute, [Miller 1991a], [Miller estimate the monetary cost of car occupants injured in 

1991b], and [Miller 1991c]. rollovers to be about $6.1 billion (’88 dollars). 

Perspective Harm Distributions 

Rollover Involved Cars and Car Occupants Harm in Rollover versus Non Rollover Crashes. As 

About 11,600,000 motor vehicles of all body types recalled from an earlier part of the investigation about 

become crash involved every year on US roads. This is 208,000 car occupants are rollover exposed every year in 

an annualized average for 1988-1990, according to the US, out of a total of 11,900,000 car occupants 

NASS/GES. Of these, about 87% or 10,200,000 are light exposed to all highway crashes. This proportion is about 

vehicles used for personal transportation including: 1.75 rollover exposed per 100 crash exposed car occu- 

8,200,000 cars, 1,300,000 pickups, 410,000 vans, and pants. 

260,000 multipurpose vehicles (MPVs) per year. Because of the high severity of roliover accidents and 

Only a small proportion of these crash involvement the high incidence of ejections, rollover exposed car 

rates are rollover related. This proportion for cars is occupants incur about 21% of the harm to all crash 

1.74% and represents about 142,000 cars per year. How- exposed car occupants. This is about a 12 to 1 disparity 

ever the corresponding proportion for casualties and in harm per exposed occupant, and underscores the 

harm is much higher, urgent need for rollover casualty control. 

For example, the fatalities associated with rollover Harm by Safety Belt Use and Ejections. We further 

exposed occupants represent more than 25% of all car estimate how the cited total harm is distributed among 

occupant fatalities. This is so because of the high the tworestraintconditions(unrestrainedandrestrained), 
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¯ and the three degrees of ejection (none, complete and that the Relative Harm per Occupant is the Percent Harm 
~ partial) for car occupants exposed to reliever crashes, divided by the Percent Occupants. As such it is always 

;~., Unrestrained, Nonejected 37.6% equal to 1.00 for the total in each part of Table 2. 

..~-" Unrestrained, Completely Ejected 37.7% Three of the attributes shown in Table 2, Car Travel 

~ Unrestrained, Partially Ejected 8.6% Speed, Number of Quarter Turns, and Ejection Occur- 

Restrained, Nonejected 14.3% rence, are discussed extensively in later sections. 

; Restrained, Completely Ejected 0.4% However at this point consider two significant rollover 

’ Restrained, Partially Ejected 1.4% attributes: the Number of Vehicles involved in reliever 

~.~ Total 100.0% events and the Primary Rotation Axis. 
~ 

Based on the data sources used in this investigation, 
Specifically, note that the large majority of car roll- 

overs are single driver accidents, and that the reliever 
safety belt use by car occupants on US roads in 1988- 
1990 is estimated to be about 50%, varying very signifi- 

axis is almost exclusively the car’s roll axis. The 
proportion of end-over-end car rotation (pitch) is very 

cantly as a function of crash mode, crash severity, and ’. small. In view of these circumstances, this investigation 
occupant demographic attributes. In addition safety belt will focus primarily on roll axis relievers, without 

"~-- use rates are often mischaracterized due to occupant reference to the number of vehicles involved in the 
reporting inaccuracies, 

crash. 
Accordingly, the relatively small harm proportions 

cited above for restrained occupants, should not be 
Criteria in the Selectionof Key Variables entirely assigned to safety belt effectiveness. Other 

The investigation has provided substantial perspective factors that may account for the said small harm proper- 
for car relievers in relation to a number of character- tions are: (a) a much lower belt use rate in relievers, e.g. 

under 20%; and (b) when exposed to relievers, belt using istics, but most of the attributes discussed so far are not 

; car occupants are most likely involved in less severe particularly helpful in the formulation of either rollover 

; relievers than unbelted occupants, as a result of more test or dynamic simulation protocols. Moreover no major 

; safety awareness, suggestions have been advanced yet for the selection of 

Further Harm Distributions. In order to conclude the one or a few variables to represent "reliever severity." 

general perspective addressed in this section we show Key variables for the investigation will be selected in 
each of the three main areas of interest: pre-crash, further distributions of reliever exposed car occupants 

’ and of the harm they incur. This is done in Table 2 intermediate outcomes, and final outcomes. For clarity, 

below, pre-crash variables are best thought of as independent 
variables, while the intermediate and final outcomes are 

, the dependent variables. 
Table 2. Reliever Expos~l Car Occupants and A preliminary list of key variables is limited first by 

.~’ Harm Distribution the availability of such variables with appropriate resolu- 
Oceupan~:s Harm Relat±ve aa= tion in the accident records. In addition, priority con- 
Percent Percent per ocoupant siderations for key variables in the pre-crash stage are 

A11 lOO.O 1oo.o z.oo established on the basis of a variable’s strength of 
Distribute,~ b~,: influence on intermediate and especially final outcomes. 
~r~v~ s~, ~z,~ For the investigation reported here, pre-crash variables 

-~ 40 or Under 26.0 ii.0 0.42 
--~ 41 to 60 53.1 40.9 0.77 are pre-rollover variables addressed from the viewpoint 

Over 60 20.9 4~. 1 2.30 of what happens once rollover has been initiated, without 
By Crash Type any relevance to the question of whether or how rollover 

Single Vehicle 87.3 77.3 0.89 
Multi-Vehicle 12.7 22.7 i. 79 is initiated. 

~, Rollo~,er ~i~ The most important criterion in the selection of such 
Roll 96.4 94.6 0.9~ key variables is their applicability to be used simply and 

~. ~itch 3.6 5.4 1.~0 readily as pivotal parameters in dynamic simulations or 
By Quarter Turns testing of cars in the post-initiation stages of reliever, 

One 17.2 i0.1 0.59 
TWO or Three 49.1 35.5 0.72 leading to results concerning intermediate and final 
Four or More 33.7 5~. 4 1.61 outcomes. 

By Ejection Occurrence For example, a car’s travel speed, preceding the roll- 
NO 91.0 44.3 0.49 

-- Yes 9.0 55.7 6.19 over, is both influential and practicable. By contrast, 
variables such as the urban or rural location of the crash, 
or the location of the first harmful event (whether on the 
roadway or off it), may be influential but are neither 

Note that Percent Occupants and Percent Harm in this simple nor practicable pivotal parameters in rollover 
Table add to 100% in each part of the table. Also note simulations or testing. 
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Key Pre-Rollover Variables Two more variables are addressed as independent vari- 

In order to apply the criteria discussed above, we ables: the First Harmful Event (FHE), and. the Location 

address the following pre-crash variables: Car Travel of FHE relative to the roadway. Both variables are 

Speed, Roadway Speed Limit, Car Maneuver, Crash Pre- available in both the NASS and FARS. 

cursor, First Harmful Event, and Location of First Beyond the six independent variables mentioned 

Harmful Event. These are examined separately in crashes above, an examination of all other available variables 

with and without reliever occurrence, for comparison, revealed only weak candidates for pivotal independent 

Car travel speed, is a prime candidate for a pivotal variables. 

parameter, because, as will be shown shortly, it has a 
very strong influence on both intermediate and final The Importance of Travel Speed 
outcomes of reliever crashes, as well as it is practicable The proportion of cars traveling at a given speed is 

for applications in rollover tests and dynamic simula- shown in Figure 1, as a function of this speed, for all 

tions, police reported car crashes, reliever involved and all 

Car travel speed is available both in the NASS and in other. 

the FARS accident records, although in about 50% of the 
Proportion of Cars, Percent records. For this reason, the distribution of each key 40~ 

variable in the investigation, whether dependent or "’... 

independent, was checked for relative agreement and 30 ...... -’~ ............................................................................... 
consistency, in a comparison of the two accident record 
populations: one with known and the other with unknown 20 

car travel speeds. 
The results of this comparison show no significant 

differences between the two populations and thus suggest 
that it is a fair approximation to use the records of Under 20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 )vet 60 

known car travel speeds for the characterization of all Car Travel Speed, mph 

records in the NASS and FARS used in this investiga- + Reliever -’~"" No Reliever 

Furthermore, in order to strengthen the analyses based 
on estimated travel speed, we also address the readily 

Figure 1. Car Travel Speed in Crashes of All Severities 

available roadway speed limit, a fair surrogate of travel A major difference between the shown distributions is 

speed, as an additional independent variable. The work- evident, since the distribution for relievers is clearly 

ing assumption here is that car travel speed is at least as shifted by more than 20 mph toward higher travel 

high as the roadway speed limit, especially at night when speeds. The mean speeds for these distributions are: 50.1 

relievers show a high incidence; and in roadways mph for the reliever involved cars, and 27.7 mph for 

through non heavily populated areas, where most of the cars in all other crashes. 

relievers take place. Another illustration of travel speed distributions is 

Car Maneuver (pre-crash) as a variable is offered in shown in Figure 2, for cars involved in fatal accidents. 

both the NASS and the FARS data sources. This variable The same major difference between reliever and non 

assumes several possible values concerning car travel reliever distributions is evident. In this case the mean 

well before critical conditions developed, leading speeds are: 63.4 mph for the reliever involved cars, and 

ultimately to a crash. Examples of such maneuvers are: 45.3 mph for cars in all other crashes. 

Going Straight, Negotiating a Curve, Passing, Lane 
Changing, Slowing in Traffic, Starting in Traffic, etc. ~o Proportion of Cars, Percent 

Crash Precursor is an independent variable offered 
50 

only in the NASS, where it is known as the "Type of 
Accident." The values assumed by this variable are 40 

vehicle specific and help identify what transpired in the 30 

relatively short time, say seconds, before a crash 20 
occurrence became inevitable. 

Examples of values assumed by the Crash Precursor 
are: many distinct configurations in two vehicle crashes o 

Under 20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 Over 60 

such as vehicle path crossings, head on paths, head to Car Travel Speed, mph 

rear paths, and sideswipes; and many single driver crash ---- Reliever --*-’- No Reliever 
configurations. Of particular interest in a rollover 
investigation are values such as: roadway departure, 
collision avoidance, loss of control, or loss of traction. 

Figure 2. Car Travel Speed in Fatal Crashes 
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The large proportion of travel speeds above say 50 Table 4. Distribution of Car Rollover Records 
mph, for rollover involved cars, and the large disparity over Roadway Speed Limits 
between rollover and non rollover travel speed distribu- (~.ach ColU~ Adds Up to 100~ 
tions, is not limited only to the data shown in Figures 1 ~l~ cars in All Pollce Reported Rollovers [NASS/GES] 

(2) Towaway Rollover-Involved Cars [NASS/CDS] 
and 2. As shown in Table 3, high travel speeds of roll- (3~ Rollover Involved Cars in Fatal Accidents [FARS] 

(4) Rollover Exposed Occupants in Towaway Cars [NASS/CDS] 
over involved cars, and the rollover/nonrollover dispari- (5) Fatalities in Car Sollovers [FARS] 

(6) Total Harm (Fatalities & Survivors) in Car Rollovers 
ties are evident in every available source of data, con- 

Roadway Rollover Accident Records cerning cars, occupants, occupant fatalities, and harm in Speed 
general. Limit, mph % (i) % (2) % (3) % (4) % (5) % (6) 

Under 30 5.4 4.3 2.9 7.2 2.9 3.9 
30 to 40 19.7 26.4 14.4 20.7 14.4 13.8 

Table 3. Distribution of Car Rollover Records 45 to 50 18.4 19.3 12.8 20.3 13.1 21.9 
over Car Travel Speeds, 1988-1990 

55 ; over 55.5 49.9 58.0 51.9 69.6 60.4 

(l) cars in All Police Reported Rollovers [NASS/GES] As recalled, the working assumption in relating road- 
(2) Towaway Rollover Involved Cars [NASS/CDS] 
(3) aollover Involved Cars in Fatal Accidents [FARS] way speed limit to car travel speed is that car travel 
(4) Rollover Exposed Occupants in Towaway Cars [NASS/CDS] speed is at least as high as the roadway speed limit, (5) Fatalities in Car Rollovers [FARS] 
(6) Total Harm (Fatalities & Survi .... ) in Car Rollovers especially at night when rollovers show a high incidence; 

Roll .... Accident R .... ds and in roadways through non-heavily populated areas, Travel 
Speed, mph % (i) % (2) % (3) % (4) % (5) % (6) where most of the rollovers take place. 
20 & Under 3.2 3.2 1.6 3.4 1.6 i.i 

21-40 17.3 21.1 4.5 16.7 4.1 8.0 Potential for Lateral Slide 
41-50 25.9 24.7 12.0 25.8 11.5 14.7 51-60 28.2 28.3 28.0 27.2 27.3 26.2 Lateral car slide is a condition likely to promote roll- 
Over 60 19.1 20.1 52.4 20.8 54.0 48.0 

over. However, the available car accident records offer 
Total i00.0 I00.0 i00.0 i00.0 i00.0 i00.0 no measures of lateral velocity. For this reason we take 

Mean (mph) advantage of the resolution offered in the records of Car 
~or R/O 50.0 51.2 63.4 50.3 64.5 60.5 Maneuver and/or Crash Precursor, discussed earlier, in 

Mean (mph~ order to produce a composite variable that we shall call: 
for All Other 27.7 31.9 45.3 28.1 46.5 38.5 

"Lateral Slide Potential" that is potential for lateral 
velocity development. 

Furthermore, the cited findings are confirmed by a Our interest in addressing the variables: Car Maneuver 
detailed analysis of the readily available roadway speed and Crash Precursor in this investigation is evident from 
limit, a fair surrogate of travel speed, the point of view of conditions, in either one or in both 

An illustration of results concerning the distribution of variables, that lead to lateral velocity development. 
cars, either rollover involved or involved in other crash- An illustration of the distribution of car maneuvers 
es, over the roadway speed limits is given in Figure 3. A encountered in fatal car accidents is given in Figure 4, 
summary of similar results from several other sources is concerning rollover involved cars as well as cars in- 
presented in Table 4. volved in other crashes. It is evident in this figure that 

Proportion of Care, Percent rollover has a higher incidence for maneuvers such as 
~o- 

1 
"Negotiating Curve," "Avoidance," and "Lane Change" 

so. maneuvers such as passing, merging, etc. 

Car Maneuver 
30- 

Going Straight 

20- 
Negotiating Curve 

10 
Avoidance Maneuver 

Under 30 30 to 40 45 to 50 55 & Over Passing, Merging 

Roadway Speed Limit, mph 
Slow Maneuver 

~ Reliever ~ No Reliever 
Turning 

20 40 60 80 

Figure 3. Proportions of Reliever Involved and Other Proportion of Cars, Percent 

Crash Involved Cars as Function of Roadway Speed Limit ~ Reliever ~ No Reliever 

It is evident that these results are essentially consistent 
Figure 4. Car Maneuver Proportions in Reliever and 

with the conclusions reached earlier concerning the large 
Non-Reliever Crashes 

proportions of reliever involved cars that travel at high 
speeds, say above 50 mph. 
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The Crash Precursor, is an event that may be con- Intermediate Outcomes 
current with or follow a maneuver. A relevant grouping Intermediate outcomes is a collective characterization 
and distribution of Crash Precursor values for roliover or of dependent variables that follow the independent vari- 
nonrollover crashes is shown in Figure 5. The predomi- ables in the chain of events that unfold in a crash. Five 
nant proportions of certain maneuvers for rollover intermediate outcomes are distinguished in thisinvestiga- 
involved cars is evident, including "Loss of Control," tion, based on availability in the accident records and on 
"Roadway Departure" and "Avoidance." desired resolution. 

The five intermediate outcomes are: (1) the number of 
Precursor quarter turns in the rollover; (2) loss of passenger 

Loss of Control ~ 
compartment integrity through doors that come open in 

~ the crash; (3) loss of integrity through disintegrated 

~ 
glazing; (4) occupant ejections, complete or partial; and 

Drive Off The Road 

(5) intrusion of roof, roof borders, and pillars. 

Avo~danca Maneuvar ~J We now address each of these intermediate outcomes 
as a function of the most important pre-crash variable, 

A, othsr ~ 
namely car travel speed. 

o 20 4o 60 eo loo Number of Rollover Quarter Turns 
ProPortion of Cars, Peroent 

The number of quarter turns (QT) is an important 
E Rollover [~ No Rollover intermediate variable. It is also a strong link between 

~o~,oo~ r,o .^~/~ ,~-,~o pre- and post-rollover initiation conditions. Moreover, it 

Figure 5. Crash Precursor Proportions in Rollover and may be a good candidate for "rollover severity," in addi- 
Non-Rollovsr Crashes tion to or instead of the pre-rollover car speed, as will be 

seen later in this investigation. 
With full awareness that variables: Car Maneuver and Based on available resolution, QT in car rollovers 

Crash Precursor, have limitations, we formulate a com- assumes the values: one, two or three, and four or more. 
posite variable assumes paired values as shown below: Rollover involved cars, irrespective of travel speed, are 

° No, No: (No Negotiating Curve, No Lane Change; distributed as follows: 

No Collision Avoidance); -- (No Roadway 17.7% with QT = 1, 
Departure; NoLoss of Control; No Loss of Traction) 39.1% with QT = 2 or 3, and 

¯ Yes, No: (Negotiating Curve, or Lane Change, or 43.2% with QT = 4 or more 
Collision Avoidance); -- (No Roadway Departure; 100.0% Total 
No Loss of Control; No Loss of Traction) However, this mix is very sensitive to a car’s travel 

¯ No, Yes: (No Negotiating Curve, No Lane Change; speed as seen in Table 5 below. 
No Collision Avoidance); -- (Roadway Departure or 

Loss of Control or Loss of Traction) Table 5. Car Rollover Quarter Turns as a Function of 
¯ Yes, Yes: (Negotiating Curve, or Lane Change or Car Travel Speed 

Collision Avoidance); -- (Roadway Departure or 

Loss of Control or Loss of Traction) Row Proportion, % by ¯ 

Car Rollover Quarter Turns where the first parenthesis in each case designates values Car Travel Total 
assumed by the Car Maneuver variable, while the second speed, mph One 2 or 3 4 or More Percent 

parenthesis refers to values assumed by the Crash Pre- 
40 or Less 37.3 39.9 22.6 I00.0 

cursor variable. 41 to 50 19.0 48.9 32.0 i00.0 
In a further simplification we define the lateral slide 5x to 60 7.0 42.4 50.5 100.0 

potential to be low under the "No, No" conditions, and Over 60 7.2 19.6 73.2 100.0 

high under conditions: "Yes, No," or"No, Yes" or"Yes, Essentially, the proportion of cars with 4 or more 

Yes." quarter turns increases steadily as the travel speed 

Intuitively speaking, we would expect a small likeli- increases, while the proportion of cars with a lower QT 

hood of rollover when the lateral slide potential is low, is steadily reduced. 

while a high potential for lateral slide would lead us to This is an indication that rollover severity increases as 

expect a high likelihood for rollover, car travel speed increases, given that an increasing 

The accident experience validates this notion. Speci- number of QT introduces higher risks of (a) loss of 

fically, we find that the lateral slide potential is high in passenger compartment integrity; (b) occupant ejections; 

83.2% of the rollovers (versus in 27.3% of other crash- (c) roof and roof support intrusion; and (d) harmful 

es), while the lateral slide potential is low in 16.8% of occupant contacts. 

the rollovers (versus 72.7% of other crashes). 
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Loss of Passenger Compartment Integrity and of the ejection harm across the values assumed by 
(Through Doors) car travel speeds or .QTs in this investigation. 

The proportion of reliever involved cars with a door For example, the value 55.7% appearing at the bottom 
that comes open during the reliever is about 8%, of the Reliever column in Table 6, varies between 10% 
averaged over all car travel speeds or QTs. This and 78% as the car speed is varied from under 40 mph 
proportion shows the following sensitivities: to over 60 mph. Similarly wide excursions are observed 

¯ Car Travel Speed, mph: in ejection proportions as a function of QT. 
40 or Less 1.0% 
41 to 50 2.9% Final Outcomes 
51 to 60 4.5% Fatalities, injured survivors, and the integration of 
Over 60 28.1% these into harm have been addressed in several sections 

¯ Number of. Quarter Turns: of this investigation, especially in the part dealing with 
1 3.7 rollover exposed car occupants in perspective. We shall 
2 to 3 5.2 summarize here the principal findings. 
4 or More 13.8 Based on data presented in earlier sections, the roll- 

over involvement of car occupants is about 1.75 per 100 
Loss of Passenger Compartment Integrity crash exposed; but the harm to reliever exposed occu- 
(Through Glazing) pants is about 21% of the harm to all crash exposed. 

The proportion of reliever involved cars with at least This is a disparity of 12 to 1 and underscores the need 
one window (including windshield and roof window) for casualty control in relievers. 
entirely disintegrated is about 65% when averaged over Furthermore, harm distribution in relievers, is very 
all car travel speeds or all QT’s. sensitive to car travel speed and, by association to the 

In spite of such a large proportion for the average number of reliever quarter turns, and to ejection occur- 
rollover involved car, there are still sensitivities as rence. This was discussed in connection with Table 2. As 
shown below: may be seen in this table wide variations take place in 

¯ Car Travel Speed, mph the harm per occupant, as the car travel speed varies 
40 or Less 40.7 from under 40 mph to over 60 mph. 
41 to 50 85.1 Similarly, a significant sensitivity is seen in harm per 
51 to 60 67.2 occupant, as a function of the number of quarter turns in 
Over 60 84.0 the reliever, and especially as a function of ejection 

¯ Number of Quarter Turns occurrence.These sensitivities hold for injured survivors 
1 35.0 as well as for fatalities. 
2 to 3 62.1 
4 or More 87.7 Conclusions 

In search of a pivotal characterization of car relievers, 
Car Occupant Ejections this investigation addressed parameters and values of 

Table 6 summarizes the car occupant proportions that parameters that must be taken into account in developing 
are ejected in relievers and, separately for comparison, rollover simulation, and test and evaluation protocols, 
in all other crashes. The same table also shows the harm that are relatively simple, practicable, and representative 
to ejectees as a proportion of the harm to all rollover of conditions in the field experience. 
exposed occupants. In addressing pre-rollover conditions, two parameters 

proved to be influential: the car travel speed, and the 
Table 6. Ejected Car Occupants and Related Harm potential for lateral slide development. Travel speed in 

~ Reliever Crashes All Other Crashe~ 
conjunction with the lateral slide potential appear to 

% Ejectaea 
% 

i=jecteee influence profoundly not only the incidence, but also the 
..................... severity of relievers. These parameters deserve further 

Complete 5.99 0.29 Partial 2.95 0.32 attention in the development of a "rollover severity" 
Total Ejectiona 8.94 0.61 descriptor. 

% Harm % Harm 
Travel speed is also the most important parameter that 

...... distinguishes relievers from all other categories of 
Complete 35.9 8.r2 crashes. Reliever involved cars travel at a mean speed of Partial 19.8 6.64 

Total Ejeotiona 85.7 12.36 50 mph (63.4 mph for fatal crashes); by contrast cars in 
all other crashes travel at 27.7 mph (45.3 mph in fatal 

The proportions shown in Table 6 are averaged over crashes). 
all car travel speeds or over all QT values. There is Irrespective of this comparative evaluation, reliever 
however a large variation in the proportion of ejectees test and dynamic simulation protocols will have to 
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address these rather high speeds. This could be accomp- Conference of Mathematical Modeling, College Park, 

lished by either considering a pertinently high test or Maryland, May 1991. 

simulation speed in the travel direction or, if not, by Digges, K., Malliaris, A.C., Ommaya, A., and McLean, 

introducing part of the energy that is implied by a higher "Characterization of Rollover Casualties," 1991 

travel speed in a subsequent stage, e.g. as roll energy IRCOBI, Berlin, Germany, September 1991. 

through an angular impulse. Digges, K., "A Framework for the Study of Rollover 
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$6.0.05 
Analysis of the Factors Which Influence Rollover Crash Severity 

K. Digges, S. Klisch These earlier studies included the following observa- 

University of Virginia 
tions: 

¯ Ejections are extremely harmful events, and are the 
Introduction predominate cause of harm in rollover crashes. 

The research reported in this paper is a continuation ¯ In fatal crashes, fatality odds for ejectees are 6 to 8 
of that reported by Cohen, Digges, and Nichols [1] and times higher than for occupants not ejected. 
by Malliaris and DeBlois [2]. These related papers report ¯ Injury and ejection are related to number of quarter 
analyses of rollover crash data, and are published in the turns and distance traveled. 
12thand 13thESVConferenceProceedings. This earlier ¯ Extent of vehicle damage is related to injury 
research proposed crash variables which were shown to severity. 
by data analysis to be indicators of occupant injury ¯ In most rollover crashes, the vehicle has a signifi- 
severity. These "crash severity" variables are needed to cant lateral velocity component prior to the occur- 
assist in defining test conditions for rollover evaluations rence of rollover. 
and for setting goals for injury mitigation measures. The 
objective of the research reported here is to apply com- 

Papers dealing two different types of full scale car .... 

puter modeling, supplemented by studies of "hard copy" 
rollover tests have been reported by Habberstad, et.al. 

documentation of rollover accidents and crash tests, to 
[3] and Orlowski, et. al. [4]. The Orlowski paper docu- 

assess the influence of the crash severity indicators 
mented pure roll tests of Chevrolets with and without 
roof reinforcement. The authors concluded that a roll 

suggested in the literature, cage did not reduce injury measures on a test dummy for 

Past Research the vehicle and roll condition tested. The Habberstad 
A summary of the data analysis research which paper reported full vehicle testing which involved severe 

describes the characteristics of rollover crashes in the tripping prior to the roll. The tests showed that severe 

United States is given in the earlier paper by Cohen, dummy impacts with the vehicle interior could be 

Digges, and Nichols, and will not be repeated here. induced early in the rollover event. 

\_t 
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Robertson [5,6] found that fatal rollover of utility ATB Occupant Model is used for occupants. This phase 
vehicles per 100,000 registered vehicles relative to cars of simulation includes the motion from the time the tires 
during 1982-87 was strongly correlated to the static have lost contact with the ground until the first vehicle 
stability of the vehicles. Brewer and Harwin [7] body-to-ground impact occurs. 
examined vehicle, driver and environmental factors The third event considered is the first vehicle body-to- 
which could be deduced from Cardfile and found that ground impact. This phase includes the motion from the 
vehicle stability factor had a strong influence on rollover time the vehicle roof or side impacts the ground, until 
involvement risk. the next impact. The consequences to be determined are 

Malliaris [8] examined FARS and Cardfile to deter- the dynamics of the vehicle and its individual occupants. 
mine the significance of motor vehicle characteristics on Again, the ATB models developed and validated by 
rollover propensity, after controlling for nonvehicular NHTSA are the instruments for this study. 
influences. He found that wheelbase and stability factor In a similar way, studies of fourth and fifth events can 
were both influential. Four wheel drive vehicles also be constructed for those rollovers which involve multiple 
exhibited higher rollover risks, after controlling for ground contacts. Consequently, a complete roll of several 
exposure differences, revolutions can be simulated. 

Mengert, et. al. [9] examined the single vehicle roll- For the purpose of our initial study, we are conducting 
over risks for 40 vehicle make/models in the states of parametric studies to evaluate how crash variables influ- 
Maryland, Texas, and Washington. Vehicle stability ence the first three events. 
factor and urban/rural location were found to be im- 
portant predictors of rollover risk. Harwin and Emory Tripping Simulations 
[10] examined the CARS data for precrash conditions. The STI Tripped Rollover Model is used to simulate 
They found that 80 to 90% of the rollovers were tripped, the tripping event. This model is described in References 
generally by soil. They reported that injury severity 11 and 12. 
correlated strongly with speed. Stability factor, and The STI model was developed for NHTSA by Systems 
number of quarter turns were also influential. Technology, Inc. This model is a seven degree of 

Malliars and DeBlois [2] investigated 1988-90 NASS freedom vehicle model which was developed to permit 
and found that vehicle pre-crash speed is a pivotal crash the analysis of conditions which produce tripped 
severity parameter. The pre-crash speed for rollovers is rollover. The model simulates a skidding vehicle impact 
much higher than for other crashes. Approximately 50% with a curb. The curb to wheel force is characterized by 
of rollovers occur at speeds above 50 mph, compared four functions: (1) a spring force between 0 and 2 inches 
with 10% for other crashes, of 2000 lb/in, (3) a constant wheel deflection force of 

4000 lb/in between 2 and 8 inches, (3) a spring force of Framework for the Study of Rollover 8000 lb/in above 8 inches, and (4) a curb damping force 
Outcomes of .25 lb-sec/ft. 

In studying the rollover phenomena, we are examining The model permits the variation of vehicle geometry, 
separately each of the individual events which influence inertia, suspension, and external force parameters; and 
the motion of the vehicle and its occupants. Our the magnitude and direction of the initial displacement, 
approach is to apply computer models which have been speed and acceleration. 
developed and validated by NHTSA. These models The model predicts the incidence of a dynamic in- 
include the STI vehicle model for tripped rollover, the stability which irreversibly leads to rollover. The roll 
ATB Vehicle Model for vehicle post trip motion, and the angle, roll rate and roll acceleration are all calculated at 
ATB Occupant Model for occupant motion, each time increment as the simulation progresses, and 

The first event considered is the tripping mechanism, are available as output variables. The simulation termi- 
The consequences to be determined in this case are the nates when rollover is predicted. 
pre-roll dynamics and kinematics of the vehicle, and An initial application of the STI model was the evalu- 
those of each occupant. The STI Vehicle Model, and the ation of parameters which are sensitive to changes in the 
ATB Occupant Model provide the instruments for this tripping velocity. For this study, the geometric and 
study. We apply these instruments to determine the inertia properties were averages taken from the 38 
consequence of tripping for a matrix of initial conditions passenger cars published in reference 13. Suspension 
which represent the rollover spectrum in the field properties were scaled from the baseline data provided 
experience. The result is a spectrum of output conditions with the STI model. The tripping mechanism was a 6 
which are used as input to study the next event, inch curb which developed force properties as described 

The second event considered is the free roll and earlier. 
translation of the vehicle and its occupants after tripping The STI model predicts a large sensitivity of roll rate 
and prior to the vehicle impacting the ground. The ATB to lateral velocity. The sensitivity is relatively indepen- 
Vehicle Model is used to predict vehicle motion and the dent of car size, as shown in Figure 1. 
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ROLL RATE, REV/SEC tion of the ellipsoids is discussed in reference 14. The 

~ .......................................... 
output of the ATB simulation includes the time history 
of all forces acting on the vehicle, and the resulting 
accelerations, velocities, and displacements--both linear 
and angular. 

o I The ATB Vehicle Model been validated for predicting 
2o ao ~o the complex motion of a 1983 Dodge Aires which rolled 

LATERAL VELOCITY, MPH 
four times during a test of highway barriers [14]. The 

-- SU~LL C~a -- U~O~Z~ ..... ~a~ e~a model has also been validated for predicting the motion 

Figure 1. STI Model---Tripping Velocity Influence on Roll of vehicles roll tested by the NHTSA roll cart. These 
Rate (Three Car Sizes) tests involve ejecting a vehicle from a test cart traveling 

A further analysis of the factors which influence roll at about 30 mph. The longitudinal axis of the vehicle is 

rate is presented in Figure 2. This figure shows the approximately 90 degrees to the direction of the cart’s 

sensitivity of roll rate to other variables which are motion. At the time of ejection, the vehicle is flipped off 

independently increased by 20%. The baseline case for by a hydraulic system, which imparts a roll velocity of 

this analysis was a 20 mph tripped reliever. As anticio approximately one revolution per second. 

pated, the lateral velocity has a large amplification factor The model used for occupant simulation is the ATB 

on roll rate. Occupant Model. This model is configured to represent 
the occupant. The ATB Occupant Model has been exten- 

~ncEwr e,,~G~tN~ot.t R~r~ sively validated for predicting occupant motion in a 
~oo. 

¯ ........ I crash. In the case of reliever, the AAMRL has simulated 

so ............................................... numerous reliever tests from the NHTSA rollover cart, 

,o. 
...iii-. ............... 

i "i. iii..iiiiii .............. 

thereby providing a body of validated data. A published 
~o- 

I I 
example of validated occupant motion in rollover is 

o f ~ ~ found in reference 15. 

-,o .................................... Pure Roll Modeling of Occupants -so ~r~R~. v~t_ ~. ~ ~ot.t. ~N~r. rr~e~ w~o’r, 
The influence of roll rate on the occupant was exam- 

VARIABLE 
ined using the ATB Occupant Model. The data set used 

Figure 2. STI Model - Roll Rate Change for 20"/. Increase was for a mid-size car similar to the one for which valid 
in Other Variables (20-mph, .75 ray/sac Baseline) data is available in Reference [15]. The roll rate was 

Vehicle dimensional and inertia parameters have vary- achieved by introducing a pure roll acceleration, similar 

ing influence on roll rate. As the car size increases, the to that produced by the NHTSA roll test cart. The 

mass, roll inertia, and track width all increase. The acceleration was terminated when the desired constant 

offsetting influence on roll rate among these parameters roll rate was achieved. The resulting occupant motion, 

reduces the sensitivity of roll rate to car size. and occupant to vehicle forces were then observed. 

Occupant motion during the tripping event is being Selected results of simulations of a driver undergoing 

simulated by the ATB Occupant model. This research a counter clockwise roll are presented in Figure 3. For 

will be addressed later, in the Discussion section, this case, the presence of restraints has little influence on 
the occupant motion. The resulting forces on the door 

Roll Simulations and window for roll rates up to 3 revolutions per second 

The dynamic conditions resulting from tripping, as are shown. 

predicted by the STI model can now be used as input 
data to the ATB vehicle and occupant models which      FORCE ON DOOR/WINDOW           (Thousands LBS.}5 

have been validated for predicting the post tripping ~_-/-~ 4 
motion of the vehicle and occupants. The ATB model 

~ a 
has been used extensively by NHTSA and the Air Force 

a 

to simulate vehicle and occupant motion during a crash. 2 2 

The ATB Vehicle Model was developed and validated 

by the Air Force Armstrong Aerospace Medical Labora- 0 , , 0 

tory (AAMRL). In this model, the vehicle is simulated o.s ~ ~.s 2 2.5 a 3.5 

by one inertia ellipsoid, and eight contact hyperellip- 
ROLL RATE - REV/$EC 

soids. The hyperellipsoid has the capability of producing DOOR FORCE ¯ WINDOW FORCE 
shapes which resemble boxes with rounded corners--not 
unlike modern cars and light trucks. Separate ellipsoids 

Figure 3. ATB Occupant Model---Roll Rate vs Force 

and hyperellipsoids are used to represent the four wheels, 
Exerted by Occupant (Constant Roll Rate) 

the hood, trunk, roof, and body. The specific configura- 
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Modeling of the Vehicle First Impact 8 VELOCITY LOSS - MPH 

ROOF CRUSH -IN6 

Many researchers have suggested that in rollover 5.. ~ I5 
events, vehicle damage is an indicator of crash severity. 4 
An objective of the vehicle first impact modeling is to 3 3 
gain insight into relationships between vehicle damage 2 ......... 2 
and other crash parameters. The establishment of rela- ¯ ..... 1 
tionships between velocity loss and vehicle damage o ’ o 
would be useful in predicting the initial crash velocity. 20 so 40 

The model applied was the ATB Vehicle Model. The LATERAL VELOCITY - MPH 

data set used was that validated for the Dodge Aries in 
VELOCITY LOSS ~ ROOF CRUSH 

a one rev/sec guardrail induced reliever at 60 mph [14]. 
Four revolutions of roll ensued. The vehicle stiffnesses Figure 4. ATB Model~Lateral Velocity vs. Velocity Loss 

and Roof Crush (1 rev/sec Roll Rate) were not changed from those in the base data set. The 
values were inferred from comparing the model and test VELOCITY LOSS - MPH ROOF CRUSH o IN 
results. 5 , ~ ~ 

For the purpose of this sensitivity analysis, the vehicle 4 4 
initial position is an initial roll angle of 100 degrees, and 3 3 
the roof is approximately 1 inch from touching the 
ground. From this initial condition, the following vari- 2 2 

ables are independently varied: (1) lateral velocity, (2) 1 1 
surface coefficient of friction, (3) roll rate. The results 0 , 0 
are shown in Figures 4 through 6. 0.6 o.a 

The evaluation of vertical velocity is reported in FRICTION COEFFICIENT 

Figure 7. In this Figure, vertical velocity is expressed in 
VELOCITY LOSS --*-- ROOF CRUSH 

terms of the drop distance required to produce the verti- 
cal velocity. For this analysis, the vertical velocity was Figure 5. ATB Model--Surface Friction vs. Velocity Loss 

varied and the other initial conditions were constant. The and Roof Crush (1 rev/sec Roll Rate) 

initial position was approximately 100 degrees, one inch 
VELOCITY LOSS - MPH ROOF CRUSH - IN 

above the surface. The initial lateral speed was 30 mph, s s 
and the roll rate was one rev/sec. The vertical velocity s .............. ~ .............. . 5 
was varied through a change in initial velocity, not by 4 4 
changing the initial position. 3 3 

2 2 

Analysis of Accident Cases 1 1 
In order to gain information from accident cases, a o ’ ~ ’ o 

0 1 2 3 4 detailed analysis was conducted of 140 rollover cases 
ROLL RATE - REV/SEC 

from the 1988-89 NASS files. These cases were selected 
to represent those with significant vehicle damage. --VELOCITY LOSS --*--ROOF CRUSH 

Attempts were made to verify the initial speed, to 
Figure 6. ATB Model--Roll Rate vs. Velocity Loss and 

determine the nature and extent of the tripping mecha- 
Roof Crush (30 mph Lateral Velocity) 

nism, and to estimate the initial roll rate. 
The results of the study are incomplete. However, esti- VELOCITY LOSS o MPH ROOF CRUSH - IN 

mates of the roll rates suggest that the maximum roll rate lo ~ lo 
observed is in the order of 2.5 to 3 rev/sec. The esti- s ~ 
mates are based on vehicle and scene evidence including ~ ~ 
initial velocity, distance between trip and initial impact, 
and vehicle angular rotation between trip and first 4 4 

impact. 2 2 
0 ’ ’        ’        ’        ’ ’ 0 

Discussion of Results 0    0.5 1 1.5    2    2.5 3 3.5 
DROP DISTANCE (FT.) 

The results presented are based principally on com- 
puter simulation. In these simulations, the crash events VELOCITY LOSS ~ ROOF CRUSH 
in tripping, pure roll, and first vehicle impact are Figure 7. ATB Model~Vertical Velocity vs. Velocity Loss 
separated and analyzes independently. The objective is and Roof Crush (1 rev/sec; 30 mph Lateral Velocity) 
to explore how pivotal parameters which influence crash 
severity interact in each phase of the crash. 
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Data analysisby Malliaris has identified initial veloci- testing may not be needed to evaluate high speed 

ty as a pivotal parameter in rollover crashes. The STI protection in rollover crashes. 

model suggests that roll rate is strongly related to initial Coefficient of surface friction has negligible influence 

velocity for tripped rollover (Figures 1 & 2). The on roof crush, but a significant influence on velocity loss 

tripping mechanism simulated by the STI model may be (Figure 5). This result is intuitively appealing. 

more severe than seen in high speed rollover crashes. Roll rate sensitivity is shown in Figure 6. At high roll 

The roll rates predicted by the STI model were in excess rates, some rotational energy is transferred to translao 

of 5 rev/sec for the range of crash speeds which account tional energy during impact. Consequently, the transla- 

for 50% of the rollovers. However, analysis of NASS tional velocity loss decreases with increasing roll rate. 

rollover data suggests that roll rates above 2.5 rev/sec Roof crush is relatively insensitive to roll rate. 

are rare. Vertical velocity, expressed in terms of drop height is 

The high tripping forces permitted by the STI model shown in Figure 7. The results show that the vertical 

may account for this disparity. Nevertheless, the the velocity has a strong influence on both the roof crush 

strong relationship between linear velocity and roll and velocity loss. 

velocity, is worthy of further investigation and veri- One of the objectives of this research is to provide 

fication, guidance to crash investigators. Ultimately it is desired 

The pure roll simulations show that high roll rates, to assess crash severity from the damage to the vehicle. 

independent of other impacts, can produce conditions to For the conditions examined, vehicle damage was influ- 

induce ejection (Figure 3). These results indicate that in enced most by vertical velocity, not roll rate or lateral 

pure rolls, the occupant forces on the door and window velocity. The only basis found for estimating roll rate 

can exceed 1000 pounds at roll rates of 2 rev/sec. This and horizontal velocity was from measurements of im- 

load is generally sufficient to cause glass breakage. At pact locations at the crash scene. 

2.5 rev/sec the force on the can door exceed 2500 lbs. Additional data collection elements will be required to 

By way of comparison, the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety evaluate the significance of the tripping mechanism, the 

Standard on door latch strength requires a 2500 lb. test. roll rate and the vertical velocity on rollover crash 

These simulation results suggest that high values of roll severity. 

rate may have a profound influence on the potential for 
ejection. 
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S6-0-06 
Manufacturer’s Overview of Rollover Resistance Test Technology 

Robert L. LeFevre, Richard E, Rasmussen 
General Motors Corporation 

A b s t r a c t 
Rollover accidents are among the most difficult of the 

major accident categories to analyze through the applica- 
!i 

tion of full-scale test procedures. Because of this 
difficulty, industry and governments worldwide have not 
reached a consensus on a full-scale test technology to 
assess a vehicle’s ability to resist rollover motion. 
Additionally, progress in developing test procedures to 
define rollover resistance has been retarded by the 
factors of accident complexity and a reluctance to 
separate maneuver handling issues from those speci- 
fically related to the rollover event. The relevance of 
field accident data to test procedure selection will be 

Figure 1. Early Center of Grevity Height Test Facitity at 
described with examples from U.S. experience. Candi- the GM Proving Ground 
date procedures from around the world will be discussed 
and a set of criteria for judging and comparing the merits 
of these proposals will be suggested. All procedures 
represent compromises between the desire to include 
every contributing factor and a need to distinguish 

i 
differences in rollover performance. Also, problems 
associated with validating candidate procedures with 
field accident data are described. 

Introduction 
Since the earliest days of the automotive industry, the 

role of vehicle design in rollover accidents has been 
intensively investigated as pictured in Figures 1 and 2. 
Many improvements in body structure, chassis compo- 
nent integrity, tire bead retention, mass distribution, and 
passenger restraint systems have been introduced as 
passenger car and light truck designs have evolved. This 
evolution will continue as light trucks move toward inde- Figure 2. Early Lateral Rollover Test on Level Ground ~t 
pendent front suspensions for all wheel drive configura- the GM Proving Ground 
tions. Independent front suspensions will permit lower 
powertrain components, hence, the lowering of center of However, vehicle design is not the only consideration 

gravity heights, in rollover accident prevention. Of equal or greater 
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importance in rollover prevention are design improve- and road components as elements of a control system 

merits for roadside geometries and barrier systems [1]. must be viewed as nonlinear, stochastic, and lacking in 

Further, statistical analysis of accident data provides a the important properties of stationarity and ergodicity 

wealth of inl~rmation on the dominant role of driver that are basic assumptions for conventional systems .... 

impairment and demographics in this special class of analysis. Few statistical parameters describing the 

accident, performance of these stochastic control elements are 

Despite considerable public and private sector atten- tabulated in the literature and the limited available data 

tion, significant gaps remain in the technology of full- show wide ranges: driver control strength has been 

scale vehicle rollover performance evaluation. There are observed to vary over a range of four-to-one, surprise 

no objective test procedures that have received world, reaction time can vary by six-to-one, and road friction 

wide industry and government acceptance for evaluating can vary by ten-to-one with even broader ranges of 

the ability of a design to resist rollover during a precrash spectral content in road profiles. 

maneuver. In fact, there are nearly as many test pro- Recent studies of large accident data files are 

posals as investigations into the subject. Among the beginning to demonstrate a large degree of inter- 

factors retarding progress in identifying an agreed upon dependence in these three basic system elements. For 

test procedure are the complexity of the real world event, example, a particular vehicle design is not exposed to a 

the difficulty in isolating a vehicle’s resistance to random selection of drivers, nor is it operated in a 

rollover from driver and road-environment issues, and randomly selected portion of the available road environ- 

the probIems associated with drawing appropriate con- ment. Rollover accident rates evident from field data for 

clusions from trends suggested by the accident data. particular vehicle designs are not necessarily the result 

This paper provides an evaluation and comparison of of the design, but are strongly influenced by these driver 

candidate rollover resistance test procedures and and road-environment elements. These influences must 

examines the basic compromises that may be inherent be used in correlating rollover resistance test results with 

with ~he available choices, field accident data. 

System Overview Test Selection Criteria 
The three-element, closed-loop system illustrated in Two factors influence industry views on the most 

Figure 3 is essential to every analysis of rollover events, appropriate approach to measure rollover resistance of a 
Each element needs to be factored into t) evaluation of vehicle design. 
field accident data, 2) assignment of causation responsi- o Historically, automotive testing has been compara- 
bility, or 3) comparison of objective test procedures, tire in nature. Engineers and decision makers want 
Totally focusing on one element, excluding the other to know how Vehicle A compares to Vehicle B with 
two, has led to conclusions and recommendations that confidence and precision, particularly where regula- 
are misleading. For development of objective test tory compliance margins are involved. 
procedures that are intended to define the vehicle’s role o Accident data show that all vehicles experience roll- 
in the rotlover event, it is absolutely necessary to over regardless of their size and mission. 
consider the driver and road contributions in order to 
control or eliminate them. 

Therefore, industry is most interested in test proced- 
ures which are capable of assigning numbers to product 
performance with distinguishable resolution and having 
the broadest possible applicability. At a minimum, a test 
procedure would be expected to encompass the full range 
of light duty vehicles. It is recognized that heavy trucks 
and articulated vehicles often require test procedures 
which are tailored to their special characteristics and use. 
Other considerations that influence industry views on test 
procedures are: 

o Field Relevance--The test should comprehend phe- 
nomena that contribute to field performance to the 
greatest extent possible. 

o Performance Criteria--The test should produce per- 

Figure 3~ C~ntrol System for No,lover Analysis formance on a continuous rating spectrum, rather 

than just provide a pass/fail measure. 
This three-element, closed-loop system is conceptually o Reproducibility--The test should be capable of being 

simple and has been modeled with a degree of success run so that different laboratories obtain the same 

for many years. However, the properties of the driver results, particularly in the context of regulations. 
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o Responsiveness--The test should be relatively short o Rotlover accidents represent a small portion of the 
in duration and low in cost to help with the rapid total spectrum of vehicle accidents, even at the 
pace of automotive developments, relatively high level of severity represented by the 

o Computer Modeling While virtually all physical NASS file. 
systems can be modeled, the resources required to . Rollovers on the roadway represent a very small 
model some situations can exceed those associated portion of total rollover accidents. 
with full scale testing of prototypes. These situations . The most prevalent rollover accident scenarios are 
need to be avoided where possible, off-road and multiple vehicle collisions which are 

o Low Risk and NondestructiveThe test should pose often the most complicated° 
minimal risk to the safety of personnel and result in . Rollover accidents are a higher portion of all light 
minimal damage to expensive prototype vehicles, truck accidents than is the case with passenger cars. 

It should be noted that this finding may reflect a 
Accident Data Issues lower prevalence for other classes of light truck 

Several levels of government in the United States have accidents. 
compiled a number of extensive accident data files over In the U.S., there has been considerable publicity and 
the past decade. These files vary from special purpose literature about the rollover rates for sport utility 
files containing about 1000 reports, to one very large vehicles. Figure 6, reproduced from a 1990 NHTSA pub- 
general purpose file with over 6 million reports. The lication on light truck safety, implies a rapid and 
quantity and quality of the information in each of these unexplained reduction in rollover fatality rates for this 
files varies with the size and intended purpose of the class of vehicle for a four year period from 1985 to 1988 
file. As the following paragraphs will explain, it is [2]. Rollover fatality rates for sport utility vehicles 
essential that information in these files be applied to the during 1988 were slightly lower than those for small 
problem of selecting appropriate rollover resistance test pickup trucks according to this report. It is very unlikely 
procedures, that a 35% reduction in rollover fatality rates over a four 

Figures 4 and 5 depict rollover accident statistics for year period is related to vehicle design improvements. 
passenger cars and light trucks from the National Acci- This trend remains a subject worthy of further investiga- 
dent Sampling System (NASS) file which consists of tion. 
samples of severe accidents that occur on U.S. roadways. 
Several relevant findings are immediately evident from Fat~,ty 

Rate 

thi s most simple array of accident statistics: 18o 
16 

120 

loo 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

invNvin9 any of the foll~ing: fatally, i~apacg VeNcle Size & 

Registered Vehicles 
Figur~ 4. P~ssenget Car Ro~Mver Projections ~ased on 
1986 NASS 

The sport utility vehicle situation provides an illustra- 
tion of ~he difficulty associated wi~h interpreting rollover 
accident rate data. Figure 7 is a ~abMadon of fa~1 roll* 
over accident rates over an ex~ended period 
vehicle designs studied ~e a mixture of sporty cars and 
light duty trucks, with heavy emphasis on vehicles 
classified as sport utility vehicles, The following obser- 
vations further exemplify ~he particular a~emion that 

.... ~,,,o.,~ ..... ,0, ............. , .... needs ~o be given when analyzing such data: 

,,,.~,.,,., .......... ,o,,,.,o~ ..... The rollover rates for this group of vehictes vary by 
a factor of 10. 

Figure 5, L~ght TrucNVan Rollover Nationa! Projections , Both the lowest and highest roltover rate vehicles 

Based on ~98~ NASS Data are "4 X 4" sport utility vehicles. 
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F~gure 8(¢). Percentage of Drivers WRh Prior Speeding 
F~gur~ 7. Fatal Bot~ovsr Events Per 10,000 Registered ~nviction (198~87 FARS Data) 
Vehicle Years: Single Vehicle A~ide~ts 
(t~87 FARS Data) Similar characteristics are evident in available data on 

- One third o~ the top hal£ o~ th~s sample’s to!lover environmental factors and rollover. Figure 9 illustrates ..... 

rates belong to sporty cars, these being the lowest the r~ge in ~ollover rates for eastern urbaa centers as 

and widest vehicle designs operated on public roads, compared to western mountain states in the U.S. [4]. 

The drive~ factors ~ecorded ~o~ the vehicles and acci- 
Neglecting the District o~ Columbia, there is a factor of 

dents of the sample ~e summarized in F~gures 8(a), 8(b), 
five in this comparison of rollover rates between states. 

and 8(c) ~3]. Dr~ver age demographics varies by a ~actor 
o~ six; alcohol ~nvolvement varies by a ~actor of three; 
and poor dr~ving ~eco~ds a~so vary by a ~act~r ~ three. 
The lew, wide sporty cars consistently make up one third 
o~ more o~ the vehicles ~n the uppe~ half for each driver 
category. 

80 

% 

Figure 9. Rollover Rates by Geographic Location 

0 The above few excerpts from the very extensive roll- 
L~ Fc Jc ~ ET Hc Cr Gc D~ P5. B~ Nv AT P~ Kr RT OT Qc 

over accident data literature are quoted here as a caution 
~ ..... for those who attempt to validate rollover resistance test 

F~gu~ ~), Percentage o~ Drivers Less th~n 25 Years of proposals from raw rotlover rates derived from field 

Ag~ {~g8~87 FANS O~t~) data. While it may be possible to empirically model the 
rollover situation from the large body of accident 
information ~hat has been collected, these few findings 

demonstrate that causation models must contain a 
8~ balance of driver, vehicle, and environment factors in 

% 
~ order to represent the situation for confident identifi- 

cation and extraction of vehicle factors, .... 

Test Procedure Proposal Categories 
Since there are many proposals for test procedures to 

~ measure a vehicle’s ability to resist rollover, it is 
Kv~cB~GcE.~ Cv ~ HcCTNr N~.D~Ov~vN~dcFc P~ 

appropriale to create categories of these proposals so .... 
they can be discussed and compared in an organized ..... 

F~gute 8(b). Pet~n~g~ of Dt~vgts W~th Blood ~leohol manner. The category system used in this paper is as 

Above 0,~% (~g~-87 FANS Data) follows: 
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- Physical Properties Tests These are laboratory tests While roll moment of inertia is a physical factor that 
intended tomeasurebasicphysicalproperties with a should relate to a vehicle’s ability to resist large 
conceptual relationship to rollover resistance, transient lateral forces associated with curb impact and 

o Rol!over Simulations These are also laboratory soil mechanics, it has received less media attention than 
tests intended to estimate, comparatively, the level c.g. location. Many automotive laboratories have facili- 
of maneuver severity that a vehicle can achieve at its ties for measurement of whole vehicle moments of 
threshold of rollover, inertia because they are fundamental to a variety of 

- Dynamic Road Tests This category includes all dynamic performance modeling activities. A roll moment 
procedures that involve operation of a vehicle on a of inertia test facility is shown in Figure 12. Such 
roadway. Since many of the procedures that have facilities are configured so that vehicle inertia magnitude 
been publicized are ad hoc evaluations conducted by contributes directly to the period of a simple and pro- 
magazines, these procedures are usually not as dictable oscillating system. The period of oscillation, 
specified nor as documented as those conducted by measured with great precision is proportional to the 
automotive testing organizations. For purposes of moment of inertia where the c.g. location is known and 
this paper, the general problem of dynamic road appropriate mathematical axes compensation has been 
testing for rotlover performance will be discussed accomplished. The facility in Figure 12 holds the vehicle 
without detailed reference to specific procedures, on a platform supported by knife edges and springs. 

Other facilities use air bearing supports or multifilar 
Physical Properties Tests pendulum systems. Roll moment of inertia, for passenger 

Analysts and modelers generally agree that three cars, has been found to be a simple function of vehicle 
vehicle properties are fundamental factors in rollover total mass and dimensions [6]o It can often be predicted 
equations of motion: 1 ) track width, 2) center of gravity empirically from these properties with an acceptable 
height, and 3) roll moment of inertia. There are addi- degree of precision. Similar formulas for light trucks are 
tional important factors that have not received the not available. The authors are unaware of any investiga- 
attention from investigators inside and outside the lion to establish repeatability or correlation between 
transportation industry which are outside the scope of industry facilities for inertia measurement. Use of large, 
this paper, simple structures with mass and geometry approaching 

that of vehicles and inertia properties that are readily 
calculated can be helpful in validation of inertia test 
facilities. 

Figure 10. Test Facility Used to Nleasure Center of Gravity 
at the G~ Proving Ground 

Average 
C.G, Height Figure 12. ~oll M~ment of Ine~i~ Test F~c~ty ~t t~e G~ 

(inches) 

Rollover Simulations 
The rollover simulation laboratory tests most often 

discussed for measurement of roIlover resistance use 
tilt table and sidepull procedures. Of ~hese, ~he tilt ~able 
test is the most widely used around the world because 
accommodates a broad range of vehicles. The ~ilt table 

22.0 

w~.~ v~.~ w~.~ ~ procedure is viewed as simple and modest in cosL Two 
factors seem to support usage of this test: 

Figur~ 1~. ~nter o~ Gravity N~asur~ment by 
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o Fietd data shows that operation on a sideslope to be to determine the lateral force required for two wheel lift. 

the most prevalent rollover accident circumstance The cable was mounted from a heavy truck to provide a 

such as may be the case with earthmovers and heavy sufficient and stable reaction for this test. Some test 

trucks, facilities used rail mounted vehicles or tracked vehicles. 

o A need to evaluate or regulate rolloverresistance for While the variability in tire-road friction made this 

the least stable portion of the vehicle population, approach to rollover resistance testing impractical, 

such as double decker buses, articulated tanker investigators noted that lateral force for two wheel lift 

trucks, three-wheeled passenger cars and three- for a rolling vehicle was virtually identical to levels for 

wheeled light commercial vehicles.° a nonrolling vehicle. Subsequent tire testing revealed that 

Many four-wheeled passenger cars and light trucks 
tire vertical and lateral spring rates, for these severe 

initiate rollover only in response to high levels of lateral 
conditions, roiling and nonrolling, are very similar while 

force° For these vehicles, the tilt table approach may 
many other tire properties are significantly different. 

have limitations or lack credibility. Where the lateral 
Since tire vertical spring rate and lateral spring rate 

force required to initiate rollover begins to approach the 
(more properly termed overturning moment) are among 

weight of the vehicle, very large tilt angles are necessary 
the major tire factors contributing to rollover resistance, 

~;or wheel lift. For these cases, the vehicle suspension 
this finding suggested that a nonrolling laboratory side- 

will move to full rebound, the tires will become lightly 
pull test might provide a precise measure of rollover 

loaded and difficult to restrain as the angle for wheel lift 
resistance where broadslide related tripping is known to 

is approached. Some proponents of the tilt table conduct 
be a most prevalent rollover accident circumstance. 

the test at maximum cargo toad to lower the tilt angle 
A facility for this purpose is shown in Figure 14. The 

required for wheel lift. While this strategy may make the 
vehicle is pulled laterally with a measured force that is 

test easier to obtain credible results for passenger- 
controlled to he horizontal, oriented at ninety degrees to 

carrying light trucks with large cargo capacities, the 
the plane of symmetry, and arranged to pass through the 

influence of cargo may not be sufficient for testing 
gravity center location as it moves vertically as a result 

sporty cars and other vehicles with small capacity, 
of the lateral force. This is accomplished with simple 

In addition to the above difficulties, the tilt table test 
closed loop controls that sense center of gravity height, 

procedure also does not comprehend that lateral rollovers 
cable angle, and vehicle yaw motion. Rate of increase in 

are often a result of ~ipping. Accident investigators in 
the pull force is slow to result in a test that is essentially 

the U.S. have concluded that tripping for a broadsliding 
steady state. Vehicle restraint is assured with a low curb 

vehicle is the most prevalent ro!lover circumstance en- 
restraint of the tire. Innertubes are used to prevent tire 

countered in light vehicle accident reconstruction activi- 
bead unseating and air loss for these extreme conditions. 

ties [71. Figure 13 provides statistics that support this 
A sling is used for most cars and trucks to spread the 

conclusion [8]. The road environment in other parts of 
pull force and minimize body damage. The test is repli- 

the world may increase the prevalence of sideslope as a 
cared six times to provide resolution in lhe runge of 0.02 

diominant factor in rollover accidents° However, in the 
for the sidepull ratio which is the ratio of lateral force at 
two wheel lift versus vehicle test weight. This would 

U,So this is not the case. 
correspond to test resolution of 0.02 G’s if this situation 

% ~f N~vers 
could be reproduced with a road maneuver test. 

35 

C~rb Pavement    Ditch So~Ftat Guard~ii Embank-    0thed 

Edge /~rd~ ~en~ Unknown 
S~epe 

~echan~sm 

Accidents 

Recognizing the limitations of the tilt g~ble test and 
~he tong, frustrating and nonproductive experience with Figure 14, Side Pull Test Facility at the GN Proving 
dynamic road tests, investigators in the U.S. began to Ground 
look for a hybrid labfload test that would combine the 
advantages of lab testing with the realism of road testing, This test has been used for some years on a variety of 

A cable was used to pull on the side of a moving vehicle passenger c~s, light trucks, and sport utility trucks. 
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While vehicles without roof structures require special written record of the frustrations experienced in pursuing 
fixturing and minor body damage is frequent, indications a controlled and repeatable approach to the testing. Most 
are that the approach has so far been applicable to every of this work was probably intended for evaluation of 
light duty vehicle submitted for testing. Only three labs occupant protection, but similar difficulties were 
in the U.S. are known to have used this procedure and encountered by those attempting to develop road tests for 
limited test correlation work has been accomplished at rollover resistance. The NHTSA continued to work on 
this time. The major problem with lab-to-lab correlation rollover resistance road tests in the 1970’s after most 
may be associated with c.g. location, industry efforts were abandoned for lack of success. 

The obvious limitation of the laboratory rollover So far, at least two problems have remained unre- 
resistance simulation tests described here is neglect of solved despite these efforts: 
dynamics. For example, neither the sidepull nor the tilt ¯ Ability to precisely define the severity of a road 
table test results are influenced by vehicle roll axis maneuver that results in rollover, or out-rigger 
moment of inertia. It may be possible to construct a contact, so that vehicles can be compared in terms of 
more sophisticated sidepull test device that would their resistance to maneuver severity. The "Drastic 
provide a controlled pull force at a higher time rate of Steer and Brake Test" investigated by NHTSA used 
change, so that inertia would be able to influence the a very transient steering input that often resulted in 
result. One related procedure was reported in early 1990 high levels of vehicle vibration and noisy measures 
[9]. In this case, vehicles were pulled laterally over a of motion severity. 
slippery surface at speeds in the range of 30 mph. The ¯ Ability to control the contribution of the tire-road 
broadsliding vehicles then encountered either a curb or interface to the rollover event. 
a prepared soil condition intended to produce rollover. 

The tire-road interface situation is demonstrated by The soil situation produced lateral force sufficient for 
deceleration in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 g, while the curb Figure 15 derived from industry studies of tire braking 

traction [11]. In this case, the peak tire braking traction provided a pulse of force sufficient for deceleration in 
was measured with a traction reference tire on a number the range of 10 g. These high forces often produced 
of dry road surfaces used for testing at different industry component collapse. The vehicle lateral acceleration 

versus time graphs included in the referenced paper show proving ground facilities. These road surfaces did not 
include anything that would be judged artificial or data too noisy to adequately discern differences in roll- 

over resistance of various vehicle designs, polished to produce peculiar performance. Plotted for 

In the U. S., some researchers have been investigating comparison is the range of sidepull test data for a 

rollover resistance using the ratio of T/2H, where T is population of vans and sport utility vehicles. The point 
of this comparison is that the variability in the lateral the track width and H is the c.g. height. It is possible to 
acceleration which can be developed on various roads is compare T/2H with the sidepull ratio and the tangent of 
almost as large as the range of rollover resistance the tilt table angle at two wheel lift. 

The NHTSA facility at the Vehicle Research and Test performance that would be observed in a population of 
light trucks. Assuming that sidepull ratio is a true Center has run all three test procedures on the same 
measure of rollover resistance and the peak traction data population of 13 cars and trucks [10]. Because of the 
a true measure of the ability of the road friction to create diversity of the vehicles used, which ranged from a 

subcompact car to a full-sized passenger van, e.g. height lateral rollover force, nearly all of the population of 

and track width tend to dominate the results. If T/2H, vehicles could, theoretically, be shown to rollover on the 

tangent of the tilt table angle, and sidepull ratio are each highest friction surface, while 11 of the 13 would not 

used as an estimator of the steady state lateral accelera- rollover on the lowest friction surface. If the band of 

tion level that will initiate rollover motion, T/2H uncertainty associated with resolution of maneuver 

provides the highest estimate of lateral acceleration, severity (the order of 0.2 G) is added to the uncertainty 
associated with road friction, the result is a test process sidepull the lowest estimate, with the tangent of tilt angle 

falling between the two. The tests were performed under uncertainty as broad as the range of performance for the 

light load conditions and the order of the estimates could population of vehicles to be compared. Although the 

change at higher loads. More experience with the simula- problem of obtaining repeatable driver control inputs was 

tion tests is needed to obtain a complete understanding solved in one experiment with a sophisticated steering, 

of their relationship to vehicle design factors other than braking, and accelerating robot controller, investigators 

basic height and width, found that the control inputs required for the most severe 
lateral motion was a function of the vehicle design to a 

Dynamic Road Test Issues major degree. 
Industry efforts to develop a road test for rollover Recent proponents of driver-controlled, path- 

performance began in the early 1 920’s and continued constrained, task-performance road tests for rollover 
into the mid-1 960’s. SAERecommendedPracticeJ857a, resistance have asserted that such tests can be relied 
Roll-over Tests Without Collision, is an interesting upon. The proponents have suggested that outrigger 
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of complexity, repeatability, reproducibility and reso- 1.1 
lution capability. In many ways, compromise issues have 
been successfully resolved for other collisioh scenarios 

to the benefit of both users and manufacturers. The 
1.0 compromise process for rollover needs further effort to 

meet both domestic and international needs. Meaningful 
progress in reducing rollover events will require a better 
understanding of the technical facts and tradeoffs, plus 

0.9 a commitment to an objective treatment of the influences 

of the driver and environment as well as the vehicle. 
Level Hopefully, the discussion of these issues within this 

paper has contributed to this process. 
0.8 
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The Urban Roliover: Characteristics, Injuries, Seat-Belts and Ejection 

G.M. Mackay, S. earkin, A.P. Morris, examined retrospectively and medical data were obtained 

R.N. Brown from local hospitals. Additionally, the occupants 

Accident Research Unit, themselves were interviewed by questionnaire. Mackay 
et al, 1985 (5) give a more comprehensive outline of the 

University of Birmingham 
methodology of this ongoing Occupant Injury Study. 

Abstract                                         Accident Types 
This paper presents an analysis of rollover crash Table 1 shows the numbers of vehicles involved in 

characteristics and the injury consequences for occu- rollover events. Of the accidents in which the number of 
pants. 158 roilover cases are analyzed involving 282 vehicles involved was positively identified, 73.5% 
occupants. Comparisons are made, where appropriate, involved only one vehicle. 
between this study and previous studies conducted in the 
1970’s. The study found that generally, the urban    Table 1. Number of Vehicles per Accident 
rollover is not a dramatic crash. Injury severity was 
found to be low to both restrained and unrestrained Vehicles in Number Percentage of Percentage of 

occupants, but ejectees were more likely to be fatally accident Total (%) knowns (%) 

injured than non-ejectees. That however does not imply Single vehicle 111 70.3 73.5 
Two+ vehicles     40        25.3         26.5 

a causal relationship between ejection and the specific ~-~ Not known 7 4.4 - 
"~ mechanism of injury. Roof crush was not found to be Total 1 58 100.0 100.0 

responsible for injury causation and therefore no 
recommendations for changes in current roof strength are Huelke et al, 1972 (1) found that in a sample of 253 
made. This sample may under represent high velocity rollover accidents, 79% were single vehicle, and Mackay 
crashes as the study was conducted in an urban environ- and Tampen, 1970 (3) found in their sample of 89 
merit, a view supported by the fact that only 20% of rollover accidents, 70% were single vehicle. 
vehicles rolled more than one revolution. 

Occupant Age and Sex 
Introduction The age and sex distribution of the occupants is shown 

A rollover accident, defined here as at least 90 degrees in Table 2. 
of vehicular rotation about any horizontal axis (after 

~ 
Huelke et al, 1972 (1)) can on occasion, be one of the Table 2. Age and Sex Distribution of the Occupants 
more life threatening types of crashes. This is due to the 

Sex MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
unbelted occupant being exposed to high energy, specific ~ n [ % n % n % 
interior contacts or ejection from the vehicle which, 0-10 3 1.7 2 2.9 5 2.0 
Huelke et al, 1977 (2) claim, is consistently more life 11-15 5 2.9 5 7.1 10 4.1 

16-20 54 30.9 13 18.6 67 27.3 
threatening than containment. Secondly, during such 21-25 41 23.4 18 25.7 59 24.1 
crashes, the non-ejected occupant is exposed to a greater z6-30 zo 11.4 11 15.7 31 12.7 

~-~: risk of serious injuries to the head, neck and spine when 31 - 40 23 13.1 9 12.9 32 13.1 

41 -50 11 6.3 3 4.3 1 4 5.7 
the vehicle is upside down due to the rapidly changing 51+ 1 8 10.3 9 12.9 27 11.0 

nature of several force vectors applied over a very short Total * 175 100.0 70 100 245 100.0 

period of time (Huelke et al, 1972. Not known 29 87.9 4 12.1 33 100.0 
Total 204 73.4 74 26.6 278 100.0 

Previous studies have suggested some consistency in ¯ This total includes known values only 

~,. the incidence of rollover accidents (in which injuries (4 occupants, sex not known) 

~- occur) in relation to the general accident pattern. Mackay 73.4% of the occupants were male, compared with 
and Tampen, 1970 (3) found that rollovers account for 65.5% male occupancy for all accident types (the latter 
8% of such collisions in the UK, while Mackay, 1981 (4) figure taken from the entire Birmingham database, from 
reviewing sample studies in Europe showed that rollover which the rollovers were selected for this study). Of the 

accidents constituted 8-12% of all accidents. In addition, sample where the age and sex is known 38.8% are males 
the Fatal Accident Reporting System, 1985 (5) shows in the age range 16-25 (compared with 18.7% for all 

~-~ that 9% of American car crashes are rollovers, accident types). Clearly, males in this age range are 
heavily over-represented in rollover accidents, there 

Methodology being twice as many involved in rollovers than the figure 
This study examined 158 vehicles containing 282 for all accident types. If the age range 16-25, for both 

occupants involved in rollover accidents in and around male and female, is omitted out of the totals, males still 
.... the West Midlands conurbation. All vehicles were constitute 71.7% of the total remaining, showing that 
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males in general are more often involved in rollover 
accidents. 34.8% of the vehicles in the sample contained 

least one male in the age range 16-25. On average at 
there were 1.8 occupants per vehicle in the sample. The 40 / 

occupancy for a vehicle that had at least one male in age 
range 16-25 rose to 2.5, leaving the occupancy in the ~ 30 
remaining vehicles at 1.4. Females constituted 26.6% of 
the whole sample, butonly 12.6% of the sample of occu- ~ 20 
pants that were in vehicles that had at least one male in ,= 

the age range 16-25, leaving the female occupancy of the 
lO 

remaining vehicles at 39.8%. 

Restraint Use ........................................ 
NUMBER OF TURNS 

Table 3 shows restraint use for the occupants in the 
sample. Restraint use for front seat occupants was Figure 1. Number of Rolls 

89.9%, which is comparable to observed national re- study, however, undoubtedly requires a more severe 

straint use in general (variously observed at 85-95% in event to occur in order for a case to get into the sample. 

1990). 
Final Resting Position 

Table 3. Restraint Use by Seating Position Figure 2 shows the final resting positions of the 
vehicles in this study (Birmingham 1991), and these 

Seat position FRONT REAR TOTAL results are compared to Mackay and Tampen’s, 1970 (3) 

RestrainedRestraint use_ 142n I    89.9 % In I       2. %1 
143n I 6~:4 earlier Birmingham work, Hight el al, 1972 (7) rural US 

Unrestrained 16 10.1 4H 98.9 88 30.8 work, and Huelke et ai, 1972 (1) larger US sample. 
Total * 158 100.0 48 100.0 206 100.0 

Not known 71 93.4 5 6.6 76 1 O0.0 

Total 229 81.2 53 18.8 282 100.0 

50% 

Number of Rolls 
[] B’ham’91 
[] Mackay 

The number of rolls experienced by the vehicles in the 40to -- -- [] Hight 

sample is shown in Figure 1, in quarter turns. There 
were additi°nally47 cases in which the number Of rOlls O~z 
could not be established, an inherent feature of a retro- 
spective study. It was also not possible to establish how 
many of the known sample had vaulted, but Mackay and o 

Tampen, 1970 (3) and Hight et al, 1972 (7) both showed 
that this occurs in only about 5% of rollovers and it was 

10~o --                                -- 

therefore considered that the results would not be unduly 
affected. Figure 1 shows that after the first quarter turn, o~ -- ROOF 

WHEELS SIDE 
vehicles do not tend to stay on their sides, but topple 

Figure 2. Final Resting Positions 
over onto either the roof or wheels, this being the more 
stable condition. The majority, (63%), of the vehicles (Mackay and Tampen’s results include the rollovers 

that rolled over experienced a maximum of half a revolu- that experienced no more than 1 revolution, being 93% 

tion. There is a very rapid, almost exponential, decrease of their sample. Hight et al’s results include the rollovers 

in the number of rolls. In 20% of the known sample the that experienced no more than 2 revolutions, being 94% 

vehicle rolled more than 1 revolution. 6% rolled more of their sample). 

than 2 revolutions, and only 3% rolled 3 revolutions or Of the vehicles that had a final resting position on 

more. their sides there were no differences between the results 

In contrast Mackay and Tampen, 1970 (3) found that found in this study, and Mackay and Tampen’s earlier 

only 7% of their sample rolled more than 1 revolution, work, both being at about a quarter of the known sample. 

This may partly be due to the change of design of Both studies also found that of the vehicles that had a 

vehicles used in the UK in the past 20 years. Hight et al, final resting position on their sides, about 3/4 experi- 

1972 (7) found that 30% of their sample rolled more enced only 1/4 of a revolution. In contrast, Hight et al’s 

than 1 revolution, possibly illustrating the difference mainly rural US study found that 1/3 of the vehicles had 

between American vehicles involved in mainly rural a final resting position on their side, or which only 

rollovers, versus UK vehicles involved in urban roll- 36.5% rolled only !/4 of a revolution (half the frequency 

overs. The high level of restraint use in the current found in the Birmingham studies). Huelke et al found in 
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their larger US sample that in only 16.5% of the known Door Performance 
sample did the vehicle have a final resting position on Table 6 gives details of door performance. In only 
the side, with no mention made of the number of turns. 37.3% of cases did all the doors function correctly, post- 

Impact Types crash. At least one door jammed in 46.8% of the 

Table 4 shows the types of accident in which the vehicles, and at least one door opened in 15.8% of the 

rollovers occurred. In 27% of the known cases the vehicles. In no instances did a door open and another 

vehicles suffered no, or no major impact before or after become jammed. Door jamming may be a concern when 

the rollover. This is very different to the results observed a vehicle also incurs a fire. This problem did not occur 
in this study, with less than 1% of the rollover vehicles by Mackay and Tampen, 1970 (3) in which the figure 

was 55%. subsequently igniting (one case). 

Table 6. Door Performance Table 4. Impacts Before and/or After Rollover 

Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

Impact type vehicles of knowns(%) 
Door state vehicles of total (%) 

None, or no major Pure 14 9.2 Doors function correctly 59 37.3 
Door(s) jamming 74 46.8 impact before or Tripped 13 8.5 

after rollover Off-road 1 4 9.2 Door(s) opening 2 5 15.8 
Rollover after impact 8 5 55.6 !Doors ooenin.cl and jamming 0 0 
Rollover before impact 1 2 7.8 Total 1 5 8 99.9 
Impact before and after rollover 1 5 9.8 
Total 153 100 Door opening, in contrast, is of interest as the chances 
Notknown 5 of occupant ejection are exacerbated as a result. The 

In 65.4% of the known cases the vehicles did suffer a injury consequences of ejection are discussed later in the 

major impact previous to the rollover (compared with paper. 

35%, Mackay and Tampen). These results are clearly a Windscreen Performance 
feature of the urban environment. There are two general methods for fixing windscreen 

First Object Struck into cars. The traditional method is that of a rubber 

Table 5 shows the first objects struck that initiated a gasket between the windscreen aperture and the glass. 
The other technique is for the windscreen to be bonded, rollover. 33.5% of the vehicles suffered no major impact 
or glued, directly to the aperture. Of the 158 vehicles in before the rollover. This is significantly less than 
this study, 129 (81.6%) had a windscreen fixed with a Mackay and Tampen found (55.1%). This study found 

that of the objects struck that initiated a rollover, 34.7% gasket. The remainder, 29 (18.4%) were bonded. Table 

7 and Figure 3 show the performance of the two types of were other cars or light vans, and 6.1% were heavy 
commercial vehicles. These are considerably lower fixing. 

frequencies than were found by Mackay and Tampen, the 
Table 7. Windscreen Fixing Performance figures being 55% and 12.5% respectively. Mackay and 

Tampen found that trees and posts represented 22.5% of State Fully Part Fully    Total % 
the primary impacts in their study, whereas the same Fixing type intact separated separated 

Gasket 26 23 80 129 81.6 objects comprise 40.9% of the primary impacts in this Bonded 11 12 6 29 18.4 study. Total 37 35 86 158 100.0 
% 23.4 22.2 54.4 100.0 

Table 5. First Objects Struck 

Number of Percentage of known 
Object struck vehicles struck objects(%) 1°°°/* 
Other car or light van 34 34.7 
Heavy commercial vehicle 6 6.1 80"/. 

Tree 13 13.3 
Other road furniture 3 3.1 
Wall or fence 15 i 5.3 ~ [] mTACr 

~_~ 
PART SEPARATED Not known 7 o 40% 

I~ SEPARATED None, or no major impact 5 3 "=’ :~i"i:~’.’~!~:~-’i 
ITotal 1 5 8 100.1 20./. 

Of the 53 cases in which there was none, or no major i:::::~’~’~::::i" 
impact before the rollover, about a third were pure rolls, 0./. 

~s~r eo.~EO 
a third were due to running off-road, and a third were FIXING TYPE 
due to some tripping mechanism. The curb represented Figure 3. Windscreen Fixings Performance 
over two thirds of the objects that tripped the vehicles. 
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In over half of the relievers the windscreen became 
Table 8. Restraints Versus Ejection 

fully separated from its fixing. In addition to this, 20% Ejection Restrained Unrestrained Total 
of the windscreen were made from toughened glass, YES 3 (13.2) 16 (5.8) 19 

which when broken also leaves a large aperture. There- NO 140 (129.8) 47 (57.2) 1 87 

fore, in over 60% of the vehicles involved in this study Total 1 4 3 6 3 20 6 * 

there was a large aperture in front of the front seat 

occupants, available for possible ejection, 
x2= 27.61 With Yates’ correction factor 

P < 0.01 
¯ Restraint use not known has been ignored 

Seat Belts and Ejection Numbers in parentheses represent expected values 

The effectiveness of seat belts in all types of accidents 

has been well documented. Huelke et al, 1977 (2) noted 
Table 9. Fatalities Versus Ejection 

that belt use reduced fatal and serious injuries by 20- Ejection Fatal Non-fatal Total 

50%. YES 10 (1.4) 9 (17.6) 19 

Huelke et al, 1973 (8) found that 30% of non-re- = NO 1 1 (19.6) 252 (243.4) 263 

strained occupants were ejected during rollover collisions ,Total 21 2 61 28 2 

compared to 0% of restrained occupants. Of ejected front 

seat occupants, 52% received critical to fatal (AIS 5-6) 
z2 = 55.59 With Yates’ correction factor 

P < 0.01 

(AIS as defined by Marsh, 1972 (9)) injuries compared Numbers in parentheses represent.expected values 
to 8% of non-ejected occupants. By comparison, Hight 
et al, 1972 (7) found that 20% of unrestrained occupants 

Table 10. MAIS Score Versus Ejection 

were ejected compared to 0.4% of restrained occupants. Ejection MAIS 0-4" MAIS 5-6" Total 
Their study found that 52.2% of occupants received YEs 1 0 (17.7) 9 (1.0) 1 9 

critical to fatal (MAIS 5-6+) (AIS as defined by States, NO 253 (241.5) 6 (13.8) 259 

1969 (10)) as a result of either total or partial ejection 
Total 263 1 5 282 

compared to 2% of non-ejected occupants. However, it x2=65.54 With Yates’ Correction Factor 

does not follow that the specific causes of the injuries P < 0.01 

were contacts occurring outside the vehicle. It may well * As defined by the Abbreviated Injury Scale, 1985 revision 

be that the process of ejection is an indicator of a severe 
Numbers in parentheses represent expected values 

collision and the actual specific mechanism of the injury 
may be a contact within the vehicle prior to ejection Head and Neck/njuries, Restraints and Ejection 

taking place. Both ejection and severe injury may be the Table 11 represents combined head and neck injury 

outcome of a high energy reliever, they are not neces- 
rates for restrained and unrestrained ejectees and non- 

sarily related causally, 
ejectees. There is a significantly greater chance of 

Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the results of the current 
experiencing higher level head and neck injuries (AIS 3- 

study. A significantly greater proportion of unrestrained 
6) by unrestrained ejected occupants compared to non- 

occupants were ejected either partly or totally from 
ejected restrained occupants (X2 = 26.04, P < 0.02). It is 

vehicles in reliever accidents (X2 = 27.61, P < 0.01). A 
of interest that the incidence of AIS 3-6 injuries to the 

significant number were more likely to be fatally injured 
head and neck for unrestrained unejected occupants at 

than occupants who were contained within the vehicle 13% is only slightly greater than for the restrained 

(X2 = 55.59, P < 0.01). This finding is supported by data unejected group at 10%. 

in table 10. Table 10 shows that 47% of occupants are 
likely to receive MAIS 5-6 injuries when they are eject- 

Table 11. Head and Neck AIS Versus Ejection and 

ed (wholly or partially) compared to 2.3% of contained 
Restraint Use 

occupants and again this is a statistically significant Eiection (restraint use) AIS 1-2 AIS 3-6 Total 

relationship (X2 = 65.54, P < 0.01). This study compares Ejected (unrestrained) 5 (11.7) 9 (2.3) 14 

similarly with both the study by Hight et al, 1972 (7) and 
Non-ejected (unrestrained) 27 (25.9) 4 (5:1) 31 

Non-ejected (restrained) 79 (73.4) 9 (14.61 88 

Huelke et al, 1973 (8). However, none of these studies, Total 111 22 133 

including the present one, have a good independent vari- X2 = 26.04 

able for assessing the severity of a reliever. Until such p < 0.02 

a parameter is available, and numbers of rolls, roll Numbers in parentheses represent expected values 

distance and roof deformation have all been proposed, 
but have not proved to be satisfactory, it is not possible Roof Crush 

to isolate the specific part played by the ejection process. 
There appears to be little to support the view that roof 

It is of interest that there were three cases of restrained 
crush is directly related to occupant injury severity in 

occupants being ejected, rollover accidents. Automobiles, especially after rolling 
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more than one revolution, often sustain a certain amount Table 13. MAIS Versus Roof Intrusion 
of roof displacement. Huelke et al, 1972 (1), using data 

from the Highway Safety Research Institute (HSRI) Roof intrusion MAIS 1-2 MAIS 3-6 Total 
noted a weak but consistent association between roof 1-15cm 45 (42.0) 6 (9.0) 51 
crush and injury severity as measured by the Abbreviated >15 cm 2 5 (2 8.0) 9 (6.0) 3 4 
Injury Scale (AIS as defined by Marsh, 1972 (9)). They Total 7 0 1 5 8 5 
suggested a strong association with injury when there 
was an extreme case of roof crush, i.e, in order of 25 X2 =2.36 With Yates’ correction factor 
inches or more. However, the authors suggested that P is not significant 
otherwise the relationship was more tenuous ("It is only Numbers in parentheses represent expected values 
when the roof is crushed downwards more than two feet, Occupant Injuries 
thereby obliterating the compartment space--found only Table 14 gives details of 82 restrained drivers and 
in severe crashes--that the average injury level reaches their injuries. Only these occupants were considered in 
the ’serious’ category"). The authors concluded that this section in order that a direct comparison can be 
other than suggesting an association between roof crush made with the findings made by Mackay and Tampen, 
and injury severity, roof crush is merely an indication of 1970 (3) which examined predominantly unrestrained 
accident severity and that injury severity increases with occupants who were seated in the front. 
accident severity. Huelke’s initial view was supported by 
a later study (Huelke and Compton, 1983 (I I)) which Table 14. Injuries Received by 82 Restrained Drivers 
looked at reliever injuries in the National Crash Severity 

MA~S 1 2 3 4 5 6 rot~ Study. They found that only 15% of serious to maximum Re~on I 
Head 42 13 8 0 0 1 6n4 % 30 (AIS 3-6) injuries in rollovers were attributable to direct 
r~ 18 4 1 0 1 1 25 12 contact with the roof or other structures at the top of the chest 21 a 6 ~ 2 0 3~ 1 

car. Abdomen 9 0’ 0 0 1 0 1 0 56 
Upper limbs 35 6 4 0 0 0 45 21 Plastiras et al, 1985 (12) analyzed the relationship Lower ~imbs ~8 ~ 5 0 0 0 ~5 15 

between roof crush and injury risk. They examined Total 153(72%) 27{12%)24(11%)2(1%)4(2%)2(1%)212,100 
twelve sub-compact cars of model years 1974-1978 and Notable comparisons can be made in Figure 4.96% of 
computed injury rates per 100 relievers. They found no unrestrained drivers in the Mackay and Tampen study 
significant linear correlation between crush and injury suffered head and face injuries compared to 78% of 
rate and thus concluded that "there is no apparent rela- restrained drivers in the current study which suggests 
tionship between roof crush as measured by the roof that restraints serve a purpose for preventing head 
crush test specified in FMVSS 216 and occupant protec- contacts with the steering wheel, roof, ’B’ pillar and side 
tion as measured by injury rates reported in the glass. 
Washington State Accident Database." 

In our study, a comparison was made between roof 
crush and MAIS. Occupants who had MAIS-0 scores or 99 ..... trained drivers 82 restrained drivers 
where the MAIS score was not known were excluded ~ ~ 
from this study as were occupants in vehicles which did 

not suffer roof crush or where the roof crush was not 
-ookl,O°/o ~e~ N ) known. Table 12 gives the results of the study. This 

u~z ~l 
o~Toh, or, a~x,,~ UPsPso~ ii4~sl Thorax i table was used to perform a Chi-square analysis (Table I i~ ~o°~l~, 

13). From the available data, it would appear that roof 

intrusion and injury severity are not causally related. 

Table 12. MAIS Versus Roof Intrusion                        4 ) 

MAIS 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mackay and Tampen (1970) Mackay et al (1991) 
Intrusion(cm) 

1 - 5 9 9 0 1 1 0 Figure 4. Distribution of Injuries 
6-10 12 3 2 0 0 0 

1 1 - 1 5 1 1 4 2 0 0 0 Neck injuries in the current study were found to have 
1 6-20 5 1 3 0 0 0 increased from 10% to 30%. This could be explained by 
21-25 4 1 0 0 0 0 an increase on soft tissue neck injuries.commonly 
2 6 - 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 sustained by correctly restrained occupants and this view 
31 - 3 5 5 0 1 0 0 0 is supported by the fact that 72% of neck injuries are in 
36-50 1 3 1 0 0 ~ the AIS-I category. Both upper limb and thoracic 
50+ 1 _    0 3 0 ..°. 0 injuries show moderate increases. 72% of thoracic and 
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upper limb injuries are AIS-1. It is therefore suggested 
¯ Males in the age-range 16-25 are over represented in 

that the moderate, relative increase in thoracic and upper the sample used for this study. 

limb injuries are explained by the effects of wearing seat 
¯ Modern vehicles tend to roll one revolution or less 

belts, 
in an urban environment. The majority experience a 

Table 15 gives details of all occupant injury scores 
maximum of half a revolution. 

regardless of both seating position and restraint use. 
¯ In known cases, 27% of vehicles suffered no major 

These scores are represented in Figure 5. What is 
impact before or after the roll; in 65.4% of known 

immediately clear from the table is that slight injuries 
cases, vehicles did suffer a major impact prior to 

(AIS 1-2) are far more likely to occur than serious to life rolling. 

threatening (AIS 3-6) injuries (85%-15%). Such data 
° At least one door jammed in 46.8% of vehicles and 

may suggest that rollover accidents are not as potentially 
at least one door opened in 15.8% of vehicles. 

life threatening as has been previously thought. How- 
° In over 60% of cases, windscreen separation or 

ever, it is reiterated that accidents in this study are urban breakage provided a possible forward ejection route. 

in nature and therefore perhaps do not contain a more 
° A significantly greater proportion of unrestrained 

representative proportion of violent crashes of this type. 
occupants were ejected (wholly or partially) than 

A follow up study could take this into consideration, 
correctly restrained occupants. Ejectees are more 
likely to be fatally injured than non-ejectees. 

Table 15. Occupant Injury to All Occupants 
¯ Unrestrained ejectees are more likely to receive high 

level head and neck injuries than restrained non- 
MAIS 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total ejectees. Such injuries however may well occur prior 

Regi°n to the ejection process. Non-ejected restrained OCCU- 
Head 95 37 12 1 4 4 153 

Neck 51 8 3 0 1 3 6 6 pants are more likely to suffer lower level (AIS 1-2) 

Chest 4 1 t 0 1 0 6 6 2 7 5 injuries than higher level (AIS 3-6) injuries. 
Al~omen 1 4 2 1 3 7 0 27 

. Roof crush in this study did not relate to injury 
Upper limbs 95 28 6 0 0 0 129 

Lower limbs 78 11 11 0 0 0 100 
severity. 

Total 374 96 43 10 1 8 9 550 . Restraint use may serve a purpose for preventing 
head contacts with steering wheel, roof, B-Pillar and 
side glass, but may result in relatively more minor 

MA~Sl MA~S 2 injuries to upper limb and thoracic areas. 

° 85% of injuries in this study are AIS 1-2 compared 

~- ~ 25%o ~- ~--- 39°/o 
tO 15% AIS 3-6. 

I 1,O/o 
"-~ ~/o 

In summary, the urban roll-over is not a dramatic 
crash and overall injury severity is low to both restrained 

[ ~ /’--~’2~°/°’ 
~ ~--~ ag°/° and unrestrained occupants. The use of seat belts is _ ~--11o/o lOO/o advised, but seat belts themselves are not necessarily 

¯ 4% 21 effective in the reduction of minor injuries and indeed 

~1o/o 11O/o injuries may be sustained through their use. 
Roof crush is not a factor in determining injury 

severity. Rather, injury severity is an outcome of 
accident severity and restraint use. This suggests that 

MAIS 3-5 MAIS 6 roof strength regulations are adequate; indeed increased 

1~O/o 4~%o roof strength may raise the centre of gravity of the 
vehicle, reduce visibility and effect a reduction in the 

--~ . ~0/o 33°/° absorption of crash energy. 

I ~ [~ ----~0/o ] ~ ~_ 
[ It should be remembered that the accidents in this 

3~O/o ~O/o study are urban in nature and therefore violent rollover 
--.. ~ ~ -- ~O/o accidents may be under-represented in the sample. Future 

I--~ I -- I 

research should consider rural data so that a comprehen" 

16O/o sive overview can be attained. 
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Study on Passenger Car Rollover Simulation 

Toshiaki Sakurai, Yoshiharu Takigawa, the effects of roof structure on the belted occupants 

Hitoshi Ikeno injury in rollovers. The objective of this report illustrates 

Mitsubishi Motors Co., Ltd. the results of four programs: 

¯ Field accident investigations for rollovers in Japan 
Abstract are studied. 

This paper describes belted dummy injury and roof ¯ Twelve ramp roll-over tests using 3-point seat belted 
deformation in roIlovers, based on analyzation of field dummies are conducted utilizing a variety of produc- 
accident investigations results. In the rate of rollover tion vehicles. 
events to the amount of passenger car traffic accidents, ¯ Inverted dummy drop tests are carried out. 

occupants’ physical injury, and roof crash are studied ¯ Rollover simulation using the Finite Element Method 

from analyzing the database originally investigated by predicts a roof crash behavior in detail. 

the Ministry of Transport in Japan. The ramp roll-over 
tests based on SAE J857, are carried out in the labora- Field Accident Investigations 
tory. Comparison of dummy neck loadings and injury The Results of Field Accident Investigations in Japan 
criterion (HIC) to the roof crash are presented for Field accident investigations are mainly conducted by 
production vehicles. By utilizing a three-dimensional the Police Department and the Ministry of Transport 
Finite Element code (PAM-CRASH), rollover simula- (MOT) in Japan. About one hundred field accident 
tions are conducted to observe the behavior of the roof investigations with which MOT entrusts the Japan 
crash in detail. Portions of this paper have been revised Automobile Research Institute (JARI), are carried out 
to incorporate new findings, results of reviews and every year at the Ibaragi prefecture and its adjacent 
examinations after the presentation in Paris, France. prefectures in Japan. Using the MOT data from 235 

restrained/unrestrained front seat occupants in rollovers 
Introduction studies are carried out. 

There are few studies of ramp roll-over crash tests Figure 1 shows the relative distribution of collision 
using restrained dummies. The following study considers types for occupant victims at the Ibaragi prefecture and 
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its adjacent prefectures in Japan, using 1985 to 1989 found that the rate of ejection for reliever is relatively 

accident data of passenger cars. One of the findings is greater than that of other traffic collision types. 

that the percentage of relievers had relatively fewer Non-ejection or Ejection Percentage 

occurrences than that of frontal collisions. Collision Type 
0 50 100 

Occupant Fatalities Percent                                                     1~ 282 
Frontal Collision 

(n=916) % ~ 4 
Collision Type 0 50 100 

~ Side Impact ~ 140 no. 9 
:rental Collision 

~ 
396 

Rear- end Collision ~ 29 ~==0 non- ejection 

Side Impact :~ 191 ~ ejection 

Roll- over              ~ 11 

Rear- end Collision          42 
Complex Accident 

~ 16 (except Roll-over) 
Roll-over               3 46 

Others 
Complex 

~ 
189 

(except Roll-over) 

Figure 3. Relative Distribution of Collision Type for 
Others 3 52 Occupant Non-ejection or Ejection with Unrestraint, 

1985 to 1989 Accident Data 

Figure 1. Relative Distribution of Collision Type for The relative contribution of injury severity (Abbrevi- 
Occupant Victims at the Ibaragi Prefecture in Japan, ated Injury Scale; AIS) for non-ejection or ejection is 
1985to 1989 Accident Data shown in Figure 4. This Figure illustrates that non- 

Figure 2 also describes the relative distribution of ejected occupants with an AIS over 4 are apt to be less, 

collision types for occupant fatalities in the United and ejected occupants with an AIS over 3 are relatively 

Kingdom incidents, using 1983 to 1986 accident data. 
larger. It is unclear whether a restraint system is 

This data shows that relievers are few in comparison 
available for reduction of injury in relievers, but it is 

with the total number of accidents, and the distribution clear that the use of restraints is the primary prevention 

is similar to that of Japan. 
of ejection in relievers. Huelke (1) concluded that for 

those occupants not ejected from the car, belts effect- 

Occupant Fatalities Percent ively reduce fatalities and the more serious injuries in 

(n=1564) % rollovers. 
Collision Type 

0 50 100 

no. Non-ejection or Ejection Percentage 
:rental Collision 

I 
807 

AIS % 
0 50 100 

Side Impact 3 176 
’ 

o 

Rear-end Collision 48 

1 
~ 

1~ non- ejection 

Roll-over           3 80                                        ,      ~J    Rejection 

2 
Complex Accident =:~ 413 

(except Roll- over) 3 
Other~ 40 

Figure 2. Relative Distribution of Collision Type for 
Occupant Victims in the United Kingdom, 1983 to 1986 

The Unrestrained Occupants to Ejectees 
The relative distribution of collision types for 

Figure 4. Relative Distribution of Injury Severity (AIS) for 

occupant non-ejection or ejection with unrestraints is 
Non-ejection or Ejection with Unrestraint, 1985 to 1989 

illustrated in Figure 3. As shown in this Figure, it is 
Accident Data 
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The Occupants Injury to Non-Ejection Table 1. Relative Distribution of Injury Severity to Various 
Figure 5 presents the relative distribution of injury Parts of the Human Body from Aggressive Parts of 

severity (AIS) for the roof deformation in cases of non- Vehicle Body 
ejection with unrestraint. It is seen that occupants 
injuries are few at AIS over 4 with non-ejection. Also, Pare of Vehicle body Head Neck Chest Abdomen’ Legs 

it is found that no significant statistical relationship Roof 75 
exists between AIS and roof deformation for non- Front Pillar 1 25 
restrained occupants in rollovers. Side-rail 

window shield I00 

Roof Deformation Percentage 

AIS % Steering 100 

0 50 100 
Door trim 100 

(100) (I00) (100) (1(30) (100) 

1 The schematic ramp test ~s shown in Figure 6. As a 
severe turn usually will not produce enough of a rolling 

2 ~////////////////////////////////~///////////// 
m o m e n t t o c a u s e t h e v e h i c 1 e t o r o 11 o v e r, t w o t e c h n i q u e s 

.:.:.:.;:.:.:..:.:.:.~:..::.~..~:.~:..:....:..":~.;....:.:..:.;.:...~.~..::~:.:.~‘ are proposed. One is with the ramp located so as to lift 
the front wheel which provides the needed rolling 

3 moment (5). The other is with an adaptation of control 

~ smaller system of steering wheel. In the first method, the rail 

4 I~ larger curvature and ramp height are designed to produce a 
rollover at a speed of 50km/h (see Figure 6). With the 

~ non-clear adaptation, the rolling moment can be precisely gen- 
5 

erated by quick moment of steering wheel (see Figure 6). 

Figure 5. Relative Distribution of Injury Severity (AIS) for ~________~-v-~o~ 
the Roof Deformation in Cases of Non-Ejection with No 
Restraint 

3 

Huelke (2) indicated that for contained occupants, 
IO 

those belted had fewer severe injuries and fewer fatali- "-~ 
ties. Strother (3) found NCSS rollover/restrained data 
sparse, but noted that the existing data showed no ~,,_ / 
restrained rollovers with an AIS 4. His studies results ~..._._.___ 
happened to be similar to ours. Huelke (4) observed that, 

Distance (m)                                                     position of operating 

even in those accidents where there was 13 to 24 inches 
of roof crash, the average injury to lap belted occupants Figure 6. The Schematic Ramp Test 
was moderate. 

Table 1 presents the comparison of injury severity to Twelve ramp roll-over tests were conducted using 
various parts of the human body from aggressive parts of different types of Mitsubishi Motors passenger cars at a 
vehicle body, without ejection from the vehicles. The nominal speed of 50km/h. They were a front engine, 
rate of injury severity to the head is the highest of total front wheel driver car weighing approximately 1300kg, 
number of injuries. Also, the most aggressive part of including an additional weight with a 2500mm wheelbase 
vehicle is the roof when compared to other vehicle body taken as a rough average. For these tests, the production 
parts, as illustrated in Table 1. cars of four-door sedans, two-door coupes, and sports-car 

types were selected. In order to take a photograph, head 
Ramp Roilover Tests restraints on the front and rear seats were removed. The 
Test Methodology doors were locked and windows closed prior to the test. 
Various test procedures for passenger car roll-over tests The steering wheel was automatically controlled by using 
have provided techniques and instrumentation for study an accumulator unit on board. The emergency brake was 
and evaluation of vehicle structural effects. Also, also on board. All tests are carried out on flat concrete 
occupant behavior resulting from rollovers produced by in dry conditions. 
the ramp test are specified (5). The ramp procedure, Overall vehicle accelerations are measured triaxially 
which is reproducible between different types ofpassen- by accelerometers located on the center pillars at their 
ger cars, provides realistic simulations of rollover intersection with side sill. 
accidents without collision. 
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The Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummies were set Dummy Measurements vs Vehicle Deformation. The 

in the left and right front in the seated position. Accel- head acceleration and neck compression loads of the 

erometers were placed in their head and neck. Dummies Hybrid III dummy are measured. The time-history of the 

were restrained with three point seat belts with an roof deformation is observed by using a high speed 

inertial locking belt system. Also, a tension reliever and camera attached to the body structure at the rear seat. 

load cell were located in line with the seat belt to From these measurements and observations, the time- 

measure the dynamic loads, history results for the neck compression load and the 

Two on-board high speed cameras were equipped at roof deformation are schematically shown in Figure 8. 

the rear position to document dummy movement. Off- According to the observations obtained by using the high 

board high speed cameras photographed the behavior of speed camera, the dummy sitting on the side of the 

the vehicles. One high speed camera, to document the vehicle that approaches the ground first will contact the 

overall vehicle movement, was located at points on the side glass due to the rotational inertia force. At this time, 

right side of the test site. the neck compression load contributes slightly to the 
component of lateral load.’ As the vehicle rotation 

Ramp Roll-Over Test Results increases, the dummy becomes inverted and contacts the 

Vehicle Kinematics. The data from twelve ramp roll- adjacent side roof rail and remains there. When the 

over tests results are shown in Figure 7, with regard to dummy’s head stops, its torso keeps moving towards its 

a number of revolutions of vehicles. When the vehicles head stopping at maximum compression. The maximum 

just reach the position of operating the steering wheel, neck load is assumed to occur at this time. This is the 

the steering wheel is automatically controlled quickly to reason for the high compression load in the neck. By 

right direction. The vehicles are driving leaning and observation from the high speed camera and confirmed 

rolled obliquely off the ramp with the passenger side by instrumented measurements, most of the roof de- 

leading at around 50km/h. First, the driver side of the formation occurs after the peak neck load. According to 

roof immediately contacted the ground, followed by the Bahling, et ai. (6) in the dolly reliever test, the 

passenger side. Typically, one revolution occurs in these maximum neck load occurs before the structural de- 

tests. The difference of vehicle type does not clearly formation causes maximum load. 

correspond to the number of revolutions. 

No. of vehicles , > l0s 

I0                                                               ~                       roof deformation 0.2 ~ 

40 

20 

Time (sec) 

Figure 8. The Relationship Between the Neck Load, Roof 
Deformation and Time History 

0.5 1.0 1.5 Dummy Injuries and Roof Geometry. Here a factor 

revolutions of vehicles affecting of the structural deformation on dummy injury 
is introduced, considering field accident investigations 

Figure 7. Number of Revolutions of Vehicles and ramp roll-over tests described above. 

Dummy Kinematics. The dummies movement is docu- Figure 9 show the geometric roof height H defined as 

mented by using two on-board cameras. As the dummies a factor. The roof height H’ is assumed to be a perpen- 

are nearly obligated on centrifugal force during the dicular distance between two parallel lines. The distance 

relievers, dummies are almost always moved upward and is a clearance between the line L connected the vertex 

outward to the extent permitted by the belts. After point A of engine hood with the point B intersected the 

contact is made with the roof, the dummies heads remain center-pillar, and the side roof rail in a side view, and 

adjacent to the roof or the roof rail. Once the driver the line L’ parallel to the line L through the point C 

dummy head is set, this orientation is kept until the test intersected the front pillar and the side roof rail. By 

is over. The passenger dummy tends to lean to the driver introducing factor H, comparison of roof deformation on 

dummy to the extent which the belt can extend, factor H, we are able to understand clearly, the rollover 
phenomenon. 
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A: top of engine hood                                               -- 

B: intersection center pillar and 400 ,~+ 
side roof- rail 

C          L                   m 
200 

0 0.2 0.4 
roof height (m) 

Figure 9. The Geometric Roof Height H Figure 12. HIC Versus Roof Height 

Figure 10 shows the relation between roof deformation Even in case of higher roof height H, the value of 
~_J and roof height H. It is found that relations between the dummies HIC and neck load is lower level relatively 

roof deformation and roof height H seem to be linear, compared with a criterion of injuries. 
Roof Height H and Roof Strength. Comparison of the 

~ 
- ~ static roof strength (FMVSS 216) for the roof deferred- 

,0 o.1 

~~ 

tion is investigated. As shown in Figure 13, there is no 

~ ~ stronger correlation than between the roof strength and 

-~ 
~ 

0.05 *~ isthe rOOfweakerdeformation. Therefore, the static roof strength 
a relation to the dummy injury in the sense 

that it is stronger relation to the roof deformation. Here 
the static roof strength is given place to displacement X, 

! 
o o.1 0.2 defined as the load, and satisfied with loads required in 

’.~3 
roof height H (m) FMVSS 216 (see Figure 14). 

Figure 10. The Relation Between Roof Deformation and -- x 
Roof Height 

~ 0.l . ~ . 
If a linear relationship exists between the roof defer- -~ 

nation and the roof height H, the roof height H may ~ 
displacement X o° , 

~ relate to dummies injuries. ~ o.05. 
. 

Figure 11 illustrates the neck load versus the height H, ~. * 
Figure 12 presents HIC versus roof height H. As seen in ~ * * 
the Figures, that as H increases, the neck load and HIC , * 
tend to increase. 0 0.05 o’.l I 

~- 5< 10~ 
displacement X reached to load required 

1.0 -- F!dVSS 216 (m) 

~, Figure 13. The Roof Deformation Versus the 
~0                o f Displacement X 

~, 0.5 

1 
0 0.2      0.4                                 "~ 

roof height (m) 

Figure 11. The Neck Load Versus the Roof Height 

As the result of the introduced factor H, a possible J 
relationship is identified between the initial geometric roof displacement x 
configuration of a vehicle and roof deformation or 

¯ dummy injury. Figure 14. Static Roof Strength (FMVSS 216) 
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Inverted Dummy Drop Test -o-Test data 
There are, however, a few problems related to these 403 -x- Drop test 

methods with respect to the repeatability due to the 
/ various type vehicles selected. Among each test, initial 

~ conditions always have to decide, for the steering wheel / 

to be operated quickly and timely. So only the inverted 
200 

repeatabledummy drop data. test is conducted in order to gain precisely 

0        0.2      0.4 (m) 
Drop Test Procedure roof height or drop height 

The dummy is allowed to free fall from the inverted 
position, which is designed for each vehicle. In the area 
of dummy-to-ground, the part of roof cut off from the 

Figure 17. Combination of the Drop Height and HIC of 
Dummy in the Insets of Figure 12 

production vehicle is placed directly on the ground. 
Figure 15 describes the schematic dummy drop test. Reliever Simulation 

Finite Element Method (FEM) 
For calculation of the rollover phenomenon using 

FEM, it is necessary to solve the motion equation with 
time integration. Explicit integration is preferable for 

-- Hybrid gI dummy solving crash simulation problems such as a frontal fixed 
AM 50th tile barrier compared with implicit integration, but implicit 

integration may be better than explicit in relatively 
inner pad longer behavior such as reliever. However, it is not yet 

roof panel 
established for calculation. One program vectorized for 
the supercomputer, is used to conduct the reliever simu- 
lation. 

Figure 15. The Schematic Dummy Drop Test FEM Model 
FEM model is explained as follows (7). Body panels 

Drop Test Results 
such as the frame, outer panel, floor and roof are modi- 

Drop test results with combinations of the drop height 
fled with thin shell elements to calculate the impact 

and dummy injury as shown in the insets of Figures 11 
buckling modes. Suspension unit and other chassis com- 

and 12, are presented in Figures 16 and 17. As the height 
ponents are modeled as bar elements with the equivalent 

of drop position increases, the dummy injury also 
stiffness. Flanges of panels connected with spot welding 

increases accordingly. It is found that the tendency of the 
are modeled with each plate thickness. The weight of 

dummy injury in the drop test corresponds to results of 
components is attributed to lumped mass respectively. 

the ramp roll-over test. 
Rigid walls may be defined providing external impact 
surfaces, while slide lines prevent penetration of internal 

×10’ structure surfaces during collision. Slide lines are avail- 

-- xl able for frames. Mesh element sizing is 20mm x 20mm 
1.0 

on an average considering sound velocity. The number of 
~ mesh elements is approximately 15000. 
.~ Figure 18 shows the FEM model for reliever simula- 
_o 0.5 

/J tion. Figure 19 illustrates the calculation result. 

o o Test data 

°            ,= Drop test 

0 0.2    0.4 (m) 

roof height or drop height 

Figure 16. Combinations of the Drop Height and the Load 
of Dummy in the Insets of Figure 11 

Figure 18. FEM Model 
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¯ By using the FEM, the rollover phenomenon is 

clarified in detail. 
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Roof Collapse and the Risk of Severe Head and Neck Injury 

Donald Friedman, Keith D. Friedman and unrestrained and belted Hybrid III dummies were 

Liability Research Group analyzed and confirmed the increased risk. Limiting the 

deformation extent of vehicle roofs by lightweight 

Abstract structural changes and simple and inexpensive force 

- A survey of accident statistics and harm to the head limiting, energy absorbing interior surface modifications, 
were demonstrated to reduce the risk of severe injuries and neck from side impact and rollovers, suggest that 

vehicle upper structure should be the next high priority by a factor of at least four. Further reductions can result 

goal in reducing severe casualties. Contrary to conten- from maintaining the vehicle’s directional stability by 

Anti-Lock Braking Systems, limiting an occupant’s tions that roof strength has little influence on these 
contact velocity by emergency tensioning retractors on injuries, these results from a multiplicity of studies, 
restraints and by minimizing partial ejection potential by r. 

indicate that roof collapse should be eliminated, passive 
laminated and retained glazing. interior padding improved, laminated and retained glaz- 

ing be installed and restraints improved by pretensioning 
retractors. A statistical analysis of the 1982 and 1983 Introduction 
NASS files of rollover accidents, indicates a greatly Automotive rollover impacts critically injure and kill 
increased risk of severe injury to occupants under a thousands of people each year|6 through head and neck 

" collapsing roof section. The increased risk was also injuries7~° as shown in Figure 1. The tragic human 
demonstrated by detailed investigation and analysis of 15 consequences of a quadriplegia injury under an obviously 
rollover accidents using the protocol of SAE #890382 collapsed roof naturally leads to the presumption that the 
(Live Subject Safety Research). The instrumented data roof isn’t strong enough. 
from sixteen nearly identical, rollover tests conducted by These studies indicate that while the roof isn’t strong 
General Motors with conventional and rollcaged roofs enough, explaining what happened usually isn’t that 
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simple and research agreement on the vehicle design Rollover propensity and the effect of Anti-Lock Braking 

features which cause rollover injuries has until now been Systems (ABS) to deal with directional stability during 

masked by misrepresentation, braking may be part of the solution,t2t3 

Several studies have been conducted on behalf of 

* 27% of all HARM involves the Head and Neck vehicle manufacturers suggesting that stronger roof 

*41%ofHeadandNeckHARMcomesfromcontactwiththeRoof, 
structures are of little value in terms of occupant 

Roof-edge, and A-Pillar. 
protection.253° 

* 8% of HARM in Side impacts is from head contacts with the Roof Area. 
However, there is reason to question such conclusions. 

* 12,000 Head Injuries per year ofwhich 2000 aretotally disabled and 5400 
For example, some studies restrict themselves to con- 

have severe partial disability, 
sideration of impacts in which the ground contact and 
head impact point are identical in space and/or time. 

* 3100 Life threatening, but surviving Spinal Cord Injuries. 
They conclude that stronger roof structures are of no *5900FatalCerviealSpinelnjuries 
value in protecting occupants, and they imply that * 500 Quaddplegies per year 
nothing can be done tO reduce the consequence of these 

Figure 1. Head and Neck Accident Injury Statistics impacts. 
They do not consider the implications of stronger roof 

Perhaps because rollovers aren’t publicly well under- structures on vehicle dynamics, windshield/glazing reten- 

stood and of lower priority, virtually no regulatory tion on roof strength and occupant ejection, or of 

attention has been given to manufacturer’s counter- stronger roofs to limit deformation and collapse in the 

measures for reducing or eliminating the number of proximity of the occupant location. Furthermore, they do 

people annually killed and critically injured in rollover not consider the implications of padded, energy absorb- 

accidents, ing, or shaped roof structures, nor do they address the 

Moreover NHTSA seems to have given up on the issue of roof structure performance on the risk of critical 

dynamic rollover test of paragraph $8.3 of FMVSS 208 injury to occupants with head strikes not at the exact 

because in regulatory terms it isn’t repeatable enough, location of ground contact. 

although GM’s 16 Malibu series tests illustrate useful Most current production cars use less then .04" of 

repeatability. Instead there is now an NHTSA initiative steel and 1/2" of acoustic deadening material to contain 

on FMVSS 214 head injury testing, on FMVSS 216 and/or separate an occupant’s head from the ground; the 

applicability to light trucks and vans and for an adjusted increased window area of tempered side glazing facili- 

static roof crush test as means of improving head impact tates ejections. Additionally, the roof support structures 

protection.~ allow the roof to collapse in a one foot drop test (much 

To address the issue of critical injury risk to occupants less a dynamic rollover event), and the occupant’s head 

of vehicles in rollover impacts, analyses of several data is exposed to numerous unpadded interior hard points. 

sources have been conducted. The analyses utilize data In short, many previous studies do not consider the 

from: implications of current roof structure design on the risk 

¯ Rollover Potential and Rate Studies,1214 
of critical injury, nor what can be done with available 

¯ National Accident Sampling System,3 countermeasures. Therefore, the two primary purposes of 

¯ Rollover Accident Case Studies, 
this paper are to: define the factors on which Head and 

¯ Head and Neck Injury Data,15~9 
Neck Injury Risk depends; and to identify safety features 

¯ Rollover test data,~°31 
which could reduce the frequency and severity of such 

¯ Head contacts7’8 and padding studies3~33 and 
injuries particularly in rollover accidents. 

¯ Computer simulations~37. 

The results of these analyses provide insight into: 
Propensity to Rollover and Rollover Rates 
Per 100 Fatalities 

o the vehicle characteristics that initiate and exacer- Collision Avoidance. An NHTSA and a confidential 
bate the injury potential of Rollover accidents; 

¯ the restrained and unrestrained occupant kinematics 
study~3 has derived estimates of field rollover rates for 
cars and other light vehicles; determined the extent to 

during the rollover event; which these rollover rates are influenced by half the 
¯ the injury mechanism of head and neck contact and, 

track width divided by the center of gravity elevation 
¯ the countermeasures which would mitigate the 

(T/2H), after control for other vehicular factors and 
injuries, normalization to common exposure conditions; and has 

characterized the rollover rates by injury severity; among 

Background other comparative evaluations. 

A rollover accident is usually the result of an instabili- Light trucks, vans and utility vehicles experience 

ty associated with the vehicle inadvertently traveling much higher (1.5 to 2 times) overturning rates than 

with a velocity vector whose principal component is no automobiles.5 Our experience and investigations indicate 

longer in the direction of the vehicles longitudinal axis. that these vehicles are frequently used as passenger cars 
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with lightly loaded rear wheels. When so loaded, an roof damage descriptions relative to occupant locations 
emergency steering maneuver accompanied by braking would correlate with critical injury occurrence. 
tends to lock up the rear wheels resulting in a loss of It was also noted that ejection and ejection paths may 
directional control, lateral skidding and rollover, also be related to roof crush and distortion or may be a 

Shorter wheelbases also result in higher yaw rates and secondary effect relative to the roof crush. The hardcopy 
indicate vehicles with a lower yaw moment of inertia data study suggested the following: 
which combine to produce lateral skidding and potential ¯ Cases with significant roof crush at the occupant 
for roll. The use of Anti-Lock Braking Systems (ABS) location or expected contact area appear to generally 
on such vehicles may be a most important everyday safe- result in substantial injury; 
ty feature on lightly loaded pickups, vans and utility ¯ Cases with substantial other damage may distort data 
vehicles with as much or more safety benefits than other analysis results (e.g. frontal or side impacts in which 
crashworthiness improvements. Running-off-the-road is there was also a rollover); and, 
usually the first event in a rollover of any vehicle and ¯ Ejection and ejection paths may also be related to 
ABS could significantly reduce the frequency of such roof crush and distortion or may be a secondary 
occurrences, effect relative to the roof crush. 

Crashworthiness. As in most studies of those types, an 
As a result of the hardcopy data study, the computer- 

inherent assumption is that equal protection is provided 
ized data were utilized to characterize the proximity of 

for the occupants and no attempt is made to correlate the 
roof crush to occupant location, and cases were excluded 

fatality or severe injury rates with intrusion or restraint 
from data study in which non-top damage extent was 

features nor to assess the likelihood of reducing the rates 
with practical modifications, 

greater than 3 as were those occupants totally ejected 
through the door area. The details of the recoding and 

The resulting claim is that vehicles which overturn methodology are contained in Appendix A. 
more frequently are less safe than ones which do not and 
should be taken off the market. Manufacturers who have 

The Statistical Analysis System was then used to study 

the computerized data. The results show a dramatic 
a duty to provide comparable state-of-the-art protection 

difference in the risk of critical injury or death when the 
can do so either with collision avoidance features or with 
occupant protection features such as stronger roofs, roll 

damage in the proximity of the occupant exceeds a 
damage extent of 3. Specifically, the increased risk in 

bars, emergency tensioning retractors, passive interiors, 
rollover impacts for occupants in the proximity of 

laminated glazing, etc. or preferably all. 
As addressed in a previous study3s dealing with frontal significant roof crush is approximately 4 to 1. 

impacts, there is no doubt that as designed and inherent- Table 1. Analysis Results Showing Comparison of Risk 
ly (by the laws of physics) "small cars are less safe than for Occupants not in the Proximity of Significant Roof 
large cars," but by attention to occupant protection and Crush in Rollover Impacts 
restraint design, the disparity can be substantially 
ameliorated. As air bags are installed in all vehicles 

Raw Data Weighted Results Risk 
of (probably by 1994) and as increased CAFE forces large Ass A~s ~s ~s A~s 

cars to lighten, their compatibility and the disparity will Category 0-3 4-6 0-3 4-6 4,5,6 

improve39 although some intrusion in small cars may Proximal Damage 0-3 307 5 [58541 229 .0039 
Proximal Damage >3    138 5 15170 243 .0158 

remain. When that happens, the frequency of occurrence 
of severe to fatal injury in frontal accidents will reach a The tabular resuits are shown in Table 1 and show a 
lower limit as a result of vehicle factors and the residual factor of 4 increase in the risk of critical injury or death 
will be more occupant related and more independent of in rollover impacts when the occupant location is in the 
size. proximity of significant roof crush compared with 

The same situation applies to side impact and rollover occupants who are not. 
accidents, using the same specific amelioration tech- 
niques of reduced intrusion, improved passive interiors, Rollover Case Studies 
and automatic tensioning of belts. Fifteen cases of critical injury or fatality have been 

investigated, most but not all on an in-depth basis. These 
National Accident Data Analysis real world rollover cases described in Table 2, were 

A study of rollover impacts4° was conducted in 1986/ analyzed by computer simulation to characterize the 
1987 using data from the 1982 and 1983 National Acci- accident, the occupant kinematics and the injury mech- 
dent Sampling System. Rollover cases involving hardtop anism. 
automobiles with known data for variables of interest In each case alternative means to reduce the level of 
were considered, injury were considered and then demonstrated to be 

A review of the actual hardcopy data aided in identi- feasible within practicality and economic constraints. 
fying rollover types and the nature of damage associated The mitigation means considered were a stronger roof, 
with the occurrence of injury. The results suggested that a shaped roof (like cars of the 50’s and the Minicars 
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Table 2. Reliever Accident Case File Summaries While the driver has his hands on the wheel, passengers 
have a tendency to use their arms to protect their head, 

Case Vehicle Roof Injured Other Effective 
Deform by roof Injured Count ........ perhaps by extending them over the back or top of their 
Extent # / AIS # / AIS 

1. 1975 Pinto = 5 lee/ 5 1 / < ~ Str~. head, thereby reducing contact velocity. Also tilting the 
2. 1983 B1 ..... 3 1BD/ t5 2 / < 2 Strt. & Pad. head so that the chin is close to the chest (iucking it in) 
3. 1986 Escort = 5 2CS/ 5 i / < 2 Strt. & Pad. 
4. 1981 ~Sabre > 3 lCS/ 5 3 / < 2 Strt. or Pad. is natural. This increases head to roof clearance and mis- 
5. 1984 Toy P/U > 4 ICS/ 4 1 / < 2 Strt. or Pad. 
8. 1980 280 Z > 2 ~.BD/ 4 0 Strto or Pad° aligns the cervical spine. 
7. 1976 Dodge = 5 2CS/ 5 1 / < 2 Strt. & Pad. 
8. 1983 Camaro = 5 ICS/ 5 0 Strt. Injury Measures. The computer simulation analyses 
9. 1981 F150 P/U > 2 IBD/ 5 4 / < 3 Padding 
10.1988 2500 P/U = 5 1CS/ 5 0 Strt. use the Hybrid III dummy as a tool in comparing alter- 
11.1985 Bronco = 4 ICS/ 5 i / < 3 Strt. 
12.1988 BMW = 1 2BD/ 6 5 / > 1 Padding hate designs, although the neck is thought to be too stiff 
13.1981 Subaru = 1 ICS /5 1 / 1 Padding 
14.t988 Samurai = 0 ICS /5 0 Padding and lacks compliance, particularly in compression to 
15.1976 260 Z = 3 ICS /5 0 Padding 

Subtotal 8 Yah w/Re >3    I0 Inj >4 u/RC, 8 Inj <3 nu/RC 
represent absolute human neck injury?8"19 The GM 

Subtotal 7 Veh w/Re <3 8 Inj >4 and 12 Inj <3 suggested Hybrid III Biomechanical tolerance’5 (injury 
CS=Cervieal Spine, BD=-Brain Damage, Strt.=structure, criteria) for axial compression is shown in Figure 2. Also 
Pad.=Padding, < =less than, > =greater than. 

shown are the Hodgson and Thomas17 data and the 

RSV), padding, headroom and restraint emergency resulting NHTSAt6 upper and lower limits for predicting 

tensioning. The proof was the comparative level of a critical (AIS = 5) injury. Other neck injury criteria 

injury resulting from the alternative, relative to the such as moments in flexion and extension exceeding 

original contact. 190nm and 57nm respectively have been published from 

These cases indicate that: the same sourcesJ5t6 

¯ passenger side rolls are most frequently occurring 
and far-side (driver side) roof crush is most signifi- 

Potentlal,orSlg.it,ca~ 
Neck injury 

cant. oo. to Ax]al Compression Loading 

¯ occupants under a significantly crushing roof 
suffered a critical neck or brain injury while those Axial 

Compressive 

not in the proximity of the crushing roof suffered no       .eokF .... (N) 

critical injuries. 
¯ occupants on the far side of the roll suffer the most 

significant Injuries. 
¯ all of the critical injuries would have been elimi- ,      ~      ,      ~      , 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

nated by the inclusion of a stronger roof structure Duration of Loading Over Given Force Level (ms) 
and 2 inches of interior force limiting metal padding 
on the roof, roof pillars and rails. Figure 9. Hybrid III Dummy Neck Axial Compression 

In the real world, the initiation of roll is usually Tolerance 

preceded by a violent yaw maneuver which also moves 
the human occupant’s upper torso and head forward as Injury Criteria are dummy forces representing "predic- 

well as to the right. Human drivers usually have their tive" probability functions for when 25 to 50% of the 

hands on the wheel allowing them to resist such forward people will be so injured. Design engineers use these 
criteria to adjust the force/deflection properties of the and lateral motion to perhaps 0.5 g. 
vehicle interior where the dummy might contact it. The The initial position of the occupant, how they hold or 

brace themselves and where they are (their body part 
authors and others~5’~8’~9’37’4~-’46 have shown that the Injury 

attitude and orientation) at the instant of first touch 
Criteria must be increased by about 25% to represent the 

down, are major factors in establishing their injury level. "descriptive" probability function of a person who has 

This is because severe neck injury generally occurs when actually been so injured. 

the head impact contact velocity is 2 to 3 m/s and the The case studies included several ways to receive an 

cervical spine is aligned and generally perpendicular to incapacitating (AIS level 4 or 5) injury with the interior 

the contact surface. Brain damaging head contact of the car in a reliever. The most common are as 

requires higher velocities and forces not frequently follows: 

occurring in relievers (unless the roof is also moving), ¯ Building up a high relative velocity and then violent- 

long interior paths to surface contact, or partial ejection ly striking the head on the roof or its support struc- 

and head contact with the ground, ture. There were five brain damaged victims and two 

While the lateral delta V (which generates the roll) quads resulting from a head to stirface closing 

tends to move the occupants sideways (at 4 to 8 m/s), velocity in an unpadded or inadequately padded area 

during a reliever, the occupants are thrust into contact (#2,6,9,12,13,14) under areas without roof collapse 

with the interior surfaces of the vehicle closest to them (extent less than 3) but some deformation. There 

by centrifugal forces as soon as the roll rate is high. were 12 other people with moderate or less injuries 
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in the same vehicles seated where there was no with the earth) injury measures at the AIS = 5 
significant roof deformation, quadriplegic level. 

¯ Receiving an aligned neck compression load of more When we substituted a 6000 pound stiff 2300 ft-pound 
than 4000 n (interpreted from Biomechanical Re- roof, deformation was limited to about 15 cm, the neck 
search Criteria and applied to the Hybrid III compression was about 2300 newtons (a much lower 
simulations) often in conjunction with a moment probability of permanent debility). When we added belt 
torque or shear force. This is projected to result in emergency tensioning retractors~4548 of the belt wind-up 
some form of compression fracture and subluxation, type patented in the 1970’s, to this alternative roof 
Fourteen of the victims became quadriplegic from configuration the neck compressive load dropped to 1061 
crushing of the cervical vertebrae (1,3,4,5,7,8,10, n. A parametric analysis was also conducted for a range 
11,15) with roof collapse (extent greater than 3) over of stiffer earth surfaces with a similar range of results. 
their seating position while all thirteen other occu- 
pants of the same vehicles not under collapsed roof Analysis of GM Reliever Test Data 
sections received minor to moderate injuries. Reliever crash test data available from General Motors 

¯ The above injuries were sometimes in combination were reviewed.2526 GM made no attempt to make these 
with shear forces and moment (torque) loads on the tests representative of the real world. Therefore, careful 
head and neck resulting in posterior or anterior analysis andjudgement must be applied when comparing 
cervical fracture and displacement, these injury measure results with the human injury 

results of accident statistics and case investigations. 
A Sample Case study involving Roof Crush Care must be taken to properly interpret tests with 

This 65 mph loss of control, running-off-the-road dummies, who can neither hold on, brace themselves, 
accident resulted in a 20 mph 360 degree roll on dirt in protect their head and neck with the arms, nor keep their 
a vehicle with a secondary supplier’s undeveloped Targa chin on their chest. In fact, dummies are designed to be 
(substantially weakened) roof which collapsed (at about "in position" with its head erect and neck aligned for an 
3300 pounds and 2300 ft-lbs) to the window sill on a axial compression load through the top of the head. And 
restrained woman with more than five inches of normally while a person might drop their head after a first impact, 
seated head clearance. The injury was a severe extension the dummy resets itself for many impacts in the course 
compression of the cervical spine with posterior fractures of a roll. 
of C-2 as well as symmetrical posterior burst fractures at The GM rollover tests are right roll dolly launch tests. 
C-6. In the first series of 8 tests the driver and right front 

The vehicle trajectory was simulated in 3-D from take- passenger dummies were unrestrained, while in the 

off and touchdown marks in the soft earth, the roof crash second set of 8, the dummies were restrained but with a 
pulse and deformation were modeled from FMVSS 216 belt which was significantly slackened to represent how 
and computer derived stiffness estimates. The occupant human occupants wear them and allow 4" of vertical 
kinematics and injury mechanism computer simulations motion at 1 g. 
resulted in the injury measures of Table 3. The tests were conducted with a vehicle initial roll 

position 23 degrees to the horizontal and launched from 
Table 3. Resulting Injury Measures from Actual and about 9 to 12 inches above the ground with a speed of 
Alternative Simulations of Example Rollover approximately 51 Kilometers Per Hour (KPH). That 

Parameter Actual stiffer Stiffer ~oof ~ means the launch produces a clockwise roll (looking 
Roof pretensioning from the rear) and that the driver dummy experiences a 

Crush over victim 30cm 15cm 15cm significant force to move, actually moving upward and 
Belt ~lack (each) 1.75" 1.75" 0" 
Torso Belt load (n) 0 0 1095 n to its right at launch. 
Lap Belt load (n) 405 n 1303 n 2607 n 

These tests with 1983 Chevrolet Malibu four door 
HIC 343 67 26 
Neck Shear Forces -95 n 178 n 245 n vehicles are most likely to produce a first roof to ground 
Neck Moment 2 nm 1.5 nm -37 nm 

contact on the drivers side roof (the far side in this Peak Neck Compressive Force 4727        2309        1061 
case), and are most likely to collapse there first (with 
standard roofs) and produce a driver injury. 

The analysis indicated that the roof was collapsing at Half the vehicles in each series were also modified to 
about 15 feet/second at about 200 degrees of roll in include an unpadded 160# roll cage. None of the roll- 
alignment with her cervical orientation at contact with caged vehicles deformed, and two of the eight standard 
her head somewhat in extension due to a concurrent vehicles did not collapse. This suggests that a much 
violent vehicle yaw motion. She was off the seat, moving more modest weight increase for roof support structure 
towards the roof with about an eight foot/second veloci- would be sufficient to achieve the benefits of the 
ty, which was in the process of being arrested by the rollcaged vehicles in reduced injuries. 
belts with 1.75" of slack on each side. The contact In the eight unrestrained GM tests there were inside 
produced dummy neck compression (from head contact the car, 43 Potentially Injurious Impacts (PII) = or >2000 
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newtons--the GM presumed threshold of any axial com- occupant in the roll caged Malibu ever exceeded the 
pression injury for an average of 3.5 such impacts per Metric 3 criterion, while all of the far side restrained 
test for the far side driver, while @ 4000 newtons (the occupants in the standard Malibu exceeded the limit. 
GM serious injury probability measure) or more there are And the roofs of the standard vehicles whose occupants 
less than 2 per test. For the nearside passenger, there are did not exceed the metric, did not collapse. 
only about 1.5 PII per test and only two total interior 
contacts above 4000 n. Table 6. Results of GM Crash Test Data Showing the 

In the eight restrained tests inside the car, there were Fraction of Cases Exceeding the 5000 n Axial Neck 

a similar 39 PII’s but there were 5 passenger contacts Compression and 1000 n Shear Force Criterion (Metric 3) 

above 4000 n; estimated dummy contact velocities were 

.83 to 3.3 m/s. Position Restraint 
Relative Condition 

As explained in Figure 2, Biomechanical researchers Roof Type to Roll Unrestrained Restrained Total 
suggest using 4000 newtons of short duration axial Standard Far side 2/4 4/4 6/8 

Roll cage Far side 0/4 0/4 0/8 compression (Metric 1) for relating neck injury measures 
Standard Nearside I/4 0/4 1/8 to the onset of severe neck injury probability. They also Roll cage Nearside 0/4 2/4 2/8 

relate neck moments exceeding 190 nm in flexion and 57 
nm in extension (Metric 2) to critical injury. 

There are a number of other interior injury measure 
Table 4. Results ofGMTest Data Showing the Fraction of results which are of interest. For example there were 
Cases Exceeding Neck and Moment Criterion (Metric 1) only 2 cases of HIC greater than 1250, 1 in standard roof 

I 
Position Restraint and 1 in roll cage vehicles. There were two cases of 
Relative Condition partial and one total ejection. 

Roof Type to Roll Unrestrained Restrained Total 

Unfortunately, GM did not publish photographic 
Standard Far side 4/4 4/4 8/8 
Roll cage Far side 4/4 2/4 6/8 derived data such as when, where and how much the roof 
Standard Nearside 2/4 1/4 3/8 crushed as a function of time. There were only three Roll cage Nearside 2/4 3/4 5/8 

plots of neck compression force vs time for PII 2L3, 3L4 
and 7L4 on which roof contact was displayed at the 

For the Hybrid III dummy injury measure results to beginning of the neck compression and indicated that 
correspond to the certainty of a real world critical neck roof crush occurred later. The electronic data from 4 
injury occurring, we assumed that axial compression vertical accelerometers indicated that contact occurred 
greater than 5000 newtons accompanied by 1000 newtons some 25 to one hundred milliseconds earlier as shown in 
of shear (Metric 3) would be appropriate. Figure 3. 

Table 5. Results of GM Test Data Showing the Fraction of 
Cases Exceeding Neck Moment Criterion (Metric 2) 

12- 600 

Position Restraint 10- Neck Load 500 Relative Condition Roof Crush 
Roof Type to Roll Unrestrained Restrained Total Neck Axlal Load 8- 

Compression 
400 Roof Crush 

Standard Far side 2/4 2/4 4/8 KN 6- 300 Millimeters 
Roll cage Far side 2/4 0/4 2/8 

4 - 200 
Standard Nearside 0/4 0/4 0/8 
Roll cage Nearside 1/4 0/4 1/8 2- 100 

o 
3600 3650 3700 37s0 3~00 3~so 3900 3950 4000 

Thus, three metrics have been identified for interpret- 
ing the data from the Hybrid III dummy, two of which 

TlmelnMilllseeonds 

(Metrics 1 and 2) are interpreted (Tables 4 and 5) as 
corresponding to predicting the onset of severe neck Figure 3. Estimated Relationship Between PII 7L4 Roof 
injury probability while the third (Metric 3) represents a Crush and Head Strike Timing 
median probability of critical neck injury (such as might 
be appropriate for modeling a known, having-actually- One clear conclusion from the GM tests is that a 
occurred critical injury) shown in Table 6. stronger roof, which does not collapse, changes the 

These metrics were evaluated using the data available; dynamics of the rollover so that far side roof rail contact 
the results from each test are presented in Appendix B, is less severe and therefore less injurious. In both sets of 
while the results are summarized below, production vehicle tests when the roof collapsed the 

Of these results perhaps the most notable is the magnitude of the far side neck compression load was as 
dramatic difference in the results for the far side metric high as 13,200 newtons, often exceeded 7000 newtons, 
3 between standard and roll caged vehicles. As can be but in both sets of rollcaged tests, the neck compression 

seen in Table 6, there were no cases in which a far side never exceeded 6600 newtons. 
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There were more PIIs (and a few > 4k newtons) on the ¯ The erect dummy neck is probably not representative 
near side of the rollcaged than production vehicles, the of a persons neck in rollover impacts, nor repre- 
magnitude of the hits are mostly mitigatable, sentative of human reflex actions; 

Countermeasures. GM published no comment on how ¯ The far side occupant is much better off with a non- 
mitigation measures would effect the injury results of the collapsing and strengthened roof (although a 160# 
3200 pound 1983 Chevrolet Malibu rollover tests. They rollcage is not necessary); 
were considered in this study on a group and individual ° A stronger roof structure alone is not sufficient to 
basis and the applicability of alternate designs were eliminate the potential for critical injuries for all 
determined. An assessment of the ability to significantly occupants; 
mitigate each of the injury impacts was made using ¯ Roof collapse increases the potential for critical 
Metric 3 as the evaluation criterion. Since most roof injury by increasing the effective head contact 
contact velocities in the GM tests were between .8 and velocity; and, 
3.3 m/s, we concluded that if the roof could be ¯ While torso augmentation is a significant factor in 
strengthened just enough to resist collapse as occurred in some contacts with an unpadded roof, the contacts 
the Number 8 unrestrained and the Number 8 belted con- frequently occur when the roof is not yet displaced, 
ventional roof tests, the padding would mitigate the nor in contact with the ground, making padding 
remaining interior neck compression forces, countermeasures effective. 

Of course, in addition to the larger gauge-and-section 
roof support strengthening design and added metal Head Strike, Padding and Computer 
padding, the countermeasure system should include Simulations Studies 
retained and improved side glazing to limit ejection.43 A number of independent real world injury accident 
These results are shown in Table 7. The total production studies were conducted or reviewed in conjunction with 
weight increase of this countermeasure system is esti- head and neck injuries in other accident modes to 
mated to be less than 50 pounds, validate Injury Measure results and confirm the effects 

of padding. These included: 
Table 7. Results of GM Tests Considered with ° three helmeted football players receiving quadri- 
Appropriate Countermeasures Showing Expected Number 

plegic injuries through the inefficient 1" of padding 
of Potentially Critical Injuries 

at the top of the helmet and strike velocities in the 
Origimal ~xpected 8. to 12 ft/sec range. These cases had the advantage 
Potential Number of Potential Critical Critical Injury of filmed occurrence on a marked grid, physical 
Injury Impacts with Impacts Countermeasures dummy tests and 2 and 3 D corresponding computer 

simulations. 
Standard Far side 8/8 0/8 Roll cage Far side 6/8 0/8 ° five side impact car cases involving head studies on 
Standard Nearside 3/8 0/8 inadequately padded roof rails and sail panels; 
Roll cage Nearside 5/8 0/8 

° a parametric computer study of a far side, side 
impact occupant contacting a conventional and/or a 

Rollover Tests Relative to Real World Accident padded roof at vertical velocities of 2 to 3.5 m/s, 
Studies. This analysis of GM rollover tests has provided horizontal velocities of 0, +7/-2, +/-4 meter/sac and 
injury measure insights, one test relative to another, but 0o, 10o and 20o head flexionS7; 
a comparison to actual case work studies has shown that ¯ one case of a frontal head strike on a passenger side 
the test conditions used are not representative of real GM"X" car instrument panel whose force/deflection 
world accidents since: properties yielded effectively 4" of stroke; 

¯ Many rollovers have a violent yaw maneuver prior ¯ NHTSA study on head strikes and A pillar padding 
to the initiation of roll causing the far side occupant effectiveness;n-33, 4~ 
to move forward and toward what will become the ¯ GM study on A pillar and roof rail padding;4~ 
near-side occupant; ¯ GM drop tests of restrained and unrestrained Hybrid 

¯ The dummy is launched with about a 10 ft/sec III dummies in conventional and roll caged roof 
vertical velocity vector from the dolly which causes vehicles;26 and, 
unrestrained dummies and several of the dummies in ¯ rollover test data of a physical and a 3-D simulated 
the restrained tests to move to the roof as the wheels dummy in a 1982 Dodge Aries FHWA/NHTSA/ 
touch down, and to incur significant injury measures Aeromedical Lab. test.3~ 
suggesting risk of critical injury in the process; ¯ rollover data from the design configuration of the 

¯ The dummies cannot hold on and/or brace them- Minicars’ Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) 
selves as would be the reflex action of people in The last point is illustrated in Figure 4. Considering 
impacts; current automotive styling trends, an alternate counter- 
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measure approach is the monocoque rounded roof struc- 

ture of the Minicars Research Safety Vehicle which 
rolled three times without excessive far side roof rail .... 
acceleration or deformation. It provii:led 4 inches of roof 

6ooc I 
13~o 

~~ 

Force 
deformation without intruding on the occupant’s survival Force ,oo, 900 (lbs) 
space. The angled interior roof contact surface was 

(N) 4000 
~ot~ ~, o~.~at a 

designed to flex the head and neck to preclude axial 2000 ................. ~: 46o 

loading, o 
-2 -1 0 1 2 

Displacement (in) 

Figure 5. Force/Deflection Properties of a Typical 
Passenger Vehicle Roof and With l-Inch Tabs on Six-Inch 
Centers on a 22 Gauge Metal Inner Roof Liner 

3-D Test Number 105 106           102 

Roof Characteristic Baseline Baseline Padded 

victim Roof Contact Velocity 2 m/s 2.5 m/s 2.5 m/s 

Initial "X" velocity 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Initial "Y" velocity 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Initial Head Angle 90 90 90 

Initial Neck Angle 90 90 90 

Head to Roof (i~3s) 485 5000 406 

Neck Compression (Lbs) 370 4142 303 

Figure 4. Research Safety Vehicle Figure 6. The Comparative Characteristics and Dummy 

A case example involves a heavy 220# man, unre- 
~njury Measures for this Case, Derived in 3-D from 

strained in a partial (20-30 degree) roll as the result of 
Figure 5 Measurements 

a far side, side impact. The vehicle and near side occu- 
pant motion resulted in an effective vertical contact Summary 
velocity of about 2.5 meters/second with the roof, pro- A loss of directional control resulting from the vehicle 
ducing C5-C6 quadriplegia, response to a combination of emergency steering and 

The first thing done~7 was to conduct a parametric braking inputs initiates lateral skidding and rollovcr 
analysis of the possibilities for dummy neck injury when accidents. 
striking a roof at various vertical and horizontal Data analysis shows significantly greater risk of 
velocities and with various head orientations. We also critical injury when an occupant is in the proximity of 
considered the very same circumstances but with a roof crush with deformation extent index greater than 3~ 
mathematically padded, non-pocketing roof. The results Case study analyses show that occupants under a 
indicated that at 2 to 3 m/s contact velocities neck crushed roof section suffer more severe injuries than 
compression injury measures could be limited to the those not under a significantly crushed roof section. 
2500 newton range. GM test data shows a significantly greater chance of 

Next an exemplar car was located and the static critical injury when an occupan~ is under a crushed roof. 
force/deflection properties of the roof were measured Previous published information obscured facts by using 
with a head form. A 22 gauge plate with 1" high tabs on a low threshold of "potential injury" rather than a 
6" centers were then inserted between the headform and measure consistent with critical injury. 
the roof and the measurements repeated. The measure- The risk of head/neck injury from roof comact in 
ments are shown in Figure 5. rollovers is related to the relative contact velocities of 

This data shows that the lined roof limits the force to the head/neck, and the orientation of the head, neck and 

about 500 pounds (2200 newtons), over 800 inch-pounds torso upon contact with the roof. 
of energy absorption, while the conventional roof Risk of critical head/neck injury is dependent on: 
exceeds 500 pounds at 400 inch-pounds. Translated to 
case related neck compression injury measures, as shown 

o roof interior head!neck clearance 

in Figure 6, it means that a padded roof can limit neck 
o roof shape 

forces to below 2500 newtons at up to 140% of the con- 
, extent >3 of roof deformation 

ventional roof’s acceptable (2 to 3 m/s) contact velocity 
o interior force/deflection characteristics 

or, when at the same speed, the conventional roof pro- 
¯ restraint system performance 

duces 15,000 newtons, the padded roof will limit to less 
, glazing performance 

than 2500 n. 
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The results suggest that such alternative rollover 11. Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 
safety design improvements, adding approximately 50 FMVSS 214 February 1991 and Amendment to 
pounds to the vehicle weight and $250 in cost, could FMVSS 216 Docket No. 89-22, April 1991. 
save as many as 5000 lives per year and 5000 critical 12. The Crash Avoidance Rollover Study: A Database 
neck injuries in all accident modes, for the Investigation of Single Vehicle Rollover 

Crashes; E. A. Harwin, Lloyd Emery, May 1989. 
BENEFITS 13. Comparative Evaluation of Rollover Rates, Prepared 

FATALITIES ELIMINATED 5000 by Data Link, Inc. CONFIDENTIAL, not publicly 
CRITICAL INJURIES REDUCED 2500 
SEVERE INJURIES REDUCED 2500 available. 

COSTS 14. Rollover Potential of Vehicles on Embankments, 
WEIGHT 50 lbs Sideslopes, and Other Roadside Features August 
COST ~25o 1986 Final Reports; Federal Highway Administra- 

tion-Office of Research and Development, Note: 
Figure 7. Estimated Head/Neck Injury Countermeasure 

Vol. I and II, File dated November 1986. Also SAE 
and Benefit/Cost in All Accident Modes 

870234. 
Further and more detailed observations, comments and 15. Injury Assessment Values used to Evaluate Hybrid 

conclusions are in APPENDIX C. III Response Measurements; Harold J. Mertz, Safety 

and Crashworthiness Systems, Current Product Engi- 
Recommendations neering, General Motors Corporation, Feb. 1984. 

The roof support structure should be strengthened to 16. Injury Criteria and Mathematical Analogs for Select- 
avoid buckling collapse, ed Body Areas; Roif H. Eppinger, NHTSA, July 6, 

The interior of all roof and roof support surfaces 1982. 
should be padded with force limiting material to allow 17. The Biomechanics of Neck Injury from Direct 
two inches of deformation at 2500 to 3500 newtons with- Impact to the Head; V. R. Hodgson, L. M. Thomas, 
out pocketing. Head and Neck Injury Criteria--Consensus Work- 

Restraint systems should be equipped with emergency shop. 
tensioning retractors. 18. Kinematic and Anatomical Analysis of the Human 

Side window glazing should be laminated and retained Cervical Spinal Column Under Axial Loading; 
to reduce roof deformation, shattering and limit ejection. Pintar, Yoganandan, Sances, Reinartz, Harris and 
Anti-lock Braking Systems should be installed to Larson SAE 892436. 
improve emergency directional control thereby reducing 19. Epidemiology and Injury Biomechanics of Motor 
the frequency of rolloveraccidents. Vehicle Related Trauma to the Human Spine; 

Haffner, Maiman, Pintar, Yoganandan, Sances, 
References Nichols, Jentzen, Weinshel and Larson SAE 892438. 
1. Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA. 20. NHTSA Rollover Tests: Vehicle and Dummy Kine- 
2. National Crash Severity System (NCSS), NHTSA. matics in a Controlled Rollover Crash--l) 1988 
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25. Rollover Crash Tests-The Influence of Roof Strength 41. Sub-System and Full System Testing to Assess Side 

on Injury Mechanics; Kenneth F. Orlowski, R. Impact Safety; D. Willke, D. Guenther, M. Monk, 

Thomas Bundorf, General Motors Corporation; 18983, SAE #830465. 

Edward A. Moffat, Biomech, Inc. SAE 851734. 42. Comparison of New Car Assessment Program Crash 

26. Rollover and Drop Tests--The Influence of Roof Test Results with Real World Crash Test Data; 

Strength on Injury Mechanics using Belted NHTSA Rulemaking Office of Market Incentives, 

Dummies; G. S. Bahling, GM/CPE, R. T. Bundorf, March 1988. 

GM/CPE, G. S. Kaspzyk, GM/CPE, E. A. Moffatt, 43. Car Crash Tests of Glass-Plastic Side Glazing, Carl 

Consultant, K. F. Orlowski, Consultant, J. E. Stocke, Clark, Peter Sursi, 1984. 

GM/CPE; SAE 902314. 44. General Motors Vehicle Safety Improvement Pro- 

27. Real World Rollovers--A Crash Test Procedure and gram (VSIP) Confidential, Unpublished. 

Vehicle Kinematics Evaluation; T.M. Thomas, N.K. 45. U.S. Patent Numbers 4285479, 4023746, 4684077, 

Cooperrider, S.A. Hammoud, P.F. Woley, Failure 4540137. 

Analysis Associates, Inc., March 10, 1989. 46. Biomechanical Evaluation of the Axial Compressive 

28. Reconstruction of Rollover Collisions; K.R. Responses of the Human Cadaveric and Manikin 

Orlowski, E.A. Moffatt, R.T. Bundorf and M.P. Necks; N. Yoganandan, A. Sances, F. Pintar, August 

Holcomb SAE #: 890857. 1989. 

29. Rollover and Interior Kinematics Test Procedures 
Revisited; John L. Habberstad, Roger C. Wagner, 

Appendix A. Statistical Methodology 

Terry Thomas SAE #: 861857. 
The availability of the National Accident Sampling 

30. Testing and Analysis of Vehicle Rollover Behavior; 
System3 represents a substantial resource for the calcula- 

Neil K. Cooperrider, Terry Thomas, Selim A. tion of nationally representative data associated with 

Hammoud, Test and Engineering Center SAE #: 
crash conditions and consequences. While the data is 

900366. 
available from 1979 through the present, two years of the 

31. Development of a Tumble Number for Use in data (from 1982 and 1983) were selected for use in this 

Accident Reconstruction;ThomasA. Bratton SAE#: 
study due to their similarity of file formats which 

890859. 
simplified the formulation of working data sets. The 

32. Side Interior Stiffness Measurements; Donald T. 
effort required to process the additional years available 

Willke and Michael W. Monk, NHTSA SAE 861880. 
has been left for further study. 

33. Injury and Intrusion in Side Impacts and Rollovers; 
In order to put the data into a form consistent with the 

Charles E. Strother, Greg C. Smith, Michael James, analysis requirements the files were: 

Charles Y. Warner Collision Safety Engineering, 1. Converted to an occupant level file 

SAE #: 840403. 2. Filtered for occupant vehicle rollover involvement 

34. Prediction of an Occupant’s Motion During Rollover Variable 112 in 1983 Vehicle Record Format 

Crashes; Louise A. Obergefell, Ints Kaleps, Arnold 3. Filtered for Unknown Data 

Johnson, NHTSA SAE #: 861876. a) Known Maximum Injury Level Variable 98 in 

35. MVMA 2-D Modeling of Occupant Kinematics in 1983 Occupant Record Format 

Rollovers; D. Hurley Robbins, David C. Viano SAE b) Known Rollover Details (Exclude 3 on Variable 

#: 840860. 112 on 1983 Vehicle Record Format) 

36. Live Subject Safety Research-Side Impact; Donald c) Passenger Compartment Integrity not equal 0 (O 

Friedman, S. Forrest, F. Gott, and G.D. Dyne-Liabil- = no passenger compartment) (Exclude 0 on 

ity Research, Inc. SAE #: 890382. Variable 106 of 1983 Vehicle Record Format) 

37. Improved Product Design by Impact Testing of d) Exclude non-passenger cars and convertibles 

Human Subjects, D. Friedman, 18th International (Exclude all but 2-9 Vehicle Body Type on 

Workshop on Human Subjects Biomechanical Variable 23-24 in 1983 Vehicle Record Format) 

Research, November 1990. e) Known Magnitude of Intrusion Variable 108 in 

38. The Safe Road to Fuel Economy; D. Friedman, K.D. 1983 Vehicle Record Format 

Friedman, Clarence Ditlow and D. Nelson, April f) Known First Collision Deformation Classification 

1991. for General deformation location (see Figure 

39. Large Car-Small Car Offset Crash Test at 70 mph below) 

Closing Speed with Air Bags; Insurance Institute for Longitudinal/lateral location 

Highway Safety, Brian O’Neill, February 1991. Vertical/lateral location 

40. Statistical Analysis of Injured Occupants by Seating Type of damage Distribution 

Position & Location of Roof Deformation; Keith Deformation Extent 

Friedman, Donald Friedman, unpublished. 
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g) Occupant seat positions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 (no the results across analyses and across alternative injury 
occupants in mid seat locations and no unknown level thresholds. Depending on the results of the analyses 
seat positions) further work on formal confidence interval estimation 

Cases with non-top damage greater than 4 were not may be desirable to establish statistical significance. 

considered. Occupants who were totally ejected through However, in the event of large differences in probability 
the door were not considered, or in the case where the relations are consistently upheld 

the likelihood is that the large effort required to compute 

General s,,eeifio To~, s~,eeific To~, the confidence intervals would not be justified particu- 
Oooupant Damage ~ongit,~dinal D=age Leteral Damage larly when more data can be added to simply enlarge 

Left Side Top Center Distributed sample sizes. 
Center & Front Left Based on the exploratory and hardcopy analysis results Center & Rear Left & Center Distributed a variable was created to reflect the general proximity of 

Right Side Top Center Distributed damage to the occupant location. The general form of the 
Center & Front Right variable was dependent on the occupant location as Center & Rear Right & Center Distributed illustrated below. 

The proximity coding was assumed as shown below 

Variables of interest in the files were recoded where such that cases meeting these requirements were con- 

necessary to provide for consistency between years; after sidered to be in the proximity of roof damage (and 
this was done, the files were merged into one file. otherwise they were not). 

Following the creation of the analysis data file It is clear that this coding scheme can, of course, be 

exploratory analysis of the data was conducted. Various refined. Further, the addition of better precision in the 

factors were examined to assess the significance of the data through the use of the hardcopy results to imple- 

factors on injury consequences. The Statistical Analysis ment a more detailed coding scheme may provide for 

System package was used for all analysis work. Based on better resolution in the analysis of the data. Presumably, 
initial work new variables were created combining vari- the additional precision would make the difference in the 

ous variables into physically sensible combinations results discussed in the paper even more pronounced. 

reflecting the considerations inherent in the hypothesis 
under investigation. Appendix B. Detailed Driver and Passenger 

After initial reviews of the data, cases were selected Head/Neck Contact Loads in GM Rollover 
for review of the underlying hardcopy records to gain Tests 
additional insight into the implications of the coding 
procedures in use. APPENDIX B - UneJected, DRIVER head/neck contact loads from 16 

GM Right Rollover tests (8 Restrained and 8 Unrestrained) 
The hardcopy review aided in identifying rollover 

TEST CONDITION AXIAL NECK LOADS NECK MOMENTS HIC types and the nature of damage associated with the PII Std Max >Skn+lkn flex>19onm # Standard Roof >2kn >4kn kn shear lat,ext>57nm occurrence of injury. The results suggest that roof 
damage descriptions relative to occupant locations would 3 rest/dr 5 ~ ~2. i 3 ~at 90 
correlate with severe injury occurrence. It was also noted 

~ rest/dr 4 4 7.9 3. 1 flex: 3 lat 200 7 rest/dr 4 2 13.2 2 2 lat 740 
that ejection and ejection paths may also be related to ~ rest/,~r ~ 2 5.~ I 2 ~at ~0 
roof crush and distortion or may be a secondary effect s~,totai ~ ~ s ~o o 

la unrs/dr 3 1 5.2 1 3 2820 relative to the roof crush. The study suggested among ~a unrs/dr 4 3 7.8 1 1 n/a 5a unrs/dr 2 i 4.50 0 0 n/a other things that: 8a unrs/dr 4 3 5.10 0 0 190 

¯ Cases with significant roof crush at the occupant S~tota~ 13 8 ~ ~ 1 
location or expected contact area appear to generally Total Number > 28 19 7 14 1 
result in substantial injury. 

¯ Cases with substantial other damage may distort data TEST CONDITION AXIAL NECK LOADS NECK MOMENTS Hie PII Std Max >skn+Ikn flex>190nm analysis results (e.g. frontal or side impacts in which # aollCage Roof >2kn >4kn kn shear lat,ext>57nm 

there was also a rollover). 
1 rest/dr 0 0 0 0 530 2 rest/dr 1 1 5.8 0 0 420 The final analyses took into account the above con- 5 rest/dr 0 0 0 o 80 

siderations. It was also recognized that detail at the level s rest/dr 3 1 4.1 0 1 lat 130 
of the hardcopy cases for the classification of roof crush subtotal ~ ~ 0 i 0 

2a ~nrs/dr 5 2 4.9 0 0 330 would yield substantially better precision with regard to 3a unrs/dr 2 1 5. 0 1 20k unrs/dr 2 1 4.8 0 0 n/a the location and amount of the roof crush relative to the ~a .... /dr 2 1 5.7 0 1 100 occupant. Subtotal ii 5 0 2 1 
While confidence intervals can be calculated for the TOTA~ NUMBER > 15 7 0 3 1 data, substantial effort is required. As a result, it was 

decided for this analysis to observe the consistency of 
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APPENDIX B - pASSENGER head/neck contact load,s from. 1.6 GM Right 
In rollover impacts limiting roof crush to a few inches 

Rollover test’s (8 Restrained and 8 Unrestrained) (deformation index of 3 or less), significantly reduces 
TEST CONDITTON AXIAL NECK LOADS NECK MOMENTS hie the risk of critical injury. 

PII Std Max >5kn+ikn flex>190nm 
# Standard Roof >2kn >dkn kn shear lat,ext>57nm Stronger roof structures: 

3 rest/r~p o 0 0 0 90 . change the kinematics and dynamics of rollovers 
4 ra~t/r~p 4 2 4.~ 0 0 10S ¯ allow more vehicle energy to be absorbed in transla- 
7 rest/rfp 3 1. 4.75 0 0 70 

8 rest/r~,, 0 0 0 0 160 tion rather than in the crushing of the roof and hence 
subtotal 7 not adding to the occupant’s head and neck vertical 

la unrs/rfp 5 1. 4.6 0 0 (3 ground) 640 contact velocity 
4a unrs/rfp 3 2 7.8 1 0 (2 ground) n/a 
5a unrs/rfp 3 0 3.8 0 0 (2/grd/ej) n/a ° reduce the occurrence of injury measures associated 
8a unrs/rfp 2 0 2.2 0 0 140 

with critical injury for far side occupants 
subtotal 13 3 1 0 

Total Number > 20 3 1 0 0 Roof crush is resisted not only by the structure but by 
the strength of the windshield and closed side windows. 

TRST CONDTTTON AXTAr. NECK LOWS ~CK ~ONE~S a~C Any structural roof crush in the area of conventional PII Std Max >5kn+Ikn flex>190nm 
~ Rot.ledge aoo~ >~ >~ ~n shear lat,e~>~7~ side glazing produces breakage allowing the potential for 
1 rest/rfp 4 1 6 0 0 200 
2 rest/rfp 3 1 4.5 0 0 180 subsequent head ejection and contact with the ground. 
5 rest/rfp 6 Z ~.~ ~ ~ 130 Stronger roof structures provide for the ability to 
6 rest/r fp I 0 2.3 0 0 190 

14 4 1 ~ retain windshield and improved side glazing, and they in 

2a unrs/rfp 2 0 0 0 (1 ground) 280 
turn increase roof strength. 

3a unrs/rfp 4 0 0 0 (~ ~round) ~o A rounded, mildly deforming roof, rolls more smooth- 
6a unrs/rfp 3 1 4.5 0 1 (i ground) n/a 
7a unrs/rfp 5 1 4.8 0 0 (i ground) ii0 ly, resulting in lower instantaneous decelerations, lower 

¯ 4 ~ o 1 occupant contact velocities and potentially less injurious 
Total Number > 28 6 1 ~ o impacts with the interior. 

Most current roofs only need minor structural change 
Appendix C. Other Observations, Comments to limit deformation extent and avoid collapse and 

and Conclusions injury. 

More effort should be made to utilize the real world General Motors utilized a low injury measure thresh- 

data available, to identify safety problems and to hold to conclude that there is no difference in occupant 

improve vehicle product safety design, injury whether the roof crushes or not. Their use of a 

Crash pulses with longer rolls and lower angular "potentially injurious" criterion rather than the potential 

accelerations appear to result in reduced risk of occupant for critical injury, would appear to mislead regulators 

injury. Such pulses are characteristic of roofs shaped like into believing that a stronger roof with force limiting 

the Minicars RSV, cars of the 1950’s and some current interior is unnecessary. 

sporty cars. A "potentially injurious" criterion may be consistent 

In rollover impacts, the roof edge (corner) frequently with corporate objectives for minimizing costs but high- 

experiences rolling contact with the ground, when the lights the differences between manufacturer corporate 

translational velocity at touchdown is 5 or more mph objectives, insurance company objectives of minimizing 

higher than the roll rate times the roll radius, resulting in injury costs, and government objectives for maximizing 

a low (3 to 4g) long duration, or a high (10 to 20g) short overall societal benefit. 

duration shearing force at the roof rail. The consequence The seated, back inclined, body position significantly 

is to plow a 1 to 2 foot ground patch, collapsing the reduces potential neck loading from the torso. 

leading side "A and B" pillars towards the center of the The contact velocity and energy of the torso in roll- 

vehicle, shifting the roof and destroying the integrity of over collisions is low relative to the interior, and head 

the trailing pillars leading to their compression buckling, and neck orientation is usually not aligned, so "torso 

The shape of the roof of current cars is thought to be augmentation" of axial compression injuries are im- 

inviolate, but they could easily have more rounded roof probable. 

rails and greater tumblehome, allowing the cars to roll Increased usage of seat belt shoulder harnesses may 

more easily with less peaked lateral deceleration. A substantially increase the risk of axial compression neck 

monocoque roof design should improve rollover crash- injuries in current collapsible roof vehicles, by guiding 

worthiness at lower cost and weight than present designs, the alignment of the head/neck with the intruding roof 

A squared, rollcaged roof edge radically alters the surface. 

dynamic roll rate, vertical and lateral velocity and Upper vehicle interior contact surfaces with 2" of 

occupant contact velocity, force limiting "padding" would significantly reduce the 

In rollover impacts, occupants seated under a portion potential for critical head/neck injuries. 

of the roof which crushes are at significantly greater risk Strengthening the roof structure in all cars so that they 

of critical injury than those seated under a roof without won’t buckle or collapse after bending and absorbing 

significant roof crush, energy for a few inches will eliminate more than 50% of 
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the paraplegic/quadriplegic level injuries in the rollover system performance in all cars by 1994. And during that 
accident population, interval, there was much discussion between NHTSA, 

History has shown that a regulating authority or the industry spokesmen and the press about the practicality, 
consumer has to require improved safety. NHTSA and effectiveness and cost of Airbags. Since about 1975 we 
GM expressed enthusiasm for the Airbag in 1970. When have been following the same course to improve side 
regulatory implementation was delayed, it took until impact and rollover protection for the head and neck. Is 
1984 to require by 1987, the 1974 GM ACRS driver this necessary or appropriate to meet safety objectives? 

$6.W.12 

Effect of Car Size on the Frequency and Severity of Rollover Crashes 

Charles J. Kahane cars, the correlation coefficients of curb weight with 

National Highway Traffic Safety wheelbase, curb weight with track width and wheelbase 

Administration with track width are .93, .92, and .91, respectively. 

Between model years 1970 and 1982, the median curb 

Abstract weight of cars in fatal crashes decreased by about I000 
pounds (from 3700 to 2700); the median wheelbase 

Narrower, lighter, shorter cars have higher rollover 
decreased by 10 inches (from about 115 to 105); and the 

rates than wide, heavy, long ones under the same crash 
median track width, by 2 or 3 inches (from 60 to about 

conditions. During model years 1970-82, as the market 
57). Since model year 1982, the parameters have 

shifted from large domestic cars to downsized, sub- 
remained rather stable. At this time (1990), the size and 

compact or imported cars, the fleet became more rollover 
weight of the average car on the road in the United 

prone. The net effect of all car size changes since 1970 
States is close to the average model year 1982 car, as 

is an increase of approximately 1340 rollover fatalities 
more and more pre-downsized cars are retired. 

per year in the United States. The methods of this report 
The size reductions of the 1970-82 period were 

do not identify which individual vehicle size parameter 
achieved by two mechanisms. The more important is a 

(track width, curb weight, wheelbase, etc.) is the 
market shift from full-sized cars to subcompact and 

principal "cause" of rollover proneness, 
imported cars. The shift was already underway in 1970 

and gained strength throughout the period. Secondarily, Introduction there was downsizing within many domestic car lines, 
Rollover crashes are a major safety problem, resulting primarily after 1975 (until 1974, they were still 

in about 4,500 fatalities a year to occupants of passenger growing). Imports grew during the late 1970’s and early 
cars. This report analyzes the influence of car size on 1980’s. 
rollover propensity, crashworthiness and fatality risk. 
The issues are studied in the context of the overall trend Factors Affecting Rollover Proneness 
in fatality risk of unrestrained occupants of passenger 

The following example of a sequence of events lead- 
cars of model years 1970-82 in rollover crashes, for 

ing up to a rollover crash illustrates a variety of factors 
those are the years in which passenger cars became sub- 

affecting roilover. The first event is that the driver, 
stantially smaller in the United States. 

through inattention or speeds in excess of driving abili- 
In 1989, the National Highway Traffic Safety Admini- 

ties, fails to keep the car aimed in the direction of the 
stration (NHTSA) published An Evaluation of Door 

roadway. Upon noticing that the car is about to run off 
Locks and Roof Crush Resistance of Passenger Cars [5], 

the road, the driver may try drastic corrective maneuvers, 
which includes a detailed literature review and analyses 

such as slamming on the brakes or swerving. The attempt 
of the effect of car size on rollover crash involvements. 

is unsuccessful and puts the car into a skid. Now it is The material in this report is excerpted from the evalua- 
heading off the roadway with a partly sideways orienta- 

tion. 
tion. After the car leaves the roadway it encounters 

tripping mechanisms such as loose soil or a ditch, 
What Happened to Cars in 1970-827 resulting in a roilover. 

It is obvious that cars became "smaller" during 1970- The preceding example suggests that rollover pro- 
82, but there are several ways to measure car "size." pensity has two components, so to speak: directional 
Three measures of size that are often used in analyses stability and rollover stability. A car is directionally 
are curb weight, wheelbase and track width. The para- unstable if it tends to skid or spin out of control or is 
meters are highly intercorrelated, in that "large" cars hard to steer on course. A directionally unstable car will 
tend to be heavy, long and wide while "small" cars, with have many off-road excursions into terrain where roll- 
few exceptions, are light, short andnarrow. For 1970-82 over is likely to occur. "Rollover stability" is the 
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tendency of a car to remain upright given that it has increase in the fatality rate from 3.46 to 4.69, a 36 

come in contact with a typical off-road tripping percent increase, nearly identical to the findings of this 

mechanism. Short light cars usually have less directional report. 

stability than long, heavy ones. Narrow cars have less 
rollover stability than wide cars. Since "small" cars are Analysis Method and Data Sources 
shorter, lighter and narrower than full-sized cars, they The measure of rollover propensity throughout this 

tend to have lower directional and rollover stability, report is the ratio of roliovers to frontal impacts with 
fixed objects. The intuitive reason for the choice is that 

Literature Review frontal impacts with fixed objects come closest to being 
In 1968, Garrett studied the relationship of car size to a "control" group. They control for driver and exposure 

rollover propensity [ 1], defining the rollover rate of a car differences but not for vehicle factors affecting rollover 

to be the ratio of principal rollovers to other single risk. The number of frontal impacts with fixed objects, 

vehicle crashes. His idea is that rollovers and other intuitively, is proportional to the frequency at which 

single vehicle crashes typically involve about the same aggressive or inattentive driving results in a failure to 

type of driver behavior--i.e., losing control of the car keep the car aimed in the direction of the roadway--i.e., 

and running off the road. The other single vehicle a potential rollover scenario. The greater the directional 

crashes act as a sort of control group and cancel out and/or rollover stability of a car, the fewer of these 

biases due to differences in driving exposure or potential rolloverscenariosbecomeactualrollovers--and 

aggressiveness. He performed a regression of the the lower the ratio of roliovers to frontal impacts with 

rollover rates of 1950-67 cars by track width, curb fixed objects. 

weight and height. "The data indicate that there is a The data sources for the analysis are the Fatal Acci- 

strong correlation between rollover frequency and dent ReportingSystem (FARS)for calendar years 1975- 

vehicle dimensions: rollover increases as car size shifts 86 and Texas accident files for 1972-74 and 1977-83. 

from heavy, wide track, low vehicles to light, narrow FARS data are used to calculate the ratios of fatal 

track, high cars. Car weight and track width appear to rollovers to fatal frontal impacts with fixed objects. 

have the greatest influence on vehicle overturn." Texas data are used to calculate ratios for [primarily] 

Jones [4], Griffin [2] and Harwin and Brewer [3] nonfatal crashes. The study relies on Texas data because 

performed similar regressions and obtained excellent that is the only State for which NHTSA has files dating 

correlations of the rollover rate with the"stability factor" back to the early 1970’s. Both files needed adjustments 

(half the track width divided by the height of the center for calendar year differences and vehicle age effects [5], 

of gravity) and wheelbase, pp. 93-101 and 130-140. 

Malliaris et al [6] emphasized the roles of directional 
stability and rollover stability as components of rollover Rollover Propensity Trends, 1970-82 
risk. They found that lighter cars have lower directional The main products of the analysis are year to year 

and rollover stability than heavy cars. NHTSA’s 1988 trend lines or risk indices for model years 1970-82. 

Technical Evaluation [8] of Congressman [now Senator] Figures 1-4 are based on Texas data (primarily nonfatal 

Timothy Wirth’s petition further explores this concept, crashes) and indicate the trends in rollover propensity. 

stating that a number of vehicle size parameters, Figure 1 shows therolloverpropensity index by model 

especially wheelbase, are related to directional stability, year. The data points "’U" ("unadjusted" for car size) 

NHTSA stressed that the high intercorrelation of vehicle show the actual ratios of rollovers to frontal fixed object 

size parameters makes it hard to draw firm conclusions 
on which individual parameter is the most important 
factor in rollover risk. , ,~÷ u 

During 1988-89 Partyka and Boehly of NHTSA 
studied the correlation of car weight and fatality risk in ~    :. u 

105 + 

various crash modes [7]. Their regression equation for ~ : u 

the rollover fatality rate per 100,000 vehicle years is ~ : 

fatality rate = 8.01 - .00123 car weight 
I : 

The paper does not address whether this is a "cause 
u 

and effect" relationship or a result of the strong corre- 

lation of car weight with other vehicle size parameters. 
Although the authors do not themselves use the formula    x 
this way, it will yield a fatality rate prediction if the _+ ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + ...... + 

average weight, by model year, is substituted for "car MODEL YEAR 

weight." The 1990-82 reduction of curb weight from 
3700 to 2700 pounds would be associated with an 

Figure 1. Rollover Propensity Index by Model Year 
(1975-80 Average = 100) 
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impacts in Texas data, indexed so that the average ratio The effect of downsizing within market classes, reflected 
for 1975-80 comes out to 100. The reliever propensity by both figures, is only of secondary importance and 
index starts at 80-85 in the early 1970’s and rises partially offset by size increases in imported cars. 
steadily year after year, especially after 1975, to an all A principal task of the analysis is to determine the 
time high close to 120 in model year 1982. In other extent to which the trends in Figures 1 and 2 are due to 
words, reliever propensity increased by almost 50 car size as opposed to other factors. The task is 
percent during modelyears 1970-82. In 1970-74,reliever accomplished by a log-linear regression of rollover 
propensity remained fairly stable: the market shift to propensity (LOGR2) by curb weight, track width, wheel- 
smaller car classes was partly offset by the growth of base and vehicle age. The dependent variable in the 
cars within market classes. The real increases began after regression is the aggregate value of LOGR2 for all cars 
1975, the period of downsizing within car lines as well belonging to a particular class interval of weight, width, 
as a market shift to smaller car lines, wheelbase and age [5], pp. 109-118. Driver age was also 

In Figure 2, reliever propensity is graphed separately tried as an independent variable and found to have negli- 
for 5 market classes of cars: I = Import, S = Subcompact gible influence on the regression coefficients of the other 
(domestic), C -- Compact, M = Midsized, F = Full-sized. variables. The regression coefficients for the model that 
The dependent variable is LOGR2, the logarithm of the best fit the data are: 
ratio of relievers to frontal fixed object impacts [5], pp. 

INTERCEPT 5.561 
100-109. The logarithm is used because it is more suit- 

TRACK WIDTH -.0962 
able for statistical analyses and for comparing one graph 

CURB WEIGHT -.000259 
to another. The most obvious phenomenon in Figure 2 is 

VEHICLE AGE -.0317 
that smaller cars consistently have higher reliever rates. 

R squared is .97, a very high correlation. Although Full-sized cars are always the best and imports are 
almost always the worst, wheelbase did not have a significant effect in this model, 

that does not necessarily mean it is unimportant. As 
worst 

+0.2 ~ noted earlier, wheelbase, curb weight and track width are 
+0.1 I I 

0 ~ s highly intercorrelated and the regression analysis could 
-0.1 I I I I 

-0.3-°2 
~ ~ ,~ ~ easily confuse their relative effects. 

-0.s s Based on the regression, a new variable 

-0.~: ~ sc c c PROPEN2 = LOGR2 + .0962 TRACK WIDTH 
-~.0: c + .00259 CURB WEIGHT + .0317 VEH AGE 

--~:~ M ~ M M M 
F is defined and graphed by model year and market class 

_-~.~. ~ ~ , F ~ ~ ~ F in Figure 3. PROPEN2 measures reliever propensity 
_,.~ ~ ~ adjusted for car size. Figures 2 and 3 are graphed to the 
-z.0 F same logarithmic scale--i.e., vertical distances have the 

,;~----~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~; ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~; ..... ~; ..... ;~ ..... ;; ..... ;~ same meaning in both graphs. It is evident that most of 
,o~, ~ the variation across market classes and model years is 

Figure 2. Reliever Propensity by Model Year and Car explained by the car size parameters. The large varia- 
Market Class (LOGR2; I = Import, S -- Subcompact, tions across market classes in Figure 2 shrink to a 
C = Compact, M -- Midsized, F = Full Sized) narrow band in Figure 3, where no single market class is 

consistently at the top or bottom of the graph. 
It is possible to see the effects of size changes within 

market classes. Full-sized cars were downsized in 1977- 
79; mid-sized cars in 1975-78; and compact cars in 
1980--there are corresponding increases in reliever ~.~~ 
propensity during those years. Domestic subcompacts s., 
became narrower and lighter during 1970-82 while ~.~ 
imports became wider, longer and heavier. Figure 2 ~.,: ~ ~ ~"’ ,~ , ~ ’ ~ sc~ c 
shows that domestic subcompacts had lower rollover risk ~.~ 
than imports in the 1970’s but lost their advantage in the 
1980’s. 

While Figure 1 shows a large, steady increase in 
aggregate reliever propensity, Figure 2 shows only ,;~----~ ..... 
moderate increases, if any, within market classes. As 
noted earlier, the size reductions of the 1970-82 period 

Figure 3. Reliever Propensity by Model Year and Market 
were achieved by two mechanisms. The more important 

Class, Ajusted for Car Size (PROPEN2; I = Import, 
was the market shift from full-sized cars to subcompact S = Subcompact, C = Compact, M = Midsized, 
and imported cars, reflected in Figure 1 but not Figure 2. F = Full Sized) 
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Figure 4 shows the rollover propensity index by model oR ,so T 
/ 

year--adjusted for car size. The data points "A" L 

("adjusted" for car size) are the antilogarithms of the ~E    ,20 
average values of PROPEN2 across the various market 

R 

classes, indexed so that the average ratio for 1975-80 ~ 
1,s ~ 

u 

comes out to 100. The adjusted rollover propensity index A ~10 + 

is close to 100 and remains essentially unchanged T 105:+ 
throughout 1970-82. There may be a few models with Y ! u 

exceptional rollover rates, but none of them has suffi- ~ 
100 ~:. ..................................................................................... 

u u 
ciently high sales or extreme rollover rates to pull the 

~ 95 +:u 

index (average for all cars) away from 100. Rollover 
~ 

propensity, on the average, is very well correlated with x~     8s ÷:: 
car size. bo, : u 

oR 
:. f.~3DEL YEAR 

L : Figure 5. Rollover Fatality Risk Index by Model Year 
v ~0~ (1975-80 Average = 100) 

E :- A 
A 

A +0.8 

: +0.1 : S SC 

MS 

~ 
C SC 

Figure 4. Rollover Propensity Index by Model Year, b.t ~;;6----~; ..... 

Adjusted for Car Size 

Rollover Fatality Risk Trends, 1970-82 Figure 6. Rollover Fatality Risk by Model Year and Car 
Figures 5-8 are based on FARS data and indicate the Market Class (LOGROLL; I = Import, S = Subcompact, 

trends in rollover fatality risk. Figure 5 shows the C = Compact, M = Midsized, F = Full Sized) 

ro]lover fatality risk index by model year, comprising the 
net effects of changes in rollover propensity and crash- have higher fatality risk. Consistently, full-sized cars are 

worthiness. The data points "U" ("unadjusted" for car at the bottom of the chart and imports at the top. 

size) show the actual ratios of fatal rollovers to fatal Figures 2 (nonfatal rollover propensity) and 6 (fatal 

frontal impacts with fixed objects, based on FARS data, rollover propensity) are graphed on the same logarithmic 

indexed so that the average ratio for 1975-80 comes out scale. Although the figures look quite similar, it is 

to 100. The rollover fatality risk index starts at about 90 readily seen that the range of values in Figure 2 is larger 

in the early 1970’s and rises steadily after 1975 to about than in Figure 6. In other words, the increased rollover 

123 in model year 1982 (based on continuing the 1977- propensity of small cars relative to large cars translates 

81 trend line through 1982; the actual data point for to a somewhat smaller increase in fatality risk. That is 

1982 is even higher). In other words, rollover fatality because many of the additional rollovers of small cars 

risk increased by about 37 percent (123 vs. 90) during (in situations where a large car would have stayed on the 

model years 1970-82. The trend in rollover fatality risk road or at least remained upright) are in crashes of low 

is quite similar, although not as steep as the trend of severity unlikely to result in fatalities. 

nonfatal rollover propensity (Figure 1); in both cases the A key task of the analysis is to separate the effects of 

real increases began after 1975, the period of downsizing rollover propensity and crashworthiness in the fatality 

within car lines as well as a market shift to smaller car index. NHTSA’s evaluation uses two independent 

lines, methods for separating the effects. One is a log-linear 

In Figure 6, rollover fatality risk is graphed separately regression of rollover fatality risk (LOGROLL) by curb 

for the 5 market classes of cars. The dependent variable weight, track width, wheelbase and vehicle age [5], pp. 

is LOGROLL, the logarithm of the ratio of fatal roll- 149-167 (actually, separate regressions are performed for 

overs to fatal frontal impacts with fixed object [5], pp. ejection a~d nonejection fatalities). The regression 

140-142. It is obvious from Figure 6 that smaller cars equations are similar to those obtained from the Texas 
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worst 
data (see above) and indicate little or no change in R 
crashworthiness after the early 1970’s. ~ 

L 125 + 
The other approach is to adjust the rollover fatality ~0 :. 

risk index (LOGROLL, based on FARS data) for changes ~ ~20 T 

in rollover propensity (LOGR2, based on Texas data, as 
~ ,5 

shown in Figure 2). NHTSA’s evaluation [5], pp. 169- 
183, suggests that ~ :: 

T 105 +A 

NEWROLL2 = LOGROLL - LOGR2/1.9 Y : A 

is the mathematical combination of LOGROLL and s 
K     95 + A A LOGR2 which most closely indicates the trend in overall 

fatality risk in rollovers, after controlling for changes in 0~ 90 
rollover propensity--i.e., it is a measure of rollover ~ 85 

crashworthiness. Since car size is the prime determinant b0st :. 

of rollover propensity, NEWROLL2 also measures roll- ~;~----~ ..... 

over fatality risk adjusted for car size. NEWROLL2 is ,o~5, Y~AR 

graphed by model year and market class in Figure 7. Figure 8. Rollover Fatality Risk Index by Model Year, 

Figures 6 and 7 are graphed to the same logarithmic Adjusted for Car Size 

scale--i.e., vertical distances have the same meaning in 
both graphs. Virtually all of the variation across market Estimation of the Fatality Increase 
classes and model years in Figure 6 is eliminated in During calendar years 1987-88, there were an average 

Figure 7. The various market classes have nearly of 4500 fatalities per year in primary rollover crashes of 

identical crashworthiness values (except toward the right passenger cars. By 1988, the mix of passenger cars on 

end of the graph where sparse data result in some the road had size and weight characteristics similar to 

variation), the model year 1982 fleet. In other words, the "baseline" 
estimate of rollover fatalities, given model year 1982 car 
sizes and the calendar year 1987-88 driving environment 
is 4500 per year. 

How much lower would the number of fatalities had 

÷0.8~°~ ~ been, given model year 1970-75 car sizes in the calendar 
÷0.~ :, ~c year 1987-88.driving environment? Figure 5 displays the 
÷0., 8 ~ ~ ~. M 

3 ~,~ rollover fatality risk index by model year. A smooth 

~0.~’°~ ~ s curve through the data points yields the following values 
-0.~° M [5], p. 209: 

-o., 1970 91 1975 90 1979 103 
-0.5 1971 90 1976 93 1980 107 

.0~Y~AR 1973 88 1978 100 1982 123 

Figure 7. Rollover Fatality Risk by Model Y~ar and Market 1974 89 
Class, Adjusted for Car Size (NEWROLL2; I = Import, The baseline fleet of model year 1982 vehicles, with 
S -- Subcompact, C = Compact, M = Midsized, a fatality risk index of 123, experiences 4500 rollover 
F = Full Sized) fatalities per year. A fleet of model year 1970-75 

vehicles, with an average risk index of 90, would 
Figure 8 shows the rollover fatality risk index by model experience 4500 (90/123) = 3300 rollover fatalities, 
year--adjusted for rolloverpropensity/car size. The data which is 1200 fewer than the baseline model year 1982 
points "A" ("adjusted" for car size) are the anti- cars. The increaseof 1200 fatalities between model years 
logarithms of the average values of NEWROLL2 across 1975 and 1982 occurred despite a major shift from 2 
the various market classes, indexed so that the average door cars to 4 door cars during the same period. 
ratio for 1975-80 comes out to 100. This crashworthiness According to NHTSA’s evaluation, the shift from 2 door 
index is close to 100 and remains essentially unchanged to 4 door cars prevents 140 ejection fatalities per year 
throughout 1970-82. The large increase in rollover fatali- [5], pp. 218-219. Thus, the net fatality increase due to 
ty risk during 1970-82 (Figure 5) is not due to a change car size reductions is 1200 + 140 = 1340 fatalities per 
in crashworthiness but rollover propensity--i.e., car size. year. 
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NHTSA’s evaluation attempts to subdivide the net loss Proceedings of Twelfth Stapp Car Crash Conference. 

of 1340 lives per year according to the various New York: Society ofAutomotiveEngineers, 1968. 

mechanisms of car size changes [5], pp. 216-227: [2] Griffin, Lindsay I. III. Probability of Overturn in 

Lives per Year Single Vehicle Accidents as a Function of Road Type 

Saved Lost and Passenger Car Curb Weight. College Station, 

Market shift from full-sized 
TX: Texas Transportation Institute, [1981]. 

to imported/subcompact cars 1220 [3] Harwin, E. Anna, and Brewer, Howell K. Analysis of 

Downsizing within domestic car lines 350 the Relationship between Vehicle Rollover Stability 

Wider tracks for some imported cars 230 and Rollover Risk Using the NHTSA CARDfile Acci- 

SUBTOTALS 230 1570 dent Database. Washington: National Highway 

NET LIVES LOST PER YEAR 1340 Traffic Safety Administration, to appear in 1989. 

These individual estimates are derived from the 
[4] Jones, Ian S. "Overturning in Single Vehicle Acci- 

dents." Accident Analysis. London: Planning and 
evaluation’s regression equations of rollover fatality risk Transport Research and Computation Co., 1973. 
by curb weight, track width and wheelbase [5], pp. 149- [5] Kahane, Charles J. An Evaluation of Door Locks and 
167. These regression models assigned a large influence Roof Crush Resistance of Passenger Cars--Federal 
to track width and less influence to wheelbase and curb Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 206 and 216. Report 
weight. Since the vehicle size parameters are highly No. DOT HS 807 489. Washington: National High- 
intercorrelated, it is possible that the models partly way Traffic Safety Administration, [1989]. 
confused their effects. If so, the benefits of"wider tracks [6] Malliaris, A. C.; Nicholson, Robert M.: Hedlund, 
for imported cars" would be overstated and the losses for James H.; and Scheiner, Stanley R. Problems in 
market shift and downsizing likewise overstated. The net Crash Avoidance and in Crash Avoidance Research. 
loss of 1340 lives per year, on the other hand, is a m~re SAE Paper No. 830560. Warrendale, PA: Society of 
accurate estimate which does not depend on the Automotive Engineers, [1983]. 
regression coefficients.                          ;J 

While the methods of this report are appropriate for 
[7] Partyka, Susan C., and Boehly, William A. "Passen- 

ger Car Weight and Injury Severity in Single 
estimating the effect of historical changes in car size on Vehicle Nonroilover Crashes." Twelfth International 
rollover fatality risk, it would be inadvisable to use them 
to predict what might happen in the future if a sir;gle 

Technical Conference on Experimental Safety 
Vehicles. Washington: National Highway Traffic 

parameter (say, curb weight) is changed while others are Safety Administration, 1989. 
held constant. [8] Technical Evaluation of Rulemaking Petition. 

Attachment to memorandum by Scott Shadle to 

Rel’erences NHTSA Docket No. PRM-MP-004-13. Washington: 

[1] Garrett, John W. "A Study of Rollover in Rural I~.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 

Automobile Accidents." SAE Paper No. 680772 in August 12, 1988. 
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$7.0.01 
Wheels Anti-Lock Systems for Big Series Passenger Cars 

e. Bran ~,.~�,.o, .f.dh.,i.. 
PSA Peugeot - Citroen 

¯ 
vehicle speed 

Introduction 
~ 

adhe$1on 

From the outset, braking system development has 
made a considerable contribution to automobile safety 
progress. Thus, successively, with the arrival of 
hydraulic control (Peugeot 202 in 1946), front disc 
brakes as standard and high-pressure regulated braking 
(Citroen DS in 1954), ventilated discs (504, in 1968), 
then anti-lock brakes (CX in 1981 and 505 in 1985), 
Peugeot and Citroen have never stopped developing 
active automotive safety. Figure 1. Adhesion as a Function of the Wheel Speed 

Today, in this field, the PSA Group breaks new 
¯ major vehicle instability, which may cause spinning 

ground by offering an anti-lock system on 309,205, 106 
(due to a fall in the transversal adhesion of the rear and AX. In fact, until now, only higher-segment 
axle). 

vehicles, for reasons of cost, could be fitted with this ¯ stopping distance increase (due to a decrease in 
equipment. Henceforth, technological development has 

longitudinal adhesion). 
enabled the fitting on small vehicles of a new twin- 
captor specific anti-locking device for a modest price. Furthermore, wheel locking on high adhesion causes 

Thus PSA offers the greatest number of possibilities of major tyre wear with the tread being scraped and a "flat 

acquiring this major safety system, spot" being produced. For reasons of safety and comfort, 
early tyre replacement is then necessary. 

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABR) Therefore the ABR system aims at optimising vehicle 

When a vehicle brakes, the maximum deceleration to braking in all circumstances, under all conditions of 

which it can be subject is limited by the laws of physics, adhesion. It maintains wheel sliding within the ideal 

It depends on the adhesion between the tyre and the sliding band and naturally removes any risk of locking, 

road. This adhesion is characterised by a factor which (Figure 2). 

can vary from 0 (no adhesion) to more than 1, and 
generally equates to 0.9 on a dry tarmac road, 0.6 in w~,~ ,,di,g s~d 

. 
rain, and can drop to 0.I on icy surfaces. 

O       ~_~ ~i~ ........... 
As soon as braking starts, a slight sliding of the _-_--- 

wheels on the ground appears. Longitudinal adhesion is 
a function of the wheels sliding on the road and thus 
determines the vehicle deceleration capability. According 
to the graph below, potential deceleration is at its 
maximum for a slide between 10 and 30%. However, if 
the force applied by the driver on the brake pedal is too Figure 2. ABR Wheel Speed Control in Relation to 
great in relation to the available adhesion, sliding rapidly Optimum Sliding 
increases to reach the 100% value, i.e. the wheels lock, 
(Figure 1). For this, an electro-hydraulic system is used which, 

This has three consequences: during braking and if required, reduces hydraulic 
¯ total loss of vehicle directional control resulting in pressure to the brakes and quickly regulates it in relation 

the inability to avoid an obstacle or to stay on the to available adhesion. The complete system is controlled 
road (the tyre slides on the road surface instead of by an electronic calculator which receives wheel rotation 
turning), speed signals. After comparing and analysing these 
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signals, the calculator can determine the actual speed of ¯ two wheel-speed inductive sensors, mounted on each 

the vehicle and the wheels which are close to locking, front wheel pivot (specific). They detect variations 
in magnetic flux caused by the teeth passing across 

The ABR Evolution for Big Series Passenger the pole. These variations induce an alternating 

Cars 
current (sinusoidal signal) in the coil and their 

Anti-lock brake systems are today widespread in 
frequency and amplitude are proportional to the 

France, Europe and worldwide. However, their applica- 
wheel rotational speed, (Figure 3, Figure 4). 

tion is generally limited to the higher market segments. 
¯ two axle-load dependent compensators to distribute 

The main reason for this is the relatively high cost of 
braking effort to the rear wheels 

these systems (FF.9,600 for a 605, FF9,300 for a 405, 
¯ front disc brakes 
¯ rear disc or drum brakes, (Figure 5). 

FF9,500 for a BX or an XM). This renders such systems 
almost incompatible with vehicles of the bottom and 

~ductive senso~ 

lower middle segments, ke 
Thus, in order to increase the availability of this safety 

system, henceforth PSA offers on certain vehicles (309 
GTI, XS and Srdt, 205 GTI and TurboD, AX GTI, 106 ",,...~/ 

XT and XSi .... ) a new type of anti-lock system: ABR 

~r~.~eel~ 

’Yoke 
with twin wheel-speed sensors and twin independent 
regulation channels (one per brake circuit). In fact, 
whilst usually the speed of each of the four vehicle 
wheels is monitored, here only the two front wheel 
speeds are measured and transmitted to the calculator. 

This new system, developed here by the BENDIX Figure 3. Wheel Speed Sensor 
Company, is perfectly suited to the vehicles already 
mentioned, due to its lower cost (notably fewer 
components), its lower weight and smaller volume s 
(installation problems on small vehicles). As an example, 
in November 1991, the twin sensor ABR offered as an 
option on the 205 costs FF6,000, whilst the basic price s~,,, of t.m .. 
of a 205 GTI 1 .9L is FF101,300 and the TurboD \ " 
FF85,900. In the same vein, ABR for the 309 costs 
FF6,200, whilst the 309 GTI costs FF108,900, and the 
309 XS 1.9L costs FF85,100. Finally, the AX GTI, sold 
at FF83,100, requires an extra FF6,000 for ABR. 

ABR Twin Sensor System Description 
The twin sensor ABR system is part of the add-on 

anti-lock braking system family: it is added to a Figure 4. Signal Produced by Wheel Speed Sensor 

conventional braking system. The system comprises: 

¯ brake pedal 
8 ¯ vacuum brake serve 1 Duel shutter master cylinder 

¯ dual master cylinder with special anti-lock valves (in 2 Depression braking amplifier 
order to withstand back-pressure) 3 Computer 

¯ dual "X" braking circuits 
¯ additional pressure regulator hydraulic block with 

4 Wheel speed ...... 

four solenoid valves 5 So,eno’;d 

¯ calculator: separate electronic box with 35-way con- B Toothed ..... heel 

nector and corresponding electrical wiring. It can be 7 Hydraulic pump 
fitted in the boot (205), in the central dashboard 
inside the vehicle (309) or even in the engine com- 

a ,ndleet .... last .... t psne, 

partment (106, AX) which requires very high mecha- 

nical and thermal resistance. 
o system check warning light on the dashboard 
¯ special transmission with a hemispherically-cut 48- Figure 5. Additional 2 Sensor-ABR System 

tooth acoustic crown wheel (Anti-Lock System) 
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Anti-Lock System "’%~ 

¯ "X" braking circuit requirement. In order to be 
able to optimise the front and rear brake pressure C,~o,r 2o,~.~ 

regulation, the twin sensor ABR system must be ,, .~- ..s~.~ 
installed on a dual "X" braking system (left-front ~/ ...... "~’~ 

linked to right-rear, with interlinkage for symmetry). ,.~.,..d ,,~..: lo ~.~,b~. ~.~.~.. 
Afront-rearbrakesystem suchasonthe205GTI 
1600, would not enable good results to be obtained 

,¢k¯r 

(no regulation at the rear), and for this reason it is 
changed to an "X" system, with the ABR option, 
(Figure 6). 

Figure 7. Pressure Categories 

@ (~) ¯ More precise regulation logic. Only the speed of 
the two front vehicle wheels is known. This renders 
the all-important determining of absolute Vehicle 
speed in relation to the ground much more delicate. 

1 ~,.~. The problem is further increased by the fact that 
2 o.., ....... ,,,~r these wheels are motorised, notably the difficulty of 
a o.,,b,,k,.o.,,o,d,.,,~ .... 

interpreting wheel-spin and regaining adhesion. Due 

~., ........ ,.,.,,~ ..... ~,, to this, additional algorithms are required in the 
~ ~.,o~, .... ABR regulation logic and this has led to a far more 

I~---~ ~ 

complex development of the system. 
[] ¯ Optimising braking effort distribution. In the 

~ ~ absence of speed sensors on the rear wheels, their 
locking can only be avoided by judicious front-rear 

Figure 6. A: Dual "X" Braking Circuit. B: Dual "X" Braking distribution of braking effort. In fact, it is required 
Circuit with Additional Dual Sensor ABR that under all circumstances and notably under all 

¯ Special hydraulic assembly. The hydraulic assem- loads, each rear brake has: 
-a pressure lower than that required to lock the bly used for the anti-lock system has two sensors 

and two regulation channels, comprising four sole- wheel, 

noid valves. The latter modulate braking pressure in - a pressure as high as possible in order to obtain 

situations outside the optimal wheel sliding band. best benefit of available adhesion and to have the 

These solenoid valves operate in an "all or nothing" shortest stopping distances. 

mode, with a reaction time of around 3 to 7 ms. Two In order to achieve these high-level performances. 

valves are fitted on each channel, the first being an relating as far as possible to those of a four-sensor 
o -v’~ ormance distribution inlet-exhaust solenoid valve and the second acting as system, a high ""-f braking 

a restrictive valve for slow pressure variation. There- system has been adopted: two axle-load dependent 

fore, four basic pressure variation categories are compensators (one upstream of each rear brake on 

available: inlet and release, quick or slow. From this, the dual "’X" circuit). This enables the system to 

by modifying the control time of each solenoid operate as close as possible underneath the ideal 

valve, intermediate pressure rise and fall curves can pressure distribution curve, (Figure 8). 

be obtained, thus ensuring fine pressure regulation, 
(I): Ideal ~u~ (mk~lot~l) 

(Figure 7). The group also comprises: 
A: u~kt Ioed 0 pe~on) -an electric motor driving two pumps (one per 

channel) to return brake fluid towards the master 
cylinder after the pressure reduction phases. 

-two low-pressure reservoirs (one per channel) 
which fill rapidly when pressure drops. 

-two high-pressure reservoirs (one per channel) 
/~ (tA) _ - 

limiting pulsation due to pump pressure rise waves. 
- two anti-pulsation valves (one per channel) used as 

a restriction between the pump and the master 
cylinder in order to reduce brake pedal movement 
under regulation. Figure 8. Braking Distribution 
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Load compensation control is in fact highly ¯ this code remains in memory even if the fault dis- 

recommended for light vehicles which are particu- appears; 

larly sensitive to mass variations over the rear axle, ¯ this code can be sent on request either by a serial 

and for short wheel-base vehicles which are sensitive connection (at the factory), or by luminous flashes 

to mass transfers towards the front under braking, by connecting a bulb to the diagnostic socket, or by 
using a special device, the TAD 99 (Self-diagnostic 

The Twin Sensor ABR System Calculator Tester), which automatically carries out the diag- 

and Safety nostic request and clearly registers the fault code; 

For operational safety reasons, the numerical 
¯ after repair, it is necessary to wipe this code from 

calculator designed by BENDIX for this ABR has two 
the calculator memory by earthing the diagnostic 

distinct micro- processors: 
lead for 10 seconds or by pressing the "erase" button 

¯ a main 16-bit Intel 8096 main processor which: 
on the TAD 99, (Figure 10). 

- executes the solenoid valve software programme 
- carries out fault detection: sensors, solenoid valves, 

pump motor, relays, loom 

~ 

~ 
-controls self-diagnosis and stores fault codes in 

1 c.. 

non-volatile memory, 

i 

~ 

2 ........ 

¯ a monitoring 8-bit Motorola 6805 processor which: z so,oo,.o, ., ,,. ...... ~,~ ....... 
- calculates the coherence of the speed sensors 4 E,..,ooo,,~.~..po,.~ ..... 
- checks the coherence of the solenoid valve controls 

performed by the 8096 
5 oo.,o,.~ .......... 

- dialogues with the 8096, (Figure 9). 5 ..... ,o0, ......... ~ 

7 Ele~td© power supply 

BENDIX 1WIN SENSORS 

alarm 

Figure 10. Auto-Diagnosis Tester TAD 99 

light 

The Twin Sensor ABR Development 
2 ~ __ __ ~ .... ~,0o The development and manufacture of anti-lock sys- 

tems such as the twin sensor ABR fitted to PSA vehicles 
are entrusted to outside suppliers such as BENDIX, in + 12 V relay or,-- c....~ the present example. In fact, the relative complexity of 
the product and the high investment costs--notably in 
terms of testing--make this activity difficult to integrate 

Figure 9. Electronic Calculator within the structure of a large general manufacturer such 

In the event of disagreement between the two micro- as PSA. 

processors, the safety relay is activated and cancels Thus, for each new model study, the supplier has for 

the ABR function without modifying the convention- several months a sufficient supply of mechanically repre- 

al braking system and the ABR warning light is sentative vehicles to be able to adapt his anti-lock 

illuminated on the dashboard. In certain cases, with system. After fitting out these vehicles, they are taken 

very localised faults in the ABR system, the calcu- for the entire winter for testing on the large frozen lakes 

lator can adapt itself and continue to operate in in Sweden. In a small town near the Arctic Circle, one 

"degraded" mode. can find the majority of anti-lock manufacturers. There, 
they have many low- adhesion test tracks on which it is ¯ 

ABR Self-Diagnostics possible to travel at 150 kph and to brake hard in almost 

To help maintenance and trouble-shooting, the calcu- 
complete safety. Under these conditions, which cannot be 

lator is fitted with a self-diagnostic device, enabling the 
reproduced in France, the delicate development of the 

detection by a series of luminous flashes of the type of 
anti-lock system software programme for each vehicle is 

defect present in memory. It operates as follows: 
perfected. 

¯ each element is linked to a number (e.g. for the 
front-left inlet-exhaust solenoid valve: code 44); Validating the Twin Sensor ABR System 

¯ when the fault appears, the code is memorised in the at PSA 
calculator’s non-volatile memory (code saved in the On receipt of the new ABR system, PSA validates it 

event of the box being removed from the vehicle); by a test programme which takes place: 
r 
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¯ in Sweden, on the frozen lakes used by the suppliers, - rebound braking/jumping (instantaneous locking) 
¯ in France, on special tracks which are particularly - braking over mixed adhesion surfaces. 

~.. valid for high and average adhesion. All these tests are carried out at different speeds, with 
~ The PSA validation tests are as follows (in each the clutch engaged and disengaged, and with varying 

situation there is maximum braking with ABR inter- levels of adhesion. 
vention): 

¯ Directionalcontrol. Vehicle directional control in the Dual Sensor and Four Sensor ABR System 
following cases: Comparison 

~ - braking whilst avoiding an obstacle In order to highlight the effectiveness of the BENDIX 
- braking whilst changing one or two lanes twin sensor ABR system in the vehicles into which it is 
- braking on skid pans fitted, below is a comparison with a four sensor system, 
- braking in a straight line and on entering bends in accordance with two of the previously listed criteria: 
- braking on leaving bends stopping distance and directional stability. 

¯ Vehicle stability. Correct rear axle tracking (same Two vehicles, A and B, are used. A is fitted with the 
~.~ conditions as directional control). BENDIX twin sensor ABR, whilst B has a competitor’s 

¯ Stopping distances. Measurements in relation to highly reputed four sensor ABR system. 
initial speed andadhesion. Furthermore, these two vehicles are absolulely 

¯ Left-right asymmetric adhesion (or mu-split). This identical and tested under the same conditions: 
occurs when two wheels on the same side have high 

¯ identical vehicle mass 
adhesion (tarmac) and the two others have low 

¯ identical tyres, same wear condition, same inflation 
adhesion (snow, wet grass on the verge, for 
example). In these conditions, braking inevitably 

pressure 

creates an often brutal yawing movement, which 
¯ identical braking distribution systems 
¯ identical brake pads, with the same degree of wear. 

takes the vehicles towards the most adhesive side. 
Strong and sharp correction of the steering wheel is The vehicle comparison is simultaneous to remove any 

then necessary. In the most critical cases (high variations in adhesion. 

/-~ adhesion asymmetry), the vehicles spins round. ABR ¯ Stopping distance comparison. The distance required 
prevents any locking of the front wheel, notably on to come to a complete halt is measured, with the 
the side with less adhesion (with this twin sensor vehicle’s ABR system in permanent use (therefore 
system, locking of the rear wheel on low adhesion is with maximum pedal pressure). Comparison is made 
permissible). This enables the tyres to maintain opti- for varying levels of adhesion and at different 
mal transversal adhesion and thus the vehicle resists speeds. Each result is taken from the average of 10 
as far as possible the turning torque. Furthermore, tests, 5 of which were completed with the clutch 
ABR can delay the pressure rise in the more engaged, (Figure 11). 
adhesive side (momentary partial under-braking). 
This diminishes the yawing effect and the steering 
wheel correction can be made by any driver. 

¯ Adhesion transition. This is the study, during 

-- ,~ . ~                        II .I 
straight-line braking, of the passing from high to low 
adhesion and vice versa. Pedal height variations and 
system reaction speed are the particular fields of 
analysis. 

¯ Pedal comfort-filtering. Pedal movement in the regu- 
lation phase is unavoidable and must be attenuated, 

- but not necessarily suppressed; in fact these are the "~" 

- warning signals alerting the driver that he is at the 
limit of adhesion. The three analysis criteria are: 
oscillation, vibration, travel. Figure 11. Stopping Distance Variations: Twin Sensors 

ABR BENDIX Compared with the Four Sensors ¯ Comfort-operating noise. The noise is basically 
Benchmark (Vehicle in Charge) 

caused by the pump and solenoid valve operation 
and this highlights the importance of selecting the It was noted, in accordance with our expectations, 
correct location for the hydraulic block and that on average the twin sensor ABR system offers 
acoustically insulating it. a slightly lower performance than a four sensor 

¯ ABR extreme operating conditions: system. However, the measured average increase in 
- rapid braking release and re-application stopping distance--about 10%--remains well below 
-linked over-acceleration and braking the 30 to 40% measured between braking with 
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locked wheels and braking with four sensor ABR. In be measured with locked wheels because, in this case, 

the specific example of high adhesion, the per- the vehicle would spin around at the start of braking. 

formance of both systems is comparable, as the The notions of deviation and stopping distance would 

stopping distance increase is only 3%, whilst with therefore be academic. 

locked wheels + 20% was measured. Furthermore, to enable comparisons to be made, the 

¯ Low adhesion directional stability comparison. The test described here was carried out without steering 

vehicle is in a circle of radius 250m, with a solid ice 
wheel correction. However, any driver could of course 

surface. Vmax is the maximum speed around this reduce deviation by taking appropriate corrective action. 

curve without steering wheel correction. The initial 
test speed is taken as 0.9 x Vmax and braking to ABR: Pratical Driving Recommendations 
come to a halt is carried out in the curve, clutch The anti-lock wheel system thus enables optimum 

engaged, without steering wheel correction. The automatic use of available adhesion. But it is not able to 

stopping distances and deviation at the end of correct for a style of driving which is not appropriate to 

braking are measured, (Figure 12, Figure 13). traffic and road conditions. It is not a licence for 
imprudent driving. In particular, stopping distances must 
still be considered as well the speed at which bends are 

, Deviation at the end of braking 
: z_! ( R’ - a ) negotiated, because these are governed by unchangeable 

physical laws. Furthermore, the serviceable condition of 
a’ the vehicle remains of primary importance: shock 

\ ~//// absorbers, brakes, tyres. 

\R-250 m / ~/ 
In the event of heavy braking: 

\ / ~-~.~ic ~.i~*~/ 
. On a slippery surface, as soon as one wheel has a 

~~ 
~s~o,~o~l,r*lan9 tendency to lock, the ABR is activated. Then 

maximum brake pressure should be applied without 
pumping. For the driver, this is felt by brake pedal 
oscillations and heavy clicking noises (solenoid 

valve actuation) and some shudders in vehicle 

Figure 12. Operating Method deceleration, corresponding to the successive brake 

pressure rises and falls during the ABR regulation 

~,~,~ .~.m �,~ phase. 
ns~ I z--~ "~1 I ¯ On a dry surface, it is also possible to hear tyre 
no --~-~ (~ ~__.. squeal, which corresponds to optimum wheel sliding 

n5 

/~,~~~.1 ~ ~~a//~~’5 

(governed by the ABR system) representing the best . 
® possible use of the available adhesion. 

~0 

~ 

Conclusion 
~ ~ The advantage of the ABR twin sensor system, proven 

~/5/ and fitted on small vehicles at PEUGEOT and 
~ CITROEN, clearly shows through the various tests. 
~o ~- I ,~*°,~" Without equalling that of a system with four sensor 

~,_.~�,,~,,~ ~,,.,,,~x reference points, it does achieve a very high level of 
performance, under any tyre/road adhesion conditions. Its 

Figure 13. Directional Stability on Natural Low Adhesion modest price and its excellent price/performance ratio 
Surface: Stopping Distances and Comparative Curve have thus become major advantages which today enable 
Deviation the PSA Group to offer to the widest clientele a true 

The results show that the variation in stopping anti-lock system, a fundamental element in automobile 

distances correlate with previous tests. The deviation safety. 

becomes greater with the twin sensor ABR system, but 
remains within acceptable limits, as it is low, bearing in 
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$7.0.02 

Improvements in Active Safety by Innovation for Automatic 
Stability Control Systems 

Dr.-Ing. Heinz Leffler meet just nowadays the phase of integration and applica- 

BMW AG tion from top to bottom range of the production line. 

As a result of the engineering work linked with this 

Abstract introduction-phase, BMW have designed--together with 

Additionally to the already available ASC and ASC+T 
their suppliers Bosch and Teves--two ABS-integrated 

of the BMW top models newly designed stability control 
stability- and traction-control systems which will be 

systems will become introduced in the 3-series and 5- 
introduced in the 325i and 525i at the beginning of 1992. 
The integration of the ASC-controller and the ASC- series BMW cars. All these systems are applicable on 

mechanic andautomaticgearbox-equippedcars. Whereas 
hydraulics in the existing ABS-system forms a very 

ASC, available at BMW since ’87, is a pure engine- 
space- and weight-optimized design, which will become 
the basis for further future engineering work around 

control system, where reduction of engine torque is used 
brake and stability-control systems. 

to avoid stability-critical situations on low-p road 
surfaces, the latest Automatic Stability Control Systems 
of BMW (ASC+T) additionally apply active braking to ASC-Systems at BMW 

the driven wheels. The engine control of BMW’s ASC- Two categories of ASC-systems are available at BMW 

systems is based on a selected interface structure of nowadays. Pure stability-control systems which influence 

engine management and transmission control units, engine only, were introduced in 1987. To improve trac- 

Throttle control as well as active braking is realized tion especially on friction-splitted surfaces, the intro- 
duction of a differential brake effect with the ASC+T in differently depending on the respective model range. 

Whereas the BMW 750i and 850i use bifluid hydraulic 1989 led to a remarkable progress [1]. Further integra- 

units in add-on technique for ASC, ABS-integrated tion of hydraulics and electronics resulted in innovative 

hydraulics in open or semi-open versions will be applied ASC-systems, with a common hardware which simul- 

to the other types of the BMW model range. The newly taneously is applied for ABS- and ASC-control. 

designed ABS-integrated ASC-systems form the basis for Figure 1 gives a general view of the control circuits 

further increased penetration of the car market with applied to the different systems as well as a relation to 

stability control systems. The different systems described the adjacent BMW models. The rate of integration of the 

in this paper show remarkable improvements in vehicle hydraulics and the electronics can also be picked-up. 

stability as well as in traction capability during critical 
driving situations. Performance data and statistical ASC ASC+T 

analysis of test results obtained with ASC-equipped cars BMW Mode~ ~=~,,~ov,,, 7~o~o~, ~, =~, 
Range " 7351/1A, 750IliA, 8501~ 

prove, that the Automatic Stability Control Systems 
Throttle X(EML) X(EML) X(ADS21 X(ADS2 

contribute significantly to improve active safety. 
Ignition/ x X X 

Injection Cutout 

Introduction Ignition Timing X X X X 

Safety control systems suffer from the matter of fact, Differential 
Brake X X X 

that their presence in nearly all cases is not recognizable Add-On 
inside or outside the car. To convince a customer of the ASC-Hydraulics X - 

ABS-Integrated 
advantages cf a safety system, thus requires a well- ASC-Hydraulics X X 

established argumentation or customer’s experience ABS-Integrated 
ASC-Electronics X X X X 

having mastered a critical situation only because of the EML: Electronically Controlled Throttle 
safety control system in his car. ADS2: Electro-aechanical Throttle Actuator 

Among other safety control systems Anti-Lock Brak- Figure 1. ASC/ASC+T, Comparison of Control Circuits 

ing Systems (ABS) and--as a quasi inversion of the 
ABS--Automatic Stability Control Systems ASC, con- The ASC communicates with the engine and trans- 
tribute greatly to improve active safety of passenger cars mission management to reduce excessive wheel slip at 
as well as of commercial vehicles and buses. BMW as a the driven wheels, starting or driving on stability-critical 
manufacturer of passenger cars have rewarded the safety road surfaces. The control circuits to be used for this 
consciousness of their customers and are equipping all purpose are the throttle control, the injection- and 
their models with ABS as a standard, ignition-cutout and the ignition-timing adjustment. 

Automatic Stability Control Systems ASC have been Throttle control takes place by interfacing with the 
introduced in 1987 for some top-of-the-range cars and control unit of an electronical accelerator. This 
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communication link provides the reduction of wheel slip 
also during situations in which the driver shifts down in 

, I-~------ l low gear or releases the accelerator pedal on low-friction -- 

roads,brake slip whereby at engine drag may be sufficient for causing 
the driven wheels. 

Via an interface to the electronics of the automatic 
gearbox ASC influences the gear-shifting logic in such II~.F I ~. FA z, I~,~ 
a manner, that unnecessary gear changing during ASC- 
control is stopped or modifications of the gear-changing ’L .... 
programgear. are initiated to allow earlier shifting in higher 

The first ASC+T--T is the abbreviation for traction-- 
used a bi-fluid add-on ASC-hydraulic unit with inte- Figure 2. ASC+T of BMW 325i (TEVES System) 

grated piston-type nitrogen accumulator to produce a 
differential brake effect at the driven wheels, which the basic brake system a normally closed 2/2-stage valve 

stops excessive wheel slip at one or both wheels of the is incorporated in the accumulator. Separation of master 

drive axle, starting or driving on adhesion-critical road cylinder and rear axle brake circuit during ASC-control 

surfaces. Besides brake control, throttle control as well is achieved by another--normally opened--2/2-stage 

as ignition timing are available as control circuits on the valve. Parallel to the latter valve a pressure-relieve valve 
ASC+T actually used on BMW’s 750i and 850i. Ignition is required, allowing maximum pressure of 140 bar. 

and injection cutout in this system are replaced by the Because of the open hydraulics being used by the 

fast brake-control circuit. TEVES system, certain precautions were required to 
In contrast to the add-on ASC+T of the BMW 750i, achieve at least the same safety standard and pedal 

850i the ASC+T of the BMW 325i as well as of the 525i comfort as with commonly used closed hydraulic-ABS 

are fully ABS-integrated systems, where not only the systems. By a sophisticated brake pedal travel logic--a 

electronics but also the hydraulics are commonly used travel sensor is incorporated in the vacuum booster--this 

for ABS- and ASC-purposes. Both systems are provided ambitious goal was achieved. Additionally the function 

with control circuits for brake, throttle, ignition/ of the electric-driven pump is monitored by a speed 
injection-cutout and ignition timing. The throttle position sensor fixed at the electric motor. Wheel-speed sensing 

during ASC-control is modified via an electric motor takes place via conventional inductive speed pickups 

with integrated gear ratio (ADS2), to reduce the throttle detecting speed information of toothed wheels. 

against driver’s demand. For this purpose the throttle is The ASC-control of engine and transmission is 

equipped with a decoupling unit. achieved via an interface structure to the digital motor 
The ASC+T of the BMW 325i is based on the TEVES electronics DME and the control unit of the automatic 

ABS MKIV with an open hydraulic system, whereas the gearbox EGS. Throttle control is carried out by a 

system foreseen for the BMW 525i uses the ASC- separate electric-driven throttle actuator ADS2, which 

extended Bosch ABS2E with semi-open hydraulics with a bowden wire connected to the throttle can reduce 

during ASC-mode and closed hydraulic system during the throttle position with its decoupling mechanism 

ABS-mode. All ASC-systems in use at BMW are applic- against driver’s demand. 

able on manual gearbox-equipped cars as well as on Figure 3 shows the basic layout of the Bosch system 

automatic gearbox one’s, used on the BMW 525i. Similar to the system of the 325i 
the ASC+T is based on the ABS. In case of the Bosch 

ABS-Integrated ASC+T system the hydraulic unit is of a slightly different design 

System Diagram compared to the non-ASC model. The modulators of the 

The ASC+T of the BMW 325i is based on TEVES’ ASC+T of the 525i are of the 3/3-stage type. Like the 

ABS MKIV which was extended hydraulically to allow 325i the number of modulators of the 525i hydraulic unit 

individual wheel braking at the rear axle and to provide had to be extended by one, to allow individual wheel 

active braking to reduce excessive drive slip. In case of braking at the rear axle. 

the 325i each modulator consists of a pair of 2/2-stage A 3/2-stage solenoid was introduced in the line 

valves, to allow different pressure steps during ABS- or between master cylinder’s rear-axle connection and rear- 

ASC-control. In Figure 2 the basic layout of the ASC+T axle input of the hydraulic unit. In the case of ASC- 

of the 325i is presented, function this solenoid is energized and interrupts the 

To generate a very fast brake application especially rear-axle line to the master cylinder. In the energized 

during the first ASC-control cycle a spring-loaded piston position the 3/2-stage solenoid connects the pressure 

accumulator is integrated in the system. System pressure circuit via a pressure-relief valve with the reservoir. 

is controlled between 70 bar and 110 bar via an electric Relief pressure is nominally 80 bars. 

pressure switch. To isolate the piston accumulator from 
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Figure 3. ASC+T of BI~ 525i (Bosch System) Figure 5, Block Diagram of ABS/AS@+T-@ontrol Unit for 
BMW 525i In the suction line between pump and reservoir a 

hydraulically actuated 2/2-stage valve is introduced. Its to the driver by two different warning lamps. System 
purpose is to interrupt the connection between open failure is indicated by a permanently lighted lamp of the 
reservoir and closed hydraulic circuit during normal adjacent system, ASC-control is indicated with a 3 Hz 
braking or ABS-application. flashing of the ASC-lamp. 

The engine control during ASC-mode operates basical- To generate a position control circuit for the throttle, 
ly like with the 325i’s system: interfaces exist to the a throttle potentiometer serves the actual throttle angle 
control units of engine and transmission, the throttle is to the electronic control unit. Engine speed is considered 
controlled with the same electric actuator ADS2. as well. 

Electronic’s Block Diagram ASC+T Controller BMW 325i/525i 
The block diagrams of both system’s electronics (Fig. ASC-Controllers so far available at BMW either were 

4, 5) indicate that the throttle actuator (ADS2) is developed for pure engine control (ASC)or for corn- 
controlled by the ABS/ASC-control unit. Whereas the bined engine and brake control system ASC+T, the latter 
TEVES-system uses 3 identical 87 C 54 controllers to based on bifluid plunger hydraulics. The ASC+T systems 
implement the control and safety logic of ABS and ASC presented here are fully ABS-integrated systems, con- 
as well as for the ADS2 throttle actuator, the Bosch cerning electronics as well as hydraulics. Therefore new 
system prefers two C 196 KR micro controllers for ABS/ logic structures had to be designed to optimize the 
ASC-function and a 68 HC 11 for the ADS2. respective car and control system on each other. 

Outstanding high-lights of the new ASC+T-logic for 
~ ~ the BMW 525i are new algorithms for cornering, vari- 

12v ~ ~ able slip thresholds considering different gradients and 
an increased control frequency. The degree of stability 
during cornering could be determined more precisely and 

~ _~=* hill-climbing ability was improved also by selective 
~ 

~ ~ 
treatment of individual wheel behaviour driving on a 

~ ,~ gradient or in hair-pin bends. 

., ~ 
.~ ~ By consideration of the engine map, depending on the 

~ -~ respective situation, digressive or progressive routines 
~*~ for throttle-control will be As applied. a result of this 

< saw-tooth shaped engine speed behaviour during ASC- 
control is prevented and the utilization of adhesion is 

Figure 4, Block Diagram of ABS/ASC+T-ConIrol Unit for increased. 
BMW 325i 

Figure 6 shows a control cycle of the ASC+T of the 
The word length in the TEVES-system is 8 bit, Bosch BMW 525i on a split-p test track. Split-p was between 

uses 16 bit for ABS/ASC-Iogic and 8 bit for the ADS2- ice and asphalt. Throttle demand was nearly 100%, when 
control. Practical differences from the word-length the ASC+T by suitably adapted activation of the differ- 
limited resolution of the micro-controllers cannot occur, ent control circuits for engine and brake assisted the 
because internal arithmetic operation in the TEVES driver in starting on this critical road surface. Average 
controller allow the same resolution as the Bosch control brake pressure was approximately 30 bars at the brake of 
unit. the low-p wheel. 

Both electronics serve ISO diagnosis, so that perma- The logic for ASC+T of the BMW 325i has features 
nent or sporadic system failures can be detected easily, similar to those of the BMW 525i, but is realized differ- 
System failures of the ABS or the ASC+T are indicated ently of course. Apart from logic-combinations for the 
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~ 0 ~ N stress very significantly and improve the active safety of 

utout o- Iq the car/driver system. 

,Thfo~e 
_F_~F--- 

Tests on four different test tracks were carried out, to 

Positiont./.l 
__.M~                 ~--~’---’--" 

Thesefind out,trackshOWwerethe benefits of ASC can be quantified. 

B~e ~o- _~_~ ~,’-a.._--~ ¯ a handling course with bends of different radii, 

[b=] ¯ a typical part of this course stimulating ASC-control 

w~ee, 
~oI ~ ~ ~ with bends of changing direction, 

s~ ii 
__ ~~ o a sinusoidal course, 

RR -- ~ ° another handling course with bends of greater radii 
0           ,           2            ~mots~         allowing maximum speeds up to 180 kph. 

Figure 6. Control Cycle on ix-Split, BMW 525i 
From earlier investigation work [2] it was known that 

detection of cornering and hill-climbing special pre- the spectral analysis and statistical evaluation of 
cautions for the excessive power of the BMW 325i had instationary driving manoeuvres was an appropriate 
to be taken into account in order to guarantee control technique to compare the influence of ASC on road hold- 
comfort and high utilization of adhesion. Continuous ing and on driver’s effort controlling a car. In this case 
transitions between Select-High and Select-Low control the description of the interesting vehicle motions in 
are possible by selective treatment of the control devia- terms of effective values was considered. As a result of 
tion of the tractive wheels. The speed of throttle control this Figure 8 to 10 show by an assessment of yaw rate 
is adapted automatically to the momentary slip of the and steering angle, measured at the steering wheel, to 
driven wheels, what extent ASC+T influences vehicle dynamics. 

As an example of a control cycle Figure 7 shows the Comparing the BMW 325i on wet and dry asphalt 
relevant control circuits of the ASC+T, when starting the handling course, it can be seen, that when switching off 
BMW 325i on a split-la road very similar to the one used the ASC the driver has to generate up to 13.3% higher 
in Figure 6. The throttle actuation was faster than for the steering effort to control a car that shows an increase in 
BMW 525i, resulting in slightly longer injection/ignition- yaw of 25.8%. The respective figures on dry asphalt are 
cutout. Brake control-pressure with approximately 35 lower: the yaw rate increases by 2.5% only, whereas 
bars also is slightly higher with very small variations steering requires 8.0% higher steering angles (Fig. 8). 
about the mean value. 
Ignition    i -- 
llming 0 -- ~ r-} 

°~ 

Ignition 1 - + 2,5 % 

Cutout o - 

Throttle 
Position ÷ 8,0 % 

[%] _~.~____.----~.F" o 

Braise 
so o -- _ 
~ ~ 

~ ..... / " " "’ 56 °" " 10"~ Steering Effort [°) 150 

[bar] 0 

- ~ ~ + 25,8 % Wheel 

’ 
RR                                                                 Time (s]         ;~                                                           + 13,3 % 

Figure 7. Control Cycle on ix-Split, BMW 325i 
o 

Both examples of ASC+T control cycles on la-splitted 
~ ........ ~6 ......... ~6"o 

Steering Effort [o] ~o 

roads indicate, that independently of the different basic Figure 8. Steering Effort and Yaw Rate, BMW 325i, 
ASC+T-systems and vehicle concepts a similar system Handling Course 
performance is achieved. The vehicle dynamics on 
different test tracks being presented in the following part On a special section of a test track used with the 

will underline this statement. BMW 525i with and without ASC, steering effort 
increase-c between 7.6% (dry road) and 19.5% (wet 

Stochastic Driving Tests road) driving without ASC (Fig. 9). The adjacent yaw 

Comparing cars with and without ASC, very soon rate increase amounts between 5.3% (dry) and 8.0% 

leads to the conclusion, that traction and stability are (wet). The section considered for this investigation 

remarkably improved, especially when driving on low- consists of a bend with progressively decreasing radius, 

adhesion surfaces. But not only these very obvious two bends anti-clockwise and a gradient with a hair-pin 

singularities prove the benefits of modern brake and bend. Both results prove that with ASC+T a remarkable 

drive-slip control systems: also instationary driving tests reduction of driver’s stress as well as a lower yaw rate 

show, that ASC+T can reduce driver’s physiological of the car is achievable. 
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~ Traction Performance 

~ 

÷8,0~ By introduction of a differential-brake effect traction 

~ 0 performance improves remarkably especially on split-l~ 
~ + 19,5o~ surfaces. Fig. 12 shows an example of traction improve- 

~ ......... 56 ......... 1~ ......... ment on split-p gradients of 12% and 16%. Split-p was 
SteeringEff°rt[°]15° 0.15/0.8, whereby the low-p was represented by an 

epoxy surface artificially watered so that a water film of 
constant thickness was generated. 

+5,3% 

0 +7,6% 

Steering Effort [°] .’                    ~ o,5 

Figure 9. Steering Effort and Yaw Rate, BMW 525i, 
ASC Section                                              ~ 0,5 

<: 0,4 

Comparing the BMW 325i and the BMW 525i on a 
wet asphalt track with sinusoidal arrangement of bends 
show, that the improvement in vehicle stability and the 
reduction in steering effort amount nearly to the same 
value, independently of the higher adhesion required by 

1~~°~6 I ~°,6 
the BMW 325i (Fig. 10). Approximately 20% reduced Gradient:12 °/* ’ Gradient:16 % 0,15 

~-~ steering effort and 8% lower yaw rate were achieved Figure 12. Traction on ~t-Split Gradients, BMW 325i/525i 
thanks to ASC+T. In case of the 12% gradient the BMW 525i was com- 

pared with and without ASC+T. Driver’s best achieves 
Wet Asphalt 
Rough Texture a mean acceleration of 1.27 m/s-, whereby careful appJi- 

~ ~ 
cation of accelerator pedal is required. Starting with 
ASC+T, the mean acceleration amounts to 1.36 m/s-~. 

This improvement by 7% is achievable without any 
~ , special precaution from driver’s side. All these results 
_~ ~o were achieved with manual gearbox-equipped cars. 
~ Starting with a 325i on the split-p 0.15/0.8 gradient of 

16% without ASC+T was not possible. Trying the same 
,0o 0 with control system engaged results in a mean accelera- 

~.~ tion of 0.52 m/s~. This is a convincing result to which 
Figure 10. Steering Effort and Yaw Rate, BMW 325i/525i, 

degree the superiority also under such extreme condi- 
SinusoidaI-Course 

tions is enhanced by ASC+T. 
Sometimes people argue, that the increased stability of Similarly as with ABS also for ASC+T still some road 

an A= C-equipped car results from a remarkably lower surfaces are existing, where the controller is asked too 
average speed. Fig. 11 shows a result obtained with the much. These surfaces generally consist of loose material 

- BMW 325i on a high-speed handling course. Driving like gravel, grit or sandy material. Normally such sur- 
with ASC indeed reduces average speed by 0.5%--for faces produce wheel-slip characteristics where control 
the sake of a 5.3% reduced yaw rate and a 7.4% systems cannot achieve optimal utilization of adhesion. 
decreased steering effort. This result shows, that the With the BMW 325i as well as with the 525i a test 
improved vehicle stability influences vehicle speed in a was carried out on loose gravel. The goal was to accele- 
neglectable way. rate the car from O to 500 m as fast as possible and to 

do sa with and without ASC+T. Fig. 13 shows the 
results: driver’s best in this case beats the ASC- 
controller by 7% but of course for the price of increased 
effort for the driver to keep the car in lane. The BMW 
525i with its higher rear axle load achieves in this 
special test a slightly better acceleration than the 325i 
(4%). 

% Reduction by ASC+T ) 

Cornering 
Open-loop and closed-loop tests on a circle of 66.5 m 

Figure 11. High-Speed Handling-Course, BMW 325i        radius were carried out with a BMW 325i. The car was 

equipped with ASC+T, whereby the system could be 
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O+500m 

Figure 13. Traction on Loose Gravel, BMW 325i/525i 

switched off. The surface of the circle consisted of blue 
Figure 15. Cornering, Closed-Loop, Step Input to 

basalt which was permanently watered to reduce its grip. 
Accelerator, BMW 325i 

The friction coefficient was approximately 0.3 with some 
variations depending on the individual shape of the Car/Trailer Combination 
basalt stones. Very often cars are used as tour caravans or boat- 

The car was accelerated on the blue basalt, until it trailers. Such combinations normally ar,e speed-limited 
reached its stationary-limit speed. At a predetermined in most countries because of their more complicated 
point of the circle the driver had to apply a step input to road-holding properties. Generally the increased rear- 
the accelerator. Depending on the individual test the axle load of a car towing a trailer does not create trac- 
driver either had to control the vehicle to keep it in lane tion problems, but stability-critical situations very easily 
or to fix the steering wheel in a constant position, can be produced by drivers not aware of the actual ad- 

The open-loop test proves, that the ASC+T-equipped hesion properties between tyre and road. 
car holds its course without bigger variations in its yaw If the driver doesn’t apply the accelerator-pedal 
rate. The car with the disengaged ASC+T shows an carefully while driving around a bend with a car/trailer 
increased yaw rate which nearly doubles within 1 s combination, and encountering drastic changes in the 
(Fig. 14). adhesion coefficients from high-!u to low-~, the stability 

is heavily impaired. Side force at the rear axle of the car 

~-~ _~_o,~" 
~ 

under such conditions can be reduced dramatically, 

~! 
~,~! 

which results in oscillations around the vertical axis of 
,, ~ - the whole combination. Carrying out the same driving 

manoeuvre with an ASC+T-equipped car assists the 
driver in controlling the combination. Fig. 16 shows the 
comparison with a BMW 325i and a caravan with and 
without ASC. , ’ 

Figure 14. Cornering, Open-Loop, BIVIW 325i 

In the closed-loop test with ASC+T the driver doesn’t ~, "~%~ 
~ 

need to correct the steering angle, when he applies a step 
input on the accelerator pedal, because the engine torque 
is limited to a non-critical value. In contrast to the 
ASC+T not in function the driver starts after 0.5 s ~ ’ ’ " ’ 

countersteering to control the car but again the car ends 

up with a doubled yaw rate 1 s after step input to the Figure 16. Turning-Off Manoeuvre with Car/Trailer 
accelerator (Fig. 15). Combination, BMW 325i 

Results achieved with the BMW 525i show the same 
tendency, the ASC+T assists the driver very strongly Starting from standstill, accelerating the combination 

under adhesion-critical conditions driving in bends, to 30 kph, results in a geometrically determined angle 
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between car and trailer. Within the first 2 seconds, where ASC+T assists the driver to control his car. 
having started turning-off, yaw rate and steering effort Average drivers will be hindered to induce instability in 
show the same values for the car with and without the car, whereas the experienced driver automatically 
ASC+T. After this time the combination starts to will be kept in a more stable range. 
oscillate, because of impaired side stability at the rear ASC+T improves road holding of a car by adhesion- 
axle of the car without ASC+T. In contrast to this the adapted drive-slip and thus improved driving safety. The 
car/trailer combination with ASC+T reduces engine driver canwithstandstability-criticaldrivingmanoeuvres 
torque during turning off on the changing adhesion with reduced physiological stress. Road conditions with 
condition to such an amount, that an absolutely uncritical adverse traction potential can be mastered more easily in 
behaviour of the combination results, superior style. Additionally drivers can identify 

The stability of the combination of a BMW 525i and adhesion-critical road conditions, the perception safety 
a trailer principally shows the same tendency, ASC+T is also improved (Fig. 18). 
reduces driver’s effort to control the combination and 
improves stability. Improvements in Driving Behavlour 

~ 
and Driving Safety byAdhesion 

Adapted Engine Torque 

Avoidance of Accidents by ASC+T 
ASC+T can remarkably improve active safety within 

Reduction of Physiological Stress 

the physical limits of tyre/road interaction concerning the Sovereignity under Adhesion- 
maximum transmittable longitudinal and lateral forces. 

Critical Situations 

Depending on their driving experience, the safety margin Perception Safety by Identification 

of car drivers in different driving situations can differ of Critical Road-Conditions 

significantly. To illustrate this context, Figure 17 was 
created. In situations, when no special reactions are Figure 18. ASC+T, a Contribution to Improve Active 
required, average drivers as well as professional drivers Safety 
control their car within the stable range with sufficient 
safety reserve. The better knowledge of road conditions, the physio- 

logical relief under critical traffic conditions and the 
automatically adapted engine torque when driving on 
unexpected changing road conditions help the driver to 
prevent accidents. 

The accident avoidance potential of ASC+T has not 
yet been established exactly, but can be expected to be 
at least as high as with ABS. To promote engineering 
work in this field of electronics application is an 
important contribution towards an even safer traffic than 
already achieved. The introduction of ABS-integrated 
drive slip control systems ASC+T for the BMW 325i and 
525i beside the ASC+T already available for the upper 

Figure 17. ASC+T, Influence on Driver’s Performance class models of the 7- and 8-series range has to be 
treated as one important step towards the perpetration of 

This situation changes totally, when drivers become the whole model range with ASC+T. 
aware of unexpected changes in the normal run of 
events. During stability-critical driving manoeuvres References 
experienced drivers in most of the cases will control [1] H.J., Kraft, H., Leffler, The Integrated Brake and 
their car by reducing the safety reserve. The average Stability Control System of the New BMW 850i, 
driver in contrast generally over-reacts and looses SAE Paper 900 209. 
control of his car. [2] H. Leffler, ABS-Integrated Drive Slip Control 

Unexpected occurring critical driving situations with Systems, Evaluation and Performance Comparison 
excessive drive-slip are the main field of application by the Car Manufacturer, FISITA Paper 905092. 
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$7-0-03 
Traction Control Technology for Improved Driving Safety 

Hiroshi Yoshida, Tadao Tanaka, This concept results in the development of an innovative 
traction control system[4]. This system has a preventive 

Keiji Isoda, Koichi Kamiya safety feature that improves course traceability in a turn 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation by the automatic regulation of traction force so as not to 

generate an excessive lateral acceleration (hereinafter 
Abstract called trace control). As a result, the trace control 

A traction control system improves vehicle accelera- provides a better traceability according to the driver’s 
tion and stability; however the traction control systems desired courses in various road surface conditions. This 
already developed have only a sliprestrictive feature that also enables a vehicle to avoid accidents due to an 
prevents wheel spin when a vehicle starts or accelerates excessive vehicle speed in a turn. Namely this system 
on a slippery road surface. This paper presents the supports to compensateadriverforhis operational errors 
advanced traction control system with unique and inno- for a vehicle to maneuver in a safer condition before it 
vative technologies, which enables a driver to trace approaches a marginal turning condition. 
corners safely and smoothly even on a paved road by Through the development of the control algorithm, it 
prevention of an excessive lateral acceleration. In was found that human factors were more important on 
addition to vehicle dynamics, human factors were intro- such a driver supporting system deeply related to 
duced to determine the control algorithm. As a result, the driver’s information processing, and that it is all the 
system provided us with an appropriate mental condition more important to regard the relationship between a 
and a further improvement in vehicle maneuverability, driver and a vehicle as the closed loop included a road 

environment as well. 
Introduction The system combined the trace control function with 

Even through the remarkable development of chassis the slip control function is called TCL. TCL has been 
control technology, driving safety should have priority applied to Diamante, Mitsubishi s new car model intro- 
over any other demand in the recent traffic society. From duced into Japanese market in May of 1990. This paper 
this standpoint, various types of chassis control system mainly describes the concept and the effects of the trace 
have been developed to improve vehicle mobility through control concerning active safety that have not been pre- 
the effective utilization of tire forces, which has also viously offered by any current traction control system. 
been contributing to the preventive safety [1] [2]. 
Namely what these technologies have been aiming at is Concept of Trace Control 
the improvement in the relationship between a vehicle Steering Characteristics of Front Wheel Drive Vehicle in 
and a road environment. A traction control system is also a Turn 
one of those effective methods to improve a vehicle When a vehicle is turning, a lateral acceleration ay can 
maneuverability mainly on a slippery road surface. The be formulated by vehicle speed V, steering wheel angle 
current traction control system recently spreading over ~SH, etc. as follows: 
Europe and Japan provides a function that prevents the 
driving wheels from developing an excessive slip 

ay = ~SH ¯ V2 / {is ¯ L ¯ (1 + K ¯ V2)} 

through the reduction in traction force (hereinafter called where is = Steering gear ratio, L = Wheelbase, and K = 

slip control) [3]. In this way, the slip control supports Stability factor. 

driver’s operation, and remarkable improvements in a As the passenger car is normally designed to exhibits 

safe driving on a slippery road surface has been achieved under-steering tendency (K>O ¯ US characteristics), a 

without driver’s proficient skill, steering wheel angle increases according to the increase 

On the other hand, even on an ordinary road surface in vehicle speed under the condition of the circle turning 

such as an asphalt paved road, a vehicle does not always with a fixed radius as shown in Fig. 1. 

maneuver according to driver’s intention under a Once a vehicle approaches a marginal turning condi- 

marginal turning condition, because tire cornering force tion, the steering wheel has to rapidly increased to trace 

is almost used up against an excessive lateral accele- a turning circle, which means that the vehicle hardly 

ration. In this condition, since the tire slip of driving maneuvers according to the driver’s intention. When a 

wheels is considerably small, it is not significant to vehicle is accelerated in a marginal condition, that 

improve a vehicle controllability by applying the slip tendency is slightly strengthened because of the reduc- 

control through the detection of tire slip. In order to tion in the cornering power of the front tires caused by 

ensure a safe driving even in such a condition, we have a load transfer from the front to the rear. Furthermore, 

challenged to apply another concept to a traction control when tire slip occurs in such a condition as snow 

system, which prevents a vehicle from approaching a covered roads, the lateral acceleration at a marginal 

marginal turning condition by regulating traction force, condition hardly develops in spite of the extreme 
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many information to be processed besides a lateral 
Low ~t road High Zz road acceleration. surface surface 

Urban roads ¯ ¯ ¯ .... Driving with 
Winding excessive 

~ mental tension c roads ~rginal turning 

~ 
.                  .~ ~.~// 

o ...... Driving with 
condition ~"" appropriate 

Steady state 

~                    ~ 
-..,~ 

Freeways mental tension 

.... Acceleration 

----- Wheel spin 

~ ,. o° [] Lateral acceleration level 
{1) ~ II ’,o [] [] where a driver control 

Lateral acceleration ~ I [] [] a vehicle without an 
~ I excessive mental tension. 

Figure 1. Steering Characteristics of Front Wheel Vehicle speed 
Vehicle 

increase in a steering wheel angle because of the deteri- Figure 2. Lateral Acceleration Level for Trace Control 
oration of tire s lateral road holding capability. In this Reference 
way, since vehicle controllability almost deteriorates 
near a marginal turning condition, it would be one of the On a winding road, a driver seems to feel a lateral 
most available approaches to prevent a vehicle from acceleration more sensitively according to the increase in 
approaching a marginal condition for a further safety, a vehicle speed. On a free way, a driver has the strongest 

sensation on a lateral acceleration, but the allowance 
Basic Concept of Trace Control level does not seem to vary corresponding to a vehicle 

Restriction ofExcessiveLateralAcceleration. It would speed. In this way, the reference level of a lateral 
be effective that a vehicle speed is restricted by the acceleration for the trace control was established, where 
detection of a marginal condition before a vehicle a driver negotiates a corner without an excessive mental 
approaches that condition. For example, the automatic tension. 
regulation of traction force according to a detected Control TargetofLongitudinalAcceleration. From the 
lateral acceleration could prevent a vehicle from viewpoint of a driver’s operation, the following typical 
developing an excessive lateral acceleration, and that patterns should be considered, where a lateral accelera- 
would mean to prevent a vehicle from approaching a tion exceeds the reference level as shown in Fig. 3, 
marginal turning condition accidentally caused by the where Case A = Increase in steering wheel angle with 
imprudent operation of the accelerator pedal. That results vehicle speed constant, and Case B = Increase in vehicle 
in giving a driver enough time to control a vehicle safely speed with steering wheel angle fixed. 
and smoothly and therefore could be called a preventive 
safety. 

Control Reference of Lateral Acceleration Level. In 
Ca5~ A order to obtain the appropriate value of a lateral accele- 

~ ~. # Case B ration for a safe driving, the experiments were carried 
out under various driving conditions. The concept of 
human factors was introduced to set up the appropriate 

value, that is, the lateral acceleration criterion was % Reference longitudinal 
derived from the experiments, where a driver considered ~ acceleration=oG 

that he would drive a vehicle without an excessive 
._1 

mental tension. (Details concerning a mental tension are 
described below.) Vehi cl e speed 

Fig. 2 shows an example of measurement results 
which represents the relationship between a lateral Figure 3. Typical Patterns Which Exceed Reference 
acceleration and a vehicle speed. It can be seen in the Acceleration Level 
figure that the higher is a vehicle speed, the lower is a 
lateral acceleration level where a driver negotiates a What the trace control aims at is to compensate a 
corner without an excessive mental tension. In urban driver for a response delay in his operation. So it would 
areas, a driver seems to have a weak sensation on a be effective that a vehicle is decelerated using engine 
lateral acceleration, which causes a higher allowance of braking in case A, and that a longitudinal acceleration is 
a lateral acceleration not to give a driver an excessive restricted according to the allowable longitudinal 
mental tension. It could be why a driver receives so acceleration determined by the estimation of the secure 
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time while a driver can afford to control a vehicle so as with the increase in steering wheel angle. That is, a 

not to exceed the reference level of a lateral acceleration marginal turning condition is predictively detected by a 

in case B. steering wheel angle and a vehicle speed in any road 

Thus each reference lateral acceleration level was set condition. Fig. 6 illustrates how the marginal turning 

up by each allowable longitudinal acceleration as the condition is detected on a slippery road surface by using 

control map shown in Fig. 4. The target engine torque is this method. 

finally determined so as to adapt the reference lateral 
acceleration level to the degree of longitudinal accele- 

Low u road        High u read ration. 

~ 
surfaoe ~ sur~’aoe~ 

-o.,o 
~ Reference longitudinal                                ~                  ~ Marginal turning condition 

~..~.~ accel erati on=OG                             03 

Vehicle speed Figure 6. Detection of Marginal Turning Condition on 
Low ~t Surface 

Figure 4. Control Map for the Trace Control TCL System Description 
System Configuration of TCL 

Detection of Lateral Acceleration. The following The schematic diagram of TCL applied to a front 

methods have generally been used to detect a lateral wheel drive vehicle is shown in Fig. 7. This system is 

acceleration. One is to use a lateral acceleration sensor, equipped with various sensors: the rear wheel speed 
and the other is to calculate it from the speed difference sensors for calculating a vehicle speed, the transmission 
between the left and right rotating wheel. Even the output shaft speed sensor and the transmission position 

method with a lateral acceleration sensor, however, has signal for a rotating speed of driving wheels, the steering 
a time delay compared with the acceleration expected by wheel angle sensor for calculation of a lateral accelera- 
a driver’s steering motion, which could result in the tion, and the accelerator position sensor for estimating a 
delay of the control if the methods mentioned above are driver’s accelerating intention. Based on those informa- 

applied to the detection of a lateral acceleration as tion, the target engine torque is calculated by the traction 
shown in Fig. 5. electronic control unit (ECU), and informed to the 

................. engine ECU, which finally controls a engine torque. In 

/~ ........ 
~ addition the slip ratio of driving wheels is obtained by 

~ ~ o, ~,,~,o==~ ~,0~o~ comparing a driving wheel speed with a vehicle speed, 

I~ 
,~ 

~ .... ~%%o~ ........ which is used as the information of the slip control. 

~ ~/~..’//’ ( ) Driving speed ~P== 

~ , /’-"A Steering wheel , , 

F,gure  .’atera, Ac ,erat,on .e.,on.e for Var,ou. ( : : 
(~ ~ 1 \ ~/Acce.lera~ort t ~ 

Detecting Methods . . ---J position I 
~ (~) ~-- I "~--.---; .... I Traction F’-~Wheel 
F~ F~ l---Enginel t.ng~ne I I ECU ~_] speed For this reason, the method was adopted where a ~J ~~ ECU ~ --, 

lateral acceleration is obtained from the calculation with torque 

~ a vehicle speed and a steering wheel angle in accordance ( ) 

with Eq. (1). This control with a predictive lateral 

acceleration is a feedforward detective one, which would 
assure a good control response for the trace control. Figure 7. Schematic Diagram of TCL 

Furthermore, this feedforward detection method for a 
marginal turning condition would be still available even Control Algorithm of Trace Control 

on a slippery road surface, such as snow covered road Fig. 8 shows the trace control diagram based on the 

where an actual lateral acceleration is not well developed feedforward control of a lateral acceleration described 
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above. The control is performed in accordance with the 
following flow.                                                                  Tim~(sec) 

o          0.5          1.0 ¯ The lateral acceleration of a vehicle ay is calculated 
in ECU 

with a steering wheel angle ~H and a vehicle speed time �ot 
V according to Eq. (1). with engine torque control 

¯ The reference longitudinal acceleration axr is deter- trace control in response time 
mined by V and ay according to the control map as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

¯ The reference engine torque Tr that realizes axr is trace control ~~-~ : ~" 
calculated using vehicle mass M,a tire rolling radius \ N Required driver’\          . . _ operation 
R and a total reduction ratio p, considering various ~ Change in vBhicle motion 
running resistances, such as a tire rolling resistance 
and a cornering drag. 

¯ The engine torque TM that corresponds to the Figure 9. Necessary Time for Engine Torque Regulation 

driver’s intention for acceleration is obtained by an 
accelerator position OA and an engine speed NE. ¯ The calculation in a engine-ECU and TCL-ECU is 

¯ The target engine torque TT is finally fixed by Tr, carried out separately, which also enables each ECU 
to detect some trouble through a mutual observation. TM and corrective factors ~1 and ~t2, which were 

¯ Troubles detection is also made by various check experimentally determined in consideration of a 
driver’s intention for acceleration. The trace control program through the microcomputer, sensors and 

functions to regulate the engine torque as far as TM actuators. 

exceeds Tr. ¯ Fail-safe is secured to prevent a vehicle behavior 
from occurring a sudden change even if the system 

~,--~ v~.a./is]aYI L ~ 
fails by some trouble. 

Y=~~ ~----~r<0~ ~ +~+~ _ ¯ When some trouble occurs a driver can easily recog- 
°, -          " 

..... "=         nize the condition with the warning indicator, and a 
! v 

T!, 

~ vehicle is put back to the condition without TCL. 

’, ’ ....... "~ Effect of Trace Control on Vehicle 
"=~’" ~ Maneuverability 

Figure 8. Trace Control Diagram Course Traceability under Acceleration in a Turn 

When a vehicle is accelerated in a circular turn, the 
Superiority of Trace Control to Driver’s Operation yaw velocity of a vehicle ~ increases in proportion to a 

It is needless to say that a response delay in a driver’s vehicle speed V according to the following equation. 
operation has great influence on a crush avoidance. It is ~= V / R 
showed that if a driver’s reaction time is shortened by 
only half a second, the collision probability could be 

where R denotes turning radius. 

Here the course traceability in circular turn would be reduced by a half [5]. So it might be preferable that a 
driver gets rid of a response delay in his operation, 

evaluated by the degree of the increase in a yaw velocity 

especially in a trace control marginal turning condition, 
to a vehicle speed. Fig. 10 shows the test results that the 

The trace control compensates a driver for his opera- 
vehicle was rapidly accelerated from the steady state 

tional error for a vehicle to maneuver in a safer condi- 
circular turn of a 30m radius with a steering wheel angle 
fixed. The oblique line in Fig. 10 indicates the yaw tion before a vehicle approaches a marginal turning 

condition, 
velocity when the vehicle traced the reference circle. 

Fig. 9 shows the breakdown of a necessary time for a Each pair of plotted data corresponds to the condition at 

engine torque regulation. As shown in Fig. 9, the the start of the acceleration and at two seconds after the 
start. It says that the smaller the deviation from the necessary time is reduced considerably by the trace 
reference oblique line is, the more a driver can afford to control with the feedforward detection of a lateral 

acceleration, control a vehicle. As a result of the tests, the vehicle 
with trace control had a smaller deviation from the 

Reliability of the System reference line, which means a better course traceability 
Electronic components and sensors of TCL themselves than that of the vehicle without the trace control. 

have a sufficient reliability which has already been 
developed for the current chassis control systems, such Operation of Steering Wheel and Accelerator Pedal 
as ABS, 4WD and electronically controlled suspension. Effect on a Operation Manner. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 
TCL also has the following feature to keep a high relia- present the effect of the trace control on the manner of 
bility as a total system constitution, operating a steering wheel and an accelerator pedal in 
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¯ with trace control with trece control 

o without trace control o~ 
without trace control 

30 
_ ~R~~ 

150 r 

’ 25 
d~,~~~ 

’100 ~- 

20 ~ accel erat i on I after start 

Vehicle speed(km/h) Time(s) 

Figure 10. Course Traceability During Acceleration in a Figure 12. Physical Load in Steering Operation 

Turn 
Those mean that a driver easily control the vehicle with 
the trace control because he need not care much about a 

~ ~ with trace control steering wheel and an accelerator pedal operation. 
~ .... without trace control Effect on a Physical Load. In addition this result is 
= ~° also represented as the effect on the physical load of a 
~" 1sot , ’ ~r driver, that is, the steering power as shown in Fig. 12. A 

~ 
steering power is defined as the product of a steering 

~ wheel angular velocity and a steering torque, and the 
td, o 

smaller a steering power, the less a driver’s physical 

"~ 
-~o 

i! load. As shown in Fig. 12, a driver’s steering physical 
~ load was considerably reduced by the trace control. u~ -180 

o~ ~ 100~ Effect on the Time to Drive through a Slalom Course 
~ = The reduction in a driver’s physical load also enables 
~ ~ ~o ~.. a driver to perform a more efficient driving, decreasing ~ ~ " , - the wasteful vehicle behavior by the excessive operations 

o ~ of a steering wheel and an accelerator pedal. Fig 13 
shows the test results of the necessary time passing 
through a slalom course in comparison between average 

~ 0.5 / \ 

= A ~-~ ,’F skilled drivers and expert drivers. As shown in Fig. 13, 
° 

/ I / 
l! ![ 

the trace control contributes to the reduction in the 
~ ~ o necessary time through the slalom course not only in 

case of an average skilled driver but also in case of an 
expert driver. 

2 4 6 

Figure 11. Driving on Slalom Course 

Figure 13. Reduction in Time by the Trace Control Effect 
the slalom course driving. Fig. ]! shows the angle of 
steering wheel, the position of an accelerator pedal and Effect on the Mental Load 

the lateral acceleration of the vehicle when it was driven A driver has to process various information for tracing 

at a target speed of 55km/h with pylons located at a a course, confirming a road holding condition and avoid- 

pitch of 18m. The vehicle provided with trace control ing a crash, which causes to raise a driver’s mental 

showed a stable steering wheel operation as compared to tension and especially an excessive mental tension might 

the vehicle without trace control. As to an accelerator lead to a wrong information processing. 

pedal operation, the operation with the trace control was An attempt was made quantitatively to measure a 

more stable than the vehicle without the trace control, driver’s mental tension. It is generally known that when 
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a human being receives an emotional stimulus, he reacts In addition another measurement regarding a driver’s 
physiologically such as heart rate, a galvanic skin physiological response was tried, that is, an electro- 
response and a brain wave. From the viewpoint of encephalogram (EEG); brain wave. Fig. 16 shows the 
quantitative and continuous measurement, a galvanic skin analyzed results of EEG measured on the winding road 
response was applied, which is utilized the physiological shown in Fig. 14. As shown in Fig. 16, the trace control 
phenomenon that a cell depolarization by receiving an worked to reduce the power of EEG in the range of 
emotional stimulus causes the variation of a skin electric wave (14-50Hz), which means that the active level of 
resistance, so-called a skin impedance level. Fig. 15 the brain was approximately kept in the same condition 
shows a measurement example of skin impedance level as the driving on a straight road, or not excessively. 
on the winding road driving shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 15, 
the vertical axis represents the degree of mental tension 
in a dimensionless form, and the higher a vertical level, 

(a)With trsce control 

the lower a skin impedance level and the higher a 
driver’s mental tension. The experiment were carried out 
under three control references, that is A, B, C as shown 
in Fig. 15. It is found that a driver’s mental tension is 15.o Frequency(Hz) 45.0 

g,reatly affected by those control references, and it is 
considerably decrease so long as suitable control (b)Without trace oo~tr~l 
condition would be applied. As shown in Fig. 15, "B" 
would give a driver an appropriate mental tension. It 
would be why a driver has no need to process the 
information for road holding condition. Namely a driver Frequency(Hz) 45.0 
can afford to pay more attention to a course tracing and 
a crash avoidance. (c)Driving on the 

~ with trace control 

.... without trace control 

~ ~ A B C D     E (Course) 15.0 Frequer~cy(Hz) 45.0 

~oo[             "’’~" Figure 16. Effect of Trace Control on Mental Tension 

~’ = 100 (Brain Wave) 

~~. o ~ ........ " "~"~>~’" " "~ ~"~ Conclusions 
Although a high performance vehicle shows an excel- 

~=~1oo    ---. .......... lent mobility, it also has a high possibility to approach 
>= ~=~ o a marginal driving condition, especially in a turn. Once 

r~s a vehicle enters a marginal condition, a driver has hardly 
_ enough time to control a vehicle. From this standpoint it 

Figure 14. Driving on Winding Road is the most effective that a vehicle never approaches a 
marginal condition and a driver never has an excessive 

i 
Control reference mental tension. This concept has been applied to the 

- traction control technology under the name of trace 

",,,.~ "’~-~"/B control. Namely in the construction of the traction 
%~ 

"~,,.’~,~,/C control algorithm, human factors such as a driver’s 

.~ m A/ ~-~--~ mental stress were also introduced in addition to the 
" improvement of vehicle dynamics. That also means that Vehicle speed 

the system has been built up by regarding the relation- 
J measurement results             ~ Tension 

=o ~ ~ _.~-~o~w--, ship between a driver and a vehicle as the closed loop 
"=~°’8°t 
~ 

included a road environment as well. 
~ 0.70~ /f~" ~’~/P~-’~’- 

__’~" 
The test result proved thal ,he trace control contributes 

~ ~~,,’~ ,~zRel~xation to the reduction not only in a driver’s physical load but 

~ ’--e-~i~hou~ tra~e control~ also in a mental tension with good traceability kept. .~06 
0 ~0 20 30 40 Furthermore, those effects would mean that the trace 

Time(ssc) control secures the enough time for a driver to recover 
a vehicle maneuver even if any errors are made in a 

Figure 15. Effect of Trace Control on Mental Tension steering and an accelerating operation. It would be just 
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a preventive safety or an active safety. In that sense the 2. H. Yoshida and M. Tani: Future Trends of Vehicle 

trace control could be one of the most innovative Control Technology, Journal of JSAE, Vol. 43, No. 

systems for further improvement in driving safety. 1, 1989 (in Japanese). 

Lastly, we authors are sure that the realization of this 3. H. Demel and H. Hemming: ABS and ASR for 

preventive or active safety concept indicates the starting passenger cars-goals and limits, SAE 890834, 1989. 

point of a new generation: Human-oriented vehicle. 4. K. Isoda, M. Osaki, M. Hashiguchi, & K. Otake: 
Mitsubishi Traction Control System (TCL) and- 
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Controlled Suspension for Better Safety 

Jean-Pascal Reille, Charles Blanot time control of damping forces. We therefore selected 

Renault Direction des Etudes quick-acting variable-damping shock absorbers which, in 
association with an original control strategy, are 

Abstract 
undoubtedly the ne plus ultra in controlled damping 

The field of controlled suspension is developing rapid- 
suspension systems. 

The vehicle used for the study is a Renault 19, and an 
ly. By improving the trade off between ride comfort and application of this concept is implemented on the 
handling, such systems have bettered the global car Renault Cover safety vehicle. This application is imple- 
performance. Up until now, controlled suspension made mented taking into account the industrial constraints for 
it possible to improve comfort and performance in most a vehicle of the Renault range. 
cases, with the result being at least equal to that of the 
reference passive suspension vehicle. The new system 
described here affords superior passenger comfort and 

System Architecture 

safety irrespective of the road profile and driving 
The system installed on the vehicle is shown in Figure 

situation. The experimental vehicle built by Renault, 
1. 

which was developed in conjunction with Lipmesa asso- 
ciated with Sagem, is equipped with four quick-acting 
variable-damping shock absorbers. The damping force is 
controlled in real time on the basis of information 
qualifying the pilot’s driving, e.g. steering-wheel 
information, and information obtained from the road 
profile, such as the absolute car-body and wheel veloci- 
ty. The set value of force is calculated taking into 
account the velocity of shock absorber displacement and 
the map of its force-velocity pattern. The results of the 
simulation calculations and the dynamic tests performed 
on the vehicle show the effectiveness of this new con- 
cept, which provides a substantial improvement in safety 
combined with increased comfort. I Figure 1. System Architecture 

Introduction Sensors 
The following information is used in the strategy: 

The number of controlled suspension systems on offer 
is increasing. Such systems give an improvement in ¯ 4 wheel/body displacements 

overall vehicle performance, especially for strongly ¯ 4 body vertical accelerations 

characterized road or driver stresses. ¯ Steering-wheel position 

Very often, however, when the shock absorber allows ¯ Throttle-valve position 

only discrete settings, the system fixes a mean calibra- 
° Longitudinal accelerometer 

tion position which then gives a result similar to that ¯ Vehicle speed. 

obtained with a standard vehicle. Shock Absorbers 

To allow simultaneous improvement of comfort and For optimum performance the shock absorber must 

road holding, a system must be developed to allow real- have the largest possible setting dynamics and the 
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shortest possibleresponse time. The damping force must C2 an increase in coefficient C~ displaces this com- 
be as close as possible to the calculated force, and it is promise towards the "safety" pole, while an increase in 
advisable to have numerous possible shock absorber C2 displaces it towards the "comfort" pole. 
settings. A continuous variable-damping shock absorber 
was therefore selected. Safety Strategy 

An oil flow between the rebound chamber and the Driving situations are detected by the -following 
shock absorber reserve chamber is controlled by solenoid parameters: 
valve. This allows damping forces to be varied both in 

¯ Steering-wheel position. Can detect that the vehicle 
expansion and compression. To avoid changing the exist- 

is in a cornering situation. In this case, it must be 
ing shock absorber structure, oil passes through a 

possible to increase the transverse capability for 
counter-rod. The control valve is incorporated at the top 

transmitting tyre force. 
the rod. A cross section view of the shock absorber is 

¯ Steering-wheel speed. Can detect emergency colli- 
shown in Figure 2. 

sion avoidance manoeuvres when it is necessary both 
to increase tyre capacities and limit the vehicle’s roll 
velocity. 

¯ Throttle position. This variable makes it possible to 

~ eonttolvalve know the engine torque demanded by the driver and 
--~ to increase the tyre’s longitudinal capability. 

¯ Throttle speed. Allows detection of engine torque 

reeervechamber variations which could generate a vehicle pitch 
motion. 

-- rebound chamber                     ° Longitudinal acceleration. Allows detection of brak- 
ing situations where it is necessary to increase the 
vehicle’s longitudinal capability. This sensor could 

-- piston rod be replaced by a braking pressure measurement. 

The choice of the pair of coefficients (CI, C2) is 
determined from the preceding parameters and the 

-- piston 
vehicle sPeed. For straight-line driving, the compromise 

-- compressioncharnber centres on the comfort coefficient, and C~ is therefore 
-- counterrod very small. When one of the parameters exceeds a pre- 

defined threshold, the pair (C~, C2) is altered in order to 
-- base improve vehicle safety. For multiple stresses, the pair of 

coefficients offering the greatest safety is adopted. The 
coefficient pair (C~, C2) is specific to each suspension 

Figure 2. Damper Cross Section train. 

The shock absorber’s r.esponse time is 10 ms. It is We can take as an example the operation of the 

important to obtain a minimal phase shift between the system on cornering, where driving safety is to be 

damping force required and the force obtained, increased. In the [steering-wheel angle, vehicle speed] 

plane, four threshold levels are defined, thus defining 

Control Strategy five coefficient pairs (see Figure 3). When the [steering- 

wheel angle, vehicle speed] operating point enters a Vertical Strategy 
region, the coefficient pair for the region in question is 

The control stra!egy ensures independent, real-time 
applied to the force calculation. This allows a gradual control of the damping force on each wheel. The opti- 
change of the comfort/performance compromise. When mum damping force one wishes to obtain at each 

moment depends on the absolute wheel velocity, Vwh¢,1 degree 

and body velocity V~ody of the vehicle quarter in 
question. 

F = C1 * V,~h~o~ - C2 * Vbody 

The difference of this strategy by comparison with the 
usual "skyhook" type patterns is the addition of the term 

C~ * V,,~, which allows a compromise to be reached ~0 
between wheel grip (safety/performance) and body 
movements (the comfort achieved being weighted by the 

term C2 * V~o~). This compromise can be shifted from ~,~e~,~ kn~ 

one pole to another by adjusting the coefficients C~ and Figure 3. Safety Strategy Example 
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the thresholds are crossed downwards, a time lag is The entire loop, from the choice of coefficients 
through to suspension control, is implemented in less 

applied, than 10 ms. The flow chart of the control strategy for a 
Shock Absorber Control vehicle quarter is shown in Figure 5. 

Once the damping force has been calculated, the 
actuator control current is determined. A shock absorber WH~soDv 
control map, determined by machine tests, is stored in 
memory. With this map, knowing the shock absorber’s 

t~Pt~CEUE~ [AOe~ON 

displacement speed and the force required, it is possible 
to calculate the control current. Specific maps exist for 
the front and rear suspensions. 

it may be that the calculated force is not attainable: 

I WHE~t~o~v I 
¯ either because it does not come within the shock v~_oo~ 

absorber’s setting range; 

-~ 

¯ or because it is in the "active" part of the force- 
velocity plane (this is the region in which energy 
would have to be applied to achieve the required 
force). 

] 

WHEEL 
Cl, C2 

Figure 4 illustrates this phenomenon. In the force/ 
~_oorr¢ DEPENDANT ON 

velocity plane are shown the operating points required by 
the calculation, for a "bad road" type of excitation. This 
is an eloquent demonstration of the difference between F=Cl*Vwheel-C2*Vbody 

an active suspension and a semi-active suspension. .~o~.~o~n~ 

LOW DAMPING i control current 
dependant on HIGH DAMPING                             F and wheel/body Velocity 

i daN ~, ¯ i ¯ 

!,    ~ i ! :, ~so ! !.-~ Figure 5. Control Algorithm 

, ~ ~: ,,o ~ ;’° : ~ 
Simulation 

: ,~- o, : In the initial phase, the calculation made it possible to 
~ ,° " ! validate the control strategy defined above. Subsequent- 

~ i . ;," . " "i . i ly, the calculation was used to define the system profile: 
~ . ¯ so ,~ 

i response time, sensor precision, and numerical calculus 

i i i " -; ¯ ¯ ; ¯ , methods. Ultimately, calculation is a tool allowing pre- 
~ ~       ’" I"~ " "i ¯ ! ’. ~ " I . i ~o. , ¯ ~ " ,    ’ "." definition of the strategy coefficients so as to reduce the 
i .! -~;_. ,"- .. ..... time required for development tests. 

’ ~ " 
~ 

Figure 6 shows an example in which the obstacle 
’ adopted is a road hump of wavelength 40 m. One ~,~ ~ ~-.~.~ ,".’o,~." o,~’0,~ o!, o~ 

~ " i . i ." -. ~ ¯ ~ ! i observes that the constant increase in coefficient C~, C~ 

6,00        BODY ACCELERATION Or~IS~ 

,,~ 

-3.60 

Figure 4. Damping Force Restriction 

2.0 
In both these cases, the strategy selects the control          0.0      .0 ..... cl= 1000, c2=2000 

current so as to minimize the difference between the 
force exerted and the desired optimum force. Figure 6. Road Bump Response 
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constant, produces a major reduction in vertical accelera- velocities were measured by an inertial unit). A major 
tion of the vehicle when passing over the obstacle, reduction in roll velocity is observed with the carto- 

graphic suspension system. This will mean a far better 
Test Results subjective impression for the driver and, once again, 

All the tests performed showed the advantages of this improved driving comfort. 
type of suspension system, from both the safety and 
comfort viewpoints. 

The gains achieved include the following: 

¯ straight-line travel: reduction in low-frequency body 
movements, and reduction in car vibration levels; 

¯ braking: reduction in dive effect, improved road grip 
by the wheel, especially on poor roads; 

¯ acceleration: reduced nose-up, improved traction; 
¯ cornering: reduction in spurious body movements, ~u_woc~ " 

improved control of wheel grip especially on bad 
roads. Improved body behaviour when negotiating a 
corner. 

It can therefore be seen that major gains are achieved 
in all customary driving conditions. 

Comfort Tests 
Gains in comfort are illustrated particularly well_ by 

Figure 7. This test was performed on a four-cylinder 
hydropulse bench. The figure shows a comparison 
between the vertical acceleration spectra at the body Figure 8. Lane Change Test 
level for a "road" type signal on a car body equipped 

Real-time control of the vertical force applied to the 
with a standard passive suspension system or the carto- 

tyre allows the stopping distance on a poor road to be 
graphic suspension system, 

reduced by comparison with a standard vehicle. This 
. . ¯ means a 20% reduction in deterioration of stopping 

...... P,~o~ distance due to a degraded road surface. Of course, this 

o.o result depends on the severity of the road profile. 

~ /~ 
Conclusion 

~ ..... This cartographic suspension system is the most 

~ / /~.. sophisticated industrial controlled damping system avail- 
~ .... able today. The strategy described here could be still 

~.... 

~j!~ \"". sensors, to allow finer monitoring of roll and pitch 
~ 

o.,. 
further improved, while retaining the same number of 

~~~~ 
modes. 

The quick-acting cartographic suspension system, with 
................ extensive setting dynamics, provides the optimum match 

~,~, between the damping force exerted and the damping 

Figure 7. Comfort Bench Test force required. This feature makes it possible to obtain 
exceptional performance in terms of safety, on the one 

Cartographic suspension gives a lower accelerometric hand by improved vehicle control and on the other hand 
level at medium and high frequencies than the standard by reducing the vibration level, which is a source of 
suspension system, without detracting from low- fatigue. 
frequency movements. This results in better overall The system in its present configuration is homogene- 
comfort and hence less driver fatigue, ous, since there is a match between the number and 

quality of sensors, and the actuator performance. This 
Performance Tests solution can be regarded as an envelope solution which 

An example of a gain in vehicle performance is shown will have to be broken down into various systems, 
in Figure 8. The test involves a lane change at 80 km/h. adapted to each vehicle range, according to a compro- 
The resultant roll velocities for a standard suspension mise centering around three main criteria: complexity, 
and the cartographic suspension are compared (these roll cost and performance. 
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$7.0-05 
Improvement in High-Speed Safety Through Active Suspension Control 

Saoto Fukushima, Namio Irie 
the system’s contribution to improvements in vehicle 

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. 
dynamics. 

Abstract 
Types and Features of Hydraulic Active 

This paper describes the hydraulic active suspension 
Suspensions 

which is mounted in the Nissan Infiniti Q45 and is 
Three typical types of hydraulic active suspensions 

effective in improving high-speed safety. This active 
that have been developed to date are classified in Figure 

suspension has been designed specifically to provide 
1. 

improved vehicle stability at high speed through the use 

of skyhook damper control, a frequency-dependent 
Type ConfJ.gratJ.on Features 

damping mechanism and active roll and pitch control, 
valve 

The system design concept is presented along with an t’°ad 

.DJ_recty tznkea 
~y1±nder and 

analytical explanation of the three major functional 
features. The results of theoretical and experimental 

-a~ Response 

analyses are presented which clarify quantitatively the 
(~,otus) ~orvo valve 

effects of the control procedures and parameters on the 
! ...... vertical vibration characteristics of the vehicle body 

~ 

stroke Sensor ,, 
during high-speed driving, as well as on the road contact ,Body ~Aooelerometer~- 
of the tires when traveling on an undulating road, cross- , 

wind stability and steering response characteristics. 

These results confirm that this active suspension Pressure Control 

provides outstanding performance unobtainable with B 

conventional suspensions, especially under high-speed :r~±ssan) .Conpae~: 
driving conditions. 

~._~ ~’--~-~@ ! for ReduoingPressure 
Introduction Fluctuations 

Active suspensions have become a central focus of (~odYAccelerometer)_l 
passenger car chassis development today because they ~ valve 
hold out the potential for achieving dramatic improve- 

~/~                                     ,Improved ments in performance over conventional passive control aydro Pnoumat±o 

systems. The latter have mainly controlled vehicle c 

motions by switching the spring and damper rates Controller 

according to the condition of the vehicle. (~P) 

Research on active suspensions dates back approxi- 
W~ 

-" 

mately twenty years and was originally aimed at applica- 

U"-~’~-°Zstr°k° sensor@    " 
tion to railway vehicles [1]. The first serious attempt to ~Sody )_3 

"Accelerome~er 
apply an active suspension to the automobile was a 
mechanical system developed by Automotive Products Figure ~. Contiguration ot Typical System 
Co. which was based on a hydropneumatic suspension 
[2]. Subsequently, Lotus developed an active suspension Type A, a system under development at Lotus, is 

incorporating an electro-hydraulic serve system. The characterized by its direct linkage of a double-acting 

Lotus suspension has been tested in sports cars and also cylinder and a high-response control valve. While the 

installed in racing cars [3]. control capability of the system is quite high, the control 

More recently, Nissan and Toyota successively valve must provide fast response in order to absorb 

announced hydraulic active suspensions for certain vibrational inputs from the road surface. As a result, the 

passenger car models [4] [5] and thus ushered in an era system necessarily consumes a large amount of energy 

of active suspension use in production vehicles, especially on rough road surfaces where unsprung 

This paper first discusses the types and features of 
resonance is conspicuous. 

typical active suspensions developed to date and then Type C was a hydropneumatic suspension developed 

describes the Nissan hydraulic active suspension by Automotive Products and was constructed as a hydro- 

installed in the Infiniti Q45 sedan. The construction of pneumatic suspension. It employed a flow control valve 

the system is presented along with an analysis of its to accomplish active control by filling the accumulator 

performance characteristics, the design method used, and and sending the hydraulic fluid to the cylinder. Because 
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of this method of operation, it consumed a great deal of does not produce any reactive force against vibrational 
energy in controlling bounce, roll and other sprung inputs from the road surface. The function required of 
motions that occur during travel on an undulating road the control system of an active suspension therefore 
surface or in slalom-like driving, differs from that required of an ordinary servo system. 

Type B has been developed by Nissan with the speci- 
fic aim of suppressing the increase in energy consump- Hydraulic Control System Configuration 

tion seen with the other two types. One of its major In actuality, the hydraulic control system is configured 

features is the combination of a pressure control valve such that it includes dampers, in addition to an ideal 

with a small accumulator and a hydraulic cylinder, actuator. A detailed system configuration is shown in 

Vibrational inputs from a rough road surface are ab- Figure 3. 

sorbed by the accumulator, which reduces the flow rate 
required of the system as a whole. Control of sprung Solenoi~__.a ~._i_" ~in,____~V,~lv.~ 
vibrations is accomplished by active damping control and 
the passive damping action of the hydraulic system to 
reduce the required hydraulic fluid flow rate when 
traveling on undulating road surfaces. Thus, the large 

I 
xeoumulator 

energy consumption that becomes a problem in the type ~t: control 
A and C systems under certain driving conditions is s~,~l 
avoided. In terms of overall energy consumption, type B 

Xl ~,j u~____ ~,,~,~.,~ 

can be characterized as an energy-saving active suspen- Figure 3. Electrohydraulic Pressure Control System 
sion system. 

As indicated in the figure, high-pressure hydraulic The following discussion will describe the type B 
system featured in the Infiniti Q45 as a representative fluid is sent from the pump and introduced through the 

example of active suspension systems, main valve, from where it is sent to the wheel actuator. 

When the spool is in a neutral position, the valve is 

Construction of Hydraulic Control System completely closed. Movement of the spool to the right 

opens the port on high-pressure side. Conversely, when Required Control System Function 
the spool moves to the left, the return-side port is 

One major feature of active suspension control is that 
opened. 

the active element added to the system necessarily be- 
The cylinder pressure is fed back and applied to the 

comes an element that transmits road surface inputs, as 
right end of the spool, while control pressure produced 

seen in Figure 2. Consequently, the actuator used in an 
by the solenoid and pilot valves is applied to the left 

active suspension must be capable of both generating the 
end. When the two pressure levels are unbalanced, the 

necessary force to control sprung motions and counter- 
spool moves accordingly, changing the cylinder pressure. 

balancing vibrational inputs from the road surface. In 
As a result, the spool returns to its neutral position and 

developing the control system for the active suspension, 
the cylinder pressure is thus regulated so that it is equal 

this was both the most critical and the most difficult 
issue that had to be addressed, 

to the control pressure. 
The accumulator and hydraulic cylinder are connected 

~prun~ uass by means of a damping valve. As will be explained in 

Mz[~]__~x~ 
I~ r "-~ ~x2 detail in the following section, the passive damping 

/ action of the hydraulic active suspension is produced by 

[-- ~ a system which combines this damping valve with the 
C~ K~ I_,,~,      C_o_n.tr_ol- ~±gral 

accumulator and the pressure control valve. This results 
/ J Ide~l A.c~ttmtor in an ideal frequency-dependent damping characteristic. Mass 

M,__ ~x, M~ I--"---] ¯ 
. ~xt Basic Characteristics of Hydraulic Control System 

K,’ K~, This section explains two typical characteristics of the 

~ ~x0 [ ~xo 
active suspension control system. One is the response 
characteristic of the force F2 generated by the cylinder 

(a) Passive Suspension (b) Active Suspension in relation to the control current, i. The other is the 
characteristic of the force F2 generated by the cylinder 

Figure 2. Suspension Model in relation to the velocity, x I - x2, which corresponds to 
road surface inputs. Experimental data on these two 

A great deal of theoretical research has been con- characteristics are shown in Figure 4. The parameter 
ducted on active suspensions and there are many reports denoted as Po in the figure indicates the biased hydraulic 
in the literature of analyses involving the use of an ideal pressure. 
actuator [6] [7]. What is meant by an ideal actuator is The i-F2 characteristic shows sufficient responsiveness 
one that generates force according to control inputs but to control the pitch, roll and bounce motions of the 
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~I 2.5L 
\ __.u p0= 6.2 Mp~ 

~ ~ P0 = 4. "/MP~ 
~ 2.0 ..... Po=4.0 MP~ 

~.~ .......... (~) Feedback ~ P~essu~e Control V~ive 

~ 1.0 ~) Badia]. Plunger Pump : 7 cylinders, 10MPa 

0r ~ ....... I’0 ’ P,z i~) Accumulator : Free Piston Type 
0 (~) Controller : Built in High Speed 16 bit GPU 

,~ -I 0| ~. ~----" (~) Accelerometer : Ball Detection Type 

~ -20~~"----" .... 

~ 
Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Active Suspension 

~ -30 ’’ ’ System 
2 10 Hz 

(b) Force F2/Velocity(~z-~) hydraulic active suspension and of the sharing of the 
performance load between the two systems. 

Figure 4. Frequency Response of Electrohydraulic 
Skyhook Damper Control and Frequency-Dependent System 
Damping Mechanism 

vehicle body. The characteristic of F2 in relation to The combination of skyhook damper control and the 

xl - x2 shows a damping tendency, the value of which frequency-dependent damping mechanism is notably 

becomes smaller at higher frequencies. This result indi- effective in damping both the sprung and unsprung 

cates that the transmission of road surface inputs to the resonances of the vehicle and in reducing the trans- 

body is reduced in the high frequency region, 
mission of road surface inputs to the body. The follow- 

ing explanation indicates how this is accomplished. 

In-Vehicle Configuration 
Skyhook damper control. It has been noted that a 

The layout of the system when installed in a vehicle skyhook damper, which produces damping force in pro- 

is shown in Figure 5. All of the major components were 
portion to the absolute vertical velocity of the vehicle 

newly developed for the hydraulic active suspension, 
body, is a rational approach to reducing body vibration 

[6]. This concept has been incorporated in the hydraulic 

Analysis and Design of Hydraulic Active       control system of the Nissan active suspension. The 
equivalent models shown in Figure 6-(c) and (d) were 

Suspension 
This section explains the procedure followed in usedin analyzing the characteristics of a passive damper 

and the skyhook damper. When a passive damper is 
designing the hydraulic active suspension. First, an 
analytical explanation is given of the three major 

employed, the vertical vibration characteristic of the 

functional features of the system--skyhook damper 
body in relation to road surface inputsz is given by 

control, frequency-dependent damping mechanism and x~_ _- 2jo)~0) + o)~ (1) 

roll/pitch control. The concept applied in determining x-~" -(02 +2jo)~_ ~c0 +o)z,, 

their control constants is also explained. After that, an 
explanation is given of the performance characteristics of 

The vibration transmission ratio at the resonant point is 

the mechanical suspension used in conjunction with the 
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+ ~.~~++’, ~c,-m].,m     c,-++~<+,> +~ 

(a) D~ping System (b) Equivalent Model 

Figure 6. ~nfiguration and Characteristics of Skyhook 
Darner 

~ zo 

x2 = 1+4~~ 

and it always has a value greater than 1. 
With the skyhook damper, on the other hand, the 

vibration characteristic is given by 

The vibration transmission ratio at the resonant point is 

Therefore, Figure 7. Frequency-Dependent Damping Characteristi~ 

~, ~ ~ + 1/4 - ~z           (5)            Ceq(m) = I H(m) I cos(ZH(m))       (7) 

This m~es it possible, then, to reduce the vibration Equation (7) is dependent on the design parameters of 
transmission ratio to a value less than 1. the hydraulic system. This means that the sprung and 

The skyhook damper system thus allows considerable unsprung damping ratios, ~e, ~, can be adjusted accord- 
design freedom for setting the damping ratio of active ing to the hydraulic system design parameters. Further, 
control, ~,, and that of the passive damper, ~z. In the their values can be set independently to match vehicle 
Nissan hydraulic active suspension, these two damping performance requirements. In the Nissan hydraulic active 
ratios are set at ~z = 0.33 and ~, = 0.42. These values suspension, the 0.33 value of ~2, together with the effect 
have been set so that they satisfy Eq. (5) of the skyhook damper, provides sufficient damping to 

Frequency-dependent damping mechanism. In the con- attenuate sprung resonance. In addition, ~ has been set 
trol system shown in Figure 3, the pressure control valve at 0.17 so as to minimize the transmission of vibration 
functions as a damping element against road surface from the road surface within the range where the tires 
inputs. As a result, the mechanism by which the suspen- can maintain good road surface contact. 
sion generates damping force is formed as shown in Effect of skyhook damper attd frequency-dependent 
Figure 7(a). Using the equivalent model shown in (b) in damping mechanism. A calculation model was made by 
the figure, the transmissibility characteristic can be adding the skyhook damper in Figure 6-(b) and the 
found as frequency-sensitive damping mechanism in Figure 7-(c) 

Fz to the suspension model in Figure 2-(a) having two 
= Cv" jCam +Ka (6) degrees of freedom. The resulting model was used to j(Cv + Ca)m + Ka 

calculate the vibration characteristics of a vehicle in 
It is seen in Figure 7-(c) that the calculated result thus relation to road surface inputs. The results obtained ~e 

obtained agrees well with the experimental data, which compared in Figure 8. 
indicates that the system has been modeled accurately. We will define two typical indexes of ride comfort: 

The equivalent damping constant of this system, indicates the extent to which sprung resonance is damped 
Ceq(~), can be calculated with the following expression and ~ indicates the extent to which the transmission of 
by letting H(~) represent the right side of Eq. (6). road surface inputs to the body is isolated. In both cases, 
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2(~ -Passiv(~’,=0.33.(’,=0.3) Vibr~tior~’ZZsola.t.ton I 
roll control. This is accomplished by increasing the 

z,,~=~a hydraulic pressure at the outside wheels of a turn and 

L ,c =0.33. ¢,=0.,) I reducing it at the inside wheels so as to produce a 
= counter force that is proportional to the output of lateral 

¯ -~ accelerometers. 
’~ Pitch control is also effected in the same way. A 

counter pitching moment is generated that is proportional 
to the output of a longitudinal accelerometer. This works 

~ ~ 4 ,0 20 to suppress dive and squat motions during braking and 

rapid acceleration. 

Figure 8. Comparison of Transmissibility (Calculation) Since roll and pitch control is used in combination 
with skyhook damper control, the model shown in Figure 

a smaller value means better ride quality. The two 10 was prepared so that the entire control system could 
indexes are given by the following equations, be analyzed. While this model focuses on roll, bounce (~ __ ]y2/.to j 10 -_ to2 

(8) and lateral motions, a similar model can also be created 
for pitching. 

~ --’~1 of 1%/41 de 
(9) 

Vertical[~ [~----]’~--]vibrati°n dampingvertical 
Vertical[._~..~lvibration damping 

/ ~ accelerometer 
Figure 9 compares the performance of an active suspen- -~;. I -- 

acceleromete_r[- 

sion and a passive suspension with respect to the indexes 
|1" LateraicohtrolaCceleratiOngain ~ 

otand ~.With thepassive suspension, a trade-offis 

/ required between ~ and ~. In contrast, the skyhook 
~ ~c.,f.,\ L~~,~~[~-~~ damper of the active suspension works to reduce ~ and 

simultaneously the frequency-dependent damping mecha- Pressure control L-----Lt-~ \ "~[n/t" ~ I I Pr~ssur~ control 
valve K, I \ .E t/1 t. I ~, valve 

nism is effective in reducing 1~. As a result, the per- 

,~’-~l~, R,’W~"~-~jt l Ii_l~_ rr-ar~ formance characteristic of the active suspension shifts to 

I the lower left region of Figure 9, surpassing the limits of ~    ~. x. r ’ - 

the passive suspension. " ............... [’. ................ 
~ .................. 

~ .................. 
M: vehicle mass 

L: U’ead 

J: roll moment of inertia 

C: tire cornering power/vehicle speed 

K~,: vertical spring rate of tires 
20 

K~: lateral stiffness of tires 

Figure 10. Analytical Model 

T Roll control response in relation to crosswind inputs¯ 
o 15 
~ Using the model in Figure 10, a crosswind input was 

applied to the vehicle body in the form of a sine wave 
~2 ~ 0.33 

~ and the roll rate response was calculated. The calculated 
,,~ztrcl Spec.) 

I 
results are shown in Figure 1 1. Since this analysis did 

~0 ~~ not include yaw motion, the conditions were slightly 
A A :Effect of different from those of real-world driving. Nonetheless, 

Sk’yhook ~amp~r the results clearly indicate the effects of roll control and 
B:Effect of skyhook damper control. It is seen that roll control is 

5 /I Frequency effective in suppressing body roll during cornering by 
Sensitive D~mpin~ 

Active--/i~     B counterbalancing the force of inertia (centrifugal force), 
~0.33, ~~0.~2. ~’,~0.t~ although it produces the opposite effect in relation to a 

--// ~ ’ ’ ~ crosswind. On the other hand, skyhook damper control 
3 4 5 6 works to suppress body roll even in a crosswind. It 

~ see-’ suppresses roll motion sufficiently to more than offset 

Figure 9. Improvement of Ride Comfort (Calculation) 
the increased body roll that is induced when roll control 
is applied in a crosswind. 

Roll and Pitch Control Control of transient steer characteristics. Yaw stabili- 

Body roll resulting from the effect of lateral accelera- ty generally declines at higher driving speeds because of 

tion, such as what occurs during cornering, is suppressed the reduced gripping power of the tires and the increased 

by generating a counter roll moment, referred to here as inertial force of the vehicle owing to the occurrence of 
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the positive, i.e., understeer, side at the time of con- 

[v= 100 kin/hi, vergence. 

~ 
1,~ 

i 

Characteristics of Mechanical Suspension and Sharing 
of Performance Load Between the Two Suspensions ~ Active sus ension (roll control) When a production vehicle is equipped with the 
hydraulic active suspension, it is necessary to return the 

= lO mechanical suspension system to achieve a good match 
"~ //--\, \ ~/Active suspension 

between the two systems. The procedure for matching 
/~-...~ (roll control + skyhoo~ uamper) 

~ active control and a mechanical suspension is outlined in 

\ "~" Little roll or pitch motion Little roll 

suspension ~- ....... 
~ c:ontrol_~ / 

Little Wheel;travel Small contribution of 0 0 

2 ~ 6 
and little wheel camber roll understeer 

Figure 11. Body Roll Response in Relation to Crosswind 

wheel camber compliance steer 

yaw motion. To overcome this problem, the Nissan accordlng to steer angle relation to lateral force 
hydraulic active suspension provides transient control 
over lateral load shifts that occur during roll control, 

Shifting of roll stiffness distribution which works to improve high-speed stability, to unoersteer side 
The specific method used is a very simple one in 

which the lateral accelerometer for the front wheels is 
installed aft of the lateral accelerometer for the rear 
wheels. Typical experimental results obtained with this "5I Improvement of high-speed stability 

without changing steer characteristics control procedure are shown in Figure 12. These data are 
for a sudden lane change that was executed at a speed of 
100 km/h. The notation ~ in the figure indicates the Figure 1:3. Procedure for Matching Active Control and 
amount of change in transient steer characteristics and is Mechanical Suspension Characteristics 

given by The aim of this matching procedure is to improve yaw 

e I,,WJ ,,W/ 
stability at high-speed without substantially altering the 

-- "(’~’W" - 0.6) 
(10) 

steer characteristics. 
The procedure is explained here following the order in 

where ,~Wf is the lateral load shift at the front wheels the flowchart. The effects of roll and pitch control are 
and ,~W is the total lateral load shift for both the front clarified in the first step. At the front end, the travel of 
and rear wheels, the outside wheels of a turn is reduced by the application 

~ ~ i ~ ~ of roll/pitch control. As a result, a larger effect is ~ 

/~:,~ Without      c~aracterlstic contro 

steer 
achieved by applying negative camber according to the ~ 

th steer characteristic 
~ 0 ~/ ~1 Control steer angle than by applying it on the bound side as has 
z \/ been done traditionally. At the rear, the reduction of roll 
’~ k,.,~, motion makes it impossible to attain improved stability 
~--25 , through the use of roll steer. Consequently, it is 

25 
.~ ~qlthsteer characte~ ~tlc control necessary to provide for a sufficiently large compliance 
~ jv= ~ Wlthou!l steer characteristic ~ ... twFt Kt;.. J’, , ...... ~. control steer characteristic. 

-v- The second step concerns the optimization of the per- 
_~ | formance required of the mechanical suspension. The 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ third step indicates the direction taken in tuning the 
Time (s) mechanical suspension. The fourth step indicates the 

Figure 12. Effects of Steer Characteristic Control final performance objective, including the addition of 
transient steer characteristic control. 

A comparison with the results obtained when the same In this example the mechanical suspension is adapted 
lateral accelerometer was used for both the front and rear to active control in order to obtain the final performance 
wheels indicates that the above-mentioned control pro- objective. Depending on the nature of that objective, it 
cedure was effective in reducing yaw rate overshoot, may be necessary to tune both the active control method 
This is attributed to the fact that it caused e to shift to and the characteristics of the mechanical suspension. 
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Improvement in High-Speed Safety 
suspension vehicle displayed performance on a par with 

Contribution of Each Control Function to Performance 
its mechanical suspension counterpart. 

Improvements 2.5 

The respective areas of vehicle performance that are 
improved by skyhook damper control, frequency-depend- 
ent damping mechanism and roll/pitch control, the three 

2.0 Ro=l 5 
major control features of the hydraulic active suspension, 
are outlined in Figure 14. 

O 

[Flat vehicle attitude 

~.__~~Lat high speed " J 

1. 

Figure 14. Contribution of Each Control Function to 

improved Vehicle Dynamics Figure 15. Steer Characteristics 
Improvement in high-speed stability works to stabilize 

vehicle behavior following the execution of an emer- 
Frequency response characteristic. Figure 16 com- 

gency driving maneuver to avoid a forward obstacle 
pares the yaw rate response of the two vehicles in rela- 

when traveling at high speed. This improved stability 
tion to a steering input of +30 degrees when traveling at 

helps to some extent to prevent accidents caused by 
a speed of 100 km/h. The active suspension vehicle 

unstable vehicle behavior resulting from the execution of 
shows a smaller increase in the peak gain of the yaw 

such sudden driving operations by the driver, 
resonance frequency, indicating better yaw stability. 

Improved tire contact with the road surface during 0.500 
cornering can reduce the possibility of an accident due ~ 
to swerving by the vehicle toward the road shoulder. \ 0.400 -Conventional 

Such vehicle behavior can occur as a result of a - suspensi°n~’F-’" 

reduction in the cornering force of the tires while 
~_ 0.30C 

cornering on a rough road surface. "~ "----’~" 
Better crosswind stability and maintenance of a flat ~ ctlve suspension 

vehicle attitude at high speed both increase the capacity " 0.100 

to stabilize vehicle behavior against external disturb- 
>- 0.000 

ances. Improvements in these performance parameters 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

help to reduce the driver’s workload during high-speed 

_300 
I .... 

Improved ride comfort resulting from a reduction in 
body vibration is effective in mitigating occupant fatigue ~ -S 0 

especially during long trips, 
v 

( "-. 
As those examples illustrate, the improvements in ~ 

I I I 1 
vehicle performance obtained with the hydraulic active ~. --1 5 0 

suspension all help to stabilize vehicle behavior during -1800.4 o.s 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
high-speed driving and thus they serve to reduce the I-Iz 
workload of the driver. In this way, they are effective in 
improving active safety at high speed. Figure 16. Frequency Response of Yaw Rate 

Steering Performance 
Steer characteristics. Figure 15 compares the change 

Figure 17 shows a similar comparison for the roll rate 

in steer characteristics for an active suspension vehicle 
response. The results for the active suspension vehicle 

and one equipped with a mechanical suspension. The show effective suppression of body roll at a roll 

vehicles were gradually accelerated from a very low resonance frequency of 1 Hz and phase improvement is 

speed while turning in a circle, 15 m in radius, at a fixed also seen. While the reduction in the steady-state gain is 

steering wheel angle. As was expected, the active attributed to the effect of roll control, the reduced gain 
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seen at the resonance point is also due in part to the roll high speed over an undulating road surface which tends 
damping effect of the skyhook damper, to cause sprung resonance. Although this figure shows 

only the results for vertical vibration, similar tendencies 

to were also observed for pitching. The low level of vibra- 

\- 0.400 Conventional1 r suspension ,         I tion seen at low frequencies where sprung resonance 
v 

~[ "/"Jr ’\\ 
~" 

typically occurs indicates that there was little change in 
-~ 0.300 

J," I I \ tire contact with the road surface. This result clearly 

~ 
0.200 -"~" \ ~/ 

, ~ 
shows the effectiveness of the active suspension in 

~ 

~~N~ 

improving the road surface contact of the tires. In real_ L 

- 0.100 world driving, tire contact with the road surface becomes 
o- an issue of concern during cornering. By effectively 

0.000 t t    I I , , suppressing body roll, the Nissan hydraulic active 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 suspension assures sufficient suspension travel in the 

9 0 bound direction at the outside wheels of a turn and this 

~ 60 ~ also contributes to improved tire contact with the road 

~ 30 
,,~ 

~ --30 

"J     " x~, 
--900.4 0.6 0.8 t. 0 2.0    3.0 4.0 

~ 

sp. 

Figure 17. Frequency Response of Roll Rate 

Ride Comfort and Tire Contact with Road Surface 
Figure 18 compares the vertical vibration of the floor ~ ~ 0-~ 

that was measured when the two vehicles were driven on 
~ 

~,~, 
a level road surface at a speed of 100 km/h. The active 
suspension car shows a lower vibration level in nearly 

~ [ v=!OOkm/~] 
every frequency range and the measured data validate the ~ ~ 0-~ ~, 
calculated results presented in Figure 8. The reduced 
vibration level at sprung resonance frequencies of 1-2 
Hz is attributed to the effect of skyhook damper control. Figure 19. Body Vibration on an Undulate Road Surface 
At higher frequencies, the reduction is attributed to the 
effect of the frequency-dependent damping mechanism. Crosswind Stability 
These results indicate that the Nissan hydraulic active The results of a crosswind stability test indicated that 
suspension provides a soft, pliant ride together with a there was a large difference in roll rates between the two 
flat, stable vehicle attitude, vehicles, while virtually no difference was seen in their 

~o-’ yaw rates. Measured data on the roll rates of the vehicles 
~.,~,, are given in Figure 20. The results for the active suspen- 

Conventional suspension 

Figure 18. Body Vibration on a Level Road Surface 0 :~ , , ~ , , , 
120 150 170 

Figure 19 compares the body vibration that was Vehicle speed (km/h) 

measured in the two vehicles when they were driven at Figure 20. Crosswind Stability 
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sion vehicle show that skyhook damper control was References 
noticeably effective in mitigating body roll even in a 1. Hedlick, J.K.,"Railway Vehicle Active Suspension," 

crosswind, as mentioned earlier in 4.2.1. This damping 
Vehicle System Dynamics, 10, (1981), p. 267. 

effect contributed to the improved crosswind stability 2. Packer, M.B., "Active Ride Control--A Logical Step 

seen for the active suspension vehicle, 
from Static Vehicle Attitude Control," SAE paper 

780050. 

Conclusion 3. Wright, P.G. and Williams, D.A., "The Application 

The results of theoretical analyses, simulations and 
of Active Suspension to High Performance Road 

experimentation show that the Nissan hydraulic active 
Vehicles," I Mech E Paper, C 239, (1984), p. 123. 

suspension mounted in the Infiniti Q45 achieves vehicle 4. Kawarazaki, Y., et al., "Development of the Nissan 

dynamic performance that was previously unobtainable 
Hydraulic Active Suspension," pre-print of SAE- 

with conventional suspensions. This performance results 
Japan (in Japanese), 892 (1989-10). 

from skyhook damper control, a frequency-dependent 
5. Yonekawa, T.,"Vehicle Dynamics of Active Suspen- 

damping mechanism and roll/pitch control, the three sion Control," pre-print of SAE-Japan (in Japanese), 

major functional features of the suspension system, and 901 (1990-5). 

from the good matching achieved between active control 6. Kamopp, D., "Active Damping in Road Vehicle Sus- 

and the characteristics of the mechanical suspension, 
pension System," Vehicle System Dynamics, 12, 

The improved performance achieved with this suspen- 
(1983), p. 291. 

sion system works to stabilize vehicle behavior by mini- 7. Thompson, A.G, "Optimal and Suboptimal Linear 

mizing attitude changes that can be induced by sudden 
Active Suspension for Road Vehicles," Vehicle 

driving maneuvers, crosswinds, road surface inputs or System Dynamics, 13,(1984), p. 61. 

other changes in the driving environment. Improved sta- 
bility, in turn, reduces the driver’s workload under all 
sorts of driving conditions and thereby enhances active 

safety. 

$7.0.06 
Development of Tyre Checking Equipment 

Roland Lucquiaud 
frequency signatures based on specific signal 
processing methods. A statistical analysis is then 

U.T.A.C.                                               necessary to correlate signature parameters and 

danger criteria for good and damaged tyres. 
Abstract 

In order to reduce the number of accidents due to tyre Introduction 
blow-outs on motorways, it has now become important 
to find technical solutions to improve road safety. 

A great amount of car accidents on motorways are due 

Experience has shown that driving at high speed on long 
to factors which differ from those on roads, namely 

distances with underinflated tyres may result in a fatal 
fatigue, drowsiness, not taking account of bad weather 

blow-out. This may even happen at an earlier stage 
conditions, blow-out of tyres. Though driving on 

because tyres store many former aggressions. So we are 
motorways is four or five times safer than driving or 

currently developing methods and technical means to 
roads and tyre blow-outs are responsible for merely 10% 

check the tyre pressures and the good condition of tyre 
of motorway car accidents, the automotive industry has 
to carry out studies to reduce as far as possible the 

structures: amount of accidents due to this. 
¯ Tyre pressures using a stationary equipment located The blow out of a tyre could be linked to a mechanical 

outside the vehicle. This device consists of a failure of one tyre. However, analysis often reveals that 
propelled mass and a force transducer hitting the the involved tyre was underinflated and rolling for a long 
tyre tread. Parameters calculated from form and time at high speed. Analysis may also reveal that the 
duration of the delivered signal are related to involved tyre may have stored former aggressions (when 
inflation pressure. The next step now consists in hitting the curb, or running over potholes). 
implementing the equipment where vehicles are 
likely to stop for a short period of time (e.g. toll 
gates). 

Consequences of Driving with Tyres in Bad 

¯ The good condition of tyre structures (mainly the Conditions 
internal condition of the casing). A microphone set Driving with under-inflated tyres has the following 

close to a running tyre on a drum delivers time and consequences: it increases the car consumption, modifies 
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the road holding qualities (when braking or taking bends) 
Force (N) at high speed without the driver’s knowing. In this case, 

casing and tread plies are submitted to an overheating, looo. 
.~, that may bring about the detachment of the tread pattern. 

On-Board Devices for Inflation Pressure 
Control                                                                       x 

These devices are under development in order to see 
control continuously the inflation pressure of the four 
wheels and to warn the driver if a tyre is going flat 
(made by Michelin, Bosch, Dunlop, Labinal .... ). These 
devices will only be supplied on "haut de gamme" 
vehicles on option within a few years. 

O 
O                5               10               15 

Checking the Inflation Pressure: Time (ms) 
Our External Device Figure 2. Influence of Tyre Structure on the Shock Signal 
The Principle (inflation Pressure = 2 bars, with Two Different Tyres: 

We developed a measurement system that allows to Michelin MXV 195/55R13 and Michelin X M+S 145R13) 

check the inflation pressure of tyres, at toll gates where multiple correlation coefficient increases when we classi- 
vehicles still have to stop for a short time. It relies on fy the tyres in three classes: tyres for small range, medi- 
the following measurement principle: a mass fitted with um range and high range of passenger cars. The predic- 
a force transducer is propelled and hits the tread pattern tion model gives more reliable results for the first class 
under the tyre. Form and duration of the delivered signal which looks the most homogeneous: tyres with an overall 
have to be analyzed in order to estimate the inflation width lower or equal to 165 mm and with an aspect ratio 
pressure: on figure 1, we can see that the longer the between 80 and 65). 
impact, the less inflated is the tyre. But the impact 
duration depends on the tyre structure (figure 2). 

Kurtosis p                            # ~] 

Force (N) TYPE : MXV 195/55 R 13 

1000 :~,5 Bazs 6 

1 Bar .~- / ,-.- 

500. s .....~.~ . ..;" " 

O. Inflation pressure (bars) 
0 5 10 

Time (lmsS) 1 1~5 

Figure 1. Influence of Inflation Pressure on the Shock Curve 1 : Michelin MXV with normal load. 
Signal (for Two Extreme Pressure Values) Curve 2: Same tyre with an additional load. 

Curve 3: Michelin X M+S./.t = (.l’F’(t)dt)/J’F~(t)dt)~. 

Data Processing Figure 3. Kurtosis Coefficient Calculated for Different 
Several parameters (shock energy, asymmetric coeffi- Inflation Pressures, for Two Different Tyres 

cient and kurtosis based on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th statistical 
moments) can be calculated. For each tyre, a linear rela- The Device 
tion between parameters and air pressure can be found The next step is to design the device that could test at 
(see figure 3 for relation between kurtosis and inflation once one axle of passenger cars, taking into account 
pressure for two tyres). A prediction model for inflation different aspects, such as car passengers safety and the 
pressure has to be improved with a covariance analysis vehicle’s wheels position. For this, all the mobile parts 
of a large amount of tyres. Our preliminar study shows have to be implemented under the ground; the guns con- 
that the model can’t apply to all the tyres together. The raining the equipped mass have to move quickly left or 
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right according to vehicle position and gauge (figure 4). 
4.0 Amplitude (Pa) , 

This device will allow us to improve our prediction ~ 

model in order to obtain a better accurary of inflation 

i ............................................................. "-i 
pressure estimation. Furthermore, we have to study the 

2.0 ..................................................................... 

influence of other parameters, such as tyre temperature, 

iil 

ambient temperature, tread wear .... 0.0 .......... i ............... ’ ..... ~ .................. 

I 
Proximity 
transducer 

Ground 
! local faulit 

Carria ~ Measurement part 

-4.0 

’~1 o.oo 0.20 0.40 o.Bo o.eo t.oo 
~ Translation unit 

-.Tyre revolutio~ 

~-’~-~ "------~-:-=~-----~i~i~ ~-- I       (60 Figure km/h, 5. Time Inflation Signature Pressure for a Tyre 4 Bars) Without Any Fault 

Figure 4. Sketch of the Checking Equipment for inflation     -s.o Level (dB)! 

Pressure                                                         " 

Checking the Tyre Structure                  -,5.0                      i-----~ ............. t~ ............................. 
About Technical Checking                                         3 

A complete investigation of tyre conditions must be -~.0 -~ .... 
performed with the control of the tread wear and an 
internal control of the casing. The irregular wear of the 
tread is due to shock absorbers, wheel train, steering or -as.0- -~- 
braking parts that need to be repaired. But, it appears to 
be more difficult to assess whether shocks on the casing ~ 
plies or breakers are serious or not without removing the -4~.0 i 

tyre. It is also possible to detect inside the casing (by 0.o 5.0 t0.0 t5.oRotati20"0on orders25"° 

mottlings on the sidewall) when a vehicle has been 
driven with under inflated type for a long time. Figure 6. Spectral Signature for a Tyre Without Any Fault 

(60 km/h, inflation Pressure 4 Bars) 

Our Method 
In order to detect the faults of tyres that can’t be content requires knowledge about how tyres are manu- 

detected by a visual inspection, we investigated on a factured in most cases and about the noise generation 

method using acoustics means. The principle is similar 
mechanisms. We also have to study the influence of 

to the one applied for fault detections in rotating 
rolling conditions and find the best (for inflation 

machines (gears and bearing of gearboxes, blades of fans pressure, revolution speed). 

or turbines). We have to analyze the sound pressure of 
a microphone closed to the tyre running on a drum. On 
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$7.0.07 

How About the Average Driver in a Critical Situation? 
Can He Really Be Helped by Primary Safety Improvements? 

Aiain eriez 51% of the cases, impact severity is so great that it 

Institut de Recherche Anatarno-Chirurgical et seems robe outside the realm of currenl secondary safety 

de Biom6canique Appliqu6e technical capabilities and economic possibilities 
(Thomas, 89). This being the case, then in more than 1/2 

Claire Petit 
of accidents, the only solution is primary safety and 

Institut de Recherche Biom6canique et accident avoidance. 
Accidentologique Accident avoidance systems are already available in 

Bruno Gu~zard, Lionel Boulommier vehicles (anti-lock braking systems (ABS), controlled 

Association d’Aide ~t la Recherche suspension systems .... ) or are being studied by differ- 

int6ressant la M6decine du Travail ent car or fittings manufacturers, they’re even being 
studied within the framework of extensive international 

Andr~ Dittmar, Aiain Delhomme research programs (PROMETHEUS, DRIVE). These 
Laoratoire de Thermor6gulation CNRS URA devices are going to allow a better management of some 
Evelyne Vernet-Maury situation reaching the limits of the vehicle potential, 

Universit6 C. Bernard maybe even traffic rules. Yet such changes in the way of 

Edwidge Pailhous driving are useful only if the system’s efficiency is real. 

Psychologist, 82 bd. Buzenval, Paris Need to Evaluate Primary Safety System 
Jean-Yves Foret-Bruno, Claude Tarriere Efficiency 
Renault France 

Primary safety system efficiency can be evaluated in 
terms of performance improvement. It is possible to 

Abstract measure in a precise way the improvements to road 
Since primary safety is the unique possibility to stability or vehicle braking obtained from the use of such 

protect automobilists in 1/2 of the crashes, it needs to a device. However, improvements in vehicle potential do 
quantify the efficiency of these systems. The authors not necessarily correspond to actual improvements in 
consider that a primary safety system is efficient only if occupant safety. 
it avoids dead or injured people; Both the driver and the Another method of approach is to evaluate the effi- 
system have to be trailed at the same time. The ABS has ciency of a primary safety system in terms of accidents 
recently been studied in this aim through a 100-drivers causing injury which have been avoided or lives saved 
experiment. Preliminary results are shown. Although the due to the use of the system. The information thus 
ABS is famous, it appears that most drivers don’t know obtained is directly useable to show the benefits possible 
how it works and misused it. from the generalized use of the given system. 

However, this approach is much more difficult to 
Introduction carry out. In fact, in order to have reliable statistical 

In 1990, road accidents in France resulted in 10,289 data, it is necessary to test the primary safety system on 
deaths (6,295 automobilist deaths). Despite all the a large scale, which means having a large number of 
improvements which it is possible to make to different vehicles equipped with the system and carrying out 
restraint systems (assuming that everyone uses these measurements over a sufficiency long period of time and 
devices), and taking into account all the improvements in across a sufficiently vast geographical area. Thus, the 
vehicle structural reinforcement still possible, in at least first drawback to such an approach is that information is 
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not available immediately but rather after a long delay Evaluation of Anti-lock Braking System 
which hinders the development of the system and ira- Efficiency 
provement of its performance. The anti-lock braking system is the most promising 

The other drawback is the very complexity of carrying primary safety system which has been put into general 
out such an approach. The study cannot be carried out if use in vehicles over the last 10 years. When it came out, 
the data collected at the scene of an accident is not certain insurance companies offered lower insurance 
precise or sufficient enough. Collecting such precise and premiums for vehicles equipped with the ABS system. 
adequate data means having people trained in gathering After a number of years, these same insurance companies 
such data at the scene of an accident. As well, the given are now cancelling this advantage since equipped 
device’s effect can only be determined by determining vehicles do not seem to be less involved in accidents 
the cause of the accident, which is long and tricky work than unequipped vehicles. The advantage in having an 
as it is susceptible to the injured or witness account ABS braking system is however obvious. It allows 
reliability and to the interpretation of those doing the vehicle control while braking through optimal use of 
study. Lastly, accident study cannot be complete. In adherence conditions and reduces braking distance to a 
1990, the French National Gendarmerie recorded 59,799 minimum in all situations. So, while the efficiency of the 
road accidents involving injuries. To this already high ABS system is clear, its road efficiency remains to be 
figure, it is necessary to add the accidents recorded by seen, at least in terms of reducing the number of acci- 
the National Police; in other words, the amount of data dents and accident victims. 
involved is considerable. Accidents resulting in only A number of studies have been carried out to measure 
damage to property are not recorded although the safety the efficiency of the ABS system. Its usefulness was 
device may have been responsible for making it possible demonstrated on a test course while braking in a curve 
to avoid injury in such accidents. In this case, only the (Lechner et al., 1989). Non-professional drivers were to 
damage to property is regretted, while perhaps the acci- brake violently upon passing a marker placed at the be- 
dent itself could have been avoided! Even insurance ginning of a curve while driving at the instructed speed 
companies can only count the fatal, injury provoking or of 75 km/h. The increase in steering control is evident: 
property damaging accidents, they cannot take into most braking with the ABS system maintained to the 
account "almost accidents" which every driver experi- vehicle’s trajectory and the vehicle was stopped without 
ences at sometime, and which were avoided thanks to the leaving the road. This tendency was reversed when brak- 
safety device which needs to be evaluated. If the non- ing was carried out under the same test conditions with- 
analyzed data in one year is difficult to interpret, it is out an ABS system. However, even if the drivers were 
possible to study the evolution of this data from year to not professionals, the fact that drivers were requested to 
year and compare the results from year to year. brake upon passing a marker took away the element of 

If this approach involves complex implementation, it surprise and renders this test closer to a mere vehicle 
is the only one which can potentially quantify the gain in performance test. Driver participation is in fact con- 
terms of lives saved through the use of a given device, ditioned by the experimental circumstances, which limit 

A last approach consists of evaluating the efficiency the effect of the driver-vehicle interaction. In a study of 
of a device during a test where the performance of the drivers’ emergency manoeuvres during a critical inter- 
driver-vehicle pair is studied. This approach does not section situation, using a Daimler-Benz simulator, 
allow the direct quantification of the gain in terms of (Malaterre and Lechner, 1989; Lechner and Malaterre, 
lives saved, but it does considerably simplify the study. 1990) the efficiency of the ABS system was not directly 
The fact that it consists of a test situation, means that the measured (the simulator was not equipped with the ABS 
same accident can be duplicated as many times as neces- system). However, the possible gain from such a system 
sary, thus obtaining data from perfectly comparable was extrapolated as a function of the measures carried 
circumstances. The number of experiments being known, out. 20 % of the accidents were avoided without the ABS 
it is very easy to measure the number of accidents system. With an ABS system, an additional 14 % of the 
avoided or involving low level impact. Last of all, the accidents would have been avoided and the consequences 
driver and the vehicle can be equipped with captors of the accidents would have been lessened in 40% of the 
thereby simplifying considerably the collection of data remaining cases. The difficulty in duplicating, with a 
concerning the pre-collision phase, in comparison to the simulator, the behavior of a vehicle equipped with the 
collection of post-accident data. If the collection of ABS system limited this study to making projections 
statistically reliable data is easier using this method, the about the efficiency of the ABS system. Recent progress 
population studied will always remain limited as will the in simulation models should improve simulator credi- 
accident provoking configurations looked at. Only esti- bility. 
mates will be possible from the situations tested. 
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Experimental Procedures up until the last minute, at these two intersections. The 
The above two examples reveal the need to carry out other intersections can be relatively open or masked by 

an ABS system study under real driving conditions. Of vegetation. 
the 37,972 accidents leading to injury involving at least The subject generally completed three runs of the 
one car which occurred on French roads in 1990, 13,749 course to become familiar with the car and the course. 
were two-car accidents. Of these, 3,243 took place out- The number of runs can be varied so that those subjects 
side of city limits and at an intersection. This accident waiting cannot figure out the length of the experiment. 
configuration, which corresponds to a quarter of the acci- The course was new to each subject at the beginning of 
dents involving two vehicles, seems typical of a con- the test and the subjects waiting had no contact with 
figuration where the ABS system would have consider- those who had already completed the test. One run lasted 
able positive effect on safety. The study described in this 4 minutes and the total length of time to complete the 
article is based on this accident type. test was about 12 minutes. The instructed speed was 100 

100 volunteer subjects were recruited from among km/h on straightaways and 80 km/h on curves. An 
Renault personnel. They were selected with the help of experimenter, always the same, was next to the subject 
psychometric tests in order to evaluate their level of in the car in order to give speed and driving instructions 
emotionality (Eysenck personality test and the Stroop and to verify if these instructions were carried out. The 
stress test). All those chosen had a driver’s license but experimenter also ensured the safety of the subject by 
the length of time they had it varied. None of them were correcting any manoeuvres that could be dangerous. 
professional drivers. Four groups of 25 subjects were During the last run, the Renault 19 positioned to the 
formed: right of the second intersection was replaced by an 

¯ Group 1 used a car without an ABS system inflated dummy car having the same features as a 

¯ Group 2 used a car equipped with an ABS system Renault 19. The subject’s car passed in front of an 

but were not aware of this optical beam which triggered a synchronization signal 

¯ Group 3 used a car equipped with an ABS system which released the obstacle. The walls concealing the 

and were aware of this intersection did not allow the subjects to see the obstacle 

¯ Group 4 used a car equipped with an ABS system until it pulled out into their lane. At this moment, given 

and had attended a half-day training in its use. This the speed of 100 km/h and a mean reaction time esti- 

training consisted of a theoretical part explaining the mated at 0.8 seconds, the braking distance was 15 meters 

objective and functioning of the ABS system, as too short to avoid the obstacle. The average speed of the 

well as a practical part involving demonstrations and subject’s car when it arrived at the obstacle was 40-50 

avoidance exercises. This training took place two km/h. The obstacle car crossed half of the intersection 

months before testing, and then stopped. The left lane was free, allowing the 
subject’s car to pass. This situation being very difficult, Dividing up of the subjects was carried out based on 
the first avoidance reaction was the only chance to avoid the psychometric test results so as to obtain homo- 
the obstacle. geneous groups in terms of age, length of time in 

The aim of the study was to evaluate the ABS sys- possession of a driver’s license and emotionality. The 
tem’s efficiency considering the driver’s use of it. To do fact that the test population was recruited from a sample 
this, a number of parameters were recorded from the car 

of the working population lead to the under-representa- 
and from the subject. These were the following: tion of older people. However 70% of the drivers 

involved in this kind of situation were represented. ¯ From the car (16 parameters) 

The subjects were informed that they were taking part - speed of each wheel 
in a study on primary safety and that their behavior, as - the ABS system’s solenoid valve setting 
well as that of the car, would be recorded during a - steering wheel angle 
driving run on a circuit which could present "critical - longitudinal and transversal acceleration 

situations." The car used was a Renault 25 TXI. In the - brake pedal displacement 
cars used by Group 1 subjects, the ABS system was dis- - actions carried out on the accelerator, clutch and 
connected and braking was therefore of the normal sort. brake 

The course was a closed circuit made up of connecting - actions carried out on the emergency brake 
roads, parts of the circuit track and a two-lane road (7 m - engine speed (to determine shifting) 
wide) delimited by cones placed in an open area. The - obstacle car start up synchronization (photoelectric 

course crossed a number of intersections, of which two cells) 
were in the part of the course delimited by cones. At - sync signals 
these two intersections, Renault 19 cars were stopped at ¯ From the subject (12 parameters) 
stop signs with a driver at the wheel. Subject visibility - capillary flow 
was restricted by safe, artificial (polystyrene) walls -skin potential 
which made it impossible to see the stopped Renault 19s, - skin resistance 

- skin temperature 
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- breathing rate ¯ Group 3: the car was equipped with an ABS system 

- heart rate and the driver was aware of this 

- biceps brachialii and finger flexor electromyograms ¯ Group 4: the car was equipped with an ABS system 

(EMG) and the driver had training 

- horizontal and vertical electro-occulogram (EOG) Results by group are given in Table 1. 

-a micro-camera attached to the subject’s right 
forehead to record his/her field of vision Table 1 

- a video camera attached to the right-hand comer of 
the dashboard to film the subject’s upper body 
during the experiment Successfully, avoided 0 % 21.8 % 17.7 % 29.2 % 

Tried to avoid 39.1% 30.4 % 23.5 % 50 % 

The measurements were recorded throughout the entire Brakin~ only’ 56.9 % 38.8 % 46.8 % 20.8.% 

experiment. No ~,~mgt 4 % 9 % 12 % 0 % 

The first six measurements collected from the subject 
were designed to measure his]her concentration and The term "tried to avoid" refers to subjects who 

stress level. All changes in concentration, even a simple carried out a complex avoidance manoeuvre, that is to 

mental computation, lead to neurophysiological changes, say braking and steering wheel movement. Even if they 

The first four measurements were collected from the did not succeed, such a manoeuvre was necessary to 

palm of the left hand. The captors were placed in such a avoid the obstacle. In the case of those that tried to 

way so as not to hamper driving. The breathing rate was avoid the obstacle, impact might have been less violent 

constantly measured by using a temperature sending unit but data analysis to date has not gone so far as to let us 

placed under the nose. These measurement systems were break this down further. 

developed by the URA CNRS 1341 Laboratory of If we want to look more closely at driver behavior and 

Thermoregulation (Dittmar et al., 1985). his/her ability to use all the ABS system’s potential in 

The EMG measured on the arm was designed to the given situation, it is necessary to look at the first two 

measure the subject’s force and clutch on the wheel. The lines of Table 1. The efficiency of the ABS system is 

EOG and the micro-camera were used to evaluate where demonstrated in the results obtained with group 1 for 

the subject was looking, none of these subjects, who were driving cars not 

Furthermore, in order to examine the overall equipped with the ABS system, succeeded in avoiding 

emotionality level of the subjects confronted with such the obstacle. 

a situation, all subjects filled out a self-evaluation 40 to 50 % of subjects attempted (successfully or not) 

questionnaire (ASTA test) before and after undergoing to avoid the obstacle by turning the wheel. This percent- 

testing, age reaches 80 % for those in group 4 who attended a 

The aim of all these measurements was to objectify half-day training in avoidance manoeuvres. 

the subject’s capacity to use the potential of the vehicle The test was judged realistic by all of the subjects. 

driven. The different tests made it possible to obtain Only a few subjects judged the obstacle insufficiently 

homogeneous groups in terms of emotionality and to realistic. It should be noted that none of the subjects who 

determine the emotional state of each subject before and judged the obstacle insufficiently realistic succeeded in 

after the experiment. The first two runs established the avoiding it and all of them had a very belated reaction. 

reference level for the parameters collected from the It is difficult, given the limited data analyses having 

subject and determined the way the subject dealt with an been carried out to date, to determine if the statement 

intersection and his reactions in an emergency situation, that the obstacle was insufficiently realistic is due to the 
real opinion of the subject, or is an attempt on the 

Results subject’s part to excuse his bad reaction. 

Testing was carried out during the summer of 1991. 

Therefore, only preliminary results from 87 subjects will Influence of Age 

be presented here. If we study the population as a whole, age does not 
seem to effect results. The average age of subjects who 

Influence of Group avoided the obstacle is 32.5 (+ 7.3 years), the average 
The population studied was divided into four groups age of those who carried out a complex avoidance 

as a function of the information given to the subjects manoeuvre is 30.1 (+ 6.5 years), and that of those who 

about the ABS braking system. The ages and sensitivity tried nothing is 31.7 (+ 7.3 years). It is however inter- 

to stress of group members were homogeneous across esting to study this point in more detail by breaking 

groups: down the population as a function of age (see Table 2). 

¯ Group 1: the ABS braking system was disconnected Subjects between the ages of 26 and 36 have the high- 

("normal" braking) est success rate. Approximately 60 % of subjects over 26 

¯ Group 2". the car was equipped with an ABS system completed a proper manoeuvre, while only 45 % of those 

but the driver wasn’t aware of it under 26 and over 37 completed a proper manoeuvre. 
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Table 2 Group C - rather sensitive; Group D - very sensitive. The 
influence of this measure is summarized in Table 4. 

< 26 ),ears old 26 to 36 ),ears old 37 to 47 ),ears old 

Successfull~� avoided 9.1% 21.8 % 15.8 % 
Table 4 Tried to avoid 36.4 % 39.1% 31.6 % 

Brakin~ onl), 50 % 39.1% 47.4 % 
Group A Group B Group C Group D No attempt 4.5 % 0 % 5.2 % 

Suecessfull)’ avoided 13.4 % 25 % 13.8 % 13.3 % 

Tried to avoid 53.3 % 42.8 % 34.5 % 13.3 % None of the subjects in the study were over 47 years 
Braking only 33.3 % 21.5 % 48.2 % 66.7 % old. This definitely results in a skewed study as 29 % of 
No attempt 0 % 10.7 % 3.5 % 6.7 % French drivers on the roads are over this age. As well 

they make up 37 % of those involved in this type of A subject’s ability to carry out an avoidance 
accident and 50.5 % of those pres, qmed responsi.,ble for manoeuvre seems to be strongly linked to his/her 
such accidents. This over 47 age group are mainly the emotional reactions. The first two columns give results 
drivers of the car which cuts across the road, represented for subjects who are not highly sensitive to stressful 
in this study by the obstacle. However, considering only situations. Only one third of them did not react correctly 
the drivers who are not responsible, the Renault 25 to the situation. Of the more sensitive subjects, half, 
drivers, the test population covers more than 70 % of the indeed even three quarters, experienced stress loads too 
age groups concerned, high to allow them to carry out the proper manoeuvre. 

Length of Driving Experience Discussion 
The amount of driving experience can be measured by The experimental conditions used correspond to a 

the number of years the person has had his/her driver’s critical situation, braking alone in such a situation being 
license. Subjects who avoided the obstacle had their insufficient to avoid the accident. In this sort of critical 
license, on the average, for 13.7 years (+ 6.4 years), situation, the efficiency of the ABS braking system is 
Those who carried out an avoidance manoeuvre had it, evident. The simple fact of having the system allows 
on the average, for 11.9 years (+ 6.8 years). Those who accident avoidance in 20 % of the cases. Training sub- 
did not attempt an avoidance manoeuvre had it for 12.8 jects in the use of the ABS system contributes to avoid- 
years on the average (+ 7.3 years). These differences are ing almost a third of accidents. 
not significant. A detailed breakdown is given in Table In the first three groups, 50 to 60 % of the subjects 
3. did not try to turn the steering wheel even though the 

distance between the obstacle and their car was too short 
Table 3 for braking alone to be enough to avoid the accident. In 

the group which received training, 80 % of the drivers 
< 10 ),ears 10 ~t 20 ),ears 20 ~t 30 ),ears undertook the appropriate manoeuvre. This considerable 

Successfully avoided      15.5 %           20 %           17.7 % 

improvement in performance reveals the usefulness of Tried to avoid 35.6 % 40 % 29.4 % 

Braldn[gonl~� 46.7 % 20.8 % 52.9 % such training. 

Noattempt 2.2% 16.7% 0% This half-day training took place 2 months before 
testing. In the first part of the training period, how the 

As in Table 2, the middle column of Table 3 shows ABS braking system works was described, as were the 
the highest success rate and the highest rate of choosing advantages of this system in comparison to a conven- 
the proper manoeuvre, tional braking system. The theory behind the limitations 

It is interesting to breakdown first column results. Of of the system were explained (stopping distance equal to 
those subjects having had their driver’s license for fewer that of the conventional braking system given a dry 
than 5 years, none succeeded in avoiding the obstacle, surface and that the driver was trained and not sur- 
Of those who had obtained their license < 6 years ago, prised). During the second part of the ’training, the 
only one in 17 succeeded in avoiding the obstacle. From subjects attended (as passengers and as observers from 
there on, the figures become progressively those found the outside) demonstrations on the efficiency of the ABS 
in Table 3. braking system on wet surfaces (little adherence) or 

mixed surfaces (two wheels on a wet surface and two on 
Influence of Driver Personality a dry one). Lastly, each subject carried out "emergency" 

During the pre-selection period, all subjects took a braking while on a straightaway, on a dry surface, and an 
series of tests designed to evaluate their personality avoidance manoeuvre. This avoidance manoeuvre was 
(Eysenck test) and their reaction speed (Stroop test), done within a course marked by cones, activating the 
These tests, carried out by Mrs. Pailhous, were used to ABS braking system and requiring that the steering 
divide the subjects into four groups as a function of their wheel be turned. This manoeuvre was different from the 
ability to react to a stressful situation. These groups were manoeuvre required in the test situation. It is interesting 
Group A - insensitive; Group B - not very sensitive; to note that none of the subjects succeeded in activating 
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the ABS braking system during their first try at straight It is of interest to note that a large number of subjects 

line "emergency" braking. All subjects had to try again who could not avoid the obstacle considered the 

at least once in order to succeed (for each of the two 
manoeuvre too difficult, even impossible, to carry out. 

exercises, the subject continued trying until s/he 
These subjects expressed surprise when they learned that 

succeeded), 
others had succeeded in avoiding the obstacle. Pro- 

The fact that setting up such a short training is fessional test drivers who participated in the preparation 

relatively simple, increases the interest in doing so. of this experiment rated the manoeuvre doable but diffi- 

Moreover, 4 of the subjects owned cars equipped with an cult. This demonstrates the interest in carrying out 

ABS system. They were placed in the first group (2 further testing on safety systems with non-professional 

subjects), the third group (1 subject) and the fourth drivers. 

group (1 subject). Even thought this number is too small The influence of age currently cannot be considered as 

to be statistically significant, the first three subjects did it can only be seen as a reflection of the importance of 

not try to turn the wheel during the test, only the subject the length of a person’s driving experience (determined 

in the fourth group carried out the proper manoeuvre by the length of time a person has had his/her driver’s 

(and avoided the obstacle). Despite the fact that their use license). It is important to note at this point, the poor 

of the ABS system was not good, these subjects felt performance of subjects who have had less than 6 years 

more confident because their car was equipped with the driving experience. 

system. 
It may be initially surprising to note the results of the References 

third group, which was informed that their vehicle was Dittmar, A., Saumet, J.-L. and Vernet-Maury, E.; 

equipped with an ABS system, were not as good as the "Apports des param~tres thermovasculaires dans 

results from group 2, which was not informed their l’analyse de la r6ponse 61ectrodermale;" J. Physiol., 

vehicle was equipped with an ABS system. This below Paris, pages 80, 3, 22, 1985. 

standard performance however can be explained by a Lechner, D., Van Elslande, P. and Jourdan, J.-L.; 

generally poor understanding of the system and a feeling "Utilisation d’un syst~me ABS par des conducteurs 

of increased safety due to this system, which is generally non professionels lors d’un freinage en courbe;" 

badly used. This hypothesis is upheld by the interviews INRETS report #4; 1989. 

done during the tests. In these interviews, the subjects Lechner, D., and Malaterre, G.; "Exp6rimentations de 

described the ABS system as a device enabling more manoeuvres d’urgence sur simulateur de conduite;" 

effective and higher quality braking (i.e. optimal, Second part : "L’analyse d6taill6 des manoeuvres;" 

stronger braking with braking distance greatly shortened INRETS report #103; 1990. 

under all circumstances). Malaterre, G. and Lechner, D.; "Exp6rimentations de 

The difficulties experienced by the subjects in spon- manoeuvres d’urgence sur simulateur de conduite;" 

taneously activating the ABS system may be due to a First part: "comportement des conducteurs;" INRETS 

high level of conditioning to normal breaking and the report #104; 1989. 

fear of locking the wheels. These would suggest that the Thomas, C., Koltchakian, S., Tarri~re, C, Tarri~re, B., 

presence of an audible signal or a signal light indicating Got, C., and Patel, A.; "Les priorit6s en s6curit6 

whether the ABS system has been activated or not would primaire que d6signent les limites de faisabilit6 
technique en s6curit6 secondaire automobile;" XXIII be helpful. 
F.I.S.I.T.A. conference; May 7-11, 1990. 

$7.0-08 
Crash Avoidance Capability of 50 Drivers in Different Cars on Ice 

Lennart Strandberg ABS-function was switched on or off. The reference cars 

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, 
were tested by the drivers in different order according to 
a Latin-Square design. In a combined braking and 

VTI smooth lane change manoeuvre, ABS increased the aver- 

age deceleration significantly. Steerability and stability 

Abstract were also superior with ABS: lane marks hit in one (1) 

Experiments were carried out with more than 50 non- of 208 tests compared to 30 of 208 tests without ABS. 

professional drivers making acceleration, deceleration Deceleration was 20% greater with fully studded tyres 

and lane change manoeuvres on ice at speeds where than with basic studding on all wheels. In a non-braking 

skidding was expected. The subjects drove their own car but more severe double lane change manoeuvre, Loss-of- 

and four reference cars (Volvo 440 or 740) with front or Control (LoC) occurred in 40% of the tests with over- 

rear wheel drive, and with differently studded tyres. The steering properties, induced by front biasing stud 
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protrusion and number. If front and rear tyres were achieved with only a few minutes demonstration and 
switched to understeering, less than 20% of the tests driving practice. Unexpected result differences in this 
resulted in LoC. With all tyres fully studded, front investigation between tyres and between front and rear 
driven cars had 30% LoC, which was 2-3 times greater wheel driven cars are other examples of the safety 
than for the larger rear driven cars. Still, the larger cars potential in better knowledge on driver-vehicle inter- 
were superior in manoeuvre severity quantities, such as action. 
lateral acceleration derived from speed and path geo- 
metry. The correlation of these quantities to LoC relative Objectives 
frequency was not confirmed by the present study. The main and general purpose of the experiments 
Several observations give cause for more emphasis on reported here was to increase our knowledge on how the 
vehicle dynamics in driver education, average driver copes with the differences on ice between 

cars and tyres, that are common on the roads and that 
Introduction may have contributed to serious skidding accidents. Data 
Background allow comparisons between ABS and conventional 

The safety potential of modern vehicle technology brakes, between four different mountings of two types of 
may be lost, if drivers do not utilize the crash avoidance studded tyres, between lateral, forward, and rearward 
properties in emergencies. But also in normal driving on acceleration (deceleration) capability, between different 
slippery roads, appropriate driver behaviour varies con- drivers (and between Front and Rear Wheel Drive, pro- 
siderably between cars. The need of driver education in vided that other differences between the actual FWD and 
safety-relevant car differences has been confirmed in RWD cars can be neutralized or neglected). Such corn- 
personal communication with driving teachers and from parisons will be presented in this paper. 
vehicle dynamics oriented analyses of individual acci- Since this knowledge will be (and has been) used in a 
dents. Also accident statistics indicate that considerable development programme for driver education and skid 
safety improvements may be achieved with more empha- training (VTI, 1990), we had to put realism (validity) 
sis on natural science knowledge in driver education and and overview before statistical power (reliability) on a 
in vehicle maintenance, see Strandberg (1989). few predetermined issues. However, the recordings from 

It is true that the physical efficiency of crash the experiments constitute a data base intended for pilot 
avoidance equipment such as anti-lock brake systems investigations of a number of other questions--relevant 
(ABS) have been demonstrated by several investigators: also in the development of vehicle technology and auto- 
e.g. Johnsson & Knutsson (1973); Rompe et al (1987); motive systems that help the driver to avoid accidents. 
Robinson & Riley (1989). But in recent years the effect One of the four test cars was equipped with an onboard 
on the real accident risk from ABS and other safety computer and motion sensors for recordings and later 
justified measures has been questioned by researchers, (not in this paper) evaluations within the European 
see OECD (1990). Even if one does not accept the Risk research programme PROMETHEUS. 
Homeostasis "theory" (Wilde, 1988) as a fruitful 
explanation of negative results, Biehl et al (1987) and Method 
Aschenbrenner et al (1991) showed scientifically that a Time History and Overview 
group of taxi drivers drove more risky when their car The experiments were carried out on a frozen lake 
had ABS (compared to identical cars without ABS). (Hemsjon) in the county of Dalarna during the three 

Unfortunately, many non-scientists interpret such winter vacation weeks of 1990 (Swedish schools are 
results as a proof ofABS uselessness for safety. How- closed one week in February-March every year for 
ever, with minor educational efforts, ABS may contribute winter sport activities). Most of the driver subjects were 
substantially to crash avoidance. Priez et al (1991) found tourists contacted by invitation to addresses supplied by 
encouraging improvements in the avoidance manoeuvre the tourist office in the town of Orsa. 
performance of non-professional drivers with ABS cars A few days before commencement, the mild weather 
after a half day’s education. Their experiments were forced us to move the test station 60 km away from 
carried out two months after the ABS-course, hence Orsa. The late move to a comparatively isolated spot 
pointing at lasting effects. Many ABS car drivers without made it virtually impossible to keep the test track in the 
ABS-education did not grasp the opportunity to steer same intended condition. Some planned measurements 
while braking, because they thought that ABS makes the and other activities had to be abandoned or simplified on 
stopping distance much shorter. Thereby, they were less days when the weather and failing equipment took all 
successful than their matches (also without education and available resources. In addition, high temperature and 
in an ABS car) who were not aware of that the car had melting ice caused various practical problems disturbing 
ABS. the experimental procedure. Therefore, a sound scientific 

Though we did not intend to investigate the ABS skepticism towards the results is recommended. Due to 
training effects, the results and experiences from the the practical problems our team sometimes had to work 
present study indicate that proper ABS behaviour may be 15-20 hours a day. Though some fatigue mistakes have 
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been discovered and compensated for, other problems all other cars (A, B, C, E, F). An optiona! switch made 

may impose unknown bias. For instance, the participat- it possible to connect or disconnect t~e ABS from t~e 

ing subjects drove 120 km extra distance in their own front seat. 

cars on slippery winter roads during their vacation. They Table 1. Manufacturer’s (Volvo, 1989 & Hansson, 1991) 
are probably representative for a more skilled driver Technical Specifications for Fleference Cars Used in 
population than the average on Swedish roads. Experiments 

A test session took about 3 hours and involved 2 ~ 
subjects driving their own car in the first and last test 

,a .... c,~:~,,,o, ,~ c~ 
Volvo model 440GL 744GL 

runs. The tests with (and data on) the drivers’ own cars ~. .... h~i, ~o,~ ~e~ 

are not considered in detail in this paper. In the major 
~g~") 4.3~ 4.85 ........ 

Width (m) 1,67 1.75 

part of a session, 2 front and 2 rear wheel driven Volvo TrackWlaeel’b~se (m)width.ffo~t (ra) 2.501.42 2.771.47 

"reference cars" were used with anti-lock brakes (ABS) 
r~,okw~dth-~(,.) 1.43 1.46 
Nominal kerb weight with 70kg driver (kg) 1100 1370 

in function or disconnected by the instructor occupant. Non~nal weight distribution Front:Rear (%) 61:39 55:45 [D: rear bias] 

Winter (Mud+Snow) tyres with two dissimilar stud con- ~X~Nominal .... ratiogiae power (kW at Rev. Peweight/power (kg/bhp) .... 

d)       75 at 9310.8 85 at 90! 1.8 

figurations were mounted in pairs at the front and rear 
ge~r to front ratio of brake t~g hydraulie p ..... Reduced at high p ..... R ....... frortt 
ABS make (both have 3 chaxmels, mutual rear control) ~ Teves Bosch 

axles to give the reference cars neutral, under- or 
oversteering properties. 

Measurements were also recorded with a driver from 

Normally, two sessions were carried out per week-day, 
the investigation team in a Volvo 745 "calibrations" car 

Due to unusually high temperature on February 20 and 
equipped with unstuddcd M+S tyres of the same type 

.... similar problems during the week-end between weeks 
(Gislaved Frost) as on the cars A-D. See section below 

no.8&9, four sessions had to be called off. (We almost 
on Experimental Design, 

gave up after ten sessions when the ice was covered with Tyres 

some hundred millimeters of water and broke up at the Two studding configurations were used with the same 

ordinary entrance path.) Hence, data from 26 sessions type of tyre, see Figure l&2. The Nivis Gislaved corn- 

have been collected. The weather problems forced us to pany provided 22 wheels with studded tyres, that had 

use up almost all granted resources in the field expert- 
been run-in at low speed on bare roads to secure the 

merits, leaving too little for a reasonably quick and studs in the rubber for constant stud protrusion during 

exhaustive evaluation. In the project team we are there- the experiments. However, measurements on 12 studs per 

fore interested to continue evaluation and analysis in tyre after the experiments revealed substantial deviations 

cooperation with people outside the Swedish Road and from the requested protrusion, see Table 2. (On Swedish 

Traffic Research Institute (VTI). 
roads, cars must not have more than 150 studs per tyre 
and the maximum permissible protrusion is 1.5 ram.) 

Reference Cars 
The reference cars provided by Volvo were designated 

A&B (front wheel driven Volvo 440GL), and C&D (rear 
wheel driven Volvo 744 GL). All of them were 1990 
year model with manual 5-speed transmission and their 

maker’s number of chassis were A: KX183ELC063932, 
B: KX183ELC064326, C: 744882L1400122, D: 744883- 
L1400227. Some of their technical specifications are 
given in Table 1. Drivers’ own cars were designated E 
and F, but in computer recorded data and in result tables 

both cars of the drivers in a session have been labelled 
E. The same Mazda 6264 Wheel-Steering with unstudded Figure "1. Detai~ of a Basic Studded 7y~e ~er t~÷ 
M+S tyres (provided for our 4WS practice by the Experiments 

Swedish Mazda importer) was lent to four car-less 
drivers as their "own" car in sessions no.2, 18, 19, 22. 
Otherwise, all own cars are different. In this paper data 
will not be presented on drivers’ own cars and they will 

be disregarded in most of the test result presentations. 
In all reference cars a video camera was mounted 

behind the front seats, In car D computerized measure- 
ment equipment occupied the front passenger seat. The 
computer and its operator-instructor were in the rear seat 
of car D, hence being more rear biased in weight distri- 

bution than car C, which had no measuring equipment. 
The instructor was seated in the front passenger seat in Figure 2. Detail of a Fully Studded T~’re After the 

Experiments ..... 
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Table 2. Tyre Studding: Protrusion as Intended Before the occurred due to wind, snow and electro-magnetic noise 
Experiments, and Measured on 12 Studs/Tyre Afterwards 

from the PTA computers close to the video recorder. 
a’~,~s~,a~ ~i,:        r~:        ~: In all reference cars a video camera was mounted 
FWD:earA&B (70st~ds/tyre) (70studs/tyre) (14~studs/tyre) (14~studs/tyre) 

behind the front seats, normally recording a whole RWD: cawC&D Front Wheel Drive RearWheel Drive Front Wheel Drive RearWheel Drive 
Prota~sionbefore About 0.$ nma About0.Snm~ Aboutl.fnnn Aboutl.$mm session including sound from the radio communication. 
P~oh-usionafl~r 69%(ofaSst~ls) 21% (of48 studs) 52%(of84st~ds) 25%(of84studs) The pictures may be used for qualitative information on 
(~me~sumd sable) 1.0 nma or more 1.0 mm or more 2.0 mm or more 2.0 mm or morn 

car and steering wheel motions. During pauses between 
M + S Gis]avod Frost Tyros mado by Nivis about tour months 

the test runs, the instructors filled in a questionnaire on 
botoro tho oxoorimonts. Dimonsion 175/65R14 (Front Whool 

the drivers personal data, annual mileage and experience Drivon cars A&B) and 185/651:1"15 (Roar Whoo] Drivon cars G&D). 
Tyro troad oattorn about 9 ram. from different car types, from winter-time driving and 

from accidents. The same form and the same instructor 
Unfortunately, we were too short of resources to followed the driver when changing between cars. This 

follow the Nivis people recommendations to move the "driver form" was also used for test outcomes and data 
wheels between sessions from one position to another in such as notes on skidding, clutch depressing, subjective 
the cars. Therefore, the protrusion varied also within the judgements on steering corrections (used to distinguish 
four groups in Table 2. Nevertheless, the deviations are between 0 and 1 in the Loss-of-Control Score, see 
consistent with the observation that the increase in section on Loss-of-Control statistics below), demanded 
protrusion (occurring particularly when driving with speed and speedometer reading (for determining a suit- 
great adhesion utilization on ice)is more pronounced for able speed change for the next Double Lane Change 
FWD cars, Strandberg (1989). This will be discussed manoeuvre in radio discussions between the instructor 
under a separate subhead in the Double Lane Change and the test manager). 
chapter below. The measuring computer in car D recorded the time 

The tyres were mounted differently on the cars to give histories of throttle position, steering wheel angle, 
them pure handling properties, see Table 3. longitudinal and lateral acceleration, longitudinal 

velocity, yaw velocity, in addition to events such as 
Table 3. Denomination of the Four Studding depressing the brake or clutch pedal. The 8 channels 
Configurations Used on the Reference Cars A-D were sampled with 20 Herz during 40 seconds per test. 

~Pire S~d~h~ Confi~arafion of a car l~-~,~te~- lizzie Maxl Oversteer Tyres at front axle (notation in Table 2) Basic B~sic Full Full PC-media for further analysis. Successful attempts have T~s at rear axle (notation ln Table 2~ Full B~si¢ Full Basic 
been made to compute non-recorded variables such as 

Measuring Equipment and Recordings, Personnel yaw and sideslip angles. These data may improve our 
Three stationary speed sensors and the stopping knowledge on how different drivers perceive and negoti- 

position reported by an observer beside the test track ate skidding motions, though they are not elaborated on 
made it possible to calculate average acceleration and in this paper. Hitherto, data have been processed with 
deceleration values on basis of the path geometry (the Excel in MS-Windows and are stored on IBM compatible 
lateral acceleration equation takes the car width into PC-media. 
account, as well). Since important parts of the experiments were unre- 

One Speed Sensor (SS) consists of two infrared light hearsed and required a great deal of practical experience 
emitters and two detectors. These components were put from both driving and teaching other drivers as well as 
at a reasonably safe distance from the path and the lane- of extemporary engineering; the presentation would not 
marks, the emitters to the left and the detectors to the be complete without a few words on the personal back- 
right. The distance between the two emitter-detector ground of the test team relevant to their roles on site. 
pairs was S m for SS no. 1 and 8 m for SS2 and SS3. (Of course, other people have contributed substantially 
The time between light beam disruptions was determined to the investigation during preparation and evaluation. 
with a computer also calculating the speed (average But this description concentrates on the test site 
betweert the emitter-detector pairs) and presenting the activities.) Names in alphabetical order. 
value at a display in the testing base. The computer has Stefan Berglund (instructor and computer operator in 
been developed at VTI for use with cables and other car D) has practical experience from mechanical and 
types of vehicle detectors in a system called PTA electronical engineering at VTI and privately with 
(Portable Traffic Analyzer) for determination of speed, various cars. Now also racing a go cart of his own. 
lateral position, vehicle type, etc. Sven-/~ke Lind6n (test manager and responsible for 

The tests were governed from the testing base (a selection, preparation and operation of the test site as 
warmed-up Van-type car) by the test manager. The base well as for lodging and social arrangements) has decades 
was put behind snow banks about 10m to the right of the of similar experience from VTI. He is also considered 
first lane-marks in the test track. A video camera outside (one of) the institute’s most reliable test drivers. Now 
the base was recording the tests but frequent drop outs teacher at the Volvo Dynamic Safety Driving School. 
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Lennart Strandberg (project manager, responsible for pating tourists accepted to drive 120 km extra distance 

experimental design and for safety-relevant manoeuvres) 
in their own cars on slippery winter roads during their 

has experience from driving rallies and Swedish ice vacation. Hence, our driver sample is biased and probab- 

racing championships, from accident analyses and driv- ly representative for a more skilled driver population 

ing school cooperation on skid-pad training, and from than the average on Swedish roads. Drivers’ sex and year 

scientific testing of technical p, roperties with human of birth are given in Table 4, but other compilations 

subjects, 
from the questionnaire in the "driver form" will not be 

Harry SOrensen (instructor and operator in car D also presented in this paper. 

responsible for its computer programming and its 
measuring equipment) has a long time experience from Combi Manoeuvre: Accelerating, Braking, Steering, 

VTI on design and management of measuring equipment Stopping 

for testing of car handling properties. 
The combination (Combi) manoeuvre was designed to 

Jerry Wallh (car testing manager and "calibration" 
challenge the driver-vehicle ability to keep control in 

driver, responsible for transports and communications at acceleration, deceleration, and steering while braking. 

the test site) has several years professional experience as The driver was asked to accelerate as much as possible 

an ambulance driver in the fire brigade. Now responsible from standstill about 200 m before the first lane-marks 

for the test vehicle fleet and vehicle techniques labora- at X=0 in Figure 3. After having continued the accelera- 

tory at VTI. lion for 80 meters in the left lane, the driver should 

The Swedish Federation of Women’s Motor Transport make a quick change to maximum deceleration bringing 

Corps (SKBR) contributed most of the time four workers the car to a full stop without hitting the lane-marks. 

in different roles. 
Kicki HellstrOm chairperson for the Dalarna county 

branch of SKBR found extremely capable ladies working 
one week at a time as instructors, track managers and 

o ,,200o o o 
o 

observers, lane-mark positioners, duty vehicle drivers, o o 

� o190~ ~o 
video operators, photographers, ice drillers, snow o 

~o 

~!~o180 o 

removers, receptionists, etc. They fulfilled their tasks 
under primitive conditions after a few hours trai~ing on 

o o ~o170o o o 

Sunday afternoon befoi’e their week on duty. In spite of o o o o 3.5 m ~o o o 

our poor knowledge at that time on the frequent ABS- o o1500 . o 

confuses among non-professional drivers, the results o o140o ¯ 3.5 m o 

from the (Combi) braking tests show that the instructors o|30o ¯ o 
in a few minutes succeeded to teach the drivers how to 

o 

improve their deceleration capacity with ABS. Their o x.~m3~ 01200 . o 

names are Berith Andersson, Eva B~cksholm, Inga-Lill o oll0o 
~ 

o 

Camitz, Rita Eriksson, Sylvia Krenn, Christina Lekman, 
3.5 m 

o 100 o                         o 
Ing-Marie Persson, Kerstin Sunnerby. 

Driver Subjects o o o 80o 

Thanks to cottage rental agencies we could mail o .,~3 I Ox-++=° 70° 
invitations to about 300 tourists, intending to spend their 
winter sport vacation close to the town of Orsa. The 

o o 60o 

number of people who accepted to participate was more o o 50° 
o 

than sufficient as long as we stuck to our plans to test on o o o 400 m 
the Orsa Lake. However, the high temperature in Orsa o o o 30o 
the weeks before the experiments forced us to move the 

0 0 0 200 0 0 

test site about 60 km as mentioned above. Of course, a 
number of subjects then withdrew from participation, but o o o tO o o o 

the mild weather made also skiing difficult, o o x~.~l~ =~+ 0o ~.ql ~o o 

Therefore, we could find driver subjects to all 
sessions, particularly after asking the local inhabitants 

Marks at filled circles were removed when changing between 

around lake Hemsjon, where the tests finally were 
manoeuvre types, ss1, SS2, SS3 indicate the X-coordinates of 

the infrared light Speed Sensors (put some meters beside the test 

carried out. Six of the SKBR women and Stefan path to avoid damage upon loss-of-control). 
Berglund from VTI have also participated as subjects in 
sessions when the drivers on schedule did not appear. Figure 3. Path Layout and Lane-Mark Positions in 

However, no person has participated twice and all 52 Combi and in Double Lane Change Tests 

subjects are different individuals. Many of the partici- 
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In most of the tests the car did not stop before X=160 22 inflatable car dummies helped the drivers to avoid 
m. Therefore, it was necessary to turn right during the such disapproval). 
deceleration. However, the lane change could easily be The speed was demanded on radio by the test manager 
made without need of skid provoking steering, provided to provoke skidding--and loss-of-control in certain tests 
the brakes were properly used. When the car had with unskilled drivers. The instructor and test manager 
stopped, an observer reported its front end position by judged the driver proficiency during the initial training 
radio to the test manager, who wrote it down in his runs and in about four recorded DLC tests with the 
"session form" together with the readings from the three drivers’ own car. In these first DLC tests, the driver 
Speed Sensors (SS1, SS2, SS3 in Figure 3). The car increased the speed in small steps. However, the 
position was determined with an accuracy of about + 1 succeeding ordinary tests with the reference cars were 
m by looking at the nearby lane-marks put in holes in only two per driver car combination and in some cases 
the ice 10 meters from each other. However, in 60 (of were both runs on the same side of the limit for loss-of- 
520) Combi tests the car stopped after X=205 m. Then control. To minimize the number of driver-cars with such~ 
it was more difficult to assess the position, since only unspecific results, the speed was demanded as follows. 
two lane-marks were present after the ones at X=200 m. If the driver had no problem in the first DLC with a 
If some lane-marks were hit, it was reported to the reference car, the test manager requested a specified 
session form by the observer, increase (5 or 10km/h) of the speed in the second test 

In sessions when we judged the ice particularly and vice versa. Only if the first run exhibited pro- 
slippery, the starting point was moved from 150m to nounced skidding with recovery and if lane-marks were 
200m before the first lane-marks in the test track hit in the first run, the same speed was demanded in the 
(distance to S S 1 designated S0j). A too short acceleration second DLC test. 
distance would give too low speeds in the path and make 
it too easy to stop before X=160m without need of Experimental Design 
steering into the right lane. In Table 4 the comparatively To neutralize driver learning and fatigue effects on the 
small decelerations at sessions with S0j=200m indicate differences between reference cars and between tyre con- 
that the subjective judgements of slipperiness were not figurations, they were tested by the drivers in different 
too bad. order. In sessions 1-8 & 9-16 respectively, every refer- 

Most of the lane-marks and the exit in the right lane ence car was presented to four drivers in each sequential 
were the same for both Manoeuvre types. However, the position (lst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th), and in session 17-18 to one 
exchanges between Combi and Double Lane Change driver in each position. Tyre configurations remained un- 
arrangements were comparatively time-consuming and changed within these groups of sessions, see Table 4. 
their number were therefore minimized in the session Sessions no. 14, 17 and no. 19-26 included so called 
agenda, pedal tests (Double Lane Change with clutch, throttle or 

ABS-brake activation). They were carried out only with 
Double Lane Change Manoeuvre the computerized Rear Wheel Driven car D and with one 

The Double Lane Change (DLC)test track geometry of the Front Wheel Driven cars (A or B). To avoid 
had been adjusted to impose problems with stability and learning or confusing effects on the ordinary DLC 
(rear wheel) skid control when the tyres were similar at manoeuvres, all pedal tests were scheduled to be the 
both front and rear wheels (Basic or Maxi Studding). In driver’s last DLCs with the two cars in question. Due to 
the pretests with Oversteering tyres, we found the same excessive time consumption for the additional pedal tests 
geometry tobeeven more skidprovoking. Understeering in sessions 14 & 17, the ordinary program had to be 
tyres, on the other hand, made the tests comparatively reduced to allow for pedal tests in the last eight sessions 
insensitive to the skills of the driver. When the (no. 19-26). It was decided to abandon the DLC tests 
demanded speed was too great, loss-of-steering and with car C, because the weight distribution and handling 
"plow out" occurred often before completion of the first properties were considered more different between car 
lane change to the left, which resulted in hitting of the C&D than between car A&B. Since we intend to present 
lane-marks C70 & C80, see Figure 3. Therefore, few the results of pedal tests elsewhere, they are normally 
tests were scheduled with Understeering tyres in the disregarded in this paper. 
main program. When excluding car C from the DLC-tests in sessions 

In the ordinary DLC test, drivers were asked to keep 19-26 we also decided to mount Understeering tyres on 
constant a certain speed and to avoid hitting lane mark- it. The Combi tests would then be complete with all car- 
ing tubes. Since the obstacle marks blocking the right studding combinations. And in the DLC-manoeuvre we 
lane (C70&C80 in Figure 3), determined the lateral expected that many tests had to be withheld from analy- 
motion and the severity of the manoeuvre, we had to sis, since both marks blocking the right lane (C70 & C80 
exclude (disapprove) a test from analysis, if both these in Figure 3) often were hit in the pretests with 
lane-marks were overrun, see Eq. 7. (In sessions no. 21- understeering. 
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Since car C was not used at all in the DLC 
Consequently, the evaluation should be based on 

manoeuvre, only two (anti-symmetrical) car permutations 
variables as insensitive as possible to friction 

were scheduled in sessions 19-26. Comparisons of DLC fluctuations. Some attempts will be presented below, but 

results from these sessions should therefore be made skepticism is recommended and the author will gratefully 

with caution--and preferably between car A and B receive constructive criticism and ideas for future 

(Front Wheel Driven). However, comparisons between research. 

cars C and D seem justified in Combi tests. 
Since the pretests were impeded by the move between 

the lakes of Orsa and Hemsj~n (68 + 97 + 147 + 130 = 

Table 4. Experimental Conditions in Ordinary Sessions     442) additional tests were made after session no. 26 
during four days (March 3-6). Only three drivers (S-A 

~ ~     ~ ~ ,~.~: ~.o.~ ,,_o~ ~^-D~ 
Li Wa rom were in- o,b~o ~.x. ~,. ~.~.~-, ~.,. n n, L    ran erg, 

~.~ ................ ~ ~ ~ volved~to reduce the variance in the handling property 

................................................... 
assessments for the reference cars and re studding 

............................................. 
con urations in Table l&3. The calibration c~ was 

................................ ; ................. also used in these tests to facilitate ann ses which may 

........... , ,~ ~ ..... ~.,:~ .... ,.o ~.,, ~,,,,, ~.,~ increase our knowle e on the questions mentioned 
............. ~ .... - ............................... above. A considerable number of computer recorded car 

.............. ..................................... D motions are included in these data, which are being 

.............. ~ ........................... ’ ........... evaluated in proportion to available resources. 

............. ~ ................................. ~ Results and Discussion: Combined 

..... ~ ,.,, ,.,,,o ~.o, ~ Assessment of Deceleration and Forward Acceleration 
................................................. ~ Two deceleration values z and d3) has been assessed 
.................................................. ) for each Combined Manoeuvre (Combi) Test. Data on 
..... ~ ~ ......... ~ ........ the stopping distance (Sz & $3) from the eed Sensors 

..... no. 2 & 3 (SSz & SS3 in Figure 3) and on the corre- 

901 =aeeoloration d~staneo from staato "ontrane~ 9ate" (first lano- sponding speeds (v;) were used together with the simple 
marks). Tho Driwr ~ ~2 d~,¢ (ffq.4) d~eol~ration r~sults (moan expression in Eq.1, where subscript i denotes the actual 
valuos ovor ~r A-D) indi~to tho variation botw~on sossions in speed sensor (no. 2 or no. 3). 
i~ friction. 2 

(1) 
Two Combi tests were c~ied out with each pair of d~ = 

c~ and driver. Therefore, learning and fatigue effects on 
~ 

comp~isons between ABS and Standard (STD) brakes Since the drivers were instructed to accelerate up to SS2, 

were neutralized by reversing the testing order for the the brakes were not always fully applied during the 

two drivers in each session. When Driver no. 1 began initial part of the S2-distance. Therefore, d3>d2 in the 

with ABS, Driver no.2 had Standard braes in the first 
average Combi test, and d3 may be considered a more 

Combi test with all cars A-D. To minimize the variance precise measure of the stopping capability than d~. On 

from the successive within-session changes in ice rough- the other hand, missing data is more frequent from SS3, 

hess (due to the studded tyres and because of weather), since we had to give priority to SS2 (necessary for 

ABS and STD tests were made directly after each other, evaluation of the Double Lane Change Manoeuvre) when 

Only one test run by the other driver came in between, snow and other factors caused drop-outs of the sensors. 

Even if the changes in ice roughness and friction may The accelerations a~ (from start to Speed Sensor SS 1) 

be neutralized within the sessions, considerable varia- and a~z (from SS1 to SS2) were determined similarly 

tions have been observed between sessions. See the last from the SS 1 and SS2 speed records, v, and from the 

columns in Table 4 and Figure 4. Separate tests were sensor positions. 

ca~ied out with a driver from the investigation team ~n vt~ (2) 
the "calibration" c~ with unstudded tyres of the same 

a~ = 

type ~ on the c~s A-D. However, time cons~aints and 
2S°~ 

practical problems limited the possibilities to run calibra- v]-v~z (3) 
tion tests frequently enough. Snowfall and weather alz = ~ 

changes in many sessions introduced substantial friction 
v~iations with time and with driver path selection. In The distance S~: between SS1 and SS2 was 70.5 m in all 

addition, the co~esponding variation in the relationship sessions, while S0~ was either 153 m or 203 m since the 

between studded ~d unstudded tyres is so poorly known stating point sometimes (when the ice was particularly 

that we have not yet found any satisfactory method to slippery) was moved from 150m to 200m before the first 

utilize these calibration data. lane marks in the test track, see Table 4 and Figure 3. 
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Table 5 displays statistics on these quantities where subscript; means the speed sensor number (2 or 
expressed as the "macro" (subscript mac) values of 3), subscript (ABS) denotes a test run with ABS, while 
acceleration and deceleration. A few of the recorded subscript (STD) is used for the corresponding test run 
sensor speeds gave unreasonably great deceleration 

(same car and driver) with standard or conventional 
values, probably because flying lane marks triggered the 

brakes, i.e., when the Anti-Lock function was discon- 
speed sensors. Therefore, the next greatest value for each 

nected. Table 5 exhibits statistics on these Ratios for the 
driver-car pair was selected by the computer program as four tyre studding configurations defined in Table 3. 
a maximum of the medians of all (up to four) decelera- 
tion or acceleration triples according to the formulas: Table 5. Number of Driver-Stud Combinations with 

Complete Data (n), Corresponding Average (Mean) and 
d~c = MAX(Median(d~A~,d~s),d~srD)), Standard Error 

Median(d3~A~,d~srD:d3~sro>)’ (4) 
r,blo 5a) Reference cat’s A&B (~ 

Median...) ~ n ~s "~!~ "~s ~,~ ~ ,,~ ~ ~’~’~= o,= I 

MAX(M    ~aI~ABs),al~AI~S),aI(STD)) .... 
32 1.166 0.037 23 1.269 0.108 29 1.021 0.034 32 2.125 0.056 a,~c -- edia , Ondera. 15 1.102 0.034 11 1.146 0.043 13 0.999 0.053 16 1.790 0.067 ! 

Median(alnan~,al~sro),a~nsro)) (5) 
Maxi 33 1.078 0.025 30 1.098 0.059 36 0.985 0.036 36 2.181 0.069/ 

Median...) I 

Table 5b Reference cars C&D ~Rear Wheel Driven Volvo 740). 

where the decelerations d2 and d3 are given by Eq. 1 and     s,,,~ ,~,~ ~.--.       ~d ..... ~ ..... 
Basic 19 1.078 0.055 16 1.051 0.04 20 0.749 0.074 20 1.703 0.118 accelerations a~, a~ by Eq. 2 & 3. The result sensitivity o~ .... ~0 1.148 0.048 20 1.158 0.055 29 0.80~ o.0~8 ~2 1.915 o.o~4 

to variations in ice friction and in driver deceleration ~-~,~. 
16 1.168 0.063 11 1.207 0.081 13 0.951 0.053 16 1.987 0.062 

performance are illustrated in Figure 4. Substantial ,~.~ 99 1.15~ 0.011 75 1.I~’ 0.028 9~ 0.843 0.024 104 1.9~ 

differences are exhibited between sessions, but also 
TableSc) All reference cars A-D ~ooth Ftont and Rear Wheel Driven). 

between drivers in certain sessions. Within a session it ~ !1 ~.l~e~mABS Rd~ABS Ii RO$.kBS R~3ABS II ama¢ ama~ I] dma~ dmac 

was not expected to find driver differences of such a =,~o 39 1.068 0.032 34 1.090 0.036 40 0.796 0.048 40 1.735 0.082 

magnitude, since each value is an average of the "best" 
o~o~o, 62 1.157 0.030 43 1.217 0.063 58 0.913 0.029 64 2.020 0.041 

tests with the same four reference cars. 

~ 1 199 
1.119 0.014 157 1 .... 0.0~$ 196 0.906 0.01./ 20~ 1.990 0.0~9 

3.00 

~ 
(Std.err. = Std.dev./dn) of ABS deceleration enhancement 

C~rA-I~ 

j 

r Eq. 6) as well as the "macro" values of acceleration (ar.~c Eq. 5) 
’macraean’ 2.00 and deceleration (d .... Eq. 4) given in m/s~. 

Dec~--afion 

(m/s2) 1 .riO 

v.~,~ ~.oo If the means are assumed to be t-distributed, the stand- 
o.~o ard error may be considered greater than a 1/4 confi- 
o.ool dence interval (level 95% if n>60, 90% if n>6) for the 

o.oo o.~o 1.oo 1.5o 2.00 2.50 3.00 mean. See e.g. Fisher (1958) or Draper & Smith (1981). 
c~,,-V’m=~.v,~,o.~,/~ I~,~ Hence, the deceleration enhancement with ABS may be 

(in m/sz as the "macmean" deceleration (driver’s avora~e over considered statistically significant. 
car A-D of the "macro" deceleration value: d.~c in Table 4 & Eq.4). Under these conditions, the average driver succeeded 
Line y=x overlayed. Linear regression forced through origin 

(y=mx) yields slope m= 1.01 and r~=0.72) tO increase the deceleration with about 10% (lower limit 

of the 95%-confidence interval: 1.09<Rd,_A~s-mean< 1.15 
Figure 4. Relationship Between the Two Drivers in and 1.09<Rd~ABs-mean< 1.19) when ABS was in function. 
Each Session Regarding Their Deceleration Capability The deceleration enhancement with ABS tended to be 

more pronounced when tyre studding was different at the 
Deceleration and Controllability With and Without ABS front and rear axles (Oversteer and Understeer rows in 

When evaluating the influence from ABS on the Table 5). 
deceleration capability, the (d~) deceleration values were However, raw data on the stopping position reveal that 
paired for the same driver and car. Since the Combi tests the driver succeeded to stop before the "end" of the left 
with and without ABS were made consecutively for lane (at X=160m in Figure 3) in 56 tests with ABS but 
every car driver combination, such pairing makes the in only 37 tests without. Therefore, one must not con- 
results less sensitive to the time variation of friction, and clude that ABS improves deceleration to the same extent 
to differences between drivers, tyres, cars, etc. There- when steering is unnecessary. 
fore, an ABS deceleration enhancement Ratio (R~A~s) A separate evaluation of the tests where lane marking 
was calculated (one for each d: or d:deceleration value) tubes were hit, revealed only one test (of 208) with ABS, 
according to Eq.6: while mark-hitting occurred in 30 tests when ABS had 

been disconnected (the car left the lane completely in 16 
RaiABs -- di(ABS) (6) of these 30 non-ABS tests). The last row of Table Sc 

d~(sr~) indicates that the drivers in question did not significantly 
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improve their deceleration capability by locking the 
configuration in the 440-model, while the 740 benefits 

wheels and ignoring the lane-keeping task (which has 
more from ABS with Understeering tyres. This is 

been suggested in car- and tyre test reports in some 
consistent with the 440-740 difference in brake force 

newspapers). This evaluation of driver control points at 
distribution. Without ABS the 740 will lock up its front 

an ABS advantage, which may be even more important wheels at a deceleration which is more inferior to the 

to safety than the deceleration enhancement, 
lock-up limit of the rear wheels than in the 440-model. 

Nevertheless, the average deceleration values differ 

Deceleration With Different Tyre Configurations, 
substantially between Basic- and Maxi-studded tyres, as 

Examples of Bias 
should be expected. The difference seems significant 

The advantage of having well-studded tyres on the 
both statistically and practically, since the average driver 

driven wheels is reflected by the greater acceleration 
improved the deceleration with more than 20 % when 

(a~c) mean values in Table 5a (Oversteer row) and in 
changing from Basic- to Maxi-studded tyres on all 

Table 5b (Understeer and Max studding rows), 
wheels. 

Considering the Front Driven cars in Table 5a, the 

comparatively great acceleration capability of the 
Driver BrakeRelease Upon ABS Vibrations, Accident 

Understeered configuration may reflect a bias due to Risks and Driver Education 

greater friction on the acceleration path during the last 
During preparation and training of the subjects, many 

eight sessions (no. 19-26), which were the only ones 
drivers became surprised and released the brake pedal 

with Understeer studding on the reference cars. See 
when they perceived the noise and vibration from the 

Table 4. 
activated ABS. According to driving teachers at Swedish 

Paired comparisons of the acceleration assessments al 
skidpads, this reaction and lack of sensory experience is 

and a~2 between Under- and Oversteered studding in 
common even among ABS car owners. Suitable informa- 

these sessions contradicted the paradoxical relationship 
tion and training might therefore be offered to drivers 

between the average values. The qualitative results after 
who rent, borrow or buy a car with anti-lock brakes. 

matching were as expected from common-sense: Better 
The ABS surprise reaction and spontaneous brake 

studding at the driven wheels (Oversteered in Front 
releases in emergency situations may have contributed to 

Driven cars) gave greater acceleration values in more 
accidents. Perhaps that has contributed to the negative or 

than 70% (35 of 48) of the available data pairs (8 
lack of positive effect on safety from ABS, which has 

sessions x 2 drivers x 2 acceleration values x 2 brake 
been reported by a few investigators. However, Biehl, 

configurations = 64 minus 16 sensor drop-outs make 48 Aschenbrenner & Wurm (1987) interpret their negative 

pairs), 
results as a support for Wilde’s risk homeostasis 

Such sources of bias should be investigated before 
"theory" (since it cannot be generally falsified, it is 

overinterpreting differences between average values over 
doubtful if it should be considered a scientific theory). 

several sessions. Therefore, it is desirable to continue the 
Risk homeostasis means that drivers keep the accident 

analysis and to check some of the primary evaluations in 
risk at a constant level by increasing speed and by 

this paper with methods and variables, that are insensi- 
changing "towards a riskier or less cautious manner of 

tive to bias due to ice friction variation between 
driving" (OECD, 1990), when they become aware of 

sessions, 
active safety improvements, e.g. ABS. 

One must also bear in mind that the discrimination 
Though Biehl et al (1987) only were unsuccessful in 

here between Front and Rear wheel drive may be mis- their attempts to find significant effects from ABS on the 

leading, since the cars in question (Volvo 440 and Volvo 
accident risk (no effect found = "negative results"), the 

740 respectively) are different in many other ways, as 
risk homeostasis idea seems to convince some people 

well, see Table 1. Particularly when comparing the de- 
that ABS is worthless--as well as many other driver 

celeration levels (d~c in Table 5), it may be informative 
supporting measures intended to reduce the accident risk. 

to know that the 440-model has a valve in the hydraulic 
Such a destructive attitude may be encouraged by belief 

brake system allowing for greater friction utilization at 
in risk homeostasis, but is questioned from a scientific 

the rear wheels (before front wheel locking) on medium point of view by Stottrup-Hansen et al (1990). 

slippery surfaces. No such function has been included in 
According to Aschenbrenner (1991), data from their 

the 740 model, due to the emphasis on stability in its 
study (Biehl et ai, 1987, further evaluated by Aschen- 

design philosophy, 
brenner et al, 1991) "indicate that ABS drivers had less 

Compared to the Front or Rear wheel drive issue, 
accidents when they used the brakes and more accidents 

these details in the brake systems may be more decisive 
in which they did not brake at all, e.g. losing one’s way 

of the contradiction between Table 5a and Table 5b 
in an icy curve." This statement put doubts into the 

regarding the qualitative difference between Oversteer 
above mentioned assumption that spontaneous brake 

and Understeer in ABS deceleration enhancement 
releasesin emergency situations may have contributed to 

(R~s). Though the differences may lack statistical 
accidents. Nevertheless, it also points at a considerable 

significance, the RdiABS is greater for the Oversteered 
safety potential of ABS, which may become better 
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reflected in accident statistics, if drivers are effectively - One apprehension concerning ABS was reinforced 
informed of the limitations of ABS--and trained in during the author’s own test driving a front wheel driven 
utilizing ABS (even in icy curves), car with both ABS and Automatic Spin l~eduction 

The potential safety gains of ABS education and train- (ASR). A rear wheel skid developed to unrecoverable 
ing is clearly demonstrated in driving experiments by when the ASR prevented spinning of the front wheels. 
Priez et al (1991). Trained drivers were about twice as Then it became desirable to lock up all wheels and keep 
prone as their untrained matches to behave adequately in the car motion straight to shy on the path. However, 
a surprising simulated emergency (car dummy automati- ABS made that impossible and the car continued turning. 
cally pulled out at a crossing with restricted visibility). Finally, it went backwards into a stack of hard snow. 
The "training consisted of a theoretical part explaining Similar property damage has been reported from skid- 
the objective and functioning of the ABS system, as well pad driving with ABS buses. In a critical situation on the 
as a practical part involving demonstrations and avoid- road it may also be more injurious to crash in a side 
ance exercises. This training took place two months impact after an ABS supported yaw motion than to lock 
before testing" and occupied the participants a half-day, up all wheels into a frontal impact. Perhaps an emer- 

In a double-blind classification of the driving gency lock-up function should be available in ABS cars 
behaviour of their subjects (taxi drivers in Munich), or automatically triggered when the skid (sideslip angle 
Biehl et al (1987) found that their observers (acting as if and yaw motion) exceeds the recoverable level. 
they were ordinary passengers to the taxi driver) had 
judged the average driver behaviour as less cautious with 

Speed Selection With and Without ABS 
According to risk homeostasis, drivers should drive 

ABS in all 18 variables taken into account. Though it 
faster with ABS than without in the Combi Manoeuvre, 

was possible to identify an ABS car by the control light 
since they were explicitly told by the instructor if the 

in the instrument panel, the observers were not informed 
ABS was switched on or off before the test. In order to 

whether the car had ABS or not. Neither were they told 
test this hypothesis, the records from Speed Sensor SS2 

that the study dealt with the influence from ABS (as far 
were evaluated. Each driver made 4 Combi tests with 

as has been interpreted from Aschenbrenner et al, 1991). ABS and 4 tests without (one test pair per reference car). 
The conscientious investigation by Aschenbrenner- 

The speed level at SS2 was mostly about 70 km/h with 
Biehl-Wurm offers strong evidence that drivers behave 

driver averages ranging from 62 km/h (for the Basic- 
more risky due to unrealistic expectations on the safety 

studded Rear wheel driven cars) to 75 km/h (for the 
improvements with ABS. However, though the subjects 

Oversteered Front wheel driven car). 
were professional taxi drivers, they had not received any 

The average speed ratio (speed with ABS divided by 
specific education on ABS. The question is if adequate 

speed without ABS) over 199 test pairs (4 cars x 52 
training might improve safety in real traffic also--as on 

drivers minus missing data) was 1.01, which is not 
the test track for Priez et al (1991) mentioned above. 

significantly different from unity. For each subject the 
Data from the present study are encouraging in this number of test pairs with greater speed in the ABS run, 

respect. Though our driver subjects received only very 
was counted according to Table 6. Comparisons with 

short and improvised "training," they performed better 
tables on the binomial distribution confirm that the null 

with ABS (see above)--and through their speed selection 
hypothesis cannot be rejected. Hence, data do not 

in the Combi manoeuvre (see below) they did not exhibit 
any greater self-confidence with ABS than without, 

support the idea that (instructed) drivers choose another 

Since they may be due to the sessions’ training effect, 
speed with ABS than without. 

a couple of differences will be pointed out here between Table 6. Number of Subjects Driving Faster with ABS in 
the first and the last Combi test made with the driver’s a Majority of Cars, in Fifty-Fifty, and in a Minority of the 
own car. In the introductory tests of the session, 23 Four Reference Cars 
drivers succeeded in stopping their own car before the 
left lane "end" (X= 160m in Figure 3), but in the Nnmberofsubjects= 21 17 14 
corresponding test at the end of the session only three 

Data from Speed Sensor SS2 in 197 Combi test pairs (ABS & 
(3) drivers succeeded. Data were available for 40 drivers STD). 
in this comparison. The details behind have not yet been 
investigated, but probably the drivers were more able to Perhaps did the drivers learn sufficiently of ABS 
accelerate and reach a higher speed with their car at the during the short pre-test exercise to avoid unjustified 
end of the session. This may have undesirable effects on speeding. The frequent losses-of-control in the 
traffic behaviour and safety. On the other hand, the introductory Double Lane Change tests with their own 
deceleration performance increased for a majority of the cars may also have imposed a more careful driving 
drivers. A simple count revealed that 21 of 36 drivers attitude. The poor effects on safety in the studies 

(where data were complete in this respect) achieved a mentioned above may therefore be explained by lack of 
greater deceleration value with their own car after the knowledge and experience rather than by the somewhat 

reference car tests than before, fatalistic risk homeostasis idea. Thereby are these results 
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pointing at the potential of more precise knowledge and Anyhow, the test procedure aimed at speeds which 

of continued efforts from experienced safety promoting were on both sides of the border of losing control for 

professionals, each car-driver combination. At these speeds it must 
have been possible to move the car laterally from the 

Results and Discussion: Double Lane Change right to the left lane, if the test should be considered in 

Manoeuvre this evaluation. A similar motion may be initiated by the 

Loss-of-Control Statistics 
driver in traffic, as well. Irrespective of the speed level, 

Since lane-marks were hit in only 31 of 416 Combi 
it seems safety-relevant to determine the likeliness of 

tests, the lane keeping task seems to have been com- 
such a possible manoeuvre leading to Loss-of-Control. 

paratively simple for this driver group, as was intended 
Therefore, LCS statistics has been computed to illustrate 

when the Combi test track was outlined. The Double 
the tyre influence on the control properties of the 

reference cars (A-D). See Table 7. 
Lane Change (I)LC) Manoeuvre, on the other hand, was 
designed to challenge the lateral stability and skid Table 7. Number of Double Lane Change Tests Grouped 
recovery performance to a greater extent. into Two Loss-of-Control Score (LCS) Levels 

To distinguish tests with different degrees of driver 
control, a Loss-of-Control Score (LCS, with four levels ~’~o~ .................. ,- ~o3 (~ ............. 

from 0 to 3) was determined by the onboard instructor or 

by the trackside observers and the test manager. ~ ~ ~ ~+~38 +139 ......... 
~% ~ ~=i, ................. 

0 No steering wheel co~ections and no hitting of lane 
marks gave LCS 0 .................... 

1 Steering wheel corrections only gave LCS 1 (deter ..................... 
mined subjectively by the onboard instructor). 

2 LCS 2 was recorded if (trackside observers discovered ’ ~ ~o~ +, ...... +, ~ " ~ -~ ~, ~. 

that) lane-m~ks were hit without a complete loss of 

3 LCS 3 means that the driver lost control and the car 
left the la       pletely 

In 348 norma recorded DLC tests with the reference 

cars, 94 tests (27%) resulted in Loss-of-Control (LCS= 
~ ................... 

+~r +6 +2 
~                                                                           19~(13) .................... I-SaM~¢~R~,~I 

3) For individual drivers the Loss-of-Control ratio 
varied from 0 of 9 tests to 5 of 7 tests (71%). 

However, the LCS statistics should not be used alone Bold text indicate the most suitable rows for comparisons 

for ranking the drivers and for assessments of their botwoon different combinations of ~oforonco car (Front Whool 

individual skills. Eight drivers had no LCS 3 at all, but 
Drive: Volvo 440 & ~oar ~hool Driw: Volvo 740) and Tyro 
Studdin9 Gonfiguration. Underlined porcontaflos are repeated 

four of them drove slower than demanded--resulting in lator (within parentheses). When both obstaclo marks (~70 ~ ~80 
smaller adhesion utilization laterally than what they had in Figuro 3) woro hit, tho test ha~ to be disapproved for Lateral 
longitudinally in the Combi tests. When skidding to the Acceleration Assessment. If such tests aro inclodod, thoir 

left in the left lane, other drivers tried harder than numbers appear in italics. 

normally to avoid the "oncoming car" lane-marks (C 105, 
110, etc in Figure 3). Their prolonged steering to the When the Loss-of-Control Score is dichotomized to 

right made the clockwise yaw more pronounced and either LCS 3 or smaller (LCS 0-2), distinct differences 

increased the risk of an LCS 3 outcome (leaving the appear between the Over- and Understeered configura- 

lane). Drivers who countersteered earlier to the left had tions. While complete loss-of-control occurred in only 

an easier task to avoid LCS 3, if they accepted LCS 2 four (13 %) of the 30 approved DLC-tests with Under- 

and deliberately run over the centre lane-m~ks in the steering tyres (all four were rear wheel skids ending in 

vicinity of no.C105, spin-out), the Oversteering tyres exhibit LCS 3 in 84 (41 

When ranking c~s and tyre studding configurations, %) of 205 DLC-tests, see row 15 in Table 7. However, 

it is also important to consider differences in speed and row 13 shows that only 14 Oversteering DLC-tests 

manoeuvre severity. With a"better" car, the test manager fully comparable to the 30 Understeering ones (i.e. with 

could request a greater speed in the first DLC run of Front Wheel Drive, recording in sessions 19-26, and 

each driver. Therefore, a greater percentage of tests with without intervening Pedal tests which unintentionally 

complete Loss-of-Control (LCS 3) may be justified for excluded about 15 such normal DLC tests from evalua- 

tyres with greater adhesion. However, no such distinct tion). 

statistical relationship between speed and Loss-of- If one counts Loss-of-Control (LCS=3)tests together 

Control percentage has been found, see the discussion on with disapproved tests (because of Early Plow-Out and 

Figure 10 below, hitting both obstacle marks C70&C80, italics in Table 
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7), the "failure" percentages increase, but the rank order to fluctuations in ice friction, which should be expected 
remains the same in most of the comparisons in Table 7. in a three week outdoor test program. 

Figure 5 presents some of the percentages from Table Therefore, we designed the experiments for assess- 
7: row 1 & 2 (Basic Studding), row 10 & 11 (Oversteer- ments of lateral (and longitudinal) accelerations and 
ing and Maxi), row 13 (Understeering). The confidence ratios thereof, such as in Table 4 & 5. A typical value of 
intervals in Figure 5 are estimated from Binomial Para- the lateral acceleration in the Double Lane Change 
meter tables (Dowdy & Wearden, 1991). manoeuvre may be assessed from the path geometry and 

While Oversteering tyres result in inferior handling in from the Speed Sensor recordings. A Driver model 
most of the Table 7 comparisons, Maxi studded tyres on (Approximation) for Vehicle Investigation by computer 
all four wheels result in substantially greater Loss-of- Simulation, DAVIS, developed by Strandberg (1972), 
Control ratios for the smaller FWD cars (A&B) than for determines the lateral acceleration from the speed (v, 
the larger RWD cars (C&D). See row pairs 1 & 2 or 7 & assumed to be constant during the manoeuvre) and the 
8 merged on rows 4 & 5 (versus Basic Studding) and on following parameters: 
rows 10&ll (versus Oversteering Studding). In addition, L (ideal) Manoeuvre Length is defined as twice the 
it appears from Figure 8 that the average manoeuvre was longitudinal distance from the beginning of left 
less severe with the smaller car type A&B, which motion in right lane to the centre of the "right lane 
emphasizes the inferiority of its control properties, obstacle" (where the lateral motion will change from 

The inferiority in stability of the A&B cars in the leftwards to rightwards in a symmetrical DLC about 
Loss-of-Control statistics (Table 7, Figure 5) is remark- the 10 m long blocking of the right lane). From 
able, since their smaller width puts less demand on wheel traces on the ice, the value L=80m has been 
lateral motion and lateral acceleration in the DLC used in the evaluations here. (Even if the 
manoeuvre than for car C&D. In Figure 8&9 it will be longitudinal "gate" was 60m, see Figure 3, the 
demonstrated that the lateral acceleration assessments at lateral displacements are very small at the ends of 
transition to Loss-of-Control were smaller for the FWD this trajectory.) 
cars A&B in comparison to car C&D in the same Y lateral motion amplitude needed to avoid hitting the 
sessions Nevertheless, the FWD car inferiority in the plastic tube marks between the lanes and at the left 
tests may be valid and safety-relevant on public roads, as corners of the simulated obstacle (C70 & C80 in 
well. See the section below on Hazards with Front Bias. Figure 3). 

I ¯ ..... 
m ....... D,,~,~,,c~, - ~,~+~o~ ,5~ - c ...... ,~.,~ ] 

A position of the obstacle lane-marks (distance A to the 

right of the centre line between the marks C45 to 
~oo%- C105). It varied between certain sessions (A = 0.75m 
80%- except in sessions 5-12 when A =0.0m). 
70% - 

~o%- c car width (c=1.67m for car A & B, c = 1.75m for 
50% - 
40%- car C & D. Drivers’ own cars E & F schematized 
30% - 
~0%- here to c = 1.70m). 
10% - 
0%.- 

, o ~ ,, ~ c o , ~, o A o , ~, u Hence, the reference car tests have been evaluated 
............... with four alternative Y-values (1.75, 1.67, 1.00, 0.92 m), 

since Y = c - A. According to Strandberg (1978), the Approximate 95% confidence intervals for "failures." Column 
groupsforCartypes:A&B;C&D;alltypesA-D. Separate columns DAVIS" peak lateral. (Sideways) Acceleration, SA is 
for Tyre Studding config: T.; Ovr; Bas; Max; Und. given by Eq.7. 

Figure 5. Proportions of"Failures" (Loss-of-Control or SA -- 6(4 + 5rt)-~ v..~~- y (7) 
Early Plow-O.ut) and "Successes" (Maintained Control) (6rt~" + 9rt + 8) L ~ 
in the Double Lane Change Tests 

It should be noted that the constants Y and L have not 

yet been fitted to data. All SA-values in this paper 
Assessment of Lateral Acceleration from Speed and should therefore be considered relative and not absolute. 
Distances However, it may be possible to make better assessments 

In this kind of driving experiments, crash avoidance of the constants L, c, and A by using regression analysis 
capability is often determined as a threshold speed (or with the computer recorded acceleration data from car D, 
similar physical quantity), which only "better" driver- speed sensor data, and Eq. 7. 
vehicle combinations can exceed without losing control. Even if the constant L and the parameter Y are inaccu- 
To make the results more general and possible to judge rate descriptions of an individual test trajectory, they 
for other investigators, we aimed at quantities compara- quantify (through Eq. 7) the effect from speed on the 
tively independent of the test path geometry. In both the lateral acceleration needed in an an ideal manoeuvre. 
Combi and the Double Lane Change tests it was also im- And if the space given by a smaller car width (c) or by 
portant to make the results and their variance insensitive a smaller obstacle (greater A) is better utilized in one 
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test than in another, Eq. 7 offers an optimal-manoeuvre One clear-cut exception has been found, though: The 

reference expressed as a well-known physical quantity average driver lost control in RWD cars at less severe 

(peak acceleration) which may be given in a standardized manoeuvres with Basic Studding (SALC= 1.3m/s2) than 

unit (here m/s2), with Oversteer Studding (SALC-- 1.9m/s~) or with Maxi - 

The smaller SA-values achieved at a certain speed Studding (SALc= 1.8m/s2). The Basic Studding was 

with cars A&B due to their smaller c- and Y-measures inferior also with the FWD cars. See Table 8. The rear 

compared to cars C & D may then be considered unfair, biased weight distribution in car D compared to car C 

since smaller car dimensions contribute to reduce the may have contributed to the great values with Oversteer 

DLC-manoeuvre severity even in real traffic situations, studding (only car D) in comparison to the Basic 

Nevertheless, a greater SA-value reflects a more Studding, where car C dominated the RWD tests. 

demanding manoeuvre when different tyres or drivers are 
compared from tests with the same type of car. Table 8. Greatest Lateral Acceleration with Maintained 

Control (SAoK) and Smallest with Loss-of-Control 

LateralAcceleration at the Transition to Loss-of-Control 
(SALc) for Different Combinations of Reference Cars 

In the last mentioned respect, the crash avoidance 
and Tyra Studding Configurations 

capability for each driver has been quantified through the c~ Ty,~ Studdin$ SAoK (m/s2) SAoK Std .... SALc (ntis2) SALC Std .... 

maximum SA-value achieved without complete Loss-of- 
of. rabid 1~4) <of. T,~lo3) M~v~,o ~,2) M~v,a,~ ~2) 

A&B (FWD) Oversteer 1.51 0.09 1.75 0.09 

Control (SAo~) and through the minimum value where ^~ taxi 1.48 0.08 1.95 0.12 

the driver lost control (SALc). Referring to the Loss-of- 
a~ Basic 1.40 0.11 1.51 0.22 
A&B Understeer 1.49 0.06 1.68 0.14 

Control Score levels in Table 7, these two SA-values (if D~o, C0~W~) Oversteer 1.80 0.06 1.94 0.10 

both exist) have been determined as follows for each 
c~ Maxi 1.84 0.08 1.80 0.17 
80%C & 20%D     Basic       1.58       0.16       1.30       0.22 

combination of driver, Studding configuration and car 
Mean vaiues over all drivers in normal Double Lane Change tests. 

type Std.err. (standard error = Sample standard deviation divided by 

SAoK = driver-MAX(SA with LCS < 3) ,/’n) designates usual estimate of standard deviation of the mean. 

for one car or a group of cars (8) 
Paired comparisons in Table 8 (as well as in the fig- 

SALc = driver-MIN(SA with LCS=3) ures with 95% confidence intervals) may reveal several 
for one car or a group of cars (9) "significant" differences on the 5% level. However, the 

Figure 6 illustrates that most drivers lost control in a number of possible comparisons is too great for this 
less severe manoeuvre than in their "’best" one with level and the likelihood of mass-significance must be 
maintained control. This indicates that the test manager’s considered to avoid misinterpretation of the results. 
speed demand was reasonable and that it may be worth- When trying to rank order the cars, their effect is 
while to elaborate on the influence from parameters in obscured by the great "noise" from driver and session 
cars and tyres. The possibilities to demonstrate the variances in SAo~. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where 

~ 

importance of such parameters are noticeable and might SAo~ values for each combination of driver and refer- 
be used in driver education, ence car A,B,D is plotted versus SAOK for car C with 

the same driver (but only from session 1-8, where the ~.5 
~ studding configurations were unchanged, see Table 4). 

2.~ 
~_, %% ¯ 

; The values for Car C (with Maxi studding) were selected 
SAtLC] 2 

. ~ ,r, 
as the independent (x) variable, since they were the 

|m/,2) 1.5~ 
..;a~ ’-- "~- greatest with most drivers. 

0.5 ¯ mm 
3 

2.5 ~ ~ carA Maxi 
0 0.5 1 1.5      2 2.5 3 3.5 

S! ~ 
SA[OK] 2 

SA[OK] (mls2) (mls2) 1,5 : 

~ 

~ 
~ A × c,~B Over 

Includes all cars A-E, where the width c= 1.7m for Eq. 7 was cars 0 card Over 
made to pattern for driver’s own car E). Smallest value (SAte) ~.~,~ 1 

~"~ 

i 

~ 

-- Ref. y=x 
from tests resulting in Loss-of-Control versus greatest value o.~ 

(SAoK) from tests with maintained control. Line y = x for reference, o~ ~ ~ ~ 

Plot on x-axis for drivers with no LoC test. 0    0.5    1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Car C Maxi Studded SA[OK] (m/s2) 

Figure 6. Each Driver’s Pair of Lateral Acceleration SAOK-values from session 1-8 for reference car A,B,D plotted 
Extreme Values from All Standard Double Lane versus SAo~ for car C with same driver. Plot on x-axis -- 

Change Tests in the Session corresponds to loss-of-control in drivers’ all DLC tests with that " " 

car. 

Taken over all drivers and sessions, the mean values 
of the manoeuvre severity quantities (defined in Eq. 7- Figure 7. Sixteen Drivers’ Greatest Lateral 

13) do not differ much more between studding configure- Acceleration in Double Lane Change Tests with 

tions than what may be expected from random variation. 
Maintained Control (SAOK in Eq. 7 & 8) 
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The differences in SAox-level between tyre studding The mentioned ratios may be expressed as follows 
configuration cannot easily be distinguished only by according to the definitions in Eq. 4-5 & 8-9. The 
comparing their mean values over the 16 drivers. Their controlled lateral-backwards acceleration ratio is a 
confidence intervals overlap considerably, as can be seen measure of the maximum severity of an evasive 
in Figure 8. However, the resolution increases, if differ- manoeuvre in relation to the current deceleration capa- 
ences in SAoK values are calculated for each driver and bility: 
averaged. Then the Maxi-studded cars may be considered 

SAo~ "significantly" superior to the Oversteering ones, since Rsao~ -- (10) 
the lower confidence limit of their average within-driver 
difference is greater than zero. See Figure 8, also The controlled lateral-forward acceleration ratio is a 
exhibiting more pronounced differences between the cars measure of the maximum severity of an evasive 
A&B and the larger RWD cars C&D. Even if the car A manoeuvre in relation to the current acceleration capa- 
values are extended with up to 9% by assessing its width bility: 
equal to that of car C in Eq.7, the differences appear to 

SAo~: remain. Rsaot~ = ~ (1 1) 
a 

2.5- 

The uncontrolled lateral-backwards acceleration ratio is 
a measure of the minimum manoeuvre severity which led 

__ [] Mean value SAtOK~ ~.s- 
- Conf. ,im~ts 

to Loss-of-Control in relation to the current deceleration 
(m/$2) 1 

- 95% nterva 

capability: 

0.5 RsaLc-- SALc (12) 
o d~c 

............................ The uncontrolled lateral-forward acceleration ratio is a 
Grouping between Maxi or Oversteering Stud configurations; measure of the minimum manoeuvre severity which led 
between Car A,B (FWD) or Car C,D (RWD); and within-driver 

to Loss-of-Control in relation to the current acceleration 
Differences. Mean values over drivers in sessions 1-8 with 95 % 
confidence intervals, capability: 

SALc 
Figure 8. Driver’s greatest lateral acceleration in DLC Rsa~ = (13) 
tests with maintained control, SAo~ 

Ratios Between Lateral and Longitudinal Acceleration Statistical Relationship Between Speed and 
When considering the ratio between the DLC lateral Loss-of-Control Likeliness 

and the Combi longitudinal accelerations, the differences Since better tyres allowed for higher speeds, a great 
also seem distinct between the two reference car types, Loss-of-Control percentage does not necessarily mean 
see Figure 9. The within-car variation of SAo~ between poor handling qualities. Therefore, several plots have 
drivers and sessions is evidently almost neutralized when been made in pursuit for a positive correlation between 
one divides the lateral acceleration with the longitudinal the test failure percentage and speed (quantified through 
one. Compare Figures 7 & 9. The remaining and clear- various normalized variables based on Eq.7-13). How- 
cut difference between the two car types may be partly ever, with our testing procedures and criteria for speed 
due to stud protrusion deviations and to the nonlinear demand, tyre Studding and Car type (such as in Figure 
functional relationship between wheel load and friction 5), appear more decisive of the LoC likeliness than their 
of studded tyres on ice, which will be commented in the differences in speed and manoeuvre severity, see Figure 
last section. 10. 

~r’°s2.5 Nevertheless, Table 8 demonstrate that the greatest 
Laatcecr.al 2 [] M ..... lue 

possible speed in an evasive manoeuvre was lower with 

divided 1.5 -Conf. Lirnits Basic Studding than with Oversteer Studding, while 
by . 

- (95% interval) Figure 5 illustrated the distinct inferiority of Oversteer 

t~,~.o Studding when it comes to driver control. A question 

o- which remains to be answered is: what happens on the 
-" ....................... road to the average driver at the same speed? Will 

Oversteering properties result in unnecessarily severe 
See ratios RS~OK and R,,oK in Eq. 10 & 11. Car mean values over manoeuvres provoking spin-outs to a greater extent than drivers in sessions 1-8 with 95% confidence intervals. 

with Basic Studding properties? Or will the steerability 
Figure 9. Lateral Acceleration Divided by Deceleration offered by the superior front wheels in an Oversteering 
(d,,,,) or by Forward Acceleration (a,,,,) 
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car just be utilized in emergencies, that are impossible to The Loss-of-Control percentage with Maxi Studded 

cope with in a Basic Studded car? RWD cars was 19 % when car C was used (row 7), 

It may be difficult to design experiments for valid while car D exhibits the smallest ratio in the whole table 

investigations of driver behaviour from this viewpoint, (5% on row 1). It may be statistically dubious (because 

but it would be clarifying to apply the case-control 
known data cannot be used for hypothesis testing) to 

method from epidemiology to assess the relative risks point out that these percentages are almost outside each 

associated with tyre differences within cars. See other’s 95% confidence interval. Nevertheless, this 

Schlesselman (1982), Jones & Stein (1987), Strandberg 
difference in Loss-of-Control ratios offers support to the 

(1991). Even if only minor effects may result from a above mentioned explanation, since the wheel load of car 

conscious and safety-promoting positioning of tyres, the D was rear biased in comparison to car C and to the 

costs seem negligible to the individual. According to the numbers in Table 1, mainly due to the rear-seated 

present study, traffic safety would benefit from improved instructor / computer operator. 

knowledge and more extensive driver education on the In addition to this hazard in rear-light cars, measure- 

substantial differences between cars and lyres in ments have indicated that the average car on Swedish 
winter roads has a greater stud protrusion at the driven 

handling properties. 
wheels. In a study of 200 randomly selected cars, report- 

I o sA~Lc, ,=,o~, ~ SAbLe, ...... ,LO~, .... ! ed by Strandberg (1989), the difference was statistically 

significant for FWD cars. It should be noted that this 
u u 

|~ stud diverging phenomenon improves stability with RWD 

1~! 
× 

° ~ × l~ and deteriorates it with FWD. 
A~. ~.~ × × × 

|~ ~ ....... The protrusion increases faster when driving on ice 
o.~ ~ ~ ~, with great adhesion utilization (Nilsson, 1990). In spite 

o.°!/ ,       ,       ,       ,       ~       , .o°~ .... 
of the tyre contributor s carefu running-in procedure, the 

o ’~ ~o ~ ~o ~ ~o ~ ~o ,~ stud protrusion was found to be substantially greater 
~o:,~ o,~s:,~ ~.~:~,~ =.~o:,~ ,,~:~o~ o~o:~ o~A~:,o~ after the experiments than before, particularly for the 

Y-values are means over all drivers for mentioned Studding-Car FWD tyres, see Table 2. Since we did not move the 

combinations, wheels between front and rear regularly, it cannot be 
ruled out that the tyres on car A&B increased their 

Figure 10. Three Manoeuvre Severity Quantities (SA~c adhesion more at the front through successively greater 
in Eq. 9 and Ratios Thereof as in Eq. 12 & 13) Plotted 
Versus Loss-of-Control Percentages in Double Lane 

protrusion. 
However, this develops in most FWD cars even in 

Change Tests with Same Vehicle 
traffic on winter roads, where rear wheel skidding acci- 

Comments on Hazards with Front Bias in Wheel Load dents with FWD cars are frequent, contrary to common 

and in Stud Protrusion 
belief. Official statistics indicate that such instability 

Considering sessions 1-8 only (rows 7 & 8 in Table accidents take more lives than loss-of-steering accidents 

7), the car A percentage with Loss-of-Control (LCS=3) (Strandberg, 1989). Though spin-outs may be less 

was about twice that of car C. The handling inferiority common than plow outs, side impacts are more injurious 

of the smaller FWD cars A & B compared to the larger than frontal impacts in conventional automobiles. 

RWD cars C&D, may be more due to other factors than In rear wheel driven cars, also excessive throttle or 

to the Front Wheel Drive per se. For instance, a shorter engine braking may surprise the driver with unexpected 

wheelbase deteriorates stability (Strandberg et al, 1982). power oversteering. One of our driver subjects was very 

Another explanatory factor with greater potency was close to a severe crash into the testing base. When car D 

suggested by Nordstrom (1991). Like the average FWD began to yaw during acceleration for a Combi man- 

car, the A&B cars may have had front/rear wheel loads oeuvre, the driver did not release the throttle. After a 

close to the opposite extremes of the Side Force Coeffi- couple of recovered skids he spun out with almost 

cient curve (SFC as a nonlinear function of wheel load 
constant speed and hit the speed sensors before the car 

for studded tyres on ice). According to Elgeskog & came to rest. According to our questionnaire, he had a 

Brodd (1976) an increment in wheel load of about 1000N driver’s license even for heavy vehicle combinations but 

(1OOkg) or more may raise the SFC by about 25%. With almost no experience from rear wheel drive on winter 

a driver and at nominal curb weight the A&B cars roads. 

exhibit about 120kg greater load at a front wheel than at Since rear wheel skids may be controllable (for a 

a rear one, see Table 1. The front-rear wheel loads for 
skilled driver with plenty of lateral space) and less 

the C&D cars differ less (about 70kg) and are on a common than loss-of-steering--at least in FWD cars, 

higher weight level, which may be more distant from the many drivers reject understeering more than oversteering 

steep ascent in the ~-shaped SFC-curve. properties. Therefore, drivers should be informed about 

Even if the numbers are small, rows l&7 in Table 7 these potential instability hazards in the average FWD 

illustrate the influence on stability from rear wheel load. car--and one simple remedy (mounting wheels with 
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greater stud protrusion at the rear). Of course such Biehl, B., Aschenbrenner, M., Wurm, G., (1987). Ein- 
mounting may deteriorate the deceleration performance fluss der Risikokompensation auf die Wirkung von 
(see dmac in Table Sa) and increase the risk of under- Vehrkehrssicherheitsmassnahmen am Beispiel ABS. 
steering or plow out accidents. Hence, further accident Unfall und Sicherheitsforschung Strassenverkehr, Heft 
analysis is needed before it should be generally 63. Bundesanstalt fiir Strassenwesen. 
recommended to mount the best tyres at the rear. A suit- Dowdy, Shirley & Wearden, S., (1991). Statistics for 
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Simulation as a Design Aid 

E. Girardot, P. Tardivon ¯ The forces 
- suspension efforts 

PSA Peugeot-Citroen - ground/tyre efforts (from tyre condition parameters 

Introduction such as longitudinal slip, tyre slip angle, etc.) 

The improvement of automotive vehicle road per- -aerodynamic efforts 

formance and the manufacturers’ concern to optimize - engine and braking efforts. 

handling characteristics by adapting them to the driver’s The vehicle is characterized by about 600 parameters, 

capabilities as well as today’s road environment, has led the model is driven by a steering wheel angle, an engine 

PSA to develop effective research and study methods torque and a brake pressure. Its response forms the 

used as a preliminary modelling tool in the design office, vehicle road behaviour (within a certain field of validi- 
This tool must be capable of being adjusted nonempiri- ty). The use of these numerical tools is justified for 

cally to take account of the numerous parameters which many reasons. They enable: 

govern the dynamic response of an automotive vehicle. ¯ the study of a vehicle which does not yet physically 
The method chosen by PSA brings together the use of exist 

open-loop numerical simulation and track testing, associ- ¯ parametric studies: 
ated with results analysis enabling both objective (varia- - quick 
tions curves) and subjective (representation of vehicle - with perfectly repeatable outside conditions 
behaviour using synthesized images) judgements. ¯ a better understanding of the physical phenomena 

Numerical Simulation (notably due to the availability of any required 

Numerical simulation consists of using a mathematic 
variable) 

model to represent the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle. 
¯ the replacement of actual tests when these are 

PSA has several types of model at its disposal. The 
difficult to undertake (particularly when they are 

mathematic model used as an example in this paper has 
dangerous) or difficult to interpret. 

been produced by defining: However, these numerical tools require validation for 

¯ The kinetics of a system formed from 5 rigid solids them to be considered as true vehicle behaviour in a 

- chassis reliable fashion. A test and measurement programme on 

- 4 wheels real vehicles must be carried out to precisely define the 

- engine (reduced to its flywheel) and a material model’s field of validity of which limitation is known 

point: the steering rack location. (particularly due to the stationary functional description 

¯ The kinetics define the steering and suspension of the tyre). 

systems (wheel plane orientation, induced effects, 
etc) 
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Track Testing (Reconstructing Trajectories) numerical simulation and analysis tools described can 
The measurement of certain fundamental dynamic lead to a better understanding of the sequence of events 

vehicle parameters is difficult (vehicle trajectory, and the mechanism of an accident. 
chassis, tyre slip angle). PSA has developed a software The type of accident selected (leaving the road on a 
programme to reconstruct trajectories from simple bend) represents 13% of serious road accidents. The one 
measurements taken on the vehicle: studied is described as "low dynamics" as the vehicle 

¯ Linear accelerations at a point according to the three speed on entering the bend was well below the maximum 

body axes (reference) possible speed for this type of bend. 

¯ Chassis and angle rates (gyroscopic unit) 
Accident Description and Reconstruction 

¯ Vehicle speed (Correvit system) The police report enables the various phases of the 
This software programme enables access to: accident to be reconstructed: 

¯ Chassis condition variables as well as their deriva- ¯ A top range car on a 3-lane main road mounted the 
tives verge on the right-hand side of the road in a left- 

. Normal and tangential acceleration as well as the hand bend. 
trajectory curve radius. ¯ The vehicle travelled a distance of 76 metres with 

the right-hand wheels at a maximum of 1.6 metres 
Results Presentation Tool onto the verge. 

Apart from the presence of different variables result- ¯ The vehicle then regained the road, travelling about 
ing from the numerical simulation and track tests in the 20 metres before leaving skid marks over a distance 
form of groups of curves, the analysis of which gives of 21 metres and crashing into a vehicle coming in 
rise to a considerable workload, and so PSA has the other direction. 
equipped itself with an animated vehicle movement 
sequence representation system. .~s arc 

This is achieved using a synthesized image generator 
(G1 10 k SOGITEC) animating 5 bodies (the chassis plus 
the four wheels) from their co-ordinates relative to a 
fixed reference frame. The image calculation is carried 
out in real time at a frequency of 25Hz. O 

This type of presentation is a great help in the work of 
result analysis by enabling a subjective visual apprecia- Figure 1. Accident Reconstruction 

tion of the overall vehicle evolution and thus being a This report also informs us of: 

complement to the objective judgements made using ¯ The vehicle type. 
curves. ¯ The approximate vehicle trajectory (trajectory whilst 

The different possibilities linked to synthesized image on the grass and whilst in the final known braking 
generation such as: phase). 

¯ the ability of the observer to be positioned anywhere ¯ The road condition during the accident: dry road. 

in relation to the vehicle ¯ The vehicle’s final speed of about 60 kph deter- 
- fixed observer mined from the state of the damage. 

- observer linked to vehicle movement ¯ The bend curve radius for the two vehicles involved. 

- observer at the driving controls Certain data remain unknown: 
- zoom 

¯ The driver’s behaviour: steering wheel angle, brak- 
- the replacement of a solid by a linked trihedron to 

ing pressure. 
demonstrate angular movement. ¯ The vehicle’s initial speed. 

¯ multiplication of the elements to be observed by 
¯ The vehicle load (according to the photos, arelative- 

using a constant (body angles, wheel angles..), 
ly heavy load installed towards the rear). ¯ slow motion, forward/rewind projection. 

¯ The actual road adhesion conditions (type of surface 
¯ replays 

and above all the grass adhesion conditions). 
leaving the researcher complete freedom to focus in on 

From relatively realistic hypotheses, it is however 
a particular point, 

possible to re-calculate certain accident data. The calcu- 

lations show that the vehicle was travelling at between Reconstructing an Accident (Leaving the 95 and 117 kph when it went onto the grass. The marks 
Road on a Left-Hand Bend) left in the grass by the vehicle show that the driver was 

In association with other manufacturers and the rele- not braking during this phase. 
vant authorities, P.S.A. is working towards improving The drawing produced by the police enables us to 
vehicle safety. Notably in the area of primary safety, the evaluate the trajectory curve radius in the grass. 
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The 500 metre bend curve radius enables us, knowing ¯ The vehicle has two wheels on the road and two 

the distance covered in the grass and the maximal dis- wheels on the grass from t=0s to t=2.31s (at the end 

tance from the road to the marks left in the grass, to of which time the 76 metres in the grass would have 

determine the vehicle’s curve radius on leaving the road: been covered). The first stage starts when the two 

230 metres, right-hand vehicle wheels enter the grass. The 

The various speeds and rates of deceleration appear on vehicle speed at this point is 117 kph and it is in a 

the Reconstructed Accident diagram, Figure 2. rectilinear trajectory. The driver turns the steering 
wheel at this point from an initial 0 value to a value 
of 18.5 degrees in a linear manner, taking 0.2s (pre- 

.........Iz*’° determined angle to enable the vehicle to describe in 

II-I-~-~~,~tll-~ 

a steady manner a curve radius of 230 metres; the 

-- 

I~’r’- ~[ii ~’0~ ~: 

steering wheel angle rate corresponds to an average 

V~,o,~,~,;o,..~,. value). At the end of this first phase, the vehicle is 
..... ~,, ........ travelling at 109 kph and has covered 76 metres 

.... ~°,~ ...... ~’,,7’,.." ........ " (average deceleration 0. I g). 
N.B. The low adhesion of the grass has been repre- 
sented by tyres, the characteristics of which were 
noted on a surface with an adhesion factor of 0.3. 

Figure 2. Reconstructed Accident Diagram ¯ The vehicle has four wheels on the road (as from t 
= 2.31s). The second stage starts when the vehicle 

Simulation Produced has returned to the road. Steering wheel angle, 

By using the numerical simulation model, from the engine torque and brake pressure have been main- 

available accident data and hypotheses on the driver’s tained constant. It is noted that this stage ends with 

behaviour, we have reconstructed the vehicle evolution the vehicle spinning nose to tail. 

up to its return to the road (subject vehicle: XM). 
Throughout the simulation, brake pressure is nil and Interpretation 

resistive engine torque 40 mN corresponding to the This reconstruction does not faithfully reproduce the 

accelerator in its highest position, accident, but above all, highlights the influence of the 

The simulation is carried out in two stages: Figure 3. lack of adhesion continuity when the right-hand wheels 
pass from the road to the grass. This lack of continuity 

Vehicle trajectory in reality causes the driver to lose control of the vehicle 
t = ~gt a which goes into a nose to tail spin. S = 80 kph Zone 2 

Vehicle on the,dad The curves drawn on the figures 4 to 7 illustrate the 
following phenoma: 

t ~ z~t a ¯ The discontinuity of transversal effort on the two 
.... S = 109 kph 

vehicle right-hand wheels at the moment of the 
change of adhesion (Figure 4 and 5), as well as the 

zone1 low evolution of transversal effort on the left-hand 
Curveradlus:5OOm wheels at the same time (Figure 6 and 7). 

Vehicle right-hand 
tyres on grass ¯ The effect of imbalance on the trajectory which 

Vehicle left-hand S h O w S ~ 

- a sharp increase in yawing speed (Figure 8), 
-evolution in time of the attitude angle which 

~ 
f = o a characterizes the start of a nose to tail spin (Figure 

Compared with the actual accident, the major differ- 

ences are probably: 

¯ the laws of control applied by the driver (impossible 
Control laws 

Steering w~oo~                                   to determine after the event) 
angle 

(in degrees) ¯ the road profile (probable height variation between 

~ 
road and verge) 

Steering wheel angle law : ¯ 18,5 

However, having taken the simplest possible hypo- 
~, t(in a~ theses for the simulation, we have obtained a movement 

o 0,2 
which perfectly reproduces the general features of the 

Resistive engine torque:--4OmN accident but not necessarily the exact values of actual 

Figure 3. Simulated Accident movements. 
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Figure 5. Ground/Tyre Transversal Effort Figure 7. Ground/Tyre Transversal Effort 
(Rear Right Wheel) (Rear Lel~ Wheel) 

It can therefore be shown that the lack of continuity of accompanying timing diagram, provides very useful data 
adhesion between the road surface and the verge can be explaining the physical phenomena. 
the cause of a loss of control in a bend and this simula- Beyond (he present application of linking vehicle 
tion can be used as the point of departure for the study engine, braking and steering with animation, the 
of suitable counter-measures, introduction of the driver in the control loop is a way of 

further advancing automobile vehicle behaviour analysis 
Conclusion method. 

This presentation has shown, using an application 
based on a true case, the results that can be obtained by Reference 
linking numerical simulation and animation with the aim I. From accidentology analysis to the intelligent 
of representing overall vehicle behaviour in a synthe- vehicle. 13(h ESV Document, Reference 91-S4-W- 
sized manner. Direct observation, in real time, of the 15, M. Colinot (PSA) Lechner (INRETS) France. 
vehicle’s movement on its trajectory, as well as the 
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$7.0.11 
Analysis of Accidents in Right Turns Using a Fuzzy Logic 
Simulation Model 

Hiroshi Ueno, Kiyoshi Ochiai Introduction 

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. The operation of a motor vehicle entails a repetitive 
process of recognition and judgment on the part of the 
driver with respect to the condition of the vehicle and 

Abstract that of the surrounding traffic environment. These acts of 

The objective of this research was to develop and recognition and judgment contain various ambiguities 

confirm the validity of a simulation model incorporating that can become the cause of an accident in all too many 

fuzzy logic that could be used in analyzing the mecha- instances. 

nism involved in the occurrence of accidents in right In developing preventive safety systems, which are 

turns. This model is applicable to accidents occurring at classified under the category of active safety, it is 

intersections in which a vehicle making a right turn essential to understand the mechanism behind the occur- 

collides with an oncoming vehicle traveling straight rence of accidents due to human error in recognizing or 

ahead. Such accidents can be traced to driver error judging a situation. Such understanding provides the _ 

stemming from ambiguous recognition and judgment, basis for devising safety system concepts which will be 

The model is capable of analyzing separately and most effective in helping drivers to avoid errors that lead 

quantitatively each factor involved in the mechanism to accidents. Another crucial aspect of this development 

causing such accidents. It can be also used to evaluate work is to establish methods that make it possible to 

the risk involved in the execution of right turns. It was predict the improvement in safety that can be achieved 

noted that older drivers tend to underestimate the speed through the implementation of a newly developed safety 

of oncoming cars. Right turn simulations were conducted device or technology. 

with the model reflected this recognition characteristic. The aim of the present work was to develop and con- 

The results of the simulations revealed that for older firm the validity of a simulation model that could be 

drivers the time allowance for executing a right turn was used in making quantitative analyses of the factors at 

shorter by a maximum of 1.0 second in comparison with work in the occurrence of accidents in right turns (left 

younger drivers. In addition, evaluations were also made turns in the U.S. and most European countries). Such 

for oncoming cars and motorcycles and for differences accidents seem to be caused by ambiguities in recogni- 

in the perception of oncoming vehicle speeds and the tion and judgment on the part of the driver of the turning 

perception of distance under daytime and nighttime vehicle, even though the person is aware of the presence 

driving conditions, of an oncoming vehicle that is traveling straight ahead. 
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km/h To accomplish this. aim, a comprehensive simulation 
60 With astop model incorporating fuzzy logic has been developed that 

takes into account the entire right turn process, including 
~ 40 

recognition, judgment and execution of driving opera- 
tions. 

~ 20 

Analysis of Right Turns 
In order to develop the fuzzy logic simulation model, -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 m 

it was necessary to analyze the driver behavior that the ~ 
Distance from center of intersection 

model is intended to simulate. This was accomplished by 
Figure 2. Typical Intersection Approach-Deceleration analyzing video tape recordings of approximately 400 
Pattern and Stop-Deceleration Pattern right turns executed at actual intersections. In addition, 

approximately 100 right turns were executed at inter- An analysis of all the data showed that drivers 
sections without traffic signals by a vehicle equipped switched to a deceleration pattern with a stop at a dis- 
with various measurement instruments. The vehicle be- tance of 60 to 20 m before the intersection. From this 
havior data thus collected were also used in analyzing result, it is concluded that during this interval the drivers 
right turns, made a judgment as to whether a right turn was possible 

or not. 
Video Tape Analysis 

Whether a turning vehicle stopped or not showed a Overall Configuration of Simulation Model 
stronger correlation with the time headway, including the Task Analysis 
information on the speed of the oncoming vehicle, than The various tasks involved in executing a right turn 
with the distance from the center of the intersection to were analyzed in order to determine the overall con- 
the oncoming vehicle. This suggests that right turn figuration of the fuzzy simulation model. A macro- 
judgments are based on the perceived distance to and analysis of right turn tasks indicated that right turns 
speed of an oncoming vehicle, could be broadly divided into those involving a stop and 

Figure 1 shows the percentage of the number of those without. Each type of right turn was then divided 
vehicles that turned right without stopping and the into six and four phases, respectively. 
number that stopped and waited before turning as a func- Figure 3 shows the flow of tasks executed by the 
tion of the time headway between the oncoming vehicles, driver in making a right turn involving a stop. 
When the time headway between oncoming vehicles was 
shorter than three seconds, all vehicles stopped and 

waited 
before turning. Conversely, when the time head_ __~~ ? ~ ~ b!~Ovn~ 

way was longer than six seconds, virtually all vehicles 
turned without stopping. With a time headway of 4.2 .... : 

pp~’oach    v, ~ Stop deceleration seconds, the number of vehicles was divided almost 
deceleration interval interval evenly between those that did and did not stop before ^. . I S~oppin~ 

! ~top juogment interval ! interval turning. 
-6;0~    " ~----~0m [ Or 

Intersection ¯ 
(~ (~ approach deceleration ~ 

@ ~ Rightturnjudgment o~ 
Headway judgment & 

o~ 8(~ 
(~) ~ stop judgment 

~ 60 (~ (~ Stop deceleration (~ Q Rightturn after stopping 

~ Without a stop 

.~ 

40 

20 Figure 3. Right Turn Tasks with a Stop 

~ 00 2 4 6 8 see In right turns involving a stop, the driver makes a 

¯ Timeheadway , decision to stop in the stop judgment interval and then 

proceeds to the task of decelerating the vehicle so as to Figure 1. Right Turn Judgments as a Function of Time 
bring it to a stop within the stopping interval. Subse- Headway of Oncoming Vehicles 
quently, the driver makes a right turn judgment while the 

Analysis of Right Turn Data Obtained With an Actual vehicle is stopped; when a right turn is judged possible, 
Vehicle the driver proceed to execute the turn. In right turns 

As seen in Figure 2, up to the point where the drivers where the driver decides during the judgment interval not 
made a right turn judgment, the deceleration pattern in to stop, he continues with the task of approaching the 
approaching the intersection was the same regardless of intersection and then proceeds to the task of executing a 
whether the vehicles stopped or not before turning, right turn at a point about 20 m before the intersection. 
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Construction of Model speed of and distance from the center of the intersection 

As indicated by the task analysis results in the 
to the second oncoming vehicle, i.e., the object of the 

preceding section, the judgment and operational tasks of driver’s judgment. 

right turns with and without a stop were divided into six The object of the driver’s judgment shifts to the next 

and four phases, respectively. The first three phases of oncoming car at the point where the driver judges that it 

both types of right turns are identical. Thus, the tasks is completely impossible to execute a right turn in front 

performed by the driver in executing a right turn consist of the first oncoming car. 

of seven phases in total. 
A submodel has been prepared that corresponds to Construction of Right Turn Judgment Model 

each individual phase. This was necessary because the Inputs. Inputs include the speed of the oncoming 

information inputs needed to make judgments and per- vehicle that is the object of the driver’s judgment and its 

form driving operations in each phase differ, as do the distance from the center of the intersection. 

outputs (i.e., driver judgment and behavior) of each Outputs. It is assumed that driving operation judg- 

phase and the rules used in deriving those outputs. The ments are made under a situation of competition between 

fuzzy logic simulation model for analyzing right turns subjective feelings of safety and risk. Accordingly, 

consists of seven submodels, as shown in Figure 4, judgments that a right turn is possible or impossible are 

including three judgment models, which recognize the output as a "judgment level," representing a ratio of the 

status of oncoming vehicles and determine the next driver’s conflicting feelings about the possibility of 

action by the driver of the turning vehicle, and four executing a right turn. 

types of right turn behavior models. When either of the judgment levels showed a value 
other than 100%, it indicated an ambiguous situation in 
which a definite right turn judgment could not be made. 

/’-Own vehicle vs. 
rOncomingvehieles’~ I oncoming vehicle l In real-world driving, it is assumed that there is a 
¯ 

s,tua, bon JRighttum ~,~ situation J certain threshold at work in the determination of driver 
I impossible I 
¯ ~ ! Jud ment model for Headwayludgment| ~ , g I judgments in such situations. This threshold value for 

model I . ~.. ~, right turn possible 
|= Execution OT i without stopping I 

making such judgments is assumed to vary depending on 
/ rightturn / a variety of factors, such as the personality and psycho- 
\iudgmont’ / logical state of the driver and the environmental circum- 

Stop Right turn 

judgment judgment stances at the time. 
Membership functions. The degree of ambiguity and 

resolution of human perception of distance and speed 
correspond respectively to the width of the membership 
functions and their number of divisions. Accordingly, 

situation experiments were conducted to obtain basic information 
’ on the accuracy of human judgment with respect to 

Figure 4. Configuration of Right Turn Simulation Model distance and speed. 
Rules. Drivers posses knowledge based on learned 

Right Turn Judgment Model experience that enables them to judge and execute the 

One of the major features of a fuzzy model is that it degree of response that is suitable for a certain level of 

is capable of simulating the ambiguous nature of human input. In the fuzzy logic simulation model, this 

recognition, judgment and operational behavior. Mor~- knowledge has been expressed in production rules having 

over, it can also be used to perform quantitative evalua- an IF-THEN format. 

tions of the characteristics of these human actions. Tuning of membership functions and rules. The analy- 

As an example of the application of the model, we ses of the video tape recordings of right turns indicated 

will consider a situation in which a right turn judgment that all vehicles turning right stopped at the intersection 

is made while a vehicle is stopped at an intersection before turning when the time headway to an oncoming 

waiting to turn right. This example will illustrate the vehicle was shorter than three seconds. When the time 

major feature of a fuzzy model, headway was longer than Six seconds, all vehicles turned 
right without stopping. The input and output membership 

Concept of Right Turn Judgment Model functions and rules were tuned and optimized to simulate 

While the vehicle is stopped at an intersection waiting such patterns. 

to turn right, it is assumed that the driver makes a 
preliminary right turn judgment based on the perceived Simulation Results 

speed of and distance between two oncoming vehicles. The simulation faithfully reproduced the results of the 

At the moment when the preceding oncoming vehicle analyses of the video tape recordings of right turns. 

passes through the center of the intersection, a final right Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the relationship 

turn judgment is made on the basis of the perceived between right turn judgments and the position and speed 
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of oncoming vehicles. The step-like lines in the figure A misjudgment that an oncoming vehicle is farther 
indicate the critical lines for right turn judgments with away than its actual position corresponds to an overall 
respect to the threshold values of the right turn judgment shift in fuzzy set of the position toward the near side. 
levels. Above this line a right turn is judged to be Since the oncoming vehicle reaches the intersection in 
possible while, below the line it is judged to be im- less time than expected, the time allowance is reduced, 
possible. The upper and lower straight lines indicate time resulting in greater risk. Similarly, a misjudgment that an 
headways of six and three seconds, respectively, for the oncoming vehicle is traveling more slowly than its actual 
oncoming vehicles, speed corresponds to an overall shift in fuzzy set of the 

m ¯ speed toward the high speed side. The time allowance is 
90 

Rightturn 
thus reduced, resulting in a higher degree of risk. 

possible 100./o Consequently, the model can provide quantitative esti- 80’ o Right turn 

70, ~,~,,~s~b~e0o/. mates of the degree of risk in right turns and of the 

R~ghtturn contribution of each factor involved. 
60, o possible 50% 

Right turn 

5o. impossi~les0o,,. Evaluation Index for Risk in Right Turns 
Rightlurn Collision zone. A simulation conducted with the right 

,~0. o~ssi~e°*/° turn model with a stop, one of the seven submodels, 
Right turn 

30’ impossible100*/, showed that it took the turning vehicle a maximum of 
30 40 50 60 3.2 seconds to pass through the conflict zone. Conse- 

Speed of oncoming vehicle km/h ¯ ~ quently, if the time headway of the oncoming vehicle 
Figure 5. Relationship Between Judgments Level ~hat was the object of the driver’s judgment was less 
Threshold and Critical Line in Right Turn Judgment than 3.2 seconds at the point the right turn judgment was 

made, a right turn accident would occur unless the 
When the threshold value for judging that a right turn oncoming vehicle decelerated. This was defined as the 

is possible is low, the right turn involves a high degree collision zone. 
of risk because there is only a short interval between the Danger zone and safety zone. It is reported that a time 
completion of the turn and the arrival of the oncoming allowance of at least two seconds is generally necessary 
vehicle at the center of the intersection. Conversely, for vehicle maneuvers under ordinary traffic conditions. 
when the threshold value is high, the right turn involves When following another vehicle on the freeway, drivers 
little risk because there is a long interval from the generally allow a time headway of around 1.5 seconds on 
completion of the right turn until the oncoming vehicle average. It is assumed that a time allowance of at least 
reaches the center of the intersection. 1.5 seconds is also necessary for executing right turns. 

In view of these figures, a danger zone was defined 
Evaluation of Risk in Right Turns here as an interval of less than 4.7 seconds in terms of 
Present Situation for Right Turn Accidents the time from the moment the driver decides to turn right 

Traffic accident data in the U.S. show that the per- and begins to execute the turn until the oncoming vehicle 
centage of left turn accidents (right turn in this paper) reaches the center of the intersection. This interval 
among all accidents involving drivers over 60 years of includes the maximum right turn execution time of 3.2 
age is approximately double the corresponding figure for seconds plus 1.5 seconds as the minimum value of the 
younger drivers. Accident analysis results in Japan indi- time allowance. 
cate that right turn accidents involving an oncoming When the interval from the completion of the right 
motorcycle represent 75% of all right turn accidents, turn judgment until the oncoming vehicle reaches the 
Approximately 20% of all right turn accidents occurred center of the intersection is longer than 4.7 seconds, 
even through the driver of the turning vehicle had there is more than ample time to execute a right turn 
checked for oncoming traffic and judged that a right turn safely. This region was defined as the safety zone in this 
was possible, work. 

Concept Underlying Evaluation of Risk Simulation Results for Evaluation of Risk 
Right turn accidents occur in a "conflict zone," Effect of Different Oncoming Vehicle Speeds on the 

representing the space traversed by an oncoming vehicle Evaluation of Risk in Right Turns 
as it passes through an intersection. Accordingly, the Oncoming vehicle speed recognition characteristics. 
index used in evaluating the degree of risk in right turns Experiments were conducted to examine the accuracy of 
in this investigation was the time allowance from the human judgment with respect to the speed of oncoming 
moment the rear end of the turning vehicle cleared the" vehicles traveling straight ahead. It was noted that in a 
conflict zone until the oncoming vehicle reached the speed range of 30 to 60 km/h, the speed of oncoming 
zone. vehicles was recognized accurately irrespective of the 
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vehicle speed. The results of an experiment involving respect to the perception of distance to oncoming 

high oncoming vehicle speeds of more than 70 km/h vehicles would have on the degree of risk in right turns. 

showed that the degree of ambiguity in the subjects’ Simulation results. Figure 7 shows the critical lines for 

perception of oncoming vehicle speeds increased with right turn judgments during the daytime and nighttime as 

increasing vehicle speed, a function of the speed and position of oncoming 

A simulation was carried out to determine what effect vehicles. The threshold values of the right turn judgment 

the tendency for greater ambiguity to occur in speed levels were 50% for and 50% against the possibility of 

judgments in the high speed range would have on the executing a right turn. 

degree of risk in right turns. 
Simulation results. Figure 6 shows the critical line for 120 m 

o Daytime o Nighttime 

right turn judgments as a function of the position and 
speed of oncoming vehicles in a speed range of 30 to f00 

100 km/h. The threshold values of the judgment levels in 
Safety zone 

this case were 50% for and 50% against the possibility 80 

of executing a right turn. 

120 ~ 40 
’ 4.7sec 

100 . 
Safety zone                                                 204 0                6 0                8 0     km/h 

80, Speed of oncoming vehicle 

6o, Figure 7. Comparison of Critical Lines of Right Turn 
Judgments During Daytime and Nighttime According to 

~ 40,                                               Differences in Perception of Oncoming Vehicle Speed 

2O 
30 50 70 90    km/h 

Speed of oncomingvehide . The results indicate that daytime and nighttime right 
turn judgments differed in approximately 40% of all the 

Figure 6. Critical Line for Right Turn Judgments When regions included in the simulation. In the areas where the 

Oncoming Vehicle Speed is Extended to High-Speed judgments differed, the time allowance at night was 
Region shorter by an average of 0.89 second and a maximum of 

In an oncoming vehicle speed range of 30 to 50 km/h, 1.55 seconds. Compared with the shortest time allowance 

the average time allowance was 1.1 seconds and the of 0.34 second during the daytime, the shortest time 

shortest time allowance was 0.6 second. In an oncoming allowance at night was an extremely small 0.01 second, 

vehicle speed range of 75 to 100 kin/h, the average time 
which meant there was virtually no leeway at all. This 

allowance was 0.76 second and the shortest time allow- results suggest there is a strong possibility that right 

ance was 0.23 second. Compared with the low to medi- turns in nighttime driving may involve a higher degree 

um speed range, the average time allowance was 0.34 of risk than during the daytime. 

second shorter and the shortest time allowance was 
reduced by more than 60%. Evaluation of Risk in Right Turn Behavior of Older 

These results suggest that the time allowance with Drivers 

respect to the collision zone is somewhere in the range Judgment of speed by older drivers. According to a 

of oncoming vehicle speeds ordinarily observed at inter- 
study done by B. Hills et al., older drivers tend to 

sections. However, the time allowance is reduced as the 
underestimate the speed of oncoming vehicles by as 

oncoming vehicle speed increases. When oncoming much as 8 km/h in comparison with the perception of 

vehicles approach intersections at exceptionally high vehicle speed by younger drivers in general. This poses 

speeds, there is a much greater possibility of an accident a greater degree of risk in right turns because oncoming 
vehicles approach the intersection faster than older occurring, 
drivers expect. A simulation was carried out to evaluate 

Effect of Differences Between Daytime/Nighttime 
how much this tendency on the part of older drivers to 

Perception of Oncoming Vehicle Distances on the underestimate vehicle speeds would increase the degree 

Evaluation of Risk in Right Turns of risk in right turns. 

Characteristics of daytime/nighttime perception of Simulation results. Figure 8 shows the critical lines for 

distance. The results of an experiment concerning the right turn judgments by older and younger drivers as a 

perception of distance to objects indicated that distance function of the position and speed of oncoming vehicles. 

judgments at night were around 20 to 50 % less accurate The threshold values of the right turn judgment levels 

than during the daytime. A simulation was carried out to were 50% for and 50% against the possibility of exe- 

examine what effect this increase in ambiguity with cuting a right turn. 
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8o m Simulation results. Figure 9 shows the critical lines for 
right turn judgment in the case of oncoming cars and 

, 70 Safetyzone motorcycles as a function of the position and speed of 

, so the oncoming vehicles. The threshold values of the right 
turn judgment levels were 50% for and 50% against the 

50 
possibility of executing a right turn. 

40 

30,                                                                            80 

Safety zone 4.7sec 20,                                                   ~ 70 
30 40 50 60 

Speed of oncoming vehicle km/h :~ 
Dan~er zone 

..... ’ ~ 60 

Figure 8. Comparison of Critical Lines of Right Turn ~o car 
Judgments Between Younger and Older Drivers ~, 50 

According to Difference in Perception of Oncoming "~ 
Vehicle Speed ~ 

30 

Judgments made by younger drivers that a right turn 30 40 50 60 

was possible showed somewhat of a margin with respect Speed of oncoming vehicle km/h 

to the collision zone. However, in some cases, the older 
drivers judged that a right turn was possible when the 

Figure 9. Comparison of Critical Lines of Right Turn 

time headway to the oncoming car was close to the colli- 
Judgments for Oncoming Car and Motorcycle 

sion zone limit of 3.2 seconds. This suggested that older The results for cars show that there was some time 
drivers would face a greater possibility of being involved allowance with respect to the collision zone. However, 
in a right turn accident than younger drivers, the results for motorcycles indicate that even in the 

This possibility was also seen in quantitative terms, collision zone judgments were still made that a right turn 
The critical line for right turn judgments by the older was possible. This result suggests that the possibility of 
drivers showed an average time allowance of 0.39 an accident occurring would be higher when the on- 
second, which was much shorter and only around 36% of coming vehicle was a motorcycle rather than a car. 
the 1.08 second time allowance seen for the younger This possibility was also borne out in quantitative 
drivers, terms. The critical line for right turn judgments when the 

In approximately 80% of the cases simulated, the oncoming vehicles were motorcycles showed an average 
judgments of the older drivers differed from those of the time allowance of 0.38 second as opposed to 1.08 second 
younger drivers. In the cases where different judgments when the oncoming vehicles were cars. 
were made, the time allowance for the older drivers was In approximately 82% of the cases, different right turn 
shorter by an average of 0.85 second and a maximum of judgments were made between oncoming motorcycles 
1.0 second. These figures confirmed quantitatively that and oncoming cars. In cases where different judgments 
older drivers faced a higher degree of risk in right turns were made, the time allowance for motorcycles was 
than their younger counterparts, shorter by an average of 0.85 second and a maximum of 

1.0 second. 
Evaluation of Risk in Right Turns Involving Oncoming 
Motorcycles Conclusion and Future Outlook 

Acceptable time headway for motorcycles. A study This simulation model can reproduce with exceptional 
done by Nagayama et al. examined the acceptable time . fidelity the real-world behavior displayed by drivers and 
headway of oncoming cars and motorcycles, vehicles in right turns. Simulation results confirmed the 

They found that the average critical time of the effectiveness of this fuzzy logic model in conducting 
acceptable headway for cars and motorcycles was 2.9 qualitative evaluations of the ambiguous nature of human 
and 2.5 seconds, respectively. They also reported that no recognition, judgment and driving operations. 
significant difference was observed between cars and The model incorporates the results of extensive studies 
motorcycles with respect to the perception of speed and of various human recognition characteristics. That body 
distance, of knowledge supports quantitative analyses of the 

Based on these results, it was assumed that psycho- factors causing right turn accidents due to errors of 
logical factors rather than perceptional elements had a recognition, judgment or vehicle operation on the part of 
larger effect on differences in right turn judgments the driver of the turning vehicle. Such analyses are 
between oncoming motorcycles and cars. This difference carried out using the contribution of each factor. 
corresponded to the change in judgment rules in the The same procedure as that followed in developing the 
fuzzy logic simulation model, simulation model presented here can be used to create 
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similar models for analyzing other accident patterns. The preventive safety systems, in studying and determining 

knowledge and know-how gained through the develop- the optimum system specifications and in evaluating and 

ment of this model should make it possible to explain predicting the improvement in safety that could be 

different accident mechanisms according to each factor achieved by implementing the system. 

involved. 
By analyzing various accident mechanisms according References 

to each of the different factors involved and storing the 1. B. Hills, "Vision, visibility, and perception in 

results in a database, it should be possible to construct a driving," Perception, 1980, volume 9. 

system for assessing the improvement in safety that 2. Y. Nagayama, et al.,"Speed Judgment of Oncoming 

might be obtained through the introduction of a new Motorcycles," Proceedings of the International 

device or technology. Such an assessment system would Motorcycle Safety Conference, 955-971, Washing- 

be a valuable tool in designing the most effective ton, DC, 1980. 
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Biomechanics and Dummy Development 

Chairperson: Dominique Cesari, France 

$8-0-01 

Evaluation of Impact Responses of the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID 

Takeshi Harigae, Koji Ohsaki, Haruo Ohmae the Netherlands (10). Based on the results of these 

Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. evaluation studies, the ISO concluded that "neither SID 

Tatsumasa Okamoto, Masayoshi Hayashida nor EUROSID satisfied the biomechanical impact 
response requirements of ISO/DP9790-1 to 6" (11). 

Japan Automobile Manufacturers 
After this, the EUROSID-1 was developed by EEVC 

Association, Inc. WG9, which is an improved model of production proto- 
type of EUROSID (12). Also, in the United States, the 

Abstract SAE Side Impact Dummy Task Force was set up, result- 
A series of side impact tests have been conducted to ing in development of the BIOSID (13). 

evaluate the biofidelity of the EU~OSID-1 and BIOSID From 1990 to 1991, JARI/JAMA carried out evalua- 
side impact dummies. These tests were conducted to tion tests on both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID to assess 
assess the biofidelity of the side impact dummies as their biofidelity in terms of the latest version of 
specified by the impact response requirements by Draft documents ISO/DP9790-1 to 6 (1,2,3,4,5,6). 
Proposals at ISO/TC22/SC12(ISO/DP9790-1 to 6). The 
test results show that both dummies do not completely Comparison of the Dummy Specifications 
satisfy the ISO biofidelity requirements. Some portions The EUROSID-1 is the model with improvements in 
of the dummies show best compliance with the ISO re- 

or redesign of, the neck, shoulder, thorax, abdomen, and 
quirements, while other portions fail to comply with the pelvis of the production prototype EUROSID. In addition 
requirements. In Addition, dummy performance in terms to the EUROSID-1 delivered in a complete set, a retrofit 
of the proposed thorax injury criteria, i.e., TTI, Rib kit is also provided, which is for updating the production 
Deflection, and V*C is analyzed with these test results, prototype EUROSID to EUROSID-I. JARI/JAMA pur- 
Of these results, the better correlation between the chased a retrofit kit and, incorporated the kit parts into 
EUROSID-1 and BIOSID was obtained for V’C, and the the production prototype EUROSID which had been pur- 
better equivalence for TTI. chased in 1987. The Serial Number is 006 for the pro- 

duction prototype EUROSID, and 20004 for the retrofit 
Introduction kit. 

The protection of automobile occupants from side The BIOSID was developed by the SAE Side Impact 
impact is a subject of world-wide importance, and Dummy Task Force. The model which JARI/JAMA pur- 
various research programs have been conducted by chased was delivered in December, 1989. However, 
automobile engineers and constructors in the several subsequent design change and improvements were made 
countries. In addition, the several governments of by Humanetics,Inc. and the dummy was redelivered in 
interest have endeavored to draw up test procedures for August, 1990. The Serial Number of the dummy is 003. 
evaluating the vehicle performance for occupant protec- While both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID are designed 
tion in side impact, corresponding to the 50th percentile adult male, the 

Under these circumstances, the Japan Automobile Re- dimensions and the mass distribution for each part are 
search Institute,Inc. (JARI) and the Japan Automobile not identical according to the differences in structure of 
Manufacturers Association,Inc.(JAMA) have been study- the two dummies. 
ing since 1983 on side impact occupant protection. Figure 1 compares the height, depth, width, and angles 
JARI/JAMA study is centered on following three items: for each part between the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID 

¯ Investigation of road traffic accidents in Japan which were seated on a flat, rigid, horizontal surface 
¯ Study of side impact test procedure with a seat back perpendicular to that surface and 
¯ Evaluation of side impact dummies become the back surface of the spine is parallel to the 

Of these items, an earlier evaluation tests for side seat back. 

impact dummies were implemented from 1987 to 1988 The following points are observed in comparing the 

for the SID and EUROSID. Both dummies were tested in dimensions of the two dummies. 

terms of the ISO biofidelity requirements, and the results ¯ The shoulder pivot height of the EUROSID-1 is 
have already been reported at ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5 higher than that of the BIOSID. 
meetings (7). Similar dummy tests were also conducted ¯ The distance from the head C.G., shoulder pivot, 
by experts from the United States (8), France (9), and H-point and knee pivot to the seat back for the 
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~~ 
~-~ pelvis--of side impact dummy to assess their biofidelity. 

................... ~ ~, Response requirement corridors are set up for each body 
: ................... regions, based on the results of test with cadavers and 

..................... human volunteers conducted by the several research 

................. laboratories in Europe and the United States. In addition, 

.......... , ........ , ~. ,0.s-~s the normalization procedures which are to compensate 
.............. for changes in effective mass caused by slight differ- 

Figure 1. Comparison of External Dimensions for the ences in dummy positioning, are also required for the 

EUROSID-1 and BIOSID thorax, shoulder, abdomen, and pelvis. 
The evaluation tests of the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID 

EUROSID-1 are all greater than that for the were carried out according to the latest version of 

BIOSID. documents ISO/DP9790-1 to 6. Table 2 summarizes the 

¯ The shoulder width of the EUROSID-1 is greater biofidelity evaluation test matrix of the JARI/JAMA 

than that of the BIOSID. (This is because only one studies. 

ann on the impact side is provided for the BIOSID). 

¯ The abdominal width of the EUROSID-1 is less than Table 2. ISO Biofidelity Evaluation Test Matrix Performed 

that of the BIOSID. by JARI/JAMA 

¯ The head angle relative to the spine of the EURO- 
~ Test, 

SID-1 is greater than that of the BIOSID. ~i~ Co~dit,i~ P~o~d/ X~,~ or Ro~ NO. 

Table 1 gives a comparison of the masses for each Wd 0.2mRigid Drop 3 NOt Specified IS0/I)P9790-1 

1.2~ Padded Dxo NOt P~formd by ISO (Nov. ’87) 

part of the EUROSID-1 with the BIOSID, together with 7.0~ Sled 2 Not. Specified I~/0P9790-2 
the mass distribution for the 50th percentile adult male, ~k 6.7G Sled NOt Peffor~:l by IS0 (Nov. ’87) 

1~. ~ Sled NOt, Perfomed 

estimated by UMTRI (14). The following points are 1.0~ Rigid Drop 3 I~/DP9790-3 

noted on comparing the mass distributions, z0~ Padded O~ 
6.Rm/s Rigid Sled 3 ISO/T(’,22/S~I2i~5-N249 

Although the Hybrid-III head is used with either of i~r= ~.~a~ ~ed~ s~ed 
¯ 8.9e/s Rigid Sled 3 DIx3790-3" 

4.3~/s Lateral .Impact, 3 (Sag ’89) 
these dummies, the EUROSID-1 head is lighter than ~.,a, Lat~ 
that of the BIOSID. This is because the EUROSID- ~,~ 4.sas Lateral Impact 3 Yes IS0/DP9790-4(JuI.’R8) 

1, as opposed to the BIOSID, cannot be equipped ~=e~ 1.0m Drop 3 yes I~/DP9790-5 
with a 6-axis neck transducer, z0, D~ ~ (~i..~) 

¯ The abdomen of the EUROSID-1 is about lkg less 6.0a~ Lat~, 
6.7~/s Lateral lmmc~ 3 

than that of the BIOSID.                                     ~.~,/~ ~, 9.0Ns Lateral Impact 3 
0.5m Rigid Drop 3 ¯ The pelvis of the EUROSID-1 is about 4kg less than ~ L0, Ri~d D~ ~ ~es ~/0~-~ 

that of the BIOSID. ~o. p~d ~ 3 (~u~ 
3.Ore Padded [h~p NOt Perfor~d 

¯ The total mass of the EUROSID-1 is about 4kg less ~.aa~ Rigid S,ed 
8.9~s Podded Sled 3 

than that of the BIOSID. 8.~a, Rigid s~ed 

The padded 1200mm-drop head test was not per- 
Table 1. Comparison of Mass Distribution for the formed because the test conditions were considered too 
EUROSID-1 and BIO~ID 

severe than necessary. The neck bending test with 6.7G 
Unit: kg sled was not conducted because a satisfactory decelerator 

Body Region RUROSID-1 BIOSID 50th Percentile sled were not available in our facilities. The neck bend- 
Adult Hale"       ing test with 12G sled was omitted because the response 

ltead 4.05 4. 50 4. 13 requirements were based on the results only of cadaver 
Neck 1.06 !. 06 O. 96 
Thorax 22.50’~ 23. 12’z 23.76 tests and deemed as having lower priority. The pelvis 
Arts 1.26×2 1.30 3.79×2 3.0m drop test with padded surface was not performed 
Abdomen 5.07~" 6. 08’ s 2. 36 

Pelvis 11.91,~ 16.16 11.41 because the setting-up was difficult to maintain an 
Legs 12. 60x 2 11.65× 2 13. 18x 2 appropriate dummy position. 

Total 7L 30 76.59 76.56 The response data for the thorax, shoulder, abdomen, 

*! Values were estimated by UMTRI (Ref. 14) and pelvis were normalized with the procedure given by 
*2 with ~/sdacket the ISO documents. Effective masses and the norm- 
*3 with Jacket 
*4 Flesh, Abdominal-Instruments and Lumbar alizing factors of both dummies are summarized in 
*5 2ribs, Lumbar and Lumbar-Spine Interface Appendix-1 and Appendix-2 respectively. 
*6 ~ith ~/~Jacket 

Biofidelity Evaluation Tests Head Test 

The documents ISO/DP9790-1 to 6 describes the im- In ISO/DP9790-1 (November ’87), two types of drop 

pact test set-up and response requirements of six body tests are required for dummy’s head. These are a drop 

regions--the head, neck, thorax, shoulder, abdomen, and tests onto a rigid surface from a height of 200mm and a 
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drop test onto a padded surface from a height of shoulder and pelvis placed against the vertical side 
1200ram. In the JARI/JAMA studies, only 200mm drop board. 
test was performed. The accelerations of the head and T1 (thorax upper 

Figure 2 shows the test set-up of the head 200mm spine) of the dummy were measured in this test. Both 
drop test. The dummy’s head was suspended at a 200mm accelerations were filtered according to SAE-J21 1. In 
height above a flat, rigid, horizontal impact surface. The addition, the motions of the head and T1 were analyzed 
midsagittal plane of the head made an angle of 35° to the from a 16mm high-speed film. 
surface and its anterior-posterior axis was horizontal. A The test results are summarized in Table 4. The lateral 
"quick release" device was used to drop the head onto accelerations of the head were completely within the 
the impact surface, response requirement for both the EUROSID-1 and 

BIOSID, and the vertical head accelerations were at the 
lower boundary of the requirement for both dummies. 
The lateral acceleration of T1 of the EUROSID-1 was 

Quick ~eiease Device completely within the requirement and that of the 
BIOSID was at the lower boundary. The lateral and 
vertical displacements of the head C.G. relative to T1 
were below the requirement for both dummies, in par- 
ticular the BIOSID responses were outside more than one 
corridor width below the requirements. The time of 

Drop Height maximum head displacement of both dummies were 
zooms within the requirement. The EUROSID-1 satisfied the 

requirements for the displacement of the T1 relative to 
the sled and for the head flexion at upper boundary, but 

-- Flat, l~igid, Horizontal Surface those of the BIOSID were below the lower bounds of the 
requirements. 

Figure 2. Test Set-up for Head 200ram Drop Test 

In this test, the dummy’s head was instrumented with Table 4. Neck Peak Response Measurements for the 
a triaxial accelerometer attached on the non-impacted EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from 7G HYGE Test 
side of the head cavity. Accelerations were filtered using 
SAE channel class 1000. 

Table 3 shows the resultant peak head accelerations Heasure~nt I~0 ~ID-1 BIOSID 

for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID for the head 
La~r~d~(S~.1000) 8-11~ 10.0 10.1 9.9 10.3 

200mm drop test. The responses of the both dummies Vert.~ead ~. (S~1000) 8- 10 0 ~ 0 8.0 8. 2 8.3 
were completely within the requirement. The repeata- La~T1 Ace. (SA~180) 12 - 18 0 15.Z 14.5 12.0 12.4 

Lat. [lead Disp. 130 - 162 am 107. 0 106. 0 82. 9 88.5 bility of these responses were excellent for both Vert.n~msr~ 64-96mm 39.2 41.0 20.9 21.8 
dummies. Tire of Ha~Head Disp. 159 - 175 ms 168.0 174.0 1~:~3.0 164.0 

Let. T1 Disp, 46 - 63 mm 62, 7 54. 5 28. 2 31.2 
Angle of Flexica 44 - 59 deg. 56. 9 57. 3 35, 1 35.8 

Table 3. Resultant Peak Head Accelerations for the 
EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from Head Drop Test Thorax Test 

Three types of tests are required for evaluation of the 
thorax in ISO/DP9790-3. These are the drop test, sled Test ~ordition and F,l~0~qlD-1 BIOSID 

I~0 l~equirermat (Si~1000) (S~1000) 
test, and pendulum impact test. The JARI/JAMA has 

been performed these three types of tests for both the 
~0m Dr~ EUROSID-1 and BIOSID. The test conditions, normali- 

100 - 150 G 134.8 131.6 137.6I 141.1 144.9 136.8 zation procedures, and response requirement corridors 
conform to the document ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5-N249 

Neck Test (September,1989) that is a proposed revision of 
In ISO/DP9790-2 (November ’87), three types of tests ISO/DP9790-3. 

are required for the neck. These are the 7G HYGE test, Drop Test. Two types of tests are required for thorax 
the 6.7G decelerator sled test, and the 12G HYGE test. drop test. The first test is a whole dummy drop onto a 
In the JARI/JAMA studies, only the 7G HYGE test was rigid surface from a height of 1 meter, and the second 
performed, one is a drop onto a padded surface from 2 meters. 

In this test, an upright rigid seat with a vertical side Figure 3 shows the test set-up for the thorax drop test. 
board that was rigidly attached to the seat was securely The whole dummy was suspended with midsagittal plane 
fastened to a HYGE sled in a sideward facing, and the horizontal, and a "quick release" device was used to 
dummy was seated in an upright position. The dummy provide a free fall onto the impact surface. The impact 
was restrained to the seat using a seat-belt with its surface consists of two separate force-measuring sur- 
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EUROS]~D-I B~OSTD 

faces, one for the thorax and the other for the pelvis. 0c ~ I I , I 
Each impact surface instrumented with three load-cells. 

:i: / /~ ~ 

0.o 

4.0 

includes the shoulder-impact target, and one edge of that 2°/ IJ/~ I\~-~ I I 2. 
surface was corresponded to the lower edge of the 3rd [ 0.~ ! [ i I ~ 

rib of the dummy, and the center-line of the pelvis .... (.ooo, ...... 

impact surface was aligned to the H-point of the dummy. 
In the padded impact test, the center of the thorax 

Figure 4. Normalized Thorax Impact Surface Force-Time 

padding was in line with the 2nd rib of the dummy while 
Obtained from I meter Rigid Drop Test: EUROSID-1 and 
BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO Requirement 

avoiding shoulder impact to the padding, and the center- Corridor 
line of the pelvis padding was aligned to the H-point of ~uaoszo-, ~xosz, 
the dummy. For both test conditions, the upper arms of .... ! : : ; ! ! i 

the dummy were rotated 20° forwardof the spine. The     ~ ~ 6.0 

paddings used in this test were made by polyethylene     ~ 6.0 
~ 4.0 developed in Japan with the same dimensions and 

~ 4.o 

characteristics as the APR padding. The dimensions, and ~ 2.0 ~: ...... ’ 

force-displacement curve are given in Appendix 3. 
~ o i 

40 60 60 70 60 tO 20 30 40 

Time {msec)     SAE180 
Ttme (msec)     SAEtB0 

Figure 5, Normalized Thorax Impact Surface Force-Time 

~ 
se Device Obtained from 2 meter Padded Drop Test: EUROSID-1 

and BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO Requirement 

~ 
Corridor 

Table 5 gives the normalized peak rib deflections of ~ 
the EUROSID-1 and the BIOSID for both the 1 meter 
and 2 meter drop tests. In the 1 meter test° the lower rib 

~,rm 20" Forward / of the EUROSID- 1 satisfied the requirement for only one 

I" 
Lo,er l~dge of 3rd l~ib drop; all other responses exceeded the upper bound of 

the requirement. For the BIOSID, the upper rib deflec- 
l~igid Surface 7////~/~/)~,~/.,,///z Load-cells 

tions in two tests were slightly below the requirement, 

~ C/L of and IHb while the other responses were all within the require- 

~~ 

ment. In the 2 meter test, the upper rib of the EUROSID- 

Padded Surface ~::: 
Polyethylene Pad 1 satisfied the requirement in two tests, and the lower rib 

"/////P/z,/2/’///////#////, in one test, but other than these, all responses exceeded 

Figure 3. Test Set-up for Whole Dummy Drop Test 
the upper bound of the requirement by large amounts. 
For the BIOSID, on the other hand, the upper rib deflec- 

In these tests, the forces at each impact surface and tions of two tests were slightly below the requirement, 

the deflection of the impacted ribs relative to the spine but all other responses satisfied the requirement. 

were measured. The forces and deflections were filtered 
using SAE channel class 180, and then normalized by the Table 5. Normalized Peak Rib Deflection for the 

procedure given in document N249. 
EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from Thorax Drop Test 

Figure 4 shows the force-time curves at the thorax- r~ ¢o~tio, ~d ~t~OS~O-~ 
impact surface for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID to ~so ~,~ ~0~ 

the 1 meter rigid drop test compared with ISO response ~.a~ ~i~ ~ 
requirement corridor as described in document N249. t~ 39.~ ~.8 ~.~ u~i~ z~.z z~.~ ~.~ 

The peak force for the EUROSID-1 was at the lower 
z~-3~= HiddleRib 38.2 39.3 40.6 l.liddleRib 26.1 27.3 27.4 

~ Rib 37.0 38.6 38.4 Lo~er l~ib 27.3 29.1 28.7 

boundary of the requirement corridor but the time dura- ~0= ~ 
tion was longer than the corridor. The force-time curve t~ ~ ~3 ~ ~4 ~ ~ ~.~ z~.~ z6.8 

at the thorax-impact surface for the BIOSID, on the 
~-~0= Hiddlel~ib 45.4 45.6 46.8 14iddleRib 33.3 31.7 33.2 

Lc~c Rib 40.0 44.4 38.9 l~er I~ib 37.6 35.8 " 38.4 

other hand, was completely within the corridor. 
Figure 5 shows the force-time curves at the thorax- Sled Test. Three types of tests are required for thorax 

impact surface for both dummies to the 2 meter padded sled test. These are a rigid wall impact test at a velocity 

drop test compared with N249 requirement corridor. The of 6.8m/s, a padded wall impact test at 8.9m/s, and a 

peak force for the EUROSID-1 was within the response rigid wall impact test at 8.9m/s. For these tests, a HYGE 

requirement corridor but the time duration was slightly sled was used instead of the decelerator sled in the 

longer than the corridor. The force-time curve at the JARI/JAMA studies. 

thorax-impact surface for the BIOSID, was completely A seat with instrumented side wall was securely 

within the corridor, the same as 1 meter rigid drop test. attached to the HYGE sled, transverse to the direction of 
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EUROSZD-~                                                                                    BIOSZD 

travel. The side wall had two impact surfaces, one for 
the thorax and the other for the pelvis. Three load-cells 
were attached to each impact surface. Figure 6 shows the 
dimensions of the seat and impact surfaces used in this 
test. The surface of the seat was covered with a teflon 

~ o sheet to prevent the rotation of the dummy. The dummy 
was placed at sufficient distance from the impact surface 
to assure the dummy impact after a prescribed sled velo- Figure 7. Normalized Thorax Impact Surface Force-Time 
city is built up. The positioning of the arms is not clearly Obtained from 6.8m/s Rigid Wall Impact Test: EUROSID-1 
specified in the test set-up procedure of document N249, and BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO Requirement 
so in JARI/JAMA tests the upper arms were placed par- Corridor 
allel to the spine for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID. ~u~os~o-~ 
For the padded wall impact test, polyethylene paddings 

~ ~°I ~ i I 
~o 

were used as is the same in the thorax drop test. 
In these tests, the forces at the impacted wall, and the 

accelerations of the upper spine, lower spine, and upper 

rib were measured. Forces and the accelerations were 
filtered using SAE channel class 1000 and again filtered 
using a 100Hz FIR filter. These responses were norm- 
alized by the procedure as specified in document N249.     Figure 8. Normalized Thorax Impact Surface Force-Time 

Obtained from 8.9m/s Padded Wall Impact Test: 
EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO 
Requirement Corridor 

Figure 9 shows the force-time curves at the thorax- 
impact surface for both dummies for the 8.9m/s rigid 
wall impact test, compared with requirement corridor of 

/ 

~| --~ 
document N249. For the EUROSID-1, the peak force 
slightly exceeded the upper bound of the requirement, 

o while the time duration was almost within the corridor. 
The peak force for the BIOSID, on the other hand, 
exceeded the upper bound of the requirement, while the 

__ ~ time duration was slightly shorter than the corridor. 

~ ~ ~u~os~o-~ ~o~o 

1220 

for Sled Test °o 

Figure 7 shows the force-time curves at the thorax- Figure 9. Normalized Thorax Impact Surface Force-Time 
impact surface for the EUROSID-1 and the BIOSID for Obtained from 8.9m/s Rigid Wall Impact Test: EUROSID-1 
the 6.8m/s rigid wall impact test, compared with and BIOSID Responses Compared with ISORequirement 

response requirement corridor of document N249. The Corridor 

force-time curve at the thorax-impact surface for the Table 6 gives the normalized peak accelerations of the 
EUROSID-1 was completely within the requirement upper spine, lower spine, and upper rib of both the 
corridor. The peak force for the BIOSID, on the other EUROSID-1 and BIOSID in the sled tests. In the rigid 
hand, was slightly exceeded the upper bound of the wall impact at 6.8m/s, the accelerations of the upper 
requirement, while the time dWation was rather shorter spine and lower spine of the EUROSID-1 were below the 
than the corridor, lower bound of the requirement, while the upper rib 

Figure 8 shows the force-time curves at the thorax- acceleration was within the response requirement. For 
impact surface for both dummies for the 8.9m/s padded the BIOSID, the upper spine and lower spine accelera- 
wall impact test, compared with requirement corridor of tions were smaller than the lower bound, while the upper 
document N249. For both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID, rib acceleration exceeded the requirement. For the 
the peak forces slightly exceeded the upper bound of the padded wall impact at 8.9m/s, the EUROSID-I, as is the 
requirement, while the time durations satisfied the same in the 6.8m/s tests, the upper and lower spine 
corridor. 
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c/ 

accelerations were smaller than the response requirement 
while the upper rib acceleration was within the require- 
ment. For the BIOSID, again in the same manner as for 
6.8m/s tests, the upper and lower spine accelerations _c~ of Znd Rib 

were smaller tl an the response requirement, while the ...... 

upper rib acceleration was slightly larger. For the 
EUROSID-1 impacted against a rigid wall at 8.9m/s, in 
the same manner as for the other test conditions, the 
upper and lower spine accelerations were smaller than ,--Ftat l~igid H 
the lower bound, while the upper rib acceleration was 
within the requirement. On the other hand, the upper 

Figure 10. Positioning of the Impactor Face for Thorax 

spine and upper rib accelerations of the BIOSID satisfied 
Impact Test 

the response requirement, but the lower spine accelera- The impactor force-time responses and the upper spine 

tion was below the requirement by small amount, 
acceleration-time responses for both the EUROSID- 1 and 
BIOSID at 4.3m/s impact test were shown, compared 

Table 6. Normalized Peak Accelerations for the with the response requirement corridor given in docu- 

EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from Thorax Sled Test ment N249, in Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively (in 
which corridors are from HSRI pure lateral impact tests 

~’e~ 6mditine and F~0Sll)-I BI(~II) together with WSU/GMR oblique lateral impact tests). 
I~0 Requirement (FIR100) (Flltl(30) 

The peak force of the impactor for the EUROSID-1 was 
6.Sm,/s Rigid ~1! I!~pac~ within the requirement corridor, but the time duration 

tipper Spine 82 - 122 G 29. 0 24.9 25. 8 49. 7 52. 3 50.3 
Lo~Spine 71-10~6 38.Z ~.7 38.Z 51.6 ~.Z 8Z.1 was slightly shorter than the corridor. In addition, the 
IJpr~r Rib 6~ - 100 6 79.2 79.5 75.4 115.0 113.6 109.4 peak acceleration of the upper spine exceeded the upper 

8.~/s P~d~d Wan l,~-t bound of the requirement, but the time duration satisfied 
[IpperSpine 56- 98G 41.9 38.9 41.0 56.8 ~3 56.z the corridor. The test results for the BIOSID, as is for 
Lo~er Spine 82 - 129 6 52. 2 56.4 51. 0 71 9 71.2 67.3 
Upper Rib 72-108~ 91.3 76.7 80.5 108.6 112,5 117.5 the EUROSID-1, shows the impactor peak force was 

8.9¢/s Rigid ~11 It~l; . within the requirement corridor while the time duration 
[IptP_r Spine 69- 103 6 41.8 40.7 41.9 83.8 80.4 76.3 was slightly shorter, and upper spine peak acceleration 
Lo~er Spine 129 - 1930 67.1 64.8 65.1 118.5 115.1 127.0 
Upper Rib 133 - 199 6 139.6 141.5 13~.8 193. 5 189.B 180.3 exceeded the upper bound while the time duration satis- 

fied the corridor. 

Impactor Test. Two types of thorax pendulum impact      ~.o 

tests are required in document N249, for both 4.3m/s 
impact and 6.7m/s impact. A linearly guided impactor 
was used instead of the pendulum impactor in the J ARI/ 
JAMA tests. 

The tests were carried out by applying a pure lateral 

impact to the side of the rib structure, using a 23.3kg 
impactor with a 150mm-diameter face. The dummy was o 

0 10 20 30 40      50 t0 20      30 40 50 

Time (meec) seated in an upright position on a flat, rigid, horizontal Ti,e 

surface, without back support. The seating surface was 
covered by a teflon sheet. The upper arms of both 

Figure 11. Normalized Impactor Force-Time and Upper 
Spine Acceleration-Time Obtained from 4.3m/s Thorax 

dummies were removed during these tests (but only of Impact Test: EUROSID-1 Responses Compared with ISO 
impacted side for EUROSID-1). Because the impact Requirement Corridor 
position is not clearly specified in document N249, the ~.o 

impactor was aimed at positions shown in Figure 10, 
specifically, the center-line of the impactor was aligned _ 
to the mid-point of the middle rib cylinder for the 
EUROSID-1, or the impactor was aligned to the mid- o 
point of the 2nd rib for the BIOSID. 

In these tests, the accelerations of the impactor and ~ ~.o~/ "" -. 

the upper spine of the dummy were measured, and fil- 
tered using SAE channel class 1000 and SAE channel °o ~o 

class 180 respectively, and, these responses were again 
filtered with the lOOHz FIR filter. The acceleration of Figure 12. Normalized Impactor Force-Time and Upper 

the impactor was used to calculate the impactor force. Spine Acceleration-Time Obtained from 4o3m/s Thorax 

The impactor force and upper spine acceleration were 
Impact Test: BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO 

normalized by the procedure given in document N249. 
Requirement Corridor 
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The impactor force-time responses and the upper spine center-line of the impactor was aligned to the shoulder 
acceleration-time responses for both dummies at 6.7m/s pivot for both dummies. The seating position of the 
impact test were shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. For dummy was identical with that of the thorax impact test, 
the impactor force-time response, the corridor from the except that the upper arms were placed’ parallel to the 
cadaver oblique lateral impact tests by WSU/GMR was spine along the thorax. 
shown. The upper spine acceleration-time response is not 
required in this test, but the responses were normalized 
by the procedure as is for 4.3m/s impact test in the 

v=4.~/s 
JARI/JAMA studies. The peak force for the impactor Shoulder Pivot C/L--- 
force-time response for the EUROSID-1 was almost 
within the response requirement corridor, but the time 
duration was slightly shorter. The peak force of the --Arm Down Vertically 

impactor for the BIOSID was also within the corridor, as 
is for the EUROSID-1, but the time duration fell slightly 
shorter than the corridor. I 

Flat, IHgid, Horizontal Surface 

Figure 15. Test Set-up for Shoulder Impact Test 

The acceleration of the impactor was measured, and 
6.0 

I ! ! I 
\ 

filtered using SAE channel class 1000. The impactor 
i i ~ 

! 

acceleration was used to calculate the impactor force and 

~ 
~ ~ 

i the response was normalized by the procedure given in 

~ 
,.o~////-~~ 

~~% ,J 
~’k~ 1~/ 

ISO/DP9790-4. The shoulder displacement relative to the 

~ \ I spine is required for this test, but was not measured in 

~ \ the JARI/JAMA test. 
.2.° 

~ ~ x~ 
Figure 16 shows the impactor force-time curves for 

o ~:~- ~ the shoulder impact test for both the EUROSID-I and 
,o ~o ~o ,o 6o ~o ~0 ~o ~0 BIOSID, compared with the response requirement 

~ ~R corridor. Although the peak impactor force for the 
Figure 13. Normalized Impactor Force-Time and Upper EUROSID-I was slightly higher than the upper bound of 
Spine Acceleration.Time Obtained from 6.7m/s Thorax the requirement corridor, the overall shape and time 
Impact Test: EUROSID-1 Responses Compared with ISO duration of the impactor force-time curve fit on the 
Requirement Corridor corridor. The peak force of the impactor for the BIOSID 

6.0 ,~ was twice as high as the upper bound of the requirement, 

~/~ and the time duration fell in short. 

Figure 14, Normalized Impactor Force-Time and Upper 
Spine Acceleration-Time Obtained from 6.7m/s Thorax Figure 16. Normalized Impactor Force-Time Obtained 
Impact Test: BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO from Shoulder Impact Test: EUROSID-1 and BIOSID 
Requirement Corridor Responses Compared with ISO Requirement Corridor 

Shoulder Test Abdomen Test 
To evaluate the shoulder of the dummy, a pendulum According to ISO/DP9790-5(July ’88), drop tests from 

impact test is required in ISO/DP9790-4 (July ’87). In height of 1 meter and 2 meters onto a simulated armrest 
the JARI/JAMA tests, a linearly guided impactor identi- are required to evaluate the abdomen of the dummy. 
cal with that used in the thorax impact test was used Figure 17 shows the test set-up for the abdomen drop 
instead of the pendulum impactor, test. The dummy was suspended with the midsagittal 

Figure 15 shows the test set-up for the shoulder plane horizontal, and a "quick release" device was used 
impact test. The tests were carried out by applying a to provide a free fall onto the impact surface. The 
pure lateral impact to the shoulder at 4.5m/s, using a simulated armrest protruding 41mm above the surround- 
23.3kg impactor with a 150mm-diameter face. The ing surface and mounted on three load-cells which were 
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secured to the horizontal surface. In the document ISO/ armrest fell within the requirement corridor but the time 

DP9790-5, positioning of the dummy’s abdomen relative duration was slightly longer. And the overall shape and 

to the armrest is specified as "abdomen region including time duration of the armrest force-time curve for the 

the area of the 9th rib in line with the top surface of the BIOSID nearly fits on the corridor. 

simulated armrest." However, in the JARI/JAMA tests, EuAoszm-t ezoszo 

as shown in Figure 18, the center-line of the armrest was 

aligned to the abdominal force transducers for the ~ ........ 

EUROSID-1, and on the center-line of the gap between == ............. -~ ............................ 

two abdominal ribs for the BIOSID. These positioning of 
~ o.o 

both dummies were decided with the knowledge from ~ 2.0 - ......... = i 2.0 
--: ........... 

their calibration tests so that the best abdominal o ,o 

performance is thought to be expected. The upper arm of 
the dummy was removed for both the EUROSID-1 

Figure 19. Normalized ArmrestForce-TimeObtained From 

(impacted side only) and BIOSID during the tests. 
1 meter Drop Test: EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Responses 
Compared with ISO Requirement Corridor 

Figure 20 shows the force-time responses at the arm- 

~.Ouick Release Device 
rest for the 2 meter drop test for both dummies, com- 

~ 
pared with the requirement corridor. The 2 meter drop 
test was performed only once for both dummies. As in 
the 1 meter drop test, the armrest peak force exceeded 

_~ 

the upper bound of the requirement for the EUROSID- 1, 
but the time duration almost fell within the corridor. For 
the BIOSID the armrest peak force exceeded the upper 

h=t.0. Z.0m bound of the requirement, and the time duration was 
l~igid Armrest slightly longer than the corridor. 

4imm I                          /       Platform                            Bmomlm-~                          mIoeIo 

i C/L of Abdominal Hid Load-cell 
(EUROSID-I) 

Load-cells C/L of Gap of 2 Abdominal Ribs 
(BIOSID) o ~o 

Figure 17. Test Set-up for Abdomen Drop Test 
Figure 20. Normalized Armrest Force-Time Obtained From 

BIO$1D ~u~0S]D-~    ~$ - 2 meter Drop Test: EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Responses 
~ Compared with ISO Requirement Corridor 

Table 7 gives the normalized peak accelerations of the 
lower spine of the EUROSID-1 and the BIOSID for both 
1 meter and 2 meter tests. The normalized peak accelera- 
tion of the abdominal upper rib of the BIOSID are also 
given in this table. For the EUROSID-I, the peak accele- 

Figure 18. Positioning of the Abdomen to Rigid Armrest rations of the lower spine exceeded the upper bound of 

for Abdomen Drop Test the requirement in both 1 meter and 2 meter tests. For 

the BIOSID, on the other hand, the peak accelerations of 
The force applied to the armrest and acceleration of the lower spine were within the requirement, and the 

the lower spine were measured. The acceleration of the 
abdominal upper rib was also measured for the BIOSID. Table 7. Normalized Peak Accelerations fo~ the 

All responses were filtered using SAE channel class 180, 
EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from Abdomen Drop 

and were then normalized by the procedure specified by 
Test 

ISO/DP9790-5. ~e~t Condition and ~3SID-1 BI(~ID 

Figure 19 shows the force-time responses at the arm- IS0 Requiremnt (S~180) (S,~180) 

rest for the 1 meter drop test for the EUROSID-1 and the 
BIOSID, compared to the response requirement corridor. 

1.0~ 
Lo~er Spine 29 - 35 G 45.4 45.6 45.7 29.3 ~2 32.4 

With the EUROSID-1, the peak force of the armrest Impacted Rib 100-125G N.M N.~ n.~ 117.6 lla0 iz9.5 

exceeded the upper bound of the requirement corridor, 
but the time duration almost fell within the corridor. For Lo~er Spi~ 75 - 91 ~ 92.5 75. 8 

the BIOSID, on the other hand, the peak force of the Impacted Rib 160- 200G EM 191.5 

N.M ; Not Measured 
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EUROSZD-t                                        B’rOSZO 

peak accelerations of the abdominal upper rib were 
almost within the response requirement in both the 1 

meter and 2 meter tests. 

Pelvis Test 
In ISO/DP9790-6 (August, ’88), three different types 

of tests are required to evaluate the pelvis of the dummy, 
namely, the impactor test, drop test, and sled test. The 

SAE 1000                                                     SAE ~OOO 
JARI/JAMA has been performed these three types of 

Figure 22. Normalized Peak Impactor Force vs. Impact 
tests for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID. 

Velocity Obtained from Pelvis Impact Test: EUROSID-1 
lmpactor Test. The Impactor test was carried out by and BIOSID Responses Compared with ISO Requirement 

applying a lateral impact to the pelvis of the dummy, Corridor 
using a 17.3kg linearly guided impactor. This test 
requires impact velocity between 6m/s and 10m/s. In the Drop Test. Four different conditions were required for 
JARI/JAMA tests, four different velocities were chosen, drop test for the pelvis, namely, drop tests from heights 
namely, 6.0, 6.7, 7.5, and 9.0m/s. The impactor had a of 0.5 and 1 meters onto a rigid surface; drop tests from 
spherical face of 175mm-radius, and diameter of 120mm heights of 2 and 3 meters onto a padded surface. In the 
as shown in Figure 21. This was smaller than that speci- JARI/JAMA tests, three types of drop tests were carried 
fled by ISO/DP9790-6. However, as mentioned in the out, omitting the 3 meter drops. 
report of EEVC WG9 (15), this dimensions are corrected The set-up procedure of the dummy for these tests is 
values to errata in the original INRETS report. The identical with that of the drop tests for the thorax. The 
seating position and the upper arm position of the same type of polyethylene pad was also used in the 
dummy were identical to those for the shoulder impact padded tests for the pelvis as used in the thorax drop 
test. The center-line of the impactor was aligned to the tests. The pelvis acceleration was measured, and was 
H-point of the dummy, filtered using SAE channel class 180, and then norma- 

lized by the procedure specified in ISO/DP9790-6. 

Table 8 shows the normalized peak pelvis accelera- 
tions of both the EUROSID-I and BIOSID, for three Face 

types of pelvis drop tests. The pelvis peak acceleration 
of the EUROSID-1 in the drop test from 1 meter onto a 

C/L of H-Point r:60m~ rigid surface fell within the requirement. However, in the 
other two types of tests, the values obtained were less 

R:175mm 
than the lower bounds. The pelvis peak accelerations of 
the BIOSID in all three types of tests were less than the 
lower bounds of the requirements except the one test in 

Flat, Rigid, Horizontal Surface 2 meter padded drop test. 

Figure 21. Positioning of the Impactor Face for Pelvis Table 8. Normalized Peak Pelvis Accelerations for the 
Impact Test EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Obtained from Pelvis Drop Test 

The acceleration of the impactor was measured and 
used to calculate the impactor force, which was filtered ~est Condition and Etlt~ID-1 BIOSID 
using SAE channel class 1000, and then normalized by IS0 P~iuiremnt (EAR180) tSAR180) 

the procedure given in ISO/DP9790-6. 0.~ Rigid Drop 
Figure 22 shows the relationships between the norma- ~- 45 ~ 3~.5 :~8 ~.0 3~0 zg.z 37.7 

lized peak force of the impactor and impact velocity for 
1. Om Rigid Drop 

both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID, as well as the 63-77G 65.3 65.4 67.1 ~6 40.5 37.1 
response requirement corridor. The normalized peak 
impactor force vs impact velocity response of the ~.0=l~UedDrop 

EUROSID-1 shows linear relationship, but that of the 39- 47 G 30.0 30.7 33.7 41.3 30.8 3~.3 

BIOSID does not. In the 6.0 to 9.0m/s test range for the 
EUROSID-1, the impactor peak forces showed a higher Sled Test. Three types of sled tests are required for the 
values than the upper bound of the requirement. For the pelvis as is the case for the thorax, namely, a rigid wall 
BIOSID, in the 6.0m/s and 6.7m/s tests, the impactor impact at 6.8m/s and 8.9m/s and a padded wall impact at 
peak forces fell within the requirement corridor, but for 8.9 m/s. 
the 7.5m/s test, the impactor peak force was almost at The sled and the dummy settings in these tests were 
the upper bound, and for the 9.0m/s test, the value was identical with that used in the thorax sled tests. In 
greater than the corridor. 
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addition, a polyethylene pad was also used in the padded ¯ The neck of the both dummies on 7G sled test, show 

impact tests, rank A responses for acceleration of head and T1, 

In these tests, the force at the impacted wall and the however displacement responses of the EUROSID-1 

acceleration of the pelvis were measured. These re- are in better agreement to the requirements than that 

sponses were filtered using SAE channel class 1000, of the BIOSID. 

followed by the 100Hz FIR filtering, and then norma- ¯ The thorax of the both dummies show high biofideli- 

lized by the procedure specified by ISO/DP9790-6. ty rank on different three test conditions. In par- 

Table 9 shows the normalized peak forces of the ticul~, the BIOSID shows excellent performance in 

pelvis-impact surface and the pelvis peak accelerations the drop test. On the other hand, the EUROSID-1 

for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID, for three types of shows more biofidelic responses than BIOSID in the 

sled tests. The peak forces at the pelvis-impact surface sled test. 

for the EUROSID-1 under the three test conditions ° The shoulder of the EUROSID-1 shows more bio- 

exceeded the upper bounds of the requirements. The fidelic response rather than BIOSID in 4.5m/s 

pelvis acceleration of the EUROSID-1 was less than the impactor test. 

lower bound for the 8.9m/s padded wall impact test, but ° The abdomen of the BIOSID shows best compliance 

in the other two tests the values exceeded the upper with the response requirements except the armrest 

bound of the requirements. The peak forces at the pelvis force in the 2 meter drop test. 

impacted-surface for the BIOSID, as with the EUROSID- ° Although the pelvis of the EUROSID- 1 shows con- 

1, exceeded the upper bounds for all three test condi- siderable responses in the drop test, but all responses 

tions. The pelvis peak acceleration of the BIOSID for the in the other tests did not. The pelvis of the BIOSID 

6.8m/s rigid wall impact test was almost at the upper shows more biofidelic responses rather than EURO- 

bound; for the 8.9m/s padded wall impact test, almost at SID-1, in the impactor test and sled test. 

the lower bound; and for the 8.9m/s rigid wall impact 
test, the value exceeded the upper bound of the require- Table 10. EUROSID-1 and BIOSID Biofidelity Rankings 

ment, Body Test Biofidel ihp Ranking 

Table 9. Normalized Peak Impact Surface Forces and Ro,d O. Ro R~g~d Drop Roo.,e,d ~cc. 
Pelvis Accelerations for the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID ,.0s Sled Lat. Sead Ace. A 

Obtained from Pelvis Sled Test Lot.Ti Aec, A 

Test Cmdition and EIJR~II~I BIO~ID Aogle of Twi~t N,M N.M 

& b~/s Rigid Nall l~act 
z. Om Padded Drop impacted Surface Force A A 

Force &4 - 7.8 kN 28.4 2~8 29.8 22.7 2~3 27.5 s.8=/s Rigid Sled Impacted Surface Force A B 

& ~/S P~ded Nall Impact Thorax 8, 9=/s Padded Sled Impacted Surface Force B B 

Force 11.6 - 1~6 1~ 18.2 17.8 17.4 22.6 22.4 2Z0 ~ower Spine Ace. S B 

8.9m/s Sled C Acceleration 61 - 75 G 49.5 51.5 4~ 1 6~2 .57.6 62~2 
A 

& ~/s Rigid Nall l~eet Upper uiu Aoo.              A 
Force 22.4 - 26.4 ~ 39.9 39.8 39.7 42~3 4:~4 41.7 A 
~celeratim ~6 - 116 G 177.3 177.5 187.8 167.8 17%6 171.6 Upper Spine 

Overall Dummy Biofidelity 1.0~ Drop ,,oro~t P .... 
The results obtained from the tests for each part of ~ .... lop,tied u~p Ace. ~.~ 

both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID were evaluated with 
R.0, D~op A~o~or ..... Sp~,otP .... ADo. 

the following three-level ranking. ~.0,/o Late;el , ..... lmpactor F .... C A 

A: Peak within response corridor 
,.s=/, Lsteral Impact ,=paetor P .... 

B: Peak within one corridor width above or below 0.Do Rigid Drop Pelvis Ace. 13 B 

re-u:remewsq 1 t 
Pelvis S.O= Padded D~op eetvis ~ce. 

C: All other responses 
u.~,/~ Padded Sled l°raeted Surface F .... C C 

In Table 10, evaluation of all parts of both dummies s.~=/o u~g~d S~ed io,aotod S~rf~ce P .... 
are summarized. By comparing both dummies in each 

Pe,v~ ADO. c 

part of the body in terms of the above ranking, we see ~ ;; Peak ,ithin lCorrldor "idth Ab ..... Bale, Requi ..... ts 13 16 / 46 1~ / 48 

¯ The head of the both dummies show excellent per- 
formance in 200mm rigid drop test. 
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The number of items with A and B ranks, with which 
we think a dummy is applicable in practice, are 32 items 
among a whole 46 items for the EUROSID-1, and are 36 
items among a whole 48 items for the BIOSID. 

~ dD -- "- ....... 2c , 

Discussion % ..... ,~o ~o do .............. 
Full-Scale Side Impact Test Procedure enacted in the Figure 23. Correlation of Thorax Injury Criteria between 

United States (16) requires the TTI (Thoracic Trauma the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID: Responses Obtained from 
Index) as an index for scaling thoracic injuries. On the Drop Test and Sled Test 
other hand, both the Rib Deflection and V*C (Viscous 
Criterion) are discussed to apply in the proposed Full- From these relationships, as far as the drop tests and 

Scale Side Impact Test Procedure in Europe (17,18). the sled tests are concerned, the TTI gives the better 

Both theEUROSID-1 and BIOSIDcan measure these equivalence between the two dummies (the linear 
three types of injury criteria, but possibly different coefficient for the TTI closest to unity), and the V*C 
responses would be expected, even under identical test gives the better correlation. However, these correlations, 

conditions, which stand at least for the tests covered by this test 

Utilizing the data obtained from the biofidelity evalua- report, do not automatically stand for the full-scale test. 

tion tests covered in this report, a comparison was made 
of the responses of both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID to Conclusions 
the thorax injury criteria proposed for the Full-Scale Side As p~t~of the research carried out by JARI/JAMA, a 
Impact Test Procedure. Accordingly, the responses of the series of side impact tests have been conducted on both 
two dummies with respect to q~TI, Rib Deflection, and the EUROSID-1 and the BIOSID, to evaluate their bio- 
V*C were compared, using the data obtained from the fidelity compared to the latest version of the response 
drop tests and sled tests performed in this research, requirements of ISO/DP9790-1 to 6. The results can be 

Table 11 summarizes the responses of three injury summarized as follows. 
criteria for both dummies obtained from drop tests and (1) Both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID are designed to 
sled tests. The figures in Table 11 are average values for the 50th percentile adult male size, but the dimen- 
three sets of test performed under identical conditions, 

sions and mass distributions are not identical. 
The figures in parentheses are the coefficient of varia- 

(2) Both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID do not com- 
tion. These data were not subjected to ISO normaliza- pletely satisfy the response requirements of 
tion. The repeatability of these injury criteria were good 

ISO/DP9790-1 to 6. In other words, both dummies 
for both dummies, except the V*C of the BIOSID in the have parts of better biofidelity as well as poor 
0.5m rigid drop Test. It is seen that in the padded and biofidelity. Therefore, we might be able to say that 
rigid sled tests at 8.9m/s the "l~I’I and V*C were reduced both dummies are still premature for practical use. 
by a polyethylene pad, but the Rib Deflection was not And, by comparing both dummies in each part of the 
lessened for both the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID. body in terms of the biofidelity rankings, we see 

that: both are in the same level for head and thorax 
Table 11. Thorax Injury Criteria for the EUROSID-1 and responses; EUROSID-1 is advantageous in neck and 
BIOSID Obtained from Drop Test and Sled Test 

shoulder responses; and BIOSID is advantageous in 
abdomen and pelvis responses. 

~1~ Do~. ~*~ r~ ~ 0e,,. V*~ (3) An analysis was made to the proposed thorax injury 

0.~=~dD~op ~4. Z~.4~ z9.~(4.~ 0.~0(0.0~ Z3.~(Z.d~ ~.~(~.3~ 9.0~(1~.1~ criteria utilizing the data obtained from the bio- 
l.0. Rigid Drop 53. Z(5,1) 33.9(1.8) 0.29(3.1) 44.7(4.9) 27.7(1.4) 0. ZI(6.3) fidelity evaluation tests covered in this report. As far 

~.so/0 ~,,,d s,~ ~.~(z.~ 40.z(i.~ 0.~0(z.z~ ~.~(z.0~ ~.~0.,~ 0.~3(~.0~ as the drop tests and sled tests performed in this 
8.9./s Padded Sled 69.5(4.9) 54.’/(1.6) 0.~(1.4~ ~0.~(1.4~ ~.~(0.~ ,.3~(Z.I~ research, the TTI gives better equivalence, and the 

();C0efficientorVariationX V*C gives better correlation between the two 
dummies. 

Figure 23 shows the correlations between the 
EUROSID-1 responses and the BIOSID responses under Tasks in Future 
the same conditions. The correlations of the two 

Although we obtained better correlation and better dummies can be expressed by the following equations, 
equivalence in terms of thoracic responses in comparison 

TTI (BIOSID) = 1.026 x "I~TI (EUROSID-1) + 0.318 (r = 0.968) of the EUROSID-1 and the BIOSID by the biofidelity 
Rib Defl.(BIOSID)= 1.524x Rib DefI.(EUROSID-I)- 1.851 evaluation tests, this can be said as more or less a 

(r = 0.934) natural outcome, since both dummies have been devel- 
V*¢ (BIOSlD) = 1.378 x V*C (EUROSlD-1) - 0.149 (r = 0.991) oped so as to comply with ISO biofidelity requirement 

corridors. On the other hand, in full-scale vehicle side 
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impact tests by new FMVSS 214 in a preliminary JARI/ the International Standards Organization," SAE- 

JAMA study not yet reported, we observed responses of 890604, February 1989. 

the two dummies do not always go in parallel, although 9. Bendjellai, F. et al, "Comparative Evaluation of the 

tests are not many yet. Therefore we are much conscious Biofidelity of EUROSID and SID Side Impact 

of the need for a comprehensive evaluation based on all Dummies," SAE881717, October 1988. 

including the study in full-scale or full-scale-equivalent 10. Janssen, E.G. et al, "Comparison of EUROSID and 

tests. Cadaver Responses in Side Impacts", Proceedings of 
12th Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 
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Appendix 1. Effective Masses and Normalizing Factors Appendix 3. Dimensions and Characteristics of the 
for EUROSlD-1 Tests Polyethylene Pad 

" Poly tbo, l aterial ,    e ene l~oam gffect[ve Hess 

F~m Density " 68~m~ 

forAppendixBIOSID2"TestsEffective ~sses and Normalizing Factors O ~                                                        a0 :~: ~0        ~ 

420 j 

O IO 20 30 ~O 50 SO 70 80 @O qOO 

’2 ; Whole body mass of the standard cadaver. Deflection (ram) 
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$8.0.02 
The Biofidelity of the Production Version of the 
European Side Impact Dummy "EUROSID-I" 

A.K. Roberts, M. Beusenberg, 
flesh system in now used and the ribs have a lower 
dynamic mass, to improve biofidelity. Improved rib 

D. Cesari, K-P. Glaeser guides have been developed. 
European Experimental Vehicles Committ¢c-- ¯ Lumbar--No Change. 
Working Group 9 . Abdomen--The original tape switches have now 

been replaced by strain gauged beams. 

Abstract ¯ Pelvis--Detailed design changes made been made to 

Development of the European Side Impact Dummy improve durability and impact repeatability. The 

EUROSID-1 was completed early 1990. EEVC Working pubic symphysis force cell has been replaced and the 

Group 9 comprehensively reviewed the lateral impact ilium force gauges have been removed. A molded 

cadaver data base and have published detailed biofidelity plastic ilium, replacing the aluminum one, is now 

test procedures and design targets for dummies, based on incorporated with a revised hip insert block. The 

the original cadaver data. This report describes and sacrum block has been re-profiled to permit in- 

presents the results of a large biofidelity test programme creased ilium deformation. 

performed within the EEVC test laboratories on four ¯ Legs--No change. 

samples of the EUROSID-1 dummy. The results of this In addition to the above design changes the mass dis- 

test programme are compared with the biofidelity targets tribution of the dummy has been corrected. As a conse- 
produced by the EEVC Working Group 9. quence of these improvements the User’s Manual has 

been updated and the certification procedures reviewed. 

Introduction New pendulum based certification procedures for the 

Development and Status of EUROSID lumbar and neck have been developed, using a new 

The specification for EUROSID-1 was finished in May . symmetrical headform. 

1989 (1) and the production version of the specification 
became available in 1990. No further development of the 

Requirements of a Crash Test Dummy 

dummy is being undertaken. Many of the Production 
A crash test dummy has to satisfy several different 

Prototype EUROSID dummies have been upgraded to the 
requirements. One of the important requirements is that 

EUROSID-1 specification (the production specification) 
it exhibit a good degree of biofidelity. Apart from bio- 

and several new dummies have been produced. The prin- 
fidelity there are other requirements of equal importance 

cipal improvements made to the dummy were incorpo- 
and priority--repeatability, reproducibility, durability, 

rated to improve its biofidelity, since this was the main 
robustness to name a few. Unfortunately the quality of a 

area of criticism. During the general evaluation period of 
dummy is all too frequently assessed solely in terms of 

EUROSID, EEVC Working Group 9 published two status 
its biofidelity. The test programme described in this 

papers (2,3). These papers examined the problem areas 
report concentrates on the biofidelity aspects, since that 

that were being reported by users. The steps taken to 
was the main purpose of the test programme. More than 

resolve the problems were discussed and the improve- 
one dummy, test establishment and impact test procedure 

ments that were being incorporated to resolve these 
was used in this test programme therefore to a limited 

difficulties were described. Since the first batch of 
extent some of these other requirements can also be 
evaluated from these results. The principle evaluation of 

EUROSID (Production Prototype) dummies were pro- 

duced the following improvements have been made and 
a dummy must be based on its performance in a vehicle 

are incorporated in the EUROSID-1 dummy, 
in a crash test. One further assessment of biofidelity can 

be made in a vehicle impact test. This particular aspect 
¯ Head--No Change. was not evaluated in this part of EUROSID-Is evaluation 
¯ Neck--A minor detailed design change to the central but vehicle based cadaver comparative tests are being 

section has been made to improve durability. Circu- planned with EUROSID-1, based on the FAT Opel Kadet 
lar buffers of varying stiffness are now available to cadaver tests (4,5). 
permit certification tuning. 

¯ Arm/Sho.--Stub arms are now used and detent stops Biofidelity Targets 

at the shoulder joint are incorporated to improve in- EEVC Working Group 9 carried out a comprehensive 

vehicle setting up. The arm skeletal design has review of the cadaver data base in 1990 and derived a 

changed slightly to improve durability, set of biofidelity design targets for a lateral impact test 

¯ Thorax--The original optical displacement trans- dummy (6). This paper not only reviewed the cadaver 

ducers have now been replaced by high specification data base but also prioritized the test procedures based 

linear displacement potentiometers. A revised rib on the quality of the cadaver test procedure, the rele- 
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vance of the test and its reproducibility as well as the It should be noted that the lm drop test procedure 
injury severity/risk in accidents. The paper developed a used to assess the abdomen was not considered by WG9 
set of biofidelity targets appropriate for any side impact to be a good quality test procedure~ Due to this the 
dummy, to be used in a vehicle impact test procedure, target was considered to be a low quality target but 
All of the biofidelity test procedures, adopted by WG9, since injury to the abdomen is important the, abdomen 
were based on simple, easily reproduced test procedures was classified as a high priority body part. 
in which test variability could be minimized. The 
cadaver data used to derive the targets was normalized Table 1. Scope of Biofidelity Test Programme Presented 
according to the procedures developed by Mertz and in this Report 
Lowne (7) with against standard masses derived by WG9 

<8>. R ...... h +o+titute- I 
The response targets for EUROSID-1 were obtained High P+iorit+ 

by reprocessing the cadaver data. The targets were Head- 1,, Drop 20 - l0 

mathematically derived from the mean cadaveric Th .... - ~.3,~/s ~,~p - 
7.6m/s RW 3 - 5 

responses for the particular test. The normalized 10.3m/~ RW 3 - 
10.3m/s PW 2 - 5 

cadaveric responses were first time shifted to a "best fit" ~omoa - lm Drop - 

position based on the peak response and overall pulse pel~,i~ - ~mp ~ 6 - 
7.6m/s RW 3 - 5 

shape. A mean response curve was then determined. The 10.~/~ RW 
10.3m/s PW                     2          -          5 

width of the tolerance curve was based on an examina- 
LOW Priority Targets 

tion of the cadaver results for tests in which there were Neck - Dummy sled I - 1 
sufficient data for statistical analysis. Based on this Shoulder- Quasi static 
analysis a band of width + 25% of the peak mean value ~.~m/s ~,+p 

was applied to the whole time history of mean norma- [~mp = Guided Impactor : RW = Rigid Wall : PW = Padded Wall] 

lized cadaver curve, this approximating to a tolerance ¯ 
See Section 3.1.3. ¯ * See Section 3.2.2. 

band of about + one standard deviation. A + 25% 
tolerance band was constructed around the mean EUROSID-I Responses 
response curve. To enable the corridor to be easily It should be noted that most of these results cannot be 
specified a straight line corridor was then constructed compared to other performance requirements published 
through the + 25 % responses. The actual corridor by other groups since both normalization procedures and 
coordinates are described in the EEVC WG9 test test procedures could be different. Only the head drop 
procedure paper (8). test procedure is equivalent (9). 

Test Programme High Priority Targets 
Head biofidelity. The original cadaver tests were The EEVC WG9 biofidelity test programme has con- 

carried out on a complete cadaver, the cadavers being sisted of three test procedures, free fall drop, linear 
guided impactor and impact sled tests. The basic test 

strapped to a pivoting pallet. The biofidelic test--a 200 
mm free fall drop test onto a rigid surface--has been procedures adopted for this programme were first 

described in a 1990 EEVC WG9 paper reviewing the 
adopted, due to its ease and repeatability. 

The biofidelity test is a simple free fall drop test onto lateral impact cadaveric data base (6) and have since 
a rigid surface from a height of 200mm. Table 2 shows been slightly refined, based on test experience and 

increased knowledge of the cadaver tests. The actual test 
the response of three EUROSID-1 heads subjected to this 
test procedure. BASt also tested two other heads. In an procedures and targets were re-published at the 1991 
un-tuned condition they gave mean responses of 145.7 g 

ESV conference (8). The main difference in the two 
versions of the two WG9 papers being with respect to 

Table 2. Head Drop Tests 
the wall dimensions for the sled based tests. Impact tests 
have been carried out by four research institutes--the 
BASt, Germany; INRETS, France; TNO, Netherlands; ~o~e~ 
and the TRRL in the United Kingdom. Table 1 details Test condition Un-tuned head Tuned head 

the complete test programme carried out at each ~st 1~.3 13~.~ 
establishment. It should be noted that each of the test ~s~.~ ~33.~ 

institutes used a different sample of the EUROSID-1 ~3.~ ~3~.9 
154.4 134.5 

dummy and that for most of the test procedures the l,*.l l~.~ 

particular test was repeated by more than one institute. ~,.~l~° ~3~.0~3~~ 
The priority rating of the test and body part was =o i~,.~ 

determined by WG9 based on the quality of the cadaver ~1.1 ~1~.0 

data, the test procedure and injury severity/risk from l~.~ ~.9 

accidents 
r~ 151.9 1~7.1 

163.7 136.6 
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and 140.2 g. It is thought that both of these heads could significant wall rebound at the time of cadaver to wall 

easily have been tuned into the biofidelity targets, impact. The EEVC specified velocities reflect the actual 

Thorax biofidelity. Thorax biofidelity is assessed by cadaver to wall impact. The assessment of biofidelity in 

two test procedures, a simple linearly guided impactor this test procedure is based on the inertia compensated 

test and three sled based tests, wall forces measured at the upper load plate. Figure 5 

Thorax impactor test. The thorax biofidelity impactor and Figure 6 show the upper rigid wall force response at 

test is performed at a velocity of 4.3 m/s using a 6" 7.6 m/s. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the rigid wall force 

diameter impactor with a mass of 23.4 kg. Two norma- response at 10.3 m/s. Figure 9 and Figure 113 show the 

lized parameters are assessed, impactor deceleration and padded wall force response at 10.3 m/s. 

lateral acceleration of the upper spine measured at the T1 Thorax T1 Ace. 
position. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the impactor de- la1 

4.3 m/s 
celerations responses for the TNO and TRRL dummies, 

14: -- Tst~ 

compared to the target corridor. Figure 3 and Figure 4 
show the TI lateral accelerations responses. 

Thorax sled tests. Thorax biofidelity in the sled tests a 10- 

are based on three test procedures. Two tests are into 
two rigidly mounted force plates and one further test into 
the same plates onto which is attached two defined pads. 
The impact velocities, 7.6 and 10.3 m/s are defined as 
the impact velocity of the dummy into the wall. This ¯ 
velocity allowing for any possible rebound velocity. 
Previous test specifications for this type have test have 

defined impact velocity purely on impact sled velocity 
(9). Re-examination of the base cadaver data showed 

Figure 3. Thorax T1 Lateral AccelerationmTNO 

Thorax Imp Ace. Thorax T1 Ace. 
la 4.3 m/s 1~- 4.3 m/s 

14 -- Target 14- 
-- Target 

12 12- 

2- 2 

O- 0 

-2-                                                                                 -2- 

Norm. Time (rn=)                                                                 NOn~ ~ (ms) 

Figure 1. Thorax Impactor DecelerationmTNO Figure 4. Thorax T1 Lateral AccelerationmTRRL 

Thorax Imp Acc. Upper wall force 
1~- 4.3 m/s 

1~. 7.6 m/s rigid wall 

14- -- Target 18- -- 

14- 

12- --- EURO~ID-1 ~" 12, --o EURO~ID-1 

~ 10- 
10 

_._ 

2 2- 

0 Oj 

NOn~ Time (ms)                                                              Norm. "F~ (n~)             ’~:~ 10 ~--~ 

Figure 2. Thorax Impactor Deceleration--TRRL Figure 5. Thorax Rigid Wall Force (7.6 m/s)--INRETS 
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Upper wall force Upper wall force 
¯ ~e 7.6 m/s rigid wall .~s- 10.3 m/s padded wall 

14, 

--- EURO~I~.I ~ 12- --- EUROSID-1 

~- 

"~" 

Norm. Tin~ (r~) ~= 10 ~ Norm. Time (ms) �= 10=> 

Figure 6. Thorax Ridge Wall Force (7.6 m/s)--TRRL Figure 9. Thorax Padded Wall Force (10.3 m/s)---INRETS 

Upper wall force Upper wall force 
10.3 m/s rigid wall 18. 10.3 m/s padded wall 

34- 

22- 
-- Targets 16, -- 

20- 14- -- 

~_~ 18 .... 
EURIS~D-1 

~ 12- 
--- EUROSID-1 

~ 
’" ~ " 10- 

8- 

6- 4- 

2- 

0 

Figure 7. Thorax Ridge Wall Force (10.3 mls)--INRETS Figure 10. Thorax Padded Wall Force (10,3 m/s)uTRRL 

Upper wall force Abdomen force 
10.3 m/s rigid wall s. 1 rn drop 

22- 
-- Twget 

~0- -- Taxget 
--- EUROalD-1 

--- ~JRI~II~I 

¯ 

Norm. r~me (rn~) <~= 10c:~ 0- 

Figure 8, Thorax Ridge Wall Force (10,3 rn/s)--TRRL T~n~(~) 

Figure 11, Abdomen Drop Test~TNO 
~ome~ ~i~fide/i~ 

~bdomen biofidelity is assessed in a free fall drop EUROSID-I, ~rom a drop height of ]m in the one 
test, that is very difficult to perform accurately. Of the processed test. 
6 tests performed only was considered of adequate 
quality and capable of full normalization in terms of Pelvis Biofidelity 
biofidelity. The abdomen is assessed by the normalized As for the thorax pelvis biofidelity is assessed in two 
force measured at the simulated arm rest. In addition dynamic test procedures, impactor and sled based. 
abdominal penetration should be >41mm. Figure 11 Pelvis impactor test. The impactor test is based on a 
shows the inertial compensated armrest force response of special light weight impactor with a spherical impact 
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surface. The mass of the impactor is 17.3 kg with a Lower wall force 
spherical face of 175 mm radius and an outer diameter ~ 

~ 7.6 m/s rigid wall T~ 
of 120 mm. The dummy is sat on a special defined seat. -- 

A range of impact velocities are permitted for the test 
between 6.0 and 10.0 m/s. A force/velocity response 
target corridor is defined for this test. Figure 12 shows 
this response corridor and the peak responses from a 
number of impact tests performed on two EUROSID-1 ~ 1e- 

dummies. 

Pelvis impactor force o 
18.                                                 ~ Target~                       i       ~       i       I       I 

Norm. Time (n~) 

o                    Figure 13. Pelvis Ridge Wall Force (7.6 m/s)--INRETS 
o TNO 

14 

[]              Lower wall force 
¯ " z~- 7.6 m/s dgid wall 
~ 10- 

,,~ 
8- ~] 

-- T*~get 

6- 

~ 

~ROS~D-1 

I mp~or ~ (m/s) 

Figure 12. Pelvis Impactor Force/Velocity 

Pelvis sled tests. The test procedure for the pelvis is 
exactly the same as for the thorax, both test being 

.s, , , ~ , , 

carried out at the same time. Pelvis biofidelity in this 

test is assessed by two requirements at each test condi- 
Figure 14. Pelvis Ridge Wall Force (7.6 m/s)--TRRL 

tion, peak pelvis deceleration and lower inertia compen- Lower wall force 
sated wall force. Table 3 shows the peak decelerations 10.3 m/s rigid wall 
for the three sled test conditions. Figure 13 and Figure --r~, 
14 show the lower rigid wall force response at 7.6 m/s. ~o 

__ 
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the lower rigid wall force m --- BJ~-I 
response at 10.3 m/s. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the ~. _._ 

lower padded wall force response at 10.3 m/s. 

Table 3. Pelvis Decelerations in Sled Tests 
10- 

Peak Pelvis Deceleration (g) 

Test Condition 7.6 m/s RW 10.3 m/s RW 10.3 m/s PW 

Target 52.7 - 87.9 79.5 - 132.5 65.8 - 109.7 

INRETS 134.8 211.5 95.0 
124.8 188.9 98.0 
110.0 213.5 

129.1 189.8 72.9 
12o.4 185.5 74.6 Figure 15. Pelvis Ridge Wall Force (10.3 m/s)--INRETS 
116.2 195.9 72.6 
128.8 230.9 75.4 

Low Priority Targets 
Neck biofidelity. Neck biofidelity is assessed in a sled Shoulder biofidelity. Shoulder biofidelity is assessed 

based test procedure, reproducing human volunteer test. in two tests, a very simple lateral quasi-static test and a 

The test specifies both the sled deceleration as well as linearly guided impactor test at 4.5 m/s using the 6" 

the dummies T1 lateral deceleration. Both test diameter 23.4 kg impactor. Figure 19 and Figure 20 

procedures being based on the same cadaver data set. show the responses of two EUROSID-1 dummies this the 

The same peak response targets are specified for both dynamic test. Table 5 shows the maximum deflection 

test procedures. Table 4 tabulates the peak responses of observed in the TRRL tests. 

the EUROSID-1 neck to the targets. 
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Lower wall force Shoulder Imp force 
= 10.3 m/s rigid wall + 4.5 rn/s 

25                                              RO~ID-I                               $" 

--- EUFIO~D-1 

10                                                                   z 

1 

0 
0 

-S 

Norm.’l’~ne (n=)         �= 10 t=~                                         Norm. Time (rr,=) 

Figure 16. Pelvis Ridge Wall Force (10.3 m/s)--TRRL        Figure 19. Shoulder Impactor Force/Time--TNO 

Lower wall force                  Shoulder Imp force 
10.3 m/s padded wall                        4-               4.5 rn/s 

12-                                                                                   3- 

--o- EUROSID-I 

4 
1- 

2 
0.5- 

0 
0- 

-2 
,.0.5 - 

Norm. ~ (m=)                                                           Norm. Time (ms)                  <= 10,=�, 

Figure 17. Pelvis Padded Wall Force (10.3 m/s)~INRETS Figure 20. Shoulder Impactor Force/Time--TRRL 

Lower wall force 
1el 10.3 m/a padded wall 

Table 5. Shoulder Impactor Tests Displacements--TRRL 

14t --TlUget Shoulder Impactor Test Maximum Lateral Displacement 12° mm 

~ ---- EUROSID-1 Test 1 71 

~ Test 4 74 

. 
A large number of quasi static tests were performed 4 

by TRRL. The test as specified is a simple one but great 
= difficulty was found in performing it due to alignment 
o difficulties. The results, although not listed, have a high 

.~. level of variance dependant upon the adjustment and 

~,,,.r,~(m) orientation of the external dummy suit. Without the suit 
in place around the dummy the force displacement 

Figure 18. Pelvis Padded Wall Force (10.3 m/s)--TRRL      targets are easily met. With the suit in position the force 

to achieve the displacement target can range between the 
Table 4. Neck Pendulum specified level and about 50-100% greater. 

Flexion     .orizontal ~ .... d Discussion of Results 
~=1 o~ co~ ~1 As was previously described the biofidelity design 

Tor~ot , - ~9 ~0 - l+~ " ~ targets were based on a mathematically derived mean 
response from a group of cadaver tests. The quality of 
the biofidelity target is based not only on the number of 
repeat cadaver tests but also upon the reproducibility of 
the test procedure itself. Much of the discussion must be 
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based as much on the sparsity of the usable cadaver data 
parameters well exceed the accepted performance limits. 

and the severity of the test procedure as to the ability of 
This test condition can therefore be regarded as being 

the dummy to conform to the targets. It should be noted less relevant to the in-car situation than the other two 

that only for the pelvis impactor test is there a reason- sled impact conditions. 

able number of cadaver tests on which to develop bio- For the more important test conditions (7.6 m/s rigid 

fidelic targets with confidence. Only the EEVC head 
wall and 10.3 m/s padded wall) the response of the 

drop test is identical to the equivalent test procedure 
thorax is in very good agreement with the targets and is 

specified by ISO (9). 
close to the target for the extreme rigid wall test at 10.3 

It is most important for the dummy to be humanlike in m]s. 

its response under impact conditions where the stiffness 
Abdomen drop test. The cadaver target for the abdo- 

of the body part is similar to the stiffness of the impact- men is based on a set of tests on arm rests of differing 

ed part of the vehicle interior. This is most likely to be heights involving a wide range of injury severity. Be- 

the case with the thorax and abdomen. This is less criti- 
cause of poor test repeatability only one test result on 

cal for the pelvis whose stiffness is likely to be greater 
the abdomen can be discussed at length. The one result 

than the stiffness of the padding provided for its protec- 
does indicate that the peak force generated on the arm- 

tion. 
rest is above the target. The average internal abdominal 

It should be noted that when the targets were derived 
force measured in the drop test with a 41 mm armrest 

it was decided not to attempt to compensate for the was 3.5 kN which is 40% greater than the performance 

human muscle tone in living subjects. It is thought that limit of 2.5 kN at a penetration of 39 mm. The abdomen 

muscle tone would increase the lateral stiffness, was not designed to be biofidelic up to this high level 

principally of the thorax. 
(cadaver injury equivalent to AIS 4). In the drop test the 
abdomen will bottom out against the strain gauged beams 

High Priority Body Areas which would generate the high peak force observed. 

Head drop test. The head of EUROSID-1 has not It should be noted abdomen design changes from the 

changed from the original production prototype dummy, 
Production Prototype dummy to EUROSID-1 relate to 

and is based on the Hybrid III dummy head, but certified 
instrumentation techniques rather than biofidelity. This 

for lateral impact. It should be noted that the head of was the principal cause of concern expressed by users of 

EUROSID-1 is similar to that used on BIOSID. 
the earlier version of the dummy. 

The results from the three institutes that performed 
The period of the abdomen force pulse is similar to 

biofidelic tests on the EUROSID-1 head clearly show the target corridor but the peak value exceeds the upper 

that the head can be tuned to meet the biofidelity 
limit by about 30% in the one valid test. The abdomen is 

requirements for a side impact dummy, 
considered to be a high priority body part, but the 

Thorax impactor test. The two sets of thorax impactor 
cadaver data is only of limited value. Based on this 

results from TNO and TRRL show good agreement, 
limited data the biofidelity of the abdomen is considered 

Mean peak acceleration values for impactor acceleration to be adequate. 

are only 7% and 3% above the upper target boundary and Pelvis impactor test. The impactor test results from 

the T1 accelerations are in the peak limit range. For both both INRETS and TNO indicate that the forces exceed 

sets of results the rate of rise in acceleration is consistent the target corridor at speeds greater than about 5.5 m/s 

but slightly greater than that measured with cadavers, for the INRETS tests and about 6.5 m/s for the TNO 

The dummy response might be more representative of tests. 

live human response when muscle tone is present. Over- The performance is close to the target at low speeds 

all the response of the thorax in the impactor test is very 
but agreement at higher speed is poor. It should be noted 

close to the targets, that during development of EUROSID the performance 

Thorax sled test. The thoracic wall forces in the 7.6 of the pelvis in the impactor test was influenced by 

m/s rigid wall and 10.3 m/s padded wall impacts are in lumbar stiffness. A stiffer lumbar than would be required 

very good agreement with the design targets, lying 
for optimum performance in the impactor tests was 

almost entirely within the corridors. The peak amplitudes 
chosen to improve dummy seating stability. This test 

of the results from INRETS and TRRL are almost 
only loads the pelvis which would not be the situation 

identical, 
for in-car testing. 

Even for the 10.3 m/s rigid wall impact tests the While the forces exceed the target values at the higher 

responses, for the most part, are within the corridors, 
velocities they are closer for EUROSID-1, which uses a 

although some peaks exceed the upper limit. This sled polymeric ilium, than those found with the Production 

test must be interpreted not only against the design 
Prototype EUROSID which had an aluminum ilium. 

targets and the size of the cadaver data base but also Pelvis sled test. The peak responses for the padded 

against the severity of the in-vehicle impact situation, 
wall test are in good agreement with the target but in the 

The 10.3 m/s rigid wall test is an extremely severe rigid wall tests at both impact speeds they :ire somewhat 

impact both to a cadaver and to a dummy. The injury in excess. While the forces and accelerations for the 
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rigid wall tests exceed the target values they are again shoulder responses of EUROSID-1 are in close 
closer for EUROSID-1 than those found with the agreement with the targets. 
Production Prototype EUROSID. Shoulder quasi-static test. This is a low priority body 

part and a low priority test procedure if it is compared to 
Low Priority Body Areas the in-vehicle impact severity situation. This test is 

Neck sled test. The neck test procedure is a difficult intended to ensure sufficient lateral compliance of the 
one to perform since there are two input requirements, shoulder. Tests performed according to this prescribed 
sled and T1 lateral acceleration. It is not possible to procedure have shown that under very low loads the 
achieve a perfect match for both input requirements on jacket of EUROSID-1 greatly influences the motion of 
a non HY-GE sled. The test procedure defined by EEVC the shoulder. Tests indicate that maximum translational 
WG9 places greater importance on reproducing T1 accel- motion of the shoulder well in excess of 55 mm is pos- 
eration rather than the sled pulse. Three dimensional film sible. It should be noted that the shoulder does not have 
analysis is necessary to measure displacements and any associated injury threshold criterion attached to it. 
flexion angles. A close match to the T1 requirement was 
achieved in the one test performed by TNO. Repeatability and Reproducibility 

Although neck injuries are not currently considered in An assessment of dummy repeatability can be gained 
side impact testing, the translational and rotational by examining peak dummy responses from repeated tests 
measurements relate to the possibility of the head with the samedummy. In addition dummy reproducibili- 
impacting the vehicle interior in a lateral impact. Any ty can be assessed by comparing different dummies’ 
head contact with the vehicle interior is likely to occur peak responses in the same test at different research 
well before the maximum head displacement measured laboratories. Where a test has been repeated more than 
in this test are achieved. From the one test, satisfactory once the Coefficient of Variation (%) can give an 
responses were measured for angular flexion but small indication of the quality of a dummy. It is acknowledged 
deviations from the targets were observed for the dis- that the greater the number of repeat tests the better is 
placements. Thus compliance is considered to be suffi- the quality of the estimate of the Coefficient. The 
cient for good neck biofidelity. Coefficient of Variation is derived from the mean 

Shoulder impactor test. Fairly good overall repeatabili- response value and the standard deviation (Equation 1). 
ty was seen in the shoulder impact tests within each test 
laboratory, the TNO tests being closer together than the Coef. Var. (%) = Standard Deviation ¯ 100 (1) 
TRRL results. The TNO dummy results are very close to Mean Value 
the target corridor but the TRRL dummy gave slightly 

It is generally considered that a Coefficient of Variation higher force levels outside of the target and in addition 
of about 10% is acceptable under these types of test the "noise" level was much greater. The minimum 
conditions. Table 6 shows the peak mean responses and shoulder deflection target of 32 mm was easily exceeded. 

The shoulder of EUROSID-1 has two degrees of free- 
Table 6. Comparisons Between Dummies and Tests 

dom. When struck laterally the arm moves both forward 
Institututes 

as well as laterally. A possible explanation for the 
differences between the two test results lies in the test . 
equipment and test procedure. It is believed that the 
cadaver tests were performed with a linearly guided 
impactor with the response of the shoulder being deter- 
mined purely by force and shoulder lateral displacement 
criteria. Since the shoulder of EUROSID-1 slides across 
the surface of the impactor it generates bending moments 
in the impactor guide which could influence frictional .......... ~_~ ....... 
forces. The impactor used by TRRL uses linear ball 
races and the TNO impactor uses plain linear bearings. 
An impactor based on plain bearings is more likely to 
suffer from frictional damping problems than one using ~’~’~ ....... 
linear roller races, but the roller races can cause 
oscillations as rollers engage and disengage. These ........ 
oscillations may be seen superimposed on the TRRL ..... 

pl pulses. This could ex ain the differences between the ~.~ ~ ....... 
TNO and TRRL responses. It should be noted that the ........... 
certification of EUROSID-1 is based on a suspended 
impactor to overcome this problem. These differences 
are not observed in this type of impactor. Overall the ...... ~ ...... 

I I 
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Coefficient of Variation for the different dummies tested 
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Impact Dummy--Lateral Abdominal Response 
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Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of the Table IO. TRRL 
Dummy. ISO/DTR 9790-5 Ref No 

ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. (f) ISO/Road TEST IMPACTOR T1 TIME 
Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side Impact ACC. ACC. 
Dummy--Lateral Pelvic Response Requirements to Test 1 0.98 1.02 0.98 
Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/DTR Test 2 0.97 1.03 0.97 
9790-6 Ref No ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. Test 3 0.98 1. O2 0.98 

Test 4 0.98 1.02 0.98 

Annex: Normalization Factors 
Test 5 0.98 1.02 0.98 

The factors used to normalize the EUROSID-I test Table 11. INRETS 
data are shown in the following Tables. Although the TES~ ~o~ PE~WS PE~WS 
numbers in themselves are of little importance they do CTime & F .... ) (Time & F .... ) Acceleration 

7.6 m/s Rigid Wall give some indication of dummy and test procedure re- Test 1 0.90 0.82 1.11 
Test 2 1.01 0.86 1.08 

peatability. They also show by how much the dummy Test 3 0.95 0.90 1.06 
responses have been modified, using the same normali- 10.3 m/s Rigid Wall 

Test 1 0.99 0.82 i.ii 
Test 2 1.00 0.86 1.08 zation techniques applied to the original cadaver data by Test 3 1.02 0.81 1.11 

WG9. 10.3 m/s Padded Wall 
Test 1 0.93 0.77 1.14 

Shoulder. The normalization factors for the shoulder Test 2 0.95 0.79 1/13 

impactor tests used by TNO and TRRL are shown in Table 12. TRRL 
Table 7 and Table 8. TEST THORAX PELVIS PELVIS 

Thorax lmpactor Tests. The normalization factors for (Time & F .... ) (Time & F .... ) Acceleration 

7.6 m/s Rigid Wall 
the thorax impactor tests used by TNO and TRRL are Test 1 0.99 0.82 1.10 

Test 2 0.98 0.79 1.12 
shown in Table 9 and Table 10. Test 3 1.oo 0.80 1.12 

Test 4 0.99 0.79 1.12 

Thorax and Pelvis Sled Tests. The normalization Test 5 1.00 0.82 i.i0 
10.3 m/s Rigid Wall 

factors for the sled tests used by INRETS and TRRL are Test i 1.00 0.78 1.13 
Test 2 1.01 0.78 1.13 

shown in Table 11 and Table 12.                                        Test 3 1.01 0.78 1.17 
Test 4 1.02 0.80 1.12 

Abdomen Drop. The normalization factor for the Test 8 0.97 0.75 1.15 
10.3 m/s Padded Wall abdomen drop test used by TNO is shown in Table 13. Test 1 0.96 0.73 1.17 

Test 2 0.95 0.74 1.16 
Pelvis lmpactor. The normalization factors for the T0,t 3 0.93 0.74 1.16 

Test 4 0.95 0.74 1.16 
pelvis impactor tests used by INRETS and TNO are Test 5 0.96 0.77 1.14 

shown in Table 14 and Table 15. Table 13. TNO 

Table 7. TNO TEST VELOCITY ARMREST FORCE & 
TIME. 

TEST IMPACTOR & TIME. Test 1 - im drop 1.00 

Test 1 i. 17 Table 14. INRETS 
Test 2 1.18 
Test 3 i. 18 
Test 4 I. 16 TEST VELOCITY IMPACTOR & 
Test 5 1.20 TIME. 

Test 1     4.62 m/s 0.99 
Table8. TRRL 

Test 2 - 8.27 m/s 1.03 
Test 3 - 6.13 m/s 1.01 

TEST IMPACTOR & TIME. Test 4 - 6.08 m/s 1.01 
Test 5 - 7.55 m/s 0.99 

Test 1 1.22 Test 6 - 8.84 m/s 1.02 
Test 2 1.25 Test 7 - 8.97 m/s 1.03 
Test 3 1.23 Test 8 - 7.50 m/s 1.01 
Test 4 1.26 
Test 5 1.25 Table 15. TNO 

Table ~. TNO 
TEST VELOCITY      IMPACTOR & 

TEST IMPACTOR T1 TIME TIME. 
ACC. ACC. Test 1 - 6.16 m/s 0.98 

Test 1 0.99 1.06 0.99 Test 2 - 6.15 m/s 0.98 
Test 2 0.98 1.09 0.98 Test 3 - 7.94 m/s 0.98 
Test 3 0.97 i.ii 0.97 Test 4 - 7.94 m/s 0.98 Test 4 0.98 1.09 0.98 Test 5 - 10.05 m/s 0.99 Test 5 0.98 1.08 0.98 Test 6 - 10.04 m/s 0.98 
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A Comparison of Hybrid III and Cadaver Thorax Response 
Under Diagonal Belt Loading 

S efin 6 Riordfiin, Mac helle Ramet, 
Dominique Cesari, Robert Bouquet 
INRETS 

Abstract 
This paper presents the results of a series of thorax \.~ 

loading tests, in which the aim was to analyze the re- 
sponse of human surrogates in an inline frontal impact 

Figure 1. Test Setup 

when restrained by. a diagonal seatbelt. The general pulled vertically downwards and around a system of 
results of 33 tests on 20 cadavers and 42 tests on 2 pulleys to a suspended catcher plate. 
different Hybrid III dummies are reported. The tests In this series of tests the plate was struck by an 
show that the energy required to fracture 6 ribs is lower impactor which was propelled by a system of powerful 
than previously reported at 417 joules. They also show elastic bands. The impactor was in "free-flight" for a 
that the Hybrid III is twice as stiff as the cadavers tested short period prior to its impact with the catcher plate. 
in this mode of thorax compression. The speed of the impactor was measured during this 

"free-flight" period. Two alternative impactor masses 

Introduction were used in the tests, 22.4 kgs and 76.1 kgs. There was 

The purpose of the paper is to present and compare an accelerometer behind the head of the impactor. In 

the results of a series of test which were carried out on addition to the internal thoracic deflections measured on 

the thoraxes of the Hybrid III dummy and on cadavers, the Hybrid III thorax, 8 (and in some cases 9) external 
The tests were designed to test the response of thethorax linear displacement transducers were placed vertically 

to a belt loading simulating a frontal inline impact. The above the thorax to measure dynamic compression, a 

tests were carried out by INRETS-LCB in cooperation further transducer was placed horizontally on each side 

with NHTSA and Transport Canada. Previous test have (in some cases only on the right hand side) of the thorax 

been carried out (1) to determine the response of the to measure lateral enlargement as a result of the com- 

thorax of volunteers and the Hybrid III to this belt pression. Three of the transducer rods were attached 

loading. This project was conceived with the aim of directly to the belt, the others were attached to the rib 

extending the severity of the impact using cadavers. In cage directly through the flesh (for both cadavers and 

total 33 tests were carried out on cadavers and 42 tests Hybrid III). Figure 2 shows the location of the displace- 

on two different types of Hybrid III dummy. The tests ment transducers. A high speed camera (1000 f/s) 

took place over a period of more than two years. These showed the side profile of the cadavers during the tests. 

tests clearly demonstrate the comparative reproducibility 
of the Hybrid III dummy when compared with the very 
scattered response of cadavers. 

Test Methodology 
The cadaver and Hybrid III tests were carried out 

under essentially the same conditions. The human surro- 
gate was placed flat on its back with its lower legs 
placed on a box to approximate a sitting posture, refer 
figure 1. A webbing belt supplied by Transport Canada, 
similar to that used in a car, was placed diagonally 
across the thorax in a manner similar to that of the 
diagonal seat belt of a car driver (left hand drive) and 
such that it passed directly over the sternum. The belt 
angle was 36 degrees to the centre line of the surrogate. 

’~ _ 

The extremities of the webbing were passed over two 
low friction bearings and were attached to the ends of a 
horizontal bar at a pair of force cells. This bar was then 

Figure 2. Transducer .ocations 
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Hybrid Ill Test Results any significant detection at this level (with or without 
Forty-two dynamic tests were performed on two fractures) will impinge on these organs. Note also that 

different Hybrid III dummies, using both the light (22.4 the spleen is in a similar position on the left hand side. 
kgs) and the heavy (76.1 kgs) impactor. Transducer number 9 measured lateral extension of the 

Points 1 (mid-sternum on the belt) and 8 (the lowest rib cage at the left hand side, however it was found that 
floating rib on the right hand side) consistently had the the measurement values were always less than 0.5 cm, so 
highest deformations. The externally measured deflection it was decided to use this transducer in position 11 
was always higher than the internally measured deflec- during the later tests. At autopsy, it was found that more 
tion using the original Hybrid III thoracic potentiometer, than half of the cadavers had at one or more rib frac- 
The internal transducer is attached to the front face of tures. 
the metal spine of the dummy and measures the deflec- 
tion of the inside of the metal ribs of the dummy. Table 2 
However the external transducer measures the compres- 
sion of the dummy with reference to the table on which rcm, De~.S(cm) 

THC14 Liver damage; Gall bladder tom away 16 7.66 the dummy is lying, so there are two layers of vinyl skin Trio20 Liver damage 18 6.~’~ 
THC73 Liver tears 9 6.81 which are compressed, in addition to the way in which THC79 Liver and Spleen damage 3 6.16 

the skin will conform with the shape of the 6 ribs. 
Regressions are given in appendix 2. There were in general no ditterences in injury at the 

same energy level between the two different masses. 
Cadaver Test Results However the impact duration was significantly different 

There were 20 cadavers, 5 female and 15 male of for the heavy and light masses, being of the order of 80 

average mass 58 kgs (range 41 to 92.5 kgs), and average ms for the lighter mass and between 110 and 120 ms for 

age 62 years (range 17 to 86 years). L’Abb6 et al. (1) the heavy mass. In addition, there was significant 

used 7 male volunteers, average mass 77 kgs, and aver- rebound after an impact with the heavy mass, but negli- 

age age 21 years. The average stature of the cadavers gible rebound with the lighter mass. Note also that for an 

was quite high at 1.71 metres. The Livi index for the impact of the same energy, the belt tension was signifi- 

cadavers varied from 20.3 to 26.6 with an average of cantly higher for the heavy impact mass than with the 

22.3, i.e., comparatively thin. Before any cadaver test the light mass. 

cause of death was determined; cadavers having had a The majority of rib fractures were on the right hand 

long hospitalization were rejected, side, the others on the left at the anterior face, under the 

arc of the belt. In three cases, when using the heavy 
Table 1 weight, there were fractures mid-sternum, in the case of 

Cadavers HybridllI L’Abb~Voluntoers THC 71 it was associated with the fractures of the 
middle rib arches. In the cases of THC 73 and THC 65, Age 61.0 21 

Height(m) 1.71 there were no rib fractures. In only one cadaver were 
Mass (kgs) 59.8 75.0 77 
Li 22.7 there fractures on the posterior rib arches, THC 14, 

which is rarely seen in accidentology. 

Before each cadaver was tested, they were weighted Based on the regressions on Number of Ribs Fractured 

and measured to determine their detailed anthrometry. A (NRF) we have the following (refer to appendix 1 for 

tracheotomy tube was installed in each cadaver, and regression equations): 

immediately before a test, the lungs were inflated to 
r ..... Table 3 estore normal thoracic shape; typically, this increased 
chest depth by the order of 2.5 cm. The tracheotomy 

average         95% CI                          95% CI 
tube was left open during the tests. 

Two different impactor masses were used, 7 cadavers 
1 3.7 3.2 / 4.3 0.19 0.16 / 0.22 were tested with an impactor mass of 22.4 kgs, and the 6 6.3 4.3/6.4 0.27 0.22/0.38 

other 13 were tested with an impactor mass of 76.1 kgs, ~0 6.2 4.8/8.o 0.82 0.24/0.41 

5 of which had previously been tested with a static test 
average 95% CI average total 95% CI in which the deflection did not exceed 1.71 cm. Note 

m~ ener~ energy’ be].tforse TBF 
that in the previous tests on volunteers (1), deflections of J J N N 

1.6 to 2.5 cm at the centre of the sternum were con- 1 2~o 20,21309 36~ 287o/46Ol 
6 417 321 / 540 5614 4201 / 7503 

sidered admissible. ~0 532 384/736 6898 4803/9897 
As in the Hybrid III tests, deflection transducers 1 

(centre of the sternum) and 8 (at the lowest of the float- Conclusion 
ing ribs on the right hand side, where the thorax is This study looked at thorax compression of cadavers 
widest) gave the largest deflections. Note that this is and Hybrid III and provided data on human tolerance to 
almost directly above the liver and gall bladder and that belt loading; 6 rib fractures correspond to a belt load of 
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5600 N and an impact energy of 420 joules. However, it Table 4 

is clear from the confidence intervals above that the 
Omemcient Student’sT-test 

variability of the cadavers is indeed large. Furthermore Yv~b~e Xv~_~b/e a ~ a ~ ~ n 

75% of the cadavers were more than 50 years old, com- In(~.l) 
ln(%defl) ln(n_rf+l) -2.03 0.36 -18.67 4.87 0.443 32 

pared with an average of 21 years for the volunteers in In(~�+l) In(deft) 0.94 0.37 8.90 5.19 0.474 32 

L’Abb~’s study. However, will we not also protect the In(den)in(nxf+l) 
In(energT)in(nrt’+l) -4.270"00 0.970’86 -4.15n/a 5.368"82 (0.715)0.525 2832 

younger population when we protect our elders? In(nrf*l)ln(energy) In(tbt)in(nrf+l) -5.884"98 0.850"5431.69.3.38 4.095’36 0.3910"525 2828 

ln(tbf) ln(nrf+l) 7.74 0.46 44.24 4.09 0.391 28 

In(tbf) In(deft) 6.32 1.36 31.71 10.38 0.806 28 
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Appendix 1 Y variable X variable a b a b ~ n 

Regressions on cadaver tests, are given below in a deft.ln(tbf) ln(tbOin(deft) -17.907"05 2.501’30 -12.7466"66 15.8617’96 0.8690’895 4040 

compact format, based on the regression of the de- ~(den) In(deCh3) 0.77 0.68 21.67 20.61 0.99.9. 38 
In(defh3) In(deft) -0.96 1.36 -9.96 20.61 0.922 38 

pendent variable y on the independent variable x to give 
the regression equation y = a + bx; the coefficients a and Notes 

b being given in the table below. In addition the Student- 1. "tbf" and "deft" as defined in notes in Appendix 1. 

t test values are given for each of the coefficients for the 2. "defh3" means the deflection measured internally in 

null hypothesis Ho: the coefficient {alb} is zero. the Hybrid III thorax. 

S8-0.04 
The Use of a Multi-Accelerometric Method in Automotive Safety Tests 

L. Oudenard, F. Bendjellal, ¯ Estimate the precision of the measurements taken by 

A. Bellini, J. Uriot 
studying the 3D kinematics of a steering column 
(with dummy) by comparison with a vehicle without 

Peugeot S.A./Renault a conventional film study. 

In both cases, the results obtained have shed light on 
Abstract aspects which could not have been detected any other 

Following the specific work of evaluation of methods way (influence of the airbag on head data other than the 
for computing angular acceleration from the measure- HIC, dummy/steering column interaction). ’This study 

ment of linear accelerations, the results of which are set also provided an opportunity of evaluating the Nxl 
out in a previous publication, two concrete applications computation method developed in the laboratory. This 
were implemented with complementary objectives: method allows full use to be made of the measurement 

¯ Evaluate the sensitivity of angular acceleration potential provided by accelerometer mounts APR 89/II 

measurement for an impact with airbag as compared and APR 89/II1, composed of 5 or 6 accelerometric 

to a direct impact on the steering wheel, triaxes. 
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Introduction 
The determination of angular acceleration and head 

dynamics in biomechanics experiments is one of the 
main centres of research at the APRo Up until now, the 
studies performed at the APR in this field were chiefly 
concerned with the tolerance of the head in frontal 
impact and the development of a methodology allowing 
angular acceleration to be determined by means of a 
multi-acce!erometric approach (1). 

The present paper, which is a continuation of this 
work, proposes describing concrete cases of application 
of the multi-accelerometric methodology, especially in 
relation to the interests of car makers. 

Reminder Concerning Angular Acceleration 

Computation Methods 
There are four possible methods of computing angular Figure 1. APR 89~11 Mount o A 18: F~igid Aece~erometer 

acceleration based on linear acceleration measurements Mount Specially Designed for the Hybrid [~1 Test Dummy 
(the figures in brackets refer to the bibliographic 
references). Three have already been described (1): 

¯ the 3x3x3 method, developed by N.M. Alen et al. 
(UMTRI) (2) 

o the 3x2x2x2 method, developed by Padgaonkar et al. 

(wsu) (3) 
¯ the in-line method, developed by Viano et 

(GM) (4) 
The fourth, which will now be described, is called: 

, Nxl. This method was developed by D. Lestrelin 
Figure 2. APR 89HI Acee~erometric Mount as Fitted to the 

(5). It is a generalization of the 3x3x3 method Hybrid I~ Head 
extended to a number of channels in the range 
between 6 and 18. This method has the advantage of ¯ Lightweight device of sufficient stiffness to give a 
considering each of the channels separate from one satisfactory frequency response at up to 3000 Ha. Its 
another and thus allowing computation when the vibration behaviour is described later. 
channels required for computation by the afore- - Use of CAD techniques to facilitate manufacture. 
mentioned methods are missing. ¯ Mount dimensions compatible on the one hand with 

Comment: The mathematical deve!opment of this method the computing criteria in particular the distances 
is presented in the Appendix. between linear acceleration measurement points-- 

and also with the space available insidc the Hybrid 
Experimental Cond~tlons and Methodology I~ head. 

Multi-Accelerometric Mount for Head of Hybrid lII o Easy assembly on the neck transducers (3- or 6-axis) 

50th Percentile and easy installation of measurement wires. 

The APR 89III mount, shown in Figure 1, consists of . Number of three-axis sensors and layout of sensor 

a monobloc part in light alloy which can be fitted onto measurement axes allowing angular acceleration of 

the Hybrid III head. the head to be computed by various methods. 

This mount, measuring 112 x 92 x 69.5 mm and Comment: This mount can also be used to analyze the 
weighing 290 g, is attached directly to 3- or 6-axis upper kinematics of other items, such as the steering column. 
neck transducers. It is designed to receive up to 6 This configuration, moreover, is dealt with elsewhere in 
ENTRAN EGA SY three-axis accelerometers, thus this paper. 
allowing measurement of up to 18 linear accelerations. 
The centre of gravity of the mount was designed to coin- Vibratory Assessment of the Accelerometer 
cide on the one hand with the centre of gravity of the To be sure that the mount is not likely to affec~ the 
dummy’s head, and on the other hand with the centre of measurements, a vibration study was performed. This 
seismic masses of sensor No. 4. Figure 2 illustrates the study showed that the mount’s first resonant frequency 
position of the mount in the dummy’s head. The charac- (mode 1) is situated at approximately 3500 Hz on the 
teristics of the APR 89III mount are as follows: XOZ plane, at more or less 45° from ~he X and Z axes 
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(cf Figure 3). The second mode, at more than 4 kHz, is TaMe 1o Vibration Behaviour of the APR 8911~ Mount: First 

oriented along the Y axis, [V~des and their Amplitude Measured at the Location of 
the "SU~M~T" Sensor 

SENSOR S U M M I T 
~CATION 

EXCITATION M~ME~ 

~IS ~IS X I Y Z 

Mode 1 (~)             3465 [ 3465 [ 3465 
X ............ 

~vei 
(dB) 31.33 [ 17.~ ~ 24.99 

Mode I (~) 3~ 

~vel (dB) 

Model(~) -~5 i 3~5 I 3~5 

~vel (dB) -1826 ~ 4.34 ’ 11.89 

35 

3O 

~ 20 

o 
-5 

-~0 

0     500 ~000 ~.500 2000 250{) 3000 3500 4000 

F~gure 4. Frequency Response of ~he Ac~lerometric 
Mount Obtained from Vibration Tests; 

Application to Crash Tests 
The two tests used for the study, while based on the 

same methodology, have different objectives. 
The first test, which is a comparison of head]steering 

wheel impacts with and without air)~ag, is designed to 
provide additional criteria for evaluating the safety 

F~gu~ 3. Orientation of V~br~t~on Mod~s ~f the Mount ~s 
gained by using ~he airbag~ 

Obtaine~ from D#aiuation Tests 
The second test is designed to evaluate the precision 

of the angul~ acceleration compuling methods and the 

Overall, the ~eque~cy of the first mode and the co~e- technologies employed to determine the kinematics of a 

sponding resonance amplitudes are consistent with the steering column in impact, on the basis of linear 

~iltering quality required by the head signals (filtering at acceleration measurements. 

t650 Hz at -24 dB per octave). 
Moreover, from the very structure 0f the mount o~e Comparison of Impact between Head and Standard 

can observe that the sensor located at the top is the most Steering Wheel and Head and Steering Wheel Provided 

exposed to vibrations. The vibration study performed on with an Airbag 

the mount confirms this hypothesis. However, the level This study was performed on a sled at 52 km/h in 0° 

of ~he first vibration modes is satisfactory (cf. Table 1). frontal impact. The deceleration law is that of a vehicle 

Comment: The measurements were performed with of the PSA range. The airbag used is of the EUROBAG 

BRUEL and KJAER 4374 sensors assembled in the same type (in~ated volume = 251). 

way (on a triaxial cube) as the EN~AN EGA SY 500G For the purpose of the test, a Hybrid III dummy is 

sensors. A typical curve obtained during this study is equipped with the 18-channel mount used in its complete 

shown in Figure 4. configuration (6 triaxiat sensors) and mounted on the 
upper 6-axis neck transducer. 
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Measurement of Steering Column Displacement in the The origin of the measurement reference was con- 
Presence of a Dummy ~ founded with one of the 3 spherical targets (in this case, 

This crash test was performed ona vehicle of the PSA the rear left)used for film analysis of the 3D kinematics. 
range at 56 km/h in 0° frontal impact. This reference is confounded with the laboratory refer- 

The 18-channel mount (reduced to 15 channels, or five ence at t -- 0 ms (cf. Figure 6). 
3-axis transducers in a specific variant to allow for these 
new test conditions) was mounted directly on the Results 
steering column (cf. Figure 5). Comparison of Impact Between Head and Standard ~ 

Steering Wheel and Head and Steering Wheel Provided 
with an Airbag 

General. Both tests were performed in repetitive 
conditions, since the speeds at impact and the decelera- 
tion laws are similar. 

Before considering the head/neck segment of the 
Hybrid III dummy, it is very interesting to compare the 
main results for the other body segments for both tests, 

[] ACCELEROMETERS (5) SO as to evaluate the influence of the Airbag on those 
segments (cf. Table 2). 

~ TARGETS ( For 2 D - film analysis ) 

¯ Reference point for motion processing Table 2. Main Results Obtained With and Without Airbag, 
Respectively, for the Thorax and Pelvis Segments 

Figure 5. Position of the 12-Accelerometer Array with (Hybrid III Dummy in Driver Position) 
Respect to Steering Column Assembly 

~ S~EI~NG ~JRBAG 

It can show the 3D kinematics of the steering column I                                    WHEEL 
relative to the laboratory reference. The 3D kinematics x s6 6o 

THORAX of the column relative to the vehicle was obtained by LINEAR Z 16 18 
determining the vehicle’s kinematics with respect to the ACCELERATION 

(MAX) X 57 52 laboratory by means of a 3D film analysis. (G) PELVIS 
It was decided to limit the application of the accelero- z 19 16 

metric method to steering column movement, knowing Fx 360 415 
that this part of the vehicle is not easily accessible to FORCE LUMBAR 
film analysis during an impact, especially in the presence (MAX) Fz -145 -23~ 

of a dummy. For the vehicle kinematics, movements Externa| 

were analyzed by monitoring the movements of photo- 
Lap-Belt 884 810 

graphic targets attached at the rear as shown in Figure 6. (daN) 
External 
Shoulder- 983 919 

[ 

COORDINATE Svs’rE~s USED IN TIlE 

I 
Belt 

CALCULATION PROCESS 

~ LUMBAR MOMENT My 302 288 
~ (MAX) (Nm) 

~o ~ 

THORACIC DEFLECTION 49 47 
~ .... 

~ 
(MAX) (mm) 

This table shows the similarity between the two series 
T=0s of tests. The gain at the level of seat-belt forces is slight, 

_+~: -Laboratory coordinate system 
and at the thorax level it is zero. Deviations are observed 

,    ~0,~,~r,~) on the level of lumbar forces, which are hard to explain. 

.~._~A~ -Vehid .... 
dinatesy .... Accordingly, the influence of the airbag is insignificant 

,    ~0.~.i~.k~) for the body segments mentioned, which is normal given 

_+~ - Steering column coordinate system that its volume is small (25 litres) and it covers only the 
head, the neck and the upper part of the thorax. 

Figure 6. Definition of the Necessary Coordinate Systems 
Head/neck segment: determination of angular accele- 

Used in the Computation of Steering Wheel Motion ration. After checking the accelerometric signals meas- 

(in a 0°, 56 Kndh Crash Test) ured on the APR mount, it was decided to discard the 
signals measured by the 3-axis transducers located at the 

The orientation and positioning of the 15-channel level of the nose (1) and the right temple (5) (cf. Figure 
mount were determined from dimensions measured at 1), and to use only the remaining 3-axis transducers with 
several points by a 3D test bench. 
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the WSU 3-2-2.-2 computing method. In this way, the 
best computation agreement was obtained. 

Table 3 allows the effectiveness of the airbag to be 
assessed from the data measured and computed at the 

head and neck levels.                                    ~ ~    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, a, ,~ ~** 

Table 3. Compari~n of Head and Facial Data Obtained        - 
from Head/Steering Wheel and Head/Airbag Impacts~IC ~£LS~E~G                1~3 I~A~        ~AG          SSS 

~G~        X                                                          ~ n 
721 

AC~ON             ~.        - 4~1          - 265I                a. 

OF ~      Y 
~39            2936 

Z 
1337 

AC~ON 

CO~I~ONS i (d~s) 

~ Figure 7. Angular Acceleration of the Head and 
~c~(,/,) ~4~ ~4~o Head/Steering Wheel Contact Sequ~nces (Frontal Sled, 

3 pts Belted Dummy, 52 Kin/h) 

co~xm head/airbag system. Phase 1 of the head’s forward move- 
FOR~ 

~osoF merit is shorter than during the head/steering wheel test 
~ (m ,) ~9 ~ due to inflation of the airbag, and accordingly much less 

CO~A~ 
angular acceleration is generated. 

Angul~ acceleration is considerably reduced by the Determination of the point of impact of head contact. 

airbag (by about 30%). Line~ accelerations, the HIC and The determination of the point of impact over time 

the force applied to the face ~e reduced by approxi- provides us with two important iteras of information. 

mately 50%. However, one observes that contact time is ¯ The duration of contact is dou]bled with the airbag 
doubled by the akbag (spreading effect), which is logical (54 ms instead of 29 ms). 
given the equiv~ent energy to be dissipated. ¯ The point of impact moves with time. This move- 

Angular acceleration of the head. The analysis ment can easily be monitored for head/steering 
proposed below allows inte~retation of the angular wheel impact. 
acceleration values ob~ined (cf. Figure 7). Moreover, it can be determined that two areas ~e 

The high level of angular acceleration around the OY affected: 
axis shows that the movement is virtually planar except 
at the end of con~ct, when torsion is distinguished 

¯ the forehead by the rim; 

~ound the OZ axis visible on the film. 
¯ the lower part of the face by the hub (cf. Figure 9). 

The oscillations observed over time can be explained 
This area is less affected for the airbag impact, since 

by the different stiffnesses of the impacted regions on 
the head is thrust into the airbag and the point of 

the steering wheel (rim less stiff than the hub). 
impact given by the computation corresponds to the 

The same procedure is applicable to the airbag test. 
position of the resultant force vector applied to the 

However, we merely give the curves of angular accelera- 
face (cf. Figure 10). 

tion (cf. Figure 8). ~y is preponderant with respect to ~x 
Force applied to the face. Computation of the force 

and ~z, throughout the impact. Thus, the movement re- 
applied to the face shows that: 

mains plan~ (absence of torsion at end of impact, and ¯ The airbag reduces the force by a factor of 2. 

~z remains insignificant). The contact (longer) shows Moreover, a phenomenon of filtering of maxima 

numerous oscillations generated by the ins~bility of the peaks is observed (cf. Figure I 1); 
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al                                  X-AX1’S 
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s~ ss 7~ ~ First imp~t l~fion 

~                        v-~xzs Figure 10. Coordinates of Head Contact as a Function of 
~ a ~ Time in Frontal Sled Test with Driver Airbag 
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Figure 11. Head Contact For~ in Frontal Sled Test with 
~ Driver Airbag 
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Figure 8. Head Angular Acceleration in a 52 Km/h Frontal 
-4 

Sled Test: 3 pts Belted Dummy + Airbag 
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Figure 12. Head Contact For~ in Frontal Sled Test with 
~ ,oo - ...... 

Head/Steering Wheel Impact 

~ With ~he 3-2-2-2 and 3x3x3 me~hods we obtain satis- 

~ t: 
~,...’ 

factory results, which are very simile. However, it 
-. appears that the Nx 1 method, due to the use of redundant 

~ "~ channels (and the optimization of data in the sense of the 

~ _ least squares), provides greater precision in term of kine- 
~ -x~o ~ ......... 

~ aub/Fa~im~t matics. Accordingly, the following results were obtained 
by that method. 

Figura 9. ~orainata, of H~aO Contact Point as a The measurement of angular acceleration at the 
Function of Tim, in Frontal ~lad 
(With Ha~d/~taarin~ Whaal Contact) 

steering column level showed that (cf Figure 13): 

¯ The angul~ acceleration peaks are co.elated to 
¯ On the contr~y, the head/steering wheel impact interactions of the column with its immediate 

generates rather strong peaks which, when co.elated environment. The curve in Figure 13 can be broken 
in time to the point of impact, show (cf Figure 12) down into three phases: 
that there ~e two force pe~s at approximately 4600 - Series of positive peaks: thrust of the front part of 
N ~d 3100 N applied to the maxillary, the vehicle against the column ==> rearw~d dis- 

Measurement of Steering Column Displacement in the placement and rising of the column; 

Presence of a Dummy -Series of negative peaks co~esponding to the 

General. A fairly comprehensive comparative study of thrust of the dummy against the column ==> the 

the available computation methods was able to be first two peaks co~espond to the action of the 

performed, given the good quality of the 15measurement femurs, the following two to the action of the 

channels, thorax and head; 
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column movement along the X axis (which expresses the 
X-AX~:S retraction). Thus, the results presented should be taken 

~ Y-AXleS 

~, ~ -- -- Z-A×~:s into account only up to approximately 90 ms. 
~ ., ~ ,~ Steering column movements. One observes (cf Figure 

~ - ’ -"~ ~_ 15) that the column movement is three-dimensional: 

¯ column offset (positive Y) 
¯ column rising (positive Z) 

i 80 

[ ..... R’r 8HT FEHUR 

--4 ~ ~ 
~-80 Y-AXIS 

\/ Figure 15. Linear Rearward Displacement of the Steering 
Wheel Hub with Respect to Vehicle Coordinal:e System 

~oo                                                 (in a 56 Km/h Crash Test) ~ ..... THORAX 
-- 

1~ 
HEAD Trajectories. The trajectories in the 3 main planes 

(~ iSO 

- 
!t 

show that (cf. Figure 16): 

,~ ioo ¯ on the one hand,.the movement:; along X and Z are 
< correctly correlated, i.e., fiX) = Z. 

,~ .o .~-~i ’,,’,.,k.’,, ,., ¯            on the other hand, the movements along X and Y 

o ..... -..~-~:~.’-. - "~~ and along Y and Z are weakly correlated. Accord- 
0 20    40    SO    SO tO0 i20 i40 ilsO ~.BO 

Time ( me ) ingly, in this case, the column movement is com- 

Figure 13. Correlation Between Steering Column Angular 
posed of a rotation combined with a translation in 

Accelerations and Dummy Parameters Obtained in a the XOZ plane and a pure translation along the OY 

56 Km/h, 0° Frontal Crash Test axis. 

- New series of positive peaks: further interaction of      -~ ’~/’~ 

the vehicle on the column at end of impact. 
~ 60 

Comment h The curves are filtered to CFC 60 to comply ’~ ~o 
with the filtering class used for the vehicle. ~ ~o 
Comment 2: Note that the linear speed curves for the ~ o 
column show that the column is virtually motionless ~.-~o 

o) -~.00 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 

during head/thorax impacts (cf. Figure 14). 

..... X-AXIS ¯ 
"     ’ <’ 0 

HZ 
0 iO 20 30 40    50 60    70    80    gO Q     DZSPLACEHENT OX ( mm ) 

.j Time ( me ) 

Figure 14. Linear Velocity of the Steering Wheel Hub with ~ 80 YOZ-PLANE 

Respect to Vehicle Coordinate System: Data Obtained 
Using a Multi-Accelerometric Method ~ ~o 

3D Kinematics of the Steering Wheel Column with ~ o ...... 

Respect to Vehicle Coordinate System ~-ao 
Quality of results. The imprecisions related to compu- 

tation of the double integration of linear accelerations Figure 16. Trajectories of the Steering Wheel Hub with 
and the orientation matrix at every moment generate a Respect to Vehicle Coordinate System in Resp. 3 
divergence which appears mainly after the maximum of Principal Planbs 
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Orientation. Figure 17 expresses the column orienta- The same applies to column retraction: 
tion over time (the non-null initial angles express the Zdyn = 58.2 mm 
column orientation relative to the vehicle reference at t Zstat = 61.34 mm 
= O ms). ~ 

The computed steering column rotations (Euler’s 5o 
- 40 

~ 

angles) along the three axes are consistent with those 
= ao recorded during 3D film analysis. However, one observes 
= ao ..... z~Axxs an attenuation of the main rotation [around OY (o)] and 

~.0 ~ Y-AXI"S ---- x-Axzs an increase in the secondary angles [(~ and p)] related 
o " ......... to a slight divergence in computation over time. 

~ -~.0 
-ao ¯ Measurements (static) o    ~o    ao    ao    40    5o    8o 70 eo 

Time ( me ) ~ : -0.63° 
Figure 17. Steering Column Rotations (Euler Angles) o = 21.97° 
Expressed in the Vehicle Coordinate System p = -5.59° 

¯ Computation 
Euler’s angles show that column rotation takes place ~ = _10.74° 

exclusively around the OY axis. The regular increase in o = 17.34° 
value of rotation around the X and Z axes reflects the p = -9.14° 
trend to divergence of the computation. 

Verification of results. To validate the results obtained, Summary and Conclusions 
two types of checks were performed: 

The objective of this study is to evaluate application 
¯ the first on the basis of a 2D film analysis allowing of a multi-accelerometric method, already developed for 

the film movements to be compared with those of dummies, to car safety tests. 
the computation in ihe XOZ plane (cf Figure 18); Two concrete applications are presented. In the first 

¯ the second by comparing the maximum movements case the contribution of the angular acceleration to the 
obtained with the measurements obtained on 3D test analysis of two types of head impacts is evaluated. The 
bench before and after the impact (static measure- second application consists of the calculation of steering 
ment), column rearward displacement in frontal crash test. 

On the whole, the results are satisfactory. In the first case, by determining: 

~~    o ........ - ---"-", ¯ the angular acceleration (factor regarded as very 

~ -,,o ~, important in the process of cerebral lesions); 

~ -40 ¯ the force vector applied to the face in the form of a 
~ -~o ........ modulus and a point of application; 
~o -a0 X-AXZS ( COHPUTATTON ) 

~ 

¯ the duration of impact; ~ -~.00 
-~o ~ it is possible to refine the analysis of head impact. 

Q t0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

The second case shows that it is possible to approxi- 
mate the kinematics of a solid object such as the steering 

- ~oo wheel without having to analyze a film. The displace- 
~ eo ..... z-~xzs ~z,~ -- ....... ments obtained from the accelerometric approach are 

~o compared with those provided by conventional film 
~ analysis. This comparison shows acceptable convergence 

~ ~o during the whole dynamic motion of the steering wheel 
"~    0 g -~o column. This can be especially useful when the object to 
~a ~o ao ~o 40 ~o ~o 70 eo ~o be analyzed is hard to Irack by camera. 

T~,me ( me ] 

Figure 18. Comparison of Computed Steering Column However, the operation is still complicated to perform, 

Displacements with those Obtained from Film Analysis and analysis is fairly long due to the combination of 

Quite expectedly, the computed column retraction X 
accelerometry and 3D film analysis. 

As a consequence, and to optimize the analysis of 
(dynamic) is twice as great as the static retraction 
measured: 

steering column rearward displacement, it is conceivable 
to adopt one of the following options: 

Xdyn = ’99.3 mm 
¯ The accelerometric approach with reduced measure- Xstat = -43.07 mm 

ment channel number but applied to the solid bodies 
The computed column offset Y is close to the measured formed by the column and vehicle. 
value: ¯ The approach combining accelerometry (3 channels) 

Ydyn = 67.5 mm and direct measurements of angular velocity, like- 
Ystat = 51.5 mm wise applied to the two solids. 
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Generally speaking, this article is one step in a (1) --) -) -+ -)+--)x ( x PiR)i = 1...3 
process which aims at optimizing the application of A~i -- An -PiR x 63 co 

accelerometry to concrete cases of automotive safety. 
Where 
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Appendix: N x 1 Accelerometric Method 
In the following, a brief presentation of this method is Where 

presented. As mentioned previously the N x 1 method is [P~ R] 

a generalization of the 3-3-3 method developed by Alem [p] = [P~_R] with dimension of P : 9 x 3 

(2). The N x 1 method was developed to solve the cases [P3R] 
of rigid body motion where some data channels are 
missed. It consists of an extension of the 3-3-3 case by {A) -{Am} + [col{ [col{P~R}} 

processing each data channel separately. {V} --’-- {aR} - {ap2} + [(,t)] 

Notation 
In the following, we shall note: System (5) can be therefore solved using conventional 

numerical technics. The resulting angular accelerations 
¯ { P } as a vector of dimension n and velocities are the best estimates of the t~rue solution, 
¯ [ P ] as a matrix of dimension n x n in such a way in the least-squares sense. 

that the matrix product [ P ] { v } represents the 
vector product { P } x { v } 

¯ ( A ) as a matrix 1 x n. The N x 1 Method 
If one or more channel measurements are missed, the 

The 3-3-3 Method use of the center of gravity of points Pi becomes im- 

This method is applied to 3 sets of 3 accelerometers, possible. Let N, is the number of available acceleration 

located respectively at points P~, P2 and P,. The absolute measurements with Nv > 6. If each acceleration com- 

acceleration Ap~, of a point P~, in a rigid body is given by ponent is expressed with respect to the head anatomical 

the vector equation: coordinate system, then the set of equations (2) becomes: 
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(6) A~., = (Ci{A)-(C,){[PiR] {6}}} +(C~){[to]{[to]{PiR}}} (C~) {[to] {[o~]{P~R}}} - {A~.,} 
i = 1..Nv (C~){[to] 

Where 
{V} 

subscript i refers to channel i 
(C.) are the components of a unit vector oriented along 
the measurement direction of channel i and 
[PiR] is the position vector of channel i located at 
point Pi with respect to the reference point 0¢} = AR 
{ AR } is the linear acceleration of the reference point 
(unknown) The task now is to solve, using the conventional 

numerical techniques (Runge Kutta or Predictor 
System (6) is a set of Nv simultaneous differential Corrector) the following system: 

equations in which the unknowns are the angular velocity 

components (to), their derivatives (d)) and the linear (8) Od} = (R ’R)-~R’ {V} 
acceleration components (AR). 

Equation (6) can be written as follows: where Rt is the transpose matrix of R. 

(7) 

When 

(C,)~,R} -(C,) ] 
(C~)~e~R} -(c~) 

R -- ¯ Dimension of R : N~ x 6 

:C,,vO’NvR  

$8-0-05 

EUROSID I and BIOSID Impact Response Characteristics 
vs. ISO Biofidelity Requirements 

F. Bendjellal, G. Fuld, E. Hautmann, impact test programme [1] to compare it to the other 

M. Koch, H. Marks, A. Pastorino then available side impact dummy, the SID, developed 

ACEA Working Group on Dummies by NHTSA. The main conclusion drawn at that time was 

that neither dummy seemed to meet the need for a bio- 
Abstract mechanically representative human surrogate, which 

This paper deals with responses of BIOSID and furthermore also could withstand the severe impact 
EUROSID I side impact dummies as regards biofidelity forces in full-scale testing and give reproducible and 
requirements set up by ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5. Each repeatable results. 
dummy was subjected to a series of sled, impactor, and Since then the EUROSID has been further developed 
drop tests in order to assess the behavior of dummy resulting in the present "production type" EUROSID I. 
segments such as the neck, shoulder, thorax, abdomen Other efforts to produce a testing device which better 
and pelvis. Besides the biofidelity evaluation, other corresponds to established requirements have led to the 
dummy characteristics are discussed, i.e., repeatability creation of the SAE-BIOSID. Consistent with its original 
and reproducibility. The main results of the present study goal of assessing the characteristics of different side 
confirm that both dummies, although showing better per- impact dummies, CCMC decided to also evaluate the 
formance than their predecessors, still need to be further performance of these devices. This programme, initiated 
developed so that they could be used as a development by ACEA, represents the contribution from the European 
and certification tool. automobile industry to similar activities being performed 

by MVMA and JAMA. 
Introduction It is important for the automobile industry, and for its 

Soon after the introduction, a few years ago, of the customers--the car occupants, to introduce safety related 
"prototype"EUROSID side impact dummy, CCMC (now design changes and improvements based on decisions 
ACEA) launched an extensive laboratory and full-scale from the use of test tools as reliable as possible. These 
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tools should be developed and supported by a broad data Prototype) was compared to the SID [1]. Since EURO- 

base. CCMC/ACEA therefore decided to include also the SID and BIOSID have the same head as the EUROSID 

BIOSID in an evaluation programme. P.P., the results obtained with this latter are applicable 

Given the difficulties experienced with the purchase of to the first dummies. 

either dummy due to long backlogs in orders at their The biofidelity of the head segment was evaluated on 

producers and the high purchase prices involved, CCMC/ the basis of two types of response specifications recomo 

ACEA’s evaluation programme had to be limited to mended by ISO. The first specification was formulated 

laboratory tests. It is recognized that a final decision on from rigid surface tests performed by Hodgson [2] on 

which version of the EUROSID will have to be used for 
cadavers. The second refers to free falls onto a padded ...... 

a European side impact test should be based on a broader surface, performed by APR [31, and also on cadavers. ....... 

footing, including full-scale test results. However, as the Both specifications recommend a simple free fall test in 

implementation of mandatory compliance testing cannot 
which only the head of the dummy is involved. 

be the responsibility of the regulated industry, it is Test set-upandmeasurement conditions. The dummy’s 

suggested that governments and other public authorities 
head was suspended above the impacting surface, at a 

participate in the creation of the full-scale test data base. height of 200 mm, and 1200 mm respectively for specifi- ....... 

The following laboratories have been entrusted with 
cations N° 1 and N° 2. This height was defined by the ........ 

performing the actual testing of the different body seg- 
distance between the surface to be impacted and the 

merits of the dummies: 
lowest point of the head. The head was oriented to an 

¯ Institute of forensic Medicine of the University of 
angle of 35° with respect to the horizontal, and 10° in 

Heidelberg (in the following referred to as 
the second. During the first specification tests, a 50 mm 

"HEIDELBERG": Rigid and padded wall sled tests 
thick dry clean steel plate formed the rigid impact 

to evaluate the behavior of the thorax and pelvis); 
surface, while, for the second specification test, this 

. TNO: Drop tests involving the abdomen, and lateral 
plate was covered with a thin sheet of 5 mm thick 
padding (Figure 1). A quick-release mechanism was used 

neck bending tests; 
, UTAC: impactor tests of the thorax and pelvis, to ensure the head drops. The instrumentation used 

comprised equipment for measurement of acceleration at 
These tests were performed according to the pro- the head c of g, in both evaluation cases. For the tests 

cedures defined in documents TR 9790 except for the reproducing the HODGSON condition, the head was, in 
thorax for which the latest referenceTC22/SC12/WGS N addition, equipped with a sensor for measurement of 
249 was used. The data reported in the following were acceleration of a point of the head located opposite the 
provided by the laboratories mentioned above and impact point. All the measurement channels were class 
analyzed by ACEA/WG.D members. CFC 1000 filtered. 

For each dummy segment, the test results were 
investigated according to two response criteria, bio- 

fidelity and repeatability. Durability findings are reported 
where possible. In assessing the dummies’ biofidelity, 
the method and weighing factors proposed by ISO in 

references [4] and [7] were taken into account, well 
aware of the limitations of findings based solely on 
laboratory testing. 

The paper itself has been jointly drafted by ACEA’s 
Working Group on Dummies (WG.D), with contributions 

on individual dummy segments from the following 
WG.D members: 

¯ Head,neck and shoulder: F. Bendjellal, APR 
, Thorax: M. Koch, Volvo Car Corp. 
. Abdomen: A. Pastorino, FIAT 
. Pelvis: E. Hautmann, BMW; G. Fuld, Mercedes- 

Benz 
. Introduction/Conclusion: H. G. Marks, Volkswagen 

AG 
Figure 1. Test Set-Up Used in Fligid Drop Tests ~nvo~ving 

the Dummy’s Head 

Impact Responses of EUROSID I and 
BIOSID EUROSID [ a~d BIOSID Head Responses it~ Rigid 

Dummy Head Performances Impact 

The data discussed in this section came from an earlier The resultant acceleration of the head, measured at the 

ACEA program, where EUROSID P.P. (Production 
non-impacted side is presented in Figure 2, where 
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EUROSID I / BIOSID EUROSID I and BIOSID responses are compared to ISO o 500 
requirements. Both dummies show higher peak values o No 

o 
with respect to the upper limit of the cadaver corridor. ~ No 2 

Dummy responses are here 28% higher than this corridor o 400 
tt. ~ ’--- No4 limit. 
! 

Ii 

NoD 

300 
EUROSID T /BIOSID "-" 

-~-~-~-~ CADAV: !R 

o No. I 
~ 300 

IL 200 ..... Nn _ f! 

TIME 
O Figure 3. Resultant Acceleration of the Head c.g. vs Time 
t- Obtained from Padded Drop Tests: EUROSID and BIOSID 

I:1: 0 ~ Responses Compared with ISO Requirements 

j 

rj Table 1. Weighing Factors and Scores for EUROSID I and 

-’-00 BIOSID in Head Tests 

0 5 10 
EUROSID 

Figure 2. Head Resultant Acceleration vs Time Obtained 
from Rigid Drop Tests EUROSID and BIOSID Responses 1200rnrn-Paddeddrop 2 HeadAee.(res| 4 9 0 
Compared with ISO Requirements ¯ Weig~ti~gfa~*orofth~p ..... 

¯ ",Response value of the dummy 

B,,~ = (W,.I ¯ RL,)/W]., = 5 
EUROSID I AND BIOSID Head Responses in Padded B).~ = (WL2 ¯ RL:) =/WL~ = 0 
Impact Hence 

In Figure 3, the resultant acceleration of the head c.g., B~ = (V) . B~.) + V) ¯ Bt.:)/(VI + V2 ) = 3.3 
obtained from padded drop tests, is presented as a func- Therefore for both dummies, the biofidelity score is: B~ 
tEen of time in order to allow a more in-depth analysis. 

= 3.3. 
When compared to ISO corridor and to the cadaver 
curve, the dummy response is beyond the required limit EUROSID I and BIOSID Repeatability in Head Impact 
(1.4 times the limit) and shows a short duration pulse. 

Tests 

The results, expressed in terms of peak values and 
EUROSID I AND BIOSID Biofidelity Scores for the obtained from the previously discussed tests, are reported 
Head Segment 

in Table 2. For each impact conditions mean response, 
According to ISO [4] the general formula for 

standard deviation and coefficient of variation were 
establishing the head score is: calculated. With a C.V. of respectively 0.8% and 1.8 the 

repeatability of the dummy’s head in these test 
B~ = (~ V~j.B~j) / ( ~, V~,j) conditions appears to be excellent. 

where Table 2. EUROSID I and BIOSID Head: Response Results 
B1 is the biofidelity score for the head Obtained from Rigid and Padded Drop Tests 
V~,i is the weighing factor for test condition j 
B 1 j                                                                                                  RIGID DROP TESTS 

PADDED DROP TESTS is the biofidelity score of the head in test 
condition j                                                 ~ ......acc.l.ra~on:lta~head 

- non impacted side,rlgld    193 195 192    194    191 

Since the head is involved in two test conditions the ~a~ 
- e.g. for padded impact 393 396 400 412 403 

biofidelity partial scores B,,~ and BL2 are established 
according to the equation developed in appendix. 

Table 1 summarizes this calculation process. 
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Dummy Neck Performances EUROSID I AND BIOSID Neck Responses in 7 G Sled 

Three neck response characteristics in lateral flexion Tests 

are defined by ISO in document [5]. One response 
There are 9 biofidelity response requirements specified 

characteristic was selected for this program in order to 
by ISO for neck sled tests as shown in Table 3. These 

evaluate the biofidelity of EL~OSID I and BIOSID requirements concern mainly the head (3D kinematics) 

necks. The corresponding requirements originate from 
and T1 (lateral displacement and acceleration). Accord- 

volunteer tests conducted by EWING et al. [6]. 
ing to reference [7], the 9 responses do not have the 

Test set-up and instrumentation. The dummy, seated 
same importance. From the weighing factors reported in 

on a chair attached to the sled in the upright position, 
Table 3, the highest factors are assigned respectively to ...... 

was restrained by belts around the chest and the pelvis 
the head lateral displacement and head flexion angle ........ 

(see Figure 4). The harness system originally used in the 
while the lowest factor is assigned to head twist angle. 

reference tests was not used since time consideration 
made it difficult to reproduce for the present test 

Table 3. Dummy Responses in Neck Sled Tests 

programme. The shoulder and hip of the dummy were 

wedged against a vertical side wall. The anteropostenor 

---~ 

axis of the head of the dummy was horizontal. 

~ 
] ...... ........ 

The results obtained are reported in Table 3, where 

peak values of the 9 response requirements are pre- 
sented. It appears for some parameters, i.e head twist 
angle and T1 acceleration that both ELIROSID I and 
BIOSID show almost identical responses. Main differ- 

ences can be observed in terms of head displacement 
(trajectory), head flexion angle and T1 lateral dis- 

placement where EUROSID I gives larger magnitudes. 
Figure 4. Test Set-Up Used in Neck Evaluation Tests The comparison of EUROSID I and BIOSID neck per~ 
According to ISO Requirements (Nb 1) formances with ISO requirements suggests the following 

Starting from this initial position, the dummy was 
comments if the "’best" test for each dummy i:; con- 

submitted to a deceleration pulse. The object of the 
sidereal: 

response characteristics is to evaluate the kinematic of ¯ Except for 2 responses (T1 displacement and time 

the head and that of the base of the neck (T1 level), with 
max head excursion), the EUROSID 1 dummy meets 

respect to the sled. completely (2 cases) or partially other requirements; 
As far as measurements are concerned, the dummy , The BIOSID fails in 3 cases, inctudh~g head 

was equipped with accelerometers at the head c.g., at T1 displacements, and meets completely (3 cases) 

and T4. Two other sensors were provided for measure- partially other requirements; 

merit of seat and sled decelerations. 
, EUROSID I neck performances are better than those 

In addition, photographic targets, fixed on the head of BIOSID. The relative and slight superiority of 

and T1, were used to evaluate head 3D kinematics with EUROSID I neck is mainly due to the larger 

respect to T1. For this purpose, a specific method based magnitude of the head t~ajectory (see Figure 

on photogrammetry principles and combining several 

high speed cameras was applied. EUROSID I and BIOSID Biofideli~y Scores fc~r Neck 

The filtering classes for the various measurements Segment 

were as follows: 
According to data reported in Table 3, on the basis 

o CFC 1000 for head acceleration, 
formula provided in reference (4)~ biofidelity sc~res 

o CFC 180 for thoracic and sled accelerations, 
both dummies were established (test n° 91237 arid 

In conformance with the above-mentioned conditions, 
91239). It follows that: 

2 tests were performed with each dummy at a nominal 
o B2 (EUROSID I) = 5 

level of sled deceleration of 7 G and a velocity of 6 m/s. o B2 (BIOSID) = 4.6. 
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r- Figure 6. Test Set-up Used in Shoulder Tests According 
to to ISO Requirements (8) 

-~-.~ v:.~. ~NT~ EUROSID I and BIOSID Shoulder Responses in "~ 
~_ b~. ~ 

Impactor Tests 

~-, ...... ~I~.,~z.r.L The principal results obtained with EUROSID I and 
- BIOSID dummies in 4.5 m/s impactor tests are presented 

-,:,~ in Tables 4 and 5, where are reported respectively raw 
~.z~ -~.4~.~        -~:~ 2o data and normalized data. For biofidelity evaluation two 

i.:I:~~.~’:;~M~NT r ,,,~ : -’.,~.; ~~ parameters are here analyzed. These are the normalized 
Figure 5. Trajectory of the Head e.g. Relative to T1 impact force time history (see Figure 7) and the norm- 
Obtained from 7G Sled Tests EUROSID 1 and BIOSID alized peak shoulder deflection (see Figure 8). 
Responses Compared with Volunteer Corridor as 
Suggested by ISO Requirements Table 4. Raw Data as Obtained from Impactot Tests 

involving the Shoulder 
Dummy Shoulder Pert’ormances 

Evaluation of the biofidelity of the shoulder segment 
tmpae’t veloe~y 

consists in a side impact centered on the shoulder joint, r~ ....... 
with an impactor of 23.4 kg and a velocity of between cvi~t 
4.4 and 4.6 m/s. The response characteristics of the .... 
shoulder, as defined by ISO in document DTR 9790-4, .,×~ .... for 

were obtained from impactor tests conducted with cada- 
cv (%t 

vers by APR. Shoulder requirements comprise a corridor M~xr~lirnp~etor 
as a function of time of the impactor normalized load 
and two limits of the normalized shoulder deflection Table 5. EUROSID I and BIOSID Shoulder Responses in 
relative to the spine. Impactor Tests (Normalized D~ta) 

The ISO specifications also recommend that the 
dummy’s shoulder biofidelity has to be evaluated on the ~ 
basis of displacement and acceleration of the base of the EffiM ..... 

neck obtained in sled tests conducted with volunteers. NmlizedFae*ors 
Test set-up and instrumentation. The dummy was Flz=Flt=Rx=~ml]2 

seated in an upright position on flat, rigid surface. The 
seating surface, with no back support, was clean. A 

Max nmtzd ~rnp linearly guided impactor, with a mass of 23.4 kg, was to~ 
used to strike the dummy shoulder. The impactor axis 
was perpendicular to the dummy’s midsagittal plane. In 

~° 
~° ~ 

EUROSID I and BIOSID tests the impactor axis was ~ °° g 

aligned with the axis of the left upper arm joint. Figure 
~ ~° ~ 

6 illustrates the test set-up used for EUROSID I and ~ ,-0 ~ 

BIOSID. Measurements comprised for both dummies the ~ ~.0 ~ ~ 
acceleration respectively of the impactor and of the ~ /~’~ .~ 
upper spine T1. These data were filtered according to ~ ...... 

~ 

~ 
class CFC 180. The required CFC 1000 filter, which was 
also used, showed high-frequency vibration responses. 0.0’~o -’ 0.0 ...... 
For both dummies the relative shoulder deflection was 
measured from high speed film. According to the test Figure 7. Normalized Impactor Force vs Time: 

EUROSID 1 and BIOSID Responses Compared to set-up mentioned above five tests were performed with 
each dummy. Requirements 
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70.0 
II 

approved by WG5 at the time of testing during the first 
"~ half of 1991. 

50.0 
Z o Table 6. Weighing Factors and Scores for EUROSID I and 
~ BIOSID Shoulder Segments �0 50.0 
UJ 
.J 
h 

WEIGHTING FACTORS 
UJ 
’-’ 40.0 - 

UJ 
TEST TYPE PARAMETERS 

¯ J EUROSID I RIOSID = 30.0 - 
O"JI 

4.5 m/s Impactor force 1 6 8 10 0 

~’~ Impactor - 1 Shoulder deflection 2 6 6 O 10 

,,, 20.0 EUR05/D 1 x 
N T1 lat. acceleration 1 5 6 5 5 

H 6 0 10. 
-J BIOSID 0 7 G sled test -2 T1 lat. displ ....... 2 5 

~" iO.O 

z The ISO tests of the biofidelity of the thorax comprise 

0.0 three different test modes. Number 1 is two drop tests, 

number 2 is three sled tests, and number 3 is two im- 
Figure 8. Normalized Shoulder Displacements: 
EUROSID 1 and BIOSID Responses Compared to ISO 

pactor tests. Of these, the drop tests were left out from 
this programme. 

Requirements 
Requirement 2, sled test set-up. Tests were conducted 

As far as the impactor force is concerned, the EURO- according to requirement no. 2 of ISO/TC22/SC12iWG5- 

SID I response is well within the requirement [8] in N249 (September 1989). 

terms of peak magnitude and pulse duration. On the A seat with an instrumented side panel was mounted 

other hand BIOSID response exceeds the corridor limit on an impact sled, transverse to the direction of travel. 

of about 46% and shows a short pulse duration. Results The side panel had two instrumented impact surfaces, 

obtained in terms of shoulder displacement are opposite one at the thorax and the other at tlae pelvis level. The 

to those previously discussed. While the EUROSID I dummy was placed at the end of the seat opposite to the 

shoulder deflection is two times greater than the required instrumented panel. It remained at that position while the 

upper limit (41 mm), the BIOSID response is within the sled was accelerated to the prescribed impact velocity. 

ISO range. The sled was then rapidly decelerated to zero velocity. 
At this instant the dummy slid towards the side panel, 

EUROSID I AND BIOSID Shoulder Responses in 7G impacting it at almost the same speed as the sled had 

Sled Tests been travelling at. In order to facilitate a parallel lateral 

In this section two types of dummy responses are movement of the sitting dummy, the dummy was dressed 

considered. These are the lateral TI displacement and the and set on two plastic foils. 

T1 lateral acceleration. These data are implicit since they For each dummy six impacts were carried out at an 

were obtained from lateral sled tests involving mainly impact velocity of 6.8 m/s. Three more impacts were 

the neck segment (see Table 3). In this case the results then run at 8.9 m/s and with the instrumented side panels 

are in favor of BIOSID, which shows a T1 displacement covered by 140 mm x 140 mm x 420 mm blocks of APR 

within the required limits, urethane foam. 
Requirement 3, impactor test set..up. Tests were con- 

EUROSID I AND BIOSID Shoulder Biofidelity Scores ducted according to requirement no. 3 of ISO/TC22/ 

Using equations given in appendix the dummies’ SC12/WG5-N249 (September 1989). 

scores were established on the basis of the 2 test Each dummy, without its vest, was seated in an 

conditions reported in this section. Table 6 summaxizes upright position and with its left arm raised.. A 23.4 kg 

the different factors and scores as obtained from Table linear guided impactor with a flat surface of 150 mm 

6 and Figure 7. It follows that biofidelity scores are, for diameter struck the left center of the rib cage at the 

the shoulder: B4 = 4.3 (EUROSID I); B4 = 5.7 (EURO- speeds 4.3 and 6.7 m/s. Four tests at each speed were 

SID I). conducted for each dummy in these conditions. 

The ISO recommendations for the biofidelity test of 
the thorax, ISO/TR9790-3, are in the process of being Thorax Responses in Rigid and Padded Sled Tests 

revised and updated. This process is not yet finished, but Measurements. Both dummies were instrumented 

a working document ISO/TC22/SC12iWG5-N249 exists, according to the ISO requirements, i.e. measuring lateral 

Its main proposals have been agreed upon, even if accelerations at TI, Ti2 and at the 4th rib on the 

several details remain to be decided. In the tests impacted side; and also lateral displacements of the 

presented here, TR9790-3 has been followed, but impacted ribs relative to the thoracic spine. 

complemented by those parts of N249 which had been 
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In addition to these measurements a number of other 
transducers were also mounted into the dummies accord- 16.00 
ing to the designers’ intentions. The instrumented side 

panels were attached to force load cells. High speed 14.oo Eurosid 

films were taken during all sled tests. 12.oo 
The thorax transducers were filtered by ISO-6487 CFC 

~ 10.00 
180 Hz filters. The force signals from the instrumented 

side panels were filtered by FIR100 filters. After the ~ 8.00 

filtering the signals were normalized as required by the 
~ 6.00 

ISO documents. The normalization was done assuming 
that the impact velocity V0 is the proper velocity to use; ~_ 4.00 
in certain test situations there is the alternative to 

2.00 
employ a delta-V velocity calculated from an integrated 
accelerometer output. The latter method has not been o.oo 

used for the signals reported here. 211 411 Time (60msl 80 

Data. Figures 9 to 12 show the normalized force Figure 11. Tests nb 7-9 from Table 7: Normalized Impact 
versus normalized time curves for the eighteen sled tests. Forces versus Normalized Time for EUROSID I in Padded 
The requirement corridors are copied from the ISO Impact at 6.8 m/s Sled Test 
WG5-N249 document. 

16-00I 16.00 

14.00                          Biosid 
14.00                            Eurosid 

A 12.00 
A 12.00 

-- 10.00 N = 
~ 8.00 ~                                                                  ~ 

8.00 

E o 
- " 6.00 o 
~- 6.00 

~ 
,,o 4.00 

,,o 4.00i 
2.00 

2.00 
0.00 

0.00                                                                                 "20 40 --60 
20 40 -- 60 80 Time (msJ 

Time (msI 

Figure 12. Tests nb 7-9 from Table 8: Normalized Impact 
Figure 9. Tests nb 1-6 from Table 7: Normalized Impact Forces versus Normalized Time for BIOSID in Padded 
Forces versus Normalized Time for EUROSID I in Rigid Impact at 6.8 m/s Sled Test 
Impact at 6.8 m/s Sled Tests 

Tables 7 and 8 show the data relevant for an assess- 

ment of the biofidelity of the dummies. The large quanti- 
16 ty of other data generated during these tests is still being 

14 Biosid analyzed and will be reported elsewhere. 

12 Table 7. EUROSID I Sled Test Data 

~ lO 

. 8 

~ 4 

20 40 

Figure 10. Tests nb 1-3 and 5 from Table 8: Hormalized 
Impact Forces versus Normalized Time for BIOSID in 
Rigid Impact at 6.8 m/s Sled Tests 
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Table 8. BIOSID Sled Test Data prescribed in the ISO documents. Tlherefore, these two 
signals will not be included in the further analysis. 

............ Thorax Responses in lmpactor Tests 

Measurements. Accelerometers were fitted at the im- 

_s,==,~,~,,= ................. pactor, at locations TI and TI2 on the dummy’s spine, 
..... ~ ............................. and on each of the three ribs. The acceleration signals 
~=,~ ................................... were filtered by a FIRI00 filter. A displacernent trans- 
,=~=,~ .............................. .~.o ducer was also fitted to each rib. The displacement 
..... signals were filtered by ISO-6487 CFC 600 Hz filters. 
...... After the filtering the signals were normalized as 
..... required by the ISO documents. The normalized signals 

and their relations to the requirement corridors can be 

Analysis. After the tests an analysis of the high speed seen in Figures 13 to 15. Tables ) and l0 show the 

films showed that the dummies did not move exactly as normalized peak values of the signals. 

prescribed in the ISO documents. At the instant of sled 
contact with its stopping device, the dummies started a 
sliding movement towards the instrumented impact side -~ .... 

~ .... 

panel. During this movement the dummies also began a 
leaning movement towards their left side. This resulted ~,~.o =.~ ~.0 

in the dummies’ spine not being vertical at the time of = ~.o c ~.o 
impact to the side panel. Instead the shoulder hit the 
panel some 10 - 20 ms before the pelvis. At impact 
velocities of 6°8 m/s and 8.9 m/s, respectively, this 
amounts to the shoulder being 7 - 14 cm ahead of the 

o.o o ........ o.o o 

pelvis at the impact. The spine deviated several degrees 
~U~0~D ~ ~,~ts ~:~0~D 

from the vertical at the instant of impact. This angle is 
reported in Tables 7 and 8. The tables show that this Figure 13. Normalized T1 Accelerations at 4.3 m/s 
angle is generally larger for the BIOSID than for the 
EUROSID I. 

The reason for this movement might be attributed to 
the plastic foils between the dummy and the seat. The 
consequence is that the recorded data might be inappro- ~ .... ~ .... 

priate for evaluation of the biofidelity of the durnmy =~ ..... 

~ 

~.0 

since the prescribed vertical position of the spine has not ~ ~.o ~ ~.o 

been maintained before the impact. ~ o.0 ~ °° 
Analyzing the data in their present shape, and also ~ ~.o ~ ~.° 

comparing them with the recommended ISO values (see 0.o ~, ..... ~’0 ........ 0 
Table 11), one can see that both dummies show wllues ~un0sr~ 
outside the recommended intervals. In the case with rigid Figure 14. Normalized Impactor Accelerations at 4.3 m/s 
impacts the BIOSID has higher impact forces against the 
side panel than the EUROSID I. In the padded impact ~.o ~.0 
case both dummies are slightly outside the force 
corridor. 

Irrespective of rigid or padded impact, one can also ~. ~ ~.o 
~.o observe that the difference between the T12 acceleration ~ ~ ,.o 

and the rib acceleration is much larger for the BIOSID ~ ~.o =- ~.o 

than for the EUROSID I. ~ ~.o ~ ~.o 
As can be seen from Table 7, the peak normalized ~ ,.0 ~ ..... 

shoulder impact forces of tests no. 4 and 6 are ab- o.0 
normally high. These tests also exhibited a large spine EUROSIO J. x~.~s~ E~IOSII] rz.~ts~ 
inclination angle at the time of impact. They cannot be 
considered as recorded under such test conditions as are Figure 15. Normalized Impaetor Forces at 6.7 m/s 
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Table 9. EUROSID I Impactor Test Data Analysis. As can be seen from Figures 13 to 15 the 
response curves are slightly outside the prescribed 

LOW SPE~ corridors. An exception is the impactor acceleration for 
the BIOSID which shows a deviation larger than the 

TESt t,~Vm~R 1 2 3 4 width of the tolerance band. 
The impactor tests indicate that the T1 and T12 

- Impact velocity (ms) 4.35 4.37 4.35 4.30 accelerations are higher for the EUROSID I than for the 

-Effective mass (kg) 26.83 26.66 26.82 26.66 BIOSID. For the rib accelerations the reverse is true, the 

BIOSID shows higher values than the EUROSID I. The - Max normalized impactor 
acceleration FIR 100 ((3) 15 15 15 15 rib displacements are about the same for both dummies 

-Max normalized spine T1 at low speed, but become higher for the BIOSID than the 
ac.c~lerafion FIR 100 (G) 17 16 17 17 EUROSID I at higher speed. 

Biofidelity Scores for Thorax Segment 
The recorded data from the thorax tests in Tables 7 to 

mGrISPF_£D 10 are entered as averages into Tables 1 1 to 13 and give 
a total biofidelity rating for the thorax segment. All test 

TESTNUMBER 5 6 7 8 data are used to calculate the averages, with the excep- 
tion of the BIOSID low speed sled test (Table 8), where 

- Impact velocity (ms) 6.78 6.72 6.78 6.72 tests no. 4 and 6 were excluded for reasons stated 
- Effective mass (kg) 28.13 27.24 27.13 26.65 previously. 

- Max normalized impactor 
force FiR I00 (kN) 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.1 Table 11. Biofidelity Rating of Thorax Sled Tests 

SLED TEST REQUIREMEHT EUROSID- 1 BIOS1D 

Table 10. BIOSID Impactor Test Data ~OWSPE~ 6.S 

Impact Force Corridor Just Out Slightly Out 
T1 Acceleration 82 - 122 42 88 

LOW SPEED T12 Acceleration 71 - 107 49 28 
Rib Acceleration 66 - 100 99 200 

TEST NUMBER           1            2            3            4                      HIGH SPEED 8.9 m/s 

Impact Force Corridor Within Just Out 
- Impact velocity (ms) 4.35 4.37 4.35 4.32 T1 Acceleration 66 - 98 56 92 

TI2 Acceleration 82 - 124 77 32 
- Effective mass (kg) 28.07       30.26       30.06       30.47 Rib Acceleration 72 - 108 98 117 

- Max normalized impactor 

acceleration FIR 100 (G) 18 19 18 18 

- Max normalized spine T1 
¯ CONVERSION TO     WEIGHTS 

acceleration FIR i00 (G) 13 14 14 14 g~r~ nUMBeRS 

HIGH SPEED Rib A~Iem~o. W334 = 6 A = I0 60 ¢ = 0 0 

TEST NUMBER 5 6 7 8 

- Impact velocity (ms) 6.78 6.72 6.67 6.67 
....... W353 =7 

AB=IS0 
35 C ~0 

305 - Effective mass (kg) 29.67 29.57 29.21 29.37 
mb A~l~ti~ W354 = 7 = 70 B = 5 

- Max normalized impaetor w,~g~ gating B35 7.7 4.3 
force FIR 100 (kN) 6.0 5.9 5.9 6.0 

Table 13 shows the calculation of the total biofidelity 
scores for the thorax segments. The results are: 

¯ 3 (EUROSID I) = 5.9 
Data. Also for the impactor tests there is more data 

3 (BIOSID) 4.1. 
that is analyzed and which will be reported elsewhere. 
The following tables show the data relevant for an 
assessment of the biofidelity of the dummies. 
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Table 12. Biofidelity Rating of Thorax Impactor Tests This has contributed to large scatter in the data, and it 
would be difficult to separate this scatter into two contri- 

SLED TEST REQ~ EUROSID-1 BIOSID butions: one due to the repeatability of the test set-up 
and the other due to the repeatability of the responses of 

~ow sP~ 4.3 ~s the dummies themselves. 

~ A,~l~-~aon Cor~do, Sligh~y OUt rauch OUt At the present stage of analysis, it should be sufficient 
s~,,~,~o, co~do, slighoyout s,~ghayout 

to present a brief account of the c.v. values for some 
dummy response parameters. The following fourteen toga sP~,o 4.7 ~s 
parameters have been included in the analysis: 

Impa~’tor Force Corridor Slightly Out Slightly Out 
¯ effective thorax mass, 
¯ shoulder impact force, 

............ ¯ accelerations at anatomic locations T1, T12 and rib 

¯ peak deflections for ribs 1, 2 and 3, 
....................... TTI for dummy ribs, 2 and 3, 

¯ Viscous Criterion for dummy ribs 1, 2 and 3. 

~o- ......... These parameters are collected for the two series of 
........... rigid impacts and padded impacts, and they are summed 
,-~ ................. up in the below table. The result is nearly independent of 

~,~,~ .... whether the suspect impacts nos. 4 and 6 are included or 
not. Therefore, we have 28 c.v. values distributed as 

Table 13. Weighed Biofidelity of Thorax Segment follows: 

RESPONSE 

TO RATING 
WEIGI-rl’S RESPONSE B RATING BxV RF~PONSE B RATING BxV COEFFICIENT OF 

NUMBERS 
VARIATION EUROSID I BIOSID 

Sled 6.8 m/s V33 = 7 6.1 42.7 5.4 37.8 
>20% 1+2=3 2+3:=5 

Sled 8.9 ntis V35 = 7 7.7 53.9 4.3 30.1 10-20 % 6 + 7 = 13 2 + 4 = 6 

Impactor 4.3 m/s V36=9 5.0 45.0 2.2 19.8 
5-10% 5+4=9 6+3:=9 

<5%                                     2+1=3                                  4+4=8 

Impactor 6.7 m/s      V 37 = 8        5.0           40.0           5.0           40.0 

Weighted 

biofidelity for 5.9 ’.~ Analyzed so far and with the selected responses para- 
~o~x meters, the conclusion is that the BIOSID thorax appears 

to be a more repeatable device in the sled test mode than 
Repeatability Scores for Thorax Segment the EUROSID I thorax. 

lmpactor Tests. For most of the recorded parameters 

one could state the repeatability of both dummies as Durability and Handling for Thorax Segment~ 
typically exhibiting a coefficient of variation (c. v.)for For the impactor tests, no handling or durability 
four tests on the order of 1 to 4%. This includes the problems were recorded for the thorax segments of the 
following analyzed eight parameters: two dummies. For the more severe sled tests, however, 

¯ Impactor deceleration several problems appeared. 
¯ T1 and T12 acceleration EUROSID I. For this dummy the repeated impacts to 
¯ Rib peak deflection, three ribs the side deformed and twisted the upper arm. There also 
¯ TTI and VxC. occurred a slight deformation of the left side of the ribs 

For the rib peak accelerations, however, odd data and the spring axis with a partly sideways displacement 

points did sometimes occur. This brought up the c.v. for of the cup of the first rib. A recommended maximum 

the rib accelerations to a higher value. From a total of 48 number of severe impacts should ~therefore be defined 

recorded rib accelerations, about five occasional values between major checks of the condition of the chest. 

contributed to c.v. values becoming between 5 and 15%. BIOSID. For this individual dummy, which was more 

These are presumably cases when, for some unidentified of a prototype, more problems were encountered. It has 

reason, the set-up has deviated slightly from its nominal been said that these problems have also been observed 

position. How ]targe the set-up deviation has been is not elsewhere, and that redesign measures are underway. 

possible to determine afterwards. The displacement potentiometer wires were difficult to 

Sled Tests. As already noted, the sled test procedure handle. 

was affected by a lack of stable vertical orientation of The lumbar element appeared softer than that of the 

the spine during the last phases of the sled deceleration. EUROSID I and the dummy easily tipped over sideways. 
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This has probably contributed to the non-vertical impact 
in the sled tests.The dummy thorax also turned left 

slightly before it impacted the side panel. Already in the 
Legend first test this resulted in a permanent rearward deforma- 

~ 6- 
tion of the shoulder rib of about five mm. This deforma- 

MS216 5.1 cm ormrest tion stayed at that value during the subsequent tests. 
However, there was a loosening and tear-off of rubber ,.o 
parts inside the back region of the left shoulder rib. ~ ~- 

In test no. 6 (8.9m/s) the plate for the accelerator and 
potentiometer string attachment tore off (two screws 
were torn off). This could be repaired before the follow- 
ing tests. After the ninth test it was obvious that the _~ 2 
lumbar element showed a higher mobility than it had at 
the beginning of the test series. At disassembly it was 
noticed that four screws had come loose at the lumbar 

0 
pelvis interface                                                            o        ,o        zo        ~o        ,o        ~o        ~o 

The BIOSID, as tested, appears in need of improved Time - (ms) 

robustness in several parts before it can be used in tests Figure 17. Normalized Lateral Abdominal Force-Time 
as severe as the rigid impact sled test. Curves and Proposed Corridor for a 2 Meter Drop onto a 

Dummy Abdomen Performance 
4.1 cm Rigid Armrest 

Reference Data 
The response characteristics (see Figures 16 and 17) Table 14. Biofidelity Parameters and Limits for Abdomen 

used to evaluate the abdominal segment are those pro- , 
scribed by ISO in ref [9], and obtained with cadaver tests ~Ar.~vm~.s ~ ~ m ~O~ Lairs 2 m ~O~ La~rrs ws~,~ 

by APR [10], impacting against a rigid armrest. Test data Armrest force 1 Cozridor fig (a) fig(b) 9 
of drop heights of 1 and 2 meters were normalized 
according to Mertz [9] and are reported in Table 14. - ~2~ 

acceleration (g) 2 29-35 75-91 6 

- 9th rib peak 

i :. acceieration (g) 3 100-125 160-200 4 

I Legend - Abdomen At least equal to ~e height of armrest 

~ 6 ........................................................................ i~ MS205 5.1 cm armrest 
pemetzalion (41 

~ .:’,, [3 MS206 5.1 cm armrest 

0 i steel cables 

~o 20 

Time ~ (ms) 

40 50 so 
~nmy re,d- abdomen 

Figure 16. Normalized Lateral Abdominal Force-Time 
Curves a~d Proposed Corridor for a 1 Meter Drop onto a 
4.1 cm Rigid Armrest 

~,.c.g~rr°~:ling(rigid)x ~ .... 

t 

Test set-up, instrumentation and normalization. The , "~ ~ , 
dummies were suspended above the impact surface with 

~ ~..~X~L~ 
their medial sagittal planes horizontal. ,The dummies 

~/ ~ .... ,~o~ were. placed so that the armrest were centered on the trnnsOucers (2) 

abdominal region, including the "area of the 9th Rib." 
Except where both dummies are instrumented to measure 
loads in the abdominal region, only the data.required for Figure 18. Test Set-Up Used in Abdomen Drop Tests 
the ISO evaluation were collected (see Figure 18). 
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Furthermore,it was decided to perform only the 2 m ~zo ~eak acceleration 
drop test, this being the most severe condition. A total, of 

12 drop tests were performed, 6 tests each for both the 1~ - 

EUROSID I and BIOSID. 
The inertia compensated armrest force is calculated ~ - []- [-] 

according to: 

Fcomp = F1 + F2 + m * a dt 
~o - 

where: 4o- 
F1 and F2 are the armrest forces measured with load         - 

m is the mass of the armrest, 
~ 

a is the acceleration of the armrest, o 
Force, accelerations and time were normalized as 1 2 ~ 4 5 ~ 

required by ISO [9], with three normalizing factors: Rf, 
test 

Ra, R. 
~22~810SID 

Data Responses r"~ EUROSID- 1 
The normalized values, for each parameter, are Figure 19. Peak NormalizedT12Acceleration in2mDrop 

reported for each test and for each dummy. Tests 

¯ Normalized Tt: and Rib Acceleration, Abdomen 
Penetration: The peak values are reported in Table 4oo~a~ acceleratio-~ [g] 

15, for each test, with mean value as SD, and in 
Figures 19 to 21, referring to the required corridors. 

¯ Normalized Armrest Force: The time histories are 
reported in Figure 22, referring to the required 

:~o- 
! 

Table 15. Peak Normalized T12 Acceleration: Peak n 
Normalized Rib 3 Acceleration - Abdominal Penetration 

EUROSID I 

TEST I 2 3 4 5 6 Mean SD 

~BER 

Me (Kg)      14.84    13.03    14.49    15.71    16.07 20.89                             0 
I 2 3 4 5 ~        I 

TI2 ace. (g) 84.3 101.5 90.5 82.6 82.5 66.8 84.7 11.4                                                      test 

Rib 3 acc. (g) 242.7 214.3 174.8 191.2 285.8 304.5 235.6 51.8 

Abd pentr 
(ram) 55.6 59.3 60.6 58.7 56.9 61.5 58.8 2.2 ~/7-A BIOSI g 

c~] ELROSIB- I 

Figure 20. Peak Normalized Rib Acceleration in 2 m Drop 
Tests 

BIOS[D 

TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean SD 

~r~ Abdominal Penetration. Both dummies exceed the 
minimum required value,with BIOS[D mean value being 

MegKg) 16.02 15.13 15.58 15.21 13.63 14.27 
twice the minimum required. This seems to be in agree- 

T12acc.(g) 53.2 58.0 72.0 68.2 58.0 62.8 62.0 7.1 
ment with the lower acceleration levels. 

Rib3acc.(g) 235.3 185.5 213.6 238.4 176.2 259.6 218.1 32.5 
Armrest Force. The behavior of the two dummies is 

^~r~ quite different: EUROSID I shows a stiff behavior, with 
(tara) 94.4 86.2 92.3 86.3 93.5 96.5 91.5 4.3 

a narrow and too high force pulse. The peak value is 
considerably too high when compared to the ISO corri- 

Results Evaluation for Biofidelity dor, while the time duration (rising and falling edges) 

T12 Peak Acceleration. EUROSID I mean value is lies inside the corridor. 

inside the corridor (4 of 6 test), while BIOSID is always On the contrary, BIOSID shows a less stiff behavior, 

lower, with a fiat force pulse and a time ,duration higher than 

Rib 3 Peak Acceleration. Both dummies’ mean values the corridor.This is in accordance with the lower accele- 

are slightly outside the limits (higher), although BIOSID ration levels and the higher penetration levels. Neverthe- 

is the nearest to the corridor. 
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.~a× penet ~-~z ~on t~3 Repeatability 
[oo 

Repeatability is evaluated by means of the Coefficiem 

! 

of Variation CV ( CV = [ SD / mean value ] * 100 ), and 

.......... 75                  - results are reported in Table 17. 

PARAMETERS 

DUMMY 

2~i -- T 12 Rib 3 Abdomen Penetration 

~ EUROSID I 13,4 % 20 % 3.7 % 

E, L _J,                       ~ BIOSID 11.4 % I5 % 4.6 % 
I 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 

test 

Dummy Pelvis Performance 
~’z’~B~0S~ There are defined three pelvis response requirements 
c=~]?-~ 

by ISO in document [11]. Two from these requirements 
Figure 21. Peak Normalizad Abdominal Penetration in (Req.l and Req.3) were chosen fort his programme for 
2 m Drop Tests 

evaluating the biofidelity of EUROSID I and BIOS~D 

:: ~o [---~ ~c~o~ ~ ~;~ 
I- ~~I!~-~       ~° ~ ~ 

The requirement 3 (sled tests) asks for normalized 

........... ~ I i ~-2~ ¢~x ~ --~-r~- ~×~°~ ~ peak values of the impacted surface force and the pelvis 

[ ~1; [ / I 
The corresponding responses are based on impactor 

~ 
[ i:/~, ] tests performed by Onser [12,t3,141 and on cadaver sled 

~ .~ /, i tests carried out the University of Heidelberg [151. 
~ ,o ~ ~---t ..... 

,+--- ’ Test set-up and measu,’eme,,,, co,,ditions, 
~    ~ ,, ~ . !. The dummy was seated in an upright position on two 

~ ~~--L sheets of Teflon. a t7,3kg impac~or with aspher:ical 
~ ’//") ~;~".X~i 

i 
segment face (120 mm in diameter, 150mm for {he 

~- /’" ,~ radius of curvature) stroke the pelvis in the great 

o~ _1~! .... 
trochanter region. In fact, the impactor was cornered on 

iO 20     30     40 50 0 10 20     30     40 50 T~o (~ ~ T~o ~ ~ the energy absorbing block (see Figures 23, 24). Five 

Figure 22. Normalized (and Inertia Compensated) Armrest impact tests were conducted with an impact velocity of 

Load for Abdomen Drop Tests: EUROSID I and BIOSID 7m/s+ 2% and five with a w~locity of 8m/s+ 2% for each 

Responses Compared to ISO Corridor dummy. 

less, such a behavior seems to be more "humanlike" than 
that of the EUROSID I. 

Biofidelity Scores. Weighing factors, response scores, 
and biofidelity scores for the two dummies, established 
in accordance with [4, 71, are reported in Table 16. 

Table 16. Weighed Factors, Response Score and 
Biofidelity Score for 2 m Drop Test 

EUROSID [ BIOSID 
PARAMETERS k Wb,2,k REQUIREMENTS Rk Rk 

Armrest force 1 9 Corridor 0 5 

acceleration (g) 2 I 6 Min/Max I0 5 

3th fib peak 

.... ~o,~o,~o 3 4 ~,/~ ~ ~ Figure 23. Test Set-Up Used in ~mpactor Tests Involving 
the Pelvis (EUROStD 

BtOFIDELITY 

SCORE B6 4,2 5 
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20 ’~ Eurosid 1 
Q Biosid 

~ e Bad Test 
-~ 16 

8 12 
Impactor VelociW (m/s) 

Figure 25. Normalized ~mpactor Versus Impact Velocity in 

Figure 24. Test ~t-Up Used in Impactor Tests ~nvo~ving     Pelvic Tests 

During the tests, the dummies were instrumented to Table 18. EUROS~D 

obtain the ~owin~ measurements: 
7 m/s and 8 m/s Impactor Tests 

Accelerations: 
~u~OS~D 

Acceleration of ~he impacmr, ~ 7.~0 6.97 7.o3 ~3 ~ 7,0~ 

, Acceleration of the thorax (T4 point),                                 ~,~ ~ ~,8 6,2 6,3 

, Acceleration of the pelvis, 
Forces on BIOSID: 
~ Sacrum force, 

~.s~~s,os ;,.~ 

~.ss 

I~iac wing force (impacted side), 
~.~ 

¯ Pubic force. 
Forces on EUROSID I: 

Except of this test one can see the following: 
, Pubic force. 
Moment on BIOSID: , For the EUROSID t, ~he peak ~alues of normalized 

~ X momem on ~umbar spine, force are slighdy exceeding the limi[s set for the 

The signats were littered at the following frequency 
7mis tests, and considerably exceeding those for the 
8m/s tests,respectively. 

classes (ISO-6487): , For the BIOSID, they are comprised in the corridor 
- impactor acceleration: CFC 180Hz for the 7m/s tests and little higher than maximum for 
, pelvis acceleration: CFC 180Hz 8m/s tests. 
¯ thorax acceleration: CFC tS0Hz 
¯ sacrum force: CFC 600Hz EUROSID I a~d BIOSID Pelvis Re~:po~ses in Rigid and 
~ iliac wing force: CFC 600Hz Padded Sled Test 
~ pubic force: CFC 600Hz The normalized peak impacted surface forces and the 
~ X momem: CFC d00Hz, normalized peak lateral pelvis accelerations ~e reported 

As previously, the filtering class of the impacmr was in Table 19. The following conclusions can be drawn, 
~owered from t000Hz (ISO requiremen0 to 180Hz. 

Test set-~p and meas~rement conditions Req~drement Table 19. E~ROSlB 
3. The same test set-up was used as described above (see Rigid an6 Padded S~ed Tests 
~ Dummy Thorax Performance"), 

EUROSID ~ AND BIOSID Pelvis Responses i~ 7 and 

8 MiS ~mpac~or Tests 
The normalized peak impactor forces are presented in 

Figure 25, where EUROSID I and BIOSID responses are 
cornpared ~o ~he ISO corridor. 

The results are also reported in fabte lg~ where 
normalized peak impactor forces are lis~ed. Test no. 8 
for BIOSID shows an impactor force twice ~he values 
obtained daring the o~her tests. This is due to the energy 
absorbing b~ock for the pelvis, which had a stiffl~ess out 

of toleraaces. 
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EUROSID I. In the rigid sled tests, the normalized Table 20. Weighing Factors and Scores for EUROSID I 
peak impacted surface forces are approximately twice as and BIOSID Pelvis Segment Obtained from Impactor 
high as the ISO-specification whereas the mean values of Tests 
the normalized peak lateral pelvis accelerations are only 
slightly too high. ~ ........ 

v .... 6 .... Req .......... 6 ...... OSID 

In the rigid sled tests, the normalized peak impacted 
surface forces are approximately twice as high as the 
ISO-specification whereas the mean values of the 
normalized peak lateral pelvis accelerations are only 
slightly too high. 

In the padded sled tests, the normalized peak forces on ......... 
the impacted surface were slightly below, and the norm- 
alized peak lateral pelvis accelerations met, the ISO- I ....... ty 

specifications ...... 
BIOSID. In the rigid sled tests, for both peak values 

there is a wide range of scattering (C.V.=23.5% and 
28.1%). A possible explanation for this scattering may be 
obtained from the film analysis where one can observe, Table 21. Weighing Factors and Scores for EUROSID I 
that the seating position of the dummy during the impact and BIOSID Pelvis Segment Obtained from Sled Tests 
in test nos. 9104 and 9106 is not according to the upright (Except Tests nb 9104 and 9106) 
seating position required by ISO. This phenomenon can 
be observed in all the tests, but it was most obvious in 
these two te~ts. Due to this anomaly, the load distribu- 
tion on the dummy is not according to ISO requirement ............... 
and so these two tests are not considered in the analysis. ~°~"~ ...... i [ 

Looking at the remaining four tests, the normalized 
peak forces on the impacted surface are considerably 
exceeding the ISO specifications in three cases, and only 
slightly in the last one ..... 

The normalized peak lateral pelvis accelerations lay .... 
slightly below the ISO-specification. 

In the padded sled tests, the scattering of both values 
cannot be detected. The normalized peak forces on the 
impacted surface are much too low compared with ISO 
specifications,while the normalized peak lateral pelvis 

The BIOSID shows also a relatively good repeatability 
accelerations meet the ISO specification, 

at the 7m/s-tests for the peak values of impactor accele- 

ration (C.V. 4.1%), pelvis acceleration (C.V. 3.6%), 
EUROSID I AND BIOSID Biofidelity Scores for Pelvis 

sacrum force (C.V. 4.1%); and spine X axis moment 
Segment (C.V. 4.1%). Only the pubic force shows a greater 

Using the formulas from [4] and the weighing factors 
scattering, with a C.V. 04 17.3%¯ 

from [7] the dummies scores were established on the 
At the 8m/s-tests the C.V. are very high due to the one 

basis of the 4 test conditions described above. In Tables 
test with the bad energy absorbing block (see above). 

20 and 21 there are the different factors and scores along 
But if one doesn’t consider this test, the repeatability 

with the requirements and dummies responses from 
seems to be reasonable. 

which they were obtained. Therefore follows, that the 
Repeatability in rigid and padded sled tests. The 

dummies’ biofidelity scores for the pelvis are: 
EUROSID I seems to show concerning the normalized 

¯ EUROSID I: B6 = 3.5 peak lateral pelvis accelerations a very good repeatability 
¯ BIOSID: B6 = 5.5 (* Except test nb 8) in the padded sled tests (C.V. = 1.4%) but only a just 

acceptable repeatability in the rigid sled tests (C.V. = 
EUROSID I and BIOSID) Repeatability in Pelvis Tests 9.7%). 

Repeatability in 7m/s and 8m/s impactor tests. The A reasonable repeatability is to observe for the pubic 
EUROSID I offers a reasonable repeatability at the two symphysis forces (C.V.=6.1% in the rigid and 5.6% in 
impact velocities. The variations C.V. of the impactor the padded sled tests) and for the peak impacted surface 
accelerations, the pelvis accelerations and the pubic forces in the padded tests (C.V.=6.8%). A poorer repeat- 
forces are 2.7%, 5.5% and 6.1% (7m/s-test) as well as ability is given for these values in the rigid sled tests 
4.1%, 2.6% and 3.9% (8m/s-test). (C.V.=13.9%). 
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The BIOSID seems to have just an acceptable repeat- exception that both dummies should possibly undergo a 

ability in the rigid sled tests concerning the pelvis separate investigationintotherespom;eoftheirshoulders 

accelerations (C.V.=10.6%) and also for the pubic forces to oblique loads. It is recalled that the relative shoulder 

(C.V.--9.6%) but a poor repeatability for the impacted performance of the prototype EUROSID was quite differ- 

surface forces (C.V.=17.9%). This analysis is to consider ent, depending on the direction of the load induced by a 

with the reservation of the discrepancy to ISO-specifi- rigid impactor. 

cation of the seating position of the dummy during the As regards the thoracic responses, one could again 

impact as mentioned in chapter 2.6.2. Therefore the two state that repeatability of either dummy was quite satis- 

worst tests nr. 9104 and 9106 are not regarded in this factory, but that their biofidelity does still not appear to 

analysis. In the padded sled tests, the BIOSID shows a be sufficient. Although both dummies already constitute 

reasonable repeatability for the impacted surface forces a certain improvement, in biofidelity terms, when com- 

(C.V. =4,8%)and the pelvis accelerations (C.V. =6.5%). pared to the prototype EUROSID or the NHTSA SID, 

Little poorer is the repeatability for the pubic forces respectively, more development work needs to be done 

(C.V.=10.8%). if either of the new devices is to be used as element of 
any mandatory regulation. Again, it seems to be worth- 

Conclusions while to also consider the behavior of the dummies 

The data from this project confirms earlier findings as 
thoraces under oblique loading before a final decision on 

regards the capabilities of mechanical surrogates of the 
the implementation of a European side impact regulation 

human being in general, and of side impact dummies in 
is taken. In principle, all the above ~emarks can equally 

particular. At the same time, it provides further indica- be applied to the two remaining, major body segments of 

tions towards the direction that ought to be taken if, at a importance, the abdomen and the pelvis. 

future point of time, a valid tool capable of reasonably 
Although one or the other of the two dummies shows 

representing the biomechanical characteristics of vehicle better results in one or the other area of performance 

occupants with sufficient accuracy shall become avail- than its respective counterpart--and predecessors-- 

able. 
neither of them can be said to be ready, on the basis of 

To begin with the dummies’ most prominent part, the present study, for use in a full-scale test procedure. 

namely their heads, the study concluded that their repeat- Additional testing, covering other important areas such 

ability appeared to be "excellent." This finding must, as sensitivity to velocity change and to padding effect, 

however be seen in comparison to the response limits remains to be performed. 

defined by ISO. In the authors’ view, an "excellent" 
repeatability of head responses that substantially exceed References 
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$8.0.06 
Scaling HYBRID Ill and Human Head Kinematic Responses 
to Frontal Impact1 

Marc S. Weiss, Sal Guccione the -X direction. The results demonstrate an analytical 
Naval Biodynamics Laboratory approach for extrapolating human head/neck kinematics 
Terry A. Watkins to levels and types of impact exposure where injury 

University of New Orleans could occur. Currently, these results are being extended 

to include the +Y (lateral) and +Z (vertical) vector 

Abstract 
directions. 

Injuries associated with impact acceleration forces are Introduction 
a major source of loss in both military and civilian trans- The Naval Biodynamics Laboratory (NAVBIODYN- 
portation. The testing of impactprotective devices under LAB) is engaged in a long-term program to develop 
operational conditions is primarily done using anthropo- criteria for protecting aircrew from the potentially 
morphic manikins such as the Hybrid III. As part of its harmful effects of impact acceleration. As part of this 
Impact Injury Prevention program, the Naval Bio- program, predictive models for neck injury are being 
dynamics Laboratory is studying human volunteer~ and developed using the human head and neck response to 
Hybrid III head-neck responses to whole-body accelera- whole-body acceleration. Over the past several years, a 
tion. These data are being used to develop validated statistical regression approach has been used to develop 
models, using Hybrid III responses, for predicting human a kinematic model for the head and neck response of 
head-neck responses at the full range of operational human volunteers [1-4]. While this model is designed to 
g-levels. For the-X directions, key linear and angular address questions directly related to the prospect of 
acceleration variables from selected sets of human injury in the hostile environment of military aviation, the 
experiments were fit using least-squares polynomial techniques are broadly applicable to a range of bio- 
splines. The spline parameters are functions of the mechanical problems, including automotive crashes. 
latency and amplitude of the peaks of the acceleration The statistical modelling approach differs funda- 
variables and are well-predicted from the initial head mentally from a mechanistic model such as a mechanical 
position and the sled acceleration profile. Similar linkage model or a finite element model. It is based first 
functional forms were imposed on selected sets of on sampling the response (human or manikin) and de- 
Hybrid III data yielding equally good results. These scribing the sampled response with as few parameters as 
common and consistent statistical models for human and possible. A regression technique is then used to generate 
Hybrid III data form the basis of a statistical scaling a statistical prediction of the response from the sled 
procedure between human and Hybrid III response for acceleration parameters. The goal of this procedure is to 

lThe interpretations and opinions in this work are the author’s and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views of the Navy or other government agencies. 

~’Volunteer subjects were recruited, evaluated, and employed in accordance with procedures specified in the Department of Defense Directive 3216.2 and 

Secretary of the Navy Instruction 3900.39 series. These instructions meet or exceed prevailing national and international standards for the protection of human 

subjects. 
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predict the human response at potentially injurious high- 
G levels from measurements of the manikin response at o 
the high-G level. This can be expressed schematically as 
follows: ~ 

Measure Manikin Response ---> Predict Human Response 
~.~ -60 

In order to achieve this predictive model the following 
~ 

steps are taken: ~                                              -~o 

Acceleration Parameters --~ Predict Manikin Response 
’~ 

Acceleration Parameters --> Predict Human Response 

These predictive equations are based on actual data 
-2,0. o    o ..... 

to, o ’,o o ’,, o ~o o ~, 0.20 

obtained from measurements taken using manikins and 
human volunteers exposed to the same accelerations and Figure 1. Typical Sled Acceleration Profiles 

in the same test configuration. The first step indicates 
that once the acceleration parameters are used to model Table 1. Range of Sled Acceleration Parameters 
the manikin response, the process can be reversed. That 
is, the manikin response can be used to predict the 

PARAMETERS HUMAN MANIKIN 

acceleration parameters. These predicted acceleration Peak (m/s2) 59.1- 152.9 67.8- 236.8 

parameters can then be used to predict the human (g) 6.0- 15.6 6.9- 24.2 

response. Thus, by appropriate analysis, the common 
regression on the acceleration parameters enables us to 

End Stroke (m/s) 9.8 - 17.6 10.8 - 20.5 

predict the unmeasured human response from the mani- 
Velocity (km/h) 35 - 63 39 - 73 

kin response. Onset (m/s3) 1314 - 5421 1427 - 17580 

Methodology 
(g/s) 134 - 554 146 - 1795 

Database Duration (ms) 87 - 122 64 - 1 17 
The data used in this analysis were obtained from 57 

-Gx impact acceleration tests involving nine human Length (ms) 200- 301 128- 273 

volunteers and 30 -Gx tests using a 95th percentile 
Hybrid III manikin. All experiments were conducted at 2ooo 

the NAVBIODYNLAB. The experimental and instrumen- 1500 .o’ ’.... 

tation details have been extensively reported elsewhere ,ooo : 

[5-8]. The human and manikin subjects were instrument- 
~ 

~oo 
5 

ed to measure head and neck displacement and linear and ~_. o 

angular acceleration. They were seated with full torso re- ~ -500 

straint; the head and neck were allowed to move freely. ~ -looo 
Figure 1 illustrates typical sled acceleration time 

~ 
-,5oo 

traces for 7g to 20g. Volunteers were exposed to a maxi- -~ooo 

mum of 15.6g. The ranges of the sled acceleration para- 
meters are listed in Table 1. These parameters are the: 

o.oo    o.o~ o.~o 

peak amplitude, endstroke velocity, onset (initial slope), 
peak duration (measured at 75% of peak amplitude), and Figure 2. Representative Head Angular Accelerations 

overall length. All tests were run in the nominal neck-up,’ 
About the Y-Axis for a -15Gx Test 

chin-up condition with the initial angular displacement t 

close to zero radians. Representative human and ,~o 

HYBRID III head accelerations are shown in Figure 2 
(angular acceleration) and Figure 3 (linear acceleration). 

~ 
Analysis ~ o 

To smooth the data, the head linear and angular ~ 

acceleration curves were fitted with polynomial splines ~ -~o 

using least squares techniques [2-4]. For each curve, the - 
times to peak and peak amplitudes for the first five 
peaks were determined from the fitted curve. These o.oo o.o~ o.,o o.,~ o:zo o.~ 

peaks are identified in Figure 2 and 3 by the numbers 1- 
5 for the human response (dotted curve) and the letters Figure 3. Representative Head Linear Accelerations 
A-E for the manikin response (solid curve). About the X-Axis for a -15Gx Test 
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These computed values were then regressed against ,20° 
the peak sled acceleration, endstroke velocity and the ,ooo 
initial head orientation in the X-Z plane. This resulted in 800 
a prediction model for peak values for each curve. ~ 6oo 
Several SAS® regression programs (STEPWlSE, 

400 

RSQUARE, REG) were used in this process? A simula- 
~ 200 

tion model was developed by adding appropriate normal- ~, o 
ly distributed errors to the prediction model. The pre- 
dicted curves are obtained by fitting the predicted peak 
values with cubic splines. Estimated upper and lower -6oo 
confidence bands for each curve were generated by simu- o.oo    0.05    o.,o    o.,5    0.20    o.~5 

lating the predicted curve 100 times and determining the 
upper and lower boundaries. Figure 4. lOg Simulated Test: Human Head Angular 

Once the accuracy of the predictive modelling was Acceleration 
established, a reverse prediction was used to estimate the 

900 

human response using the measured manikin response. 
600 

This was accomplished by estimating the sled accelera- 
tion parameters from the manikin response and then ~ 

~oo 

using these estimated parameters to predict the human ~ o 

response. This was first done for the range of accelera- 
tions in which there were human data to validate the 
procedures. The prediction model was then extended to ~ -~oo 
higher accelerations using the manikin response at 19g 
and 24g. 

--1500 I I        I        I 
0.00 0.05 0. I0 0.15 0.20 0.25 

Results r.aE (SECONDS) 

Excellent fits for the human and manikin head accele- Figure 5. lOg Simulated Test: Manikin Head Angular 
rations were obtained over the range of 6 to 16g. Figure Acceleration 
4 illustrates a typical simulation of a 10g -X human test 
with approximate 95% confidence bands indicated. This 
simulation uses the acceleration parameters to predict the ~oo 
head angular acceleration about the Y-axis. Figure 5 is 
a similar illustration for a manikin test. In both figures, 
the outer solid curves are the confidence bands. The 
inner dashed curve is the predicted mean response while 
the inner dotted curve is the measured mean response. 
These two figures demonstrate the first part of our 
modelling procedure. The narrow error band in Figure 4 -~oo 

indicates a highly accurate model for the human re- o.oo    o.o~    o.,o    o.,s    o.~o    o.~5 
sponse. The broader error band in Figure 5 reflects the 
smaller sample size of five manikin lOg tests versus Figure 6.8gHumanHeadAngularAcceleration Predicted 
twelve lOg human tests. Nonetheless, the match between by Manikin Response 
the predicted and measured mean responses is very good. 

The second part of the modelling is illustrated in ~oo 
Figures 6-8. In these figures, the human response is ~"\ 
predicted from the manikin response. The figures show, 
respectively, the predicted 8g, 12g and 15g -X human 
response (dotted curve), as well as the corresponding 

~ ..~ 
manikin response (solid curve). The average measured 
human response (dashed curve) is superimposed. These 
figures show an excellent fit between the predicted and 
observed angular accelerations. There is a slight increase 
in mismatch at the 15g level. Though not illustrated here, o.oo o.~o5 o.,o o.~ o.~o o.2~ 
similarly good fits were obtained for the X and Z linear 
components of the head acceleration. Figure 7. 12g Human Head Angular Acceleration 

Predicted by Manikin Response 
3SAS Institute, Inc., SAS/STATA, Release 6.01. 
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Discussion 
2000 

The problem of scaling human surrogate biomechani- 

,2oo , ~, cal responses to human responses is critical for valid 

~ 
800 testing of crashworthy vehicles a~d injury protective 

e, 4oo equipment. The results of this study are very encourag- 
~ o .~ ing in demonstrating a useful analytical approach 

~ 
-,oo .~ towards addressing this problem. Using the HYBRID III 
--800 

~ -12oo as a human test surrogate, we have been able to extra- 

-1~oo polate human volunteer head/neck kinematics to levels 
-2ooo where injury might be expected. This reflects the fact 

o.oo o.o5 O.lO o.~5 o.~o o.~ that a similar analytic model describes both human and 
~.~ ~s~o,os~ HYBRID III kinematics under conditions of similar seat 

Figure 8. 15g Human Head Angular Acceleration and restraint configuration. These modelling techniques 

Predicted by Manikin Response and procedures are general and broadly applicable to use 
of other surrogates such as animals [3] and cadavers. It 

Finally, Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the predicted 19g is these biological surrogates which, when appropriately 

and 24g -X human response using the appropriate mani- scaled, will generate the most useful information con- 

kin response as the predictor. The manikin response is cerning the thresholds and mechanisms of acceleration 

superimposed for illustrative purposes. Since no humans induced injury. For the HYBRID III surrogate, this 

were tested at these levels, there is no direct validation approach is currently being extended to include analysis 

of the simulation. Note that the manikin response shows of human impact acceleration response in the +Y (later- 

a dramatic increase in the initial peaks of angular accele- al) and +Z (vertical) vector directions. 

ration going from a 19g to a 24g input. Despite this, the 
model predicts a consistent change in the human re- Acknowledgements 
sponse that is proportional to the increase in g-level. The authors thank Mr. Ronnie Wilson of the Mathe- 

matical Sciences Division for his expert knowledge and 
tireless efforts in helping to produce the figures for this 
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Facial Fracture Probability Secondary to Steering Wheel Impact 

Narayan Yoganandan, Anthony Sances, Jr., appears to be a function of wheel rim inertia: it is 

Frank Pintar, John Reinartz coincident with maximum rim acceleration at the impact 

~.~ Medical College of Wisconsin site, at a time when rim deflection is small. The second 

Mark Haffner peak appears to be largely driven by the force-deflection 

behavior of the wheel since it occurs when rim deflec- 
National Highway Traffic Safety tion is approaching its maximum value and when rim 
Administration velocity and acceleration have fallen to low values. 

However, the magnitude of the second force peak often 
Abstract exceeds the value which would be expected on the basis 

~ Studies were conducted to evaluate the quasi-static of quasi-static force-deflection behavior alone. 

and dynamic performance of an energy absorbing (EA) At low impact velocities, the first (inertial) peak is 
and a standard (STD) steering wheel at the lower spoke smaller than the second. However, at the higher impact 
and rim (LSR) and at the center part of the unsupported velocities in this experimental series, the magnitude of 
rim (USR)locations. In addition, tests were conducted at the inertial peak can exceed the second peak value. 

~ the USR location of two steering wheels using intact Therefore, it is concluded that an understanding of both 
.... fresh human cadaver heads. Using a custom designed inertial and stiffness characteristics is necessary for 

impact drop test system, either zygoma was impacted at optimal design of steering assemblies protective of the 
the USR location at velocities ranging from 1.73 to 6.71 facial skeleton. 
m/s. Generalized force histories were recorded using a Data has been gathered and presented in four discrete 

six-axis load cell under the hub of the steering wheel sets: EA and STD wheels at LSR and USR locations. 

¯ placed at 30 degrees to the horizontal to simulate Additional biomechanical data was acquired for the EA 
- restrained driver impact in collisions. Steering wheel wheel at the LSR location and combined with the 

deformations were recorded using a potentiometer, previously reported information to permit a Weibull 
Accelerometers were placed on the specimen and under probability analysis. Results indicated that a force level 
the wheel rim at the impact site, opposite to the impact of 1525 N corresponds to a 50% probability of facial 
site, as well as at locations 90 degrees from the USR. fracture at the LSR location on the EA wheel. At the 

-. High speed photography documented wheel kinematics. USR location on the EA wheel, no fractures were 
- Our previously published data at the LSR location on the detected in seven tests conducted at velocities up to 6.7 

EA wheel (32nd Stapp Conference) was combined with m/s with peak forces up to 1335 N. Additional tests are 
additional human cadaver tests (from this study) to necessary on the STD wheel to deduce probability distri- 
obtain the facial fracture probability distribution at this butions at both the USR and LSR locations. 
location of the EA wheel. Facial trauma was assessed in 

--. all specimens using gross dissection, plain radiography, Introduction 
computed tomography, and defleshing techniques. Frac- Maxillofacial trauma primarily affects our adult popu- 
ture severity was graded according to accepted tech- lation, and is often quoted as an affliction of the young, 
niques, mobile and aggressive portion of our community (10). 

The interface force-time response at the wheel rim Altercations and motor vehicle collisions account for a 
typically exhibits bimodal behavior. The first force peak significant number of these injuries. Motor vehicle 
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crashes are responsible for a large number of mid-facial series of investigations may lead to steering assembly 

fractures and complex facial injuries involving multiple 
designs more protective of the facial skeleton. 

regions of the skeleton (10,17). A study conducted by 
In this paper we will describe the techniques used to 

Strakhammer and Olfsson reported that the zygomatic 
conduct quasi-static and dynamic tests on the steering 

region of the face is involved in 42 percent of facial wheel, and conduct intact fresh human cadaver head 

fractures from motor vehicle crashes (17). Substantial 
impact tests at the USR location on both the EA and 

worldwide concern exists regarding facial injuries for STD wheels with the drop system designed earlier (22). 

unrestrained and restrained motor vehicle occupants Results of the additional tests con~lucted at the LSR 

(1,2,6-8,11,13,16,20,21,22,24,25). Recently, Zuby and 
location on the EA wheel will also be presented. An 

Saul conducted a detailed examination of hardcopy 
examination of these results together with the data from 

National Accident Sampling System files to ascertain~ the the previous study will be conducted. 

nature of steering assembly induced facial trauma to 

restrained drivers. Maxilla, mandible, nasal, and Materials and Methods 

zygomatic areas were identified as the most commonly Quasi-static Performance 

injured regions. Approximately fifty percent of the The EA and STD steering wheels were loaded quasi- 

steering wheel induced facial injuries occurred below statically at a rate of 2.5 mm/s using an electrohydraulic 

speeds of 7 m/s (vehicle delta V) in seatbelted drivers testing device. Tests were conducted at the junction of 

(25). The unsupported portion of the rim accounted for the lower spoke and rim (LSR), as well as at the center 

48 percent, the hub-spoke region accounted for 19 of the unsupported rim (USR). The steering wheels were 

percent, and the junction of the spoke and rim accounted inclined at 30 degrees to the horizontal plane to simulate 

for six percent of the facial injuries, restrained driver impact in collisions. A six-axis load cell 

Biomechanical data identifying the mechanisms of (Denton Inc., Rochester, MI) was placed directly under 

facial injury and tolerance information for facial impacts the hub of the steering wheel to record the generalized 

with automotive steering wheels is limited. In addition, force histories. The loading surface attached to the piston 

a biomechanically validated human-like facial structure of the testing device simulated the curvature of the 

for a test dummy, based on facial injury data from steer- human zygomatic bone. This fixture did not bind the 

ing wheel impacts, does not exist. Consequently~ the steering wheel during loading. 

Medical College of Wisconsin is developing studies in 

concert with the National Highway Traffic Safety Dynamic Evaluation 

Administration (NHTSA) of the U. S. Department of Vertical drop impact test system. The dynamic evalua- 

Transportation to investigate facial bone fracture tion of the steering wheel performance was determined 

secondary to steering wheel impact. In an earlier study, using the vertical drop impact test system which was 

human cadaver studies were conducted by impacting the specially designed to conduct head and facial impact 

left or the right zygoma once at the junction of the lower injury studies (Figure 1). The system was validated by 

spoke and rim (LSR) on both an energy absorbing (EA) comparing the results with unconstrained, free fall, rigid 

and a commercially available standard (STD) steering headform experiments (22). Briefly, the device consists 

wheel. The EA wheel was designed and developed by of a 7.6 m steel channel with a ground aluminum angle 

TRRL and Sheller-Clifford in the United Kingdom, and fixed to the outer edge. A vertically supported stainless 

the STD wheel was obtained locally from a Ford Motor steel monorail is centered on the channel with an 

Company dealer. Results of this research were reported attached cart assembly supported by two linear bearings 

earlier (22); this project is a continuation of that and an outrigger. The linear bearin~,s support the cart on 

research, the monorail as well as the outrigger. The outrigger bear- 
ing mechanism prevents the rotation of the cart about the 

. Purpose vertical axis. The linear bearings constrain rotation about 

The present study was undertaken to: a) evaluate the the other coordinate axes. A specially designed position- 

static and dynamic performance of the EA and STD ing fixture permitted the use of Z90.1 headforms as well 

steering wheels, b) to determine the differences, if any, as human cadaveric heads. The fixture was designed to 

between the injury mitigating characteristics of the allow for 360 degree rotation of I:he specimens in the 

steering wheel when the location of impact is the center lateral-lateral and superior-inferior directions to insure 

part of the unsupported rim (USR) in contrast to the that the impact location is at a predetermined site. In all 

junction of the lower spoke and rim (LSR), c) to identify 
the studies the impact location wa:~ in the region of the 

the likely biomechanical variables associated with facial malar eminence of either zygomatic bony complex. 

fracture at both the LSR and USR locations on the two 
Steering wheel instrumentation. Similar to the case of 

steering wheels, and d) to explore the possibility of a quasi-static performance studies described above, the 

criterion for fracture applicable to wheel impact loca- 
steering wheel was inclined at 30 degrees to the hori- 

tions of varying area and stiffness. It is hoped that this zontal and the six-axis load cell was placed directly 
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Rigid headform (Z90.1) impact Iesgs. The dynamic per- 

~ ~’~ 

formance of the EA and STD wheels was initially cvalu- 
’ -. ~ ated using a rigid Z90.1 headform. The Z90.1 magnesi- 

a’" ,.. was a haloring and a triaxial um headform mounted in 
accelerometer (Endevco, San Juan Capistrano, CA) was 
attached at the center of gravity. The headform was 
dropped using the vertical drop impact test system onto 

~ © 
the center part of the unsupported rim of both EA and 

~ ~! 

~" 

STDwheels. Tests were conducted at impact velocities 
ranging from 1.7 to 4.5 m/s with equivalent drop heights 

, ¯ °° "- of 0.15 to 1.0 m. A new steering wheel was used for 
each experiment. Eighteen channels of data were 

/ gathered for each test (Table t). 
Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the Vertical Drop impact 
Testing Device (left) and a Section of the Steering Table 1. instrumentation Detai~s for Dynamic Tests 
Wheel with a Six-Axis Load Cel~ Placed Under the 
Hub. The steering wheel is inclined under at 
30 degrees with respect to the horizontal. 

under the hub to record the generalized force histories, z Six-axis load cell underaeath the hub 6 
In additi on, a uniaxial potentiometer (Space Age Control z Uniaxlal po~ntioraeter under imp~ sit 

on f~e wheel                                                    1 

Inc.. Palmdale. CA) was placed normal to the steering 
a ~,,1,=o~ ..... terand~r~h~impa¢~ite 

wheel under the impact location to document the de- 
formation of the rim impact site. A triaxial accelerometer ’ u.,..,oa.~o! accel ..... ter opposite te 3~ 

impac~ site on ~he wheel* 

(Endevco. San Juan Capistran0, CA) was rigidly fixed to 
the steering wheel under the impact site. Uniaxial accelc- o~ol ..... te~ 

rometers (Endevco, San Juan Capistrano, CA) were firm- 6 ,r~.~ .... I ..... ~er at 3 

- C.G. of Z90.1 headform ly fixed to the structure at a location opposite to the 
impact site as well as at both locations orthogonal to the 

¯ for rigid headform studies a triaxial accelerometer was used and 

impact site. All accelerometers were attached to the 
metal surface of the wheel by removing a small portion Human cadaver head impact ~ests. A lolat of 18 fresh 
of the outer foam. Figure 2 illustrates the positioning of adult human cadaver heads were used in the s~udy. The 
the wheel in the testing device for impact tests at the age, height, and weight of 
center of the unsupported rim. It also depicts the location to 83 years, 1.5 to 1.9 m, and 45 to 100 kg, respectively. 
of the instrumentation devices mounted on the steering All subjects (13 male and 5 female) had died secondary 
wheel structure, to cardioputmonary complications (Table 2). Medical 

records were reviewed and routine radiography was done 
to select subjects without preexisting metastatic bone 
disease or any prevalent head and facial trauma~ In 
addition, the criteria precluded selection of specimens 
with noticeable physical abnormalities. All specimens 
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were isolated at the occiput-atlas level within one to dissection of the loaded region was performed to observe 

three days after death and were double wrapped in the macrolevel pathology. An area approximately 

plastic bags, sealed and kept deep frozen at-70 degrees 
spanning from the zygomatic arch to the lateral nasal 

Celsius. Two-dimensional computed tomography (C.T) 
region and from the lower orbit to the upper maxilla was 

was done in axial and sagittal planes at overlapping 1.5 carefully dissected for this purpose. Radiographs were 

mm intervals using a CT scanner (General Electric, 
taken and the specimens were imaged under the CT 

model 9800, Waukesha, WI). The specimens were scanner. Specimens were then defleshed by immersing 

thawed at room temperature for 12-20 hours in a humidi- the preparation in a caustic liquid for 24-40 hours and 

ty controlled environment before testing. Pretest radio- thoroughly washing with a strong sollution of hydrogen 

graphs of the specimen were taken, peroxide. Sufficient care was taken ~to preserve all the 

A total of nine specimens were used to conduct USR bony fragments of the preparation. 

tests (Table 2). Four of the nine specimens were impact- 
ed once at the USR location on the STD steering wheel. Biomechanical Data Collection and Analysis 

The remaining five specimens were used to conduct tests 
The input force and steering wheel[ deflection data in 

with the EA steering wheel; one preparation (specimen 
quasi-static studies were gathered from a uniaxial force 

A) was tested at 1.73, 2.21, and 2.45 m/s velocity with- gage (Kistler Corp, Amherst, NY) and a linear variable 

out any fracture, all other samples were tested once on differential transformer, respectively. The steering wheel 

either zygoma (right or left, randomly chosen). This 
deflection below the loading site was recorded using a 

resulted in a total of seven tests for the EA wheel, potentiometer. These signals including the output six- 

Physical data such as the chin to vertex distance, maxi- axis load cell data were collected using a digital oscillo- 

mum circumference of head above the Frankfort plane, scope (Norland Corp., Fort Atkinson, WI) and a modular 

lateral-lateral measurement at the auditory meatus level, data acquisition system (Kaye Instru~aaents Inc., Boston, 

and nasion to occiput dimension were measured. In addi- MA) at appropriate sampling freq~aencies. From the 

tion, the thickness of the skin at the impacting zygomatic force-deflection response, stiffness (defined as the slope 

area in the region of the malar eminence was recorded of the curve in the most linear part of the response) and 

using a calibrated needle. The isolated weight of the energy absorbing characteristics (integral of the force- 

cadaver head was also noted, deflection response) were computed. 

The head was mounted in a neurosurgical stainless All data during impact tests were collected according 

steel haloring with fixation into the skull using eight to to NHTSA requirements using a digital data acquisition 

twelve screws. The specimen was then attached to the system (Kaye Instruments Inc., Bos~lon, MA) with pre- 

positioning fixture of the vertical drop impact test system designed amplifiers and appropriate antialiasing filters. 

described above. A triaxial accelerometer was firmly The sampling rate exceeded 8 kHz; in some instances a 

fixed to the skull with four stainless steel screws in the 24 kHz rate was selected. The signals were processed 

posterior parietal region opposite to the impact location, according to SAEJ21 lb specifications and class 1000 

The z-axis of the accelerometer coincided with the verti- filtering was implemented. The data included the six-axis 

cal axis of the impact testing device. Other instrumenta- force and moment histories, accelera~tions of the wheel at 

tion used to record the biomechanical data are included various locations, deformations of the wheel under the 

in Table 1. A total of sixteen channels of data was impact site, and the accelerations of the preparation (at 

collected in these tests. To achieve a standardized mass, the center of gravity of the rigid headform or at the 

all specimens including the weight of the fixtures such posterior parietal region of the skull). The collected data 

as haloring and screws were ballasted to 6.8 kg. using the digital data acquisition system was transferred 

The specimens were suitably oriented in the position- to a personal computer for further analysis. The dynamic 

ing fixture so that the preparation was impacted normal forces at the zygoma steering wheel impact location were 

to the malar eminence of the zygomatic bone. The speci- derived using the six-axis load cell histories and de- 

mens were dropped from a predetermined height (0.15 m formation histories according to the procedure described 

to 2.29 m) at velocities ranging from 1.7 to 6.7 m/s for earlier (22). The resultant transforme, d peak forces (inter- 

the USR tests. Additional tests at the LSR location on face forces) were determined for each specimen. 

the EA wheel were conducted in the present study at 
velocities ranging from 1.41 to 5.59 m/s. The impact Results 

event was documented with high speed photography Quasi-Static Performance 

(Hycam II, Red Lake Laboratories, CA) at 1000 f/s. Mechanical quasi-static responses; of the EA and STD 

Immediately following the drop, contact areas were wheels indicated nonlinear characteristics (Figure 3). 

measured on the specimen and palpation was done. The Predictably, the center part of lhe unsupported rim of 

zygoma-steering wheel rim contact areas were idealized both the wheels was not as stiff as the junction of the 

as an ellipse and the major and minor axis dimensions lower spoke and rim. In-addition, the EA wheel was less 

were noted by determining the residual deformations of stiff than the STD wheel at both these locations. In the 

the tissue at the impact site. Following this, a gross EA wheel, a maximum force of 1609 N was developed 
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when it was loaded at the junction of the lower spoke of brevity, other (lower) velocities are not included. The 
and rim; in contrast, a maximum force of 664 N was maximum values of variables such as force, deformation, 
generated for the center part of the unsupported rim and acceleration are however, shown in Table 3 for all 
loading (Table 3). For the STD wheels, these forces were the tests conducted in the study. The interface force 
consistently higher (2989 N at the junction of the lower developed at the wheel rim typically exhibited bimodal 
spoke and rim, 951 N at the center part of the unsupport- characteristics. The first peak in the force-time response 
ed rim). At the USR, the STD wheel was approximately coincided with the peak wheel rim acceleration (Figures 
twice as stiff as the EA wheel (stiffness of 41.3 N/mm 4 and 5). This peak force corresponds in time to the 
vs. 21.4 N/mm), occurrence of maximum wheel rim acceleration during 

the initial stages of impact. The rim deflections are small 
s~D during this time. The force begins to rise again after the 

3°0° - ~ ~sR acceleration drops demonstrating that the inertial effects 
/ ~ do not contribute significantly to the development of the 

/ 
~ 

~ so0o. / 
~ 

subsequent increasein interface forces. Furthermore, the 

~ i i velocity also exhibits a gradual decrease while the force 
~ 100o--I , ~R and the wheel rim deflection progressively increase 

~ towards their respective peak values. This suggests that 

o rate effects do not significantly contribute to the 
o s9 ~o s0 ~o ~oo ~o development of the secondary peak force. However, the 

l~flectio~ (ram) 
maximum interface force of 1141 N attained at a deflec- 
tion of 98.4 mm for the EA wheel experiment, and 1282 

~ N attained at a deflection of 64.3 mm for the STD wheel 
~ooo test exceeded the corresponding quasi-static values (see 

.- - ~ Section a. "Quasi-static performance" above). 

~ ~ooo ~ ~ Human Cadaver Head Impact Tests at the USR 
~ ~ ..-~-~-----7~ 

~ ~s~ 
Biomechanical findings. A summary of the salient 

~oo. 
;/~ /, ~ 

biomechanical data from the EA and STD wheels is 

o ~./’, ~’_~.-/~. ~, , , included in Table 4. Figure 6 illustrates a plot of the 
so ,o so ~0 ~oo ~o acceleration, transformed force, and dynamic wheel 

~°~°°~°~ ~ deformation histories for all the specimens tested. It 
Figure 3. Quasi-static Response of the Steering should be noted that, the steering wheel deflections attain 
Wheels Tested Using a Materials-Testing Device. their absolute maximum values at or after the 
Top: Standard wheel, and bottom: EA steering wheel, 

development of the peak impact force. Greatest dis- 
LSR and USR represent the junction of the lower 

placements were recorded with the EA steering wheel. spoke and rim and the center part of the unsupported 
No facial lacerations were observed in either the EA or rim of the steering wheel, respectively, 
the STD wheel. Maximum permanent deformations 

Table 3. Summary of Rigid Headform Impact Tests occurred primarily at the loading site (center part of 

Conducted at USR unsupported rim). 

High speed film analysis. Results of the high speed 
.................................................. ~ ..... film taken at 1000 Us indicated the following: Immedi- 
............. ~ ..... , .................... , ..... ately following impact, the steering wheel begins to 
.......................................... ~ ..... deform principally in the vertical direction at the hub- 
......................................... , ..... ring as well as at the USR location. A gradual lateral 
........................................... ~ ..... displacement of the wheel rim will then ensue concomi- 

tant with vertical deflection The lateral displacement 

~ I ............................................ 
~ ..... will reach a maximum prior to the attainment of peak 

................. ~ ......... I ~,,~ ............... ~ ..... vertical deflection. Typically, the maximum lateral 
............................................. ~,o ............... displacement occurred following the attainment of the 
.......................................................................... first force peak (corresponding to the inertial effects) but 

Rigid HeadForm Impact Tests well before the development of the ultimate maximum 
A summary of the results from the rigid headform force. Following the gradual decrease of the lateral dis- 

tests conducted on the center part of the unsupported rim placement from its peak value, the wheel deforms pri- 
of the EA and STD steering wheels is included in Table marily as a curved beam partially constrained the two 
3. A comparison of the performance of the EA and STD supported regions (entire unsupported rim portion) with 
wheels at the USR location at a velocity of 4.47 m/s is maximum deformation at its center resulting in a 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In the interest wrapping around effect on the preparation. 
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Figure 4. Dynamic Response of the EA Wheel Tested Figure 5. Dynamic Response of the.= Standard Wheel 

at the USR Location with Z90.1 Rigid Headform at a Tested at the USR Location with Z90.1 Rigid Headform 

Velocity of 4.47 m/s. Top trace indicates the force at a Velocity of 4.47 m/s. Top trace indicates the force 

computed from the rigid body mechanics principles, computed from the rigid body mechanics principles, 

i.e., mass of the headform times the acceleration in i.e., mass of the headform times the acceleration in 

the vertical (z) direction. Second from top: the vertical (z) direction. Second from top: 

Acceleration response of the wheel rim at the impact Acceleration response of the wheel rim at the impact 

site (USR) in the z-direction. Third from top: The site (USR) in the z-direction. Third from top: The 

deflection history of the wheel recorded by the deflection history of the wheel recorded by the 

uniaxial potentiometer placed underneath the impact uniaxial potentiometer placed underneath the impact 

site. Bottom. The velocity response of the wheel rim site. Bottom. The velocity response of the wheel rim 

computed using the deflection history, computed using the deflection history. 

Typically, for both EA and STD wheel tests, at the These factors may have contributed to the absence of 

point where the maximum lateral displacement occurs, it bone fractures noted in the USR tests on the EA wheel. 

is possible that the lateral wall of the orbit comes in Pathological observations. The pathological findings 

contact with the wheel surface. The extent of bridging of from the study which included the evaluation of 

the orbit structure depends on the magnitude of the displaced and foes fractures to the facial skeleton from 

lateral displacement. Furthermore, it is also possible that, palpation and gross dissection immediately following the 

at the time of the maximum lateral displacement, the impact, pre and post test radiography, CT, and defleshing 

wheel may not be in contact with the malar eminence of techniques indicated no structural abnormalities for the 

the zygomatic bone thus unloading the initial impact site. EA wheel tests conducted at velocities up to 6.71 m/s. 
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Table 4. Summary of Biomechanical Data of Specimens 
Tested at USR Location 

soo 

~ 40 ~ ~oo 
¯ ~o ~ ~oo 

Figure 6a. Head Acceleration, Transformed Force, and Steering Wheel Deformation for all the Specimens Tested 
in This Study at the USR Location. Specimen identification, fracture severity (fs, on a scale of 0-4), impact velocity 
(m/s), wheel type (EA or STD), and the location (USR) is indicated on the top of the acceleration trace for each 
test. 

Experiments with STD wheel also indicated no fractures mum Fx force was computed for all the tests conducted 
up to 4.49 m/s; however, a velocity of 5.59 m/s produced on the USR location of the STD wheel (mean: 1.44, SD: 
foes fractures of the zygomatic arch and maxilla in one + 0.10), and the ratio of the maximum transformed Fz 
(specimen #24) of the two specimens tested on the USR. force to the maximum F~ force was also calculated 
Based on an earlier classification of facial fractures (25), (mean: 1.44, SD: + 0.11) for the same test. Using an 
the injury severity for this pathology was estimated to be extrapolation factor of 1.44, a peak force of 1668.3 N 
a 2. A peak transformed resultant force of 1668.3 N was was estimated for this specimen. 
calculated for this specimen because all the channels of 
data could not be gathered during the experiment. This Human Cadaver Head Impact Tests at the LSR 
force was extrapolated using the Fx signal recorded from Table 5 includes a brief summary of the additional 
the test. The following procedure was adopted: the ratio tests conducted at the LSR location on the EA wheel 
of the maximum transformed resultant force to the maxi- using nine cadaver heads. At velocities ranging from 
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1.41 to 5.59 m/s, peak forces at the impact site varied 
wheel as the loading surface (in cont~rast to an artificial 

from 681.8 to 2290 N demonstrating fractures of varying 
square or round impacting striker), thus incorporating the 

severity. In the interest of brevity, the reader is referred 
real curvature of the contacting surface. Controlled uni- 

to our previous publication on this topic (22) wherein 
lateral impacts were delivered to either zygoma of intact 

detailed descriptions Of the high-speed photographic 
fresh human cadaver heads, thus eliminating the above 

analysis and the pertinent biomechanical characteriza- 
confounding factors. 

tions are described. The additional specimen tests were Foes in 1965 quantified the acc¢;leration (G level) 

performed to obtain a probability distribution at the LSR tolerances for different facial structures (18). In 1967, 

location on the EA wheel by combining the data from Foes suggested a temporal dependence for facial fracture 

our earlier paper (22). 
based on impact duration (4). Impacts lasting beyond 4 
ms produced fractures of the zygomatic bone around 880 

Table 5. Summary of Biomechanical Data of Specimen N with a 28.7 mm diameter impactc,r (one square inch 

Tested at the LSR Location on the EA Wheel area). In contrast, forces of approximately 4450 N 

s~,~ 
.... 

~ ~ ......... ~ ~ ................. ~ ~ 
resulted in no fracture for impact durations of 3 ms or 

B ~ ............ less. Furthermore, it was found that for impulses lasting 

c ~ ............. longer than 4 ms, the tolerance was raised by a factor of 
, ~t .......... 1.5 to 2.5 with a 65 mm diameter impactor (5.2 inch 
K ~ ........... 

square area). It should be recognized that, increasing the 

~ ~ ............ impactor area to approximately five square inches may 
,~ ~, ......... result in loading the neighboring bony complex (such as 
~ ~ ............ orbit) in addition to the zygomatic bone. From this view- 

point, the maximum forces reported in the study may not 
........................ ~ ......... , ........... ~ ..... ~ ...................... be directly applicable to the malar eminence region of 

the zygoma. Additionally, the maximum forces recorded 

Discussion by the impactor may not be the level at which fracture 

Various biomechanical studies have been advanced in occurs. In 1968, Nahum et al indiczted that oscillatory 

the past to understand the response of the human cada- responses recorded from an accelerometer placed oppo- 

veric facial structure under static and dynamic loads, to site to the impacting area of the face confounded the 

determine the mechanism of injury, and to establish correlations between the impacting force and the force 

tissue tolerances (3-5,9,11,12,18). The zygomaticregion computed using rigid body mechanics principles (9). 

of the face has been an area of considerable research due Further, the study contradicted the earlier suggestion 

to its involvement during motor vehicle related facial made by Foes (4) regarding the temporal correlation for 

injuries. Consequently, this study was undertaken to facial fracture. Zygomatic fractures were produced with 

determine the biomechanics of the zygomatic complex a striker having a contact area of 645 sq mm (one inch 

due to steering wheel loading, square) and severe comminuted or depressed fractures 

Earlier facial injury studies of Foes, Foes, Nahum et occurred at forces ranging from 0.9 to 3.5 kN. Facial 

al, and Foes et al using human cadavers have provided impact studies by Foes et al using a 25 mm diameter 

important baseline biomechanical and pathological data rigid cylindrical contact surface oriented across the front 

for the zygomatic bone (4,9,12,18). However, in these of the face to contact the nose at the level of the infra- 

investigations, the loading surface did not include the orbital margin, suggested a tolerance of 3.0 kN for 

characteristics of the steering wheel nor was the steering severe facial fractures (12). A summary of the 

wheel used as the impacting object. Furthermore, evalua- biomechanical parameters associated with fracture of the 

tion of facial injuries in these studies was done using human cadaveric zygomatic bone is included in Table 6. 

conventional radiographs and gross-dissection at: the It is well documented in biomechanical literature that the 

impact site. Plain films often miss clinically significant strength of bone, particularly among women, and in the 

anatomical abnormalities. In addition, multiple impact vertebral column and hip-femur complex, decreases with 

tests were conducted on the same cadaver specimen age. For the human facial bone however, this phenome- 

(fresh and embalmed) which can confound the correla- non has not been clearly demon:~trated. The human 

tion of biomechanical data with the injury pathology, cranial bone and the facial skeleton is primarily made of 

Due consideration of the possibility of bilateral propaga- the cortical bone, and therefore, the effects of decreased 

tion of fracture with unilateral, single impacts to the bone strength due to degenerative diseases such as osteo- 

facial structure was also not provided in some studies. In porosis which principally affects the strength of the 

a recent study, it has been documented that single high trabecular bony architecture may be minimal in the face. 

energy unilateral impact to the zygoma can result in In our previous studies with 25 subjects of ages ranging 

propagated fractures to other regions such as maxilla and from the fourth decade to the eighth decade; facial bone 

mandible as well as bilateral injuries (22). Therefore the mineral content determined from ashing techniques did 

present study was conducted using the entire steering not demonstratedecreasing tendency with increasing age. 
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Table 6. Zygoma Fracture Forces in Literature Because the lateral displacements may have resulted 
~ ......... ~ ~,~ ......... ,~ in an unloading of the zygomatic bone in the USR tests, 
...... ,~,, ....... ~ ........................... the maximum interface force while the malar eminence 

....... b,o,, region is in contact with the steering wheel was calcu- 
..................... lated as follows: based on the minimum one-half width 

.........................................impactor, multiple blows to ,mbalmed s~eim,ns of the zygomatic bone at the malar eminence region, the 
............................. time at which the shear displacement exceeds this magni- 
....... rude was determined; and from the interface force 

......... history, the maximum force developed prior to this time 

Y~ ..... ,~, ......... d ............... ~ ..... .~ was obtained. Variation of this maximum interface force 
~o~,~ .......................... acting on the zygomatic bone with fracture severity is 
.......... included in Figure 8. A close examination of the varia- 

tion of the peak impact force with respect to velocity for 
To assess the biomechanical performance of the EA the USR tests on the EA wheel with the rigid Z90.1 

and STD steering wheels, the results obtained from this headforms and human cadaver preparations demonstrated 
study on USR impacts with both wheels and additional striking similarities (Figure 9). This indicates that the 
tests on LSR impacts with the EA wheel, were compared rigid headform produces comparable peak forces at equi- 
with previous data for further analysis (22). A total of 25 valent velocities. This suggests the plausible use of the 
data points for the EA wheel (18 at the LSR including 9 Z90.1 to assess the performance of the wheel. However, 
data points from the previous study and 7 at the USR) similar tests have to be conducted at other locations (eg., 
and 10 data points for the STD wheel (6 at the LSR from LSR on the EA, USR and LSR on the STD wheel) to 
the previous study and 4 at the USR) were available, completely justify this approach. 
Plot of variation of impact velocity versus fracture 
severity for each specimen tested is shown in Figure 7. 
The fracture severity based on an earlier classification ~ " ~, ...... 
(22) was found to be zero (no fracture) for all the speci- ~ ~ ~ ~.       .. 
mens tested on the EA wheel at the USR location at 
velocities ranging from 1.73 to 6.71 m/s. In contrast, 
specimens tested at the LSR location on the EA, and the ° .... ° .... 
LSR and the USR locations on the STD wheels demon- 
strated fractures of varying severity. Steering wheel ~z 
deformation at the impact site did not correlate well with 
fracture severity although wheel deflections consistently 
increased with increasing velocity. 

2                                                                .                                                 Fz (~)                                             Fz (N) 

~ 0 .... .         (~=.~) ~ .. .. Figure 8. Fracture Severity vs. Peak Impact Force 
(n=18) Developed at the Zygomatic Bone Contact for the EA 

~ ’ ’ ~    ~ ~ Steering Wheel at the USR (top left) and the LSR (top 
v~oo~y (m/,) v.~oo~y (~/o) right) Location, and for the STD Steering Wheel at the 

~ ~ ,~ ~ USR (bottom left) and LSR (bottom right) Location 

_~ ’ ¯ ¯ The Weibull probability curve for LSR tests on the EA 
~ ~ ¯ wheel shown in Figure 10 indicates that a force of 1525 

~ 
° ¯ N corresponds to a 50% probability of facial fracture at 

~ ~ this location. At the USR location on the EA wheel, no 
r~o 

¯ 

(n-~) 
¯ (n=6) fractures were detected in seven tests conducted at 

~ t    ~ ~    ~    ~ velocities up to 6.7 m/s with peak forces up to 133~5 N. 
v~,oo~, (~/,) Yo~oo~, <=/,~ It should, however, be noted that it is not practical to 

Figure 7. Fracture Severity vs. Velocity for the EA conduct tests at the USR location on the EA wheel at 

Steering Wheel at the USR (top left) and the LSR (top higher velocities (more than 6.71 m/s) because of the 
right) Location, and for the STD Steering Wheel at the limitations in the experimental design. Additional tests 
USR (bottom left) and LSR (bottom right) Location are necessary at the LSR and USR locations on the STD 
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2. The interface force-time response at the wheel rim 
~.A ~SR 

typically exhibits bimodal behavior. The first force 

2ooo peak appears to be a function of wheel rim inertia: 

O Rigid Headform it is coincident with maximum ~im acceleration at 

¯ Hum,~n C,~d,~ver 
the impact site, at a time when rim deflection is 

small. The second peak appears to be largely driven 
15oo by the force-deflection behavior of the wheel since 

~" 
¯ it occurs when rim deflection is approaching its 

.... maximum value and when rim velocity and accelera- 

o ¯ tion have fallen to low values. However, the magni- 
~ lOGO rude of the second force peak often exceeds the 

LL 

-~ O O 
value which would be expected on the basis of 

~- 0 . ¯ 
quasi-static force-deflection behavior alone. 

¯ 3. At low impact velocities, the first (inertial) peak is 
5GO smaller than the second. However, at the higher 

impact velocities in this experimental series, the 
magnitude of the inertial peak exceeded the second 

o I I I I I peak value. Therefore, it is concluded that an under- 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 
standing of both inertial and stiffness characteristics 

is necessary for optimal design of steering assemb- 
Velocity (m/s) lies protective of the facial skeleton. 

Figure 9. Comparison of the Variation of Peak Forces 4. Interface force was determined to be the most likely 

at the Impact Site with Impact Velocity for Human variable that correlates with zygomatic bone frac- 

Cadaver Tests (solid circles) and Rigid Head Form ture. Within the limits of the easemble, a force of 
(open circles). Note the similarities in the peak forces 1525 N corresponds to a facial fracture probability 
at a particular velocity. *: two specimen tests at a of 50% for the EA wheel at the LSR location. 
velocity of 5.59 m/s. 5. No fractures were documented at the USR location 

PROBABILITY OF ZYGOMATIC FRACTURE 
on the EA wheel at velocities up to 6.7 m/s. Peak 

~WHEE~-~OWE~ S~O~ interface forces up to 1334 N were recorded in these 
~oo 

/~ tests. 
~o 6. Additional tests are required to completely describe 

so 
~ 

the probability distribution for tlhe STD wheel at the 
~- / LSR and USR locations. 
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$8.0-09 
An Improved Finite Element Model of the Human Thorax 

Gordon R. Plank 
ability to judge the reasonableness of the simulation and 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 
may suggest further changes in the model (e.g., mesh 
rezoning, changes in geometry, etc.) to improve its 

Rolf H. Eppinger performance. Quantitative data is available in the form 
National Highway Traffic Safety of element time histories of selected stresses and strains 

Administration and nodal time histories of displacement, velocity and 

acceleration. In addition, the ability to plot stress and 

Abstract strain contours on selected cross sections of the model is 

An improved model of the human thorax, utilizing the also available. 

3-dimensional finite element computer code DYNA3D Benefits from the use of these finite element models 

(1), is under development. Like the precursor (2) to this 
are numerous. The model may be used to define the 

model, the thorax is represented by elastic bone, liga- strain fields within the thorax when subjected to impact 

ment and cartilage, viscoelastic muscle and interior forces and relationships may be derived among these 

elements, and a rigid body impactor. The current model 
data and trauma observed in laboratory testing. In this 

is an accurate representation of a 50th percentile male manner, the development of more representative injury 

with regard to skeletal anatomical structure, overall criteria may be possible. The use of these models also 

dimensions and mass. Mesh development and preparation represents considerable cost reduction when compared to 

for input to DYNA3D are discussed. The dynamic physical tests on actual specimem; in the laboratory. 

response of the model under impact conditions is corn- Parameters that are virtually impossible to measure in 

pared to available cadaver data and strain in the interior the laboratory can be examined in detail with these 

thoracic volume under these conditions is examined, simulations. In addition, as a tool in the design of 

Plans for further model enhancement and applications are automotive interiors, anatomical models may be tested 

discussed, with simulations of automotive interiors to determine the 
injury mitigation characteristics of the interior contact 

Introduction surfaces. 

DYNA3D, the three-dimensional finite element 
structural analysis code and its pre- and post-processors 
INGRID and TAURUS, as well as DISPLAY, a mesh 
generator from the Engineering Mechanics Research 
Corporation (EMRC) are being used at the Voipe 
National Transportation Systems Center (VNTSC) to 
model various parts of the human body in order to 
examine their responses to various impact conditions. 
DYNA3D is appropriate for these simulations because of 
its ability to manage problems with very large deforma- 
tion as experienced in thoracic impact tests. Earlier work 
at VNTSC in the area of modeling and analysis of the 
human thorax during crashes resulted in the development 
of a finite element model (Figure 1) that showed, con- 
siderable biofidelity under PART 572~ frontal impact 
conditions. The dynamic responses of this model were 
compared to data obtained in laboratory experiments and 
were found to show good fidelity (force-deflection 
characteristics) with the available test data. In addition, 
an extensive analysis of the sensitivity of the model 
dynamic response to variations in material properties was Figure 1. Early 7-Rib Model Under Impact 
conducted. 

The simulations are both qualitative and quantitative. The objectives of the current effort are to develop a 

The graphical output of the post-processor (TAURUS) thorax model that is geometrically accurate and whose 

presents the investigator with pictures that form dynamic response shows good agreement with existing 

important qualitative impressions that contribute to his data. While clearly defined, these two objectives are 

ITitle 49, PART 572 of the United States Code of Federal Regulations. 
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often at odds. The unusual and asymmetric geometry of muscle elements. Similar exercises were required to 
the thorax results in oddly shaped elements at numerous improve the geometry of the costo-sternal cartilage 
locations. Under the severe impact conditions imposed, elements and the costo-vertebral ligament elements. 
elements become extremely distorted, presenting unac- 

Viscoelastic ceptable conditions to the computational algorithms, Interior 
often leading to a "crash" and program termination. The Concentrated 

Head Mass solution to these problems is judicious selection of concentrated 
material properties and element geometry appropriate for Arm Mass 

the specific test at hand. 

Mesh Development 
r,,~scle 

The structure of the current thorax model is based on 
geometry data reported by Roberts and Chen (3), 
Schneider et al (4), Robbins (5), and qualitative whole 
body cross-sectional anatomy (6), scaled to represent a 
50th percentile male. The cross-sectional dimensions of 
the ribs (.42" x .21) were chosen to give the same :~mpactor 
bending characteristics as measured in the laboratory (3) 
on representative cadaver ribs about the two major cross 
sectional axes. The mesh generator DISPLAY (from the 
Engineering Mechanics Research Corporation) was used 
to develop the mesh. The current model uses symmetry 
in the mid-sagittal plane for frontal impacts to reduce the Concentrated 
number of nodes required in the problem. For side Lower Body Mass 
impacts and as development continues and incorporates 

Figure 2a. True Geometry Thorax Model: 12-Rib Model 
individual organs however, symmetry will be sacrificed, with Impactor 

The first phase of the current model development 
resulted in a 10-rib model without abdominal mass. As 
initial tests on this model showed it to be too compliant 
(see results), further improvement to the model was 
accomplished with the addition of ribs 11 and 12 as well 

Rib as an abdominal mass. Since Roberts and Chen did not 
report data for ribs 11 and 12, the location and geometry 
of these ribs were estimated using data from other 
sources (4-6) to provide a smooth transition from the 10- 
rib model. Sternum ~ 

The current 12-rib model is considerably larger than 
the 7- and 10-rib models having 23,148 nodes and 
20,758 elements compared to 7,213 nodes and 6,032 

elements in the 7-rib model and 16,428 nodes and 14,378 
elements in the lO-rib model. As in the earlier models, 

Cartilage head and neck, arm and lower body masses in the 12-rib 
model are represented by high density parts attached to 
the basic thorax model and these parts are illustrated in 
Figure 2. The stiffness (elastic modulus, bulk modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio) of these high density elements is 

Interverteb chosen to match that of the adjacent elements in order to 
Disk avoid large mismatches in material characteristics and 

point loading that can lead to unstable conditions. All of Figure 2b. True Geometry Thorax Model: Skeletal Portion 
the elements in the current model are represented by 8- 
node solid brick elements. Early in the modeling process, Mesh Conversion 
fine tuning of several model regions was required to Software required to convert DISPLAY output data to 
improve element aspect ratio, reduce distortion, and DYNA3D input data was acquired from EMRC and 
insure smooth transitions from one area to another. Typi- enhanced to suit the needs of the current model. Node 
cal of such fine tuning, the orientation of the cross- coordinates and element connectivity are read from the 
section of rib numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 was improved con- DISPLAY output deck and converted to a format 
siderably (Figure 3) before the addition of intercostal acceptable for input to DYNA3D. To include contact 
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material properties of the earlier model (2). Because 
initial computer runs resulted in crashes due to the total 
collapse of thoracic elements in the vicinity of the 
impactor, the parameter values of the materials in the 
current model were modified in an effort to prevent this. 

The bulk modulus of the interior material was increased 
an order of magnitude from the original value of 4.17 to 

41.7. This also served to make the model somewhat stiff- 
er which was desirable as initial runs had shown it to be 
too "soft" (i.e., force too low, deflection too high).         - 
Changing the bulk modulus in this manner increases the 

Figure 3. Adjustment of Rib Cross-Section Orientation: incompressibility of the material and is equivalent to a 
Before Adjustment (left) and After Adjustment (right) change in Poisson’s ratio from .460 to .496. A change of 

interfaces in the model, the user designates pressure 
this magnitude is not an unreasonable solution to the 

surfaces in the mesh developed in DISPLAY and the 
problem of element collapse given tire great difficulty in 

conversion software interprets these surfaces as contact measuring the properties of these compliant biological 

interfaces and formats the information appropriately, 
materials and the resultant uncertain~ties in the published 

Initial velocities for selected parts may also be specified, 
data. In addition, as a precautionary measure, the bulk 

The current conversion software is capable of converting 
modulus of the muscle material was increased from 33.3 

4, 6 and 8-node solids as well as 4-node shell elements, 
to 66.6, the elastic modulus of the costo-sternal cartilage 

It also recognizes model symmetry and places appropri- 
elements was increased from 1.74x103 to 3.00x103 and 

ate constraints on the nodes in the symmetry plane. 
Poisson’s Ratio for the cartilage elements was increased 
from .42 to .46. The latter three changes were shown to 

Material Properties 
have little effect on the overall response of the 7-rib 

The materials used in the current model include elastic 
model developed earlier (2) and the effect on the current 

bone, ligaments, cartilage and disks, and viscoelastic 
model was also expected to be small. The properties 

muscle and interior volume. Information on the proper- used in the current model are shown in Table 1. 

ties of these materials was gathered from available Table 1. Model Material Properties for the 10- and 12-Rib 
literature (7-11). As one might expect, there was more 
reliable information available on bone than any other 

Models (Units in Pounds, Inches and Seconds) 

material since it is easier to measure the constitutive son, (’ribs. sternum and ve~cebrael ]~nte~,e~c, ebral Disks 

properties of a hard, stiff material such as bone than to ~=1.7s x 1o, R = ~.s x ~o, 

measure the properties of the softer, more compliant 
Poisson,s Ratio = .3 Poiason’s Ratio =. 
Density = 1.73 x I0"4 Density = 1.0 x I0"~2 

tissues. The viscoelastic material is represented in vi~ooeXastic Interior ~uscles 
DYNA3D by the following relaxation formula: ~ ~ 4L7 ~ = ~.~ 

G(t) GL + (Gs - GL)e’(BI~TA)t 
G, = 3.342 % = 10.x70 

= Gt = .3428 (computed) GL = 3.390 (computed) 
Density = i. 0 x 10.4 Density = I. 0 x i0"a 

where: 
~Er~ = ~oo ~ = lOO 

Gs = short term shear modulus 
Cartilaginous Elements Li~amentous Elements 
E = 3.00 X 10.3 E = 1.74 X i0"~ 

GL = long term shear modulus Poisson’s Ratio = .46 Poisson’s Ratio = .42 " 

BETA = decay constant. 
Density = 1.0 x 10.4 Density = 1.0 x 10"4 

Information on the viscoelastic properties of biological Impact Trauma 
materials is limited. In some studies, the function G is The real issue, of course, is determining the trauma 

represented as a complex, frequency dependent variable experienced by the biological tissue during impact. It is 

and the interpretation of these data in the time domain of interest to examine particular areas of the thoracic 

can be difficult. Values for GL, Gs and BETA used in the interior as potential sites of se:rious injury. Such a .... 

earlier study were based on limited information for these representative location might be at the aortic arch where 

variables and estimates obtained from measures of elastic there are several small arteries that often suffer injury 

moduli and Poisson’s ratio for the various materials in and occasional rupture as a result of blunt frontal 

question. The three high density masses representing the thoracic impact. This point is represented by element 

head and neck, lower body, and arm have elastic, elastic number 17267 in the 12-rib model and strain was 

and viscoelastic properties respectively. The density of examined for this element. 
the head and neck, arm, and lower body elements have 

been adjusted to yield a total body weight (representing 
Results and Discussion 

a 50th percentile male) of 168 pounds. The geometry of Frontal Impact 

the current model results in a more compliant dynamic 
The 10- and 12-rib models were run on the CRAY-2 

response than the earlier 7-rib model when using the computer at the U. S. Air Force Supercomputer Center 
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at Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico. A complete        14 o o. 
Recommended 

run required approximately five and one half hours of ~ Sesp .... Corrido: 
CPU time for the 10-rib model and seven and one half 

~ 
1120. 

for the 12-rib model. Each model was subjected to a 
e frontal impact with a six-inch diameter impactor in 840. 

accordance with Part 572 requirements. The 12-rib model 
Model under impact conditions is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. P ~ ~ 0. 

Force/deflection characteristics under these conditions o 
are shown in Figures 6-8 and compared to the response 

n      280, 
corridors recommended by Neathery (12) (derived from 
previous recommendations by Kroell and others (13-15)) ¯ 

for a 50th percentile male dummy. It is seen that the o. 0o , , , 

force/deflection characteristics of the 12-rib model are 0.00 1. so 2. so 8. so 4. so ~. so 

somewhat closer to the recommended corridor than those 
~ ¯ f 1 e c t 1 o n - I n c h e e 

for the 10-rib model, reflecting the influence of the 
Figure 6. Force/Deflection Characteristics for the 10-Rib additional two ribs and the abdominal mass. Figures 6 
Model (Impactor Initial Velocity = 22 feet/sac.) and 7illustrate the response of each model to the higher 

velocity impact prescribed in Part 572 and Figure 8 
Recommended shows the response of the 12-rib model to the lower ’ Resp .... Corridor 

velocity impact. In each case the models are too compli- r° 11z     0. 
ant, that is, the force/deflection characteristics exhibit c 

e too little force and too much deflection throughout the 8 ~ 0. 
test. That these models were more compliant than the 
earlier 7-rib model could have been anticipated on the     P ~ ~ 0. Model 

basis of geometry alone. The force of the impactor is no o 
longer in the plane of the ribs as it was in the earlier 

n      280. 
model. The front of the ribs now experience downward 
movement during impact as well as the anticipated bend- e 
ing. In addition, the spacing between the ribs is greater o. o o ~ ~ ~ , 
and the cross-sectional area of the ribs is less in the o. so 1. so z. so    8.00 4.00 . so 
current models than in the 7-rib model, insuring a more 

Its fl e c t;ior= - Inches 

compliant response.                                    Figure 7. Force/Deflection Characteristics for the 12~-Rib 
Model (Impactor Initial Velocity = 22 feet/sec.) 

lOOO./ 
I I I       I       I 

F 

J 

Recommended 
o Response Corridor 
r      800, 

P       400. 

U 

Model n 2 0 0 . Response d 
e Figure 4. Current Model Under Impact (Oblique View) 

0.00 0,500 1.00 1.50     2.00 2.50 3. 0 

"De¢lection - Inches 

Figure 8. Force/Deflection Characteristics for the 12-Rib 
Model (Impactor Initial Velocity = 14 feet/sac.) 

There are several potential ways to improve the 
dynamic response of the current model configuration. 
There is data (16) that suggests that the decay constant 
BETA may be decreased for the viscoelastic interior 
material. Varying BETA had minimal effect on the force/ 

Figure 5. Current Model Under Impact (Side View) deflection characteristics of the 7-rib model, whose 
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response was dominated by the characteristics of the 
Future enhancements and applications of the model 

large fibs. In the current models, however, the decay 
include the development of discrete organs and the 

constant for the interior viscoelastic material may play a 
development of a shoulder girdle. There are plans to 

much larger role in the shape of the force/deflection 
merge this model with head and neck models being 

characteristics. In addition, the characteristics used for 
developed at VNTSC and the NHTSA. The enhanced 

the viscoelastic materials were derived from data 
model will be used in tests with various interior contact 

gathered in the laboratory on isolated specimens of lung, 
surface models including seat belts, air bags, steering 

heart and muscle tissue. The impactor, on the other hand, 
wheels and various tests of side impact into padded and 

is encountering these tissues in a different environment, 
unpadded surfaces. It will also be used in assessing data 

as well as other large vessels, the trachea, bronchi, gathered with thoracic deformation instrumentation being 

esophagus, connective and nervous tissue and other developed at the NHTSA. 

elements of the mediastinum. This presents a consider- 
able argument for increasing the stiffness properties of 

Conclusions 

the viscoelastic interior material. To a lesser extent, the 
A geometrically correct model of the human thorax 

argument holds true for the intercostal muscles, 
has been developed and in preliminary tests it shows 
promise of becoming a very useful analytical tool. 

Strain Time History Correct geometry opens up the opportunity to examine 
As mentioned earlier, strain in an area of potential specific areas of the thoracic volume for impact effects 

serious injury was examined. X, Y and Z strain in and injury criteria development an0 creates the possi- 
element number 17267 which lies in the vicinity of the bility of modeling specific organs and examining the 
aortic arch is illustrated in Figure 9. It can be seen that response of these organs to various impact conditions. 
while a large strain in the y-direction is anticipated, the The current model appears to be too compliant or too 
z-direction exhibits even more strain. Part of this is due "soft." Peak deflection is too large while force is too 
to the fact that the interior thorax material bulge.~ out small. Potential solutions include increasing the bulk 
through the opening above the first rib. When a shoulder modulus K and/or decreasing the decay constant BETA 
girdle enhancement is complete, this opening will be for the interior material and the intercostal muscles. 
somewhat restricted by the clavicle and the tissue Various combinationsoftheseparameterchangeswillbe 
response at this point will change. It is also seen that, in effected as development continues. 
the z-direction, the strain is still increasing at 30 milli- 
seconds due in part to the overly compliant nature of the References 
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Analytical Trauma Research Using the Chest Band 

Nopporn Khaewpong Introduction 
Chi Associates, Inc. The External Peripheral Instrument for Deformation 

Rolf H. Eppinger, Richard M. Morgan Measurement (EPIDM), or the more commonly called 

National Highway Traffic Safety chest band, is both a sensing device and an analytical 

Administration process that determines the cross-sectional geometry of 

a body about which it is wrapped. The sensing device 

Abstract consists of a urethane-encapsulated metallic strip to 
which a number of strain gauge bridges are attached at 

This paper explores the potential for developing 
various locations along its length. These sensors are 

improved thoracic injury criteria using data derived from 
configured to sense local curvature of the band. The 

experiments using the chest band. The chest band is both 
output from the physical chestband is the time histories 

a sensing device and an analytical process that deter- 
of the curvature at multiple points on the periphery of 

mines the cross-sectional geometry of an object about 
the thorax around which the chestband is wrapped. 

which it is wrapped. In the process of determining the 
Figure 1 shows a typical curvature time history during an 

geometric shape of the object, the chest band process 
impact event recorded by one of the strain bridges on the 

also provides both the local curvature and the time rate 
band. A continuous description of the curvature, K, 

of change of the curvature of the object’s peripheral 
around the periphery of the band (and body) at any 

surface. Thus the time histories of these variables at both 
instant in time, as shown in Figure 2, is approximated by 

fracture and non-fracture sites can be documented. A 
an analytical fitting process, [1], that uses the multiply discussion of the rationale and the methodology for 
measured discrete curvatures obtained from the physical 

relating local curvature and other factors with thoracic 
band. Typically, the bands used in the current experi- 

skeletal injury is provided. Additionally, the rationale 
mental series have had either 16, 24, or 40 individual 

and processes of using the derived time varying contours 
bridges around the periphery. The reconstruction of the 

from the chestband to establish the extent of internal 
thoracic injury are also explored by using a simplified ,- 
finite element model of the chest. This model is a one- . 
inch thick viscoelastic material in the shape of the 

~ measured thoracic contour. It is stimulated by using the 
time varying external contours obtained from the chest- _~ .~=~. 

~,/ 
band as the inputs to calculate the stress and strain ~> 
distribution throughout the model. Initial analysis indi- o 
cates that the stresses and strains internal to the body are .0~. 

o. ~,~.    t~, ~,~=. .~,~. ~. 
produced not only by the deformation of the periphery 

TIME (MIIllsoconds) but are also influenced by the inertial conditions to 
which the entire body is exposed while being deformed. Figure 1. Curvature Time History 
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band’s (and the body’s) geometry is then performed 
ic structure. It is anticipated that the actual critical 

using the continuous curvature information and an threshold values for fracture will be empirically derived 

example of this process is shown in Figure 3. from a series of laboratory experiments simulating 
frontal impacts using a variety of different restraint 
systems (Airbag, three-point belt., etc.) using the 

~ 
rationale and methodology discussed herein. An assess- 

,_ -.~- ment of how the early experimental results support the 

~ proposed criterion is also presented. These early results 
=- o.~r. were obtained using 16-gauge bands and further experi- 
’~ mentation will be needed using higher-density gauge 

o~’n bands which have been shown to pro, vide more accurate 
o. M ~ =~.= ~ ~t.� results. [8] 

s ON,) 

Figure 2. Distribution of Curvature Around Thorax         Proposed Thoracic Fracture Criterion 
If one assumes that the ribs of the thorax are primarily 

vulnerable to failure in bending and that their geometric 

=’ configuration prior to impact is strain free, then the 
., 

.~ 
prospect of failure at any point on a rib should be a 

~¯ ¯ function of the difference between the deformed curva- 
ture at that point and the original cu,:vature at that point 
regardless of the type of external loading and the rib’s 

¯ ¯ ~. ¯ .~., .~ =~ ¯ ,. ¯ .t .1 -~ -it =~ material and failure properties. Since each location along 
~,~-~=s~- urn.~ ~" ~’~ the length of a rib could experience either a positive or 

negative change in curvature depending on the type of 

I loading experienced during an impact and since it is 
highly likely that the ribs have a variety of nonuni- 

~ formities, the critical change in curvature that identifies 
1. the onset of local fracture may be different for positive 

and negative changes of curvature. As a result, it is 
.t .t., ~=] t , ¯ .t .~ .~ "~=t~ ~ " ¯ anticipated that both parameters will have to be moni- 

~-~r=~ ~’~ tored. If the influence of the nonuniformities is small, 
then the absolute value of the change in curvature may 

~t~ be a sufficient indicator of fract~re potential. Addi- 

~ ¯t~ 

tionally, since the architecture of the rib’s cross-section 
.1, varies both along its length and po~,;sibly in the vertical 

direction, the critical change in curvature values may 

also vary along the rib’s length and as a function of 
elevation. 

r~-=0~rr~,                  ~r~-a~r=~              Since the ultimate objective is to predict rib fracture 

Figure 3. A Series of Chest Contours Captured by the risk for an entire dynamic event, the maximum change in 

Chestband curvature, be it positive, negative, or absolute, over the 
entire event is proposed as the parameter that should be 

Thoracic Skeletal Injury the most descriptive of fracture. Figure 4 illustrates a 

While skeletal injury can obviously occur throughout typical, complete distribution of curvature around the 

most of the body, detection and accurate prediction of ,-- 
the location and extent of skeletal injury in the highly 
deformable thoracic area has proven most elusive. Both / 
field and laboratory studies have shown that thoracic 
skeletal injuries occur not only at sites where the crash .ttt 

forces are applied but at sites remote from the applica- 
tion of force. This evidence together with the observa- 

tions that the thorax undergoes significant deformation 
during an impact suggests that rib failure is primarily a -.,~t ,, 

result of bending. Therefore, the following discussion 
develops a rationale and proposes a process that utilizes $ (IN.) 

the time changing geometric information provided by the 
chest band to detect conditions of fracture on the thorac- 

Figure 4. Thoracic Curvatures Associated with Original 
and Deformed States 
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thorax of a cadaver undergoing an impact test in a belt 
restraint at two different times: one just prior to the 
application of forces (at a time of 112.5 milliseconds on 
the event clock) and one 38 milliseconds later. The        ca 
difference between these two curves, shown in Figure 5, 
represents the strain induced into a rib structure at that 
instant in time and, therefore, is the parameter that 
should be indicative of rib failure potential at that time. 

S (IN.) 

Figure 6a. Absolute Max Change of Curvature Along the 

~                          Band Length S 

O. 8~    18.4    ~4.0    ~.8    4 l~ 

$ (IN.) 

Figure 5. Change in Curvature Due to Deformation of 
Thorax o. 

S (IN.) 

The absolute maximum change of curvature, Max. DK, Figure 6b. Positive Max Change of Curvature Along the 
along the total peripheral length of the structure for the Band Length S 
entire event is shown in Figure 6a while the maximum .~t. 
positive and negative changes are shown in Figures 6b 
and 6c respectively. Z 

A hypothesized fracture tolerance level for absolute 
maximum change of curvature is shown in Figure 7. In 
this figure, the curvature is depicted starting at the spine, 
S = 0 inches, and proceeding around the thorax to the 
left until coming to the sternum, s = 19 inches, and then -ale , 

continuing around to the right until the spine is again 
encountered, S = 40 inches~. $ (IN.) 

~ To compensate for possible geometrical and material Figure 6c. Negative Max Change of Curvature Along the 
changes in the rib structure along its length, the critical Band Length S 
change in curvature is envisioned to be different fop 

Absolute msx chongo of curv~uro aJong bend length S 
three different regions, as depicted in Figure 8, around ~ ~-/////////            . 
the thorax: Region A covers the area 5 inches on either 
side of the spine, region C covers the area approximately 
4 inches on either side of the sternum and represents the 
cartilaginous portion of the thorax, and region B, the rib ............................................... 
structure connecting the two other regions. 

The curvature change for fracture onset is depicted as 
very small for Region A. The reasoning being that the 
greater section modulus in this area would cause critical 0 ~o 

$ (In) ~ Rib Fracture 

¯ ~i.. tensile failure stresses to be reached with less curvature 
change than in region B. Region B has a somewhat high- 
er critical value because of the expected smaller section Figure 7. Hypothesized Fracture Tolerance Diagram at the 
modulus which requires a greater change in curvature to Level of the 4th, 5th and 6th Rib 
achieve the same surface stresses in the rib. Region C’s 
very high critical value is reasoned to exist because of ture may also vary in the ~,ertical direction. Strictly 

_~ the cartilaginous nature of the material of the sternal area speaking, it should be assumed that the tolerance level of 
which would be very flexible and require a much greater the maximum change of curvature would vary 
change in curvature before failure would occur. In addi- continuously in the vertical direction. As with the 
tion to the variation of the fracture threshold curvature circumferential variation, it is probably necessary to 
in the circumferential direction, it is possible that the simplify these vertical variations into a limited number 
fracture threshold values of maximum change of curva- of regions with common threshold values within each. In 
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this case however there are no obvious physical differ- and 7 respectively (see the diagram in Figure 10). The 

ences which would permit a reasonable ex ante classifi- autopsy summary indicates that rib fracture occurred at 

cation to be made. Therefore, as a starting point, the ribs number 2, 3, 4, 5,7 ,and 8 at the midportion of the 

threshold variation in the vertical direction couhl be ribs. In addition rib 4 also had a second fracture at 3.5 

explored by separating the thorax into possibly three cm lateral from midsternum. The absolute maximum 

vertical regions as shown in Figure 9, if the resulting change of curvature along the band llength, i.e Max. DK 

experimental data allows, vs. S curve, for both bands is shown in Figure 11. Figure 
10 shows that the top band was located at the level of 

~o,c. ribs 4 and 5 while the bottom band was at the level of 

~om~ ribs 7 and 8. 

Region B Region B 

Figure 8. Subregions with Common Fracture Tolerance in 
the Circumferential Direction 

/ Region 1                                            (~) 

\\ ~ 

Region 2 

Figure 9. Subregions with Common Fracture Tolerance I I 

Level in Vertical (Superior Inferior) Direction Figure 10. Possible Chest Band’s Locations on the 

The material properties of the bone obviously have a Human Thorax 

significant influence on the condition at which failure 
occurs. Since the strength of human bones changes with 

Al:~olutofflaxch~/lgoofcu~/~lur~ Al~olutemaxch~g~ofeurvltturo 

aJong band I~ngth $ of the top b~nd alor~l band length S of the bottom band 

age [2], it is reasonable to expect that the tolerance level 

of an older individuai would be less than that of a young~ ,=~,~~-- 
~"/A~ ~’ 

individual. How much the age factor contributes to the 
~ 

change in tolerance when considering curvature change 
is still unknown. It is possible that the standard deviation " ’*’~ .’. ,h ,~, ’,,~ .~ 
of the age factor is much less than those of the fracture s 0,.~ s 

location. In that case the age factor could be dropped ’ Figure 11. Fracture Location Mapping on the Absolute 
from the criterion. But if the opposite is true then the Change of Curvature from Medical College of Wisconsin 
tolerance level chart (similar to Figure 7) would become Data 

more complex. This would also be true for both the 
circumferential and vertical directions. An attempt was made to try to map the location of the 

rib fractures on the Max. Dk vs. S curve in Figure 11. It 

Experimental Results shows that the rib fractures occurred in region B and C 

Two frontal impact sled tests of cadavers restrained by for the top band and only in region B for the bottom .... 

three point-belt restraints have been conducted. The band. 

change in velocity of both tests was about 30 MPH. In The second test was performed by the University of 

the first test, performed by the Medical College of Heidelberg (HDL). The cadaver was 36 years old. In this 

Wisconsin (MCW), the cadaver was 73 years old. A 36- particular test only one 16-gauge chest band was used at 

gauge and a 16-gauge chest bands were used at level 5 level 7. The autopsy report indicates that there was no 
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rib fractures. The absolute maximum change of curvature structure experiencing conditions that exceed their indi- 
along the band length for this test is shown in Figure 12. vidual critical stress or strain thresholds. Since the actual 

stresses and strains are a direct result of the deforma- 

.~- , ~ t~4,. tions and motions that the surface of the thorax under- 

i 
goes, it appears, at least theoretically, that if one has 

~ 
information about the deformation and motion of the 

.~8- surface of the body, that the internal stresses and strain 
can be determined and ultimately interpreted to predict 

-.t~t -’ the occurrence and extent of internal injuries. 

| The process proposed to accomplish this is to first 
create a finite element model of the thorax. Then simu- 

-.880_ 
late this model using the deformations as determined by 

oo "t.4    t4.9    ~.:~ ~9.8 ~,.~ the chestband and inertial motions as determined by 

s (I~I.) -- M,~ ~ accelerometry. The output of the model, local stress and 

Figure 12. Maximum Change of Curvature of a No Rib strains, are then examined to establish correlation 

Fracture Case (Heidelberg’s Data) between them and observed injury and non-injury areas. 
To establish the feasibility of this concept, a simpli- 

Figure 13 compares the Max. DK vs. S curves of the fied model of the thorax was developed. This model 
corresponding top bands from each test. This shows that represents the thorax as a one-inch thick viscoelastic 
the magnitude of the max. DK in nearly all regions is material slab whose contours correspond to the actual 
much higher in the injury case than the no-injury one. undeformed thorax of the cadaver specimens as captured 

by the chestband instrument. The finite element mesh of 
~.~3 

this simplified chest model is given in Figure 14. It 

~ 
I~, ~l"~y consists of 1805 nodes and 1360 three-dimensional 8- 

~ t.o4~ 1~’~ (MCW) node shell elements. The model’s constitutive properties 

~ 
No~ mlury L ~ are given in Table 1. 

$ (In) 

Figure 13. Comparison of Maximum Absolut~ aCh-~n~ge of 
Curvature Between Injury (Medical College of Wisconsin) 
and Noninjury (Heidelberg) Cases Figure 14. The Finite Element Mesh of a Simplified 

One Inch Thick Viscoelastic Chest Model 

Developing a New Thoracic Internal Injury 
Criterion Using The Chest Band Data Table 1~ Material Properties for ~implified One-Inch Thick 

In the past, analytical approaches to develop a thoracic Viscoelastic Thorax Model 

injury criterion have been limited to used of either defer- The Viscoelastic model used in DYNA3D is represented by the 
mation, as implied in deflection based criteria [4, 5, 6, 7] following relaxation function: 

or the inertial motion of the thorax, as indicated by the 
G(t) --G1 + (Gs -Gl)e -(BETA)t 

acceleration based criterion [3]. With the invention of 
the chestband by Eppinger [1], an instrument is now where: 
available which can accurately measure chest deforma- 

Gs = Short terra shear modulus. tion so that it is no longer necessary to rely upon only 
GI = Long term shear modulus. 

one chest deflection measurement to characterize the BETA--Decay constant. 
deformation of the thorax. With the advantage of a t--Time 
complete peripheral description of deformation, a new 
and more complete way of developing an injury criterion Material Properties Used iit the Stress Analysis 

can be pursued. 
Gs = 10.4 psi 
G1 = 0.3425 psi 

The Stress Analysis Methodology Beta = 100 
Density = 0.75 x10.0�4 Lb Mass / (in)**3 The injury or failure of structures internai to the 

Bulk Modulus--100.0 psi 
thorax experiencing an impact can be attributed to those 
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Peripheral deformations and inertial motions as 
determined from the output of the chestband and accele- 
rometers used in actual tests were processed to be 
compatible input to the finite element model. The model 
was then stimulated by these motions and the internal 
stress contours produced. 

Conditions of the Analytical Simulations 
Nodal boundary conditions for the chest model were 

generated for two reasons. First, to evaluate the feasi- 
bility of stimulating a finite element model using experi- 
mentally measured boundary deformations and, secondly, 
to investigate if experimentally measured deformation 
alone is sufficient to determine internal stresses or must 
the deformation be accompanied by the total inertial Figure 15. An Example of Nodal Displacement and 

motions the body experiences. To simulate the first con- Velocity Time History of Boundary Node Derived from 

dition, the model was driven by the nodal deflection time 
Chest Band Data: (a) Nodal Displacement of a Boundary 

histories measured experimentally. However, the inertial 
Node 

effects due to body motion are set to be negligible by 

making the sternum stationary with respect to inertial 
reference frame of the simulation. The nodal deflection 
time histories were computed from the times series of 
deformed contours of the subject thorax captured by the 
chestband instrument. The continuous nodal deflection 
time history function was derived by applying a cubic 
spline curve fitting technique to the discretized nodal 
displacement time history developed from the chest 
band. Because the DYNA3D program accepts only nodal 
velocity time histories, the nodal deflection time history 
were converted to velocity time histories by a simple 
derivative algorithm. Examples of both a nodal displace- 
ment and its corresponding velocity time history are ,, ,,o ,,o ,, ,, ,,, ~,~ ,,o~ 

shown in figure 15a and 15b. 
To simulate the second case where the effect of Figure 15.(b)Nodal Velocity of a Boondary Node Without 

measured inertial motion of the body is taken into Inertial Effect 

account, the sternal velocity, derived from the ~ ¯ 

experimentally measured sternal acceleration, was added 
to each previously derived nodal velocity. The total 
nodal velocity time history at each boundary node then 
consists of the summation of the nodal velocity from the 

~! " 

~j~ 

F~"~/- deformation as computed in the first case plus the 
velocity derived from the sternum acceleration. An 
example of some of these nodal velocity time histories               .-. 
is given in Figure 15c. 

As a result of this procedure, the thoracic model 
experiences exactly the same deformation pattern in both 
simulations and only the latter simulation experiences the 
additional of the gross inertial effects. The stress analy- , .... ... ...., ........ 

sis on the two chest band data sets used in section one is ............ 
carried out both with and without inertial effects. 

Figure 15. (c) Nodal Velocity of a Boundary Node With 

Results From the Two Simulations Inertial Effect 

Relative Displacement and Velocity near the spine is paired with a node near the sternum 

Four node locations inside the chest model, two each which is closely aligned in the anterior-posterior 

in the vicinity of the spine and the sternum, are chosen direction. The relative displacement and velocity between 

from each simulation (See Figure 16). To analyze the the two nodes in each pair is then plotted for the time 

relative displacement and velocity, each of the nodes history of the event (See Figures 17 to 20). Each figure 
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Figure 16. Peripheral Nodes Around the Spine and the 
Sternum (MCW = Medical College of Wisconsin, 
HDL = Heidelberg)                                                       Time (msec) 

Figure 18. (b) Non-Injury Case, Heidelberg Data 

~me (ms~) X 10 ~ 
¯ M    e~    ~ ~? ~?.~ 

Figure 17. Relative Displacement Time History in 
~me (~)X 10 

Anterior-Posterior Direction. I = With Inertial Effect, 
Figure 19. Relative Displacement Time History in 

N = W~hout Inertial Effe~. (a) Injuw Case, Medical 
Left-Right Direction. I = With Inertial Effect, N = Without ~llege of Wisconsin Data 
Inertial Effect. (a) Injury Case, Medical College of 
Wisconsin Data 

~me (m~) X 10 
Figure 17. (b) Non-Injury Case, Heidelberg Data                               ~me (~) 

Figure 19. (b) Non-Injury Case, Heidelberg Data 

Figure 18. Relative Vel~iW Time History in ~me (~) x 10 
Anterior-Posterior ~ire~ion. I = With inertial Effect, Figure 20. Relative Velocity Time History in Le~-Right 
N = Without inertial Effe~. (a) Iflju~ ~ase, Medical 

Uirection. I = With Inertial Effect, N = Without Ine~ial 
College of Wisconsin Uata 

Effect. (a) Injury Case, Medi~l College of Wisconsin ~ata 
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Tlme (msec)                                       Tlme (msec) 

Figure 20. (b) Non-lnJury Case, Heidelberg Data Figure 22. Minimum Pressure Inside ~he Chest Models. 
shows the result both with and without inertial effects. In I ffi With Inertial Effect, N = Without Iwertial Effect. 
both cases, the displacement and velocity are higher (a) Injury Case, Medical College of Wisconsin Data 

when inertial effects are included. (It is also worth 
noting the difference between the two data sets. The ~ .Let. 

results in the Wisconsin (injury) data show much larger 
differences than in the Heidelberg (non-injury) data.) 

Maximum and Minimum Pressure 
Figures 21a,b and 22a,b show the maximum and mini- 

mum pressure respectively. Each curve represents the 
maximum or minimum pressure at each time step irre- 
spective of its location within the chest model. For each 
time step the location of the maximum/or minimum Time (n~oc) 
pressure between the two cases, namely with and without 
inertial effect, always occur at the same point inside the 

Figure 22. (b) Non-Injury Case, Heidelberg Data 

chest model. Once again the addition of the inertial Maximum Von Mises Effective Stress and Strain 

effects results in higher maximum and minimum values. Figures 23a,b and 24a,b show the maximum Von 
Mises [9] effective stress and strain respectively. As in 
the pressure plots each curve represents the maximum 

i 
stress or strain at each time step irrespective of its 
location. But at each time step the location of its 
occurrence inside the chest model from both cases is 
always the same. Here also, the result of adding inertial 

~"N effects is higher stress or strain values. 

~ 
~o~ ~., to~ t~ t~.~ t~ 

Conclusions 
With the advent of the EPIDM chest band, a much 

Time (msec) more complete description of the mechanical effects of 
crash forces on the human thorax can be obtained. This 

Figure 21. Maximum Pressure Inside the Chest Models. more complete description has the potential of effecting 
I ffi With Inertial Effect, N ffi Without Inertial Effect. 
(a) Injury Case, Medical College of Wisconsin Data 

development of more accurate injury predictive method- 
ologies which utilize this information. It appears that the 

~ 4,M4. prediction of thoracic rib failure is the most straight 
forward to accomplish because parameters, local curva- 

i MP. /~-~ ~"~ ture, which are a direct output of the EPIDM process can 

be theoretically and experimentally linked to failure. 
Examples of how this would be accomplished have been 

~ 
t.t4o, 

presented and it now remains to acquire sufficient 
~ experimental data in order to establish the critical 

-.l~ threshold values for the various areas of the chest. 
o~ ~r~ ~ eu~ ~o ~,~ The EPIDM process also appears to allow the develop- 

Time (rnsec) ment of a procedure which has the capabilities of 
predicting internal thoracic injuries. The process of 

Figure 21. (b) Non-Injury Case, Heidelberg Data analytically analyzing the effects,; of experimentally 
obtained deformational and inertial motions on a model 
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~ t&~et of a thorax has been shown to be feasible and practic- 

i ~~,1 
~ 

able. Initial investigations have strongly suggested that 
~.~. when additional experimental efforts are undertaken to 

establish the data base from which any criteria is to be 
developed, that both the deformation and inertial data are 

~.~t~o ~ ~’--’~’,N ~ necessary to accurately predict the true stresses and 
i ~ strains, and therefore the injuries that are occurring 

-~o~ i within the thorax. 

¯ 
Disclaimer 

Time (reset) The views presented are those of the authors and are 

Figure 23. Maximum Von Mises Effective Stress Time not necessarily those of the National Highway Traffic 
History Inside the Chest Model. I = With Inertial Effect, Safety Administration, U.S. Department of Transporta- 
N = Without Inertial Effect. (a) Injury Case, Medical tion. 
College of Wisconsin Data 

~~ 
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$8.0.11 
3-D Anatomic Brain Model for Relating Cortical Strains 
to Automobile Crash Loading 

F. Dimasi In addition, vascular injuries such as sub-dural 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 
hematomas may not be adequately p~cedicted by HIC. 

Results of recent experimental and pathophysiological 
J. Marcus, R. Eppinger studies performed by the University of Pennsylvania 
National Highway Traffic Safety suggest that the functional impairment of a single nerve 

Administration cell is directly related to the magnitude of strain imposed 
on the cell, and that the extent of injury to brain tissue 

Abstract is strongly related to both the magnitude and direction of 

This paper describes the development of a three- applied loading [2]. 

dimensional anatomic brain model using finite elements These findings also indicate that strain levels devel- 

to estimate strains induced in soft cortical tissues of the oped in brain tissue and in bridging veins (the blood 

brain in response to impact and non-impact loadings vessels between the top of the brain and the inside of the 

representative of the automobile collision environment, skull) are particularly sensitive to rotational acceleration. 

The upper cerebral cortex is modeled with longitudinal Bridging vein disruption is believed, to be the cause of 

fissure to provide distinctive sagittal and coronal many brain hematomas. One can immediately imagine 

geometric features and the surrounding duraincludes the the difficulties involved in measuring and analyzing 

falx anatomic partition. Sliding is permitted between these quantities, even in laboratory experiments using 

cortical and dura/falx surfaces to simulate slip conditions relatively simple geometric shapes to simulate the 

at the perimeter of the human cortex. A relatively rigid complex geometry of the brain [3]. 

skull-headpart with cranial cavity enclosing dura and For these reasons, efforts have been directed at 

cortex is also included for modeling direct contact events developing a first generation anatomitc brain model using 

with upper interior structures. Simulated impacts with finite-elements as a predictive tool for estimating strains 

padded and unpadded A-pillars are made and first esti- induced in the soft cortical tissues of the brain in 

mates of cortical strains resulting from these impacts are response to dynamic forces and acce]terations representa- 

provided. Rigid body headpart acceleration responses are tive of the automobile collision environment. 

also estimated and discussed with soft tissue strains. Since rotational kinematics are known to have a strong 

influence on induced strains, and since directional effects 

Introduction and Overview are also of strong interest, a three-dimensional model 

The current head injury criteria (HIC) as specified in with distinctive sagittal and coronal geometry is 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 208 required. This paper describes the development of a first 

evolved from the Wayne State Tolerance Curve [1] and generation anatomic brain model which has been used 

provides a quantitative indication of the potential for for simulating impact with various upper interior 

serious head injury based on translational acceleration surfaces and structures. 

measurements at the center of gravity of a dummy head. Specifically, this paper presents results of simulated 

The Wayne State Tolerance Curve, which relates the impacts with padded and unpadded A-pillars (the for- 

probability of a head injury to a combination of time and ward post supporting the vehicle roof and holding the 

acceleration was developed based on a number of tests windshield on each side of the vehicle). These impacts 

in which the heads of human cadaveric subjects were are of concern because the heads of occupants located in 

dropped onto rigid and padded plates, and post test the driver and front passenger positions frequently strike 

autopsies revealed the resulting injuries, this structure during frontal or lateral crashes causing 

Because cadaveric subjects were used, it was not serious injury. We also wish to evaluate the potential 

possible to evaluate functional impairments such as injury mitigation resulting from the addition of foam 

memory loss, paralysis, emotion changes, or intellectual padding to A-pillars. 

impairments, nor could vascular injuries such as hema- The finite-element codes INGRID, DYNA3D and 

toma be evaluated because the vascular system was not TAURUS [4,5,6] developed by the Department of 

perfused. Energy’s Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Thus, while HIC has been shown to be indicative of (LLNL) have been used for modeling, simulation and 

many forms of head injury, questions have been raised post processing respectively. These codes provide for the 

about its sensitivity to certain classes of brain injuries non-linear and lai-ge-deformation response of inelastic 

resulting from automobile crashes. These brain injuries, solids and structures in three dimensions. 

called Diffuse Axonal Injuries (DAI), do not have an Contact-impact algorithms make these codes particu- 

identifiable lesion but result in neurological impairments, larly useful for simulating transient impact events 
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involving large displacements and sliding contact 

between impacting surfaces as well as for computing 
detailed physical quantities within the continuum. 
Prediction of such quantities will be required to develop 
a better understanding of collision mechanics and 
injuries to the brain which are responsible for so many               ’ 
of the devastating injuries sustained in automotive 
collisions. 

The following paragraphs briefly describe the A-pillar 
model; and subsequently, the developmental process 
resulting in the first generation brain model is described. 
The impact scenarios described herein are a continuation 
of efforts to simulate laboratory tests wherein an 
instrumented Hybrid III headform was launched into free 
flight impacting padded and unpadded GM X-body A- 
pillars at various speeds. 

Resultant accelerations from 25 mph simulated 
impacts with padded and unpadded A-pillars are com- 
pared with corresponding test data from free-motion 
headform laboratory tests. Simulated results include first 
estimates of strains induced in brain tissue in response to 
these impacts.. 

A-Pillar Model Structural Configuration and 
Modeling 

The GM X-body A-pillar is a hollow curved structure, Figure 1. Exploded View of A-Pillar Components and 
fabricated from three formed sheet stock sections. To Assembled A-Pillar/Cushion Mesh Model 

provide an adequate model for the geometry and material 
properties of the A-pillar and the assembled structure, Nodes located at the top and bottom extremities of the 

several X-body A-pillars were purchased from a recycled A-pillar were constrained in translation and free in rota- 

auto parts dealer and used for geometry, cross-section tion. Very good impact response was obtained with this 

and material property measurements, configuration. Considering details of assembly, wind- 

Figure 1 contains an "exploded-view" mesh plot of the shield and door components were judged to have mini- 

three formed sheet metal sections comprising the A.pillar mal influence on A-pillar stiffness and were not 

model to illustrate construction and modeling features, modeled. A thin plastic finishing cover (not shown) was 

Although some minor variations in thickness and cross also disregarded for similar reasons. 

section were noted along the length of the A-pillar, these For the padded simulation, a cushion was modeled to 

were considered insignificant and the pillar’s cross line the A-pillar using a soil and crushable foam material 

section was modeled as uniform along its length. The model. Since force-deflection data had been developed 

sections are assembled by simulating a combination of in laboratory tests to characterize the stiffness of various 

spot welds and tack welds along the lengths of adjoining padding materials [7], material constants were defined by 

sections. The three-segment A-pillar is modeled with 550 simulating the laboratory impact tests and adjusting stiff- 

shell elements, ness parameters until similar force-deflection character- 

Material testing of A-pillar coupons was conducted by istics were provided by the simulated cushion. The simu- 

MIT’s Department of Material Science and Engineering. iated A-pillar padding component was modeled to con- 

Measurement accuracy was 5% or better on yield form with the general proportions of the cushion used in 

strength and 10% or better for small strains beyond laboratory testing, using 311 solid elements. 

yield. Past yield, material behavior was characterized as 
linear strain hardening or perfectly plastic. First Generation Anatomical Brain Model 

Material properties of the three sections comprising Recent experimental and pathophysiological results 
the A-pillar are shown below, suggest excessive strain experienced by soft cortical 

tissues is a leading cause of brain injury and that the 
Section Thickness Yield Stress Tangent Modulus extent of injury to soft cortical tissue is strongly related 

(ref. Fig 1) (in.) (psi) (psi) tO both the magnitude and direction of loading applied to 

A .063 33,000 1.5 x lO6 the head. 
B .040 48,000 0.0 (perf. plastic) These findings also indicate that strain levels devel- 
C .049 28,000 2.2 x 10’ oped in soft tissues and bridging veins are particularly 
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important in assessing the potential for injuries such as foramen magnum (the opening of the skull through 

Diffuse Axonal Injury (DAI), and Sub Dural Hematoma which the spinal cord enters the brain) and 

(SDH). In DAI, axons (i.e., single nerve cells) experi- tentorium; 

ence excessive stretching causing the axon’s membrane 4. Constraint (or slip) condition between the brain 

to lose its ability to maintain the internal/external 
tissue and the dura as effected by pia and arachnoid 

calcium ion concentration ratio (approximately 50,000 
membranes on the surface of the cortex; and 

times more calcium outside the cell). As the internal 5. Potential directional stiffness effects due to what 

calcium level climbs, the axon loses its ability to appears to be anisotropic material properties associ- 

function. Functional impairment occurs before mechani- 
ated with the corpus cailosum and corona radiata 

cal destruction of the axon is realized, 
within the internal capsule. 

The difficulties involved with measuring and analyz- 
ing detailed stress/strain distributions is readily apparent 
even in laboratory experiments using simple geometric 
shapes [e.g., 2,3] to simulate the complex geometry of 
the human brain. To provide an understanding of these 
strain distributions, a first generation anatomic brain 
model was developed to calculate strains developed in 
brain tissue. 

Such a model will also be useful in studying the 
effects of directional loading, scaling or extrapolating 
injury data from primates to humans, and developing a 
better understanding of relationships between impact 
kinematics and injuries to soft cortical tissues. These 

for many devastating brain injuries are responsible 

injuries sustained in automotive collisions. ~__~ff_____]. _ 
Before describing the model and impact simulations, 

it is important to note that additional research will be 
Figure 2. Principal Anatomic Features and Basic 

required before results from such a model can be related 
Geometry of Upper Cerebral Cortex and Cranial Cavity 

to injuries sustained by humans in the collision environ- 
ment. Other factors which may be important include effects 

Most importantly, basic research is needed to provide: of the mennix (i.e. pia and arachnoid membranes) on 

(1) a definition of damage tolerance limits in terms of local tissue stiffness at the outer perimeter of the cortex, 

maximum mechanical strains, strain rates and/or other vascular pressurization and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) 

physical quantities which can be related to various tissue found in ventricles in interior regions and between 

failure, trauma and/or loss of function; and (2)improved mennix on the perimeter and in subdural and sub- 

constitutive relationships for various cortical tissues for arachnoid spaces. 

modeling studies. Location of maximum strains is also of 
interest. Additional work will also be required to relate Modeling Approximations 
these quantities with neurological observations of impair- Since the main region of the brain is located in the 

ment and dysfunction observed in humans for similar upper cranium, the upper cerebral cortex was modeled 

impact conditions, using approximate but distinctive ,,;agittal and coronal 
geometries including the longitudinal fissure which 

Anatomic Features partitions right and left hemispheres and interfaces with 
The first step in developing a model was to consider the relatively thin, hard falx cerebri. The inferior surface 

anatomic features which are likely to affect strain fields was simplified and modeled with a cylindrical surface. 
throughout the brain. Principal anatomic features and The cerebellum was not included nor were details of 

basic geometry of the cranial cavity are illustrated in brain stem egression, although an interior region of the 
Figure 2. Features of known or suspected importance to inferior surface of the cortex was constrained to emulate 
anatomical modeling include the following: brain stem egression. (The cerebellum, the falx tentorium 

1. Anatomic partitions such as the falx cerebri, and details of the internal capsule and brain stem 
tentorium and falx cerebelli;                       egression will be considered in subsequent modeling.) 

2. Basic cortex geometry including the longitudinal      Figure 3A illustrates the cortex modeled with longi- 
fissure and distinctive sagittal andcoronal geometry; tudinal fissure providing approximated sagittal and 

3. Constraint conditions at the base of the cerebral coronal geometry. The dura, which makes a double fold 

cortex where the brain stem and surrounding dura in the sagittal plane (the plane in the center of the body 

(the tough outer cover of the brain) enter into the dividing right and left hemispheres) to form the falx 

upper cranial cavity after passing through the anatomic partition, is athick, tough membrane complete- 
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ly surrounding the cortex and brain stem. This was 
A ratedependentvisco-elasticmaterial(Flugge) model 

modeled using solid elements, and light friction was was used for modeling the cortex. Shear relaxation 
applied along the surface defined by the interior dural behavior is described by initial and long-term shear 
surfaces and the mating external surface of the cortex, to modulii (2.5 and 5.0 psi, respectively) and a decay 
approximate slip conditions along this interface, constant (100 sec. 1) to describe the transition between 

static and dynamic behavior. The elastic modulus is 
described indirectly by specifying the material’s bulk 
modulus. A value of 10,000 psi was used for the bulk 
modulus. A linear elastic material with a modulus of 
1000 psi was used for modeling the dura. This value was 
reduced from published mechanical properties to account 
for the thicker falx used in this model. 

In order to model contact events such as those de- 
scribed below, a skull with cranial cavity was modeled 
to house the soft dura and cortex components. An elastic 
modulus of 350,000 psi was selected from a range of 
mechanical properties provided in [8], resulting in a 

~A~ coR=x w~TH ~ONG~OD~ ~s~E relatively rigid enclosure for the load applied in the 
impacts described below. A sectioned view of the 

~ F-~o~ ~,t~o~ assembled cortex/dura/skull-headpart model is shown in 
Figure 3B. 

Although many details of the skull have been omitted 
at this time, the overall response of the headpart is 
believed to be very representative for the impact simula- 
tions discussed below. While the overall model should be 

suitable for relating soft cortical strains and dynamic 
~~, loading, the skull as presently modeled is not appropriate 

~~, 

for studying skull fracture and other details of the skull’s 
response. 

Simulated Impacts 
To evaluate the potential effects of padding on strains (B) CUTAWAY VIEW OF HEADPART AND DURA WITH ANATOMIC PARTITION 

induced in soft cortical tissue, the cortex/dura/headpart Figure 3. First Generation Anatomic Brain Model and A-pillar and cushion models described above were 
used to simulate 25 mph impacts with padded and un- 

The arachnoid and pia mater also lie along this inter- padded A-pillars. Extensive laboratory testing conducted 
face, and the friction modeled in this region is intended at speeds of 20 and 25 mph, has documented the benefits 
to approximate the global behavior of a more complex provided by cushioned A-pillars in the form of reduc- 
interaction of tissues and membranes. This is tantamount tions in resultant head accelerations measured at the 
to defining a slip condition between the external surface centroid of an instrumented Hybrid III headpart and 
of the brain as it mates with the interior surface of the corresponding values of HIC. 
skull. Cerebral spinal fluid, vascular pressurization, and The headpart used in these tests had a modified 
effects of mennix at the perimeter of the cortex/dura posterior surface to permit the headform to be launched 
interface could not be estimated with any accuracy and into free flight with controlled speed and direction using 
were not fully considered, a hydraulically actuated impact accelerator. The headpart 

Little is known about the tissue properties of the was instrumented with a nine-accelerometer package 
corona radiata and corpus callosum which constitute the (NAP) for measuring translational and rotational head- 
internal capsule within the upper cerebral cortex. Since part accelerations. 
these are described anatomically as bundles of nerve The headpart was positioned at the height of a normal- 
fibers, it would not be surprising if these tissues ly seated 50th percentile occupant, facing the A-pillar. 
exhibited directional stiffness effects. Representative This resulted in a velocity vector of 45 degrees relative 
material properties for dura and cortex were selected to the vehicle longitudinal axis and an impact location 
based on published data, [3,8] with consideration given near the top of the pillar. Padded and unpadded A-pillars 
to effects of mennix and potential directional stiffness were impacted at speeds of 20 and 25 mph. A complete 
effects, test description is provided in [9]. 
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The model size and simulation times for unpadded and ._-5 mp h a-p i t 1 ~r, i mp r,e t 
padded A-pillar simulations are as follows: i. line -- 0. t~OO~E-O~ 

Onpadded Padded 

Number of nodes 8,650 8,959 " 

Number of solid elements 5,872 6,064 

Number of shell elements 525 525 

Length of time simulated (msec.) 12 16 

The head described above was positioned and oriented 
relative to theA-pillar to simulate the laboratory tests 

referenced above. Both padded and unpadded simulations 
were conducted using a CRAY2 computer and required 
approximately 10 CPU rain/simulated msec. Results are 
discussed below and compared with laboratory data. 

Discussion of Results 
Although interaction with the neck has a strong influ- 

ence on headpart kinematics over the duration of the 
crash event, a comparison of headpart kinematics and 

resultant accelerations measured in fully instrumented 
dummies during impact vs. component level (i.e. head- 
part only) free-flight headpart impacts, indicates that the 
latter approach closely approximates full-dummy 

(A) PADDED SIMULATION 

dynamic loading for short durations associated with 
impact of a stiff structure [9]. For these reasons., the 
headpart impact simulations described above should 
result in dynamic loads which are close approximations 
of the automobile collision environment, t ime = 0.12000E-0~. 

To summarize, the kinematics associated with the 
padded vs. unpadded A-pillar impacts, the headpart/A- 
pillar relative positions at 12 msec. are shown in Figure 
4. This figure gives a general indication of the relative 

,.~.. ,~ 

displacements and rotations experienced in respective 
simulations. At 12 msec, the headpart in the padded 
simulation has barely rebounded from the A-pillar and 
experiences relatively little rotation. On the other hand, 

~ 
. ,.~ 

the headpart in the unpadded simulation experiences - 

greater rotation about the pitch (i.e. lateral) axis and has 
clearly rebounded from the A-pillar at 12 msec. 

While it is not obvious from these figures, roll mo- 

tions (i.e., about longitudinal axis) are small but occur in                   ~ 
opposite directions. This is probably related to the longer 
contact duration and smaller forces acting between the 
head and padded A-pillar, resulting in a different contact 
geometry and trajectory as the impact proceeds. 

An approximation of the resultant acceleration at the 
centroid is provided for padded vs. unpadded simulations 
in Figure 5. These are approximations because a rigid (B) OBPADDED SIMULATION 

body centroid technically does not exist for this model Figure 4. Comparison of Headpart Kinematics at 12 msec 
since the interior material undergoes some compression 
and flow between hemispheres, from one instant to the 

next. each component and X, Y, and Z components were corn- 

The following procedure was used to approximate bined to provide total headpart momentum (at the 

resultant accelerations about the centroid of the simu- centroid). This quantity was then divided by total 

lated headpart during impact. In post processing, rigid headpart mass to provide an estimate of the centroidal 

body velocities in the global X, Y, and Z axes were velocities about the global X, Y, and Z axes. Finally, 

extracted for the cortex, dura, and skull components, each component was differentiated and combined to 

These were then multiplied by the respective mass of provide the resultant accelerations shown in Figure 5. 
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A comparison of resu]tant accelerations with test data o.1 . 

,~. for the free-flight laboratory impact tests is very good in o 0 
terms of maximum accelerations and pulse shape for 
both padded and unpadded tests, although the width of 

(B) UNPADDED SIMULATION 
the pulse for the unpadded simulation is somewhat wider 

Figure @. Time Histories of Maximum Principal Strain for than the corresponding test data. This is probably due to 
Selected Elements a difference in headpart mass, the simulated headpart 

~, being approximately 20% heavier than the headpart used 
~ ~’ in testing. A summary of resultant acceleration and HIC _ 

values follows: 0.5- 

t 

Legend 
A-Pillar Configuration 

- Curve Element NO. 
Maximum 0.4- A 1659 Unpadded Padded Shear - B 175 

Simulated Test Simulated Test Strain 
O. 3- 

’ 472 
(Green-SV) D 1674 

Peak Res. Accel (G’s) 303 312 165 164 - ~ 1s9 
:’_-~ HIC value 4431 2666 1085 973 

Delta T (T2-T1), msec. 3.881 2.375 5.727 5.250 

Contour plots of strain data were reviewed at each . 
time state to determine values of maximum principal o.c ~5’ ’ ,’ ~ ,’ ’ ~’ ’ ~o’ ’ ~’ ’ ~,~ ’ 
strain, maximum shear strain, general strain distribution, Ti:e 
as well as the element containing the maximum strain. ~ ~ ~,~,o~ 

~-~ These strains are of interest since maximum principal 
strain is a good indicator of axonal injury, and shear 0.5 /I ^ Legend 
strains are indicators of potential damage arising from Curv~ E1 .... t Eo. 

rotational kinematics, particularly at the perimeter of the Ma~i~ 0.4 ; 17~6 
brain where bridging veins are located. Strain C 205 

A comparison of maximum principal strains for select- ’ ~r 10o161 
- ed elements experiencing high strains in the padded vs. 0.5 

unpadded simulations is provided in Figures 6A and 6B 
O.l-t 

respectively. Corresponding values of maximum shear 
strain for padded vs. unpadded conditions are contained o 
in Figures 7A and 7B. Values of maximum principal 
strain, maximum shear strain, and the time at which (E~ UNPADDED SIMULATION 
these strains occur are summarized below: Figure 7. Time Histories of Maximum Shear Strain for 

Unpadded Padded Selected Elements 
Max. Principal Strain 75% 35% 
Max. Shear Strain 60% 29% This data indicates that strains for the unpadded condi- 
Time of Max. Strains 4.2 msec. 7.0 msec. tion are approximately twice as large as corresponding 
Time of Max. Acceleration 3.5 msec. 6.3 msec. 

strains in the padded condition and roughly proportional Acceleration Amplitude 303 G’s 165 G’s 
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to relative acceleration amplitudes, and that the maxi- 
mum strains lag peak accelerations. It is also interesting ~5 ~ ~-~i~,~ ~o~ 
to note that the square root of the ratio of HIC values is 

~ = ~.~7~-~ ~_~. ~.~_~ 

also proportional to the ratio of strains. ~t~-z.~-~:= ~,, e,.o~,o,.~ ~-~ ~-7.~_~_-~ 
max= @.~6E-01 in element    764                             D=-5,47E-02 

simulation are generally much higher than in the padded ,~ . ~’- ~; ~;~--~ 

condition, and the overall strain pattern in many high 
strain elements is very different. The unpadded response 
suggests the presence of a stronger pressure wave travel- 
ing through the brain material, whereas many high strain 
elements in the padded simulation have a more consis-                                 -~-’~ 
tent, relatively stable response. 

Figure 8 contains strain contours of effective plastic 
strain to provide a general indication of maximum strain 
locations at times close to peak acceleration. In the 
padded condition (Figure 8A), maximum strains occur 
both near the contact region and in the region directly 
opposite the point of impact. This is sometimes referred 
to as the contre-coup location, since it represents a (~) I~ADD~.D STHUI.~TZOI~I 

counterblow or rebound effect resulting from an initial 
impact at an opposite location. The unpadded contour ,.~ ~ ~. ~,~.~,,~ ~:~ 

(Figure 8B) indicates high strains at the posterior 
location, on both left and right hemis eres. 

Since a non-rigid headpart was used in these simula- 

~,~~ !! ~.~-~ 

8. 

tions, some small deformation of the skull occurs and is ~ ~:~-~ 

an influence on these strains. In addition to skull 
deformation, compression of the cortical material also 
occurs, primarily in the unpadded simulation, as indi- 
cated in Figure 9 (lower figure). 

The upper illustration of Figure 9 is a sliced view 
cutting through the skull, dura, brain and A-pillar 
materials. The shaded area is a void which has developed 
between the dura and the brain material due to the brain 
material’s compressibility. This compression occurs in 
the lower posterior region a short time after peak accele- 
ration, and the compression and high strains in this 
region are related to the modeling of brain stem 
egression discussed above. Another interesting physical 
response is shown in Figure 10 which suggests some 

(~) rJl~P!kDD]~D -~IHU%~TIOI, I 

bending and/or twist occurring in the region occupied by Figure 8. Strain Contour Illustrating High Strain Regions 

the falx anatomic partition. The upper illustration of 
Figure 10 is a vertical slice through the mid-brain can develop after peak centroidal accelerations have 
location and the lower illustration is from a superior- occurred. 
posterior viewing position. Although the anatomic brain model described herein 

includes many simplifying approximations and the brain 

Concluding Remarks is an enormously complicated structure, several impor- 

The above described simulations have provided first tant features have been included an~d the resulting strain 

estimates of strains induced in the soft cortical tissue of data for these simulations suggests reductions in cortical 

the brain in response to impacts with padded and un- strains and strain rates, and thus, brain injuries such as 

padded A-pillars which include generalized translational DAI may be provided by the addition of padding to A- 

and rotational kinematic excitation. Comparison of esti- pillars. The model is primarily intended for estimating 

mated centroidal accelerations with laboratory data strains in soft tissue and not for indicating brain injuries 

indicates that the dynamic loading applied in these based on skull fracture. However, to evaluate directional 

simulations is representative of the automobile collision loading effects through simulated impacts, additional 

environment. The above results also indicate that soft work will be required in modelin~ the skull to provide 

tissue strains and strain rates are substantially reduced representative mechanical behavior in various orienta- 

with the addition of padding, and that significant strains tions. 
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i 2-, 

stem egressio.. Additional work will also be required to 

~! 
’ begin the process of relating strains predicted in various 

,~~~T~ 
areas of the brain with neurological observations of im- 

~,~~,    ~ 

pairment and dysfunction in humans for simil~ dynamic 
loadings, and to define damage tolerance criteria and 

~ 

~] ~ 

limits for various soft tissues and/or fibers. 
Many other complexities remain to be considered such 

~~~ 
as (a) ~he influence of the pia and arachnoid membranes 
and imervening cerebral spinal fluid on slip or traction 
along ~he perimeler og lhe cortex and adjacent to lhe falx 
anatomic p~tition, and (b) anisolropic effects associated 

S, Figure 9. Compression of Cortex in Unpadded Simulation with nerve fiber bundles comprising the corpus callosum 
and corona radiata. However, the inclusion of such 

Future modeling efforts will also include additional effects awaits the development of more quantitative 
"real-geometry" features such as the cerebellum, tentori- mechanical descriptions of these tissues and their 
um cerebelli and details of the internal capsule and brain interaction with su~ounding tissues. 
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Dynamic Studies with Chest Contours 

David Skrade, Sarayan Yoganandan, computation of the following variables: Normalized 

Anthony Sances, Jr., John Reinartz, 
compression histories, chest compressive velocities, as 
well as the viscous response (product of the normalized 

Frank eintar compression and the compressive velocity) characteris- 
Medical College of Wisconsin tics. These studies suggest the potential of the EPIDM to 

derive injury criteria in an attempt to assess the crash- 
Abstract worthiness of vehicular structures. 

The objective of the present study was twofold. First, 

to evaluate the External Peripheral Instrument for 
Deformation Measurement (EPIDM), and arrive at a Introduction 

methodology to be used in impact experiments. Second, The External Peripheral Instrument for Deformation 

was to conduct sled tests on an unembalmed human Measurement (EPIDM) is a newlly developed device 

cadaver and a 50th percentile Hybrid III manikin to which can monitor structural surface responses at 

determine the thoracic deformation contours and, using predetermined locations. This device, also called the 

these contours, to evaluate injury criteria such as "chest band," is developedusingtheclassical mechanics 

normalized chest compression and viscous response, approach, i.e., describing the curve in terms of local 

Initial evaluation of the EPIDM indicated the static drift curvature. The discrete local curvatures are computed by 

over time to be minimal when the device is allowed an recording strains using strain gauges embedded appropri- 

initial "warm up" time of 15 to 30 mts. The EPIDM ately in a non-frangible, steel band. Further data 

methodology used in this study was based on three steps: processing involves transformation of local curvatures 

(1) Prior to any testing, zero all gauges on a flat surface, over the entire surface into deformation contours. The 

(2) instrument the surrogate last before conducting the operational theory, physical configuration, and initial 

sled experiment, and (3) after the test, repeat the calibra- tests on this EPIDM are reported elsewhere (6,7). 

tion procedure to ensure a proper working of all the The EPIDM was developed to create surface deforma- 

gauges. A three-point belt restrained human cadaver and tion contours of the human surrogate thorax under 

a Hybrid III manikin surrogate underwent sled tests at 48 simulated impact conditions. This device is noninvasive 

kph velocities. These tests indicated that the EPIDM and maintains the structural integrity of the surrogate’s 

device can follow the dynamic thoracic deformations at body during impact. The purpose of the present paper is 

impact. The deformation contours also permitted the to examine the methodology which uses the EPIDM to 
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determine the thoracic surface contours of human surro- 
gates. Details of the use of the EPIDM--e.g., initial 

calibration of the instruments, the temporal drift 
--EPDIM characteristics of the device, and the documentation of 

the temporal peak compressions from the computed con- (Chost band) 
tours--are reported. In addition, we also computed the 
displacement response characteristics of points on the 
surface of the surrogate’s thorax using the deformation 
histories from the EPIDM. 

Materials and Methods 
Static Evaluation of EPIDM 

The manufacturer of the EPIDM suggests four volts of 
excitation (Denton, Inc., Rochester Hills, MD, U.S.A.) to 
be used across each strain gauge bridge. In the labora- 
tory, the EPIDM was used with three different voltages: 
4V, 6V, and 10V. Six volts was selected arbitrarily, and 
the highest voltage represented the requirements of the 
data acquisition system used to collect data in our Figure 1. Diagram Illustrating the EPIDM Placed on a 
laboratory. To determine the amount of drift of the Cylinder of Known Diameter ("m" Denotes Hanging 
instrument under static conditions, the chest band was Weights) 
placed on a cylinder of 28 cm diameter (0.04167/cm 
curvature). The drift characteristics were recorded for 8 anthropomorphic measurements according to the NHTSA 
of the 16 gauges. Data were recorded at 5 to 20 minute guidelines were taken prior to test. 
intervals for a period of approximately 5 hours. The cadaver was pressurized to approximate in vivo 

Following the drift tests, static calibration tests were conditions. A balloon catheter was inserted into the 
conducted on all the 16 gauges. Eleven different curva- femoral artery and inflated to prevent pressurization 
tures (one flat surface and 10 cylinders with different inferior to the abdominal region. A mixture of water and 
diameters) were used with 4 volt and 10 volt excitation a thickening agent was pumped into the carotid artery to 
voltages. The EPIDM was tensioned slightly by hanging closely approximate the human vascular characteristics. 
weights (22.2 N) at its ends so that the instrument In addition, the pulmonary system was pressurized prior 
follows the curvature of the cylinder (Figure 1). Data to impact. All cadaver work, including radiography and 
were collected for each strain gauge bridge and voltage pressurization, were done under the supervision of 
versus curvature plots were constructed. Results were clinical personnel. The 50th percentile male Hybrid III 
analyzed using linear regression analysis procedures. A manikin was used to compare its biodynamic response 
protocol to be used in sled tests was developed from this with the unembalmed human cadaver tissue. Two 
data. EPIDMs were placed at the mid-sternum region (approxi- 

mately at the level of the fourth rib anteriorly) on the 
Deformation Contours with EPIDM cadaver specimens, and at the level of rib 2 on the 

Using the methodology developed from the above Hybrid III manikin (Figure 2). The deformation contours 
tests, the EPIDM was used in simulated frontal impacts were computed by using the data from 24 channels of the 
at 48 kph conducted with a deceleration horizontal sled. EPIDM devices. 
A 50th percentile Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device 
and an unembalmed human male cadaver (age 58 years, 
178 cm overall height, 85 cm seated height, and 70 kg 
weight) underwent sled tests in a three-point belt 
restraint. Thoracic deformation contours were construct- 
ed from the chest band data on the two human surro- 
gates. The human cadaver was selected based on medical 
history and radiography. It was also tested for the 
presence of antibodies to Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus and Hepatitis B before biomechanical testing. Even 
though the specimen was not infected, all precautions 
similar to that taken in a surgical environment were 
followed in the study. In addition, all precautions and 
guidelines suggested by the Centers for Disease Control, Figure 2. Placement of EPIDM on Human Cadaver (left) 
and others were followed during the test (3,4). Detailed and Hybrid Ill Manikin (right) 
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HUMAN CADAVER HUMAN CADAVER 

All data were collected digitally with an Onboard Data 
Acquisition System (ODAS) according to SAE J211b 
specifications with a sampling rate of 12,500 Hz. 
Tension in the lap and shoulder belts, sled velocity, and ...... 
acceleration data were gathered. Data processing in- 
cluded computation of the temporal thoracic deformation 
contours based on EPIDM signals (6,7). All data 
(EPIDM channels, from the internal potentiometer of the 
manikin, and seatbelt forces) were filtered at SAE class o 

1000. Sled acceleration data was filtered at SAE class 
100. A second order digital two pass butterworth filter × com~ × Com~ 

was used. o, ~’=8Oms af f=12Oms 

Deformation and Velocity Response Characteristics                                   ~o 
30 -           sternum                                sternum 

Using the EPIDM data analysis routine, contours were 
computed at 1 ms intervals for the human cadaver and 

20 - 20 

the Hybrid III manikin (Figure 3). An algorithm was 
developed to calculate chest compression along the 
anterior portion of the thorax. The following procedure 
was used to compute the viscous response. The software o o 

calculates the chest contours at every ms using the data 
from all of the EPIDM channels. In addition, the soft- 

_ .................. - ........... 
× ~om~ 

ware has the ability to interpolate and provide deforma- 
tions at discrete locations. Approximately 70 discrete 

Figure 3. Thoracic Deformation Contours Computed from 
the EPIDM Data (Time Indicated on Each Contour: 

points in the anterior region on each contour was t=0, Undeformed State) 
selected and the deformation histories were examined at 
each of these points. At the particular discrete data point sensitivity. For a given curvature the output was high 

that resulted in the maximum chest compression, velocity with 10 V of excitation in contrast to 4 V. The sensi- 

of compression, and viscous responses were computed tivity per voltage of excitation, however, was not 

(9,10). The data from the Hybrid III internal chest significantly different for 4 V or l0 V implying that 

potentiometer was also used to compute the velocity and either voltage can be used with EPIDM. 

viscous response according to previously suggested pro- The pattern of chest deformation contours at the level 

cedures (9,10). The viscous response was computed as of maximum deflection for the human cadaver and the 

the product of V and C, i.e. VC with C the chest com- Hybrid III manikin tests are depicted in Figures 6 and 7. 

pression normalized with respect to the surrogate chest The thoracic deformation contours are shown as viewed 

depth. A chest depth of 229 mm was used for the Hybrid from head to toe, i.e., superior-inferior direction. The 

III manikin. The maximum value of the viscous right side of the contour represents lhe right side of the 

response, i.e., (VC)m,, was noted, human surrogate. Results for two pairs of representative 
tests are presented. The individual curvatures (and hence 

Results the deformations) recorded at discrete locations in the 

The voltage drift data as a function of time is illus- human cadaver and the Hybrid III manikin vary not only 

trated in Figure 4. The greatest amount of drift occurs in in magnitude, but also exhibit variations in the time 

the first 10 to 30 minutes, and then the instrument stabil- domain. Therefore, comparison of the human cadaver 

izes, indicating that there is an initial "warm up" time with the Hybrid III manikin demonstrates regional differ- 

for the instrument beyond which the drift is minimal, ences in the deformation characteristics for these two 

Furthermore, the pattern of drift did not have any par- tests. Bilateral rib fractures (R2-RI 1 on the right and 

ticular bias with respect to any particular gauge or any R2-R5 on the left side) and a left clavicle fracture 

particular voltage. The overall maximum drift for all the occurred in the human cadaver test. Flail chest did not 

gauges, for all the three voltages, and at all intervals of occur. The specimen had a maximum AIS of 3 based on 

time considered in this study, was within 1.2 percent, autopsy (1). 

Consequently, the EPIDM protocol must allow for the The EPIDM data computations resulted in normalized 

initial stabilization process to take place in the instru- chest compressions of 0.38 for the human cadaver and 

ment before it can be used to gather dynamic data. A 0.13 for the Hybrid III manikin. Peak chest compression 

linear relationship was found to exist between the curva- velocities of 4.45 m/s and 2.32 m/s were obtained for the 

ture and voltage output of the strain gauges (0.992 < R2 human cadaver and the Hybrid III manikin, respectively. 

< 1.000) for the two excitation voltages used in the study In contrast, the internal sensor in the Hybrid manikin 

(Figure 5). Gradient of the plot indicates the gauge resulted in a peak compression velocity of 1.11 m/s. The 
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Figure 4a. Voltage Drift Variation in the Chest Band Strain Figure 4b. Voltage Drift Variation in the Chest Band 
Gauge Data (Gauges 1, 3, 5, 7) for Three Excitation Strain Gauge Data (Gauges 9, 11, 13, 15) for Three 
Voltages Excitation Voltages 

y=-0.13697+l.8458e-2x R^2=0.998 O 4Volt 

peak normalized chest compression computed using the y = "0A3783 +r.1o13o-ax R^2 = 0.g~7 ¯ IOVolt 

sensor output agreed with the EPIDM data (Table 1). o.s. 

The viscous response (VC) computed as the product of 
the peak normalized chest compression and velocity, was _ 

o.a- 

1.11 m/s for the human cadaver and 0.15 m/s for the 
0.1 manikin. A value of 0.09 m/s was obtained from the 

internal sensor data. A summary of these data is shown 
-0.1 in Table 1. The normalized compression, chest velocity, 

and viscous response histories for the human cadaver and 
the Hybrid III manikin using the EPIDM are shown in -o.a 

Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the 
data obtained from the internal chest sensor of the .o.s 

-80 -40 0 40 80 
manikin. In all cases, the peak chest velocity and peak o~ut 
viscous response preceded the occurrence of peak 

~_7 normalized chest compression. Figure 5. Linear Regression Plot Illustrating the Variation 
of Curvation with Output Voltage for Excitation Voltages 
of 4 V and 10 V for Strain Gauge #1 (Equations for Both 
Voltages Also Indicated in the Plot) 
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Figure 6. Thoracic Deformation Contours as Viewed from -0.4 i ~ i 
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Initial Unloaded State; Dotted Lines, Deformed State) Time (ms) 

35 Figure 8. Normalized Compression (top), Chest 
- ~RZD Z~Z ~NZ~ZN Compressive Velocity (m/s) (middle), and VC (Viscous 

30 - Response) (m/s) (bottom) Characteristics for the Human 
, sternum Cadaver Specimen (Data Obtained Using the EPIDM 
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Table 1. Summary of Results -o.,~ 
100 125 150 175 200 

EPIDM Data Internal Sensor Data 

Peak Peak Peak Peak Time (ms) 
Normalized Velocity VC Normalized Velocity VC 

Specimen Compression (m/s) (m/s) Compression (m/s) (m/s) 
Figure 9. Normalized Compression (top), Chest 

~ .... 0.~ 4,~ ~ .... Compressive Velocity (m/s) (middle), and VC (Viscous 

Hybrid III 0.13 2.32 0.15 0a3 Ul 0.09 Response) (m/s) (bottom) Characteristics for the 50th 

~.~ Percentile Hybrid III Manikin (Data Obtained Using the 

EPIDM Device) 
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HYBRID III MANIKIN - CHEST POT feasibility of using time varying surface chest deforma- 

tions in sled tests to compute injury criteria have been 

0"50t 

1rep°rted" 
Because similar pr°cedures were used t° 

g conduct both human cadaver and manikin tests under 
"~ controlled laboratory conditions, comparison of 
p 0.25 

secondary variables (such as viscous response) is 
~ j appropriate. This data can also be used to assess the 
~ o.oo --" biofidelity of the manikin. It should, however, be noted 

I I I 
that the objective of the present study was to illustrate-- 

~ J 

using a paired sample of one cadaver and one Hybrid III 

E 3 manikin--a procedure to compute the injury criterion. 

"-" 
I 

Results obtained from the tests should not be generalized 
~" .~ to arrive at conclusions such as biofidelity of the Hybrid "5 0 

~ I III thorax, applicability of the viscous criterion, etc. The 
> -3 ~ ~ ~ I apparent compatibility of the peak normalized chest c0m- 

1.2 pression and viscous response between the EPIDM and 

~ 0.8 the internal sensor of the Hybrid III indicates that the 

~ potentiometer provides similar surface responses. In 
~ 0.4 contrast, the observed differences in the chest com- 
~ pressive velocity between the sensor and the EPIDM > 0.0 

may stem from the location of the two devices. The 
-0.4 internal sensor responds subsequent to chest flesh 125 150 175 200 225 

Time (ms) 
compressions while the deformations by the EPIDM are 
recorded at the outer periphery. Deformation contours 

Figure 10. Normalized Compression (top), Chest from the EPIDM are obtained by the interpolation of 
Compressive Velocity (m/s) (middle), and VC (Viscous measured curvatures normal to the outside surface of the 
Response) (m/s) (bottom) Characteristics for the 5Oth thorax, whereas, the data recorded by the internal 
Percentile Hybrid III Manikin (Data Obtained from the 

potentiometer, connected to the sternum through a rod 
Internal Chest Potentiometer) 

and slider mechanism, represent the skeletal deflections 

of the ribs. Compared to the manikin, human cadaver Discussion 
data indicated differences in the peak normalized chest 

The present study was undertaken to establish a compression, velocity, and viscous response (Table 1). 
methodology for using the EPIDM in sled impact Similar results have been reported in other studies 
studies. Initial experiments suggested the use of the (2,5,8,12). This may be due to the fact that the Hybrid 
following protocol for sled tests with the device. An III thorax is designed based on cadaver force-deflection 
excitation voltage of 10 V can be used instead of the 4 

response corridors due to blunt impact on the sternum at 
V excitation suggested by the manufacturer. The instru- the fourth and fifth intercostal space. It should be noted 
ment needs an initial "warm up" time of 15 to 30 that themanikin is nonfrangible, whereas, the occurrence 
minutes before the voltage drift minimizes. It is suggest- of one or more rib fractures may accentuate changes in 
ed that one should zero all the gauges on a fiat surface 

the local curvature/deformation in the human thorax. 
just prior to testing, and instrument the human surrogate 

Consequently, it may also be appropriate to evaluate the 
last before conducting the sled test. As a precaution, 

biodynamic response of the cadaver tissue at sub-injury 
following the dynamic test, one should repeat the static levels, and to compare with the Hybrid III manikin. 
calibration procedures to ensure that the strain gauges in 
the EPIDM have not entered the plastic range. 

The EPIDM was used to document the thoracic de- Conclusions 
formation contours for the two surrogates under frontal In this study, we have developed a methodology to 
impact sled test conditions. The contours were computed conduct dynamic sled experiments with the EPIDM. 
from 24 channels of EPIDM. The overall similarities Using a human male cadaver and a 50th percentile 
between the two surrogates--despite certain local differ- Hybrid III surrogate, we documented time-varying 
ences--demonstrate the feasibility of using the device deformation histories of the thorax during impact. We 
for calculating biomechanical variables. Although the have demonstrated the feasibility of using the EPIDM 
original intent of the device was to obtain local surface data to compute injury criteria such as viscous response 
chest deformations, in the present study, we explored the characteristics. Due to the noninvasive nature of the 
possibility of using temporal deformation contours to device, as well as the practical feasibility to calculate the 
compute injury criteria such as the viscous response. To deformation histories at numerous locations on the surro- 
the best of our knowledge, no studies delineating the gate chest, the EPIDM is potentially an important tool 
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Crash TestsmOne Element to Assess Passive Safety of Passenger Cars 

A. Schmitz, B. Kraemer 
proposed which will be necessary to obtain an extensive 

T0V Rheinland e.V., Institute of Traffic Safety assessment of the passive safety level of the tested 
vehicle. 

Abstract 
To provide objective consumer information, concern- Introduction 

ing the interior safety of a passenger car, would give Considerable success has been achieved in the field of 

prospective car-buyers the chance of directly influencing road safety to date as a result of various safety improve- 

road safety by selecting the safest cars. Several investi- ments. Despite the general increase in road traffic, the 

gations have been carried out on this subject under number of deaths in most countries decreased by about 

different points of view. This paper will outline a first 30 to 50 percent from a maximum in the beginning 

approach to a test method trying to assess the passive seventies up to the year 1989 [1]. However, when one 

safety potential of passenger cars closely oriented to considers that there are about 50.000 road deaths in 

real-world accidents. The procedure should be suitable to Europe each year, the price paid for mobility is still far 

point out deficiencies in vehicle safety design and to too high. Approximately half of all fatalities are vehicle 

indicate methodical improvements in the passive safety occupants. 

performance. The results of several full scale impact There are many different reasons for the decrease in 

tests are discussed referring to dummy response, struc- the number of road deaths, ranging from traffic-routing 

tural behavior and safety performance of interior vehicle measures through driver training to automotive improve- 

components. Furthermore additional component-tests are ments. Up to now, however, it has been impossible to 
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perform is0]ated analyses of the decisive influencing lOO,O. 
factors for achieved safety goals due to the lack of looo 

79,0 practicable evaluation techniques. A common factor of .80- 
all safety-improving parameters is that their effects only 

58,8 
become apparent afterwards. Objective safety criteria on 60- 
automotive safety improvements in particular, e.g. the 
design of deformation structures, are not available to 40- 

prospective car-buyers today. 20- ~ 
Valid EC Guidelines and ECE Regulations stipulate a 

~ number of statutory provisions and rules pertaining to 0 
~ 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

the safety of vehicle occupants which must be observed Overlapping grade (%) 
and adhered to. In addition to existing technical codes 
and standards, various European draft regulations and 
proposals for discussion have been drawn up and should Figure 1. Overlapping Grades in Frontal Collisions 

permit the integral evaluation of occupant protection in Far often a partial offset situation can be observed 

~ the future [2, 3]. In principle, however, only minimum with overlapping grades up to 50%. 
requirements can be covered by statutory test methods It was further established that for frontal collisions 
for passive safety, above a difference speed-level of 50 km/h the injury 

It has been estimated that a vehicle model designed severity of the front seat occupants increases dramatic- 
solely on the statutory basis could not be successful on ally. 
the market. On the other hand, passive safety still cannot Derived from these observations, as a first step 

~) be measured. It is a fact that the safety standards real- focussing on the frontal accident situation, the following 
ized by vehicle manufacturers far surpass standardized laboratory test procedure is proposed: 
test requirements. A retrospective consideration of the ¯ Frontal fixed barrier full-scale-crash test 
accident analysis leads to the conclusion that approxi- ¯ 50%-overlap on the driver’s side, rigid impact block 
mately 25% of all accident deaths and severe injuries ¯ Impact speed 50 km/h. 
could have been avoided if the persons involved in the 

~-~ accidents had used the safest vehicles available today Selection of Test Vehicles 
[4]. The comparison of the obtained test data regarding 

Internationally discussed test and evaluation tech- 
passive safety characteristics is only acceptable for 

niques for passive safety 
vehicles classified in the same mass category. Based on 

¯ were introduced as proposals and are the subject of the actual European car fleet as a first estimation the 
ongoing development following classification is proposed (according to un- 

~ ¯ still require a great variety of time-consuming laden vehicle weight): 
adaptation processes 

¯ and, finally, can only stipulate minimum standards. 
¯ Class 1 -- < 800 kg 
¯ Class 2 -- 800-999 kg 

However, road safety can be improved if comparable ¯ Class 3 -- 1000-1199 kg 
passive safety criteria are made available to prospective ¯ Class 4 -- 1200-1400 kg 

~- 
car-buyers. The results of opinion polls show that car- ¯ Class 5 -- >1400 kg 

_ buyers now rank safety very highly [5]. On account of 
To provide consumer information as early as possible their greater safety-awareness, car-users have the chance 

to directly influence road safety by selecting the safest after introduction of a new car model, the vehicles 
determined for an assessment test procedure should not 

cars. 
be older than 6 months. Basic models should be chosen 

Test Method without optional equipment. 

~ The choice of a test configuration, suitable to assess The above proposed test procedure has been carried 

the passive safety performance of passenger cars, should out by T W Rheinland in three test series with a total of 

take into account that any test procedure can be repre- 24 vehicles. 

sentative for only a few real-world accident situations. For the investigation reported in the following 6 

It should therefore be selected under consideration of vehicles out of the class 2-category were selected with 

the most frequent collision types and the severity of high sales figures on the German market in 1989/1990. 

injuries sustained by the occupants. Various accident 
investigations have been carried out on this subject. Test Conditions 

Assuming the fact that more than 50% of all car to car Each of the tested vehicles was equipped with three 
collisions are frontal impacts, Figure 1 [6] shows that instrumented 50th-percentile-Hybrid-II Dummies on the 
only 21% of them occur with total overlapping of the two front seats and on the left rear seating position, all 
involved cars frontal structures, belted with the standard restraints. 
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Vehicle preparation and dummy-positioning was per- o Occupant Loads 

formed according to the FMVSS 208 requirements. - Head coneact with parts of the passenger compart- 

The test weight was determined to be the unloaded ment 

vehicle weight plus the weight of dummies and instru- - Head deceleration, biomechanical to!erance criteria .... 

mentation. HIC 
- Chest deceleration 

Dummy Measurements - Pelvis deceleration 

Driver - Axial femur loads 

o Head-, chest- and pelvis-accelerations - Belt loads 

o Femur !oads Dynamic forward displacement of various parts of ............ 

o Lap and shoulder belt loads the body 

Front passenger - Abdominal load as a result of submarining 

o Head- and chest-accelerations o Other items 

Rear seat passenger - Battery behavior 

¯ Head- and chest-accelerations - Fuel system integrity 

o Femur loads "                                             Loosening of parts 
- Rescue possibility 

Vehicle Measurements 
- Impact speed 

Structural Behavior and Passenger 

o Sill- and tunnel-accelerations Compartment 

o Static deformation measurements Figure 2 gives an impression of the vehicles deforma- 
tion characteristics when subjected to the proposed crash 

Film- and Photodocumentation test, with an obvious effect of the offset impact config- 

Each test was filmed with 7 high-speed-cameras from uration. After lhe maximum collapse of the vehicles 

different positions. Still photos were taken before and front structures, the asymmetrical load causes further 

after test covering all remarkable details, deformations of the left sill and roof area. 

Evaluation and Test Results 
With the test results obtained it should be possible to 

assess how far the safety relevant structures of a passen- 
ger car are suitable to protect the occupants during an 
impact. Particular advantages and deficiencies should be 
pointed out and described for each tested vehicle. 

From the measured and observed impact character- 

istics it was intended to establish a classification under 
consideration of the specific injury relevance of the 

single event. 
For this purpose the following evaluation criteria were 

considered to be determinative: 

o Structural Behavior 
- Front end deformation capability 
- Sill behavior 
- Roof behavior 
- Windscreen behavior 

o Passenger compartment 
- Intrusion, longitudinal, lateral, vertical in different 

planes 
- Steering system behavior 
- Seat behavior 
- Behavior of the retention systems 
- Door opening behavior 
- Windows, glass 
o Danger of injury due to fracture/crack formation 
- Behavior of the control elements, pedals, switches, 

grips Figure 2. [?eformation Characteristics 
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In 2 vehicles (D + F) the structure of the survical cell 7. The impact speed was determined by evaluation of the 
was not capable to withstand this loading, and buckling high-speed-sequences up to the moment of head/steering 
of a-pillar, roof side rail and left sill lead to great wheel contact. 
general intrusions into the driver side passenger compart- 
ment. Figures/3 and 4 show the maximum deformation 
values o~f the total vehicle and the a-pillar. The a-post                                             2,2 
displacement is causative for a problem concerning the 
occupant rescue possibility. After all. doors of the tested 
vehicles remained closed during the test, the driver doors 
on the vehicles C, D and F were compressed afterwards 
between the hinges and the latch and could not be 
opened without the use of tools. In case of vehicle A 
both front doors were shifted behind the frontal edge of 
the rear doors and could only be opened after the rear 
doors were unlocked. 

A B C D          E          F 

Figure 5. Dashboard Intrusion 
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Figure 3. Dynamic Vehicle Deformation 
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2o0- Figure 6. Horizontal Steering Wheel Intrusion 
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Figure 4. Left A-Post Displacement 

Figure 5 shows the maximum static dashboard intru- 
sion values. In vehicle A with a sufficient deformation 
behavior of the overall exterior passenger compartment Figure 7. Relative Head Impact Velocity 

it was observed, that the entire driver side instrument Because of the frequency and severity of lower limb 
panel intruded into the survival cell. The high dashboard injuries observed in real accident situations which were 
intrusion values of the vehicles D and F are due to the suspected to be mainly due to lower facia contact and 
estimated general structural weakness, floor deformation, a footwell reduction value was 

Figure 6 shows the static horizontal steering wheel established by calculating the footweil space on pedal 
intrusions, also significantly high for the vehicles D and level. The results are shown in Figure 8 also pointing out 
F. Additional steering column movement into the z- only poor deformation resistance for vehicle D and F. 
direction produces high relative head impact velocities Additional structural deficiencies could be observed 
on the steering wheel structure as it can be seen in figure for some vehicles which in real world accidents would 
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Figure 8. Footwell Reduction Figure 9. HIC 36 and Head Acceleration 

be assumed to cause injuries to the occupants or at least Comparable outcome can be observed regarding chest 

to generate further risk potential: and pelvis accelerations, presented, in Figure 10. The 

¯ sharp-edged cracks in steering column covering, comparatively higher values of the 3ms-pelvis accelera- 

lower facia and center console (4 cars) tion for the vehicles A and B cannot be clearly related to 

¯ sharp and rigid structures protruding in the knee vehicle deformation properties. 

impact zones (1 car) 
¯ parts out of the panel region moving free in the 

passenger compartment (6 cars) 
¯ insufficient windscreen retention (3 cars) 
¯ downward deformation of the front seat structure, 

resulting in submarining of the occupants (1 car) c 

¯ opening of the glove box lid (1 car) 
¯ cracks in the driver door panel (2 cars) 
¯ forward downward deformation of the rear seat E 

bench_, resulting in submarining of the occupants (4 
Cars) 

¯ high head accelerations at the rear seated dummy             60 
~ CHEST a3ms (g) ~ PELVIS u3ms (g) 

from hitting the rigid unpadded rear sidewall struc- 
tures during the rebound (4 cars) Figure 10. Chest and Pelvis Acceleration 

Dummy Measurements The maximum longitudinal femur loads, shown in 

The reduction of survival space, due to the observed Figure 11, are higher for the driver’s right knee but all 

intrusions of steering wheel, dashboard and footwell, below the tolerable threshold. This is considered to be 

mainly endangers the driver, sitting closely to the impact due to the relative movement of the dummy to the left 

area. The following discussion of lhe impact response is under the effect of the asymmetrical vehicle impact with 

therefore focussed on the driver dummy. The measured the right knee suffering the firsl facia contact. 

values for front and rear passenger dummies are summa- 
rized in table 1. 

Table 1. Head and Chest Values for the Front- (FSP) and 
Rear-Seated Passenger (RSP) 

C 

HIC 36 FSP 196 443 244 149 287 467 

Head 3ms FSP 36 55 40 30 38 71 E 
(g) RSP 44 93 42 52 56 31 

Chest 3ms FSP 39 36 31 28 41 29 F 
(g) RSP 35 37 33 24 35 26 

10987654821012345678910 

Figure 9 shows the HIC 36 and 3ms-head acceleration ms ~T 
values. No remarkable differences can be deducted in 
relation to the observed vehicle structural behavior. All Figure 11. Femur Loads 
values are fairly below the limits of biomechanical pro- 
tection criteria. 
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Component Tests component test speed. To optimize a steering wheel 
TO obtain a comprehensive assessment of the overall structure only under consideration of the mandatory 

vehicle crashworthiness additional component tests are requirements could take the risk that the energy 
proposed, absorption quality would not be sufficient in a real world 

Recent accident data have confirmed, that in frontal accident situation. 
collisions the steering wheel is still an important injury Furthermore it must be taken into account, that head- 
relevant structure. Even for the restrained driver more form acceleration measurements during component tests, 
than 50% of the head injuries are due to head contact as well as dummy head acceleration recording in full- 
with the steering wheel. Therefore in this paper the scale-test procedures, are not sufficient to indicate facial 
performance of additional component tests is focussed on injuries due to high local pressures on the skin and bony 
the steering system, structures. Several efforts have been made in the past 

As it could be derived from the full-scale-tests, due to developing procedures and instrumentation to provide 
the offset impact situation, the driver dummy’s head detailed information about the pressure distribution over 
trajectory was directed to the left, so that the head/ a dummy face and it should be further investigated if one 
steering wheel impact occurred mainly on the steering of these proposals is suitable to be a to01 for safety 
wheel rim or in the left spoke/hub area. assessment. 

This results generally in only slight glancing contacts 
with mostly moderate head acceleration values. So, even Discussion and Conclusions 
if the respective steering wheel does not offer sufficient The proposed offset test procedure is suitable to 
energy absorption capability and the steering column identify specific advantages and deficiencies of the 
shows inadequate intrusion properties, the calculated interior safety properties of passenger cars in case of a 
HIC values and the 3ms head acceleration level clearly frontal impact situation. 
cannot indicate this deficiencies. The publication of the obtained findings is useful to 

If one considers, that in real-world accidents due to provide differentiated consumer information to support 
different impact situations, occupant size and out-of- the selection of a vehicle according to interior safety 
position problems, many different impact points on the measures. 
steering wheel are possible, the need of a separate com- The problem of one-sided intrusion, which is often 
ponent test to assess the steering wheel safety perform- observed in real world accidents to be the main reason 
ance becomes obvious, for severe injuries of the restrained front seat passengers 

Figure 12 shows the results of two tests carried out in can be covered with this test configuration. 
accordance to the energy-absorption test requirements The obtained dummy data must be evaluated under 
adopted to the modified Council Directive 74/297/EEC careful consideration of the reproducibility point of view, 
[7] with two specimen (A+B) representative for serial when carrying out only one single frontal test on each 
type steering wheels which can be found on the market vehicle type. One information which variation range of 
nowadays [8]. The steering wheels were mounted rigidly dummy results due to scatter of test data and general 
to a supporting structure and impacted on the central hub repeatability characteristics of the procedure has to be 
area. Major differences of the energy absorption capa- taken into account, was given in [9], based on a test 
bility are evident, indicating an important potential for series with identical cars subjected to the same impact 
optimization measures, conditions. 

The used 50% Hybrid-II dummies are representative 
~0: .... 

I*~ 
of an only small average figure of car occupants in the 

ig~ ....... real world accident scenario. Differences in body gee- 
se metry, weight and constitution will lead to a widely 

varying impact response of a human being. Furthermore 
the Hybrid-II specific instrumentation only allows 
acceleration and force measurements. There is no sensi- 
tivity to indicate injuries due to high local pressure 
and/or penetration mechanisms. 

In spite of ongoing investigations there is still a lack 
10o 

/ Of objective, available information, concerning the deter- 
~ ~ _ _ mination of detailed causes of injury to occupants in car 

o ,o    ~o ~0 ~o ttm~ 1,0 accidents. This data will be necessary to allow a linkage 
of construction and design features as well as of vehicle 

Figure 12. Steering Wheel Energy Absorption Capability specific failure modes to the occurrence of specific 
It should in addition be considered that the head patterns of injury. 

impact velocities established during the vehicle crash On the background of the T.W. Rheinland experience 
tests, were more than 2 times higher than the required with the application of the proposed test procedure it 
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seems therefore to be doubtful, whether any statements ECE-test configuration seems to be the best approach to 

concerning the supposed injury severity a human being the European traffic and accident situation and should be 

would have suffered in the specific vehicle during an given preference. 

equivalent accident, can be useful for consumer informa- 
tion purposes. Acknowledgements 

To obtain more detailed dummy results, for further The investigation described in this paper is based on 

projects the use of Hybrid-III dummies is proposed, a crash test series T W Rheinland carried out in 1990 by 

equipped with additional instrumentation as there are for the order of ADAC. The results of these tests were made 

example available devices to measure neck loads and available by ADAC for further examination. 

strain of the limbs. Existing techniques and proposals to 
determine pressure and penetration effects should be References 
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$8.W.15 
Analysis Method for External Forces Acting on the Dummy 

Koushi Kumagai, Fumio Matsuoka, determined, which will be led to the way to reduce the 

Hiroyuki Takahashi dummy injury. For this reason, it is very important to 
measure them. However, in the past it was very difficult 

Toyota Motor Corporation to measure them. In order to measure them, the follow- 

Abstract ing were developed: 

This paper describes a development of system for (1) several force transducers to mount on head, chest 

analyzing the external forces acting on a dummy. During and pelvis were developed and added to a dummy; 

frontal crash testing, various external forces act on a and 
dummy. The dummy injury is caused by these forces. (2) a computer software was develioped, which was cap- 

The dummy injury will be reduced by minimizing the able of obtaining the external, forces acting on the 

external forces. If the external forces acting on dummy dummy segments solving the motion equation of 

can be measured, the cause of dummy injury will be segments respectively. 
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The system was developed for the Hybrid III anthropo- direct contacts between the dummy and vehicle interior 
morphic test dummy. Using the Toyota-developed sys- parts, on the other~ hand, some other determination 
tem, the followings could be obtained; external forces method was considered as described in the following, 
acting on head, chest and pelvis, and influences of these since such forces could not be measured by the 
forces on the dummy injury. As a result, the developed transducers. 
system has become one of the most useful tools for 
developing the safer restraint system at Toyota. Method to Estimate External Forces 

External forces are determined here by the expansion 
Introduction of the method to estimate the external force acting on the 

Various forces act on a dummy during a crash test, head [1]. Assuming a rigid model with several external 

which cause the dummy injury. Such forces can be forces acting on it as shown in Figure 1, a Newton’s 

divided into external forces generated by the contact equation of motion can be established as expressed by 

between the dummy and the restraint system and/or a Equation (1). 

part/parts in the vehicle compartment, and internal forces mi Ai = ~ Fik + Y~ Fim~ (1) 
that act in the dummy itself. It was suggested that not Solving Equation (1) for Y. F~n~, Equation (2) is derived: 
only former but also the latter affect the severity of 
injury [3]. E Fim¢ = m~ At - T. Ftk (2) 

Hence, if the individual forces acting on the dumflay By measuring each term on the right side of Equation 

can be measured, the cause of such an injury can be (2), the resultant force E Fin~ of unknown external forces 

determined, which will be led to the reduction of injury, can be obtained. 

In this regard, measurements of such forces are effective 
and vital for the development of safer vehicles. Analysis 
on the external forces, however, have been absent due to 
difficulties involved in the measurements. F ,,o              .._~~.~ F ,, 

It may be considered to measure all forces acting on 

2~, m ~ ~                                     F ,2 
F 

a dummy By means of force transducers, but it is ex- 
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to measure contact F ,o. 
forces between the dummy and the vehicle interior parts, 
which accounts for the absence of such measurement in 
practice. A simpler method would be to measure the Figure 1. Mathematical Model 

force that acts from the neck to the head of dummy alone 
Development of Head Measuring System 

by means of a transducer, and to estimate contact forces The system is capable of measuring the force acting 
between the dummy and interior parts by motion equa- 

on the segment between the head and neck. but not 
tions [1]. capable of measuring other forces, such as the air bag 

The authors have developed a System to determine reaction force caused by the contact between the air bag 
forces that act not only the head but also on the chest 

and the head, and the steering wheel reaction force due 
and pelvis of the dummy, based on the method [1] men- 

to the contact between the steering wheel and the head. 
tioned above. Details of the system will be described in 

The three-axial transducer of Hybrid III Dummy is used 
the following, in the original form for the measurement of the force in 

the segment between the head and neck. 
Development of External Forces Measuring 
System Development of Chest Measuring System 

Motions of dummies during front crash tests are two- The system is capable of measuring the force acting 
dimensional in most cases, therefore, two-dimensional on the segment between the chest and neck, and the 
motions are assumed here. force acting on the segment between the chest and 

A dummy is divided into three segments here--the pelvis, but not capable of measuring other forces such as 
head, chest and pelvis. Forces that act on the head, chest reaction forces of the air bag, seat belt. and steering 
and pelvis consist of those that act among the three wheel as well as the external force acting from arms to 
segments and those generated by direct contacts between the chest. An upper thoracic spine transducer was 
the dummy and vehicle interior parts. For the measure- developed and installed above the thoracic spine of the 
ment of the internal forces, transducers of a new type dummy for the measurement of the force acting on the 
were developed and embedded into the dummy. Although segment between the chest and the neck. and a lower 
similar transducers were available on market [4], it was thoracic spine transducer was also developed and 
decided to develop the new transducers, since the com- installed below the thoracic spine for the measurement of 
mercially available transducers had problems in mass and the force acting on the segment between the chest and 
installation ease. For the external forces generated by the the lumbar spine. 
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Relative location of the transducer are as shown in 
Figure 2. The number of measuring items for the trans- 

( s r A R T 

ducers is minimized, and their sizes and weight are also (" REA~ RUN p^RAMETERS 
made as small/light as possible. High tensile aluminum I 

alloy is used as the main material of fitting brackets so f/ REA~ T~ME H~STORY ~^rA 

that the chest mass and other physical characteristic 
values would not change significantly By the crash test. I CONVERT CO0D~NATE SYSTEM 

The transducers are so made that they can be easily 
installed By boring holes through the thoracic spine of I C~LCU~^TE EXrEMN~" PORCES 

I the dummy. 
[ CUr~UT RESULTS ] 

t~eek Transducer 

IJpper Thoracic Spine Transducer -~ Figure 3. Flow of Analysis 
Thoracic Spine ~ 

against the forehead. The diameter and mass of the 
Lower Thoracic Spine Transducer ~ 

Lu=ber Spine Transducer "N( 
impactor were 76.2mm and 5kg, respectively. An accel- 
erometer was adhered to the rear surface of the impacted 

Lumber Spine Bracket -~                           surface, in order to calculate the impact load and the 

~ 
displacement. The impact Speed w,~.s set at 3m/sec. The 

results are shown in Figure 4, which verify extremely 

.~~~/ 

~’ 
high accuracy of the calculated results. 

~-- ~feasured 

Figure 2. Instrumentation System .... Calculated 

Development of Pelvis Measuring System ~ 

The system is capable of measuring the force acting ~ 
on the segment between the lumbar spine and pelvis, but 
not capable of measuring other forces such as the 0 Time(ms) 50 

external force acting from the seat belt to the pelvis. A 
lumbar Spine bracket and a lumbar spine transducer to 
be installed on top of the bracket are developed for the 
measurement of the force acting on the segment between Figure 4. Comparison Between Measured Results 

the lumbar spine and the pelvis. Their relative locations (Solid Line) and Calculated Results (Dashed Line) 

are as shown in Figure 2. The transducer is so made that 
of Head Impact Force 

it can be installed easily without modifying the dummy. Verified Results of Chest Impact Force 

Development of Computer Program 
The verification test for the chest impact force was 

A computer program is developed for the analysis of 
done by colliding an impactor against the chest of the 

measured data. Figure 3 shows the program flow chart, 
dummy in seated position. Arms of the dummy had been 
removed in advance, in order to exclude the external 

Accuracy of Calculated Data force that would act from the arms to the chest but could 

Head and chest impact tests were carried out for the 
not be measured. The shape and the impact method of 

verification of accuracy in results of analysis, by the impactor were the same as those of the dummy 

colliding impactors against the head and the chest of the 
calibration test, while the impact speed was set at 

dummy respectively. The external forces measured by 
4m/sec. The results are as shown in Figure 5, with a 

the impactors and the values calculated by the developed 
fairly close correlationship between the measured and 

computer program were compared, and the accuracy in 
calculated results of the maximum values of the force, 

the calculated values was verified, but the calculated rise of the force lags behind that of the 
measured rise. 

Verified Results of Head Impact Force 
The accuracy verification test for the head impact Application to HYGE Sled Test 

force was done by fixing the segment above the neck of The newly developed systems described in the 

the dummy to test board, and colliding the impactor foregoing were applied to the HYGE Sled test, with the 
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the thoracic spine where the acceleration was measured. 

The delay, however, does not exhibit a problem in prac- 

~deasured tice, since the determination of the cause for the 

~’~I~ 

["’~"x~..’x .... 

Calculated 
development.maximum injury value is the key issue in vehicle 

~’, In the HYGE sled test done on the passenger seat air 

"~,, bag, about half of the chest acceleration was attributable 
to the forces acting on the chest from the head and 

0 ~0 pelvis. In other words, effects of the external forces 
rime(ms) generated by the direct contact between the chest and 

vehicle interior parts account for only half of the chest 
acceleration, which means that such forces do not 

Figure 5. Comparison Between Measured Results necessarily dominate the chest acceleration. Therefore, 
(Solid Line) and Calculated Results(Dashed Line) separate measurements of the forces acting on the chest 
of Chest Impact Force by the direct contact and the forces acting among 

air bag for the passenger seat installed. The test was individual segments of the dummy (internal forces of 

carried out at the Speed of 30 mph. Figure 6 shows the dummy) are necessary to determine the cause of the 

results, with the contribution of the x-translational chest acceleration, which is one of chest injury factors. 

acceleration of the chest shown separately by each input In this regard, it is verified that the system developed 

path, which can be obtained by dividing values on both under this study is effective because of the capability to 

sides of Equation (1) by the mass of the chest. The solid determine such forces. 

line represents the chest x-translational acceleration. The 
conventional dummy measurement method is capable of Conclusions 
obtaining this solid line alone. In reality, however, 1. The development of the system, capable of deter- 
external forces acting on individual segments of the mining external forces acting on the head, chest and 
head, chest and the pelvis of the dummy account for pelvis of the dummy, has resulted in the creation of 
about half of effects on the chest acceleration. It is hence a useful tool for the determination of injury inci- 
deduced that about half of the chest acceleration does not deuce mechanism. 
have anything to do with the external forces acting 2. Causes for the chest acceleration, which is one of 
directly to the chest, chest injury factors, are determined by the applica- 

tion of this system to the HYGE sled test. It is thus 
verified that the system developed under this study 
is effective. 

._~_Heck Reaction Force 

_.,~Luraber Spine Reaction Force 
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Brain Tolerance in the Frequency Field 

R. Willinger, D. C~sari cy included in the shock spectrum. The obvious analogy 
between sudden translations and rotations has also been 

INRETS-LCB demonstrated. 
C.M. Kopp 
IMFS Head Dynamic Behavior 

Modeling 
Abstract The lumped model was aimed at describing the head 

A recent study showed that, in case of impact, the dynamic behavior in case of sudden translation with or 
brain followed the skull motion up to 200 Hz and was without impact. It was based on the head vibration 
motionless over this frequency. A new mass-spring analysis performed in a previous study. The mechanical 
model which differentiated the brain mass from the other impedance of physical models (box + bovin brain + 
head components has been proposed. In the study pre- water), and of in vitro and in vivo heads were then 
sented in this paper, this model was used to calculate the recorded using a striker and an accelerometer. 
skull to brain velocity ratios. This velocity ratio varied These experiments allowed the record of head natural 
with frequency which showed a critical area ranging frequency ranging from 400 to 1500 Hz and showed a 
from 100 to 200 Hz. This result led us to analyze the first natural frequency at about 100 Hz (Figures 1 and 2). 
tolerance curves given in the literature, in the frequency Modal parameters relating to this natural frequency indi- 
field. Expressing the total energy and energy ranging cated the brain mass resonance with respect to the rest of 
from 0 to 100 Hz for limit impacts, as a function of their the head. Thus a relative motion between the brain and 
spectrum maximal frequency, showed different injury the skull beyond a frequency of the order of 100 Hz was 
mechanisms considered by various authors. This study observed. 
yielded the first elements of a tolerance curve in the 
frequency field and for specific injuries. 9o. 

vivo-’l’h I 
Introduction 

8o ...... ,- .... v~vo-Exp. 

In this study, an attempt was made to better under- A 70- 
stand the injury mechanisms involved in case of cranial 
traumatisms. This research found applications in the 
development of test dummies used in vehicle or helmet 
approval tests. Various injury mechanisms are proposed 5o 

in the literature from shock wave propagation to intra- 
cerebral shearing through the relative displacement 

4o , , , 
O, 0 1,0 2,0 3,0 log(f) 

between the brain and the skull or the different bone 
plates forming the skull. 

Figure 1. In Vivo Head Mechanical h’npedance 

No attempt to select one of these different mechanisms 12o 

rather than another one has been made, we just tried to 
vitro-Th. 

understand in which conditions or for which impact type loo. "’"’~" .... 
vitro-Exp. 

a mechanism occurred rather than another one. Head °-"    \ 
kinematics under blow conditions led us to pay specific 

~ ~.o~" ~’~----.~f 

attention to possible analogies that might occur between 
head sudden translation and sudden rotation. 

This research started from a previous study (Willinger 
so 

et al., 1990) which enabled us to better understand the 
head dynamic behavior through a vibration analysis and 49o,o 1.o’ 2,0’ 3,0’ log(f) 

during which the principle of a new head mathematical 
modeling has been adopted. This model was developed 

Figure 2. In Vitro Head Mechanical Impedance 

according to the Kirschoff laws and the results were 
related to brain matter dynamic mechanical properties. From these recordings, a new mass-spring model 

Then experimental and theoretical studies led us to which differentiated the brain mass from the other head 

analyze in the frequency field, the curves of human components was proposed (Figure 3). A first equation of 

tolerance to blows proposed in the literature. On the the assumed non damped model was proposed to identify 

basis of energy contained in the acceleration signal, head modal parameters. The expression for non damped 

injury mechanisms and associated tolerance limits have impedance is: 

been determined as a function of the maximum frequen- 
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v2      K2         C2      v4 
Kirschoff laws applied to points a, b, c, d and expressing 

’ A ~}’ 
~m= 

"~-P the node equilibrium are written (Harris et al. 1988): 

2 F - Z v~ -- 0 (9) 

o r I (v, -v~)z, -(v.,-v:oz3 -(v., -v~)z:z -_ o (lO) 

(v2 - v~) Z2 - v,, Z,~ -- 0 (11) 

vl (v2 - v3) Z3 - v3 Zs = 0 (12) 

When eliminating vz in equations (11) and (12), the v3/v4 
ratio, i.e. the brain/skull velocity ratio can be expressed: 

K3 C3 v3 

Figure 3. The Lumped Head Model r(0)) = v3 = Z3(Z2 ÷z4) (13) 
V4    Z2(Z3 +Z5) 

K2 m2 K3 m3 Figure 4 shows the variations of this parameter as a 
Z, = j(o (m~ + + ) (1) function of excitation frequency. It can be observed that 

K2 - (02 m2 K3 - °~2 m3 a relative velocity occurs at about 100 Hz and a change 
Stiffnesses and modal masses are given as a function in the injury mechanism can be thus expected at these 

of a~, r~, a2 and r2 read on the impedance curve and of frequencies. When the impact energy is essentially 
mt, with respect to m~, given by the curve position at located at low frequencies, stresses, strains and deforma- 
low frequencies with respect to high frequencies, tions are transmitted to the cerebral matter. When energy 
Damping was approximated from the logarithmic decre- is concentrated at high frequencies, stresses are not 
ment at each of. the two resonance frequencies. From transmitted any more and a skull-brain relative motion 
Salter (1969), we have: can be observed. 

l~K2 a2__l~K_~3 (2), (3) 
4 

a~ = ~ m~ 
~ r(f) 

3 

K2 = (2~:)2 m, (rl2 - a,2) (r~ - r,~)      (4) 
2- 

2 2 
a2 - a~ 

K3 -- (2n): m~(a2:-r,2) (r~-a2~) (5) 
2    2 

a2 - a~                             o 

K3 
0,0 50,0 100,0 150,0 200,0 

m3 = (2~t a2)._.~~ m2 -- m, -m3 -m~ (6), (7) 
Figure 4. Skull-Brain Velocity Ratio as a Function of 
Excitation Frequency 

For heads in vitro and in vivo (Figures 1 and 2), calcula- 
tions yielded the numerical values given in table 1. Relative motion, even if the model provides a reliable 

description of the observations made, is certainly not due 
Table 1. Model Parameters Identification to the putting into motion of an undeformable solid fixed 

to the skull by springs. In real-world conditions, it is 

head 
ml m2 m3 K2 K3 C2    C3 considered that brain "decoupling" is due to the dynamic 

kg kg kg N/m N/m Nm/s Nm/s mechanical properties of the cerebral matter. Indeed, 
owing to its complex receptance, the gel constituted by 

rive 0.4 1.6 2.2 0.7E6 10E6 200 1500 the brain matter does not transmit shearing stresses and 
behaves as a viscous fluid beyond 100-200 Hz. 

vitro 0.8 1.7 3.6 0.7E6 25E6 600 70 

Mechanical Properties of the Cerebral Matter 
The damped model equation allowed us to determine The assumption here above mentioned is confirmed by 

the brain to skull velocity ratio as well as its variations the Shuck and Advani study (1972), which gave the corn- 
according to ,head excitation frequency. The damped plex compliance of the cerebral matter under torsion- 
model mechanical impedance is written: dependent shearing stresses. From the values obtained 

Z2Z4 Z3Z5 for real and imaginary parts, its modulus and phase have 
Z = Z~ + ~ + (8) been calculated as a function of excitation frequency. Z2 *Z,    Z~ *Z5 
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The result plotted in Figure 5 shows a "significant" ¯ a mechanism for very short-duration impacts (less 

receptance up to 60 Hz, a"mean" receptance between 60 than 1 millisecond) or including very high fre- 

and 200 Hz and a "low" receptance beyond 200 Hz. The quencies (over 800 Hz) due to the propagation of a 

phase changes corroborate what said above, as the phase shock wave as also assumed by Kallieris et al. 

is low at low frequencies and is close to 90° at high (1980), The model limits were thus reached and even 

frequencies, which corresponds to an elastic solid when the r((o) ratio presented very high values at 

behavior and then to a viscous fluid behavior following high frequencies, low velocity amplitudes did not 

a viscoelastic ohase between 60 and 200 Hz. enable to give a physical significance to such a 
result. 

This analysis led us to study brain tolerance curves in 
the frequency field. It is presented in the following sec- 
tion, but before presenting it, it seemed interesting to us 

~ 
1,o 

to give the usually accepted distinction between the 
’- 0,8 different injury mechanisms, based on the sudden head 

~ translation/rotation duality. 
o,s - 

If for a sudden head rotation it is well established that 
0.4- shearing stresses lead to intracerebral injuries, the brain 

~ is assumed to be under compression in case of sudden 
o loo 200 ~0o 400 translation. Under compression conditions, it should be 

noted that the complexity of the skull internal geometry, 
especially in the sagittai plane, ~neluctably implies 
cerebral matter shearing stresses when the skull motion 

so /"" leads to the brain motion. In addition, even in areas 

~ ._...,/ subjected to a simple compression, significant shearing 
~ ./"" stresses can be observed in sections inclined at 45° with 
’~ 30. ,-.-----"/ respect to the compression direction. This led to the con- 

~ clusion that shearing is not an injury mechanism ex- 
o ’ ’ ~ clusively met in case of angular acceleration. 

100 200 300 400 
On the other hand, if experimenta~ diffuse injuries are 

Figure 5. Complex Cerebral Receptance (Shuck 1972) exclusively obtained with angular acceleration, this is 
essentially due to the shock duration which is too short 

Shuck also noted that the behavior was linearly elastic to transmit stresses to the brain in case of linear impact. 
at low frequencies only for angular strains under 3.5%. Owing to the head connection conditions, a long-duration 
In the 60-200 Hz range, 1.3% angular strains already led rectilinear impact leads to a head rotation round cervical 
to a brain irreversible mechanical behavior, and beyond vertebras. In the same manner, a short-duration angular 
200 Hz, it was nearly impossible to cause strains gen- acceleration can be assimilated to the tangential accelcra- 
erated by intracerebral shearing stresses, tion it generates in first approximation as stresses are not 

transmitted to the brain. These observations are corrobo- 
Injury Mechanisms rated by the literature where no experiment of short- 

The vibration approach of head behavior under blow duration head rotation or long-duration rectilinear impact 
conditions led us to suspect a change in injury mecha- is reported. 
nisms as a function of shock duration, therefore in We therefore propose to assimilate a linear accelera- 
spectrum-contained maximum frequency, i.e.: tion X" to an angular acceleration 0" divided by the 

¯ a mechanism implying shearing stresses and their rotation motion radius of the order of 0.1 m, i.e: 

related consequences, as well as angular strains 0~ -_ 10X. (14) 

when fm maximum frequency was less than about 

100 Hz. This mechanism results in diffuse brain The validity of such an assumption is checked by a 

injuries observed in "long-duration" impacts---for good superposition of rotation tolerance curves on trans- 

example an impact to a subject with a helmet or in lation tolerance curves by an approximate factor 10 

case of sudden head rotation, (Figure 8). A factor 100 will be applied when energy 

¯ a mechanism related to skull-brain relative motions contained in the input signal will be taken into account 

in which impact energy is concentrated in the 100- as this term includes the acceleration square. 

800 Hz frequency range. This mechanism led to sub- 
dural hematomas and contusions or to hematomas Tolerance Curves in the Frequency Field 

located in the cortex periphery. It could typically be Observations and discussions of the 1st section 

observed in case of so-called "hard" impacts, i.e. encouraged us to introduce the notion of impact human 

short-duration impacts, tolerance into the frequency field. In general, frequency 
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analysis is well adapted to crash studies. In the present 
case, such an analysis can contribute to distinguish zX 0 --fg(t)dt (15) 
injury mechanisms as a function of input signal energy o 
distribution in the frequency field. Where g is the triangle, sinus or square function; to is 

To introduce this new approach, data found in the obtained from (15): 
literature relative to cerebral tolerance in rotation as well for the triangular signal: 
as in translation have been used. to -- 2A0//0~ (16) 

Data Origin and Processing                            for the sinusoidal signal: 
Tolerance curves in the time field conventionally ex- 

to = rtAO’/20~ (17) 
press a limit acceleration (m s2 or rd s2) as a function of 
shock duration. One of the first translation tolerance for the rectangular signal: 
curves has been proposed by the Wayne State University 

to -- A 0~ /0~ (18) 
(WSU) and was essentially based on experimentation 
(Figure 6). The tolerance curve in case of impact pro- LOwenhielm and Thibault_tolerance curves have thus 
posed by Stalnaker, relating to cerebral matter mean been homogenized. Thibault (1990) considered the intra- 
strain under compression (Mean Strain Criterium or msc cerebral injuries due to shearing (~, = 1), see Figure 7. 
(Stalnacker 1971) has been then considered. The curve LOwenhielm (1977) considered first the injury mecha- 
given in Figure 6 gives a 0.6% allowable strain nism related to the bridging vein rupture (noted LI) and 
(McElhaney et al. 1976). then took into account the brain mass displacement cri- 

6000- terion (L0wenhielm 1973, noted L2) on Figure 7. 
At this stage, it can be noted that it is difficult to 

5000 make a distinction between the different tolerance curves 
¯ wsu-acc and that some analogy can be observed between transla- 4000                     ~ rose-ace             tion and rotation (Figure 8). Nevertheless, it can be 

~’E 3000 ~ observed that "msc" criterion is more severe for short- 

2000~~_ 
duration shocks and that LOwenhielm (L2) proposed a 
significantly higher limit for identical shocks. 

1000 - o 

0" 
rns 60 

0 10 20 30 50 - " ......... appTHI 
appBY 

Figure 6. Translation Tolerance Curves ~, 40- app LOW 1 

In the sudden rotation configuration, Bycroft (1973) ~ ~0"wsu-acc 
~ 30 lO*msc-acc 

gave a limit acceleration curve as a function of a pre- 
scribed duration (Figure 7). This curve considered an ~ 20 

injury mechanism related to cerebral matter angular ~o 
strains, with a 5% allowable value. 

o 
50 0 20 40 60 

Figure 8. Time Tolerance Curves Superposition 
40 t appTHI 

i~ .......... appBY 

<~ 30’ ~ 
¯ appLOW 1 Method 

!~..~_. 
~ appkOW2 ~ 

~ 
The expression of the time tolerance curves in the 

~ 
20-’~ 

_ - 

frequency field is based on the Fourier transform of an 
impact time signal (Max 1985). The method consists in 

10- 
....... _=...=._.== ....... 

%~ ...... 
taking various acceleration-duration curve points, in 

o ~ building up its input signal as a function of time and 
o 20 4o ~0 then in calculating the input signal Fourier transform. 

For a unit amplitude, the expression for these functions 
Figure 7. Rotation Tolerance Curves 

is: 
Other authors gave the tolerance curve in terms of for a rectangular impact: 

maximal acceleration as a function of angular velocity 
sin(~tfto) variation. For a prescribed impact, this velocity variation A(f) -- to 

f~ = 1/t° (19) 
corresponded to the subtended area to the acceleration- ~tfto 
duration curve (0"=g(t)). Consequently, for a given 
input signal (0", A0’), duration to will be given by: 
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for a sinusoidal impact: 

A(f) = 2t° c°s(r~ft°) 
~ 1 - (2fto)2 fs = ~/2to (20) 

for a tdangul~ impact: 

A(f) = t° sin( fto) 
2 ~      ~ = 2/t°    (2D 

~fto 

The te~ f,, f, or ft co~esponds to m~imum spectrum 
frequency for a duration to and a signal of rcctangul~  inu o i a, noted f=. 

The studies on the head dynamic behavior led to ~ ~ ~ ~1~:~=~ 

consider the to~ energy contained in the signal but also ,~,~, 

the energy confined in the 1-100 Hz range for a 
prescribed fm frequency, i.e. for a given impact duration. 

Fiflura ~. ehanga in AIIowabla Impact ~narg~ as a 

For each limit impact, values of B (total energy) and 
Function of Maximum Fraqusney Containad in tha 

C (energy between 1 ~d 100 Hz) were calculated and 
Shock $paetrum. (B) total anarg~; (C) anarg~ 

plotted on the graph as a function of the associated fm 
contained batwaan 0 and 100 Hz. {a) Thibault, {b) 
B~erolt, {e) L6wanhialm 1 {d) L6wenhialm 2, {a) Wain 

frequency. ~us a time toler~ce curve (0",~) gave a $tata OnivarsiW, {l) Maan Strain C~itarium 
family of 2 cu~es (B, f~ and (C, f~ in the frequency 
field with: To better show the minimum in total energy B, as well 

:- as the notion of critical frequency, al)towable total energy 
B (f,) = 2 f A(f)~ df (22) B changing has been plotted as a function of the reduced 

o frequency logarithm (see Figure 10). 
100 

C (f~) ~ 2 A(f)2 df          (23) 

Sign,s ~e sinusoidal for the selected tolerance curves. 
Translation-related results ~e multiplied by 100 in 

accord with equation (14) to express them in equivalent ............ ~ ,.~’~’ ..... z~ ~:~ o:, ,.~ 

ro~tion and an~yze the analogies existing between Figura 10. ~llowabla Total ~narg~ as a Function 
ro~tion and tr~slation, of tha Maximum Fraquane~ Containad in ths Shock 

Spsetrum, 8alatad to tha 190 Hz Critical Fr~quane~. 

Results and Discussions {a) Brain Prop~rtias Ralat~d Maehanisms; (b) Othsr 

’ The results relating to the six tolerance curves consid- Inlury Maehanisms 

ered ~e plotted in Figures 9-a to 9-f. It can be observed: 

¯ a supe~osition of B and C between 0 and 100 Hz, 
In our calculations we put f~ = 190 Hz, which repre- 

which is logical as for long-duration impacts, i.e fm 
sented the average of four critical frequencies close to 

less than 100 Hz, equations (22) and (23) ~e identi- 
200 Hz (Thi, By, L1, wsu). In such a representation, the 
total energy is a parabolic function whose minimum 

cal, 
¯ a minimum allowable total energy generally located 

abscissa co~esponds to the injury mechanism considered. 

at about 200 Hz but that can be located at about 600 
These total energy curves enabled to distinguish three 

Hz for the "msc" or close to 100 Hz for L2. This 
classes of mechanisms: 

minimum will now be called "critical frequency f¢," ¯ the first class (L2) presents a minimum at log(fm/f~) 

¯ a quasi-constant value of allowable energy ranging = -0.2, i.e. for a critical frequency of the order of 

from 0 to 100 Hz, as soon as the impact duration is 100 Hz (Figure 10-b). In his curve LOwenhielm con- 

short enough to inWoduce frequencies higher than sidered the injury mechanisms related to the skull- 

the critical frequency (except for L2 and msc), brain friction. The 100 Hz critical frequency should 

¯ a qualitative and quantitative analogy between trans- certainly be related to the brain mass mechanical , 

lation and rotation (see curve "wsu" in Figure 10-a. properties. For frequencies less than f,, such a 

Note that the "msc" curve differs due to the mecha- mechanism is not likely to occur as the brain follows 

nism considered rather than to the Wanslation shocks the skull motion. On the other hand, as soon as fm 

involved. This point will be thoroughly studied in exceeds f¢, the mechanisms considered should be 

the following part. 
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taken into account as a relative skull-brain motion The equation plot to + 15% is given in Figure 11, where 
can occur, the results recorded in the literature are also indicated. 

¯ the second class presents a minimum at log(f~/fc) -- Equation (24) gives the tolerance expression to intra- 
0.4, i.e. for a critical frequency ranging from about cerebral injuries in the form of allowable energy ranging 
500 to 600 Hz (Figure 10-b). The mechanism con- from 0 to 100 Hz, as a function of Cmi~ = 9.106 (rd s2)2 
sidered takes into account the cerebral matter com- given in the literature, fc given by Shuck and the maxi- 
pression due to the relative motions of the bone mum impact spectrum frequency. The validation range is 
parts forming the skull, in accord with the model .0 to 600 Hz. 
developed by Stalnaker (1971). From this model, lO 
maximum motions occur at the first skull natural 

~ 
[] Thibault 

frequency at about 500 Hz. It is not therefore -~ ¯ Bycro~t 

\ \ 
¯ Lowen-1 surprising to meet this critical frequency in the 

-r- \ \ [] 100*wsu 
-- \[]\ ¯ mini frequency analysis of the tolerance curves obtained 
E 5. ¯ maxi using the "msc" criterion, o~ 

¯ Finally, the third class which presents a minimum at 
log(f~/f~) = 1, i.e a minimum at 190 Hz (Thi, By, o ~-~ °[]~ [] 

L1, wsu) takes intq account an injury criterion which ~ ~o01f~cl 
seems to be connected to the cerebral matter mecha- 0 . 

’ i ’ -1,0 -0,5 0 0 0,5 1,0 
nical properties and the cerebral shearing (Figure 10- 
a). Indeed, the brain presents a decreasing resistance Figure 11. Frequency Tolerance Curves to Intra-Cerebral 

LesionsmMaximurn energy contained between 1 Hz and up to about 100 Hz. Beyond 200 Hz, the added ener- 
100 Hz 

gy is not transmitted to the cerebral mass and is 
therefore limited by other obviously more favorable The evolution of ,the allowable energy ranging from 
conditions. 100 Hz to f= is expressed by the term (B - C), as a 

This assumption also explains the fact that allowable function of maximum frequency contained in the shock 

energy ranging from 0 to 100 Hz (Curve C) remains con- spectrum. In Figure 12, this value is expressed as a 

stant for short-duration impacts (fro >200 Hz). Indeed, function of the reduced frequency logarithm. 

beyond this limit two conditions are likely to be re- 
4- 

quired: the condition relating to C which is relatively 
o Thi B-C 

restrictive and expresses the shearing risk in a brain 
3- By B-C 

presenting a low and constant receptance and that relat- ,~ L1 B-C 
ing to the energy concentrated between 100 Hz and f~. ~ loo*wsu B-C 

given by the difference between B and C which could be ~. 
2- 

the cause of the bridging vein rupture or other peripheral ,,E 
brain contusions or hematomas. This mechanism can ~- 
possibly occur for shocks whose spectrum does not 
exceed a frequency of 1000 Hz. Beyond 1000 Hz, very 0 . og(fm/fc) 

short-duration impacts can be observed and thus this is 
0.0 0,2 0.~ 

the shock wave range. In our analysis, this led to a wide Figure 12. Frequency Tolerance Curve to Relative Motion 

spread of the results beyond 800 Hz. These are the valid- Lesions--Maximum energy contained between 100 Hz 

ity limits of the various models considered, and 

The detailed analysis of the intracerebral shearing In the high frequency field, the brain does not follow 
tolerance is based on the impact energy part concentrated any more the skull motions with a risk of sub-dural 
between 0 and 100 Hz. As a function of the shock dura- hematomas or of contusions due to the encephalon fric- 
tion, and therefore of the maximum frequency f,, con- tion on the skull or its crushing on the skull walls. If this 
tained in the shock spectrum, this frequency tolerance risk is likely to be avoided when f~ is less than 100 Hz; 
curve is determined by curve C for data relating to Thi, it becomes significant immediately beyond the critical 
By, L1 and wsu (Figure 11) Between 0 and about 800 frequency and then decreases again with f= as allowable 
Hz, this energy expressed as a function of the reduced energy (B-C) increases with fm up to 800 or 1000 Hz. 
frequency logarithm and related to the average minimum This change can be related to the viscoelastic proper- 
value C=~ = 9. 106 (rd sZ)~ can be approximated by the ties of the brain-skull connections and the cerebral 
following power function: matter resonance. The curve equation which expresses 

/l f~~ /l f~~ 

the injurytolerancebyrelativemotionsasafunctionof 
C =1_0,451ogf_.~+4 og    -4,2 og (24) the allowable energy in the shock spectrum can be 

C,.~,~ f~ ~ f~ ) ~ f~ J written: 
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superposed on the results given in the literature. 
Nomenclature 

Conclusion mt overall head mass 

A new lumped head model based on the distinction be- ml frontal bone mass 

tween the cerebral mass and the other constituting ele- m2 brain mass 

ments enabled us to express the ratio of skull to brain m3 ml - (m~ + m2) 

velocities, as a function of excitation frequency in case k2, c2 m2 stiffness and damping 

of sudden acceleration, k3, c3 m3 stiffness and damping 

The occurrence of a relative motion beyond 100-.200 a~, rI first head resonance and antiresonance 

Hz led us to differentiate the injury mechanism related a~, r2 second head resonance and antiresonance 

to the cerebral matter internal shearing and that gen- j -- (-1)0.5 

erated by the brain motions within the skull, o) angular frequency (-2rcf) 

The study showed that the main parameters leading to Zn head non damped impedance 

an injury were the energy introduced into the system as Z head damped impedance 

well as its distribution in the frequency field. In such a Z1 = j (o m~ 

context, the acceleration vector orientation and the Z~ = c~ + K~/j~o 
rotation-translation duality which are often mentioned in Z3 = C3 + K3/j(o 

the literature, have more effect on the injury location Z4 --- j ~o m2 

than on its nature itself. Z5 = J (o m3 

The results led us to analyze the tolerance curves r(f) ratio of the skull to brain velocities 

proposed in the literature in the frequency field. For A(f) amplitude of the acceleration signal ]Fourrier 

limit shocks from a time tolerance curve, allowable transform 

energy (B) and the allowable energy ranging from 0 to B total energy contained in an acceleration spectrum 

100 Hz (C) are determined and these two values are (rd s:)2 

plotted as a function of the maximum frequency con- C acceleration spectrum energy contained between 0 

tained in the shock spectrum (fm)" and 100 Hz (rd s:)z 

Curves (B, fm) present a parabolic shape whose mini- fm acceleration spectrum maximum frequency 

mum position is characteristic of the injury mechanism fc critical frequency. 

considered. 
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Development of a Sternum Displacement Sensing System 
for Hybrid III Dummy 

Kenji Ogata, Masakazu Chiba displacements at individual portions of the sternum are 

Toyota Motor Corporation different, which can not be represented by the displace- 

Hisashi Kawai, Fumio Asakura ment of the single point at the center of the sternum 
alone. 

Nippon Soken, Inc. 
It is also found that displacements may occur in 

directions other than the sagittai direction. 
Abstract More accurate understanding of displacements at many 

A new "3D-MUSTERDS-Three Dimensional Multi- portions of dummy sternum in collision tests is indis- 
Point Sternum Displacement Sensing System" has been pensable to the reduction of thoracic injuries of occu- 
developed, in order to measure chest deflections of pants in a traffic accident, that accounts for the decision 
anthropomorphic dummy to be used in vehicle collision to develop the 3D-MUSTERDS. 
tests. The 3D-MUSTERDS consists of an optical position 
sensing system (which consists of light emitting diodes Chest Compression Tests 
(LEDs) installed on the sternum and position sensing By using seatbelt and steering wheel, the static com- 
detector (PSD) cameras installed on the thoracic spine) pression tests of the upper torso assembly (without flesh 
to be placed in the rib cage, and an external system to and skin) of Hybrid m dummy were conducted for the 
calculate and control the coordinates. This new system determination of displacements at many portions of the 
is characterized by the ease in application to chest of 

sternum. 
Hybrid m dummy. It is also verified that its frequency The test conditions are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
response and the impact resistance are excellent, with 
sufficient capabilities as a practical system for the Method and Locations of Load Applications 
measurement of the sternum (chest) deflections in In the compression tests by means of seatbelt, the 
normal collision tests. This paper describes the outline of chest of dummy was pressed against a seatbelt through 
the system and some examples of its applications, the jig attached to the thoracic spine. 

There was two cases of seatbelt webbing location 
Introduction against the chest--namely, it passed over the upper 

Thoracic injuries of vehicle occupants in traffic acci- portion of the sternum (rib No. 1) in one case. and over 
dents used to be discussed in terms of the thoracic spine the lower portion (rib No. 6) in the other as shown in 
accelerations, but the chest deflections have been noted Figure 3. 
in recent years as a new index for thoracic injuries in In the compression tests by means of steering wheel, 
place of the accelerations (1). the chest of dummy was pressed in a similar manner 

Under such circumstances, a chest deflection measur- against the steering wheel with the boss fixed. There 
ing system has been incorporated in the Hybrid m were two cases of steering wheel rim location against the 
dummy, and used widely as a useful tool for the evalua- chest--namely, it was set against the center of sternum 
tion of thoracic injuries, in one case, and against the lower portion in the other as 

The chest deflection measuring system is, however, shown in Figure 4. 
capable of measuring only the deflection of a single In both cases, the initial angle between the wheel 
point at the center of.the sternum in the sagittal surface and the sternum was set at 25°. 
direction. 

Therefore, a question still remained unsolved regard- Displacement Measuring Locations 
ing the relationship between the deflection at this single Twelve points where ends of right and left ribs were 
point and deflections at other points, fixed by bolts, and two more points out of twelve points 

The author et al., have carried out static compression where the potentiometer slider and right and left sides of 
tests on the dummy chest under various conditions to sternum were bolted (corresponding to the displacement 
clarify the relationship. As a result, it is found that detection location of existing internal chest deflection 
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C~se S~41 

Case 

Potent i 

Figure 4. Steering Wheel Locations Against the Chest 
{Sternum) 

Figure 1. Test Condition of Chest Compression Tests measuring system) were selected as measuring locations 
by Seetbe~t for displacements. 

The displacements in three directions against the 
thoracic spine were then measured respectively. 

Locations and directions of the displacement measure- 
ments are shown in Figure 5. 

Slider Right 

No. 1 
Left 

.11o. 2 

No,3 

No. 4 

-N0.5 

Z 

Figure 2. Test Condition of Chest Compression Tests 
P0tenti0~eter ar~i 

by Steering Whee~ y ~ ~ X 

Figure 5.14 Points Selected for Three Directiona~ 
Case Sg2 Case Sgl, Displacements Measuring in Chest CompresMon Tests 

Results of Measurements 
Examples of measured results are shown in Figures 6 

and 7, from which it may be said as tollows. 
Rib No. 1 Take a look at displacemer~ts in the Xodirection first 
--N0.2 In case where the load is applied by the seatbe~t~ the 
--No,3 difference in displacement between upper and lower ribs 
--No.4 is relatively small with a nearly uniform displacement of 

--N0.5 the entire sternum, whereas the difference betweer~ right 

--1to.6 and left ribs is quite large. 
Therefore, it will be difficult to represe~t all 

displacements in the X-direction by the displacement of 
a single point alone at the center of the sternum. 

In cases where the load is applied by the steering 
Figure 3. Shoutder Be~t Locations Against the Chest wheel, on the other hand, the difference between right 
{Sternum) and left ribs is small, while, in the case of lower sternum 

loading especially, the differe~ce between upper and 
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m~,ht ~Lo. Development of 3D-MUSTERDS Case 8B1(4.26~)    I--1 Left                              X(~aaittal)-Direction 

X(~agit tal)-Direct ion                  50 

Targets of Specifications and Performances 

Following points were considered as requirements 
which ~,e 3D-MUSTERDS must meet, and the develop- 
ment ~..., initiated according to the targets. 

~ ~ (1) Displacement measuring points should be at least 

-~ 10 
Sterna, ~ 8terr~"°’~ four on right and left sides respectively at the upper 

~ ,Or and lower portions of the sternum. 
~ [ Rib Sterne= ~ 1(ib Sternu~ ~~o1"°.’ ao.2,o.a,o.~o.~,o.01=u_.~ ~--- _ ,o.~ ~ el"o-’ no.2 ~o.~ ~o.~o.~ ,o.~ ~o.~ (2) The system must be capable of measuring three 

- -I Y(tateral)-0irsetion dimensional displacements of each measuring point 

10[ aib 
10I" /(Vertical)-Pirection continuously over a wide range with adequate 

-1eL Z(Vertical)-eirection 
11(o.1 ~o.2 No.3 No.4 tie.5 No 6 No.4 

-~0L    n~ ste,~, (3) The installation in the rib cage of Hybrid m dummy 
(AM50) should be easy. 

Figure 6. Results of Chest Compression Tests 
(4) Changes in specifications of the dummy upper torso by Seatbelt 

so ~se ~,(1.2~=) 
should be minimized as much as possible. 

ilRight 50 Case SW2(1.32J~) 
ll1(ieht" 
I-’ltert (5) The system must sufficiently endure impacts in 

f’-I Left X(Sagittal)-airect ion 
40 40 X(Sagittat)-eirection normal collision test environments. 
~0 ao Specific targets of specifications and performances to 
20 

meet the requirements are shown in Table 1. 
10 

N0.1 110.2 1~3110.41(o.5 N0.6 N0.4 ~ NO. 1 1(0.2 ,o.a 1(o ~ eo.s 1(o.~ ,o.4 Table 1. Target Specifications and Performances for ste~=, ~ ~ib ste~, 3D-MUSTERDS 
~. (~1--1 ]._[-],mr’]lm~],m~m~ 1-1 =. ~ Y(Lateral)-Oirsetion 

[NO.1 1(o.2 NO.3 No.4 No.5 No.6 NO.4 
Sternal Rib Sterr~ll J Rib (~ ~o.1 No.2 No.31(o.4 1~o.5 1(o.6 1(o.4 

-10~ -10 

Heasuring 

10[ "Kib                 Sternum ~ib Sternal 

°l~ I~-I~-J~’l~-I~-I ~-J OIUUUUUU l~ OispJacement less than +2.5~ of F.8. _10L     Z(Vertical)-Oirect ion -lO 
Z(Ver t ical)-Di rset ion 

Heasur ing Accuracy - 
less than _+5,0~ 0f F.S. 

Figure 7. Results of Chest Compression Tests ~ess than _+5.0~ of F.S. 
by Steering Wheel Temoera~ure Resistance ~ess.than ±2 5~ of 

(-10 C -~60"C) uismacement at 20°C 

Frequency Response more than 2KFIz 
lower ribs is large, contrary to the seatbelt loading Impact Resistance more than200G-3ms 
conditions described above. ~ei0ht Increase -- less than 1.691(g" 

Hence, the displacement of the single point alone at ~hi~ o]" Gravi- 

v~- 
10ss than ±10m~ 

the center of the sternum can not represent all displace- 
rational Center 

¯ less than ± 5~m 

ments in the X-direction for this case as well. [~ less than _+1prom 

In any event, displacements of individual ribs in the 
10~ 0f ~eight 0t upper torso asseebly (~ith0ut flesh and skin) 

X-direction are characterized by the changes which are Three Dimensional Displacement Measuring Method and 
semi-linear to the longitudinal direction of the sternum. Principle 

This is presumably due to the high rigidity of the Various types of three dimensional displacement 
sternum of this type of dummy, as already pointed out measuring methods known generally were studied first in 
(2). order to come up with the optimum basic structure of the 

Hence, it should be possible to estimate displacements system for the auainment of the performance require- 
of other points as long as displacements at two points on ments stated above. 
the upper and lower portions of the sternum are deter- As a result, it was decided to use the triangulation 
mined, method by means of binocular stereoscopic vision, 

Next, displacements in Y and Z-directions are con- because of the simple structure without moving parts, 
sidered. In case of seatbelt loading, displacements tend insusceptibility to the effect of external noise, high 
to occur more easily in the Y-direction, whereas the measurement/processing speed, high accuracy, etc. 
steering wheel loading tends to show more significant This method is to project points concerned in the three 
displacements in the Z,direction. dimensional space against two non-parallel planes, and 

It is found that such displacements provide important to obtain the three dimensional coordinates of the points 
information for the determination of the difference in from the two dimensional coordinates on each plane. 
deflection of sternum caused by the difference in re- The principle of the method is shown in Figure 8. 
straint system, though the displacement itself is as small 
as 20% of that of X-direction or so. 
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Camera 1 Camera 2 

A, 
, 0, 

F     \ 

A, (P,Po,)ec,-l’, (P÷Po,)e^,I Lens 

~7~tF, X po=.,.~=~-5.....~. 
A= (P+Po=)ec==f= (P,P6=)e.=l 

zF P~ I    ~(x.~.z~ ~ 
]~age sensor ~ 

P(X.Y.Z) 

:Reference point or ca~ra 1 and camera 2                                                        PFeamplitieF 
:F~us of lens of camera 1 a~ camera 2 

e,,.e,,.e~,:Funda~ental vectors reDresenti~ cliff,ions or three axes ot cal,era 1 Figure 10. Basic Configuration of the Simplest Camera 
e,=.~=.~c=:Funda~enta] vectors re~resen[i~ directions o~ [hl’ee axes o~ camera 2 

Figure 8. Prin¢iple oftheTriangulation ~thod by ~ans 
pickup tubes represented by Visicon had problems in 

of Bin~ular Ster~s~pic Vision 
terms of size and impact resistance. It was [ound, how- 

ever, that the CC~ could not ensure the accuracy 

Application to Sternum DisplacementMeasuring System requirement stated e~lier, due to the limi~tion in 

On application of the principle mentioned above to the resolution power. 

ste~um displacement measuring system, two cameras In the end, a position sensing detector (PSD), with a 

were fixed onto the thoracic spine in order to catch the higher resolution power and frequency response per- 

light emitted from the LEDs installed on the sternum as formance, as well as the capability to generate. 

shown in Figure 9. continuous analogue outputs, was selected (3,4). 

Such a PSD is capable of detecting the position of a 

given spot light on the light receiving surface, making 

use of the characteristic feature of the inverse propor- 

tional relationship between the generated current flowing 

through electrode by the spot light and the distance be- 

tween the spot light and electrode, as shown in Figure 

11. 

8Dot ,i,ht~,Lx _/ ,-~=(0. SL~-X)*(I,+I=)/L~ 

~ 
=(0. SL~ +X)*(I~ +I= )/ L~ 
=(0.5L~ -Y)*(I~ +In )/ L~ 

= I~,:~~ I, =(O.5t~.... , ’ 

~+Y)*(I~ +I, )/ L~ Sternum 

~;-’:::;-/~j--~, ~Lr I x=0.s(l=-I, /(I, +I~ ) Figure 9. Basic ~heme of ~D-MU$TERD$ 
Y=0.5(I, -I~ )Ly /(I~ +la ) 

Development of Camera Figure 11. Principle of Two Dimensional Position Sensing 

In the displacement measuring system shown in Figure Dete~or (PSD) 

9, appropriate performances of a camera itself, required 
to meet the range and accuracy of measurement shown It is also characterized by the capability to recognize 

in Table I, were studied by the numerical calculations the position of the center of gravity of the luminous flux 

using simul~neous equations shown in Figure 8. of the spot light. 

As a result, it was found that the accuracy required of The position resolution power of an ordin~y two 

two dimensional coordinates of the camera itself was dimensional PSD is approximately 0.005 to 0.020ram. 

¯ I.2% of F.S. in order to satisfy the accuracy require- Dark current. The effect of the dark current flowing 

ment of +2.5% of F.S. for the severest measurement in through the PSD should be noted when considering the 

the X-direction, for example, structure of a camera using a PSD. Since the dark 

Camer~ to be ins~lled on the thoracic spine of a cu~ent flowing through a PSD is equivalent to the light 

dummy should be as sm~l and light as possible, i~adiated against the center of light receiving surface, 

Hence, efforts were made to meet this accuracy re- the position of the center of gravi’,ty of luminous flux 

quirement with the simplest structure, consisting basic- distribution including this deceptive light and the actual 

ally of a filter, lens, image sensor and preamplifier as LED spot light will be detected. Therefore, some error is 

shown in Figure I0. apt to occur against the actual position of the spot light. 

Selection of image sensor. Although various types of as shown in Figure 12. 

image sensors were already used in practice, the charge In order to overcome this pro~blem, the LED was 

coupled device (CCD), one of the solid state image provided with ~ashing signals by naeans of AC drive as 

pickup devices, was considered first, since the image shown in the same figure. Moreover, the PSD and 
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LED 
8p0t lightl    Dark current ~LED Spot light camera itself was checked out. Figure 14 shows the 

-~, IIIIIIIllUUIIII  method and the results, which verify that the accuracy of 
Im~!~l!]l’-"------" Time 

Dark current +1.2% of F.S. required of the PSD camera itself for the 
~ , ,~ two dimensional coordinates can be met if the distance 

~l ~~7-- 

LED AC Drive AC C0upling 

/’~ between the camera and LED~ is% about 80 to 200mm. 

..... 
--~- without measures LED SPOt light(x, ,y, ),../ 

Error 
x ~f /’~..../- ,//.,,~ 

~ 

-o- with[ measures 
Actual" ’ Detected Time TimeJ     l 

~ 
PSD Camera ~ -- 

Measures for this Problem                                                             ( ___~.2g 0t F.S.) 
LED(X, ,Y, ) 

preamplifier were connected by the AC coupling so that /~’//~/"->.~/~.~ 
the DC current generated by the dark current could be --~    -- ~ 

S(=100mm)                                   ~60 200ram 
eliminated.                                                                    ~           O 

The quantity of light in the rib cage of a dummy was Figure 14. Test Method to Verify the Accuracy of PSD 
measured under various conditions, since the position of Camera (After Several Measures Were Taken), and 
the center of gravity of luminous flux could be subject Results 
to change by the quantity of disturbance light received 

Impact Resistance 
by the PSD surface. 

Impact tests for each direction were carried out with 
It was verified, however, that the disturbance light was 

the combination of the PSD camera and LLD as shown 
negligible as its quantity was extremelysmall compared 

in Figure 15, in order to check on effects of the 
with that of LED. 

distortion of camera body and minute motions of the 
Measures against optical/electric errors. Optical 

components on the PSD outputs. 
errors due to the refraction of light caused by the filter, 

aberration of lens, etc. and electric errors such as the 

Rigid~~~xyZb0X Y 

nonlinearity of PSD and offset of preamplifier are in- 
evitable for the configuration of such a camera as that 
shown in Figure 10, which are factors to reduce the 
accuracy in measurement. 

Hence, the relationship between the actual position of 
the LED and the position of the LED spot light detected 
on the PSD light receiving surface was studied in 

G advance, g 300 
Figure 13 shows the method and results of the study, 

~ 200 from which it is evident that the farther becomes the ~ / 
position from the lens centerline, the lower ~ ~00 LED 

becomes the sensing accuracy. < O~ 
0 5 Time    lores 

mm,, Actual Detected (x, Y)*D/f LED Spot l igl~t(x,y) / 50 Figure 15. Impact Test Method and Applied Acceleration 

Y "~’~,,~L~ 
Camera 

As a result, it was verified that the impact was not a 

ID "~ens 
0 factor to deteriorate the measuring accuracy, because the 

/(=85m~) ( \ Y 
rate of change in PSD camera outputs was practically 

~ i \/~LED(X Y) zero even under the severe impact conditions, as shown 

l~,,’ L../~. ~.’’x~ in Figure 16. 

100ram lOOmm -.50 0 X, x*Dlf 50ram 
I..5 ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i- 

to :PSD Camera output at T=Oms Figure 13. Test Method to Clarify the Relationship d I~ :PSD Camera output at T=Tms Between Actual LED Position and that Detected by PSD 
Camera, and Results o 

’70.5 
Making use of this relationship, the drop of accuracy ~ 

0’~ is minimized by correcting PSD outputs accordingly. 
0 5 ~Om’~ Verification of measuring accuracy and range. After Time(T) 

the measures were taken against the dark current and Figure 16. Rate of Change in PSD Camera Output During 
optical/electric errors, the total performance of the PSD Impact Condition (X-Direction) 
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X2o, Y2o, Z2o " 
Some tests were also carried out on the PSD camera lhree dimensional coordinates 

alone by the same way shown in Figure 15, in order to of each point at I=20°C 

check on the deterioration of functions of the PSD ~ XT ,YT ,ZT ’ 

camera by repeated impacts. .~. 
hree d imensi 0ha I co0rd i nares 

The relationship between the number of impact cycles ~ 3.0 0f each 00i nt at 1:: I°C 
and the PSD output change by the method shown in 

Figure 14 was also investigated. The results are shown 

in Figure 17. 

1.0 , , ~ ~ ,o "~==’ ’ ’ 
~ Io :PSD Camera output at N=O ×~- 
~ 0.5 :PSI) Camera output at 
~ ~-2. 

-3.C_20 0 20 40 60°C -0.                                                             Semperature(]) 

-1. 0 
5 10 15 Figure 19. Rate of Change in PSD Camera Output Against 

Number 0t impact cycles(N) the Temperature 

Figure 17. Rate of Change in PSD Camera Output Against Entire Configuration and Performances of 
the Repeated Impacts 3D-MUSTERDS 

Although a slight change was found in the PSD The configuration of the 3D-MUSTERDS finally 
camera outputs, the rate of change was extremely small developed after various studies described above, and the 

and stays nearly constant against the number of impact flow chart of measurements are shown in Figure 20 

cycles repeated, through Figure 24. 
It is thus judged that the impact resistance of the PSD Four LEDs in total were set as displacement measur- 

camera is sufficient, ing points--on right and left sides of the sternum by ribs 
No. 2 and No. 5 of the dummy. 

Temperature Characteristic Two PSD cameras (one pair) were set respectively on 
The environmental temperatures for the dummy, when the upper and lower portions of the thoracic spine, and 

it is used in tests, are limited by the provisions of fixed by four bolts each through a bracket. 
applicable standards, but the measuring accuracy of the Both sides of the thoracic spine were cut off slightly 
PSD camera itself against the temperature change was to ensure the bracket installation accuracy to the spine. 
also tested under this study. The design of the bracket was considered from various 

As shown in Figure 18, the PSD cameras and LED points of view, such as the weight, installed rigidity and 

were fixed to the jig and held in a thermostatic chamber clearance from each rib. 

to determine the LED positions (three representative As it was found that a mirror w~s indispensable to the 

points within the measuring range) through the cameras, bracket in order to provide a necessary distance between 

lherm0static chamber- each LED and PSD camera shown in Figure 14, the 
PSI) Camera method to install such a mirror was also considered, and 

76ram the optimum specifications as a total system were thus 

selected. 
It is necessary to identify individual LEDs in order for 

a pair of PSD cameras to read displacements of two 
LEDs, hence the time sharing luminous control is pro- 
vided with the LEDs for this purpose. 

The controller is set outside the dummy, which con- 

sists of computation circuits to convert the PSD outputs 
into two dimensional coordinates on the light receiving 

Figure 18. Test Method to Clarify the Relationship surface of PSD, and timing controller (including the LED 
Between PSD Camera Outputs and Environmental AC drive circuit). 
Temperature 

Two dimensional coordinates of two cameras (PSDs) 
recorded in the data recorder are incorporated in the 

Figure 19 shows the results, from which it is verified computer, which allows the determination of the three 

that the accuracy stays quite stable against the tempera- dimensional displacements of each LED-i.e., the sternum 

ture change, as the error is +2.0% or less in the tempera- deflections--by solving simultaneous equations shown in 

ture range of -10°C to 60°C. Figure 8. 
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Figure 20. Final Configuration and Measurement Flow of Figure 23.4 (2 Pairs) PSD Cameras Installed onto 
3D-MUSTERDS Thoracic Spine Through Brackets (Left Side View) 

Figure 24. Upper Torso Assembly Equipped with 
Figure 21.4 LEDe Installed onto the Sternum 3D-MUSTERDS and Controller 

Measuring Range and Accuracy 
The LED measuring range and the accuracy in the 

conditions of 3D-MUSTERDS final assembly were 
checked by method shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25. Test Method to Determine LED Measuring 
Range and Accuracy 

Figure 26 shows the results of the determination for 

Figure 22.4 (2 Pairs) PSD Cameras installed onto the LED measurable range. Although some small un- 

Thoracic Spine Through Brackets (Front View) measurable regions exist on the X-Y plane, the per- 
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formances appear to be adequate since the possibility of 
displacements of the measuring points set thereof into 
these regions seems to be low, even though the per- ×=Z~mm 

formance targets are not met completely. ×-C00r0i hate =~0mm 

X=4Omm 
o ~_+2.5% of F.8. 

Bracket ¯ ~±3.0% or F.S. 
Z=2Omm :X=2Omm ¯ 

Camera ¯ ~.-±5.0% of F.S. 

Z=-2Omm X= Omm 100ram 

Y=5Omm~~ X=76mm 

Sternum 

Y-Coordinate ~~X=6Omm 

~ 
~ X=4Omm 

of F.S.  = omm 
Z=-2Omm 

Y=-5Omm 
Y=5Omm 

--.Rib No.2 X=Z6mm 

Z-Coord i nate X=6Omm 

, X=40mm 
Rib No.5 o~+5.0% of F.S. 

¯ ~+6.0% of F.S. Z=20mm ~X=2Omm A~+7.0% ot F.S. 
¯ ~+8.0% of F.S. 

Z=-2Omm             X= Omm 
Figure 26. Required Measuring Range and Measurable y 

Range Y=5Omm 

Figure 27 shows the measuring accuracy at each 
Figure 27. Measuring Accuracy (Error) at Each Point in 
Measurable Range 

measuring point in the measurable range. 
The measuring accuracy tends to drop as the distance 

between the measuring point and the thoracic spine 
Push-pull gauge 

becomes shorter for all displacements regardless of the 
direction, which makes it difficult to meet all perform- 
ance targets, but it should not pose a serious problem in 
practice. 

Impact Resistance of Bracket 

Optical errors caused by relative displacements el 

camera brackets against the thoracic spine under impact Figure 28. Static Loading Test Metlaod to Determine the 

conditions were studied. Rigidity of PSD Camera Bracket 

Since it was difficult to measure minor displacements From this value, it is verified that the bracket 
under actual conditions of impact, static load was applied installation rigidity is sufficiently Ihigh, as the estimated 
to the bracket with the method shown in Figure 28, and measuring error at each measuring point is as small as 
estimated the errors by calculation according to displace- 0.08mm or so. 
ments of portions where the mirror was installed. 

As shown in Figure 29, the difference in displacement Weight and Position of Center of Gravity of Upper Torso 

between the bracket front end and the rear end becomes The weight of upper torso assembly (without flesh and 

0.02mm or so where the load is 200 times the weight of skin), including the LEDs, PSD cameras, etc., in the 

bracket assembly (200G), which corresponds to 0.03° of final condition was 18.5Kg. with the increase of 1.62Kg 

the mirror angle change, over the original weight. 
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~ 20 

== 10 

.~ -20                                 ¯ 

-30 
0 o. 5 1.0KN 

Applied sEa[ic 10ad 

Figure 29. Displacements of PSD Camera Bracket 

The center of gravity of the upper torso assembly was 
set rearward by 4.?mm and downward by 8.3mm respect- 
ively. Figure 30. Sled Test Conditions with Hybrid III Dummy 

The basic performances and specifications of 3D- 5,~,dor belt bath: uppe~ bor[io~ o[ sternum Sh0uider bel( pa[~: I.owet portion of s[ern~= 

ing to the foregoing data. ~° .......... ~d,~ ~0~ / .... .xx .... ~. 

3 D~MUS_T~.BDS 

l"argets Final Specifications ~ Performances; 
2( .. \ zo 

Reasuring Range 
-50~50mm - 50----50mm lO 

YZ 
-20~20mm -20-,-20ram 

Displacement less than .+2.5~ o[ F.S. less than _+2.5:~ (-+5.0~;") of F,S. -~o ~.~ ~-~ Heasuring Accuracy o 50 
less than +5.0~ o~ F.S. less than +5.0:~ (_+9.0~") ot F.S. - , 

less than .+5.0~ ot F.8. less than -+S.O~ (_+8.0~*) o[ F.S. 3o 30 

Tempera!;ure Resistance less than _+2 5~ of .less than -+2 
(-10"0 --~60°C) Displacement at 20°C oisp acement at 2O°C 

Frequency Response more than 2Kl~z more than lOl~z .~-/ 

/ Impact I~esistance acre than 200~-3ms =ore than 2106-3ms 

~,/~ 
Iqeight Increase less than 1.69K0 1.621(g 

-~ o -lO 
Shirt o¢ Gravi- X less than _+lOmm 4.7ram 

50 lOO 15o~s o 5o too ts~s 
rational Center 

~ 

less than _+ Smm 0.0~ Figure 31. Sternum Displacements in Three Directions at 
less than .+~Omm -~.3mm Sled Tests Simulated 50 Km/h Frontal Collision 

¯ larger performance could not be accomplishecl at some portions in measuring range. 

Examples of Practical Applications of of the sternum, which does not agree at all with the 

3D-MUSTERDS displacement values measured by conventional potentio- 

Sled tests (50Km/h frontal collision) were carried out meter. 

using Hybrid III (AM50) dummy equipped with the 3D- Displacements in Y and Z-directions, which were not 

MUSTERDS, while the dummy was restrained by three- determined in the past, are thus made measurable with 

point seatbelt to determine the displacements of indi- this 3D-MUSTERDS. 

vidual portions of the sternum. It is verified that much larger displacements than those 

The seatbelt webbing locations against the chest were anticipated by static chesl compression tests described 

set in two different manners as shown in Figure 3, with earlier occur in dynamic tests. 

reversed positions (on right and left sides) of the It is also found that the sternum would displace to the 

shoulder belt anchorage, left side by the load application to the upper portion, 

Conditions of the sled test are shown in Figure 30, while it would displace to the right side by the load 

while the examples of displacement measurement data application to the lower portion, and that the sternum 

are shown in Figure 31. would displace downward first then displace upward in 

It is found that the sternum displacement in X-direc- both cases. 

tion (sternum deflection), the most crucial index for 
chest injuries differs among different portions on the Summary 
sternum as anticipated. The 3D-MUSTERDS, capable of measuring three 

It is also found that the difference is particularly dimensional displacements at individual portions of 
significant where the load is applied to the upper portion sternum, has been developed for more accurate deter- 
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mination of chest deflections of Hybrid m dummy in Verifications on effects of injury reductions in 

frontal collision tests, laboratory collision tests are indispensable to improve- 

This system detects the spot light of LEDs installed on ments in vehicle structures and occupant protection 

the sternum of the dummy by means of two PSD cam- systems aimed at the reduction of the’, thoracic injuries of 

eras fixed to the thoracic spine, and calculates the three occupants in a traffic accident. 

dimensional coordinates of the LEDs by using the prin- The utilization of 3D-MUSTERDS should provide one 

ciple of triangulation method with binocular stereoscopic of useful means for that. 

vision. 
This concept was generally used in past where the dis- References 

tance between the measuring point and the camera was 1. Ian V. Lau and David C. Viano, "The Viscous Cri- 

sufficiently long, but the author et al. have succeeded in terion--Bases and Applications of Injury Severity 

the application of this concept to the narrow space of the Index for Soft Tissues;" 30th Stapp Car Crash 

dummy rib cage through various studies. Conference; SAE Paper 861882. 

The 3D-MUSTERDS has a simple structure, easy to 2. Lothar Grosch, Egon Katz and Lothar Kassing, 

be installed to a Hybrid m dummy, with excellent "Chest Compression Response of Hybrid III with 

frequency response and impact resistance, as well as Combined Restraint;" llth ESV Conference. 

adequate measuring accuracy in practice. 3. Takeshi Kasai, Toshiyuki Asahi, Takashi Yoshimori 

A number of information on sternum displacements and Saburo Tsuji, "Measurement System of 3-D 

has been obtained through the sled tests carried out with Motion Using a Pair of Position Sensing Detector 

the Hybrid m dummy equipped with this system. As a Cameras;" Transactions of the Society of Instrument 

result, it is verified that the chest deflection alone and Control Engineers Vol. 19-12. 

measured by conventional potentiometer can not repre- 4. Toshihiko Tomita, "Design and Product of Distance 

sent actual sternum displacements. Sensor Using Position Sensing Detector;" Transistor 

It is also found that the sternum makes considerable Technology, Aug, 1990. 

displacements in lateral and vertical directions also. 

$8.W.18 

Test Procedures for Defining Biofidelity Targets 
for Lateral Impact Test Dummies 

A.K. Roberts, R.W. Lowne, M. Beusenberg, for a lateral side impact dummy f~.r the differing body 

D. Cesari 
areas. 

The available information was very restrictive and 
European Experimental Vehicles Committee encompassed only a small cadaver base. Unfortunately 
Working Group 9 not all of the cadaver data or test conditions were 

Abstract appropriate for the specification of a crash test dummy. 

EEVC Working Group 9 published a comprehensive 
Some of the uncertainties in the data are due to diffi- 

review of the lateral impact cadaver data base at the 
culties in test reproducibility whilst others relate to the 

1990 IRCOBI Conference in Lyon France. This ]paper 
impact environment, such as impact velocity, test specifi- 

provides a concise description of the test procedures and 
cation or body contact areas. 

EEVC Working Group 9, first published their review 
biofidelity targets which were included in that paper, 
modified in the light of test experiences. Minor changes 

and performance targets at the 1990 IRCOBI conference. 

have been made to the test procedures and test config- 
Since the review was published further details of the 

urations as further information on the original cadaver 
concerning the original cadaver test procedures were 
discovered that affected the biofidelity test procedures, 

tests has become available, 
particularly with respect to the sled based rigid and 

Introduction padded wall tests. EEVC WG9 sul~sequently performed 
Dummies are frequently designed and evaluated a wide ranging biofidelity test programme on the produc- 

against cadaver data. EUROSID-1 dummy, the produc- tion EUROSID-1 dummy, based on the updated test pro- 

tion version of the EUROpean Side Impact Dummy was cedures. During the course of the test programme several 

based on published lateral impact cadaver data. EEVC minor alterations to the test details were found to be 

Working Group 9 re-examined the available information necessary. This paper presents the test procedures and 

on cadaverlateralimpactresponseduring 1990 and pub- targets on which the EEVC WG9 biofidelity test 

lished a critical review of the data. From this review a programme was based. The results of this test pro- 

general set of biofidelity design targets was developed gramme were presented at the 1991 ESV conference,t 
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EEVC Review ls~ 4.:1 m/s -- u~, 
General Review Conclusions 14~ -- 

EEVC, having reviewed all of the cadaver data, test 

12~!t 

~~                    
-~---. c~,~ 

procedures and the types and severities of injury seen in ..... 
accidents decided that some of the cadaver data were not ~ 1°1 ..... 
appropriate for use in defining biofidelity targets. They ~I .... 
also concluded that some body areas were more impor- 
tant than others and that the test procedures and body 
areas should be prioritized. WG9 concluded that the 
head, thorax, abdomen and pelvis should have a high 
priority rating based on the significance of injuries to o~ 
these body areas. Although the abdomen is a high priori- 
ty area based on injuries, the procedure for the biofideli- ’ ’ ’ ~ ’ ’ 

ty test based on the lateral drop of a cadaver or dummy, 
Figure 1. Thorax Impactor Acceleration Target 

is considered to be poor in that it is very difficult to Table 1. Thorax Impactor Acceleration Corridor 

control the impact conditions precisely. Whilst the neck Coordinates 

and shoulder injuries are not currently considered, their 
Time Lower Upper 

behavior may affect the kinematics and thus the impact (ms) (g) (g) 
conditions of other body areas. Therefore their bio- 

0 2.0 fidelity is considered but at low priority. It should be 
noted that ISO has also prepared a set of requirements 5 0 

for a side impact dummy. Although the objectives were 15.5 8 13.5 

the same the design targets are slightly different due to 24 13.5 
the inclusion and exclusion of different data and slight 

24.5 8 
differences in the definition of effective mass. The 
Targets and test procedures are more closely defined in 50 0 

this document than the similar ISO documents.2 58 3.0 

Biofidelit3~ Design Targets 18~ 4.3 m/s -- u~ 
The data from the selected cadaver tests was used to 

determine a set of biofidelity targets for the dynamic 14. 
performance of side impact dummies. The masses of the 12. 
cadavers differ considerably. In order to reduce the 
scatter due to mass variation, the responses were norm- 
alized using a procedure similar to that proposed by 
Mertz and used by ISO.2"3 The normalization procedure 

is summarized in the Appendix. As previously mentioned 4- 

the targets were divided into two priority areas related to 
the risk and severity of injury and to the validity and o- 
quality of the cadaver data. The biofidelity test pro- .~. 
cedures closely follow the original cadaver tests and are 
specified in detail in the section on test procedures. Figure 2. Thorax Impactor T1 Lateral Acceleration 

Table 2, Thorax Impactor T1 Acceleration Corridor High Priority Targets 
Coordinates 

Head 
One performance target is specified for the head, in a Time Lower Upper 

200 mm rigid surface drop test based on tests performed (ms) (g) (g) 
by Hodgson and Thomas.4 The resultant peak head 0 3.0 
acceleration should be 112g + 29g. 8 ,5.0 

Thorax 
9 0 

Impactor. This test is based on impactor tests per- 15.5 6.5 12.5 

formed on cadavers by HSRI.5 Two targets are given; 21.5 8.9 14.8 

normalized impactor force-time response is shown in 31.5 1.7 7.5 
Figure 1 and Table 1, and normalized dummy T1 lateral 4o.5 0 
acceleration-time response in Figure 2 and Table 2. 54 2.7 
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Sled. These tests are based on sled tests performed at ]u.~ mls 
Heidelburg for NHTSA.6 Targets are given for norm- 
alized wall forces for rigid and padded wall impacts. The 

-- 

impact velocities specified take into account the rebound 
velocities of the original tests. --.- 

a. Rigid Wall. The normalized thorax wall force-time 
target at 7.6 m/s is shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 
and the normalized wall force-time target at 10.3 mls 
is shown in Figure 4 and Table 4. 

b. Padded Wail. The normalized thorax wall force-time 
target at 10.3 m/s into the APR padding is shown in 
Figure 5 and Table 5. 

Figure 4. Thorax Rigid Wall Force (10.3 m/s) 
7.6 m/s       -- 

la~ Table 4. Thorax Rigid Wall Force Corridor Coordinates 
ls~ ..... Cad~ (10.2 m/s) 
14q 

12 ~ Time Lower Upper 

~ 101 

(ms) (kN) (kN) 

8q 0 4.5 

~ 
oq 6 0 

4q 9.5 9.9 

2 ~ 13.5 16.4 

o ’ 14 8.6 

22 11.75 

Figure 3. Thorax Rigid Wall Force (7.6 m/s) 22.5 19.4 

27 6.7 14.4 

Table 3. Thorax Rigid Wall Force Target Corridor 4O 0 
Coordinates (7.6 m/s)                                         45                         5.0 

Time Lower Upper 
(ms) 000 (kN) 

0 4.5 

2.5 0 181 
10.3 m/s 

7 11.0 

14111 

~                                             
__ Hrn~ 

9 6.0 

16 9.8 16.5 

27 9.25 

41 3.25 

Abdomen 
The abdomen target is based on free fall cadaver 

lateral drop tests performed by APR.7 For the lm drop Figure 5. Thorax Padded Wall Force. (10.3 m/s) 

tests on the abdomen, the normalized impact force-.time 
target is shown in Figure 6 and Table 6. 

Force {KN} = -0.62 + 1.066 (Impactor velocity {m/s}. 

No fixed impact velocity is prescribed for the tests 

Pelvis except that the velocity must be between 6.0 m/s and 

Impactor. The pelvis test and target is based on 10.0 m/s. 

impactor tests performed by INRETS.8 A simple peak Sled. As for the sled test condilions for the thorax, 
normalized force-impactor velocity target corridor is these tests are based on the sled tests performed for 

shown in Figure 7 and Table 7. The corridor is based on NHTSA at Heidelburg? Targets for three configurations 

a least squares linear regression model of the results of of sled test are given. 

impactor tests on cadavers: 
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Table 5. Thorax Padded Wall Force Corridor Coordinates Table 7. Pelvis Impactor Target Corridor Coordinates 
(10.3 m/s) 

Velocity Upper Lower 
~~ Time Lower Upper (ms) (kN) (kN) 

(ms) (kN) (kN) 
6 7.22 4.33 

0                                    2.8 
10                12.55               7.53 

9 0 

15 8.0 a. Rigid Wall. Normalized pelvic acceleration target 
28 8.2 14.0 range for impacts at 7.6 m/s and 10.3 m/s. 

~’ 35 8.2 14.o Normalized pelvis acceleration at 7.6 m/s: 52.7-87.9 g. 

50 6.9 Normalized pelvis acceleration at 10.3 m/s: 79.5-132.5 g. 

52 0 The normalized wall force-time target at 7.6 m/s is 

65 3.7 shown in Figure 8 and Table 8 and that at 10.3 m/s 
in Figure 9 and Table 9. 

b. Padded Wall. The target range for normalized pelvis 
¯ ;                                                                 acceleration at 10.3 m/s is 65.8 - 109.7 g. The 

t 

(1 m drop) normalized wall force-time target at 10.3 m/s is 
shown in Figure 10 and Table 10. 

-- Urnit~ 

..... 12 7.6 m/s -- 

Figure 6. Abdomen Drop Test Force-Time Target (lm) 

Table 6. Abdomen Drop Test Force-Time Target Corridor 0 

Coordinates (lm) -2 

Time Lower Upper Figure 8. Pelvis Rigid Wall Force Target (7.6 m/s) 
(ms) (kN) (kN) 

0 1.0 Table 8. Pelvis Rigid Wall Force Target Corridor 

1 0 Coordinates (7.6 m/s) 

3 2.3 Time Lower Upper 

16 2.75 4.6 
(ms) (kN) (kN) 

32 0 
0 1.75 

8                  0                  3.5 
36                                   1.3 

15.5 5.7 9.4 

41 0 3.3 

53 2.25 

18 

Low Priority Targets 
14 

~. 

Neck 

12 As the kinematics of the head/neck system are 

considered to be of some importance, flexion angles and ~ lo 
trajectories of the head are defined as biofidelity targets. ~ a 
The test procedure is based on volunteer tests reported 

~ " : " " " " byEwing.9Analysis of the original human volunteer data 
~ by Wismans et. el.~° has shown that the response of the 
2 head and neck is principally determined by the TI lateral 

acceleration and velocity change. Therefore the T1 0 ~ a ~ ~ ~’0    ~’2    1~ 
acceleration is chosen as the main input requirement for 

Figure 7. Pelvis Impactor Force-Velocity Target Corridor neck biofidelity. 
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10.3 m/s 16 10.3 m/s 
-- Umits 24-~ 

-- Umlts 14 

20-1 12 ..... 
Cadsve~ 

164 
10 

44 
2 

Ol o 

Figure 9. Pelvis Rigid Wall Force Target (10.3 m/s) Figure 10. Pelvis Padded Wall Force Target (10.3 m/s) 

Table 9. Pelvis Rigid Wall Force Target Corridor Table 10. Pelvis Padded Wall Force Target Corridor 

Coordinates (10.3 m/s) Coordinates (10.3 m/s) 

Time Lower Upper Time Lower Upper 

(ms) ~ (kN) (ms) (kN) (kN) 
0 4.5 

1 0 0 2.0 

4 12.0 5 0 

4.5 22.0 17 12.0 

6 13.25 22.0 

10.5 3.2 12.5 
18 7 

14.5 5.5 14.5 23 7.9 13.1 

17 11.0 32 2.5 

18.5 0 

2O 8.0 
35 6.0 

38 0 

46 3.5 
The targets for the neck performance are: 

1. Maximum head flexion angle: between 44 and 59 
degrees. (The head flexion angle is defined as the 

Shoulder 

angle between the projection of the inferio-superior 
Two test conditions for the shoultder are described; a 

axis of the head in the plane of impact at t = O and 
dynamic test based on studies by APR,l~ and a quasi 

the time to maximum head flexion), 
static test based on tests reported by Lowne et al.~2 For 

2. Maximum horizontal displacement of the centre of 
the dummy, the dynamic performance is more significant 

gravity of the head: between 130 and 162 mm. (The 
than the quasi static test, which is intended to ensure 

horizontal displacement of the head centre of gravity 
sufficient lateral displacement of the shoulder. Since 

is defined as the relative displacement of the centre 
clear, unambiguous dynamic displ~lcement data are not 

of gravity of the head, projected in the plane of 
available, a displacement-time target corridor is not 

impact measured in the Tly direction, between t = O 
specified. The targets for the shoulder are a normalized 

and the time of maximum horizontal displacement of 
impactor force-time corridor and a minimum displace- 

head centre of gravity), 
ment requirement. 

3. Maximum vertical displacement of the centre of 
Dynamic target. The normalized shoulder force-time 

gravity of the head: between 64 and 94 mm. (The 
target corridor is shown in Figure 11 and Table 11. 

downward vertical displacement of the head centre 
Normalized shoulder deflection: at least 32 mm. 

of gravity is defined as the relative displacement of 
Static target. Lateral displacement of the shoulder 

the centre of gravity of the head, projected in the 
plunger relative to the spine under a 200 N lateral force: 

plane of impact and measured in the Tlz direction, 
55 mm. 

between t = 0 and the time of maximum horizontal 
displacement of head centre of gravity). Biofidelity Test Procedures 

Note: Tlz = Vertical direction, Tly = Lateral impact All of the biofidelity tests should be performed in a 

direction and Tlx is the forward direction (perpendicular temperature controlled environment regulated between 

to the T1, and Tly directions). 20°C + 2°C. It should be noted that some of the test 
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Neck Test Procedure 

Test description. The sled acceleration should lie 
4.5 m/s     -- Um~ 

_                  within the corridor specified in Figure 12 and Table 12. 
The measured T1 lateral acceleration must also meet the 
corridor specified in Figure 13 and Table 13. Since neck 
biofidelity is considered, the T1 lateral acceleration is of 
more importance than the sled deceleration. Therefore 
slight deviations in sled acceleration from the corridor 
specified in Figure 12 and Table 12 can be tolerated 
provided the T1 lateral acceleration meets the corridor 
specified in Figure 13 and Table 13. Sled velocity should 
be 6.9 + 0.2 m/s. 

Figure 11. Shoulder Impactor Force-Time Target Corridor ~1 (g) 

Table 11. Shoulder Impactor Force Target Corridor 
Coordinates 01 

Time Lower Upper ~ -2-t 
(ms) (kN) (kN) 

0 1.0 -44 
0.5 0 

12 2.9 

29                 1.4 
Figure 12. Sled Acceleration for the Ewing Neck Test 

35 2.3 

52 0 Table 12. Sled Acceleration Corridor Coordinates for the 
60 0.7 Ewing Neck Test 

Time Upper Lower 
(ms) (g) (g) 

procedures may be different from those specified in the 
EUROSID Users’ Manual used for dummy certification 35 -1,0 

(eg: Impactor specification for the dynamic shoulder 57 -1.0 

test). The procedures described in this paper are based as 71 -7.3 

closely as possible on the original cadaver test pro- 95 -6.7 
cedures with appropriate setting up procedures defined 125 -7.3 
for dummy evaluation. 144 -4.4 

Head Drop Test Procedure 169 -4.6 
Test description. The test is to be conducted using 

184 -1.0 
only the dummy’s head. The head is to be positioned 
with a 200 mm + 2 mm space between it and a flat, rigid 
impact surface. The impact surface is to be horizontal The complete dummy is to be seated in a nominally 
and the head oriented so that its midsagittal plane makes upright position in a test seat, functionally similar to the 
an angle of 35° with the impact surface and its anterior- one used by Ewing. The test seat should be rigidly 
posterior axis is horizontal. A quick release mechanism mounted on a sled, facing sideways (90°) to the direction 
is required to drop the head onto the impact surface. The of sled travel. A vertical, lightly padded side board is to 
added mass of the support mechanism should not exceed be rigidly attached to the seat to restrict upper torso 
70 gin. rotation and pelvis translation of the dummy. The top of 

Test instrumentation. The dummy head is instrumented the sideboard should extend to a level 40 to 50 mm 
with a triaxial accelerometer located at its centre of below the top of the dummy’s shoulder. The dummy 
gravity, should be positioned against the vertical side board such 

Data processing. Accelerations are to be filtered using that the midsagittal plane of the dummy is vertical and 
to CFC 1000. No normalization procedures are defined perpendicular to the direction of sled travel. The thorax 
for this configuration, movement is to be restrained with a strap attached to the 
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seated upright with no additional lateral supports on a 
’~ (g) flat horizontal rigid surface with the legs straight and 

parallel. The arms shall be positioned parallel to the 
o I thorax. The axis of the impactor shall be aligned with the - 

~ .~ 
shoulder pivot + 10 mm and at 90° to the mid sagittal 
plane. Impact velocity at the point of impact shall be 4.5 

~ .~ m/s + 0.1 m/s. 
| --ur~ 

Test instrumentation. For/aft impactor acceleration 

~ -12~ -- shall be measured according to CFC 180. Photographic 

targets should be fixed to the impactor and the dummy 
upper thoracic spine to calculate the shoulder deflection 
relative to the spine from high speed film. The external 

~ , , , , shoulder displacement is defined as the lateral displace- 

The time ’t’ for the T1 lateral acceleration is 50 ms after t = 0 of the ment of the face of the impactor relative to the upper 

sled acceleration corridor, thoracic spine perpendicular to the anterior posterior axis 
Figure 13. T1 Lateral Acceleration for Neck Test of the dummy. 

Table 13. T1 Lateral Acceleration Corridor Coordinates Data processing. Impactor acceleration shall be norm- 

for Neck Test alized according to the procedure described in the 
Appendix based on a thorax standard mass (Ms) of 20.5 

Time Upper Lower 

(ms) (g) (g) kg. 

t 0.0 -0.5 Shoulder Quasi-Static Test Procedure 

t+ 5 -0.5 Rigidly support the thorax of the dummy in a vertical 

t+ 15 0.0 position to prevent lateral translation of the spine. Adjust 

t+ 35 -5.0 the upper arm to a position of 40° forward of the torso 

t+ 43 -5.5 line. Apply a lateral force to the outer extremity of the 

t+ 52 -13.0 -17.0 shoulder, adjacent to the arm pivot, with a 50 mm dia- 
meter plunger. Allow the shoulder and plunger to dis- 

t+ 67 -4.0 -10.0 
place in any direction and record the maximum lateral 

t+145 0.0 
displacement of the plunger with respect to the spine 

t+150 -7.0 
with an applied lateral force of 200N. 

back of the seat to limit shoulder forces. The pelvis is to Thorax lmpactor Test Procedure 

be restrained by a lap belt and inverted ’V’ pelvis strap Test description. The thorax impactor test shall be 

tied to the lap belt. Both arms should be positioned along- performed on a complete dummy using a linearly guided 

side the thorax and restrained with suitable straps. The impactor. The impactor shall have a mass of 23.4 kg and 

anterior-posterior axis of the head is to be horizontal, a smooth flat face 6" diameter. The dummy shall be 

Test instrumentation. The dummy is to be instrument- seated upright with no additional lateral support on a flat 

ed with a uniaxial accelerometer at the base of the neck horizontal rigid surface with the legs straight forward 

(T1) with its sensitive axis directed laterally. Also the and parallel. Both arms shall be positioned vertically 

sled acceleration is to be measured. Photographic targets upright above the head. The axis of the impactor shall be 

for measuring head c.g. translation in horizontal and aligned with centre of the rib cage (vertically and lateral- 

vertical direction relative to T1, head rotation (angular ly), at 90° to the mid-sagittal plane. The impact velocity 

rotation of the inferior-superior axis of the head relative shall be 4.3 m/s + 0.1 m/s. 

to the vertical) and the horizontal translation of the base Test instrumentation. The fore/aft impactor accelera- 

of the neck (T1) relative to the sled are necessary. Suffi- tion and the TI lateral acceleration shall be measured 

cient cameras are required to record all the relevant according to CFC 1000 and filtered with a 100 Hz Finite 

dummy and head displacements. Neck accelerations Impulse Filter (FIR). (The FIR filter programme is avail- 

should be measured to CFC 180. able to EUROSID users from TNOo) 

Data processing. No normalization procedures are Data processing. Impactor and dummy accelerations 

defined for the neck test. shall be normalized according to the procedure described 
in the Appendix based on a thorax ~,;tandard thorax mass 

Shoulder lmpactor Test Procedure (M,) of 29.6 kg. 

Test description. The shoulder impactor test shall be 
performed on a complete dummy using a linearly guided Abdomen Drop Test Procedure 

impactor. The impactor mass shall be 23.4 kg with a Test description. The dummy is to be suspended above 

smooth flat face 6" diameter, the edge of the impact face the impact surface with its midsagi~ttal plane horizont:~l 

being relieved with a 6mm radius. The dummy shall be and its abdominal region in line with the top surface of 
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the armrest. The armrest should contact the abdomen 
section just superior to the iliac crest and without 

interfering with the lower thoracic ribs. The simulated 

¯ ~ armrest is constructed of rigid hardwood. The armrest is 
7 cm in width and should protrude 4.1 cm above the 
surrounding surface (Ref 7, Fig 1). The length of the 
armrest must be sufficient to prevent the dummy from 
striking the ends. The arm on the impact side is 
positioned 40° forward such that no contact with the arm ] 

,j~ takes place. The surrounding surface is made of hard- 
wood and should be large enough to prevent the dummy ’ ’ 

from striking the edges. A quick-release mechanism is to 
be used to drop the dummy from a distance of 1 m 
measured between abdomen and armrest. 

Test instrumentation. The simulated armrest is to be 
Figure 14. Pelvic Impactor Test Seat 

~’, mounted on a piezoelectric load cell. If a piezoelectric Whole Body Sled Test Procedure 

load cell is not used the armrest must also be fitted with Test description. The whole body tests can be per- 
a uniaxial accelerometer, mounted vertically. Additional- formed on either a standard deceleration impact sled or 
ly lateral acceleration at T12 should also be recorded for on a HYGE impact sled. The sled must be fitted with a 
normalization procedures. Forces and accelerations rigid vertical impact wall onto which two force measur- 
should comply with CFC 180. ing plates are fitted. Perpendicular to the rigid wall a 

,~3 Data processing. If a piezoelectric load cell is not rigid low friction bench seat is attached in line with the 

used the load cell must be inertia compensated according motion of travel of the sled. The dimensions of the test 
to Equation 1. High speed camera coverage is required seat and force measuring load cells are given in Figure 
to determine abdominal penetration. Abdomen penetra- 15. (The sliding test seat used by the University of 
tion is defined as the vertical displacement of the Heidelberg for the cadaver tests was 1.5 m in length.) 
thoracic spine (directly over the armrest) relative to the Since precise positioning of the horizontal slats is not 

",~ top surface of the armrest measured from the time of available, the slats can be replaced by an alterative low 
first contact of the abdominal surface with the armrest, friction surface for dummy testing. The dummy must be 
Impactor forces are to be normalized according to the supported vertically on the non struck side during the 
procedure described in the Appendix based on an acceleration phase of a non HYGE impact sled. The arms 
abdominal standard mass (Ms) of 16.4 kg. of the dummy are to be placed alongside the thorax (0°). 

Impacts are to be performed into the rigid wall at two 

~ Pelvis lmpactor Test Procedure impact velocities 7.6 and 10.3 m/s. One further test is to 

Test description. The pelvis impactor test is performed be performed at 10.3 m/s into the same wall onto which 
on a complete dummy. The dummy should be sat on a two foam blocks are mounted. Impact velocity tolerance 
fixed seat shown in Figure 14. The foam material used shall be + 0.1 m/s. The specified impact velocity 

for the seat should be a polyethylene foam 40 mm thick includes any rebound velocity that may exist with a 
having a density of 47.0 kg/m3 or an alternative with deceleration type sled. On both types of test sled the 

L~ similar properties. The upper arms should be positioned dummy must strike the wall at the prescribed velocity. 
alongside the thorax (0°) and no addition lateral support The block specification is described in Section 3. The 

to the dummy is to be given. The legs of the dummy upper pad is to be located on the thorax force plate, the 

shall be positioned perpendicular to the impact direction upper surface of the pad being in line with the top edge 
and parallel with each other. The linearly guided impact- of the plate, parallel to the seat pan. The lower pad is to 
or shall have a mass of 17.3 kg and a smooth spherical be located on the pelvis plate with the lower surface of 

- impact face of radius 175 mm and a outer diameter of the pad resting on the seat pan. Note: It is advisable to 
120 mm. Impact velocity must be between 6.0 m/s and restrain the legs from excessive lateral articulation after 

i 10.0 m/s, the axis of the lateral impact being centred on the dummy strikes the wall in order to prevent damage 
the hip pivot point, to the knee joints. 

Test instrumentation. Impactor acceleration and pelvic Test instrumentation. Plate forces shall be measured 
acceleration shall be measured according to CFC 1000. CFC 1000 and lateral dummy accelerations at T1 and at 

- Data processing. The impactor acceleration shall be the pelvis CFC 180. The force measuring plates are to be 

normalized according the procedure described in the inertia compensated by placing an accelerometer in the 

Appendix based on a pelvic standard mass of (Ms) of centre of each force plate, its axis perpendicular to the 

14.5 kg. surface of the plate. 
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and Lowne and detailed in the ISO requirements.2’3 For 

the biofidelity tests all of the data must be normalized in 
............................ a similar way to reduce scatter due to test setup varia- 

bility. Normalization procedures are defined for the 
appropriate test condition. Impactor normalization is 
based on a two mass spring model while the sled and 
drop tests on a single mass spring model, since the 
effective mass of the striking object is infinite. 

To perform normalization a standard effective mass 
for the associated body part is required. In this analysis 
the effective mass for each cadaver has been derived 
from the original transducer records. As the effective 
mass of the body varies during the ]period of the test, a 
decision has to be made regarding the time at which the 

Figure 15. Heidelburg Impact Sled Seat effective mass should be defined. For normalization, this 

Data processing. The resultant, inertia compensated, is not too critical provided the same definition is used 

forces derived using Equation 1. for the dummy tests. For the thorax impactor tests this 

Fi -- EFptat" + (Mplateaptat) 

(|) was selected to be when the impactor velocity was at a 
common velocity with the lateral velocity of the spine. 

Where For the shoulder and pelvis this was taken to be at the 

Fi = Inertia compensated plate force end of the main pulse as there was no means of deter- 

Fplat� = Plate force mining the time of common velocity in the base cadaver 

lVlvl~t~ = Mass of plate tests. In the sled tests the effective mass is taken at the 

Ap~,,~ = Acceleration of plate, where acceleration is end of the main wall force pulse. The standard body part 

positive in the direction of impact of the dummy, mass was then determined for each group of cadavers in 

All forces and dummy accelerations must be norm- the test--Equation 2. In determining the standard masses 

alized according to the procedure described in the for the thorax and pelvis in the wall tests an average 

Appendix to a standard mass (M,) of 37.0 kg for the standard mass for all three test conditions has been taken 

thorax and a standard mass M, of 24 kg for the pelvis, although the data suggests that different values for the 

and both filtered with a 100 Hz FIR filter, three different test conditions wouhl be appropriate. 
Table 14 gives the standard masses derived from this 

Appendix analysis. These standard masses should be used for the 

Data Processing and Normalization dummy normalization procedures. For cadaver-to-dummy 

To permit comparisons between cadaver and dummy 
comparisons to be made, normalization, of the cadaver 

tests and dummy to dummy tests common data process- and dummy data must be based on the same standard 

ing procedures must be adopted. The following sections 
mass. The body part standard masses used in this 

detail the methods that should be used to enable valid 
analysis will in some instances be different from those of 

comparisons to be made. 
other analyses as the cadaver sample’, on which this study 
is based may differ. 

Instrumentation and Data Processing 
All instrumentation and filtering is to meet the ISO 

M~= 76*(AVERAGEIEffectiveb°dy part massll(2) standard--ISO 6487:1987~3--and recommended Channel [, L Total cadaver mass ,]) 

Filter Classes (CFC). Wall forces for the sled impacts 
and impactor forces for the thorax impactor tests must be 
filtered using a 100hz Finite Impulse Filter (FIR). (A 

Table 14. Normalization Standard Effective Masses 

copy of a recommended FIR Fortran filtering programme Test Procedure Body Part Standard 

called ’THRXINJ’ is available to EUROSID users from Effective Mass 
IW-TNO, the suppliers of the dummy.) (kg) 

Time zero does not exist for most of the biofidelity Shoulder impactor 20.5 

assessment tests, therefore all responses should be time Thorax impactor 29.6 
shifted by eye to give the best match to the overall shape 

of the target corridors. 
Abdomen drop 16.4 ¯ 

Pelvis impactor 14.5 

Normalization Procedures Rigid and Padded wall 

To reduce variations in cadaver output and test Upper force (thorax) 37.0 

Lower force (pelvis) 24.0 
conditions all data channels for the targets have been 
normalized according to a procedure developed by Mertz 
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Single spring-mass system. For the purposes of norm- Force: 
alizing the results of the sled impacts and the drop tests, 

/ M~ 
(10) the cadaver and dummy can be considered to be mod- 

RI _- 
elled by a single mass-spring system impacting an 
infinite mass. Acceleration: 

Under these conditions the equations of motion of the 

/ Mi (11) mass are: R -- 

- x -- V0 sin k t 
(3) Time: 

M M, (12) 

~ -- -Vo sin t Spring--two mass system. For the impactor tests, the 
normalization is based on a spring and two mass model 

Where (Figure 16). 
V, is the impact velocity 
M is the effective body mass, and ~ Vo 
k is the spring stiffness. ~ K 
Displacement, force, acceleration and time can then all 

be normalized to a standard (s) set of values from the 
observed value in the ’i’th test (i). Thus 

Mp Me 

×s = xi * R~ (Displacement normalization) 
Fs = Fi * R~ (Force.normalization) 

~s = ~i * R, (Acceleration normalization) 
t, = ti * Rt (Time normalization) Figure 16. Two Mass--Spring Model 

Where M. and Ks are the standard effective mass and 
The relevant equations of motion for this system are: 

standard stiffness. 

R~ = ._.L * x~= 

= ~ * (K(M +Mo ~ (14} Ry 
gi "~i 2~ = K 

g sin 
"t 

M, and K, ,e the effective mass and stiffness for test ’1’. 
K(M~+M, .      (16) These factors were used to normalize the cadaver data 2 = _ K sin q [~) t 

using characteristic cadaver body dimensions as a substi- 

tute for stiffness (see Ref 3). 
The same equations are used to normalize the dummy Where x~, Xp and Mo are the displacement, acceleration 

test results. Under these conditions, K~ = K~, M~ is the and mass of the impactor and x~, ~ and M~ ~e the 
standard effective mass from the cadaver tests and M~ is displacement, acceleration and effective mass of the 
the effective mass determined in each test with the body p~t. 
dummy. Impactor force and acceleration can be normalized 

Thus the normalizing factors for the sled and drop according to the equations: 
tests with the dummy become: 

Fo(~ = Foo~ * R~ (Impactor force normalization) 
Displacement: ~ = ~,~ * R~ (Impactor acceleration normalization) 

~M~ 
and the body part response can be normalized according 

R~ = (9) 
to: 

Mi 
= "" * R~, (Cadaver or dummy acceleration ~b(s) Xb(i} 

normalization) 
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The time can be normalized using: common velocity by integrating to the time when the 
velocity of the impactor equals that of T1. (On the first 

t~,) = to) * Rt                       occasion if two should exist.) 

where the (s) suffix refers to the results normalized to 
the standard mass, the (i) suffix to the result of the ’i’th dt 

test, the ’p’ suffix refers to impactor readings while the Me --[-~b dt 
(23) 

’b’ suffix refers to responses measured on the cadaver or .) 

dummy. Where 
The normalizing factors are given by: 

Mc = Effective mass of the body part (kg) 

Rp= K~ ](M,(s)).I[M~+M,(O) 
(17) Mp = Mass of the impactor (kg) 

"q ~,J M~ ¯ M,(s)) 
xp = Impactor acceleration (m/s2) 
xb -- Body part lateral acceleration at TI (m/s2) 

b) Normalize the impactor acceleration and the time 

KI(K.~.|(M,(O) .|(M~*M,(OI (18) using Equation 20 and lhe thorax acceleration using 

M~ + M,(s) ) 
Equation 21. 

Pelvis. a) Determine the effective mass of pelvis area of 

R,= K~,)’FM’(s))" [MMs+M’(i)) 

(19) the dummy using Equation 24. The effective mass should 

~,~ + M,(s)) be evaluated by integration to the end of the initial 
impactor pulse. 

These equations have been used to normalize the .fFp.dt 
cadaver responses for the impactor tests using a M, ___ (24) 

characteristic cadaver body dimension to represent K. V° 

These equations are used also to normalize the dummy Where 

data, but here Ki = K, and the equations reduce to:.- Mc = Effective mass of the body part (kg) 

Fp = Impactor force (N) 

Rp=R,=I(M,(s)) .lIMp+M,(i)) 
(20) V0 = Lateral impact velocity (m/s) 

~,J M~ + M,(s)) b) Normalize the impactor acceleration and the time 
using Equation 20 and the thorax acceleration using 

/( [ / 

Equation 21. 

Rb = M,(i)l . M + M,(i) 
(21) Abdomen drop test. a) Determine the effective mass of 

~,J M~+ M,(s)) the abdomen part using Equation 25. The effective mass 
should be evaluated by integration to the end of the 

For dummy response normalization, the effective mass initial impactor pulse. 

for the body part in the test, M~i~, should be established 
f F~ .dr 

as described below, while the standard effective mass, M~ -_,- (25) 

is taken from Table 14. J .i~2 .dr + (T,g) 

Impactor Normalization Where 

Shoulder. a) Determine the effective mass of the M¢ = Effective mass of abdomen (kg) 

shoulder area using Equation 22. The effective mass Fa = Force on the armrest (N) 

should be evaluated by integration to the end of the xx~z = Lateral acceleration of T12 (m/sz) 

initial impactor pulse. T = Pulse length (s) 

f g = gravity (m/sz) 

M~ "-’- 
F~ dt (22) b) Normalize the armrest force using Equation 10, time 
V0 using Equation 12 and displacement by Equation 9. 

Where 
M= = Effective mass of the body part (kg) Sled Normalization 
Fv = Impactor force (N) a) Determine the effective mass of the dummy part 
Vo = Lateral impact velocity (m/s) (thorax and pelvis) using Equation 26. The effective 

b) Normalize the impactor force and time using Equation mass should be taken at the end of the initial wall force 

20. for the appropriate body part. 

J F .dr 
Thorax. a) Determine the effective mass of the dummy M~ -- (26) 

part using Equation 23. The effective mass should be Vo 
determined when the impactor and dummy are at a Where 
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Mr = Effective mass of the body part (kg) Impact Dummy--Lateral Abdominal Response Re- 
F = Compensated impact wall force (kN) quirements to Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. 
Vo = Initial impact velocity (m/s) ISO/DTR 9790-5 Ref No Isofrc22/SC22/WG5 

Note: V0 should be taken to be the same as for the N1554 E. (f) Isofrc22 Road Vehicles--Anthro- 

thorax, even though the profile of the seated dummy pomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Pelvic 

will cause the pelvis to impact the wall after the Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of 

shoulder/thorax complex. It should be assumed that at the Dummy. ISO/DTR 9790-6 Ref No ISO/TC22/ 

the time of impact of the pelvis the dummy-to-wall SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 

velocity has not decreased. 3. Mertz H J. A Procedure for Normalizing Impact 

b) Normalize the wall forces using Equation 10, dummy 
Response Data. SAE paper 840884, Warrendale, PA. 
USA. 1984. acceleration using Equation 11 and time using Equation 

12. 
4. Hodgson V R and L M Thomas. Head Impact Re- 

sponse. Wayne State University School of Medicine. 

Specification oflmpactPadding 
Vehicle Research Institute Report VRI 7.2 SAE. 
1975. The sled test padded wall padding was developed by 

APR. The polyurethane foam blocks were 140mm x 5. Robbins D H, R J Lehman and K Augustyn. Predic- 

tion of Thoracic Injuries as a Function of Occupant 140mm x 420mm with a density of 135 ---) 150 gm/l. The 
Kinematics. Proc. 7th. ESV Conf. Paris, 1979. quasi-static force/deflection characteristics (with a 

6. Eppinger R H, K Augustyn and D H Robbins. Devel- 
loading rate of 100 mm/min) are shown in Ref 2. 

opment of a Promising Universal Thoracic Trauma 
prediction Methodology. Proc. 22nd Stapp Car Crash 
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Influence of the Seat and Head Rest Stiffness on the Risk of Cervical Injuries 
in Rear Impact 

J.Y. Foret-Bruno, F. Dauvilliers, C. Tarriere,.]~. The risk of being seriously injured in the case of rear 

impact is approximately 5 times less than in the case of 
P. Mack 

d~ ~- ~( ff’ff~\ frontal impact. In fatal rear impact accidents, 20% of the 
Renault ~/’ striking vehicles~~~av¥ truck~ 

t~he r~aining 15% are due to stationary obstacles. 

Abstract                  / 
A seat with an integral seat belt i~/a _m_cans by which The Frequency of Cervical Injury 

the occupant can be restrained mole effectively in the Cervical injuries (all levels of severity) are the most 

case of frontal impact. This of course involves stiffening frequent in the case of rear impact as they are seen in 

the seat back whose current relatyve fragility limits the 
27% of the cases whether the occupant was wearing a 

risk of cervical injury to occupants involved in rear seat belt or not. 

impact at impact speeds over 2ff- 25 km/h. This study In frontal and side impacts the percentage of cervical 

addresses the question of what solutions exist which injuries is respectively 10% and 8% for occupants wear- 

guarantee adequate protection against cervical injury in ing seat belts. 

the case of rear impact with a stiffened seat, while still 
ensuring the higher restraint effectiveness desired in the Cervical Injury Severity 

case of frontal impact. The study consists of the follow- Two categories of cervical injuries can be determined: 

ing: ¯ serious injuries such as fractures of the cervical 

¯ accidentology study of the frequency and severity of vertebrae with or without neurological consequences 

injuries to occupants in rear impact accidents, taking (AIS > 2). It is important to emphasize that such 

into account the presence or absence of a head rest injuries are present in only 1% of cases. 

and the seat’s resistance upon impact. ~_,~minor injuries (strains, pain: AIS = 1 ) which make 
¯ definition of the accident conditions in which the ~ / up the majority of this injury ~ype (99%). 

greatest risk of cervical injury occurs so as to relate However, this sort of abrupt cervical hyperextension 
this risk to neck load measurements carried out on a with no contact being made to the head or neck is a 
Hybrid III dummy, recent and poorly understood injury. 

¯ tests carried out using a Hybrid III dummy, manipu- Kahane (1) has noted that, according to NCSS acci- 
lating the following variables~the horizontal head/ dent data, victims of cervical hyperextension take sick 
head rest distance, head rest stiffness, seat back leave from work for, on the average, 4 days. Our figures 
elasticity, and impact speed, in order to study the are of the same magnitude. Thus, if it were not for after 
influence of these variables on dummy neck meas- effects exoerienced__b_vb accident V~ct~m_.~,~as--ttrot)~em 
urements. ~ittle importance.--S-FFowever, many w~tn suc 
presentation of the response limitations of the ~"- ¯ ~njurles ex~~lieadaches, neck pain, perceptual 
Hybrid III dummy, problems, and tingling sensations in the hands some 

¯ recommendations for obtaining adequate protection years after the accident. 
in current and future vehicle models. Toussaint and Fabeck (2) have described cervico- 

encephalic disorders which have’, psychic symptoms, 
Accidents Involving Injuries~The Current among others, rather similar to those that can be 

Situation observed in past concussion victims. 

The Peugeot S.A./Renault Laboratory of Accidentol- According to Fournier (3), 90% of the after effects of 

ogy and Biomechanics currently has accident data isolated injuries to the cervical rachis disappear after 18 

involving 8,000 vehicles and approximately 115,000 months to 2 years. 

occupants. Detailed data analysis of impact severity, Animal study results have shown that muscle and 

occupants’ condition, and injury types has made it ligament tearing, muscular bleeding and encephalic or 

possible to better describe rear impact and its nervous system disorders result from efforts transmitted 

consequences, by the upper part of the spinal cord. Using high speed X- 

l ray analysis on cadavers, Nelson (4) revealed the 

Rear Impact Compared to Other Impact Types abnormal changes in cervical spine movement due to 
Rear impact is statistically less frequent and less injuries to the soft cervical tissues after hyperextension. 

severe than frontal or side impact. It represents 7% of We can therefore see that these injuries are far from 

those involved in accidents, 3 to 4% of serious injuries minor in the case of certain accidents. 

and 1 to 2% of fatalities. 
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Influence of Occupant Sex on the Frequency of Cervical ness which, if only the most recent vehicles are looked 
Injuries at, can reach 60% effectiveness. 

All accidentology teams have observed that women are 
more susceptible to cervical injuries than men. The Table 2. Frequency of Cervical Injury as a Function of 
following percentages illustrate this fact well (Table 1). Sex and Presence or Absence of a Head Rest 

Table 1. Frequency of Cervical Injuries as Function of W~h Head Rest Withot~t Head Rest I    Head Rest 
Effectiveness Impact Type 

Men 15.3% 23.2% 34% 
Women 30.3% 45.4% 

i 
33% 

! 

Impact Type 

! 
Women 

! 
Men This 60% figure can justifiably be considered not only 

’ due to a better head rest design in recent vehicles but as 
Rear ] 42% ] 21% 

, Side [~’ 13% ~ 6.5% 
well to other contributing factors. 

] Frontal ] 17% ~ 7.5% In order to study this development, three vehicle cate- 
gories were specified based on vehicle age (< 1971,1971 

The difference in cervical morphology between women to 1976, > 1976) and for each of these vehicle cate- 
and men clearly explains this heightened susceptibility, gories, the impact severity (D V) observed was taken 
States (5) puts forward the hypothesis that the difference into account. This was necessary as the risk of injury 
stems from the fact that women have lesser cervical decreases when the impact speed increases because the 
musculature than men. Using data obtained from anthro- seat breaks after a certain impact severity threshold is 
pometry studies carried out by the American army, the passed: /. ’~ ¯ 2 ~ 
author compares head volume to neck cross-sectional 

¯ cervicj~l’injury frequency by D Velocity: 
area using the following formula. < 15 km/h 36% 

(Head circumference)3 > 15 km/h 20% /~-. ~-.~ 
(Neck circumference)2 . seat breakage frequency for impacts at >25 km/h: 

< 1971     87% 
For men and women in the 50th percentile, the ratios are > 1976 55% 
respectively: 

Table 3, which takes into account the remarks above, 
¯ 1/135 for men, answers the question of whether other factors contribute 
¯ 1/151 for women, to higher head rest effectiveness. 
This ratio illustrates that women have less neck 

musculature than men given the same head size. Table 3. Cervical Injury Frequency by Vehicle Age, Seat 
Condition and Head Rest Presence 

Head Rest Effectiveness Seat condition I Head rest I < 1971 ! 1971 -1976 > 1976 

There are no texts stating that the head rest is , No , 25 , 28 37 
effective against severe cervical injuries. 

Intact 

i 
]IYes        30- 21 13 

Effectiveness 0% I 25% 63% 

/Many studies after 1980 have dealt with this subject. Broken Yes 20" 24 15 
In the case of minor injuries half the authors concluded Effectiveness 0% I 0% 51~ 
that the head rest was not effective at all, while the other 

Total "’" I    24 I 22.5 | 19.5 

half agreed that the head rest is 0 to 20% effective. -small sampling (only 5% had head rests) 

The Peugeot SA/ Renault Laboratory wrote (6) in It can be seen by looking at figures for the different 
1980 that the head rest was almost completely ineffective vehicle ages, that cervical injury frequency increases 
for men and only slightly effective for women (= 10%). considerably for newer vehicles when there is no head 
It was also noted that seat breakage seemed more effect- rest, whether or not the seat breaks. However the risk of 
ive than the presence of a head rest. cervical injury decreases regularly for newer vehicles 

Only Volvo attributed a high 55% effectiveness to the when there is a head rest. 
head rest (7). Therefore, despite the fact that head rest effectiveness 

It was therefore interesting to learn 10 years later goes from 0 to 60% and that the percentage of occupants 
whether the Peugeot S.A./Renault Laboratory’s con- using head rests is increasing (5%, 40%, and 63% re- 
clusions would be the same when given the data from spectively for the three vehicle age categories) the 
twice the number of accident victims (almost 800). Table overall risk of cervical injury is reduced by relatively 
2 shows that head rests are effective in reducing the risk little (24% to 19.5%). 
of cervical injury by 30% for men and women. The only explanation is the frequency of seat breakage 

Results analysis. Accident research, started in 1970, at different impact speeds as a function of vehicle age. 
was carried out using a high percentage of older Thus, at the same average speed, seat breakage is much 
vehicles. Therefore it is interesting to try to understand more frequent in older vehicles (61%) than in recent 
the causes behind such an advance in head rest effective- Vehicles (36%) (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Frequency of Seal Breakage as a Function of Tests with the Hybrid IiI Dummy 

Vehicle Veloci~ and Age For alt tests, the Hybrid III dummy was equipped with 

~aVelocity <1971 1971to1976 .... > ~,7~ ....... a neck load measurement device located in C1. The 
<15km/h ......... ]9 ’ 14 " 3 following were measured: My (torque), Fx (shearing 

~o ~ ~/h ~ 4~ a~ force), Fz (pull force), maximum head extension angle in 

> ~ ~ a7 ~ ~ .. relation to the thorax, and head and thorax acceleration. 
....... Toml ~ 

’ 
~ 

43 36 

In recent vehicles seats broke at the seat back adjuster Comparison of Measurements Taken for Various Tests 

mechanism in 70% of the cases, while in older vehicles with the Cervical Injury Risk Observed in Real Accidents 

seat bre~age took place at the guide rail level in 70% of (Table 5) .... 

the cases observed. 
Conclusions. The head rest has become effective Table 5. Results Obtained from Dummy Tests with 

simply because seats have become stiffer. Before, seat Standard Back Seat 

breakage took place in the mNority of cases before th~ 

head rest could come into play. 
It can be concluded therefore, that given this high 

effectiveness, the systematic installation of head rests in 

all vehicles was a good initiative. 
Future seat back stiffening (seats with 3 in-board belt 

anchorages) therefore requires the use of an optimum 
headrest. ~ ....... ~’;;~ ........ ..... 

Definition of Accident Conditions to Be 
Duplicated in WMch the Risk of Cervical 

The first series of tests allowed the verification of 
what is observed in real accidents. Thus, compared to the 

injury is Greatest reference crash (Test #1, Figure 2) which gives the neck 
le 3 shows that the risk of cervical in~y~n Tab ~-. .......................................... ~ load levels, loads which can be used as "criteria" to 

cu~ent seat typesj~.¢~A 
wh~Ahe scot.back does not break (probability of .3 ). 

predict .40 probability of cervical injury. The following 

~ ~hese 
were the important results obtained: 

Seatback breakage (Test #2 and #3, Figure 3) results 
the accident conditions robe duplicated using the Hybrid " in the division by 2 and 3 of certain loads such as 

~? III dummy. The speed and deceleration pulse were 
~g~~1~cci~logy collisions studied. 

Fx and My (Figure 4). Moreover the rotation of the 

~ The speed chos~-~as 15 km/h (sled impact speed 
head in relation to the thorax is almost non-existent 

against ba~ier) and the deceleration distance chosen was 
compared to a 49° rotation in the reference test. The 

approximately 300 ram. [~ 
presence of a head rest, under these conditions~ 

Seat models from a production vehicle were used in 
results in only slight changes from those values 

all testing. Static testing demonstrated that seat back 
observed without a head rest. Only the pull force~ 

elasticity and the load level at which the seat adjuster 
which varied very little from the first to the second 

mechanism breaks were relatively simil~ for different 
test, was cle~ly less. 

seats (Figure 1). 

F~gure 2. For~s and Bending T~rque ~,r the Reference 
Test N1 

In this test a head res[ equipped wi~h pre-compressed 
foam, placed in contact with the head and no~ movable 

even under exerted head force (no rotational movement 
nor vertical movement) was used. This head rest was 
called the "experimenta1" head rest ~hroughout ~esting 

Figure 1. Re~erence Test (N1) (Figure 5). 
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These four tests also indicate the following: 

¯ a head rest with two positions, in order to be as 
effective as possible, should stay in contact with the 
head and not pivot too easily under the force exerted 
by the head (Tests #4 &5). 

o the wider the distance between the head and the head 
rest, the greater the shearing force and the rotation 
of the head in relation to the thorax (comparison of 
Test #4/5 and #6/7). 

° the best results are observed when the head rest, in 

contact with the head, cannot pivot (Test #7). 

It can be hypothesized that testing with the above- 
mentioned "experimental" head rest would further im- 

Figure 3. Seatback Breakage (Test N3) prove these results. 

,~,    ~-?~% back bre~age, the seat back’s adjuster mechanism hav- 

~ ~¢~    :~ .~..~:~ ing reached its brewing point. 

Influence of Seat Back Sli£~ess (7~b~e 6) 

Table 6. Results Obta,ned from ~ummy Tests 
........................... Standard Rigidified Back Seat 

Figure 4. Shear For~s and Bending Torques for the 
Tests N1, N2, and N3 

to 12° and then returned to its initial position (Test 
4, 5, 6, and 7). 

Making the seat back stiffer (Figure 7), which 

elimina~e~ ~iS~ilel~!i~ ~j,!~i~," gives the following 
results at the same 15 km!h sp~ iP~gure 8): 

. when there was no head rest there was a decrease m 
Figure 5. Experimenta~ Headrest loads and head ro~atioa in relation to the thorax 

* Tests in which the seat back did not break (Tests #4, compared to the reference ~est (Test 

5, 6, and 7) show that the head rest, no matter what ¯ when using the "experimea~al" head res~ (Test #9), 

its position in relation to the head, and no matter the same load measures as in Test #7, which had ~he 

whether it held under the force exerted by the h#ad, best results, were observed. Only the pu~l force was 

reduces the most predictive criteria of cervical injury divided approximately in 2. 

(Figure 6). Its observed effectiveness in road con- Analysis of film data. as well as the analysis of a 
ditions is therefore upheld with Hybrid III. with cadaver under very similar conditions (speed of 

,oo    ~ ...................... kin/h), show that the beginning of ~he rebound of 

, ~? ~/’~ ~ ,,    ~)~ seat back titt (sea~ back from a production line sea~) 

~~:~’-~, takes place at the point where ~he head begias ~o rotate 

~. .... ’~;’~",-~ i -~ backwards (Figure 9). Thus the beginning of the back- 

7:_~’-- ~:~’"’""~" ..... "" ~)~ ~ ...... -- "’’~ 
w~d movement of the head and the forward return o1" the 

~,., -’" ___~:~ thorax take place simultaneously, This explains the 

.... additional loads observed compared to the loads 
,o ,,~%, ,~ ~ ~ ,,,~,., , ..... served in the case of the stiffened seat back. 

When there is a good head rest in contact with Figure 6. Shear Forces and Bending Torques for the 
T~sts N1, N4, Nh, N6, and N7 head; these observed differences are eliminated. 
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the reference test (Figure 10). The bead rotation in 

relation to the thorax reached 52°. 
o Test #11 was carried out with a production line head 

rest. In this test the shearing force and the torque 
force were noticeably reduced and, above all, bead 

rotation in relation to the thorax was the most 
reduced in comparison to test #t0. These two loads 
(Fx and My), however, were still of the same 
magnitude as in the reference test. It can therefore 
be supposed that given this configuration, a risk of 
cervical injury exists in so far as the diminished 

head rotation (from 49° to 26°) is not sufficient to 
lessen this risk. 

o Test #12 was carried out with an "experimental" 

Figure 7 ~atb~ck Stfff÷r {Test Nll) bead rest. In this test the best results were obtained 

................ ............. -~ ,~ .............. a~:~,~_~ since the torque measured was the lowest, and the 

’,~ ~ ~.:" 
~ ~,<~if~,¢~.~::.~:: 

bead ro~tion angle only reached t4°. Only the 
/,. .}~,:~ 

:~’-/~’!~. 
’~ ............ shewing force still remained bigb (270 N comp~ed 

~;: ’:~" ~. to 280 N in the reference test). 

Figure ~0. Shear Forces and Bending Torques for the 
Tests N1, N10, 

Hybrid IH Dummy Response Limitations 

-~--.~_~ ~,, Of the three criteria (torque, shearing force and 

~-’~"x bead/thorax angle) which seem to predict the risk of 
~ cervical injury, only the shearing force cannot be greatly 

.~ diminished in the last test and remains at the load limit. 
’ Does this mean that, because of this value which is close 

~’~’- to the limit, the risk of cervical injury still exists? 
’ In an attempt to answer this question, a comparative 

~x test was carried out on a cadaver and the Hybrid II 
x,, dummy under very severe crash conditions (speed 65 

~ Tl~orax ~is 
x kmih, deceleration distance 930ram, a,~ = 18g). The seat 

H~d "t’bo~aox Cinemaic ~. had a stiffened seat back and a stiff bead rest in contact 
MS22I SI~S~= 14km/l~ ~ the bead (Figures ll and 12). 

--- =10~ ms maximum backward movement of the h~d, ao head roatio*~ nloveme~lt in relation to the thorax is almost 
~- t = 20~1} ms maxi*~ um exteasio~ of ~be bead ~on-existent in both tests. The autopsy of the cadaver 

Figure 9. Cadave~ ~est showed no injury to neck tissue or ligaments. As well it 

h~fh~ence {zt’Speed (Table d) can be noted that there were no i~ljuries to other body 

Tests a~: higher speeds were necessary ia order to areas. 

evaluate the additional risks to a~ occupant, in th~ case The test with the Hybrid III dummy however resulted 

of rear impact, wBic~ ~e attributable to a stiffe} seat in high measurements at the neck level (Tesl #13). The 

back. Three tests were therefore carried out at 30 km!h sheaing force reached 590 N, that is to say 2 times 

with a deceleration distance of 500 mm /;7 higher t~an in the reference test, and lt-~e torque meas- 

, Tesi #10 was can-ted out without a head rest. In this ured 18 Nm, slightly lower than in the reference test. 

test it was observed t~at loads continued to be very So~ considering this shearing force, the risk of cervical 

high, much higher tbaa those in Test #1 which was injury would be high. Whereas the ~est with a cadaver 
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Recommendations for Obtaining Adequate 

Protection in Current aad Future Vehicle 
M o d e I s 

We have seen that the elastic rebound of the seat 
backs backward tilt increased the neck load given the 
same impact speed. 

Therefore it seems of the utmost importance that, 
before seat back breakage occurs, these elastic rebounds 
be as weak as possible in current vehicle seats in order 
to limit the risk of injuries, in particular when there is no 
head rest. [t is also important to point out that all French 
vehicles have been equipped with front seat head rests 
since last year. 

Figure 11. Test with Cadaver and Dummy (N13) We have also demonstrated that in order to be the 
most effective possible, the head rest should be in 
contact with the head. Thus it is necessary to have two 
settings with sufficient swivel angles. Furthermore: 

o the optimal head rest position for the occupant 
should not be easily knocked out of adjustment when 
a force is exerted on the head rest, the actual case 
for many head rests. 

¯ though head rest padding is associated with comfort 
and security, too soft padding can result in too great 
of a head rotation. 

From head acceleration and force measurements it has 
been possible to set, given different impact speeds and 
seat back stiffness, specifications for a very effective 
head rest. Such a head rest, when placed against the back 

Figure 12. Test with Cadaver and Dummy (N13) of the head, should be able to stand the following loads 

indicated no injury. Furthermore, it is logic dictates that without any change in position: 
without any relative movement between the head, the - longitudinal force 750 N 
neck and the thorax there is no risk of injury, o vertical force 250 N 

Therefore it would seem that this shearing force ¯ torque 
measured at the neck load measurement device level These recommendations should make it possible, for 
does not signify a risk of injury when there is violent occupants of future vehicles, to benefit from better pro- 
contact between the head and the head rest but is rather tection with 3 in-board belt anchorage seats in the case 
due to the law of action-reaction. The strong force of rear impact, as well as to obtain optimal protection in 
exerted by the head rdst on the head leads to a propor- the case of frontal impact, 
tional reaction force measured between the head and the 
neck. Should then, under these conditions, only the Acknowledgements 
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Improvements in the ATB/CVS Body Dynamics Model 

John T. Fleck the development of safety standards for vehicles to 

J & J Technologies Inc. minimize the injuries to occupants of motor vehicles. 
The Air-Force’s interest is to minimize injury to pilots 

Abstract 
during ejection from an airplane. 

The CVS/ATB Model differs from most other models 
The ATB/CVS (Articulated Total Body Model/Crash in that it allows the user the freedom to define the 

Victim Simulator) is a three dimensional model used to "victim" and or the "vehicle" as disjoint sets of connect- 
study human and/or dummy biomechanics in various ed rigid segments. For example, the program can be used 
crash situations. The model was originally developed to model two occupants interacting with each other 
under the joint sponsorship of the National Highway and/or one or more vehicles. There is no restriction on 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Motor the number of segments used to define the occupants 
Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA). Various ("victims") or the vehicles other than storage limitations 
improvements in the model were sponsored by NHTSA of the computer used. The program (CVS/ATB Model) 
and the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Laboratory at is written in FORTRAN hence is easily installed on most 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Since that time J & J medium or large-scale computers. Recently, it has been 
Technologies Inc. has developed a new version of the converted to run on a micro-computer. 
model which has some significant new capabilities. It is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with 
These new features include an increase in the number of the program. A description of the basic ATB Model is 
segments, a mass-flow inflation algorithm for the airbag contained in the reference cited at the end of this paper. 
and an automatic point generator for the harness (seat- 
belt) routines. These features allow one to model for Improvements in ATB IV.2 
example, an airbag attached to a collapsible steering The new version of the ATB model has many more 

column. This paper gives a short description of the new tests on the consistency of the input data. In particular it 
features, checks whether any dimension statements are violated 

and whether any program restrictions are violated. For 

Introduction example, if a segment has a prescribed motion, it checks 
The Crash Victim Simulator (CVS) program develop- the consistency of the initial positions and velocities as 

ment began in the early seventies under the joint given in the data for the prescribed motion with the data 

sponsorship of the National Highway Traffic Safety as supplied on the initial position cards. If an incon- 

Administration (NHTSA) and the Motor Vehicle Manu- sistency is detected the program outputs an appropriate 

facturers Association. In 1975 the Aerospace Medical message and stops. A listing of the program stops are 

Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base contained at the end of the input description listing. The 

sponsored the development of an improved joint routine, current listing contains over 100 program stops which 

a harness routine and the inclusion of aerodynamic are checks on the input. 

forces. This modified program was called the Articulated This new version allows a prescribed motion to be 

Total Body (ATB) Model. Since that time, various modi- relative to another prescribed motion, i.e. the user may 

fications have been made to the programs. In most cases wish to model a vehicle where a doo~ moves with respect 

changes to either of the programs were included in the the vehicle. The relative door motion can be inputted in 

other hence one may refer to the CVS/ATB Model. The the same fashion as the vehicle and the program will add 

latest version is entitled ATB IV.2. the motion of the door to the motion of the vehicle. 

The CVS/ATB Model is a three-dimensional dynamic In previous versions where the input option to set the 

model designed to compute the motion and forces acting initial linear and angular velocities to the initial velocity 

on a "victim" in a crash situation. The National Higlaway of the vehicle was used, the initial linear velocity of the 

Traffic Safety Administration’s interest is primarily in segments did not consider the relative position of the 
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segments with respect to the vehicle. This has been Another problem that has been corrected in the 
corrected both in the initial calculations of the linear modified routines is the fact that if the user inputs the 
velocities and in the output routine which calculates die reference points in a reverse order, i.e. from anchor point 
time history of a segment’s linear velocity with respect B to anchor point A instead of from A to B, the program 
to a different segment, may produce significantly different results. With the 

corrected version the results will be within computational 
Modifications accuracy. 

J & J Technologies Inc., offers a version of the ATB An option is also available which allows a harness to 
model with added optional features. The model can be be dropped and remain dropped from consideration once 
tailored to the user needs. New features that are available it no longer contacts a body segment (when the harness 
are: contains only one belt and the selected points are only 

Computer. A version of the program is available that the two anchor points). This option has been found use- 
runs on an 80386 or 80486 (or equivalent) micro com- ful in side impact simulations. 
puter with an 80387 or 80487 coprocessor. Flexible segment. The flexible segment option allows 

Units. In the standard version of ATB the unit of force the user to constrain the relative angular orientation of 
must equal the unit of weight. In the enhanced version, the internal segments of a string of segments to be a 
if the unit of weight is kilograms the unit of force may prescribed quadratic function of the relative yaw, pitch 
be kilograms, kilo-Newtons or Newtons. and roll of the terminal segments. For example, the user 

Increased dimensions. The standard version of ATB may wish to model the neck by one or more segments 
has limits of 30 segments, 40 ellipsoids, 30 planes and and prescribe the relative angular orientation of these 
50 functions. A modified version can be assembled with segments using the upper torso and the head as the 
these and/or other dimensions tailored to a user’s need. terminal segments. 

Airbag enhancement. The standard version of ATB The current version of ATB requires that segments 
uses a high pressure gas bottle to supply the gas to the used in the flexible segment option have principle 
bag and only allows the bag to be deployed from a~n inertias that are along the geometric axis, i.e., the option 
ellipsoidal panel attached to the primary vehicle, to rotate the principle axes with respect to the geometric 

A mass-flow option is available where the user inputs axes cannot be used. The modified version corrects this 
the mass flow rate and the temperature of the gas source deficiency and has a option which simplifies the input of 
as functions of time and the program computes the press- the prescribed quadratic functions. 
ure, temperature, and volume of the gas in the bag using Function input and use. A modification allows the 
the appropriate thermodynamic equations, user to specify a scale factor and an offset for a function 

An option to attach the deployment panel to any seg- which is specified by a table. This feature is useful in a 
ment is available, i.e., the bag may be deployed from a parameter study where the user may wish to run a data 
collapsible steering wheel, set where particular functions are increased or decreased 

Harness algorithm enhancement. The standard version by, say 10%, without having to change the table. 
of ATB requires that the user prescribe a set of possible It has been found that the routine, which updates the 
contact points of the belts in a harness with the segments functions used by contact routines and which have speci- 
to be contacted. The program will select, from this pre- fied energy recovery (R) factors and specified offset (G) 
scribed set, a subset of points which are consistent with factors which affect the computation of loading and 
the current geometry, during the course of a run. Since unloading curves, can produce a new function definition 
the contact points must lie on an ellipsoid and since the which will compute a force which exceeds the value of 
initial configuration of selected points usually lie in a the base curve when reloading. This has been corrected 
plane, the computation of these prescribed points is a in the modified version. Also the modified version 
chore for the user. allows the user to specify a straight line unload-reload 

An option is available that will automatically generate slope. This slope may be a function of the deformation 
sets of points with the user supplying just a few points, if desired. 
For example, for the torso belt the user may supply the Belt algorithm. In the current version of the belt 
upper and lower anchor points and one point on the algorithm the user specifies two anchor points and a 
upper torso and ask the program to select ten more fixed point on a segment. The routine forms a plane 
points which lie in the plane of the three inputted points containing these three points and computes the tangent 
and lie on the torso, points to the ellipse formed by the intersection of this 

If the user specifies a zero coefficient of friction for plane with the ellipsoid containing the fixed point. It has 
the belt along the belt line the current ATB may or may a zero friction option and an infinite friction option. In 
not produce equal tensions in the belt segments as would the zero friction option the fixed point is treated as a 
be expected. This has been corrected so that zero friction loop through which the belt passes and the tension is 
will produce, equal tensions in the modified harness computed from the total belt length. The tensions will be 
routines, equal at all points of the belt. In the infinite friction 
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option the belt is assumed pinned to the segment at the All known errors in the ATB IV.2 program as origin- 

fixed point and each section (from fixed point to anchor ally released have been corrected. 

point) is treated separately. Also the anchor points must Special versions of the program with added features 

be attached to the same segment (usually the vehicle). If have been created for some users to fit their specific 

the segment containing the fixed point rotates such that needs. 

fixed point is not contained on the arc between the 
tangent points the routine may produce erroneous results. 

Associated Program 

When the tangent points coincide with the fixed point, 
A ’bubble man’ plot routine is available which plots 

which is an indication that the belt should no longer be 
front, side and top views of the model. The routine is 

active (such as in a side impact or submarining situa- 
written to drive an Hewlett Packard 8; pen plotter (speci- 

tion), the current routine will continue to compute a 
fically an HP-7550A), but can be modified for other 

tension and apply a force and torque to the segment, 
plotters. As an option, it can produce a file which can be 

A modified version of the belt routines automatically 
viewed directly on the screen using a companion pro- 

repositions the fixed point, allows finite non-zero friction 
gram. The routine has a hidden line option, it plots 

and allows the belt to be dropped when the tangent 
planes, ellipsoids, hyperellipsoids, airbags, airbag panels, 

points coincide with the fixed point (which is no longer 
springs, belts, harnesses and constr~tints (such as fixed 

fixed). The anchor points may be attached to different 
point and fixed distance). The user has the option Of 
selecting different colors and/or the option to suppress 

segments. 
Other modifications. Allow the user to select each    the plotting of various elements. 

time history of a plane-segment or a segment-segment 
contact to be printed during the current run, not printed 

Summary 

during the current run and printed later, or not printed at 
Since ATB-IV.2 has been released., J & J Technologies 

all. The current version of ATB has only the optio~ts to Inc. has made many enhancements to the model which 

print or not to print all of plane-segment and/or segment- greatly increases its usefulness. The new versions of the 

segment contacts with no option to recover the informa- restraint-system routines can be used for side-impact 

tion if it is not printed, situations where the old versions may fail. The mass- 

For each of the plane-segment and/or the segment- flow option for the airbag routines can be used to simu- 

segment contacts, the user may instruct the program to 
late current inflation techniques. 

stop a specified number of time intervals after first 
J & J Technologies Inc. continues to work on the 

contact is made. This feature is useful in testing data model to improve its performance. 

sets. 
Currently hyper-ellipsoids may have different powers Reference 

only for the plane-segment contacts where the edge- "Articulated Total Body Model Enhancements," Volume 

effect option is not specified. A version of the hyper- 2: User’s Guide. Louise. A. Obergefell, Thomas. R. 

ellipsoid routines is being developed which removes this Gardner, Ints Kaleps and John T. Fleck. January 1988, 

restriction. This will allow the user to define surfaces AAMRL-TR-88-043. 

such as cylinders which intersect with each other. 
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Influence of Rigid Wall Impact Speed on Dummy and Vehicle Loadings 

Eberhard Faerber In order to conduct a thorough investigation into the 

Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt) influence of rigid wall impact speeds, it was accepted 

that it would be necessary to carry out forty-five impact 

Abstract tests (and three repeat tests) at five different test speeds 
on vehicles of three different weights. During the initial The objective of the investigation was to determine the 

influence of 0° rigid wall impact speed on dummy and stage, three types of vehicle were subjected to a single 
test at the various applicable speeds. vehicle loadings by testing three different types of 

vehicle at speeds of 30 km/h, 40 km/h, 45 km/h, 50 km/h The remainder of this paper presents the results of 
these first fifteen impact tests. and 55 km/h. The test vehicles were subcompact, com- 

pact and full-size vehicles. During the initial testing Test Method 
stage, a total of fifteen tests was conducted, in other The vehicles were subjected to 0° frontal impact test- 
words, one test for each constellation. The front seats ing at impact speeds of 30 km/h, 40 km/h, 45 km/h, 50 
were occupied on each occasion by two hybrid III km/h and 55 km/h. The following vehicle types were 
dummies, selected: 

¯ subcompact car: FORD Fiesta 
Introduction ¯ wheel base 2292 mm, curb weight 750 kg 

The BASt chose to conduct this investigation into the ¯ compact car: Volkswagen Golf Rabbit) II wheel base 
influence of rigid wall impact speed on dummy loadings 2475 mm, curb weight 855 kg 
for various reasons. A bibliographical study revealed that ¯ mid-size/large car: Audi 100 (4000) wheel base 2687 
there are no publications available in respect of such an mm, curb weight 1,110 kg. 
investigation. The vehicles were tested in a roadworthy condition 

As a matter of routine, the American Traffic Safety 
without luggage using a petrol substitute. On each 

Administration (NHTSA) subjects all available vehicle occasion, the two front seats were occupied by hybrid III 
models to 0° rigid wall testing at a speed of 56.3 km/h dummies wearing seatbelts. 
and publishes the test results. In comparison with the 48 The vehicles were tested in respect of the following 
.3 km/h test prescribed by law (FMVSS 208), the impact values: 
energy at 56.3 km/h is almost 40 % higher. The car 

¯ wall force on 10 elements and total force industry complains that as a result of this practice, they 
are forced to adopt more robust vehicle construction ¯ vehicle accelerations 

designs than required by law. - c.g.: triaxial (tunnel) left-hand and right-hand sill: 
x - axle No legislation requiring full-scale testing of total 

passive vehicle safety has yet been introduced in Europe. ¯ belt forces 

At the beginning of 1991, the European Experimental - lap belt: 2 points (left and right) shoulder belt: 2 

Vehicles Committee (EEVC) established the WG 11 
points (top and bottom). 

working group to investigate the possibility of improving The dummies were comprised of the following parts 

existing legislation and, if appropriate, introducing full- of the body: 

scale testing as a means of increasing passive safety in ¯ head, upper neck 
the event of frontal impact. During the course of the - acceleration: triaxial 
investigations of WG 11, the question arose of whether - longitudinal force (FNZ) 
there are any types of vehicle which might register -shearing force (FNX) 
higher dummy loadings at low test speeds (< 50 km/h, - bending moment (MNY) 
for example) than at high test speeds. ¯ chest 

An investigation conducted by BASt into the main - acceleration: triaxial 
areas of emphasis of the WG 11 study revealed that 30° - chest deflection 
50 km/h rigid wall impacts impose only minimum safety ¯ pelvis 
requirements on both larger and smaller vehicles. For - acceleration: triaxial 
this reason, the UK in particular suggested raising the ¯ femur 
impact speed of this configuration to 55 km/h. - longitudinal force 
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In order to put meat on the bones of the values, the                                    Speed 
tests were also filmed using up to eight high-speed 
cameras each taking 1000 pictures a second. 

Test Results 
For the purpose of recording the results, the signal 

traces were calculated using both time and conventional 
criteria (such as maximum and 3ms values) in respect of 
all the measurement channels. The signal traces were 
obtained from the 10 kHz digitalized data and filter by 
means of software conforming to SAE 211. The values ~ T 

are reproduced in tables 1 to 6 in the appendix. 
What result could be expected in respect of the 

influence of impact speed on the course of the 
measurement curves? 

Three basic assumptions are possible, see Figure 1. 

¯ rising impact speed produces greater impact duration 
without significantly increasing the loading level; 

¯ rising impact speed alters the shape of the signal 
traces; 

¯ rising impact speed alters the maximum amplitude of 
the signal traces without significantly increasing the - T 

impact duration. 

The correlation between impact speeds and 
characteristic values is usually determined by means of 
regression calculation. The following two formulations 
were selected: 

linear regression: 
dummy/vehicle loading -- ai + bi ¯ v, and 

power regression: 
dummy/vehicle loading = ai ¯ v exp bj 

The graphs contained in Figures 2 and 3 confirm the .~ T 
accuracy of the last of these assumptions. In all the 
measuring curves of a vehicle, impact duration and F~emuit~ to 
signal trace shape are practically identical. In conse- with ~creosi~g imp~=ct speed 
quence, it is possible to arrive at fairly accurate loading 
characterizations at the various impact speeds solely by Figure 1. Results to be Expected with Increasing Impact 

means of the maximum and 3ms values. Important Speed 
measurement plots in respect of the tests conducted on 
the compact car (VW Golf) have been reproduced to n~Sxy - ~,x~y 
illustrate this point. As no belt forces were recorded for CORi -- 

this vehicle, the total belt force values are those of the ~(nEx 2 _ (,~.x)2 . (n~,~y2 _ (~y)~) 

subcompact car (FORD Fiesta). (correlation coefficient) 
The correlation was calculated using the following 

formulas: 

linear regression: power regression: 

~’Y - bi " ~                                            F.lny - b~ ¯ Elnx 
al --                                                              a. = e exp 

b, -- nT_,xy - T~x . ~y 
nT_,x: _ (T_,x)~                                 bj = n~.lnx " lny - Einx ¯ ~.lny nE(lnx) 
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(g                                Ims  
head acceleration 
resultant 
passenger 

sill 
left 

chest acceleration {ms} 

resultant 
-~.o 

passenger 

sill 
right 

pelvis acceleration 
resultant                                                       .~o.~, 
passenger 

~" (kN) 

total belt 
/ ~’ forces 

(4 points) 

Figure 2. Dummy Loading of Compact Car Tests 
(VW Golf), Each for 5 Test Speeds (- - - Test Speed 
30 km/h, ~ Test Speed 55 km/h) 

n~lnx ¯ lny - ~lnx ¯ ~lny {ms) 
COR. -- 

~v~’/n~’(lnx~ _ (F.lnx)~) . (nE(lny)2 _ (Elny)2) 
Figure 3. Door Sill Accelerations of Compact Car 

(correlation coefficient) 
(VW Golf) Total Belt Forces of Subcompact Car 
(Ford Fiesta, Not Measured for Compact Car), 
Each for 5 Test Speeds (- - - Test Speed 30 km/h, 

Linear and power regressions were calculated for all the -- Test Speed 55 km/h) 

values contained in tables 1 to 6, see tables 7 to 24 in 
the appendix, ing various values, such as those of the dummies and the 

A selection of regression curves is reproduced in test vehicles, and subsequently calculating joint re- 
Figures 4 to 6 in order to illustrate the correlation gressions for such collated normalized values. However, 
between dummy and vehicle loading values and impact particularly due to the broad span of dummy loading 
speed, values available in respect of parts of the body and also 

In order to increase the amount of data for the re- especially due to the fact that the range of the values in 
gression calculations, consideration was given to the relation to the protection criteria is too high, this 
possibility of normalizing and, where appropriate, collat- possibility was rejected on methodological grounds. 
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........... " .............. Figure 6. Selected Regression Curvas--Audi 100 (4000) 

Figure 4. Selected Regression Curves--Ford Fiesta (- - - Linear,- Potential, 

(- - - Linear, -- Potential, D1 = Driver Dummy, D2 -- Passenger Dummy) 

D1 -- Driver Dummy, D2 = Passenger Dummy) 

Conclusions 
,, <’" .... ,-,o, <’-’"’ "’:" During the initial stage of this test, only one test was 

reason, only a comparatively limited amount of data is 
available for statistical analyses. Therefore, the re- 

_ gression equations should initially be interpreted with 
, .’~.,_" ....,?,.~ ~,.,,,.,~ ,,,-, -, ,~.,i ,, ,1,.,� ,~ I:." ’~’" caution. 

In some instances, the correlation equations with the 
constants al,j and b~,j (linear and power, Tables 7 to 24 
in the appendix) would indicate the existence of major 

................ ~ differences in respect of the individual values and the 

1" !l°’ ~’~; 

various vehicle types. However, a glance at the measure- 

ment data and, in particular, at the correlation curves 
(Figures 4 to 6) reveals that in terms of results, the 
differences between the linear formulation and the power 

=" :~.,L ~-.-~,.~ ~..;:,-’~ ’~’" .,~.,,_ ....,?,.~ ~..~.,~ ..,., formulation are on.ly minor. Or, in other words: 

the linear and power regression curves in respect of 
.................. the various values are practically congruent. 

1"’ 
.~~~ I" 

The "classical" measurement data, the 3ms values of 
~" 

l/. ~~ 

head, chest and pelvis accelerations, produced higher 
correlation factors than the other measurement data. One 
reason for this is the fact that the calculation of the 3ms 

,~ ,~.,~ ,. ",.,~ ,, ~,,,,~ ..... 
~.," ............ 

values represents a kind of filter. ’.No correlation exists 
..... " .... - ..... between either dummy neck value~; or chest deflections 

Figure 5. Selected Regression Curves--Volkswagen Golf and impact speed. In the ~ase of the dummy values, the 
(Rabbit) (--- Linear, m Potential, power regressions produce slightly higher correlation 
D1 = Driver Dummy, D2 = Passenger Dummy) factors than in the case of the linear correlation. 
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The head impacts of the driver dummies produced impact speed. On the whole, only maximum amplitude 
higher head accelerations with higher exponents in the height was affected by an increase in impact speed. 
case of power regression. On the other hand, the re- Linear and power regression calculations were performed 
gression coefficients were lower. The exponents were in respect of the various values. Both formulations pro- 
even higher in the case of the HIC values, a reflection of duced almost identical regression curves, leading to the 
the HIC calculation procedure--raising"effective" head conclusion that it is sufficiently safe to assume the 
acceleration to the power of 2.5. existence of a linear correlation between impact speed 

In respect of the tests conducted on the FORD Fiesta, and dummy and vehicle loading levels. 
the driver head, chest and pelvis and the passenger head 
3ms power regression values are progressive in character Appendix 
(power indices > 1 and between 1.08 and 1.4)¯ All belt 
forces and the passenger chest and pelvis values are Table 1. Dummy Data, Driver, Head, Chest 
degressive in character (power indices < 1 and between 
0.44 and 0.67). * ...... 

In contrast to the subcompact car (FORD Fiesta), the 
compact car (Volks        w age    n Golf)       , p r od u ced high          er power 

o.,, .................. 
9,., 3 o3 ......... 

5 
[km/~)                                                                        (mini 

indices in respect of head loadings, but degressive 
FORD 30 

~ 
33 259 1,5 31 30      27 

regression curves for the passenger dummy chest and F.sST. 
~ 5, 5,9 9,3 

"223 85 580 574 51 49 36 
50 

(A 100) p pelvis values. The full-size vehicle udi roduced 55 ,4 ,,9 ,03 53 
¯ 75 546 347 58 55 44 

even higher power indices in respect of head loading ~wo ..... :5 23 342 ,4, 
40 

values. In this case, the power regressions produced pro- 4~ 10053 5356 345413 836337 

gressive correlations only for the chest loading values. 55    .;o~5 ,~ ,.~ ,~o;, 49 47      42 

All other dummy values were degressive in character. , ...... 25 28 ........ 27 
100 40 "113 86 449 449         35 34         29 

45      * 153     113     783     783      38      38      24 
The vehicle values reveal as little tendency towards ,,ooo,    ~ :,,~ ...... 5,, 

uniformity as the dummy values: the calculation of the ....... 1245    72    51 

correlation equations produced the same correlation 
factors in respect of both linear and power regression. In Table 2. Dummy Data, Passenger, Head, Chest 
respect of the subcompact car, the power regressions 
produced exponents between 0.9 and 1.1. The values are 
similar in the case of the compact car, but it is obvious .oab c~.~ 

that particularly low exponents were calculated in respect ............................... 
,peed 3 5 

6 .......... 

3 ’ 3 ........ max 
(kin/h) (mm) 

of the tunnel accelerations. In the case of the full-size 
vehicle, particularly low exponents were calculated in F,53T. ~ 5. 5,5    35 33 

50 
108 90 1034 942 46 45 

respect of the door sill accelerations. 55 ,~ 
. ~oo2 3.5 
75 955 308 45 44 

Although, as mentioned above, only a small number of ~,OO~F 5o 29 ~5 .4 ,o, 
(Rabbit) 40 34 33 388 206 33 33 39 tests was conducted, the statistical analyses permit some ,~ ,, ,, 52, 322 

739 45 44     38 
cautious conclusions to be drawn. In the case of the ,, 5’~ ~ :o°~ 30, 
dummy values, the power correlations produced only ;u~, 

~o ,, ,5 ,, ,,5 
minimally higher correlation factors than the linear ~.000) ~ .~35 ,~35 ~2~347 3~222’ 
correlations. It was not established that certain dummy ~ ~ ~: 799 671 40 38 40 

values at low impact speeds produce higher values than 
at high speeds. In respect of vehicle data, both formula- Table 3. Dummy Data, Driver, Neck, Pelvis, Belt Forces 
tions and the linear and power regression produced 
approximately equal regression values. In respect of the 
speed range tested, the linear and power regression 
curves are practic    congruent This leads to the con ........ ’~, M°Nm y ......... ~                                                                                                                                                         t~ht Lap TOFO~e 

¯ (kmnl) kN     kN    kN kN kN 

clusion that it is sufficiently safe to assume the existence .... ~ 
of a linear correlation between impact speed and dummy ,~ ............................ .     _      ,,     oo     ,., ,., ~., ~., ~o., 
and vehicle loadings .... , 

Summary 
The correlation between impact speed and dummy and ,,ooo, ............................... ,,    o.o,.,          o,      ,~     ,,     ,., 

vehicle loading was investigated in fifteen impact tests. ,, o 

Three different-sized vehicles .were tested at five differ- 
ent impact speeds. 

The form and the impact duration of all measurement 
courses remained practically unchanged, regardless of 
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Table 4. Dummy Data, Passenger, Neck, Pelvis, Belt Table 8. FORD FIESTA, Driver Dummy, Potential 

Forces Regression Equations 

p~mv                                                       FORD FIESTA driver dummy 

T~ Sp~ed ~c f~N g g up~er lower left dght For. Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 

RESTA 40 1.6 1.’ 4= ~O 8.~ ~.~ 4= 3.t 1’.~ Head result max. 0.37 "v ex . .74 
,5 =.o =.~ ~48 ~ ~ ~.~ ~.3 4.~ ~.~ =o.s Head result 3 ms 1 97 .v exp 1.40 0.87 
ss ~.~ ,.7 ~4 4~ ~ ~.~ ~., ~.= 8.~ =~., HIC 4.63 "v exp 1.92 0.99 

~ =o =~ =4 ...... HIC 36 1.38 .v exp 2.38 0.98 

so . - s~ ~8 Chest result max. 2.61 .v exp 1.17 0.97 

Chest result 3 ms 3.06 .v exp 1.09 0.98 

~oo ,o ~.~ =.o =, ~ ~8 ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.1 ~.~ Chest deflection max. 5.57 .v exp 0.76 0.97 

5~ ~.4 =.~ , ~ ~5 ~.o ~.~ 3.~ ~.5 1~.8 Neck x-force max. 2.46 .v exp -0.32 -0.75 

Neck z-force max. 0.23 .v axp 0.79 0.66 

Neck moment y max. 10040 .v exp -2.22 -1.0 

Table 5. Vehicle Data, Accelerations, Tunnel, Sill Pelvis result max. 2.76 .v exp 1.20 0.91 

Pelvis result 3 ms 3.38 .v exp 1.08 0.92 

~ ~t I TU~ TU~ T"~ ~r" ~’~ ~r~ ~’~ O~r~" ~1 Belt foroes total max. 6.80 "v exp 0.44 0.74 

= v : impact speed 

............ Table 9. FORD FIESTA, Passenger Dummy, Linear 
..................... Regression Equations 

~ 3, 3,    ,,., =,    =s    ~., ~o =’ "" FORD FIESTA p 

1® ~o ~, ~ ls.~ ~ ~ ~4.~ =~ =8 1~.~ Measuring Parameter Uneer Regression Correlation Factor 

Head result max. 34.4 + 4.51 .v 0.55 

Head result 3 me 0.80 + 5.30 .v 0.75 

Table 6. Vehicle Data, Wall Force, Deformations, H~C -4Sl + 104 .v 0.9O 
HIC 36 -590 + 107 "v 0.91 

Displacements 
Chest result max.          14.4 + 2.26 .v            0.90 

vo~. Chest result 3 ms 14.78 + 2.16 -v 0.89 

Cat T’/P~ Impact Wall For=, Deletion ~,~=~.’ ~’W~’= ~’~"~ Chest deflection max. 

Neck x-force max. 1.79 - 0.02 .v -O.16 

FtESTA 40 353 360 485 457 453 Neck z-force max. 0.82 -0.08 .v 0.51 

s~ 4~o 4~ ~o s~o ave Neck moment y max. 148 - 2.90 .v -0.25 

~ =o 1~o ~oo ~o= 4, ~=o Pelvis result max. 21.9 + 1.72 .v 0.91 
,~,~ 45 _ as4 ,~ ~os ,~ Pelvis result 3 me 19.07 + 1.80 .v 0.94 

Belt forces total max. 7.17 + 1.09 .v 1.0 

~4~0) 45 4~8 s~z sz0 53~ ~8 V : impact speed 

Table 10. FORD FIESTA, Passenger Dummy, Potential 

Table 7. FORD FIESTA, Driver Dummy, Linear Regression Regression Equations 

Equations 
FORD FIESTA passenger dummy 

FORD FIESTA driver dummy Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 

Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 
Head result max. 11.8 "v exp 0.80 0.68 

Head result max. -62.0 + 15.3 .v 0.56 Head result 3ms 3.95 .v exp 1.12 0.84 

Head result 3 ms -6.78 + 6.05 .v 0.81 HIC 5.13 .v exp 1.99 0.94 

HIC -424 + 82.4 .v 1 .O HIC 36 2.08 -v exp 2.31 0.95 

HIC 36 -544 + 90.7 .v 0.99 
Chest result max. 7.67 .v exp 0.68 0.94 

Chest result max. -5.45 + 4.47 .v 0.95 Chest result 3 ms 7.77 -v exp 0.67 0.93 

Chest result 3 me -1.92 + 3.99 .v 0.97 Chest deflection max. 

Chest deflection max. 9.70 + 2.31 .v 0.97 
Neck x-farce max. 2.00 .v exp - 0.10 -0.14 

Neck x-force max. 1.49 - 0.03 -v .0.71 Neck z-force max. 0.31 .v axp 0.70 0.65 

Neck z-force max. 0.59 + 0.09 .v 0.53 Neck moment y max. 225 .v exp - 0.29 -0.24 

Neck moment y max. 161 - 9,45 .v .0.56 
Pelvis result max. 12.2 .v exp 0.5 0.94 

Pelvis result max. -3.47 + 4.86 -v 0.86 Pelvis result 3 ms 10.51 ’v exp 0.55 0.96 

Pelvis result 3 ms 1.10 + 4.06 -v 0.87 
Belt forces total max. 4.27 -v exp 0.63 1.0 

Belt forces total max. 12.39 + 0.64 "v 0.65 v = ~mpact speed 

v : impact speed 
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Table 11. FORD FIESTA, Vehicle Data, Linear Regression Table 13. VOLKSWAGEN, Driver Dummy, Linear 
Equations Regression Equations 

FORD FIESTA VW GOLF ddver dummy 

Measuring Parameter 
Linear Regression Correlation Factor 

Measuring Parameter 
Linear Regression Correlation Factor 

Tunnel res. max. 3.15 + 2.92 "v 0.94 Head result max. -S2.3 + 10.2 -v 0.87 
Tunnel rea. 3 ms 4.75 + 2.64 .v 0.94 Head result 3 me -47.9 + 9.6 .v 0.89 

HIC -1143 + 155 .v 0.96 
Sill left max. 2.81 + 2.62 "v 0.98 HIC 36 -1304 + 163 "v 0.95 
Sill left 3 ms 2.12 + 2.58 .v 0.98 

Chest result max. -3.25 + 3.51 ’v 0.99 
Sill dght max. 3.25 + 2.66 .v 0.98 Chest result 3 ms -2.43 + 3.33 "v 0.98 
Sill dght 3 ms 6.06 + 2.31 -v 0.96 Chest deflection max. 12.5 + 2.33 .v 0.53 

Wall force max. -27.7 + 34.28 .v 0.99 Neck x-force max. 0.72 + 0.04 -v 0.53 
Neck z-force max. -1.16 + 0.22 ’v 0.96 Deformation max. 1) -90.3 + 41.7 .v 0.98 Neck moment y max. 130 - 6.69 .v -0.88 

Displace tunnel. 2) -57.4 + 48.6 .v 0.99 Pelvis result max. -3.78 + 3.82 "v 0.94 
Pelvis result 3 ms -1.12 + 3.49 .v 0.92 Displace sill left -9.30 + 43.2 .v 0.99 

Displace sill dght 3.80 + 41.5 "v 1.0 
Belt forces total max. 

v = impact speed 1) Maximum value from film evaluation 

2) Maximum value from double integration of 

acceleration 
Table 14. VOLKSWAGEN, Driver Dummy, Potential 

v = impact speed Regression Equations 

Table 12. FORD FIESTA, Vehicle Data, Potential 
vw GOLF driver dummy 

Regression Equations Measuring Parameter 
Potential Regression Correlation Factor 

FORD FIESTA Head result max. 0.41 .v axp 2.05 0.92 
Head result 3 ms 0.47 .v exp 1.97 0.93 

Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor HIC 0.53 .v exp 2.86 0.98 
HIC 36 0.06 "v exp 3.64 0.98 

Tunnel rea. max. 4.18 "v exp 0.89 0.83 

Tunnel res. 3 ms 4.29 .v exp 0.86 0.94 Chest result max. 2.53 .v axp 1.1 0.99 
Chest result 3 ms 2.61 .v exp 1.07 0.98 

Sill left max. 3.42 .v axp 0.93 0.98 Chest deflection max. 4.65 -v exp 0.86 0.65 

Sill left 3 ms 3.09 .v exp 0.95 0.99 
Neck x-force max. 0.48 .v exp 0.36 0.49 

Sill dght max. 3.30 .v exp 0.95 0.98 Neck z-force max. 0.02 "v exp 1.75 0.97 

Sill dght 3 me 3.87 .v axp 0.87 0.97 Neck moment y max. 1533 .v exp -1.42 -0.93 

Wall force max. 24.24 .v exp 1.11 0.99 Pelvis result max. 3.20 .v exp 1.03 0.94 
Pelvis result 3 ms 3.60 .v exp 0.97 0.93 

Deformation max. 1) 22.51 .v exp 1.17 0.98 
’ Belt forces total max. 

Displace tunnel 2) 36.6 .v exp 1.07 0.99 
v z impact speed 

Displace sill left 43.5 "v exp 0.99 0.99 

Displace sill dght 45.13 "v exp 0.87 1.0 Table 15. VOLKSWAGEN, Passenger Dummy, Linear 

1) Maximum value from film evaluation 
Regression Equations 

2) Maximum value from double integration of acceleration 

VW GOLF passenger dummy 

v = impact speed 
Measuring Parameter 

Linear Regression Correlation Factor 

Head result max. -28.72 + 6.04 .v 0.96 

Head result 3 ms -25.3 + 5.66 .v 0.96 

HIC -1053 + 139-v 0.94 

HIC 36 -895 + 109-v 0.92 

Chest result max. -11.3 + 3.95 -v 0.99 

Chest result 3 ms -11.84 + 3.92 "v 0.99 

Chest deflection max. 5.12 + 2.66 -v 0.91 

Neck x-force max. 

Neck z-force max. 

Neck moment y max. 

Pelvis result max. -15.9 + 4.91 "v 0.98 

Pelvis result 3 ms -15.0 + 4.75 "v 0.97 

Belt forces total max. 

v = impact speed 
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Table 16. VOLKSWAGEN, Passenger Dummy, Pote.tial Table 18. VOLKSWAGEN, Vehicle Data, Potential 

Regression Equations Regression Equations 

V~/GOLF passenger dummy                                                     VOLKSWAGEN GOLF 

Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 
Measuring Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 

’HesS result max. 0.78 .v exp 1.61 0.97 
Tunnel res. max. 7.52 .v exp 0.59 0.72 

HesS result 3 ms 0.86 -v exp 1.56 0.97 
Tunnel res. 3 ms 6.59 "v exp 0.61 O.81 

HIC 0.22 "v exp 3.13 0.98 Sill left max. 1.64 .v exp 1.10 0.97 

NIC 36 0.06 "v exp 3.49 0.97 Sill left 3 ms 1.76 .v axp 1.05 0.97 

Chest result max. 1.18 .v exp 1.37 0.99 Sill right max. 1.42 .v exp 1.14 0.98 

Chest result 3 ms 1.13 .v exp 1.38 0.99 Sill dght 3 ms 1.35 .v sxp 1.15 0.99 

Chest deflection max. 4.28 .v exp 0.87 0.92 

Wall force max. 12.1 .v exp 1.09 0.95 

Neck x-force max. 

Neck z-force max. Deformation max. 1) 52.9 "v exp 0.95 0.99 

Neck moment y max. Displace tunnel 2) 49.3 "v exp 0.98 0.99 

Pelvis result max. 1.17 .v exp 1.44 0.99 

Pelvis result 3 ms 1.18 .v exp 1.43 0.98 Displace sill left 55.4 "v exp 0.95 1.0 

Belt forces total max. 
Displace sill right 54.4 .v exp 0.96 0.99 

v = impaot speed 
1 ) Maximum value fro film evaluation 

2) Maximum value from double integration of acceleration 

Table 17. VOLKSWAGEN, Vehicle Data, Linear v = impact speed 

Regression Equations 
Table 19. AUDI, Driver Dummy, Lin,-=ar Regression 

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF Equations 

Measuring Parameter Unear Regression Correlation Factor 
AUD1100 driver dummy 

Tunnel res. max. 11.3 + 1.77 .v 0.79 

Tunnel tee. 3 ms 10.1 + 1.68 -v 0.85 
Measuring Parameter Unear Regression Correlation Factor 

Sill left max. -2.22 + 2.28 .v 0.97 HesS result max. -94.7 + 17.3 .v 0.90 

Sill left 3 ms -0.72 + 2.05 .v 0.97 HesS ~eault 3 ms -72.7 + 13.6 .v 0.92 

HIC -1132 + 152 .v 0.99 

Sill dght max. -3.18 + 2.29 .v 0.98 HIC 36 -1297 + 164 .v 0.99 

Sill dght 3 ms -3.36 + 2.24 .v 0.88 

Chest result max. -28.7 + 6.11 .v 0.92 

Wall force max. -31.0 + 17.7 -v 0.95 Chest result 3 ms -17.16 + 4.85 .v 0.95 

Chest defleotion max.      26.8 + 0.14 .v            0.14 

Deformation max. 1)       12.94 + 45.0 .v           0.99 
Neck x-fores max. 1.69 - 0.07 .v -0.83 

Displace tunnel 2) 3.55 + 47.07 ,v 0.99 Neck z-force max. -2.84 + 0.38 .v 0.80 

Neck moment y max.      -49.2 + 10.3.v            0.51 
Displace sill left           28.9 + 45.9 -v            1.0 

Pelvis result max. 26.2 + 1.09 -v 0.87 

Displace sill dght 17.9 + 47.9 .v 0.99 
Pelvis result 3 ms 26.71 + 0.98 .v 0.88 

1 ) Maximum value fro~ film evaluation 

2) Maximum value from double integration of 
Belt forces total max. 11.62 + 0.78 0.94 

acceleration ’ v : impact speed 

Table 20. AUDI, Driver Dummy, Potential Regression 
V = impact speed Equations 

AUD1100 driver dummy 

Meacufing Parameter Potential Regression Correlation Factor 

Head result max. 0.11 .v exp 2.76 0.91 

HesS result 3 ms 0.17 -v exp 2.49 0.93 

HIC 0.28 .v exp 3.10 0.99 

HIC 36 0.02 .v axp 4.08 0.99 

Chest result max. 1.10 .v exp 1.48 0.93 

Chest result 3 ms 1.53 -v exp 1.32 0.95 

Chest deflection max. 26.1 .v exp 0.03 0.08 

Neck x-force max. 9.19 "v exp -1.00 -0.82 

Neck z-force max. 0.01 .v exp 2.22 0.86 

Neck moment y max. 7.79 .v axp 0.86 0.34 

Pelvis result max. 17,1 .v exp 0.3;4 0.91 

Pelvis result 3 ms 18.0 .v axp 0.3;1 0.91 

Belt forces total max. 6.97 .v exp 0.45 0.95 

v = impact speed 
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Table 21. AUDI, Passenger Dummy, Linear Regression Table 23. AUDI, Vehicle Data, Linear Regression 
Equations Equations 

AUDI 100 passenger dummy AUDI 100 

Measuring Parameter 
Linear Regression Correlation Factor 

Measuring Parameter 
Linear Regression Correlation Factor 

Head result max. o23.0 + 5.49 -v 0.93 Tunnel res. max -4.26 + 3.67 "v 0.77 

Head result 3 ms -12.1 + 4.4 .v 0.98 Tunnel res. 3 ms -5.86 + 3.42 "v 0.79 

HIC -564 + 87.1 .v 0.89 

HIC 36 -585 + 78.2 .v 0.97 
Sill left max. 5.76 + 1.51 .v 0.92 
Sill left 3 ms 6.31 + 1.37 -v 0.96 

Chest result max. 12.7 + 1.88 "v 0.92 

Chest result 3 ms 13.4 + 1.78 .v 0.90 
Sill dght max. 10.3 + 1.46 .v 0.77 

Chest deflection max. 30.74 + 0.52 .v 0.48 
Sill right 3 ms 10.5 + 1.30 -v 0.84 

Neck x-force max. 0.63 + 0.04 .v 0.60 
Well force max. -89.8 + 44.2 .v 0.97 

Neck z-force max. 0.75 + 0.07 -v 0.19 
Deformation max. 1) -142 + 62.9 .v 0.97 

Neck moment y max. 44.4 + 1.58 .v 0.19 

Pelvis result max. 22.4 + 1.54 .v 0.96 
Oisplace tunnel 2) -92.9 + 65.6 -v 0.95 

Pelvis result 3 ms 22.1 + 1.48 .v 0.94 Displace sill left -79.9 + 65.1 .v 0.95 

Belt forces total max. 7.32 + 0.96"v 0.68 Displace sill dght -48.8 + 60.0 .v 0.96 

v = impact speed 1 ) Maximum value tror film evaluation 

2) Maximum value from double integration of 

acceleration 
Table 22. AUDI, Passenger Dummy, Potential Regression 
Equations v - impact speed 

AUDI I00 passenger dummy 
Table 24. AUDI, Vehicle Data, Potential Regression 

Measuring Parameter 
Potential Regression Correlation Factor Equations 

Head result max. 1.20 .v exp 1.43 0.96 
AUDI 100 

Head result 3 ms 1.79 "v exp 1.25 0.98 

HIC 1.39 .v exp 2.33 0.99 Measuring Parameter 
Potential Correlation Factor 

HIC 36 0.24 "v exp 2.89 0.99 
Regression 

Chest result max.         7.33 .v exp 0.63           0.93 
Tunnel ras. max.          2.55 .v exp 1.10           0.82 

Chest result 3 ms 7.64 .v exp 0.61 0.92 
Tunnel res. 3 ms 1.85 .v exp 1.18 0.85 

Chest deflection max. 26.7 .v exp 0.13 0.38 

Sill left max.             3.44 .v exp 0.78          0.95 
Neck x-force max.         0.47 -v exp 0.34            0.55 

Sill left 3 ms 3.75 "v exp 0.73 0.97 
Neck z-force max. 0.19 .v exp 0.80 0.32 

Neck moment y max. 35.5 .v exp 0.21 0.12 Sill dght max. 5.28 .v exp 0.67 0.84 

Pelvis result max. 14.4 "v exp 0.42 0.94 
Sill right 3 ms 5.58 .v exp 0.62 0.88 

Pelv~s result 3 ms 14,4 .v exp 0.41 0.92 Wall force max. 18.8 .v exp 1.27 0.97 

Belt forces total max. 4.46 "v exp 0.58 0.68 Deformation max. 1) 32.33 -v exp 1.18 0.97 

v -, impact speed 
Displace tunnel 2) 37.0 "v exp 1.18 0.96 

Displace sill left 40.5 "v exp 1.15 0.96 

Displace sill right 43.2 "v exp 1.1 0.97 

1) Maximum value fret film evaluation 

2) Maximum value from double integration of acceleration 

v - impact speed 
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$9.0.02 
Full Size Semi-Frontal Crash Simulations with Passenger Cars at 55 km/h 
Against Rigid Barrier 

Fiorian Schueler ECV Crash (ECV stands for Electronically Controlled 

Insitute for Forensic Medicine, 
Vehicle). 

To give the consumer information about passive car 
University of Heidelberg safety, the german automotive magazine "auto motor und 
Peter Hupfer, Lothar Wech sport" started a large scale comparative test series, 

TOV BAYERN performed by TOV BAYERN in cooperation with the 
Institute for Forensic Medicine at the University of 

Abstract Heidelberg. 
Beginning April 1990 frontal collision simulations 

with middle- and compact-class cars have been per- Test Procedure 
formed. For these crash tests a new experimental tech- The whole test procedure consists of test preparations, 

nique--using Electronically Controlled Vehicles--was performance of the test run according to the ECV Crash 

developed. All tests were conducted at a collision System and the evaluation of all test data including the 

velocity of 55 km/h and 50% offset against a rigid high-speed film analysis and the examination of the 

barrier. The main task of this test series was to achieve tested vehicle. 

an estimation on the vehicle-specific injury potential 
(crashworthiness). In the vehicles, dummies of type 

Description of the ECV Crash System 

Hybrid II/50% male were positioned on the driver’s and 
Contrary to the crash testing equipment used so far, 

co-driver’s seats. The measured vehicle and dummy data 
the vehicle to be tested is driven by its own engine; 

(accelerations, forces, deformations) and injury criteria 
steering adjustments are made by an electric motor. The 

were used to calculate this injury potential. The results 
entire measuring and control systems including a board- 

as well of the high-speed films as of the vehicles’ struc- 
computer are placed inside the vehicle. In this way, the 

tare behaviour gave further basic data. Finally, results of 
ECV Crash System permits crash tests under realistic 

Heidelberg long-term investigations gave basic knowl- 
conditions. The ECV Crash Test differs from usual tests 

edge for the injury mechanisms. Another future aim of 
by 

this collision series is to discuss the problems of rating 
¯ the drive through the engine of the vehicle under 

individual passive safety levels of different vehicles in realistic operating conditions, including the activated 

accordance to realistic main accident types and with electric network of the car; 

respect to optimized injury criteria in dummies. 
¯ the electronic control systems of the car, which 

permit utmost precision regarding longitudinal and 

Introduction transversal guide of the free-running vehicle; 

Recently, vehicle safety has become an essential cri- 
¯ the data logging equipment integrated in the test 

terion for the decision Qn the purchase of a car, apart 
vehicles, which records all measurement data; 

from comfort and economy. But what objective safety 
¯ complete mobility, which mea~s that the ECV Crash 

criteria are available to the prospective customer? 
System is universally applicable everywhere; 

First of all, one has to distinguish between active and 
¯ maximum flexibility regarding crash configurations 

passive safety. While active safety is intended to prevent 
and vehicle combinations (for instance, vehicle- 

accidents, passive safety contributes to the reduction of 
vehicle crash). 

the injury consequences of an accident. This includes Operation of the vehicles without driver is possible 

measures for the reduction of acceleration, forces and due to the control unit which is integrated in the test 

deflections endured by the driver and the passengers, vehicle. An electric pilot cable either in or on the 

Furthermore it includes measures for securing sufficient driveway serves for tracking. The actual vehicle’s posi- 

survival space as well as effective rescue after accidents tion during the approach is reported to the control unit 

by proper function of the required car components, via an electronic receiving antenna attached to the front 

The prospective car purchaser may gain a first im- bumper. The necessary steering corrections are continu- 

pression of the active safety of a car, for instance, during ously and automatically calculated and performed by 

a test drive. To obtain helpful and realistic information means of an electric motor at the steering linkage, which 

and basic knowledge concerning the passive safety of a will automatically be separated before the crash. 

car, i.e. crahworthiness, objective data must be available The velocity is coordinated by the control unit in a 

for the purchaser, similar way. For this purpose, a precision speedometer 

For this sake, T0V BAYERN--the Technical Control hub reports the vehicle’s actual speed to a computer, 

Board of Bavaria--has developed a new test method, the which compares it with the previously entered set value. 
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The speed corrections calculated on this basis are per- o Collisions of two vehicles freely running into each 
formed by means of a control element via engine control other at any angle and offset configuralion. 
(see Figure 1). In this way the desired conditions can be 

Data Acquisition 
met with a precision not reached before: this results in a 

Measuring data is available from the car and from 
speed tolerance less than 1% at a speed of approximately 

both properly positioned (according to FMVSS 208) 
50 km/h and a lateral deviation of only a few milimetres, 

front passenger-dummies. 
1.p~,,,oab~ ® Whereas the car data is measured at three points 

4, ete=r~=lor // % ~- ":~ ::"-~’~" ~ 
which aren’t subjected to deformations (the lower left 

5,~ter 
~~l and right side of the B-pillar and a solid structure in 

~ , ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ front of the back seats), ~he measuring points on the 

~,,~ .... ~,~,~ -~ ~-~ :~ .~-~. ..... :~ ~::.2-~,~.~ dummies ~e s~ndardized as for the dummy type Hybrid 
~ -¢’//// II (head-, chest- and pelvis accelerations in 3 axis and 

Figure 1. Operating ~hematic Diagram of the ECV Crash the forces in both %mora). Finally, the belt forces are 
System registered via special belt force transducers, positioned 

The control unit in the trunk also controls automatic 
on the belt near the dummy’s shoulder. 

All transducer signals time histories ~e stored in 
stating and braking of ~h¢ test c~. Different braking 

the measuring unit, contained in the c~ s trunk. Immedi- 
maneuvers are possible via radio remote control at any 

ately after the test, the measuring unit is saved and t~en 
time (see Figure 2). 

out of the c~, so all measuring dala can be read, 
time histories are plotted, special values (for example 

resulting accelerations, 3 ms values, etc.) are listed and 

deduced injury criteria(first of all the Head Injury Cri- 

terion) will be calculated. 
Other crash data, like vehicle deformalions and high- 

speed cinematography are menlioned below. 

Test Evaluation 
The crash test results are evaluated in several s~eps. 

Vehicle geometry and positiona~ change og ~he car itselg 
and certain components of the vehicle s structure due ~o 

the crash are registered before and after the crash. 

All measurement data of bo{h dummies, as well as 
Figure 2. Test Equipment, installed in a Test Vehicle 

car deformations are scaled. 

Special Features of the ECV Crash System Especially the scaling of the dummy data is based on 
TOV BAYERN set up this ECV Crash System on its the present, established Injury Tolerance limits also 

[es~ site at Jesenwang near Munich for the first time in given in the FMVSS 208 whereas the different injury- 

spring 1990. Since that time, a series of tests has been severity levels are defined according to the Abbreviated 

performed with this equipment. Upper middle-class and Injury Scale (AIS, Rev. 85) and derived from the 

compact-class cars were crashed against concrete barriers different levels of the special acce~ermiou- and force- 

at hal,-side offset ("offset crash"). As these tests were of measurement values. 
comparative nature, the test conditions had to be idemi- In additiou to these measuremem values, (see TaMe 
cal for all "candidates." This could be reached by means the results of the cinematographic analysis of ~he high- 
of the ECV system, speed film material (wi~h frequencies rangiug from 500 

Ap~t from that, almost all accident configurations pps up 1o 2000 pps) are ~aken i~to accoum. 
may be simulated by the ECV Crash System of TOV The co,elation o~ ~he accelerations- aud force-~ime 
BAYERN. A concrete ba~ier with exchangeable barrier- histories of ~he dummies and the dyuamic behaviour of 

crash-head is available for crashes against rigid the car during the crash (i.e. ~he maximum dynamic 

obstacles. Different offset percentages are possible using deformation, special dumray body-m-car s[ruc{ure con- 

this electronic ~racking system by simple transversal dis- tact points and induced motions of ~he dummy’s body) 

placement of the vehicle antenna or the pilot cable, round off the estimation base of the degree of regionM 

Furthermore the system is able to perform tests involving and overall injury severity of ~he Ies~ed vehicle (see 

obstacles and crash configurations of greater proportion Table 2). 
than often could be simulated in a test lab. These tests 

include: 
First of all, the crash test configuration was defined by 

-Cross-positioned ~ucks, etc., "auto motor und spor~" magazine in accordance with 
¯ High-speed crash tests (v > 100 kin/h), several car manufacturers and is designed [o examine 
. Multi-car crashes (simulation of pile-ups), "worst case" of common acciden~ situations. 
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Table 1. Basic Data of ECV Tests The dummy, type Hybrid II, was chosen because he is 
commonly used by car manufacturers (also according 

Dummy’lnjulyCdteria Accelerations(g) Forces(daN) ~r~ru- FMVSS 208) and most of all because: he was applicated 
3 ms M 

Belt Femur 

.sio.__~_n 

te~ c~ass in the development of the tested vehicles. On the other 
No. Uass/l~g~ Position HIC~ SI He~d Thorax Pelvis dght 

2 ul~ t~er ~0 ~ 38 48 43 632 1~ 134 ~- hand, a more advanced version, especially the dummy 
L 4n0 e*-t~,~ 138 100 ~ 82 39 977 ~0~ 1~ .~___ type Hybrid III is not yet reliable enough and therefore 

3 M 1519 Driver 1697 520 1~2 63 47 748 255 218 5 

L 4685 Co-Driver 872 253 87 36 47 619 170 159 .--3 isn’t recommended from official side, 
4 M 1486 Ddver 1349 377 115 43 48 704 440 105 4 

L4810 Co-Odver 441 278 53 38 43 729 138 72 .__3 Estimating the test results, it must furthermore be 
5 M 1459 Driver 1238 549 63 64 50 821 88 148 3 

L4743 ~O-Dliver <200 ~6 ~ ~6 49 888 214 150 2 taken into account that variation of the measurement 
6 ul~ ~ ~ 5~ = ~ oo 743 ~ 260 -~- values in one and the same test type (with identical car 

L 4780 Co-Driver < 650 n~ <80 (65) (57) 683 486 82 3 

~ ,~1 ~ 1~ ,~ ,7 48 ,~ ~0~ 126 21s:-T- types) and the variation caused by the measuring system 
L 4500 Co-Driver 1381 218 135 34 51 643 673 156 5 

10 Ml148 I~/Ot .~1 ~2~ ~ 4~ 49 384 825 425 5 leads to a whole result variation, that could be min- 
~ C~vor ~ 2~ ~ 31 57 ~9 ~ 10~ 4 imized by performing several identical tests. This 
M 1555 Driver 502 269 61 41 52 667 195 316 4 

" L,m eo-~er ~ 2~5 ~ ~ 42 74~ 1~6 ~ 2 procedure is limited by costs. 
12 M 1675 Ddver 468 290 49 40 51 380 117 176 3 

L 47~ C~-D~cer 260 240 ~ ~6 44 ~ 163 59 a During the crash test series it was ~pparent that further 

mvz mt~lngvalt~; -<’: valuonolgraalerthan...; (---): ~"~"~’ development of dummies as well as of injury criteria 

Table 2. Estimated Degree of Regional and Overall Injury seems to be most important. From tlhe point of view of 

Severity biomechanics, there is a need for advanced injury predic- 
tion concerning different head and neck injuries on the 

" ~=1.~ .......... ~. ~,~ ~’"= ~’ ~ .... ~ one side and for lower leg and foot on the other side. 

~ ÷ ÷ ~. ~ .... ~ ...... 
~ 

Finally, new aspects transferring technological bio- 
~ .... ~. ~, ÷ , ~ .... ,=~ ~ mechanics could be seen in new criteria for car construe- 
, o , ~. ,.~ ........ 

~ 

tion. For example: the elimination of elastic behaviour 
~ ÷ ÷ ~. ~ .... ~. = ÷ ;. ~- = ~ i (overload by rebound), the degree of mass concentration 
~ ÷ ÷ ~. ~ .... ,=~ ÷ o ==~ in the deformation zone of the vehicle or "intelligent 
’ ° " ~’ .... ~’ .... ~~ deformations" even behind the passenger compartment 
~0 .............. =~ ÷ =~ ~ and hereby a diminution of crash impact active mass of 

,~ ~,~ ~. ,. = ~ ÷ ~. = o ~    ÷ ~, the car. 

However, all concluding statements and finally the Acknowledgements 

quality of vehicles tested in regard of passive safety are The authors would like to express their gratitude to the 

restricted entirely to this test particular configuration at publishers of "auto motor und sport," Stuttgart for 

50% offset and 55 km/h impact velocity, releasing the data for this paper. 

$9.0.03 

Test Procedure Comparison in Frontal Impact 

Gilles Vallet, Dominique Cesari, different laboratories. Each procedure has specific 

Yves Derrien, Se~in 6 Riord~in 
advantages as well as shortcomings. The three configura- 
tions selected by the LCB laboratory and its industrial 

INRETS partners are the following ones: 

¯ 90 degree angled dynamometric barrier at an impact 
Abstract velocity of 57 kin/h, 

If it is agreed that it is appropriate that Europe accepts ¯ 30 degree angled barrier with respect to the vehicle 
an evaluation procedure for frontal impact protection, axis at an impact velocity of 57 km/h 
there must be agreement on the procedure to be retained. ¯ 90 degree angled offset barrier where the overlap is 
The three possible procedures are the orthogonal frontal 45%, at an impact velocity of 50 km/h. 
impact (of the type in force in the USA), an impact 
against 30° angled barrier and a 45% offset impact. 

These crash configurations have ’been used for testing 

Theoretically, each procedure has its advantages and its 
several vehicles of different makes and models. The 

disadvantages. This paper compares the three procedures 
results of the various tests are presented. They compare 

taking particular note of injury tolerance criterion, 
the influence of the test procedure on the level of pro- 

tection. 

Introduction 
It is very difficult to assess the protection provided by Description of the Different Configurations 

a vehicle to its occupants in case of frontal irnpact. First, it is worth noting that all the vehicles studied 

There are three crash configurations commonly used in have been identically instrumented whatever the obstacle 
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type. Instrumentation is detailed. Each vehicle included 
a number of accelerometric measurement points. These 
were: 

1,20 rn 
¯ longitudinal acceleration (with respect to the vehicle 

horizontal axis) measured at two engine points, at 
the cylinderhead and crankcase levels. ~--150Mm 

¯ longitudinal acceleration on the gearbox. 
¯ three-axis acceleration (longitudinal, transversal and 

vertical) at six points in the passenger compartment: 
- on the lower side-rail, at the B pillar level, left- 

side and right-side, 
- on the lower side-rail, 200 mm behind the previ- 

ously mentioned points, left and right 
- at the rear of the vehicle, on the centreline (rear 

trunk) 
- on the center line, between the R points of the two 

dummies on the central tunnel. Influence of the Crash Configuration on 
These accelerometric measurements were complement- Different Vehicles 

ed by an analysis of the films taken during the tests. A two-level comparison was made: with respect to the 

Films were taken by 9 high speed cameras (from 500 to vehicle (structure) and to its occupants. 

1000 frames/sec.), located perpendicular to Ihe vehicle, 
on each side of the vehicle, underneath and above. Occupants 

Finally, the interior structures of the passenger The criteria selected were as follows: 

compartment were entirely removed before and after the ¯ HIC 
test in order to take accurate measurements of the ¯ SI 
characteristic points structure. Two HYBRID II dummies ¯ Resultant thorax acceleration 
belted in the front seats were used. They were fully ¯ Compression stresses on femurs. 
instrumented. The figures in appendix I show the results obtained 

A 90° angled dynamometric barrier included 6 meas- 
for 5 different vehicles. 

urement zones equipped with force meters. Six forces 
First, let’s consider the HIC value. It should be noted 

and their sum were available. The impact velocity was that, for the drivers of two vehicles, comparable HIC 
57 km/h. A 30° angled barrier were equipped with a 

values have been recorded in dynamometric and 30° 
lateral stop aimed at avoiding any sliding movement 

angled barrier configurations at an impact velocity of 57 
across the barrier. The following diagram illustrates the 

km/h, with a slightly higher severity for the 30° barrier. 
system used. The impact velocity was 57 km/h. 

In both cases, the HIC value almost exceeded 1000. But 
two other cases showed a significantly higher severity 

]0° for the dynamometric angled barrier with a similar 
behaviour for non symmetrical obstacles. If for these two 
vehicles, the results obtained with a dynamometric 
barrier were more severe, the severity level differed 
significantly from the previous one as the HIC value was 
doubled. Finally, the last vehicle tested showed poor 
results globally with a lesser severity for the offset 
barrier. In this case it should be noted that for the driver, 
the HIC value was always greater than 1000, which is 
generally agreed to be the limit not to be exceeded. 

Considering the front seat passengers, for which head 
impact was less direct and significant, the grouping 
differs slightly. Three vehicles showed severe results 
least the dynamometric barrier, but the severity levels 

The following diagram shows the modus operandi of 
reached were so high that the only evident constatation 

the 45 % offset barrier, was that the less aggressive configuration was the offset 
barrier at an impact velocity of 50 km/h with a 45% 
overlap. 
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Another important body segment, the HYBRID, II points have been used: point R and the left-hand rear 

thorax, provided three accelerations of which the result- side rail. Only maximum values have been considered. 

ant should not exceed a tolerance limit of 60 g on 3 ms. Longitudinal acceleration was taken into account. The 

SI levels, which were directly calculated from accelera- R point was chosen because of its nearness to the 

tion, are also shown in the enclosed figures. For this dummy’s, and it is hopefully more representative of the 

criterion, a different result distribution can be observed, accelerations the dummy’s undergo. The selection of the 

Globally, a close similarity should be noted for the dyna- second point is due to the good quality of the signal at 

mometric barrier and the 30° angled barrier, without any this point as it is a "hard" point of the structure, with a 

marked predominance of one or the other, with the low noise level due to support vibration. In addition, this 

exception of vehicle 5 which did not show such good point is always located on the maximum deformation 

results against the dynamometric barrier. Nevertheless, with, and by double integration, it gives the structure 

the threshold was most often exceeded for the 0° barrier crush depth with time. Finally, the structure was de- 

configuration at an impact velocity of 57 km/h. When formed at this point in only one case, while for the other 

considering all the vehicle occupants and two injury accelerometers, significant rotations were recorded which 

severity criteria--HIC value and thorax acceleration--it precluded any valid conclusion as regards the directions 

should be noted that the HIC limit value was 5 times given by the axes. 

exceeded for the 0° barrier and the 30° barrier. On the Calculating the average maximum acceleration at the 

other hand, the THORAX resultant acceleration never R point and at the rear left side rail we found no signifi- 

exceeded the 60 g limit over 3 ms. For the driver, cant difference between configurations. However there 

despite the thorax contact with the steering wheel, it was significantly lower results for the offset impact 

should be observed that the steering wheel columns when compared with the 30° impact at the R point. 

correctly collapsed, as collapse ranging from 25 to 85 Finally, interior deformations were measured. These 

mm was recorded, deformations were assessed by measuring the backward 

To decide between these two crash configurations, the movement of 25 points defined by adhesive plastic 

average of HIC values exceeding 1000 has been calcu- targets on the front part of the interior of the passenger 

lated for each case. The dynamometric barrier gives us compartment under the dashboard previously removed. 

an average of 1396 and the 30° barrier gives us an aver- These 25 points formed a regular mesh whose horizontal 

age of 1326, but with no significant difference between lines were the: 

the two. If the average HIC is calculated for all cases, ¯ lower edge of the windscreen 

then we obtain averages of 1125 and 996 respectively for ¯ window lower cross-member 

the dynamometric barrier and 30° barrier. However, on ¯ front apron beam bottom 
this small sample we are unable to conclude statistically ¯ front apron/toeboard joint 
that these population are different. . ¯ toeboard/floor pan joint 

Doing the same calculations on the resultant of the and the vertical lines were on the left and right sides by 
thorax acceleration we obtain 50.3 g and 43.7 g for the the A pillars, on the centreline and 300 mm on each side 
dynamometric barrier and the 30° barrier. Respectively, of the centreline. These different parallel planes were 
again the two populations cannot be said to be different, named A to E from the left pillar. 

Turning to femur compressions, analysis shows that For one of the vehicles studied, the appendix 3 gives 
when looking at the driver and passenger together, the the measurement point displacements for the three crash 
30° barrier is slightly more severe. However ha.king types. The vehicle front is shown on the left of the 
drivers and passengers separately we found no difference curves. The same vertical planes for the three configura- 
between driver and passenger on the same barrier, tions are given in parallel. 

Therefore these criteria do not separate the dynamo- It should be first noted that asymmetric impacts led to 
metric barrier and the 30° barrier. The lesser severity a slightly greater deformation on the collision side. 
obtained in the offset impact test led us questioning the Right-side deformation in these two cases was extremely 
impact velocity value selected for such a configuration, limited. It should also be observed that impact deforma- 
Indeed, preliminary studies showed that such a test per- tions into an offset barrier were smaller than into a 30° 
formed at an impact velocity of 57 km/h would be far barrier, but the difference was not significant. But it 
too severe and that the increase in impact velocity from worth noting that the largest deformation on the centre- 
50 km/h to 57 km/h would yield an energy variation of line (noted C) occurred when using a dynamometric 
30%. Thus this test could be conducted at an impact barrier. Note that all the sampled vehicles had a trans- 
velocity of 53 kmha. versal engine with. This type of engine there is generally 

Vehicles less engine intrusion as compared to with a longitudinal 

The tables in appendix 2 show the main results ob- engine-gearbox unit. Nevertheless, the maximum crush 

tained from the vehicle accelerometric measurements, depth recorded during the tests did not exceed 250 mm 

Within the scope of this study, two main measurement at the toeboard/front-apron junction. 
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External vehicle deformations were also studied. The Appendix 1 
following figure shows the vehicle 2 outline before and 
after the three different tests. Note that in the dynamo- 1~ l~ 

DRIVER-CARt [] metric barrier where the entire car front is brought into 
play, there is still significant deformation,                tno 

839                          8118 

H~C SZ 0~:8. 11~ FGaL~ O FOl~6 

~RIVER-CkR2 

Figure 1. External Deformations 
837 

For all five tests against the dynamometric barrier the 
mechanical elements (engine, gearbox, etc...) contacted 
the bulkhead which deformed accordingly. However for ~0 377 

the offset barrier, the engine came to rest just before the 
~ 

bulkhead.                                               ,. 
fw,~ ~      F~lt~ O 

Conclusion 
The crash into a 90° dynamometric barrier, associated 

with an impact velocity of 57 km/h, allowed the study of 
current vehicle limits without severity levels high that 
any observation could just as well lead to opposite con- 
clusions. The advantage of such a test is that the struc- 4za 
ture deforms in a symmetrical manner and we obtain ~ m 
additional information of interest such as the impact 43 
force. In association with dynamic measurement of the 0’ 

rs:~q 111~IP, X      FO4JR O 

crush depth, obtained either through the double integra- 
~ tion of acceleration or by film analysis, it is possible to ~vm-c,~4 

obtain the deformation energy. With reference to acci- 
dentology, the deformations corresponding the closest ~ 

with those obtained in real-world crashes are those late 
obtained with the 30 and offset barriers. At every level 
the results from the 30° barrier and the dynamometric 
barrier appear very similar. Consequently, because of its 
closeness to real world accidents; this configuration is 
useful. ~ a3t 

As regards the offset barrier, it seems that the impact 8t 
velocity selected was too low. Indeed, the engine corn- m sx ,m. 
partment deformation limits were generally not reached. 
But at an impact velocity of the order of 53 to 54 km/h, 
which increases kinetic energy by 12 to 17%, the same 
severity level as found on the other two configurations 
will be reached for the driver while obtaining completely 
different structure deformations. 
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Appendix 3 (Continued) 

$9-0.04 
The Effects of FMVSS No. 208 and NCAP on Safety as Determined from 
Crash Test Results 

James R. Hackney The objectives of this report are (1) to examine and 
National Highway Traffic Safety compare the results from these two test programs, (2) to 

Administration assess the improvements in vehicle safety which have re- 

sulted from NCAP and FMVSS No. 208, (3) to examine 

Introduction manufacturers response to NCAP and the public aware- 
ness of vehicle safety, and (4) to apply data from the In 1978, the National Highway Traffic Safety Admini- 
crash programs to evaluate safety differences between stration (NHTSA) began the crashworthiness assessment 
vehicle weight classes. of new cars by conducting high speed 35-mph frontal 

barrier crash tests. This New Car Assessment Program Test Conditions 
(NCAP) has primary goals to provide consumers with a The test conditions for both test programs are based 
measure of the relative safety potential of automobiles on years of development work conducted by NHTSA, the 
and to establish market forces which encourage vehicle automobile industry, and others to develop the test 
manufacturers to design higher levels of safety into their devices and test procedures used in measuring compli- 
vehicles, ance to the passive restraint requirements of FMVSS No. 

NHTSA has now conducted NCAP crash tests of 304 208. For these requirements, certain injury criteria, as 
different makes and models of passenger cars (PCs) and measured by the anthropomorphic dummies, are not to be 
50 light trucks and vans (LTVs). The data from the exceeded in a 30 mph frontal barrier crash. The injury 
driver and passenger dummies are regularly released as criteria apply to the head (as measured by a composite of 
part of NHTSA,~s Consumer Information Program as re- acceleration values known as the Head Injury Criterion, 
quired by Title II of the Motor Vehicle Information and or HIC), chest (as measured by chest deceleration, chest 
Cost Savings Act (15 U. S. C. 1942 et seq.), gs), and upper leg (as measured by femur axial com- 

With model year (MY) 1987 automobiles, the manda- pression loads). Thes~ criteria are used to evaluate the 
tory passive safety requirements of Federal Motor compliance of vehicles to the safety standard and to 
Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 208, "Occupant assess the performance of the vehicles in the NCAP 
Crash Protection," were phased in. Prior to 1987, only a tests. 
few vehicles had been voluntarily produced with passive The major differences between the FMVSS No. 208 
restraint systems. These included GM, Ford, and Mer- tests and the NCAP tests, which have been conducted for 
cedes airbags and VW and Toyota passive belts. Be- MY 87 through MY 91 PCs, are (1) the nominal speed 
ginning in MY 1987, the manufacturers selected either at which the tests are conducted (i. e., 30 versus 35 mph) 
passive belts (2 or 3 point, non-motorized or motorized) and (2) the use of all available restraint systems in the 
or airbags to meet the FMVSS No. 208 requirements. In NCAP tests as compared to only the use of the passive 
NHTSA’s Enforcement program since then, approximate- restraint systems in the FMVSS No. 208 tests (note: the 
ly 20 PCs have been crash tested each year at 30 mph exception to this is the condition in which the vehicle 
into a fixed rigid barrier to evaluate certification, has a driver airbag and a manual safety belt system for 
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the right front passenger. In the FMVSS No. 208 test, 
which have been tested in FMVSS bto. 208. Fifty two 

the vehicle is then tested with the airbag as the restraint 
parameters (38 for FMVSS No. 208) on each test are 

for the driver and the manual system for the included in these files (see Table 1). 

passenger).1 Other minor variations between the two test 
The availability of these parameters and the actual 

conditions include; for the NCAP tests, dummies are not 
vehicle and dummy response curves in, the Vehicle Crash 

calibrated as often as in the FMVSS No. 208 tests, a 
Test Database establish the feasibility to conduct 

load cell barrier is attached to the fixed rigid barrier and extensive comparisons between the two test programs 

additional instrumentation is used (i. e., load cells on the 
and in-depth analyses of vehicle structures and restraint 

safety belts), systems. 

NCAP Tests. The NCAP crash tests are conducted at 
35 mph in order to provide a level of impact severity 

Comparisons of Results from FMVSS 

sufficiently higher than the 30 mph FMVSS No. 208 test No. 208 and NCAP Tests 
speed so that possible differences in frontal crash safety For MYs 1987 through 1991, 98 PCs have been tested 

performance can be observed. As calculated from the in FMVSS No. 208 and 127 PCs have been tested in 
kinetic energy, a 35 mph crash is about one-third more NCAP. Listings of the automobiles and the responses 

severe than a crash at 30 mph. from dummies in these tests are given in Table 2 for the 

In these 35 mph crash tests the vehicle experiences a FMVSS No. 208 tests and in Table 3 for the NCAP tests. 
total change in velocity, including rebound from the 
barrier, of approximately 40 mph. In a 30 mph crash test Overall Comparisons 

the change in velocity is approximately 33 mph. From 
From the data in Tables 2 and 3, the averages and 

examination of the National Accident Sampling System 
standard deviations are calculated. These are given in 

(NASS) files, the fatality and injury rates for restrained 
Table 4. Significant differences in average HIC values 

front seat occupants are two to three times greater in a are noted, with the average NCAP HICs approximately 

crash with a 40 mph change in velocity than in a crash twice those from the FMVSS No. 208. tests. These higher 

with 33 mph change in velocity. For events in which HIC values are indicative of the much greater probability 

crash severity is determined, the NASS files also show 
of head to steering assembly and Ihead to instrument 

that more than 40 percent of the life-threatening (AIS 4 
panel contacts which occur in the higher severity NCAP 

and greater) injuries and fatalities of occupants in frontal tests. However, the average chest Gs are only marginally 

collisions occur in crashes with a change in velocity 
higher (4 to 5 Gs) in the NCAP tests. In examining the 
femur loads, the use of all available restraint systems in 

greater than 33 mph. 
the NCAP tests is reflected in lower average values for 

NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 Databases 
the more severe crash tests. The lap belt which is not 

In thelate 1970’s, NHTSAResearch and Development 
part of the passive restraint system in many of the 

established an electronic database on a VAX mini- 
vehicles, but which is used in the NCAP tests, prevents 

computer for the storage of agency-conducted crash test or decreases the knee contacts with the steering assembly 

data. Since that time, more than 1,500 crash tests have 
and instrument panel. The standard deviations and ranges 

been conducted with complete data sets stored and main- 
indicate approximately twice the absolute variation for 

tained in this vehicle crash test database. These tests 
the HIC values in the NCAP tests than in the FMVSS 

include all tests through MY 1991 which have been con- 
No. 208 tests (i.e., 400 versus 200). When compared to 

ducted in NCAP and in support of FMVSS No. 208. 
the average values, however, these deviations are almost 

In 1985, extensive studies were conducted ont the 
identical (approximately 40 percent of the average). 

NCAP data [1]. To support these studies, a list of !?ara- 
Distributions of dummy response :results from FMVSS 

meters which were judged to be important in evaluating 
208 tests and NCAP tests are shown in Figure 1. Over 92 

vehicle safety performance was developed and analyses 
percent of the HICDs and 97 percent of the HICPs are 

of the electronic measurement data were performed to 
below 750 in the FMVSS 208 tests. In NCAP, only 41 

extract these parameters for each vehicle which had been 
percent of the HICDs and 67 percent of the HICPs are 

tested in the NCAP. A DBASE III file and a SAS file below 750. For the NCAP, more than 49% of the HICDs 

which containtheseparameterswereestablishedin 1986. and almost 27% of the HICPs fall between 750 and 

These files have been updated through MY 1991 vehicles 1250. Almost 17% of the HICDs and 8.5% of the HICPs 

and are maintained by engineering support staff at the in these more severe tests exceed 1250. 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center. A similar 
Although the averages and distri.butions of the HICs 

DBASE III file has recently been completed on the PCs 
indicate the much higher responses of the dummies in 

lit should also be noted that NHTSA will test the "worst case" condition in FMVSS No. 208, based on manufacturer-supplied certification data. Theoretically 

this could include the use of both the active and automatic restraints furnished with the vehicle. Through MY 1991, no PCs have been tested in FMVSS No. 

208 with both restraint systems employed. 
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Table 1. Parameters in DBASE Files 

Parameter J Description 

TESTNO Number which identifies test in NHTSA Vehicle Data Base 

MODYR Vehicle Model Year 

MAKE Vehicle Make 

MODEL Vehicle Model 

BODY Vehicle Body Type 

WHLBAS Vehicle Wheelbase (inches) 

TESTWT Vehicle Test Weight (pounds) 

WTCLSS Vehicle Weight Class 

SPEED Vehicle Test Speed (mph) 

HICD Driver HIC 

HAISD Driver .&.IS Estimated From HIC 

CGD Driver Chest Acceleration (g’s) 

CAISD Driver ,&,IS Estimated From Chest Acceleration 

HICP Passenger HIC 

HAISP Passenger AIS Estimated From HIC 

CGP Passenger Chest Accelerations (g’s) 

CAISP Passenger AIS Estimated From Chest Acceleration 

LFEMD Driver Left Femur Force (pounds) 

RFEMD Driv.er Right Femur Force (pounds) 

LFEMP Passenger Left Femur Force (pounds) 

RFEMP Passenger Right Femur Force (pounds) 

PEAKG Peak Deceleration of Vehicle Compartment when Filtered to 30 Hz (g’s) 

TPEAKG Time at which PEAKG Occurs (msec) 

TPULSE Duration of the Vehicle Crash Pulse 

BARFOR * Maximum Total Barrier Force (pounds) 

DISBF * Vehicle Dynamic Displacemont at BARFOR Computed from 100 Hz Filtered Crash Pulse Data (inches) 

STFBF * Vehicle Linear Stiffness Derived from BARFOR and DISBF (pounds/inch) 

MAXDIS Maximum Vehicle Dynamic Crush Derived from 100 Hz Filtered Crash Pulse Data (inches) 

HEADT1 Estimated Starting Time of Head Impact with Steering Assembly (msec) 

HEADT2 Estimated Ending Time of Head Impact with Steering Assembly (msec) 

VELCHG Change in Driver Head Velocity due to Contact With Steering Assembly (mph) 

RESTRD Driver Restraint System 

RESTRP Passenger Restraint System 

BELT1 D * Time at which the Driver Torso Belt Force Reaches 200 Pounds (msec) 

BELT2D * Time at which the Driver Torso Belt Force Reaches BELTLD (msec) 

BELTLD * Driver Torso Belt Force Nominally Set at 1,000 Pounds 

BELTRD * Driver Torso Belt Loading Rate (pounds/msec) 

BELTPD * Peak Driver Torso Belt Force (pounds) 

BELT1P * Time at which the Passenger Torso Belt Force Reaches 200 Pounds (msec) 

BELT2P * Time at which the Passenger Torso Belt Force Reaches BELTLD (msec) 

BELTLP * Passenger Torso Belt Force Nominally Set at 1,000 Pounds 

BELTRP * Passenger Torso Belt Loading Rate (pounds/msec) 

BELTPP * Peak Passenger Torso Belt Force (pounds) 

HHD Distance from Driver Head to Windshield Header (inches) 

HWD Distance from Driver Head to Windshield (inches) 

CSD Distance from Driver Chest to Hub of Steering Wheel (inches) 

KDD Distance from Driver Knees to Lower Dash Panel (inches) 

HHP Distance from Passenger Head to Windshield Header (inches) 

HWP Distance from Passenger Head to Windshield (inches) 

CDP Distance from Passenger Chest to Dash Panel (inches) 

KDP Distance from Passenger Knees to Dash Panel (inches) 

Parameters available only for NCAP tests. 
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Table 2. Results from FMVSS No. 208 Crash Tests 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 
DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

AMC ALLIANCE 2 87 970 43 446 1252 599 41 1232 880 

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF 4HB 87 883 44 1291 847 406 41 1222 1066 

MAZDA 626 4 87 702 39 667 1379 459 37 1581 1284 

CHRYSLER LEBARON 2 87 691 39 806 1738 263 27 1206 964 

OLDSMOBILE CALAIS 2 87 681 36 1022 1575 383 34 455 874 

BUICK LESABRE 2 87 664 35 1126 883 366 30 733 607 

TOYOTA CAMRY 4 87 527 41 1393 1959 469 43 1429 1547 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 4HB 87 485 44 1975 1930 303 48 1571 1076 

YUGO GVS 2HB 87 436 40 1169 1392 291 36 1179 1736 

MERCURY LYNX 4HB 87 416 41 1031 913 526 40 1132 1011 

SUBARU SUBARU 2 87 353 34 949 783 292 32 490 444 

HONDA ACCORD 2HB 87 315 46 1590 278 374 39 435 471 

PUEGEOT 505 4 88 90’,3 44 1658 907 218 37 1146 1332 

VOLKSWAGEN JETTA 4 88 678 50 1072 1421 656 43 822 1213 

NlSSAN MAXIMA 4 88 658 45 1163 1361 662 51 1071 1013 

DODGE SHADOW 4 88 647 45 1496 1623 409 38 853 1141 

OLDMOBILE CUTLASS SUP 2 88 631 34 909 723 507 38 856 291 

CHEVROLET BERETTA 2 88 543 37 428 1604 502 36 493 632 

VOLVO 740 4 88 459 54 1500 2010 167 42 778 1048 

FORD TEMPO 4 88 456 44 1144 1209 561 45 668 521 

HONDA PRELUDE 2 88 452 43 597 1025 315 34 911 574 

CHRYSLER EAGLE PREM 4 68 429 50 1580 1703 473 42 1488 1381 

TOYOTA CRESSIDA 4 88 381 42 1504 1187 387 41 1094 1294 

ISUZU MPULSE 2 88 336 37 1258 1066 243 32 880 788 

MITSUBISHI STARION 2 88 320 48 1819 1686 710 57 1172 1360 

FORD TEMPO 4 88 318 47 1464 1560 327 41 661 612 

ACURA LEGEND 4 88 284 45 1548 1651 387 37 659 1235 

DODGE DAYTONA 2 88 194 28 677 1439 319 28 991 825 

CHEVROLET CORSICA 4 89 872 42 509 1451 615 40 1122 959 

BUICK SKYLARK 2 89 724 46 1283 1734 527 45 485 913 

MERCEDES 190E 4 89 599 50 1857 1969 454 40 544 436 

PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 2 89 598 42 1250 1079 542 44 671 695 

PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 89 578 36 751 1208 346 30 530 444 

MITSUBISHI PRECIS 4 89 524 39 2367 1300 253 40 1544 1138 

NlSSAN SENTRA 2 89 509 49 1370 1355 653 40 1000 1190 

SUBARU GL 4 89 496 48 1270 1034 720 44 634 821 

CHRYSLER CONQUEST 2 89 490 54 1753 1700 420 44 1316 1894 

AUDI 200 4 89 463 58 2263 " 1375 185 34 392 259 

FORD TEMPO 4 89 435 45 1636 1077 390 41 749 616 

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4 89 421 46 1572 1391 305 43 1100 1468 

HYUNDAI SONATA 4 89 420 42 1764 1570 298 37 1264 1054 

NISSAN PULSAR 2 89 408 50 1363 2030 304 35 559 

TOYOTA CRESSIDA 4 89 359 39 1371 1616 441 41 1266 1057 

SAAB 9000 4 89 323 46 1235 1601 232 36 503 

SAAB 900S 2    89 289 40 986 1548 223 35 1327    1840 
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Table 2. Results from FMVSS No. 208 Crash Tests 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

DAIHATSU CHARADE 2 89 .272 "45 2045 1386 233 40 1503 1507 

FORD ESCO RT 2 89 244 38 1444 1080 437 34 989 1007 

DODGE DIPLOMAT 4 89 106 29 1366 1341 460 37 196 115 

CHEVROLET LUMINA 4 90 921 50 815 1288 579 40 285 508 

CHEVROLET LUMINA 4 90 921 50 815 1288 579 40 285 508 

SUBARU JUSTY 2 90 769 45 297 622 626 48 352 717 

SU BARU LEGACY 4 90 711 40 1570 1799 452 46 1014 1376 

CHEVROLET CAPRICE 4 90 632 46 194 105 513 39 251 401 

NISSAN AXXESS 4 90 624 41 1104 1004 572 43 1310 1342 

NISSAN STANZA 4 90 595 50 1481 1499 383 43 823 913 

MITSUBISHI PRECIS 4 90 573 41 2147 1393 286 38 1349 990 

VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2 90 572 38 1350 1310 305 36 810 1226 

TOYOTA COROLLA 4 90 524 45 1540 1668 582 41 1024 1208 

MAZDA 323 4 90 459 44 2323 2038 481 39 1225 1385 

TOYOTA CELICA 2 90 435 55 1692 1332 473 38 710 . 949 

FORD MUSTANG 2 90 433 41 1737 1328 262 25 250 175 

DODGE SPIRIT 4 90 414 49 1261 1263 282 40 280 898 

PLYMOUTH LASER 2 90 406 28 731 738 496 33 670 629 

LEXUS ES-250 4 90 397 51 1530 1513 364 46 847 1137 

HONDA CIVIC 4 90 385 54 1066 1554 866 43 619 1309 

DODGE DYNASTY 4 90 352 45 1027 1142 287 34 620 764 

VOLKSWAGEN PASSAT 4 90 326 40 1352 1306 336 41 1063 1284 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 2 90 310 40 1447 1201 504 44 1323 1207 

ACURA INTEGRA 4 90 275 39 1135 1729 518 44 805 1692 

FORD LTD CROWN V 4 90 268 45 1410 932 219 33 817 651 

FORD TAURUS 4 90 249 53 1491 1999 192 36 591 323 

FORD THUNDERBIRD 2 90 208 35 1983 1148 222 33 1885 1175 

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 2 90 197 37 981 1042 442 35 208 524 

PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 4 90 138 32 1056 1226 222 31 358 357 

OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88 RO 4 90 88 26 lOO6 12o8 183 35 337 16o 

MAZDA MIATA CV 91 790 46 1262 1160 326 39 549 1008 

TOYOTA TERCEL 4 91 671 39 964 1048 406 38 874 942 

PONTIAC LEMANS 2 91 647 50 2115 1762 588 48 1288 1821 

GM SATURN 4 91 636 40 755 1068 633 39 1109 1076 

GEO METRO CV 91 616 51 1817 1977 852 54 385 235 

MITSUBISHI GALLANT 4 91 603 40 1290 1103 496 38 999 1094 

VOLKSWAGEN CORRADO 2 91 540 59 1474 1343 486 48 1338 1650 

TOYOTA CELICA 2 91 514 59 1622 1263 417 40 343 647 

TOYOTA MR2 2 91 433 63 1622 1677 305 42 234 390 

BMW 318i 2 91 431 62 1739 2136 227 36 473 613 

AUDI 100 4 91 407 48 2272 1362 214 32 610 276 

NISSAN STANZA 4 91 382 45 1272 1669 707 46 958 1265 

MERCURY CAPRI CV 91 335 52 1655 1940 148 36 874 1227 

FORD ESCORT 2 91 315 31 1215 963 457 33 1059 930 

CHRYSLER LEBARON CV 91 306 52 913 1634 214 27 310 474 
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Table 2. Results from FMVSS No. 208 Crash Tests 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

ISUZU STYLUS 4 91 290 43 1517 1695 903 44 273 382 

FORD PROBE 2 91 270 37 1485 1451 173 32 973 944 

CHEVROLET CAPRICE 4 91 267 39 1516 1590 563 40 401 394 

HONDA ACCORD 4 91 247 46 2092 1312 500 43 784 1151 

CHRYSLER 5TH AVE 4 91 225 47 932 1118 203 31 536 661 

DODGE SHADOW CV 91 201 48 1378 1232 260 44 646 678 

CHEVROLET BERETTA 2 91 172 52 1317 1371 383 33 291 202 

BUICK PARK AVE 4 91 158 29 1064 1372 647 33 935 908 

Table 3. Results from NCAP Crash tests for MY 87 through 91 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

NISSAN SENTRA 4 87 2034 61 803 615 799 304 415 

YUGO GV 2HB 87 1855 45 585 379 41 701 172 

PEUGEOT 505 4 87 1831 60 300 546 1786 50 535 176 

ISUZU I-MARK 4 87 1809 53 351 747 1042 51 365 225 

VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2 87 1801 52 484 723 2140 52 924 450 

DODGE SHADOW 2HB 87 1488 49 1003 748 653 36 529 486 

SUBARU GL 4 87 1339 58 1016 694 884 44 485 309 

NlSSAN 200SX 4 87 1226 53 1390 740 664 37 103 89 

MITSUBISHI STARION 2HB 87 952 48 1260 1752 377 46 1369 2323 

PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 4HB 87 873 52 717 832 41 467 540 

TOYOTA CAMRY 4 87 871 51 1380 1200 973 46 1160 1167 

MAZDA 626 4 87 846 52 820 1300 801 46 1487 1255 

PONTIAC GRAND AM 2 87 846 44 879 1848 601 41 497 529 

CHRYSLER LE BARON 2 87 791 62 1008 1863 1698 82 1776 853 

HONDA ACCORD 2HB 87 769 46 863 695 382 36 1244 558 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 4 87 757 54 2408 1794 345 46 1187 1006 

MERCURY TOPAZ 4 87 743 64 585 1277 626 40 957 455 

CHEVROLET CAMARO 2HB 87 733 39 736 961 660 39 353 144 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 2HB 87 716 55 790 345 1003 43 1360 775 

SUBARU JUSTY DL 2HB 87 611 42 529 1256 547 38 595 426 

PONTIAC SUNBIRD 4 87 603 36 428 1079 404 37 483 211 

ACURA INTEGRA 2HB 87 599 35 791 387 597 34 262 354 

SAAB 9000 4HB 87 584 37 120 346 440 35 435 638 

FORD ESCORT 2HB 87 551 42 1146 1053 418 40 465 619 

FORD MUSTANG LX 2HB 87 479 42 580 1589 301 34 921 290 

OLDSMOBILE CALAIS 4 87 405 70 1085 1737 328 40 1435 555 

PEUGEOT 505 4 88 1701 60 1657 930 1457 45 751 328 

RENAULT MEDALLION 4 88 1656 57 205 617 873 38 411 1193 

BUICK PARK AVENUE 4 88 1467 54 712 479 794 37 1366 686 

CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 4 88 1362 55 730 1580 424 43 1102 454 

NISSAN PULSAR 2HB 88 1134 40 122 43o 31 226 1742 

VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2 88 1114 55 344 1424 44 663 478 
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Table 3. Results from NCAP Crash tests for MY 87 through 91 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

NISSAN SENTRA WAG 4W 88 1047 53 880 686 526 42 1030 853 

FORD FESTIVA 2HB 88 1014 52 976 876 822 43 747 251 

TOYOTA TERCEL 2HB 88 1005 40 1245 572 398 42 367 261 

MAZDA RX-7 2HB 88 921 39 186 1135 614 48 268 650 

~ N ISSAN MAXIMA 4 88 907 64 1422 1500 861 49 885 1049 

BUICK REGAL 2 88 880 50 996 686 535 33 642 526 

CHEVROLET BERETTA 2 88 864 50 1692 1731 559 42 1052 796 

PONTIAC LE MANS 2 88 819 57 1263 792 897 44 378 389 

HONDA CIVIC DX 2HB 88 787 37 767 816 533 38 47~ 184 

~-~, DAIHATSU CHARADE 2HB 88 768 43 574 1188 642 37 598 388 

FORD TEMPO 4 88 721 47 1113 1773 470 50 1037 702 

SAAB 900S 2HB 88 718 46 1776 1395 1250 35 1535 

MERCURY SABLE 4 88 712 51 1512 410 35 862 913 

OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88 4 88 710 51 1350 2119 539 38 520 593 

FORD TAURUS 4 88 707 38 775 359 47 455 438 

TOYOTA COROLLA 2HB 88 593 42 719 1162 397 40 300 393 

VOLVO 740 GLE 4 88 519 42 1143 1793 445 42 723 634 

ACURA LEGEND 4 88 435 50 926 730 618 41 708 722 

MAZDA 929 4 88 273 51 1093 774 859 49 450 450 

CH EVROLET CORSICA 4 88 44 1293 614 752 40 737 845 

PEUGEOT 505S 4 89 1983 64 966 839 2192 77 1024 554 

DODGE SPIRIT 4 89 1421 47 672 1295 537 45 772 707 

CHEVROLET CAPRICE 4 89 1328 64 406 260 1365 42 493 495 

HYUNDAI SONATA 4 89 1196 54 869 603 937 53 1717 293 

G EO METRO 4 89 1075 56 805 244 840 46 465 1002 

- TOYOTA COROLLA 4 89 994 49 1101 894 546 45 451 681 

MITSUBISHI GALANT 4 89 971 50 1613 1229 998 40 584 526 

FORD PROBE 2HB 89 970 46 691 870 496 35 579 187 

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 4 89 960 827 1367 772 42 1218 1078 

GEO METRO 2 89 951 789 671 1177 33 458 571 

MERCURY TRACER 4HB 89 940 48 2073 733 425 38 658 581 

EAGLE PREMIER 4 89 877 46 742 1011 868 44 765 685 

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4 89 863 48 314 1326 492 1247 1090 

NISSAN MAXIMA 4 89 808 51 611 664 736 44 1409 1043 

TOYOTA CRESSIDA 4 89 790 51 1632 1554 544 51 1246 1107 

~ VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2 89 787 64 139 738 818 58 1019 508 

CHRYSLER FIFTH AVE 4 89 786 43 1132 766 682 43 667 575 

HONDA CIVIC CRX 2HB 89 750 39 361 903 52o 37 791 375 

EAGLE MEDALLION 4 89 745 41 1721 1738 589 39 1574 1670 

PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM 4 89 663 46 1201 1552 810 50 840 873 

AUDI 80 4 89 600 49 168 324 515 39 1871 245 

FORD THUNDERBIRD 2 89 541 44 1224 1138 496 40 1264 776 

NISSAN 240SX 2HB 89 407 41 1234 656 525 44 687 854 

DODGE DAYTONA 2HB 89 399 39 729 795 297 32 908 457 

AUDI 100 4 89 185 35 998 571 710 31 894 757 
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Table 3, Results from NCAP Crash tests for MY 87 through 91 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 
DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

HONDA PRELUDE 2 90 1279 59 770 674 854 48 681 733 

CHEVROLET LUMINA 4 90 1200 58 782 935 

VO LKSWAGEN PASSAT 4 90 1182 59 1104 1154 604 46 1436 2474 

NISSAN STANZA 4 90 1105 59 1404 1205 629 47 813 744 

NISSAN AXXESS 4HB 90 1051 46 919 1266 654 46 1257 1143 

BMW 325i 2 90 1036 56 865 853 

GEO PRISM 4 90 1030 47 1341 1549 1141 53 455 447 

SUBARU LEGACY 4 90 1007 52 1957 1899 675 44 842 1121 

LEXUS ES250 4 90 992 55 1102 1689 630 47 1012 1075 

MAZDA MIATA 2CV 90 920 59 1026 796 531 42 911 763 

TOYOTA CELICA 2 90 834 50 1071 1190 685 37 906 609 

MERCEDES 190E 4 90 800 60 705 1028 833 58 582 331 

MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE 2HB 90 772 44 1152 1033 612 40 499 413 

CHEVROLET CAVALIER 4 90 770 49 775 1749 485 37 531 890 

FORD TAURUS 4 90 735 46 1219 1261 609 40 581 318 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 2HB 90 696 41 1385 1921 419 39 1682 964 

FORD MUSTANG 2CV 90 651 ’42 1353 1707 438 50 1063 408 

ACURA INTEGRA 4 90 585 1545 1684 637 42 1301 1877 

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 4 90 517 43 767 862 2132 56 979 863 

LINCOLN TOWN CAR 4 90 471 40 1768 883 36 855 844 

INFINITI M30 2 90 466 43 936 1132 443 45 844 716 

CADILLAC ~)EVILLE 4 90 423 39 541 764 46 1629 1113 

CHRYSLER _EBARON 2CV 90 298 40 332 1119 2043 46 611 769 

BUICK LESABRE 2 90 35 1049 669 426 32 908 903 

TOYOTA COROLLA 4 91 1238 54 1375 917 613 1342 1469 

TOYOTA TERCEL 4 91 1138 57 945 1325 729 51 778 948 

HONDA CIVIC 4 91 1068 50 1002 2158 601 47 771 625 

MITSUBISHI GALANT 4 91 1024 61 1243 1395 711 53 906 1232 

SATURN SL2 4 91 918 44 1009 1326 1018 46 1178 974 

HYUNDAI SCOUPE 2 91 870 45 2532 967 618 42 1296 332 

BUICK CENTURY 4 91 815 47 1340 1014 1144 40 315 179 

MAZDA PROTEGE 4 91 779 57 1718 853 612 51 1087 

NISSAN 300ZX 2 91 765 54 1495 1415 47 1668 1552 

PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM 4 91 761 55 446 43 

-{ONDA ~,CCORD 4 91 750 50 1361 1452 378 40 1214 900 

CHEVROLET CAMARO 2HB 91 585 39 717 627 583 42 150 174 

NISSAN SENTRA 4 91 583 46 1117 1210 681 45 475 

ISUZU STYLUS 4 91 580 57 1021 859 46 439 717 

HONDA ACCORD 4W 91 562 45 519 1015 539 43 892 562 

FORD PROBE 2HB 91 550 42 1051 1592 418 45, 1501 1033 

NISSAN STANZA 4 91 546 56 1803 

CHEVROLET CAPRICE 4 91 533 54 "~529 1527 1101 48 613 626 

CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 4 91 511 55 709 1133 958 793 

DODGE SHADOW 4HB 91 503 42 1234 739 457 3J 647 781 

CHEVROLET CORSICA 4 91 493 41 956 44 
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Table 3. Results from NCAP Crash tests for MY 87 through 91 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

FORD TAURUS 4W 91 480 44 1900 1593 258 38 327 207 

FORD ESCORT 2 91 434 42 1403 1055 450 39 2152 1119 

GEO STORM 2 91 417 47 393 507 981 45 478 555 

CHEVROLET BERETTA 2 91 343 37 659 910 739 35 523 230 

Table 4. Averages, Deviations, Minimums and the 30 mph FMVSS 208 test, (2) a vehicle which per- 
Maximums from FMVSS No. 208 and NCAP Test forms poorly (i. e., high dummy response values) in the 
Results NCAP test may or may not perform poorly in the 

FMVSS 208 test, and (3) little correlation between 
~’, ....... ~o ,, .... ,, 3, 13~2 dummy responses other than as stated in (1) and (2) will 

2 .... ,~, ~ ,,8 2, .............. These expected outcomes are based on differences in 2o~..~,.~ 9,o ~o3 ,3 ,, ~,, 2,3, ,~, ,~, 
the test conditions. Both manual and automatic restraint 

....... ~o ~, ,~, ,9 ,, ,o,o ,o,, ~, ,,, systems are used in the NCAP test. In most cases, only 

...... d 8ov, .... ~,, ~ 8 , ,,0 ,, ,,, ,2, automatic restraint systems are used in the FMVSS test. 
.... ,,x,~, 2o~, 2,92 ,0 82 2,32 2,,8 2,,2 2,,, The higher speed NCAP test requires the vehicle to 

dissipate approximately one-third more crash energy than 
in the FMVSS No. 208 test. The greater crash energy in 

10o 

an NCAP test is dissipated in approximately the same 

~o~° 
~d" ,~ ~ time as the crash energy in FMVSS No. 208 test (see 

discussion of crash pulses in Section 4). This higher 

~ .~ ~o ~ � severity crash causes much greater intrusion and higher 

~-~ ~o~° ~ ~ / acceleration in the occupant compartment. The steering 

~0 ~r ?          ~ assembly, instrument panel, and floorpan may experience 
~0 ~__ ’g’F significant erratic motion and deformation in the NCAP 
~ ,~2(~ test. These effects will alter the 10 dummy kinematics and 

°o 2so ~oo 7~o ~ooo ~25o ,~oo ~75o 2000 ~so dummy contact points when compared to the FMVSS 
~ ~eVo~8 No. 208 test. In addition, the protective capability of 
- I-=-~o8 .~ ~ ~o~ ,,o~ ~,~,,~0 ~ ,~ [ some safety belt systems may be approached or exceeded 

in the higher severity tests. The amount of belt stretch 

Figure 1. HIC Oistributions--FMVSS No. 208 Compared and "spool out" is often much higher in the NCAP test 
to NCAP and may allow excessive excursion of the dummy. 

By examining the crash test data of the "identical" 
.~ NCAP, a large number of the PCs meet the FMVSS re- cars in Table 5, statements can be made relative to the 

quirements in the higher speed crash test. Examination above discussions. In Table 5, the dummy responses are 
of the data in Table 3 indicates that more than 60 percent given (parameters are defined in Table 1). After the 
of the PCs (where all data are available) meet FMVSS HICD in this table, rankings (RK) within the test group 
No. 208 criteria. (i.e., FMVSS No. 208 or NCAP) are given. Very little 

consistency is found between the rankings for HICD. By 

~ Specific Comparisons applying the method of least squares, regression between 
Of the 98 PCs tested in FMVSS No. 208 and the 127 the driver HICs indicates little correlation with an R- 

PCs tested in NCAP for MYs 1987 through 1991, sixty squared of 0.17. For the other three parameters, chest Gs 
one can be considered as nearly identical (i.e., in a few and passenger HICs, even less correlation is found. 
cases, variations may exist in drive train configurations Based on the data from these 61 comparisons, it can be 
and/or sheet metal design). These 61 PCs are listed in concluded that this lack of correlation between the two 
Table 5. vehicle test groups does not allow the prediction of an 

In making comparisons between dummy results from NCAP test result from the FMVSS No. 208 test result. 
these "identical" vehicles, the following outcomes should However, it is observed that the good performing 
be expected; (1) a vehicle which performs well (i.e., low vehicles in the 35 mph test also perform well in the 30 
dummy HIC and chest G response values) in the 35 mph mph test. In fact, it may be concluded from these data 
NCAP test is expected to perform relatively as well in that a passenger car that meets the FMVSS No. 208 
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Table 5. FMVSS No. 208 & NCAP Test Results from Similar Vehicles 

TEST VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

COMP ~.CURA NTEGRA 90 275 12 39 1135 1729 518 44 805 1692 

NCAP ~,CURA INTEGRA 90 585 18 1545 1684 637 42 1301 1877 

COMP ACURA LEGEND 88 284 13 45 1548 1651 387 37 659 1235 

NCAP ACURA LEGEND 88 435 6 50 926 730 618 41 708 722 

COMP AUDI 100 91 407 27 48 2272 1362 214 32 610 276 

NCAP AUDI 100 89 185 1 35 998 571 710 31 894 757 

COMP BUICK LESABRE 87 664 52 35 1126 883 366 30 733 607 

NCAP BUICK LESABRE 90 35 1049 669 426 32 908 903 

COMP BUICK PRK AVE 91 158 1 29 1064 1372 647 33 935 908 

NCAP BUICK :~RK AVE 88 1467 57 54 712 479 794 37 1366 686 

COMP CHEVROLET BERE’I-I’A 88 543 41 37 428 1604 502 36 493 632 

NCAP CHEVROLET BERETTA 88 864 36 50 1692 1731 559 42 1052 796 

COMP CHEVROLET BERETTA 91 172 2 52 1317 1371 383 33 291 202 

NCAP CHEVROLET BERETTA 91 343 3 37 659 910 739 35 523 230 

COMP CHEVROLET CAPRICE 90 632 47 46 194 105 513 39 251 401 

NCAP CHEVROLET CAPRICE 89 1328 55 64 406 260 1365 42 493 495 

COMP CHEVROLET CAPRICE 91 267 9 39 1516 1590 563 40 401 394 

NCAP CHEVROLET CAPRICE 91 533 10 54 1529 1527 1101 48 613 626 

COMP CHEVROLET CORSICA 89 872 59 42 509 1451 615 40 1122 959 

NCAP CHEVROLET CORSICA 88 44 1293 614 752 40 737 845 

COMP CHEVROLET LUMINA 90 921 61 50 815 1288 579 40 285 508 

NCAP CHEVROLET LUMINA 90 1200 52 58 782 935 

COMP CHRYSLER 5TH AVE 91 225 5 47 932 1118 203 31 536 661 

NCAP CHRYSLER 5TH AVE 89 786 27 43 1132 766 682 43 667 575 

COMP CHRYSLER LEBARON 87 691 54 39 806 1738 263 27 1206 964 ~ 

NCAP CHRYSLER LEBARON 87 791 30 62 1008 1863 1698 82 1776 853 

COMP CHRYSLER LEBARON 91 306 16 52 913 1634 214 27 310 474 

NCAP CHRYSLER LEBARON 90 298 2 40 332 1119 2043 46 611 769 

COMP DAIHATSU CHARADE 89 272 11 45 2045 1386 233 40 1503 1507 

NCAP DAIHATSU CHARADE 88 768 25 43 574 1188 642 37 598 388 

COMP DODGE DAYTNA 88 194 3 28 677 1439 319 28 991 825 
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Table 5. FMVSS No. 208 & NCAP Test Results from Similar Vehicles 

TEST VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

NCAP DODGE DAYTNA 89 399 4 39 729 795 297 32 908 457 

COMP DODGE SHADOW 88 647 50 45 1498 1623 409 38 853 1141 

NCAP DODGE SHADOW 91 503 8 42 1234 739 457 39 647 781 

COMP FORD ESCORT 89 244 6 38 1444 1080 437 34 989 1007 

NCAP FORD ESCORT 87 551 14 42 1148 1053 418 40 465 619 

COMP FORD ESCORT 91 315 19 31 1215 963 457 33 1059 930 

NCAP FORD ESCORT 91 434 5 42 1403 1055 450 39 2152 1119 

COMP FORD MUSTNG 90 433 31 41 1737 1328 262 25 250 175 

NCAP FORD MUSTNG 87 479 7 42 580 1589 301 34 921 290 

COMP FORD PROBE 91 270 10 37 1485 1451 173 32 973 944 

NCAP FORD PROBE 91 550 13 42 1051 1592 418 45 1501 1033 

COMP FORD TAURUS 90 249 8 53 1491 1999 192 36 591 323 

NCAP FORD TAURUS 90 735 22 46 1219 1261 609 40 581 318 

~-~ COMP FORD TBIRD 90 208 4 35 1983 1148 222 33 1885 1175 

NCAP FORD TBIRD 89 541 11 44 1224 1138 496 40 1264 776 

COMP HONDA ACCORD 87 315 18 46 1590 278 374 39 435 471 

NCAP HONDA ACCORD 87 769 26 46 863 695 382 36 1244 558 

COMP HONDA ACCORD 91 247 7 46 2092 1312 500 43 784 1151 

NCAP HONDA ACCORD 91 750 23 50 1361 1452 378 40 1214 900 

COMP HONDA CIVIC 90 385 25 54 1066 1554 866 43 619 1309 

NCAP HONDA CIVIC 91 1068 46 50 1002 2158 601 47 771 625 

COMP HONDA PRELUDE 88 452 33 43 597 1025 315 34 911 574 

NCAP HONDA PRELUDE 90 1279 54 59 770 674 854 48 681 733 

COMP HYUNDAI EXCEL 90 310 17 40 1447 1201 504 44 1323 1207 

-- NCAP HYUNDAI EXCEL 90 696 20 41 1385 1921 419 39 1682 964 

COMP HYUNDAI EXCEL 87 485 35 44 1975 1930 303 48 1571 1076 

NCAP HYUNDAI EXCEL 87 757 24 54 2408 1794 345 46 1187 1006 

-~ COMP HYU N DAI SONATA 89 420 29 42 1764 1570 298 37 1264 1054 

NCAP HYUNDAI SONATA 89 1196 51 54 869 603 937 53 1717 293 

COMP ISUZU STYLUS 91 290 15 43 1517 1695 903 44 273 382 

NCAP ISUZU STYLUS 91 580 15 57 1021 859 46 439 717 
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"able 5. FMVSS No. 208 & NCAP Test Results from Similar Vehicles 

TEST VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

HICP I CGP I LFEMP I RFEMP 

COMP _EXUS ES250 90 397 26 51 1530 1513 364 46 847 1137 

NCAP LEXUS ES250 90 992 42 55 1102 1689 630 47 1012 1075 

COMP LINCOLN CONT. 89 421 30 46 1572 1391 305 43 1100 1468 

NCAP LINCOLN CONT. 89 863 35 48 314 1326 492 1247 1090 

COMP MAZDA 626 87 702 55 39 667 1379 459 37 1581 1284 

NCAP MAZDA 626 87 846 34 52 820 1300 801 46 1487 1255 

COMP MAZDA MIATA 91 790 58 46 1262 1160 326 39 549 1008 

NCAP MAZDA MIATA 90 920 40 59 1026 796 531 42 911 763 

COMP MERCEDES 190E 89 599 44 50 1857 1969 454 40 544 436 

NCAP MERCEDES 190E 90 800 31 60 705 1028 833 58 582 331 

COMP MITSU BISHI GALANT 91 603 45 40 1290 1103 496 38 999 1094 

NCAP MITSUBISHI GALANT 91 1024 44 61 1243 1395 711 53 906 1232 

COMP MITSUBISHI STARION 88 320 20 48 1819 1686 710 57 1172 1360 

NCAP MITSUBISHI STARION 87 952 41 43 1260 1752 377 46 1369 2323 

COMP NlSSAN AXXESS 90 624 46 41 1104 1004 572 43 1310 1342 

NCAP NlSSAN AXXESS 90 1051 45 46 919 1266 654 46 1257 1143 

COMP NISSAN MAXIMA 88 658 51 45 1163 1361 662 51 1071 1013 

NCAP NISSAN MAXIMA 88 907 38 64 1422 1500 861 49 885 1049 

COMP NISSAN PULSAR 89 408 28 50 1363 2030 304 35 559 

NCAP NISSAN PULSAR 88 1134 48 40 122 430 31 226 1742 

COMP NISSAN SENTRA 89 509 37 49 1370 1355 653 40 1000 1190 

NCAP NISSAN SENTR/~ 91 583 16 46 1117 1210 681 45 475 

COMP NISSAN STANZA 90 595 43 50 1481 1499 383 43 823 913 

NCAP NISSAN STANZA 90 1105 47 59 1404 1205 629 47 813 744 

COMP NISSAN STANZA 91 382 24 45 1272 1669 707 46 958 1265 

NCAP NISSAN STANZA 91 546 12 56 1803 970 46 413 558 

COMP PEUGEOT 505 88 903 60 44 1658 907 218 44 1146 1332 

NCAP PEUGEOT 505 88 1701 58 60 1657 930 1457 45 751 328 

COMP PONTIAC LEMANS 91 647 49 50 2115 1762 588 48 1286 1821 

NCAP PONTIAC LEMANS 88 819 32 57 1263 792 897 44 378 389 
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Table 5. FMVSS No. 208 & NCAP Test Results from Similar Vehicles 

TEST VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

COMP SAAB 9000 89 323 21 46 1235 1601 232 36 503 

NCAP SAAB 9000 87 584 17 37 120 346 440 35 435 638 

COMP SAAB 900S 89 289 14 40 986 1548 223 35 1327 1840 

NCAP SAAB 900S 88 718 21 46 1776 1395 1250 35 1535 

COMP SATU RN SL2 91 636 48 40 755 1068 633 39 1109 1076 

NCAP SATURN SL2 91 918 39 44 1009 1326 1018 46 1178 974 

COMP SUBARU GL 89 496 36 48 1270 1034 720 44 634 821 

NCAP SUBARU GL 87 1339 56 58 1016 694 884 44 485 309 

COMP SUBARU JUSTY 90 769 57 45 297 622 626 48 352 717 

NCAP SUBARU JUSTY 87 611 19 42 529 1256 547 38 595 426 

COMP SUBARU LEGACY 90 711 56 40 1570 1799 452 46 1014 1376 

NCAP SUBARU LEGACY 90 1007 43 52 1957 1899 675 44 842 1121 

COMP TOYOTA CAMRY 87 527 40 41 1393 1959 469 43 1429 1547 

NCAP TOYOTA CAMRY 87 871 37 51 1360 1200 973 46 1160 1167 

COMP TOYOTA CELICA 91 514 38 59 1622 1263 417 40 343 647 

NCAP TOYOTA CELICA 90 834 33 50 i 1071 1190 685 37 906 609 

COMP TOYOTA COROLLA 90 524 39 45 1540 1668 582 41 1024 1208 

NCAP TOYOTA COROLLA 91 1238 53 53 1375 917 612 1342 1469 

COMP TOYOTA CRESSDA 89 359 23 39 1371 1616 441 41 1266 1057 

NCAP TOYOTA CRESSDA 89 790 29 51 1632 1554 544 51 1246 1107 

COMP TOYOTA TERCEL 91 671 53 39 964 1048 406 38 874 942 

NCAP TOYOTA TERCEL 91 1138 49 57 945 1325 765 51 778 948 

COMP VW FOX 90 572 42 38 1350 1310 305 36 810 1226 

NCAP VW FOX 89 787 28 64 139 738 818 58 1019 508 

COMP VW PASSAT 90 326 22 40 1352 1306 336 41 1063 1284 

NCAP VW PASSAT 90 1182 50 59 1104 1154 604 46 1436 2474 

COMP VOLVO 740 88 459 34 54 1500 2010 167 42 778 1048 

NCAP VOLVO 740 88 519 9 42 1143 1793 445 42 723 634 

COMP YUGO GV 87 436 32 40 1169 1392 291 36 1179 1736 

NCAP YUGO GV 87 1855 59 45 585 379 41 701 172 
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criteria limits (i.e., HICs<1000, Chest Gs<60, and femur 
loads<2250) in the NCAP test should meet the requJire- 100,g0~ 

I ments in the 30 mph test. This appears to be true even 
though in most FMVSS No. 208 tests, only the automatic 
restraint systems are used. Thirty-seven of the 61 PCs 
(61 percent) have no available dummy response data 
(some have missing data) which exceed the 208 criteria. 

The data indicate that quite often even the worst 
performing vehicles in the NCAP tests still easily meet 
the FMVSS No. 208 requirements in the 30 mph test. 
For example, the 1987 Chrysler Le Baron, which had a 
high passenger HIC (1698) and high chest Gs (62 and 

~uu~v p~t-r~s 

82) did well in the FMVSS No. 208 test. Similarly, the 
[s~t~,~os~tmm~r~ I 

1987 Yugo GV, the 1989 Hyundai Sonata, and the 1990 Figure 2. Average Values for 61 PCs--Comparison of 
Nissan Stanza did not do very well in the NCAP tests, FMVSS No. 208 and NCAP Test Results 

but performed quite well in the FMVSS No. 208 tests. 
In contrast, there are some marginal situations. ’The (2) Standard deviations indicate much greater absolute 

Hyundai Excel (femur loads), the Peugeot. 505 (driiver variations (2:1) for HIC in the NCAP tests. 

HIC), and the Chevrolet Lumina (driver HIC) had high (3) When comparing HIC distributions, NCAP data pro- 

dummy responses in the NCAP tests. These same ve- vide much clearer distinction between vehicle safety 

hicles, although meeting FMVSS No. 208 requirements, performance than observed from FMVSS 208 data. 

could be considered marginal performers in the 30 mph More than 90% of the HICs in tl~e FMVSS tests are 

tests. It should be noted that only seven of the 61 cars in below 750 and more than 50% are below 500. 

the FMVSS 208 tests had HIC values which exceeded (4) The much larger dummy response values which are 

750. These vehicles were the Peugeot 505, the 1990 often seen in the NCAP tests as compared to the 

Chevrolet Lumina, the 1989Chevrolet Corsica, the 1991 FMVSS tests are also reflected in the real world 

Mazda Miata, the 1991 Isuzu Stylus, the 1990 Subaru crash results. When compared to a crash near the 

Justy, and the 1990 Honda Civic. In NCAP, 41 of the delta V of the FMVSS No. 208 test condition, the 

PCs had HIC values which exceeded 750. fatality rate from NASS is 2 to 3 times greater in a 

It should also be noted that there are some reversals crash of the NCAP test severity. 

(i.e., higher responses in the lower speed tests). For the (5) Little correlation exists when ranking "identical" 

HICs, these reversals usually occur when both values are vehicles in the two different crash test groups. The 

low and small changes in the response curves result in a data indicate, that for a specific PC, test results from 

shift in the HIC values (Hyundai Excel MY 90 and Ford one program cannot be used ~o predict the test 

Escort). For the chest Gs, these reversals are usually results that may occur in the other program. 

associated with airbag equipped vehicles where the belt (6) The good performing vehicles :in the 35 mph test 

system are not used in the FMVSS No. 208 tests (Volvo also perform well in the 30 mph test. Vehicles which 

740, Toyota Celica, and Ford Taurus). meet FMVSS No. 208 requirements at 35 mph are 

In Figure 2, the average values normalized to FMVSS likely to easily meet the requirements at 30 mph. 

No. 208 requirements are shown for these specific com- Sixty percent of the "identical" vehicles met the 

parisons. These data show the large differences in the FMVSS requirements in both test groups (see Table 

HIC values (approximately a factor of two) in the differ- 4) and approximately 60 percent of all passenger 

ent test groups, very little difference in average chest Gs, cars which have been tested in NCAP since 1986 

and slightly higher femur loads in the lower speed tests (see Table 3) have met these requirements. 

due to not using the manual belts. These higher average (7) Poor performing vehicles in the 35 mph test often 

HICs correspond to the much higher probabilities of perform very well in the 30 mph test. However, poor 

fatalities and injuries as reflected in the real world NASS performance of vehicles in the 35 mph tests may be 

crash data. indicative of marginal performance in the 30 mph 
tests. 

Section 1---Summary and Conclusions 
From examining and comparing the FMVSS No. 208 Effects of NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 on 

and NCAP test data, the following general observalions Vehicle Safety 
can be made: A goal of NCAP is to establish market forces which 

(1) HIC values on the average are much greater in the encourage vehicle manufacturers to design higher levels 

NCAP tests due to compartment intrusion and re- of safety into their vehicles. Initially, to be effective in 

straint system performance in the higher severity generating these market forces which may influence re- 

crashes, hicle manufacturers to improve the potential occupant 
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protection of their passenger cars, NCAP needed to Since it is often more appropriate to compare the 
determine if substantial differences in frontal crash performance of vehicles within weight classes, these 
safety performance existed between vehicle makes and distribution data are further separated into four weight 
models. If significant safety performance differences are classes in Figure 4 for MYs 1987 through 1991. The 
found, how do the consumers and the manufacturers weight classes are subcompact (curb weight less than 
respond? 2450 lbs.), compact (curb weight 2450 to 2949 lbs.), 

In this section, data which have been collected from intermediate (curb weight 2950 to 3450 lbs.), and large 
the crash tests during the thirteen years of NCAP are (curb weight over 3450 lbs.). Substantial variations are 
analyzed to determine the range of vehicle performance found within each weight class for these last five MYs. 
and the safety performance trends in the 35 mph barrier 
crash tests. In addition, dummy response data from 30- .o 2500 
mph tests which were conducted from 1977 through 1980 
are compared to the recent (1987 through 1991) FMVSS ~. 2000 

, 
No. 208 data to estimate the effects of NCAP on the 

~ ~5oo ~ ’ 
safety of vehicles in the lower crash speed tests. ’ 

<.> I000 

Range of Performance § 500 
The tests conducted in NCAP indicate that there are 

significant differences in the measured frontal safety per- :~ 0 
formance among passenger cars. These differences may 
be illustrated by examining the distribution of maximum 
HIC values (the higher value from the driver or passen- Figure 4. NCAP Test Results~Range of HIC Values 
ger is selected) which have occurred in the tested by Weight Class 
vehicles. (Note: the HIC injury parameter is chosen 
because the widest variations in dummy responses are Figures 4 illustrates that the potential for occupant 

found in these data and because head injuries tend to be protection varies substantially within various vehicle 

the most debilitating), market classes. These data indicate that NCAP has and 

In Figure 3, the HIC distributions for all passenger continues to provide safety information to consumers 
which may be used in their vehicle purchasing decisions. cars which have been tested in NCAP are shown. The 

HIC values in this figure are the maximum values from Safety Improvements and NCAP 
the driver or the right front seat passenger dummies and, With frontal crash test data on 304 passenger cars over 
except for 1991, are grouped by combining two model thirteen MYs, trends of vehicle safety performance in the 
years of NCAP results (i. e., in the figure, model year 80 35 mph barrier crashes can be examined. In the follow- 
includes results from 79 and 80, model year 82 includes ing two sections, analyses of these trends are presented 
results from 81 and 82, etc.). The distributions in this by using the individual dummy response data (HICs and 
figure indicate the substantial variations in measured Chest gs) and then by grouping the vehicles in two per- 
safety performance which occur in the tested passenger formance categories. 
cars. In the early years of NCAP, 1979 through 1984, a These analyses are performed by using both the 
wider distribution of responses is noted with values individual MY averages and the cumulative averages. 
ranging from a low of 408 to high of 4513. Since 1984, Analyses are conducted for both unweighted and weight- 
some decrease in this dispersion has occurred; however, ed data sets. 
the range in 1989-91 is still quite substantial with a low It should be noted that the average for an individual 
value of 399 and a high value of 2192. MY is a function of the passenger cars which are select- 

ed for that MY and how those selected cars happened to 
sooo perform in the NCAP tests. The selection of the passen- 

~ 4500 

_~ ~ooo 
ger cars for a MY is based on new models which are 

~5oo introduced by the manufacturers, significant safety 

o~ ~ooo changes which have been incorporated into existing 
~ ~oo models, and cost and budget considerations. This selec- 
~-~ooo ~ tion process does not necessarily lead to a statistical 
~ ~soo cross-section of the new car fleet for a particular MY. 

~,ooo ~oo Wi~h this type of selection process, it would be expected 

o. - that fluctuations may occur in the individual MY 
75 ~o ~z ~4 s~ ~ ~o ~z averages. However, if substantial safety improvements 

Model Y~r 
are being incorporated into the PCs by the manu- 

Figure 3. NCAP Test Results--Range of HIC Values facturers, a general downward trend in these individual 
by MY MY averages should be expected. 
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The cumulative average is defined as an average of ............. ... 

the data for all MYs through the MY of interest (i.e., the ~ 
cumulative average of the driver HIC for MY 1985 is the                            - 
average of the driver HIC values for all PCs tested be- 

ginning with MY 1979 through MY 1985). The cumula- 
tive average reflects the safety performance of the fleet 

of the tested PCs.                                        o 
As appropriate, analyses in the following sections are 

conducted with both the unweighted and weighted NCAP 

data. The unweighted data are the data from the actual i- 
vehicles which have been tested. The weighted data are ~. 

these data which have been weighted by the estimated 
distribution of the tested vehicle in the fleet for a given 
year. This estimate is derived from Polk’s Annual 
National Vehicle Population Profiles and from vehicle Figure 5. NCAP Dummy Response Trends 
sales reported in Automotive News. The use of the 
unweighted data may be the more accurate method for 
assessing potential safety performance since weighing of 

the test data does not consider variations in vehicle 
models (e.g., drive train and optional equipmen0. 
Regardless of these shortcomings, the weighted data do 
provide additional information relative to the NCAP data 

fleet trends. 
For ease of comparison in many of the following 

discussions, the NCAP data are presented in terms of Figure 6. NCAP Safety Performance Trends by Place of 

percentage of FMVSS 208 criteria. Origin 

Dummy Response Trends. In Figure 5, trends of NCAP 
dummy HICs and chest gs are shown for all tests which 
have been conducted during the thirteen years of the 

program. Both the averages by model year and the cumu- 
lative averages for the unweighted and weighted fleet are 
shown. Significant downward trends are noted for each ,~ .,, .’~ ~ :~’~. :. ~..~ 0~., 

of the injury parameters. The most notable improve- 
ments, however, are seen in the reduction in driver and 
passenger HICs. The driver HIC unweighted cumulative 
average has decreased from a high of almost 1300 in 
1980 to slightly over 1000 in 1991. The passenger HIC Figure 7. NCAP Safety Performance Trends by Weight 
unweighted cumulative average has dropped from near Class 
1300 in 1980 to about 900 in 1991. The weighted cumu- 
lative averages also show large decreases since 1979. 

improvements; however, as a group, the cumulative 

However, weighing the data by the vehicle registrations 
averages of their models are higher than the others. The 

indicates that some of the PCs with the higher dummy 
domestic manufacturers, although beginning with a 

responses had the lower sales volumes, 
relatively good average safety performance in 1979, have 

The data as shown in Figures 6 and 7 give additional 
lowered the average HICs by 20 to 30 percent by 1991. 

insight as to how manufacturers and which vehicle 
In Figure 7, cumulative averages of driver and 

weight classes have contributed to this downward trend, 
passenger HICs are given by passenger car weight class. 

In Figure 6, cumulative averages of driver and passenger 
These data also indicate some large differences in safety 

HICs are given by place of vehicle origin. For the NCAP performance between weight classes during the early 

test conditions, these data indicate the difference in 
years of NCAP. However, since about MY 1986, these 

safety performance which existed between the domestic 
differences have essentially disappeared except for the 

(USA) and foreign (Europe and Japan) manufacturers in subcompact weight class. The subcompact weight class, 

the late 1970s and early 1980s. The Japanese manufac- 
although substantially improved since MY 1979, as 

turers made significant and rapid improvements to their 
shown by the cumulative averages, may not provide the 

vehicles and, by the late 1980s, the Japanese passenger 
same level of safety as the other weight classes in the 

car safety performance as measured by the cumulative 
barrier type crashes. Section 4 of ,his paper presents a 

averages was approximately the same as the domestics’, 
definitive study of safety differences between lighter and 

The European manufacturers have responded with some heavier weight PCs. 
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Vehicle Performance Groups. In addition to providing 
the data for examining dummy performance trends, the 
NCAP results can also be used to examine overall ,/ 
vehicle safety potential by placing each vehicle in a / 
specific performance group. Two performance groups ! 
will be used. The first group, which will be referred to 
as the lower risk group, will be composed of the vehicles ,/ 
which meet all requirements of FMVSS 208 in the 35 
mph crash test. 0 . 

The second group, which will be referred to as the 
higher risk group, will be composed of the vehicles 
which have a driver and/or passenger HIC which exceeds Figure 10. Injury Risk Function--Femur 
1250, and/or a chest acceleration which exceeds 60 gs, 
and/or a femur load which exceeds 2250 lbs. This second 
group is based on the higher probabilities of life ............ 
threatening injuries as estimated from risk function 
curves which have been developed by GM and others [2, 
3]. These risk function curves, which are used in this 
section and later in section 4, can be considered as 
examples of many such injury probability curves which 
can be derived from existing biomechanical data by 
various analytical methods. These curves are shown in 
Figures 8, 9, and 10. Figure 11. NCAP Safety Performance Trends 

25 percent in 1979 to over 45 percent in 1991. Since MY i ~ 1986, approximately 60 of all 
~i "F~ tested in the NCAP have percentmet the FMvSsPaSsenger208 require-Cars 

iiil 
//// 

ments. This indicates; (1) that the vehicle manufacturers 
have the knowledge and capability to design passenger 

cars which provide exceptional safety in the severe 35 

,./ 
mph crash, and (2), that with the phase in requirements 

~ ..._......./ 
of passive restraints beginning with MY 1986, the ,i,, 
vehicle manufacturers may have become more diligent in 

.................. the design of improved occupant protection. 

¯ c=ac>.t,..=,~s.o~-o.oo~x,~z~,,~-=~ Also, as\shown in Figure 11, the cumulative percent- 
’ age of passenger cars in the higher risk group has sig- 

Figure 8. Injury Risk Function--HIC nificantly declined from the early years of NCAP. In MY 
1979, more than 70 percent of the passenger cars were in 
this higher risk group. In MY 1991 the cumulative per- 

o., ~ - cent is less than 40 percent. The percentages by model 

o., year show that, in the last five MYs, less than 25 percent 
°" of the tested passenger cars were in the higher risk 

~ii / group. These data show that the vehicle manufacturers 
0.0 

/ 

have greatly reduced the number of passenger car models 
,., which have very poor safety performance in severe 
¯ .’ ! frontal crash events. 

............................. Safety Improvements and FMVSS No. 208 ~ .... re, o, ~ By using existing average dummy response values 
~c~=~.t~oo=~�~.~9-o.=~n,~]**c-x] from 30 and 35 mph crash tests which were conducted 

Figure 9. Injury Risk Function---Chest g from 1977 through 1980, comparisons were made with 
the MY 1987 through 1991 FMVSS 208 and NCAP test 

In Figure 11, the cumulative percents and the percents results. These comparisons are shown in Figure 12. Very 
by model year are given for these two performance significant improvements are noted in the HICs. The 
groups. For the lower risk group, a notable increase in average HIC values in the recent NCAP tests are 
the percentage of passenger cars which meet FMVSS No. approximately equal to the average HIC values of the 30 
208 criteria in the 35 mph crash test is seen. The mph tests in the late 1970s. These are substantial 
cumulative percentage has increased from approximately reductions from approximately 1300 to well below 1000. 
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Similarly, the average HIC values in the recent FMVSS NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 on the vehicle manufac- 

No. 208 30 mph tests reflect almost a 50 percent turers approach to passenger car safety. 

reduction when compared to the 30 mph tests results of 
the late 1970 vehicles. These data reflect the impact of Manufacturers Response to NCAP and the 

both the NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 on the vehicle Public’s Awareness of Vehicle Safety 
manufacturers approach to passenger car safety~. Specific Examples 

In addition to the overall trends, as given in Section 2, 
~--]so ~ ~o~ which have shown the influence of NCAP in improving 
.~-~o-~*~E vehicle safety performance, many specific examples of 
.~-~s vehicle makes and models which were improved after 

[]~5 =~ ~5~ initial NCAP tests can be cited. In Table 6, a list of 
several of these specific examples is given. This list 
contains data which illustrate how manufacturers have 
reacted to initial NCAP test results. 

Two early examples in the program occurred with 
Volvo and Mercedes models. Each of these manufactur- 
ers have traditionally advertised the safety aspects of 

Figure 12. Trends in PC Safety from 30 and 35 Mph their vehicles. In 1979, a Volvo 244 DL and, in 1980, a 
Barrier Crash Test Results Mercedes 240D, were tested in NCAP. Surprisingly, both 

of these vehicles had high driver and passenger HIC 
Section 2---Summary and Conclusions values. Examination of the safety belts of these vehicles 

Since the beginning of the NCAP in 1978, NHTSA indicated unsatisfactory belt reel-out from the retractors 
has conducted 35 mph crash tests of 304 different makes due to excessive belt lengths. This condition allowed 
and models of passenger cars. Analyses of data f~om severe head contacts to occur between the driver 
these tests indicate: dummies and the steering assemblies and between the 

(1) There are significant differences in the potential passenger dummies and the instrument panels. Both 

safety performance among passenger cars. Although manufacturers made significant design changes to elimi- 

these differences have been reduced in recent years, nate these safety problems. Results of their models in 

HIC values still ranged from a low of 399 to a high succeeding years, as shown in Table 6, indicate the 

of 2192 in MYs 89,90, and 91. The NCAP tests con- success of their changes. 

tinue to provide consumers with occupant protection Notable examples occurred when initial tests of 

information which may be used in purchasing deci- several Japanese models resulted in very high dummy 

sions, responses. These models included; Honda Civic and 

(2) Since 1979, significant measurable improvements Prelude, Mazda 626 and RX-7, and Toyota Celica, 

have occurred in passenger car safety. The cumula- Corolla, and Cressida. Factors which contributed to the 

tire average for HIC has decreased by approximately poor performance of these models in these initial tests 

30 percent from a high of almost 1300 in 1980 to may have included; inadequate ene~gy management of 

about 1000 in 1991. the crash forces (i. e., poor structural design), excessive 

The cumulative percentage of passenger cars in the intrusion and inappropriate collapse characteristics of the 

lower risk group has increased from approximately steering assembly and instrument panels, and inferior 

25 percent in 1979 to over 45 percent in 1991. Since safety belt parameters. The data in "Fable 6 indicate the 

MY 1986, approximately 60 percent of all passenger manufacturers’ positive reactions to improve the safety 

cars tested in the NCAP have met the 30 mph crash performance of these models. In some cases, the manu- 

test requirements of FMVSS No. 208. facturers modified the existing model and in other cases 

The cumulativepercentageofpassengercarsin the the improved safety was incorporated in a complete 

higher risk group has significantly declined from the redesign of the model. Relative to the improvements in 

early years of NCAP. In MY 1979, more than 70 potential occupant protection, the results, as shown in the 

percent of the passenger cars were in this higher risk table, were exceptional. HIC values were reduced by as 

group. In MY 1991 the cumulative percent is less much as 75 percent and chest gs and femur loads were 

than 40 percent, reduced by 50 percent or more. 

(3) Comparisons of MY 1977 through 1980 crash test Other interesting examples have occurred with the 

results to recent FMVSS No. 208 and NCAP test beginning of the New Car Assessment "Optional Test" 

results reflect the very positive impact of both the Program in 1986. This program gives to the manufactur- 

~Other factors such as increased liability litigation, advances in technology, and recognition that improved safety can provide a competitive sales advantage 

may also have contributed to these trends. 
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Table 6. NCAP Examples of Vehicle Safety Improvements 

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION DUMMY RESPONSE PARAMETERS 

MAKE MODEL MY HICD HICP CGD CGP LFEMD RFEMD LFEMP RFEMP 

VOLVO DL 79 1782 1889 52 61 320 900 700 320 
VOLVO DL 82 550 381 45 35 154 1147 892 227 
VOLVO DL (SW) 85 621 262 33 31 100 1005 630 615 
VOLVO DL 85 651 310 36 25 350 1020 590 
MERCEDES 240D 80 1262 1369 54 44 674 1687 666 1449 
MERCEDES 300SD 84 890 734 63 44 1410 1150 295 490 
MERCEDES 190E 90 800 833 60 58 705 1028 582 331 
DODGE COLT 82 932 1730 72 44 517 782 506 276 
DODGE COLT 85 787 741 42 32 480 460 1090 370 
RENAULT MEDAL. 88 1656 873 57 38 205 617 411 1193 
EAGLE MEDAL. 89 745 589 41 39 1721 1738 1574 1670 
FORD GRANADA 79 1442 1279 61 56 1750 350 390 570 
FORD GRANADA 82 860 1050 52 980 800 460 340 
FORD TAURUS 86 1209 695 53 37 828 1485 566 502 
FORD TAURUS 88 707 359 38 47 775 455 438 
FORD TEMPO 84 2955 1104 63 45 750 480 675 370 
FORD TEMPO 85 1207 932 52 40 870 580 440 310 
FORD TEMPO 88 721 470 47 50 1113 1773 1037 702 
HONDA CIVIC 79 2030 2093 93 46 1080 838 1520 1460 
HONDA CIVIC 80 2626 1506 54 47 1006 3118 418 218 
HONDA CIVIC 81 607 492 41 35 200 500 1100 54( 
HONDA CIVIC 84 563 846 37 43 1067 602 1566 1275 
HONDA PRELUDE 80 2904 1759 52 45 445 1057 465 277 
HONDA PRELUDE 84 659 475 43 31 600 510 690 980 

HYUNDAI EXCEL 86 999 2662 73 55 2248 785 1597 520 
HYUN DAI EXCEL 87 757 345 54 46 2408 1794 1187 1006 
HYUNDAI EXCEL 87 716 1003 55 43 790 345 1360 775 
HYUNDAI EXCEL 90 696 419 41 39 1385 1921 1682 964 
MAZDA 626 82 969 1693 47 50 575 1215 550 250 
MAZDA 626 83 1196 1087 45 56 450 350 260 360 
MAZDA 626 87 846 801 52 46 820 1300 1487 1255 
MAZDA RX-7 85 921 1345 40 42 369 476 604 809 
MAZDA RX-7 88 921 614 39 48 186 1135 268 650 
MERCURY SABLE 86 1237 680 48 44 1039. 1780 671 465 
MERCURY SABLE 88 712 410 51 35 1512 862 913 

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 79 965 1297 42 47 582 472 503 717 
PONTIAC FIREBIRD 83 408 376 34 32 900 480 100 125 

SAAB 9000 86 773 1443 71 46 484 541 421 
SAAB 9000 87 584 440 37 35 120 346 435 638 
TOYOTA CELICA 79 849 1862 61 59 2920 435 400 520 
TOYOTA CELICA 82 702 530 36 45 456 448 360 359 
TOYOTA CELICA 86 627 430 42 40 382 721 439 593 
TOYOTA CELICA 90 834 685 50 37 1071 1190 406 609 
TOYOTA COROLLA 80 838 1162 69 92 740 775 200 270 
TOYOTA COROLLA 82 842 828 59 40 1400 1178 888 507 
TOYOTA COROLLA 84 630 611 41 42 1320 730 340 395 
TOYOTA COROLLA 89 994 546 49 45 1101 894 451 681 
TOYOTA COROLLA 84 432 602 37 47 1100 450 580 300 
TOYOTA COROLLA 88 593 397 42 40 719 1162 300 393 
TOYOTA CRESSIDA 81 1980 771 55 50 1710 1982 1644 1807 
TOYOTA CRESSIDA 85 883 914 50 58 1725 1820 1355 1820 
TOYOTA CRESSIDA 89 790 544 51 51 1632 1554 1246 1107 
VW JETTA 81 1210 1272 68 52 1276 1191 1559 1286 
VW JETTA 85 898 1008 50 51 362 396 711 516 
AUDI 4000 80 1322 1428 70 45 408 353 1030 527 
AUDI 5000 85 2105 557 39 31 362 357 292 326 
AUDI 100 89 185 710 35 31 998 571 894 757 
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ers the option to request a test or retest of a particular Further evidence of the importance that manufacturers 

vehicle model, based on design changes to a previously are now placing on good safety performance in the 

tested model or the introduction of innovative safety NCAP tests was displayed when /kudi requested the 

features. This optional test is sponsored by the manu- optional test on the Audi 100 as discussed previously. 

facturer but conducted by following the NCAP test pro- Until that request, Audi had shown reluctance to design- 

cedures under NHTSA control at a NHTSA approved test ing their vehicles to perform well in the higher severity 

site. NCAP test. This was evident from examining test results 

The Mercury Sable, the Ford Taurus, and the Audi from earlier Audi models. However, i~t appears that most 

100 are examples of models which have been tested in manufacturers, not only Audi, are convinced that the 

this optional program. For the Sable and the Taurus, the consumer is very interested in the potential safety that a 

manufacturers incorporated design changes after the passenger vehicle provides and that the consumer will 

initial NCAP tests were conducted. The retests indicate use safety information about a vehicle during the 

the potential for improved occupant protection, selection and purchasing process. 

For the Audi 100, the manufacturer requested the 
optional test because of innovative safety features, which Use and Availability of the NCAP Results 

included a driver airbag and unique safety belt pre- A primary goal of NCAP is the effective dissemina- 

tensioning devices. All dummy responses were low in tion of the test results so that consumers are aware of the 

the Audi 100 test with the driver HIC of 185 being the data and so that the consumer may properly utilize the 

lowest HIC ever recorded in the NCAP 35 mph test. The data in vehicle purchasing decisions. Each year the 

manufacturer (Audi) has used these data extensively in Agency conducts approximately 30 crash tests in NCAP 

advertising campaigns to inform consumers of the occu- to generate these comparative crashworthiness data for 

pant safety provided by the Audi 100. Data are shown in consumer information. These data are made available 

Table 6 of other. Audi models. These data show the through regular press releases as the tests are completed. 

inferior NCAP performance of previously tested Audi These press releases ~e distributed to all the major news 

models. The comparison between the previous Audi services, consumer groups, magazines, and many other 

models and the new Audi 100 and the use of the Audi associations. Over 1000 different organizations with 

100 NCAP results in the advertising campaigns may readership in the tens of millions receive these press 

represent a change in philosophy by the manufacturer releases. These data are then used by many of these 

toward NCAP safety performance, organizations in their programs and publications to 

Table 6 contains several other examples from different inform the public of the potential ,safety of the tested 

manufacturers which illustrate the capabilities to intro- vehicles. 

duce improvements in safety performance in particular Consumer Reports, a popular publication of Con- 

makes and models, sumers Union (CU), annually uses the NCAP data in a 
special issue on automobiles. The~, April 1990 issue 

Automobile Manufacturers’ Reactions contains an extensive article, "Which Cars Do Better in 

The positive actions by the manufacturers are illus- a Crash," based on the 35 mph crash test results and 

trated by overall trends in Section 2 and by the above CU’s judgments on passenger car crash protection. In a 

discussions on specific examples. Manufacturers, includ- discussion with Robert Knoll of CU, it was verified that 

ing GM, Ford, Honda, Toyota, Volvo, Mercedes, and this annual automotive issue is consistently the most 

others, Conduct 35 mph crash tests on some or all of popular issue published by CU. The sales of the 1990 

their passenger cars during the developmental phases, issue exceeded over five million copies, with approxi- 

Goals have been established within the indiviidual mately 4.6 millions subscriptions and more than one-half 

companies to develop vehicles which perform well in the million counter sales. Mr. Knoll also stated that CU 

NCAP tests. For example, Ford states that, beginning in receives extensive consumer response to the automotive 

the late 1980s, their policy has been to meet FMVSS No. safety articles. Consumer Reports represents the single 

208 criteria in a 35 mph barrier crash test. In fact, of the most effective distribution source for the NCAP data. 

17 Ford models that have been tested in NCAP since MY The "Car Book," originally published by the Depart- 

1986, fifteen have met all the FMVSS No. 208 criteria, ment of Transportation in 1980, is now published each 

The other two were very close with a driver HIC of 1014 year by Jack Gillis of the Consumer Federation of 

and a driver chest g of 64. The average HIC and chest g America. This publication also uses the crash test data 

values for the Ford models during these last four years from NCAP ~ests as the princip]le source of safety 

are; 680 for the driver HIC, 470 for the passenger HIC, information. Sales of the "Car Book" average approxi- 

45 for the driver chest gs, and 41 for the passenger chest mately 75 thous-and per year. 

gs. These data certainly substantiate Ford’s goal to The UnitedServices Automotive Association (USAA) 

design passenger cars which perform wellin the NCAP Foundation, the nation’s sixth largest insurer of motor 

tests, vehicles, publishes a very comprehensive booklet, "The 
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Car Guide," which provides its members with informa- Many specific examples of vehicle makes and models 
tionregarding passenger safety, damageability, theft risk, which were improved after initial NCAP tests can be 
and insurance experience of various vehicles. The safety cited. In some cases, the manufacturers modified the 
information is based on the NCAP test results. "The Car existing model and in other cases the improved safety 
Guide" is distributed annually to USAA’s approximately was incorporated in a complete redesign of the model. 
two million members. Changes incorporated into specific makes and models by 

The exposure to the public of the NCAP data through the manufacturers reduced dummy responses by as much 
the different media also results in many individual as 75 percent. 
inquiries to NHTSA. The Agency responds to approxi- A primary goal of NHTSA’s NCAP is the effective 
mately 15 thousand telephone calls each year through the dissemination of the crash test results so that the 
NHTSA Hot Line regarding the crashworthiness test consumer may properly utilize the data in vehicle 
results, purchasing decisions. These data are made available to 

From recent indications, these data are now often used more than 1000 organizations through regular press 
by consumers in making their vehicle purchase decisions, releases. Many of these organizations use the data in 
A survey of Washington-area automobile dealers, con- their programs and publications to inform the public of 
ducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety the potential safety of the tested vehicles. Major publi- 
(IIHS) and reported in the Washington Post Business cations, such as "Consumer Reports," "The Car Book," 
Magazine, indicates that "safety ranks near the top of and the USAA "Car Guide," reach up to 7 million house- 
new-car buyers’ shopping lists...." Of 227 Washington holds each year. From a recent survey, it is indicated that 
area dealers interviewed, 68 percent said buyers rated the consumer may often use available safety data in 
safety as one of their "most important" concerns in a making their vehicle purchase decisions. 
new-car purchase and another 28 percent said buyers saw 
safety as "fairly" important...." Application of Data from the Crash 

The vehicle manufacturers seem very aware of the Programs to Evaluate Safety Differences 
consumer interest in occupant protection. As recently 

Between Vehicle Weight Classes reported in the Orlando Sentinel: 
Several studies by NHTSA of real-world crashes have 

In a recent Ford survey of potential customers, concluded that occupants of lighter (smaller) passengers 
safety came in second only to vehicle reliability as cars are at greater risk of injury and death than occu- 
the main requirement in buying a new car .... pants of heavier (larger) passenger cars [4, 5]. The laws 
"Consumers have forever put to rest that safety of physics strongly support this conclusion for multiple 
doesn’t sell," Ford’s Joyce Stinson said. vehicle crashes since the lighter vehicle would be ex- 
This awareness of consumer attitude is reflected by posed to a higher change in velocity. However, the 

the expansion by the vehicle manufacturers of their NHTSA studies have indicated that even in single 
advertisements into the safety arena. Volvo and Mer- vehicle crashes and when controlling for crash severity 
cedes, always leaders in advertising the safety of their in multiple vehicle crashes the injuries and fatality risks 
vehicles, have been enthusiastically joined by many other are still greater for the occupants in the lighter vehicles. 
manufacturers. Chrysler, Ford, GM, Audi, Subaru and The purpose of this section is to present an analysis of 
others use both printed and TV commercials in which the structural characteristics of the passenger car fleet 
safety aspects of their vehicles are highlighted, which may clarify the conclusions of the NHTSA real- 
Occasionally, such as for Audi, Fiat, and GM, actual world studies. 
NCAP results may be used in the advertisements. 

Scope of Study 
Section 3--Summary and Conclusions The main emphasis of this study is to examine and 

An encouraging aspect of NCAP has been the positive analyze the differences between the potential safety 
actions by the manufacturers to institute significant im- performance of lighter and heavier passenger cars in 
provements in passenger car safety performance. Many frontal crashes as can be determined from NCAP and 
of themanufacturers conduct35 mph crash tests on some FMVSS No. 208 test data. This Initial study will be 
or all their passenger cars during the developmental limited to an engineering examination of representative 
phases. Often goals have been established within the vehicles and a determination of the distribution of 
individual companies to develop vehicles which perform structural parameters which may affect safety perform- 
well in these severe crash tests. It appears from recent ance. Data from crash tests from FMVSS No. 208 and 
advertising that most manufacturers are convinced that NCAP through MY 1990 will be used. Further statistical 
the consumer is very interested in the potential safety analyses of these data will be conducted in a later report. 
that a passenger vehicle provides and that the consumer The NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 files are divided into 
will use safety information about a vehicle during the two groups: Group Lwt consisting of passenger cars with 
selection and purchasing process, test weights below 3000 pounds and Group Hwt 
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consisting of passenger cars with test weights above ~ P0tY~ PA~kMEIE~-PCS<5000 LBS 

3200 pounds. As defined by the vehicle size classes in 
Reference 4, Group Lwt passenger cars include mini- __ 
compact and subcompact classes and Group Hwt passen- 
ger cars include compact, intermediate, fullsize, and / , luxury classes. A 200 lb. weight gap is included between 
the two groups to provide a minimum separation. For 
vehicles tested in NCAP, these two groups provide com- 

~r.~*-~ 

parison of nearly the same number of vehicles (120 in 
Group Lwt and 127 in Group Hwt). From the FMV$$ 
No. 208 tests, there are 20 passenger cars in Group Lwt 

and 38 passenger cars in Group Hwt. 
~ -z0 

For each group, potential safety performance is 
assessed for restrained and unrestrained front seat 

-~~ 
occupants in two crash severities (i.e., a 40 mph change 
in velocity in NCAP and a 33 mph change in velocity in 

~=~s.~ 

FMVSS No. 208). Two methods are used for assessing -~°0 
the potential safety performance. 

Parameters of the crash pulses are examined and the 
differences between Group Lwt and Group Hwt are pre- 
sented. A single mass approach and a multiple degree of 

Figure 13. Crash Pulse Parameters for PCs < 3000 
Pounds 

freedom model [7] are used to determine the effects of 
these differences on the potential for unrestrained occu- 
pant injuries. 

CP~H PUL~ P~£~-~S>3200 

For the restrained occupants, the average dummy re- 
sponse data for Group Lwt and Group Hwt are compared. 
Injury probabilities are estimated from curves developed 
by General Motors and others [3, 4] from available 

/ cadaver data. In addition, the multiple degree of freedom 
model is used to assess the effects of the crash pulse       ~ "1° 

differences on restrained occupants. 

Crash Pulse Parameters 
Three crash pulse parameters which are tabulated in 

the NCAP and FMVSS No. 208 databases are the peak ~o-~ 

g’s, times to peak g’s, and duration of the crash pulse. 
(Note: All crash pulses are filtered with SAE class 30 -~ 

. 
Butterworth filters prior to determination of these 
parameters.) Typical crash pulses for Group Hwt and Lwt -~ 
are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The three parameters 
are depicted in these figures. 

Comparisons of the distributions of these parameters 

for Groups Lwt and Hwt are shown in Figures 15, 16, Figure 14. Crash Pulse Parameters for PCs < 3200 
and 17 for NCAP vehicles and in Figures 18, 19, and 20 Pounds 
for FMVSS No. 208 vehicles. Average values for the two 
groups are also given in these figures, for Group Lwt. The averages for the crash pulse duration 

NCAP Crash Pulses. For the cars tested at 35 mph in are 130 msec for Group Hwt and ll7 msec for Group 

NCAP, the average peak g’s for the two groups are Lwt. More than 52 percent of the Group Lwt times to 

approximately the same (29,9 for Group Lwt and 29.3 for peak g are below 50 msec. Only 24 percent of Group 

Group Hwt). Some differences in the distribution may, Hwt are below 50 msec. More than 63 percent of the 

however, be significant (see Figure 15). 30 percent of the crash pulse durations for Group Lwt are below 120 msec. 

peak g’s for Group Hwt are below 26 g’s. Only 18 Only 32 percent of Group Hwt durations are below 120 

percent of Group Lwt are below 26 g’s. msec. 
The averages and distributions for time to peak g and FMVSS No. 208 Crash Pulses. For the cars tested at 

for the crash pulse duration are significantly different for 30 mph in FMVSS No. 208, the average peak g’s for the 

the two groups (see Figures 16 and 17). The averages for two groups are 26.1 for Group Lwt and 24.4 for Group 

time to peak g’s are 60 msec for Group Hwt and 49 msec Hwt. Differences in the distribution are shown in Figure 
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Figure 15. Distribution of Peak g--NCAP Data Figure 17. Distribution of Crash Pulse Duration-- 
NCAP Data 

Figure 16. Distribution of Time to Peak g---NCAP Data 

18.66 percent of the peak g’s for Group Hwt arc below 
Figure 18. Distribution of Peak g--FMVSS No. 208 Data 

26 g’s. 50 percent of Group Lwt are below 26 g’s. msec. Seventy five percent of the crash pulse durations 

As for the NCAP results, the averages and distribu- for Group Lwt are below 120 msec. Only 49 percent of 

tions for time to peak g and for the crash pulse duration Group Hwt durations are below 120 msec. 

may be significantly different for the two groups (see Effect of Crash Pulse Differences on lnjury Probability 
,~ Figures 19 and 20). The averages for time to peak g’s for Unrestrained Occupants 

are 60 msec for Group Hwt and 55 msec for Group Lwt. Single Mass Approach. In this simple approach, a 
The averages for the crash pulse duration are 125 msec single independent mass represents each relevant body 
for Group Hwt and 113 msec for Group Lwt. More than part (i. e., head, chest, and femur) of the unrestrained 
50 percent of the Group Lwt times to peak g are below occupant. In a crash, the single mass moves forward at 
55 msec. Only 37 percent of Group Hwt are below 55 a constant velocity equal to the striking velocity of the 
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are given. (Note: See Table 1 for definition of para- 
meters. The parameters are shown graphically in Figure 
21.) 

Figure lg. Distribution of Time to Peak g--FMVSS 
No. 208 Data Figure 21. Occupant Location Relative to Vehicle Interior 

Table 7. Dummy Locations in Crash Tests 

~ (~ ~" ~ss 2s~a ~ooo ~as. 

m "J~ 
~ Parameter Group Lwt Groui Hwt 

PC’S ~ ~ Ig[GIT NCAP 208 NCAP 208 

~ ~ -’~:,DO ~R. HHD 14 . 1 15.7 14 . 5 14.3 

~0 *’ HWD 19.5 20.5 20.0 19.8 

i ~ CSD 14.8 15.0 14.2 13.4 

m m 
J /0 

KDD 6.0 5.1 6.0 4.6 

~# , 

~ 
, 

HHP 14.0 15.9 14.5 14.6 

m HWP 19.3 20.4 19.1 20.0 

CDP 22.8 23.7 22.6 22.1 

C    : ’ KDP 6.5 5.6 6.7 5.2 

W    ~I0    ~0    ~0 131 I~I    dO dO 

cuff ~.a Dm~r~01 os~) As seen from these data, the average sitting positions 

/t~/~ ~ ~rl,~ D~YAT~O] - LIGII’I~ ~’s=-t13 
in Groups Lwt and Hwt are very nearly the same for the 

~vm~s e~.s ~mr~0]- m~vm~’~ NCAP vehicles. These values are also similar for the 
FMVSS No. 208 vehicles, however, the dummies in the 
Group Lwt vehicles tend to be located slightly farther 
from the potential contact surfaces than those in the 

Figure 20. Distribution of Crash Pulse Duration-- heavier vehicles. Any variations between NCAP and 208 

FLOSS No. 208 Data dummy locations are attributed to the different distribu- 

vehicle until contact occurs with some interior surface, 
tion of car makes and models and model years. 

For the head, the more common contact surfaces are the 
As noted above, significant differences exist in the 

windshield and the header. The chest of the driver strikes 
crash pulses of the two vehicle groups. To illustrate how 

the steering assembly. The chest of the passenger strikes these crash pulse differences can affect the injury poten- 

the instrument panel. Femurs are loaded due to knee 
tial in the two groups for unrestrained occupants, contact 

contacts with the lower instrument panel or dash. 
velocities for the single mass to interior surfaces are. 

Tabulated data in the databases locate the initial 
determined. The single mass is located at 5, 10, 15, 20, 

position of a 50th percentile dummy with respect to and 25 inches from the interior surfaces. These locations 

these contact surfaces. In Table 7, the average values of span the average seating position distances as given in 

the distances from the body part to the relevant surfaces Table 7. 
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In NCAP, two vehicles which illustrate the wide -- 
variations that may occur in contact velocities are the 30.0- 
1984 Pontiac T1000 for Group Lwt and the 1983 
Chevrolet Caprice for Group Hwt. The crash pulse, 
velocity, ~d displacement cu~es for these two vehicles ~ - 
~e shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24. 

ff 20.0 

_ M ~ ~1000 

0.0 

/~83 CH~OLIT                                                      r , 

/ 

~ Figure 24. NCAP Dynamaic Crush~aprice and T1000 

F TZOOO 

Figure 22. NCAP Crash Pulse~Caprice and T1000 ~ - , 
E - 

Civic    Figure 25. FMVSS No. 208 Crash Pulses~ontinental and 

~~ msec. The interior surfaces ~e assumed to displace as 
,,      ~ shown in Figures 24 and 27. Tables 8 and 9 give the 

~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ,~.~ times of contacl, interior surface velocities, and ~he 
~ ~ relative con~ct velocities for the single mass at the 5, 

Figure 23. NCAP De~a V’s~apri~ and T1000 10, 15, 20, and 25 inch locations. 
In the 35 mph NCAP crash tests, the con~ct velocities 

Simil~ly, in FMVSS No. 208, two ve~icles which in the Group Lwt vehicle (the Pontiac T1000) exceed 
~ave very different cras~ pulses and which illustrate ~he those of the Group Hwt vehicle (the Chevrolet Caprice) 
wide v~iations that may occur in contact velocities ~e by 1.4 to 6.3 mph. In the 30 mph FMVSS No. 208 crash 
t~e 1990 Honda Civic for Group Lwt and the 1989 Lin- tests, the con~ct velocities in the Group Lw¢ vehicle (the 
coln ContinemN for Group Hwt. The cr~h pulse, veloci- Honda Civic) exceed those of the Group Hwt vehicle (the 
~y, ~d displacement curves for ~ese two vehicles ~e Lincoln Continental) by 0.4 to 3.1 mph. These higher 
s~own i~ Figures 25, 26, and 27. contact velocities are indicative of ~he potential for more 

For an impact velocity of 35 mph, t~e single mass will serious injuries to unrestrained occupants in the lighter 
move .616 inches eac~ msec. For an impact velocity of Group Lwt passenger c~s at ~he 35 and 30 mph crash 
30 mp~, ~e single mass will ~ove .528 inches each speeds. 
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_ ,,, Table 8. Results of Single Mass Anallysis for NeAP 

-,~ Vehicles 
25.0 --      "., 

" Distance of Contact ’Velocity of Contact 

"~ Vehide Mass from Time Surface at Velodty 
- 

~ 

¯ ~,zlieo~i 

~ zo.o _-" :o~r~z~u, Surface (in.) (ms¯c) Contact (mph) (mph) 

~ - 
5 41 17.2 17.8 

T ; 5-0 -- ’, 10 53 9.0 26.0 
y 

//~ \~ 

Pontiac 

¯ ¯o ,,o~m~ 
T1000 15 61 4.6 30.4 

~ (Group Lwt - craze \ ~ ;o.o \ Vehicle) 20 71 0.6 34.4 

25 79 -1.6 36.6 

o 5.0 -- 5 46 21.5 13.5 
U 
R 

Chevrolet 10 63 15.3 19.7 

o.o > 

’~ 

Caprice 
~" (Group Hwt 

15 75 9.5 25.5 

~ Vehicle) 20 86 3.9 31.1 
~ ¯ 

-5-0 , , , : I ~ ~ = I ~ , =1 .~ , ~ i += ..... 25 95 0.2 34.8 

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0    t 20.0 

Figure 26. FMVSS No. 208 Delta V’s--Continental and 
Table 9. Results of Single Mass An--dysis for FMVSS 
qo. 208 Vehicles 

Civic 
Distance of    Contact    Velocity of     Contact 

Vehicle Mass from Time Surface at Velocity 

~ Surface (in.) (msec) C, ontact (mph) (mph) 

30.0 -- 

- l¯ ,-Z,COL= 10 55 6.9 23.1 
p Z5-O -- 

col~l~l~,~u.~// 
Honda Civic 

s~ 
" 

~ 
(Group Lwt 15 66 0.9 29.1 

L~ 
~ / Vehicle) 

20 76 -2.8 32.8 

s 25 84 -3.6 33.6 

E ,/ SO ][OlOA 
N - CTVZC 5 53 16.9 13.1 
T 15,0 

¯ ’ ’ Uncoln 10 68 9.1 20.9 -_ // 
Continental 

c 

~ 

15 81 3.7 26.3 
H 

;0~0 i 

(Group Hwt 
E Vehide) 20 91 -0.3 29.7 

25 100 -2.2 32.2 
5.0 

=o ,, ¯ I ..... ~ I    , Table 10. Results of Multiple Degree of Freedom Analysis 

o~ zo.o    ~o.o ~o.o    ~o.o ~oo.o ~=o.o for NCAP Vehicles 
TIME (MILUS~,O~K>~ 

Knee Cheat Head 
Contact Contact Contact 

Figure 27. FMVSS No. 208 Dynamic Crush--Continental 
whioZe 

Velocity Velocity Velooit] 

(mph) (mph) (mph) 

and Civic ~ontiao ~1000 l~.S 31.3 3~.~ 

Multiple Degree of Freedom Approach. To further 
Chevrolet Caprice 26.7 33.7 

examine the crash pulse effects on the unrestrained 
~od~e coZt 14.+ ~.1 3~.~ 

Chrysler LeBaron 11.4 26.9 36.3 

occupants, multiple degree of freedom crash victim 
simulations with the Passenger and Driver Simulation are evident between crash pulses of the T1000 and 

Model (PADS) were conducted. The PADS model 
Caprice. The Colt and LeBaron crash pulses are similar.) 

includes mathematical simulations of the steering Similarly, for two passenger car,’~ which were tested in 

assembly, instrument panel, header, and windshield. For FMVSS No. 208; a 1990 Honda Civic (a Group Lwt 

this analysis, all parameters were held constant except vehicle) and a 1989 Lincoln Continental (a Group Hwt 

for the crash pulses. In Table 10, data from PADS are vehicle), PADS runs were conducted and the data are 

given for four passenger cars which were tested in the presented in Table 11 .... 

NCAP; a 1984 Pontiac T1000 and a 1985 Dodge Colt Again, as for the single mass a~alysis, higher contact 

which are Group Lwt vehicles, and a 1983 Chevrolet velocities are seen for the Group Lwt vehicles. In the 35 

Caprice and a 1980 Chrysler LeBaron which are Group mph NCAP crash tests, the contact velocities from PADS 

Hwt vehicles. Crash pulses for these four vehicles are for the Group Lwt vehicles (the Pontiac TI000 and the 

shown in Figures 22 and 28. (Note: Major differences Dodge Colt) exceed those of the Group Hwt vehicles (the 
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- higher speed crashes as simulated by NCAP. These 
0.0_ 

~.~,._-,~ 
average values are given in Table 12 and graphically 

x, shown as percentages of FMVSS No. 208 requirements 

-5.0 - . ,, in Figures 29 and 30. 

e ~ /" Table 12. Average Injury Response Values from 
e ’ Restrained Dummies for Group Lwt and Group Hwf 
A /... Vehicles 
T _ 

N - 

I    Average Values from 

Average Values from 

- 
i 

/ I0 ~IRTILER Group Lwt Group Hwt Group Lwt Group Hwt 
,S 

E 

HICD i, 094 966 504 480 
, CGD 50 49 44 44 

-2~0 ~ LFEMD 938 889 1,305 1,295 

~ HICP i, 032 886 473 398 
-~0.0 CGP 44 43 40 39 

Figure 28. NCAP Crash Pulses--LeBaron and Colt 

Table 11. Results of Multiple Degree of Freedom Analysis 
for FMVSS No. 208 Vehicles ~                              ~o 

Knee 

I 

Chest Heed 
Vehicle Contact Contact Contact 

Velocity Velocity Velocity zo 
(mph) (mph) (mph) 

Lincoln Continental 9.7 26.0 33.7 

Chevrolet Caprice and the Chrysler LeBaron) by 0.9 to Figure 29. Dummy Response Averages--NCAP Data 
6.7 mph. In the 30 mph FMVSS No. 208 crash tests, the Comparisons of Light Weight to Heavy Weight PCs 
contact velocities from PADS in the Group Lwt vehicle 
(the Honda Civic) exceed those of the Group Hwt vehicle 
(the Lincoln Continental) by 0.3 to 3.8 mph. °° 

HIC and chest g’s were significantly higher as 
calculated by PADS for the Pontiac T1000 when com- 
pared to the Caprice. The HIC for the T1000 was 1474 
and chest g’s were 107. For the Caprice, the HIC was 
1077 and chest g’s were 72. (Note: Other PADS models 
became unstable soon after occupant contacts occurred 
and HICs and chest g’s were not obtained). 

Both the single mass analysis and the PADS analysis Figure 30. Dummy Response Averages--FMVSS No. 208 
indicate that the differences in crash pulses between Data--Comparisons of Light Weight to Heavy Weight PC 
Group Lwt and Group Hwt vehicles may result in contact 
velocities as much as 6 mph greater in the smaller Logistic curves of injury risk functions are shown in 
vehicles in crashes similar to the 35 mph NCAP crash Figures 8, 9, and 10. From these functions, the 
tests and as much as 4 mph in crashes similar to the 30 probabilities of injuries are estimated for the average 
mph FMVSS No. 208 crash tests, dummy response values which are given in Table 12. 

These probabilities are shown in Figures 31 and 32. 
Differences in Injury Probability for Restrained These data indicate that, in the NCAP test conditions, the 
Occupants probability of a life threatening head injury is 

Assessment of Dummy Response Values from NCAP approximately 50 percent greater for the restrained 
and FMVSS No. 208 Tests. When examining all Group occupants of the lighter Group Lwt vehicles than for the 
Lwt and Group Hwt passenger cars from NCAP and restrained occupants of the heavier Group Hwt vehicles 
FMVSS No. 208 tests, the average dummy injury re- (increasing from 16 to 23 percent for the driver and from 
sponse values indicate that restrained occupants in the 13 to 20 percent for the passenger). In the FMVSS No. 
lower weight vehicles may be at greater risks of injury 208 test conditions, only minor increases in the 
than those in the heavier vehicles, especially in the probability of severe head injuries for the restrained 
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-- .~,~". the effects of the crash pulse differences on the injury 

~t~1~--’,’. probability for unrestrained occupants are the same for 
the weighted data as for the unweighted data. 

Table 13. Comparison of the Average Principal Vehicle 
and Dummy Parameters--Weighted and Unweighted 

I Group LW~ 

I 

Group Hwt 

~,,~~~.~ 
Parameter Weighted I Unweighted Weighted I Unweighted 

TPEAKG 49 49 66 60 

Figure 31. Injury Probability Based on GM Risk 11~ 11~ 13~ 1~o 

Functions---Average Risks in NCAP Crash Test ~zc~ ~, 1,o,, ~3~ ~66 
(13%) (23%) (II%) (16%) 

(Numbers in parentheses indicate the percent probability of life- 
threatening head injury as predicted from risk curves when using 

the average HIC values.) 

ol ~ ~ ~ ~ -- --- 
HICP), it is noted, as in the previous study [8], that the 

~,~,,,~,,,~,,~,~,,,,~,,~,, .... ,~,,* potential safety performance of the weighted fleet is 
......... better than the unweighted fleet. The differences between 

lighter and heavier vehicles are also reduced when the 

Figure 32. Injury Probability Based on GM Risk NCAP data are weighted by vehicle registrations. How- 
Functions--Average Risks in FMVSS No. 208 Crash Test ever, the data continue" to indicate that the average 

estimate of probability of life threatening head injuries 
occupants of the Group Lwt to the Group Hwt vehicles are greater for the lighter Group Lwt vehicles (approxi- 
are noted, mately 20% greater for the driver and approximately 

Multiple Degree of Freedom Analysis for Restrained 45% greater for the passenger). 
Occupants. PADS runs for belt restrained drivers using 
the crash pulses from the NCAP tests of the Pontiac Section 4--Summary and Conclusions 

T1000 and the Chevrolet Caprice were also completed. Recent agency studies of real-world crashes have 

Data from these simulations indicate the higher injury concluded that occupants of lighter cars are at greater 

probability for the restrained occupants of the Group Lwt risk of injury than occupants of heavier cars even in 

vehicles. For the Pontiac T1000 driver, the HIC is 1,248 
crashes of the same severity. Crash test data from NCAP 

and the chest g’s are 65 due to steering assembly con- and FMVSS No. 08 tests strongly support these conclu- 

tacts. These are much higher than for the Chevrolet sions for unrestrained occupants. 

Caprice in which head contact did not occur and the This study shows that the crash pulse parameters of 

resulting HIC was only 673. The driver chest did strike the lighter cars will expose the unrestrained occupants to 

the steering assembly in the Caprice. However, the con- more severe environments, especially in single vehicle 

tact was much less severe than in the T1000 and resulted crashes. As an average, the crash pulses for lighter 

in chest g’s of 37. vehicles reach the peak decelerations much earlier in the 

The Effect of Weighting the NCAP Data by Vehicle 
crash events than the heavier vehicles and have signifi- 
cantly shorter durations. These differences result in 

Registrations 
In the above paragraphs, analyses were presented contact velocities for the unrestrained occupants which 

which used the unweighted data from the actual vehicles 
may be as much as 6 mph higher than those experienced 

which have been tested. The effects of using the previ- 
in the heavier vehicles. 

ously-defined vehicle registration weightings on the 
Average dummy response data indicate that, for all 

principal parameters which were used in the above un- 
passenger cars which have been tested in NCAP and 

weighted studies are given in Table 13. 
FMVSS No. 208, the restrained occupants are also at 

By applying these weightings to the NCAP tested 
greater risk of injury in the lighter vehicles. From risk 

vehicles for the 1990 fleet, approximately 18 million 
function curves, restrained occupants in the higher speed 

passenger cars are contained in the Lwt Group and 
NCAP crashes may be as much as 50 percent more likely 

approximately 23 million passenger cars are in the Hwt 
to suffer serious head injuries in the lighter vehicles. 

Group. 
Examination of these weighted data indicates that for References 

the crash pulse parameters (PEAKG, TPEAKG, and 1. Hackney, J. R., and Carlin Ellyson, "A Review of 

TPULSE) no significant differences are observed the Effects of Belt Systems, Steering Assemblies, 

between the weighted and unweighted values. Therefore, 
and Structural Design on the Safety Performance of 
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Avoiding Sub-optimized Occupant Safety by Multiple Speed 
Impact Testing 

Hans Norin, Clas Jernstr6m, Magnus Koch, Introduction 
Stephan Ryrberg, Sven-Erik Svensson The purpose of this paper is: 
Volvo Car Corporation ¯ To show how a limited test strategy and some unfor- 

tunate characteristics of a belt system might lead to 
Abstract sub-optimization of the occupant protection system. 

Car manufacturers carrying out crash tests at only one ¯ To introduce a new tool which permits us to demon- 
speed and with only one occupant size run the risk of strate the risk of sub-optimization. By using this tool 
sub-optimizing their safety systems. This is discussed it is also possible to optimize protection systems. 
occasionally, but often in such all-embracing terms that The result will then be a minimizing of the expected 
a car designer is often left without any advice as to how total injuries over a wide spectrum of traffic speeds 
the sub-optimization can be reduced. This risk will be and occupant sizes. 
illustrated through an assumed case. An existing belt ¯ To spread knowledge about the importance of a 
system is compared with some new, hypothetical de- well-optimized crash protection system for a whole 
signs. Depending on which test strategy is chosen, the range of crash speeds. 
safety properties of one of the new designs can be found 
to be either better, or worse, than the existing system. Background 
This shows that the consequences of an inadequate test There exists an opinion that the performance require- 
strategy for new safety systems can be, that instead of ments in the motor vehicle standards will imply a thresh- 
achieving a reduction in injuries, the result might be an old between the level of no injuries and the level where 
increase inthe number of injuries out in the real traffic a certain injury or fatality may occur, regardless of 
environment. The illustration is done using a method occupant size, age and general physical condition. This 
whereby accident injury statistics can be correlated with is truly not the case. 
dummy responses from crash tests in the laboratory and If, for example, the standards require that vehicles 
with dummy responses in the MADYMO Simulation Pro- comply with certain performance requirements for any 
gram. Different collision speeds and variations in speeds up to 30 mph, this should imply that the vehicle 
occupant size should therefore be considered when test should give full protection for its occupants up to that 
strategies for occupant protection systems are defined, particular speed. Using this logic, by requiring the 
Also, legislators and consumers should pay more atten- vehicles to comply with the same performance require- 
tion to safety performance in different circumstances, ments for a higher test speed, the protection of the 
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occupants would be improved. However, the performance 
That is in contrast to this paper, where we demonstrate 

requirements in the standards only indicate a certain a case of sub-optimization risk with the aid of a helpful 

probability of an occupant escaping injury during a tool--the Injury Prediction Model. 

crash. 
Over the years, several authors have pointed out that The Injury Prediction Model 

impact tests carried out at only one speed run the risk of The Model has been developed over several years at 

leading to sub-optimization. Many interesting contribu- Volvo (2, 4). Comments on the development will follow 

tions have been made, of which Horsch’s (1) and in the section of the paper entitled Discussions and 

Korner’s (2) are two of the most detailed studies to have Conclusions. Figure 1 shows the different stages of the 

been carried out in recent times. 
Model. Each stage will be described in detail in the 

This paper continues the discussion by showing that following sections. The description will use some of the 

there exists a risk of sub-optimizing safety systems if the data from the sub-optimization case. 

crash performance of the vehicles is optimized towards 
a single high crash speed and a single occupant size. Baseline data ls taken from laboratory tests with a 

The risk becomes higher the more the test speed is 
Laboratoryerash tests, known ear modeland a known occupant protection 

Validation of MADYMO system. Dummy responses and the performance data 

raised. This is due to the fact that the vast majority of .... 
hsimulation fromtheproteetlonsystemsinth .......... dto 

crashes occur at an impact speed that is lower than the 
validate the MADYMO model. 

maximum speed in the safety standards, e.g. 30 mph in 
Mathematical simulation Simulated crash tests are performed in the MADYMO 

FMVSS 208. of protection system model for the selected pro~eetion system 

The problem becomes even more emphasized when 

considering the rating programs performed by govern- 
occupants with relevance to the selected accident 

ment agencies, consumer organizations and the media. I Accidentdata ~ 

Volvo’sdatabaseprovidesinjurydatafo .... 

These ratings are normally carried out using only one i ...... 

i .... d ..... dels. 

test speed that is higher than the speed in the safety between:F°rthebaselinesyst .......... 
lationisestablished 

standards. The test results from the ratings have received Correlation 1) the dumray responses from the simulations, 
and 

extensive attention from the media and from the car- 27 theoccupantinjuryriskfromtheaeeident 
injury .material. 

buying public. 
A good rating result is normally perceived as being an 

With the correlation known, an injury frequency can 

indication of a well-performing and well-optimized occu- Prediction of frequency of be predicted for a proposed new protection system, 

pant protection system, considering ALL crash speeds, 
injuries 

providedsystem, that laboratory datais available for the new 

occupant sizes, etc, up to and including the speed used 
in the rating. Although this may be the case, this paper 

Figure 1. The Injury Prediction Model and Its Stages 

shows that the rating results may be deceiving if an 

occupant protection system of a car that has performed Laboratory Crash Tests and Validation of MADYMO 

well in a rating test is optimized towards only ONE Crash Simulation 

impact speed and ONE occupant size. 
Crash tests in the form of full-scale impact tests and 

However, few test methods have been developed and Hyge sled tests were run in the laboratory in order to 

carried out at lower speeds. Do the companies and achieve the required input data to val, idate the simulation 

organizations concerned believe, perhaps, that these 
model. A large.quantity of data was recorded and used 

accident situations are taken care of by a demonstrated for the validation. For this paper, we will only make use 

protection at high speeds? 
of the dummy protection responses, in other words 

In Volvo’s opinion this is unsatisfactory. Through HIC36 [i.e., HIC with 36 ms limit (5)1 and Cr [i.e., the 

several years of following up accidents (3) we have re- resultant chest acceleration]. 

vealed a picture of a large quantity of personal injuries 
In order to connect the laboratory tests with the 

at crash speeds way below the test speeds which are greatest possible amount of data frozen real crashes in the 

often used. The normal tests do not give enough indica- 
field, the Volvo model 240, European version, was 

tion of the risk of injury and the protection effects at the chosen for the crash tests. 

speeds at which the majority of injury-producing acci- 
Four cars were crashed, in frontal collisions against a 

dents occur, 
fixed barrier. The crashed cars were equipped with three- 

There is, admittedly, a technical international dis- point retractor belts, and were as identical as possible in 

cussion regarding safety at other speeds than those pre- all other aspects. Two 50 percentile Hybrid III (Part 

scribed in the authorities’ test methods. However, the 
572E) dummies were placed in the cars according to 

conclusions from the debate have primarily been indica- FMVSS 208, in the driver’s and passenger’s positions. 

tive, and without sufficient substance for the develop- The crash speeds chosen were: 15, 25, 35 and 40 mph. 

merit of practical design tools for our car design engi- 
Using our knowledge from other tests with 240 cars, 

neers, it was considered that the measurement results now ob, 
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rained were representative and could be used as a basis 

40:01 Anterior-Posterior acc (m/s =) 

for our conclusions in this study. 
In addition to the full-scale tests, two Hyge sled test 

~ Time (ms) series were run to further study the movement of the 
dummy and protection criteria during a crash. These 

-80Ol ¯ Simulation were carried out with 50 percentile and 5 percentile 
Hybrid III dummies. The tests were only run at two , ¯ Crash te~t 

crash speeds, 25 and 35 mph, but in general with the 
8°°I Superi°r-lnferi°racc(m/s2) same conditions as in the full-scale tests, i.e. the same 

vehicle type, crash pulse, belts, etc. Some of the tests 
e/ --~ ~ Time were run with the dashboard and steering wheel fitted in 

-400~ ~ the body shell. In the tests, those parts were placed in 
the most rearward position they assumed during the Figure 3. Acceleration Signals in the Centre of Gravity of 
corresponding full-scale tests, the Head of the 5th Percentile Dummy During Crash 

Tests The compatibility between the full-scale tests and the 
sled tests is judged as being very good. 

Accident Data 
Validation of MADYMO Crash Simulation. A MADY- 

From the statistical material on accidents--2547 MO model (6) of the crashing Volvo 240 car and its 
frontal collisions with Volvo 240 cars where the driver restrained occupants was set up. Three different occupant 
and front seat passenger used a seat belt--we obtain the sizes were modelled, 
statistical distribution of crash severity (i.e. crash speed) 

¯ M50, the male 50th percentile Hybrid III dummy, and occupant height and information regarding the range 
Data according to (7) was used. of injuries for these occupants. An injury risk (8, 9) can 

¯ F5, the female 5th percentile Hybrid III dummy, be calculated from the material for each crash speed, 
Data was based partly on a scaling of the M50 position in the car and passenger size for every relevant 
dummy, and partly on data obtained by measure- body part and injury type. For our purpose here, we 
ments on one of Volvo’s dummies. C.f. Figure 2. chose the level AIS2+ as the threshold between non- 

. M95, the male 95th percentile Hybrid III dummy, significant and significant injuries. If, instead, the 
Data was based on a scaling of the M50 dummy, analysis is done for AIS3+ or AIS4+, very similar results 

are obtained. 

-11~,]~ I 

I ~ Correlation 
I I ~’~ff~ The next stage in the Injury Prediction Model is to 

I ~ I)F~. establish a correlation between the accident injury data 

I[ 
II ~L[ "F J I.~.~.1 and the dummy response numbers from the MADYMO 

I I ~ . / ~tgl simulations. Such a correlation is valid under conditions 
I I ] I 1~t I A" 

-~!~ 
which Korner (2) has formulated: "Provided that the 

[ I 
:, [ I I I~l’l , 

’ I’ II 

crash mode of the laboratory tests is equivalent to the 

’ I 
real life accident type, and that a valid crash severity 
parameter is used, and that the protection criterion is a 

Figure 2. The MADYMO 3D Model ofthe Female 5th valid measure of injury production, then this correlation 
Percentile Hybrid III Dummy in the Driver Position of a is generally applicable." 
Volvo Model 240 

The correlation is determined with the aid of the SAS 
statistical software (10). The dummies’ protection cri- 

The MADYMO model was validated against the crash teria from the MADYMO simulations are correlated with 

and sled tests. Figure 3 shows an example of the correla- the injury risk from the accident material. All the occu- 

tion between two dummy response signals recorded in pant sizes and crash speeds are included in the correla- 

one of the laboratory crashes at 35 mph and MADYMOs tion. The correlation implies, for example, that a certain 

simulation of the same crash. HIC36 value in laboratory crashes is related to a certain 
head injury risk in a corresponding crash situation in 

Mathematical Simulation of Protection System traffic. 

Several crash tests were then performed in the 
Prediction of Frequency of Injuries 

MADYMO model for the baseline belt system. In this 
The final stage in the Injury Prediction Model is then 

case the simulated tests were made at crash speeds of 15, to determine an injury risk. With the known correlation 
25, 25 and 40 mph and with the three occupant sizes, between laboratory data and injury risk, an injury 
The output was 24 groups of dummy responses: three frequency can be predicted for a proposed new protec- 
dummy sizes, four crash speeds and two front seat tion system, provided that crash test performance in 
positions, some form is available for the new system. 
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The procedure is to multiply the statistically 
Table 1. Passenger Dummy Response Data for the 

established joint distribution of accident crash speeds 
Simulated Crashes with the Three Belt Systems 

and occupant sizes by the injury risks from the simulated Cr 

crash data. The result will be a predicted total injury 

frequency for the proposed protective system. 
Sped Dummy 

STD pPT 

I 

FLM STD PPT rLM 

mob sLze 

15 MS0 266 213 317 65 80 86 

Study of Possible Sub-Optimization 16 F5 255 172 240 98 76 !00 

15 M95 168 154 185 26 41 14 

Choice of Belt Systems 26 MSO 299 246 355 116 146 159 

For our study of the sub-optimization we need to 
25 F5 252 208 239 186 144 168 

25 M95 221 189 238 320 96 213 

select some alternative variants of belt systems. The 35 MSO 540 402 405 1159 377 369 

variants shall, taking into consideration that we are 
65 F5 303 299 367 397 269 375 

35 M95 347 304 328 912 783 859 

working with a demonstration example, have properties 40 MS0 555 596 553 1817 1452 1727 

40 F5 421 379 385 680 440 614 

that are clearly different from the base system.                   40 M95       440     355     406      1909     1264     1510 

In order to find "good" variations of the belt system’s 
technical design, a sensitivity analysis on the baseline 

~able 2. Driver Dummy Response Oalla for the Simulated 

belt system was carried out in the MADYMO model. 
Crashes with the Three Belt Systems 

Five system parameters were varied, namely the stiffness Cr I H1C36 

of the belt itself, mechanical features such as pre- 
tensioner and force limiter, different belt feeds using Speed Dummy 

STD pPT FLM STD 
I 

pPT FLM 

slack or belt locking. Two other parameters, the softness 
mph size 

of the seat cushion and the car crash pulse, were also 
15 Mso 265 213 317 16l 118 151 

15 F5 261 182 250 161 77 102 

varied. Customary dummy responses in the computer- 15 M95 168 164 186 72 67 63 

25 M50 299 246 355 396 328 396 

simulated crashes were determined for the driver as well 26 F5 276 217 257 295 164 252 

as the passenger. A factorial design of experiments (1 1, 
26 M95 191 191 239 176 225 165 

35 MS0 441 471 442 692 679 563 

12) was utilised in order to systematically combine and 36 F5 341 307 327 318 280 362 

vary the seven parameters without requiring too much 
35 M96 376 378 378 1031 783 918 

40 MS0 573 583 528 1890 928 1383 

40 F5 487 445 462 824 440 914 

work. 40 M95 424 400 419 1622 1400 1508 

As a result of the sensitivity study, and taking into 
account the purpose of our investigation, three belt 

H,cva~ue Chest acceleration 
600 1 

1200 

systems were chosen for further study. 

¯ The first system, designated STD, is the baseline 
standard 

system. It corresponds to the standard three-point 800 ,00 

belt system in the Volvo 240, with belt elongation of loo~o ~,t ÷ 

10%. (The elongation is determined at 10kN tensile 
pr~o~ .... 

force.) This was the system used in the laboratory ~0o ~o0 

4% belt + 

crash tests, force limiter 

¯ The second system, designated FLM (for Force 6 
Limiter), has a 4% belt elongation and 8 kN force 

o Driver 
P ..... ~er Orive~    P ..... 9er 

limiter. This combination should, according to the Figure 4. Simulated Crash Test Results: HIC36 Values 
sensitivity study, give good performance at crash and Chest Acceleration for Analysed Belt Systems, 

speeds of around 35 mph. 50th Percentile Dummy, Driver and Front Seat Passenger, 

¯ The third system, designated PRT (for Pretensioner), 35 mph 

is a standard belt with 10% elongation, but modified 

by the addition of a pyrotechnical pretensioner. This 
Looking at the driver’s HIC3~6 values in Figure 4, we 

combination should, according to the sensitivity 
can see that there has been a reduction for the PRT and 

study, give good performance for a wide spectrum of 
FLM systems compared with the STD system. 

For the passenger, the STD version’s HIC36 value is 
crash speeds, high (due to an adverse impact against the dashboard) 

Study of Chosen Belt Systems 
whilst the two alternative belt systems have considerably 

Simulated crash tests were performed in the MADY- 
reduced HIC36 values. With regards to the chest accele- 

Me model for the two newly defined systems. The test 
ration for the driver, the change from the base version is 

parameters were the same as for the baseline system. The 
marginal (slight increase), whilst we can see a clear im- 

output was 48 groups of dummy responses: three dummy provement in the values for the passenger. 

sizes, four crash speeds, two front seat positions and two Analysis of Performance at 35 mph. The conventional 

belt systems. See Tables 1 and 2. 
evaluation of a safety system is a single crash test and 

Some of the tabulated results from the simulations at 
analysis of the performance at the legally prescribed 30 

35 mph are presented in the bar chart in Figure 4. 
mph. Some presume that meeting the requirement at an 
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increased crash speed implies an increased occupant Change in injuries(%) Head 
Chest 

protection. Such an evaluation of the data from the three 30 

simulated belt systems is possible from Figure 4. It z0 - 
~ ~ 

~ indicates that both the pretensioner PRT and the stiff 
belt FLM could contribute towards an increased level of     10 

4% belt + 
force limlter safety. If we had to choose between these two systems, 0 .......... ~ 

throughout.the FLM alternative has slightly lower dummy responses 
~ ~ 

~ 
~_ 10 ~ 

~ The FLM system is probably also, from a technical -20 - l ~0*~be~t ÷ point of view, a simpler design solution. These factors pretensioner 
can be arguments for choosing the FLM system before -30 
the PRT system. 

-40 
Analysis of Injury Outcome. As an alternative to the Driver Passenger Driver Passenger 

conventional test at 35 mph we can, thanks to the Injury 
Figure 6. Percent Changes in Predicted Head and Chest Prediction Model, evaluate the belt systems in terms of Injuries Between the STD Belt System and the Alternative 

predicted injuries in accidents. Using the correlation Systems 
between dummy response numbers and injury risk for the 
baseline STD belt system, the dummy responses for the Compared with the STD belt,we can see that the PRT 
alternative belt systems FLM and PRT can likewise be reduces the head injuries by approximately 12% for the 
translated to injury risk for these systems. The result is driver and 14% for the front seat passenger. Correspond- 
a predicted total injury frequency for each of the alterna- ing reductions for the chest injuries are approximately 
tire belt systems. This is presented in the bar chart in 22% and 36% respectively. 
Figure 5. For the alternative FLM versus STD, however, we can 

% Head Chest see an increase in the head injuries for the driver of 
o approximately 8% and for the passenger there is a reduc- 

tion of 8%. Regarding the risk of chest injuries, there is s ~0*~be~t a marked increase for both the driver and front seat 
standard 

passenger of 26% and 23% respectively. 

~ Tests at One Speed versus Tests in Several Scenarios. 
3 ~o~ be~t ÷ It can be seen clearly from the above analyses that a test 

pretensioner     strategy confined to laboratory testing at the standardized 
2 

35 mph will give quite a different picture of the relative 
merits of the three belt systems than that obtained from 

4% belt + 

0 forcelimiter tests performed at several speeds and with several occu- 
pant sizes. This fact should affect future test strategies 

Driver Passenger Driver Passenger for occupant protection systems. 
Figure 5. Predicted Head and Chest Injury Frequencies 
for Standard and Modified Belt Systems, Driver and Front Discussions and Conclusions 
Seat Passenger, All Speeds, All Occupant Heights 

Optimized Performance 

We have shown that tests carried out at only one We can see from Figure 5 that the alternative pretension- speed mean a risk of sub-optimizing the car’s safety 
er PRT has a lower injury frequency in relation to the properties. Figure 7 shows clearly that a system (FLM) 
base version STI) for both head and chest injuries (AIS 

can be designed which has good performance at high 
2+) for the driver and front seat passenger. The stiff belt speeds, but not at low speeds. It is also evident that it is 
FLM alternative, however, has resulted (except for the possible to design a system (PRT) which produces im- 
passenger’s head injury frequency) in an increase in the provements within a large range of speeds. Correspond- 
risk of injury. The alternative which, from the simulated ing effects can be achieved for all occupant heights. 
crash test results involving a 50 percentile dummy at 35 If crash safety properties at several speeds are not 
mph, appeared to be the best solution, has, when we take taken into consideration during development work, there 
into consideration the distribution of crash severity and is a risk of investing large resources into incorrect 
occupant height, a much higher injury frequency for head measures, and instead of achieving a reduction in 
and chest than the base version STI) and the pretensioner injuries, the result is an increase in the number of 
alternative PRT. injuries out in the real traffic environment. 

The relative increase and reduction of the injury Using the method described in this paper it is, 
frequency for the two alternative belt systems is evident however, possible to study the effect of future design 
from Figure 6. 
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cr-va~ue(~s2) collisions (2), and that the way of thinking becomes 

generally used by car manufacturers and legislators¯ 
The method’s usability means that there is a need for 

¯ ~0~ be~t better computer programs for the simulation of accidents. ~ standord More accurate accident data needs to be collected, e.g. 
s00 - ~.. __ better parameters for crash severity and injury mecha- 

~ <’" nisms should be developed and put into use. 
¯ .~..~/° 

10% belt + 
.. -’"/ ,retensioner It could also be of great value to simplify the 

..... described method so that a rough estimate of the injury 
250 ~ ~ ~ .... 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~0,~ ~t ÷ reduction for a given design proposal is obtained quickly 
fo,~e~,,~te, by using a relatively simple mathematical expression. 

I I I , 

J~ ~0 ~0 ,0 ,,~ This assumes that the system s performance at various 
speeds is known. This can be very useful, for example, 

Figure 7. Chest Acceleration as a Function of Crash for manufacturers who do not have access to their own 
Speed for the Three Different Systems, 50th Percentile databases regarding speed and occupant size distribution, 
Pesssnger Dummy etc. Here, the authorities can play a crucial role by 

and legislative proposals, through which it is possible to 
developing the necessary basic infor~aation and spread- 

concentrate on correct measures at an early stage, ing the acquired knowledge. 

With an accuracy which up until now has not been 
When discussing laboratory tests for new safety 

possible, our example shows the magnitude of the sub- 
systems, the MADYMO simulations and the Injury Pre- 

optimization which crash tests at only one speed can lead 
diction Model are also helpful aids in the selection of 
test parameters and testing matrixes. They also form a 

t°’There are, admittedly, several approximations and 
complement to crash tests which cannot be performed in 

uncertainties in the data and the models used. However, 
the laboratory for capacity reasons. 

many of these errors are probably of a systematic nature. 
So if, for instance, the calculated chest injury frequen- For the Readers to Consider 

cies in Figure 5 have a systematic error making them 
There is a tendency to consider any opposition from 

20% too high, the difference be’tween the calculated 
the automotive industry to high crash, speeds in the safe- 

injury frequencies should to a large extent be free from 
ty standards and safety ratings as an unwillingness to co- 

such errors. And it is the differences, which are plotted 
operate towards improving traffic safety. This is general- 

in Figure 6, that we use for judging the relative merits of 
ly not true. It is in the interests of all parties that the 

the three analyzed belt systems, 
level of occupant safety is raised. That must be a top 

Other shortcomings and errors in the models and the priority. 

data are more difficult to determine. As described in the 
Volvo is deeply committed to safety. We therefore 

next section, work is underway to improve the quality in 
feel under obligation to optimize the occupant protection 
systems in our cars towards real world crashes and their 

these areas. Even if it is difficult today to give an accurate effect on occupants. For this reason, we perform crash 

assessment of the magnitude of the errors involved, an 
tests at a range of speeds in order Io find the optimum 

engineer’s reflection on Figure 7 leads to a conviction 
safety design properties of the vehicles. Publicity-wise, 

that there are actual differences between the belt 
this attitude may not be very rewarding, since it will not 

systems. The relationship between their performance data 
necessarily give the best results in rating tests. But it is 

is presumably a reality which has consequences for car 
what we believe in. 

manufacturers as well as for motorists. 
The purpose of this paper is to spread the knowledge 

about the importance of a well-opti~mized crash protec- 

Development of the Model tion system for the whole range of crash speeds. We urge 

The Injury Prediction Model has now become a tool at 
the readers to consider the facts presented in this paper 

Volvo in the evaluation and design of new occupant pro- 
in future discussions about crash ratings, safety stand- 

tection systems, 
ards, etc. 

The method is also applicable for comparison of more 
different types of protection systems, e.g. airbag versus 
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Improving the Protection of Restrained Front Seat Occupants 
in Frontal Crashes 

D.J. Dalmotas, E.R. Welbourne ¯ maintaining and improving the protection afforded to 

Transport Canada the individual occupant by the restraint system; and 
¯ maximizing social benefit by promoting the in- 

Abstract creased use of restraint systems in collaboration with 

The principles that underlie Transport Canada’s policy provincial governments. 

on occupant restraints are restated. Those principles re- Progress in improving the protection of the individual 
quire both improvements in the protection of the indi- restrained occupant is the main subject of this paper. To 
vidual occupant and. increases in benefits to society provide some context, it is however useful briefly to re- 
through the more general use of restraint systems, view the progress that has been made in Canada in pro- 
Progress in seat belt use in Canada is summarized. The moting seat belt use. 
effectiveness of current three-point seat belts in All Canadian provinces and the two territories now 
preventing fatalities in frontal collisions is briefly have laws requiring the use of available seat belts by all 
reviewed. The residual injury problem in frontal colli- occupants, subject to minor exceptions. Prior to the 
sions of equivalent or lower severity to the standard 48 introduction of the first provincial seat belt legislation in 
km/h frontal barrier testis then defined with reference to 1976, only about 14 percent of car drivers were re- 
recent accident data. Performance of current systems in strained. The most recent survey of seat belt use in 
actual collisions and in the frontal barrier test is Canada, conducted in June 1991, [2] showed that 85.1 
compared. It is concluded that requiring all occupant percent of car drivers were using available seat belts. 
restraint systems to meet the alternative set of per- The corresponding figures for passenger vans and light 
formance criteria, recently proposed by Transport Canada trucks were 80.2 and 70.2 percent respectively. 
for automatic seat belts, would significantly improve In three provinces, Newfoundland, Quebec and 
their performance. Requiring only the use of available Saskatchewan, more than 90 percent of car drivers are 
technology, the primary effect of those criteria would be now restrained. The rates achieved in those provinces are 
virtually to preclude injurious head and facial contacts among the highest in the world. The lowest rate of seat 
with the vehicle interior in collisions of the regulated belt use is 74.7 percent, in Canada’s smallest province. 
collision severity. Objective methods of defining seat In 1990, all provinces, the territories and the federal 
belt fit are still required, in particular to reduce the government endorsed the National Occupant Restraint 
incidence of belt-induced abdominal injury. Programme, which includes initiatives in education, 

enforcement and evaluation. Its aim is to attain 95 
Introduction percent use of seat belts .by 1995, a goal that is clearly 

Two principles, first enunciated in 1981 [1], underlie now within reach. An earlier goal of 80 percent use by 
Transport Canada’s policy on occupant restraints: 1983 was missed by a wide margin. 
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Figure 1 summarizes the progress that has been made An alternative set of performance requirements for 

since 1980. That figure shows the percentage of Canadi- automatic seat belt systems, which requires the use of a 

an drivers using available shoulder belts, with the Hybrid III dummy, has recently been proposed. The 

corresponding highest and lowest provincial use rates, alternative set consists of a peak resuiltant head accelera- 

From 1982 to 1989, annual total traffic deaths in Canada 
tion not exceeding 80 g, regardless of the pulse duration, 

remained essentially constant at about 4200+150 over a and a maximum chest deflection at mid-sternum of 50 

period in which traffic increased by some 20 percent. In mm. The existing 10 kN limit on maximum femur load 

1990, however, the figure fell to 3957; it is the first year is retained. Extending these requirements to all occupant 

since 1962 in which fewer than 4000 people have died in restraint systems, regardless of type, is presently under 

road accidents. While it is difficult to separate the effect consideration. 

of increasing belt use from other factors, such as the 
reduction in impaired driving, it has undoubtedly con- Performance of Three-Point Belts in Frontal 
tributed to that achievement. Collisions 

~ 
¯ Na~o~Av~-,~ ~ " ~"~P~"~ - - - Wo,~P,ov~,~o ] Estimated Effectiveness 

As many have previously noted, ~Lhe effectiveness of 

,0o seat belts in preventing injury consists of two distinct 
/,--- components. The first, mainly attributable to the lap 

~o ,’~ portion of the belt, is the prevention of occupant ejection 
._ ,/ when primary containment provided by the vehicle struc- 

k0 / ture has failed. Door opening or failure of glazing are 

7o / the most usual events. The second component of effect- 

B / iveness is the prevention or mitigation of occupant 
. ~o \ contact with surfaces interior to the vehicle. 
t In frontal colhslons, Evans rnedizn estimate [3] of the 
u ~o "," effectiveness in preventing driver fatalities of three-point 

° ,o belts is 43 percent, of which 9 percent is attributable to 
~ , preventing ejection. The corresponding figures for right 

~o o front passengers are 39 and 8 percent respectively. The 
¯ low indicated effectiveness against ejection does not 

~o ," - , imply that three-point belts are ineffective in preventing 

10 , o ejection. Canadian and other data show that manual 

0 " " i " " I I I t -~ 
three-point belts are virtually 100 percent effective in 

~ 1~ 1~ ~ 1~ 1~ ,~,~ that respect; the low estimated effectiveness simply 
reflects the relatively low rate of ejection of unrestrained 
occupants in frontal collisions. The balances of 57 and 

Figure 1. Percentage of Car Drivers Wearing Shoulder 61 percent of driver and passenger fatalities in frontal 
Belt. National Roadside Seat Belt Surveys: 1979-1991 impacts, against which the three-point belt is ineffective, 

are almost entirely attributable to contacts with the 

Current and Proposed Requirements for vehicle interior, deformed or undeformed. 

Frontal Crash Protection Dalmotas and Krzyzewski [4] estimated the overall 

In Canada, the only passenger cars that must be sub- effectiveness of three-point belts in preventing serious, 

jected to a 48 km/h frontal barrier collision are those non-fatal injuries from Canadian mass accident data. 

equipped with automatic seat belt systems. Canadian They noted the effect on such estin~ates of the uncertain 

standards do not at present require that the performance reliability of police reporting of the belt use of uninjured 

of vehicles equipped with three-point seat belts, alone or occupants. For that reason, if for no other, there do not 

in combination with a supplementary air bag, be subject- 
appear to be any reliable, systematic estimates of the 

ed to such a dynamic test. The protection afforded by 
effectiveness of three-point belts in preventing or miti- 

three-point manual seat belts is determined indirectly by gating non-fatal injuries to front seat occupants in frontal 

requirements relating to the design of the ensemble and crashes. Detailed data from studies of injuries to re- 

to the design and performance of its components and strained occupants do, however, allow the residual injury 

attachments to the vehicle structure, problem to be specified more prec:isely. 

The current performance requirements applicable to 
automatic seat belt systems consist of a maximum value Injury Experience of Rest_rained Occupants in Frontal 

of the Head Injury Criterion (HIC) of 1000, a peak chest Collisions 

acceleration not exceeding 60 g for more than 3 ms and Canadian accident studies. Two sources of data on the 

a maximum femur load of 10 kN, all measured on either injury experience in Canada of front seat occupants te- 

a Part 572 or Hybrid III dummy, strained by three-point belt may be cited. In the Fully 
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Restrained Occupant Study (FROS) [5], a convenience in collisions of CDC extent greater than 3. That result is 
sample of injured front seat occupants, who were wear- consistent with the FROS data, in which serious to fatal 
ing three-point belts, was collected and analyzed. Each head injuries were usually associated with intruding 
occupant experienced at least one injury of AIS 2 or vehicle structure, such as the A-pillar. The majority of 
greater severity, as defined in the 1975 edition of the the facial injuries (77.0%) observed in the PCS occurred 
Abbreviated Injury Scale [6]. The data were collected in in collisions of CDC extent 3 or less. In the FROS, facial 
several defined geographical areas of Canada which were injuries almost invariably resulted from simple contacts 
not necessarily representative of the whole country. The with the steering assembly, not exacerbated by intrusion. 
investigative procedures were however similar in all The most evident difference between the data from the 
essential respects to those being used in the continuing two studies is in the incidence of injuries to the lower 
Passenger Car Study (PCS). extremities at AIS 2 or higher severities. Whereas lower 

In that study, data are collected by ten teams located extremity injuries constituted only 21.5 percent of 
in universities across Canada. Each team investigates a injuries in that severity range in the FROS, they 
representative sample of the collisions that occur in a accounted for 33.9 percent of injuries at AIS 2 or more 
prescribed local geographical region. Specific data are in the more recent PCS. 
collected on a wide range of human, vehicular and envir~ Injury experience of right front passengers. The 
onmental factors associated with each such collision, highest incidence of serious to fatal injuries (AIS 23) to 
Transport Canada combines the data collected by all passengers in PCS was to the abdomen, followed closely 
teams into a master database. National estimates of the by the incidence of chest injuries. These body regions 
incidence of particular variables are then derived by were also the most frequently injured in the Fully 
means of an appropriate weighing scheme. Restrained Occupant Study. The majority of injuries to 

The teams review the motor vehicle collisions reported the chest and abdomen at AIS22 occurred in collisions of 
to the police in the prescribed regions on a frequent CDC extent 3 or less in both studies. 
basis. Collisions that meet the study criteria are identi- 
fied and a subset of those are selected, according to a Injury Frequencies in Single-Event Frontal Collisions 
defined sampling plan, for further investigation. Colli- The somewhat different bases of the two studies 
sions meeting the study criteria involve at least one compared above dictate caution in drawing conclusions 
passenger car and are reported by the police as having from their results. There is, however, little evidence to 
resulted in at least one fatal or non-fatal injury, suggest that a significant improvement has occurred in 

Where possible, the teams inspect all involved the protection of restrained occupants during the 8 to 10 
vehicles within a day or two of the collision. Information years between the two studies. In respect of the inci- 
on vehicle damage and occupant contact points is record- dence of injuries to the legs and feet of drivers, there is 
ed and the accident site is also inspected. Team members at least a suggestion of the opposite trend. 
interview vehicle occupants and other persons involved To form some idea of what might be accomplished by 
in the collisions. As far as possible, data on injuries are more stringent standards for occupant protection in 
confirmed by the admitting hospital. The data presented frontal collisions, two subsets of the 1984-87 PCS data 
in this paper relate to accidents that occurred in the four- have been extracted. The first relates to all single-event 
year period from 1984 to 1987. frontal impacts to passenger cars, regardless of severity. 

Gross comparisons of FROS and PCS data. In the data The second subset is further limited to those frontal 
available to date from the PCS, 15.2 percent of occu- impacts resulting in damage of CDC extent 3 or less. In 
pants suffered at least one injury of AIS 2 [7] or greater both subsets, the only injuries considered are those 
severity in frontal collisions, regardless of collision incurred by restrained drivers or right front passengers 
severity. Of those occupants 74.9 percent were drivers aged 16 or more, for whom complete injury data were 
and 25.1 percent, right front passengers. The correspond- available. A few injuries not directly associated with the 
ing figures in the FROS data were 75.2 and 24.8 percent impact, e.g., burns, have been excluded. 
respectively. The second subset is limited to collisions of CDC 

Of occupants represented in the PCS data who were extent 3, since that is approximately the extent of the 
injured at AIS 2 or higher severity, 66.1 percent incurred deformation that results from a standard 48 km/h frontal 
those injuries in collisions of extent 3 or less according impact with a flat rigid barrier. It should however be 
to the SAE Collision Deformation Classification [8]. In borne in mind that in real collisions falling in the 
the Fully Restrained Occupant Study, the corresponding designated group, the vehicle deformation is almost 
percentage was 71.9. never as uniformly distributed. In consequence, the peak 

Injury experience of drivers. Among drivers in FROS, acceleration of the occupant compartment tends to be 
the most frequently injured body region was the head less and the probability of localized intrusion is greater 
and face, followed by the chest and lower extremities, than in the standard frontal barrier test. 
The PCS data show a similar ranking for injuries at AIS Summary data from the PCS database on occupant 
3 or higher severity. Most such injuries (73.7%) occurred injuries are presented in Tables 1 to 3. Each table 
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contains four sections. The upper sections relate to Table 3. Percentage of Injury Problem Accounted by 

drivers and the lower to right front passengers. The 
CDC Damage Extent 3 and Under Collisions--Front 

sections at the left give simple percentages and those at 
Seated Three-Point Restrained Car Occupants Over 
the Age of 15 Years--Single Event Frontal impacts 

the right give cumulative percentages. 
Table 1 shows the percentages of drivers and passen- 

gers incurring injuries of the stated maximum AIS level 
to the designated body region in all frontal collisions 
regardless of seve 

Table 1. Distribution of Injured Occupants by Body 
Regi Injured and AIS Injury Severity Rating--Front 
Seated Three-Point Restrained Car Occupants Over 
the Age of 15 Years--Single Event Frontal Impacts/All 
Collision Severitites 

- ~ , ................. Closed Head Injury 
~ :=~ ’t~ :=, :~, :~, :~: .......... In the voluminous material that has been written about 
......... ~ ............... the mechanisms of closed head injury and measures 0f 

..................................... human tolerance, one point is very clear: in the auto- 
motive crash environment, closed head injury is invari- 

........ 
~,,,~    ’" 

ably associated with an impact to the head. The instances = ~ ...... .... . ~ .... :,~ in which closed head injury may have occu~ed without 
~ ~ ~, ~=, 1~, o~, o~ " 

~ .......... contact ~e few while the evidence linking head impact 

~ ,~ :,,~ :~ :~ o~ ~,. ~ ~:, ’:~, ::, :: and brain injury is both massive and unequivocal. In an 
........... . .... ;~, ;~ automobile collision in which no occupant head contact 

::i o._, "- occu,s, oro   i ity of i. urv. 
Table 2 gives the co~esponding data for frontal colli- 

Intrusion evidently limits the potential f~r reducing 

sions of CDC extent 3 or less. 
fatal head injuries by improving the performance of the 
occupant restraint system, unless parallel improvements 

Table 2. Distributed of Injured Occupants by Body in the vehicle structure are also made. Nonetheless, when 

Region Injured and AIS Injury Severity Rating--Front the performance of current seat belt systems is measured 

Seated Three-Point Restrained Car Occupants Over in the s~ndard 48 km/h fron~l collision, they are by no 

the Age of 15 Years--Single Event Frontal Impacts/ means consistently effective i, preventing injurious head 
CDC Damage Extent 3 and Under contact with vehicle interior surfaces. 

~spite the fact that there has, for many years, been 

................... no substantive change in performance requirements relat- 

:-- 
~1 ~:1 ~:1 :~1 oXI o~l 0~ : .... 

o~’ o~ ing to head injury protection, some progress has nonethe- 

= ................. ~ ~ ~,.,,~, ~o,~,, :,,~ less been made. A very rough indication can be obtained 

~ ::~ ~, :.~ o~ . . " ~ :’,:: ,:.,~ ::~’ :~ by comparing the incidence of driver and passenger head 

~ ........... ~ "~’ ,:~’ ~:~, o~ contacts in 44 frontal ba~ier crashes of 1976-78 model 

~ ,:~ .............. ~ ............... year passenger vehicles at 48 km/h reported by Dance 
................................ and Enserink [9] with more recent data obtained under 
...............~.~._~ similar though not identical conditions. In the original 44 
............................ tests, the head of the Part 572 dummy driver struck some 
: ~ ::;:’ :~’ :,~’ ~’ o~’ : ’    ~ ............... part of the steering wheel in 41 instances or 93 percent 

~ ~ .... ~,.,~ .................... . ~ ~ o~ . ~ ,~ ...... ,~,., ~’o~, ::~o. of the tests. In 18 of the same 44 tests (41%), the similar 
= .,,~ ’~ o,. " " : :~’ ;:’ ::~’ :~ passenger dummy struck the dash panel. 
.......................... Those results may be compared with data obtained 
..................................... 

from 61 tests on passenger cars and light trucks of model 

Table 3 gives the percentages of all injured occupants years 1986 to 1991. They included 3 tests using a b~rier 

who received those injuries in collisions of CDC extent face inclined at 30° to the transverse axis of the vehicle. 

3 or less. The majority of the tests employed Hybrid III dummies 
The sources of these injuries and their prevention or in both driver and passenger seats. Some of the Hybrid 

mitigation ~e considered in more devil in subsequent IIIs were equipped with an experimental frangible face 

sections of the paper, system, and a few Part 572 dummies were also used. 
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The head of the dummy driver hit some part of the 
I[]~°~ "<’~ steering wheel in 55 of the 61 tests (90%). In four, it hit 

an inflated airbag and in the remaining two, there was no 
head contact. For passengers in the front outboard posi- 
tion, a larger reduction in the incidence of head contact 
was observed. In 46 cases (75%), the passenger dummy 
did not hit the vehicle interior during the initial impact. 
Of the remaining 15 events, nine consisted of soft con- 1000 

tacts on rebound with the seat or side of the vehicle, four 
consisted of grazing contacts with the dashboard, while 

v 
two were contacts with flying debris. 

The foregoing comparison suggests that the progress 
made in reducing potentially injurious head contacts is ~00 
confined to the right front passenger. The seat belt 
systems in most passenger cars for the North American 
market are still designed so that the driver’s head hits 
some part of the steering wheel during a 48 km/h frontal 
barrier test. The lack of progress in reducing driver head 0 
contacts is attributable in part to the lack of a dynamic 
performance requirement for vehicles equipped with Figure 2. HIC Values as a Function of Head Contact and 

Time Interval of HIC Calculation--Hybrid Ill(E) ATD/49 manual seat belts. To the extent that seat belt design has 
Km/h Frontal Barrier Crash Tests been influenced by dynamic testing, that lack of progress 

may also be ascribed in part to using a value of HIC of 
1000 as the de facto goal for head injury protection, non-contact events becomes sharper. However, for a 

The effect of using HIC as the basis for assessing the constant maximum value of HIC, it is also the case that 
probability of closed head injury can be seen by con- the permitted peak and average head accelerations 
sidering the distributions of 93 HIC values shown in increase without limit. A simple way out of that dilemma 
Figure 2. They were measured on Hybrid III driver and is to abandon HIC and use the peak resultant head 
passenger dummies in a subset of the 61 tests cited acceleration directly as the measure of performance. 
above. The different shadings within each bar correspond In Figure 3, the peak resultant head accelerations 
with an unlimited integration interval and maxima of 36 measured in the same 93 events are presented in a 
and 15 ms. The 93 data shown are all those from the 61 similar format to that of Figure 2. No minimum pulse 
tests cited above that involved either no dummy head duration is specified. It can be seen that whereas all of 
contact or the head of the dummy hitting some part of the non-contact events produce peak resultant head 
the steering wheel or dashboard. Non-contact events are accelerations of less than 80 g, 44 of the 52 contact 
grouped at the left of the figure and the impact events at events exceed that level. Moreover, the eight events that 
the right. Excluded are values associated with three other produced peak accelerations of less than 80 g would 
classes of event, contact with an air bag, contact on have been very unlikely to have caused more than super- 
rebound from the primaryimpactand contact with flying ficial injury to a human occupant. All consisted of 
debris, grazing contacts with the steering wheel rim or hub, or 

The most obvious feature of Figure 2 is that regardless in the case of the dummy passenger, the dashboard. 
of the integration interval, the ranges of HIC values for The data presented in Figures 2 and 3 show that a 
the 41 events in which no dummy head contact occurred, simple 80 g limit on peak resultant head acceleration is 
and the 52 events involving head contact with steering considerably more effective than HIC in distinguishing 
wheel or dashboard, exhibit substantial overlap. In the harmless (non-contact) events from those that are associ- 
U.S. regulations, the introduction of a 36 ms maximum ated with a high probability of head injury ("hard’" 
integration time for HIC reflects an attempt to improve contacts). 
its power to distinguish between hard contacts and less The basic rationale for using a simple 80 g limit on 
harmful events. It can be seen, however, that even with peak resultant head acceleration to reduce the incidence 

a 15 ms maximum interval, 19 of the 52 contact events of closed head injury may be summarized in three points: 
yield HIC values less than the highest non-contact HIC. ¯ In actual motor vehicle collisions, closed head injury 
Regardless of the integration interval, no single value of is extremely rare in the absence of head contact. 
HIC provides adequate discrimination of harmless non- When head contact does occur, the associated injur- 
contact events from potentially injurious impacts to the ies range in severity from minor to lethal. 
head. ¯ In 48 km/h frontal barrier tests, Part 572 and Hybrid 

It is nonetheless clear that, as the integration interval III dummies experience peak resultant head accelera- 
approaches zero, the distinction between contact and tions in the absence of contact that are invariably 
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2,0.0 (That issue is briefly discussed below.) Hence, unless 
manufacturers choose to carry over improvements in the 
performance of the driver’s restraint system to the 
passenger, the 80 g limit is not expected to induce any 

o~ significant change in passenger restraint systems. 
, A primary objective of the 80 g t~imit is to eliminate 
~ ~®.0 injurious driver head contacts in the standard 48 km/h 
, c**,,,,-,~ barrier collision. If head contact occurs, it will necessari- 
, ly be with a highly compliant objec~ such as an inflated 
~ air bag or a well padded and compliant steering wheel. 
~ To achieve the requisite performance, the preference ° ly r of the major North American manuf,~tcturers would like 
~ ~0.0 be the use of a supplementary air bag. The highest peak I 

resultant head acceleration obse:rved by Transport 
Canada in four frontal barrier tests of restraint systems 
comprising three-point belts with supplementary air bags 
is 58 g, clearly well within the proposed limit. 

0.0 Two vehicle-to-vehicle frontal crash tests have al~o 
Figure 3. Peak Resultant Head Acceleration Values as a been conducted by Transport Canada on vehicles 
Function of Head Contact--Hybrid Ill(E) ATD/48 Krn/h equipped with three-point belts and drivers’ air bags. The 
Frontal Barrier Crash Tests lateral overlap between the vehicles at impact was 50 

less than 80 g. Under the same conditions, a human percent and the velocity change for the target vehicles 

occupant would not be expected to experience any was approximately 48 km/h. In each collision, the target 

type of head injury, vehicle was stationary, with its longitudinal axis directed 

¯ In 48 km]h frontal barrier tests, all but the softest 
15 degrees away from the path of the striking vehicle. 

contacts with an interior surface of the vehicle 
The relevant dummy responses for the target vehicle 

generate a peak resultant head acceleration exceed- 
occupants are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the 

ing 80 g. Under the same conditions, a human occu- responses of both passenger and driver dummies were 

pant would be exposed to some risk of incurring a well within proposed limits. 

head injury of indeterminate but probably low 
Table 4. Dummy Response in Vehicle-to-Vehicle Offset 

severity. 
Frontal Impacts 

It should be noted that the proposed 80 g limit does 
not purport to be a biomechanical tolerance level for ~,~ 

Resultant Peak Peak 

closed head injury in the conventional sense. It is simply .... Seating ATD Restraint He~ld Ch.st F .... 

a kinematic measure that enables a quite reliable distinc- 
Number Position "P/pc S,/ste .... leratlon(g) Deflectlon(rnm) Load(R,) 

tion to be made between harmless and harmful events in F. R. PaS~. Hybrid Ill Manual 3-Ft. ~ 28 

tests simulating motor vehicle collisions. 
TC90"128 Od~er Hybrid Ill Manual 3-PL w/ACRS 31 32 8.83 

Implications of an 80g Head Acceleration An alternative to the use of a supplementary air bag 

Limit for the.driver is the use of a three-point belt system that 

Closed Head Injury 
provides effective restraint of the upper torso. The two 

Effect on vehicle design. Insofar as the front outboard vehicles cited previously in which no driver head contact 

passenger is concerned, recent crash test data show that at all occurred in a 48 km/h frontal barrier test, were 

an adequately designed three-point seat belt is sufficient 
equipped with automatic two-point seat belts and manual 

to preclude dummy head contact in frontal barrier colli- lap belts. A major factor in the effectiveness of the upper 

sions at 48 km/h. Such systems currently produce peak torso restraints was the nature avid the location of the 

resultant head accelerations in the range from 40 to 75 shoulder belt anchorage. The belt was attached to the 

g, though poorly designed systems can be envisaged 
door frame at shoulder height, which maximized the 

which might produce non-contact head accelerations effective stiffness of the belt. Moreover, since the end of 

exceeding 80 g. For example, the combination of belt the belt was attached directly to the door frame, the belt 

webbing of high modulus with slow locking response of stretch and spool-out generated by the conventional D- 

the retractor might generate such head accelerations, ring and floor-level retractor were eliminated. A less 

However, there seems to be no good reason to accommo- desirable feature of the design was its primary reliance 

date such systems, since the maximum tensile forces on compressive loads in the femurs to restrain the lower 

developed in the necks of restrained occupants are rather torso. Nonetheless, a similar basic approach to con- 

closely correlated with peak resultant head acceleration, trolling the kinematic behaviour of the occupant could be 
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used in designing a manual three-point belt system. In principle, manufacturers could meet an 80 g limit 
Other options include the use of locking D-rings or, at by such means without affecting the potential of the 
considerably higher cost, belt pretensioners, steering wheel to cause facial injury in other circum- 

Effect on occupant injuries. The PCS data for stances that are not directly regulated. Examples are 
passengers are basically consistent with the observed collisions resulting in velocity changes exceeding 48 
restraint system performance in barrier tests. In frontal km/h and unfavourable combinations of driver size and 
collisions of CDC extent 3 or less, the incidence of seat position. It is therefore desirable that the steering 
passenger head contact is low, with only 0.36 percent of assembly be designed to mitigate contact injuries in 
exposed passengers experiencing head injury at AIS 3 or circumstances other than those simulated in the test 
higher level. The unweighted data are too sparse to collision. The preferred approach would be the use of a 
support any general conclusions on the sources of the separate component test that encouraged the use of 
more severe injuries. However, of the five passengers steering wheels that were both compliant (to reduce peak 
that experienced head injury at AIS 3 or more, only. one forces on the face) and well padded (to distribute those 
in fact exceeded that level, suffering a concussion at AIS forces). One possible means of establishing performance 
5 from impact to the windshield, levels would be the use of the frangible face system 

Since the 80 g limit would not require significant developed by Biokinetics and Associates for Transport 
changes to the design or performance of the passenger’s Canada [10]. 
re.straint system, no direct benefits in reduced passenger Effect on occupant injuries. For the reasons noted in 
injuries are directly attributable to it. Some may none- the section on closed head injury, no direct benefit in 
theless accrue from a further reduction in the incidence reduced facial injuries to passengers is expected. Some 
of passenger head contacts in those vehicles in which indirect benefits may, however, carry over to the passen- 
improved belt restraints are provided to both driver and ger in vehicles in which required improvements in the 
passenger, driver’s belt are also made to the passenger’s. 

The incidence of head injuries to drivers at AIS 3 or Table 2 indicates that the current incidence of facial 
greater levels in Table 2 is essentially the same at 0.37 injuries of AIS 2 or greater severity is about 3 percent, 
percent as for passengers (0.36 percent). The average while for passengers the equivalent figure is only 0.05 
severity of driver injuries is however markedly higher percent. The markedly lower incidence of facial contact 
than that for passengers. Driver injuries are associated with the steering assembly, resulting from the 80 g limit 
with impacts to the steering assembly, various other parts on peak resultant head acceleration, is therefore expected 
of the vehicle structure and intruding objects. Given the to produce a substantial reduction in the incidence of 
diversity of contact points observed in a relatively small facial injuries to drivers. The incidence of such injuries 
sample of accidents, it is not feasible to estimate the may be expected to approach the level currently ob- 
benefits of the 80 g limit with any precision., It is not, served for passengers. 
however, unreasonable to expect reductions in both the 
frequency and severity of driver head injuries to flow Neck Injury 
from an 80 g limit. Such benefits may be expected There does not currently exist an adequate bio- 
whether improved belt design or a supplementary air bag mechanical basis for specifying a general criterion for 
is used to achieve the required performance, neck injury under arbitrary loading conditions. However, 

The discussion in this and subsequent sections of the limiting the resultant head acceleration to 80 g has the 
paper has, for reasons of brevity, been limited to the additional effect of limiting the forces and moments 
more severe injuries that occur in collisions of severity induced in the neck to quite modest levels. Under non- 
equal to or less than the standaid 48 km/h barrier colli- contact conditions, a frontal impact induces primarily 
sion. It should also be noted, however, that reductions tensile forces in the neck. On the basis of estimates 
may also be expected in the severity of injuries in more obtained by accident reconstruction, Mertz [11] has 
severe frontal collisions and in the incidence of minor suggested that the maximum tensile force tolerable 
and moderate injuries, without neck injury is 3.3 Kn. 

In Figure 4, peak tensile forces measured in the necks 
Facial Injury of Hybrid III dummies in 48 km/h frontal barrier crashes 

Effect on vehicle design. Limiting the permissible peak which did not result in head contact are plotted against 
resultant head acceleration to 80 g may be expected to the peak resultant head acceleration. It can be seen that 
reduce the incidence of driver facial contact with the the trend of the results suggests that the 3.3 Kn limit on 
steering assembly, very substantially, if not to eliminate neck tension is broadly consistent with the 80 g limit on 
it, in frontal collisions with velocity changes up to 48 peak resultant head acceleration. 
km/h. As noted above, the most probable industry re- The PCS data suggest that, in frontal crashes of CDC 
sponse to such a requirement is the use either of a extent 3 or less, and in the absence of head contact, neck 
supplementary air bag or an improved seat belt to pre- injury occurs quite infrequently to either drivers or 
clude driver head (and hence facial) contact, passengers. Those injuries that do occur, consist almost 
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reduces the probability of serious in.jury to the internal 
organs of the thorax. 

The incidence of rib fracture depends on the age, sex 
and seating position of the occupant, with elderly female 
passengers being particularly at risk. ]If injurious contacts 

~**~,~o,m~,~,*~*~*n between the driver’s chest and the steering assembly can 

, ~0 be prevented, the residual problem for both driver and 
~ passenger restraints is to minimize the incidence of rib 
’ o ° fractures induced by the restraint system. 
’, ".." The relevant North American sta~dards, currently set 
t ¯ Suggested limit on ~ .. ~,~,,,,~ a limit of 60 g on the peak acceleration measured at the 
o centre of gravity of the dummy thorax. As a measure of 
G ,o :"" the potential for chest injury, a limit on chest accelera- 

tion limit is unacceptable. The primary mechanism of 
chest injury that is of concern is the fracture of one or 
more ribs. Peak acceleration gives no information on the 
probability of rib fracture, which depends crucially on 

................ how the forces producing the acceleration are distributed 

o 1~ ~oo ~o ,ooo ~ooo over the rib cage. 
~’~*~’~"~ As earlier noted, if a Hybrid III dummy is used, the 

Figure 4. Cross-Plot of Peak Resultant Head Acceleration current standards require also that the chest compression 
vs Maximum Neck Axial Tensile Force Hybrid Ill(E)/ be measured at the mid-sternum. Llnlike acceleration, 
No Head Contact compression of the chest has been recognized as a 

exclusively of strained neck muscles (AIS 1). In the 
measure strongly associated with the occurrence of rib 

absence of contact between head or neck and something 
fracture since the earliest investigations of thoracic 

other than the seat belt webbing, the incidence of more injury mechanisms. In defining the limit to be placed on 

severe neck injuries is very low. To the extent that driver 
the chest compression of the dum~ay, the relations be- 

neck injury is associated with head contact, some reduc- 
tween the geometrical and stiffness characteristics of the 

tion may be expected as a result of the 80 g limit, dummy chest and some representative human chest must 
be taken into account. 

Work on thoracic injury tolerance, summarized by 
Thoracic Injury Melvin and others [12], reflects an early consensus, 
Incidence and Severity of Injuries Table 2 indicates that an estimated 0.32 percent of based on cadaver tests, that compression of the human 

restrained drivers and 0.5 percent of passengers injured 
chest in the 30-35 percent range; is associated with 

in frontal collisions of CDC extent 3 or less experienced 
serious chest injury (AIS 3). An analysis by Neathery et 

serious to fatal injuries to the thorax. If uninjured 
al. [13] of an earlier set of data on male cadavers, 

occupants are also included, the corresponding rates are 
including adjustment of the data to .an average driver age 

0.13 and 0.26 percent respectively. A front seat passen- 
of 45, led to the figure of 75 mm for the mid-sternal 

ger is thus about twice as likely as a driver to experience 
deflection of a 50th percentile male dummy. It should be 

a serious or fatal chest injury in a frontal collision of the 
noted however, that the dummy was assumed to have 
"substantial biofidelity" under the blunt thoracic impact 

specified severity. 
The drivers’ injuries are predominantly associated 

loading used in the cadaver tests. 

with impacts to the steering assembly. For restrained 
Translating that result to the Hybrid III dummy, 

front seat passengers, the seat belt itself is the primary 
loaded either by a diagonal belt or such a belt and an air 

source of injury. In the absence of exacerbating factors, 
bag requires a number of assumptions. A first observa- 

principally loading by an unrestrained rear seat occupant, 
tion must be that the Hybrid III chest is substantially 

the severity is minor to moderate in collisions up to CDC 
stiffer than the chests of comparable young live males. 
Backaitis and St-Laurent [ 13] reported that under loading 

extent 3. by a diagonal belt, the chest of the Hybrid III was 10 to 

Controlling Thoracic Injury 
25 percent stiffer than the chests of tensed and relaxed 

Fractures of the ribs, clavicle and sternum are possible 
male volunteer subjects respectively. Even if an injury 

consequences of restraining the upper torso by a diagonal 
severity of AIS 3 were acceptable as the target level for 

belt, alone or in combination with a supplementary air restraint system performance, so~e downward adjust- 

bag. While a single rib fracture is considered only a 
ment of the 75 mm deflection figure would still be 

minor injury (AIS 1), more serious injuries of the intern- indicated. 

al organs are almost invariably preceded by rib fractures. However, the geometry and det~Iection response of the 

Maintaining the integrity of the rib cage thus greatly 
Hybrid III thorax differ significantly from those of the 
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live human. There is accordingly a strong argument for 
Abdominal Injury 

choosing the permitted level conservatively, pending the 
Incidence and Severity availability in the longer term of a dummy with a more 

The incidence of serious to fatal abdominal injuries 
human-like thorax. On the basis of the quite limited data 

differs significantly for drivers and passengers in colli- currently available, a 50 mm limit on mid-sternal corn- 
sions of CDC extent 3 or less. Table 2 shows that while 

pression appears to be both readily attainable and to only 0.21 percent of injured drivers experienced abdomi- 
offer a higher level of protection against serious injury 

nal injuries of AIS 3 or greater severity, the equivalent 
to the thorax, 

figure for passengers was more than three times as great 

(0.68%). Including the uninjured occupants involved in Implications of a 50 mm Chest Deflection Limit 
the same collisions, the corresponding figures are 0.08 

Effect on vehicle design. Figure 5 shows a histogram and 0.35 percent respectively. Moreover, while both the 
of maximum chest deflections measured in 105 tests on steering assembly and lap belt are involved in about half 
Hybrid III dummies restrained by three-point belts. Four 

the cases of driver abdominal injury, passenger injuries 
of the driver dummies were also restrained by supple- 

are almost exclusively associated with the lap belt. 
mentary airbags. As may be seen in the figure, 9 of the 

Provided that the lap belt remains below the lilac 
105 tests resulted in chest deflections exceeding 50 mm. crests (anterior superior iliac spines or ASIS) the risk of 
Of those, 2 exceeded only marginally (<1 ram)while the injury to the abdominal organs is minimal. There are 
largest deflection measured was almost 60 mm. As may only two possible ways for the lap belt to intrude upon 
be seen in the figure, the modal deflection range is from the soft tissue of the abdomen: either it was improperly 
35.01 to 40.00 mm for the chosen 5 mm intervals. It may worn or it moved above the ASIS during the collision. 
be concluded that a maximum chest deflection of 50 mm Improper wearing does not necessarily imply careless- 
is readily attained by current three-point belts, with or ness on the part of the wearer. The current Canadian 
without a supplementary air bag. standard governing seat belt geometry evidently provides 

no guarantee that an occupant can place the lap belt in 
30 Tota~ Number of Hybrid Ill(E) Tests Represented : 105 an anatomically correct position with respect to the 

pelvis or maintain it in such a position. One aspect of the 
abdominal injury problem is therefore poor initial geo- 
metry of the seat belt system. 

Movement above the ASIS of a belt that was initially 
correctly positioned is a consequence of the phenomenon 
of "submarining." [14] It is characterized by forward 
displacement and rotation of the pelvis under the belt. 
Such motion may result from the use of an excessively 
compliant seat cushion, which compresses under the 
occupant as he moves forward during the collision. It is 

10 also associated with seat belt systems that use both the 
femurs and the lap belt to restrain the lower torso. 
Though in such cases the peak loads in the belt are con- 

5 siderably reduced, it remains undesirable to load the 

abdomen except over the pelvis. 

o Precluding Loading of the Abdomen by the Lap Belt 

........................................................ There are several difficulties in trying to prevent 
loading of the abdomen by the lap belt by means of the 

Figure 5. Distribution of Hybrid III Sternal Deflection 
standard frontal barrier test. Apart from other considera- 

Values Observed in 48 Kndh Frontal Barrier Crash Tests 
tions, it is doubtful that any existing dummy adequately 

Effect on occupant injuries. Since all but a few current simulates the kinematic response of a human subject to 
three-point systems produce chest deflections of less than the conditions favouring submarining. 
50 mm, only a minor improvement in the current injury For this reason, Transport Canada has focussed its 
experience of restrained occupants may be expected from efforts on providing an objective method of quantifying 
a regulated limit on chest deflection. The accident data lap belt fit with respect to the generally accepted 
suggest that serious chest injuries resulting from belt anatomical constraints. The Belt-fit Test Device (BTD) 
loading alone occur infrequently to younger passengers, consists essentially of 50th percentile male lower torso 
The incidence of such injuries increases rapidly with the and chest forms mounted on the SAE H-point machine. 
age of the occupant. Means of accommodating the limit- Scales graduated in millimetres are provided on the 
ed injury tolerance of the chest in elderly occupants or lower torso form, passing vertically through the positions 
in more severe collisions are not immediately evident, of the two ASIS. The origins of the scales coincide with 
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the ASIS. The position of the upper edge of the lap belt 
applied to all relevant vehicles and restraint systems. In 

with respect to either ASIS may therefore be read direct- 
addition, an objective requirement for anatomically 

ly from the scale. Systematic data on some 50 current 
correct lap belt geometry is needed. 

production vehicles are presently being assembled. The 
Potentially injurious but preventable head and facial 

first results indicate that the geometry of current seat 
contacts with the steering assembly are observed in the 

belt systems varies over a wide range, 
standard frontal barrier test and commonly experienced 

The major objection to controlling only the initial fit 
by restrained drivers in real collisions of equivalent and 

of the lap belt is that it does not preclude the dynamic 
lower severity. Placing a simple 80 g limit on peak 

problem of submarining. While that is true, inadvertent resultant head acceleration offers a reliable means of 

submarining is easily avoided by proper design of the 
distinguishing potentially injurious head impacts from 

seat. Hence, unless other considerations in the design of harmless non-contact events in the standard frontal 

the seat or restraint system intervene, there is no reason 
barrier test. Such a limit is readily met either by 

for a vehicle manufacturer to subvert the intent of a 
improvements in the design of seat. belts and steering 

requirement for good initial fit of the lap belt. 
assemblies or the use of a supplementary air bag. Reduc- 

At the time of writing, there are no systematic data 
ing the incidence of facial fractures among drivers may 

that would allow an estimate of the proportions of 
require the use of supplementary r~easurements of the 

current abdominal injuries that are attributable respect- 
impact performance of the steering assembly. 

ively to initially poor belt fit and to submarining. The 
Limiting the acceleration of the chest in the standard 

causes of inadvertent submarining are now well recog- 
barrier test provides no control of the initial injury 

nized and the observed variability in current lap belt 
mechanisms of most importance. Limiting chest corn- 

geometry is considerable. There is accordingly a strong 
pression to 50 mm is greatly preferable. That limit is 

presumption that most of the current problem is attribut- 
readily attainable and would maintain the level of pro- 

able to anatomically incorrect initial fit. 
tection available from current three.-point belts. 

Abdominal injuries induced by the seat belt could be 

Injuries to the Lower Extremities               appreciably reduced if anatomically correct initial, seat 
belt geometry were required by the relevant standards. 

Incidence and Severity 
The limit of 10 kN on the compressive load in the The use of a test device providing an objective measure- 

femur is the only current requirement for protection of 
ment of belt fit is proposed. 

the lower extremities in the standard frontal crash test. 
Femur loads in 48 km/h frontal barrier tests are typically 
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Upper Interior Head Impacts: The Safety Performance 
of Passenger Vehicles 

Hampton C. Gabler, Donald T. Willke identified and tested to determine design-specific head 

National Highway Traffic Safety impact hazards. The conclusions are that head impact 

Administration injury potential is a strong function of vehicle design, 

J. Joseph Wagner and that upper interior head impact protection varies 
widely from vehicle to vehicle. 

Automated Sciences Group, Inc. 

Background 
Abstract 

In the United States in 1989, estimates are that 4000 
Each year in the U.S., it is estimated that 4000 occupants of passenger cars, light trucks, and vans died 

persons are killed and. another 9300 sustain serious head as a result of head to upper interior impact [1]. Another 
injury due to impacts with vehicle upper interior struc- 9300 occupants survived these impacts, but were left 
tures. The safety performance of passenger vehicles in with a serious head injury. Survival of a head to upper 
occupant head impacts with the upper interior is exam- interior impact is frequently debilitating: the National 
ined in this paper. The upper interior is defined as the Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) dis- 
A/B/C-pillars, the side roof rails, the front header rail, ability studies show that approximately 50% of the 
and the rear header rail. The results of a recent NHTSA medium term cognitive impairment in frontal crashes are 
fleet characterization effort involving over 220 free due to contact with the A-pillar and roof rails [2]. 
motion headform (FMH) impact tests on fourteen passen- As a result of increasing restraint usage, increasing 
ger cars, light trucks, and minivans are presented in this numbers of restrained occupants are exposed to the 
paper. The effects of v, ariations in impact angle, impact national traffic accident environment each year. As 
location, and contact velocity on FMH responses are shown in Figures 1-2, the number of fatally injured belt- 
explored in this test series. Localized hard spots and ed occupants who suffered at least one serious head 
protrusions (e.g. motorized seat belt tracks) were injury from head to upper interior impact has grown over 
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the last 10 years. Belted occupants are not injured as a frontal accidents, but data on airbag deployments are still 

result of wearing their safety belts, but rather are injured 
too sketchy for the national accident statistics to allow 

despite wearing their safety belts. In fact, safety belts an estimate of airbag effectiveness at preventing head to 

provide some degree of protection against injuries from 
upper interior contact. While airbags may reduce head 

head impact with the upper interior, 
injuries in frontal accidents, airbags are not expected to 
prevent head to upper interior impacts in side and rear 
impacts or relievers. In fact, even in frontal impacts, 
airbags are not guaranteed to prevent head contact with 
the upper interior. A preliminary investigation of the 
NHTSA Special Study of Airbag Deployments has shown 
a number of head to upper interior contacts of moderate 
severity, for occupants restrained by airbag. 

-,..~ To alleviate the head to upper interior impact problem, 

NHTSA research efforts have focused on the evaluation 
of promising upper interior paddings as a countermeasure 
for all occupants--regardless of restraint type, lack of 
restraint, or accident mode. Earlier NHTSA studies [3] 
have shown that in sled tests using full vehicle bodies, 
the application of 1" of padding to upper interior sur- 
faces can reduce HIC by as much as half. Note that 

Figure 1. Upper Interior Head Impacts--Car Fatals with NHTSA countermeasure tests are conducted using add-on 
Serious Head Injury pads. Integral design of the padding and underlying. 

structure could improve the effectiveness in a production 
upper interior design. 

The upper interior, as defined in this paper, includes 
all components of the roof support structure. This group- 
ing includes the A-pillar, the B-pillar, the C-pillar, the 

~ front header rail, the side roof rails, the rear header rail, 
= and the side door window frames. For this paper, passen- 
,,~ ger vehicles refers to both passenger cars, light trucks, 

vans, and utility vehicles under 10,000 pounds. When the 
paper refers to head hereafter, this term will refer to both 
the head and the face. 

Objective 
The primary objective of this paper is to present the 

Figure 2. Upper Interior Head Impacts--LTV Fatals with results of an investigation of head impact injury potential 
Serious Head Injury as a function of vehicle upper interi.or designs currently 

The distribution of serious injuries among the primary in the U.S. passenger vehicle fleet. The second goal is to 

upper interior components is shown in Figure 3 [1]. Note present an evaluation of the effectiveness of padding as 

that for belted occupants serious injury from impacts a countermeasure for reducing head injury potential. 

with the front header and the A-pillar are greatly 
reduced. However, as would be expected, belts apparent- 

Approach 

ly have little effect on injuries from head impacts with In Reference 3, an initial research test procedure for 

the side components including the side roof rail, B-pillar, upper interior testing was presented, along with the re- 

or side window frame, suits of tests conducted on twelve baseline passenger 
cars. Nearly all the HIC responses from these tests were 

Belted Unbelted below 1000, seeming to indicate that head to upper in- 
s~,~o~,~ s~ ~.~ terior impacts are not likely to produce serious head 

fr~e 03.~.~) ~-~,,o,.~) injuries. In fact, according to accident statistics [1], 

~-~ o~ ~.~ o~ ~.3~) many people are seriously injured and killed from these 
types of impacts. Therefore, the test procedure used in 

~-~ *-,~.~) *-~"’~ those tests did not result in impacts that were of the 

Figure 3. Upper Interior Head Impacts Serious Head severity representative of those that produce serious head 
Injury by Component injuries in real accidents. 

The recent widespread introduction of airbags prom- An investigation was then initiated to explore appro- 

ises to further mitigate this situation to some extent in priate test procedure modifications. There were two main 
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goals for this revision of the procedure. The first was to especially true for the upper interior structures. Since all 
develop a research test procedure that results in labora- these structures are candidate for head impacts, all must 
tory impact severities that are more representative of real provide protection. 
world severities. This would be done largely through the The impact location on each structure must fall within 
adjustment of approach angles and/or impact speed. The the structure impact zones as described below. Impact 
second goal was to develop a research test procedure that location is defined as the location of first contact be- 
allowed for a thorough evaluation of the injury causing tween the structure and the FMH. All zones include only 
potential of a vehicle’s upper interior structures. This those interior surfaces which can be contacted by the 
would be done by defining ranges for impact locations FMH. 
and approach angles, rather than defining specific values 

¯ Roof rails (front and rear headers, side rails )--The for these parameters, as in the initial research procedure, 
impact zones on these structures consist of the areas The following is a summary of the revised research 
along the entire length of the roof rails, from the test procedure used in the testing presented later in this 
lowest portion of the rails, up six inches into the paper. A more detailed description of the investigation 
roof, along the contour of the roof. that lead to the revisions is in Reference 4. 

¯ A-pillar--The impact zone on this structure consists 
Headform. A free-motion headform (FMH)was select- 

of the area along the length of the structure, from ed for use in this program. A series of twenty-two sled 
the instrument panel to the roof rail juncture. tests was conducted in which the head of a full Hybrid- 

¯ B, C and D-pillars--The impact zones on these III dummy impacted lengths of rectangular tubing, simu- 
structures consist of the areas along the length of the lating upper interior structures. Both 15 and 20 mph tests 
structures, from the side door window level to the were performed on unpadded and padded simulated 
roof rail junctures. 

structures, in which the tubing stiffness and impact angle 
were varied. An identical series of tests was also con- Approach Angles Horizontal Plane. Similar to the 

ducted using the FMH, rather than the full dummy. A concept used to define impact zones on the structures, an 

linear regression between the HIC responses of the two occupant’s head can strike the upper interior structures 

surrogates was performed, and a strong correlation was from nearly any angle interior to the vehicle. Although 

found. The regression produced a coefficient of deter- the most severe cases should usually occur from nearly 

mination, r2, of 0.969. perpendicular angles, certain designs could produce 

There are two distinct advantages of the FMH over the severe impacts from other angles. Following this philoso- 

more traditional guided impactor. First, and most im- phy, approach angles in the horizontal plane were select- 

portantly, the FMH can simulate the more realistic ed to encompass all interior angles. They are as follows 

glancing impacts, while guided headform tests are con- (0° is forward and positive angles are clockwise): 

ducted normal to the structure. Since the two approaches ° Front header: -90° to 90° 
may lead to the selection of different countermeasures, ¯ Side rails: left: -180° to 0°, right: 0° to 180° 
it is important to conform to reality as much as is practi- ¯ Rear header: 90° to -90° 
cal to increase the chances that the most beneficial ¯ A-pillar: left: -90° to 0°, right: 0° to 90° 
countermeasures are used. Second, since the FMH is free ¯ B-pillar: left: -180° to 0% right: 0° to 180° (unless 
to rotate after impact, head rotational motion can be rearmost pillar) 
measured. Therefore, the FMH may be a viable headform o C-pillar: left: -180° to 0% right: 0° to 180° (unless 

when rotational head injury criteria are developed, allow- rearmost pillar) 
ing a more complete evaluation of the head injury caus- ¯ D-pillar (or rearmost pillar): left: -180° to -90°, 
ing potential of upper interior structures, right: 90° to 180° 

Impact Zone on the FMH. Since the FMH is essential- Note: For any particular structure, it may not be 
ly a Hybrid-III head, it was developed for use in fore- possible to test throughout the entire range of listed 
head impacts. The biofidelity of the Hybrid-III head in approach angles and also achieve impact within the 
impacts to the lower face and jaw areas has not been specified impact zones on the structure and FMH. 
established. Therefore in this procedure, the first contact Approach Angles--Vertical Plane. The limits for the 
between the FMH and the structure must occur within a ranges of approach angles in the vertical plane were 
specified impact zone on the FMH. This zone consists of selected based on a survey of 5th percentile female 
the area within a 5" wide strip, centered on the head’s seated positions and FMH test results [4]. The female 
midsagittal plane, extending from the top most point of dummy was used to find head-to-structure angles for a 
the head, down to the bridge of the nose (note that the variety of vehicles, since it represents the "worst case" 
nose is removed for FMH testing), adult position for these angles. Means and standard 

Impact Zones on the Structures. Since accidents of all deviations were found for each measurement, weighted 
modes (front, side, oblique, rollover, etc.) occur on the to represent the 1989 sales fleet. 
roadways, occupants can strike their heads on essentially To represent a large percentage of small adult females, 
any exposed interior structure or surface. This is the upper limits (positive angles) were chosen as the 
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mean plus one standard deviation (to the nearest 5°). 
The top 46 selling body types were then listed, in 

Since a distinction between the front header and side rail 
order of sales, for each weight category. From these 

was not easily made, the statistics from the combination lists, the appropriate number of body types from each 

of these two structures were used. The A and B-pillars 
category was selected for testing, based on their availa- 

were treated separately. The chosen ranges are as follows 
bility to the VRTC. The 8 passenger car models tested 

(0° is horizontal and positive angles are up): 
are listed in Table 1. 

For the LTV’s, a small and a full sized pickup were 
¯ Roof rails (front and rear headers, side rails): 0° to selected, as well as a van and an all purpose vehicle. The 

50° models chosen were as follows: 
¯ A-pillar: -30° to 30° 
¯ B, C, and D-pillars: -45° to 45° 

Chevrolet S-10 Pickup 

Note: Once again for any particular structure, it may 
Ford F-150 Pickup 

not be possible to test throughout the entire range of Chevrolet Astro Mini-van 

listed approach angles and also achieve impact within Ford Bronco II 

the specified impact zones on the structure and FMH. 15 mph testing. The 15 mph tests were conducted after 

Impact Speed. To reduce the complexity of the test 
the 20 mph tests, so some of the vehicles listed above 

procedure, it was decided that a uniform impact speed 
were not re-usable, due to damage. Therefore, only five 

would be used for tests on all structures. From the 
passenger cars were tested, one from each of the five 

analysis of Reference 5, it was determined that median weight categories. The models were as follows: 

values for ,,v for serious to fatal head injury accidents Ford Escort 

varied from 21 to 28 mph. This was analytically deter- Volkswagen Golf 

mined to correspond to head contact speeds in the range Toyota Camry 

of 10 to 23 mph. To collect data for this selection, two Ford Taurus 

series of fleet characterization tests were conducted at Mercury Grand Marquis 

the NHTSA’s Vehicle Research and Test Center Three of the LTV’s were re-usable, and two additional 
(VRTC). One used an impact speed of 15 mph, while the models were also tested. These were as follows: 
other used 20 mph. These test series are described later Chevrolet S-10 Pickup 
in this paper. Chevrolet Astro Mini-van 

Vehicle Selection Ford Bronco II 

20 mph Testing. Using 1989 sales figures [6], a fleet Dodge Caravan 

sample of twelve light passenger vehicles was selected Dodge B-150 Van 

for testing of upper interior structures. Based on the 
sales ratio, eight of these were passenger cars, while the Test Procedure 

other four were light trucks or vans (LTV’s). As described above, this project tested vehicle upper 

For the passenger cars, the individual models were interiors at two distinct impact velocities, 15 mph and 20 

combined by body type (eg. GM A-body) and then mph, in order to bracket the range of median impact 

ranked by body type sales. Only the top 46 selling body speeds. Not all vehicles were tested at both speeds. Each 

types (sales over 50,000 units) were considered for use vehicle in our fleet sample was subjected to FMH tests 

in this program (85% of total passenger car sales). This of the four primary components--O) A-pillar, (2) B- 

group was then broken down into five weight categories, pillar, (3) side roof rail, and (4) the, front header. As an 

and the number of cars tested from each category was aside to the main program, some vehicles were subjected 

selected based on sales percentages as shown below in to additional testing of the C-pillar, rear header, and roof 

Table 1. The results of these auxiliary tests are not presented in 

Table 1. Passenger Car Selections for 15 mph Testing 
this paper. 

Two FMH tests were conducted for each of the four 

i I ~°°’°~ major upper interior components. In the 20 mph series, 

c~,~_.~ oo~ * the first tests were conducted at "standard" impact 
r~d~ locations and approach angles. The locations were 

1 
< ~ I 20.3% Hernia Civic 

2 ~z~o-z~ ls.4~ ~vw ~n chosen based on the position of a normally seated 50th 

~o~r~o percentile male Hybrid III dummy. For the front header, 
~ z~-z~o =.~ ro~o~c~ this location was centered vertically on the header _ 

, ~0o 10.~ r~r~-~ directly forward of the dummy head c.g., the approach 
M~G~M~V~ angle in the horizontal plane was 0°, and the approach 

angle in the vertical plane was 50°. For the side roof 
ro~ I    ~0o.o~ I ~ rail, the location was centered vertically on the rail 

¯ ~m~of~a~o~ 
directly lateral to the dummy head c.g., and approach 
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angles in the horizontal and vertical planes were 90° (or The Head Injury Risk Function has been proposed as 
-90°) and 20°, respectively. On the A-pillar, the location a relationship between HIC and Probability of AIS 4÷ 
was at the same height as the dummy head e.g., with Brain Injury [7]. The function may not directly apply to 
horizontal and vertical approach angles of 35° (or -35°) other types of head injury, e.g. functional impairment, 
and 20°, respectively. Finally, for the B-pillar, the which may also be present with brain tissue injury at a 
location was centered longitudinally on the pillar at the given HIC level. In addition, the risk function is strictly 
same height as the dummy head c.g., with horizontal and applicable only to frontal head impacts. The function 
vertical approach angles of 90° (or -90°) and 5°, may not apply, for example, to HICs measured when the 
respectively. Also in the 20 mph series, the second tests side of the head impacts a component. The reader should 
were conducted at alternate locations and approach keep these restrictions in mind when reading this paper. 
angles. In these tests, the impact locations were subject- When the paper refers to "probability of AIS 4÷ head 
ively chosen at hard spots (eg. weld overlaps or stiffen- injury" and "head injury risk," these terms will refer to 
ers), when present, and a variety of approach angles ¯ the probability of AIS 4÷ brain injury in impacts between 
were used. In some cases, the standard location was a the forehead of the headform and the component of 
hard spot, so the alternate location was selected at a interest. 
second hard spot, if present. The head injury risk can be computed from the Legist 

The standard and alternate impact locations for the 15 probability function shown below, and is shown in 
mph series were chosen in the same manner as for the 20 Figure 4. 
mph series. "Standard" approach angles were not used in 

p(x) -- [ 1 + e 
this series, though. Instead, each test was conducted at where a -- 5.02 and 1~ -- .00351 
the most severe approach angle allowed by the research 
test procedure outlined in the APPROACH section of 
this paper. 

100% 
in TheTablenOminal2. test matrix for a single vehicle is shown 

~-~ 60%s°~ ~"--- 
Table 2. Nominal Test Matrix for a Single Vehicle ~ 40% 

20% 
Upper 15 mph 20 mph 0% .... Interior 
Components Standard[ Alternate Standard] Alternate 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

Location[ Location Location[ Location                                   I-[IC 

A-Pillar 

Figure 4. Injury Risk Function Based on HIC and Serious B-Pillar 
Head Injury 

Side Rail 

Front Header Fleet Characterization Results 

The primary goal of this study was to assess the safety Measures of Safety Performance performance of a sample of the current passenger vehicle 
The central goal of this study was to determine the fleet in head to upper interior impacts. The results of the 

safety performance of current passenger vehicles in head baseline fleet characterization are tabulated in Table 3. 
impacts with the upper interior. This evaluation was The HIC responses resulting from the 15 mph tests are 
performed in tests of the upper interiors of production presented in Figures 5-8. The Probability of AIS 4" head 
vehicles. This baseline evaluation was then followed up injury for the 15 mph tests are presented in Figures 9-12. 
with an evaluation of the safety performance of upper The HIC responses resulting from the 20 mph head im- 
interiors with add-on pads. pact tests are presented in Figures 13-16. The Probability 

To evaluate vehicle upper interiors, this study used of AIS 4÷ head injury for the 20 mph tests are presented 
two measures of safety performance--both related to the in Figures 17-20. 
potential for head injury. The first was the Head Injury In the discussion below, p(4÷) refers to the probability 
Criterion (HIC) used by the NHTSA to assess the safety of AIS 4÷ injury. Also, the term "worst HIC" refers to 
of vehicles in frontal-barrier impacts. The second was the highest HIC response measured for a structure of a 
the Head Injury Risk function developed by GM and particular vehicle, between the standard and alternate 
others [7,8]. This risk function curve is an example of impact locations. Also, the probability of injury, padding 
many such injury probability curves which can be de- effectiveness, and reductions in HIC are based on FMH 
rived from existing biomechanical data by various HIC responses. If these responses are transformed to full 
analytical methods, dummy HIC responses, these probability of injury, HIC 
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Table 3. Results of Baseline Characterization 
HIC 

~njury Risk 

F~cort 524 823 Camry 483 801 Escoa 439 590 Bronco LI 744 905 4 11 

Golf 652 985 Escort 539 726 Golf 557 756 Esco~ 925 1029 6 17 4 8 4 9 15 20 

Taurus 780 907 Golf 634 868 Taunts 729 1431 Camry 1068 1068 9 14 6 12 8 50 22 22 

S-10 Pickop 1314 3544 S-10 Pickup 10(30 1416 S-10 Pickup 916 1604 Civic 1458 1698 40 100 18 49 14 65 52 72 

Camry 1339 1595 Civic 1020 1532 Escort 1286 1447 Taurus 1615 2912 42 64 19 59 38 51 66 99 

Bronco II 1546 1546 Taurus 1140 1140 G. Marquis 1329 3968 Cam~ 1642 2311 60 60 27 27 41 1O0 68 96 

Escort 1564 15(34 Tempo 1178 1178 Tempo 1849 2310 Electra 1861 1983 62 62 29 29 81 96 82 87 

Civic 1594 2214 Bronco II 1210 1712 Bronco II 2063 2902 G. Maquis 1922 1922 64 94 32 73 9~ 99 85 85 

G. Marquis 1817 2123 Carmy 1215 1561 Taurus 2092 2282 F-150 Pickup 2119 2219 80 92 32 61 91 95 92 94 

Electra 2009 3556 VW Golf 1264 1910 Electra 2112 2408 Tempo 2307 2617 88 100 36 84 92. 97 96 98 

Tempo 2041 2403 F~co~t 1359 1533 VW Golf 2147 2147 Escort 2383 2383 90 97 44 59 93 93 97 97 

F-150"Pickuf 2249 2249 G. Marquis 1465 2178 Camry 2181 2887 Aatro Van 2693 3039 95 95 53 93 93 99 99 100 

Taurus 2462 3298 Astm Van 1742 2389 Astro Van 2671 2914 VW Golf 2746 3460 97 100 75 97 99 99 99 
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reductions, and padding effectiveness values may stronger, possibly stiffer, roof support structure to meet 
change. FMVSS No. 216 and to prevent roof collapse in roll- 

In 15 mph head impacts with the A-pillar, HIC in overs. 
impacts at the standard location varied from a minimum One surprising finding was the severity of HIC 
of 524 for the Ford Escort to 2586 for the Dodge responses recorded in tests on minivans and vans. In 15 
Caravan. This corresponds to a Head Injury Risk ranging mph head impacts with the A-pillar, the three vans in 
from p(4÷)=4% to p(4÷)--98%. In 20 mph head to A-pillar this study, a Dodge Caravan, a Chevrolet Astro mini-van, 
impacts, HIC at the standard location ranged from a low and a Dodge B-150 full-sized van, resulted in HIC 
of 1220 for the VW Golf to an unsurvivable 4908 for the responses higher than any other vehicle tested. In 20 
Chevrolet Astro, or a Head Injury Risk ranging from mph head impacts with the A-pillar, the Chevrolet Astro 
p(4÷)=32% to p(4÷)=100%. The maximum worst HIC in resulted in HIC=4908 (standard location) and HIC=4996 
15 mph impacts was recorded for the Dodge B-150 Van (worst HIC), which were the highest HIC responses 
(HIC=2752); the highest worst HIC in 20 mph impacts recorded in this test series. The reasons for HIC 
was recorded for the Chevrolet Astro (HIC=4996). responses are unclear, but may indicate that upper 

In head impacts with the front header, all 15 mph HIC interior designs in vans and minivans are unlike those 
responses measured at the standard impact locations were found in either passenger cars or light trucks. 
under 1000 and showed little variation from vehicle to It was also interesting to note the effect that the 
vehicle. The maximum worst HIC was recorded when an presence of tracks for motorized passive shoulder belts 
overlap in the Dodge B-150 Van front header was im- had on the resulting HIC responses. Two of the vehicles 
pacted, resulting in a HIC of 2077. An impact to an tested had such passive belts, the Toyota Camry and the 
overlap on the Chevrolet Astro front header was the only Ford Escort. The HIC responses from all the tests con- 
other 15 mph front header impact to result in a HIC over ducted on the Ford Escort seat belt track are listed in 
1000 (HIC--1311). At 20 mph, all HIC responses meas- Table 3 and are as follows: 
ured at the standard locations were very near to or above ¯ 15 mph 
1000. The maximum worst HIC of 2980 was measured A-pillar/standard: HIC= 524 
in the Buick Electra, once again at a header overlap. Side roof rail/standard: HIC= 439 

Side roof rail 15 mph impact tests at the standard B-pillar/standard: HIC= 925 
locations showed HIC varying from 439 for the Ford B-pillar/worst: HIC=1029 
Escort all the way to 1434 for the Toyota Camry. The ¯ 20 mph 
largest worst HIC recorded at 15 mph was on the Dodge A-pillar/standard/worst: HIC=1564 
Caravan (HIC=2304), a nearly 50% jump from its stand- Side roof rail/standard: HIC=1286 
ard location 15 mph HIC of 1207. The Mercury Grand Side roof rail/worst: HIC=1447 
Marquis also displayed a very severe worst HIC (HIC= B-pillar/standard/worst: HIC=2383 
2182). In 20 mph impacts to the standard locations, HIC 

The HIC responses from all but two of the tests ranged from 833 for the Honda Civic to 3075 for the 
conducted on the Toyota Camry seat belt track are also Ford F-150 Pickup. The highest worst HIC at 20 mph 
listed in Table 3, and are as follows: 

was again on the Mercury Grand Marquis, with a HIC of 

3968. ¯ 15 mph 

B-pillar 15 mph impact tests to the standard locations A-pillar/not listed: HIC= 881 

showed HIC varying from 744 for the Ford Bronco II to Side roof rail/not listed: HIC=1398 

1867 for the Chevrolet S-10 Pickup. The HIC at the B-pillar/standard/worst: HIC=1068 

standard location for the Chevrolet S-10 pickup was also ¯ 20 mph 

the maximum worst HIC recorded. In the 20 mph stand- A-pillar/worst: HIC=1595 

ard location impacts, HIC ranged from 1198 for the Ford Side roof rail/worst: HIC=2887 

Bronco II to 3113 for the Chevrolet S-10 Pickup. The B-pillar/standard: HIC=1642 

highest worst HIC at 20 mph was recorded on the VW B-pillar/worst: HIC=2014 

Golf, with a HIC of 3460. A comparison of these HIC responses to those from 

impacts on structures without seat belt tracks indicate 
Discussion that the presence of the track did not generally seem to 

The fleet characterization tests show a wide vehicle to cause unusually high HIC responses. In fact, the HIC 
vehicle variation in HIC for each upper interior compo- responses from the seat belt track tests were in the upper 
nent. With the exception of the B-pillar, there was a half of all worst HIC responses (for a structure) in only 
slight trend toward lighter vehicles producing lower HIC the 20 mph Toyota Camry side roof rail and the Ford 
responses, although the correlations were not strong. If Escort B-pillar tests. In some cases, the HIC from the 
such a relationship does exist, it may result from the impact on the track was lower than the HIC response 
need to provide adequate roof support in the event of a from the non-track impact (eg. 15 mph Ford Escort A- 
rollover. Presumably, heavier vehicles would require a pillar). 
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The Effectiveness of Padding Table 4. Effectiveness of Padding in 15 mph Head to 

A major goal of this study was to determine the 
Upper Interior Impacts 

effectiveness of padding as a countermeasure for reduc- 
Probability Of AIS 4+ 

ing head injury potential in our fleet sample. Earlier      u~                         ~c 
lntedor 

NHTSA full dummy tests have shown that l inch of canoeist vehicle Padding No ] Pad 
Pad Pad 

properly chosen padding can reduce HIC by as much as Gd.U~qui, 1" Dytherm-3 1080I 627I 41.9% 23I 6 75.1% 
half. To evaluate this head injury countermeasure in the 0o~ r’Dy~-3 985 682 30.8% 17 7 61.1% 
fleet sample, a subset of the vehicles was chosen for S-10~k~ l"Dytherm-4 1749 884 49.5% 75 13 83.0% 
additional tests with padding. To evaluate the padding ~,o~coli l"Dytl~rm-4 2373 780 67.1% 96 9 90.4% 

under severe conditions, the padding was usually applied ~-~ ~ov,~ 1..Dy~-~ ~7 811 68.3% 98 10 89.6% 

to that spot on each component identified as the "worst ~ I" Dytherm-4 1225 864 29.5% 33 12 63.2% 
1" Dytherm-2 2606 1106 57.6% 98 24 I 75.3% 

HIC" impact location. Note that the "padded" tests were c~ 1.~..~-2 912 ~.0~ 1, 85.8% 
conducted using add-on pads in order to evaluate feasi- s-150 Van 1" Dytherra-3 2752 891 67.6% 99 13 86.8% 

"bility. Integral design of the padding and underlying c~ l"Dytherm-2 801 390 51.3% 10 3 74.4% 

structure could improve the effectiveness in a production Gd. Marquis 1" Dytherm-2 925 637 31.1% 15 6 59.9% 

Front Astro Van I" Dyth~m-2 1311 707 46.1% 40 7 81.6% 
upper interior design. 

The objective in this study was to simply determine c~,~ l"Dytherm-2 934 719 23.0% 15 8 48.9% 
B-150 Van 1" Dytherm-3 2077 876 57.8% 91 13 86.2% 

the feasibility of lowering HIC in our fleet sample. Gd.~,~ 1"~m-3 2182 633~ 71.~ 93 6 93.8% 
Hence, the padded tests varied both padding material and c~ 1" Dytherm-3 2304 626 7Z8% 96 6 94.!% 
their thickness in order to achieve HIC < 1000 where 

si~ AsrroVan l"Dytherm-2 1352 628 53.6% 43 6 86.9% 

possible. In the tables below, the computation of padding c~,~ 1.. Dythcrm-3 1434 711 50.4% 50 7 85.3% 

effectiveness is based on a comparison of the baseline c,~ 1" Dytherm-3 1068 612 42.7% 22 5 75.5% 

vehicle and that particular padding design which met the Gd.~,~ 1-~.2 1180 98~ 16.9% 29 17 41.7% 

design goal of minimum HIC. That is, it is 100% minus 
^,~ovan 1"~o,m-2 1008 70, 30.2% 19 7 ~0.8% 

B-Pillar Tatm~ I" Dytherm-2 1642 944 42.5% 68 15 77.3% 

the probability of receiving an AIS 4+ head injury in the Oo~ 1" Dyfllerm-3 1362 823 39.6% 44 11 75.9% 
padded test, given a head injury would have occurred in c~an 1"~o,m-2 1511 980 35.1% 57 17 70.1% 
the baseline test. ~-150 Van 1" Dytlaesrn-2 1237 660 46.6% 34 6 81.4% 

To limit the effect on driver field of vision, the design 
target was to limit A-pillar and frontal header paddings 

Table 5. Effectiveness of Padding in 20 mph Head to 

to 1 inch of thickness. For the B-pillar and side rail, two 
Upper Interior Impacts 

components outside of the driver’s forward field of Prob. of AiS4÷Head 
vision, the design target was to limit padding thickness ~rt.~or 
to 1.5" inches. In some instances where these padding 

Component 
Vehicle Padding 

PariNG 
Padded %dill 

PadN° 
Padded %elf 

1" Dytherm-4 1529 1039 32.0% 59 20 65.5% thicknesses were not sufficient to reduce HIC responses vwoolf 1.~.. ~y~e~-, 1005 ~4.3% 18 ~.7% 
below 1000, additional tests were conducted with thicker 

Civic 1" Dytherm~ 2214 906 59.1% 94 14 85.4% 

paddings. The results of the padding effectiveness tests r~, l"Oy~m~ 3298 150, ~.4% 100 56 ,3.5% 
are presented for 15 mph impacts in Table 4 and for 20 1"O~or~-2 1532 1044 31.9% 59 20 65.2% 

Front 
Civic 

1.5" Dytherm-2 862 43.7% 12 79.6% 

mph impacts in Table 5. 
As shown in Table 4, a 1" thickness of Dytherm VWGolf 1.5"Dytherm-2 1910 1280 33.09° 84 37 56.0% 

1.5" Dythema-3 2015 1035 48.6% 89 20 7~.4%8 

padding (manufactured by the ARCO Chemical Compa- c~,~c 2.. Dytherm-2 896 55.5% 13 5.0% 
1.5" Dytherm-3 I 2147 1156 46.2% 93 28 70.1%8 

ny) was sufficient to reduce HIC responses below 1000 si~o Rail vw Golf 
2" Dytherm-2 990 53.99’0 18 1.0% 

in all but one of the 15 mph impacts. The single excep- r~, 1.~.. ~y~e~ 2282 10,8 54.1% 95 21 78.2% 
tion was the Dodge Caravan A-pillar, which required c,vio 1.5"Dytherm-2 1698 1081 36.3% 72 23 68.4% 

1.25" of padding to achieve this reduction. In these tests, ~-Pillar VW Golf 1.5" Dytherm-2 3460 1592 54.0% 100 64 36.1%4 
2" Dylhenn-2 1466 57.6% 53 6.8% 

.padding was found to reduce HIC by 17% to 73%. r~ 1.5"Dytherm-2 2912 1546 46.9% 99 60 39.6% 
Effectiveness of padding was a dramatic 42% to 94%. 

At the much more severe impact speed of 20 mph, the Tables 4 and 5 above report the results of padded tests 

target thicknesses of padding were generally not suffi- using three types of Dytherm foam--Dytherm-2, 

cient to reduce HIC responses below 1000, although Dytherm-3, and Dytherm-4. The numeric designation 
several just slightly exceed this criterion (note that a test after the Dytherm trade name refers to the foam density. 
with 1" of padding was not conducted on the VW Golf Dytherm-2, for example, refers to a Dytherm foam of 

front header). Even with an additional 0.25" to 0.5" of density 2 pounds / cubic foot. The denser foams, e.g.’ 
padding, some of HIC responses were still above 1000. Dytherm-4, tend to be stiffer than the less dense foams, 
These tests did show nearly the same impressive percent e.g. Dytherm-2. 
reductions in HIC observed at 15 mph. Added padding These tests suggest that padding the upper interior is 
reduced the HIC responses by 32% to 59%, and the a feasible and extremely effective method of reducing 
effectiveness of padding was 36% to 85%. head injury potential. These padding tests should not be 
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viewed an upper bound on improvements that can be Disclaimer 
made to the upper interior. The countermeasure tests The United States Government does not endorse prod- 
only explored the use of padding: even higher counter- ucts or manufacturers. Trade or manufacturers’ names 

~ measure effectiveness may be possible by softening or appear herein solely because they are essential to the 
otherwise redesigning the underlying metal pillars and object of the paper. This document is disseminated under 
rails, the sponsorship of the Department of Transportation in 

the interest of information exchange. The United States 
Conclusions Government assumes no liability for content or use 

This paper has presented the research test procedure thereof. 

and the results from a recent NHTSA fleet characteriza- References 
tion effort to examine the safety performance of fourteen 1. Partyka, Susan C.; "Serious Head Injury in Light 
passenger cars, light trucks, and minivans in head to Passenger Vehicles from Rail, Header, and Pillar 
upper interior impacts. The test series explored the effect Contact;" June 27, 1991. NHTSA Docket 88-06-GR- 
of variations in impact angle, impact location, and con- 003. 

~,. tact velocity on FMH responses. A test series was also 2. Marcus, Jeffrey H., and Robert Blodgett; "Priorities 
¯ J conducted in which the upper interiors of a subset of the of Automotive Crash Safety Based on Impairment;" 

baseline Vehicles were padded, and then subjected to Proceedings of the Eleventh International Technical 
FMH tests. The conclusions from this study are as Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles; May 
follows: 1987. 

¯ Head impact injury potential is a strong function of 3. Willke, Donald T., and Hampton C. Gabler, "Upper 
~ vehicle design, and upper interior head impact pro- Interior Head Protection: A Fleetwide Characteri- 

tection varies widely from vehicle to vehicle. In 15 zation;" NHTSA; paper number 89-SA-0-010, pre- 
mph FMH impacts to baseline structures, HIC sented at the 12th International Technical Confer- 
responses varied from 439 to 2752, while those from ence on Experimental Safety Vehicles; May 1989. 
20 mph impacts varied from 833 to 4996. 4. "Development of a Research Test Procedure for 

¯ The minivans and vans tested in this program appear Upper Interior Head Protection Testing;" NHTSA; 
~ to have upper interior designs which yield severe Event report for project VRTC-89-0140; January 

HIC responses. In 15 mph FMH impacts with the A- 1991. 
pillar, the three vans in this study resulted in HIC 5. Monk, Michael W., Hampton C. Gabler, Lisa K. 
responses higher than any of the other vehicles Sullivan; "Subsystem Testing for Head to Upper 
tested. The highest HIC response recorded in this Interior Safety;" NHTSA; presented at the llth 
test series were measured in 20 mph FMH impacts International Technical Conference on Experimental 

.~ with a mini-van A-pillar. Safety Vehicles; May 1989. 
¯ Padding the upper interior is a feasible and excep- 6. Automotive News: December 11, 1989 and Decem- 
.tionally.effective method of reducing head injury ber 25, 1989 issues. 
potential. Padding effectiveness was dramatic (vary- 7. Prasad, P., Ford Motor Company, and Harold Mertz, 
ing from 36% to a high of 94%), and regularly ex- General Motors Corp., "The Position of the United 
ceeded 50% (i.e., in 35 of 41 tests). Note that the States Delegation to the ISO W~rking Group 6 on 

-- ¯ - NHTSA padded tests were conducted using add-on the Use of HIC in the Automotive Environment," 
pads. Integral design of the padding and underlying SAE Paper 851246, presented at the SAE Govern- 
structure could improve the effectiveness in a ment/Industry Meeting andExposition, Washington, 
production upper interior design. [Note: Padding D.C., May 1985. 
effectiveness is defined here as 100% minus the 8. Viano, D.C., and Sudhakar Arepally, "Assessing the 
probability of receiving an AIS 4÷ head injury in the Safety Performance of Occupant Restraint Systems," 

~ padded test, given a head injury would have Proceedings ofthe34th Stapp Car Conference, SAE 
occurred in the baseline test.] Paper 902328, November 1990. 

S9.0.08 
A Study of the Safety Performance of Production Vehicles Equipped with 
Driver Air Bags in the NHTSA Test Programs 

William T. Hollowell, Fabienne J. Frey Abstract 
National Highway Traffic Safety In issuing Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 

Administration (FMVSS) No. 208, "Occupant Crash Protection," the 
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration manual protection devices. The crash tests are designed 

(NHTSA) has encouraged the installation of driver air to indicate, for vehicles within the same weight class, the 

bags with its provision that each car manufactured with relative levels of occupant protection and vehicle safety 

these devices would be counted as one unit toward the in this crash condition. In the driver location of these 

manufacturer’s calculation of its phase-in requirements, tested vehicles, two hundred and twenty eight (228) 

With this incentive, a number of manufacturers have dummies were restrained with a manual three point belt 

installed driver air bags in selected vehicles in their restraint, twenty (20) dummies were restrained with an 

productions lines. The consumer acceptance and prefer- air bag and manual three point belt ~restraint, twenty one 

ence for air bags have prompted the manufacturers to (21) dummies were restrained with a two point automatic 

quickly expand the availability of air bags over many car belt (torso belt) and manual lap belt, and twelve (12) 

lines. In its crash testing programs, the NHTSA has dummies were restrained with a three point automatic 

conducted tests in which a variety of occupant restraint belt (lap and torso belts). 

conditions are available. The restraint conditions include At the Twelfth International Technical Conference on 

the belt systems (three point and two point systems), the Experimental Safety Vehicles, a review of the data from 

air bag system, and combined belt/air bag systems. This the NCAP vehicles which had been tested was presented 

paper presents an analysis of the safety performance for [1]. At that time, 233 passenger cars and 41 light trucks 

vehicles equipped with these various restraint conditions and vans (LTV’s) had been tested. In addition to present- 

from the crash test results obtained in the FMVSS No. ing similar tables and charts as in the 1985 paper [21, the 

208 compliance test program and from the New Car report provided trends and analyses based on fleet 

Assessment Program (NCAP). Additionally, a summary weighted observations and provided comparisons of PC 

is presented of the results obtained from a test program to LTV parameters. The fleet of tested vehicles estimated 

of static deployments of selected production driver air to be on the roads in 1988 consisted of over 37 million 
PC’s and almost 9 million LTV’s. Comparison of the 

bag systems, 
performance of the tested 1981 PC fleet to the tested 

Introduction 1988 PC fleet showed a considerable improvement in 

Since the enactment of FMVSS No. 208, "Occupant potential safety performance for restrained occupants in 

Crash Protection" and through the completion of the high speed frontal crashes. Comparisons of specific late 

model year 1990 test program, the National Highway model (MY 1986 to 1988) vehicles within each weight 

Traffic Safety Administration has conducted crash tests class indicated the potential for significant safety 

of sixty seven (67) different makes and models of improvements for the future vehicle fleet. In examining 

passenger cars (PC’s) for evaluating the vehicle’s com- the LTV dummy responses and cc,mparing them to the 

pliance to the standard’s performance requirements. Each PC performance, HIC’s and Chest G’s for the LTV’s 

of these vehicles was crashed into a rigid barrier at a test were found to be approximately 113~ to 20 percent higher 

speed of 30 mph with instrumented 50th percentile Part than for the PC’s. Even though LTV’s have higher 

572 Hybrid II or Hybrid III dummies positioned in the dummy responses than PC’s, the manufacturers have 

driver and right front seat passenger locations. The demonstrated the capability to provide improved per- 

dummies are restrained only by those devices which formance since 28 percent of the tested LTV’s meet 

provide the automatic protection as required by FMVSS FMVSS No. 208 requirements in the NCAP test condi- 

No. 208. In the driver location of these tested vehicles, tions. 

twenty one (21) dummies were restrained with an air In issuing FMVSS No. 208, the NHTSA has encour- 

bag, thirty two (32) dummies were restrained with a two aged the installation of driver air bags with its provision 

point automatic belt (torso belt), and fourteen (14) that each car manufactured with these devices would be 

dummies were restrained with a three point automatic counted as one unit toward the manufacturer’s calcula- 

belt (lap and torso belts), tion of its phase-in requirements. With this incentive, a 

Additionally, between 1979 and through the model number of manufacturers have installed driver air bags 

year 1990 test program, the NHTSA has conducted crash in selected vehicles in their productions lines. The 

tests of 281 different makes and models of PC’s in consumer acceptance and preference for air bags have 

NCAP. Each of these vehicles was crashed into a rigid prompted the manufacturers to quickly expand the avail- 

barrier at a test speed of 35 mph. This is five mph faster ability of air bags over many car lines. The restraint 

than the prescribed speed for compliance with FMVSS conditions include the belt systems (three point and two 

No. 208. The NCAP is an experimental consumer infor- point systems), the air bag system, and combined belt/air 

mation program which develops data on frontal crashes, bag systems. The aforementioned papers did not consider 

In this program, a given vehicle is tested once at the the restraint system types in their review of the safety 

nominal test speed of 35 mph with instrumented 50th trends. This paper presents an ~tnalysis of the safety 

percentile Part 572 Hybrid II or Hybrid III dummies in performance for vehicles equipped with these various 

the driver and right front seat passenger locations. The restraint conditions from the crash test results obtained 

dummies are restrained by all available automatic and in the FMVSS No. 208 compliance test program and 
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from the NCAP test program. While the comparisons are years. The improvements were achieved by modifications 
given by restraint type, it should be noted that the to the steering assemblies, safety belt characteristics, 
performance reflects the total system (i.e., the vehicle anchor point locations, and front end structures. These 
structural design, the steering assembly/intrusion, and the same improvements have been incorporated into the 
restraint system). Additionally, a summary is presented vehicles with the automatic restraints. In contrast, it is 
of the results obtained from a test program of static seen that vehicles with the manual three point belt 
deployments of selected production driver air bag system provided the lowest femur loadings. In reviewing 
systems, the test results, it was found that the distance from the 

knee to the dash panel was an average of one inch fur- 
Results from the Anthropomorphic Dummy ther away in these vehicles as compared to the vehicles 
Responses equipped with automatic restraint systems. This differ- 

For each of the FMVSS No. 208 compliance tests and ence resulted from the older vehicle designs and from 

the NCAP tests, Part 572 Hybrid II or Hybrid HI the use of knee bolsters that have been incorporated as 

anthropomorphic dummies were positioned in the driver part of the changes to implement the automatic restraint 

and right front passenger seats of the vehicles. Standard systems in the newer vehicles. The knee bolsters were 

instrumentation included triaxial accelerometers in the purposely designed to engage the knees in order to pro- 

head and chest, and load cells in the right and left vide occupant kinematics that are compatible to the 

femurs. The head injury criteria (HIe) and three milli- automatic restraint systems. For the vehicles with the 

secohd clip chest accelerations (Chest G’s) in G’s are automatic restraint systems, the femur loads were simi- 

derived from the accelerometers, and the femur loads are lar. The air bag equipped cars had slightly lower read- 

obtained from the load cell outputs as specified in ings. It should be noted that the overall knee loadings 

FMVSS No. 208. The data from these tests provide are well below the requirements established for the 

NHTSA with the most extensive set of frontal crash- FMVSS No. 208 injury tolerances. 

worthiness information ever assembled on production 
vehicles. Table 1. NCAP Test Results: Driver HIC’$, Chest G’s, and 

Femur Loads Passenger Cars at 35 MPH The analyses of the dummy responses are done for 
both unweighted and fleet weighted data. The unweight- 

Unweighted Results ed data are the responses measured from the vehicles ...... 
System HIe Chest G’S Femur Load which have been tested. The weighted data are these data Type(s) Veh£el ....... d 

weighted by the estimated distribution of the tested ..... d ..... d Ave ~e~ 

vehicles in the fleet for calendar year 1990. This esti- AS~/3,T 662 

mated distribution is derived from the total vehicle ~,T ~o~8 

registrations obtained from the Polk’s National Vehicle ~2/~ 8~ 
Population Profiles and from the vehicle sales reported Fs~ 975 863 54 50 1486 1276 12 
by Automotive News. F~ ..... ~hte~ .... ~to 

Restraint 
Table 1 contains both unweighted and fleet weighted syote, H~C Ch .... ’ ......... d 

average and median values of the HIC, Chest G’s, and Ty,o(o~ 
Ave Meal Ave Med Ave Meal 

F1 .... ize 

femur loads for the driver dummies as measured in the As~/~T s~ 
New Car Assessment Program tests. The values are tabu- ~,~ 8s8 ~s~ 
lated by restraint system types. Figures 1-3 provide the ~$2/~s, 751 790 49 48 1419 1334 3,498,013 
fleet weighted cumulative distributions of these dummy ,~ ,~ 
responses in graphical form, while Figures 4-6 provide .......... i~ ~, ~,T ...... ~ t~,eo ~oln~ ~o~t, ~, ..... ~ ~,~ ~o~t 
the corresponding unweighted cumulative distributions. ,s~ ........ Le shoulder bel .... 3 ........ LC lap and ~houlde£ ~elt 

In reviewing the tabulated results, the best performance ~Table 2 contains both unweighted and fleet weighted 
in the HIC measurement is provided by the vehicles average and median values of the HIC, Chest G’s, and 
utilizing the combined air bag and three point belt femur loads for the driver dummies as measured in the 
restraint system. This is consistent for both the un- FMVSS No. 2~8 compliance tests. The values are tabu- 
weighted and the fleet weighted averages and medians, lated by restraint system types. Figures 5-7 provide the 
This tendency is clearly depicted in the cumulative fleet weighted cumulative distributions of these dummy 
distributions for both the fleet weighted and unweighted responses in graphical form, while Figures 9-12 provide 
HIC’s (See Figures 1 and 4). Overall, the vehicles with the corresponding unweighted cumulative distributions. 
the automatic restraint systems (i.e., the air bag/three In reviewing the tabulated results, the best performance 
point belt system and the automatic two-point and three in the HIC measurement is provided by the vehicles 
point belt systems) provided the better performance in equipped with the air bag restraint systems. This is 
the HIC measurements. However, it should be noted that consistent for both the unweighted and the fleet weighted 
improved performances have been obtained in the ve- averages.and medians. This trend is clearly depicted in 
hicles with the manual belt systems in the later model the cumulative distributions for both the fleet weighted 
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Driver HIC - Passenger Cars                                                                          Driver HIC - Passenger Cars 

Figure 7. Comparison of Compliance Driver HIC’s by Figure 10. Comparison of Compliance Driver HIC’s by 
Restraint System Type (Fleet Weighted) Restraint System Type (Unweighted) 

100 100 

~ ~ ." / 

~ 2o- ;/ 
~ ~o- :                     ,,’ 

Driver Chest G’s - Pessenger CQrs. Driver Chest G’s - P~ssenger Cers 

Figure 8. Comparison of Compliance Driver Chest G’s by Figure 11. Comparison of Compliance Driver Chest G’s 
Restraint System Type (Fleet Weighted) by Restraint System Type (Unweighted) 

levels in which life-threatening injuries are observed in include abdominal and spinal injuries resulting from the 
the real world accident field experience. The automatic occupant submarining the lap belt; facial injuries 
safety belt systems and the combination belt/air bag resulting from belted drivers contacting the steering 
systems are very effective in reducing the serious injur- wheel; thoracic, head, and neck injuries resulting from 
ies and fatalities. However, the elimination of all injuries belt loadings in high severity crashes; and arm, neck, and 
may not be feasible. Injuries may occur in crashes that facial injuries resulting from air bag inflation. Although 
are beyond the performance envelope of the restraint sys- the restraint systems are very effective in reducing the 
tems, e.g., crashes where the occupant compartment has serious injuries and fatalities, the remaining injuries are 
extensive intrusion or crashes where the restraint is not still a concern. Many research efforts are underway to 
intrinsically effective. Also, secondary injuries may develop systems that have fewer residual injuries. One 
occur as a result of loadings from the vehicle and/or particular study was undertaken to examine air bag 
occupant protection systems. Examples of this type inflation. 
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Four of the nine air bags tested in Phase I had tethers, 
.... Bog 1 o and there were a total of four distinct folding patterns. 

o . ............. B ..... Seven air bags had vents at the 3 and 9 o’clock posi- 

~ ...... / tions, one had vents at the 11 and 1 o’clock positions, 
,’ o ~,o°                     and one had a 6" wide arc extending from a 10 to 2 

o’clock position. The arc shaped vent had a Kevlar 
covering over the vent, which served as a filter. None of 

’~0 

," the other bags’ vents were covered. Seven of the bags 

~ 840 denier weave; the other two had a finer 
~ 

20- ., ÷ were nylon 
o . ......... 

oo 
420 denier weave. 

o i ........... i The high speed filming in Phase I testing provided 
2oo ,oo 600 Boo ,o ........ so ,600 ,8oo 2000 220° 2,00 overhead, side, and full frontal views. Film analysis was 

D~e~ ~ .... ~oo~ (~S~ - ~ ..... ~ Co~s 
undertaken to digitize and determine the peak displace- 

Figure 12. Comparison of Compliance Driver Femur sent of the leading edge of each air bag as a function of 
Loads by Restraint System Type (Unweighted) time. The peak velocity of each air bag system was also 

The aforementioned study was undertaken to investi- calculated in this manner. Peak velocities of the air bags 

gate factors that may contribute to the likelihood of in Phase I testing ranged from 98 to 211 mph and had an 

injuries during air back inflation. The majority of these 
average of 144 mph. Peak displacements ranged from 12 

injuries involve facial, neck, and forearm abrasions as to 20 in. and had an average of 16.4 in. The presence of 

well as bums on the hands. It is possible that trade-offs tethers had a significant effect on the amount of peak 

in design factors can be made between air bag deploy- 
displacement. Particularly, the peak displacement for 

ment characteristics and high speed protection. For untethered bags averaged 19 in. compared to an average 

example, the possibility of injuries during air bag infla- peak displacement of 14 ill for the four tethered air 

tion can be minimized by reducing the air bag size and 
bags. The velocity at which facial contact would have 

inflation time; but, these changes could reduce the occu- occurred (based on a 15 in. nose to hub distance) was 

pant protection afforded in severe crashes. It should be calculated for the untethered systems and sound to range 

noted, however, that changes have been observed in pro- 
from 39 to 184 mph, averaging 92 mph. See Table 3 for 

duction vehicles and have not resulted in any degradation a summary of these measurements. 

in the vehicles’ crash test performance. The reader Table 3. phase I--Static Air Bag Deployment Test Results 
should also note that the findings in this study should not 

be used to produce specific design changes in air bag 
systems without including the effects of crash dynamics 

~a~ ~e~/~o~ ~o~o~ty 
System (MPH) (IN) (MPH) (MSEC) 

and the overall system performance This paper reports I    Yes 120 12 NC 25 

the findings to date of this study ..... 
157 20 95 30 

A test series of static air bag deployments was con- ~ .... 116 19 98 28 

ducted to quantify the deployment characteristics of 
several production driver air bag systems and to examine 
the interactions between the deploying air bags and 
dummies seated in relatively close proximity to the 
deploying air bag system. The testing was performed in 
two phases. Phase I was conducted to determine the .... 
deployment characteristics, and Phase II was conducted 
to study the deployment interaction with fifth percentile 

~ ................... ia~. ...... t L ....... d to take pl .... t 15 inchett. 

female dummies. During the Phase II tests, a fifth percentile female 

During both phases, the test configuration consisted of Hybrid III dummy was positioned in a generic seat on 

a base frame bolted to the floor and an angled beam the seat frame. The seat positions used were determined 

simulating the steering column. High speed film (5,000 by (1) positioning the dummy in each of the respective 

fps) was used at three viewing angles for each test. The test vehicles at the FMVSS No. 208 seating position, (2) 

angle of the beam during Phase I testing was 90 degrees, moving the seat to the full forward track pop-uptown, 

A backboard grid was used to assist in the determination and (3) measuring the relative positions between the 

of the air bag displacement during the film analysis, dummy and the steering wheel. The~, tests were filmed at 

Nine air bag systems were tested in Phase I. Four of high speed (5,000 fps) from two side views (90 and 45 

these were selected for the Phase II testing. The Phase II degrees) and an overhead view. The steering wheel was 

selections were based on the prevalence of the systems mounted on the beam bolted to the base frame at 

in the 1990 model year fleet, the type of folding pattern, predetermined angles (using shims), based upon the 

the inflation time, and on providing systems with and steering column angle of the test vehicle. Two of the 

without tethers, four systems were then tested 3 in. closer to determine 
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the effect of an even closer seating position on a tethered turn affected the type and amount of chalk disturbance 
and an untethered air bag system. Table 4 contains a which occurred. The tethers reduced the peak displace- 
summary of the measurements used and calculated values ment of the bag and allowed the bag to be more fully 

~ of head acceleration and HIC of Phase II tests, inflated before facial contact occurred. This reduced the 
incidence and amount of sliding of the bag on the Table 4. Phase II---Static Air Bag Deployment Test 
dummy’s face. If the bag was not fully inflated at the Results 
time of facial impact, the type of folding pattern 

Ai .... d .... h ............. lvic Oholk Di ......... employed also affected the type and amount of chalk Bag     Accel. Hub Hub Angle 
Ey .... {G’S) (IN) (IN) (DEG) 3awli ...... disturbance. A modified accordion folding pattern pro- 

~ .... 35 2.3 7.00 11.25 20.0 ...... i ...... duced a smoother surface (i.e., a less creased surface) at 
i 12.95 3.1 ,.25 10.2~ 20.0 51i~k ..... the time of facial impact, decreasing the amount of 

~ , ** ~.~0 ,.50 1~.0 ...... ivo E~to~oive sliding motion that occurred while the bag completed 
IV 18.13 ~.~ ~.00 1~.oo 20.0 s~i~t Exto~oive inflating. 
IV NA NA 5.00 10.25 19.5 Extensive Extensive 

23.50 2.9 .... 25 20.3 ....... ive Summary 
~ * Head Acceleration in X axis exceeded scale value of 50 G. 
" ] **Not computed duetohead .... I .... i ....... ding scale. This paper presents an analysis of the safety 

The purpose of Phase II was to investigate the performance for vehicles with the various restraint 

interaction of a smaller stature dummy seated in relative- conditions from the crash test results obtained in the 

ly close proximity with a deploying air bag, concentrat- FMVSS No. 208 compliance test program and from the 

ing on facial contact. In order to qualitatively study New Car Assessment Program. The major observation 

facial impact, a standard powdered chalk solution was from the analysis is that the vehicles equipped with 

"~ painted on the dummies faces in a tricolor scheme. The driver air bag systems provided the overall best per- 

chalk disturbances caused by the dummy’s face contact formance in termsof the HIC criteria for the FMVSS 

with the air bags were photographed and noted. No. 208 compliance tests, and the vehicles tested with 

For System I, a slight facial contact occurred initially the combined driver air bag and manual three point belt 

with the center of the inflating air bag. The dummy restraint system provided the corresponding overall best 

again made facial contact with the air bag while the performance in the NCAP tests. The findings were re- 

~=) lower half of the bag finished inflating. This second flected in both the calculated averages and medians and 

interaction produced significant chalk disturbance along in the cumulative distributions. 

the jawline and lower chin. System I was tested again Additionally, a summary is presented of the results 

with the dummy 3 in. closer to the center of the steering obtained from a test program of static deployments of 

wheel. This closer position increased the area in which selected production driver air bag systems. The presence 

facial contact occurred, but seemed to reduce the intensi- of tethers and the type of folding was found to have a 

~- ty of the chalk disturbances, significant effect on the amount of facial chalk dis- 

System Ilproduced very significant chalk disturbances turbance which occurred. The tethers reduced the peak 

on the chin, lips, nose, and cheeks. Also, a sliding mo- displacement of the bag and allowed the bag to be more 

tion appeared to occur over most of the contact area. The fully inflated before facial contact occurred. This 

air bag was still unfolding at the time that facial contact reduced the incidence and amount of sliding of the bag 

occurred, on the dummy’s face. If the bag was not fully inflated at 

- Significant chalk disturbances occurred in System IV the time of facial impact, the type of folding pattern 

on the chin, lips, and nose areas. A bag imprint found in employed also affected the type and amount of chalk dis- 

the chalk on the cheeks and brow indicated a slapping turbance. A modified accordion folding pattern produced 

motion occurred on those areas. In a second test run on a smoother surface (i.e., a less creased surface) at the 
System IV, with the dummy seated 3 in. closer to the time of facial impact, decreasing the amount of sliding 

-. center of the steering wheel, significant chalk disturb- motion that occurred while the bag completed inflating. 

¯ - ances were found on the chin, lip, cheek, nose and brow. 
The second test showed an increase in the slapping Acknowledgments 
motion that occurred in the first test and an increased The test series of static air bag deployments, con- 
sliding motion, ducted to quantify the deployment characteristics of 

Air bag system IX produced significant chalk dis- several production driver air bag systems and to examine 
..... turbances on the chin, lip, nose, cheek, and brow of the the interactions between the deploying air bags and dum- 

dummy. Slight chalk disturbances occurred along the mies seated in relatively close proximity to the deploying 
jawline to the chin. air bag system, was directed by Mr. Jerome Rossar of 

The presence of tethers and the type of folding had a the Office of Crash worthiness Research and by Ms. Lisa 
significant effect on a bag’s peak displacement which in Sullivan of the Vehicle Research and Test Center. 
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Supplemental Air Bag Restraint Systems: Successes and Challenges 

Robert H. Munson, Joseph C. Marsh operation. Consequently, the critical importance of the 

Ford Motor Company field crash experience is clear. 
The following sections of the paper provide some 

insights into a crash safety topic that is receiving wide 
Abstract attention air bag supplemental restraint systems (SRS). 

The success of air bag systems is clear. Air bag The paper will also discuss the critical need to continue 
systems are now practical and effective as supplemental the promotion of safety belt usage and a glimpse of what 
restraints for reducing the risk of injury in certain classes "tomorrow" may bring. 
of vehicles and in certain collisions, but several key 
challenges remain. For example, the air bag inflator 
supply base is still fragile. There are also a number of 

Supplemental Restraints 

customer misconceptions resulting from differences 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

between customer beliefs about air bag systems and 
(NHTSA) concluded in 1984 that the combination of air 

actual air bag system operation and field performance, 
bags and safety belts in use was the most effective 

Field investigation will continue to be critical to the 
restraint system for reducing overall risk of fatalities and 

automotive industry and the research community’s under- 
injuries (1). (See Table 1.) However, before a Ford 

standing of real-world occupant restraint system per- 
supplemental air bag program could be pursued, the 

formance. Field experience has demonstrated that the 
feasibility of a reasonably safe, reliable, effective and 

combination of safety belts and air bags now provide the 
practical system had to be established and, we had to be 

best overall risk reduction, but only if safety belts are 
confident of greatly increased belt usage. 

used, and used properly. Hence, there will continue to be Table 1. NHTSA Restraint System Effectiveness Estimates 
a critical need to promote the proper use of safety belts. for Front Seat Occupants of Cars 

Overview Injury l~vel 

The automotive industry is experiencing a major Rest:rainl: Syst:em 

challenge of continuing to meet our own goals and the 
Fal:al. AIS 2-5 

customers’ growing demands, particularly in the safety 
arena. We have to continue to monitor the customer’s Lap and t~0-50~ tt5-55~ 

perceptions and how these relate to the performance of Shoulder: Bell: 

our products in the real world. 
This leads to a primary challenge in the field today. It Aul:oma~:tc Bell: 35-50 it0-55 

is important that we vigorously pursue the investigation 
and analysis of real-world field experience, especially in A~.r Bag only 20-l,0 45-55 

light of the wide diversity of new restraint systems and 
other safety features being introduced. A safely perform- A~.r Bag and t,5-5.5 50-60 

ing vehicle is the result of careful design and analysis, Lap/Shoulder Belt: 

considerable testing, careful manufacturing and, of 

course, responsible drivers who are aware of and fulfill Based on the massive research and testing done by 

their obligations to themselves and to others. Ford and others at the time, Ford believed that reason- 

While Ford conducts extensive sled and crash tests, able air bag practicability would be established. Ford 

beyond the levels needed to demonstrate compliance with also was hopeful that the vast majority of the U.S. 

the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, these tests population would be covered by safety belt Mandatory 

can only be surrogates for experience in actual field Use Laws. Both of these in fact occurred. 
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Phase-In production of passenger-side air bag modules for the 
To gain early on-road experience with air bag systems Continental and Town Car. Maintaining a consistent air 

that differed in several ways from earlier generations of bag supply base has been a key industry challenge. Air 
experimental systems, Ford signed a contract to install bag manufacturing has been, and continues to be, a 
air bags in a General Services Administration (GSA) developing industry. Air bag propellant manufacturing is 
fleet of 5,000 cars. As a result, Ford began installing a not risk-free because sodium azide, while not an explos- 
supplemental driver-side air bag system in a GSA fleet ive, can form sensitive explosives, if proper precautions 
of 1985 Tempo vehicles. GSA, NHTSA, and Ford all are not adhered to. By the last count, the manufacturers 
closely monitored the fleet. Ford gained extensive practi- of air bag propellant for the U.S. automotive industry 
cal experience in installations, operations, replacements, have had a dozen sodium azide-related fires since Febru- 
and field performance, ary, 1988, resulting in a number of interruptions and 

Ford’s passive restraint phase-in program is outlined injuries (2). Fortunately there have been no fatal injuries. 
in Table 2. Each line of the table indicates when a new The issues that caused these interruptions have been 
passive restraint system was first introduced to each car addressed, and as of June, 1991 the supply lines were 
line. In 1985, the Tempo and. Topaz cars equipped with being refilled with passenger-side air bag modules. 
a driver-side supplemental air bag system were sold to Replacement modules are available both for repairs and 
various government and private fleets. In 1989, Ford for a dealer "kit" installation program. 
introduced a dual driver- and passenger-side supplement- 
al air bag system as standard on the Lincoln Continental. Current Models 
In 1990, the dual air bag system was also standard on the For the 1991 model year Ford has equipped nine car 
Town Car, that is, until an interruption occurred in the lines with a driver-side supplemental air bag. These 
supply of air bag modules, vehicles include: the Ford-Crown Victoria, Taurus, 

Mustang; the Mercury-Grand Marquis, Sable, Capri; and 
Table 2. Ford Passive Restraint Phase-In by Model Year the Lincoln-Mark VII, Continental, and Town Car. The 

driver-side air bag continues as an option on Tempo and 
Topaz vehicles. Over half of the cars we sell today are 

Passive Restraint equipped with air bags. 

Year Vehicle Lines System Introduction For the 1992 model year a passenger-side air bag is 

1985 Tempo/Topaz Driver Air Bag* standard on the Lincoln Continental and Town Car, and 

optional on the Crown Victoria, Grand Marquis, Taurus, 1987 Escort/Lynx Motorized Torso Belt and Sable. Ford is also installing a driver-side air bag as 
1988 Tempo/Topaz Motorized Torso Belt standard equipment on 1992-model Aerostar mini-vans 

and full-size E-150 and E-250 Econoline vans. Ford 1989 Thunderbird Motorized Torso Belt plans to install both driver- and passenger-side supple- 
Cougar " 

mental air bags as standard equipment on all cars sold in 
Continental Driver & Passenger North America beginning in the mid-1990’s. 

side Air Bag Today there are two million Ford Motor Company ve- 
1990 Taurus/Sable Driver-side Air Bag hicles equipped with supplemental air bags on the road. 

Crown Victoria - We estimate that they have travelled about 32 billion 
Grand Marquis - miles, and been involved in some 140,000 crashes, in- 
Mustang " cluding 16,000 severe enough to activate the air bags. 
Mark VII " 
Town Car Driver & Passenger Misconceptions 

side Air Bag Now let’s take a look at the air bag system itself, and 
Probe Motorized Torso Belt a fairly common misconception that exists about supple- 
Festive " mental air bag systems. The Ford air bag supplemental 1991 Capri Driver-side Air Bag restraint systems have many components (Figure 1), 

1992 Taurus/Sable Driver & Passenger* that can be grouped into three basic subsystems: 
Crown Victoria side Air Bag ¯ The air bag modules with inflators; 
Grand Marquis " ¯ The crash sensors and associated wiring harness; and 

1992 Aerostar Driver-side Air Bag ¯ The diagnostic module with readiness indicator 

Econoline 150/250 " lamp. 

¯ Optional equipment Since the basic elements of an air bag system are 
common for most vehicle designs, many people conclude 

Supply that all air bag systems are alike. But air bag systems 
As you may know, there was an incident in March, are not all alike; in fact, they are quite different. They 

1990 at the supplier facility that temporarily suspended use: 
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DEPLOYMENT 

,~cAro, "AIR BAG" COMPLAINT THRESHOLD ~EVEL 
AIRBAG MODULE 

LOW Levet I HIGH Level 

(No Deploymentl 

Did Not Want Deployment 
(Deployment) 

Minor Injury, "Smoke" 
From Air Bag .... i . . . 

DIAGNOSTIC 
MODULE 

Figure 2. NHTSA Hot Line "Air Bag" Complaints 

Figure 1. Supplemental Air Bag Restraint System a serious crash. The system performed as designed, but 

Elements customers complained that the bag should have deployed. 
In a way, these are "success stories" . . o the air bag 

¯ Different crash sensors and locations; system did not deploy when it was not needed, and the 

¯ Different gas generation chemicals, filters, and infla- safety belts protected the driver. 
tion rates; Air bags are not designed to deploy in every crash. 

¯ Different air bag materials, tethers, and vents; The air bag system is not designed to deploy in side, 
¯ Different electronic module designs and diagnostics; rear, rollover or lower-severity frontal crashes. In our 

and experience, the air bag deploys in about 12% of the 
¯ Different crash speed and mode requirements for crashes--those involving moderate to higher-severity 

deployment, frontal impacts. 

For example, the current Ford deployment system is In contrast, vehicles with a lower deployment 

always operational, independent of the ignition key posi- 
threshold have more customer complaints because the 

tion. Turning the ignition key OFF will not deactivate it. bag did deploy. Again, the system performed as de- 

And, the Ford diagnostic module checks for circuit faults signed, but not consistent with some customers’ incorrect 

while the ignition is ON. It warns the driver that service expectations. They did not expect an air bag deployment 

is required and disables the air bag system if certain in what they judged to be a minor crash; or they were 

faults are detected. To date, no other systems have these upset by a minor injury or by seeing "smoke" from an 
air bag deployment. In fact, minor abrasions can occur, features, 
and some "smoke" (visible particulate matter or powder) 

Complaints is produced in all air bag deployments. 

The point is that, because of their distinctive design This observation leads to another key reason for using 

approaches, different air bag systems generate different 
safety belts in air bag equipped vehicles. Along with the 

field experience. Sometimes, these system differences protection they afford in all accident modes, the use of 

are reflected in customer complaints. The NHTSA Hot- safety belts helps to keep the occupant in position and 

Line file of customer complaints provides a good ex- away from a deploying air bag. The occupant also should 

ample of the contrasts between customer perceptions and 
sit as far away as practicable from the air bag module. 

what actually happened, for two types of air bag sys- 
This can reduce the risk of injuries, e.g., abrasions, from 

tems: one with a relatively high severity deployment the air bag. 

threshold and one with a relatively low severity deploy- So, it is clear that some customers’ incorrect percep- 

ment threshold (Figure 2). tions of air bags can differ from "real world" operations. 

Let’s digress a moment to explain "threshold." The We all face the challenge of recognizing and helping to 

level of frontal crash severity required for an air bag dispel these misunderstandings. Air bag systems will pre- 

deployment is called the "deployment threshold." In the sent fresh challenges for all field investigators as they 

Ford design, for example, air bags are designed to observe new and unique restraint systems, occupant corn- 

deploy at impact speeds over approximately 14 mph in plaints, and injury patterns. 

a head-on collision into a solid barrier under normal 
ambient conditions for crash test facilities. Some manu- Field Experience 

facturers design their air bag systems to deploy at other Since it may be a few years before solid statistical 

crash severity thresholds--some at lower and others at studies of air bag effectiveness are completed, there is an 

higher levels than Ford’s. immediate need for the clinical investigation and analysis 

As seen in Figure 2, vehicles designed with a higher of air bag field experience. The value of clinical field 

deployment threshold are more likely to have complaints investigations is .exemplified by contrasting some of our 

about non-deployments in what customers judged to be specific on-road air bag experience with some customer 
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perceptions, in terms of non-survivable crashes and non- a skin-burning chemical onto the driver and contaminato 
deployment crashes, ing 20 other onlookers and police officers. A shower was 

:: Clearly, one should not expect to avoid all injuries in set up in the middle of the street. Anyone who had 
................ every crash with an air bag deployment. The Tempo in touched the chemical was isolated. Their clothing was 

Figure 3 and a large truck collided head-on. As you can removed, and they were showered before being transport- 
see, the passenger compartment was not intact after the ed to a hospital. Their clothes and other personal articles 
crash. The incident was judged by experts at the scene that were believed to have been contaminated were con- 
not to be survivable under any circumstances, fiscated. The air bag was cut from the car, placed in a 

plastic bag, and transported as hazardous waste. Police 
also cordoned off the block for about four hours to pre- 
vent others from being "infected." Unfortunately these 
extreme precautionary measures were taken based on 
misinformation about air bag systems. 

Residue--In fact, the powdery residue the local 
authorities thought was toxic usually consists of corn 
starch or talcum powder; and sodium compounds, like 
baking soda--accompanied by minute deposits of sodium 
hydroxide. They may be a slight irritant to the skin and 
eyes, but pose no long-term health hazard. This powder 
is NOT considered toxic. 

Figure 3. Catastrophic ~ntrusion Rescue--Without going into specifics it should be 
............... emphasized that: occupants and rescuers are NOT 

As noted earlier, "Non-Deployment" complaints usual- exposed to harmful levels of chemicals with deployed or 
ly occur after !ower severity frontal crashes, where an air undeployed air bag modules. In fact, deployed air bags 
bag was not advisable or designed to supplement the pro- are not dangerous and there is no reason to delay eme> 
tection provided by an active 3-point belt. The "Non- gency medical treatment following an air bag deploy- 
Deployment" in Figure 4 was a minor severity, angle- ment. And further, undeployed air bags are unlikely to 

....... impact. Note that in angle impacts the sensors are deploy during a rescue. To further reduce the risk, 
designed to respond to the forward component, not the rescuer’s should disconnect the battery before cutting 
full impact force. Reports like these are, in a way, into the steering column. 
success stories, because they demonstrate the unlikeli- in response to such misunderstandings, NHTSA has 
hess of inadvertent deployments, published Rescue Guidelines for Air Bag Equipped Cars 

(3). We have also prepared a "Rescuer’s Guide," that is 
specific to Ford and is easy for readers to copy (4), Ford 
also participated in a new ACTS (American Coalition for 
Traffic Safety) video, "Air Bags--A Crash Course for 
Rescue Personnel" (5). Clearly, there is a critical need to 

continue our efforts to combat misinformation among 
these important safety personneI. 

Safety Belts and Air Bags 
Deployments 

Let’s consider the subject of safety belts by looking at 
the results of collisions where it is known that air bags 

did deploy. In fact, the air bag deployment in the prior 
New Jersey case was normal and the driver was wearing 
the active 3-point safety belt system and sustained only 

Fi{~ura 4. N~n-Dapioyment Impact 
minor injury. 

Emergency Rescue The value of individual field collision investigations 
The perceptions of some emergency rescue crews is best exemplified in a dramatic air bag deploymem 

provides the strongest example yet of how out-of-hand success story from another New Jersey collision that 
situations can get with misunderstanding. Following a NHTSA is evaluating. NHTSA’s report indicates that the 
Union City, New Jersey collision in July, 1990 the head- crash involved a full overlap head-on collision of a 
lines read: "Air Bag Bursts, Contaminates 20 More at Crown Victoria (Figure 5) and a full size GMC pickup 
Scene." truck, with a 50 mph Delta-V, or change in velocity, for 

Newspapers asserted that an apparently malfunctioning each vehicle. That is twice the crash energy of a 35 mph 
air bag "exploded" during a minor car accident, spewing barrier impact. 
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year later. There was no drop in active belt usage with 

air bags° 
Researchers at the University of North Carolina 

(UNC) and Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 
(IIHS) have also found encouraging results to-date (6,7). 
The results shown in Table 3 confirm our initial obser- 
vation that belt usage has not been lower in air bag 
equipped cars. 

TaNe 3o Air Bag ~nstallation and Salety Belt tlsage 

Belt Usage Rate 
Air Bag 

7~~ 

Figure 5~ Crow~ V~to~ Me~oOn 
Equipped D~NC IIHS Ford 

The driver of the Crown Victoria, a New Jersey Yes 74~ 66~ 73~ 

trooper, w~ wearing his 3-point belt when the air bag 
deployed, and survived with only a broken kneecap and No 63 73 

belt loading marks, Unfortunately the unbelted driver of 

the pickup truck died at the scene. This exceptional case Although these were limited studies, the data provided 

underscores the potential effectiveness of supplemental 
do not support the conclusion that the addition of air 

air bags and properlyoworn belts, 
bags will lead to a decline in the usage of safety belts. It 

Belt use in the early GSA fleet of Tempoi"Topaz air is important to underscore the critical need to continue 

bag deployments was an exceptional 87%. As observed 
the promotion of proper safety belt usage. This will con- 

in Figure 6, there were fewer moderate or higher injuries 
tinue to be a key challenge for the automobile industry, 

to belted drivers than to unbelted drivers in the air bag and the entire safety community. 

deployment cases. Both these experiences m~e one Recall that the installation of air bags was predicated 

thing very clear: Today’s air bags, combined with on two factors: the development of safe, reliable and 

proper~y worn safety belts, do provide discernable injury effective air bag restraint systems, and the increase i~ 

risk reduction, 
safety belt usage. Millions of air bag equipped cars ar, 
now on the road. According to the crash statistics and 

~ 
reports received by NHTSA: "Air bags are performing as 
expected, protecting motorists from injury and death in 

¯ 
’ " ns " sermus frontal colhsm , and safety belt usage has risen 

over 300 percent since 1984. The retention and continu- 
iii~?,ii~i~i:~i~i;i~i~i~!ii:i;;i ous improvement of safety belt usage rates is a critical 

~i~i~;;~?:i~!::.:i;s:~i:i~.~.~g~i~: need. We can not let down our guard on this issue. 

Passenger-Side Air Bag 
Now lets turn to today’s passenger.-side Supplemental 

Restraint System. We do have one early passenger air 
bag "success" story. A Continental and GMC "Jimmy" 

~ELTS USED BELTS NOr USED met in a head-on crash. Both the driver and passenger in 

~g7%) {13%) the Continental were women in their 70’s and both were 

Figure 6. T~mpo,~ro~z Air Bag Deployments, Belt Usage 
using their active 3-point safety belts. Neither occupant 

~n~ |ntury ~w~i~ had any moderate or higher injuries to the head, face, 
neck or torso. While both ladies did sustain arm and leg 

Bel~ Usage 
fractures--both are very thankful for the dual air bag 

But wilI customer perceptions of air bag systems system. 

affect s~ety belt usage? To address this question, we What have we seen in our field experience to-date? 

compared the observed belt usage rates in the 1988 We have some information on 30 front seat passengers 

model year Continental, without air bags, and the 1989 in passenger-side air bag deployments to-date¯ While 

model year Continental equipped with air bags. Obvious.. there are too few cases to form definitive conclusions, 

ly, we would like to see safety belt usage rates main.- almost half of the passengers reported minor air bag 

tained or increased in cars equipped with air bags. We contact injuries, such as abrasions. This is very similar 

observed belt use in 1988 Continentals and then the 1989 to driver air bag experi~ce. Of the moderate-to-serious 

air bag equipped Continentals in the same locations, one injuries, most involved side interior or unknown contact 
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areas. One child was reported to have been briefly Summary 
unconscious following air bag contact--there were no In summary, the industry has clearly been engaged in 
reported after-effects. We know of two passenger fatali- rapid growth in safety technology with many new chal- 
ties. In one, the right-side of the car struck a bridge lenges, including a new era of passive occupant restraint 
pillar. The other crash is still under investigation by systems. Ford suppliers have gone from producing 
NHTSA. 70,000 air bags for the 1989 model year to over one 

million for the 1991 model year. And that is only a 
NO INJURY fraction of the Ford long-term projected air bag produc- 

tion volumes for both driver- and passenger-side air bags 
MINOR in automobiles, light trucks, and vans. The magnitude of 
AIR BAG FATALITY these changes has been challenging for our assembly CONTACT 
INJURY operations and suppliers. The supply base is still fragile 

and will be for some time. 

MODERATE- 
Safety is clearly a key purchase factor for our custo- 

SERIOUS mers. Consequently, our challenge is to make new safety 
INJURY technology available as soon as practicable. Still, it is 

OTHER MINOR important that we continue to strive to discover and 

INJURY understand different vehicle/highway system experiences. 
There has never been a stronger need for safety research 

Figure 7. Thirty Front Seat Passengers in Passenger with an emphasis on pre-crash and crash field experi- 
Air Bag Deployment Crashes ence. And all the technology in the world will not soon 

Obviously the passenger seat will contain a wider overcome the danger of an alcohol impaired driver, an 

range of occupant age, stature, and posture than the improperly restrained occupant, an unsafe highway con- 

driver’s seat. The thirty passengers reported to-date have dition, or an improperly maintained vehicle. 

ranged from four children (under 5) to four elderly (over There is still a CRITICAL need to promote safety belt 

70). One case involved an uninjured 9 month infant on usage and driver responsibility. Both technology and 

the passenger’s lap. This diversity will present a special behavior advances are needed. And we need the partici- 

challenge for the evaluation process, pation of all the organizations concerned with safety. 

Most of the 30 passengers were using safety belts. The It will take everyone, working together, to continuously 

use of safety belts is also critical for right front-seat improve the vehicles and the way they are operated. We 

passengers, who are more likely to be out-of-position are agreed--highway safety has to be improved. Using 

than drivers when the air bag deploys, our common skills, resources, and technologies we can 

make real progress on the many aspects of traffic safety. 
Future Again, Ford looks forward to a continuing and effect- 

The largest and most dramatic change in the future ive working relationship with all the organizations par- 

will be the inclusion of driver and passenger air bags in ticipating in this ESV conference. Working together, we 

ninety percent of all new cars in the U. S. by 1995, can make a difference. 

according to a recent NHTSA analysis (8). As the bene- 
fits of air bags become more widely known and accept- Acknowledgment 

ed, and as the strength of the supply base increases, The authors wish to acknowledge the U.S. National 

broader application beyond North America can also be Highway Traffic Administration, Accident Investigation 

expected. Division for its extensive support of the special accident 

At the same time there will be an evolution in the investigation program. 

design of air bag systems as sensor systems are simp- 
lified and the air bag modules become smaller and References 
lighter--withoutcompromising thelevelofperformance. 1. "Occupant Crash Protection; Final Rule," NHTSA 
Less process-critical air bag inflation schemes will be Docket 74-14, Notice 36, July, 1984. 
developed and applied. Computer simulations of air bag 2. "Motor Vehicle Safety--Information on Accident 
subsystems and the modeling of the interaction of a Fires in Manufacturing Air Bag Propellent," U.S. 
crasli test dummy and an inflating air bag also will be General Accounting Office, R2CED-90-230, Septem- 
further developed, ber, 1990. 

There will be continuing work on experimental side 3. "Emergency Rescue Guidelines for Air Bag 
air bags and built-in child seats by the automotive and Equipped Cars," U.S. NHTS~; 1990. Call (800) 424- 
supplier industries and by the research community. Final- 9393 for a copy. 
ly, there will be continued product evolution and im- 4. "Rescuer’s Guide for Ford Motor Company Air Bag 
provements as further technology developments and field Supplemental Restraint System," Ford Automotive 
performance information become available. 
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ACTS (American Coalition for Traffic Safety) video; Cars Equipped With Air Bags," IIHS Status Report, 
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Hunter, W. W., Highway Safety Research Center, Through 1995," U.S. Department of Transportation, 
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S9.0-10 
Seat Belt Pretensioners to Avoid the Risk of Submarining--A Study of 
Lap-Belt Slippage Factors 

Yngve H~iand accidents in Germany, which makes submarining one of 

Electrolux Autoliv AB 
the leading causes of harm. 

The frequency and severity of abdominal injuries 
Gert Nilson induced by submarining have been the focus in several 
Chalmers University of Technology 

~./~.~ ~ 

investigations. The majority of the severe cases have 
been observed in high violence crashes, av > 50 km/h 

Abstract (Leung et al., 1982; 0tte, 1990). Both investigations 

Submarining occurs when the lap-belt,./~der load show that about 60-70 .% of the serious (AIS 2 3) ab- 
generated by the occupant, in a car collis~on slips up dominal and pelvis injuries are caused by the belt in 

over the iliac crests and compresses the a/bdo, men. The frontal collisions. Otte (1990) found 10% AIS 3-4 injur- 
process has been found injurious if it occ!~_rs- before the ies to abdomen and pelvis in frontal collisions at a av of 
lab-belt force has dropped below 3kN. Most of the 51-70 km/h, but only 1% at a av of 31-50 km/h. Leung 
severe cases have been found in high violence crashes, et al. (1982) show somewhat higher figures; 12% of all 
By a series of sled tests followed by mathematical simu- seriously injured drivers had sustained severe abdominal 
lations of typical front seat and rear seat belt geometries and dorsolumbar fractures. The corresponding figure for 
and with a seat comprising of a homogenous cushion on the passengers was 16%. 
a flat steel plate it has been shown that: Several attempts have been made to predict submarin- 

¯ Occupants are more likely to submarine if the upper ing. Adomeit (1979) proposes that the angle formed by 

~belt anc~hora~r (as in a the lap-belt and the x-axis in the horizontal plane from 

rear seat or in a front seat in a two-door car). a side view should be 50-70° to avoid submarining. 

¯ The ¢.b~r~to~gaa&he o_ec_~p~n~ Leung et al. (1982) show that also the angle formed by 

the more likely submarining is to occur, the lap-belt (from the anchorage) and the x-axis in a 

¯ Belt slack increases the risk of submarining, view from above affects the risk of submarining. Horsch 

¯ A pre-tensioner that operates on the buckle, signifi- and Hering (1989) have demonstrated, by a series of 

cantly reduces the risk of submarining, tests, that submarining takes place when the "critical" 

It is also shown that the angle between the lap-belt belt to pelvis angle reaches a typical value of 30°. In a 

and the pelvis, measured when the belt force has peaked recent investigation performed by O’Connor and Rao 

and dropped to 3 kN, well can predict the risk of sub- (1990), the importance of the initial lap-belt position in 
relation to the anterior superior iliac spine (A.S.I.S.) has marining, 
been demonstrated; a difference in position of 15 mm 

Introduction upwards in the z-axis direction was in some cases 

The term submarining is used to describe the process enough to cause submarining. 

where the lap-belt, under load generated by the occupant, Leung et al. (1982) found that if the lap-belt slips off 

in a car collision slides up over the iliac crests and the iliac crest wings before the average force (measured 

compresses the abdomen. Submarining may in severe in both straps) has dropped below 3 kN, injury is likely. 

cases result in liver and spleen injuries and lumbar Kramer(1991) shows that there is astrong~correlation 

vertebra fractures. Injuries to the colon and the 
between the lap-be_lt force at the time of submarining and 

messentary as well as lower member fractures are also the severity of injuries sustained. He proposes two pelvic 

common (Leung et al., 1982). Kramer (1991) estimates acceleration limits to prevent abdominal and pelvic 

the costs due to submarining injuries to be one sixth of injuries; max 83 g for a pelvis rotation angle below 200 

the total cost for hospital care of victims in car to car and max 20 g for an angle of more than 26°. 
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Also other factors that can influence the tendency to 

submarining have been addressed by different investi- .... 
gators, such as belt slack (Leung et al., 1982), seat 
design (Adomeit, 1979; Lundell et al., 1981), and leg 
(foot) position (Horsch and Hering, 1989). 

The aim of this study is to complement earlier 
investigations and demonstrate different design factors 
effect on submarining by sled tests and mathematical 
simulations. The work is focused on three factors; the 
position of the pillar loop (the D-ring), the leg (foot) 
position and belt slack. The hypothesis is that submarin- 
ing takes place when a critical angle between the lap-belt 
and the pelvis has been reached. A consequence of the 
hypothesis is that the belt-to-pelvis angle becomes a 
continuous variable to determine the risk of submarining. 

Methods 
Sled Tests 

Dynamic tests were performed at the Electolux 
Autoliv sled test facility in Vargarda, Sweden (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. The Electrolux Autoliv Sled Test Facility in 
V~rg~rda, Sweden 

One high speed video camera (Kodak) was used to 
record the dummy movements during the crash sequence. 
The camera operated with 1000 frames per second. The 
video recordings were used for test analysis and docu- 
mentation.Two views, one from the side and one from 
the front, of a typical test configuration can be seen in Figure 2. Side and Front Views of a Typical Test 
Figure 2. A special seat was designed for the test. Configuration 

The seat cushion was made of polyether foam with a 
thickness of 120 mm and a density of 50 kg/m3. The through the hip joints. The reference system represents 
cushion was covered by a typical car seat fabric and the a front seat belt system in a four-door car. The geometri- 
sub-structure was a stiff steel plate. The plate was angled cat data are summarized in Table I, 
7° with respect to the horizontal plane, except for its The initial lap-belt angle was approximately 64°, The 
frontal part, which was horizontal. The reasons for using sled tests were run at 50 km/h. A crash pulse was chosen 
this configuration were to simulate a comfortable seat according to ECE R16. Figure 4 shows the pulse. The 
without any anti-submarining device, as well as to average deceleration was about 25 g. 
simplify the transference of the test into a mathematical From an initial series of s~ed tests, where several 
model. The back of the seat was angled 23°. Figure 3 is parameters (belt geometry, with and without belt slack 
a stylistic picture of a test configuration. The y-axis in and pretensioner) were varied, four di~ferem coafigara- 
the coordinate system coincides with the centerline tions were selected for further tests in the mathematical 
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z                   z               D-ring was positioned 20Q,,~               the 

dummy shoulder (With reference to point E in Figure 
x= -540 mm instead of -340 ram). 

All configurations were run with 100 mm slack, split 
50/50 between shoulder-and lap-parts of the belt, since 
this case well represents real wearing conditions. In 
order to maintain constant conditions between the tests, 

Y the slack was introduced by putting soft foam between 

45° ~F B the lap-belt and the abdomen as well as between the 
shoulder belt and the chest. The seat belt webbing was 

H "low friction-treated" and had an elongation of 10 % at 
Ngure 3o T÷st ~nfigurat~on 10 kN. The amount of webbing on the retractor reel. was 

400 ram. 

Tab~ 1, G÷,m÷trieal Da~ o~ the Refe~n~ Test For each belt geometry, tests were performed both 

~r~fiflur~t~on {"Front ~at"} with and without a mechanical buckle pretensioner of a 
type manufactured by Electrolux Autoliv (Figure 5). In 

Position x y z a crash, the pretensioner pulls the buckle rapidly down- 

(fig.3) (ram) (rm~) (mra) wards. The process is completed before an unrestrained 

A +300 - -130 mass has moved 20 mm (H~tland and Sk~nberg, 1989). 

7~#:The initial pulling force, generated by a coil spring, is 
B :80 -265 -135 

~i~ ~ ..... 
C -105 +2~5 -135 ~ ~ ................... 1500 N. Maximum stroke is about 80 mm. The buckle 

1) 0 +250 +~0 pretensioner eliminates slack in the ~ap-belt as well as in 

E -340 -275 +560 the shoulder belt. The buckle tongue used had one slot 

P -385 -300 -210 for the webbing passage. This type of tongue permits an 

g +330 +175 +110 easy transport of webbing between the two belt segments 

H +705 -310 compared with two-slot tongues. 

Note: A = Poln~ wl~ere {;~e seat Sub suppor~ goes from 7° to horizontal 

B = Lower outer attachment point for the lap-bel~ 

C = At~chment point for the bucklebraeket (or the pretensioner) 

D = Midpoint of belt passage througlh the buckle tongue 

E = Mid posigion of webbing ~hrough the D-ring 

1a" = ~trae~r a~>achment point 

G = ~ff outer sde of knee joint 

H = Position oftt~e foot plate 

S e6 6ec, 

3O 

20 

Time 
0 (ms) 

F~gure 4. $~ Deceleration Pulse Figure 5. Nechanica~ Buckle Pretensioner with Coil 
Spring 

modet. The first two represents a typical four-door car 
fronbseat belt geometry, The other two represents a 
typical rear seat be~t geoN liar to a two-- Table 2 describes the four different test configurations, 
door c~ fmnt~seat o~-elt-in-seat geome~)-t where the Each configuration was run twice. 

1~2 
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Table 2. The Four Different Test Configurations 
(Ref. as in Figure 3 and Table 1) 

No. Configuration Slack Pretensioner 

I Front seat (ref.) 100 mm No 

II Front seat (ref.) 100 mm Yes 

l!I ~ seat (D-ring -200 ram) 100 mm No 

IV Rear seat (D-ring -200 mm) 100 mm Yes 

The Hybrid III dummy, instrumented with tri-axial 
accelerometers in head, chest and pelvis, was used. The 
shoulder belt force was measured between the D-ring and 
the shoulder and the lap-belt force close to the lower 

4 anchorage point (B in Figure 3). The dummy pelvis was 
instrumented with three force sensors, so called "load 
bolts," below the Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (A.S.I.S.) 
on each side,to detect belt slippage on the pelvic surface. 
The upper load bolt is located about 10 mm below the The grey contour represents the dummy pelvis. The solid 
A.S.I.S. and the middle bolt another 26 mm below. The contours show the pelvis’ representation in the mathematical 

lap belt was positioned about 25 mm below the A.S.I.S. model--both the frontal (1) and the lower (2) parts. The dashed 

line (3) shows the plane that represents the frontal soft parts of 
on each side of the pelvis, 

the lower torso. Also one of the belt-straps (4) and the "ball" to 

which is attached (5) are shown, as well as the belt-to-pelvis 
Mathematical Simulations angle (~). 
Occupant Model Figure 6. Stylistic Picture of a Hybrid III Lower Torso 

The mathematical model used in the study was 
MADYMO 3D, release 4.3 (TNO Road-Vehicles 

compensate for the fact that the planes only transferred 
the plane-perpendicular component of the load. Research Institute, 1990; Lupker and Fraterman, 1990). 

In order to duplicate the sliding of the lap-belt over the 
Parametric Study pelvic structures, the standard description of the Hybrid- 

III lower torso (TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute, Altogether 32 simulations with different initial condi- 

1990) was changed in the following way." To the single tions were carried out, the four sled test configurations 

outer contour, which describes the shape of an unloaded included. In half the number of tests the D-ring was 

located close to the dummy’s shoulder, representing a Hybrid-III lower torso, was added a stiff inner contour, 
four-door car front-seat geometry, in the other 16 runs describing the actual pelvis (Figure 6). The frontal part 
the D-ring was moved 200 mm backwards to model a of the pelvis was modelled by a number of planes, as 
rear seat (or a two-door car front-seat) geometry. The suggested by Bosi0 (1990). The part that interacts with 
other independent variables tested were initial belt load the seat was modelled by two small ellipsoids. The geo- 

metry was obtained from published drawings of the (slack/pretensioning) and initial foot position. Table 3 

Hybrid-III (General Motors Corporation, 1984). shows the test matrix, which was the same for each D- 

Also the contour of the lower torso itself was changed, ring position. 

The almost circular cross-section suggested in the data- 
Table 3. Test Matrix for the Mathematical Simulations base was replaced with a hyperelliptical cross-section 

(third degree), for two reasons: Firstly the new shape Be]tconditions/Footposit;ion +50    0 -50    -100 

was in better agreement with the shape prescribed by ~ro~a~20=ats]ack) .... 

General Motors Corporation (1984), secondly the dummy Slack (extra 100 mat) .... 

response was much more in agreement with the reference No~m~a with pre-t~naioning x x x x 

sled tests when the new contour was used. The part that Slack with pre-~nalonlng x x x x 

interacts with the belt was modelled as a relatively soft 
The 16 configurations shown were simulated twice, first with the plane in front of the pelvis (Figure 6). D-ring close to the dummy’s shoulder (front seat geometry), then 

The lap-belt was attached to two small elements, with the D-ring moved 200 mm backwards (rear seat geometry). 
which were put in the belt’s position in the xz-plane and 
in the position of the lilac crests in the y-direction. The Four different initial belt conditions were tested, these 
elements were prevented from sliding off the pelvis in being 1) properly adjusted belt (referred to as "normal" 
the lateral direction by two so called point-restraints, and in the mathematical model set to 20 mm slack), 2) 
which strongly resisted outward motion. The point- belt with slack ( 100 mm extra slack, distributed equally 
restraints also transferred some load from the belt to the in the lap- and shoulder belt parts) 3) and 4) the same as 
lower torso in the other plane-parallel direction, to 1) and 2), respectively, with the addition that a belt pre- 
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tensioner wa~ considered to operate on the buckle. Thus, 
Load bolt 

in the two }a~s,t cases an initial belt force of approxi- force~N) 
mately 500 N was applied to both the lap- and the 0.a 
shoulder strap. The difference between the tests was the 
initial position of the buckle, since, in the sled tests, the 0.6 ~ Upper pad bolt 

agent pulls the buckle a longer distance to tighten the 
--- Mid load bolt 

belt when there is slack in the straps. Also four different 
o.4 

initial positions of the dummy’s feet were tested, being 0.2 

"reference," +50 mm, -50 mm and -100 mm. f                   Time 
0 

.20 40 60 80 (ms) 

Measurements Figure 7. Forces Measured by the Mid and Upper Load 
In the mathematical model it is possible to measure Bolts on the Buckle Side for the Front Seat Belt 

the angle ~ between the lap-belt and the normal to the Configuration with 100 mm Slack 
pelvic frontal surface (Figure 6) as a function of time. 
The belt slips off the pelvis (the A.S.I.S) and into the Table 4. Tests Results of Four Seat Belt Configurations 
abdomen if the component of the belt force parallel to 
the pelvic frontal surface is directed upwards in the 

No. Co~guration Submarining Lap belt force at 

pelvic coordinate system and larger than the motion~ 
the timeofsubm. 

resistive force. On the outer side a major part of the r Front seat w. 100mmslack Yes, 5k-N 

upward directed force can be derived from the belt force r~ Ft. seat w. 100 mm slack + pret. No 

times tan ~. � is measured when the average belt-force IIIRear seat w. 100 mm slack Yes, 8 

(measured on both sides) is 3 kN (negative flank), 
r~R. seat w. 100mmslack+pret. 

According to Leung et al. (1982) injury is unlikely if 
submarining occurs when the belt force has dropped 

,On the buekle side of the lapbelt. 

below this value. Tan � was then used as a measure of "front seat geometry with slack" while it did not 

the likelihood of (an injurious) submarining, 
submarine in the two cases where a pre-tensioner was 

used. The results obtained thus establishes a "transition 

Results zone," for the value of the tangent of the belt-to-pelvis 

Sled Tests 
angle, in which the probability of submarining increases 

The signals from the accelerometers and the webbing 
from zero (below the value obtained in the rear seat with 

force transducers were used to validate the mathematical 
pretensionercase) to one (above the value obtained in the 

model, which then was used to study the influence of 
front seat without pretensioner-case). This zone is 

different parameters on the risk of submarining (see 
marked in Figures 13 and 14, where the results from all 

below), 
the runs in the study are plotted. 

The force sensors below the A.S.I.S. on each side of 
As can be seen the risk of submarining increases when 

the dummy pelvis indicated if submarining had occurred, 
the initial foot-position is moved backwards. With the 

Figure 7 shows the forces for the mid and upper load 
particular belt- and seat properties used in this study and 

bolts on the buckle side for the front seat configuration 
the D-ring in the rearward position ("rear-seat" gee- 

with 100 mm belt-slack. The belt slips from the middle 
metry) the risk for submarining would be negligible only 

load bolt to the upper at t=60 ms. Then, 8-10 ms later, 
in the case with almost straight legs and a buckle pre- 

there is a sudden drop in the load on the upper bolt, 
tensioner, while submarining would be very probable in 

which indicates that the belt has slipped over the A.S.I.S. 
all cases where no pretensioner is acting. 

(submarining). The lap belt force at that time is approxi- 
The situation is apparently better in the "front-seat" 

mately 5 kN. The test results of the four configurations 
cases, where the results indicate that the risk for sub- 

are summarized in Table 4. ’ marining will be small to moderate if the belt is properly 

The Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show pictures (from high 
adjusted and the legs kept in a relatively straight manner 

speed film) of the four configurations at 0, 40 and 80 
("driver’s pose"). However, the introduction of a buckle- 
pretensioner still decreases the probability of submarin- 

ms. 
ing significantly. 

Mathematical Simulations 
Results from the mathematical simulations are present- Discussion 

ed in Figures 12-14. The first figure shows the tangent 
When occupant restraint systems are being developed 

of the angle between the outer lap-strap and the pelvis, 
for new car models, the problem of submarining may be 

measured at 3 kN average belt force (negative flank);.for underestimated and neglected for various reasons. 

each of the four sled-test configurations. In the ~led Official requirements, as stipulated for example in 

tests, the dummy clearly submarined in the case "rear- FMVSS 208, are valid for front seat occupants only. 

seat geometry with slack," barely submarined in the case There are no requirements for rear seat occupants. 
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.... 0 ms 40 ms 80 ms 

Figure 8. Front Seat Belt with 100 mm Slack 

ii 

!i 

0 ms                                  40 ms                                  80 ms 
Figure 9. Front Seat Belt with 100 mm Slack + Pretensioner 

0 ms 40 ms 80 ms 

Figure 10. Rear Seat Belt with 100 mm Slack 

0 ms                                40 ms                                80 ms 
Figure 11, Rear Seat Belt with 100 mm Slack + Preter~sioner 
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~ Front seat, slack 
O Normal 

Tan ~ ~ Front seat, slack + pret. ,-,=El -Slack 
Rear seat, slack 

Tan ~ 
-- ,~, -Normal + pret. Rear seat 

0.3 ~ Rear seat, slack+ pret. 
i 

0.3 -. N,.Slack+ pret. 

-", .............................. 
Submar|ning             0.25 

~ Submarining 
0.2 

TransitiOn zone 0.2 ......................... 

0.! 5 ~ .... ~" ~ .. i ~ TransitiOn zone 

0.1 
g 0.15 ............................ 

"-,~.’~.. No sul~marining 

0.05                                                                           0.1 " .......................... 

0 0.05 , 

Figure 12. The Tangent tot the Angle Between the - 50 -1 oo -50 0 50    100 

Lap-Belt and the Pelvis, Measured when the Belt 
Foot position (mm) 

Force is 3 kN,~btained in the Mathematical Figure 14. The Tangent for the Angle Between the 
Duplication of th~.~_~r Sled Tests Lap-Belt and the Pelvis, Measured when the Belt 

--~/~, ~L-/p Force is 3 kN, for Different Initial Belt Conditions and 
,--e--Norm~ Foot Positions in the Rear Seat Geometry 
~ -Slack Tan ~ 
- ~, -Normal + pret. Front seat                     is poor. One important reason could be that in mechani- 

0.3 .-K.. Slack + pret. I i I cal experiments only a yes/no result is obtainable, which 

i i I 
i! 

ii 
is insufficient since it requires a (too) large number of 

0.25 B. i i i i tests to evaluate the influence, or even the relevancy, of 
"- ~ _ i ~ i Submarining different design parameters. 

~ ,~ -----i 
One advantageous feature of a mathematical model is 0.2 

[ ~ t Trans/ti=.On zone        the possibility to measure virtually anything found desir- 
0.15 .... , _ : ~, able to measure. Horsch and Hering (1989) state that the 

i -~---~’~,. i angle between the normal to the pelvic surface upon 
I "’~., ~. i No sul~marining ~ ~ ,...-._-~-:-_~ ............ -; which the lap-belt normally acts and the belt (here called o.1 [ i ~ "-.~ i i ~ i ¢) determines the probability of submarining. Thus, one 
i i i part of this work has been to transfer a number of 0.05 ~ , ~ , 

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 mechanical experiments into a mathematical model, to 
Foot position (mm) enable high-resolving measurements of the angle ~. In 

Figure 13. The Tangent for the Angle Between the order to simplify the transference a relatively simple seat 

Lap-Belt and the Pelvis, Measured when the Belt design--a homogeneous cushion on top of a rigid steel 

Force is 3 kN, for Different Initial Belt Conditions and plate--and a belt with known dynamic properties were 
Foot Positions in the Front Seat Geometry used. With all geometric data carefully measured it was 

~ 
straightforward to make the mathematical model respond 

’"""Dynamic tests are performed with the human substi- in very good agreement with experimental results. 

tutes (Hybrid II or III) dressed in thin cotton clothes. Since the reference tests contained cases both with and 

The belt system slack is then small, compared to the without submarining it was possible to obtain a "least 

conditions in the daily use in a car, especially in the value" of the belt-to-pelvis angle over which submarin- 
wintertime, when people are wearing a lot of clothes, ing is certain, as well as a "largest value" under which 

One problem is the lack of official abdominal injury submarining is unlikely. The range of values in between 

criteria in frontal impacts. The interest is many times becomes a "transition zone," in which the probability of 
focused on the head and chest loads, thus neglecting the submarining goes from zero to one. The assumption that 

potential problem of loads to the abdomen, there in fact is a relation between tan ¢ and the risk of 
Accident investigations indicate that submarining is a submarining is supported by the fact that, in the mathe- 

greater problem for belted rear seat occupants than for matical simulations of the four sled-tests, higher � values 
front seat occupants. However, since compulsory use of were obtained for the two submarining cases than for the 
seat belts in the rear seat has been introduced only two non-submarining cases. In addition, the more pro- 
recently in many countries, statistically significant nounced the (tendency for) submarining--according to 
conclusions cannot yet be drawn, the signals from the load-bolts and the high-speed video 

Partly due to some of the facts presented above, the analysis--the higher the ¢ value obtained, which indi- 
knowledge about the mechanisms that cause submarining cates that the relation is monotone. ¯ 
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It should be pointed out that the belt’s sliding off the 3) Belt slack increases the risk of submarining. 
pelvic structures is in itself a physical phenomenon, 4) The introduction of a belt pre-tensioner that operates 
which properties are independent of, for instance, the on the buckle, significantly reduces the risk of sub- 
belt geometry or the seat structure. Thus, no change in marining. 
an independent variable, except belt surface friction, The reason a rear seat geometry increases the risk for 
would affect the range of angles defining the transition submarining is plausibly that with such a geometry the 
zone, even though the change might strongly affect the upper part of the body is restrained at an earlier stage, in 
outcome of the test. comparison with a front seat geometry. The upper belt 

The measurements could have been made the other forms a loop around the occupant’s upper torso, and the 
way around, that is, the belt force could have been main interaction between the occupant and the belt takes 
measured at a specified belt-to-pelvis angle, for instance place near the occupant’s shoulder. This means that the 
the angle � for which tan ¢ =/a, where la is the coeffi- restraint, at the same time as it holds back the upper 
cient of friction between the belt and the dummy. The torso, introduces a downwards directed force. When the 
main argument for doing it the way it was done, is that upper torso is held back early this downwards directed 
the belt-force drops very rapidly in the critical range, force will enhance the pelvic rotation more in compari- 
which means that a steep force-curve cuts a smooth son with the case when the upper torso restraint comes 
angle-curve. The results would not change a lot if the into action later thus allowing the body to jack-knife 
angles were measured at a belt-force of, for instance, over the lap-restraint. 
2 kN or 4 kN. If doing it the other way, the results The dependency on the foot-position could be ex- 
would very strongly depend on the choice of critical plained in the following way: In all simulations the feet 
angle value, which in turn could be chosen anywhere in rest against a support, which means that the centres of 
the transition zone. mass of the upper legs can only be translated forwards 

One other reason for measuring the belt-to-pelvis by pivoting around the knee joints. The straighter the 
angle at 3 kN is the strong evidence presented by Leung legs, the more the inertial force trying to translate the 
et al (1982), this belt force being critical. upper legs and lower torso will be met by the foot sup- 

Throughout the study the angle of the belt strap, that port, via the knee joints. This in turn will hinder the 
is attached to the floor, has been measured, instead of rotation of the lower torso, since the legs and the lower 
that of the strap attached to the buckle. It could be torso interact at a point below the latter’s centre of 
argued that since car occupants first slide under on the rotation. 
buckle-side, and--likein our reference sled tests--some- Slack increases the risk for submarining since the 
times there only, this angle ought to be the most relevant impulse into the seat and thus the energy available to 
to measure. One reason for not doing so is that it is hard rotate the pelvis will be higher. This is in agreement 
to precisely model the trajectory of the buckle, not least with the findings of, for instance, Leung et al. (1982) 
because of the strong influence from the lower torso and Otte (1990), which show that the risk of submarining 
belt-strap. Another reason is that there ought to be a increases with impact severity. 
reasonably simple relation between the probability of a The pre-tensioner, finally, helps to prevent from 
complete submarining and the probability of a "one-side submarining in two ways: Firstly it reduces the slack. 
submarining," so that an increase in the former should Secondly it pulls the buckle downwards, which brings 
indicate an increase in the latter. This is supported by the the lap-belt clasp closer and narrows the opening for the 
fact that in the two sled-tests where submarining oc- pelvis to slide through. The findings that a better re- 
curred, the signals from the load bolts show that the belt strained upper torso increase the risk of submarining 
was "climbing" upwards also on the outer side, and the indicate, however, that a pre-tensioner acting on the 
effect was more pronounced in the case with the higher retractor would do less good and in fact could increase 
belt-to-pelvis angle value, the risk for submarining, especially if there is a high 

The conclusion is that in a mathematical model a con- friction in the tongue, which would hinder the pre- 
tinuous parameter that evaluates the likelihood of sub- tensioner tighten the lap-belt. 
marining is obtainable, namely tan �, where ¢ is the It is important tO note that, due to the more limited 
angle between the structure-anchored lap-belt strap and space, rear seat occupants generally sit with a narrower 
the upper, frontal part of the pelvis, knee angle than front seat occupants, which means that 

The results obtained in the study show four things: two of the mechanisms found to increase the risk for 
1) Occupants are more likely to submarine if the upper submarining interact in a standard rear seat. Another 

belt is anchored far behind their shoulder, like it is complicating matter is that few present rear-seat design 
in a rear seat or in a front seat in a two-door car, concepts allow the introduction of devices that would 
than if the strap is anchored close to their shoulder, help to prevent from submarining, such as a submarine- 

2) The closer to the seat occupants’ feet are placed, the beam or a steep ramp, even though such solutions have 
more likely submarining will occur, been suggested in the literature (Lundell et al., 1981). 
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The cushion is, in addition, normally close to the bottom Horsch, J. D., and Hering, W. E., "A Kinematic Analysis 

plate of the car, which limits the possibilities to lower of Lap-Belt Submarining for Test Dummies," SAE 

the buckle position. Technical Paper No. 892441, in proceedings of 33rd 
Stapp Car Crash Conference (1989). 

H~land, Y. and Sk~nberg, T., "The Mechanical Buckle 

Conclusions Pretensioner to Improve the Three-Point Seat-Belt," in 

There is a higher risk of submarining in the rear seat proceedings of the Twelfth International Conference 
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A Preliminary Field Analysis of Chrysler Driver Airbag Effectiveness 

W. Randall Edwards strated which will quantify it when more data are 

Chrysler Corporation available. Driver airbags show directional improvement 
in reducing driver fatalities but the magnitudes are not 

Abstract                                         statistically reliable at this time. 

Over a period of 17 months from April 1988 to Sep- 
tember of 1990 Chrysler Corporation converted all its Introduction 
U.S. built passenger cars to equip them with a driver The driver airbag has long been touted as a safety 

airbag supplemental restraint system. In an effort to device that would save the lives of drivers and reduce 

evaluate the driver airbag effectiveness from early data the severity of head and chest injuries of drivers in 

in reducing frontal crash driver fatalities, the driver frontal automobile crashes. Ever since the first patents 

fatality rates for each of the converted vehicles before for an inflatable restraint system (Hetrick, USA, 1953), 

and after the introduction of the driver airbag are com- claims and analyses of their injury and fatality reduction 

pared. Without enough fatality data to statistically potential have been the subject of debate. They have also 

quantify the effectiveness of the driver airbag, a been the motivation for automatic crash protection regu- 

methodology for assessing the effectiveness is demon- lations in the United States for passenger cars because 
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voluntary seat belt usage rates were so low (=10% in summary for U.S. sales is shown in Table 2. The vehicle 
1980). exposure is computed from the monthly production and 

After a prolonged regulatory impasse, phased-in delayed two months to compensate for an assumed 60 
passive restraints became a U.S. regulation for the 1987 day sales inventory. Because of the 60-day inventory, no 
modelyear. While Chrysler was not the first to introduce 1991 model year vehicles built after 10/31/90 are 
inflatable restraints to the U.S. market (G.M., Ford, and included in the exposure computation. 
Daimler Benz marketed airbag equipped vehicles earlier), 
it made a swift conversion of all its U.S. built passenger Table 1. Chrysler Corporation Passenger Carlines by 
cars to a driver airbag with a manual lap-shoulder belt Model Year 
between April of 1988 and September of 1989. In every ~: 
case, an existing production passenger car was equipped ~’ ]~,~’:u,~ .... 
with a driver airbag supplemental restraint system. This I 
rapid conversion provides a sharp demarcation oppor- " ............................ Dodge ~oo 

tunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the driver airbag ,o i ....................... 

because gradual changes in demographics, driving be- " D°d ....................... 

havior, seat belt usage, roadway environment, and fatali- 
~,:~ 

ty rate can be assumed constant for the purpose of evalu ............. 
ating the vehicle crashworthiness improvement via the DodgeCb~ge, I ........... 

driver airbag. 
! .............. 

C ............ ) 

Up to now, anecdotal field studies of driver and 
passenger airbag systems have provided the only avail- ,~ ~ 
able feedback as to their crash protection performance 
A companion paper at this conference, by Huelke, ,,, ................ ~!~(~ ! F#,RS ........ 

Roberts & Moore (91-S1-W-19), documents the largely 
positive perception the public, safety advocates, and the Table 2. Driver Airbag Vehicle Production 
U.S. automobile industry have regarding inflatable 
supplemental restraint systems. One would think that ~o~, ~ ........ 

after a period of time that these accumulated events 
(#) (IN.) (IN.) 

de statistic lly tifiable ti .......... 
0 would    monstrate a a quan reduc on ’~ w,,, 0 

in the driver fatality rate. ,o ............. 

Methodology 
,, .......... 

Using fatality data from the U S Department of ^~ ~ ........ 
Transportation Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), ,~ ...... 
driver fatality rates of Chrysler cars built without and ~, o 

then with the driver airbag are compared to determine its "~ ,, 
effectiveness. While the driver airbag is intended to ^~ 

w~,OU,w~,, - ~’~o                   ~,,° 

°0       ~,,~*~ ~"~ ~°’~ ,~.~’~’~ ,~.~ 

supplement lap-shoulder seat belts to reduce fatalities ,,, ....... 
and serious injuries, only fatalities will be studied here 
because the National Accident Sampling System (NASS) The FARS search was based on vehicle identification 
data base which deals with both is much smaller than the numbers (VIN) of the subject vehicles which are encoded 
FARS data base for making comparisons (5700 accident with the make, model, model year, and type of restraint 
records/yr, vs 41000 accident records/yr.). Secondly, system on the vehicle. 
insurance industry casualty data are not collected in a Since airbags are primarily intended and assumed to 
format that is useful at this time for determining the offer supplemental protection in frontal accidents, this 
effectiveness of the airbag, study will concentrate on their effectiveness in frontal 

Table 1 shows all Chrysler produced passenger car- and near frontal type accidents. These are represented in 
lines between 1987 and 1991 (imports and joint venture the FARS data as 11 o’clock to 1 o’clock principal 
vehicles are omitted). Chrysler markets similar cars impacts. All rollover first and most harmful events, as 
under more than one name and dealership network. For described in FARS, are deleted as well as all 2 o’clock 
example, Dodge Spirit, Plymouth Acclaim, and Chrysler to 10 o’clock principal impacts, top impacts, submer- 
LeBaron Landau (M Body), are built from the same plat- sions and fires. The FARS search began with the 1986 
form and for the purpose of this study, carlines from the calendar year to capture any fatalities in early 1987 
same platform are combined. The vehicles included in model year vehicles built, sold and crashed in 1986, 
this study are outlined in Table 1. One or two model extended through 12/31/90, and includes some early is 
years of fatality data are analyzed on either side of the determined by summing the fatalities for each model 
introduction of driver airbags. A yearly production before and after airbags, and dividing by the vehicle 
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years of exposure. The resultant driver fatality rate Finally, overall motor vehicle fatality rates are 

percentage change determines the driver airbags effect- assumed constant throughout the period of study, despite 

iveness for frontal accidents at the assumed constant seat slight year-to-year improvement. Essentially all vehicles 

belt usage rate. included in the study are exposed to the same highway 

The driver fatality rate is a function of vehicle environment at the same time. Comparisons between 

crashworthiness, vehicle crash avoidance, the roadway 1990 and 1960 are not being made. 

environment, driver demographics and behavior, seat belt 
usage, and time period of study. Data Analysis 

In this study it is assumed that the only significant The FARS data sort produced 628 occupant fatalities 

change to these vehicles that would affect crashworthi- for the seven models involved over the five calendar 

ness of each body style is the addition of a driver side years studied (Table 3). Of these, there were 416 driver 

airbag so that the change in fatality rate is attributable fatalities; 313 in non-airbag vehicles and 103 in airbag- 

only to the driver airbag. There were no significant equipped vehicles. 

structural changes made to these vehicles which would 
affect the crashworthiness to accommodate the driver Table 3. 1986-1990 FARS Data--All Occupant Fatalities 

airbag. 
In su rt of this premise, vehicle crash avoidance for ppo ...................... I oo- L00 ~’~’ ~0h, I ..... ~ ..... °°- 

every vehicle studied was unchanged over the period of 
control crash avoidance study. Antilock brakes, traction , 

radar, or drunk driver interlocks were neither introduced 
of these vehicles during the period nor deleted from any 

of study 
It is assumed that the roadway environment is essen 

tially unchanged throughout the study. All fatalities Since driver airbags are not intended to offer pro- 
occurred on U.S. roads. Comparisons are not being made tection in non-frontal crashes, reliever accidents (as first 
between the U.S. and Spain or Peru, for example, and harmful event and most harmful event in FARS terminol- 

seasonal traffic and weather effects have been cancelled ogy) are eliminated. Reliever fatality is frequently 

by including the entire calendar year. caused by ejection or impact with interior components 
Since Dodge Daytonas are being compared with for unbelted occupants. Similarly side, rear, and top 

Dodge Daytonas and Chrysler New Yorkers with impact most harmful events are removed from the data 

Chrysler New Yorkers, demographic shifts are assumed set along with fires and submersions. The resultant data 

to be negligible, set was reduced to 178 driver frontal crash fatalities (139 
Data from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in non-airbag equipped vehicles and 39 in those with a 

and the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Admini- driver airbag). 

stration indicate that seat belt usage nationwide was Because of the small sample sizes, the probability of 
relatively constant (1) at =47% (Figure 1) throughout the fatality for each driver was equated to that of a 20 year- 

time period of study, and seat belt usage has been ob- old male being fatally injured. This technique has been 

served to be independent of driver airbag installation (2)., used by others (3)(5) to compensate for inevitable demo- 
graphic differences on fatal injury susceptibility. 

,®, Table 4 is a summary of the data analysis for each 

body style with and without a driver airbag. Included in 
,ol 

the summary are the number of vehicles produced, their 
~o~ exposure in vehicle years on U.S. highways, the number 
70~ of driver fatalities, average driver age, age range, ratio 
~o of the males to females, seat belt use, and the equivalent 

~o ~_._~--*-~_~ ’.~_----~-~-" number of 20 year-old male fatalities. Finally the 

,o 

~~ 

"normalized" frontal fatality rate is computed and a 
percentage change determined for each body style. 

~o 
Because of the small sample sizes, there is consider- 

~o able sensitivity and variability in the fatality rate percent 
10 , rot~u~ ÷ C~V~BUL’s o C~w~o~’~ change. As one can see, the percent change in fatality 
0 

19~3 19~84 19~85 19~86 19~7 19~88 1;89 lS~O 19~31 rate ranges from -61.7% (AL Body) to a +60% (AC 
~ Body). Figure 2 illustrates the fatality rate variability and 

inconsistencies between body styles. 
Figure 1. U.S. Driver Safety Belt Use: NHTSA 19 City One would rather not have to make an estimate of the 
Survey effectiveness of the driver airbag on data with such a 

high degree of variability, but that was one of the 
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Table 4. 1986-1990 FARS Data Analysis for Chrysler In an alternative analysis to this aggregate seat belt 
Car=--11 O’Clock-1 O’Clock Frontal Collisions Only use analysis, each seat belted and unbelted driver fatality 
...... is used to compute a driver airbag effectiveness. One 

.................................. reasons that the driver fatality rate for any body style 
.................................... before and after the driver airbag should be identical if 
............................... all drivers were unrestrained by seat belts or airbags. 
................................. What this amounts to is adjusting the fatality data 
................................... upward based on the restraint systems effectiveness as if 
.............................. they were disconnected. Since the fatality rates between 

......................... the airbag and non-airbag vehicles are not equal, the 
...... effectivenes~bf the driver airbag must account for the 
................................................... difference, all other fatality rate factors being equal 

..................................... For example, we know that some people wear seat 

. .................................... ,=,~ ,,,,, o     ~.= ..o 2,_~ ~_3 ~_,     ~,0     ,..     _0,., belts and some of them unfortunately are killed in frontal 

...................................... accidents. If none wore seat belts, many more would 

.................................... have died 

.................................. Adding the un-seat-belted fatalities to the seat-belted 
..... fatalities, and estimating how many more would have 

died had no one worn seat belts, leads to an unrestrained 
1~o                                               fatality rate when divided by the vehicle exposure. (Eq. 
.o ¯ w/o~                                              1 and 2). 

NABDF ~oo * w..~ NAUDF + ~o o M~e~ow~o~,,~ 
NAUDFFR = 

(1 - SBE) (1) 
80 A MaJe ~0 With Airbag VENA ~ 

~o where 
~o NAUDFFR = non-airbag unrestrained driver frontal 
40 fatality rate 
~o NAUDF = non-airbag unbelted driver fatalities 
~o NABDF = non-airbag belted driver fatalities 
lo SBE = seat belt effectiveness 
o ~ ~c ~ ,u ~ ~’� ~’~ VENA = vehicle exposure--non-airbag vehicle 

c,, ~ t~n,,o, S imilarly 

Figure 2. Carline Frontal Fatality Rates With and Without AUDF + ABDF 
Driver Airbag AUDFFR = (1 -AE) (1 - (SBE +IAE)) 

(2) 

compromises recognized initially with this study. To VEA 

have abundantly adequate data might require several where 
more years of exposure thus delaying any early quanti- AUDFFR = airbag unrestrained driver frontal fatality 
tative feedback estimate, rate 

There are several choices one can make in combining AUDF = airbag unbelted driver fatalities 
the carline driver fatality rate changes for a single ABDF = airbag belted driver fatalities 
effectiveness estimate. Using either an exposure-weight- AE = airbag effectiveness without seat belts 
ed or vehicle-weighted average misrepresents the airbag IAE = incremental airbag effectiveness with seat belts 
fleet velsus the non-airbag fleet because some cars were VEA = vehicle exposure--airbag vehicle 
introduced with airbags earlier than others. Specifically, 

Setting equation 1 equal to equation 2, and substitut- the vehicle exposure volume fractions by body style are 
not equivalent for the before and after airbag installation, ing normalized fatality data for each carline and a gener- 

Similarly, a vehicle-weighted comparison is biased. Once ally accepted seat belt effectiveness, one can estimate the 

again the volume fractions by body styles are not equal driver airbag effectiveness for an assumed incremental 

for the non-airbag fleet and the airbag fleet because of effectiveness of seat belts with airbags (Eq. 3). 

the way the FARS data were chosen to surround the ABDF 
introduction of the driver airbag. As a result, a simple 1 -(SBE +IAE) + A UDF (3) 
average of the body style fatality rates was used to AE = 1 - 

compare the fatality rates before and after airbags and VEA x NAUDFFR 

determine an average driver airbag effectiveness of Assuming that there is no incremental effectiveness from 
14.8% for a seat belt usage of 47%. airbags (IAE = 0) for the seat belted driver, in equation 
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3, one can see that this assumption maximizes the airbag Even the AG body data, favored because of its data con- 

effectiveness estimate for the unbelted driver. For no sistency with the original assumptions, has now projected 

incremental effectiveness, unbelted driver airbag a slightly negative effectiveness. (Remember, a negative 

effectiveness ranges from 60% for AL body to -42% for percent change in fatality rate is a positive effectiveness 

AC body with an average of 10.5%. At five percent and vice versa). An interesting aspect of this approach is 

incremental effectiveness, the unbelted effectiveness that the seat belt use rate is not an explicit factor, how- 

ranges from 58% for AL body to -46% for AC body with ever one must contend with the accuracy of FARS seat 

an average of 6.1%. belt data, seat belt effectiveness and assumptions of the 
incremental seat belt-airbag system effectiveness. 

Discussion of Results As mentioned earlier, as the incremental effectiveness 

Both methods of assessment show similar body style assessment increases, the unbelted driver airbag effect- 

effectiveness trends and variability. While the effective- iveness assessment decreases. If a 5 % incremental airbag 

ness of the driver airbag can be body style dependent effectiveness is assumed, for the belted driver (as esti- 

because of weight, size and demographic differences, it mated by Evans (4)), based on the limited current fatality 

should not be negative and the distribution of effective- data the effectiveness of the driver airbag in reducing 

ness should take some familiar pattern (e.g., normal, unbelted driver fatalities reduces to an average 6.1%. 

uniform or lognormal, etc.) unless there is too little data This incremental system effectiveness may be better esti- 

(i.e., small sample sizes). Because of expected differ- mated when more data are available through a compari- 

ences in body style to body style driver airbag effective- son of the ratios of unbelted driver fatalities to belted 

ness, the overall absolute effectiveness will then be sales driver fatalities for vehicles with and without an airbag 

mix dependent, through the double pair comparison process. 

As one can see in Table 4 and Figure 2, the fatality Also in Table 4, the far right column shows the right 

rates for drivers of AC and AP bodies are higher with front passenger fatalities for these vehicles and demon- 

airbags than without, which is unexpected and not what strates the insufficiency of these data for a double pair 

anyone wants to believe. Besides the small sample size comparison at this time. Ratios with zeros in the denomi- 

explanation, the seat belt use of AC body driver fatalities nator are meaningless. 

with an airbag (--20%) and without an airbag (=50%) In conclusion, every effort has been made to honestly 

runs counter to most other body styles and the all body and objectively present the early indications of driver 

averages. As for the AP body, the male-to-female ratio airbag effectiveness based on limited exposure of only 

is considerably different for the airbag and non-airbag Chrysler Corporation products on U.S. roads. In dealing 

vehicles which may explain this unexpected change, with small sample census data, no claim of statistical 

Both of these vehicles will be particularly interesting to significance is made for the estimated effectiveness, but 

follow-up on when more FARS data are available, these preliminary results provide no reason to question 

Similarly, the unexpected large fatality rate reductions the credibility of driver airbag effectiveness estimates by 

for AJ and AL bodies can be explained by small sample NHTSA, Evans, Huelke et al., and Wilson and Savage 

sizes and the average age differences for the AL body ranging from 17% to 40% (4). Because of certain unsur- 

drivers with and without an airbag, vivable frontal impacts, a growing more-fragile older 

One data set that correlates well with the initial population, and unbelted drivers, a driver airbag cannot 

assumptions is that for the AG body (Dodge Daytona). be expected to guarantee immortality for all drivers in all 

For the airbag and non-airbag equipped vehicles, the frontal collisions. Although a statistically significant 

vehicle exposure, average age, age range, and gender reduction in driver fatalities due to the driver airbag 

ratio are very similar. As one would expect, the ratio of performance has not been proven in this evaluation, it 

unbelted to belted fatalities is lower for the airbag has demonstrated that there is life saving potential in the 

equipped vehicles, and this time that is true for the AG driver airbags performance. 

body too. If an overall effectiveness could be estimated From the scarcity of fatality data, and especially injury 

from just one of the body styles studied, the AG body data, it has been a challenge to determine the overall 

(Dodge Daytona) would be best one to choose with its effectiveness of the driver airbag to prevent any fatali- 

12.6% reduction and its intuitive correlation with the ties, much less the incremental life saving benefit to the 

basic assumptions, belted driver. More data over the next couple years will 

For the second analysis method, where belted and allow analysis to converge on the true effectiveness of 

unbelted driver fatalities are recombined as totally airbags in preventing fatalities as well as serious injuries 

unrestrained occupants, the body style to body style for both the belted and unbelted driver. It is reasonable 

percent effectiveness estimate is plagued by the small to believe that a substantial degree of the overall effect- 
sample size and demographic factors as discussed earlier, iveness will be in the mitigation of serious injuries. 

AC and AP bodies show large negative effectiveness. 
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The Need for Improved Structural Integrity in Frontal Car Impacts 

C. Adrian Hobbs of these car occupant casualties occur in impacts with 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory another car and just over two-thirds are involved in 

frontal or oblique-frontal impacts (6). Usually, only part 

Abstract of the car’s front is involved. In about 45 percent of 
cases only the outer third of the car’s front is impacted Despite the use of seat belts, frontal impacts pose the 

greatest accident threat to car occupants. The major and in a further 33 percent the impact involves up to 

cause of serious and fatal injuries arises from occupant two-thirds of the front. The whole front is involved in 

contact with intruded parts of the car structure. Relevant only about 17 percent of cases. Even then the loading on 
the car is usually asymmetric. legislation, to control passenger compartment intrusion, 

The wearing of seat belts has done much to reduce is limited to a rigid block impact, at 50 km/h. In Europe 
injuries in frontal impacts. However, belt wearers are the only mandatory requirement, in this test, relates to 

rearward displacement of the steering wheel. Research is still being injured. These injuries occur either because of 

direct seat belt loading or because the seat belt is unable showing the need for a test which is both offset and uses 
to prevent the wearer from hitting parts of the car’s a deformable impact face. A list of proposed criteria for 
interior. The occurrence of passenger compartment intru- a new test procedure is presented and details of one such 

offset deformable impact test are given, sion increases the likelihood of such occupant contact, if 
the seat belt ride down space is infringed. About two 
thirds of all serious {AIS_>3) injuries suffered by belted 

Introduction occupants have been shown to be caused by contact with 
Even in Great Britain, where seat belt wearing rates intruding parts of the car structure. In contrast, the 

are high, car occupants involved in frontal impacts incidence of serious injuries from seat belt loading is 
account for the largest group of road accident casualties, very small. More than ninety percent of all seat belt 
The major cause of their injuries is contact with intrud- induced injuries are minor (AIS 1) bruises. 
ing parts of the car’s structure. The current 50 km/h There would be no benefit in adopting measures to 
block impact test has frequently been criticized as being limit intrusion if deceleration forces alone would produce 
inadequate (1,2,3). Modern cars suffer little or no intru- injuries of similar severity. Analysis of impact test data 
sion in this test, even when carried out at 60 km/h. How- shows that asymmetric impacts result in very similar 
ever, in accidents the same cars suffer substantial intru- decelerations on both sides of the car (Fig 1). Conse- 
sion at similar or lower impact speeds. If the intrusion quently, seat belt loads are also similar for both front 
problem is to be addressed, a new test procedure is seat occupants. Accident cases where passengercompart- 
required which will require the car’s structure to absorb ment intrusion has been limited to only one side of the 
energy in the test in the same way that it does in acci- passenger compartment have been used to study further 
dents, the relative importance of intrusion and deceleration. In 

the majority of such cases, where two belted front seat 
Accident Analysis occupants were present, the injuries to the occupant 

Car occupant accidents account for more than half exposed to intrusion were more severe than for the other 
(56%) of the 340,000 road accident casualties each year occupant. The UK Co-operative Crash Injury Study (7) 
in Great Britain (4), even though seat belt wearing rates, has investigated accidents involving over 9000 occu- 
amongst front occupants, exceed 90 percent (5). In-depth pants. In the study there were 238 cases where the above 
accident investigations have shown that about two-thirds comparison was possible. In 49 cases at least one of the 
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front seat occupants was seriously injured (MAIS>3). In (6%) were sideswipes. The whole front of the car was 

44 (90%) cases the occupant exposed to intrusion suf- involved in 12 (23%) of cases, compared with 14 (27%) 

fered greater injury than the occupant not exposed to having up to 1/3 overlap and 19 (37%) having between 

intrusion. In only four cases, was the reverse true and in 1/3 and 2/3 overlap. In one case, only the central third of 

one case the injury severity was the same. There were the car’s front was involved. Even for this small sample, 

five cases where occupants sustained critical or greater 
these statistics are very similar to those reported from 

injury (MAIS>-5) on the intruded side and the occupant other analyses. 

on the other side suffered minor or no injury (MAIS_<I). Vehicle Damage. In a front engine car, the involve- 

In a further 27 cases, serious or severe injuries (MAIS ment of the structure on either side of the engine corn- 

>_3) were suffered by the occupant exposed to intrusion partment affects how the impact energy is absorbed by 

where again the occupant not exposed to intrusion es- the car’s structure. In this fatal accident sample, only 

caped with minor or no injury (MAIS<I). In over a third one side was involved in 33 (63%) cases and both sides 

of these cases (36%) the intrusion was on the passen- were involved in 15 (29%) cases. However, in five of 

ger’s side. So the difference in injuries could not be due these fifteen cases, one side was loaded substantially 

solely to the presence of the steering assembly, more than the other. 
What happens to the main longitudinal box sections, 

a0- which form part of these side structures, is also im- 
portant. In only eight (15%) cases were both longitudi- 

~ lo- nals involved and in three of these cases the loading was 

~ o. primarily on one of them. In 29 (56%) cases only one 
longitudinal was involved, and in four of these the longi- 

~ -lo 
tudinal was only partly involved. In 14 (27%) of the 

~ cases neither longitudinal was involved and one case was 
-~0 

unknown. 

_.¢ -a0 In all of these accidents, only part of the front 
o structure has been used to absorb the impact energy. 

~ ~o- Even within the structures involved, the loads were 
frequently not directed into the stiff longitudinals, which 

-so.                                              have the greatest energy absorption capability. 

0 25 50 7S 100 125 150 175 200 225 Passenger Compartment Intrusion. Passenger compart- 
Tirno (msoe) ment intrusion occurred in all but nine (17%) of these 

Figure 1. Fore/Aft Acceleration of Left and Right fatal cases. The intrusion was extensive or very extensive 

Outboard Seat Belt Mounts in 40 Percent Offset Impact in 29 (56%) cases, moderate in ten (19%) cases and light 
Against a Deformable Block in three (6%) cases. The extent of the intrusion was not 

The overwhelmingpredominance of intrusion and con- simply dependent upon impact severity but was much 

tact related injury strongly suggegt~sqhat benefits would more dependent upon how the structure had been loaded. 

arise from its reduction, even at the expense of greater Most frequently the intrusion was confined to the 

deceleration and consequently higher seat belt loads, impacted side of the car. 
Occupant Details. Thirty five (67%) of the fatally 

Fatality Study injured occupants were drivers, 14 (27%) were front seat 

A detailed fatal accident injury analysis is being passengers and three (6%) were rear seat passengers. 

carded out, using recent UK crash injury data. In order Seat belts were worn by 42 (86%) of the fatally injured 

to avoid confusion over injury mechanisms, only front seat occupants. In seven (14%) cases, fatally 

’simple’ frontal impacts are being studied. Simple injured front seat occupants were subjected to additional 

impacts have been defined as ones in which only one loading from behind. Five of these cases involved load- 

noteworthy impact occurred, without the car overturning, ing from unrestrained rear seat occupants. Thirty three 

Improving protection in such impacts should also (63%) of the fatal casualties were male compared with 

improve protection in more complex accidents. 19 (37%) being female. 

Of the 52 fatal cases studied so far, six (12%) The fatal casualties were rather older than might have 

involved frontal impacts with an angled approach and 45 been expected in the car user population. Nineteen (37%) 

(87%) had impacts which were purely frontal. One case were over sixty compared with 26 (50%) being aged 

could not be determined. Car to car impacts accounted between thirty and fifty-nine and only seven (13%) were 

for 32 (62%) of cases. Five (10%) cases involved im- below twenty. It is not clear to what extent this is 

pacts with a roadside object, five (10%) involved a light because of the increased susceptibility of the elderly to 

goods vehicle and eight (15%) involved a Heavy Goods injury. 

Vehicle. One impact was with a horse and one was un- Occupant Injuries. The majority of fatal injuries were 

known. Two (4%)cases involved under-run and three to the head, thorax or abdomen. The 52 fatalities 
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sustained 24 AIS>3 injuries to the head, 38 AIS>_3 Energy Absorption and Passenger 
injuries to the thorax and 22 AIS_>3 injuries to the Compartment Intrusion 
abdomen. It was not always possible to determine pre- In a frontal impact, the passenger compartment 
cisely how many injuries caused death but an attempt collapses when insufficient impact energy is absorbed by 
was made. It appears that 31 (60%) deaths resulted from the structure ahead of ito This may be because lhe impact 
a single fatal injury, seven (13%) resulted from two is so severe that it is beyond the capability of any 
injuries, three (6%) from three injuries, two from four acceptable frontal structure to absorb all the energy. 
injuries and one from five injuries. One case could not However, in the majority of cases inadequacies in the 
be determined. There were some injury complications, car’s design have resulted in the front structure being 
six (12%) were probably related to old age, seven (13%) incapable of absorbing sufficient impact energy. In some 
to poor health and four (8%) to some post injury compli- cases the passenger compartment collapses in preference 
cation, to the front structure, because its ’dynamic stiffness’ 

Remedial Measttres. Although difficult, an attempt has lower. In other cases, structures which are capable of 
been made to determine what remedial measures could absorbing the impact energy do not have the forces 
prevent the serious and fatal injuries, directed into them. 

.... o HEAD: Of the 26 casualties with moderate or great- With manufacturers using legMative impact tests 
er (AIS>_2) head injury, 13 (50%) might have bene- the development of new cars, it is essential for these 
fitted from reduced intrusion alone, seven (27%) tests to reflect adequately what is required ~or 
from reduced intrusion in combination with other in real accidents. Currently the only European require- 
improvements, three (12%) from improved restraints ment which addresses passenger companme~ 
alone and three from other improved features such as is the 50 km/h perpendicular block impact (8). 
to the steering assembly. In 17 (65%) cases it was this test controls the extent of steering wheel 
thought that protection against the injury was very Further requirements exist for passenger compartment 
probable or certain. In a further five cases it was trusion, but they are not mandatory (9) in most countries~ 
assessed as probable, with one case possible and two In the United States a simiIar impact test is required 
cases unlikely. One was unknown, but in this test the assessment is made using an 

o THORAX: In the 41 cases of thorax injury (AIS >2), pometric dummy (10). The US requirement a~so calls for 
..... intrusion reduction alone might have benefitted 13 compliance at approach a~@es of up to ±30°. A more 

(32%) cases and reduced intrusion with other im- severe perpendicular block test, at 35 mile/h~ is used for 
provements, including improved restraints, might the US New Car Assessment Programme (~ 1). 
have benefitted a further 13 (32%)cases. Improve- Even in Europe, many manufacturers use the 30 
ments to the restraint system alone might have angled block impact for ’in house~ testing. Us~ally~ they 
helped in eight (20%) cases and improved restraints, aim to comply with the ’non-mandatory’ European 
with other improvements, including reduced intru- sion requirements. Despite this, car structures do 
sion, might have benefitted a further 11 (27%) cases, perform in accidents as well as they do in Nock impact 
Protection was thought to be very probable or cer- tests. Most current production cars survive pe~e~d~cu~ar 
rain in 21 (53%)cases, probable in five(12%)cases, or 30° angled block tests w~th little or no passe~ger 
possible ~n eight (20%) cases and unlikely in six compartment intrusion. Even when impacted at 6(! km/t~ 
(15%) cases. One was unknown, intrusion levels are usuMly low (F~g 2). Howeve~ 

o ABDOMEN: Abdominal injury (AIS>2) was seen in typical accident impacts~ these same cars su~fer excess- 
22 cases. Seven (32%) of these might have bene- ire levels of intrusion at similar or lower impact speeds 
fitted from reductions in intrusion alone, seven (Fig 3). 
(32%) from reductions in intrusion with other 
improvements. Six (27%) would have benefitted 
from improved restraints alone and seven (32%) 
from improved restraints, in combination with other 
changes. In 18 (82%) cases protection was thought 
to be very probable or certain, in two cases it was 
possible and in two cases it was unlikely. 

In accordance with earlier findings, this analysis 
confirms that the priority for reducing the number of 
fatalities in frontal impacts is to reduce passenger com- 
partment intrusion. It is recognized that the analysis is 
based on a relatively small sample of fatally injured Figure 2. Perpendicular F{igid ~l~ck impact, at 50 
occupants using a necessarily subjective assessment Showing Little Intrusi~ 

technique. 
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Figure 3. For~ Percent Overlap CerotooCar Impact, 

Greater ~evels of imrusio~ are seen in accident 
impacts, compmred with Mock impacts, because of 
differences ia how ~he c~’s s~ruc~ure is loaded~ This 
turn gives rise to differences in the way the impact F~gure 4. Fu~t W~dth Perpendicular ~ock ~mpacted Car, 

energy is absorbed. The main differences so far Show~ng Uniform Deformat~o~ 

idemified are related 

Force distributio~ across the c~’s width 
Force trans~?:r i~to main longitudinal box sections 
Forces imposed on the e~gine 
Failure initiation of longitudinal box sections 
The presence of non-axial loads 

Anything which reduces the capability of the front 
s~r~cture to absorb the impact energy increases the likeli- 
hood of passenger comp~tment co!lapse. This is because 
any energy which cannot be absorbed within the front 
structure must be absorbed by deformation of the passen- 
ger compartment behind 

Force Dis~ribuHon Across ~he Car’s g~dth 

In a perpendicular block impacL the front structure of 
the car is eve~ly deformed across its entire width (Fig F~gure 5. Ca~ A~er 40 Percent Overlap Car-t~-Car Impact, 
4). However, in the m~ority of accidents the structure on Sh~wgng Asymmetry and W~ak Structure Deformed Nora 
jast one side of the engine compartment takes most of Than Stiff Structure 
the load (Fig 5). With little compressible structure within 
the engine compartment, or ahead of it, tittle energy can areas of stiff structure line up with ~eas of weaker 

be absorbedin the centralpart of the car’s front. Ifintru- structure on the other car. As a result, the weak 

sion is to be avoided, it is necessary for virtually all the structures deform in preference to the stiff structures. 

impact energy to be absorbed within a single side of the The stiff box sections may not deform very much or 

frontal s~ruc~ure, their collapse may be delayed. 
A delay in ~he collapse of ~he s~iff structures has 

Force ??a~@r into Main Str~ctura~ Box Sections another effect. In mos~ cars, the front structure is weak 

Within a fronta~ side structure there are both stiff and tow~ds the top and stiff lower down. This delay can 

weak components, with the main longitudinal box sec- cause the top part of the front structure to deform earlier 

tions ~sual~y being the stiffest parts. If these deform in than the bottom part and may lead to more intrusion at 

axial cotla~se they can absorb substantial amounts of facia level. This differential collapse also generates 

impact energy; but for this to happen it is necessary fo~ vertical bending forces within the front structure, which 

the impact loads to be directed into them. This is not a may further reduce its energy absorption capability, by 

problem i~ a rigid block impact, as the block ensures promoting bending rather than axial collapse. 

that both s~iff and weak parts are constrained to deform Computer simulation models have been used to study 
impacts into rigid and deformaMe faced blocks. In an 

In a typical accident impact, it is unusual for the stiff impact with a rigid block, the stiff tower structure and 

str~ctures on eac~ car to line up. Usually these small the weak upper structure are constrained to deform 
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together. In impacts into a deformable face, differential rapidly decelerated. This shows up as rearward motion 
motion can occur between the upper and lower parts of relative to the car body (Fig 7). With a deformable face 
frontal structures (Fig 6). In such cases, the collapse of on the block the engine continues to move forward in the 
the weak top structure precedes that of the stiff lower body for a long time, before the forces generated by the 
structure. Further into the impact, the lower structure deformable face are sufficient to drive it backwards into 
collapses more rapidly, being loaded more as the stiff- the car body. 
ness of the lower part of the deformable face increases. 
In the example shown, the upper and lower parts eventu- 
ally end up with about the same extent of deformation, 
which is similar to that seen after an impact. This differ- = Ri 
ential rate of collapse may explain why facia level intru- 
sion is more pronounced in car to car impacts than in 
rigid offset block impacts. 

I= 
1 

_’,:--- .-. - Deformable Block 
Rigid -soo E 

, 4~0- -~00 ,~0 f~. -100     ’ ’ ’ I .... I .... I .... I .... 
~- , 0 25 50 75 100 
~ ~00- -~0o "~ Time (reset) 

2oo~ 

~’~ -loo                                         ~ 
Figure 7. Engine Displacement Within Car, in Rigid and 

i5 loo ~. Deformable Impacts 
._~ 

o .o Failure Initiation of Structural Box Sections 
0 25 50 75 100 The front longitudinal box sections are relatively stiff 

Time (msec) structures which fail in axial collapse. Usually, substan- 
Figure 6. Displacement of Car Front in Simulation of tial forces are needed to initiate their failure. When they 
Rigid and Deformable Impacts do collapse, they can absorb large amounts of energy, in 

the form of strain energy. They will not absorb energy if 
Forces Imposed on the Engine they do not collapse or if they are simply displaced 

When a front-engine car hits a rigid block, its engine backwards, crushing the structure behind them (Fig 8). 
must stop very rapidly. For this to happen, very high In a rigid impact, the front of a longitudinal box 
forces have to be generated within the structure ahead of section is brought to rest almost instantaneously. This 
the engine. These high forces lead to substantial amounts generates very high inertial forces within it, which can 
of impact energy being absorbed by small deformations be used to initiate failure. In a non-rigid impact, this 
within this structure, rapid deceleration does not occur and the high inertial 

When brought to rest, the engine transmits loads onto forces are absent. In such impacts, the box section may 
the firewall. This part of the firewall is relatively stiff, not collapse or again the collapse may be delayed. 
being supported by the floor tunnel, and again substantial 
amounts of energy may be absorbed within small a- The Presence of Non-Axial Loads 
mounts of deformation. In full width rigidblock impacts, In about 15 percent of frontal impacts, the impact 
about half of all the impact energy may be absorbed in loads are not directly parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
this way. the car. This may be because the approach direction is 

In typical accident impacts, the structure of the other slightly oblique or because of rotation during the impact. 
car is incapable of generating these high forces, so corn- Such non-axial loads generate horizontal bending 
paratively little energy is absorbed in this manner, moments in the frontal box sections which try to bend 
Consequently, other parts of the car body have to absorb them sideways. Where this causes longitudinal box sec- 
much more energy, tions to fail in bending, rather than axial collapse, their 

Computer simulation models have shown how the energy absorption capacity can be substantially reduced. 
motion of the engine in the car differs when rigid and Testing into an angled block does not guard against 
deformable impacts are compared. With the rigid block, structures which fail in this way as the main forces, 
the engine moves forward for a short time while the which are due to inertia, still act longitudinally along the 
structure immediately in front of it crushes. It is then car. 
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5. Presence of non-axial forces, to guard against struc- 
tures designed for purely axial loading, 

Frontal Impact Testing at TRRL 
Recent frontal impact testing at TRRL has provided 

information about the behavior of vehicle structures in 
different types of impact. Much has been learnt about 

....... how impact energy is absorbed with a view to under- 
...... standing how passenger compartment intrusion may be 

prevented. 
Over twenty full scale crash tests have been carried 

out, using different impact configurations, These tests 
have included offset and angled car to car impacts., 
perpendicular, offset and angled rigid block impacts. In 
order to overcome most of the problems listed above, a 
new test configuration is being studied. This involves a ......... 
40% overlap impact into a block fitted with a deformable 
face (Fig 9). This test configuration goes a long way 
towards meeting the requirements set out above. How- 
ever, it does not take into account the requirement for 
non-axial forces. It is not yet clear how this particular 
requirement can be incorporated into a simple test pro- 
cedure. It could be incorporated with a mobile deform- 
able barrier test, which will be examined in the future. 

Figure 8. Car Underside After 40 Percent Overlap 
Car-to-Car impact, Showing Uncoliapsed Box Section 
on impact Side 

Figure 9. Forty Percent Overlap impact into Deformable 
Requirements of an Improved Frontal Test Faced Block 
Procedure 

If future car structures are to be developed with better Tests with this configuration have indicated that it 

intrusion resistance in accidents, a more realistic test is uses mechanisms for energy absorption which are similar 

required. Such a test does not have to be ’representative’ to those observed in car to car impactS. The tests have 

of any p~ficular impact type, but i~ does need to be cap- also produced much more realistic damage patterns than 

able of guiding c~ design towards structures which can ~hose seen with o~her configurations. Comparison with 

perform adequately over a range of accident impact in-depth accident studies has shown ~hat the car deforma- 

types. To do this it must require the car to absorb the ,ion is similar to ~hat most frequently occurring in acci- 

impact energy in a realistic manner. The desirable char- den~s. 

acteristics of such a test, which have so f~ been identi- 
fied, ~e: Conclusions 
1. Offset impact, prim~ily to load one side of the car’s Accident investigations have revealed that ~he sIruc- 

structure, rural collapse of car passenger compartmenis is the 

2. Non-rigid impact, so that the c~ must be designed major cause of serious and fa,al injuries io behed occu- 

m direct loads into the main energy absorbing struc- pants in frontal impact accidems. Passenger compar~rnen~ 

tures, collapse is seen in accidents at impact speeds ~ess than 

3. Impact which cannot generate unrealistically high the 50 km/h of the legally required fromal block impac~ 
loads on the engine, tesL in which intrusion seldom occurs~ These differences 

4. Impact which will not generate unrealistically high have been shown to be due to differences in the way 

inertial loads to help initiate failure of energy impact energy is absorbed. 

absorbing structures. 
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A set of requirements has been proposed for an 5. Broughton, J., Restraint Use by Car Occupants, 
improved test procedure. A partial overlap impact test 1982-1989, TRRL Research Report 289, Crowthorne, 
into a deformable faced block meets most of these 1990, The Transport and Road Research Laboratory. 
requirements, producing damage patterns which closely 6. Hobbs, C. A., Car Occupant Injury Patterns and 
match those commonly seen in accidents, and absorbing Mechanisms, Proceedings of the Eighth International 
the impact energy in a realistic manner. Technical Conference on Experimental Safety 

Research is continuing to develop the test method Vehicles, Wolfsburg, 1980. 
further, study the behavior of car structures in impacts, 7. Mackay, G. M., S. J. Ashton, M. D. Galer and P. D. 
and to identify legislative requirements which can best Thomas, The Methodology of In-Depth Studies of 
achieve improvements in car occupant protection. Car Crashes in Britain, SAE International Congress 

and Exposition, Detroit, 1985. 
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S9-0-13 
Frontal Impact Protection Requires a Whole Safety System Integration 

C. Tarriere, C. Thomas, X. Trosseiile ¯ in car-to-car head-on collisions, the gain would be 

Renault reduced by the increasing aggressiveness of the 
heavier car. 

Abstract The author presents the quantification of the expected 
Beyond the generalization of the belt wearing, the gains for the most prioritary countermeasures, discusses 

improvement of the frontal impact protection is one of the major interactions between them, and tries to define 
the most efficient action to reduce the number of the the required conditions to optimize the whole safety 
severe road victims. However, the attempt to evaluate the system. 
potential gains shows some important limitations to this 
efficiency and indicates the necessity of complementary Introduction 
actions. Among them: Achieving the most substantial benefits in secondary 

¯ the front-end of the trucks needs to be modified to safety requires a two-pronged approach aimed both at 
avoid underide and too severe decelerations of car improving the performance of the "structure/restraint 
occupants, systems" combination in asymmetric frontal impacts for 

¯ due to the interaction between the protection in a broad-enough range of velocities (delta-V from 55 to 
frontal and in lateral impact, the gain in frontal 60 km/h), and at reducing frontal aggressiveness against 
could be lost by an increase of the aggressiveness of other vehicles, particularly in the case of side-impact 
the impacting car in side collisions, crashes. 
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In addition, such an approach cannot ignore the crashes were not symmetrically and evenly deformed 

inescapable fact that cars are getting lighter in order to along the front end. 

cope with environmental demands (better fuel economy, Gloyns et al. (3) reports that 90% of the fatal frontal 

less CO2 and pollution), crashes they investigated could not be represented by the 

In the final analysis, the search for safety benefits will full frontal barrier test. 

necessarily involve a broad, systemic approach based on Lastly, the results from a survey conducted by the 

the following indicators: Peugeot-Renault Association involving 1831 belted front 

¯ protection criteria, measured on instrumented 
seat occupants confirm these findings. Figure 1 gives the 

dummies, 
state of these occupants according to the type of frontal 

¯ criteria for reducing aggressiveness, measured on a 
overlap with the obstacle and the type of deformation for 

dynamometric barrier, 
one sample, all brands and models combined. The num- 

¯ and criteria for reducing fuel consumption and the 
bet of occupants was reduced to 1000 for easier reading. 

production of C02, which will need to take into 
Only 23 out of the 126 fatally and seriously injured 

account a reduction in the power/weight ratio in 
(MAIS 3+)--i.e. 18%--had the front ends of their cars 

order to control and then reduce the death rate in 
evenly and symmetrically deformed. Before making any 
comparisons with the full frontal barrier test, it may be 

single-vehicle crashes, useful consider the mean acceleration sustained by these 

Why Is Improving Protection Against 
occupants. For 7 out of the 23 seriously injured reported 
under these conditions, the obstacle crashed against most 

Frontal Impact the Number 1 Priority? often was the door of another car. In these cases, the 
Bureaucratic Truth vs. Scientific Proof estimated mean acceleration is much below that recorded 

There are already so many regulations on frontal in tests against an inflexible barrier. These cases appear 
impact, some say, that the new priority should be intro- in the "Symmetric (low deceleration)" category in Figure 
ducing regulations aimed at improving side impact pro- I. 
tection. This line of thinking is purely bureaucratic and 
simply ignores the scientific facts. According to our own 
assessment, the benefits to be expected from the side 
impact regulations that are being contemplated in ,,~.,~s0[.,~.~s,-,.I ~ 1.~o~ 1~.o.~.~. 
Europe--and that were recently introduced in the U.S.~ 
would be 6 times less effective than those expected from 
improvements in frontal impact protection. 

Conditions Required for Achieving the Best Gains in 
Frontal Impact 

Selecting a test that matches as closely as possible the 
deadliest front impact configurations. Such a test will be 
deemed representative of global frontal impacts if its 
configuration agrees with the characteristics of real-life           ~_~...o~ 
accidents, therefore ensuring that test results will 
eventually translate into better highway safety. 

Investigating actual collisions provides a basis for 
designing a suitable configuration with the most appro- 
priate velocity. 

The asymmetric configuration: ~’~paots ~I,t,~ to ~o’t~ 13 2? iO 4 54 

This configuration is the one used most widely in 

studies relating to overlap, deformation and resultant 
(pin’ooia~ 

trajectories. ~ Over~aagiag obsta~ 

Based on 413 cars involved in front-end crashes (all 
severities of injuries combined) that were investigated in ,~ 

the region of Hanover (Germany), Otte (1) reports that "~-~" 

79% of them showed no evenly-distributed frontal 
deformation. The same author notes that in frontal ~o~ ~7 ~o,~ ~ ~o iooo 

impact the resultant trajectory of the forces is exactly 
parallel with the longitudinal axis of the car in only Figure 1. Frontal Real-World Accidents~M.AIS of Belted 
23.7% of the cases. Front Occupants According to Type of Overlap and Type 

Zeidler et al. (2) reports that 84% of the 822 cars they of Deformation 
analyzed that were involved in injury-inducing frontal 
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All in all, the full frontal barrier test represents only "~’’~ : 
13% (16/126) of the belted front seat occupants who ~ :A~==s ~///,~...~zs 3-,-5 I ,.~,A_,s o-,_-z 
were seriously or family injured in frontal crashes. ,.~ " 

Figure 1 also shows the types of overlap and 
deformation observed in the other cases. The data show 
that the deformation equivalent to the 30° angled barrier 
test resulting from frontal impact with a 50 to 100% 
overlap covers: 

¯ 41% of the belted front seat occupants, all injuries ~ ! - 
combined, 

¯ 52% (66/126) of the seriously and fatally injured, 
¯ and 57% (17/30) of the fatalities alone. 
Other tests such as the comer impact (1/2 overlap) can 

also cause asymmetric front-end deformations, but at a ,_o 
right angle. However, this type of deformation is rarely 
observed in actual crashes. 

Selecting a priority-type asymmetric frontal test ~-v 

configuration--such as the 30° angled barrier on the Figure 3. Frontal Impacts--Breakdown of Severity of 
driver’s side--also requires estimating the force of the Injuries for Belted Front Occupants (Without Rear 
impact sustained by the belted occupants. Occupant Over Load) by Delta-V Classes 

Force of the impact: 
The force involved in actual frontal crashes is tradi- seriously or fatally injured in the delta-V category 

tionally estimated in terms of the instantaneous velocity ranging between 56 and 60 km/h. 
Thomas et al. (4) investigated the estimated mean variation of the occupant (delta-V) and the mean accele- 

ration of the vehicle (Am). acceleration in actual frontal crashes equivalent to the 
30° angled barrier test with delta-V values on the order Figure 2 shows the cumulative delta-V percentages for 
of 55 km/h. Based on 320 actual frontal crashes that belted front seat occupants that were not subjected to 

additional loading from rear seat passengers, according could be assimilated to that test, the data show that the 

to various severities of injury. A delta-V value of 53 majority of the mean acceleration values for delta-V 

km/h covers half of the 169 severely and fatally injured values betw.een 50 and 60 km/h fall between 10 and 13 

for whom the force of the impact could be evaluated, g (4). Most of the mean acceleration values measured in 
30° barrier tests for this same range of velocities fall 
between 11 and 15 g (4). One may conclude that the 30° 

=-. \ barrier test simulates rather faithfully the mean accelera- 
.~ 

~ ~ 
tion sustained by car occupants involved in crashes 

~-....~_~ o-,_-~~ 

~,,,j.~l,~.._~._.~ 

between 50 and 60 km/h. 
In addition to delta-V and mean acceleration, intrusion 

~ / 
/-"-’’"’:"~-" is yet another factor that may bear on the risk incurred 

~’~’~:~ ~-~-~ ~-:i~’:’~ by belted front seat occupants. Table 1 shows the distri- 

,o ~_~~ - but ion of 403 such occupants broken down into delta_V 
categories according to the intrusion level inside the ~ passenger compartment. The data show that for delta-V 

~ values ranging from 51 to 60 km/h, intrusion involves 
~ one fourth (25/101) of the belted front seat occupants, 

~ ~ ’~ ~ "~ ~ ~’ "~ ’~| ~ ~- ~ ~l ’~ ~"~’ 

and most of all, 46%(17/37) of the seriously and fatally 
injured. 

Delta-V (~/h) 

Table 1. Distribution of 403 Belted Occupants by Classes Figure 2. Frontal Impacts--Cumulative Percentages of of Delta-V in Relation to the Intrusion 
Belted Front Occupants (Without Rear Occupant 
Overload) According to Delta-V and Severity of Injuries 

(N=1,365) 
the lower edge of the       severity         40-50        5140        61-70      TOTAL 

M.AIS 0-1-2 208 56 11 275 

Another way to quantify the most representative ~NTtfllormod¢lr,te M.AIS3-4-5 26 ~9 19 64 
(< ~50 area) Killed 1 2 2 4 

velocity consists in examining the overall severity of the To~ ~5 
lesions in each delta-V category (see Figure 3). The data ~,~o., ~,~s~-5 ~ 1~ ~ ~7 

(> 250 nun) Killed 0 4 12 16 

show that one out of two belted front seat occupants is re,., 1, ~ ~1 60 
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Figure 4 provides a distribution of the severities of ment to any overall frontal barrier test, whatever that test 

injury according to the delta-V, mean acceleration and may be. 

intrusion for actual crashes equivalent to the 30° angled In the last analysis, any representative frontal test 

barrier test, although no information is given on the should restitute the parameters that govern the risks 

resultant trajectory of the occupant, incurred by the maximum number of belted front seat 
occupants, i.e. it needs to provide for: 

IHPACTS RELATED TO 30" TEST 
FOR BELTED DRIVERS. * a delta-V of at least 55 km/h, 

¯ a mean acceleration on the order of 13 g, 
ia ¯ an asymmetric deformation of the front end of the 

~ .÷ ÷ car giving rise to a potential risk of intrusion on the 
~ driver’s side, 
- ~÷ ¯ and a slightly oblique occupant trajectory that pro- z 
o ~ 

"" ". " " ~ : ÷0 ®                           ~ . (~ (9÷ vides for the possibility that the head of the driver ~ ¯ :.: .... (~ ..... ~ dummy will hit the left hand side of the steering 
-~ ¯ 

! ÷ 
wheel. 

~,~ a " ::." "" ." "e’ It should be specified however that such a test will 
z ...... . ~AZS O-~-2 not, of course, be sufficient to predict how safe a car is 
"< + HA~S ~-4-~ -- 
~ * KILLED in all frontal crash situations. The test described above -r 

~ 0 ~qrTH "rNTRUSZON 0nly seems the one most appropriate at present to cover 
3 close to half the seriously and fatally injured belted front 

VELOCTTy CHANGE (~.n Kin/h) seat occupants of cars involved in frontal crashes. 

Figure 4. M.AIS of Belted Drivers According to Velocity Selecting the tool for predicting the risk of lesions. 

Change, Mean Acceleration of Cars and Intrusion for This means designing a biofaithful dummy that can help 

Frontal Real-World Accidents Related to the 30° Angled scientists avoid making errors when they interpret test 
Barrier Test results. The base for such a dummy already exists: 

Hybrid III. It has a thorax, neck and head that are much 
Otte (1) reports that the mean resultant of the forces improved compared with its predecessor’s--Hybrid II-- 

is located to the left of the longitudinal axis, forming an and that gives dynamic responses which are more closely 
angle estimated to be about 5°. The frequency of head related to those of human beings. 
impacts against the steering wheel also provides some But although Hybrid III represents a significant step 
indication as to the drivers" trajectories, forward, further improvements are still needed in the 

P. Thomas (5) observes that for values of delta-V following areas: 
between 50 and 59 km/h, 56% (56/99) of the belted 
drivers experience head/wheel impact. G. Walfisch et al. 

¯ collar bone stiffness, 

(6) report a similar frequency in the same delta-V 
¯ face biofidelity, 

category, based on the crash sample investigated by the 
° pelvic behavior in submarining, 

PSA/Renault Association. 
¯ chin/sternum contact, 

From an experimental standpoint, these authors note 
¯ and adding asternal rib simulation. 

that in the delta-V category from 46 to 60 km/h, the In addition to progress in terms of biofidelity, Hybrid 

impact of the head of the belted dummy driver is almost III makes it possible to measure several parameters that 

systematic in 0° or 50% offset tests, which is not the can be used to assess the risk of lesions in various body 

case in real life. regions. A thorough analysis of all the parameters--both 

At any rate, the problem is elsewhere. In frontal crash technical and medical~for a large number of actual 

tests--run as part of car design, regulation compliance or crashes can help scientists clearly specify the risks 

even car rating--the reference to a single head-wheel facing car occupants: Accidentology can thus determine 

impact is unacceptable. In real life, there are not one but the types of impact encountered, their force, the body 

many conditions under which head-wheel impacts can regions that are most at risk, and the types of lesions that 

occur, depending on the size of the occupant, the kine- are observed. 

matics of the occupant, the characteristics of the frontal Based on the data, the role of biomechanics is to 

crash, the way the steering column moves, and the exact translate the physical parameters measured on dummies 

location of the impact against the steering wheel, into protection criteria, and to set the various thresholds 

Therefore, a specific test needs to be designed that can beyond which lesions may occur. That is the only way 

measure the protection to the head (face, brain, skull, the risk of bodily injuries to the occupants involved in 

neck) provided by the steering wheel, and at various actual crashes can be predicted. Table 2 sums up the 

locations thereof. Such a test is the necessary comple- criteria proposed for frontal impact. 
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Table 2. Criteria Synthesis Suggested for the Frontal Test 

US CRITERIA RENAULT CRITERIA : Proposal 

SKULL HIC<I000 If direct head impact, 

HIC < 1000 To be calculated during head contact 

BRAIN w<25000_.rdls2 

FACE FI<500 daN (forehead on rim) 

F2<250 dan (below forehead, with deformable 

face and on a large area} 

NECK My<250 Nm ) 

Fx <250 dan } without head impact 

with impact ; under determination 

CHEST a < 60 g    Deflection < 50 mm 

a<60g 

ABDOMEN               F < 150 daN in case submarining is detected 

FEMUR F< I000 daN F< 1000 dan 

Why Is It Important Both to Improve 
Protection Against Frontal Impact and to Figure 5. Head-On Crash Test Between Two Cars 
Reduce Frontal Aggressiveness Against Weighing Respectively 660 kg and 1320 kg Running Each 

Other Vehicles, Particularly in Side-Impact at 70 km/h (Source: from Ventre (18)) 

Crashes? 1000 kg) than in the least aggressive one (under 800 kg) 
At present, car safety policies vary from country to (Figure 6). And these are but averages by weight cate- 

country, but the one feature they share is that they only gory. The risk runs probably from 1 to 20 between the 
address the issue of protection inside the vehicle being least and the most aggressive car. 
certified, they ignore the risks that such a vehicle may 
pose to other users. 

This void is that much more serious that there is no C~llislcns 2 c~rs 3 c-~s cr r~3re 

other truly effective means of protecting these users. 
FATALITIES FATALI~ES Accordingly, a car’s frontal aggressiveness cannot be c~ c.~t~s~c <. ~o~-:.n~ (cr c~)c~-,-~ > ~_o~oos~te_~ Tot--, 

effectively compensated by a regulation aimed at making 
an impact against for instance the doors of another ~ <~0KW/t ~:-::~:!:’~:~:!:~:~:~:~!"~ ’" "~1~ 61 

vehicle tolerable by its occupants. Of course, the overall 
number of injuries can be lowered by making specific 800 - / ~0KW,t ~-~-~,.’->~:=-:.~ ~ "~ 
design changes to the side of cars, but the effectiveness ~ooo 

of such changes is too limited to affect the number of 
~ <50KW/t serious injuries and fatalities (7, 8). Effective protective >~000 

measures--measures that could cut down that number in 
half---are technically and economically unfeasible, as Figure 6. Distribution of Fatalities Among 1,000 Drivers in 
shown by the evaluation program for the Renault Each Car Class of Weightand "Power/Weight" Ratio 
COVER (9 to 11). Naturally, such inability to compen- According to Obstacle Type (Source: Sample of 41,944 
sate reaches 100% in the case of road users that are most Drivers, France 1989, Gendarmerie File) 
vulnerable, i.e. pedestrians and two-wheelers. 

Charges against the aggressiveness of certain cars The stakes are high, even higher when pedestrians and 
were levelled over fifteen years ago (12 to 17). Its two-wheelers are taken into account--and justifiably 
components were identified: weight, architecture and so--since here again the risk varies in relation with the 
stiffness. Spectacular demonstrations were made, such as aggressiveness of the vehicle (Figure 7). 
Philippe VENTRE’ s to the 3rd International Conference It is often said, particularly in the United States, that 
on ESV (18) in a communication entitled: "A Homo- safety inside a car drops as the car gets lighter. This 
geneous Safety in a Heterogeneous Fleet." The author indeed complies with the laws of mechanics. The veloci- 
clearly demonstrated that a small Renault 5 weighing 660 ty variation of car occupants wearing seat belts anchored 
kg could offer the same protection as that of a standard- to the non deformed section of their cars is proportional 
sized American car weighing twice as much, but whose to weights ratio. For example comparing two cars in- 
aggressiveness would have been reduced. The case was volved in a frontal collision, one weighing 700 kg and 
made using a front-end collision between the two the other 1400 kg, with a closing speed of 100 km/h, 
vehicles (Figure 5). delta-V will be 67 km/h for the lighter car and 33 km/h 

To date, such studies have not prompted any new for the heavier one. Turning now to the statistics on 
regulatory developments. Could it be for lack of quanti- actual crashes, the death rate is 25 per thousand drivers 
fying the influence on highway fatalities? If so, the void of cars under 800 kg, compared to 10 for cars over 1000 
is now filled: we know for instance that the risk is 5 kg. Therefore, the death rate indeed increases as cars get 
times higher in the most aggressive car category (over lighter, but the ratio is still below 2.5. Accordingly, the 
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Ogposite drivers     Fedestrians and_._2-wheelers                                                                            ! 

< 800 kg 

o .o~ .~ :05 o .~s .io 

Figure 7. Fatality Rates of Opposite Car Drivers and 
Pedestrian or Two-Wheelers According to the Striking 
Car Weight Class and =Power/Weight" Ratio (Source: 
Sample of 50,710 Car Drivers, France 1989, 

Figure 8. Deaths in Two Cars Accidents~USA, FARS 

Gendarmerie File) 
1975-1988 File (Source: From Chelimsky (19)) 

increased safety inside the heavier cars does not offset, the lightest car category is the least dangerous overall. 

by far, the risk they pose to the outside since, as indi- For the rest, the results differ slightly from those 

cated above, the corresponding ratio is 1 to 5 when corn- recorded in France, and such for various reasons includ- 

paring the average for cars under 800 kg and that for ing the lower seat belt use rate in the US. - 

cars over 1000 kg. Thus, on the basis of two very differen~ samples, the 

Figure 6 dearly illustrates the results drawn from a French one representing 90% of all traffic injuries sus- 

data base on 40,000 drivers involved in injury-inducing rained in that country, one can better understand why 

traffic accidents which occurred in France in 1989. Our there is an imperative need to tie in the search for better 

findings are in good agreement with those published frontal protection with a limit on the aggressiveness of 

recently in the United States (19). The author, E. vehicles. Any improvementtofrontalprotection alone is 

Chelimsky, points out that" the safety provided to the likely to cause more heterogeneity in the fleet, particu- 

occupants o~ a large car must be considered together larly between the heaviest cars--that would be made 
¯ 

with the risk posed by that same car to passengers in even stiffer to meet the new requirements--and the 

other automobiles .... (I)t is not true that cars become existing fleet. Accordingly, there is an urgent need to 

more dangerous simply by getting lighter." introduce objective means of measuring aggressiveness, 

Our findings are in full agreement with C. Thomas’s such as those proposed hereinbelow. 

paper (20) presented and discussed 6 months earlier at 
the AAAM Conference held in Scottsdale (USA) in Analysis of the Influence of the Power/Weight Ratio 

October 1990. The author shows that although the death In this comparative study of risk in each weight cate- 

rate is higher inside lighter-than-average cars in the gory of cars in the fleet, there is yet another important 

French automobile fleet, overall, the heavier cars are parameter beside weight: the power/weight ratio. 

more dangerous. The number of victims in the struck The above-mentioned US study also investigates one- 

cars (only 2-car collisions are studied) increases faster car accidents (Figure 9). For this type of crashes the 

with weight than their number decreases inside these sample only includes recent--one to two-year old-- 

same vehicles, passenger cars involved in fatal accidents from 1986 to 

The results obtained in the US regarding only 2-car 1988 grouped in the same six weight categories as 

accidents relate to crashes that occurred in the 1978- above. 

1988 period. These crashes are broken down into six Here, the most dangerous cars are in the fourth weight 

equal-sized categories of car weights, from category 1 category, where the risk is much higher than that in the 

(smallest cars) to category 6 (largest cars), three lower weight categories. The risk is lowest in the 

It is noteworthy that the risk inside the cars (as sixth category, which is comprised of the heaviest cars. 

opposed to the risk outside, in cars that are struck) is These cars also have the lowest risk of rollover. 

highest in the 3rd weight category, and not in the two The author offers no explanation for the fact that cars 

lightest car categories (Figure 8). in the fourth category are more dangerous. 

The same figure also shows (dashed line) the effect of Referring to our own results, we submit that an addi- 

car size as an initiator of force. The risk of fatalities in tional parameter plays an important role in one-car acci- 

the "other" car increases dramatically Starting from the dents: the power/weight ratio, 

3rd heaviest car category. The influence of the power/weight ratio is felt across 

It is clear that when you add the two categories of all the weight categories (see Figure 6). For a same cate- 

fatalities (inside and outside) in each weight category, gory of power to the ton, this influence tops out in the 
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t 
’ into several sectors, each sector corresponding to one of 

12 the vehicle’s structural components involved in the 

:i 
~ 

impact (engine block, side members, wheels, hood, and 
so on); each platform is made up of a stiff plate mounted 
onto four piezoelectric sensors with two or three compo- 
nents. The way in which the forces normal to the surface 
are distributed between the cells of the same platform 
helps determine the location of the point where the 
resultant of these forces is applied on that platform.. A 

~, ~uo~ 
~ 

measurement is therefore technically feasible. 

1o ,~ 
~ 

What needs to be agreed on next is how many cells 
there should be and how they should be distributed. 

~-~ 
" ~ * ~ 

.~ 
Indeed, the spatial measurement of the forces must be 

~=~_~e ~ =n~,o~ accurate enough so that the authorized limits--which are 
Figure 9. Deaths in One Car Accidents--USA, FARS 1975- yet to be determined--depending on the location are 
1988 File (Source: From Chelimsky(19)) compatible with an actual decrease in side impact 

aggressiveness. 
cars of average or below average weight. For example in Some may think that running additional tests is not 
cars weighing between 800 and 1000 kg with a power/ cost effective so long as the full front impact test 
weight ratio of 75 kW/ton, there is a sizable excess risk remains a mandatory requirement. 
that represents 66% of the "inside" fatalities and 59% of With respect to this type of impact, we have a picture 
all the fatalities ("inside" + "outside") associated with of the French car fleet in the 80s as given by the moving 
that category. Loss of control is the major cause, particu- deformable barrier test proposed by UTAC (22). For 
larl~ going off the road round a curve and crashing impacts at 35 km/h covering 20 representative vehicles, 
against a fixed obstacle. But the power/weight ratio also mean overall stiffness values ranging from 500 kN/m to 
translates into more aggressiveness toward the most 5000 kN/m (!) and peak forces from 179 kN to 510 kN 
vulnerable users (Figure 7). were recorded. In a first step, it would be interesting to 

One can see how important it will be to limit the get a new picture of the fleet in 1991. This picture would 
power/weight ratio in the near future, when the average help define specifications based on the least aggressive 
weight of cars tends to drop in order to meet environ- vehicle, making sure that the vehicle that is selected 
mental requirements, offers good protection against frontal impacts. 

However, such initial approach to the 0° barrier test 
Proposals on How to Estimate the Aggressiveness of Car should not prevent us from considering the feasibility of 
Structures estimating aggressiveness using the 30° angle barrier 

Several approaches can be imagined to estimate the test, a potentially fruitful path for the future. 
aggressiveness of cars. But rather than choose a specific 
test, we suggest that the most cost-effective solution Conclusion 
consists in tying in this estimate with the future frontal In the light of these findings, it should be obvious that 
impact test. the problems at hand are highly complex. 

Indeed, would it not suffice to measure the forces Gone are the times when simplistic proposals such as 
applied to the barrier in dynamic tests to get a good de- "Improving vehicle safety merely requires better side 
scription of their maximum values and distribution? The impact protection" or "Improving vehicle safety merely 
side members and the engine/gearbox unit transmit the requires tougher regulations in terms of passive safety, 
brunt of the forces, and it needs to be accurately record- and running tests at a higher speed" could be made. 
ed by the selected frontal impact test configuration. Before making users pay for implementing such pro- 
Among the asymmetrical impacts, the so-called "overlap posals, let’s first ascertain what benefit they would 
higher than 1/3" impacts do not adequately account for derive in terms of a diminished risk on the road. 
the engine/gearboxunitforces. However, theasymmetri- As concerns protection against side impacts for 
cal impact against a 30° angle barrier, shown above to be instance, our estimates show that the benefit would 
quite representative, would be acceptable to estimate the indeed be very small, due to the shape--thinness of the 
aggressiveness involving the quasi instantaneous impact side wall--and to the highly unfavorable ratio between 
of one side member and the engine/gearbox unit and, at the stiffness of the front end of cars and that of the side 
high speed, of the whole front end of the car. wall. 

How feasible is estimating a car’s aggressiveness Increasing protection against frontal impacts is a much 
using the 30° angle barrier test? Instrumenting the 30° higher priority since the expected benefits are five times 
angle barrier using force cells has already been done higher than in side impacts. Nevertheless, such benefits 
(21). Measurement platforms divide up the barrier area should be attained using the "softest" methods, i.e. those 
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that improve protection inside the vehicle without in- In the final analysis, it is becoming ever more obvious 

creasing its aggressiveness outside. This means putting that safety can only be served by a systemic approach. 

a priority on optimizing the effectiveness of protection Frontal impact protection of course remains the num- 

systems inside the passenger compartment, ber one priority in passive safety, but it needs to be 

Such optimization should be applied to each seat in considered by curbing the evolution of weight and by 

the vehicle: indeed, the requirements are different for the limiting the aggressiveness of cars against one another. 

driver, the front seat passenger and the rear seat passen- Overall highway safety will advance as the hetero- 

gers depending on whether they are seated next to a door geneity of the fleet decreases. This goal has to be 

or in the middle, and whether they are adults or children, reached in the context of an inescapable drop in weight 

And for the latter the demands are still different for each in order to lower both fuel consumption and pollution. 

age group. The stakes thus appear in an overall perspective where 

There is still a lot of work to be done in this area, and safety imperatives are confronted with those of the 

the "COVER" experimental vehicle presented by environment. 

RENAULT provides many useful applications. Safety benefits can be expected in spite of--or thanks 

Progress in the area of frontal impacts can and must to--lighter cars, but two conditions need to be fulfilled: 

be sought by improving the behavior of car structure. ¯ fleet heterogeneity must be fought against and 
This does not mean stiffening, as stiffening fails to reduced, 
deliver better overall protection. Recent examples show ¯ and power must decrease as cars become lighter. In 
that cars that are too stiff transmit forces to the occu- other words, the power/weight ratio must not 
pants through the restraint system, forces that exceed increase, it must go down. 
human tolerance particularly in the thoracic region. Fulfilling these conditions requires a clearly stated 

To improve structural behavior means getting better political will. Indeed, the natural trend in the past 
control over this parameter with a view toward maximiz- decades has been toward more power and heavier cars, 
ing the dissipation of energy while at the same time and specifically, more weight in cars that are among the 
avoiding unacceptable deformation of the passenger heaviest in the existing fleet. 
compartment. The criteria measured on instrumented Finally, it is on purpose that this report has only 
dummies can be used to predict the risk of injury, and addressed those issues that concern secondary safety. In 
hence to assess any improvement to the "structure- fact, safety as a whole is a much more complex matter. 
restraint system" couple. A coherent road safety policy cannot avoid comparing 

It should also be stressed that the damage to a car (its the cost effectiveness of the various proposals being 
deformation) does not provide--in and by itself--any made, according to whether they relate to injury pre- 
pertinent measurement of safety, vention (so-called passive or secondary safety) or 

But there is yet another imperious reason not to accident prevention (so-called active or primary safety). 
increase structural stiffness. In addition to the risk The fact that protection against side impacts is not very 
stiffness poses to the occupants in crashes against fixed effective does not mean that nothing should be done. It 
obstacles---i.e. 39% of all the frontal impacts involving only shows that lives should be saved by other, more 
fatalities in France--it also constitutes a considerable cost effective means, i.e. crash avoidance. Measures of 
danger on the road by increasing the aggressiveness of the highest priority need to be taken to improve the road 
striking vehicles. Let’s not forget that any car on the infrastructure. For instance: 
road is as much a potentially struck vehicle than a 
potentially striking one. ¯ a traffic circle in place of an intersection cuts down 

Limiting front end aggressiveness is an imperious 
the risk of accidents involving serious injuries 

necessity. This objective can only be reached if one acts 
twenty-fold; 

simultaneously to improve protection against frontal 
¯ and putting up guardrails along roads lined with 

impacts--a desirable goal--and to limit aggressiveness, 
trees would likely cut almost in half the number of 

The aggressiveness of vehicles is highly dependent on 
killed against trees recorded in FRANCE in 1990 by 

their weight. One can easily conceive how dangerous it 
the state police force. 

would be to let the heterogeneity of cars on the road in Accident prevention will account for the great majori- 

terms of weight and stiffness further increase without ty of the lives saved in the future (23, 24). Broadening 

controlling their aggressiveness, the analysis to all the safety issues and integrating them 

Studies have also shown that the weight-safety into a comprehensive system should not be used as an 

relationship is not a linear one. There is an excess risk alibi to do nothing. Measures designed to improve front- 

related to the power/weight ratio that comes into play al impact protection constitute a priority that is that 

independently and that primarily manifests itself in the much less arguable that they form an overall system 

form of loss of control of the car in a curve (one car coupled with support measures that give it a clearly 

accidents), established coherence and effectiveness. 
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Occupant Protection in Coaches 

Ross Dai Nevo, Paul Duignan, the two car occupants. The carriage way was a single 

Michael Griffiths 
lane and undivided. 

Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW 
Inspection of the coach showed that one seat assembly 

became totally detached from its anchorage points with 
another 13 either showing broken or distorted mountings. 

Abstract Four of these seats had broken welds at the footplates 

In 1989, New South Wales, experienced the two worst (1). 
coach crashes in Australia’s history. First, a coach to The second crash, Grafton/Cowper, October 1989, 

truck crash with a closing speed of approximately 200 claimed the lives of 20 people and seriously injured 15. 
km/h where 19 died. Two months later, a coach to coach The accident was a side swipe involving a fully laden 
crash with again a closing speed of approximately 200 semi-trailer and an interstate coach. Both vehicles were 
kin/h, in which 35 died. Australia had reviewed world travelling on a single lane carriageway at approximately 
wide research just prior to these crashes and was about 100 km/h. There was massive intrusion into the side of 
to adopt a regulation similar to ECE 80. Following the the coach by the leading edge of the trailer. 
first crash the NSW Road Safety Bureau’s Crashlab con- All but two of the 19 coach passenger fatalities were 
sidered what protection ECE 80 would have offered had seated on the right (off-side) of the coach. The seats on 
it been in place. The review found little, if any potential this side, and several from the other, were effectively all 
gain. Accordingly, work commenced to refine the devel- detached from their mountings. The detachment of the 
opment of a seat incorporating a 3-point seat belt which seats from both the floor mountings and the wall mount- 
offered protection to 20 g’s. In subsequent crashes, it ings contributed to the occupants being thrown into the 
was confirmed that passive 10 g protection would not "crush zone" and subsequently receiving fatal injuries. 
offer adequate protection. The crashes also verified the The injuries from intrusion were gross. 
belief that a total coach safety package incorporating The third crash, Kempsey, December 1989, was Aus- 
roll-over strength, emergency exits and 3-point seat belt tralia’s worst road accident and claimed the lives of 35 
occupant protection was required. This paper summarizes people and seriously injured another 40. This accident 
the findings of five coach accidents, the research con- involved two interstate coaches approaching at speeds of 
ducted on the adequacy of ECE 80, and the future direc- approximately 100 km/h each and colliding head on with 
tion of coach safety in Australia. an approximate 90 percent overlap. 

20 of the 23 seats in one coach and a similar number 
in the other coach, detached from their mountings and 

Introduction "stacked" at the front of the coaches. Injuries to the 
During the past four years Australia has endured five 

of the most serious road accidents in its history. The 
occupants were exacerbated by this and were essentially 

common factor to all five accidents were that they each 
of a crushing nature caused by both the initial impact 

involved a coach. In all 66 people were killed and 136 
with the back of the seat in front and an impact to the 
back by the seat behind, Sharp edges on the fractured 

injured, cast aluminum seat mounts caused laceration injuries. 
As a result of investigations and findings of each of There were numerous complete traumatic leg amputa- 

these accidents, questions were raised with regards to tions. 
¯ the strength of seat anchorages, The fourth accident, Mt Tamborine September 1990, 
¯ the role of lap/sash seat belts and, claimed the lives of 11 people and seriously injured a 
¯ improved roll-over strength, further 38. It involved a coach leaving the road while 

This paper provides a brief description of each acci- negotiating a turn and subsequently rolling 270 degrees 

dent, the protection systems and structural strength down a two metre embankment. The speed of the coach 

required to survive coach accidents, a review of the before leaving the road was estimated to be 55 km/h (2). 

adequacy of the ECE 80 standard for coach seats and the The coach came to rest against a substantial tree. 

future direction of bus occupant protection in Australia. The injuries sustained were either from ejection (3 
people) and contact with the interior of the coach from 

The Crashes the initial deceleration and then the roll-over. Examina- 
The first accident, Bass Highway, Anderson, February tion of the coach showed that 19 of the 22 seats suffered 

1987, involved a coach colliding with a small car, subse- fractures to the mounting points. The coach structure 

quently leaving the carriage-way and colliding head-on also dynamically deformed approximately 30-35 degrees 

with a tree. The accident killed 5 of the coach occupants to the side during the roll-over and as a consequence 

including the driver. A further 17 were injured including reduced the occupant survival space (3). 
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The fifth accident, Talbingo, May 1991, injured 26 

km single lane carriageway with gradients reaching 4 
._ percent. The driver of the coach lost control and the bus 

:1 ! \ \i ._". subsequently left the road and rolled 540 degrees, 360 
degrees without contact with the ground. The coach came 
to rest on its roof at the bottom of a 5 metre embank- ’ ~. __ l ~__ 
ment. 

The important characteristic of this accident is that the a . , 

coach roof structure, from bottom of the windows up, 
was completely dislodged. All the occupants were eject- 
ed from the vehicle. ?e~.plates 

£:l, xed on ~he £Ioor’ 

Findings or t, he veh;tcle 

Structural 
~                                                                                        ~0~ _:-_ The most interesting component of the five crashes " | " 

reported was that four different accident modes were 
~ "d - experienced (side-swipe, full frontal, offset and, roll- 

over). The common element in each accident was the 
inadequacy of the seat anchorages to withstand the 
impact. 

In the first three accidents there was a substantial o d o 
forward component involved in the deceleration. This 

Figure 1. Dynamic Deflection of Coach Structure 
deceleration allowed the occupants to contact the seat in (Reproduced from ADR59/00) 
front and thus add to the inertial forces already being 
applied to the anchorage points and seat legs. The most the seat in front as a passive restraint system. The 
common failure mode was fracturing of the footplates severity of the injuries in this accident were also 
and bolts, increased by the age of the passengers (all over 55 years) 

In the frontal impacts the coach structures performed (3). 
adequately considering the severity of the impact. The The Talbingo accident highlighted that if seat belts 
estimated average deceleration in the Kempsey crash was alone were used it would have led to an increased injury 
16 g’s and the coach structures were essentially unde- severity, thus the need for a total safety package which 
formed behind the crumple zone. includes not only the incorporation of 3-point (lap/sash) 

In the roll-over accidents the coach’s structure was seat-belts, but improved roll-over strength. During the 
considered to have performed poorly. In the Mt Tambo- roll-over stage of the accident all the passengers (majori- 
fine accident the dynamic deflection of the structure ty under 16 years) were thrown from the bus structure. 
above floor level was estimated to be approximately 35 In all accidents there was extensive intrusion into the 
degrees. This is compared to the new Australian Design residual occupant space by either the external bus struc- 
Rule 59 (ADR) requirements shown in Figure 1 where turf or interior components which became dislodged dur- 
the structure should not deform more than approximately ing impact. 
11 degrees. In the Talbingo accident the entire roof 
structure was removed to the bottom of the windows, Emergency Exits 
thus leaving the interior of the coach exposed and During the rescue operations of the accidents, par- 
offering no protection to the occupants, ticularly the two night accidents, Grafton and Kempsey, 

confusion existed over the location of the emergency 
Injuries exits. Those bus occupants, who were still partially 

In most cases the inadequacy of the seat anchorages to mobile, didn’t know where the emergency exits were. At 
withstand the impact force of the accident contributed to least one occupant received serious lacerations smashing 
the severity of the injuries. Injuries were sustained by through a window. Another occupant who managed to 
contact with the seat in front as well as contact by the find a roof exit, broke his leg whilst leaping from the 
seat immediately behind. In the case of the Mt Tambo- bus roof. 
rine accident the lack of occupant restraints allowed The rescuers could not find the emergency exits and 
some occupants to be ejected from the coach and others even if they had, the exits were not suitable for stretcher 
to contact the luggage racks or roof structure. The major access. This indicated the need for exits to be identifi- 
injuries suffered in this accident were in the thoracic able in the dark, by occupants and rescuers. The exits 
region. This accident highlighted the inadequacy of using need to be towards the middle of the coach on both 
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sides. They need to large enough to accommodate a 

stretcher and if they are high off the ground, steps are 
required. 

Seat Strength Test Program 
Prior to the Grafton and Kempey crashes, Australian 

Design Rule (ADR) 66/00; Seat Strength Seat Anchorage 
Strength & Padding in Omnibuses was issued in draft 
form with a proposed implementation date of 1st July 
1992. The technical requirements of ADR 66/00 are 
based on ECE Regulation No. 80. 

ECE 80 and ADR 66/00 specify both static and 

dynamic test procedures for evaIuating the strength and 
performance of seat structure, anchorages and padding. 

Following the Grafton bus crash, which resulted in 19 
Figure 2. [~C[~ 80 Bus Seat Static Test Rig 

fatalities, an evaluation of the strength of current 
The loading rams were mounted between sets of ...... 

production coach seats was conducted to the require- 
rollers which constrained the application of load to the 

ments of ECE 80 by the New South Wales Roads and 
longitudinal axial direction. The reaction force between 

Traffic Authority, Crashlab. 
each ram and the bulkhead was monitored with a force 
transducer. Each ram was powered by a separate hy- 

Test Program Objectives 
.... The objectives were; 1) to assess the performance of 

servovalve. The servovalve was driven by an electronic 
controller card which monitored the output of the force 

current production coach seats against both the static and 
dynamic tests specified in ECE 80; 2) to establish the 

transducer and increased or decreased the hydraulic 

correlation between the static and dynamic tests and the 
pressure to the ram, as required, to achieve the pre-set 

real life crash performance of coach seats, 
test load. The displacement of each body block was 

The program was conducted in four stages: 
monitored with a string potentiometer displacement 
transducer. 

¯ Stage 1. Static testing to ECE Regulation 80. Test Seats. Ten separate seat models were supplied 
-Stage 2. Dynamic testing to ECE 80 using non- : from five manufacturers for evaluation in the static test 

instrumented TNO 10 test dummies, program. Nine of the seats represented current produc- 
¯ Stage 3. Dynamic testing to ECE g0 using instru- tion models. The tenth seat, which was no longer ir~ pro- 

mented Hybrid III anthropomorphic test dummies, duction, was included as it was represented in one of the 
, Stage 4. Dynamic testing of a prototype seat fatal coach crashes. Six of the seats used a combination 

incorporating a retractable lap and sash seat belt. of wall and floor mounting attachments while the re- 

maining four (4) were designed with floor mounts only, 
Stage 1. Static Tests (1) Assessment Criteria. The ECE 80 static test assess- 

ECE 80 Static Test. The static strength test specified ment criteria are based on the energy abso~tioa and 
in ECE 80 attempts to simulate the loads applied to the structural strength of the seat. The criteria includes: 
rear of a seat by the knee and chest contact from an is not to be 
unrestrained rearward occupant(s). This is achieved by 

o displacement of the upper body block 

the simultaneous application of two loads in a horizontal 
less than 100 mm and not more than 400 

longitudinal direction at each seating position. All of the 
¯ displacement of the lower body block is not to be 

seats tested were of a dual occupant design, therefore, 
less than 50 ram. 

this necessitated the simultaneous application of four test 
o no part of the seat, seat mountings or accessories is 

: to become completely detached during the test. 
loads, o one or more of the seat anchorages may become par- 

ECE 80 Test Rig. A static test rig was constructed to tially detached if the seat remair~s firmly held and all 
the requirements of ECE Regulation 80. The rig com- 
prised a rigid base frame and an adjustable bulkhead to 

locking systems remain locked. 

which four hydraulic loading rams were mounted (Figure 
o no structural part of the seat or accessories has any 

2). The coach seat modules, (representative sections of 
fracture or sharp pointed edges or corners likely to 

the coach floor/wall structure incorporating the seat 
cause any bodily injury. 

attachments), mounted to the base frame while the bulk- 
Test Results. Of the ten seats tested, nine (9) clearly 

: head accommodated independent vertical and lateral failed to meet the static test pass criteria. The remaining 

adjustment for each ram, The test loads were applied to seat demonstrated the capacity to meet the test loads, 

the seats via body blocks attached to the end of each 
although, was unable to sustain all four loads simulta- 

ram. 
neously for the required duration of 0.2 seconds. 
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The nine seats which failed the static test were equally The test method involved impacting the seat under 
represented by three modes of failure. These modes evaluation from the rear with a test dummy in each 
were: 1) collapse of the seat squab; 2) penetration of the seating position provided. The dummies were positioned 
seat squab by the lower body blocks (Figure 3); 3) sepa- unrestrained on a auxiliary seat identical to, and to the 
ration of the seat structure at the floor anchorage points, rear of, the one under evaluation. The test and auxiliary 

seats were attached to the coach floor modules. The 
modules were mounted on the Crashlab Monterey Crash 
Simulator (rebound sled) which produced the required 
impact deceleration specified in ECE Regulation 80. 

Each dynamic test was filmed with three high speed 
! 

cine-fllm cameras. One camera was mounted on the sled 
provided a side-on view. Two stationary cameras were 
used to obtain side-on and over-head views of the 
impact. All three cameras were operated at a film speed 
of 500 frames per second. 

Test Dummies. TNO 10 anthropometric dummies were 
used in the Stage 2 tests. ECE 80 specifies the use of 
Hybrid II anthropomorphic test dummies (ATD’s) which 
accommodate instrumentation to measure the head and 
chest accelerations and the femur leg forces. This data 

.... Figure 3. Seat Squab Failure by Body Block Penatration ; enables calculation of the head, thorax and femur injury 
The collapse of the seat squab resulted in failure acceptability criterion values. However, as all six seats 

........ through excessive displacement of the upper body in the dynamic test program had previously failed the 
blocks. The penetration of the squab by the lower body static strength test, TNO dummies were selected as an 
block resulted in failure from the seat’s inability to intermediate step due to concern of serious damage to 
sustain the test load. The separation of the seat anchor- the more expensive Hybrid ATD’so 
age structure resulted in forward rotation of the seat Test Conditions. The sled was calibrated to a decele- 

i 
assembly and failure by excessive displacement of the ration pulse meeting the requirements of ECE 80. This 
upper loading blocks, pulse produced an ~mpact velocity change of 31.~m/hr 

The seats which failed by squab collapse and struc- and a peak deceleration of 1t.t Go The duration of the 
rural separation demonstrated performance limits which pulse above 8.0 G was 70.2 ms. and the rise time from 
would e hazardous in a real accident situation. In 0.0 G to 8.0 G was 19.8 ms. The average deceleration of 
contrast, seat failure by squab penetration was not a the test pulse was 7.94 Go 
conclusive indication of how the seats would perform in 
a real accident situation. In these cases the anchorages Dynamic Test Criteria 
were not subjected to the full test loads and the loading The pass criteria for the ECE 80 dynamic test are 
method was not able to give an effective representation based on the forward movement of the test dummy(s), 
of actual impacts, the biomechanical response of the dummies and the 

A point of concern raised from the squab penetration strength of the seat and seat mountings. 
mode of failure was that it may encourage the relocation Evaluation of the biomechanical response was not 
or fitment of additional lateral members to the squab, possible in Stage 2 as the TNO’s did not accommodate 
Such modification to prevent penetration would prove suitable instrumenu~tion. The evaluation was subse- 
detrimental with respect to the mitigation of leg injuries quently based on the seat and seat anchorage strength 
to the occupant behind the seat. criteria, which are the same as for the static test, and the 

The overall impression from the static test results was forward movement criteria. 
that the failure modes exhibited were not truly repre- The forward movement criterion is satisfied if the 
sentative of those present in the Grafton or Kempsey part of the head and trunk of the test dummy does not 
coach crashes. In both coach crashes there was evidence pass beyond a transverse plane situated 1.6 m from the 
of the anchorage attachments both on the seat and in the seating reference point of the auxiliary seat on which the 
floor separating under impact. In the static tests, in dummy was originally seated. 
which the actual vehicle attachment systems were repli- Dynamic Test Results. All six seats were successful in 
cared, no structural floor anchorage failures occurred, restricting the forward movement of the test dummies 

less than t.6 meters. One seat, however, sustained a 
Stage 2. Dynamic Tests--TNO Dummies (2) failure of the inboard anchorages even though the 

Dynamic Test. This series of tests assessed the dummies were restrained. 
structural strength of bus seats when subjected to the The six seats in the dynamic test program represented 
dynamic test conditions of ECE Regulation 80. identical models to those tested ir~ the static test 
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program. In the static tests all six seats failed by one of The biomechanical evaluation criteria required that; 1) 

the three modes previously described. The only mode of the head acceptability criterion (HAC) be less than 500; 

failure which was represented in the dynamic tests was 2) the thorax acceptability criterion (ThAC) be less than 

the separation of the seat structure at the anchorage 30 G except for periods totalling less than 3 ms; 3) the 

attachments, femur acceptability criterion (FAC) be less than 10 kN 

The correlation between the static and dynamic test and the value of 8 kN not be exceeded except for periods 

results was very poor. Two of the three failure modes totalling more than 20 ms. 

exhibited in the static tests were not reproduced in the Dynamic Test Results. Seven of the seat assemblies 

dynamic tests. The overall seat deformation was also were successful in meeting the strength criteria for the 

much less severe in the dynamic tests, seat structure and seat mounts. One seat which did not 

Analysis of the high speed film shows that the appli- meet the strength criteria (M5) suffered separation of the 

cation of load to the rear of the seat squab occurs in two inboard anchorage attachment from the adjustable mount- 

distinct stages in the dynamic tests. The initial stage of ing track. This seat subsequently failed to restrict the 

loading being produced by the lower leg/knee of the forward movement of the ATD’s to within the allowable 

dummy impacting the seat squab. The second stage of displacement. 

impact occurs latter when the upper torso/thorax area of Figures 4 to 7, show the biomechanical responses 

the dummy impacts the upper portion of the squab. The obtained in the tests. These results indicate a wide varia- 

trajectory of the thorax prior to impact is in a forward tion in the performance of the seats tested. The Head 

and downwards arc due to the upper torso of the manikin Acceptability Criteria (HAC) ranged from a lowest value 

pivoting about the hips. In contrast, the static test loads of 36 to a highest value of 489. The. Thorax Accept- 

are applied simultaneously to both the upper and lower ability Criteria (ThAC) values ranged from 6.35 G to 30 

portions of the squab at a fixed height and in a forward G and the Femur Acceptability Criteria (FAC) values 

horizontal direction, ranged from 2.0 kN to 6.5 kN. 
¯ The main conclusion drawn from Stage 2 ,was that the 

HAC VALUE 
dynamic test is not as severe as the static test and that see 
the correlation of seat performance between the two tests 
is very poor. The mode of failure obtained in the dynam- 

see 

ic tests was representative of that from the real life 4oo 
coach crashes, albeit to a much lesser degree, indicating 
that the nominal 8.0 G deceleration pulse of ECE 80 is 

aoo 

much lower than that experienced in both the Grafton aoo 
and Kempsey crashes. 

loo 

Stage 3. Dynamic Tests~4-Iybrid III Dummies (3) o- 

Dynamic Test and ATD’s. The results of Stage 2 indi- M1-A MI-S MI-C Ma MS M4 MS MS Mr 

cated that the Hybrid ATD’s would not be at risk of 
MANUFACTURER 

serious damage in the dynamic tests. Thus, Stage 3 was ~ .AC: AISLE ~ .AC: WINDOW 
essentially a repeat of Stage 2 using instrumented Hybrid Figure 4. Hybrid III Head Acceptability Criterion (HAC) 
III ATD’s. The Hybrid III was substituted in place of the Responses 
Hybrid II on the basis of availability and justified on the 
grounds of representing improved biofidelity, ss rhAC VALUE 

The Hybrid III ATD’s accommodated instrumentation 
to measure the resultant triaxial head and chest accelera- 

so- 

tions and the axial femur leg forces. This data was used as- 

to assess the ATD’s responses against the biomechanical ao - 
acceptability criterion. 

15- 
Test Seats. Nine pairs of dual occupant seats were 

supplied for testing. Four sets were representative of the 
models included in Stage 2. The other five sets were 
representative of models not previously tested. All of the 
seat assemblies were designed with combined floor and 

0 M1-A MloB MI-C M2 MS M4 MS M6 Mr 

wall mounting attachments. MANUFACTURER 

Evaluation Criteria. The test evaluation criteria 1 ThAC: AISLE k~ ThAC: WINDOW 

included the forward movement of the ATD’s and the 
seat and seat anchorage strength requirements as for the Figure 5. Hybrid III Thorax Acceptability Criterion (ThAC) 

previous tests. 
Responses 
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FAG VALUE (kN) 

seats were in response to the perceived need to increase 
structural strength for the static test. However, these 4. 
modifications resulted in a more aggressive seat with a 

s- less favourable dynamic performance. 
Seat M6 was representative the seats installed in the 

coach involved in the mount Tambourine accident. The 
performance of the seats in the crash, in terms of 
strength and ability to mitigate injury, was much less 

o                                                    than that implied by the laboratory tests. This raises 
M1-A M1-B M1-C    M2     MS     M4     M5     M6     M7 

serious doubts as to the adequacy of the ECE 80 dynam- 
MANUFACTURER 

ic test requirements in terms of pulse severity and the 
1 Fm-R.-A~SLE ~ Fro-L: ~,s,E concept of using the seat squab as the sole means of 

Figure 6. Hybrid III Femur Acceptability Criterion (FAG) (passive) occupant restraint. 

Responses for Aisle Seating Position 

FAG VALUE (RN) Stage 4. Dynamic Tests on Seats With Integrated Seat 
r- Belts (4) 
s- Test Seat. The first three stages of testing established 
~ the performance level of current production model coach 

4 seats against the static and dynamic requirements of ECE 
80. In Stage 4, tests were conducted on a prototype twin a 
occupant coach seat which incorporated a separate lap 

2- 
and sash (3-point) emergency locking seat belt for each 

1 - occupant. The seat belt assemblies and anchorages were 
o ~ fully integrated into the seat frame structure., tg or.�#" 

M1-A M1-B M1-C M2 MS M4 M5 M6 M7 
In earlier development tests the seats de~m~trated the MANUFACTURER 

ability to provide restraint to two 75 "Kg occupants 
BI~ FAG-R: WINDOW ~ FAG-L: WINDOW (ATD’s) at impacts up to 24 G. The tests conducted in 

Figure 7. Hybrid III Femur Acceptability Criterion (FAG) Stage 4 were in response to concern that a seat strong 
Responses for Window Seating Position enough to withstand the forces imposed by integrated 

seat belts would present a serious threat of injury to any 
The results indicated that the aisle seating position unrestrained passengers seated behind them. Also in 

generally yields the lower overall biomechanical injury question, was the capacity of the seat to remain intact 
response. This corresponds with the aisle seating position under the combined loading produced by a restrained 
being more compliant, exhibiting larger deformation belted occupant and an unrestrained rear occupant bear- 
after impact. This was illustrated in test M5 (seat ing on the back of the seat, under crash conditions. 
supplied by manufacturer 5) where the aisle seat anchor- Test Configuration. Three test configurations were 
ages separated on impact, resulting in the lowest HAG investigated; 1) test seat impacted from rear by two 
and ThAC values obtained in the test series, unrestrained Hybrid III ATD’s at ECE 80 dynamic de- 

The trend for more compliant seats to produce lower celeration pulse; 2) test seat occupied by two restrained 
biomechanical injury values was also demonstrated by TNO 10 dummies and impacted from the rear by two un- 
the tests on seats M1-A, M1-B and M1-C. These seats restrained Hybrid III’s at ECE 80 pulse; 3) test seat 
were all of the same basic design and model but incorpo- occupied by two restrained TNO 10 dummies and 
rated various modifications designed to improve their impacted from the rear by two unrestrained Hybrid III’s 
static test performance. The basic seat design ( M1-A ) at 20 G. 
experienced the largest deformation but yielded the Test Results. Configuration 1: The results from the 
lowest values for HAG (74) and ThAC (9.1). Seat M1-B first test, on the unoccupied seat, were that the HAG and 
with modifications to strengthen the base produced HAG Femur criteria were met, while the ThAC values exceed- 
values which were approximately double that obtained ed the allowable limit. The inboard dummy registered a 
for the M1-A seat and also marginally higher ThAC ThAC value of 35.1 G and the outboard dummy a value 
values. Seat M1-C which experienced the least deforma- of 37.0 G, both of which exceeded the allowable 30 G 
tion incorporated structural modifications to the base as maximum. 
well as redesigned and strengthened inboard anchorages. Configuration 2: In the second test, with restrained 
This seat produced a HAG value of (286) which is dummies in test seat, the ThAC and Femur response of 
almost four times that of the basic unstrengthened seat. the ADT’s met the pass criteria where as the HAG 

The Stage 3 results again highlighted the lack of criteria was exceeded. The HAG values obtained for the 
compatibility between the Static and Dynamic tests inboard and outboard ATD were 1,897 and 2,195 
specified in ECE 80. The modifications made to the MI respectively. The increase in HAG was due to a lower 
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head strike site on the test seat which had deflected ¯ Seats can be manufactured incorporating 3-point seat 

forwards as a result of the loading produced by its belts for improved safety for seat belted occupants 

restrained occupants, without further compromising the safety of unre- 

Configuration 3: The results of the third test, strained occupants. 

conducted with restrained dummies in the test seat at 20 
G, were essentially the same as for configuration 2. The Future Direction of Coach Safety 
ThAC and l~emur values were within the allowable limits In response to the findings of the coach accident 

while the HAC values were again excessive. The HAC investigations and the seat strength evaluations, Australia 

values obtained from the inboard and outboard ATD is proceeding towards the adoption of a total coach safe- 

were 1,653 and 1,791 respectively. In subsequent tests ty package incorporating roll-over strength, emergency 

which were conducted using the same configuration, exits and 3-point seat belts. 

HAC values of less than 1,000 were obtained through the Coach roll-over strength is to be addressed by 

crude application of polystyrene foam sheet to the rear Australian Design Rule (ADR) 59/00 which has an 

of the seat squab, implementation date of July 1992. The technical require- 

In addition to not meeting the HAC criteria, the rear ments of ADR 59/00 are based on ECE Regulation 66 

inboard seat anchorages pulled free of the mounting "Super Structure Strength of Large Passenger Vehicles." 

track during impact. The requirements for emergency exits are covered in 

The results indicate that, in the configuration supplied, Australian Design Rule 58/00 which has a proposed 

the test seat had the potential to injure unrestrained implementation date of July 1993. 

occupants. However, the results also showed that the seat Proposed Australian Design Rule SBASS, which has 

and anchorages were capable of restraining the combined an intended implementation date of July 1993, specifies 
loads of four test dummies at 20 G while remaining the requirements for seats, seat anchorages and three 

essentially intact. This also demonstrated that the level point seat belts in coaches. The basis of this rule is that 

of protection provided for restrained occupants would the restraint system shall provide 20g crash protection. 

not be compromised by other occupants who choose not 
to use their seat belts. Postscript 

Another feature of the test seat which complements its | Since this paper was presented, a further coach crash 
dynamic performance, is that there is not a significantI has occurred in Australia involving a double decker 
weight or cost penalty associated with the additional coach and resulting in five fatalities. The most severe 
structural strength and safety provided, injuries occurred from direct penetration of the coach 

occupant space. A detailed investigation is underway. 
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$9.0.15 
Are Air Bags Compatible with Child Restraint Systems 
and Roadside Safety Features? 

Thomas Turbell the ISO working group ISO TC 22/SC 10/WG 3. Several 

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, research projects are also in progress, especially within 
~ VTI the industry. 

This paper will deal with the problem of rearward 
Abstract facing child restraints in combination with passenger air 

For about 20 years rearward facing child seats have bags. During the last two years, an SAE Task Force, 
been used in Sweden for children up to the age of 3 Child Restraint Air Bag Interaction CRABI, has devel- 
years. These seats are usually mounted in the front seat oped test procedures and suitable dummies on this 

,~ passenger position leaning against the dashboard. The subject. These dummies are now being evaluated and it 
protection performance has been shown to be excellent can be expected that it will take at least another year 
(90-95% injury reduction) and this concept is now being before those test procedures will be incorporated in any 
adopted in other countries. A passenger air bag can legislation. 
obviously be dangerous in combination with this type of The potential risk of combining air bags with rearward 
child seats and some dynamic tests have been done with facing child seats was first reported in 1976. [4] Since 

~ different combinations. These tests show that the dummy then this has been a special concern of the Swedish re- 
.... accelerations will reach very high levels and that some searchers in child safety. The only type of child restraint 

child seats will disintegrate. This paper will present these used by Swedish toddlers aged 1-3 is the rearward facing 
results and discuss possible countermeasures. The new seat supported by the dashboard. [5] This concept is now 
requirements for roadside safety features that are now being considered also in other European countries since 
being developed in Europe and the USA are based on the a number of serious neck injuries have been found in 

~ assumption that passengers are not using seatbelts. These forward facing child seats. The other type of rearward 
~ requirements will encourage the development of systems facing child seats is the infant carrier, which is used 

with a low g-level at the beginning of the collision in worldwide. This system is not dependent on the dash- 
order to let the unbelted occupants hit the dashboard board as a support, but a front passenger seat installation 
with a low impact speed. During this phase the air bag is often preferred because of the good possibilities of 
will probably not deploy. When the passenger is in supervising the child. 

-. contact with the instrument panel the g-levels will be The introduction of passenger air bags in cars in 
¯ allowed to increase and the air bag will deploy. This is Sweden and the possibility of obtaining currently repre- 

obviously a dangerous situation. This paper will discuss sentative air bags for testing, was the initial impetus for 
the present state of these requirements and the problems this project. 
with air bag use in these situations. The second part of this paper deals with the risk of 

out-of-position passengers in collisions with roadside 
_~ Introduction safety devices. At the moment the US test procedures are 
- Air bags are now being introduced on a large scale, being revised and a European standard is being devel- 

especially in the USA. The European market is a couple oped. In both cases the question of the air bags has not 
of years behind, but air bags are already offered in some been considered. 
cars. In order to work properly the air bag must be fully 
inflated within 50 ms after sensing a severe crash pulse. Dynamic Tests 

~ In order to do that a significant amount of emergency Test Procedures 
has to be released in a short time. If a car occupant or The dynamic frontal crash test procedure according to 
any other object is obstructing the path of the air bag ECE-Regulation 44 [6] was used. The air bags, supplied 
during inflation, a dangerous situation might occur, by AUTOLIV AB, as used in all tests were of a type that 

The problem with Out-of-position car occupants has is expected to come into use in a couple of years. Air 
been studied before [1,2,3] and is at present discussed in bag volume was approximately 150 1 and the triggering 
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time was set to 15 ms after impact. In the first 3 tests the EPS-shell seats have been popular in Sweden for a 

air bags were installed at the instrument panel position couple of years. 

on the Reg. 44 test rig in a "mid-mount" configuration Dummy: TNO P3 15 kg 

with a 5° upward orientation of the blow-up direction. In Impact speed: 50.1 km/h 

the last test the air bag was installed in a "top-mount" Stopping distance: 665 mm 

configuration with a blow-up direction of 60° to the Observations from highspeed film: The seatback of the 

horizontal. CRS is completely destroyed when hit by the AB. 

Head acceleration was recorded in addition to the Dummy acceleration data: 

required measurements in Reg. 44. The "typical" values Chest resultant/3 ms: 126 g (Typical <50 g) 

given below indicate results from earlier tests without air Head resultant/3 ms: 78 g (Typical <40 g) 
Comments: The high accelerations and the complete bags. 
collapse of the CRS indicate a high injury risk for the 

Results child. The child is also unprotected in any secondary 
Test #: B959 collision. 
Date: 900606-2 Test #: B960 
Air bag position: Mid-mount 5° upwards. Date: 900607-1 
CRS used: Akta Loveseat, Hard shell infant carrier for Air bag position: Top-mount 60° upwards 
group 0, approval no. E5 02006. This device is repre- CRS used: Akta Duo + Baby, EPS-shell rearward facing 
sentative of most of the current infant carriers. When CRS for group 0+1 approval no. E5 02022. 
installed, the distance to the dashboard is approx. 30 cm. Dummy: TNO P3 15 kg 
Dummy: TNO P3/4 9 kg Impact speed: 50,0 km/h 
Impact speed: 50,0 km/h Stopping distance: 660 mm 
Stopping distance: 650 mm Observations from highspeed film: The top of the CRS 
Observations from highspeed film: The CRS is hit by the is immediately blown away and the CRS collapses com- 
AB and assumes a vertical position, pletely. The dummy is displaced downwards and ends up 
Dummy acceleration data: under the instrument panel. 
Chest resultant/3 ms: 38 g (Typical <50 g) Dummy acceleration data: 
Head resultant/3 ms: 121 g (Typical <50 g) Chest resultant/3 ms: 69 g (Typical <50 g) 
Comments: Although there is no direct contact with the Head resultant/3 ms: 185 g (Typical <40 g) 
air bag in the beginning of the deployment the membrane Comments: The high accelerations and the complete 
force of the inflating bag is enough to produce high head collapse of the CRS indicates a high injury risk for the 
acceleration in the dummy, child. The child is also unprotected in any secondary 
Test #: B956 collision. 
Date: 900601-1 
Air bag position: Mid-mount 5° upwards. Comments 
CRS used: Folksam Mini, Hard shell rearward facing The tested infant carrier and child seats do not seem 
CRS for group 0+1, approval no. E5 02051. This seat is to give adequate protection to its occupants under these 
representative of the "hard shell" seats available on the circumstances. There is no reason to believe that rear- 
Swedish market, ward facing child restraints of other makes would behave 
Dummy: TNO P3 15 kg differently. 
Impact speed: 50,3 km/h Due to these results and some other incidents the 
Stopping distance: 660 mm "soft-shell" child seats are no longer in production in 
Observations from highspeed film: The CRS is pushed Sweden. They now have a hard cover on the outside of 
away from the AB approx. 10 cm. The AB then goes the EPS-shell. However, approx. 500.000 of these seats 
downwards. There is no damage to the CRS. have been sold and will be used for many years to come. 
Dummy acceleration data: 
Chest resultant/3 ms: 131 g (Typical <50 g) The Time Bomb 
Head resultant]3 ms: 79 g (Typical <40 g) Even if we should be successful in warning the owners 
Comments: In this, and the following cases, the punch of new cars not to use rearward facing child seats in 
out force of the air bag acts directly on the child seat. combination with passenger air bags a "time bomb" is 
Even if this seat is intact after the test the accelerations built into the system. We can expect that the second 
in the dummy are quite high. owners of these vehicles, more likely to be parents of - 

Test #: B957 small children, will not be reached by the warning 

Date: 900605-1 messages. Even if they are, it is very likely that some 

Air bag position: Mid-mount 5° upwards, will ignore the warnings and use their approved infant 

CRS used: Akta Duo + Baby, EPS-shell rearward facing seats in the dangerous position. We must not forget that 

CRS for group 0+1 approval no. E5 02022. This type of there are millions of infant seats available worldwide. 
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These seats have a long lifetime and are re-used many Conclusions 
times. The introduction of passenger air bags poses a serious 

injury risk to small children using rearward facing child 
Roadside Safety Features restraints in the front seat of the car. 

In order to protect motorists from injury, several There are several solutions to the problem that ought 
roadside safety features have been developed. Among to be given a high priority in the development of air 
these devices are median barriers, guardrails, yielding bags, child restraints and regulations. 
signs and light supports and crash cushions. These ¯ Mandatory warning labels in the cars and on the 
objects are developed and approved by crash tests, child restraints. 

For several reasons dummies are not used in these ¯ The position of the air bag on the dashboard. Top- 
tests. The occupant risk is evaluated from the accelera- or low-mounted air bags may be safer. 
tions measured in the vehicle center of gravity. ¯ The deployment phase of the air bag might be al- 
Occupant Impact Velocity (OIV) tered in order to create a less aggressive situation. 

This approach has been used in the NCHRPR 230, ° A detection device that will provide early deploy- 

Recommended procedures for the safety evaluation of ment, before the impact starts, would allow for 
highway appurtenances, published in 1981. [7] A popular enough time of deployment at a lower intensity. 
name for this method is "the Flail Space Method." A ¯ Proximity sensors or switches might disconnect the 
very similar method was also published in Sweden in air bag when a child restraint is installed. The 
1980 [8]. The main features of these evaluation pro- ISOFIX [10] concept now discussed in the ISO 
cedures are the following: working group (ISO/TC 22/SC 12/WG 1) may 

include devices available to disconnect the air bag. ¯ Assume that the car occupants are not using any 
seat belts. Even with a high general usage rate of ¯ The rearward facing child restraints may be designed 

so that they can reduce the forces from the deploy- seat belts it can be assumed that a large part of the 
occupants in roadside crashes are not belted, ing air bag. 

¯ Keep the impact speed of the occupants into the The present design criteria for roadside safety features 
dashboard at a minimum level. This is calculated by may encourage designs that can induce an unwanted out- 

integration of the vehicle acceleration assuming that of-position situation. A careful evaluation of this prob- 

the occupant is a free mass that will move 0.6 m lem ought to be made. For some roadside objects it 

before impact. The NCHRPR is at present subject to might be feasible to ensure the deployment of the air bag 

an update where the "Flail Space" model probably at the first contact. This will, however, probably be 
will be kept. The proposed limit value for the impact unfavorable to unrestrained passengers in cars without 

to the dash is 9 m/s (32 km/h), air bags. 
° When the occupant is in contact with the dashboard 

the acceleration may rise to a higher level. This References 
phase is called the Occupant Ridedown. It is 1. Mertz, H., Driscol, G., Lenox, J., et al., Response of 
assumed that the acceleration may rise to 20 g Animal Exposed to Deployment of Various Passen- 
during this phase without posing any serious threats ger Inflatable Restraint System Concepts for a 
to the occupant. Variety of Collision Severities and Animal Positions. 

Theoretical Head impact Velocity (THIV) and 9th International Technical Conference on Experi- 

Post-Impact Head Deceleration (PHD) mental Safety Vehicles, 1982. 
2. Mertz, H., Restraints Performance of the 1970-76 This evaluation procedure [9] has been proposed and 

GM Air Cushion Restraint System. SAE Inter- will probably be used in the European Standard that is 
now being developed within CEN (European Committee national Congress and Exposition. SE Paper 880400, 

1988. for Standardization), Although this is a more sophisti- 
3. Horsch, J.D., Lau, I.V., Andrzejak, D.V., et al., cated, two dimensional, model the main principles are 

the same as in the US requirements. Assessment of Air Bag Deployment Loads. 34th 
Stapp Car Crash Conference. SAE Paper 902324, 

Intentional OO P O ? 1990. 
The problem of the Out-Of-Position Occupant (OOPO) 4. Aldman B., et al., Possible Effects of Airbag Infla- 

has been discussed for a long time. The main concern is tion on a Standing Child. AAAM 18th annual con- 
that an OOPO will be too close to the deploying air bag ference, 1974. 
and that serious to fatal injury can occur. 5. Turbell, T., The Future of Child Restraints in 

The design goals for roadside safety features as Europe, Eurotraffic-91, Alborg, 1991. 
described above may well encourage this out-of-position 6. United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe, 
situation. The goal is in fact to position the occupant in ECE, Uniform Provisions Concerning the Approval 
contact with .the dashboard or the steering wheel, of Restraining Devices for Child Occupants of 
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Power-Driven Vehicles ("child restraint systems") 9. Laker, I.B., A Guide to the Measurement of Theo- 

(E/ECE/324/E/ECE/TRANS/505)RegulationNo. 44 retical Head Impact Velocity (THIV) and Post- 

Geneva, 1981. impact Head Deceleration (PHD). TRRL Reference 

7. Michie, J.D., Recommended procedures for the safe- 3.691, Farley Hill, 1991. 

ty performance evaluation of highway appurte- 10. Turbell, T., ISOFIX Status report, May 1991. 

nantes. National Cooperative Highway Research ISO/TC 22/SC 12/WG1 N220. 

Program Report (NCHRPR) 230, Washington, 1981. 
8. Turbell, T., Eftergivliga belysningsstolpar. VTI 

Report 204, 1980. 

$9.0.16 
Enhanced Airbag Model for the ATB Program 

Tariq Shams, Nagarajan Rangarajan need a more efficient tool to model bags. Recognizing 
this, engineers at the General Motors Corporation have 

GESAC, Inc. undertaken an effort to enhance the airbag model using 

Abstract the Cal-3D program which is their proprietary version of 

An enhanced airbag model has been developed for the 
the ATB program [2]. Following the same argument, we 

Articulated Total Body (ATB) Crash Victim Simulation 
have developed a number of enhancements to the airbag 

program. It consists of a number of new features and 
model which have been implemented in ATB and in our 

some features of the existing bag model have been modi- 
commercial occupant simulation model "DYNAMAN." 

fled. The new model can be implemented on minicom- 
This paper describes the enhancements developed to 

puters, workstations and 80386/80486 based micro- 
make the ATB airbag model capable of modelling 

computers. Features of the enhanced airbag model dis- 
currently available airbags. The simplicity of the model 

cussed in this paper are, 1) a revised thermodynamic 
and input data, the reasonable correlation between simu- 
lation and test results, and the short duration it takes to 

model which allows for gas flow to be input as a mass 
rate table and an optional temperature table for the 

exercise this model even on microcomputers suggests 

temperature of the inflator, 2) an enhanced bag deploy- 
that it is a good design tool which can be used to carry 

merit model that allows for several input options to 
out parametric tests as a part of the overall design 

describe the bag shape during deployment, 3) general 
process. 

bag shape algorithm that allows modelling of an ellipti- 
The enhancements to the bag model will be described 

cal cylinder with ellipsoidal caps, 4) a revised model to 
in the next few sections. In each section, we will start 

describe impact between the airbag and the occupant 
off by giving a brief description of the limitation of the 

during the unfolding of the bag, 5) allowance for the 
old airbag model and follow it up with a description of 

input of bag shape during deployment as a time-history 
the enhancements. 

table, 6) a simple folding model to calculate the effects 
of the bag impact during deployment, 7) a revised con- 

Enhanced Model Development 

tact force calculation between the bag and external seg- Bag Thermodynamics 

ments and planes which includes an explicit calculation 
Limitations of the old airbag model. The mass flow 

of the contribution of bag tension. Results of theoretical rate is determined from a fixed volume gas supply, based 

validation of the model for impact of the bag with simple on the theory of compressible fluid flow. It is difficult to 

shapes will be presented. Initial validation based on data convert the data from tank tests into the required charac- 

from sled tests will also be presented, teristics of the gas supply. 
Enhanced thermodynamics model. In the new model, 

Introduction the mass flow rate is provided as a time-history table. 

The Articulated Total Body program (ATB) is a wide- 
Mass flow rates can be obtained from manufacturers or 

ly used crash victim simulation program [1]. The airbag 
by converting standard tank test results (which provide 

model originally available in this program suffers from 
pressure histories within a constant volume tank). Gas 

a number of limitations such as restrictions in the way 
temperature in the generator can be input as a constant 

gas inflow is modelled, numerical instability, restrictions 
or as a temperature-time history table. 

in the shape of bags that can be modelled, etc. These 
The thermodynamic state variables (pressure, tempera- 

limitations made the bag model cumbersome to use and 
ture, and volume) are computed at each instant of time 

an unreliable design and modelling tool. 
based on the laws of conservation of energy and assum- 

Airbags are becoming standard equipment in cars and 
ing [2,3,4]: 

therefore restraint system engineers and other researchers ¯ Isentropic flow. 
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¯ The gas behaves as an ideal gas with constant mine the intersections with the contacting segments. 
specific heats. With the modified deployment input, gauge pressures 

¯ The processes of gas flow into the bag and of airbag within the expanding bag may be positive before the 
deformation is adiabatic, effective volume reaches the geometric volume, and 

¯ The temperature and pressure are uniform within the contacts with impacting segments will generate forces. 
bag at each instant of time. This means that the Thermodynamic calculations were also modified so that 
relaxation times of the thermodynamic variables are the effective volume during deployment was based on 
much shorter than rates of local deformation and the current bag geometry. 
mass flow. A sample procedure to obtain deployment data. As a 

Using the above assumptions, the following bag part of this work, a procedure was developed to deter- 
thermodynamic calculations are made during the time the mine bag deployment data from film analyses of an air- 
bag is filling up and after complete deployment when bag viewed through two orthogonal projections, namely 
additional mass flow is responsible for increasing a side view and a plan view. In order to test this 
pressure, procedure, digitized data from films of a mid-mount 

¯ During deployment, at each time step: airbag deployment sequence were obtained from the 

- calculate total mass in bag National Highway Transportation Safety Administration 

- determine bag volume or pressure depending on (NHTSA). The digitized data were processed to obtain 

deployment input contour dimensions of the bag during deployment. The 

-determine contact volume contour dimensions provided data for calculating the 

- determine temperature in bag velocity and acceleration of the leading edges of the bag 
in any of the three principal directions. Also, a simple ¯ After full deployment, at each time step: 

- calculate total mass in bag integration scheme was used to estimate the bag volume 

- determine contact volume from the data defining the contours in two orthogonal 

- determine total bag volume and pressure, including views. 

expansion due to optional bag stretch A computer program was also developed to analyze 

- determine temperature in bag the digitized bag configuration data during deployment 
obtained from film analysis. This program can visually 

Bag Deployment display the evolution of the bag in the two cross-sections 

Limitations of the old airbag model. The bag is for which film data were available. The program deter- 
mines the maximum extents of the bag in two orthogonal modelled as an ellipsoid and during deployment the axes 
directions for each view at each time in the deployment of the ellipsoid are scaled in the ratio of the current 

volume to the final bag volume. The initial pressure in sequence. It assumes that these two extents represent 

the bag during inflation is taken to be at atmospheric approximately the axes lengths of an equivalent elliptical 
section. For each view, the program estimates the area of pressure until the effective volume (current volume + 
the bag section using a simple Simpson’s integration penetration volume) equals user defined volume of the 
over the contour of the bag section. bag, at which point, bag pressure can rise above atmo- 

Once the area of the bag in each view is estimated, the spheric. No work is done in inflating the bag to its full 
volume, program estimates the volume of the bag, by assuming 

Enhanced deployment model. The new bag model elliptical cross-sections across the common axis between 

allows the user to define the expansion/time history of the two sections and then again numerically integrating 

th~ bag in the following ways: the area of these sections over the common axis. Since 
the times at which the two views are measured are usual- 

. No input--it is assumed, that the bag fills at atmo- ly different, the cross-section values at common times 
spheric pressure and the bag geometry is determined 

were estimated by a simple linear interpolation of the by scaling from current volume as in the old bag original cross-sections. 
model. Once the axes lengths at different instants of time 

¯ Bag volume-time history is specified--pressure is were determined then these values can be input into the 
calculated based on the perfect gas equations and new airbag model to describe the unhindered deployment 
current dimensions of the bag axis are calculated by of the bag. This deployment history has been utilized in 
assuming scaling with respect to final bag shape, a trial simulation with the new bag model. Since no 

¯ Bag axes-time history is specified--volume is calcu- dynamic information for this bag was available from the 
lated and then pressure calculated, test, it has not been possible to utilize the data in an 

Regardless of the input options, if there are inter- impact simulation. 
actions during deployment, then the geometry that the Figures 1 and 2 show the side and plan views of the 
bag would have if there was no contact is used tO deter- bag deployment as obtained from the digitized film data. 
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est deployment phase, the flow will resemble an 
unbounded turbulent jet through an orifice. For a 
cylindrical jet, the fall in the maximum jet velocity is 
inversely proportional to the distance from the orifice 
[5]. In such a jet, the total momentum across a section 
remains constant and can be taken to be the momentum 
at the orifice. 

The folding pattern is modeled approximately as being 
rolled into a cylinder or linearly in an accordion pattern. 
The gas jet will cause the bag to unfold and initially the 
bag will expand only in the direction of the jet. As a first 
approximation, the bag will continue expansion in the 
deployment direction till the maximum geometric extent 
is reached. At that point the bag will begin to expand in 
the other two directions. These models of folding 
patterns are being currently evaluated. 

Figure 1. Side View of Bag Deployment 
Bag Contact and Penetration 

Limitations of old airbag model. The interaction 
between an occupant and the bag is modeled as the inter- 
section of two ellipsoids, which then provides a geo- 
metrically based calculation of the deformed volume. 
The forces acting on occupant segments are estimated 
from the active contact area and the current pressure. 

Enhanced contact and penetration models. As the bag 
shape has been generalized to include more than one 
section, with both cylindrical and ellipsoidal geometries, 
a new penetration algorithm described below has been 
developed. 

The procedure for calculating the contact forces are 
built up of several algorithms. These are: 

¯ Algorithm for detecting penetration. The ATB 
routine for detecting penetration has been general- 
ized to allow for penetrations between an ellipsoidal 
segment with an ellipsoid, a cylinder or a semi- 

Figure 2. Plan View of Bag Deployment ellipsoid. 
¯ Algorithm for calculating of maximum penetration. 

Bag Dynamics During Deployment 
Existing ATB routine was generalized to account for 

Limitations of old bag model. The original bag model 
penetration with a bag with a cylindrical section or 

did not have a model of the bag dynamics during infla- 
an ellipsoidal cap. 

tion. 
¯ Calculation of penetration volume and area of inter- 

Model of bag dynamics in enhanced model. In order to 
section. Because of the somewhat arbitrary nature of 

determine the effect of the expanding bag on occupants 
the individual bag segments, the volume and area are 

who may interact with it at the early stages of deploy- 
being calculated by integrating over the portion of 

ment, some estimates of the energy transfer is necessary, 
the occupant ellipsoid and bag segment that have 

In order to arrive at this estimate, it was assumed that 
penetrated one another. Simpson’s method is being 

gas flow through the inflator orifice was sonic and this 
used to integrate in 2 and 3 dimensions. 

flow propelled the leading surface of the bag against an After enhancing the ATB routines as described above, 

intruding segment. The force due to impact of such a the algorithms were tested by comparing results yielded 

moving surface is determined from a simple energy by them with analytic computations of area of contact 

transfer mechanism where the momentum of the leading and the direction vector for two intersecting spheres. The 

surface is completely transferred to the contacting numerical integration scheme developed to calculate the 

segment and hence the force acting on the surface may volume of intersection between the segments, and the 

be estimated, area of contact (including the resultant direction of the 
Some preliminary research was carried out in assess- area) was found to be reasonably accurate (between .1 

ing the suitability of a model of the initial gas flow into and 1%). The calculations appeared to be stable over a 

the uninflated bag. It was assumed that during the earli- variety of ellipsoid shapes (from spherical to highly 
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oblate and prelate spheroids with major to minor axis with sharp contours, e.g. a cylindrical section with 
ratio of 10 to 1). Figure 3 shows an example of an flat sides stitched on. Also, for highly elliptical bags 
intersection of an ellipsoid B with a bag A. Figure 4 the tension must vary over the surface for positive 
shows the method by which the numerical integration of gauge pressure within the bag, if the pressure is 
the penetration volume is calculated, i.e. by subdividing assumed to be uniform. But for large, smoothly 
the penetrated volume into small wedges, curved bags the assumption of uniform tension is 

reasonable for those sections where there is no direct 
contact with the segment. In general, in the absence 
of an external force, the tensions at a point along 
two orthogonal directions on the bag are related by 
the equation: 

T, + __/, 
rI       r2 

where 
Ti = tension in each direction 

n ri = radius of curvature of the bag in a plane section 
containing direction i 
p = pressure in the bag 

A set of equations describing equilibrium conditions Figure 3. Penetration of Bag by Ellipsoid 
for the pressure and tension and excluding inertial and 
stretch effects was derived. This equation was then used 
to relate the change in tension along each of the two 
coordinate directions on the surface of the bag in the 
region where there is no contact. A numerical algorithm 
estimates the deformed contour by integrating these 
equations over the section of the bag which is not in 
direct contact with any segment. Since contact is made 
with ellipsoids, the two natural orthogonal directions are 
one measuring an azimuthal angle and one measuring a 
polar angle. 

The total force acting on the segment is found from 
the force due to pressure acting over the area of contact 
and the total tension force integrated over the contour. In 

Figure 4. Calculation of Penetration Volume Using Figure 5, the area on which the pressure force is acting 
Numerical Integration is denoted by A, and the effective area supported by the 

tension is denoted by B. The total force, for the situation 
Bag Tension Calculations depicted in the figure, where both the segment and the 

Limitations of the ATB airbag model. There is no bag shapes are spherical is given by: 
independent calculation of the bag tension. The bag itself 
is assumed to be stretchless. This can cause problems in 

F -- rtr2p +2rtrTsin0 
situations such as when the rise of pressure in the bag 
due to penetration cannot by itself support the penetrat- 
ing segment. 

Enhanced bag tension calculations. The calculations 
being made for the deformation due to tension, are based 
on the following assumptions: 

¯ There is no local deformation of the bag due to 
stretching. This assumption should hold for the 
typical materials involved with airbags. 

¯ Equilibrium is maintained at any moment while the 
bag is being penetrated. 

¯ Tension is uniform over latitudinal planes and it 
varies slowly over the entire bag. This assumption 
should hold fairly well when the relative velocity of 
the segment is less than the speed of elastic waves Figure 5. Pressure and Tension Contributions to Total 

in the bag. This assumption will not be true for bags Force 
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Validation of New Airbag Model Table 2. Results of Simulation 

Simulations of Simple Ellipsoid Impact 

[| 
i 

MSX.Penet MaX.voroe ForcePr .... ~ensionForce VelReb°und. 
New algorithms in the modified ATB program were simu ation (in) (lbs) (lbs) (lbs) (in/s) 

tested in phases. The new thermodynamic model with the 2.70 228 187 4~ lOO. 0 

mass flow table as input, was tested first and this 1.6, 409 384 25 100.9 
5.24 92 82 10 100 . 0 

thermodynamic model was also tested with a user speci- ~.lO 4,6 x~ 2o~ ~ox.o 

fled deployment history as input. Mass flow tables used 
in tank tests were used as input and the total mass and 

Validation Using Sled Test Data 

pressure in the bag matched well with the test results. Two sets of sled test data were used. A Hybrid III 

The new algorithms for measuring the penetration of 50% dummy seated on a hard seat in the driver side 

the bag were tested using ellipsoids with different shapes 
position was used to simulate the occupant in these full 

impacting a bag pressurized to a specified level. Checks frontal crash tests. Crash pulses represented initial 

were made to see if the law of conservation of energy speeds of 30 to 35 mph. In the first test, the dummy did 

was obeyed, i.e., the impactor should rebound from an not have any belt restraints and was restrained by the 

unstretchable bag (without vents) with the same speed, airbag and dash panel. In the second test, the dummy had 

Approximate penetration distances and penetration vol- was restrained by lap and shoulder belts in addition to 

umes were also be estimated using simple equations and 
the airbag. 

these were compared with the results of the simulations. 
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the upper torso 

The airbag used for the simulation tests, had an resultant accelerations of thesimulationand the firsttest. 

ellipsoid shape with x, y, z semiaxes of 6.0, 12.0, and Figure 7 is a similar comparison of the resultant head 

12.0 inches respectively. It was inflated to a gauge 
accelerations. There is good correlation in the values of 

pressure of 5 lbs/sq, in. A mass of 20 lbs was used as the peak resultant accelerations for both cases. For the 

the impactor in the simulations. It was given an initial 
head acceleration, there is an appreciable lag in the 

longitudinal velocity of 100 in/see. Four simulations timing of the peak. We are looking into this discrepancy 

were performed with the impactor having different semi- further by analyzing the film from the test to compare 

axes in each simulation. The dimensions were selected 
the kinematics more thoroughly. Figures 8 and 9 are 

primarily to vary the aspect ratio of the face of the similar graphs for the test with the dummy restrained by 

intruding segment. The following dimensions for the belts. In these simulations, there is good correlation with 

ellipsoids were used: test results for both the magnitude and the time of the 
peaks. 

Table 1. [llipsoid Dimensions Used for Simulations 

(in) [+ - Test 
x ~ ~ 

i [] Simulation 
Simu ation Shape (in) (in) t 

sphere 3.5 in 3.5 in 3.5 
oblate spheroid i. 0 in 5.0 in 5.0 
prolate spheroid 5.0 in 2.0 in 2.0 
large spheroid 1.0 in 12.0 in 

o,co 

The results for these simulations are summarized in 
Table 1. It shows the maximum penetration of the ellip- 
soid in each simulation the corresponding force. It also 

Figure 6. Comparison of Upper Torso Resultant 

shows the distribution of pressure and tension forces for 
Accelerations for Unbelted Driver 

the maximum force and the rebound velocity after the 
impact is completed. [+~ - sT~’mSutlation 

As can be seen from these results, the depth of pene- 
tration is a function of the aspect ratio of the penetrating 
segment. Object 3 which most resembles a thin, long 
segment of the body is balanced mostly by tension forces 
as can be seen from the relatively high ratio between ......... ~ , ........... 

tension and pressure forces for this object. One would 
then expect object 4 which is a large (size comparable to Figure 7. Comparison of Head Resultant Accelerations for 
the bag) flat object, would be predominantly balanced by Unbelted Driver 
the pressure. A perusal of the results in Table 2 seems to 
contradict this expectation. The reason for this is that Conclusions 

even though the tension force itself is low, the contour A model to carry out a more realistic analysis of 

in contact is so big, that the final contribution is nearly airbag interaction with a vehicle occupant has been 

the same as that of the pressure force, developed. The new model allows for the input of the 
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~o~t external object in the path. Experimental testing and 
~*- s~u~t~o~ 

comparison with simulation results of contact forces 
arising from impact with variously shaped external 
objects moving at different speeds and possibly different 
directions is also needed. 

Several future enhancements are being considered. 
One is a more detailed contact routine which uses 
dynamic equations for the airbag membrane rather than 

Figure 8. Comparison of Upper Torso Resultant assuming a quasi-static equilibrium condition. Another is 
Accelerations for Belted Driver a more accurate modeling of the initial bag deployment, 

+,- ~t I 
where the gas jet interaction with the bag material is 

SimulationJ 
followed locally rather than assuming a gross motion of 
the bag face and the accompanying folded bag. A third 
is modeling of the firing time by using an algorithm for 
detecting the deceleration level or change of velocity or 
a similar logic that may be used by the sensor system. A 

° ...... ~,~s~, ............ fourth enhancement is generalizing the bag shape, and 
HEAD RE~ULTANT ACC£LERAT~ON (C’~) finally, modeling of internal tethers as tension elements 

Figure 9. Comparison of Head Resultant Accelerations for (which cannot support compression). 

Belted Driver 
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Finite Element Simulation of Airbag Deployment and Interactions 
With an Occupant Model Using DYNA3D 

T.B. Khalii Abstract 
General Motors Corporation Analytical modeling of airbag inflation is desirable in 

R.J. Wasko automotive design, particularly when the technique en- 

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association compasses the airbag, occupant and vehicle structure in 

of the U.S.A. an integrated system. This paper reviews the develop- 

ment of nonlinear finite element (FE) technology to J.O, Haliquist, D.J. Stillman 
. simulate airbag deployment and its interaction with an 

Livermore Software Technology Corporation articulated occupant model. The technology is being 
developed in the dynamic large deformation DYNA3D 
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code which has been successfully used in vehicle crash- tion and interaction with an occupant model. The devel- 

worthiness simulations. During the project evolution, a oped technology can be used in conjunction with experi- 

number of technical issues have become quite clear and ments to mathematically simulate the response of an 

dictated specific developments, occupant in a vehicle crash environment; where both the 

A fabric material model which treats wrinkling has influence of vehicle crashworthiness and restraint 

been developed. An algorithm to determine the airbag systems: airbag, belts, knee bolster can be evaluated for 

volume during the inflation process was added. A simpli- occupant protection 

fled gas model based on assuming uniform thermody- Background 

namic properties (pressure, density, temperature and It is commonly acknowledged by engineers and scien- 
internal energy) throughout the airbag deployment was tists charged with occupant protection that human harm 
coupled to the airbag structure. Early in the develop- and injuries can be dramatically reduced by minimizing 
ment, the problem of air bag unfolding was determined occupant movement and subsequent collision (second 

to be important, so a new contact algorithm was devel- Collision) with the vehicle interior. Several seat belt 
oped to properly simulate unfolding. This led into systems have been introduced to keep the occupant in his 
identifying a need for generating a folded mesh of an (her) seat should a crash occur. In recent years a combi- 
airbag, so this too was developed; since no meshing nation of a lap belt, airbag (lately has been called 

algorithms were available to generate tightly folded supplemental inflatable restraint device), and a knee 
fabrics. Finally, work was done to simulate an occupant bolster has emerged as a favored supplemental "passive" 

by a system of jointed ellipsoidal rigid bodies. These restraint system. The effectiveness of such a system in 
new capabilities have been brought together into a minimizing or reducing injury severity from second 

framework, MVMA/DYNA3D; that can be used in a collision impacts is evidenced by the recent activity of 
system’s approach to mathematical simulation of occu- major automotive manufacturers to incorporate it (or 
pant response in a vehicle crash environment, plan to in the near future) in virtually all their vehicles. 

This paper summarizes these developments with The heart of this supplemental passive restraint system 
emphasis on validating inflation of an unfolded airbag, is a prefolded fabric sack, stowed away in the passenger 
predicting its deployment kinematics and identifying its side of the dashboard and/or in the steering wheel hub, 

contact and interactions with several spherical and flat that can be filled with pressurized inert gas in a short 
surfaces. The predicted bag deformations and contact time (approximately 20-40 ms). The development of such 
forces compared favorably with corresponding experi- a device dates back to early 1950’s [1,2]. Over the past 
mental data. In addition, a preliminary attempt was made 20 years considerable research has been conducted to 
to simulate the deployment and interactions of a folded bring the airbag from an experimental laboratory device 
airbag with a hybrid III dummy model, to a mass produced reliable restraint system. 

As with many engineering systems, early airbag 

Introduction research was predominantly experimental. Analytical 

Public and government interest in transportation studies of airbag deployment and its potential protection 

safety, and in particular public demand for better pro- of vehicle occupants, in the event of crash, followed 

tection against potential harm in motor vehicle crashes shortly [3,4]. Several analytical models have been 

has been intensifying throughout the industrialized and developed to simulate airbag inflation and subsequent 

developing countries. Accordingly, occupant protection interactions with an occupant model. The majority of 

has been, and continues to be, a primary design consider- these models were developed as part of "Crash Victim 

ation in the automotive industry. Lately, vehicle manu- Simulators" (CVS); where the occupant is typically 

facturers have accepted the fact that vehicle safety, represented by an assemblage of articulatedrigidbodies. 

embodied in structural crashworthiness and occupant An overview of these models and their shortcomings 

protection systems, provide a measure of product superi- is provided in a recent study [5]; sponsored by the Motor 

ority and a competitive advantage in the market place. Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA) of the 

The subject of occupant protection is truly multi- United States of America. Limitations of current airbag 

disciplinary, encompassing many fields: structural models include: simple two-dimensional geometry, bag 

mechanics, material science, biomechanics, mathematics, elasticity may not be accounted for, bag shape is un- 

numerical analysis, etc. There are two extreme approach- affected by the occupant and vehicle interior geometry 

es to vehicle design: totally analytical, relying primarily and the use of "tuneable parameters" raises questions 

on computational techniques, and completely empirical about the model’s truly predictive capability. It is 

based on trial and error experimental procedures. Obvi- generally acknowledged, even by the developers of such 

ously, neither extreme is desirable; a combination of huerstic models [5], that their capabilities are inadequate 

rational analysis with well thought of testing offers the for simulating impact and interactions with an occupant. 

greatest potential in cost and time benefits. This particular capability is extremely important in 

This paper summarizes the development of basic ana- vehicle design, not only for the normally seated adult but 

lytical finite element technology to simulate airbag infla- also for the forward positioned child. 
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Recent progress in nonlinear Finite Element (FE) ¯ Model airbag inflation, 
technology together with the availability of continually ¯ Incorporate the gas dynamics of the inflation process, 
increasing power in computer hardware have allowed for ¯ Develop technology to generate a folded airbag FE 
the successful simulations of vehicle crashes where the grid, 
structure is represented with sufficient detail [6]. This ¯ Develop a single surface contact algorithm to model 
success has provided an impetus to safety engineers to airbag unfolding, 
apply FE technology to airbag modeling [7,8,9]. ¯ Model the dynamics of an articulated occupant model 

In 1989, as part of MVMA’s continuing research and 
effort in occupant protection by analytical techniques, a ¯ Simulate the contact and interaction process between 
need was identified to develop a state-of-the-art FE a deploying airbag and an occupant model. 
technology to simulate airbag deployment and interac- 
tions with an articulated rigid (or deformable) occupant Approach 

To achieve these objectives, we first considered the model. This technology should not be limited to the pre- 
viously discussed shortcomings. It also should provide airbag modeling problem and developed the necessary 

MVMA with the necessary source codes so its members capabilities to solve it. This included modeling of the 
fabric behavior, the "control volume" approximation and can adapt it to their specific requirements. A decision 

was made to develop this technology within the frame- the equation of state for the gas. Next we incorporated in 
DYNA3D a gas inflation model [16] to treat the gas flow work of the public domain code (Circa 1989), DYNA3D 

[10]; which is widely used in crashworthiness analysis during the inflation process. An inflator model is also 

[11]. added to determine the mass and energy flow rates into 
the airbag from the inflator. Then, we developed an 

Overview of DYNA3D airbag folding algorithm to fold FE meshes of unfolded 
The development of the DYNA3D code began in 1976 airbags into their initial folded geometry. This folding 

[.12] at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and algorithm is embedded in the INGRID [17] mesh gene- 
was originally developed to study crashworthiness of rator code. 
bombs dropped from aircraft.. The code formulation is The airbag contact problem was also considered and 
Lagrangian based and utilizes an explicit integration a new single surface contact algorithm was developed 
scheme in time. Early in the development of airbag especially to treat inflation of a folded airbag although 
modeling, it became apparent that given the requirement much additional work remains to be done in this area. 
of reasonable mesh densities, large deformation three- We have also developed a lumped mass occupant model 
dimensional calculations could be achieved only if the using rigid bodies and joints available in DYNA3D. To 
software was highly optimized, vectorized, employed treat the contact between the occupant and the airbag 
element technology that would permit as fewer calcula- "contact entities" were developed which can attach to 
tions as possible and provided a robust treatment of rigid bodies to provide a very cost effective contact 
contact impact problems, treatment. The contact entity is an analytical repre- 

To achieve the goal of cost effective elements, it sentation of the contact surface that allows for closed 
became necessary to use under integrated elements with form solutions of the contact problem. 
some means of controlling the zero energy modes, called In this paper we present the highlights of these 
"hour-glassing" that get excited during the calculations, developments incorporated in MVMA/DYNA3D. We be- 
Fortunately, it was found that this could be easily lieve that much research remains to be done; and hope to 
accomplished by introducing appropriate mesh con- report on it in future meetings. 
straints to rid the deformations of the spurious modes 
without influencing the actual deformations. Several Airbag Modeling 
techniques have since developed [13,14] which largely Three aspects of airbag modeling are described in this 
overcame the hour-glassing problem for most applica- section. First, the treatment of the fabric is considered. 
tions. We noted in our airbag development, however, that secondly, modeling of the interior of the airbag is out- 
triangular elements were the most stable elements and lined where we used a "control volume" to avoid the 
that hour-glassing still exists in some of the shell necessity of modeling the air with solid elements. Final- 
elements in DYNA3D. In an attempt to provide a cost ly, we describe the equation of state model that provides 
effective quadrilateral shell element for treating the the gas pressure as a function of temperature and 
membrane behavior of the airbag material, we have density. 
implemented a recently developed element [15] which 
appears to be less susceptible to hour-glassing. Fabric Material Model 

The most obvious feature in fabrics is that they have 
Objectives almost no bending strength and compressive loads 

The objectives of this effort then were to develop the immediately result in buckling plus an inability to 
theoretical basis and all necessary coding in DYNA3D develop compressive stresses. The inability to support 
to." compressive loads introduces a strong non-linearity into 
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any attempt to approximate fabrics as isotropic or ortho- 
topic continua. An additional complicating factor is that 

E 

the fibers which makeup a fabric interact in a complex 
manner which can deviate considerably from continuum C d 

behavior. 
Several approaches are available to simulate the 

compressive behavior of fibers [18-21]. In MVMA/ 
DYNA3D, we followed the approach described in refer- 
ence [18] for treating the non-linearity in fabric 
behavior. The airbag fabric model is based on an ortho- 
topic elastic material model which can be used in con- a 
junction with several shell elements in DYNA3D. The 
shell element can be represented by a multi-layered ~-Compression Tension------~ 
laminate as shown in Figure 1. To allow for an arbitrary 
orientation of the finite elements within the mesh, each Figure 2. Idealized Young’s Modulus as a Function of 
ply in the fabric may have a unique orientation angle (1~) Fibre Strain 

which measures the offset angle (O) from some reference 
determined by the angle (V), defined for each element. Control Volume Modeling 

0 =~+1~ A direct approach for modeling the contents of the 
airbag would be to discretize the interior of the airbag 
using solid elements. The total volume and pressure- 

~ volume relation of the gas would then be the sum of all 
elemental contributions. Although this direct approach 
could be applied in a straight forward manner to an 
inflated airbag, it would become very difficult to imple- 
ment during the inflation phase of the airbag deploy- 
ment. Additionally, as the model is refined, the solid 
elements would quickly overwhelm all other computa- 
tional costs and make the numerical simulation pro- 
hibitively expensive. 

An alternative approach for calculating the airbag 

.-- x volume, that is both applicable during the inflation phase 
and less computational demanding, treats the airbag as a 

Figure 1. Multi-Layer Fabric Defined (Angle B, Measured "control volume". The control volume is defined as the 
from a Reference Determined by the Angle ~ for Each volume enclosed by a surface. In the present case the 
Element, is Defined for Each Lamina) "control surface" that defines the control volume is the 

The fabric material model differs from an elastic surface modeled by membrane elements comprising the 
orthotopic model in two important ways: airbag fabric material. 
¯ compressive stresses are inadmissible, Because the evolution of the control surface is known, 
¯ there exists initial "slack", i.e. only low levels of i.e. the position, orientation and current surface area of 

stresses are developed in the fibers until the material the airbag elements, we can take advantage of these 

is stretched taunt, properties of the control surface to calculate the control 

This behavior can be modelled by representing the volume by applying Green’s theorem. This leads to: 

modulus of the fiber as a function of fiber strain. Figure 

2 illustrates an idealized modulus-strain relation for a 
v -- xn,,d [ = E x’~nlxAi (1) 

i=l 

fabric material. The idealized model produces a zero 
modulus for compressive strains (segment a-b in Figure where, 

2) and piece wise linear modulus for tensile strains V = control volume, 

(segments b-c-d ). The zero compressive modulus simu- N --- number of elements, 

lates the inability of the fibers to carry compressive x = average x coordinate for each element i, 

stresses and the piece wise tensile modulus simulates the n = direction cosine between the element normal and the 

initial slack in the fabric, x coordinate and 

In addition to the previous material model, a second A = the surface area of the element. 

model has been implemented into DYNA3D based on The previous equation is implemented in MVMA/ 

truncating the stresses such that no compression is DYNA3D with the direction of integration chosen to be 

allowed, parallel to the maximum principal moment of inertia of 
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the surface. Numerical experiments have shown that this projectile displacement, velocity and acceleration along 
choice of integration direction produces more accurate with the airbag pressure history were recorded. 
volume than in selecting a coordinate direction or other 
principal inertia directions. A special treatment was also 
included to account for airbag venting holes. 

Equation of State (EOS) Model 
At each time step in the calculation the pressure in the 

airbag corresponding to the control volume can be deter- 
mined from an EOS that relates the pressure to the 
current gas density (volume) and the specific internal 
energy of the gas. The EOS for airbag simulations is the    -- " 
usual ’Gamma Law Gas Equation of State’ used in refer- 
ence [5], which follows from thermodynamic considera- 
tions of adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas. This 
equation can be written as: 

P -- (~, - 1)pe            (:2) 

2451mm where P is the pressure, ¥ is the ratio of specific heats, 
p is the density and e is the specific internal energy of 
the gas. The specific internal energy evolution equation "~-., 720 mm ~ 
corresponding to two states is given by: 

/V~I ~-~) Figure 3. Schematic of Deflated Generic Airbag Used in 

e~ -- eI (3) Reference [5] 

~V~ J In this paper, we present a comparison between model 
predictions and experimental results for a hemispherical The control volume equation (1) together with the EOS 
projectile (165 mm in diameter and 7.85 kg mass) with 

(2) and the specific internal energy equation (3) com- an initial velocity of 5.2 m/s impacting an airbag 
pletely define the pressure-volume relation for an 

supported on a flat plate. Although similar models were 
inflated airbag 

developed for all of the experiments described in refer- 

Airbag Inflation Model ence [9], no additional results are presented here due to 

An airbag inflation model based on reference [16] the qualitative similarity among all the results and space 

formulation was coded and implemented in MVMA/ limitations. The FE model (Figure 4) simulated the air- 

DYNA3D. The model considers the mass flow due bag with membrane quadrangular elements. Two addi- 

including the vents and leakage through the bag. This tional models with a coarse and refined meshs (3969 and 
14840 elements) were also developed and used in our model requires as input the mass flow rate and gas 

temperature going into the bag from an inflator, provided analysis..The fabric material___ properties were taken as 
as functions of time. provided tn reference [9].    ~ 

Also, an airbag inflation capability was incorporated The modelin/~]~t~~6d~d in two steps. In the first step 

into MVMA/DYNA3D; which permits the addition of a dynamic relaxation was used to obtain the static equi- 

user subroutine to determine the mass and energy flow librium configuration for the inflated bag. In the second, 

rates into the bag. This development closely parallels a full model restart assigned an initial velocity to the 

those reported in reference [16], and assumes that the impactor and initialized all elemental and nodal vari- 

control volume of the inflator is constant and that the ables. The calculation CPU time on a CRAY-YMP was 

amount of propellant reacted can be defined as a tabu- roughly 20 minutes with the dynamic relaxation phase 

lated curve of fraction reacted versus time. requiring about one-third of the total. The simulation was 
carried out to 110 ms. Triangular shell elements were 

Airbag Model Validation used because convergence during the dynamic relaxation 
The airbag modeling capability in MVMA/DYNA3D proved to be very difficult due to the zero energy modes 

is validated by comparing the model response of a and resulting hour-glassing. Only recently when we 
generic driver side airbag with experimental data from added a new shell element [15] we were able to achieve 
reference [5]. In the experiments, the airbag shown in convergence with the quadrilateral shell element. 
Figure 3 was inflated to a volume of 60 liters at a 
pressure of 4000 Pa. The mass of the airbag including Results and Discussion 
the straps was 405.6 gm. Tests were conducted by Figures 5 and 6 show configurations of impactor inter- 
launching different shaped projectiles at varying veloci- actions with the inflated airbag using the standard 
ties into a supported airbag. The time history of the DYNA3D composite material model with coarse and fine 
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Figure 4. Finite Element Model of Hemispherical Impactor 
and Airbag Including Tethers and Flat Plate Support 

mesh calculations. Figure 7 shows similar results for the 

coarse mesh with the fabric material model. The results 
obtained with the fine mesh and fabric material models 
are in close agreement. Table 1 shows calculated airbag 
volumes for the two mesh densities and three material 
models. Using the fabric model, we were able to capture 
the proper airbag volume of 60 liters with the coarse 
mesh density. 0 ms 100 ms 

Table 1. Calculated Inflated Airbag Volumes Figure 5. Deformed Shapes at 10 ms Intervals Using 
Composite Material Model in DYNA3D with Coarse Mesh 

Volume Material Model # of Elements (3696 Elements in the Airbag) 

56.9liters Isotropieelasdc 4592 experimental counterpart during the impact phase. 

56.8 liters Orthotopicelasfic 4592 However, in the rebound phase the experimental result 

56.8 liters Isotropie elastic 18368 diverge dramatically from both the computed result and 

60.1 liters Fabric 4592 the impact phase of the test. The discrepancy is not just 
from the large acceleration spike, noted previously, but 

Figures 8 through 10 compare MVMA/DYNA3D 
the entire rebound phase in the test differs from the 

results for impactor displacement, velocity and accelera- impact phase. 

tion with corresponding experimental data. In general, 
The measured rebound phase is suspect, as it is 

the model results compared quite well with the experi- 
expected that the rebound phase should be similar to the 

mental data during the impact phase of the test, i.e. up to impact phase as indicated by the computed response 

45 ms. In the rebound phase, however, the comparisons shown in Figure 11. The reason for to believe this should 

are not as favorable due to impactor rebound in the ex- be similar can be seen by observing the sinusoidal shape 

periment, and subsequent contact with the launching ram of the displacement history in Figure 8, i.e., the impactor 

via a coil spring. This second contact changes the accele- and airbag act like a one-degree-of-freedom spring-mass 

ration history of the impactor by virtue of changing its system. A simple analysis of its equation of motion 

mass as evident in Figure 10, where an acceleration yields 170 ms period of oscillation which fits the corn- 

spike occurred at about 55 ms in the experimental 
puted displacement history in Figure 8 quite well. In the 

results, experiment, displacements and accelerations were meas- 

Figure 11 compares the predicted impactor force ured independently [9]. It seems reasonable to ignore the 

versus displacement with corresponding experimental rebound phase of at least the acceleration response when 

data. The computed result is in good agreement with its comparing the model prediction with test data. 
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Figure 6. Deformed Shapes at 10 ms Intervals Using 
Composite Material Model with Fine Mash Figure 7. Deformed Shapes at 10 ms Intervals Using 

(14784 Elements in the Airbag) Fabric Material Model with Coarse Mesh 

A further question remains concerning the validity of 
the measured impactor displacement duration shown in 200 , , , , , 
Figure 8. The increase is believed to be due to spring 
contact with the impactor which persisted after the 
maximum displacement is reached. It appears that the 1~ _ 
spring/impactor contact lengthens the contact duration 
rather than increasing the maximum displacement as 
might be expected without knowing when the second 
contact with the ram occurs. 

Figure 12 shows a comparison between the computed " 
and measured pressure history. Similar to the previous 
results, good agreement was noted only during the im- 
pact phase. The longer duration in the measured pressure 
history is consistent with the longer displacement period . 
observed in Figure 8. The agreement between the meas- \ 
ured and calculated peak pressures is quite good. 

0 20 40 130 80 1 O0 120 

Airbag Folding Algorithm Time (milllle©ond$) 
An airbag folding algorithm is necessary for proper Figure 8. Comparison of MVMA/DYNA3D Calculated 

airbag simulations for the following reasons: Displacement History with Experimental Results from 
¯ The pressure history needed to inflate an airbag Ref. [5] 

depends on its initial configuration. It can be easily 
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Figure 11. Comparison of MVMA/DYNA3D Calculated 

Figure 9. Comparison of MVMA/DYNA3D Calculated Impactor Forces Versus Displacement with Experimental 
Velocity History with Experimental Results from Ref. [5] Results from Ref. [5] 
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Figure 10. Comparison of MVMA/DYNA3D Calculated Figure 12. Comparison of MVMA/DYNA3D Calculated 
Acceleration History with Experimental Results from Airbag Pressure History with Experimental Result from 
Ref. [5] Ref. [5] 

demonstrated that much higher pressure would be 
required to inflate a folded airbag than would be lar, the interaction of vehicle occupants for both 

needed to inflate an unfolded or partially unfolded normal and out of position cases with a deploying 

bag. bag can be studied with the folded airbag capability. 
¯ The driver side airbag’ s anchor points are behind 

the plane of the steering wheel. This makes placing We have developed an airbag folding algorithm as part 
an unfolded airbag model into a vehicle model more of the DYNA3D mesh generator INGRID [17] to create 
difficult (geometrically) than similarly placing an FE models of folded airbags. The algorithm treats two 
initially folded airbag model, types of folds: small radius folds, where the radius of the 

¯ The folded airbag is initially confined by the steer- fold is less than the element size, and large.radius folds 
ing wheel cover. The resistance of this cover to where the radius of the fold is larger than the element 

airbag expansion can alter the pressure history and size. The mesh generator allows for the following 
deployment of the airbag, necessary attributes for airbag analysis: determination of 

¯ Perhaps the most significant additional capability surface normals, initialization of orthotopic angles, 
that results from including an initially folded airbag accounting for fabric thickness and creating models with 
is the ability to model the interactions of the ve- triangular or quadrilateral elements of roughly uniform 
hicle’s interior with a deploying airbag. In particu- size to maximize the time step increment. 
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Producing a mesh of a folded airbag mimics the actual DYNA3D especially designed for use in folded airbag 
folding procedure used to assemble an airbag into a calculations. Figure 15 shows a sequence of an unfolding 
steering wheel. We start with an unfolded unpressurized bag configurations in time, and clearly demonstrates the 

,’2 airbag as the initial geometry for defining the airbag grid contact algorithm robustness and capability in treating 
(Figure 13). Then a series of planar reflections are contact in a multilayered bag without penetration. The 
performed. Figure 13 shows the 6 locations of small bag was modeled by 1752 triangular elements and initial- 
radius folds. This step is followed by large radius folds ly had 20 folds. The calculation time was two CPU hours 
which ultimately produce a folded airbag mesh as shown on a MIP work station to inflate the bag to 24 ms. 
in Figure 14. 

4ms       8ms      12ms     16ms 
FOLD6 

FOLD5 

Figure 13. INGRID Mesh of Deflated Airbag Showing the 
Locations of the First Six Folds (Small-Radius Folds) 

20 ms 24ms 

¯ ~ Figure 15. A Sequence of Unfolding Airbag 
Configurations at 4 ms Intervals (the Airbag Model 
Includes 1752 Triangular Elements) 

Figure 14. INGRID Model of a Folded Airbag 

Occupant contact with the inflating airbag fabric can 
be simulated by the surface-to-surface contact algorithm 

~., Occupant Modeling and Interactions with in DYNA3D. This however requires simulation of the 
Airbag occupant by a fine mesh to accurately capture the contact 
Contact Considerations forces. The drawbacks of this procedure are: large 

To model deployment of a folded airbag and its subse- storage requirements, more computation cost and longer 
quent contact and interactions with an occupant it is mesh generation time. Therefore, geometric contact 
necessary to first treat ~teractions among the folded entities were added as an alternate method to model 

._~ layers of the airbag as the pressurized gas flows into the contact among curved rigid bodies impacting deformable 
airbag and second to ac,cbunt for fabric contact with the surfaces. 
occupant. Contact treatment during airbag unfolding can The geometric contact entities are developed by using 
conceptually be accomplished by the single surface con- standard solids modeling approach where the geometric 
tact algorithm in DYNA3D [22]. This contact algorithm entity is defined by a scaler function G(x,y,z). The loca- 
has been successfully used in many crashworthiness tion of a nodal point (x,y,z) is determined relative to the 

.... simulations. Its initial application to airbag unfolding contact target. If the point is found to be outside the 
however, was not totally successful because it lacked the solid, then there is no contact, otherwise the point pene- 
extensive searching capability that is necessary for a trated. In the latter case, contact has occurred and a 
reliable solution, restoring force is applied to bring the nodal point to the 

Accordingly, we have developed and implemented a surface of the geometric entity. To accomplish this, the 
new single surface contact algorithm in MVMA/ penalty method was used because it is the simplest and 
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most efficient technique in such calculations. The rester- bag, whereas single surface contact was used in the 

ing force is proportional to the penetrated distance into airbag unfolding phase. A sequence of deformed con- 

the solid and acts along the normal direction. Currently 
figurations is shown in Figure 19 which illustrate the 

contact entities are implemented for an infinite plane, a 
kinematics.of airbag deployment and its interactions with 

cylinder, and a sphere and an ellipsoid. The ellipsoid is the dummy. A number of remaining details need to be 

intended to be used with rigid body occupant modeling, 
included in this model before it represents a practical 

Figure 16 demonstrates ellipsoid impact from an initial 
airbag-occupant simulation in a crash event. These 

velocity on a fiat plate. The simulation captured quite 
include realistic modeling of the vehicle interior: seat, 

well the contact and interactions between the rigid ellip- 
belts, knee bolster, steering system, dash board, wind- 
shield, etc.. This additional modeling needs to be 

sold and the deformable plate. 
followed by validating the model using experiments from 

~ 
~ sled tests prior to incorporating the dummy and restraint system into a full vehicle system model which ultimately 

could be used for modeling crash tests. 

Figure 16. Rigid Ellipsoid Impact on a Flat Plate by 
MVMAJDYNA3D Contact Entities 

Occupant Modeling 
A MADYMO-3D model of the hybrid III dummy [23] 

has been converted into DYNA3D format using the mesh 
generator INGRID [ 17]. All of the geometric details and 
joint definitions, as given in reference [23] are included 
in the model (Figure 17). Representative joint stiffness 
and damping properties are yet to be incorporated in the 
model. Currently, the individual rigid bodies are per- 
mitted to rotate freely about their joints. 

Figure 18. initial Configuration of a Driver Dummy Model 
with a 3-Point Belt and Folded Airbag 

5ms SOres 

Figure 19. Kinematics of Dummy Interactions with a 
Deploying Airbag at 5 ms and 50 ms 

Figure 17. Hybrid III Dummy Model Represented in 
MVMA/DYNA3D by a Combination of Ellipsoids Summary 
Connected by Appropriate Joints ¯ MVMA has sponsored the development of a FE 

Figure 18 shows the initial configuration of a seated based technology to simulate airbag inflation and 

occupant model restrained by a 3-point belt system. The interactions with an occupant model. The research, 

model also includes a schematic steering wheel with a conducted by Livermore Software Technology Inc., 

folded driver side airbag. This model was run using involved adding various capabilities to the 1989 

MVMA]DYNA3D to simulate occupant interactions with public domain version of DYNA3D. The new capa- 

a deploying airbag. The airbag was inflated with a bilities (in MVMA/DYNA3D) are: a wrinkle free 

simple pressure-timecurve. Ellipsoidal geometric entities fabric material model, an airbag inflation model, 

were used to model contact between the dummy and the inflator model, a single surface contact algorithm for 
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unfolding a prefolded airbag and contact entities. 9. Nieboer, J. J. et. al., "Airbag Modeling Techniques," 
Also, the rigid body and joint simulation capabilities Proceedings of 34th. Stapp Car Crash Conference, 
were improved so that occupant dynamics modeling SEA Publication, 1990, pp. 243-259. 
can, and has been, accomplished in DYNA3D. 10. Hallquist, J. O. and Stillman, D. W., "Modeling of 
Further a mesh generator was incorporated into Airbags Using MVMA/DYNA3D," LS Report to 
INGRID to generate folded airbag models. MVMA, 1990. 

¯ The predictions of the FE airbag model response 11. Benson, D. J. and Hallquist, J. O., "The Application 
agreed quite well with published experimental data of DYNA3D in Large Scale Crashworthiness Calcu- 
involving a hemispherical impactor launched into a lations," Proceedings of 1986 ASME International 
stationary pressurized airbag. Computers in Engineering Conference, 1986. 

¯ While much progress has been made to numerically 12. Hallquist, J. O., "Preliminary User’s Manuals for 
simulate airbag deployment and interactions with an DYNA3D and DYNAP (Nonlinear Dynamic Analy- 
occupant model, there are still a number of issues sis of Solids in Three Dimensions)," University of 
that need to be addressed in future work. These California, Lawrence Livermore National Labora- 
include: improving the computational speed and tory, Rept. UCID-17268, 1976. 
robustness of the single surface contact algorithm, 13. Flanagan, D. P. and Belytschko, T. B., "A Uniform 
validating an airbag-dummy system model corre- Strain Hexahedron and Quadrilateral and Orthogonal 
sponding to a realistic crash environment and Hourglass Control," Int. Numer. Meths. Eng., 17, 
addressing the passenger side airbag. 1981, pp. 679-706. 
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S9.0-19 
Modelling the Occupant in a Vehicle Context--An Integrated Approach 

R.M.V. Sturt, B.D. Walker, J.C. Miles Occupant Models 
Occupants are typically represented as a series of rigid 

Ov¢ Arup & Partners bodies representing head, neck, upper torso, etc, linked 
A. Giles, N. Grew together to form a mechanism. The bodies are commonly 
Rover Group Limited ellipsoidal. 

It is straightforward to reproduce this type of analysis 
Abstract using OASYS DYNA3D, since all the requisite features 

Numerical simulation plays a key role in design for (rigid bodies, joints, and rotational springs and dampers) 
crashworthiness. Analysis of vehicle structure perform- are present. However, the bodies need not necessarily be 
ance, occupant motion and restraint systems, and occu- ellipsoidal. Figure 1 shows a more representative 
pant]structure interaction are currently tackled by HYBRID III model which has been developed by the 

different methods in design offices, using different authors using data digitized from the dummy itself. The 
software and, often, different analysts. However, this principal advantage of representing the true shape of the 
paper demonstrates that it is now feasible to adopt a dummy lies in improved modelling of interaction with 
single unified approach. The argument is developed with the restraint systems: for example the belt may slide over 
particular reference to occupant modelling and is the chest or off the shoulder. Using the ellipsoid repre- 
supported by quantitative correlations between sled tests sentation the belt would slide off too easily or get stuck 

and simulation, in the ’valley’ between two ellipsoids. 

Introduction 
There currently exist several different analytical 

approaches to crashworthiness simulation. Traditionally, 
lumped parameter, framework, finite element continuum 
and occupant models are developed using different soft- 
ware packages. Frequently, different expert analysts are 
needed to drive each code and there is no means of 
establishing continuity or comparability between the 
different types of model. 

Where occupants and structure are treated separately, 
a more fundamental difficulty exists: the two systems 
interact in reality, and it is technically incorrect to model 
them separately. This is particularly true of side impact, 
in which the occupant interacts with the interior of the 
door structure. In frontal impact, knee bolster design 
requires careful consideration of how the legs of the 
occupant influence the deformation of the bolster. Air- 
bags provide a further example: the loading on the occu- 
pant arises from complex interactions with the bag. 

Figure 1. Hybrid Ill Dummy Model 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how one The geometry, masses and inertias have been taken 

single computer program, OASYS DYNA3D, can now be from published data (Ref 3). Joint stiffness and damping 

used in a realistic fashion to address all of the important characteristics are derived from Rover data. 

aspects of vehicle impact in one single fully three- 
dimensional simulation. Extensive quantitative correla- Seat Belt Models 
tion has been carried out against sled tests and the New algorithms have been written for OASYS 

results are summarized in this paper. DYNA3D to represent seat belt systems including slip- 
OASYS DYNA3D (Ref 1) is based on the LS- rings, retractors and pretensioners. These features can be 

DYNA3D program developed by Dr J O Hallquist (Ref included in simulations with negligible increase in CPU 

2). Dr Hallquist’s pioneering work with LS-DYNA3D requirements. This section describes the new features. 

has been adopted by automotive manufacturers world- 
wide for crashworthiness applications. OASYS DYNA3D Belt Webbing 

is Quality Assured and contains a number of unique 
The belt webbing is represented by a series of one- 

features purpose-written for occupant-related analyses, 
dimensional tension only elements, with user defined 

e.g. the new seat belt algorithms, 
force-elongation characteristics for loading and unload- 
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ing. The characteristics used (shown in Figure 2(a)) were 
derived from dynamic tests performed in the laboratory. 

elem 
element 2 

e2 

element 3 

, 
e4 I 

(a) Webbing Stretch and Reeove~ (b) Retractor Pullout 

are coincident 

~ 

e2 

(c) Webbing with Tearweb (d) Retractor with Web-locker 

Figure 2. Bolt and Retractor Input ,, e5 

Sliprings ’,, /’ 
Sliprings play an important part in the performance of ""- 

the belt. Material feeds through from the retractor sec- After After 
tion into the shoulder section, and from the lap section (a) SlipringFeed-through (b)RetraetorPullout into the shoulder section, so motion at shoulder level 
results in tensioning of the whole belt including the lap Figure 3. OASYS DYNA3D Slipring and Retractor 
section. For this reason it is inadequate to model the belt Implementation 

simply as a spring element attached to the D-ring and In OASYS DYNA3D, both types can be represented. 
shoulder; the process of feed-through must be included. The retractor type is simulated by entering a pull-in vs 
A slipring feature has been added to OASYS DYNA3D time curve, while the stalk anchorage can be moved 
to represent this: belt elements can pass through the using a preloaded spring. 
slipring, resisted by friction (see Figure 3(a)). 

Weblockers 
Retractors 

A pair of toothed cams grip the belt near the retractor The retractor adds significant compliance to the belt to limit compliance due to spool-out. These devices are 
system: even when an inertia-reel retractor locks, simulated by entering a stiffer characteristic for retractor 
webbing can still be drawn off the drum due to film pull-out (see Figure 2(d)). 
spool effect. 

The retractor feature in OASYS DYNA3D allows Tearwebs 
material to be fed from the retractor into the belt or A length of belt is sewn up concertina-style; when the 
reeled back into the retractor from the belt--see Figure force reaches a given level the threads pull out, resulting 
3(b). Before locking, material is reeled in under constant in a controlled dissipation of energy. These features may 
tension; this allows initial form-finding to take place, be modelled by adjusting the stretch characteristics of 
Once locked, webbing may be pulled out according to a the belt elements at the tearweb (see Figure 2(c)). 
user-defined force vs pull-out curve. Figure 2(b) shows 

Interaction with Occupant the characteristics derived from dynamic laboratory tests 
that have been used for the analyses. Contact between belt and occupant is achieved using 

the standard OASYS DYNA3D contact algorithms. In 
Pretensioners this way, sliding of the belt over the chest or off the 

Pretensioners tighten the seat belt during the initial shoulder can be represented. Surface stiffnesses are 
phases of a crash. There are two main types: those that adjusted to represent the compliance of the different 
act to rotate the reel of the retractor, and those that act body regions of the dummy. 
to move the stalk anchorage rearwards. 
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Airbag Models                                  from pressure histories measured during actual sled tests 

This section describes the approach to airbag 
and arereproducedinFigure 6. 

modelling that has been adopted. ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 

The principal concern has been to avoid excessive 
computer run times: since the models are intended to be 
used as a design tool, fast turn-around time is a big 
advantage. The number of elements used to represent the ~ Passenger side 
airbag must be limited to a few hundred, and conse- ~ \ 
quently the unfolding process (which typically requires 
several thousand elements) cannot be simulated. How- Driver side 
ever, in the majority of cases interaction between bag 
and occupant does not commence until the bag is fully 
inflated so the unfolding process need not be modelled. 
The approach employed by the authors has been to use 
a coarsely meshed pre-inflated airbag. Figures 4 and 5 

Time 

show the models of Driver and Passenger side airbags. Figure 6. Airbag Pressure Input 

These contain 384 and 600 shell elements respectively. Sled Models 
The dimensions of the sled model (Figure 7) are taken 

from drawings of the Hyge rig. A small number of rigid 
elements are used to provide contact planes. The whole 
sled is treated as rigid, except that the seat is free to 
translate vertically relative to the sled and the seat pan 
and knee bolsters can translate normal to their surfaces. 
All of these motions are resisted by non linear spring 
elements providing the ’ride-down’ characteristic. The 

Figure 4. Driver Side Airbag Model                       crash pulse is applied as a velocity input. 
Roof 

~ 
D Loop Anchorage 

Facla for 
Arm Contact 

Figure 5. Passenger Side Airbag Model 

When the occupant is out of position and interacts 
with the airbag as it unfolds, a finer mesh is required, z 

Hallquist (Ref 5) is currently refining the very complex 
contact algorithms which are required if this is to be 
done properly. Figure 7. Sled Model 

Bag Material Correlation with Test 
An isotropic ’smeared wrinkle’ material model has Correlations have been carried out with sled test data 

been written to represent the bag. This adopts a simple for the following cases: 
but robust algorithm which has been found to work well. 
Although differences in warp and weft stiffnesses are 

¯ 30mph Belted 

ignored, the level of accuracy is appropriate to the level 
¯ 35mph Belted 
¯ 30mph Driver side Airbag 

of modelling of the occupant. 
¯ 30mph Passenger side Airbag 

Gas Representation In each case results from two sled tests were available. 
The presence of gas inside the bag is represented by 

pressure applied over the inner surface. Although Belted Tests 

OASYS DYNA3D contains the gas law algorithms devel- Figure 8 shows a sequence of elevations on the sled at 

oped by Hallquist (Ref 2), at this stage simple pressure 0, 60ms, 90ms and 120ms for the 30mph test. Correla- 

vs time curves have been used. The curves were derived tion with test results is given in Figure 9 for chest and 
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head resultant accelerations, head trajectories, and forces 
in the shoulder belt, lap belt and retractor. The equiva- 

lent plots for the 35mp~ test are given in Figures 10 and ~ ....... 
~___: ..... 

~,___~, .... ~ ~__: ___:__ ,.,,__ :___ 
11. ~ ................. ’ __; .... ......... ~J___ 

.... ’~-;~ i~,’ -. ~ ’, ..... ,,’~. 

(a) Chest Resultant Acceleration              (d) Belt Force (Shoulder) 

~o ---~----I .... :--~ ’ i--~ ....... ;---’,- ’ ~___~’__~. 
~ ,0 ___~____’, .... ,,__~: .~__ 

~ 
~"’.--’;---~ 

~ <~ ~0 .... ,, .... ’,-- ’ ’,i’~ ~ _. 

(b) Head Resultant Acceleration (e) Belt Force (Lap) 

-~0 ..... ~-~--,’--- _,’- .... ,, ..... 
___~___,, ..... 

,, ~_j___ 

~.~0 .... ~ ......... 
~- _ _ ~.~. 

~ : ’, ~,,, 

__ ~soY~ .... ’, ..... ’"~, ~ ..... 

.~0 

(c) Head Trajectory (f) Retractor Force 

Figure g. 30mph Belted, Sled Test Correlation 
6ores ~ In general results show good agreement. The dis- 

crepancies which arise may be partly due to the follow- 
ing factors: 

¯ the chest compliance may be underestimated thus 
reducing the forward motion of the head. 

¯ contact between arms and facia at 70ms is probably 
too severe. In reality the arms strike the edges of the 
foam which used in the sled as a knee bolster. 

¯ the foot to floor contact is unrealistically stiff, 
causing spikes in the acceleration traces at around 
40ms, particularly in the pelvis. 

, The time history post-processor OASYS T-HIS allows 90ms t. filtering of results to standard specifications (e.g. 
Channel filter Class 180), and calculation of HIC and 
3ms Clip values. For example the 30mph simulation 
showed HIC of 807 (against 710 and 652 from test) and 
Chest 3ms Clip of 41 (against 37 from both tests). Given 
the well-known variability of HIC values these results 
are considered satisfactory. 

Run time was 55 minutes on a CONVEX C210 com- 
puter for a 140ms simulation. 

Driver Side Airbag 
Elevations of the sled are shown in Figure 12. Chest 

120ms ~. 
and head accelerations are compared with test in Figure 
13. 

Figure 8. 30mph Belted Sled Test Simulation Correlation is good for all quantities including head 
acceleration. The analysis took 1.5 CPU hours to run to 
140ms on a CONVEX C210 computer. 
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~o ..... :----’,- ’ ~-J---J--- ~ ---’, .... ’,-- ~--H--- 

~o. ~ ---~-- ~---7 

(~) Chest R~t Ac~Ie~don (d) Belt Fore (Shoulder) 

",,,, ~ __= ~%o~o_ : _’ ,~._ ’_,___:, .... 
-- ~ ~o----, .... 6 ---’~---I-~ " - ’ ---’,-=--’, .... ..... ~___,_ ,, 

ores ..... ’~---i .... ’,-~ c--~ ........ ’~---: ........... 
~ ..... ,~---I .... 1 ....... 

L__ ,~__~, .... 

~ ~o,--+---: .... ,,~,,,~,{.’..~ .... ~_:___ .~::~--,, .... 

(b) H~,d Reszfltant Acceleration (e) Belt Force (Lap) 

.~-o ...... , .... ~--- ~.~, ,, o 222 _-_-222~"- 

_~"~ ....................... ,    ,    , ...~ ’~.~, ..... ~_- _~___: 
~ -- -~ --- -~, .... 

.~oo __ o~so~,~’o .... ’. .... ~&-’-.:’- ~ 

(c) Head Trajectory (t’) Retzactos Force 

Figure 11.35mph Belted Sled Test Correlation 

The displaced shapes and chest accelerations are 

predicted within the range of experimental error. How- 

ever, head accelerations have been over-predicted (2~% 

on peak resultant). The reasons for this are not fully 

understood but it is believed that the representation of 

the neck may be partly responsible. It is modelled as a 
rigid entity with spherical joints at top and bottom, 

90ms t_ 
whereas in reality the neck can also undergo axial and 

¯ 
shear deformations. It is also unclear whether the 
moment-rotation characteristics used for the neck joints 

~ 
are realistic when large rearward rotations occur. 

The analysis took 2.SCPU hours to run to 140ms on a 

CONYEX C210 computer. 

Further Demonstrations 
Some further analyses have been undertaken to 

demonstrate the effect of web]ockers and pretensioners 

and the possibilities of the integrated approach to 
occupant/structure interaction. These have not been 

correlated with test due to unavailability of data. 
120ms 

Figure 10. 35mph Belted Sled Test Simulation Effect o~ W~b-Lock~rs 
The presence of a web-locker on the retractor of the 

Passenger Side Airbag 35mph belted sled test has been simulated by alterations 

Figure 14 shows elevations of the sled at 0, 60ms, to the retractor characteristic as per Figure 2(d). The 

90ms and 120ms. Chest and head accelerations are effect on head trajectory is shown in Figure 16. Forward 

compared with test in Figure 15. motion is reduced by 50ram. 
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80- OASYS DYNA3D 

~-~ 70 ....... SLED TEST 

60- 

~ 4o- 
0ms ~) 30- 

o 20- 
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-10 
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. / (a) Chest Resultant Acceleration 

90 ~       l ~ 

80- 
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-10 
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L, 
Time (s) 

Figure 13. Driver Side Airbag Sled Test Correlation 

Effect of Torsion Bar Pre-Tensioner 
The device in question is a mechanism which pulls the 

buckle stalk 60mm downwards, thus tightening the belt 
over the occupant. This has been simulated using pre- 
loaded spring elements and the effects on head trajectory 
are shown in Figure 16. Because less restraint is applied 
to the shoulder the trajectory shows a more open path to 

120ms that caused by the pyrotechnic retractor. Peak head 
t_. acceleration is 77g, compared to 65g for the pyrotechnic 

Figure 12. Driver Side Airbag Sled Test Simulation device and 85g for the standard belt system. 

Effect of Pyrotechnic Pre-Tensioner Demonstration Occupant/Structure Analysis 
A pyrotechnic pre-tensioner causing the retractor to Figure 17(a) shows an analysis which demonstrates the 

reel in 60mm of belt over a 15ms period has been possibilities of the integrated approach to occupant/ 
simulated. The effect on head trajectory is shown in structure interaction. The velocity input to the sled has 
Figure 16. The effect is more marked than that arising been replaced by a lumped parameter representation of 
from the web-locker: the forward travel of the shoulder the front of the vehicle, while the single rigid plane knee 
is much reduced, leading to a lower head trajectory with bolster has been surplanted by a detailed shell element 
130ram less forward travel. Despite this, peak head representation. 
accelerations are reduced from 85 to 65g. 
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50                  ~ 
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0- 
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Figure 14. Passenger Side Airbag SI~I Test Simulation 
-350            260    360    460    560 

In Figure 17(b) this has been taken further: the belted Distance (ram) . 
occupant has been placed in a structural model of a 
vehicle. 

Figure 16. Belt System Variants--Head Trajectory 
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¯ Correlations with sled test results are good for belt 

and airbag restraint systems. 
¯ Good results can be achieved using simple models 

which take relatively little computer time, even when 
airbags are involved. 

¯ The software can also be used to demonstrate the 
effect of features such as pre-tensioners and web- 
lockers. 

¯ A fully integrated calculation is possible, in which 
occupant, vehicle structure, restraint system, and the 
interactions between these items are present. 
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to be capable of delivering realistic fully three- Integrated ApproachUsing OASYS DYNA3D,"Proc 
dimensional occupant simulations. Instn Mech Engs, Vol 205, 1991. 

$9-0.20 

Advances in Problem-Adaptive Occupant Modelling with PAM-SAFE 

X. Ni, D. Lasry, E. Haug into an explicit finite element crash simulation code is 

Engineering Systems International S.A described. The realistic modelling of dummy joints is 

R. Hoffmann crucial for the numerical simulation of occupant kine- 

matics and dynamics during impact. Different models for Engineering System International GmbH 
dummy joints are available in programs based on Rigid 
Body Dynamics. A new approach for the modelling of 

Abstract joints in an explicit finite element code is presented. It 
The wide variety of dummy/structure interactions combines the effectiveness of the rigid body joints with 

encountered in current occupant safety simulations the advantages of uncoupled system equations. Examples 
necessitates problem-adaptive occupant modelling. This are given to illustrate the function of the different joints. 
can be achieved by extending existing rigid body occu- Comparisons with results from standard crash victim 
pant models towards deformable finite element models, simulation programs, as well as correlations of actual 
In this paper modelling aspects for the inclusion of sled tests results with preliminary simulation results 
linked rigid and deformable segment occupant models serve as a basis for validating the FE-joint models. 
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Introduction of the models to more detailed ones for specific analyses 

The mathematical modelling of vehicle occupants needs in both frontal and side impact. 

under the influence of impact loads has been under The PAM-SAFE Joint Models 
steady development since more than 25 years. A variety Joints are elements which connect different parts of a 
of models has been developed and is being used exten- structure. They allow an articulation of different struc- 
sively for research and development in the automotive tural parts under the condition that certain relative 
safety environment [1]. The standard technique that has translational motions are restricted. Constraint conditions 
been applied, is to treat the occupant as a system of rigid may be imposed on the open relative translational and/or 
segments, interconnected by joints, rotational motions of the structural part around the joint. 

Recently dynamic finite element techniques have been Usually these conditions impose forces or moments on 
applied to tackle specific problems in the passive occu- the joint which resist the relative motion. The structural 
pant safety field which could not be analyzed satisfac- parts connected by a joint may be rigid or deformable or 
torily by the standard Crash Victim Simulators. The a combination of both. In the case that the two parts of 
analysis of the airbag unfolding and deployment is a the structure are deformable, the classical FE-technique 
prime example [2]. Other applications include knee- of a Nodal Constraint [4] can be used to rigidly link the 
bolsters, collapsible steering columns, steering wheels displacements of two nodes belonging to the different 
and vehicle side structures. Common to all these areas is parts. However if one of the parts of the structure or 
the strong interaction of structural parts with the occu- both are modelled as rigid bodies, the principle of the 
pant and the resulting large deformations. Moreover nodal constraint cannot be directly applied to the joint 
finite element methods have in recent years become the nodes. The reason is that the motion of all nodes belong- 
standard tool for numerical crashworthiness analysis of ing to a rigid body is completely defined by the rigid 
automobile structures, body’s center of gravity, and moreover, the rigid body is 

The integration of these finite element techniques into generally connected to other rigid bodies or deformable 
the occupant simulation process was achieved by dynam- structures by other joints. An exact way of solving this 
ically coupling the finite element code with the rigid problem is to couple the governing equations of all inter- 
body code. In the coupling the finite element structure connected rigid bodies in a system by generating a set of 
serves the purpose of a sophisticated contact model, coupled system equations. These system equations then 
Forces generated upon contact between an occupant seg- would also take into account the constraint conditions 
merit, i.e., a rigid body and a finite element structure, imposed by the joints. This is the classical approach used 
lead to motion of the rigid body and deformation of the in rigid body dynamics. However it will eliminate the 
FE-structure. An example of this coupling technique is advantage of an explicit program where the governing 
the program PAM-CVS which couples the explicit FE- equations are uncoupled. 
code PAM-CRASH with the rigid body programs An alternative approach has been taken in the PAM- 
MADYMO and CAL3D [3]. SAFE joint models. Penalty springs are introduced to 

In this paper, recent advances in the PAM-SAFE constrain the translational degrees of freedom of the two 
occupant modelling approach are presented. They are nodes defining the joint. With this the advantage of 
intended to expand the capabilities of currently used having an uncoupled system is preserved. However par- 
simulation techniques by providing a methodology to ticular attention has to be paid in the program to the 
adapt the surrogate model itself to the problem-specific numerical stability [5] of this system which is composed 
needs. The approach covers a wide range of models and of rigid bodies and springs. 
applications of increasing complexity, from simplified In the following different types of joints that are 
dummy models with linked rigid segments, detailed full currently available in the PAM-SAFE code are discussed. 
finite element deformable models of frontal and side Being kinematically equivalent, the main differences 
impact dummies, to models of the human anatomy. This between the elements presented lay in the way of 
in effect renders the numerical tool applicable to auto- handling of the rotational degrees of freedom for these 
mobile safety design as well as to dummy development, articulations in the three-dimensional space. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, the modelling 
of joints in an explicit FE-code is discussed. Examples The Spherical Joint 

of multiple joint systems are given and compared to the The spherical joint has characteristics which are 

classical rigid body dynamics approach used in Crash similar to the so-called ’Cardan Joint’ or ’Euler Joints’ 

Victim Simulators. Validation results are then presented, in Rigid Body Dynamics programs [6,7] 

illustrating the use of integration of dummy models A spherical joint is defined between two nodes N1 and 

based on these flexible nonlinear joints into the N2, located initially at the same physical point in space. 

framework of an industrial crashworthiness and occupant The constraint that the translational movements of these 

safety program. In the last section the adaptivity aspect two points remain the same is enforced by means of 

of the approach is discussed, in particular the evolution penalty translational springs. 
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The relative orientation of structures linked by a Mb =- C(T)M(a)u, 
spherical joint is achieved by the three successive 

Where u is the unit vector perpendicular to the t and t" 
rotations ~, O, ~ also called Bryant angles. The joint axes, and C(T) is the directional dependency curve given 
mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the in the input. 
initial joint coordinate systems r,s,t connected to N1, 

~1 

t t" " defined by means of two additional reference nodes M1 , ~exion- 
II     

extension             t /I t torsion 
and M2. The first relative rotation ~ is carried out,aboutt_ 
the r-axis and results in a rotated system r, s’, The 

N~ ~N2 .... 
s u.axi.so..~,’.~°N]/ ...... 

°~ct     s 

u-axis. ....... 
N/ ............ 

~..--------Ss,, second rotation around s’ by O yields the rotated system 
r’, s, t" and the third rotation is performed about the t" 
axis with the angle ~. Nonlinear moment-rotation curves , fimet=O r r’ .l.u-axis r’ r" dmet for loading and unloading may be specified for each of 
the three rotation. Damping and friction may also be Figure 3. Successive Rotations and Coordinate Systems 

specified, of the Flexion-Torsion Joint 

~~ 
Non-linear moment-rotation load curves for loading 

spherical joint and unloading are given for the examples                          N2 

(torsion) rotations. Damping and constant friction with 

N2 ramping are available for a and 13 rotations. 

b~U~d o~a~" The Six-Degree-of-Freedom Spring (6-dof spring) 
socket 

~l_]cardan Nonlinear translational and rotational spring-dampers 

z/~l~ 
have also been developed, in the form of a general 6-dof 

r~ 

~2’~1/. ~ ,,- 

s spring. It is the most versatile element to constrain the 

N1 = masternode 
"’’<3 " relative motion of different structural parts in an arbi- 

~ =sl~wnod~ trary way. It applies user specified non-linear forces and 
(both nodes occupy position N 
where axes ofrotation intersect) torques on the local degrees of freedom of two nodes 

Figure 1. Schematic Examples of the Kinematic depending on their relative translational and rotational 

Mechanism for the Spherical Joint motion. The local system is moving with one of the two 
constrained nodes. These nonlinear springs are used to 

~ \ I t\,,, I 
t.~,,,, 

model different kinds of rotational and translational 
connections in safety applications, such as simplified 

\ \", .-, ~,’~",, I ~2 ~. \ __0_-__)-~. ~’,~.~S- .... deformable chest models, collapsible steering assembly, 

r~./z¢~ ,/~_~¢’~-ff~--s /.,4~r~ ,,,, ~ r~ etc., and in structural crash analysis for the early design 

///      
// r~’)0 

r~/~// i/’tl]l 
~mo~ 

phases of crashworthy car components. 
r dmet--O r ~ ,,, 

Validation of Simple Assembly of Rigid 
Figure 2. Successive Rotations and Coordinate Systems Bodies and Joints 
of Spherical Joint Model The purpose of this example is to validate the spheri- 

The Flexion-Torsion Joint cal and flexion-torsion joints of PAM-SAFE on a simple 

A flexion-torsion joint is defined between two nodes case consisting of 3 rigid bodies and 2 joints. No exact 
analytical solution exists for this problem, so the results N] and N2 that must be located initially at the same 
are validated by comparison with the results obtained physical point. The translational degrees of freedom are 

penalized as for the spherical joint described above. In using leading rigid body dynamics programs used in the 

order to be able to compare the behaviour of this element automotive industry, such as MADYMO-3D and CAL3D. 
The model, illustrated in Fig. 4, consists of three rigid with similar joints familiar to the safety engineer, a 

bodies RB1, RB2, and RB3, connected by 2 flexible specialized version of this flexion-torsion element was 
developed. Its notations are similar to those found in joints J1 (between RB1 and RB2) and J2 (between RB2 

flexion-torsion joints in Rigid Body Dynamics codes. In and RB3). Rigid body RB 1 is fixed, and on the center of 

the flexion-torsion joint element, the joint position is gravity of RB3, an initial translational and angular 
velocity is imposed. The example model was analyzed determined by two successive rotations called bending 

(angle ct) and torsion (angle B). In particular, the bending for two different cases: 

moment depends now on the angle T which indicates the ¯ case 1:J1 and J2 are spherical joints 
direction of flexion. Fig. 3 illustrates the successive ¯ case 2:J1 and J2 are flexion-torsion joints. 
rotations for this joint. For both cases, the moments computed at the joints by 

The bending moment is a function of both a and y by PAM-SAFE are compared with results obtained with 
the following law rigid body programs. 
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Joint J2 

RB3 

Joint J1 

RB2            ~.~ 

Figure 4. Setup of Two Joint Example Problem 

Case ]: Spherical Joint 
In Figures 5 and 6, the moment around ~ for both Figure 6. Two Joint Example (Spherical Joint) Moment 

joints J1 and J2 is compared to the result obtained with About W for Joint J2: (a) PAM-SAFE Joint Model 

the rigid body program. As can be seen the two results (solid line) (b) MADYMO Rigid Body Model (dots) 

are identical, and the two curves can be exactly super- 
imposed. 

"" 
I= 

I ; ; | ; ; 1 ; l !1 Figure7. Two Joint Example (Flexion-Torsion Joint) 
- "rt~g .... Flexion Moment for Joint J2: (a) PAM-SAFE Joint Model 

Figure 5. Two Joint Example (Spherical Joint) Moment 
(solid line) (b) MADYMO Rigid Body Model (dots) 

Aleut ~ for Joint J1: (a) PAN-SAFE Joint Model 
(solid line) (b) MADYMO Rigid Body Model (dots) improved with 5 joints in series in order to capture more 

accurately the behavior of the Hybrid III neck formed of 

Case 2: Flexion-Torsion Joint 
alternate rubber and metal disks, and will be reported 

The flexion moment (around ~) and the torsion mo- elsewhere. 

merit (around g) for joint J2 are compared to the results 
obtained with the rigid body program in Fig. 7 and Fig. 

Dummy in Car Interior and Dummy/ 

8. Here again the two results are identical, and the two 
Passenger Side Airbag Interaction 

cuwes can be exactly superimposed. Dummy in Car Interior 

In a fashion similar to this simple joint assembly, a The next step consists in generating a rigid body type 

finite element model of the standardized Hybrid III neck dummy model within PAM-SAFE. It represents the 50th 

pendulum test was developed to simulate the nonlinear percentile Hybrid III dummy and is based on data pub- 

flexion and extension portions of the test [12]. The lished earlier [9,10]. Ellipsoidal surfaces were used in 

results of the simulations were in good agreement with PAM-SAFE to represent and visualize the rigid bodies of 

those obtained using rigid body codes, as well as with the dummy which represent its segments. The rigid 

actual test data [8]. This model is currently being bodies are connected by the new PAM-SAFE joints. An 
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mounted on nonlinear springs with stiffness equal to the 
stiffness of the MADYMO dummy/seat interaction, and 

similarly for the kneebolster. An acceleration field 
consisting of the gravitational acceleration and the crash 
pulse was applied to the dummy segments. 

The results obtained with PAM-SAFE and MADYMO 
~ "" for this simulation are found in Fig. 9 and 10 respective- 
~ .,,, /~ ~ Iv, where it is seen that the gross motions of the dummy 

~’~ 

jiJ 

II 

obtained with both programs are very similar. The CPU 

~ 

time on an SGI work station for this 150 ms PAM-SAFE 

simulation involving the dummy and the simplified car 
interior model (no coupling with rigid body code) was 
less than 7 minutes. 

Figure 8. Two Joint Example (Flexion-Torsion Joint) 
Torsion Moment for Joint J2: (a) PAM-SAFE Joint Model 
(solid line) (b) MADYMO Rigid Body Model (dots)           t. ~ ... 

equivalent MADYMO model was generated. The     I .................... 

dummy, illustrated in Fig. 9, consists of rigid bodies 

~/ ~ ~ 

joined by flexible joints: nine spherical joints (equivalent 
" to the cardan joints in MADYMO) and five flexion- 

torsion joints. The initial position of the dummy, is 
somewhat different from that of the data published in 
[10], it corresponds more to the reality of a dummy 
sitting in an actual car interior. 

.,_ 

Figure 10. Dummy Simulation: Kinematics Predicted by 
Rigid Body Code MADYMO.3D 

A complete simulation involving the dummy was 
. modelled and is being validated by ASL/TAKATA in 
I PAM-SAFE with the newly developed joints (no 

~ ’ I 
coupling with rigid body code) and a passenger side 
airbag as presented in Figure I 1. The model corresponds 

.......... I ................ i to an actual 35 mph sled test. In Figure 12, time history 

~ 
~ ~ i 

plots for the normalized head, chest and pelvis accelera- 
~ tions show a very good correlation between preliminary 

simulation results and test results. Note that the chest ~ i model used was totally rigid, as opposed to the actual 

’~" ~ ~:~ i 
dummy, which explains the discrepancy in the chest 

plots. This can be easily improved by adding a one 
Figure 9. Dummy Simulation: Kinematics Predicted by dimensional spring dashpot system in the chest model as 
Explicit FE Code PAM-SAFE is done in rigid body codes ("double ellipsoid chest"), 

or, to obtain much more detailed information on the 
In PAM-SAFE the contacts dummy/car seat and chest deformation, by using a fully deformable chest 

dummy/kneebolster are modelled in a simple way: the model such as discussed in the next section. 
seat, represented by a simple rectangular plate is 
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SAFE is the Hybrid III Thorax model in Fig. 13 
developed by Wayne State University and described 
in [11]. 

........................ Figure 13. Hybrid III Deformable Thorax Model 

Figure 11. Validation Test: Dummy Interaction with 
(Skin Vest Removed) 

Passenger Side Airbag and Kneebolster (PAM-SAFE) The occupant model used for a particular simulation 

is constructed interactively in the recently developed 
Problem-Adaptivity: Occupant Models of PAM-SAFE STATION graphical integrated environment 
Increasing Complexity [13] from a segment database including these 3 types of 

One of the key features in the approach adopted in segments, so that it is exactly adapted to the level of 
PAM-SAFE is its problem adaptivity. Occupants are detail and confidence expected from the simulation. An 
considered as a modular assembly, interconnected by example of such "mixed" or "hybrid" dummy models in 
joints, of segments that may be of different levels of PAM-SAFE is illustrated in Figure 14. A fully deform- 
complexity: able model of the chest of the EUROSID European Side 

¯ rigid segments, Impact Dummy, where the embedded in a dummy where 

¯ "quasi-rigid" segments, where all the deformation the other segments are rigid and interconnected by 

effects are lumped together in one-dimensional non- flexible joints. 

linear spring dampers (such as in Lobdell type 
models), Conclusion 

¯ fully deformable segments; an example of such a Different models for the simulation of joints in an 

fully deformable chest model, constituted of an explicit finite element program have been developed and 
assembly of shell and brick finite elements in PAM- have been validated on test applications. The results of 

Figure 12. Normalized Head, Chest and Pelvis Accelerations, Simulation and Experimental Results 
(PAM-SAFE, Plots Courtesy of ASI.FFAKATA) 
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tems Laboratory (ASL) are gratefully acknowledged. The 
EUROSID chest model validation is being conducted as 
part of a joint project between ESI and INRETS, with 
the encouragement of Dr. Cesari. 
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S9.0.21 
Design Considerations of the Passenger Airbag System 

Kazuhiro Seki, Kanichi Fukuda, Abstract 
Kiyoshi Honda As a major part in the design processes of an airbag 
Honda R&D Co., Ltd. for use in the front passenger seat, airbag specifications 

defining the bag deployed shape, bag deployment direc- 
tion, module location and bag storage methods were 
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ducted by taking into consideration the parameters speci- 
fic to the passenger seat, i.e. wide range of age, physical 
size and weight of passengers, and seating conditions 
such as position, direction and posture. This paper 
analyzes the test results to find ways to obtain an 
effective protection capability of the airbag while 
reducing its impact on the passenger during deployment. Figure 1. Beg Shapes During Initial Stage Development 

Introduction 
Table 1. Frontal Crash Data for Two Types of Bags 

Design of an airbag module for the passenger side ~-,,~ Ty 
requires a different approach than that for the driver side ~               po A g 
due to the fact that any occupant in the passenger seat Data 
may have various postures at various positions. 

In order to effectively protect the passenger of various H IG 204.3 108.3 
builds and postures with minimum impact from the 
deployed bag, design considerations for bag shape and 
mounting position are more important for the passenger 
side than for the driver side. Chest G 44.5G 26.5G 

The two elements of protection capability and deploy- 
ment impact have opposite effects on the passenger. 
Balancing between these elements are key points in In the case of A in Figure 1, behavior of the passenger 

designing the passenger airbag, 
not wearing a seat belt must be given attention; case A 

This paper describes how we studied theses elements 
has a problem for the neck. In a collision, first the head 
of the passenger contacts the bag and then stops its 

in the course of our airbag design. movement while the rest of body is moving forward be- 

Considerations of Airbag Shape and Inflator 
cause the airbag restrains only the head. A backward 
bending moment of the neck is caused. This may not 

Characteristics occur if the airbag is not installed and should be con- 
The shape of the deployed airbag must be determined sidered an additional injury. 

by taking into account elements that enable the airbag to Table 2 shows examples of backward bending 
have effective protection capability under various moments measured at the neck. 
passenger conditions (passenger’s physical size, weight, 
seating posture with and without a seat belt, etc.) with Table 2. Neck Bending Moment Data for Two Types of 
minimum injury to the passenger as mentioned above. Bags 

In this section, we concentrate on how to exclude such 
undesirable elements from the airbag design specifica- ~ A B 
tions. ~ -~ 

Conditions Restraining Passenger after Airbag 
Deployment Neck 130.4 N-m 0.0 N.m 

First, to identify problems associated with the installa- 
Bending Moment 

tion of an airbag, the occupant being restrained must be (Backward) (Not including rebound) 

defined in terms of physical size, weight, posture and 
seat belt usage. The basic concept of the airbag is to act 
as a supplemental restraint system for the seat belt. 

The possibility of injury due to installation of an 

Nevertheless, it should be considered to reduce injuries 
airbag must be minimized. Case B indicates a low level 

when the seat belt is not used. 
of injury but it is only for the 50th percentile male 

Figure 1 shows cross sections of the same type of 
dummy (AM50). Its design is not favorable. Therefore 

airbags (pillow type) deployed in different ways inside 
the most stable bag shape for the passenger in the normal 

the cabin, 
position is triangular, in order to restrain all parts of the 

The bags were deployed, each with the same inflator, 
passenger’s body evenly. 

in 30mph frontal barrier crash tests with unbelted 
dummies. 

Conditions During Airbag Deployment 

Examples of the test data are shown in Table 1, which To evaluate the adverse effects of airbag deployment 

shows that both types of airbags work well and meet (i.e. its impact on the passenger), it is necessary to take 

requirements of FMVSS 208. into account for the occupant, not only in the normal 
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position, but also out of normal position. To determine 
the effects of airbags duc to different shapes, the size is 

measured in three directions; width, depth, and height. 
The minimum width of the airbag should be one which 

assures coverage of the entire width of the passenger. 
Balancing between the increased protection capability 
and the decreased impact of airbag deployment must be 
considered by using an airbag greater than this width 
limit. The height of the airbag is to be determined to 
achieve proper protection capability, with the car ceiling     " 

as the upper limit. The depth will be described later in 
this paper. 

The Effects of Airbag Width Variations 
First, the relationship between the bag width and its 

impact on the passenger was analyzed. To achieve the 
Time same protection capabilities during head-on collisions 

among bags of various widths, the output tank pressures Figure 2. Four Types of Inflator Tank Pressures 

of the inflators were adjusted according to airbag volume 
capacity (Table 3). Windshield AF5 

Dummy 
Table 3. Four Kind Width Bag and Crash Test Data 

Bag Width 
(mm)     400 500 600 700 

Bag Volume 
(Liter) 116.8 134.8 154.8 169.0 

Inflator Maximum 
Pressure (KPa) 332 385 445 485 
(60 L. Tank) 
Inflator 
Max.Press~,~-~ 2.84 2.86 2.87 2.87 

~Bag Vol. Figure 3. Deployment Impact Test Position (AF5 Dummy) 

Frontal Crash 51.1 47.3 47.7 50.5 
Data (Chest G) Windshield 

- Figure 2 shows the tank pressure curve of the inflator 
-- used. The maximum values of the inflator in Table 3 

were measured at point (f) at fill time (the bag is fully 
inflated to the design form). Maximum inflator output 
capacity refers to the inflator output per unit volume of 
the bag at fill time and is almost a equal in all cases (i.e. 
the inflator output depends on the bag capacity). 

Four modules, each made to specification I, II, III, and 
IV respectively, were prepared. Static deployment tests 
were performed accordingly. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
impact from bag deployment on the passenger sitting in 
and out of normal position. 

~-~ The 5th percentile female (AF5) dummy was used to Figure 4. Deployment Impact Test Position (C3Y Dummy) 
represent a passenger sitting in normal position. The seat 
position was set to bring the dummy as close as possible move before the airbag sensor senses the collision. 
to the module (i.e. seat position and recline were set to Position of this dummy is illustrated in Figure 3. 
frontmost positions). Furthermore, the dummy was As a representative of a passenger sitting out of 
placed at the position equal to the distance it would normal position, the lightest, 3 year old child (C3Y) 
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dummy was used. Its sitting position data is presented as increases (Figure 2) and consequently, bag deployment 

SAE J1980 No.1 in Figure 4. These test results are speed increases. 

shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

.__.< 2 
~ 0 

on- 

7~_ff , ~ ’~ 
~ * 

, Figure 7. Bag Deployment Process 

1 O0                          200 TYPE ~ ~ TYPE ~ v The Effects of Airbag Depth Variations 
TYPE ~ TYPE ~ ~    Bag Volume (Liter) When bags of varying depth are set to have the same 

Figure 5. Deployment Impact Test Result (AF5 Dummy) 
load characteristics of restraint, the deeper bag will make 
a greater impact on the passenger because they have a 
higher bag deployment speed and a longer maximum de- 

3- ployment stroke. 
Although the wider bag and the deeper bag have 

~ similar increased impacts, their effects on passenger 
c~ protection are slightly different from each other: the 

~ ~ starting time of restraint depends on the airbag depth 

~ ~ 
variations. 

~ t~ As seen in Figure 8, bag (o~) has stroke ’a’ and bag (1~) 
"~ o 

~ 

has a shorter stroke ’b’. When bags (a) and (1~) have the 
~ "~ same load characteristics, bag (~x) can absorb energy a/b 

~ 
times that of bag (1~). And when the same energy is en- 

~ countered, bag (~) can protect the passenger with a load 
o ~ b/a times that required by bag (1~). These comparisons 

are made on the assumption that both bags are now fully 
1 deployed and ready for generating a load to protect the 
~ ~ passenger. 

"--ff ’ ~ 
~ 

’~ ’ Also, these comparisons are made on the basis of bag 100 200 TYPE I ! TYPE ~ V energy absorption capacity: effects on the passenger will 
TYPE I TYPE ~ ~ Bag Volume (Liter) 

greatly vary as the position and load of the bag changes. 

Figure 6. Deployment Impact Test Result (C3Y Dummy) 
In the next test the larger capacity bag (~t) was 

deployed by the same inflator as the small capacity bag 
From the results it can be seen that the impact from (1~). This combination, called bag (or’), is somewhat 

the deployment of the airbag on the passenger linearly different from that of bag (1~). The load characteristic 

increases as its width increases, provided that the (load vs stroke)of bag (a’)is somewhat different from 

passengers have the same energy absorption character- that of bag (a). That is, the initial load curve is lower 

istics. This is applicable to passengers in both normal than that of bag (~) becomes closer to the curve of bag 

and out of positions. This is because (1) the maximum (o~) as the passenger moves forward (in this case, bags 

deployment stroke of a wider bag (S in Figure 7) de- (o0 and (a’) have the same vent hole characteristics). 

ployed by a higher capacity inflator is larger than those Table 4 shows the impacts upon the passenger by bag 

of a narrow bag (2) initial pressure rise of the tank (a’) (test was conducted in the same way as with the 

pressure curve becomes faster as the inflator capability C3Y). 
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Next, the passenger protection capabilities of these 
bags are compared. Table 5 compares the capability of 
the bags for a passenger wearing a seat belt to those for 
a passenger not wearing a seat belt. The values in Table 
5 are with respect to bag (~x) which is given a base value 
of 100 (a smaller value means high performance). The 
type (~x) good for a passenger without a seat belt and 
type (~x’)is good for one with a seat belt. 

Table 5. Frontal Crash Test Results (Three Kinds of Bag 
and Inflator Combination, With and Without Seat Belt 
Occupant) 

~ 
With Seat Belt W/O Seat Belt 

HIC (Ratio) 100 108 78 46 -- 105 

Chest G (Ratio 100 85 90 89 -- 145 
Figure 8. Comparison of Two Types of Bag Shape 
(Type (~ and 

The tests on various bag sizes proved that when airbag 
Table 4. Deployment Impact Test Result (Three Types of sPecifications and inflator characteristics are determined, 
Bag end Inflator Combinations) it is important to identify the kinds of protective effects 

~ 
that the bag can offer to various kinds of passengers 

a~ /3 ot ’ (while wearing and not wearing a seat belt). Bag selec- 
tion affects the type and amount of impact from the 

H I C 351.8 200.7 140.7 deploying bag to the passenger. The final design must be 
made after considering the trading offs. 

Chest G     30.4     22.5      12.5       Module Layout for the Best Location 
Location of the module and direction of the bag de- 

These test results show that bag (~t) has a smaller ployment must be determined by taking into considera- 
impact than not only bag (~) but also bag (1~). This is tion the elements mentioned in the bag shape section. 
due to the fact that the larger bag ((x), insufficiently This is to provide the most effective protection for the 
deployed by the smaller capacity inflator, wraps around passenger and minimize the impact on the passenger 
the passenger in front of the module, and the tension of given by the deploying bag. 
the bag at fill time is small (Figure 9). But the peak This section reviews the location of the airbag and 
impulse G caused by bag ((x’) contacting the passenger deploying direction of the bag. 
after the bag deploys is larger because the larger bag 
((x’) has larger mass using the same inflator. Deploying Direction of Bag 

First, assume that the bag is deploying in either of the 
directions shown in Figure 10. 

Air Bag 
We then evaluated the passenger protection capability. Module Bag 

The tests show that the bag offers the same protection 
independent of deployment direction when it is com- 
pletely inflated after the fill time. FR, Passenger In Figure 11, both bags deploy toward the passenger 

(Child) 
and windshield in the similar formation at fill time, t3. 

During the time period tl to t2, before fill time 
(Figure 11), the two bags deploy in different ways and 
in different shapes. The covered area and stroke toward 
the passenger of two bags differ from each other. 

The balancing between these characteristics and 
impact on the passenger must be taken into considera- 

Down View Instrument Panel Surface tions during the design phase. 
Next, a discussion is made about the airbag deploy- 

Figure 9. Bag Deployment Shape with Standing Child ment impact. 
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Windshield 

Instrument Panel 

WindShield 
~ ~~-’~C6Y meat Panel 

Bag Deployment 
Direction 

M~ 
( C3Y 

! 

Figure 10. Angle Deployment Test Figure 12. Angle Deployment Test for C3Y and C6Y 

Time tl t 2 t 3 (Fill Time) 

Deployment ~ ~ 

~ 

3 " 
Toward the 
Windshield "r" 

"~" 2 

Deployment 
Toward the 

~o Passenger 

Figure 11. Comparison of Two Types of Bag Deployment 
Directions 

0 35 70 

Impacts from the deploying bag were measured while (H) (M) (U) 

the dummies were placed in (AF5, Figure 3) and out of Deployment Angle (degree) 
normal position. (C3Y, Figure 4). These are the same Figure 13. Angle Deployment Test Result (C3Y) 
positions that were used for the bag shape effect test on 
AF5. 

During the test the bag was deployed in three 
directions: horizontally to the chest of the dummy (H, 
0°) to the face of the dummy (M, 35°) and to the top of =~ 3 
the head (U, 70°), (Figure 12). 

The result is shown in Figure 13. Changes in HIC and ._o.~_ 

chest G are expressed as a ratio to that of H direction ._ 
which is 1.0. Both HIC and chest G are small for ~.~ 2 
deployments in the upper direction. 

The tests were continued, using a 6 year old child ~- j 

(C6Y) dummy which represented a taller passenger ~ 
n-.~ 1. 

whose head is in contact with the windshield (dotted ___~ 
circle in Figure 12). 

The result is shown in Figure 14 which is the same 
one that obtained from the C3Y test. The bag, when ~. 

0 35 70 
deploying to the dummy’s face, U direction offers a (H) (M) (U) 

better result than when it is deploying in the other Deployment Angle (degree) 
directions, H and M. Figure 14. Angle Deployment Test Result (C6Y) 
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Module Position Controlling Bag Deployment Mode by 
The module was relocated to a position approximately 

Module Design 
150ram closer to the windshield from the previous posi- 

When the bag is deployed along the windshield (arrow tion and tested. The test data taken with C6Y dummy is 
(1) Figure 16), it is deployed at a high rate to form the in Table 6. The bag was deployed at 70°, the same as U 
shape (A) in Figure 16. Then the bag is deployed in 

before (Figure 15). (HIC and chest G when deploying at 
U’, compared to those (defined 100 at U). 

arrow (2) and finally forms shape (B). It is desirable that 

the bag forms the shape (B) as quickly as possible to 

Table 6. Deployment Impact Test Results (With Modulo accommodate the passenger during crash. For faster 

Moved Closer to Windshield) formation of (B) in Figure 16, the bag must quickly 

deploy in direction (2). The following technique ensures 

~ 
the bag to deploy effectively in this manner. 

HIC(Ratio) Chest G(Ratio) 

U 100 100 , 

U’ 41 71 

Windshield 

Figure 16. Bag Deployment Process 

Mod 
\ Modifying the Bag Storing Configuration 

Y / 
Figure 17 is an example of bag storage. There is an 

offset (a) between the physical center of the inflator and 

1 50                            the center of gravity bag. 

Figure 15. Deployment Impact Test with Module Moved 
Closer to Windshield ~ 

The impact from the bag further decreases as the dis- Passenger Side 

tance between the module and the passenger increases. 
These tests suggest that to minimize impact from the 

deploying bag, the bag is to be installed closer to the 
windshield and to be deployed along the windshield. Inflator Reaction Can 
When reviewing the point of passenger protection ability, 
differences in deployment directions and deployment 
modes (Figure 11) offer different passenger protection Figure 17. Example of Bag Storage 
capabilities. These two parameters should be analyzed 
further. This configuration generates rotation during deploy- 

The deployment mode of a bag can be fine tuned by ment of the bag. The rotating force increases as the 
modifying the internal design of the module as described distance (a) is increased. 
below. 
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Modifying the Folding Configuration of the Bag module disperses in four directions with decreasing 

Figure 18 shows how the bag is folded to generate speed (1) in Figure 16. 

rotation. The bag is last folded over in the passenger Others 
direction when it is stored. The deployment mode of the bag can be controlled by 

other ways such as the use of a strap and modification of 
the inflator characteristics, which are not covered in this 
paper. 

Conclusion 
A study is presented from the view point of"balancing 

between the protection capability of airbags and their 
impact during deployment" of the larger, passenger air- 
bags. 

Passenger Side A study about designing an airbag, more particularly 
an airbag having a larger bag deployment volume for 

Reaction Can front seat passenger, is presented from a view point of 
"balancing the occupant protection capability and the 
impact against the front seat passenger by the deploying 

~ airbag." 

Figure 111. Example of Bag Fold Pattern 
As the number of airbag-equipped cars is rising, 

automotive collision safety engineers are expected to 

The dispositioned tension T generates rotation power 
continue their effort to study the airbag which well 

during deployment. Because the bag is folded like a balances afore-said two conflicting elements so that 

bellow, its deployment direction upon ejection from the motorists can benefit from the airbag. 

$9-0.22 
Achievable Optimum Crash Pulses for Compartment Sensing 
and Airbag Performance 

Russel Brantman Introduction 

Breed Automotive 
Since an occupant’s FMVSS-208 injury measures are 

essentially governed by his relative velocity during the 

Abstract application of restraint, evaluation of a vehicle’s crash 
Realistic achievable 30 mph (48 kph) vehicle to pulse performance should take place in the Delta-V 

frontal barrier crash pulses (in the Delta-V domain) are domain. Within this domain, candidate 30 mph (48 kph) 

defined for optimum single-point occupant compartment frontal barrier optimum crash pulse shapes and bounds 

sensing, and total airbag performance. These optimum were defined based upon knowledge of airbag system 

Delta-V pulse shapes are established through airbag performance, and upon examination of many vehicle to 

system computer modeling, but are based on examination barrier crash pulses to insure realistic achievability. For 

of many vehicle to barrier crash pulses to insure realistic simplicity, the candidate Delta-V pulse shapes were 

achievability. To be useful, not only .do "optimum" air- expressed as piecewise linear segments. 

bag crash pulses need to be defined, but also "upper and Pulse shape optimization was performed for an unbelt- 

lower bounds" within which good performance can be ed driver restrained by an FMVSS-208 driver airbag 

achieved. Through computer modeling, upper and lower system. However, deployment time constraints were im- 

bounds are established that provide acceptable compart- posed that should make the results applicable also for a 

ment sensing times (including allowance for sensor passenger airbag system. 
manufacturing tolerance bounds), and that should limit The optimization methodology that was employed was 
airbag injury measures to 350 HIC and 40 Chest G. AI- as follows: Candidate pulse shapes were divided into 

though established for a 30 mph frontal barrier crash, three regions--sensor trigger, airbag seating, and 
knowledge and experience have been used in defining occupant ridedown---each of which was then optimized 
the Delta-V pulse shapes such that good sensor perform- sequentially using sensor and airbag simulation models, 
ante would also be expected in the mid speed range. In and experience. A fixed airbag system design was used 
accordance withthisobjective, undesirable Delta-V pulse throughout, except for a scale factor on the column 

shapes that are within or near the above optimum pulse stroking force that was tuned to the crash pulse. Thus, 
boundary are also shown, the only variable affecting the predicted sensor trigger 
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times and occupant injury measures was essentially the the airbag is deploying and coming up to positive 
shape of the crash pulse, pressure); and Occupant Ridedown (during which the 

For establishing the optimum crash pulse bounds, the occupant rides down the crash pulse, coupled to the car 
optimization criteria were to limit airbag injury measures through the airbag and steering column). 
to 350 HIC and 40 Chest G. Within these bounds, opti- The pulse shape requirements on these three regions 
mum pulse shapes were defined by minimization of for optimum compartment sensing and airbag perform- 
Chest G. A maximum Pulse Duration (time to zero car ance are described below. 
velocity at maximum crush) of 90 ms was used, as being 

Sensor Trigger Region the largest duration that was both reasonably and widely 
achievable. The Sensor Trigger Region is generally the first 10 to 

The computer simulations were performed using Breed 25 milliseconds of the 30 mph frontal barrier pulse. For 

Automotive’s SENSOR and VODS (Vehicle Occupant an occupant compartment sensor, this pulse is governed 

Dynamic Simulation) proprietary computer programs, by the stiffness and available deflection of the bumper 

The sensor parameters used were those of our current and its support structure before it fails under the impact. 

production passenger compartment AMS (All-Mechanical For optimum compartment sensing, this initial front- 

Sensor). The airbag system parameters used were those end structure should be very stiff, and should have an 
appropriate available deflection to extend the duration of of a validated existing airbag system design, including 

steering column and knee bolster, with a high output the pulse sufficient for sensor trigger. 

inflator. For a 30 mph frontal barrier crash with a good car 
front-end structure, the passenger compartment sensor 

Airbag Optimum Crash Pulse and Bounds (over its manufacturing tolerance band) will trigger in 
the range of 3 to 4 mph Delta-V. However, in order to Figure I summarizes the results of the optimization 
ensure timely sensor trigger on moderate speed crashes, study. The Upper and Lower Bounds shown, for a 30 
it is desirable for the bumper impact pulse at 30 mph to mph front barrier crash, will limit airbag injury measures 

to 350 HIC and 40 Chest G. The Optimum Targets produce a Delta-V of 5 mph. 
The AMS trigger times shown in Figure 1 show that shown will further reduce these injury measures to about 

the higher the initial impact G level, the more optimum 250 HIC and 32 Chest G. (Note again that the maximum 
the sensor trigger, and the lower the variation over the of a 90 ms Pulse Duration was chosen only because it 

was the longest duration that was reasonably and widely manufacturing tolerance band. (The sensor trigger values 

achievable.) shown correspond to the design mid calibration, with the 
:!: times corresponding to the manufacturing high and low 
calibration tolerance ) 

30. 

S .,;~/ u,~_B~_p0L~ o-- The 5"-30ms time is the usual guideline for required 
2~- / . ~^~_~L~_~ .... sensor trigger time in high speed impacts. (That is, the 

~,~.~ ,,’~’ 

~^~-~-~-~ ..... sensor should have triggered at least 30 ms prior to the 
~0- time it takes for a free-mass occupant to travel 5 inches.) 

~ ~#’~ ~/~ ,~ ~oo~             ,oo, ....... Thus we see that even down to the level of Target 2, ex- 
~ ~,,¢~,~ ’,~.. 

~ .......... z, ,~ cellent sensor trigger times are achieved, with very small 
~~D- g~~:~.    ~ ............ variation over the manufacturing tolerance band. How- 

~ .-~z ~ ever, at the Lower Bound crash pulse, we are approach- 

G- Airbag Seating Region 
~o 20 ~O ~D ~0 ~0 70 ~0 90 ................. The Airbag Seating Region is the time during which 

’~ ’" the airbag is deploying and coming up to positive press- 
Figure 1. Realistic Delta.V Targets and Bounds--30 mph ure. During this time, an unbelted occupant would still 
Barrier Crash Pulse~For Optimum Compartment Sensing be without restraint. Thus, it is highly desirable for the 
and DS/PS Airbag Performance vehicle to experience only a low deceleration during this 

time. 
Of these Optimum Targets, the Optimum Pulse is This portion of the crash pulse is governed by the 

Target 1, followed by Target 3, and then Target 2. Even crush distance between the bumper support and the 
though Target 3 has a 10 G higher ridedown than Target engine, and by the initial stiffness of the engine support 
2, its reduced relative velocity during the initial airbag structure. 
restraint (when the airbag is stiffest) produces somewhat If the occupant experiences high Delta-V during this 
better injury measures. Airbag Seating Time, two very detrimental effects occur. 

The pulse shapes are divided in’to three, regions: First, the deploying airbag will not have sufficient time 
Sensor Trigger (the initial bumper impact pulse that to unfold and seat itself properly. Due to rapid travel, the 
triggers the sensor); Airbag Seating (the time in which occupant will interfere with the unfolding airbag and can 
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cause it to roll upwards, which will severely compromise Airbag Optimum Crash Pulse Performance 

its restraint effectiveness. The second effect is that if the Tables 
occupant’s relative velocity is high at the time when the Table 1A shows the Dynamic Crush for the Optimum 
airbag is first capable of providing restraint, then this Targets and Bounds, which ranges from 24 to 33 inches 

will produce high penetration into the airbag, with a (61 to 84 cm). 
large spring-mass type overshoot, at the time when the 
airbag is stiffest. Table 1A. 30 Mph Frontal Barrier Airbag Optimum Crash 

For a driver airbag, this Airbag Seating Time will Pulses (Crash Pulse Duration and Vehicle Dynamic 

usually be about 30 ms. However, for a passenger airbag, Crush) 

one should allow for a 40 ms pressurization time. For 
optimum airbag restraint performance, the Delta-V C~SH PULSES pur.sH DURATION DYNAMIC CRUSH HNHRGY NANAGHNENT 

should increase to only 10 mph by the end of this time. 
This optimum Airbag Seating Delta-V was established o upper Bnd 75 24 / 61 GOOd 

by creating a junction point on the crash pulse Delta-V o Target I 90 27 / 69 Hxcellent 

at 40 ms after sensor trigger, and then varying the Delta- o Target 2 90 30 / 76 Very Good 

V at this junction point (while keeping all other junction o Target 3 90 31 / 79 Very Good 

points fixed) until the driver injury measures were o L .... Bnd 90 33 / 84 Good 

minimized. 
The interesting aspect of this part of the optimization 

i) "Pulse Duration" - Time to Zero Velocity at Maximum Crush. 

study, is that the 10 mph Airbag Seating Delta-V is truly 
2) The choice o£ 90 mS Pulse Duration £or the Airbag Optimum 

Crash Pulses was based on this being the largest duration 

optimum for the Bounds and Targets shown on Figure 1. 
that was reasonably and widely achievable. 

Lower Delta-V values did not improve driver injury However, large dynamic crush does not necessarily 
measures, and in fact, made them worse. In addition, mean good crash performance--it is how you manage the 
actual car crash pulse investigation shows that this 10 energy absorption that is more important than the total 
mph Airbag Seating Delta-V is achievable, crush. In this regard, Target 1 with 27 inches Crush) 

Occupant Ridedown Region 
provides better airbag results than Target 3 (with 31 

The Occupant Ridedown Region is the remaining por- 
inches Crush), which in turn is much better than the 

tion of the crash pulse (after Airbag Seating), during 
Lower Bound (with 33 inches Crush). And the Upper 

which the occupant’s torso rides down the crash pulse, 
Bound with only 75 ms Pulse Duration and 24 inches 

by being coupled to the car through the airbag and steer- 
Crush is about equivalent in airbag protection per- 

ing column, 
formance to the Lower Bound with its 90 ms Pulse Dura- 

This portion of the crash pulse is governed by the 
tion and 33 inches Crush. 

front-end side rails, the engine, and its main supporting 
However, while good energy management can opti- 

structure, 
mize what you have, you are still limited in what you 

Obviously, the longer the duration for this portion of 
can achieve by what is the maximum Pulse Duration and 

the crash pulse, the lower the G level that can be 
Vehicle Crush that is available. 

achieved, and the better it is for the occupant. Thus, of 
Table 1B shows typical Crash Pulse Duration and 

the Optimum Targets shown on Figure 1, Target 1 is the 
Vehicle Dynamic Crush for American Cars, categorized 

Optimum Pulse for a crash pulse limited to a duration of 
by size, with good to excellent 30 mph frontal barrier 

90 ms. 
crash pulses. These results compare favorably with our 

However, because the occupant is coupled to the car 
Optimum Targets and Bounds, and support the claim that 

through a restraint system, subtle nuances can exist. In 
the Optimum Crash Pulse Targets and Bounds are real- 

particular, it turns out that a concave shape for the ride- 
istically achievable. 

down portion of the pulse is usually better than a straight 
line Delta-V, since it reduces the occupant’s Delta-V 

Table lB. American Cars With Good 30 Mph Frontal 

during the initial airbag restraint when the bag is stiffest. 
Barrier Crash Pulses 0"ypical Crash Pulse Duration and 
Vehicle Dynamic Crush) 

Thus, Target 3 is somewhat better than Target 2, even 
though it has a 10 G higher ridedown. 

In summary then, the best overall Delta-V pulse shape CAR SIZE 
PULSE(milliseconds)DURBTION D~!~lXC(inches /CRUSHcm) 

ENERGY blBNAGEHENT 

is convex to 10 mph and then straight or concave to the 
end of the pulse. The initial portion of the pulse to 5 o L .... y 105 33 / 84 Selected Cars 

mph should be as steep as possible for best sensor o run 95 30 / 76 Were All 

trigger, and then the next 5 mph should be drawn out o Nid 88 2"I / 69 
Good TO Excellent 

over 35 ms (to allow 40 ms from sensor trigger) for 
o compact 80 24 / 6l 

passenger airbag seating. 
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In particular, in terms of available Pulse Duration and Table 3. Target Crash Pulse VODS Predictions 
Vehicle Crush, our most Optimum Crash Pulse (Target 
1) should be achievable down to the level of a good TARGET 1 PULSE (AND 85% COLUMN FORCE) 
Mid-Size American Car. And even a good Compact HIC 190 20%                                                                                                                            * ( 60 TO 115 MS) 

Upp CHEST G’S 32 55% * ( 67 NS) American Car should be able to remain within our er FEMUR LOAD 1290 55% * ( 72 MS) 
Bound Crash Pulse. 

Table 2 shows the VODS airbag injury measure pre- TARGET 1 PULSR (AND 75% COLUMN FORCEI 
HIC 210 20% * ( 85 TO 115 MS) dictions for the Upper and Lower Bound Pulses. As was CHEST G’S 30 50% * ( 96 MS) 

mentioned, the simulations were conducted using a fixed FEMUR LOAD 1290 55% * ( 72 MS) 

airbag system design, except for a scale factor on the ................................................................ 
column stroking force that was tuned to the crash pulse. TARGET 2 PULSE (AND 85% COLUMN FORCE) 

HIC 290 30% * ( 75 TO 120 MS) 
CHEST G’S 32 55% * ( 74 MS) Table 2. Optimum Crash Pulse Boundary VODS FEMUR LOAD 1500 65% * I 03 Ms) 

Predictions 
TARGET 2 PULSE (AND 75% COLUNN FORCE) 

HIC 350 35% * ( 95 TO 115 MS) 
CHEST G’S 39 65% * (101 MS) UPPER BND PULSE FEMUR LOAD 1500 65% * ( 83 MS) 

EIC 250 25% * ( 65 TO 105 MS) ................................................................ 
CHEST G’S 40 65% * ( 71 MS) 
FEMUR LOAD 1750 80% * ( 74 MS) 

TARGET 3 PULSE (AND 85% COLUMN FORCE) 

UPPER BND PULSE (AND 85% COLUMN FORCE) HIC 220 20% * ( 70 TO 120 MS) 
CHEST G’S 32 55% * (105 MS) HIC 360 35% * ( 80 TO 105 MS) FEMUR LOAD 1310 60% * ( 91 MS) CHEST G’S 40 65% * ( 89 MS) 

FEMUR LOAD 1750 80% * ( 74 MS) 
TARGET 3 PULSE (AND 75% COLUMN FORCE) 

HIC 290 30% * (100 TO 120 MS) 
CHEST G’S 37 60% * (105 MS) LOWER BND PULSE FEMUR LOAD 1310 60% * ( 91 MS) 

HIC 300 30% * ( 80 TO 120 MS) 
CHEST G’S 40 65% * ( 88 MS) 
FEMUR LOAD 1750 80% * ( 92 MS) 

Sensor Trigger - 7 ms for Target I, and 
LOWER BND PULSE (AND 85% COLUMN FORCE) 15 ms for Targets 2 & 3. 

HIC 400 40% * ( 95 TO 12o Ms) a simple scale factor on the column stroking force is 
CHEST G’S 43 70% * ( 88 NS) FEMUR LOAD 1750 00% , ( 92 Ms) needed. Thus, a parametric sensitivity study varying the 

airbag venting and the shape of the column stroke force- 
deflection curve should be conducted to optimize the 

Sensor Trigger - 7 ms for Upper Rnd Pulse, and total airbag system design. 
25 ms for Lower Bnd Pulse. 

¯ " % ( .... ded t ....... t 5%) O£ FNVSS-208 Allowables: Undesirable Delta-V Pulse Shapes 1000 HIC, 60 Chest G, 2250 ibs (10 kn) Femur Load. 

Although the Optimum Pulse Bounds are intended to 
VODS - Breed Automotive "Vehicle Occupant Dynamic Simulation" serve as a band in which good airbag crash performance proprietary computer program. 

can be achieved, not all pulse shapes that lie within or 
Simulations were conducted using a fixed airbag system design, 

near these bounds are desirable. except for a scale factor on the column stroking force. 

The results on Table 2 indicate that these Pulse Figure 2 shows Undesirable Delta-V Pulse Shapes that 

Bounds should limit airbag injury measures to 350 HIC are within or near the Optimum Pulse Bounds. Three dis- 
tinct undesirable limiting conditions are shown: a Cross and 40 Chest G. They also show that, for the Pulse 
Bound Pulse, a Plateau Pulse, and a Linear Delta-V Bounds, the standard column performed best, and that 
Pulse. the results were not very sensitive to moderate changes 

Table 4 shows the VODS airbag injury measure pre- in column stroking force, 
dictions for these pulses. The results, their reasons, and Table 3 shows the VODS airbag injury measure 
additional detrimental features of these pulse shapes are predictions for the Optimum Target Pulses. These 
discussed below. Targets should reduce the airbag injury measures to 

about 250 HIC and 32 Chest G. They also show that, The Cross Bound Pulse 
with these pulses, the column stroking force needs to be The Cross Bound Pulse starts at the Lower Bound and 
reduced; but that this must be done carefully for Targets then crosses over to the Upper Bound, thus seeing a 
2 & 3 in order to avoid impulsive bottoming out of the relatively slow sensor trigger followed by a rapid Delta- 
column. V rise. The airbag injury measures jump to 500 HIC and 

The extreme sensitivity shown by Targets 2 & 3 to 45 Chest G. 
small change/sin the level of the column stroking force The Cross Bound Pulse represents the most usual 
indicates that the existing airbag system design is not deficiency seen in the average stiffer vehicle crash 
optimum for these pulses, and that an adjustment beyond pulses. 
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~,** LEGEND 

~0 -- ( l 1":] ~"1"~--~ -- case in mid speed or angle barrier crashes), then the 
LOVER_BFE)_PL~SE 
PL,~E^u_pu~. sensing element returns to its starting condition during 

25- ~ ,~--.. ,’>.’/ *--- 
.#/,~ c~s_,~_,~_s~ .... the zero G plateau, and has to start over again from the 
/- ~ 

LI~^R_DV_MJLSE 0 ..... 

20- very beginning after the plateau is completed; thus 

~ 
~ / ~’ 

creating a very late sensor trigger. 
.- / ~ This same scenario can occur even if the pulse does i 1 5-                            ~/         ’ 

’~r ~ j/ / not have a true plateau, but the Delta-V rise during 

~ ~.<~/" 
/~ Airbag Seating is too low, with ~nsuffic~ent O s to over- 

~ ~ come the sensor bias (which typically for a passenger 
¯ .~/ compartment sensor with damping is about 4 to 5 G’s). 

o- The Plateau Pulse (or low Delta-V after bumper 
~o 2o ~0 ~o 50 ~0 70 ~o ~0 collapse) represents the most usual deficiency seen in the 

average softer vehicle crash pulses. 
Figure 2. Undesirable Delta-V Pulse Shapes Within/Near 
Optimum Pulse Boundaw The Linear Delta-V Pulse 

The Linear Delta-V Pulse corresponds to a minimum 

Table 4. Undesirable Crash Pulse Shape VODS constant G (square-wave acceleration) pulse. Since the 

Predictions vehicle sees only 15 G’s on such a 90 ms pulse, it might 
be thought that this would be the best pulse for the occu- 

c~oss M.~ p~E pant. However, we see that the predicted airbag injury 

E~C 500 50~ * ( 05 TO 100 Ms) measure for the occupant is 37 G’s, as compared to 30 
CHEST G’S      45 75% * ( 72 MS) Up F’~MUR LO/~d) 1780 80~ * ( 79 MS) G’s for    timum Target l. 

................................................................ The reason for this is that the occupant is not coupled 
to the car until the airbag is capable of producing posi- 

P~T~U PULSE (~ 05~ coLu., rORCE~ ** tive pressure; and at that point in time (approximately 40 
MIC 250 25% * ( 90 TO 120 MS) 
CaEST G’S ~0 ~5~ * ( 8~ MS) ms for this pulse), he has achieved a considerable reln- 
rEMUa Lo~ 1750 8o~ * ( 87 MS) 

tive velocity, much higher than he would have with the 
P~u ~uLs~ (A.~ 75~ COLU~ rORC~) Target Pulse curves. As has been discussed, this high 

.~c ~50 35~. ( 95 TO 1~0 MS) relative velocity will produce high penetration into the 
CHEST G’S 39 65% * (103 MS) 
FEMUR LOM) 1750 001 * ( 87 Ms) airbag, with a large spring-mass type overshoot, at the 

¯ * This pulse can also cause very late sensor trigger on 
time when the airbag is stiffest. 

mid speed a.d angle harrl ...... hes. In addition, the actual airbag injury measures that will 
................................................................ occur will be substantially higher than the predicted 

LINEAR DELTA-V (MIN CONST~T G) (!~ID 85% COLUMN FORCE) values, since the model does not simulate the poor airbag 

R~C ~0 ~5~ * ( 50 TO 10~ MS) ** seating that will take place due to the high occupant 
CE~ST ~’S 37 5o~ ¯ ( ~ .s) velocity causing adverse interaction with the deploying 
FEMUR LOAD 1570 70% * ( 64 MS) 

airbag. 
¯ * Actual injury measures will be substantially higher 

than this prediction, since model does not simulate 
the p .... irbag seating that will ..... due to high Conclusion occupant velocity during bag deployment. In summary, realistic achievable 30 mph (48 kph) 

vehicle to frontal barrier crash pulses (in the Delta-V 

Sensor Trigger - 20 ms ~or Cross Had Fulae, domain) have been defined for optimum single-point 
15 ms for Plateau Pulse, and 
1~ ms (or Li.ear Oelta-V Pulse. occupant compartment sensing, and total airbag l~er- 

The Plateau Pulse formance. Along with these airbag optimum crash pulses, 

The Plateau Pulse shown is a modification of Target upper and lower pulse boundaries have been established 

2, such that instead of a gentle rise to 10 mph during within which good airbag protection performance can be 

Airbag Seating, the pulse drops to zero G, and plateaus achieved. However, there are undesirable pulse shapes 

at a constant 5 mph until it intersects the extension of that can lie within or near these bounds. These pulse 

the Target 2 Ridedown Pulse. The Chest G jumps from shapes have been identified, and their detrimental 

32 to 38, and Femur Loads increase from 65% to 80% of features discussed. 

allowable. Thus, as discussed previously, a gentle rise in 
Delta-V during Airbag Seating is more optimum than Acknowledgment 

having no pulse during this time. The fundamental work for this study was sponsored by 

However, the most detrimental feature of the Plateau Jaguar Cars Limited. The work was performed at the 

Pulse is that if there is insufficient impulse to trigger the request of Mr. David Lees, Manager Occupant Protec- 

sensor in the Sensor Trigger Region (as might be the tion, at Jaguar Cars. 
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$9.0.23 
The MADYMO Finite Element Airbag Model 

H.A. Lupker, H.B. Helleman, E. Fraterman, Due to their limited CPU load and short turn around 
J. Wismans time the occupant simulation programmes have proven to 

TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute be very suitable tools for sensitivity analyses and design 
optimization studies. Systematic analysis of parameter 

Abstract effects can be carried out using for instance Design of 

Simple as well as more sophisticated empirical airbag Experiments methods (5). Due to the continuous imple- 

models have been developed since the early seventies, mentation of extensions and improvements, models for 

By discretization of the fabric skin of the airbag in finite both the crash dummies and the protection devices, such 

elements the motion of the different parts of the fabric as seat belts and airbags, are becoming more and more 
realistic and versatile. and contacts with penetrating objects is described more 

accurately than by the empirical models. This is particu- Obviously the simulation model must contain all the 

larly useful for oblique and out-of-position impacts, relevant aspects. For frontal car crashes the occupant, the 

Moreover the fabric material behaviour is described in a car interior and the restraint system must be modelled. 

more realistic way allowing the calculation of the stress Contacts must be defined between the occupant and the 

distribution in the airbag fabric. The newly developed seat and the interior surfaces that the occupant may 

MADYMO finite element airbag model is optimized for contact. To account for the collapse of the car frontal 

airbag simulations in a crash victim simulation environ- structures it is sufficient to apply an acceleration pulse 

ment. The software implementation resulted in a flexible to the occupant and to prescribe the overall motion of 

and user-friendly simulation tool. The approach and vehicle interior parts, i.e. the steering column, the 

theory of the MADYMO finite element airbag and the instrument panel, the floor and the toepan, to account for 
the crash of the car frame. results of two out-of-position simulations and tests are 

presented. The agreement between the measured and cal- The purpose of this paper is to present the MADYMO 

culated results is good while computing times are quite finite element airbag as a first implementation of the 

reasonable, recently developed MADYMO finite element .module. 
First a brief discussion on airbag modelling techniques 

Introduction will be presented. This is followed by a description of 
The rapid increase in car usage after the second world the approach and theory used for the MADYMO finite 

war led to a stronger emphasis on reducing the harm due element airbag module. To illustrate the potential of this 
to car accidents. The first regulations concerning seat module the results of two out-of-position simulations and 
belts were drawn up by the US government in 1963. De- tests will be compared. A discussion on current and 
spite the introduction of retractors, seat belts are future finite element developments concludes this paper. 
frequently not worn, especially in the USA. The recently 
introduced Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards Airbag Modelling Techniques 
(FMVSS) therefore require all passenger cars to be The three most important components of an airbag 
equipped with a passive restraint system for both front- system are the bag itself, the inflator and the sensors. 
seat occupants. This led to the installation of automatic The sensors determine whether a sufficiently strong 
belt systems and airbag restraints in new passenger cars. impact occurs to activate the airbag system. To be able 
Another US requirement is that airbags must operate to determine this for different impact locations a combi- 
correctly with and without seat belts. In Europe seat nation of several sensors is usually required. Due to the 
belts are worn more frequently and airbags are designed sudden change in car motion one or more sensors are 
to operate in combination with seat belts, triggered and some logic is used to combine these to 

Historically, the development process for the restraint form a criterion for the activation of the inflator. After 
design of passenger vehicles has relied heavily on physi- the inflator is activated it produces hot gas. Due to the 
cal testing of components and restraint systems. The use pressure build-up in the airbag compartment the airbag 
of simulation models can save much time during the module cover breaks and the airbag starts unfolding. To 
early phases of the design process. Back in 1963 resist the high temperature and tensile loading, two 
McHenry proposed a 2D numerical model to describe the layers of fabric are often used for that part of the bag 
motion of a vehicle occupant in a collision event (1). In that is in the gas flow during the unfolding. 
1970 a 3D occupant model was published by Robbins The trigger time and inflator characteristics should be 
(2). These initial developments were followed by a tuned so that for most situations the occupant comes in 
number of more general occupant simulation tools (3). In contact with the airbag only after full deployment. Straps 
1983 the first commercially available version of (also called tethers) are often used to limit the 
MADYMO was released. The most recent MADYMO deployment range of the airbag which postpones the 
version, version 4.3, was released in 1990 (4). moment of contact between occupant and airbag. Tear 
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seams can be used to control the deployment and to explicit finite element codes PAM-CRASH (10-12)and 

reduce the inflation rate in order to minimize bag slap DYNA3D (13-14) have been realized. The recently 

effects, released MADYMO finite element airbag model is fully 

After unfolding and complete deployment of the air- integrated in the MADYMO multibody program and 

bag, an over-pressure is built up inside the airbag and optimized for airbag simulations in a crash victim 

the whole bag is stressed. During the contact between simulation environment. 

occupant and the fabric skin, gas flows out of the airbag With discretization of the fabric skin of the airbag in 

through exhaust orifices, pores in the fabric skin and/or finite elements the motion of the different parts of the 

seams. During this phase the airbag can be considered as fabric and the contacts with penetrating objects are de- 

a viscous damper that restrains the forward motion of the scribed more accurately than with the empirical models. 

occupant to prevent him from hitting the steering wheel Moreover the fabric material behaviour is modelled in a 

or dashboard. The gas permeability of uncoated fabrics more realistic way allowing the calculation of the stress 

is of great importance for the overall performance of the distribution in the airbag fabric. Also the mass distribu- 

airbag and thus thermal ageing has to be controlled by tion of the fabric material is accounted for by the dis- 

using special finishing conditions for the fabric or some cretization of the fabric skin. Thus inertia effects (bag 

aftertreatment process, slap) and pressure forces on penetrating objects will be 

In the last two decades several empirical airbag accounted for also during deployment of the airbag. 

models have been developed among which is the Mostly similar thermodynamics, i.e. a lumped parameter 

MADYMO 2D model, Figure 1, (6). These models use approach, to those in the empirical models are used. The 

rather simple approximations for the contact interaction most important disadvantage of the finite element 

between the occupant and the fabric skin. The properties approach, especially for parameter optimization and 

of the gas inside the airbag are determined by using a sensitivity studies, is the relatively long computer run 

lumped parameter apprgach. During deployment the bag time required for each simulation. 

pressure is taken identical to the atmospheric pressure 
and bag inertia forces are neglected. Although the MADYMO Finite Element Module 

current MADYMO 2D empirical airbag model has In the finite element method the instantaneous values 

proved itself in many situations to be a valuable tool in of the unknown state variables are approximated by a 

the design process of airbag systems, it has its limita- linear combination of assumed functions which are only 

tions. The results for out-of-position situations, where non-zero in an elementary volume. Based on this approx- 

contact already occurs during deployment, have less imation the finite element method reduces the continuous 

value than the results for in-position situations due to the system to a discrete numerical system. The actual con- 

fact that during deployment no forces are exerted on tinuum is divided into finite volumes, surfaces or line 

objects penetrating the airbag. Moreover due to the segments representing an assemblage of finite elements. 

assumed axial symmetry, oblique impacts can not be The continuum is then analyzed as a complex system, 

simulated correctly, composed of relatively simple elements where compati- 
bility should be ensured along all boundaries between 
elements. These elements are interconnected at a discrete 
number of nodal points, the nodes. The deformation of 
a finite element is defined by the motion of the nodes. 
Therefore the nodes corresponding to each element, the 
connectivity, the initial nodal positions and velocities as 
well as the element properties, i.e. the material be- 
haviour, must be specified by the user. In the present 
version of the MADYMO finite element module only 
constant strain triangular membrane elements, Figure 2, 

Figure 1. MADYMO Empirical Airbag Model: Driver Side and contacts without friction are implemented which 
Airbag (left), Passenger Side Airbag (right) limits its present use to airbag modelling or comparable 

In 1987 several potential methods for airbag modelling systems which can be described as membranes. 

were already under investigation at TNO (6). Using A combination of the MADYMO multibody techniques 

finite elements was found to be the most promising with finite element techniques allows a more detailed 

option. For use of the finite element airbag models in description of the contact interactions with car interior 

occupant protection studies a coupling or integration parts or restraint systems than by using only the contact 

with a crash victim simulation model was proposed. In ellipsoids and planes as implemented in MADYMO. 

1988 the coupling strategies were studied (7) which Moreover the structural behaviour of the interior parts, 

resulted in the coupling between MADYMO and the restraint systems and critical dummy parts can be 

finite element code PISCES 3D-ELK in 1989 (8-9). analyzed while maintaining the advantages of a multi- 

More recently interfaces between MADYMO and the body approach. Two kinds of interactions generate forces 
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the warp and weft threads and their undulation in the 
unstressed state the stiffness increases with the loading 
for uniaxial tension tests (15). Since this effect is small 
under biaxial tension a linear orthotopic material be- 
haviour is assumed to be sufficient for most applications. 
During compression wrinkling prevents the build-up of 
stresses to counteract this deformation. Using membrane 
elements in combination with linear material models 
would require several elements per wrinkle to achieve a 
realistic model which will lead to meshes with several 
thousand elements. Therefore tension only material 
models (only stiffness against elongations) have also 
been implemented. 

For the thermodynamics the airbag is treated as a 
Figure 2. Constant Strain Triangular Membrane Element 

"control volume" bounded by the bag with gas flowing 
between the finite element structures and the multibody through. This "control volume" is continuously moni- 
systems, i.e. supports and contacts. Supports are rigid tored and taken to be equal to the volume enclosed by 
connections between the nodes on one hand and a multi- the membrane elements used to model the fabric skin. 
body element, system with prescribed motion or inertial The volume thus calculated only equals the volume 
space on the other. Contacts can be defined between the inside the airbag skin if the triangular elements form a 
nodes and contact surfaces, i.e. planes and ellipsoids, closed contour. Therefore an element mesh of the airbag 
Mutual contacts between finite elements cannot be fabric in the deflated state must be made that also covers 
accounted for in this version, the venting holes with membrane elements. A special 

The approach of the interactions between the multi- material type with negligible stiffness against elongation 
body elements and finite elements outlined above (Figure or compression has been implemented for the modelling 
3), allows the use of different time integration methods of the venting holes. 
for the equations of motion corresponding with the finite In order to limit the deployment range of the airbag 
element module (Central Differences method) and the straps are often used which form a connection between 
multibody module (Runge Kutta method). The selected the back and front of the airbag. A strap is modelled as 
explicit integration methods are conditionally stable and a massless linear spring between two nodes. Forces are 
therefore put limitations on the time step that can be only calculated in the straps when the actual length is 
used. Due to the often needed fine finite element spatial longer than the untensioned length. A relative elongation 
discretization, the finite element module needs a much at which rupture occurs can be specified. 
smaller time step than the multibody module. To increase Using finite element preprocessors it is possible to 
the efficiency of the entire analysis the finite element make a finite element mesh of the fabric skin in the 
module is being subcycled with respect to the multibody initial folded configuration. As long as the occupant only 
module using a different constant time step for each interacts with the airbag after unfolding, the initial con- 
module. In the next sections only the model assumptions figuration is expected to have a limited influence on the 
and simulation possibilities of the finite element airbag occupant motion. The laborious creation of a folded air- 
module are presented. A more thorough description is bag configuration is than superfluous. A finite element 
included in the MADYMO user’s manual, model can be made in the inflated state first. A pre- 

simulation must then be conducted during which the vol- 
,,=supports and contracts MULTIBODY MODULE FINITE ELEMENT MODULE ume enclosed by the airbag will be reduced to a volume 

forces andtorques ~’- comparable to that of the folded airbag by creating an 
Figure 3. Interaction Between Multibody and Finite under-pressure. Contact ellipsoids or planes are used to 
Element Module direct the finite element motions. The finite element 

mesh of the fabric skin resulting from this pre-simulation 
Airbag Skin and Strap Model must then be included in the input.data for the actual 

The skin of the bag used in airbag systems consists of model. 
fabric sheets, often with venting holes, sewed together. 
These sheets possess almost no bending stiffness and can Airbag Inflation Model 
therefore be modelled using membrane elements. The The airbag inflation process is modelled as an 
material properties of technical fabrics used for airbag expanding volume of gas, mass and heat, flowing into 
manufacturing are directional dependent. However, two and out of the volume bounded by the airbag skin. Gas 
perpendicular principal material directions can be is blown into the airbag by the inflators and flows out 
defined which coincide with the warp and weft direction through venting holes and pores in the fabric. The 
of the fabric. Due to the kinematic interaction between inflation process is treated as adiabatic, i.e. apart from 
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the heat in the gas flows there is no heat transfer The gas inside the airbag is treated as a mixture of 

between the expanding volume and its surroundings. The ideal gases and the state variables, pressure and tempera- 

pressure difference between the "control volume" and the ture, are assumed to be uniform throughout the bag in- 

surrounding atmosphere is acting on the membrane ele- terior (lumped parameter approach). A linear temperatur.e 

ments used to model the fabric tissue resulting in a variation of the constant pressure heat capacity ~s 

change of motion of the nodes. After full deployment the assumed. The constant pressure heat coefficients and the 

fabric tissue will be stressed due to this pressure build- molecular weight have been predefined as default value 

up in the "control volume." for eleven gases that could be of interest for airbag 

The mass inflow of each inflator must be specified by inflation. The properties of user defined gases can be 

the user by means of a mass flow rate versus time specified if only values for the gas mixture are available. 

characteristic. The heat supply, or rather the enthalpy, is The average heat capacities of a mixture of gases are de- 

determined by the temperature and the gas species in the termined using the Amagat-Leduc rule of partial volumes 

gas mixture delivered by the inflators. A temperature (18). The ideal gas law and the energy conservation 

versus time characteristic and the supplied gas mixture, equation for unsteady gas flow (19) are used to calculate 

using mole fractions, must be specified by the user for the pressure and temperature of the gas mixture inside 

each inflator. The supply mechanism of each inflator can the airbag. 

be activated by one or more sensors. The orientation of 
the sensor and the acceleration of the multibody element Out-of-Position Tests and Simulations 
to which the sensor is connected at the sensor position, As stated before, the empirical airbag models have 

determine the triggering of the sensor based on a user less value for out-of-position situations than for in- 

defined condition. If the inflator is activated by more position situations. To illustrate the potential of the 

sensors the triggering of the different sensors are MADYMO finite element airbag model for such situa- 

combined as specified by the user, using the logical tions, two out-of-position tests have been simulated. In 

functions AND and OR. these tests a driver side airbag comes into contact during 

Gas can flow out of the airbag through venting holes inflation with an initially stationary pendulum or 50th 

and pores in uncoated fabric. The mass flow through percentile Hybrid III dummy, Figure 4. A detailed de- 

venting holes is approximated by a one-dimensional, scription of the experimental setup can be found in (9). 

quasi-steady, isentropic flow model (16). If the pressure 
in the airbag exceeds the critical pressure (approximately ~/~ 

~co 

1.85 times the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere) o~ ~e a~rba~ \ ~ rotati~ driver side airbag 

choked or sonic flow will occur in the venting holes. For ~-~,~- 
,~\.~ 

such cases the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere is 
~r~_~ replaced by the critical pressure in the relation for the 

~~,~,o 

~"’ ~-~1, ~1 ,~ 
mass flow rate through the venting holes. A discharge ...... 
coefficient is used to account for the non-isentropic flow : ’~’ 

r~str~ 

effects. No pressure forces are working on the elements 
,.~ ..... th ~~ 

Delvi .... tr~int 

used to cover the venting holes resulting in a force ~o 

deficit that leads to a more realistic motion of the whole \\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\ " 

airbag. Due to the deformations of the membrane ele- 
ments surrounding the venting hole the flow area varies Pendulum Hybrid III dummy 

in time, resulting in a more realistic mass outflow Figure 4. Global Set-Up Driver Side Airbag Tests: 
calculation. Pendulum (left), Hybrid Ill Dummy (right) 

Leakage through porous airbag fabrics is calculated 
using an equation for the gas flow through a flat screen For both tests similar 60 litre driver side airbags were 

placed perpendicular to the flow direction (17). The used. The airbags are made of nylon 66 and are neo- 

model is based on a resistance coefficient which is prene-coated. They have four identical venting holes at 

assumed as only a function of the quotient of the free the back. Six straps connect the front with the back. The 

and total area which is a realistic assumption for larger airbag dimensions are given in Figure 5. 

Reynolds numbers (Re>>0.01). The free area is calcu- The airbags were unfolded before the tests and fixed 

lated using a porosity coefficient which can be specified to a plate, which in turn was fixed to a rigid wall with 

for each membrane element separately. Thus for leakage three force transducers. For the experiment with the 

through the fabric the flow area varies in time as was the pendulum, the pendulum was fixed to the surroundings 

case for the venting holes. It is also possible to account in such a way that only a rotation about an horizontal 

for the extra gas flow through seams by specifying a axis parallel to the backplate was possible. The distance 

higher porosity coefficient for those membrane elements between the rotation axis and the centreline of the 

overlapping the seams, impactor is 1310 mm. The spherical impactor head has 
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The molecular weight is 0.028014 kg/mol. The mass 
flow and the temperature of the gas mixture delivered by 
the inflator are modelled according to Figure 6. The 
inflator is activated at the start of the simulation. 

327 

~ ~- 

Front view (uninflated) Side view (in~ated) 
~ 

Figure 5. Diagram of the Driver Side Airbag: Front View .... 
Uninflated (left) and Side View, Inflated (right) 

a diameter of 82 mm. The total mass of the pendulum is Time(ms) Time(ms) 10.9 kg. The mass moment of inertia with respect to the 
centre of gravity of the pendulum, located 245 mm above Mass outflow Gas temperature 
the centreline of the impactor, is 2.07 kg.m2. The 

Figure 6. Inflator Characteristics: Mass Outflow (left), reaction force on the wall was recorded using three 
Gas Temperature (right) identical load cells. The rotation angle of the pendulum 

was recorded using a potentiometer. The pendulum is modelled by a single element multi- 
For the experiments with the 50th percentile Hybrid body system with three ellipsoids connected to it. The 

III dummy, the dummy was seated in a stationary upright first ellipsoid is a sphere representing the impactor face 
position. A pelvis restraint was fixed to the dummy seat that contacts the airbag. The two other ellipsoids are 
in order to prevent the dummy from sliding over the only added for visualisation. The connection of the pen- 
dummy seat. Next to the reaction force on the wall the dulum with the surroundings has been modelled with a 
acceleration of the head and chest of the dummy were point-restraint with such high spring stiffnesses that the 
also recorded using a triax of accelerometers, translational motions are negligible. The rotation angle 

The driver side airbag is modelled as two flat disks of the impactor has been determined by integrating the 
connected at the outer rim using 1024 three node tri- calculated angular velocity. The reaction force of the 
angular membrane elements. A linear elastic isotropic support plate has been determined by summing the forces 
material behaviour is assumed, due to contacts and rigid connections. The dummy has 

The material properties used are: been modelled using the 50th percentile Hybrid III 
Young’s modulus: 60 N/mm2 dummy database as provided by MADYMO version 4.3. 
Density: 620 kg/m3 The most important calculated time histories are 
Poisson ratio: 0.3 presented together with the experimental results. The 
Thickness: 0.5 mm pendulum rotation angle and reaction force, perpendicu- 

The straps are modelled as massless springs. The strap lar to the support plate, time histories are presented in 

material is assumed to be the same as the airbag skin Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The kinematics are present- 
material, resulting in a stiffness of 4500 N/m for each ed in Figure 9. The resultant acceleration for the dummy 

chest and head, and the reaction force time histories are strap. The untensioned length of the strap is equal to 275 
mm. presented in Figures I0, 11 and 12 respectively. The 

No outflow of gases through the coated fabric and kinematics are presented in Figure 13. 

seams is assumed, i.e. the porosity factor is zero for all As can be seen in the figures there is a good agree- 

elements used to represent the fabric skin. The total area ment between the results for the calculations and experi- 
of the exhaust holes is 2740 mm~. Based on experience ments. Deviations in the contact force can be explained 

the discharge coefficient is assumed equal to 0.625. by the way in which the contact force is determined. The 

The heat capacity coefficients and molecular weight of numerically determined reaction force is the force of the 
the gas mixture delivered by the inflator are used as airbag on the support plate, while the measured reaction 

input for the simulation. The constant pressure heat force is the force of the support plate on the wall. 

capacity is modelled as a linear function of the absolute The calculation CPU time for the simulation with the 

temperature T according to: 50th percentile Hybrid III dummy database, using 1024 
membrane elements for the airbag, is roughly one hour 

C~ = 29.135 + 0.004825 T on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D/210S. 
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Measured torsion angle (Solid) 
Meastwed chest ~dtant acceleration (Solld) 

Calculated rotation angle (Dashed) 
Calculated ches~ ~esuliant acceleration (Dashed) 

Figure 7. Pendulum Rotation Angle Time History          Figure 10. Chest Acceleration Time History 

Measured SUlrlm~t forc¢ (Solid) 
Measured head resultant acceleration (Solid) 

Calculated support force (D~shed) 
Calculated head resultant acceleration (Dashed) 

’ 
4o         ~ Tune (ms) so                                                                             Time (ms) 

Figure 8. Reaction Force Time History for the Experiment    Figure 11. Head Acceleration Time History 
with Pendulum 

Measured support force (Solid) 

Calculated support force (Dashed) 

0 20 ~0 Time (ms). 80 

Figure 9. Pendulum and Airbag Motions Figure 12. Reaction Force Time History for the 
Experiment with Dummy 

Discussion and Conclusion 
The developed finite element airbag model presented due to the predefined gases and the different models for 

here is fully integrated in the MADYMO multibody pro- gas outflow through venting holes and porous fabric. The 

gram and optimized for airbag simulations in a crash agreement between the measured and calculated results 

victim simulation environment. The software implemen- for the presented out-of-position simulations is good 

tation resulted in a flexible and user-friendly simulation while the computing times even for work stations are 

tool which poses few limitations upon the user with re- quite reasonable. Simulations for both driver, Figure 14, 

spect to the geometrical complexity of the individual and passenger side airbag systems, Figure 15, in a car 

models. This is certainly true for the thermodynamics environment as well as for a motorcycle airbag system, 
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Figure 16, have been performed and compared with tests. 
The results obtained for the motorcycle airbag system 
will be published in the proceedings of this conference 
(20). A selection of the results for the airbags in a car 
environment is 91anned to be presented in a future 
publication (21). 

..... _ ~:.,,~ ......................... ! ...... Figure 16. Finite E~ement Mode[ of ~ Motorcyc]e Airb~g 

Figure 13. Dummy and Airbag Motions For certain situations l~ke an out-o~-posit~on 
tion with a passenger side airbag a complication can 
arise if the gas flow coming out of the inflator is direct- 
ed tow~ds the occupanL In such a case the inertia 
effects of the gas jet can have a significant influence 
the occupant motion. This effect can be accounted for by 
using an Eulerian discretization for the gases inside 
airbag instead of the lumped parameter approach. The 
MSC~YTRAN code, a cu~ently partly imegrated ver- 
sion of PISCES and MSC/DYNA being developed 
w~ds a full integration of both, has the option of mixed 
analyses, using a Lagrangian discretiza~ion for the airbag 
fabric, an Eulerian discretization for the gases inside 
airbag and a multibody occupant mode1 using the coupl- 
ing with MADYMO. An accurate description of the gas 
behaviour using a three dimensional Eulerian finite 

Figure 14. F~n~te ~lement ~del of a Driver ~i~e Airbag element mesh will however require very long compmer 
run times. A relatively simple ana~ytica~ model 
account t~r the gas jet effects is anticipated for the next 
release of the MADYMO finite element airbag model. 
This model wilt h~dly influence ~he computer run times 
required but will be based on some limiting assumptions. 
i.e. at the outlet the velocity of ~he ou~flowing gas 
consent and has ~he same density as the gas in ~he air~ 
bag. The question of accuracy should however be 
sidered in the knowledge that real airbags differ from 
each other due to manufacturing tolerances, through 
ageing and as the environmental temperature and press~ 
ure change. 

As long as ~he occupant only interacts wi~h the airbag 
after unfolding, the initial configuration of the airbag 
will have a limited influence on the occupant 
However if there is contact before complete unfolding, 
significant contact forces could be generated d~ring 

folding of which the magnitude ~argely depends o~ the Ngurs ~5. Finils gi~msnl ~del o~ a Passongsr Sid~ 
airbag initial ~lding pattern and unfolding mechanism~ Airbag 
By using tear seams and well designed folding pa~terns 
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the bag slap effects should be minimized to prevent 7. P.J.A. De Coo et al., Integrierte Kollisionssimulation 

injuries, especially to the passenger’s face, as much as 
mit bE- und Insassenmodellen, VDI Congress 

possible. The unfolding of the airbag itself depends 
Berechnung im Automobielbau, W~irzburg 1988. 

mainly on the pressure build-up in the airbag folds, the 8. A.M.A. van der Heijden et al., Numerical Simulation 

interaction between these folds and contacts with car 
of Airbag Behaviour; Proceedings Susi Conference, 

interior surfaces. Therefore besides making an initial 
Cambridge, July 1989. 

folded mesh and applying a correct treatment of the 9. W.E.M. Bruijs, Subcycling in Transient Finite Ele- 

contact between the folds, the gas flow through the 
ment Analysis; PhD Thesis Eindhoven University of 

folded airbag should also be modelled. This requires a 
Technology, ISBN 90-9003684-9. 

very fine three dimensional Eulerian mesh resulting in 10. R. Hoffman et al., A Finite Element Approach to 

numerical models requiring supercomputers. 
Occupant Simulation: The PAM-CRASH Airbag 

Since its appearance on the market the MADYMO 
model; SAE 890754, International Congress and 

program has been continuously modified and improved 
Exposition, Detroit, February 1989. 

(4). In its present form the program appears to be a very 
11. R. Hoffmann et al., Finite Element Analysis of 

useful tool to users all over the world for crash victim 
Occupant Restraint System Interaction with PAM- 

simulations. Due to the recently released finite element 
CRASH, SAE 902325, 34th Stapp Car Crash Confer- 

module and the more advanced multibody module in the ence, Orlando, November 1990. 

next release of MADYMO, even more simulation possi- 12. D. Lasry, R. Hoffmann and J.B. Protard, Numerical 

bilities arise. The multibody module is most suitable for 
Simulation of fully Folded Airbags and their Inter- 

the modelling of the crash dummy or human body be- 
action with Occupants with Pam-Safe, SAE 910150, 

haviour during a crash or impact. Those parts that under- International Congress and Exposition, Detroit, 

go large deformations, e.g. the ribcage and the neck, can 
February 1991. 

be replaced by finite element models allowing a more 
13. J.O. Hallquist et al., Modelling of Airbags using 

detailed analysis of those parts. Using finite elements for 
MVMA/DYNA3D, Internal Report to MVMA, Liver- 

car interior parts or restraint systems allows a more de- more Software Technology Corp., Livermore (1990). 

tailed description of the contact interactions. Shell and 14. D.W. Stillman and J.O. Hallquist, Interfacing LS- 

volume elements in addition to the membrane elements 
DYNA3D with MADYMO3D for coupled simula- 

are planned to be included in the MADYMO finite ele- 
tions, Livermore Software Technology Corp., Liver- 

ment module in order to be able to model critical dummy more (1990). 

parts with finite elements in some future dummy data- 
15. J.J. Nieboer, J.Wismans and P.J.A. de Coo, Airbag 

modelling Techniques, SAE 902322, 34th Stapp Car 
bases. 

Crash Conference, Orlando, November 1990. 
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S9.0-25 
The Development of a Computer Program to Enhance the Fit of Seat Belts 

Doug Kendall This paper aims to illustrate some of the background 
Crash Protection Centre to the development of the software and to give practical 

Motor Industry Research Association examples of the use of the program. 

Abstract Background 
The original method for predicting the path a seat belt To the vehicle occupant a correctly fitting seat belt 

follows across the wearer was developed several years system is important in maximising both the comfort and 
ago by MIRA (1) using the theory of developable sur- convenience in normal use, and the dynamic performance 
faces. This theory was applied to highly simplified in the event of an accident. A series of research projects 
human shapes assembled from cylindrical and conical has been carried out at MIRA to develop a mathematical 
surfaces. model to aid vehicle designers in the configuration of 

Experience of this first technique soon showed that the seat belts with the aim of ensuring comfort and con- 
limitation to simple geometric shapes did not produce venience to as great a percentage of the population as 
sufficient accuracy when compared to human forms be- possible. This model is incorporated into a computer 
cause belt lie is altered quite significantly by anatomical program called BELTFIT. The analysis technique takes 
detail. into account any combination of anchorage locations, 

The first version of BELTFIT was based on the stalk characteristics, seat position and seat angles. The 
"Golden Shell" anthropomorphic dummies, adapted using program predicts the belt paths on a wide range of occu- 
information provided by NHTSA. Three body shapes pant sizes and carries out a series of checks against 
were chosen, representing the extremes and the mid- comfort and safety criteria. Using dynamic programming 
point of the range of adult occupants, namely the 5th techniques the path of the belt across the occupant is 
percentile female, the 95th percentile male and the 50th predicted by calculating the shortest route over the body 
percentile male. Few people actually conform to the surface. Rapid assessment of seat belt installations is 
dummy dimensions in all respects, the limitless varia- possible without the need for lengthy subjective wearer 
bility of human shapes presenting difficulties in checking trials. In addition to checks of fit on human wearers, the 
against all wearers. program can also be used to predict the fit on anthropo- 

The original data, used for Versions 1 to 3 of the morphic test devices prior to impact test evaluations, 
program, was not felt to give a true representation of the This paper illustrates the development of the program 
real slumped torso shape of the human in a typical car and also describes the-latest enhancements including 
seat. In particular the data gave a dummy with a very restraint system design for rear seat occupants, which 
straight back, which rotated simply about the hip. For have been introduced with the aim of widening the appli- 
this reason MIRA carried out a programme of research cation of the program, 
to identify the true slumped shape of a range of car 

Introduction 
occupants. 

This study involved detailed measurement of the 
The international trend towards the introduction of surface contours of a range of individuals representing 

safer vehicles has led vehicle manufacturers to put the target profiles identified above plus other selected 
increasing emphasis on the safety, comfort and con- groups of wearers who were thought to have particular 
venience of seat belts. Legislation in virtually all markets ¯ problems with seat belt fitting. In addition to the 
ensures that the use of seat belts greatly increases the measurement of surface contours the study also exam- 
safety of most wearers in the event of an impact, ined the variation in contours as a function of seating 

In the past manufacturers have designed seat belt angles in order to develop an algorithm for defining the 
installations first and foremost to conform with legis- slump characteristics. These, more realistic, body shapes 
lation, making adjustments on an empirical basis using were incorporated into Version 4 of the program. 
prototype seating bucks to accommodate a selection of Since early development days up until 1990 the 
wearers chosen in-house. This has always been a lengthy BELTFIT program was run only on main frame corn- 
and variable process since it is difficult to explore the puters. However, with the increasing power and wide- 
full range of dimensional possibilities offered by even spread availability of the desk top PC it was decided to 
the most basic seat belt installation, re-write the coding and re-structure the operating 

In order to provide a more analytical solution to this environment to provide a more user friendly graphical 
problem MIRA has developed BELTFIT, a predictive user interface available on a wide platform of machines. 
computer program for testing and improving seat belt These enhancements were incorporated into Version 5 of 
layouts at the drawing board stage, the program. 
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Principle of Operation 
difficulty with seat belt comfort. The full list of body 

BELTFIT functions by calculating the minimum path 
models is described below, with corresponding stature 

of the belt across the body surface, based on the observa- 
and weight data. 

tion that a belt wearer manually shortens the belt 
webbing on a static system in the same way as the auto- 

Table 2. List of Body Models 

mafic tightening and hence shortening effect of an inertia 
reel or automatic system (2). The body models within the 

Model Stature, mm Weight, kg 

1. 50th percentile male             1740                    72.6 

program comprise a number of contour lines representing 2. 95th percentile male 1848 97.0 

a three dimensional map of the body surface. An optimi- 
3. 5th percen~le femule 1533 49.8 
4. Short heavy female              1540                    64.7 

sation technique, known as dynamic programming, is 5. Taillight female 1736 58.5 

used to calculate the shortest route across the body 
6. Tall heavy female 1719 71.5 

surface given the start and finish points of the belt Notes 

hardware. Model 1 is 50th percentile for both stature and weight 

Having calculated the lie of the belt across the 
Model 2 is 95th percentile for both stature and weight 
Model 3 is 5th percentile for both stature and weight 

occupant the program then performs a series of checks of Model 4 is 5th percentile for stature and 75th percentile weight for that stature group 

the belt lie against a set of pre-determined comfort 
Model 5 is 95th percentile for stature and 25th percentile weight for that stature group 
Model 6 is 95th percentile for stature and 75th percentile weight for that stature group 

criteria. These criteria will be discussed later. All percentiles based on the MIRA survey of UK car 

Accuracy of Calculation Process drivers (3). Each body model has two options: driver and 

In order to carry out an analytical check of the passenger. The earlier study on body posture had shown 

accuracy of the belt plotting routines a comparison was that the shoulder profile of the passenger differed from 

made of the BELTFIT calculated belt lengths and belt that of the driver and hence this is reflected in the body 

contact points with a number of three dimensional sur- models. 

faces for which analytical solutions could by found. In addition to these models the program also incorpo- 

These models were/is follows: rates child models, representing 3 year old and 6 year 

¯ Model 1 was a simple rectangular box with dimen- old children. Due to a shortage of data on these body 

sions similar to a human subject, sizes these models are actually scaled down versions of 

¯ Model 2 was a L-shaped box, used to test the the adult models, a pro-rata scaling process being under- 

accuracy of the curve fitting procedures by forcing taken to reduce the relevant limbs and torso dimensions 

the torso and lap belts to pass through the region 
compared with the adult. Whilst accepting this to be not 

where the surface of the body changes from vertical a truly valid method of representing child occupants, due 

to horizontal, to a shortage of applicable data it is the best currently 

¯ Model 3 was a semi-cylinder, used to test the ability achievable. 

of BELTFIT to approximate a continuous curved ComfortlFit Criteria 
surface by a model with a number of flat surfaces. The principle aim of BELTFIT has always been to aid 

¯ Model 4 was as for Model 3 but with a seat belt the designer in the production of well-fitting, comfort- 
stalk, used to test the accuracy of predicting the able seat belts, therefore it has been necessary to have an 
position of a rigid stalk on a curved surface exact definition of what is and what is not comfortable. 
modelled by flat facets. The criteria of acceptability for seat belt fit were 

For each analysis a set of anchorage locations was established round common-sense rules based on the three 

chosen which would cause unsuitable tangent lines to the areas of belt contact on the body, namely the shoulder, 

body, i.e., worst case. The following was found: chest and pelvis. These rules are as follows: 

¯ Fit on shoulder. The edge of the belt should not 
Table 1. Calculation Accuracy, Errors (mm) touch the neck. The centreline of the belt should be 

in-board of the acromion process. The belt should 
Model     ! Torso Belt Length             Lap Belt Length 

not press on the top of the shoulder. This should be 
1 0.0278 (0.0018%) 0.0311 (0.0023%) 

2 0.3900 (0.0275%) 0.0000 (0.0000%) a stable solution with no alternative fit off the 
3 0.9250 (0.1530%) 0.9250 (0.1530%) 

4 1.2500 (0.2710%) 1.2500 (0.2710%) shoulder. 
¯ Fit on chest. This check is only applied to the 

The above table demonstrates that the shortest path female models. Since many women find the belt un- 
across a variety of shapes can be calculated with suffi- comfortable if it presses on the breast, the program 
cient accuracy by the software, checks whether the belt contacts the underside of the 

Body Shapes inner breast. 

In addition to the 3 basic body shapes discussed ¯ Fit onpelvis. The program checks whether the stalk/ 

earlier, a further 3 models have been incorporated, buckle lies in front of a pelvic reference point. The 

chosen to represent groups of wearers thought to have belt must lie with the centreline below the ASIS 
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points on the pelvis. (ASIS--Anterior Superior Iliac representation of the seat outline in those areas where 
Spines, the bony protuberances on the upper point of belt or stalk contact might occur would be sufficient. 
the pelvis). Therefore a basic outline comprising data defining the 

-~ In addition to the checks on occupant comfort the top corners, the base/back intersection and the seat 
program also provides information on belt lie, such as angles in these areas was employed. By limiting the data 
whether the belt touches the clavicle or is deflected by to this simple format it was felt that data entry could be 
the seat. kept straightforward without compromising accuracy. 

Finally the program gives the user a listing of belt A further enhancement has been to allow front and 
lengths, in total and on the body, lap belt angles and rear seats to be modelled differently. On the front seat, 

~ torso contact relative to the mid-sternum or to the torso the belt is basically routed round the seat outline where- 
centre of gravity, as on the rear seat the designer can additionally allow 

All these features have been introduced over the the belt to route through the base or the back if required. 
development period through input and requests from Since many seats now have one or more anchorages 
program users, with the aim of making the program as attached to the frame the program was modified to allow 
relevant and useful as possible, any or all of them to move with the seat when the seat 

¯ ~ was moved forwards and upwards. 
" Legislation Checks The program was further enhanced to allow input of 

In addition to the analysis of belt comfort the program an upper anchorage strap guide since many manufactur- 
can also perform a check of the acceptability of installa- ers are now using this technique. This guide is simply 
tions with .respect to international legislation. The zonal defined by the x y z co-ordinates of the end points and 
acceptance limits are overlaid onto the output and errors the belt is diverted appropriately by the program. 

~ messages are displayed if appropriate, thus enabling the It is believed that at the moment all current seat belt user to see easily where the fault lies. installations can be modelled accurately, however un- 
Since there are several regulations governing anchor- doubtedly designers will come up with further variations 

age position, for example FMVSS 210 and EEC 82/318, on the theme of three point belt plus stalk. Recent 
each can be analysed separately. Care has been taken to additions to the program have dealt with the latest 
ensure that the analysis of regulations is comprehensive, vehicle developments. It is expected that the program is 

J~ for example the design seat back angle may be different robust enough to manage future vehicle developments. ¯ ~ 
from the seat back angle under investigation for comfort 
analysis, or the user may wish to use the EEC alternative 

Method of Operation for upper anchorage location. 
The program in its latest form has been designed to The development of user options such as these bene- 

allow for easy use by the inexperienced user without fitted greatly from input by experienced users resulting 
~ in a program which permits full flexibility, compromising speed for the more practised operator. The 

~ program follows the current trend of menu-driven data 
Vehicle Hardware Features entry, with defaults at every stage to allow the in- 

As discussed earlier the program in its Version 1 experienced user to progress. The more practised user 
phase was simply a routine for plotting belt route across still has the option of modifying all the variables to suit 
the body. Through development into the current Version his own requirements. 
5, the program has added a great many features which For a very basic, initial assessment the user only 
allow the engineer to more accurately model the true requires the three dimensional coordinates of each 
vehicle characteristics, anchorage, relative to the Seating Reference Point (SRP) 

The first feature to be added was the representation of or to a vehicle co-ordinate system, plus the length of the 
stalk bending. Version 1 of theprogram only allowed the stalk if any. These co-ordinates are all input in an 
stalk to be modelled as a fixed link. This was enhanced intuitive manner in response to program prompts. For 
firstly to allow the stalk to be modelled as a completely example, the program requests "Upper Anchorage above 

_ flexible component, representing the webbing typically SRP?" and "Lower Inner Anchorage below SRP" rather 
used in rear seats. The second enhancement was to allow than just asking for the z co-ordinate and forcing the 
the modelling of a semi-rigid stalk, typically the steel user to remember the + and - signs. 
braided cable used in the front seats. A later refinement Having input the basic data the program prompts the 
has allowed the stalk to be modelled as a link which is user to select a body model from the range of menu 
laterally stiff but free to rotate, within user-defined options, giving default hip offsets for each body, which 

. limits, in a longitudinal plane, the user could change if required. 
Given that it is possible to model stalk bending it then The program then prompts the user to check the 

also became necessary to represent the seat outline, since installation against international regulations, if required. 
the lie of the belt on the wearer can be significantly Finally the program calculates the fit of the belt across 
affected by deflection of belt and stalk due to contact the body. At the end of the calculation the installation is 

_ with the seat. From study it was concluded that a simple presented in the form of front and side views with the 
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calculated belt lengths and angles plus the error 
messages, if any, relating to comfort and legislation. 

At this stage the user can either plot the results, 
modify the anchorage positions or add further data, such 
as a seat outline, a different stalk, a strap guide or a 
change in seat travel. 

This method of operation has been developed through 
peri the use of trials on both ex enced and inexperienced 

users. Through this technique a number of traps have 
been built into the software to prevent program problems 
through the inexperienced user entering obviously erro- - z::~*~""L :’*:0’ ;::’~’°:r°~’ ::’0 _/-~--~_~_~ 7 
neous data, for example a seat angle of 250° instead of / 
25°, or an anchorage 5011mm from the SRP instead of                                                 ’ 
501.1mm. 

The mode of use has been adopted to follow an intui- Figure 1. BELTFIT Data Run 1 
tive path without imposing an over elaborate logic route 
onto those users who do not require full guidance. 

The resulting calculated fit for the revised data is shown 
in Figure 2. 

Examples 
The following illustrations show an example of the use 

of the program to solve one particular problem for one 
wearer in one seating position. Of necessity the full 
implications of the solution of one problem for one 
wearer on the fit of the belt on other wearers are not 
explored here. However, the solution of this simple 
problem does illustrate the potential for use of the 
software in the exploration and solution of complete 
vehicle installations for a range of wearers. In e ,,,,,0,°,~°" .............. ,_ =..0’°" _,00.o::::: :~:::_,,o.° ................................................. L0,,0-,0~-~-,0,,, ,,,~, ,,., 

basic data for run 1 is as follows: following example the 

...................... Table 3. Run 1 Data, Anchorage Locations Relative to 

SRP 

Anchorage Behind, mm Left Above, mm 

Upper 380 250 620 Figure 2. BELTFIT Data Run 2 
Lower Outer 90 270 -210 

Inner 130 -220 -232 It can be seen that the wearer is now smiling and that 

Stalk length: 150mm, semi-flexible there are no longer any comfort failure messages. 

Seat travel: 50mm 
As discussed earlier this example has demonstrated a 

Track angle: 7° 
solution for one wearer only. The user would now evalu- 

Occupant: 50th percentile male ate solutions for other wearers in other seating positions 
in order to develop a range of anchorages which are suit- 

Figure 1 shows the results of the BELTFIT calcula- able, or indeed a range of adjustment which must be 
tion., made available in order that all wearers could be made 

It can be seen from the scowl on the wearers face and comfortable. 
the error message on the output that there is a comfort 
failure here. The solution to this problem would appear Future Developments 

to be to move the belt lie lower down the torso. Hence User Options 
by moving the upper anchorage down 50mm and out- As discussed earlier the child models represented in 

board 30mm to follow the B pillar curvature and the BELTFIT do not correspond fully to any true anthropo- 

lower inner anchorage forward by 40mm, the new input metric profile; therefore it is anticipated that further 

data for these anchorages is as follows: development of these models will be taking place. These 
models will also interact with a child restraint system. 

Table 4. Run 2 Revised Anchorage Locations, Relative to In addition to the child models the program will be 

SRP further enhanced by the addition of data defining anthro- 

IAn~°r=ge I 

~ehi~d’mrn 

I 

Le~’mm 

I 

Ab°~’mm 

I 

p°m°rphic test devices’ f°r example Hybrid II’ Hybrid 

Upper 380 280 570 III and 95th percentile Hybrid III. This will allow the 
Lower Inner 90 -220 -232 crash test engineer to accurately set up belt lie prior to 

All other input data remains as for Run 1. impact testing. 
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To take into account the changing stature of the Conclusions 
population as a whole it is anticipated that the basic 

The BELTFIT program has been developed by MIRA 
models in the program will be modified to simulate the to allow easy and reliable design of seat belt installations 
expected target percentile groups for the year 2000. This in terms of occupant comfort. The program has been 
will require data defining exactly the morphology of the developed in conjunction with end-users and adapted to 
expected groups for this year. However, once this is their own requirements. 
derived the input of new body models will be achievable. 

Modification to the graphical user interface, subse- 
A further development is expected to be the incorpora- quent to user trials, has led to a program which allows 

tion of an Optimisation feature, whereby the program the inexperienced user to progress without recourse to a 
will choose the optimum position, for example for an user manual. However, the needs of the experienced user 
upper anchorage, given a range of positions defined by have also been considered so that full functionality is 
start and end points, plus a radius of curvature. Early maintained. 
development on this work has suggested that an algo- The program has been extensively developed follow- 
rithm will need to be developed which defines the ing the latest modifications in seat belt hardware and is 
weighting to be applied to the belt lies at various body in the process of on-going evolution to allow accurate 
contact points, and reliable modelling of any future developments. 

An ongoing development is the introduction of ver- 
sions for non-English language users. A German version 

References is to be introduced in the third quarter of 1991, followed 
by a French version in early 1992. 1. Searle, J A, "The Geometrical Basis of Seat Belt 

Fit," Ergonomics, Vol 171974. 
Hardware Features 2. Sheppard, D J, "The BELTFIT Program for Making 

The current version is configured to run on a PC Seat Belts Safer and More Comfortable," Passenger 
operating DOS 3.0 or higher; this allows easy portability Car Meeting, Troy, Michigan, 1982. SAE 820795. 
between computers. A requirement exists however to 3. Haslegrave, C M, "An Anthropometric Survey of 
develop the program into the UNIX operating system, British Drivers," Ergonomics, Vol 22, 1979. 
perhaps under XWindows. This will allow linking to 
other workstation software plus on-site networking. 

$9.W-17 
Validation and Description of "PASSIM-PLUS" Passenger Airbag Model 

Michael U. Fitzpatrick, Kelly E. Thompson processors for creating the input files as well as 
Fitzpatrick Engineering evaluating the output. A special, menu driven, interactive 

pre-processor structured to receive User input in a format 
Abstract compatible with conventional airbag drawing coordinates 

A description and most recent validation of PASSIM- and dimensions facilitates rapid creation of the 3-D 

PLUS, a multi-element passenger side airbag model for airbag "mesh." Because of this, the multi-element mesh, 

analyzing airbags of complex shape, is discussed. This for even the most complex airbag shapes, may be quickly 

model has the capability of simulating passenger inter- obtained. Another pre-processor computes the inflator 

action with a three dimensional airbag of completely mass flow and gas temperatures from tank test data. All 

arbitrary, user defined shape. Further, this model actually FMVSS-208 injury measures are computed and summar- 

simulates the instantaneous shape of the airbag as deter- ized. Post-processors provide full graphic output in curve 

mined by the various contact surfaces encountered by the overlay (for comparing test vs. simulation or simulation 

airbag. Therefore, the shape of the contact surface pre- vs another simulation) and kinematic format. The most 
recent validation of the mode.l is discussed. This valida- sented to the passenger is not constant and can accom- 

modate large deflection penetrations by the passenger, tion situation involves a normally seated, adult passen- 

Because of the multi-element airbag approach, the effect ger. The results show that the model is not only easy to 

of instantaneous vent blockages on porous airbag materi- use but also very accurate in its predictive ability. 

als may be evaluated. Up to 3000 airbag elements can be 
used to configure the desired airbag geometry. Airbag Introduction 
mass and its effect on airbag deployment rate and the The goal of a simulation program should be to provide 
subsequent bagslap forces are computed. Because of this, its user with a means of obtaining accurate information 
the model is capable of simulating forward positioned both quickly and easily. This paper will look closely at 
children as well as normally seated adults. The model is the latest version of the new simulation computer model, 
fully supported by various menu driven pre- and post- PASSIM-PLUS and its most recent validation. Following 
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this validation the following topics will be covered: 
General Model Description, Feature Highlights, Key 
Features in Detail, and MFP- PLUS: Airbag Creation .... 

Validation 
PASSIM-PLUS has been validated in a previous publi- 

cation (1), however improvements and enhancements 
have been made since that time. The most recent valida- 
tion is included here. 

This validation was conducted under contract to the 
U.S. Department of Transportation with NHTSA spon- 
sorship (2). We wish to especially thank Mr. Jerry 
Kossar of NHTSA for his valuable assistance in ob- 
taining the necessary input data for this validation. Due 
to manufacturer request, the actual type of car, vehicle Figure 2. Compartment Graphics Showing Dummy 

manufacturer and suppliers will remain anonymous. The 
~!~ment 

purpose of this validation was to study the correlation of 
the actual crash results with the results of a correspond- 

The dummy used in this crash was a Hybrid 11. The               "                   ’i 

airbag utilized in this validation is depicted in Figure 1. 
The airbag was constructed of a porous nylon weave of 

7.4 cubic feet in volume. The effective vent area for the 
porous material was 16.3 square inches. After setting up 
the input file for this ~alidation, the configuration 
generated by PASSIM-PLUS is shown in Figure 2.         z. 
Figure 2 also shows dummy placement and the fully 
inflated, unobstructed shape of the airbag,                     e. . .......... 

Figure 3. Primary Gas Flow Measurements, GENFLOW vs 
TEST 

Curve plot overlays of the resultant Head G’s, Chest 

G’s and Femur Loads of simulation vs. test are shown in 
Figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively. This type of comparison 
yields the most information since both phasing and mag- 
nitude may be readily compared. The correlation between 

predicted and computed injury measures was very good. 

values for the inflator primary gas flow and the gas flow 
and gas stagnation temperatures. After GENFLOW was         ~o. 
run, the computed results were compared to actual flow 
measurements as shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the 
correlation was excellent. 

The validation is described follows: e. ~... 

Crash: 29.5 m/hr Frontal 
Dummy: 50th Percentile Hybrid II 

Car Size: Full Size Figure 4. Validation: Resultant Head G’s vs. Time 
Simulation Date: July 8, 1991 
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~I’I~ST I~i’~T G°S US 

.... : .... : .... : .... : .... : .... ~ .... ~ .... 

TIR~ - ~SEC 

~ F~’r~ F_ V~~ P~,,~=-~ P~=~ ~’= ~ ~;~ Figure 8. Validation Kinematics at 84 msec 

~- General Model Description 
......... : .... ~ .... : ................... ~S[~ " ~" 

r ~" ~ ~ ¯ The original ~asscngcr Simulation ~ogr~ first 
z ~. written and marketed 
~ ~. PASSIM. "PASSIM" is an acronym for "Passenger 

~ ~ 
~- Simulator." This e~lier model is limited to airbags 

~ ~. ~ ..... ~ .................... right cylindrical shape with ellipsoidal cross-section. 
~- PASSIM remains an efficient and reasonably accurate 
~- model for uncomplicated airbag shapes in crash situa- 
~. tions which involve normally seated passengers. 
~. PASSIM-PLUS is a new simulation program which 

~ *- .. .. was built on the fr~ework of the PASSIM model. 
~- ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~- ~. ~. ~. ~. PASSIM-PLUS has been extensively modified to include 

~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ many more capabilities which provide even greater 
accuracy in situation involving more complicated airbag 

FigureS. Validation: Femur Load vs. Time 
shapes, or the out of position child, for example. 

~igurcs ? and S ~� kinematic graphics o~ the valida- PASSIm-PLUS is a two dimensional, lumped mass com- 
~ tion. putCr model o~ 

deploying and th~n [ully deployed three dimensional 
airbag and/or belt restraint system. This pass¢ng~ model 
includes five masses. 

The masses which d~scrib~ the passenger are the h~ad 
mass, th~ main torso mass, the sternal mass (useful for 
those cases where "bagslap" is of interest), the lower 
body mass (p~lvis and upper legs), and the lower l~g 
mass. In addition, the airbag masses ar~ composed of th~ 
mass which impacts the p~senger ~d is r~strained in its 
d~ploym~nt by interference with the chest, and th~ mass 
that su~ounds the passenger that is r~lativ~ly unr¢- 
strained as it deploys. 

The passenger ~rbag is simulated by a user-selected 
airbag shape into which programmed ~ount of gas 
flows. By adjusting the airbag vent size, th~ airbag 
shape, and th~ flow profile of th~ gas entering the airbag, 

Fi~ura 7. Yafidation Kinematics at 4~ m~ one may d~sign th~ airbag resffaint system to achieve 
lowest injury measures in a given crash environment. 

Now, ~e PASSIM-PLU~ model will be discussed. In a similar fashion, a two or three point belt system 
may be optimized by selecting belt elongation and 
anchor point locations such that injury is minimized. 
This may be done for a belt system acting as the primary 
resffaint or in combination with the airbag. 
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Highlighted Capabilities amount of time or, specify a conventional cylindri- 

This program is designed to describe the interaction 
cal gas generator, 

between the passenger of the vehicle and his airbag and/ 
- specify the position of the passenger relative to the 

or belt restraint system in a crash situation. In the past, 
position of bag stowage so that the detailed inter- 

other programs have been written to describe such an 
action and degree of injury to the passenger stern- 

interaction, but to date, none incorporates the combina- 
urn, chest and head due to impact with the deploy- 

tion of useful features which PASSIM-PLUS has. 
ing airbag may be determined, 

The following are brief descriptions of some of the 
- specify the force-deflection properties of the knee 

capabilities of PASSIM-PLUS. Those capabilities which 
bolster, and the frictional properties of the seat 

primarily enhance accuracy are listed first, and those 
bottom, 

whose primary benefit is in the area of user convenience 
- model an aspirated inflator. 

follow. User Convenience 
¯ Both Metric and English versions are now built into 

Accuracy 
¯ PASSIM-PLUS simulates the entire deployment 

all Fitzpatrick Engineering’s (FE) programs. 

sequence of the rapidly expanding airbag from its 
¯ More than one type of restraint system may be simu- 

initial stowed configuration through full deployment, 
lated with a single input file. With this capability, 

¯ Because of (1), the program can compute the de- 
the user has a choice of simulating: 

tailed interaction of the unfolding airbag with the 
- passenger airbag only, 

passenger chest. This is especially useful in comput- 
- 3-point continuous loop belt system only, 

ing the injury associated with a forward positioned 
- 3-point continuous loop belt system in combination 

passenger, such as the out-of-position child, being 
with passenger airbag, 

impacted by the deploying airbag. 
- 3-point separate belts (not continuous loop) in 

¯ If windshield impact with the head occurs, the 
combination with passenger airbag, 

appropriate injury measures are computed. 
- 2-point belt systems or lap belt only systems in 

¯ Airbag stretch is taken into account by the user 
combination with the airbag. These can be simulat- 

specifying the bag stretch coefficient. The amount of 
ed by using option "d" with the force character- 

stretch is a function of the instantaneous airbag 
istics of the appropriate belt set to zero. 

¯ A second gas generator staged in its firing sequence 
pressure. 

¯ Chest deflection due to combined action of airbag 
by a user specified amount can be simulated. 

and belts is computed (including "bagslap" effects). 
¯ Knee Restraint strain rate effects can be included. 

¯ PASSIM-PLUS computes all of the common injury 
The user specifies the knee restraint strain rate 

measures such as: 
factor in the input file. 

- Head Injury Criterion (HIC) 
¯ Belt pretensioning may be simulated. At the sensing 

- Chest Acceleration vs time 
time selected, the belts are tightened a user specified 

- Head Acceleration vs time 
amount. Any combination of lap, torso, or lap and 

- Femur loads vs time 
torso belts may be pretensioned. 

- Peak Chest Acceleration with "3 msec clip" 
¯ The program is able to compute the energy loss from 

- Sternal and chest deflection, velocity and any airbag due to heat transfer from the bag to the 

acceleration 
surroundings. 

- Chest Viscous Criterion. 
¯ The user may select from two possible bag folding 

methods ("accordion" or "rolled under"). ¯ PASSIM-PLUS is versatile enough that the user 
¯ As with FE’s previous programs, PAS-SIM-PLUS is 

may: 
- specify the deployment angle the bag is to take 

able to be comfortably run on microcomputers. 

upon inflation, 
¯ As a user convenience, several input files may be 

linked to run in "batch mode" without user inter- 
- specify the airbag fabric weight, 
- specify the up-down, fore-aft location of the gas 

vention. This mode will automatically save the 

generator relative to the seated passenger, 
appropriate information for the later (or simul- 

- specify the gas flow properties for the particular 
taneous) printing and plotting of run output. 

gas generator being simulated, 
¯ Output may be obtained in the form of tables, 

- specify the belt elongation and anchor point loca- 
curves, run summaries and kinematical representa- 

tions, 
tions. 

- specify the pelvic girdle, and torso, compliance While developing PASSIM-PLUS, FE has worked 

properties for belt interaction and sternal and chest hard to maintain the balance between User Convenience 

compliance properties for airbag interaction, and Accuracy. PASSIM- PLUS is designed to be simple 

- specify either two or more "driver type" gas to use while still having the capability to be an accurate 

generators staged in their firing by a user specified aid in either designing and optimizing a restraint system 
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or predicting the design performance of a given restraint 
system. 

As a design tool, the program is oriented toward the 
hardware actually encountered in most design situations. 
In addition, the software modules that describe the 
performance of the various hardware components are 
designed to be complementary one to the other. For ex- 
ample, some computer programs may model the passen- 
ger anthropometric properties very well, but might not 
simulate nearly as well the bag shape actually used or 
the interaction of the airbag with the passenger chest and 
head during the deployment process. PASSIM-PLUS, on 
the other hand, is structured to provide balanced treat- 
ment of all the. various restraint and passenger com- 
ponents which make up the total model. 

Key Features in Detail                          Figure 9. Mesh Creation Worksheet, Sample Airbag 
The following are more detailed descriptions of-a few 

of the very important features of PASSIM-PLUS: 

Arbitrary User Defined Shape 
PASSIM-PLUS has the capability of simulating virtu- 

ally any three dimensional airbag shape. The PASSIM- 
PLUS airbag is defined by the user as a series of ele- 
ments of user selected size. The intersection of any two 
line elements is called a "node." A typical PASSIM- 
PLUS airbag shape is usually composed of 500 to 3000 
nodes. This flexibility allows the user to simulate 
virtually any bag shape desired. Figure 9 shows the mesh 
creation worksheet with one possible PASSIM-PLUS air- 
bag shape. Figure 10 shows a 3-D view of the airbag 
created in the worksheet shown in Figure 9. Figure 10. A Different 3-D View of the Same Airbag 

Airbag Conformity Vertical Deployment Angles 
PASSIM-PLUS, because of its multi-element construc- With PASSIM-PLUS, the airbag may be deployed in 

tion composed of hundreds of tiny airbag fabric ele- a vertical or near vertical direction and "bounced off" 
ments, will conform to the shape of any contacted sur- the windshield by selecting a near vertical deployment 
faces automatically. This means that the contact areas, angle. Figures 13 and 14 show a graphic representation 
and the resulting contact forces with the passenger and at two different times for a forward positioned, 3 yr old 
compartment are computed much more accurately. This seated child, with a vertical airbag deployment angle of 

capability is extremely beneficial for situations which 90 degrees. 
involve a forward positioned passenger such as theout- 

Calculation of Instantaneous Venting Due to Airbag of-position child because now, when the airbag contacts 
the passenger early in the deployment sequence, the Porosity 

airbag will first impact and, then "flow," all the while 
A new area of enhanced flexibility is the capability of 

conforming to the contacted surface, 
addressing porous bags. In the past, porous bags present- 
ed a particular problem in that it was difficult to estimate Figures 11 and 12 show PASSIM-PLUS simulating a 
the overall porosity and effective vent area of the airbag. 

forward positioned, 3 year old seated child a,nd a deploy- This was due to the fact that the porosity of the airbag 
ment angle of 60 degrees at two different times in the 
bag deployment sequence (18 and 60 msec.) As may be 

was constantly changing as various parts of the airbag 

seen in these figures, the PASSIM-PLUS airbag correctly 
became blocked by doors, windows, windshield, instru- 

conforms to the contacted surfaces, 
ment panel, knee bolster and the passenger himself. With 
PASSIM-PLUS this is no longer a problem as the loca- 

Many Airbag Reaction Surfaces tion of each small airbag segment may be individually 
Airbag reaction surfaces at the head, neck, torso, accounted for and venting either not allowed or allowed 

femur, knee, tibia, instrument panel (top and front), knee depending on whether it is in contact with a blocking 
bolster, floor, windshield, header and roof have been surface or not. The program can then subtract the 
added, blocked surface area from the total surface available for 
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Figure 11. Standing Child, dep. angle 60 deg., 18 msec. Figure 13. Vertical Deployment, 21 msec. 

Figure 12. Standing Child, dep. angle 60 deg., 60 msec. Figure 14. Vertical Deployment, 22 msec. 

venting at each instant in the computational process. By intrusion of any or all of these components on injury 

knowing, at each instant the area available for venting, may be evaluated. In addition, the user can see a visual 

the bag pressure and the fabric porosity; PASSIM-PLUS display of these intrusions in animated sequence on 

can accurately compute the venting from the porous bag. screen with the use of the post-processor PAG-PLUS. 

Seat Back and Bottom Microcomputer Compatibility 

The seat back and seat bottom are modeled in detail in One of the most beneficial features of PASSIM-PLUS 

PASSIM-PLUS so that impact due to the small, forward is its ability to efficiently run on microcomputers. A 

positioned child being propelled rearward into the seat typical run completed on a 33 MHZ, 80386 based 

back and bottom (including the forward edge of the seat machine takes approximately three minutes. 

bottom) is modeled more accurately. The seat bottom 
front edge was modeled so that impact with the lower MFP-PLUS: Airbag Creation 
leg and subsequent upward leg rotation is accurately In keeping with FE’s dedication to User Convenience, 
computed, a pre- processor has been developed which enables the 

In addition, the passenger is not constrained to remain user to create airbags and set up input files for PASSIM- 

in contact with the floor of the compartment. This allows PLUS with ease. For example, the program is completely 
the forward positioned child trajectory to be modeled menu driven and contains a special subroutine for inter- 
accurately as his trajectory often includes leaving contact actively generating the airbag surface mesh. 
with the floor with subsequent impact with the seat front There are many useful options with this program such 
edge and back. as: 

Evaluation of Structural Intrusion ¯ MFP-PLUS has several very convenient ways of 

Time histories of the intrusion of the toeboard, knee creating the mesh input for PASSIMPLUS. One way 

bolster and instrument panel have been added as input, that is especially useful if a drawing of the airbag 

As a result of this important enhancement, the effect of exists is to select the "drawing option." In this case, 
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the program will request the input for the desired ¯ High resolution hard copies of anything seen on 
final airbag shape by asking the user to specify screen may be made at any time on virtually any 
either interactively or by access from disk the airbag printer (including color on color printers). Before 
dimensions in the same format as exist on the draw- printing, the image may be rotated, cropped, scaled, 
ing of the airbag. By merely specifying radii lengths, color or gray shadings of each component adjusted, 
points of radii origin, degrees of radii arc, etc; the and even saved in various formats (.TIF, .PCX, 
user can watch as the final airbag shape is created .IMG, etc.) for inclusion into various desktop 
on screen in the context of the vehicle compartment publishing and graphics based word processing 
with the passenger in place. The program then programs. Post-processors for comparative (overlay) 
creates the multi-element airbag mesh to the user curve plotting and high resolution, animated, color 
specified "density" in terms of nodes per slice and graphics are also available. 
number of slices. In short, the PASSIM-PLUS program with its associ- ¯ At any time, the user may request to see a 3-D view ated pre- and post-processors makes it possible for the 
of the airbag which has been created. This 3-D view 

user to have a comprehensive, self contained package for 
has a user option of being seen in the vehicle con- 

the complete, detailed design and evaluation of virtually 
text or simply by itself. The 3-D airbag may be any type of inflatable or belt restraint system for the 
rotated about any axis, translated up or down, or 

passenger. 
"zoomed-in" upon at user selected increments of 
change. Conclusions 

¯ MFP-PLUS also has the ability to "grab nodes" on ¯ 
PASSIM-PLUS provides the user with the necessary 

a specific "bag slice" and drag them to other loca- tools for automotive restraint computer simulations for 
tions in order to specify local indentations or other the right front passenger. The easy to use, menu driven 
local surface irregularities due to bag tethers, user interface makes convenient the changes which are 
doublers, or other localized effects, necessary in restraint system optimization. The new 3-D 

¯ One may also toggle between slices to quickly see airbag of completely arbitrary, totally user defined shape 
the shape of the various airbag sections which have which is composed of thousands of tiny fabric elements 
been created, allows the user to have the flexibility needed in ACRS 

¯ Once a specific slice has been fine tuned to a final design work. 
shape, that slice may be scaled and/or copied to PASSIM-PLUS has proved effective as a tool used to 
another slice location making it unnecessary to optimize and/or develop passenger airbag and belt re- 
recreate the shape or a similar shape again. In this straint systems. PASSIM-PLUS’ ability to run on micro- 
way, libraries may be created of various airbag computers and microcomputer networks makes the 
shapes. In addition, the final airbag volume, cross resulting information accessible to an extremely wide 
sectional area, perimeter in two planes and surface range of users and applications. 
area is instantaneously computed on screen for each 
change in slice or node geometry. At no time does References 
the user have to calculate or input any mesh dimen- 1. Michael U. Fitzpatrick,"PASSIM-PLUS, A Multi- 
sions himself. This is automatically done by the Element, Passenger Airbag Model," SAE Technical 
computer after the user has answered a few simple Paper Series #910151, February, 1991. 
questions. The slices may be scaled in various ways 2. Michael U. Fitzpatrick, "User’s Manual for and 
relative to each other to obtain many complex spher- Validation of "PASSIM-PLUS" Automobile Re- 
ical and ellipsoidal based shapes. Virtually any straintSystem Simulation Model,"U. S. Department 
airbag shape may be created with the one constraint of Transportation, Mr. Jerry Kossar (Contract 
that, for now, the bag must be symmetrical about the Technical Monitor), Contract Number: DTNH2289- 
centerline of the passenger. C-07147, July 5, 1991. 

$9-W-26 
Performance Evaluation of Crash Test Data Acquisition Systems 

Randa Radwan Abstract 
National Highway Traffic Safety This paper provides an update of the system imple- 
Administration mented by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin- 

John Nickles istration for evaluating the performance of data acquisi- 
tion systems at crash test facilities actively conducting Research and Special Programs Administration 
testing for the agency. The system provides overall 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
evaluation from sensor interface to delivered digital tape, 
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including data reduction. Specialized signal generator the evaluation test data are loaded into a custom database 

hardware is combined with customized signal processing and are processed using a specialized signal processing 

software, and an evaluation test procedure to assure software. The database has the same format as the 

conformance to SAE and ISO recommended instrumenta- 
NHTSA vehicle crash test database. Time, amplitude, 

tion practices. Reference signals with known character- 
and frequency performance measures are computed and 

istics are injected into the data acquisition system under analyzed for each channel; failures to meet the require- 

evaluation. Time, amplitude and frequency performance ments are indicated. The current performance require- 

measures, based on the SAE and ISO specifications, are ments, outlined in Table 1, are based on the recommend- 
ed instrumentation practices of the Society of Auto- 

computed and analyzed. 
motive Engineers, SAE J211, and of the international 

Introduction 
standard ISO 6487. The evaluation results are analyzed 

As early as 1979, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
by the NHTSA staff and feedback is provided to the 

Administration (NHTSA) has been conducting vehicle 
facilities on problem areas. Sufficient details are pro- 

and component crash tests to study and rate the crash- 
vided in the processing results to aid in the diagnosis and 

worthiness of motor vehicles. Other tests are also 
troubleshooting of problem areas. 

conducted to enforce compliance to several Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) in the United 

CRASH TEST DATA ACQUITION SYeTEM UNDER TEST 

States. In practice, several crash test facilities perform 
the tests under contract to the NHTSA. The accuracy and 
correctness of the collected data is critical for both the !~"~’~°~ .~. ~ I ~ i~"---- ~,                . 

valid comparison of data from several crash test sites, 
and for performing analyses utilizing the data collected 
at different test sites. Moreover, these data serve as a 
basis for numerous NHTSA published reports, and the ~ ................................................................................................................ 

corresponding analyses support existing and new safety 
standards. Figure 1. Test Configuration 

In this paper, an evaluation test system to determine 
and improve the accuracy of the data acquisition process Table 1. Current NHTSA DAS Performance Requirements 

is described. The goal is to minimize differences due to 
data acquisition in test data acquired at different vehicle 

,~y state amplitude d,vi,tioa 2.5 % 

and sled crash test facilities. A parallel objective is to ~mplitude~ 

assure compliance of the test facilities with the Society amplitude offset error 2.5 

of Automotive Engineers Recommended Instrumentation 
Practice, SAE J211 [8], as required by NHTSA contract 
specifications. Evaluation test results at certain active t~d~o~ ~ m~ 

test facilities are also presented. Performance evaluation ~ompo~o~t eh~me~ to ~h~mo~ ~m~ ~ff~ 0.1 m~ 

of data acquisition is now performed every six months at ~c d~o~ 6 

facilities actively conducting tests for the NHTSA under d~¢ re, spons¢ SAE J211 CLASS 1000 frequency 

the New Car Assessment Program (NCAP), and the 
vehicle to barrier compliance testing, FMVSS 208. 

The DAS evaluation process does not require detailed 

Data Acquisition System (DAS) Evaluation knowledge of data acquisition hardware components nor 

Test System Overview 
of the SWG hardware by the test facility personnel. The 

The DAS evaluation test process is conducted 
SWG, fully described in a later section, has simple 

separately from the crash, sled, or component test event, 
connectors and is intended for use as a "black" box. 

The test facilities are required to setup their DAS 
Moreover, the same process for data recording and 

systems in the same manner as in the actual test event, 
digitization is used as in a regular crash test event. 

A NHTSA furnished and certified signal waveform 
generator (SWG) is placed at the sensor interfaces to DAS Test System Development 

provide the input signal source, a precise waveform The main development of the SWG hardware and the 

sequence with known characteristics. These signals, one corresponding Signal Processing SoftWare (SPSW) was 

per DAS channel, are conditioned, recorded, filtered, and conducted by MGA Research Corporation, under contract 

detrended, etc. employing the facility’s regular practices, to the NHTSA entitled "Test Site Instrumentation Study" 

The digitized data are then written to magnetic tape per [1]. This study was motivated by the New Car Assess- 

NHTSA specifications for crash tests. A block diagram ment Program (NCAP) program which required detailed, 

of the test setup is shown in Figure 1. Once at NHTSA, overall comparison of 35 mph vehicle to barrier crash 
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tests, conducted at several test facilities. The NCAP tions, outlined in Table 2, which are NHTSA current 
program, begun in 1979, is conducted to provide practices. 
consumers with comparative crashworthiness of motor 

......... vehicles. Table 2. Current NHTSA Data Acquisition Practices 
The test site instrumentation study was divided into 

three phases. Under Phase I, in 1980, a survey of equip- 
ment and characteristics at 15 crash and sled facilities Facilities supplyconsistent "raw" CLASS 100OdatatoNHTSA 

Data comparison by NHTSA based solely on r~.sults from NHTSA cr~sl~ test databa.~s 

was conducted [2], A prototype signal waveform gen- 
erator, a solid state and digital based device with three 
output analog signals, was developed. Six different The development of the SWG which is presently in 
waveforms were stored in the generator’s memory. This use was completed in phase III. In 1984, the hardware 
prototype was compatible with the facilities’ data was refurbished and the panel redesigned since the phase 
acquisition characteristics, and was used to inject the II SWGs did not survive shipment by common carrier. 

..... same signals into the data acquisition systems of the The timing accuracy was improved by using only one 
facilities participating in the survey. The data were crystal clock for timing of both the waveform and time 

........... recorded and digitized, and a preliminary analysis of the reference output signals. Moreover, under phase Iii, the 
facilities’ response characteristics was performed. Sig- signal processing software was applied and enhanced. 
nificant variations were found among the test facilities in 
this early period: S~gna| Waveforrn Generator (SWG) 

- up to 20% differences in the Head Injury Criteria Hardware 
(HIC) values, Description 

..... up to 10 msec time shifts, The Phase III SWG, shown in Figure 2, is 12.7 X 101 ¯ up to 10% deviation in amplitude at low frequencies X 9.2 inches in size, weighs 12 pounds, and is designed 
(under 100 Ha), up to 30% deviations in amplitudes to be used at crash test facilities by facility personnel. 
at the high frequencies (around 1000 Ha), The SWG is powered from a 117 VAC 50 Hz power 

, and only 6 out of the 16 facilities were digitizing the source. Instructions are provided in the SWG operator’s 
.............. analogue data fast enough to meet the antialiasing manual [4] for changing the power supply input to accept 

sampling criteria. 230 VAC 50 Hz power. Ten SWGs were fabricated by 
In phase I, the feasibility of an SWG based approach MGA Research Corporation. At present five SWGs ~e 

for systematic data acquisition system evaluation testing deployed at NHTSA crash test contractor test sites. 
!i 

was established. 
Under phase II, the SWG was refined and designed for 

field deployment [3]. The field SWG was designed with 
three self testing features: tests on the stored waveforms, 
tests on the output voltage, and tests on the time 
accuracy. It had sixteen output signals, each composed 
of 6 component waveforms, to be injected at the sensor 
interface of a facility’s DAS. The following component 
waveforms were selected to determine specific DAS 
performance measures: a rectangular and staircase 
waveform, x, y, and z component of dummy head 
accelerations from a 35 mph vehicle to barrier test 
representing more typical head impact condition, a half 
sine pulse representing a severe crash pulse, a summed 
sine waveform, and a waveform consisting of white 
noise. 

In the second phase, the specialized processing soft- 
ware was also primarily developed. The program, fully 
described in the following section, is written in 
FORTRAN, and resides on the NHTSA VAX cluster 
under VMS. It is composed of algorithms that compute 
performance measures of a given DAS based on the 
characteristics of the recorded SWG waveforms and the 
expected theoretical traces stored in the SWG memory, 

Under phase II, further analysis of the phase I survey Figu~’e 2. Phase Ill Signa~ W~vefo~m Ge~÷r~t~r 
results was conducted. This resulted in the recommenda- 
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The SWG functions by storing the precision wave- waveform is used to measure channel frequency re- 

forms digitally in erasable programmable read-only- sponse. The half-sine and crash waveforms are used to 

memory (EPROM). When a test is performed, the wave- determine if any characteristic of the data acquisition 

form data is read out of EPROM under microprocessor channel is degrading the HIC values that would be 

control, converted to analog form by a digital-to:analog calculated from the crash data recorded on that channel. 

converter (DAC), and scaled by a resistive, operational 
amplifier network for transmission to the SWG output 

GROUP 1 WAV£rOR~d 

jacks. Every 30.5 microseconds (laS) a new data sample 
is processed by the DAC and made available at the SWG 

i    1111~1111 

iq  llllltlt[lll111111 outputs. The SWG is described in greater detail in the 

The SWG provides a total of 20 output channels. Six- ~ " 

teen of the output channels provide precision waveforms . ,~o 200 
at signal levels and source impedances representative of ’~ ~ ..... 

bridge circuit transducer outputs. These 16 channels are GRouP 2 ,~AvtroR~ 

called "data" channels in this paper. Two of the output 

1111111111 [itd] 
channels provide the same waveforms at relatively high *- 

voltage signal levels for SWG check-out use and are 
I !IIHIIHIHI!  called "check-out" channels in this paper. Two output , - 

channels provide a time reference signal and are called " ~o 

"time reference" channels in this paper ..... ~ ........... 

SWG Output Levels. Signal output levels from the data ,0 T,~t Rtrt~tsct 

channels are switchable between a high level, +100 mV, 
~ ~ -- 

labeled "piezo electric".and a low level, +10 mV, labeled 
~ ~ 

1 [ ~-~ 

"strain gage" on the SWG control panel. The check-out . 

channels have corresponding full scale output voltage 
levels of ± 5.0 volts and ± 0.5 volt. The time reference 

° ’~ ~,’0---, 

channels are transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) compatible. 
,,o T,~ ~.~,~.. 

The 16 data channels each present an equivalent 
H~] source impedance of approximately 350 ohms and pro- 

vide a symmetrical, non-grounded ("floating") output. - 

The two check-out channels provide "single ended" out- 
puts. 

Calibration Output. After the SWG is powered up and 
it completes its self test, all waveform outputs are at the 

Figure 3. SWG Waveform Outputs 

zero level. Pressing the "calibration" button produces a 
positive or negative full scale calibration voltage level at The rectangle waveform consists of a square wave that 

each waveform output. Calibration output polarity is de- alternates between the plus and minus full scale levels 

retrained by the setting of the "calibration mode" switch, for ten complete cycles. The exact timing of each cycle 

Remote Operation. The SWG will accept TTL compat- in the rectangle waveform is shown in Figure 4. The 

ible signals to control generation of waveforms, genera- tenth cycle of the rectangle waveform is 61 ps shorter 

tion of a calibration signal, and polarity of the calibra- than the other nine. Thus, the length of the rectangle 

tion signal, waveform is 99.979 ms. The exact timing of all of the 

Waveform Outputs. The SWG provides two precision waveforms has been incorporated into the SWG SPSW. 

waveform sequences simultaneously, shown in Figure 3. The peak value of each half sine pulse, shown in 

Each test waveform sequence is available on eight of the Figure 5, is the corresponding full scale level. The two 

data channels and one of the check-out channels. Each half-sine pulse components are synchronized in time. 

waveform sequence consists of the following, in the The half-sine pulse waveform was designed to simulate 

order specified: rectangle, half-sine, stair, sum-of-sines, a short duration impact which is often found in actual 

and crash waveforms. The Group 1 waveform sequence crash test data. 

contains the X components of the half-sine and crash The stair waveform, shown in Figure 6, measures 

waveforms and the Group 2 waveform sequence contains amplitude linearity. The Phase III stair waveform has 

the Z components of these waveforms. The rectangle and steps of twice the height and duration but approximately 

stair waveforms are used to measure channel time half the number as the Phase II stair waveform. 

accuracy, amplitude accuracy, and amplitude overshoot. The sum-of-sines waveform, the first two cycles 

The half-sine pulse waveform is used to measure shown in Figure 7, is a sinusoidal composite consisting 

channel-to-channel time differences. The sum-of-sines of the sum of 14 sinusoids. The frequencies of the sinu- 
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-FULL _ / cycles of the lowest frequency signal. These signal 
SC^LE frequencies coincide with 14 of the output frequencies of 

the analyzing 2048 point discrete Fourier transforms 
when the data being analyzed are sampled at intervals of 

o 
) T,,E 75, 100, and 125 microseconds. These same sampling 

’ intervals are currently used by the NHTSA crash and 

-FULL ) sled test contractors. 
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The crash pulse waveform, shown in Figure 8, consists 
of the "X" and "Z" components of actual dummy head 
acceleration crash pulse data from a vehicle to barrier 
crash test. The "X" component is in the same test wave- 

COMPONENT ~ form sequence as the "X" component of the half-sine 
-FULL 
~CALE pulse and the "Z" component is in the other test wave- 

form sequence. The HIC value of the resultant pulse 
Figure 5. Half-Sine Pulse Waveform achieved by the vector summation of the "X" and "Z" 

components is 929.54. 

SCALE 
"-------" I~ 

X-AXIS COMPONrNT 

1 

Ol 

Figure 6. Stair Waveform ~ " 

soids are the 14 consecutive integer harmonics of the ,. 
lowest (fundamental) frequency. Each sinusoid in the 
summation has the same amplitude. The fundamental ~ ~ - -’ ~* ,- 
signal frequency is 273.4375 Hz. Therefore, the signal 
frequencies are 273.4375, 546.875 ..... 3828.125 Hz. The     Figure 8. Crash Pulse Waveform 
peak values of the sinusoidal composite signal are the 
full scale level. The duration of the sinusoidal composite Time Reference Outputs. The time reference outputs, 
is 124.2265 ms. This provides approximately 34 full shown in Figure 3, are used to test facility sampling 
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frequency and time shifts between "time-zero" (TO) and The frequency of the SWG crystal clock oscillator 

data channels. The time reference output is also used to time reference was measured using a Hewlett-Packard 

separate each waveform from the input data stream. The 5386A-004 frequency counter, which is accurate to 0.5 

TO time reference signal consists of five positive pulses. Hz when measuring frequencies near 4.0 Mhz. 

The first is a pre-time-zero pulse approximately 10 ms The actual times of occurrence of the TO and DT0 

wide. This pulse starts when the "record" switch on the transitions within the 30.5 }as SWG DAC output sample 

SWG control panel is pressed and can be used by digital interval were measured using the precision data acqui- 

data acquisition systems to start data recording. The sition system (PDAS), purchased for this test. The 

leading edges of the first through the fourth TO pulses sampling of the PDAS was synchronized to the SWG 

after the pre-time-zero pulse correspond to the be- DAC strobe pulse. Consequently, all time measurements 

ginnings of the rectangle, stair, sum-of-sines, and crash over intervals greater than 30.5 }as are relative to the 

waveforms, respectively. SWG crystal clock oscillator reference. Sample timing 

The "delayed time zero" (DT0) time reference signal within one 30.5 }as interval was controlled by the PDAS 

provides the same time reference information for situa- crystal clock oscillator. These measurements were made 

tions where only the last two waveforms in the sequence on SWG S/N 6 only. 

are recorded. The duration of each pulse in the TO and 
The coincidence of the initial rising edges of the first 

DT0 outputs have been measured to within 5:2 }as and TO time reference pulse after the pre-T0 pulse and the 

incorporated into the SPSW. rectangle waveform Was measured to determine the tim- 
ing accuracy of the waveform data relative to the time 

Measuring SWG Performance reference. The time difference between these two leading 

The performance of the SWG was measured to assure edges was measured using a Hewlett-Packard 54200D 

the quality of its outputs for testing crash test data dual trace digital storage oscilloscope. The details of the 

acquisition systems. Furthermore, the exact timing of the rectangle waveform leading edge were determined using 

SWG outputs had to be known and incorporated into the the PDAS. This measurement was performed on SWG 

SWG SPSW to achieve correct analysis of the DAS test S/N 6 only. 

data. The methods developed for testing the performance The difference in time-of-occurrence between the two 

of the SWG were subsequently used in the certification half-sine pulses from the SWG is measured by the SWG 

testing that is performed on every SWG annually. The SPSW developed to analyze the recorded waveforms. 

precise timing and the amplitude accuracy of the SWG The software used to process SWG waveform data 

outputs were determined by testing five SWGs. The most performs a test to determine the times at which recorded 

exhaustive testing, the performance test, was performed changes in level of the rectangle and stair waveforms 

on SWG S/N 6, for which the precise timing of the SWG occur. If the recorded waveform changes levels at times 

outputs was determined. Since the SWG functions under that are different from those that the software uses as a 

microprocessor control, and it is reasonable to assume reference, a time difference error is calculated. These 

that all ten SWGs have identical programs and wave- data provide a measure of waveform timing accuracy. 

forms stored in their EPROMs, once the timing of the The results of this analysis were confirmed by a detailed 

outputs of one SWG are determined, the relative timing examination of the raw data printout for SWG S/N 6. 

of the outputs of the other nine should be the same. The Amplitude Accuracy. The accuracy of the waveform 

only variant in SWG timing would be the frequency of amplitudes was determined by two methods. The SWG 

the crystal clock oscillator that provides the time refer- SPSW, as modified to accept the longer data sets 

ence for the SWG. Clock frequency, amplitude accuracy, recorded for this test, was used to analyze the waveform 

and frequency response were tested during the certifica- data recorded by the PDAS. Then, to verify the results of 

tion testing of the other four SWGs. the software analysis, the recorded raw data printouts 

Method of Test. The following paragraphs describe the were examined at critical points for SWG S/N 6. The 

testing methods used to test SWG performance and the amplitude accuracy measures determined are SWG full 

instrumentation used for this testing, scale amplitude accuracy using the positive calibration 

Timing Accuracy. The test for timing accuracy is a test signal from the SWG as a reference, amplitude linearity, 

of each of the five factors which contribute to SWG and zero offset. 

timing accuracy. The first is the actual frequency of the The zero, positive, and negative calibration voltages at 

SWG crystal clock oscillator. The second is the timing both "piezo resistive" and "strain gage" settings from all 

accuracy of the time reference signals from the SWG. SWG output channels were measured with a Fluke 

The third is the precision with which the SWG time 8050A digital multimeter to confirm that each channel 

reference pulses coincide with the SWG waveform data. output is providing the correct calibration voltage level. 

The fourth is the precision with which the group 1 and The Fluke 8050A has an accuracy for DC voltage 

group 2 waveforms are synchronized with each other, measurements of +(0.03% of reading + 2 digits). 

The fifth is the timing accuracy of the individual To establish the zero and calibration levels for scaling 

waveforms, the PDAS, averages were computed of the SWG zero 
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output level and the SWG positive calibration output Table 4. Measured SWG Performance 
level, using the PDAS software. At first single 100,000 
point averages of each level were computed. Later it was T~ 

impfies n~x time reference error ffi +3.5 ~s for the 
found that better estimates of the true averages could be 0.5 .... form duration 

determined by repetitively computing 16,000 point aver- Time refere~ee signal accatracy SPgwTiming measured t~ +_.2 p~s andinco~oratedituo 
ages and plotting them. A 30.5 laS sampling interval was Coincideeee of tlme referellce pulses to start of tlmerefereacepulserises 14/tsaRer rectangle 

used for recording the zero and calibration level data. 
,,,vole .... fo,m 

time reference pulse coincides exactly with stair 

waveform Finally, the average value of the zero offset that precedes ~f~ pulse lag .... f sum-of-sine~ 
waveform by 28 the waveform was subtracted from each point in the 

Coineidenceofgroupl~ndgroup2waveforms Exaetlysynchronlzed 
waveform data set. 

W, vofo,m timing accuracy Waveform timing measured to fit .... t DAC 

To determine amplitude accuracy from the recorded ~,m~lo ~b~, ~d S~SW ~ ~ ~oofo,m to 
measured values 

test data, the SWG SPSW compares the average values ~m~de.~ ±0.0~ full scale at "piezo resistive" level 
of the constant portions of the recorded rectangle and 
stair waveforms with the theoretical values for these 

o~,~. <o.05~ f~ ~o,= ~ .~o~o ~ve" level 
<0,15~ ~ scale rms at "strain gage" level 

waveforms at those levels. The peak values for the half- Amplitude frequency response 0, +0.02 dB 
sine waveforms reported by the SPSW were verified by Operational Problems 
examining the scaled raw data printouts. Occasionally, after being shipped to a new location by 

The PDAS used to measure waveform accuracy was a common carrier, the SWG will not pass its own self test. 
Model DAP 2400/5, manufactured by Microstar Labora- In many instances, this situation can be remedied by 
tories of Redmond, WA. Some of the capability of the disassembling the SWG to the extent of removing the 
DAP 2400/5 is outlined in Table 3. printed circuit cards from the card cage and reinserting 

them. When SWGs are tested for certification, the tinned Table 3. PDAS Features copper foil PC card edge connectors are cleaned. This 
clears up many of the self-test problems. 

Analog input~                           16 channels, single ended or differential 

At the low ("strain gage") output level, all SWG Input ranges +._2.5 V, +._5 V, +10 V, or 0 to 5 V 

A/D converter 12 bit resolution output waveforms exhibit an offset that differs from the 

zero offset measured before and after the waveform Accuracy                                  +0.025% full range 

transmission is complete. In at least one instance this Psogr~m~b!e gain amplifier Gains 1, 10, 100, I000 

s~e,,~al 4.25 ~, to ~O m, waveform offset has been of sufficient magnitude to 
On-boardRAM 512Kbytes compromise the DAS test results. To minimize this 
16 MHz clock +30PPMaccuraey offset effect, current practice is to use the high ("piezo 

_+5o~u~,-~c ~ ÷7o~c resistive") output level for all measurements and install 
5 PPM per year drit~ 

Start of sampling On software command or external trigger resistive shunts at the instrumentation interface to reduce 
Records date 16channels before and after ~gger the signal voltage level to the full range of the channel 
Sampling a sequence of channels External pel. ~arts ~ampling a ~lU~C~ of up under test, where this is necessary. 

to 16 channels once per external clock pulse 

Host eomputer IBM PC compatible Phase III SWG Signal Processing Software 

To match the +10 My and 4-100 Mv outputs of the (SPSW) 

SWG to the 4-2.5 V input of the PDAS, two Burr-Brown Waveform Processing Method 

Waveform data from up to 18 channels can be pro- INAll0/SG integrated circuit amplifiers were used 
cessed during one processing run. First the time refer- external to the PDAS to provide the required gain. To 

synchronize the PDAS sampling to the SWG DAC strobe ence data for the set of data to be processed during one 

pulse, the SWG was modified to make the DAC strobe run is read by the SPSW. This establishes the array 

pulse accessible through one of the SWG output index values that correspond to each leading edge of the 

connectors and digital logic was designed and fabricated time reference waveform. Then the waveform data to be 

to gate the DAC strobe pulse to the PDAS starting at the processed is read by the SPSW. As the data from each 

first rise of the pre-time zero pulse, channel is read it is separated into arrays that contain the 
data for each waveform. Frequency Response. The frequency response of a data 

acquisition system is determined by processing the sum- Rectangle Waveform Processing 

of-sines waveform from the SWG with the SPSW. The The rectangle waveform is used to check the following 

SWG amplitude frequency response should be 0 Db characteristics of a data channel: 

("flat") at all sum-of-sines signal frequencies, a. "Time-zero" offset 
Measured Performance. The measured performance of b. Time deviation from theoretical time 

the SWG is outlined in Table 4. c. Full-scale steady-state amplitude response 
d. Amplitude overshoot in response to a step input 
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"Time-Zero" Offset. The time=0 or "time-zero" (TO) 
mined by obtaining the data value extreme which occurs 

reference for the data is established by the first data over the closed interval from A to B for the positive 

sample in the time reference waveform that exceeds 50% intervals and from D to E for the negative intervals, 

of the maximum value of that waveform. Similarly, the 
shown in Figure 9. The value of relative overshoot is 

f’n’st sample of the rectangle waveform that exceeds 50% expressed as a percentage of the change in measured 

of the nominal maximum of the rectangle waveform, 
steady-state amplitude by dividing the calculated over- 

determines the actual time of the first rise in the shoot by the change in measured steady-state amplitude. 

rectangle waveform. The difference between these two Half-Sine Waveform Processing 
times is defined as the time-zero offset for the channel Channel-to-Channel Time Difference. The calculated 
being tested. A time-zero offset less than or equal to 1.0 times of occurrence of the magnitude peaks of the X and 
millisecond is acceptable. Z components are utilized to determine the channel-to- 

Time Deviation from Theoretical Time. The actual channel time difference. The times of the peak magni- 
time of the zero crossing of the recorded rectangle tudes are determined by calculating the two times at 
waveform is measured to determine the variations in the which each waveform crosses a level which is 20% of 
data time base. Each zero of the rectangle waveform full scale by linear interpolation between the two 
crossing subsequent to TO is supposed to occur at 5.978, samples that are on either side of the 20% level. It is 
10.004, 15.982, 20.008, 25.986, 30.012, etc. milliseconds then assumed that the peak magnitude occurs at the time 
after TO. The measured time of each subsequent zero which is exactly halfway between the two 20% level 
crossing of the rectangle waveform is determined by crossings. The difference between the X-axis and Z-axis 
each data sample in the sequence that has a sign change, time-of-peak-magnitude values is the channel-to-channel 
The time deviation is the difference between the meas- time difference. The tolerance allowed for this difference 
ured and the theoretical zero crossing times, is +0.1 millisecond. 

Steady-State Amplitude Deviation from Theoretical HIC Deviation. The HIC deviation is determined by 
Amplitude. The steady-s~te amplitude deviation from comparing the HIC value determined from the resultant 
theoretical amplitude is determined by comparing the of the recorded X and Z components to a theoretical 
steady state average for each of the 20 occurrences of value. The theoretical HIC reference value is determined 
the extremes throughout the entire rectangle waveform to from half-sine data sets that are created by generating 
the theoretical full scale values. The steady-state ampli- the plus and minus full scale half-sine pulses produced 
tude is calculated by averaging the data values over the by the waveform generator and sampling these data sets 
closed intervals from B to C and from E to F shown in at the test data sampling frequency. The resultant of 
Figure 9. Points B and E are the centers of the constant these data sets is calculated and the HIC reference value 
amplitude levels and points C and F are one millisecond of this resultant data set is computed by the HIC36 
before the next expected zero crossing. The duration of subroutine. HIC errors should be less than 6%. 
the averaging is approximately 2 milliseconds for the 
positive amplitude levels and 1 millisecond for the nega- Stair Waveform Processing 

tire amplitude levels. Deviation from the theoretical full The stair waveform is used to check the following 

scale amplitude is expressed as a percentage of the theo- 
characteristics of the data channel: 

retical full scale level, a. Time deviation from theoretical 
b. Steady-state amplitude deviation from theoretical 

ACCELERATION, O’S levels 300 
B C 

200 ........ ~ .... © . © ................ ~ 
c. Steady-state amplitude deviation from best "least- 

squares" fit straight line 

loo ......................................... I.._ i ...... d. Amplitude linearity 

A D e. Amplitude offset 
o ~ () f. Amplitude overshoot for different amplitude levels 

Time Deviation from Theoretical. The time deviation 
-100 ..... 

I .................................... 
I ...... ~ E F from theoretical is determined by subtracting the theo- 

-20o ........................ © © ...... retical time of each rise in the stair waveform from the 
actual time at which the recorded waveform response 

-3oo ......... first exceeds 50% of the change in levels between two 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

TIME. MILLISECONDS steps in the waveform. For example, 10.004 milliseconds 

is subtracted from the measured time of occurrence of 

Figure 9. Analysis Intervals the first sample to exceed 10% of full scale, 20.008 
milliseconds is subtracted from the measured time of 

Amplitude Overshoot Relative to the Calculated occurrence of the first sample to exceed 30% of full 

Steady-State Amplitude. The relative overshoot is deter- scale, etc. 
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Steady-State Amplitude Deviation from Theoretical signal frequency, multiplied by the scale factor, is the 
Amplitude. The data used to determine the steady-state numeric amplitude ratio at that signal frequency. A 
amplitude for each step in the waveform occurs in the description of this algorithm and its source program 
interval from approximately two ms after a rise in the listing are provided in greater detail in the SPSW 
stair waveform to approximately one ms before the next documentation [5]. 
rise. The steady-state, amplitude for each step is calcu- 
lated by taking the average of the amplitude values in Crash Waveform Processing 

this interval. Once the actual steady-state value is The crash waveform HIC deviation is determined by 

determined, it is then compared to the theoretical steady- computing the HIC value of the resultant of the recorded 

state value. The difference between the theoretical and X and Z components and comparing it with the HIC 

actual values is divided by the full-scale amplitude in value of 929.54 that was computed for the original crash 

order to express the deviation from theoretical amplitude data. The allowable HIC deviation is +6% or less. 

as a percentage of the full-scale amplitude. Reporting and Tabulating Processed Data 
Amplitude Deviation From Best Least-Squares Fit During each processing run, report files are written 

Straight Line. A best least-squares fit straight line is fit that contain the results of processing the data from each 
to the data whose X and Y coordinates are the following: channel included in that run, one report file for each 
The X coordinates are the theoretical amplitudes that are waveform. Also a table is assembled and written to a 
supposed to be reported by the data acquisition channel, disk file, which presents a summary of the most signifi- 
The Y coordinates are the amplitude deviations from cant values of the processed data from that run. 
theoretical described above. The amplitude deviation 
from the best fit straight line is the difference between DAS Evaluation Test Results 
the amplitude deviation from theoretical and the corre- 

Historical Trend in Performance in Active NCAP and 
sponding "Y" value on the best fit straight line. The FMVSS 208 Crash Test Sites 
tolerance for these deviations is +2.5%. A brief history of DAS evaluation testing, using the 

Amplitude Linearity. The amplitude linearity reported SWG, at NCAP crash testing sites is provided in Table 
in the STAIR summary report is the slope of the best fit 5. During 1986, 1987, and 1988 DAS evaluation testing 
straight line described in the preceding paragraph, was confined to occupant channels. This explains the 

Amplitude Offset. The amplitude offset is the Y value relatively small number of data channels tested during 
of the best fit straight line described above, that corre- those years. In 1990 the requirement to perform a DAS 
sponds to X=0. evaluation test on all channels to be used in testing for 

Amplitude Overshoot Relative to Calculated Steady- theNew Car Assessment Program (NCAP), and the ve- 
State Value. The maximum level in the first two ms after hicle to barrier compliance testing program, under 
a rise in the stair waveform is used to determine the FMVSS 208, was made a part of the test contracts for 
relative amplitude overshoot by comparing the value of those programs. As demonstrated in Table 5, the ratio of 
this peak level to the calculated (average) steady-state # of defective channels to the # of channels tested has 
amplitude following the step. The difference between the declined in recent testing. At present, there are no known 
maximum and the steady-state value is divided by the significant deficiencies in the DAS facilities at the three 
difference between the steady-state levels occurring contractors listed in Table 5 below and the new NCAP 
before and after the step and expressed as a percentage contractor site (SITE4) whose results are presented in the 
of the step height. The tolerance for overshoot is 13%. next section. Analysis of the detailed processing results 
Sum-of-Sines Waveform Processing for each of the defective channels in the latest tests has 

The frequency response analysis starts by reading the indicated that the failures are marginal and mainly 
recorded sum-of-sines data into an array. Then, an array attributed to system noise. In all cases, defective 
of theoretical sum-of-sines data is created, sampled at channels were corrected before actual crash tests were 
the same interval as the recorded data. Next, the record- performed. 
ed data and the computed data are each multiplied by a 
Gaussian data window. A 2048 point discrete Fourier Diagnosis and Troubleshooting of Problem 
transform (DFT) of each of the windowed data sets is Areas 
computed. The index of each DFT element whose fre- Analyses of the detailed processing results have 
quency corresponds to a signal frequency is computed, provided a tool for diagnosis and troubleshooting of DAS 
The magnitude of each DFT element whose frequency problem areas at the test site facilities. Generally, 
corresponds to a signal frequency is determined. The throughout this evaluation testing activity, whenever a 
ratio of the DFT of the theoretical data set to the DFT of serious deficiency was discovered and brought to the 
the recorded data set, at the lowest signal frequency, is attention of the facility, the facility personnel moved 
used as a scaling factor. The ratio of the DFT of the quickly to correct the deficiency. For example, while 
recorded data to the DFT of the theoretical data, at each SITE2 was digitizing the data from the 1986 test, it was 
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Table 5. Historical DAS Evaluation Test Results offset, the average of the ten steady-state amplitude 
deviations computed for the positive levels of the rec- 

¯ ~’~-’ tangle waveform (AMPDEVPOS), the average of the ten 
~ I 

#~f~v~#r~ I #~r~ofF~u~ 
steady-state amplitude deviations computed for the 

~7.~-~ ~r~ s.~,2c~ negative levels of the rectangle waveform (AMPDEV- 

~.v,~,o ~,,9 ~.~, ~ ~,, ~ NEG), the average of the amplitude overshoots calcu- 

~o-s~-,o o~, ~o.o lated for the 20 step changes of the rectangle waveform 

~ (OVRST), the maximum of the absolute values of the 

~ 

II 

,~#~ 

i 

I #~,r~ofF,i~- steady-state amplitude deviations from theoretical 
2~-~ ~ 7~,~.~ amplitude of the stair waveform (AMPLINREF), the 
2s-~-~ ~ ~ ~ maximum of the absolute values of the amplitude devia- 

~-s~ v,, ~, ~ tion from the best least-squares fit straight line to the 

~ amplitude deviations of the stair waveform (AMPLIN- 

~ #~f~#r~ [ ~r~o~t~ BFSL), the amplitude frequency response at 1640 Hz in 

~.~.~ ~a~ I ~4mc Db scale (AR1640), HIC error in the acquired half-sine 

~-~-~o ~r~ 

I 

~.~c pulse waveform (HSHIC), the channel-to-channel time 
~.~o~,O ~ ~oo~ difference between the two channels paired to provide 
¯ ~-,~,~ HIC data (CTCTD), and HIC error in the acquired crash 
~,-o,~o~ pulse data (CRSHIC). Summary results for current 

i ~" ~,~.~a ~ ~ff~. NCAP test sites are provided in Tables A- 1 through A-4. 
HIC results and channel-to-channel time differences are 

pointed out to them that the even numbered channels had blank for the channels that are used as the reference 

excessive overshoot. At that time, they could digitize two channel for each triad of channels. In 1990, SITE4 was 

channels at a time. They replaced the one defective anti- a new crash test site under contract to the NCAP testing 

aliasing filter after digitizing the first fourteen data sets. program. 

That corrected the situation. In September 1989, the Simple statistics for the above-mentioned performance 

SITE2 results indicated excessive channel’-to-channel measures for the occupant channels at the four NCAP 

time difference in one pair of driver chest channels. The sites are provided in Tables 6 through 9. Similar tables 

detailed processing output indicated a slow analogue to for the corresponding vehicles channels are provided in 

digital (A/D) conversion rate. SITE2 was advised to run Appendix A, Tables A-5 through A-8. The LR1640 

their A/D at a faster rate and to digitize all signals from measure is the AR1640 value in linear scale. 

channels from the same sensor location in the same run. 
In May of 1990, the SITE1 results showed that the fre- Table 6. SITE1--Simple Statistics of Occupant Channels 

quency response of the 36 barrier load cell channels had Performance Measures 

a much lower cutoff frequency than that required by -- 

J211. This was traced to band limiting by the instru- ~o,, ~ o o o o 

mentation amplifiers used for those channels. These ,~’~ ~ ~ -o.~oOOOo.~ooooo -o.~,ooOOOo.,,,oooo -o.~o~OOo.~,~ooo o.o~,~°’°~° 

amplifiers were replaced by wider band instrumentation ,~, ~ o.~oooo o.,~ooooo o.,,~2~ o.o~,,o~ 

amplifiers and a satisfactory frequency response was ~,o ~ o.~,~o~,, o.~o~, o.,,~,~ o.oo~o,~ 

obtained. The four channel-to-channel time difference 
deficiencies were traced to one misaligned tape head on 

one of their analog tape recorders. This recorder was 
retired from service. The five amplitude deviation deft- Table 7. SITE2--Simple Statistics of Occupant Channels 

ciencies were traced to five on-board instrumentation 
Performance Measures 

amplifiers. All instrumentation amplifiers of that model 
were replaced by instrumentation amplifiers of a differ- ~o,, ~o o o.~oooooo o.o~3~ o.o,o~,~ 

ent model. ,~-~o ~o° -~.o~oooo ~.,~oooo o.~,~,~ o.,~ 

Performance versus Requirements in Current NCAP and 
~,o ~o o.~,~ o.~,~o~,9 o.~7,,~,, o.o~,~ 

FMVSS 208 Test Sites ~.~ ~ -o.~ooooo ~.~ooooo o.~oo o.~:~ 

Results Summary. After the completion of all of the 

processing runs for a single test, software is available 
that can combine the processed results for the data As can be observed from the Tables, the maximum 

channels from several processing runs into one summary deviation for the TO offset for the occupant channels in 

table. The data contained the summary table are the all the sites is 0.25 msec, the maximum absolute 

sensor normally connected to the channel tested deviations for AMPDEVPOS and AMPDEVNEG are 

(SENSOR), the NHTSA datafile number for the data, T0 0.65% and 1.462%, the maximum for OVRST is 
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Table 8. SlTE3~Simple Statistics of Occupant Channels 
Table 10. Worst Case Data Deviations Due to Data 

Performance Measures Acquisition 

Mea___~n Std Dev 
1981 Fadlity Su~ey    1990 NCAP Fadlifi~ 

ADEVPOS 28 -0.2290000 0.1660000 -0.0035714 0.0953028 t~ sh~fls                        10 ms 0.219 ms 

LR1640 28 0.7227698 0.8016781 0.7709060 0.0159786 HIC co~utatio]Is 20 
¯ C~C~D 12 -0.0070000 0.0090000 0.000583333 0.0049810 S/~ J211 frequency only 6 out of 16 met all passed 

response corridor sampling requirements 

Table 9. SITE4~Simple Statistics of Occupant Channels 
Figures 11 through 20 portray the variations in a given 

Performance Measures performance measure amongst the four sites. An interest- 

v,r~,~o ~ ,t,,,~, ..-~, .... ~ s~ ~ov ing feature is that for each performance measure, the 

range of deviation was very narrow for at least one site. ~o~ 18 -o.232oooo -o.oo3oooo -o.1486o7~ 0.04917, This demonstrates the capability of any given crash site 
,~, 1~ 0.1200000 0.2380000 o.~99ooo o.o3~311 to further minimize the differences in each of the time, 
~sn~c~164° 1~ o.67~o83o o.~9~2246 o.68,218 o.oo4728~ amplitude and frequency measures. Given the advances 

0.0090000 0.0220000 o.o1~oooo o.oo~91~ in the data acquisition technology and given that the data 
acquisition process is the most controlled part of a crash 

10.076%, the maxima for AMPLINREF and AMPLIN- test event, this supports the authors’ belief that even very 
BFSL are 1.465% and 0.514%, the maximum absolute small differences in the test data amongst sites due to the 
deviations for HSHIC and CRSHIC are 5.52% and 4.3%, acquisition process should not be tolerated. 
and the maximum absolute deviation for CTCTD is 
0.042 ms. The frequency response measurement at 
1640.625 Hz ranges between 0.6546 (-3.68 Db) and 025 
0.8017 (-1.92 Db). For SAE J211 class 1000 data, a 
range of frequency response of -0.5 to -3.9 Db is 
acceptable at 1640 Hz. The maximum frequency re- 
sponse variation in the four sites can be seen in Figure 
10. In this figure, the two channels that show the greatest 
and least attenuation at 1640 Hz for each site are plotted. ~,0.10 
Therefore, with the worst case deviations, the perform- 
ance measures of the DAS at the four sites are within the 0.05 
performance requirements outlined in Table 1. 

0.00 
FACILITY FREQUENCY RESPONSES              srrr, t srr~z srr~ srr~ 

Figure 11. Occupant Channels--Time Zero Offset 
Performance 

N , , , , , ,, , ,,t ~ ~ 1.20 
~ -~- srr~ ........ \,~,~ 1.00" 

-.-s,r~4 , , , , ,,, ~ 0.60 --*- 
’ ’ ’ ’ ’’’ 

,oo ~ooo 0.20 
FREQUENCY, HZ ~a~ 0,00 "’"~+ 

Figure 10. Maximum Frequency Response Variations at -0 40 the NCAP Sites 
-0.60. 

Table 10 demonstrates the vast reduction in test data -0.80 
SITEt srl~ SITE3 

variations due to data acquisition in the last decade. It 
contrasts the deviations from the 1980 facility survey 
with the worst case Mean performance of current NCAP Figure 12. Occupant Channels~Positive Amplitude 

facilities. Deviation 
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0.55- 

-*- 0.50 

1.00 -~- O.45 

~,0.40 

~ 0.50 ~0.35 ~ 

o.oo \  -o.3o- 
~0.25 

Io2o- ~ -o.5o, ¯ 
0.15 

-I.00 o.Io 

0.05 
-1.50                                                                                                                                SITEI         SITE2        SITE3         SITE4 

S[TEI    SffE2    SITE3    SITE4 

Figure 16. Occupant Channels--Amplitude to Best Fit 
Figure 13. Occupant Channels~Negative Amplitude Line Linearity 
Deviation 

-1.80 

I 1.00 -2.00 

10.00 -2.20 

-2.40 
9.00 

~---2.60 ~ 
8.00 

~ -2.80" 
~7.00 

-~-3.00 - 

5.00 -3.40 

4.00 -3.60 

3.00 -3.80 
SffEI SITE2 SITE3 SITE4 

2.00 , 
SITEI SffE2 SITE3 SITE4 

Figure 17. Occupant Channels--Frequency Amplitude 

Figure 14. Occupant Channels~Ovsrshoot Performance 
Response at 1640 Hz 

1.40 0.04 

1.20 
0.03 L.oo 

0.80                                      ~ 0.02 ! 

~0.60 ~                                                     0.01 

0.40 
0.00 

0.20 

0.00 SITEI 
SIT~ SITE3 SITE4 

-0.01 SITEI 
SITE2 SITE3 SITE4 

Figure 15. Occupant Channel~--Amplitude Linearity to Figure 18. Occupant Channels--Channel to Channel Time 

Theoretical Value Difference 

Statistical Analysis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on The p-value is the probability of obtaining a given test 

the mean values of each of the performance measures for statistics as a result of pure chance, i.e. chance in 1 the 

the four sites was conducted. The results showed there is results are random or plain wrong. As such, the hypothe- 

significant evidence that there are differences between sis that there is no difference between the mean values 

the means of all the measures amongst the four sites. For for a given performance measure at different sites is 

all of the measures, the p-value was 0.0001 or less with rejected. 

exception of ADEVPOS for which p-value was 0.0019. 
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2.00 Table 11. Multiple Range Comparison Teat for the MEANS 
of the Performance Measures 

0.0 0 - Variable SITE1 SI’I~2 SlTE3 SlTE4 

TO Offset C B A C ~-1.00 - 

=~ -2.00- 
A~,Do~l,o~ S A n n 
AmpDevNog A A B B 

- -3.00 i O~rst A D c B 
--4.00 AmpLinRef B A 12 

--5.00 AmpLinBFSL B A B B 

-6.00 
Lm~0 B C A C 

SITE1    SITI~    S1TE3    SITE4 crc’m c A C 
~ HSHIC A A B A 

Figure 19. Occupant Channels--Half Sine HIC Deviation CRSHIC A A B A 

3.00 Table 12. Occupant Performance Measures Correlation 

3.00 
SITE4 HSHIC CRSHIC CTCTD 

1.00 

~ 0.00 ~ 

OVRST 0.92710.0009 0.881/0.0038 n/a 

~-1.00 ~ 
LR1640 n/a n/a 0.924/0.001 

~ -2.00 HSHIC n/a 0.861/0.006 

-3.00 SITE1 
-4.00 

Ovrst 
-5.00 Srl;E1    SIT~    SITE3    SITE4 

LR1640 0.782/0.0003 

S1TE2 
Figure 20. Occupant Channels-Crash Pulse HIC 
Deviation HSHIC CRSHI¢ 

A multiple range comparison test was conducted on 
AmpDevPos 0.817/0.0001 n/a the means of each measure. Based on the means and the 

variance, the procedure grouped the sites into subsets AmpDevNeg 0.923/0.0001 0.748/0.0009 
whose means were not significantly different. The analy- AmpLinRef n/a 0.720/0.0017 sis was conducted using the SAS General Linear Model 
(GLM) procedure [6]. The results of this analysis are HSHIC n/a 0.715/0.0018 
summarized in Table 11 for each of the performance 

SITE3 
measures. The classification is the following: given the 
variance, means of the same letter are not significantly HSHIC CRSHIC 
different. Although the same letters are used, the classes 

LR1640 0.881/0.0002 0.870/0.0002 for the different measures are separate. The letters 
designate a ranking of size: A, largest value; ...; D, CTCTD 0.831/0.0008 0.834/0.0008 
smallest value (including negative values). For example, 

HSHIC n/a 0.997/0.0001 Table 11 shows that for the HSHIC and CRSHIC meas- 
ure, SITE3 was the only site with significantly different 
mean values, to reject the hypothesis that the two measures are 

For each of the four sites, correlation between the uncorrelated. The analysis was conducted using the SAS 
performance measures for both the occupant channels CORR procedure [7]. Table 12 indicates a strong 
were also computed. The measures for which R, the correlation between the HIC deviation measures and the 
Pearson correlation coefficient is greater than 0.7 and the frequency response at 1640 Hz (LR1640) and the 
probability the hypotheses that the measures are not channel-to-channel time difference (CTCTD)for SITE3. 
correlated is less than 0.01 are presented in Table 12. R2 
is a measure of the variance accounted for by the linear Conclusions and Future Directions 
relationship between the two measures. The probability In summary, a system has been established and 
of the designated magnitude presents significant evidence applied to evaluate the data acquisition process from 
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sensor interface to delivered digital tape at crash test Table A-2. Processed Data Summary for Site4Acquisition 

sites conducting tests under the auspices of the U.S. 
System Test of 12 April 1991 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA). This evaluation testing is currently conducted ..... 

o 

every six months at crash test sites performing tests ~c~ ®=.o,, -o.,® -o.,,, ,.1~, o., .... o .... 

,under the NHTSA NCAP and vehicle to barrier FMVSS ...... oH,,1, OO~oo~.o18 ...... o.o®®° .o.1,2°1" o.1~, o.o~ :;:~ :~:~ ~:od~ 

:208 testing programs. It is also carried out at NHTSA ,,~L1~’1 ®~.020®02.0210.~°°® -0.,,0°" -0.o,~°°" ,.,,,’"" 000~,,,‘ ~:0,~ 

biomechanics and components test facilities on an as .... ®=.0~, 0.®0 -0.1,, .... ,, ,.0,, 0.2 ........ , .......... 0.~0 

needed basis. Moreover, the associated hardware and ..... 0.0® -0 ........ ~00.1, 

signal processing software can be made available to ,,,L2"~2 0~.0,,°°~ ...... 0.0~®° :LP~ :~:~,~ ,.0~ 0.20, 0.1,, -,.~0 

crash test sites outside of NHTSA. 
Current evaluation testing results indicate that all the 

active NHTSA NCAP and FMVSS 208 crash sites satisfy Table A-3. Occupant Channel Processed Data Summary 

the present performance requirements. As demonstrated 
for Site2 Data Acquisition Test of 12 Sep 1990 

in the previous section, the reduction in test data varia- 
tions due to data acquisition has been more than an order ........... o_ ............................................ ,,~ ~s ~s ~s ~, ~    ~’" ................. ~ ~ 

ithi o.~ ......... 2 
of magnitude w n the last decade. The performance .... , oo,,.oo~ o.~oo -o.,,~ o.,o, ,.,0, 

measures for the data acquisition systems of the above- ~i~ oO,,oo,,.oo, .............. o.~oo -0.,,0 o.,~, o ...... ~ 

mentioned facilities are well inside the performance ,,x1200,,.01,001,.00, 0.,®0.100 -0.,,0.0.0,0 -0.2,2.0.0~, ,.,~,"°2~ 0.,,0 0.~,,          -,.2, -0.~, 0.0,~ 0.,0 

requirements for all the amplitude and time performance ~1 oo,0.oo~ 0.000 o.o .... ,,, 2.,~o o.,~ 0.200 

measures. This is underscored by the fact that there have CSIZ220015.01,0015.0140.1000.100 -0.2®1"131 0.,291"’02 2.98~ 
0.617 0.,53 

ig been s nificant advances in the data acquisition tech- ~200,,.®800,.0,, 0.,0.000 ..... -0.20,1" 0.,~,°2" 2.,2,~.,,, 0.,,0.,12 0.1,°~2’ -~.,2 

nology in the last decade. ~x’,~ 00,,.0~00.000 -0.1,20.,,, ,.2~, 

Additional performance requirements such asphase ,0,xll 00,,.0,,°°1"°’20.100°°°° -0.0,0°°~’ 0.~,, ,.,,8         0.,, ..... 0 -, ........... 0 

delay and time linearity are planned to be incorporated ~,gc!i001,.0,,°°1"°" ........ 0.®0 -0.11,’°’ 00.,02 ..... ,.2,,°’ .............. 0.,,1 0.,® -,.~,"- 

into the processing software. Also, for improved mainte- ,~c~20015.0~80.000 -0.2800.6~32.9080.65, 
0.206 

nance and reliability, off-the-shelf boards and units are 
~c, x2 00,,.03, 0.000 -0.21, 0.,,, ,.2~, 0.,,, 0.1,1 -,.2, .0.,0 0 

~.,,heln~,_ __,,__investigated as _oossible replacements_ for the ..... 00,.0,2 0.02, 1.0,, -1.0,, 2.,~0 ,.~,, 0.2 .... 

current SWG hardware. The new hardware will provide 
basically ~e same waveform signals. 

Overall, a study of representative NHTSA crash and Table A-4. Occupant Channel Processed Data Summary 

biomechanics test site facilities to assess test environ- 
for Site3 Data Acquisition Test of 29 Nov 1990 

ment and capabilities is planned for 1992. The purpose ......... o ................................................ 
is to identify other data quality and integrity issues 

-.~o ,~ ~ ~, ,~ ~ 

related to the sensors and the dynamic test events that ~il®,,.0®®"-®’ 0.1~,0.12, .0.~,00.1~ .0.0,0°-12° ,.~,2,.~ 0.,~,°~" 0.10,°1" .2.2,2 ................. 

need to be addressed. Given that data acquisition is the !~,~ ®1,.010®,,.0200.~,00.~,0 -0.2®0.0, -0.11,°°~ ,.~01"2’2 0.1,,°2’~ 0.1~,°12’ -2.2.2, ............. 

most controlled aspect of the crash testing process, the ~I 8 ...... ,,8 o ...... ,2 -,.®-0.0 

emphasis of this study will be on sensors, calibration :~;~oo,,.o~®’"°21 o.~®°~° -o.,,,o.®, o.oo, ,.,, 0 ..... ,~ -2 .... ,.,, o 

t p / ..... practices, tes rocedures, film video data collection, and ,~, ..... 001,.,10"®’ 0.2,0°"12’ 0.01,°°°’ -0.0,,°°~’ ,.,,2’’2 0.,,,0.=2 0°:~,~ 

qua control practices etc. ~[~Xl®1,.o11 ® ...... o.2,o° ...... -o.®o" o ...... 1® ...... 

Appendix A ....... o,, o.~ ........ ,,~ , ...... ,, o .......... 

Table A-1 Occupant Channel Processed Data Summary ,~,~2"~’2 oo1,.o,1®1,.o,2 o.~,o°2’° o.O,Oo.1,, -o.O,,o.11, ’"~’,.,,1 o.~,°1’2 o.,,,o.12o                                                                                              -12°’.,~       .o.2,°"~                                                  o°°°’ .... 
o.o, 

for Site1 Data Acquisition Test of 10 Sep 1990 .............................. 
pr ......................... eta:seek 

,~0~2 ®18.0~ 0.000 -0.2~ 0.~ 9.~ 0.~, 0.0~ -,.1~ -0.100.0010.,~ 
A    SITE1.--Simple St tistic of V hi Ch ,~oz200lO.O,~ o.ooo -o.,,~ o.,o, ,.,,, o.~ o.o~ -,.00 Table -5 a s e cle annels 

:s,1 oo18.o~ o.®o -o.~,o o.~2, ,.,,, o.,1o o.o,, -,.o, -o.1~-o.oo, o., Performance Measures 
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Table A-6. SlTE2~Simple Statistics of Vehicle Channels SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers 
Performance Measures 

S/N: serial number 

,,,i,~1o ~ .in~ .~,~,~, st~ Do, SPSW: signal processing software (refers to software 

..... ,, 0 0.1200000 0.0346939 0.0~30370 developed to analyze SWG output waveforms) 
~,~os ,9 -1.7,10000 ,.6370000 0.,652041 0.,26,503 SWG: signal waveform generator 
,~i,~, 49 0.4,~0000 2.20~0000 0.8108980 0.~,,8~28 TO: time-zero 
LR1640 49 O, 6486344 0. 8241381 0.6982243 0.0547784 TTL: transistor-transistor-logic 

ps: microseconds 
Table A-7. SlTE3---Simple Statistics of Vehicle Channels 
Performance Measures                               References 

~.~-~- -. .~.~ .... ~ ....... ~ Dov 1. Hollowell, W. T., Arendt R. H., "Data Integrity 
¯ 0,, 55 0.1250000 0.2500000 0.20,,455 0.060654, Assessment of the New Car Assessment Program," 
,~,~ .... 0.3060000 0.3750000 0.06452~3 0.~320784 Proceedings of the 9th International Technical 
,.~i~, 55 0.0940000 0.,090000 0.~631636 0.1~5741 C fe ty les Ky ,,~T, INB’S 55 0.0670000 0.5350000 0.1901273 0.1276716 on rence on Experimental Safe Vehic , oto, 
~6,o 55 0.~os7613 o.7,52,~3 o.~657625 o.o1~4962 

Japan, November 1982. 
2. Arendt, R. H., Miller P. M., "Test Site Instru- 

mentation Study," U.S. Department of Transporta- Table A-8. SITE4---Simple Statistics of Vehicle Channels 
tion, National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- Performance Measures 
tion, Washington, DC, DOT HS-805-979, June 1981. 

v,~,~l~ ~_ .~ ,,x~ .... ~ s~ oov 3. Arendt, R. H., Voytovich G. L., Mcgrath M. T., 
¯ o,, 44 o 0.24,0000 o.o6381~2 o.o72~2 Miller P. M., "Test Site Instrumentation Study- 

o,,~’~° ,,4’ -o.3o7oooo8.8,,oooo 9.3,~oooo°’3~°°°°° -o.lo~o6828.111o456 o.1144113°’1712~9 Phase II," U.S. Department of Transportation, 
,.~,~, 44 o.o~2oooo 0.7200000 o.26,159~ o.189~44 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
LR1640 44 0.6691138 0.6854882 0.6789842 0.0040024 

Washington, DC, DOT HS-805-979, June 1981. 
4. MGA Research Corporation, Operator’s Manual for 

Waveform Generator Model RPG-6236-A, U.S. Appendix B. Abbreviations and Acronyms 
Department of Transportation, National Highway 

DAC." digital-to-analog converter Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, DC, 
DAS: data acquisition system (In this report, DAS February 1988, DOT-HS-807-218, 36 p. 
primarily refers to a crash test data acquisition system.) 5. MGA Research Corporation, Waveform Generator 
DFT: discrete Fourier transform Signal Processing Software, U.S. Department of 
DT0: delayed time-zero Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 
EPROM: erasable programmable read-only memory Administration, Washington, DC, September 1988, 
HIC: head injury criterion (a number computed to indi- DOT-HS-807-312, 172 p. 
cate the severity of head injury) 6. SAS Institute Inc. (1990), SAS/STAT User’s Guide, 
Mhz: megahertz Version 6, 4th Ed., Volume 2, Chapter 24. 
ms: milliseconds 7. SAS Institute Inc. (1988), SAS Procedures Guide, 
My." millivolts Release 6.03 Edition, Chapter 13. 
PDAS: precision data acquisition system (refers to the 8. Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., "Instrumenta- 
data acquisition system used for testing a SWG) tion for Impact Tests," SAE J211OCT88, October 
PPM: parts per million 1988, 21 p. 

$9.W.27 

New Technique Used by P.S.A. for Creating Dynamic Test Apparatus Enabling 
Crash Simulation in Accordance with Programmed Laws 

G. Mauron, F. Bocaly, F. Laurent appropriate mechanical or hydraulic means. The funda- 
PSA Peugeot - Citroen mental principle of this technique consists of primarily 
A. Depret-Bixio, A. Grenier using the pasty viscosity of this fluid, which is far 

Oomange-Jarret greater than other fluids, as a shock absorbing function; 

with its compressibility characterizing a spring or 
Abstract accumulator function. The results obtained are developed 

The originality of the technique used, developed by and a statement is presented in terms of performance and 
the Domange-Jarret company, is based on the com- reliability being the main advantages of using this tech- 
pression of visco-elastic fluids (gums, silicones) by nique. 
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IntrodHction to be destroyed as the impact sequence is simulated by 
Greater research into the area of safety has ted to the acceleration of a trolley on which an automobile 

developments in dynamic experiments and appropriate body is mounted (Figure 2), (Figure 1, Figure 2). 
measurement techniques, A crash simulation is carried 
out by an experiment on a trolley to determine the 
characteristics and performance of the means of protec- 
tiono This simulation is achieved by representing the 
deceleration of the vehicle occupants and the essential 
quality of the simulation must be the possibility of 
faithfully reproducing it. In fact, a one-off test proves ....... 
nothing, Only by working on the tests of repeatable and 
comparable tests can the aim of improving the product 
be pursued. 

This deceleration representation was obtained in our 
laboratories by various procedures which have evolved 
over the years, in order to constantly improve test 
repeatability and reproduction. In the 1960’s trolley 
deceleration was achieved by layers of lead tubes; 
towards the 1970’s by collapsing metal tubes, then by 
the forced movement of an olive-shaped metallic device 
creating radial deformation of polyurethane cones. This 
technique was used and recommended in the ECE 16 and 
44 regulations. Since 1988, the use of trolley-mounted 
hydrostatic deceleration programmers (Figure 1) has 
been a beneficial replacement of the polyurethane impact 
absorbers both in terms of results and ease of use. 

Figure 2. Crash Simulation on the Acceleration Tee~ Bed 

Acceleration Test Bed or Inverted 

Acceleration Catapult 
Function 

When a vehicle collides with an obstacle, the impact 
is comparable to that of spontaneous acceleration from 
an initial rest position. Once the required speed has been 
reached, impact occurs and the trolley can be gently 
braked by mechanical means over a long dismnceo The 
goal to be attained with the launcher being to accelerate 
a mobile mass of between 1.5t and 2t in accordance with 
a defined taw of acceleration. The effortNisplacement 
diagrams produced correspond to the ECE 44 and 16 reg- 
ulations (Figure 3) for a mobile mass of up to 2,000 kg. 
Other profiles can be envisaged, in particular represent- 
ing the deceleration laws noted during vehicle impacts at 
speeds of up to 60 k.p.h. The speed with which the test 
can be set up enables it to be run several times in the 
same day. 

Catapult Assembly 
The test method comprises 3 distinct parts (Figure 4): 

Figur~ 1. ~mpae~ T~st ~ed ~ee~er~ti~n Programmer The propulsion shaft. On arming, the shaft moves the 
mobile trolley via a magnetic coupling and, on firing the 

The latest stage has been to install an acceleration test shaft accelerates the trolley (coupling unlocked). The 
bed which enables the study of the behavior under ira- propulsion shaft is a long metallic rod which can be 
pact of specific components without requiring the vehicle finely a~usted, directly operated by the main energy 
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Pr*pu’o,*o~,,,o, tr,,e,,o,o,d~o,rom output of 4.51/min., and a 600 litre capacity tank. It is Reaction (kN) BR20S-3000 modelling the R16 law 

12oo installed in a ditch behind the catapult. 
"/ The frame is the largest mechanical part of the cata- 

1000 J 

o,~//,, f 

pult and represents the main body. Briefly, it comprises 
aoo 

I 
a 5m long, 800 mm diameter cylinder. Everything is 

800 ,~’~’~ ~ ........ 
~ arranged around this element. The propulsion shaft 

~/ ~ \ crosses it from end to end, and around it are set the nine 
40e ~ 

/o~Z/|~ 
\ valves in three rows and at 120 degrees from each other. 

200 \ The frame is rigid enough to restrain the nine eccentric 

, ~,./" 300 kg weights and to withstand the shock of the cata- 
i Tmvel (mm) o ~oo 200 ~oo 400 ~oo 800 pult release. It also houses the main ram low pressure 

~o 
chamber. 

.......... prlng ..... /effortdlagram The valves form the trigger which sets off the main Reaction (kN) BR2OS~2OOM modelling the ECE44 law 
looo ram. They are mounted on the frame. The valves are 

aoo -’ closed by high pressure (320 bar) hitting the piston and 
__�/                                   ~ pushing the valve down onto its seat. An elaborate mech- 

~oo ,~,~’~-’-,’>,o- anism ensures that valve opening, taking 10 ms., is 

_.,,:/. ~ ",, almost instantaneous (Figure 3, Figure 4). 

i~_ In order to reduce the time required to evacuate the oil 400 

-~,,. ~,*~ from the high pressure chamber, this evacuation is acti- 
~oo ~ ~°~° ~_ vated simultaneously on all nine valves and is achieved 

,,~" via an hydraulic system with drilled blocks forming three 
o lOO ~oo ~oo ~oo ~8oo successive levels of opening slide mechanisms. The 

~-~A ~o 
valve is then pushed by the spring. 

Figure 3. Travel/Effort Diagram                            This spring is of a design similar to that of the main 
ram. Its operation is based on hydrostatic compression of 
silicon gum. The gum is submitted to very high pressure: 
3,000 bar. The spring pushing the valve has a take-up 
movement of lmm for a compression travel of 43mm. 

,~,~.:.~,~;~:.., .... ~,oo The effort applied is 530 kN at the beginning of travel 
~ ~, .......... going tO 190 kN at the extent of travel, the variation 

being linear. As the valves are of 120 mm diameter, the 
total area available to evacuate low pressure oil when the 
catapult is fired is 1,000 cm2. Such a surface area was 
considered necessary to guarantee proper oil evacuation: 
it was imperative to ensure that when the oil is escaping 
it in no way hinders correct propulsion shaft travel. 

The main ram is an energy absorbing spring operating 
by compressing visco-elastic fluid under a very high 
pressure (above 3,000 bar). It catapults the trolley 
following a given acceleration law. The originality of the Figure 4. Representation in the "Unarmed" Position 
technique used, a technique which is patented, is based 
on the hydrostatic compression using suitable mechanical 

accumulating spring. This precisely machined and devices, of visco- elastic elastomers. These elastomers 
ground shaft constitutes the only link between the calcu- are silicones obtained by the synthesis of organic silici- 
lated effort spring and the test trolley. It is therefore the um compounds. They are in the form of gum which are 
longest part of the catapult. It enables the ironing out of polycondensed with a very high molecular weight. If an 
slack inherent in the gears and other moving parts which elastomer is subjected to a sufficiently high variation in 
could influence the trolley’s law of acceleration, volume, this material undergoes an increase in pressure, 

The hydraulic arming system. This is the most com- the value of which is similar to that of liquids. For 
plex part of the catapult. This system comprises: an example, for a volume reduction of 13%, the pressure 
hydraulic power unit, a frame enclosing the propulsion can pass from 1 to 3,000 bar. This compressibility 
shaft, and nine relief valves mounted on the frame, characterizes the spring function. The given travel/ 

The hydraulic power unit arms the main ram and the acceleration functional diagram is created here by judi- 
valve springs. Its characteristics are: a pressure of 350 cious adjustment of sliding pistons inside a tank of 
bar, an electrical power of 30 kW at 1,500 R,P.M., an silicone gum. 
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Operating Phases (Figure 5) main ram is activated. Releasing this energy absorber- 

Arming. The hydraulics compress the main energy- 
spring ram catapults, according to the pre-determined 

absorbing spring ram and retain it cocked until firing, 
law of deceleration, the propulsion shaft which is pressed 

The arming sequence starts with the closure of the nine 
against the trolley. At the end of the shaft travel, as the 

valves. The pressure increases in each valve to tighten 
trolley has no mechanical link with the ram, it is pro- 

each spring. In fact, the valves operate in the opposite 
pelled towards the braking area. 

way to car engine valves. Once the valves are closed by 
For safety reasons, if one wishes to stop the firing 

the 320 bar high pressure, the hydraulic power plant 
sequence at the end of the arming sequence, a manually 

output is directed to the low pressure chamber. By 
operating valve enables the pressurized oil to be freed, 

increasing the pressure in the main body the propulsion 
causing a very slow firing of the apparatus and then the 

shaft is pushed in and the main xam is armed. The circuit 
progressive opening of the nine valves. 

is not perfectly sealed and oil leaks from around the 
main ram in the catapult body. An arrangement of orga- Optical and Physical Data Collection 
nized leakage has been preferred as opposed to one with The measurement equipment which can be fitted for 

seals as they would have to be large in diameter (300 impact is modular and does not require any electrical 

ram) and would be submitted to violent and wearing connection to the outside during the test. This equipment 

shocks which would mean that the seal could not be consists of completely autonomous data acquisition 

guaranteed. Once the main ram(i.e, the energy absorbing boxes which can be placed simultaneously at different 
spring ram) is compressed to ~the point determined for points. Each box enables complete data acquisition on 16 

the test, the firing sequence can begin (Figure 5). or 32 channels according to the type. The maximum 
recording time is 6 seconds per channel. The sampling 
frequency is 10 kHz with 12 bit resolution. The operat- 

Atoning $oquon¢o ing autonomy of each box is about 15 minutes for the 

vital functions (sensor supply, internal control, Ethernet 
communication...) and 2 hours for memory storage. This 

equipment has been designed to withstand repeated 
impacts of 70g half-sine for 11 ms. The internal logic 

phese 1: The ~P ~o .... i .... ,he,olve. automatically advises the VAX central computer of the 

identity of the sensors fitted for the test thus preventing 
any possible wiring errors. During the complete prepara- 
tion phase the one or more data collection boxes are 
linked to the computer system via the Ethernet network. 
A(the moment of firing, the outside electricity supply is 
automatically disconnected and, from the initial moment 

of impact the measurements are stored in the internal 
Phase 2 : The LP power moves the arming ram ro~ and compresses the main 

memory of the fitted boxes. Just after the test, the power 
supply is reconnected in the vehicle to the computer 

~ri,g soq,o,~ network and the collected data is transferred. These 

measurements are then validated and stored in the central 
computer. 

High speed 16mm cameras are mounted on the trolley 

and on the ground. Two high speed, 400 frames per 
phesa3: Openlnglorreturntotank.Thesprlngllftsthevalvefromltsseatand second, color VHS video recorders are also installed. It 

releases the high pressure oil. The main energy absorber-spring ram 
~s~e,e,~.~, ..... ,e~,o,he,o,e~. is thus possible to quickly verify the initial visual tests 

,PsA 
using the high speed video trajectography software. 

After developing and by using a high resolution (1250 
Figure 5. Operating Principle Diagrams for Both x 2592 pixels) black and white scanner, the numerized 
~oqueneos 

images are stored on a high capacity hard disc (capacity 

The firing. The rapid firing accelerates the mobile 3 gigabytes). A detailed software programme enables 256 

trolley in a very short time--about 10 ms. The firing different points in the frame to be automatically logged 

sequence is activated by electric relays which simul- (special lines of sight or random points) by using con- 

taneously energize the drilled valve blocks, trast and shape recognition analysis techniques. The 

A cascade of slide mechanisms free the fluid in the same programme, in its analysis mode gives very quick 

high pressure chamber and the springs can then push the access to the main graphic and calculation results by 

valves and they open. In turn they cause the fluid in the using a high resolution work station (Figure 6), (Figure 

main body to be released (low pressure chamber) and the 7, Figure 8). 
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Figure 6. Numerized image Automatic Analysis Figure 8. Dispersion Area Obtained with Hydrostatic 
Deceleration Programmer 

Crash Simulation Reliability 
Deceleration (g) 1 Time (ms) 

To validate the feasibility and repeatability of a firing, 
the work has essentially focussed on interpreting the 
results obtained in the field of the trolley acceleration 
curve and by comparing these results over several 
cessive firings. 

This methodology has enable~ us to evaluate the dis- 
persions, quantify them and graphically reproduce them ~o ,oo 
on an area chart. Thus, we have been able ~o note that 

~~! 
the polyurethane tubes dispersion area (Figure 7) t~sed 
for trolley deceleration was far greater than that of ~o 

/ 
To,o, o,,o,~o,o,,, hydrostatic deceleration programmers (Figure 8). 

The acceleration test bed uses the same technique as 
~o 

the programmers, thus giving the similar low dispersion 
rates, and with no wear or ageing affecting the tes~ relia~ 
bility and repeatability is almost permanently guaranteed; 
and this for each deceleration law defined by a specific 
visco-elastic spring. 

DIspers~on ~rea 

Conclusion 
An acceleration test bed, with the aim of caxrying out 

dynamic experiments simulating vehicle crash decelera- 
50 100 

~ tion, based on visco-elastic fluid technology, produccs 
very good repeatability and representation of the law 

Figure 7. Dispersion Registered with Polyurethane Tubes being studied. 
on the Deceleration Curve of Regulation 44 This technique, more compact and less costly than tl~e 

Hyge test beds is an attractive solutio~ tor 

technological development of crash simulation and 
experimental laboratories. 
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$9.W.29 

A New Compact European JDriver Airbag System 

Michel Kozyreff The Efficiency of the Airbag 

Autoliv Klippan 
The efficiency of the three point belt is well known. 

According to D. Viano (1990) its efficiency can be esti- 
Dieter Schaper mated to be 42 % for the driver and 39 % for the front 
Autoliv GmbH seat passenger. In other words, the risk to be killed in a 

frontal impact is reduced by 42 % for a belted driver 

Abstract compared to an unbelted one. 
The use of the 3 points safety belt has saved a great The efficiency of the Airbag is hard to evaluate as 

number of human lives. Head impacts onto the steering- such because its introduction started together with "belt 

wheel still cause deaths but, moreover, a lot of face laws." Globally, D. Viano estimates its efficiency to be 

injuries. Airbags are good answers to the problem. When a 4 % increase with the three point belt as a reference. 

tbebag dimension is limited tO 30 1, tbe protection func- When this figure is compared to the system cost, the 

tion is achieved and most of the drawbacks are avoided, global efficiency appears even lower as shown by C. 

This makes low cost design possible. Some of the func- Chillon et al (1987). A conclusion is that the number of 
tions need optimization, while the inflator requires a saved lives is not enough to justify the existence of the 

complete change of technology as proposed by Autoliv Airbag which is much more expensive than a usual three 

and Livbag. point belt. 
However, the efficiency of a restraint system has also 

Introduction 
to be evaluated considering non lethal injuries which are 

Airbags are now part of the daily life in the North 
highly costly from human and social standpoint. Accord- 

American car industry. This is due to the system effi- 
ing to this criterion, the three point belt is definitely not 

ciency but also to the powerful incentive of the FMVSS 
the ultimate restraint system because the user’s face and 

208 standard, 
head are the most exposed part of the body in an acci- 

In this context, Airbags are one of the answers to the 
dent. 

requirement of passive restraint; the consumers have 
The United-Kingdom provides very interesting data on 

rapidly preferred this solution rather than the passive 
this problem: the enforcement of belt use is relatively 
recent and has resulted in usage rate of about 95 %. 

belts and an increasing majority of cars are now so The investigation conducted by P. Harms et al (1983, 
equipped in the United-States (Figure 1). 

1987) shows that, for belted drivers involved in a frontal 
impact (see Figures 2, 3, 4): 

r, ¯ head injuries caused by an impact onto the steering- 
1oo ! wheel are met in 30 % of the considered cases when 

80 
-I !7 

the impact velocity is between 30 kph and 50 kph 

6o [ 
¯ when the velocity is above 50 kph, the head injuries 

are met in more than 65 % of the cases 
¯ among the entire sample, 25 % of the head injuries 

are caused by an accident occurring with a velocity 
2o                                                      change less than 27 kph, the proportion raising up to 

o 50 % when the velocity change is less than 34 kph 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 

Model ye<ar ¯ 97 % of the head injuries are AIS 1 or 2 but many 

Figure 1. Market Share of the Various Restraint System 
are physically or psychologically painful. For 

for Front Soat in the United States 
instance, 21% of the injuries are nose or teeth 
fractures 

The first result of this situation is that Airbags 
¯ head impacts onto the steering-wheel are responsible 

for 1% of the deaths 
developed for this market have many features which are 
not required for the basic function of the Airbag: a sys- Equivalent data are resulting from research conducted 

tern purely supplementary to the seat belt. 
in France and Germany as explained by D. Danner et al 

In Europe, there is no legal support to help the Airbag (1987). 

market to increase; on the other hand this allows the It appears clearly that despite the very high efficiency 

industry to focus on the real function of the Airbag and of the three point belt as far as the number of fatalities 

to implement them at a considerably lower cost corn- is concerned, some cases are still observed that are 

pared to their American counterparts, 
caused by head impact onto the steering-wheel. The 
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% 

a°/ Intensive computer simulation using Drisim and 
7o! Madymo gave minimum HIC values with bag volumes 
60 i below 35 liters. No advantage was found in using larger 

,~ 50 ! bag volumes. 

40 ~ Sled tests and full size car crashes with different car 

3o ! models confirmed the computer simulation whatever the 

~.0 i 
criterion: HIC, contact pressure, laceration. The Figure 

l0 ~ 
5 is comparing head resultant accelerations and HIC 36 
when 70 liter and 30 liter Airbags are added to a three 

,~ 0 point belt in a 50 kph sled test. As a reference, data are -, r- 
0 I0 20 30    40    50    60    70    80    90    100 

Deltct V (km/h) provided for the Hybrid 2 dummy wearing only the three 
point belt. The effectiveness of the Airbag is clear as 

Figure 2. Frequency of Injuries Due to e Head to Steering- well as the advantage of the 30 liter bag in terms of HIC. Wheel Impact for Different Vehicles of Front Impact 

AIS                           Head injuriesr                                                            Sled - 50 kph 

No                  Percent 

I 403 73 2 130 24 

4 11 2 

6 0                       0 

~’~ "fetal 548 100 

Figure 3. Distribution of Head Injuries as a Function of 

Their Severity \ 

Inju~ type Percent 

~’~ 
Oomoges soil ti~ues 59 

Three point belt 

" J’ Three point b~lt + 60 1 Airbag 

[ Three point belt + 30 1 Airbag 

Figure 5. Head Resultant Acceleration and HIC 

Figure 4. Head Impacts on Steering-Wheel (Injury Types 
Versus Frequency)                                     Computer simulation and crash tests confirmed an 

-~ important underestimated effect of the Airbag: when a J injuries resulting of such impacts are met in a very high 
large bag is used combined to a belt, the resultant number; they are unacceptable. This is the reason why 
acceleration of the thorax is higher than when the same steering-wheels are the main target for restraint system 
belt is used without an Airbag. Pretensioners are used to developers in countries where the usage of the three 
solve this problem on many cars sold in the United point belt is mandatory. 
States. K.H. Digges et al (1981) and many others have Recent improvements of the energy absorbing charac- 
explained the reasons of this phenomenon that does not teristics of the steering-wheels are only partial answers, 
exist when a 30 liter bag is used. The Figure 6 shows I. Myklebust et al show that face fractures occur when 
thorax resultant acceleration measured in four sled tests the transmitted load exceeds 1 kN and when it is concen- 
conducted at 50 kph using different restraint systems. trated on a small area. No steering-wheel, even equipped 
The conclusion is that a 30 liter bag can be used with an with an energy absorbing padding, can induce lower 
excellent thorax injury criterion without the help of a 

r-~ values when the head impact velocity exceeds 9 m/s. 
pretensioner. - It appears that the Airbag is the solution to the 

The Airbag deployment can be the cause of injury by problem; but it, has to be optimized in order to be a 
itself in case of an out of position occupant. This con- purely supplementary system protecting the driver’s head 
cern appears in many papers like the one by H.J. Mertz from impact onto the steering-wheel: this is the Eurobag 
(1988). concept. 

Very simple and comparative test results are men- 
.... tioned here. The tests, carried out with Renault as Required Characteristics for the Protection 

mentioned by G. Walfisch (1991) consisted of deploy- 
Function ments directly onto the Hybrid III dummy’s head; 

Electrolux-Autoliv used all available techniques in various distances between head and steering-wheel were 
order to select the optimal size of the Eurobag with a investigated. The head resultant acceleration, the shear 
result confirming L. Johansson et al work (1987). force on the neck, the bending moment on the neck and 
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the maximum head-torso angle were measured (see 
United States mainly for product liability reasons, and 
that remained identical and unchanged in all systems 

Figure 7).                                          produced today. 

s~-50 kph This exercise was conducted and Figure 8 shows the 

cost breakdown of a typical US driver Airbag system. 

50~ 

40,- 

.... Three point belt : 

...... Three point belt + 60 1 Airbag 
I 0 

.... Three point belt with pretensi0ner + 60 I Airbag 

....... Three point belt + 30 1 Airbag 
Bog Generator Sensor £1ectr. Cover Other 

Figure 6. Thorax Resultant Acceleration 
m Required for the                ~ Induced by the 

protection function                passive restraint requirement 

H~ad resultont Neck she~r Neck bending [~ Induced by the 

Bog l-/pe occelerolion [orce moment ongle "state of the art" 

(~) (daN) iNto) (de~rees) 

Figure 8. U.S. Airbag (Cost Per Function) 
30 liters < 20 < 67 < 50 < 51 

Bog Volu~ 60 lilers . l"hicl~, c~tod fabric for compatibility 

30 lilers < 50 < 83 < 53 < 54 
w~th inflator 

Test were conducted with head ~o steering-wheel distance varying from 75 mm to 125 mm 
Sen~ . M~kiple sends spread in ,,ehicle (~ Sensible ~e~hnology, few suppllers 

Figure 7. Eurobag Deployment with "Out of Position" 
s .............. I¢ond ....... 

All the data ~how that a 3,0 liter bag is safe even in .,o,,~o~,,of ....... ~o, 

these "out of position" conditions, whatever its "hard- 
ness." Such conclusions can~ hardly be drawn when a Clher, .Widr~h0 ..... linkspre~l~t 

large bag is used. 
The conclusion of this part is that a 30 liter bag can Figure 9 

provide the desired protection to a belted driver experi- 
encing a frontal impact. It also reduces some of the main In Europe, the target is to eliminate all cost related to 

undesirable effects associated with the use of a large "passive restraint" or to "State of the Art." 

volume Airbags, as it is the ~ase in the United States. For some items, this step can be accomplished just by 
simplification. This is the case of the sensor and igniting 

Discussion of the Existing Technology system. For other items, this step is only possible if 

Although different functions are expected from an 
drastically different technologies are used. The inflator 

Eurobag (purely supplementary) and from a US Airbag 
is the best example of this approach. 

(passive restraint) it cannot I be avoided to refer to the 
latter for the technical solutions. Some of the existing The Eurobag Inflator 

solutions can be transferred to the Eurobag concept, All inflators designed for driver side Airbags presently. 

some cannot for technical and economical reasons, 
used in the United-States have very similar characterist- 

It is interesting to analyze it e cost of a present typical 
ics. Even their physical interface and their dimensions 

US Airbag system; it is proposed to identify each sub- 
are comparable. The gas is the result of the combustion 

system and to determine itsl contribution to the system of a Sodium Azide based generant. This choice was 

cost. Within the said subsystem, it is also possible to 
made twenty years ago when it was believed that very 

quantify what is the part Of the cost which is really 
large Airbags were necessary. Several hundred liters of 

induced by the primary fu!nction (head protection in gas had to be produced in a car and Nitrogen was the 

supplement to the belt), the part induced by the passive only gas that would cause no hazard linked to toxicity. 

restraint requirement and, finally, the one due to the At that time, this choice was reasonable. It can be 

"State of the Art, this expression is used to identify questionable when the bag size is only 30 liters. 

technical features which c~nnot be questioned in the 
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As a matter of fact, Sodium Azide based generant Trodltlonal N .... hnology 

have a major weak point: the gas output to generant 
mass ratio is low with only 45 % of the generant mass Ga .... t Sodium Azide based Nitrocellulose based 
converted into gas. The 55 % remaining are combustion rox~o~,/ High No 

residues that must be kept inside the inflator by means ~/dob~/ No 
of filters. 

Gas output 45 % 100 Beside their cost, package and weight, filters are also 
reducing the gas temperature. The gas temperature is not Ga’ T° (1) "Cold .... Hot" 

a problem as such unlike hot solid particles that can Ga ..... Io~d 45g <10g 
cause burns to the bag. So~d residues 25g 

The lower gas temperature resulting from the use of Rlters Y ..... ight from No 

filters means also a lower specific volume with, as a ~00g,o 150g 

result, another need to increase the generant load. Typi- Do,, .... ke Yes No 
cal figures for Sodium Azide loads are 80 g for a 70 liter Output vcriotion between > 40 

bag and 50 g for a 30 liter bag (Eurobag). .40oc and 

The inflators using this technology are big, heavy and Life duration > 10 y .... 10 years 

expensive. The filters being not perfect, dust and smoke 
(1) The words "c01d" and "hot" are used with a purely comparotive meaning 

are common in US Airbag deployments. They are 
assumed not to be toxic; however very few persons can Figure 11. Comparison of Gas Generator Characteristics 

for Eurobag Systems stay in a car after such a deployment without severe 
coughing and eye irritation. This situation became a real the steering-wheel. For the crash sensor, this is made 
concern for all car manufacturers proposing Airbags. possible by the fact that a higher threshold is desired in 

In the Autoliv Eurobag, the generant is no longer terms of crash severity because the Eurobag is purely 
based on Sodium Azide. This choice was the start of the supplementary. 
development of the Euroflator by Livbag (an Autoliv- Immediate benefits are less sensors, wires, connectors 
SNPE venture). The main features are a 100 % gas out- and a simpler and less expensive rotating connector be- 
put to generant mass ratio (no solid residues) and a cause all the igniting circuitry is situated "after" it. Also 
higher combustion temperature. Less than 10 9 of gen- important are the environmental conditions which are 
erant are used to deploy a 30 liter bag. No dust is much less severe in the steering-wheel than in the engine 
observed, compartment for instance. (Most of the sensors are locat- 

The reduced generant mass makes possible a simple ed in the engine compartment in US Airbags). 
and compact structure, greatly helping the integration of This rapid discussion shows that a simple electro- 
all the sub-functions into the steering-wheel, mechanical sensor mounted in the steering-wheel togeth- 

Figure 10 is comparing the overall dimensions of the er with the igniting circuit is a most efficient choice. A 
new inflator to Sodium Azide based units. Figure 11 is big advantage is to keep the electrical igniter that is used 
comparing the main features of the two technologies in almost all existing systems with a demonstrated very 
when adapted to the 30 liters Eurobag. high reliability. Another advantage is to make the use of 

an all-electronic system possible for cases where the 
With sodium azide With sodium azide Without sodium azide 

601 bag 30 ~ ~a~ s0 z ~ag discrimination between "non fire" and "’all fire" events 
requires the use of a silicon sensor. 

Conclusion 
The interest of the Eurobag as a supplementary system 

was demonstrated. Not only the offered protection is 
adequate, but drawbacks of larger bags are avoided. 

Figure 10. Comparison of Gas Generator Dimensions The cost of such a system should be such that it will 
be largely used. 

Crash Sensor and Ignition To reach this target, design efforts must be concen- 
The crash sensor sub-function does not require a tech- trated on items requiring new technologies. The inflator 

nology change to implement the wanted optimization, is such a case: Livbag Sodium Azide-free inflator is one 
In the United States, more than 95 % of the systems of the most important features of the Autoliv Eurobag. 

are using electrical igniting system, triggered by an 
electromechanical sensor linked to a capacitor. References 

The elimination of the features due to the passive 1. P.L. Harms, M. Renouf, P.D. Thomas: "Injuries to 
restraint requirement and to the State of the Art results restrained Car Occupants; What are the outstanding 
firstly in a complete integration of the sub-functions into problems ?"; ESV Conference 1987. 
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$9.W.31 
Overlap Car-to-Car Tests Compared to Car-to-Half Barrier and 
Car-to-Full Barrier Tests 

Carl Ragland, Gayle Dalrymple overlap and car-to-car overlap impacts. These tests were 

National Highway Traffic Safety useful to provide a better understanding of the crash 
kinematics by crash mode. They were conducted at 

Administration , 63.5% overlap and 90% overlap and were compared to 

Abstract : previously conducted full frontal barrier and 50% 

In issuing Federal Motor[ Vehicle Safety Standard 
overlap barrier tests at 25 mph and 35 mph. 

(FMVSS) No. 208, "Occupant Crash Protection," the 
National Highway Traffic[ Safety Administration Introduction 
(NHTSA) has established requirements for crash protec- A series of tests were conducted to compare crash 

tion with automatic restraintsi at up to 30 mph in frontal responses between full frontal barrier, car-to-barrier 

impacts into a barrier. The lives and injuries which will overlap and car-to-car overlap impacts. This series of 

be saved are substantial. However, it is estimated that, tests used two vehicle models that have been extensively 

even after full implementation of this standard, frontal tested in NCAP, steering assembly research tests, and 

impacts will account for approximately 10,900 passenger structural crashworthiness research tests. The tests were 

car and light truck fatalities per year. Due to.this con- used to better understand the crash kinematics by crash 

tinued safety problem, the NHTSA has added the im- mode for different frontal test conditions. This research 

provement of frontal crash protection to its priority plan supports one of NHTSA’s high priority programs as con- 

(l). Research has been initiated to investigate concepts tained in the agency’s 1991-1993 priority plan (1), and 

to mitigate this problem including the evaluation of forms one part of the work supporting an advanced front- 

advanced restraints, improved structural integrity, and al crash program as discussed at the previous ESV (2,3). 

improved energy absorbing interiors. A detailed defini- 
tion of the safety problem forifrontal impacts subsequent Background 

to the implementation of FMVSS No. 208 has been initi- The subject vehicles in this test series were Toyota 

ated. Based on tfiis safety problem definition, a compre- Celicas and Hyundai Excels. The model years used were 
hensive research program is ibeing designed to identify 1987 and 1989, but there were no structural differences 
mitigation concepts. The research program will utilize between these model years. The first tests on these cars 
real world crash data, laboratory crash test data, and were 1987 NCAP tests. During NCAP testing, the Toyota 

computer simulations to arri~e at countermeasures. This was observed to prevent intrusion better than the 

¯ paper presents some preliminary analyses of the labora- Hyundai, although both cars had similar crash pulses. A 

tory crash tests for exploring possible test procedures research program (4) was conducted using these same 
that can be used to further ~valuate structural integrity vehicle models and model years, because of their simi- 
countermeasures. Particularly, aseriesofbaselinecar-to- larity in crash pulse and dissimilarity in intrusion 
car tests were conducted to provide comparisons of crash characteristics. That program was conducted as a base- 
responses between full frontal barrier, car-to-barrier line exercise to review the potential for improvement in 
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steering assembly characteristics for unrestrained occu- higher HIC in the full barrier test than in either of the 
pants. Those research tests were conducted in full frontal other two crash conditions. This is probably due to the 
barrier and 50% overlap barrier modes at 25 mph and 35 dummy’s head striking his own knee in the NCAP test, 
mph to better understand crash kinematics in those crash but not in the other tests. Observations from these crash 
modes, test results indicate that HIC is influenced similarly by 

In 1989, the program was altered to use restrained crash pulse and intrusion. Intuitively, one would expect 
occupants due to the increasing use of air bags and seat higher intrusion, as seen in the 63.5% overlap tests, to 
belts (both manual and passive) as a result of Federal cause higher HIC’s than the full barrier tests. The reason 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 208, "Occupant this was not true is that the dummy trajectory was off 
Crash Protection." Vehicle manufacturers have selected center to the left of the stiffer portion of the wheel in all 
to install air bags in a variety of their production lines offset testing, particularly in the 63.5% overlap. In a real 
and some have committed to install air bags in all future world crash in which the trajectory of the vehicle may be 
production. To date, the accident field experience has lateral as well as frontal, the occupant might easily have 
been very promising with respect to the efficacy of these impacted the center of the hub with fatal consequences. 
devices. While significant gains have been achieved, 
much remains to be accomplished. Toward this goal ~zoo 
NHTSA began examining frontal test configurations as ~00o - 
a means of upgrading frontal crash protection. 

. In the latest completed test series, four car-to-car tests H 
600 .... 

using eight 1989 model Toyotas and Hyundais were con- ~ 600 ..... 
ducted at 63.5% overlap and 90% overlap (i.e. 63.5% c 
and 90% of the front fender-to-fender width was engaged 400    [~ 

upon impact). Both cars were moving at approximately ~o0 ....... 
35 mph. Each test used a driver dummy in one car and 
a passenger dummy in the other. These tests were con- Driver P ..... get Driver P ..... ger 

ducted to determine similarities and differences between 
car-to-barrier tests previously conducted and the car-to- 
car overlap tests, Table 1 shows the matrix of the test Figure 1. Comparison of Head Injury Criterion(HIC) 
series used in this study. 

Figure 2 shows the chest responses for all four 

dummies and three crashes. The chest responses also Tab~ 1. Tsst Matrix of Car-to-Car and Car-to-Barrier Tests 
show a clear and consistent trend for the Toyota driver 

TE~,~i~e~/~our~S~E~s and passenger and the Hyundai driver. The response for 
,s~ ~0o~ ~s~ ~o~ ray ,~.~ ~v ,0~ these three dummies was highest in the 90% overlap car- 

¯ o~o~ ~.~ ~4.7 ~.~ ~.~ to-car and lowest in the full barrier with the 63.5% car- 
~i ~"~ ~,.7 ~.~ ~,.~ to-car dummy response falling between the two. This 

suggests a correlation between chest response and intru- 
NOTAT ...... B 1OO% - Vehicle-to-stati .... y barrier, 100% engag .... t sion, as well as crash pulse, with intrusion dominant. 

w~ ~o~ - vo~o~o-~o-~t~t~on~ ~e~, ~0~ ove~a~ This is because in the 63.5% overlap crash, intrusion (to 
~, ~.~- w~io~-~ .... ~e, ~.~ .... ~a~ be discussed in following sections) was only slightly 
wv 9o~ - v~o~-t .... ~o~e, ~o~ .... ~a~ higher than the 90% overlap crash, yet the crash pulse 

(see next section) was much softer than the other 
Dlimnly Response crashes. The exception to the consistency is again the 

Figures I through 4 compare the dummy responses for Hyundai passenger. In this car the 63.5% overlap car-to- 
the restrained drivers and passengers only. Figure 1 car yields the highest dummy chest response with the 
shows the HIC comparisons between the 35 mph tests 90% only slightly lower and the full barrier producing 
using restrained dummies. Note that the Hybrid II the lowest response. This slight deviation is of little 
dummy was used in the NCAP tests and the Hybrid III concern, since the chest response still appears to be 
dummy was used in the research tests. The driver and strongly influenced by intrusion and crash pulse. 
passenger of the Celica and the driver of.the Hyundai all Figure 3 shows the left femur maximum force and 
show consistent trends, with the 63.5% overlap car-to-car Figure 4 shows right femur maximum force. While this 
and the full barrier tests producing almost identical data is not as consistent across the board as the head and 
HIC’s. Substantially higher HIC’s (1.5 to 2.1 times chest responses, the average of the right and left Femur 
greater) are observed for the 90% crash mode. This force is consistently higher for the 63.5% overlap test, 
difference can be attributed to higher intrusion combined with the 90% next and the full barrier lowest with the 
with a relatively severe crash deceleration pulse exception of the Toyota passenger. The Toyota femur 
(discussed in the next section). The only inconsistent forces are very low (less than 600 pounds) and all 
response was the Hyundai passenger exhibiting a much crashes are similar, possibly indicating no intrusion or no 
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ao                                              the full barrier test. The 90% car-to-car is next with the 
Celica                      Excel 

~ 7o 63.5% overlap car-to-car crash representing the"softest" 

~ oo crash pulse. Peak acceleration alone is not the only indi- 
~ cater of crash pulse severity, but perhaps equally im- 
e 50 
r portant is the duration of impact. For this study, duration 
o. 40 t is calculated from time zero to the time at which the i 3o velocity curve first reaches zero. The vehicle may still be 
~’ zo under deceleration at this time (spring back of the struc- 

1o tare), but forward motion over ground has stopped, the 
~[ 0 -- Driver    P ..... 

ger i Driver P ..... ger vehicle motion has begun to reverse and the dummy has 

[ already contacted the interior. Figure 6 shows the veloci- 
~,~ ~c,~ ~ ~w 63.5~. ..... i~p ~ ~, ~o~ overlap ty curves. From this figure it can be seen that the short- 

Figure 2. Comparison of Chest 3ms Clip est crash pulse is the full barrier test, followed by 90% 

! overlap and 50% fixed barriers, which are fairly close 
z~oo 

Ce~ica Excel together. Finally the test with the longest duration is the 

z~oo 
~ 63.5% overlap car-to-car test. Figure 7 shows another _ 

~ "~: ~ measure of crash pulse severity, dynamic displacement. 
,a 2000 : ’. 
~ ~ .... Looking at maximum dynamic displacement from this 
:~ 1~oo 

i:i figure, the order of the crash pulses from softest (most 
12oo ! ! dynamic displacement or crush) to stiffest is the 63.5% 

overlap, the 50% overlap, the 90% overlap and the full 1     800 

~ barrier impact. This order is the same as obtained when 
~oo ranking by duration, except for one minor difference. 

0 
Driver    P ..... ger Driver    P ..... get The four tests are grouped in pairs with the full frontal 

and 90% overlap grouped together and the 50% and 
[~ VSB NeAP ~ v’rv 63.5% overlap ~ wv ~o~ ov,~l~p 63.5 % grouped together. By duration/velocity ranking the 

Figure 3. Comparison of Lelt Femur Force (Pounds) 50% and 90% were grouped together near the middle of 
the other two extremes, 63.5 % (longest duration) and full 

zzoo barrier (shortest duration). 
Celica Excel 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Righti Femur Force (Pounds) 
,a.s~ Overlap VTV 

knee contact. These data indicate a strong correlation 
Figure 5. Crash Pulses for Celica Tests 

between femur force and intrusion with very little, if 
any, dependence on crash deceleration pulse severity. v 30 

i e ¯ 
I 

20 - 

Deceleration Response of Vehicle Structure o 
Four crash conditions are compared to evaluate crash t H 

10 

deceleration responses (crash pulses). These are all 
y o 

approximately 35 mph delta! V (ignoring restitution). -~o 
Two crashes were car-to-car,! conducted at 63.5%-and 0.05 o.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

90% overlap and the other two were fixed barrier tests Time (see) 

conducted at 50% and 100% (full barrier) overlap. Table -- Full Frontal VSB -- s0% Overlap VOla 

1 shows the test matrix. 
Figure 5 shows the crash pulses for the four Celica Figure 6. Velocity-Time Curves for Celica Tests 

tests. Note that the highest peak deceleration occurs in 
the 50% overlap fixed barrier test, followed closely by 
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Figure 7. Displacement-Time Curves for Celica Tests 
Figure 10. Displacement-Time Curves for Excel Tests 

Looking at the Hyundai crash pulses, Figures 8-10 
age of overlap. The 50% and full barrier pulses also bear show very consistent results. All three measures of crash 
some resemblance. In terms of peak acceleration, the 

pulse severity show their decreasing order as: 1) full 
50% barrier appears to be an anomaly, producing the 

barrier 2) 90% overlap 3) 50% overlap and 4) 63.5% 
highest peak. The other measures of crash pulse severity 

overlap. This order was expected prior to testing and was 
are in the order expected with the full engagement more 

the same as resulted from two out of the three measures 
severe than the 50% overlap. By two out of three of the for the Toyota. Further inspection of the four crash 
measures of crash pulse severity, the 50% fixed barrier 

pulses in these figures reveals similarity between the 
lies between the 63.5% and 90% overlap car-to-car barri- 

50% and 63.5% tests, and an almost identical match ers. This was as expected when the test conditions were 
between the full barrier and the 90% overlap test. The 

chosen. However, the 50% barrier produces the highest 
similarity between the 50% and 63.5% begins to deviate 

peak acceleration. This may be explained by the fact that 
at approximately 50 milliseconds. At this point in the the compartment experiences more crush in the 50% 
car-to-car test the structures begin to disengage by lateral 

overlap car-to-barrier test than in the 90% overlap car- 
motion induced by the non-symmetrically deformed front to-car test. This compartment crush difference is caused 
bumpers and the forces imposed by the engines, by a very stiff suspension link between the lower A-arm 

A lO and the compartment floor pan. This link adds tremen- 
o dous rigidity between the compartment and either tire c 0 
e during a crash. The rigid barrier forces the tire rearward I 
e    -10 
r g during impact, whereas a striking car yields and crushes 
a -20 to conform to the excessive stiffness of the tire contact t 
i 
o -30 area. Any advantage gained by this method of reducing 
n intrusion in a car-to-car impact is somewhat offset by 

-40 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 allowing intrusion from other sources, such as rearward 

Time (see) movement of the engine. Intrusions, which will be dis- 

-- Full Frontal VSB -- 80% Over,ap V~B cussed in the next section may be compared in Figures 
63.5% Overlap VTV --- 90% Overlap VTV 11-14. 

Figure 8. Crash Pulses for Excel Tests 
Intrusion 

4o Figures 11-14 show comparisons of intrusion para- 
v    3o meters for the two barrier and two car-to-car impacts. 
e 

~ Figure 11 shows maximum displacement rearward with 
o 

e ~ respect to the rest of the compartment as measured 
i 
t " dynamically by film analysis. The value of horizontal 

o intrusion shown in this figure is the maximum value 

-lO recorded before the dummy contacted the steering wheel 
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 025 rim or hub with his head (usually 1-5 milliseconds 

Time (sec) before contact). In the car-to-car overlap tests the 
--Full Frontal VSB --50%Overlap VS~ intrusion continued after initial dummy head contact 

63.6~ Ove,ap vrv --- ~o% Overlap VrV occurred. In the car-to-barrier tests this phenomenon was 

Figure 9. Velocity.Time Curves for Excel Tests not observed since the unrestrained dummies continued 
loading the steering column causing more stroke and less 

It can be concluded for the Celica that the 63.5% and observable intrusion. The time of maximum intrusion is 
the 90% impacts produce similar shape crash pulses of shown in Figure 12. Note the similarities in maximum 
different severity inversely proportional to their percent- intrusion time even though the fixed barrier tests used 
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H 7 Excel sion in the full barrier test because all are simultaneously 
o Celica 

engaged by the flat barrier surface. R 6 
I 
Z 20 
o 5 i Excel 
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Figure 11. Maximum Rearward Horizontal Dynamic 

8o 
Figure 13. Maximum Rearward Horizontal Velocity of 

Ce~ica Excel Steering Wheel 

N 
T m 60 Figure 14 shows the maximum vertical steering wheel 
R i 
~ ~ displacement in each test. From this figure it is apparent 
$ 1 
~ i that the Hyundai in the fixed barrier test had more 
0 s 40 

N e vertical displacement. In the Celica the only crash test 
T ~ that produced a significant amount of vertical steering 
~ n zo wheel intrusion was the 50% barrier test. It is uncertain 
E s whether this is due to loading from the unrestrained 

o occupant via the dummy’s knees or due to structurally 
induced intrusion, such as from the engine, or from 

~ VSB ~oo~ ~ VS~ ~oz ~ ~rv ~.~r. ~ VW ~oz crushing of the structure. 

Figure 12. Time of Maximum Displacement of Steering V Ce~ica Excel 

Wheel R 

[ 

unrestrained dummies and the car-to-car tests used c 
A 

restrained dummies. L i 

Figure 13 shows the intrusion velocity. This is the 

maximum value of the velocity of the steering wheel T e 

with respect to the compartment, which occurs prior to U 
s    1 

the time of maximum rearward displacement. This graph 
o clearly shows that of the two Cars, the Hyundai had the 

highest intrusion velocity and, of the four test conditions, 8 -- 

the 63.5% car-to-car had the highest intrusion velocity. 
The second highest- intrusion ~elocity was seen with the ~ vs~ ~oo~ ~ vs~ ~o~. ~ v~v ~.~ ~ VTV ~o~ 

90% overlap car-to-car tests. The third and fourth rated Figure 14. Maximum Upward Dynamic Displacement of 
test condition depends on the ~ar used. Of the remaining Steering Wheel 
two test conditions the Excel performed more poorly 
with the 50% fixed barrier but the Celica performed In summary, the intrusion can be said to be more 

more poorly in the. full barrier. This intrusion behavior severe in the car-to-car tests than in the car-to-barrier 
of the Celica was not expected and can be explained by tests. Intrusion measured in terms of velocity agrees 

its unusual structure (also s~e discussion in previous fairly well with the intrusion measured in terms of dis- 

section). In most cars, intrusion of the occupant compart- placement. From Figures 13 and 14 it is conclusive that 

ment is caused primarily by rearward motion of the intrusion measurements for the Hyundai are greater than 

engine into the firewall. In the Celica, a major load path for the Celica. 
is through the wheels, due to a rigid link from the sus- 
pension to the occupant compartment. In addition, there 

Possible Test Configurations 

is a crushable load path from the center bumper height 
Several crash test configurations will be discussed for 

to the compartment floor pan. In the barrier test the 
consideration in frontal testing. These test conditions are 

engine also contributes to intrusion. The combination of presented as possibilities to closely simulate a car-to-car 

these load paths causes earlier and more extensive intru- 
overlap test with a car-to-barrier test. In theory the 
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design of safety systems (structures, air bags, restraints, purposes. First, it would allow deformation into the 
steering assemblies, etc.) subjected to this crash test con- opposing structure (up to a point) so that structural hard 
dition will improve safety performance in that specific points would behave similar to hitting a vehicle front 
car-to-car crash, end. The second purpose of this configuration would be 

to allow greater edge deformation, so that the bumper of Shaped Fixed Barrier 
the subject vehicle can deform at a progressively greater One test condition which has been used by Mercede~, 
angle--similar to car-to-car behavior. The final purpose Auto Motor und Sport, and possibly others is a" partial 
of this test configuration could be to promote structural overlap barrier with some degree of shape. The tests 
compatibility by matching the crush characteristics of the analyzed in this paper used a 50% overlap barrier with 
subject vehicle with the characteristics of the honeycomb a squared off flat face. To improve the kinematic com- 
for optimum crash performance. 

parisons between overlapped barrier and car-to-car test- 
This test type provides a close match to the car-to-car ing, one needs to devise a large radius curved surface or 

test damage pattern, using a test that is only slightly an angled barrier face on the barrier face. This test series 
more involved because of the necessity for careful align- 

also suggests that the overlap with a fixed barrier needs 
ment. It accomplishes this match by allowing for pro- 

to be reduced to achieve the desired match in crash re- 
gressively increasing angular crush of the front structure sponse to the car-to-car test. This variation would 
by deformation of the barrier (more on the edge than in 

probably mean using an overlap of approximately 30 to 
the center). Secondly, front-to-front compatibility could 

50% to achieve the same results as the 63.5% and 90% 
be achieved with a standardized crushable element allow- overlap car-to-car crashes. A large radius edge, a 
ing frontal structures to be designed for optimum per- 

rounded edge and/or a slight angle of the barrier face 
formance. may further improve results and may improve the direct 

Adding the crushable element to the face of a conven- comparison between a given barrier overlap and a car-to- 
tional fixed barrier tends to create an unrealistic crash 

car overlap, 
response in terms of energy absorbed at a given speed. This type of test is similar in complexity to full barrier 
This is due to the fact that energy absorbing capability 

impact crash testing. Carefully aligning the vehicle with 
is added to the barrier, while the kinetic energy of the the barrier to ensure consistent overlap at impact is the 
impact remains unchanged from a fixed barrier test. This only additional requirement. Except for the initial ex- 
additional energy absorption needs to be controlled so it 

penditure for the test hardware, the cost of conducting 
is a small percentage of the total, while adding enough 

the test would remain unchanged, 
crush to be effective for the previously stated advan- 

Overlap fixed rigid barrier crash testing can not 
tages. The crash tests may need to be conducted at a incorporate all of the subtleties of car-to-car crashes. For 
higher speed than conventional barrier tests to compen- 

instance, the Toyota wheel structure contributes signifi- 
sate for this energy discrepancy. There is also increased 

cantly to the crash behavior of the car in an offset colli- 
time and cost burden resulting from the need to replace 

sion. The wheel within the impacted area loads and 
the crushable element after every test. 

penetrates the opposing section of the opposite vehicle. 
This in turn softens the Toyota crash pulse, especially Deformable Moving Barrier 
when the overlap is around 90% and the structure of the This is probably the most complicated test condition. 
opposing vehicle where the Toyota wheel impacts is The basic test would utilize a deformable moving barrier 

relatively soft. In this 90% overlap example the intrusion impacting the front of a car moving at an equivalent 
is less than what would be expected in a fixed barrier speed in an overlap configuration. If the deformable 
crash test because the wheel penetrates the opposing element of the moving barrier is properly selected, intru- 
vehicle rather than its own compartment (to create sions and crash pulses should very closely simulate a 
intrusion), car-to-car test. A non-crushable or stiff element may be 

required to represent the engine. 
Fixed Barrier with Deformable Face This type of test could be made identical to any 

This approach would incorporate some form of de- particular car-to-car match by varying the properties of 
formable element into the face of a fixed barrier. One the honeycomb in the crushable element. By selection of 
concept to consider is a deformable honeycomb element optimized frontal stiffness required for a compatible car 
with about 5 inches of crushable depth, placed on the fleet, and selection of a matched crushable element for 
barrier in an area representing the engine of the opposing the honeycomb, other cars tested against it would match 
vehicle and approximately 15 inches of crush depth in all that stiffness for best performance, thus assuring compat- 
other areas representing other structures of a typical ibility. Momentum and energy would be closely matched 
vehicle front end. The fixed barrier surface could be to a car-to-car collision of equivalent weights. This test, 
stepped, to accommodate the back surface of this geo- assuming a standardized weight of the deformable mov- 
metry, while the front, crushable, surface remains flat. ing barrier, would therefore impose a greater severity 
This stepped fixed barrier configuration could serve three test on smaller cars than on larger cars. If desired, geo- 
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~aetric compatibility could also be addressed by selecting 
than the 63.5% car-to-car pulse. This means that in order 

llhe shape of the deformable moving barrier, assuring to match the crash pulse and intrusion occurring in a car- 

!load paths are compatible wiih front, side and rear 
to-car test with a barrier test one requires a narrower 

structures. : 
impact overlap with the barrier. This is consistent with 

However, this type of test imposes an added burden of the necessity to match intrusion alone by a narrower 

complication in conducting the test. Both vehicles should engagement with the barrier. However, the percentage 

be moving, necessitating the eht be conducted at mid- 
difference required to match crash pulse and intrusion 

track and the tow release point be relatively close to the 
may vary from car to car. Additionally, this percentage 

point of impact, or some means! of guidance is provided 
difference may not be the same as required to match 

to ensure proper alignment at impact. Conducting the test intrusion as to match crash pulse. 

with only one vehicle moving is not considered a viable 
Due to the relative inconsistency between the two car 

option since it necessitates such a wide angle, of film 
models in matching the car-to-car test with the car-to- 

coverage to follow the larger impact area. With both cars 
barrier test it is doubtful if one overlap fixed barrier 

moving the cars come to rest near the point of impact, 
percentage can be used with every model to precisely 

However, with only one car imoving, the struck car replicate structural and occupant responses in a given 

accelerates rearward to approxilmately 1/2 of the impact overlap car-to-car impact. Whether or not this objective 

spee~l. Any test using a deformable barrier has the 
is feasible is a matter of continuing debate, since it is 

disadvantage of requiring a new crushable honeycomb 
also recognized that full frontal fixed barrier crashes also 

face assembly after every test. i 
cannot always replicate a car-to-car full frontal test. 
Even though not all possible testing configurations were 

Summary and Conclusions 
used, insight was gained for consideration of other 

It can be shown from this! limited test series that 
potential test configurations. 

intrusion induced in car-to-car crashes is typically of a 
higher magnitude than in car-to-full barrier crashes. References 
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S9-W.32 
COVER: "Renault VSS" Safety Vehicle Frontal and Rear Impact 
Occupant Protection 

G. Walfisch, D. Pougeti N. Casadei 
to the basic Renault 19 in order to ensure efficient safety 
to all occupants, adults and children, particularly in case 

Renault of asymmetrical impacts, frontal at 65 Km/h and rear at 

Abstract 50 Km/h. Independently of economical standpoint, all 

The Renault COVER is a synthesis research vehicle improvements chosen are production line feasible and 

built around the Renault 19, a European mid-range, mass 
could be progressively be incorporated into future cars. 

production model car (1). Improvements have been made 
There is a 20 kg weight increase over the Renault 19, 
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resulting from improved protection in the case of frontal Driver Protection 
and rear impacts. Structural modifications and the new The basic restraint system is the 3-point safety belt 
seat types used are the main causes of this weight with emergency locking retractor. 
increase. About this restraint system, it has been shown, from 

real road accidents, that an improvement of driver pro- 
Introduction tection should be aimed at for each human body part. 

After the BRV (2), the Basic Research Vehicle used Consequently, this safety belt has been improved to 
to study new designs, and the EPURE (3), which was a increase occupant/vehicule coupling, as follows: 
basis for studying the feasibility and cost/efficacity of a ¯ the upper anchorage has been moved up 60 mm on 
realistic light weight safety vehicule, the COVER pre- the b-pillar in order to obtain the optimal shoulder 
figures a safety vehicle designed to be production line belt position across the chest 
manufactured and therefore developed with the usual ¯ a reel with webbing clamp retractor belt has been 
industrial manufacturing constraints: feasibility, weight, chosen to limit the webbing play out due to spooling 
performance and cost. effect 

Taking into account the ratio cost/safety leads to adopt ¯ a pre-tensioner system at the buckle level has been 
different restraint systems for each occupant position, chosen to make it possible to lower the buckle 80 
This will guarantee that each position is supplied with an mm in order to take out slack in the belt and to 
optimized solution and the more convenient one to mini- avoid the risk of submarining. The maximum "norm- 
mize the injuries observed in real road accidents, al" retraction force is 350 daN. 

Frontal Impact Protection 
The presence of the last two devices together in sled 

tests without slack between dummy and belt, and (Table 
Impact Performance Evaluation Criteria for COVER       1) resulted in a decrease of: 

The effectiveness of the chosen safety devices are ¯ 65% in HIC value evaluated with the following criteria: 
¯ 12% in head excursion For adults. Criteria from FMVSS 208 regulation for 
¯ 15% in head impact velocity the 50th percentile male HYBRID III dummy. In the 
¯ 15% in thoracic decelerations case of no head impact a criterion is not necessary as 
¯ 40% in backward rotation of the pelvis 

actual road situations have shown that no head or neck 
injury occurs when there is no head impact (4). More- Tablo 1. Comparison of Injury Criteria Obtained with a 
over, the absence of submarining was considered and 3-Point Reel Belt and Those Obtained with the COVER 
verified by high speed film analysis. Driver Seat Belt 

For children. Criteria from FMVSS 213 and ECE44 
regulations. H,C E~c~o ..................................................... 

Front Structural Improvements 
COVER belt 

Specific structural reinforcements and design modi ............................... 
buckle pre-tensionei 

fications were carried out on different parts of the front 
[%Imp ....... I 65 I 12 I 15 I 17 

structure. These were located in the rear part of the front Sledtestswitha50thp ..... tilemaleHYBRIDlldummy, inaright frontpassagerenvi ...... t. 
Structure and in the passenger compartment in order to 
avoid increasing the stiffness of the COVER front end With 50 mm slack (soft padding to simulate clothes) 
because of inter-vehicule compatibility, especially for between the safety belt and the 50th percentile male 
side impacts (Figure 1). HYBRID II dummy, the standard reel belt results were 

compared with those of a belt equipped with a pyro- 
~ technical reel and those of the COVER equipped with a 
l~ ........ pre-tensioner at the buckle level: 

¯ The standard 3-point reel belt resulted in submarin- 
ing, there was a 50° backward pelvic rotation. 

¯ The belt equipped with a pyrotechnical reel did not 
result in submarining, but the backwards pelvic rota- 
tion was 48°, very near the critical level for sub- 
marining. 

¯ The COVER belt with pre-tensioner at the buckle 
level did not result in submarining, in fact there was 
a wide margin of safety as to the risk of submarining 
since the backwards pelvic rotation was 25° only. 

Since other head and chest criteria for the different 
Figure 1. Front and Rear Structural Improvements belt types were relatively similar to each other, the above 
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Tab|e 2. The COVER Airbag’s Performance Compared to 
Thet of Effective Steering Wheel Padding 

HEAD CHEST 

Restraiut type HIC 3ms resultant acceleration 

36ms ( g ) 

3-point reel belt and I055 54 

effective wheel padding 

3-point reel belt and 450 53 

COVER airbag 

Sled test with 50th percentile mule HYBRID 11 dummy 

Buckte 

Figure 2, Driver Seat with Pre-Tensioner at the Bucket 
Level 

results were the major reason the belt with pre-tensioner 
at the buckle level was chosen for the COVER. 

Other restraint devices were improved as well: 

o Steering-wheel. The steering wheel is equipped with 
a 30-liter airbag with integrated sensor and inflator. 
in a sled test, HIC results with an airbag were 50% 
lower than with a steering wheel equipped with a 
rather effective padding (Table 2). Optimal akbag 
characteristics (bag and inflator) were determined so 
as to eliminate the risk of neck injury in the case of 
static airbag deployment with the head located near 
the steering wheel (Figure 3, Table 3). Neck injury 
criteria levels remained below known human limits Figure 3. Static Deployment of COVSR’s Airbag: Oui 
(7). Position Test 

o Seat. The driver’s seat is equipped with two built-in 
lap belt anchorages ~d the front anti-submarining Table 3. Static Ai~bag Depioymen~ T~sts wi~h the 
seat cross member is re~nforced. These two features, Located Near the Steering Wheel (Out of Position) with a 
used in conjunction wffh the belt pre-tensioner at the 50th Percentile Mate HYBRID Ill Dummy 

buckle level, ensures that there is no risk of sub- 
m~in~ng even ~ the case of a slack in the seat belt ......... ~,o.,,o,.~ ............. [ ,~. ....................... .1 b~’~ 

" Steering column. To improve protection to the tibia- ~, ,~0 
~ 

knee-femur ~ea a shock absorbing device was ,~, ~, ~ 
between, on one side: the lower part of the ,,~@ ,,~6’~ ~[ 

~ 
~ 

placed 
dash~d and on the other side: the steering adjust- "~ ~--    ~ 
merit mechanism and the ignition lock of the steering "~’~ ’~ ~ 

column. 
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Full-Scale Test Results at 65 km/h Against a 30° Left 
Angled Barrier (Table 4) 

Preliminary adjustments to the aforementioned systems 
were made based on different sled tests using 5th per- 
centile female, 50th percentile male and 95th percentile 
male HYBRID III dummies in testing standard injury 
criteria. The 50th percentile male HYBRID II dummy 
was used in submarining testing because this dummy 
seems more convenient for this purpose than the 
HYBRID III. 

Table 4. injury Criteria Obtained with the COVER at 
65 Km/h Against a 30° Left Angled Barrier 

The 30° angled barrier frontal impact test at 65 km/h 
resulted in injury criteria measurements, for the 50th 
percentile male HYBRID III dummy driver, much lower 

........... than the FMVSS 208 regulation’s required limits. Analy- Figure 4. COVER: Befere and After ~mpact 
sis of high speed films confirmed that no submarining 
occurred. Figures 4 and 5 show the occupants and ve- 
hicles before and after impact. 

Front Seat Passenger Protection 
The abdomen is the more frequently and severely 

injured body area in the case of frontal impact when a 3- 
point seat belt is used. Abdominal injuries observed are 
often due to submarining. The COVER’s main objective 
is therefore to ensure effective protection against this 
risk, no matter what the seat adjustment position. Protec- 
tion is particularly important when the seat back is in the 
"comfort" position, that is to say, at a 45° recline angle 
instead of the normal 25° recline angle. 

To achieve better protection, the following changes 
have been made (Figure 6): 

Figure 5. COVER After impact 
, the lap belt sides have been moved to a more verti- 

cal position 
¯ seat belt buckle position has been moved down particularly to limit the risk of chest sideward movement 

lower in asymmetrical collisions thereby avoiding any possible 
¯ and deformable anti-submarining steel sheet has head injury resulting from head impact with the forward 

been placed in the seat bottom forward to the pelvis interior, an injury risk observes in real accidents (5) 
and parallel to the thighs. As in the case of the driver, the aforementioned 

Moreover, to improve seat belt wearing comfort, in- improvements were developed based on sled tests with 
stead of the normal B-pillar anchorage point, this seat HYBRID III and HYBRID II dummies° 
belt anchorage was built into the seat back and the seat Table 4 presents the measurements of different injury 
cushion is vertically adjustable, criteria obtained from tests at 65 Km/h against a 30° left 

This upper shoulder belt anchorage point was angle barrier. In the standard 25° seat back recline posi- 
determined in order to optimize thorax restraint and tion, as in the 45~ "comfort" position, results indicate 
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Loeationofthe!ret ..... located in the steel sheet in the seat bottom, in 
which there is an anti-bursting pin, has been re- 
inforced using a 5 mm diameter steel wire. 

Figure 7. Rear Passenger Seat 

Test results at 65 km/h against a 30° left angled barri- 

er. As in the case of front seats, the aforementioned im- 
Anti submarining steel sheet 

provements were developed based on sled tests with 5th 
Figure 6. Passenger Seat with the 3-Point Belt percentile female and 50th percentile male HYBRID III 
Anchorages Built into the Seat dummies. In the COVER, at 65 km/h against a 30° left 

measurement levels lower than the FMVSS 208 regula- 
angled barrier, analysis of high speed films confirmed 
that no head contact or submarining took place. Injury 

tion’s required limits, i 
criteria for the chest were lower than required regulatory 

Analysis of high speed films confirmed that no 

submarining, no head impac! and no thorax sideward 
limits. 

Note. The centre rear seat is equipped with a safety 
movement occurred. 

belt whose upper attachment is situated on the rear roof 
Rear Passenger Protection i crossmember. This attachment is equipped with a system 

The COVER has 3 rear Occupant places which are to limit the force applied to the neck by the shoulder 

designed to locate adults, all bf which are equipped with strap in case of side impacts. 
three-point reel belts. The~e is also one rear seat 

equipped with a built-in supplementary cushion for a 
Child Seat (Figure 8) 

child of 3 to 10 years old (integrated booster). 
For children from 3 to 10 years old, a built-in 

Rear adult passenger protection against submarining is 
supplementary cushion has been developed. This cushion 
is equipped with seat belt strap guides on the sides in 

guaranteed by the following improvements: 
order to keep the lap belt in place thereby avoiding any 

¯ Safety belt improvement~ (Figure 7). The lap belt risk of submarining. 
sides, especially the central buckle attachment In a test at 65 kmih against a 30° left angled barrier, 
cables, have been moved to a 70° vertical position the following injury criteria were obtained: 
and the buckle has been iplaced level with the seat 
cushion. This was done so that the strap stays at the Table 5. Injury Criteria for Children Obtained with the 
pelvic level. This placement has the added advantage COVER in a Frontal Impact at 65 km/h Against a 30° Left 
of improving safety belt wearing comfort and easier Angled Barrier 
buckling .... 

3ms resultant 3ms vertical 

¯ Seat improvements (Figure 7). The anti-submarining 
HIC* Head ..... 

max i ........ aecelerationltant accelerati ...... 1 ...... 

(ram) (g) 
?7) 

(g) 

hump located in the forward seat bottom has been 6-yearsoldehild 691 437 51 28 

Humaneties 

closed by a steel sheet thereby creating a hollow 
I body and increasing its resistance to crushing. 

Forward seat hinge resistance has been increased in IEcE’’ I " I 550 I I " I 30 I 
* HIC measures throughout the collision 

order to better attach the seat to the floor. With the 
same objective in mind, ihe back portion of the hole 
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, no ejection, even partial of belted dummies 

. for each seat range, at least one door can be opened 
after test. 

Conclusion 
The COVER illustrates the possibility to offer a 

satisfying level of safety to all passengers in a mid-range 
car, even under impact conditions that are very severe in 
comparison to real-life accidents, using solutions suitable 
to mass production techniques adapted to the specific 
problems found at each passenger position. These solu, 
tions could be progressively integrated into future 
Renault cars. 

Figure 8. integrated Booster for Children from 3 to Acknowledgements 
10 Yeare Old We would like to thank the Vehicle Safety Department 

and the Interior Equipment Engineering Department of 
Rear Impact Protection the Direction des Etudes Renault as well as Autoliv 
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Figure 1. All three rear seats are provided with head safety devices. 
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$9.W.34               i 

Engine Bay Packaging for Crashworthiness Performance 

P.V. Skuse, N.D. Grew ¯ Engine mounting systems 
¯ Steering column fixing--body and chassis mounts 

Rover Group Limited                            ¯ Body structure 

¯ Engine variants 
Abstract ¯ Vehicle mass 

This paper describes a qualitative technique for ¯ Bumper mounting system 
assessing the potential crashworthiness performance of ¯ Clearances~depends on engine variants--but usual- 
vehicles in front impact. The technique is based on ly engine to brake servo, engine to dash behind 
experience from accident data and crash tests of known engine block/manifolds to bulkhead/dash, engine to 
features likely to result in a ~rashworthy vehicle and is radiator etc. 
aimed primarily at guiding the concept and early design 
phases of a new vehicle. The application of this tech- 

These notes and measured clearances allow the design- 

nique is limited to monocoque structures with front er to get a ’feel’ for the design by, comparison of the 

wheel drive and transversely mounted engines for new layout and clearances with known vehicles of simi- 

passenger car type vehicles. The assessment process has 
lar size and mass. 

been applied to numerous n~w vehicle studies and con- 
Next the detail of a design can be compared with a set 

firmed by crash testing, of preferred features. Note that at this stage the designer 
is still considering broad features not detail, e.g. body 

Introduction 
member section size, gauge of panel etc. 

This set of preferred features is not exhaustive nor are 
At the early concept phase of a new vehicle project 

many of the design parameters start from a clean sheet 
the features necessarily mutually compatible i.e. adoption 
Of some features may mean other features cannot be 

of paper. Indeed a new vehicle may start life as a num- 
ber of alternative designs including quite different body 

adopted. 
Nor is this set of preferred features compulsory, devia- 

and chassis arrangements, i tion does not indicate a bad design, merely that a more 
It is important however, that these designs are con- 

sistent with the achievemen[ of acceptable standards of 
studied analysis be undertaken. 

crash performance. 
These preferred features have been grouped into seven 

To support the early concept phase a methodology for 
areas: 

I . 
assessing numerous designs qmckly has been developed. ¯ Body Structure 

This technique is based onl experience gathered from ¯ Engine mounting systems 

analysis of accident data and extensive development 
¯ Suspension 

crash testing over many years. 
¯ Steering column/controls 

The methodology set out is for frontal impacts only ¯ Brakes 

and its application is limited to monocoque structures for 
¯ Engine design/transmission 

passenger car type vehicles iwith front wheel drive and 
¯ General features 

transversely mounted engines. The designer uses his knowledge and expertise to 

Whilst subjective in its application it seeks to compare assess his new design against these preferred features. 

new designs with existing vehicle concepts, and features 

likely to result in crashworthy vehicles. The Preferred Features 
¯ Body Structure 

Methodology - Front longitudinals should be of straight; uniform 
The crash performance of vehicles in front impact is square section 

a function of the behavior between the "crumple zone" - Longitudinals should have a structural tie into the 

and the "rigid safety cell." ~ suspension towers 
The packaging of compohents within the engine bay - Longitudinals should be linked to the sills via load- 

has a direct result on th~ collapse behavior of the spreading members or outriggers 
crumple zone and maintenance of the rigid safety cell for - Longitudinals should extend under the floor to the 
both high speed occupant!protection and low speed heelboard 
repairability. - Longitudinals section size on the dash wall should 

Initially the major configuration and layout of the be comparable to main member size 
engine bay should be noted! these are: - Bumper loads should be channelled through front 

¯ Suspension system of longitudinals 

¯ Extent of subframes 
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- Engine mounts should be kept off the body--if - Vulnerable items to be packaged away from the 
possible front of the vehicle. This can cause an early load 

- Avoid reinforcements which could bridge potential path and they can be easily damaged in Low Speed 
collapse zones Impact (repairability). 

- Local reduced section sizes in members should be ¯ General 
avoided - Tow brackets/recovery eyes/lashing brackets 

-Box member provided as the lower windscreen should not provide primary load paths if this 
mounting rail results in collapsible structure being bridged 

¯ Engine Mounting Systems - Bumper system/bumper mounting to maximize 
- Engine mounts to the body should be avoided energy absorption 
- For engine mounts fitted to the body, the extent of - Fuel system components away from front of engine 

local stiffening should be minimal - Avoid rigid components between engine and dash 
- Engine mounts should provide collapse/deforma- wall 

tion and allow engine to move relative to body - Avoid packaging fuel system components between 
thus maximizing energy absorption of body engine and dash wall 

- Engine mounts should mount to chassis subframes - Vulnerable items should not be packaged in front 
- Short tie-bars should be avoided. Longer tie-bars 200mm of bumper/engine bay 

allow tuning of any collapse loads. 
- Heavy gauge and large section fore/aft subframe 

components should be avoided. Discussion and Conclusions 
¯ Suspension To achieve a safe product in an efficient manner the 

- Avoid using front facing brake reaction rods basic layout and design has to be well thought out. This 

- Any fore/aft suspension component should have paper outlines a methodology and relies on comparing 

provision for collapse if required new design with features of known performance. It does 
allow numerous design alternatives to be compared and 

¯ Steering ColumnlControls 
evaluated quickly and an approximate measure of poten- 

- Steering column should be of double universal 
tial crash performance established. 

joint type 
This allows a manageable number of alternative 

-Provision of collapse in the upper column to cater designs to be evaluated by computer based analytical 
for dash intrusion methods in pursuit of the final design. [1, 2, 3] 

-Steering column to be mounted off the upper 
Concurrently thisallowsdesignofoccupantprotection 

dash/screen rail features to proceed with a degree of confidence for 
- Steering column mount to pedal box to be avoided design evaluation, costing and feasibility. 
- Clearances between pedal box and column Rover has developed this methodology for use in its 

components should be maximized 
own design process and is now applying it on future 

¯ Brakes designs. 
- Horizontally mounted brake master cylinders to be 

as short as possible References 
- Electronic type ABS systems 1. Emmerson, W.C. and Fowler, J.E., The application 
- Consider remote servo i.e. package servo on oppo- of computer simulations in Vehicle Fifth Inter- 

site side of dash to engine national Conference on Experimental Safety Ve- 
- Servo angled from straight forward to allow engine hicles, 1974. 

to deflect it. 2. Leach, J.H. and Grew, N.D., Application of ADAMS 
¯ EnginelTransmission to vehicle crash simulation "Better Bodies" Instn. 

- Inlet and outlet manifolds to be as short as possible Mech. Engrs, 1988, $679. 
or track routes kept close to engine block 3. Leach, J.H., Practical Tools for Vehicle Impact 

- Avoid packaging ancillaries either side of engine Simulation. Part 1: vehicle impact simulation in 
block on the same end, especially in line with Rover Group. Proc. Instn. Mech. Engrs. Vol. 205, 
brake master cylinder. 1991. 
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$9-W-35                   : 
Improving Rear Seat Safety--A Continuing Process 

Bj6rn Lundell, Gerd Carlsson, Perhaps the most important means of increasing safety 

Petter Nilsson, Michael! Persson, 
is through the usage of the seat belt. This was shown in 
a report regarding just this, presented during the 8th ESV 

Camilla Rygaard Conference in 1980 (1). It was based on traffic accident 
Volvo Car Corporation : information obtained from 2000 relatively serious acci- 

, dents involving Volvo cars with rear seat passengers in 
Abstract Sweden. All the cars were equipped with three-point 

This paper will give an overview of the safety of the belts in the outer positions and a lap-belt in the centre 
rear seat of passenger cars. Accident experience for the position. The injury-reducing effectI of the belt for 
rear seat, involving unbelted[ occupants and occupants injuries in the AIS 1-62 range was 52% for children 
wearing three-point belts and two-point lap-belts, will be (1-14 years) and 28% for adults (>14 years). 
summarized. Different meanslof improving the safety of Krafft et al showed at the 12th ESV Conference in 
the rear seat for both children and adults, in particular 1989 (2) an injury-reducing effect for children of over 
the centre .position, will be discussed. The three-point 50% and for adults of 22-55%. NHTSA, in its Final Rule 
retractor belt is an important safety item, which in some for requirements regarding the fitting of three-point belts 
car models has been available for the rear outer seating in the outer positions of the rear seat, estimated that lap 
positions for several years. This has not been the case shoulder belts are 41% effective in reducing the risk of 
for the rear centre seating position. Two different types death (3). 
of three-point retractor belts i for the centre position in In many countries, requirements already exist stating 
sedan models will be presen[ed. A child cushion inte- that passenger cars shall be equipped with three-point 
grated in the folding armrestlin the centre position will belts in the outer positions of the rear seat, e.g. Sweden 
be described. This child restraint has recently been since 1969, USA since December 1989. On the other 
introduced for sedan models and is used together with a hand, unfortunately, many still lack requirements regard- 
standard fitted three-point belt. ing installation of belts in the rear seat. Safety will also 

be improved if car manufacturers fit belts in the rear seat 
Introduction of a higher standard than those laid out in the legislation 

Safety in passenger cars in industrialized countries has of the respective countries. Volvo cars in the 200 400 

steadily increased for many years. There are several 700 900 800 series, for example, have three-point belts 

reasons for this. Naturally overall changes such as im- in the outer positions of the rear seat as standard for all 

provements in the traffic system and in the structure of markets since the introduction of these models. This 
the cars have affected safetyi means, for example, for the 200 series since 1974. In 

The development of the interior protection systems has other words this also applies to those markets where the 
also had a large influence, iThese have become more installation of such belts is not a legal requirement. 

effective as seat belts have improved and in certain cases The mandatory usage of belts in the rear seat is the 

are equipped with pretensioners, and new protection sys- law in several countries. In Sweden this has been the law 

terns in the form of airbags have been added, since July 1986. 

Legislation regarding thei installation and usage of An analysis of Volvo’s traffic accident material up to 

restraint systems also influences the total safety. Legal 1990 has been carried out regarding the proportion of 

requirements regarding the mandatory installation of seat passengers in the rear seat and the frequency of seat belt 

belts have been introduced in many countries, e.g. usage in the rear seat. In total, the material contains 

requirements regarding the installation of the three-point information for over 15 000 accidents. All types of acci- 

belts in the rear seat. Requirements regarding the manda- dents are included in the data. A summary of the results 

tory usage of seat belts also iexist in many countries, for the outer positions in the rear seat is shown in Table 
1. 

Safety in the Rear Seat It is clear from Table 1 that the frequency of belt 
During this development, the measures intended to usage has increased markedly during the interval 1986- 

increase safety have, in most cases, applied to the front 1990 compared with earlier. We have found that the 

seat. Safety in the rear seat has lagged a few steps greatest reason for this has been our law regarding 

behind but front seat development has helped to call mandatory usage of rear seat belts. The figures for usage 

attention to the rear seat as well. during 1986-1990 can be somewhat too high since they 

~ iniu~ rate~ unrestr. - in, iu~ rater restrained 
The injury-reducing effect (e) is defined as e = 

injury rate unrestrained 

2AIS = Abbreviated Injury Scale. 
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Table 1. Seat and Belt Usage for Rear Outer Seating Table 2. Seat and Belt Usage for Rear Centre Seating 
Positions (Three-Point Retractor Belt) Position (Lap-belt) 

Year 1976-80 1981-85 1986-90 Year 1976-80 1981-85 1986-90 

No. of accidents 3006 3580 9295 No. of accidents 3006 3580 9295 

No. of occupants 674 942 1894 No. of occupants 125 182 241 

No. of belted No. of belted 
occupants 74 251 1545 occupants 9 34 168 

Average usage of left Centre seat usage (%) 4.2 5.1 2.6 & right seats (%) 11.2 13.2 10.2 

Belt usage (%)              7           19           70 
Belt usage (%)               11            27            82 

are based on the occupant’s own information, and can be Those people who sit in the centre position in the rear 
assumed to be exaggerated after the arrival of the law in of a five seat car have only had a lap-belt for protection. 
1986. The three-point belt improves the situation in frontal 

In order to create a safe environment in the rear seat crashes because the upper part of the body is prevented 
it is, of course, not only important that belts exist in the from folding forwards, thereby avoiding bending of the 
car, and are used, but also that they provide effective lumbar spine, intrusion of the belt into the abdomen and 
retention during an accident. Good retention requires an head impact. The retractor also makes manual adjustment 
optimised belt and also a good shape of the seat cushion of the lap-belt unnecessary, thus avoiding the risk of a 
and floor. One example of the latter can be given in loosely-fastened belt, which gives poor restraint. Still 
Volvo’s 700 and 800 series, where the floor under the another advantage with the three-point retractor belt, 
front edge of the cushion has been raised to help prevent which has already been mentioned, is that it is convent- 
submarining (4). ent to use and is therefore likely to increase the usage 

A comfortable seat belt also contributes to increased rate. 
usage and in this way an improvement in the total safety. In order to show the potential for safety improvements 
The ESV report from 1980 by Norin et al shows that the to the rear centre position, the injury rates for the centre 
frequency of usage for the three-point retractor belt in and outer positions are given in Table 3. These figures 
the rear seat was approximately double that for the fixed are based on the same accident data, involving Volvo 
three-point belt with manual length adjustment (1). vehicles, as Tables 1 and 2. The injury-reducing effect 

One important reason for improving the rate of belt derived from Table 3 is shown in Table 4. 
usage in the rear seat is that unbelted rear seat occupants As can be seen in Tables 3 and 4, a three-point belt 
increase the injury risk for front seat occupants. This has will provide better protection in a crash than a lap-belt. 
been confirmed by our own crash testing. Evans gives an It is, however, important to point out that the lap-belt 
estimate of 4% increased fatality risk for front seat occu- gives a substantial injury reduction compared with being 
pants caused by unbelted rear seat occupants (5). unbelted. 

The Safety of The Rear Centre Seating Table 3. Injury Rate for Rear Seat Occupants 
Position , 

Central rear seat              Outer rear seat The measures introduced to increase safety in the rear ~ju~yrat~ 
seat have, for the most part, applied to the outer post- Lap-belt Unrestrained 3-pointbelt Unrestrained 
tions and not the centre position. One essential reason is ~ts 1-6 28.4% 33.8% 26.9% 42.9% 
that it is difficult to equip this position with a three-point Ms 2-6 5.1% 10.7% 5.4% 13.4% 
belt, because it is difficult to find an upper attachment 
point for the three-point belt that gives the necessary Table 4. Effectiveness of Rear Seat Belts 
strength as well as a good belt geometry. The fact that 
the measures have not been directed towards the centre Injury rate Lap-belt in centre 3-point belt in outer 

seat seats 
position also depends upon the fact that this position is 
not used very often. According to Volvo’s analysis of A.[S 1-6 16% 37% 
accident data, the centre position is used in approxi- A~S 2-6 53% 60% 
mately 3-5% of all journeys, as shown in Table 2. 

A reduction in the usage of the centre position during As can also be seen in Table 3, the risk of injury to 
the period 1986-1990 can be noted. There is a similar unbelted occupants is greater in the outer positions than 
reduction for the outer positions. Apparently the average in the centre position. On the other hand, the risk of 
number of rear seat occupants has decreased. A definite injury to belted passengers is approximately the same in 
explanation to this does not exist, the outer positions as in the centre position. This indi- 
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cates that a two-point belt is not as effective in reducing point belt in the 900 and 850 series sedan cars. This will 

injury as a three-point belt, which can also be seen in be described in a later chapter. 

Table 4. Table 4 shows the injury-reducing effect of the We have chosen the centre position for an integrated 

lap-belt and the three-point seat belt. child protection because this position is especially suit- 

As can be seen in table 4! there is a clear injury- able for children. This position is often more uncomfort- 

reducing effect, both for the lap-belt and the three-point able for adults and is most often the position left over 

belt. However, it is greater for the three-point belt. for children when all the other positions are taken by 

An estimate by Evans shows! that lap-belts in the outer adults. In addition, children often like this position 

positions are 18% effective in preventing death (5). A because they can get a better frontal view through the 

corresponding estimate by Evans for lap-shoulder belts front seats. Another reason, which has been mentioned 

is that they are 43% effective in preventing death (6). previously, is that with a three-point belt installed, the 

NHTSA estimates that the rear seat lap-only belts are centre position becomes the safest position in the car. 

32% effective in reducing the risk of death (3), while the The idea of integrated child protection has been 

corresponding figures for laP-Shoulder belts is 41% (3). presented earlier on a number of occasions. During the 

If, on the basis of the figures in Table 4, we assume 12th ESV Conference in G0teborg in 1989, Renault pre- 

that a three-point belt has the same injury-reducing effect sented an integrated child seat in the outer positions of 

in the centre position as it has lin the outer positions, we the rear seat (8). A similar idea has been shown in 

can expect a reduction of 25% for ‘MS 1-6 injuries and Renault’s concept car, Cover, presented in May 1991. 

15% for ,MS 2-6 injuries if a three-point belt is installed Another report by Karlbrink et al from the ESV Confer- 

instead of a two-point belt in the centre position (Table ence in 1989 showed a protection system integrated in 

5). the backrest section of the front seat (9). Volvo also 
showed a prototype of the integrated child seat described 

Table 5. Injury-reducing EffectlofChanging from Lap-Belt -in this report at the ESV Conference in 1989. 
to Throe-Point Seat Belt in the Centre Position 

~ Three-Point Accessory Belt for the Rear 

Injury rate Injury-reducing effect Centre Position 
As has been already mentioned, a three-point retractor 

A_IS 1-6 25% belt was introduced as an accessory item for the 700 

series sedan cars in 1986 (7). The retractor is fitted 
AIS 2-6 15% above the rear shelf with special brackets (Figure 1). The 

brackets provide the anchorage with the necessary 
An increase in safety for the central position of the strength and move the upper attachment point to the right 

rear seat corresponds with Vo!vo’s continuing efforts to height. The installation is covered with a plastic cover. 
improve safety in our cars, and to develop our cars with The lower end of the belt is fastened in the same attach- 
three completely satisfactory positions in the rear seat ment point as the ordinary lap-belt. A head restraint as 
regarding comfort and safety.! An important step in this an accessory also exists for the centre position, and con- 
direction was the introduction of the three-point retractor tributes to further increasing the safety of this position. 
belt and head restraint for the centre position as an 
accessory for the 700 series Sedan cars in 1986 (7). 

A three-point retractor belt in the centre position of 
the sedan model was introduced as standard equipment 
in the 900 series in August 1990 (model year 1991) and 
in the new 800 series in Junei 1991. As far as we know, 
this is the first time a three-p0int belt has been fitted as 
standard in the centre position of the rear seat of a 
passenger car. At the same!time, an adjustable head 
restraint was introduced as standard in the same position, 

~cc~sSOR~ 

which has further contributed to increasing safety. The Figure 1. Installation of Retractors on Rear Shelf in 700 
Series (Left) and 900 Series (Right) (Difference in Vertical belt and head restraint are described in more detail in a 

~ Position of the Rear Shelf Between the 700 and 900 
later chapter, 

i Series is Shown) 

Integrated Child Safety in The Rear Seat 
The introduction of the three-point belt in the centre Three-Point Standard Belt for the Rear 

position of the rear seat has been a basic condition for, Centre Position 

and has made it possible tO develop, integrated child The technology surrounding this belt is described 

protection for this position. An integrated child seat was below. The description mainly concerns the 900 series, 

introduced at the same time as the standard fitted three- but the technology is very similar for the 800 series. 
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Conditions Concerning the Vehicle                     opinion provide an unnecessary limitation for a correct 
During the concept phase of the 900 series sedan    location of the upper attachment point in the rear seat. 

model, it turned out that the conditions gave the possi- (Figure 2). 
bility of attaching the belt to the rear shelf, keeping a 
good balance between belt geometry, design, visibility 
and luggage space. The rear shelf provided a possible 
load-bearing structure for the attachment of a retractor. __ .:, 
Therefore a preliminary concept study was initiated. One 
aim of the study was to place three belt retractors on the 
rear shelf and thereby one three-point belt in the centre 
position. Based on the accessory belt introduced earlier 
and the structural measures necessary to achieve the 
correct strength and geometry, the following guidelines 
were drawn up for a cost and weight effective solution: 

¯ a newly developed belt retractor with inverted belt Figure 2. Attachment Point Zones According to Different 
output geometry in order to achieve the correct Regulations 

height geometry With reference to structural strength, the new concept 
¯ fastening the belt retractor directly to the plane of produced new ~onditions for absorbing loads. Partly by 

the rear shelf the rear shelf being used as an attachment point, partly 
¯ legal requirements and internal Volvo requirements through the increased forces due to the seat belt guide 

regarding safety, geometry and strength not being used, and partly through the geometry of the 
¯ adapting the belt to the integrated child seat for RW retractor, apart from shearing forces, producing a 

children in the age range 3-10 years bending moment. The local strength was reached on the 

Results of the Concept Study outer positions by using load distributing brackets. The 

During the development of the "Reverse Winded Re- global strength for these positions was reached by taking 

tractor," the belt retractor presented special problems, up the loads in the body sides and wheel housing. 
It became necessary to introduce a spot-welded hat The first concerns creating sufficient strength in the 

profile for the centre position along the rear seat backrest component parts and attachments of the retractor. Due to 
in order to ensure the global strength. A local reinforce- the fact that collision forces go directly into the retractor 

without a seat belt guide, these forces become greater ment was integrated in this reinforcement near the re- 
tractor attachment. than during a traditional installation with seat belt guide. 

The results of the preliminary study were, from a cost The loads are guided into the retractor creating a greater 
bending moment in the attachment plane. This results in and weight effectiveness point of view, to be able to 

other system requirements, e.g. legal requirements, also offer a three-point belt for all three positions in the rear 
seat. This in combination with the standard head restraint becoming more difficult to meet. The character of the 
fitted in all three positions provides fully adequate loading means that the loads into the car body structure, 

apart from shearing, also have a bending moment compo- passenger seating with regard to safety and comfort. The 

nent. The development of this retractor was carried out concept also gives rise to the following advantages: 

by Autoliv Sweden. (Figure 1). ¯ Low friction losses when taking out and releasing 

The geometry which resulted from the concept study the belt because there is no seat belt guide 

produced the desired height position for the belt retractor ¯ A good belt geometry by placing the seat belt exit 

for all the positions, without the need to introduce any from the retractor right behind the passenger’s 

brackets or seat belt guides. The retractor is attached shoulder 
directly onto the plane of the rear shelf. The rear shelf ¯ A height-adjustable head restraint on the centre 

has been raised by approximately 100 mm when com- position provides good safety for various sizes of 

pared to the earlier 700 series. The desired position in passenger from children to adults and in addition 

the other directions (longitudinal and lateral) could also good vision backwards when the centre position is 

be attained based on the desired belt geometry for differ- not being used 

ent passenger sizes and without conflicting with the ¯ The possibility of an integrated child seat in the 

standard fitted head restraint, centre position 

A good balance between design, visibility, luggage" ¯ The possibility to fit conventional child seats 

space, etc, was possible for the other requirements. One increases in the centre position, as child restraints 

problem is provided by the Australian requirements for requiring three-point belts can be used 

the zone for attachment points. These requirements con- The new belts fitted on the rear shelf are in production 
tain a limitation regarding the position of the upper seat in the 900 series sedan models as from the 1991 model 
belt guide point rearwards in the vehicle and in our and were introduced in the new 800 series in June 1991. 
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Child Cushion for The Rear Centre Position the backrest of the rear seat. This is therefore reinforced 

Conditions 
with two brackets. 

One of the conditions during the development of the The stiffness of the cushion, brackets and backrest of 

!~0 series sedan models and the 800 series was that the the rear seat is adjusted to retain a controlled movement 

armrest in the centre position in the rear seat should be of the occupant during impact. This results in low injury 

able to be replaced with an integrated child cushion. The criteria and helps prevent submarining. 

ifollowing conditions were specified (the description One difference between the 900 and 800 vehicles is 

:applies to the 900 series, but is very similar for the 800 worth noting. The 800 rear seat has a narrower armrest 
and the width is unsatisfactory for a child cushion. 

:series): 
Therefore, a special mechanism was developed which 

¯ The cushion should be able to be used for the same widens the cushion when it is unfolded. 
ages as the conventional cushions, i.e. children in 
the age group 3-10 years (groups 2 and 3 according Dynamic Testing 
to ECE Regulation 44). The development testing regarding crash safety has 

¯ The centre position should be equipped with a three- primarily been carried out on a sled. Most tests were 
point belt and adjustable head restraint as standard, done according to ECE Regulation 44. This implies 

¯ The space for the cushion was limited by the outer specified deceleration pulses with a speed of 50 km h in 
measurement for the ordinary armrest, frontal impact and 30 km h during simulation of a colli- 

¯ When the child cushion was folded together it sion from the rear. In order to verify the sled tests, full- 
should function as a normal foldable armrest, scale tests at 30 mph have also been carried out. 

¯ The cushion and armrest :~hould have common The dummies used are the European TNO P3, P6 and 
attachment points in the car body. P10, i.e. corresponding to the ages 3, 6 and 10 years. 

¯ Legal requirements and internal Volvo requirements The testing has shown that the integrated cushion 
regarding safety, geometry, and strength should be affords good protection to children in the age range 3-10 
met. years, during both frontal collisions and collisions from 

Technical Solution 
the rear. The results show that the protection is at the 

The integrated child cushion is constructed in two 
same level as, and in some respects better than, a normal 

parts, a seat cushion and a backrest. Both have a steel 
accessory cushion. 

framework which is cast in expanded polypropylene 
When comparing the integrated child cushion with the 

(EPP). The padding is glued onto, the EPP surfaces. The 
traditional child cushions, their patterns of movement 

cushion is upholstered in the same material as in the rest 
differ from each other during the course of an accident. 

of the interior, and the covering !is removable for wash- 
Since the integrated cushion is fixed at the rear edge, it 
is prevented from moving longitudinally and therefore a 

ing (Figure 3). 
more controlled course of events is obtained during an 
accident. 

During development, there was considerable variation 

in dummy response in certain test series. When investi- 
gating this, it was found that child dummies gave certain 
doubt regarding their repeatability. Since increasing 
resources have been invested in order to develop built-in 
child safety equipment, it is of the utmost importance 
that the measuring equipment can be trusted. Therefore 
the same requirements for the checking and calibration 
of the adult dummies should be used for the child 

~ 
~ dummies. At present this is not the case with the Euro- 

-~ pean dummies. 

Test Results 
Figurs $. Child Cushion An example of test results from sled testing according 

to ECE Regulation 44 and from a frontal barrier crash is 

The backrest and cushion are connected to each other given below. 

by a hinge system which blocks the backrest both for- The ECE regulation stipulates that the resultant chest 

wards and backwards in relation to the cushion when it acceleration should be below 55 g:s and the vertical 

is folded up. In addition, the seat cushion is locked to chest acceleration below 30 g:s. 

the car body. It should be noted that the European dummies were 

All forces which occur in the cushion during a not originally intended for measuring head injury criteria 

collision are absorbed by the ~cushion’s attachments to (HIC). 
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All chest accelerations are well below the ECE important to remember that the alternative to the three- 
requirements, point belt is a lap-belt with a greater risk of injury. The 

As can be seen from Tables 6 and 8, the measured great advantages of the three-point belt, in most types of 
........... injury criteria levels are lower in a barrier crash test than collision, in our opinion very clearly outweigh the small 

in the ECE R44 test. risk of injury in certain side collisions. 

The safety-increasing measures for the rear seat Table 6. Frontal Crash Tests, ECE R44 Pulse 50 km/h described in this report concern sedan models. There is, 
as yet, no three-point belt or integrated child cushion for 

HIC Resultant Vertical station wagons. The reason for this is that it is more chest chest 
............ acceleration acceleration difficult to find a stable and sufficiently high fastening 

(g) (g) point for the upper attachment point in station wagons, 
3 years 435 45 14 where the rear seat’s backrest is often divided and fold- 

able and there is no rear shelf. 6 years 515 47 10 

10 years 440 45 21 

TaNs 7. Rear Crash Tests, ECE R44 Pulse 30 km/h 

HIC Resultant Vertical 
chest chest 

acceleration acceleration 
(g) (g) 

..... 3 years 290 38 20 

6 years 200 46 13 

10 years 440 37 6 

Table 8. Ful~-scala Frontal Barrier Crash Test at 30 rnph 

HIC Resultant Vertical 
chest chest 

acceleration acceleration Figure 4. Child Cushion Fo~ded L~p in the Backrest in the (g) (g) 
900 Series 

; 10 years I 245 36 12 

Certification 
For Europe and the other countries which accept the 

European requirements, the cushion is certified for ECE 
Regulation 44. The certification occurs in the non- 
universal category, which means that testing should take 
place on a car body and not in the standardized test rig. 

In the US and Canada, the integrated child cushion is 
marketed for children weighing more than 50 lbs. 

Specific Problems Associated with the Rear 

Centre Seating Position 
There is a potential risk of injury which is unique to 

the centre position in the rear seat. It is that during side 
collisions against one side of the car, the belt might 
possibly produce injuries to the throat spinal region. Figure 5. Child Cushion Folded Down as an Armrest in 

This problem has been brought to notice in connection the 900 Series 
with the introduction of the "reversed belt geometry" in 
the rear seat (10). A report which was presented at the Conclusions 
Stapp conference in 1990, however, showed that the risk The introduction of a standard fitted three-point belt 
of injury is very small (11). Our own testing also shows in the centre position in sedan ca-s has meant increased 
that loading on the neck is low during side collisions, safety for the rear seat. The integrated child seat has 

When discussing the possible increased risk of injury further contributed to increasing the safety level in the 
for a three-point belt located in the centre position, it is rear seat. 
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$9-W.36 
Could a Lap Belt in the Rear Centre Position Save Human Lives? 

J.Y. Foret-Bruno, C. Tarriere Vehicle Occupancy in Crashes Involving 
Renault Bodily Injury 
L. Oudenard, C. Got In fatal crashes, the rear-seat occupancy rate of the 
Institut de Recherches Biom~caniques et vehicles is higher than for crashes involving bodily 
Accidentologiques injury as a whole. From observations made, the presence 

D. Song of three rear passengers is twice as frequent (9% as 
against 4%). 

Societ~ d’Etudes et Recherches des Arts 
In 60% of cases, a single rear occupant chooses the 

et M6tiers right rear position, and in the 30% of cases the left rear. 
A. Patel The rear centre position is occupied mostly by children 
Institut de Recherches Orthop6diques (Table 1). 

Abstract Table 1. Vehicle Occupancy in Crashes Involving Bodily 

As of January 1992, all back seat passengers in Injury 

France, in cars equipped with rear seat belts, will be tAt~a~st ........... pant Th ........... pants 
required to buckle up. For side rear seat positions, the 
use of 3-point belt systems, which have been installed in 
French vehicles for approximately the last 15 years, will National Police file (all 

accidents involving bodily 23% 3.4% certainly improve passenger protection as they are known injury) 
to be highly effective. However, almost none of the 

Fatal accidents 1980 (at least 31% 9% current vehicles are equipped with a seat belt for the one fatality in the vehicle) 
central rear seat position. Vehicle owners, of course, Fata~ accidents (at least one 14% 4.2% have the possibility of having central 2-point rear seat .... 
belts installed after they buy the car, but it has only been 
recently that car manufacturers have been installing these For all fatal accidents as a whole, a rear centre fatality 

seat belts on the production line. Given that the effect- is observed in 2% of cases, and one third of those fatali- 
iveness of these seat belts is often a subject of contro- ties are aged less than 10 (in two out of three cases, the 

versy in the US, will it save lives in France if all occu- fatality is accompanied by two other occupants). 

pants of the central rear seat position wear them (using 
Effectiveness of the Two-Polnt Lap Belt restraining system adaptations appropriate for young 
(Statistical Data) children)? The study of past research in this field, 

accident data, and testing with post mortem subjects and The available statistics chiefly concern the rear side 

dummies, has shown that the systematic use in the positions f or crashes occurring in the U.S.A. and Canada. 

central rear position of a lap belt (even with appropriate The level of effectiveness observed by the various teams 

restraint adaptations for young children) by all passen- can be summarized as follows (references 1 to 7). 
ger, will result in an increase in the number of occupants ¯ For all crashes taken together, the two-point lap belt 
killed and seriously injured for accidents on the whole, reduces the number of fatalities by 15% to 25%, and 
The number of serious injuries to occupants which can their severity by 20% to 40%; 
be avoided with such a belt, mainly by preventing occu- ¯ In frontal crashes, the severity of injury and the 
pant ejection, will be lower than the number of addi- fatality rate increase by O to 30% depending on the 
tional serious injuries which will be observed in frontal source. 
impact accidents. Of course this conclusion, which is All the authors agree that the effectiveness of the rear 
based on a given occupant age distribution (accident data two-point lap belt is due to the prevention of occupant 
from 1980), could change if there were a change in this ejection, especially in the case of reliever. 
distribution. For example, if significantly more young Therefore in order for the overall effectiveness to be 
occupants (younger than 7) use this central rear position positive, when the effectiveness in frontal crashes is 
(35% in the studied sample), the protection they would negative, the number of ejections must be greater when 
receive with a restraint device adapted to the two-point no lap belt is worn. 
lap belt could offset the aforementioned risk. It might The only available statistics concern ejection for all 
even decrease the number of seriously injured, occupants. For example, the NHTSA states that in 1987 
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(8), for passenger cars, 24% of all fatalities were 
FRONTAL IMPACTS 

observed in relievers (5,976 out of 25,132 fatalities), and 
6o 

for light trucks 52% (3,658 out of 7,008). The percent- 
ages of severe injuries and fatalities in relievers for 

6o -Unrestrained front occupants 
----- Unraetreinaa rear occupants / Ago ¯ 

these two categories represent 16% and 42% respective ........ 
Rsetra~ned front 

ly. In all these crashes, lap belts were worn by 33% of ~, 
.... 

casualties and 21% of fatalities, these percentages being 
50% lower than those observed in the crashes studied by 
US. 

Allowing for this rate of lap belt wearing, it can be 
estimated that the percentages of severe injuries and iO 

fatalities in relievers observed in the USA are twice as 
high as those observed in France. According to the o 

authors, the numerous cases of ejection can be attributed 
o io ao 3o 40 no 6o 7o 

to the large side windows (1/3 of the cases) and the 

doors (1/4 of the cases)¯ 
It can therefore be assumed that, given the low 

ejection rate in France as compared to the U.S.A., the 
effectiveness of a two-point lap belt in France would be ~ Be Unrestrained front occupants / 

far lower than that indicated by the U.S. statistics, and ~ Unraetratnad rear oocu:an;:a//AA:~<>5~’~/ . ~ Restrainsd front occup 
ge/< /tat/ .," 

might even be non-existent. Can we put a figure on this ~ 70 
. 

effectiveness? This is what we will try to do with our ~ 60 
Reetroinad front occupant-, 

/ accident research file after studying U.S. cases. + 

¯ ~ 40 

Effectiveness of a Two-Point Lap Belt 
(Accident Research Data) 
Frontal Impact (NTSB Case Study--Reference 9) 

A major report by the NTSB concludes that it is ~ ~o 
better, in frontal impacts, not to be wearing a seat belt ~ o 

than to be wearing a two-point lap belt in the rear. On 
o ¯ to ~0 30 40 .0 60 70 

Dalta V 

the basis of that report, it is passible to define severe Figure 1. Risks Versus Delta V for Various Configurations 
injuries and fatalities as a function of impact violence, 
but also to make comparisons between the various severe 

fatalities (MAIS 6). The following table shows that for 

injuries observed with and without a lap belt (Table 2). 
100 severe injuries and fatalities, the breakdown among 
these three categories is very different for two-point 

Table 2. Frequency of Severe Injuries According to restrained casualties and unrestrained casualties (Table 

Violence of Frontal Impact 3). 

I D V <25 km/h 26 - 40 40 - 56 >bb Kmln 

2*o~ot,~b Table 3. Typology of Severe Injuries Observed for 
belt 0(0)¯ 40(20) 76(291 86(43) 

Restrained and Unrestrained Casualties 
without lap         0(0)           0(0)          13(0)         20(6) 

LAB without I~p 0(0) 7(1 ) 18(3) 36(12) severe critical fatal 

belt 2-point lap belt 20 30 100 

o Severity level (fatality rate) 
without ap belt 68 8 24 100 

Frequency of Severe Injuries According to 
With the two-point lap belt, 80% of severe injuries are 

Violence of Frontal Impact of MAIS 4-5-6 level, and only 32% for unrestrained 
This eloquent table allows us to estimate the effect of casualties. 

wearing a lap belt in the rear centre position. It should It is true that the injuries are located in very different 
be remembered that unrestrained occupants in the rear 

positions are subjected to the stone risk in frontal impact 
body areas, and it is understandable that with the two- 

as very young restrained occupants not sustaining intru- 
point lap belt, the injury level is often critical (Table 4). 

sion (see Figure 1). Table 4. Breakdown of Severe Injuries 

i Spinal Limbs 

Typology of Severe Injuries Observed for 
.dad Neck T. .... Abd .... 

column 

Restrained and Unrestrained Casualties belt 29 10 - - 38 15 

without lap 

It is interesting to make a distinction between severe 

injuries (MAIS 3), very severe injuries (MAIS 4-5) and 
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Estimated Fatality Savings on the Basis of Fatal fatalities in frontal crashes. If we consider all frontal 
Accident Police Reports for 1980 impacts, whether fatal or not, the findings are more 

We saw that the rear centre occupants are relatively pessimistic. 
few. Nevertheless, it is interesting to try to calculate the We have endeavored to show this on the basis of our 
number of human lives that could be saved by wearing file. 
the lap belt in the rear centre position. 

The figures for 1980 show 1,400 motorist fatalities for Savings in Terms of Severe Injuries and Fatalities for the 
Cases in Our File all seating positions, including 28 fatalities in the rear 

centre position, seven of whom were alone in the back To estimate injury and fatality savings, we analyzed 
all those cases in which the vehicle had three rear occu- seat and 21 accompanied by at least two other occupants. 
pants. Taking into account the occupant’s age, the impact ¯ Assuming that the sole occupant was wearing a lap violence, and ejection, four hypotheses were made con- 

belt, two of the seven lives could have been saved, sidering that the two side occupants were restrained 
The figure is the same for a 2-point or 3-point lap (Table 6). 
belt (frontal impact with a 5-year old child ejected 
in reliever). ¯ One 2-point lap belt in the centre position for all 

occupants, which must be adapted as a child restraint ¯ For the 21 occupants, one observes that in five cases 
for very young occupants (scenario 1). they were accompanied by three adults in the rear. ¯ One 2-point lap belt for very young occupants, with Assuming a maximum of three rear occupants, the 
of course the appropriate restraining system figures classified by type of impact are given in the 
(scenario 2). following table (Table 5). 

¯ No lap belt (scenario 3). 

Table 5. Figures Classified by Type of Impact ¯ Lastly, the most pessimistic hypothesis, the two- 
point lap belt worn without a special restraining 

Fronts, S~de Re, .... system by all occupants (scenario 4). 
] Single rear fatality 2 1 4 

I Two rear fatalities 3 4 2 

Three rear fatalities 2 3 - - 

Table 6. Estimate of Severe Injuries and Fatalities in the 
Rear Centre Position of Various Scenarios 

Given the violence of the frontal and side impacts, no 
Present Hypothesis 1 : The side-position occupants are restrained 

savings can be expected in side impact and a maximum oos~ ....... y ...... ,s2: Ceotro-p ........... be,, 
with 3 rear 

lap belt no belt savings of two fatalities in frontal impact. In relievers, ~ .......... 
Agege <>66 chll ........... ~sys. Ichild rest~ainin~ ...... sys. n ..... I laplaP belt .... 

ejection is the cause of death (in every case, one or two ~ ...... (101, ~0,3, 23 ,s~ , ,, ,0,3~ ~ ,1~, 
Side (38) 6 (11 4-5 (11 4-5 (I) 5-6 (11 4-5 (11 

of the adjacent occupants are ejected). The number of .... (131 4 (11 1 (1) 1 (ll 1 (I) 1 (11 

lives saved by wearing a lap belt can be estimated at five ........ (~2, 4,2) 0 2,1, 2,11 0 
Others (9) 3 (21 2-3 {21 2-3 (2) 2-3 (21 2-3 (2} in relievers, giving a total savings of seven out of ~o~, (194) 24 (~l 30-32 (121 1G=18 20-22 43-45 (171 

twenty-one, 
s ..... injuries and fatalities ( fatalities ) 

On the whole, for all the rear centre positions, the Knowing that 35% of casualties and severe injuries are 
effectiveness would be 32% (9 lives saved out of 28) aged less than 7 (45% aged less than 10), the four pro- 
with a two-point lap belt. posed s~enarios give the following results for 194 occu- 

This raw figure is no doubt very positive from the pants including 15 severe injuries and 9 fatalities. 
viewpoint of the public authorities, since it corresponds It is clear that scenarios 2 and 3 give the best results 
to saving 30 or 40 lives in a year. (Table 7). A lap belt should clearly be used only with a 

The main question now is how many slight or severe child restraining system. When worn by an occupant 
injuries would become very severe injuries or fatalities aged over 6 and 7, the overall risk is greater. 
through wearing a lap belt in frontal crashes? 

In our file, the number of survivors of fatal frontal Table 7. Savings in Terms of Severe Injuries and 
crashes can be estimated at 25. Fatalities for 4 Scenarios 

¯ For six children aged 6, if they had been wearing a 
, S injuries ..... Fatalities IS injuri dl ..... .... 

I Ifatalities 

suitable restraining system, the severity level would 
sceoa0~o 1 19 (+ 27%) 12 (+ 33%) 31 (+ 29%) 

remain unchanged (4 slight injuries, 2 severe injur- s ...... 2 11 (- 27%1 6 (- 33%) 17 (- 29%) 

I Scenario 4 I 27 (+ 80%) I 27 (+ 80%) I 44 (+ 83%) I 

¯ For 19 survivors, if they had been wearing a two- 
point lap belt (10 slight injuries, 9 severe injuries), Test with Cadavers 
the severity level would have been very different (7 Six cadaver tests were carried out 15 years ago using 
fatalities, 9 severe injuries, 3 slight injuries), a two-point lap belt to verify if its installation wpuld not 

Hence, in the case of fatal crashes only, the lives cause severe, non-verifiable injuries in Hybrid II 
saved chiefly by preventing ejection with a two-point lap dummies which were used at that time. The conclusion 
belt could be offset by an increase in the number of reached from these tests was that a change in the upper 
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part of the seat back was enough to reduce the risk of percentile dummies struck the upper seat back. At 56 

serious head injury, kmB~, after striking the upper seat back, the head violent- 

This series of 6 tests at 50 km/h was enough to ly struck the lower part of the seat, as in the 50 km/h 

convince us of the high risk involved in the use of such test carried out with the dummy in the left rear seat. 

a restraining device in the case of frontal impact. 
Upon being shown films and test results, public Table 9. Results Obtained from Dummy Tests with a Lap 

officials opted to change their decision and henceforth Belt-Only Restraint 

all vehicles in France have systelnatically been equipped 
with 3-point seat belts in the side rear positions. Of H7bridllIdummy 50th p    50th p 

course these test results are still pertinent in the case of 
restraint systems for the centre :rear position. Indeed, it S~atAnsleab°utzaxis 

+20* +20* O* 15" 20 

can be hypothesized that the probability of the occu- ~ADANGU~A~ 
x 

m~m~ -~9~218 143~2"20~9 -29004598 
pant’s trajectory following the vehicle’s longitudinal ACCELERATION Y min’ -10785 -16022 -11319 
axis, thus avoiding head to seat back impact, is statis- ~ANATOMIC) max 4672 3130 4571 

ticaily not very realistic. Injuriies observed in the six r~d~, z rain -8517 -7480 -3046 

mox 1831 2354 1623 

tests at 50 km/h are summarized in Table 8. We can see: HEAD X min -2 -13 -7 

¯ 3 fatal neck injuries and 2 severe injuries, ~GULA~ max 20 25 19 

¯ 2 severe head injuries accompanied by severe face VELOCITY Y mln -24 -19 -124 
ANATOMIC) m~x 35 48 53 

"’-InJUries in one case, ~a~s Z min -8 -9 -16 

¯ 4 severe abdominal injuries accompanied by an ex- max lS 2O 6 
tremely severe injury to tile spinal rachis in one HEAD x -126 -299 -142 -119 -248 

.INEAR Y -39 -108 ~2 -118 -150 

case, 
ACCELERATION Z 26 -84 -81 25 -80 

¯ 3 severe pe~wc’" "---~njunes"~--" -~,~racmres to the ilium 
(G)maximtan ~uRant 132 318 155 161 299 

wings), mc 529 12794 1878 I 425 4139 

NECK X -870 -1400 -2190 -394 -940 

Table 8. Results Obtained from Cadaver Tests wRh a Lap 
FORCES UPPER Y -310 -240 -498 / / 

Belt-Only Restraint: Delta V = 50 km/h (N)maximum Z 1350 32~0 5897 710 1680 

NECK X 30 -31 

Test CADAVERS IN,1LIRIES HEAD IMPACT 
MOMENTS y -84 -99 -111 -25 -55 

AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT AREA 

(cm) 
UPPER (Nm) max. Z -31 -35 -2 

I 38 166 49 Rupture of abdominal wall, I~r acYmr es to the ilium wings On the upper part of NECK X / -1650 -2422 

h’ont seat back FORCES LOWER Y / / -611 

jejunum, aorta LOWER 

fracJu~s, ilium wing frac~tm.~ 
FORCE X -6110 -13800 -5200 

The 5Oth percentile Hybrid III dummies were mounted 

with a 18 accelerometers to measure head acceleration 
This very high rate of sew~re injuries, in no way and angular speed (10). From these measurements it was 

similar to what is found in cadaver tests with 3-point also possible to know the force applied to the face. 
seat belts, indicates an increase in risk. It can even be At 50 and 56 km/h, very high HIC values and angular 
assumed that, at the same impact speed, the results for speeds were obtained, as well as neck load and torque 
non-seat belted passengers would be better (taking into measurements that were definitely over the tolerance 
account actual road situations), level (Figures 2, 3 and 4, Test #2). 

At 35 km/h, HIC values are below limits for the 5th 
Tests with Hybrid III Dummies and 50th percentile dummies (425 and 529 respectively). 

Frontal tests at 35, 50 and 56 km/h were carried out However, neck load and torque measurements are still 

with 50th percentile male and 5th percentile female very high upon hyperextension (870 N for shearing 

Hybrid llIdummies. Table9 summarizes forces suffered force, 84 Nm for torque), especially for the 50th 

by dummies. The dummies were placed in the center rear percentile dummy (Test #1). As well, angular accelera- 

position for the tests at 35 and 56 km/h. Their trajec- tion in this test reached 15,000 rad/s~ (difference 
tories were at a 20~ angle to tlhe longitudinal axis. For between minimum and maximum). The load measured to 

both tests at 35 km]h, the 5th percentile and 50th the face reached 6,450 N and is applied at the eye socket 
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HEAD    LINEAR ACCELERATION RESULTANT    TEST    N’~                                                     20                                       ANGULAR A~CELERATION TEST 

300 

200                                                               ~ 

IO0                                                                                            ~    0 

~o d ....... X-AXZS 
~. ~ -- Y-AXle 

o ab     45 ’ 6o     eo     ioo i~o 14o leo "~ -~o 
Time ( m~ ) ~ 

SLED    LINEAR    ACCELERATION    TEST 
30                                                                                                             20      40      60      SO      iO0     lEO     i40     i60 

Time ( me 

~ \                      Figure 4. Angular Acceleration for Test N2 
20 

’~ I 
level. These tests demonstrate how dangerous loads to 

.~ the head and neck caused by impact with the upper seat bu iO 
J k_ .... / back can already be, for different subject sizes, at 35 

- 

\ik~ 

km/h. At 50 km/h and up the risk becomes great. 

~ Conclusion 
-lo Therefore, it can be concluded that the wearing of a 

r.ime ~ ~ ~ two-point seat belt by all rear seat occupants would 

Figure 2. Head Linear Acceleration Resultant and Sled increase casualties because of the high risk in the case of 

Linear Acceleration for Test N2 frontal impact. This seems to be true even with a re- 
straint system adapted for use by young children, which 
make up 35% of occupants in this study. 

NECK FOR~ES TEST N’2 
The results would only be positive if the two rear side 

position occupants wear seat belts and rear centre posi- 
tion occupants younger than 7, and only occupants 
younger than 7 (no seat belts for older children), wear 

~ 2 ~ ,’ ’ seat belts with an adapted restraint system. 

LtJ Y-AXIS ,. ~., ,,~. , The larger the number of young children able to use 
~ ~ .... Z-AXIS ,%"L/ ~/\’ an adequate device in association with the 2-point seat 

~- ,/" ,    , belt, the better the final result. Needless to say, the ideal 
o .... ~~ solution is to install and use the 3-point seat belt for the 

centre rear position in future vehicles. 

20       40      60       80      iO0     120     140     160 
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Parameters Affecting, the Performance of Framed Child Seats 
Anchored by Adult Belts 

M.R. Dorn, A.P. Roy of child seat has become popular because of the ease of 
installation and use. While the newer styles of child seat 

Middlesex Polytechnic 
have a marked advantage in simplicity of attachment, the 

R.W. Lowne forward excursion of the child in a frontal impact is 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory generally greater than for the earlier four point designs 

since it is less directly attached to the car and relies on 
Abstract the reaction of the car seat to control forward movement. 

Framed child seats secured with an adult seat belt Accident investigations of the few cases of restrained 

have increasingly become the standard child restraint in child fatality that have occurred suggest that the per- 

UK vehicles. However, little work has been undertaken formance of framed child restraints could be improved 

to investigate how the various design parameters affect (1,2). It would appear that, where the child restraint 

the dynamic performance. This paper presents the results performance has been considered to have had an influ- 

of a test programme designed to address this question, ence on the outcome, both excessive forward excursion 
Parameters such as system cen~tre of gravity, adult belt resulting in head contacts and excessive acceleration 

route, shell inclination and footprint area were varied on resulting in neck injuries have been involved. The per- 
a surrogate child restraint, which was subjected to dy- formance of such child restraints must be a function of 
namic impact tests in general accordance with ECE R44. the child restraint itself, the occupant, the car in which 
The tests were repeated with the child restraint anchored it is secured and the means of securing it to the car. 
both with adult lap and lap and diagonal belts. The The design of the frame child restraints in the UK has 
performance was evaluated using the values of 3ms chest been largely based around the addition of a frame to the 
acceleration and head forward excursion on the test existing four point shells. Little work has been published 
dummy. A distinction in the effect of each of the para- on the identification of the exact parameters that affect 
meters was found between the child restraint anchored their performance. This paper describes a series of tests 
with a lap belt and that anchored with a 3-point belt. The which attempted to address this question and how far the 
lowest value of chest acceleration (40g) was observed for dynamic performance can be improved. The paper will 
the lap belt restrained frame’ seat with the largest base deal exclusively with the child restraint parameters. On- 
area while the lowest head excursion was also seen with going investigations at Middlesex Polytechnic and TRRL 
this arrangement but with the addition of a top tether, will consider the interaction with the vehicle and to a 
Exploring the use of energy absorbing top tethers is lesser extent the occupant. 
suggested. 

Test Programme 
Introduction The test programme was designed to study the effects 

From the early 1960s to mid 1980s the most popular of the route of the adult belt on the frame, the position 

child restraint in the UK for children aged about nine of the centre of gravity of the child restraint and the size 

months to about four years was a forward facing shell of the base of the frame in contact with the vehicle seat 

secured directly to the vehicle structure by four straps, on the forward excursion and on the chest acceleration 

two attached to the shell at the top and two to the bottom of the occupant. The study included child restraints held 

(the four point child restraint).. The child is held within by both adult lap belts and adult lap and shoulder seat 

the shell by an integral five point harness. Recently the belts. For the lap belt configuration, tests were per- 

four point has been gradually replaced in the UK by the formed also with the addition of a top tether to measure 

framed reclining version in which the shell is attached to the effect of providing restraint to the top of the frame. 

a frame which sits on the vehicle seat and is secured to Chest acceleration was chosen rather than head accelera- 

the vehicle structure using the adult seat belt. This type tion due to the uncertainty of the biofidelity of the neck 
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and of the chin to chest contact of the TNO P3 dummy Phase 5. Introduction of top tether in lap belt restrained 
used, which will greatly influence the head response, system. 

The initial phase of the programme was a study of a Phase 6. Verification of the effect of adult belt route for 
large sample of production UK framed child seats in the surrogate child restraint. Five positions (Figure 2). 
order to find typical values for the mass and centre of 
gravity. Some tests (phase 1) were completed using a Hol~ al O0mm Centret 
typical production child restraint but this was found to be Paaltlon 
unsuitable for multiple testing, due to the excessive 
distortion of the frame under non-standard conditions. It 
would also have been difficult to modify the design para- 
meters of the existing child restraint. For these reasons 
a surrogate child restraint was designed and built. | 1 

The dynamic test programme was completed in seven 
phases. Each phase investigated the effect of a different 
design parameter. The optimum configuration found in 
each phase was carried through to the next, thus the 
child restraint was optimized as each phase was com- 
pleted. 

[                                                       up 
(÷z) 

The Test Series 
Phase 1. Variation in adult belt route on typical produc- 
tion child restraint. Seven positions for lap belt. Six for 
3-point (lap belt section route was varied). 

R~rwmra 
Phase 2. Variation of shell and hence occupant C of G 
position using the surrogate, child restraint. Nine posi- 
tions (Figure 1) with lap belt. Only six positions were 

Figure 2. Lap Belt Position 
possible with 3-point. 

The Surrogate Child Restraint 
Holo~ at 00ram Centre8 The surrogate child restraint was designed to have the 
Rel~ated at tOl~ and bottom ohell mounts capability of variation of the parameters mentioned 
Po~ition ¯ i~ a~ Tyl~ieal CR above. The basic dimensions were taken from the typical 

production child restraint, i.e., foot size/position, shell 
position, adult belt position etc. A standard production 
plastic shell and harness were used to simplify the manu- 

~ ~b tc 
facture of the child restraint. The shell and harness were 
replaced when showing signs of wear. Generally shells 

were replaced after 3 tests and harnesses after 4. The 

[d ._~ ~f 

surrogate child restraint (See Figure 3) was composed of 

II 
two shaped aluminum alloy 6mm thick side plates, two 

UI~ 25mm diameter aluminum alloy tube cross members (one 
rear foot and one rear strut) and one 25mm diameter ÷z)    g 

I       h 
~ 

aluminum bar (the front foot). 
J ! The side plates were drilled with a series of holes / 

which allowed the shell position and belt route to be 
moved in the x-z plane (required for phases 1, 2 & 4). In Forward (÷x} addition to the standard bar, four other foot types could 

~ be bolted in place of the bar foot (phase 3). 
The mass of the child restraint varied between 7.5 and 

Figure 1. Shell Position 
8.5 kg, depending on the foot type that was used. This 

Phase 3. Variation of child restraint foot type and area. was up to 2.8 kg heavier than the typical production 
Five foot types in total. Standard bar, plate foot at front child restraint (5.7 Kg). This unavoidable feature was not 
(one 50x400mm & one 100x400mm) & plate base (one thought to effect the performance excessively. 

320x410mm & one 450x460mm). 
Phase 4.Variation of child restraint shell inclination. Test Procedure 
Two positions. Same angle. Reclined about top and The dynamic tests were performed at the Road Safety 
reclined about bottom. Engineering Laboratory, Middlesex Polytechnic which is 
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Surrogate static lap belts were used, which were com- 
posed of sections of webbing linked to the child restraint 
with standard belt anchorages. The 3-point belts were 
represented by a static belt in which 50mm slack was 
induced in the diagonal strap, after the belt had been 
tightened, to simulate the webbing payout observed with 
inertia reel belts. For the surrogate seat the 3-point belt 
in the standard position was routed through slots in the 
side plates. For the variation in belt route (phase 6) it 
was necessary to use a surrogate belt composed of three ...... 
separate straps. However it was not considered repre- 
sentative for the majority of testing, as slip between 
sections was thought to be an important factor that 

should not be eliminated. 
Performance of the child restraint was mainly judged 

using three parameters: .... 

¯ Maximum chest 3ms acceleration 
. Head maximum excursion, defined as the maximum 

forward position of the head relative to Cr point 
(Figure 4) 

¯ Head maximum movement, defined as the maximum 
forward movement of the head relative to the initial 

Figure 3. Photograph of Surrogate CR position. 

described elsewhere (3,4)° The tests were conducted in The second parameter gives an absolute measure of 

general accordance with ECE R44 (5)i.e., velocity 50 the forward movement limit as it would occur in a 

Kin/h, peak acceleration approximately 25g. As defined vehicle. The third parameter, head maximum movement, 

in the standard a TNO P3 dummy was used, instrument- was defined in order to make comparisons in the second 

ed with triaxial accelerometers in the head and chest, phase where the shell was moved within the frame. 

High speed film and video recording allowed analysis of Ideally both forward excursion and chest acceleration 

excursions. The test seat was that specified in R44 and should be as low as possible. A short stopping distance, 

is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4. and thus reduced forward movement, would be expected 
to be accompanied by an increased chest acceleration. It 
is difficult to establish an optimum compromise as this 
will depend on the impact speed and acceleration and on 
the internal dimensions of the vehicle. However, it might 
be considered that, provided the head forward excursion 
does not exceed about 550ram from the Cr point (the 
limit in R44), the performance could be considered to be 
improved for a reduced chest acceleration, 

The estimated accuracy of the measurements is as 

follows: 
Pofmt 

¯ Acceleration + 5% of reading~ 

, Excursion and movement ± 8ram, 

kdult ", ~/: ..... Results 
Bench Seat Phase 1. The Effect of Belt Position on a Typical 

Production Child Restraint 
The dynamic performance was only adversely affected 

by a change in belt position from the manufacturers’ 
specification. The child restraint frame distortion was 
increased when the belt load was in the non-specified 
positions. Chest 3ms accelerations were on the whole 

increased, as were the maximum head excursions. 
Thus the surrogate child restraint for the remaining 

Figure 4. Sketch of Test Seat Showing Cr Point and phases was designed using the standard lap belt posi- 
Surrogate Child Restraint tions. However, it was found that a slight lowering of the 
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3-point lap route slots allowed greater flexibility in the 3-Point Belt Restrained Child Restraint showed a 
movement of the shell in the next phase, similar response to that restrained with a lap belt. As the 

Phase 2. The Effect of a Change in the System Centre of shell was moved forward the tendency was forabsolute 

Gravity Position movement and chest acceleration to be reduced (Figure 

The system centre of gravity (C of G) was varied by 6). The trends are not entirely clear from the limited test 

moving the child restraint shell within the plate frame, results. Although the test data suggest that the results for 

thus moving the occupant and the whole C of G. Eight position "c" were the optimum, computer simulation 

positions other than the typical "e" were utilized with the studies (6) have verified the hypothesis that.acceleration 

lap belt restrained tests (see Figure 1). Only six of the is increased, significantly as the shell is moved up while 

head movement is decreased as the shell is moved for- nine shell positions were possible with the 3-point re- 

strained child restraint, due to interference with the wards. It could be argued that, as for the lap belt tests, 

3 point belt. The results of the tests are shown in Figures head excursion would increase for the more forward 

5 and 6. shell positions giving position "g" as the optimum, but 
it was not possible to use positions d, g or h for the 3- 

Chest: 3ms Deee|era~ion M~ ".~ ~ ...... t~ point belt tests. For this reason position "i" was used for 

~ ,~ i ,~ i 
the later phases. It must be noted that the difference in 

" i- , ~....~... location of the shell between lap belt and 3-point belt 

i 

tests precludes comparison between these two types of 
restraint in the following phases. 

Phase 3. Effect of a Variation of Foot Size 
Since the performance of the child restraint is, to some 

b o 
,® ~. extent, controlled by the reaction of the seat cushion, the 

0 
’ influence of the size of the base of the child restraint in 

contact with the seat was examined. 

Four types of foot were bolted on to the surrogate 
child restraint. The lap belt restrained tests were com- 

Note: He~d M ...... ~ = ~e~io~ - ~n~ti~ Po~tion pleted with the shell in position "g," whereas position "i" 

Figure 5. Phase 2, Lap Belt Restrained CR Results was used for the 3-point restrained tests. Thus a direct 
comparison of the lap belt and 3-point belt results is not 
possible. The results of the dynamic tests are shown in 

Chest ~ms Deceleration }~ax .o~d .ovo~o~ Figures 7 and 8. 
¯ 

~ ~ 
~ 

The Lap BeltRestrained ChildRestraint results exhibit 
........ ,~...i ........ ~ ............ the largest reduction in 3ms chest acceleration achieved 

in this series of tests. In general the acceleration de- 

~ "i .i : ’~ creased and the excursion increased with the larger foot 
sizes (Figure 7). Thus the largest foot size (450x460mm 
plate base) yielded the greatest reduction in acceleration 

~..~ i .... (33%). This configuration was chosen as for use in 
, , future tests. The acceleration reduction was considered 

to outweigh the increase in head excursion as all the 
excursions were within the 550ram limit of ECE Regula- 
tion 44. 

Note: Head Movement = Exeursion - Initial Position The reason for the change in child restraint perform- 
ance is the reduction in overall system stiffness for the Figure 6. Phase 2, 3-Point Belt Restrained CR Results 
larger foot case. The large feet allowed less pre-com- 

The Lap Belt Restrained Child Restraint exhibited a pression of the seat cushion. The bar foot configured 
general trend towards lower head movement as the shell child restraint induced 50mm initial compression of the 
was moved forward and down (Figure 5). However as seat cushion, whereas the largest foot induced negligible 
expected the maximum head excursions, which are meas- pre-compression. Pre-compression reduces the distance 
ured with respect to the fixed Cr point, increased as the the child restraint can travel downwards before hitting 
shell, and hence the initial head position, was moved for- the rigid seat pan. Also pre-compression increases the 

ward. The effect on chest acceleration was less clear, but initial horizontal force the cushion can apply and the 

the lowest acceleration was 59.5g (shell position "g"), actual utilized length of lap belt webbing is less. There- 
and this was achieved without excessive head movement, fore a reduction of pre-compression reduces system stiff- 
Thus for the future phases the optimum configuration ness allowing greater child restraint movements and 
was chosen to be position "g." lower accelerations. 
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The shell was reclined an extra 21° in addition to the 
Foot ,y~ ~ °°° standard 50 which was found in typical production child 

.......... ~~,,~., 
.seats. The shell was rotated about both the top and 
bottom mounts for the 3-point restrained child restraint 

.......... ~~ ~?,, using shell position "i." Reclining about the base was not 

........... " ,37 
possible for the lap belt restrained case with the shell in 

¯ position "g." Thus a comparison of the method of reclin- 
............. ~~//~//~ so ~o ing for the lap belt restrained child restraint was not 

¯ ~ possible. 
, The Lap Belt Restrained Child Restraint reclined test 
.... was performed with the largest foot and the shell in posi- 

tion "g." The test results (Figure 9) indicate a small 

increase in chest 3ms acceleration (10%) and a reduction 
.................... .~ in head excursion in the reclined configuration. Head 

Figure 7. Phase 3 Lap Belt Restrained Results 
excursion was reduced mainly due to the more rearward 

The 3-Point Restrained Chiht Restraint tests showed 
initial position of the head in the reclined position. It 

that base area has much less effect on the performance 
was noted that the rebound acceleration of the head (as 

of the child restraint for this configuration (Figure 8). 
head hits child restraint shell) was greatly increased in 

Neither the acceleration of the ,dummy nor the head ex- 
the test. 

cursion were apparently affected in a consistent manner Not~: cg - Siren Pos. "g", Largest 450x4~0mm foot 
by the change in foot size. The main acceleration forces 
on a child restraint restrained by a 3-point belt must 
therefore be those of the belt, The seat squab must play 

~tio~ ~o 
~oo 

a more minor role than it does with a lap belt. 

............. 
°~ ~ Figure 9. Phase 4, Lap Belt Restrained Results 

............. ’~ ,~0 The 3-Point Restrained Child Restraint results 
i exhibited similar characteristics to the lap belt case 
.... 

(Figure 10). Chest 3ms acceleration was increased slight- 
ly whilst head excursion was decreased in the reclined 
mode. Reclining the shell from lower shell mounting 

...................... ¯ .,.. point reduces head excursion by a greater amount than 

Figure 8. Phase 3, 3-Point Resllrained CR Results reclining about the top of the shell. However, this also 

It must be noted that the maximum head excursions 
results in the greatest increase in chest acceleration. It 

are in general greater than that of the lap belt restrained 
child restraint, because of the more forward initial shell 
position. As no apparent improvement was effected, the 

~o~ o 
~0. 

~o0 

bar foot was chosen for the remaining tests on the 3- 
point restrained child restraint. 

Phase 4. The Effect of Child Restraint Shell Inclination 
~od ~o,,~,o~ i~,~ 

The modern child restraint .often includes a reclining ~.~ 

mechanism for added comfort of the occupant. The 
change of inclination of occupant, as well as the induced 40 80 

C of G change, is likely to havre some effect on the child 
restraint performance. To quantify the possible effect of 

~ ....... ~ m ...... ~,~ 

both reclining and the reclining method, tests were com- Not°: CR - S]xel! Pea. "i". Bar fool; 

pleted with the surrogate child restraint shell reclined 
about both the top and bottom mounting point. 

Figure 10. Phase 4, 3-Point Restriained Results 
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was again observed that rebound of the head seemed to point restrained child restraint. This phase has been 
be more violent for the reclined tests, repeated and extended using a verified computer model 

which has aided in the analysis of these results. The Phase 5. The Effect of a Top Tether on a Lap Belt 
Restrained Child Restraint child restraint was configured with the standard bar foot 

and shell position "e." A top tether was attached to the child restraint and 
then anchored to the sled at a point simulating a typical The Lap Belt Restrained Child Restraint results shown 

car parcel shelf. The child restraint was tested with both in Figure 11 and an analysis of the film records of the 

the standard bar foot and the previous optimum, the larg- tests suggest that there are two main effects of an altera- 

est foot (450x460mm plate base) . The results of the tion in belt route; a variation in the translational move- 

tests are shown in Table 1. ment of the child restraint and an increase in child 
restraint forward rotation. The increase in translational 

Table 1. Phase 5, Top Tether Results movement occurs when the initial belt angle to the hori- 
zontal is increased which occurs when the belt attach- 
ment to the restraint frame is moved back or up. This is 

Foot Type    TOP Tether Chest 3ms     Max Head because the child restraint, during the impact, attempts Used Deceleration     Excursion 
to pull the belt to a more horizontal position, which 

Bar No 59.5 419 entails a greater forward movement for a larger initial 
belt angle. The increase in forward rotational movement 

Bar Yes 55.5 396 of the child restraint oc.curs when the belt force is 

Evenly applied to a more forward or lower position on the child 
Distributed NO 40.0 532 restraint frame. This is due to the increased moment of 
450x460mm 

this force and the child restraint inertial force acting 
~venl~, through the centre of gravity. Distributed Yes 65.5 319 

450x460mm 

Chest ~rns Deceleration Max Head Excursion 

The results show little effect of the use of a top tether 
for the child restraint with the narrow bar foot. Only a ............... ~....~7,.....~ ............... 
slight reduction in both acceleration and excursion were .... ¯ ......... 
observed. The top tether had a large effect on the child 4® ¯ ....... 
restraint configured with the largest foot. Head excursion .......... 
was greatly reduced (to the lowest level of all the tests), 
however this was at the expense of a 64% increase in 
chest 3ms acceleration. 

~® " ....... 
This difference in the effect of top tethers is easily 

understood. The movement of the child restraint with bar 
foot is minimal, as the child restraint "bottoms out" on ° ° 

the seat pan (complete cushion crush to the rigid struc- Figure 11. Phase 7, Lap Belt Restrained Results 
ture below the seat cushion) and is thus restrained by the 
lap belt and seat reaction. Therefore there is little that When the belt attachment point was varied in a verti- 

the top tether can do. At theother end of the scale is the cal plane from point S to point 1, these two effects 
large foot configured child restraint case, where there is appear to cancel each other out. When the attachment 
a large child restraint movement. A large force is then point was varied in a horizontal plane, from 3 to 2 or 3 
applied by the top tether producing a significant effect, to 4, the change in the lap belt angle was greater and the 

individual effects resulted in an increase in forward Phase 6. The Effect of Adult Belt Route on the Surrogate excursion away from the standard position, 3. 
Child Restraint The 3-Point Restrained Child Restraint results (Figure 

The effect of a variation in belt route was not ade- 12) did not exhibit the same characteristics as discussed 
quately covered in phase 1 where a typical production for the lap belt above. It is concluded that the restraining 
child restraint was used. The results were affected by the 

force of the diagonal strap nullifies any variation in the 
physical distortion of the child restraint frame. Therefore 

lap belt movement. The excursions were not significantly 
the effect of this parameter was re-examined using the altered as the lap section was moved. The changes in 
surrogate child restraint, 

acceleration which occurred are not easily explained. 
The lap belt section of the adult belt route was varied 

on the surrogate child restraint as shown in Figure 2. As 
observed in some of the previous phases, there was a Discussion 
difference in the effect of this parameter variation It has been shown that the effect of the variation of a 
between the lap belt restrained child restraint and the 3- particular parameter is dependant upon the adult restraint 
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Chest 3ms Deceleration Max Head Excursion configuration. As the reaction force for the child restraint 
~ with the larger foot comes from compression of the 

cushion, the addition of the top tether will have a greater 
effect, as observed. The relevance of this for use in cars 

[ii 
will depend on the car seat design and the amount of 

, pre-compression that parents apply in normal use. In 
.... view of the potentially large effect on head excursion 

with a top tether, it would be worth exploring the use of 
yielding top tethers to reduce the undesirable increase in 
chest acceleration observed. 

The route of the lap belt was seen to affect the per- 
formance of the child restraint. Changes from the opti- 
mum position increased the forward excursion either 

Figure 12. Phase 6, 3-Point Restrained Results through greater translational movement or rotation of the 
child restraint. Tests on the typical production child 

type. In addition, for many of the tests, the shell position restraint showed that the specified belt route gave the 

in the frame differed between the lap belt and the 3-point optimum performance. 

belt configurations. Therefore the results for these two Reclining the shell in the frame about the lower 

attachment configurations are considered separately, mounting point led to a significant reduction in the head 

Lap belt. There was not a ve~ large effect on chest excursion and a small increase in chest acceleration. The 

acceleration nor on head forward movement between the test indicated a higher rebound acceleration for the head 

shell positions used. There was a slight trend to reduce but it is not known whether this reflects what would 

chest acceleration and head movement with a lower and happen to a child. 

more forward location of the shell. However, the differ- 3-Point Belt. Movement of the shell within the frame 

ences in the initial location of the head between the shell produced small changes in both head movement and 

locations is much greater than any reduction in absolute chest acceleration. There was a trend for the chest 

movement. Consequently, forward excursion for the for- acceleration to be reduced as the shell was moved for- 

ward locations considerably exceed those for the rear wards and down, There was also an indication of a 

locations. For instance the head movement with shell reduction in head movement as the shell was moved for- 

position ’g’ was 480ram in comparison with 420ram. for wards and down which was confirmed by a series of 

position ’i" while the excursions were 419mm and computer simulations. However, as with the lap belt 

535mm respectively, tests, this reduction on head movement was swamped by 

Increasing the foot contact area increases the forward the differences in-initial head position relative to the test 

excursion but decreases the chest acceleration, the largest seat, resulting in a much greater head excursion as the 

foot producing the lowest chest acceleration of any test. shell was moved forwards. Again, the optimum position 

Examination of the film records show that this is due to would appear to be as low and as far back in the frame 

the higher initial compression ,of the test seat cushion as possible, although the surrogate seat design precluded 

with a smaller base area which therefore results in earlier testing in this location with the 3-point belt. 

’bottoming out’ of the cushion. With a large base area, Changing the area of the base of the child restraint 

greater dynamic compression of the cushion is available, had little effect on the performance when using a 3-point 

resulting in a greater movement of the child restraint, belt suggesting that most of the restraint is controlled by 

larger head excursion but reduced chest acceleration, the belt design and layout rather than interaction with the 

This raises the question of the !importance of the repre- seat cushion. 

sentativity of the R44 test seat design and initial Very little effect of the location of the lap section was 

installation procedures, observed on the head excursion when using a 3-point 

The addition of a top tether to the lap belt attached belt. Chest acceleration appeared to increase for lower 

child restraint with the small :foot resulted in a small attachment points of the lap belt and to decrease either 

reduction in both the chest acceleration and the head side of the standard position. The significance and 

forward excursion. The effects were much greater for the reasons for this are unclear and should be examined 

large area foot, reducing the head excursion from 532mm further with the aid of computer simulations. 

to 319ram, the lowest head excursion observed. How- As with the lap belt configuration, reclining the shell 

ever, this was at the expense of a large increase in the within the frame reduced head forward excursion but 

chest acceleration. The difference in effects between increased chest acceleration. Reclining about the lower 

these two base areas is also attributable to the high pre- attachment produced the greatest effect on both para- 

compression of the test seat cu,,~hion with the small base meters. Again, there was an indication of greater head 

area resulting in the main reaction force being provided rebound violence with the reclined mode, but the signifi- 

by the test seat structure rather than the cushion for this cance of this for injuries in real children is not known. 
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Where it is possible to compare the performance of ¯ There is a need to explore the potential benefits of 
the child restraint between being held by a lap belt and energy absorbing top tethers and the extent to which 
held by a 3-point belt, both the head excursions and the the seat design and installation conditions in the 
chest accelerations are similar or lower with the 3-point ECE R44 test is representative of normal use of 
belt. The differences are not great but this may be a child seats in cars. 
reflection of the test seat and the installation conditions. 
The differences when installed realistically in cars Acknowledgments 
should be explored. 
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$9-W~9 

Aged, Used, Crashed Seat Belts 

Paul Duignan, Michael Griffiths conducted by New South Wales Road Safety Bureau’s 

Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW Crashlab, and attempts to summarize the findings. The 
studies reported on are: 1) An examination of the static 
strength of individual components of aged used belts 

Abstract systems from a variety of vehicles; 2) An examination of 
There is acceptance that some parts of cars wear out the dynamic strength of a specific series of aged seat 

and that other parts need replacing after a crash. Vital belts; 3) A review of aged crash seat belts from a time 
safety equipment, such as seat belts, should be no excep- series of vehicles with matched pairs of crashed worn, 
tion to this. This paper reports on recent seat belt studies crashed not worn and not crashed seat belts. 
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]Introduction                                         ¯ Stage 3. Determine the effects of multiple impacts 

In Australia it has been mandatory to fit seat belts in        on belt performance. 
vehicles since 1969 and has been compulsory for occu- Literature Review 
pants to wear them since 1971. In 1988 there were over 
7 million cars registered with the average age being 8.4 

In 1976 Chapman and Cameron (4) conducted testing 
on old seat belts with the aim of looking for correlation 

,years (1). As the first country to mandate seat belt wear- . between the visual deterioration of a seat belt and its 
iing and to achieve wearing rates of exceeding 90 per- 
cent, Australia is ideally placed to do research on the 

performance. The sample consisted of 97 lap sash static 

,effects of seat belt usage and cr~.h involvement on seat 
seat belts which hadn’t been involved in crashes and no 
more than four years old. If the belt had visible signs of 

belt performance. 
In some vehicles seat belts have fallen apart from the 

damage, then they waived the four year limit. Overall, 66 

constant use and exposure. It is therefore reasonable to 
failed the Australian Standard E35 static assembly test. 

assume that sometime before the complete in-service 
Of these, 29 had a webbing failure on a piece of hard- 

failure of such belts, there is a point at which they can 
ware, twelve had buckle tongue engagement failure, 

no longer pass the minimum requirements of the Stand- 
-three had other, hardware failure, six failed by excessive 

ard and hence offer adequate protection in a crash, 
slip at adjusters, five had stitching failures and eleven 

The Roads. and Traffic Authority’s, Road Safety 
failed the buckle release force test. 

Bureau, occasionally receives reports of seat belts 
A sample of 27 belts was obtained from vehicles 

breaking in crashes, although there is no routine method 
which had been involved in crashes. The age of the belts 

of notifying these incidents. Where possible the broken 
was not controlled. Of the 27 belts, two had failure of 

components are obtained and the Bureau logs a formal 
the stitching or webbing adjacent to the stitching, six had 

report. Reports have only been received on fourteen such 
buckle failures, one failed at the buckle adjuster and four 

incidents in the last ten years, These were associated 
failed the buckle release test force. 13/27 failed¯ 

with eleven fatalities. Previous experience has indicated 
They tested various models seeking correlation of 

that such failures are generally under-reporte~l because 
appearance to performance. They found that "measures 

(a) there is no formal system for reporting (b) it is not 
and ratings of seat belts were found which were capable 

evident who the responsible body is and (c) the Aus- 
of predicting to a limited accuracy, the strength of a seat 

tralian population is less inclined to seek legal redress 
belt." However of the various models they tried for 

" he 
over such matters because of its. personal injury insur-    mechanics of failure, they found t models do not ade- 

quately represent reality." They did not present any 
ante system. 

In general the Australian Standard requires seat belts 
results in terms of the comparative ages of the seat belts. 

to restrain their occupant in an ilnpact up to around 25g 
Martin et al. (5) investigated used seat belts in 1979 

which generally equates to a 50km/h head-on collision 
for the Swiss Commission for Safety Belts (SKASG). 

(2). In some of the impacts in which seat belts failed, the 
Their test program involved testing several types of new 

damage to the vehicle appeared to indicate that the 
belts and 13 used restraint systems both dynamically and 

impact would have been of a less: severe nature than that 
statically¯ Their report recommended that: "A replace- 

specified in the Standard. This supports the idea that the 
ment is indicated: 

performance of seat belts deteriorates with age and use ¯ If any visible damage to the webbing, the buckle or 

to such an extent that they do not offer adequate protec- the fittings is present, 

tion to the occupant in a crash. ¯ If any visible or non-visible alteration impairs the 

This report presents the results of a project to perfect function of the belt system, and 

determine an objective criteria for the replacement of ¯ If the car exhibits a considerable frontal crush. Side 

seat belts worn in a crash (3). The project was sponsored collisions are prone to cause direct damage to the 

by the National Roads and Motorists Association Insur- belt system." 

ance Company (NRMA). In 1985 Pickles and Aldridge (6) conducted "an ex- 
The project built on previous studies conducted by periment to substantiate the suggested life expectancy of 

Crashlab which investigated the effects of age and use a belt ... is seven years." They found "a noticeable drop 
on the crash performance of lap/sash seat belt assemb- in both assembly strength and webbing strengths from 

lies. that initially expected. However, this still leaves the 
This study’s research strategy required three stages: majority above the minimum required by the New 

¯ Stage 1. Determine the effects of various crash Zealand Standard NZS 5401:1976." In static tests of the 

pulses on belt performance, webbing, they found that 80% of seven year old webbing 

¯ Stage 2. Determine the effects of similar crash pulse would be expected to pass the requirement of 18 kilo- 

with respect to age, seating position and crash Newtons. Sixty three percent of the seven year old seat 

involvement on belt performance, belt assemblies were expected to pass the New Zealand 
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standard assembly test. Their sample consisted of 13 drivers. An even distributed sample across the cells was 
drivers’ static lap-sash belts and four inertia reel drivers’ used. The dynamic test aimed to be sufficiently more 
belts. In phase 2 of this study their sample consisted of severe than the Standard so as to overload each belt 
16 static lap sash belts which were 12 years old, and 18 system until it broke. Part of the assessment criteria was 
static lap-sash belt which were ten years old, to give a to measure the load at which the belt system broke. 
total sample of 34 belts. The results were not that clear, The test results showed a statistically significant 
but they stated that 83% of assemblies would have increase in the frequency of breaking rates in older belts 
passed the requirements of the New Zealand Standard when compared in cells of 3 year intervals. Older belts 
5401:1982. showed significantly lower breaking forces than the 

In 1987 Griffiths and Skidmore (7) reported on a younger belts. The average breaking force for 1975 belts 
series of tests on aged used seat belts. Belts were source was at least 1.5kN less than that recorded for any of the 
from vehicles aged from 1970 to 1979. A sample of 10 other years tested. 
belts from each year was obtained. Static tests of the When non-garaged belts were compared to garaged 
individual components of the seat belt were conducted, belts, there was statistically significant decrease in the 

The average webbing strength decreased at a fairly breaking forces in the non-garaged broken belts. This 
constant rate over the 10 year period from approximately supports the idea that exposure due to sun and weather 
22kN to 15kN. The webbing appeared to be adequate influence seat belt degradation. 
even when 17 years old. All the webbing was polyester. No statistically significant difference in the dynamic 

The average buckle strength varied from 16kN to breaking forces of the belt assemblies could found 
10kN at a fairly constant rate according to seat belt age. between driver and passenger belts. 
This could have been due to wear or changes in design. 

The average stitching strength was almost constant Research Method 
from 1970 to 1976 and rose sharply from 1976 to 1979. The study was divided into three separate test 
This change from 1976 to 1979 represented a strength programs designed to determine: 
change from 9kN to 18kN. This corresponded to a ¯ Stage 1. Effects of varying crash rates on belt per- 
change from nylon to a stronger and more durable poly- formance, 
ester thread at about that time. ¯ Stage 2. Effects of age, use and crash involvement 

In the dynamic tests of the total seat belt assemblies, on belt performance and, 
the rate of failure was always the stitching breaking at ° Stage 3. Effects of multiple impacts on belt per- 
the top anchorage on the sash part of the seat belt. The formance. 
breaking loads were all noticeably lower at 6.90, 6.19 

Table 1 shows the test matrix used. and 6.43kN. 
In general, the test indicated there was a decline in Table 1. Test Matrix 

strength of most components of the seat belt system as 
they got older. The deterioration appeared to be most 
noticeable from 8 to 12 years old. Significant changes in PULSE AGED CRASHED 
seat belt design and materials at around 1976 including ~) ~o, ,o~ 
the change from manual lap sash belts to automatic lock- 
ing retractor lap sash seat belts, and a change in stitching ..... ~o 
thread from nylon to higher grade polyester which is 
likely to have been responsible for the major change in 
strength. 

The report concluded that the performance of seat 
belts in crashes from vehicles manufactured in 1976 or J-I I i ! ! i I [q / 
earlier, should probably be more closely monitored. If sr~G~ 
their real world performance substantiates the laboratory 

~ ~ i ~0 assessments, then a retro-fit may be justified. 
In 1989 Duignan (8) reported on a more detailed dy- 

namic assessment of seat belts from a consistent stream All dynamic testing was conducted using a Hybrid III, 
of seat belts from 1975 to 1980 vehicles. These vehicles 50th percentile male, anthropomorphic test dummy 
were randomly selected from registration records fol- instrumented to measure head, chest and, pelvis accelera- 
lowed by the completion of a questionnaire by the tions, and chest displacement. Crashlab’s Monterey 
vehicle’s owners. As an inducement to responding to the Crash Sled was used as the crash simulator. The sled 
questionnaire, the vehicle owners were promised a new was instrumented to measure seat belt anchorage loads 
set of seat belts for their vehicles. A sample of 48 belts and sled decelerations. High speed cine-film was used to 
were selected with 8 belts per year. Belts were divided monitor the seat belt assemblies and the dummy 
into garaged and non-garaged, and passengers versus movement during impact. 
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The Hybrid III dummy was positioned before each Stage 3 

dynamic test run with the aid of a laser positioning rig 
Stage 3 of this study involved dynamically testing a 

new seat belt to the 10g deceleration pulse used in Stage 
to ensure consistency. 

1 for 5 consecutive tests on the same belt. The belt 
Stage 1 model and geometry was the same as that used in Stage 

Stage 1 involved dynamically testing 10 new seat belts 1. 
on the crash sled at five deceleration pulses (2 belts at The seat belt assembly was subjected to a post-test 
each pulse, 10 through to 30g’s in steps of 5g’s). visual inspection after the fifth test. Comparisons were 

One seat belt from each deceleration pulse was retest- made with the new belts tested in Stage 1 of the project. 
~d dynamically on the crash sled to the 25g deceleration 
]pulse. 

The lap/sash inertia reel seat belts used were new "off Test Results 

the shelf" replacement belts for a popular car. The belts Stage 1 

were tested and installed as per instructions and anchor- 
Dynamic Tests. Only nine of the ten seat belts 

age point geometry specified by the manufacturer for this scheduled for testing in Part 1 of this stage were tested. 

model car. 
One belt could not be tested at 30g as it was found that 

All seat belts had post-test visual inspections at both and above the 20g test pulse, the belts became inoperable 

a macro and micro level. Changes in the seat belt and not suitable for retesting in Part 2 of this stage. 

assembly were observed and recorded on a check-list. Of the nine belts tested two broke (one at 25g’s and 
the only 30g belt tested). The mode of failure in both 

Stage 2 cases was webbing tearing and breaking in the vicinity 
Stage 2 of the project involved dynamically testing 77 of the top anchorage point. The belts tested at 20g and 

seat belts assemblies from the vehicles which were first above deceleration levels all became inoperable at the 
registered between 1979 to 1987. 52 belts were driver retractor mechanism (i.e., not able to reel in or out). 
and passenger assemblies removed from vehicles in- Two belts were retested at 25g’s, one each from the 
volved in frontal collisions where the driver was the only 10g and 15g deceleration levels. Both belts functioned 
occupant. The other 25 belts were driver assemblies re- correctly during the second impact, although their 
moved from non-accident involved cars. retractor mechanisms became inoperable. 

The belts were subdivided as follows: The average chest compression and resultant load 
¯ 52 belts from 26 vehicles that were involved in recorded at the stalk anchorage point (F2+4) was 44 mm 

frontal collisions. Both the passengers and drivers and 14.9 kN for the initial 25g tests and 47 mm and 14.2 

belts were obtained and teste, d. kN for the repeated tests. 
¯ 25 belts from vehicles which had not been involved Visual Inspection. The belt assemblies tested were new 

in an accident. Only the drivers belts were obtained unused seat belts. A macro pre-test visual inspection was 
from this set. performed on each belt to detect obvious flaws. 

The accident involved vehicles: were selected using the Retesting of one 10g belt and one 15g belt showed 

following criteria: characteristics similar to those described for the initial 

¯ no greater than 30-40 percent frontal offset impact, 
25 g tests. The inspections found that the markings were 

¯ driver is the only occupant at time of accident, 
no more severe as a result of the double impact. 

¯ damage to car is to be economically repairable, that 
The lower floor mounting anchorage bracket, plastic- 

is the vehicle would normally be repaired and put 
ally deforms during impact. The severity of this de- 
formation was recorded. 

back into use. 
For all vehicles selected for this study, it was not Stage 2 

possible to establish whether they had been previously Dynamic results. Figures 1-4 show the percentage of 

involved in an accident or had the seat belts replaced, belt breakages with respect to the vehicle model years. 

The odometer reading was recorded and damage was Of the 77 seat belt assemblies tested, 21 broke during the 

photographed, to a strict protocol, from several angles impact. The 1985-87 age group accounted for 15 of the 

for each vehicle. The belts were submitted to a pre-test total breakages. The most common breaking mode was 

inspection noting any irregularities to the assembly, webbing tearing at the top anchorage point (18/21). The 

Dynamic testing was conducted using the 25g decelera- other breaking modes were retractor mechanism explod- 

tion pulse specified in Stage 1, The test geometry for all ing, buckle/tongue disengagement and top anchorage bolt 

belts was the same for all models with only a minor vari- failure .... 

ation between driver and passenger assemblies. The belt Analysis was performed on the chest deflection and 

assemblies were also submitte, d to a post-test visual the force at the stalk anchorage point, namely 172+4 (the 

inspection, combined sash and lap webbing load). 
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tOTAL c,*s.ED D~ws " tongue plastic rubbing, 
.... ~ ¯ 

¯ upper anchorage rubbing, 
8 ................................................. ¯ marks on webbing from upper anchorage. 

~ ......................................... Of these 10 belts, 4 of them broke by the webbing 

~ 
tearing at the top anchorage point during dynamic 

o testing. A problem which was encountered during visual 
...............................,.~ ~., inspection of aged and used belts was the possible mask- 

ing of impact indicators by similar signs of age and use. 
~, ~                        c~s,~ P~,~ERS ~O~-C~.EO ~R~S Post-test inspection: Retractor--Two types of retractor 

.... ’ ’°°~ were used during the study period. The older style was 
................................................. used in vehicle models manufactured during the period 
................................................................ 1979-1985. The newer style was used in 1987 model 
,o .................................................. vehicle. 
’~~ For the purposes of this study the retractor mechanism 

.................................. was classified as broken if any of the functional require- 
¯ S~ ~" ~ ments could not be performed (for example if the retract- 

Figures 1-4. Percentage of Belts Broken or would no longer lock or if the recoil mechanism 
didn’t work). Graphs 5-8 show the percentage of retract- 

This analysis provided the following points: ors which were non-functional after testing for each 
¯ a statistically significant difference for the results study group. 

obtained for both chest deflection and F~, for 
moderate severity accident involved driver seat belts Tor~. c~o 

and passenger seat belts from the same car. This 
indicates belt wearing rate has an effect on belt ................................................................................. 
performance. 

¯ no statistically significant difference in the results ........................................................... 
for both chest deflection and F2+4 for moderate =° ..................................................................... 

~ severity accident involved driver belts and non-acci- o 

dent involved driver belts. This indicates that mod- 
erate severity crash involvement has no effect on the 
belt effectiveness. 

¯ no statistically significant difference in the results 
for chest deflection and F~.~ between the various age 
groups of belts. For the period of the study, these 
results indicate that seat belt age has no effect on 
restraint effectiveness 

¯ no statistically significant difference of the results 
obtained for chest deflection and F~.4 between belts Figures 5-8. Percentage Non-Functional Belts After 

-, which broke and those which didn’t break during dy- Testing 

~ namic testing. This indicates that the belts which Webbing~All webbing breakages occurred in the 
broke did not break at a lower load or absorb less vicinity of the top anchorage point. The mode of break- 
energy, ing was typically a result of the webbing jamming at the 

Visual Inspections. Pre and post visual inspections top anchorage and subsequently tearing. Graphs 9-12 
were performed on all seat belt assemblies. The inspec- show the percentage of webbing breakages with respect 
tion was performed at both a macroscopic and micro- to year of manufacture for each study group. 

- scopic level. Stage 3 
Pre-test inspections: The pre-test inspections recorded Stage 3 involved testing 1 new seat belt assembly for 

achangein retractor type, upper anchorage guide, tongue 5 consecutive tests to determine the effects of multiple 
attachment and stitching pattern for the years of this impacts on the performance of a seat belt. The belt was 
study. No changes were recorded for the buckle, stalk tested at a deceleration level of 10g. 

~ and floor anchorage point. Dynamic results. The results did not show any statis- 
.... 10 of the 26 (48%) drivers belts which were known to tically significant difference between the anchorage force 

be worn during an impact showed some signs of impact and chest displacement for each consecutive test. 
similar to those found on the new belts after testing in Visual inspections. A post-test visual inspection was 
Stage 1. The signs of impact were very minimal and performed on the belt assembly after the five tests were 
included: completed. The inspection of the belt showed the follow- 
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ror~- cameo o~v~s ¯ tongue metal shows deformation. 
¯ plastic section of the tongue attachment shows rub 

’ii ~ 

markings caused by the webbing. 
"° - - ¯ plastic section of the upper anchorage shows rub 
oo - ...... -~--- markings caused by the webbing. 
40 ...... ~ ----.~ -- 

__ _ : The previous observations may be seen by the naked 

,° ~, - ~, 8, ~ 
eye and occur on impacts as low as 10g. 

~, Microscopic changes were also observed: 
~.~s.~ P~ No,-c~.~o ~a~s ¯ melted plastic on webbing from top anchorage point 

and tongue assembly. 
¯ damage to webbing filaments. 
¯ dummy’s clothing melted onto webbing. 

Microscopic observations in general occurred on higher 
g impacts. 

,., *" Stage 2 (Effects of Age, Use, and Crash Involvement) 

Figures 9-12. Percentage of Webbing Breakages Stage 2 results did not show any significant difference 
between seat belts worn during a crash where the vehicle 

ing similarities and differences between the seat belt is classified as repairable and those that have not been 

assemblies tested at the 10g level in Stage 1. 
involved in an accident. A significant difference did 
exist between the passenger’s and the driver’s belts. The 

Similarities: passenger belts when tested gave a lower chest deflection 
¯ level of damage to retractor and lower anchorage point force. This indicates the 

- flanges bent on spool 
- centre drum on spool cracked 

webbing absorbed more energy in the case of the passen- 
ger belt assemblies. An explanation for this is, as a 

¯ tongue metal deformation 
¯ level of webbing marking on upper anchorage point 

driver’s belt has a higher usage rate than a passenger 

¯ mark on webbing where tongue attachment rested 
belt, wear effects the stiffness of the belt by either: 

¯ constant bending and rubbing of the webbing over 
Differences: top anchorage point and tongue assembly, 

¯ clear webbing rub marks on plastic section of tongue ¯ the accumulation of grease and dirt, and 
(single impact: only slight r;ub marks) 

¯ rub mark over 10 cm in length (single impact: only 
¯ degradation by environmental factors. 

over 5 cm length) 
The pre-test examinations indicated that 10 of the 26 

crash involved driver’s belts showed minimal signs of 

Discussion of Results crash indicators highlighted in Stage 1 testing. This 

Stage 1 (Effects of Various Crash Pulses) indicates the sample of frontal accidents investigated 

The results show that 50 percent (4/8) of seat belt were of less severity than the 10g 20 km/h pulse used in 

assemblies dynamically tested at or below that specified Stage 1. 
by ADR 4/01 were non-functional after testing (i.e., not The inspections also suggested that signs of wear 
able to be retested). All belts tested at the 20g level through normal usage were indicated by markings on: 
pulse or above became non-functional after testing. A ¯ webbing by external means, 
non-functional belt does not: necessarily constitute a ¯ webbing by belt attachments, 
failure according to the Australiian Design Rules. ¯ attachments by external means, 

The dynamic results of the retested belts did not show ¯ attachments by the webbing. 
any significant change in performance to that of the 
originally tested belts. One belt tested at the initial 25g 

Irrespective of whether they had been accident in- 

deceleration pulse broke at the top anchorage point, but 
volved or not, seat belt assemblies showed the following 

both of the retested belts, although not operational after- 
characteristics because of normal use: 

wards, did not break at any point on the belt assembly. 
¯ filaments broken at lower anchorage points, 

This indicates that low g level crashes do not have ¯ rust on the lower anchorage point and stalk mount- 

adverse effects on the ability of a seat belt to perform to ing point, 

its design requirements in subsequent testing. 
¯ smooth edges due to rubbing on the plastic upper 

The .post-test visual inspections on each belt highlight- 
anchorage points, 

ed several distinct marks occurring from crash involve- ¯ edge abrasion. 

ment. The signs of wear were more pronounced in older belts. 

¯ lower anchorage right angle bracket is usually bent After dynamic testing the results indicated that there 

greater than its designed 90°. was higher percentage (71%) of non-functional belt 
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assemblies for the more recently manufactured group assessment should follow the check-list provided. If the 
(1985-87) whether or not they had been accident in- belt does not meet any of the functional requirements 
volved. This may occur by belt manufacturers designing specified the belt should be replaced. 
the belt components to tighter tolerances with smaller 
factors of safety, but still meeting the minimum per- Seat Belt Assembly Check List 
formance requirements. Tongue/Buckle Assembly 

Restraint systems fitted with a plastic upper anchorage ¯ Engagement 
point guide were more susceptible to webbing breakage, - the buckle and tongue assemblies should securely 
compared to the older metal type even though this type latch every time. 
had significantly older and worn webbing. The loads and ¯ Ejection 
anchorage geometry used were similar for both styles of - the tongue should actively eject from the buckle 
guide. These results suggest that the plastic anchorage assembly freely when its is released. 
fitted to these belts guides are "more aggressive" on the ¯ Buckle 
webbing during an impact. It appears that because of the - the buckle assembly should have no visible cracks. 
plastic guides shape (although this has not been fully ¯ Tongue 
investigated) they tend to snag the webbing and subse- - the tongue should have no metal deformation, 
quently cut it. webbing markings or visible cracks on the metal or 

Graphs 5-8 indicate that new style retractors have the plastic section of the assembly. 
greatest probability of being non-operational after a Retractor . 
crash than earlier models. This again indicates that ¯ Inertia 
engineering modifications have been made which lowers - the inertia locking mechanism on the retractor 
the overall strength of the retractor, should be operable throughout its range without 

Stage 3 (Effects of Multiple Impacts) any sticking or binding and should lock if the 
The results in Stage 3 gave no indications that repeti- webbing is pulled out suddenly. 

tive testing at low g levels (< 10g) has any adverse Webbing 

effects on the dynamic performance of a seat belt - the seat belt webbing should be securely attached 

assembly or its ability to absorb energy instead of trans- to its end fittings and the stitching must not be 

mitting it to the occupant, damaged or frayed in any way. 
- the webbing should be flat throughout its entire 

Conclusion length. Any evidence of warping is a sign that the 
webbing has been plastically loaded. 

¯ The test results indicate that prior impacts of minor - the webbing should not have any plastic burn 
severity (less than 15g and 30 kin/h) have no effect markings caused by.the webbing running over the 
on the ability of a seat belt to perform to its design anchorage point in the vicinity of the top anchor- 
requirements in a subsequent crash, age or tongue sections. 

¯ Crash involved belts investigated in Stage 2 (frontal Anchorages 
impact accidents which are economically repairable), - anchorage points should be free from corrosion and 
were of a severity below a comparable sled pulse of securely fastened to the vehicle structure. 
10g and 25 km/h velocity change. 

- lower anchorage point should not show any signs ¯ A seat belt will become non-functional in a moderate of deformation. 
to severe accident (sled equivalent to >15g and - top anchorage should show no signs of webbing 
30km/h velocity change), burn markings. 

¯ Later model seat belt assemblies have a greater 
tendency to become non-functional after crash References 
involvement. Probably because of component design 1. Australian Bureau of Statistics, Motor Vehicle 
trends. Census, 30 September 1988. 

¯ There is no measurable effect of multiple 10g 2. Standards Association Australia, Testing Seat Belts 
impacts on belt performance. AS 2597 (1983), Seat Belt Webbing AS 1753 

¯ An additional set of tests on 1989 seat belts found (1983). 
they consistently broke at less severe pulse than the 3. Duignan, P., The Performance of Dynamically Test- 
older used seat belts tested, ed, Aged, Used Seat Belts. A Crashlab Report. 

SR91/245 1991. Available from Crashlab. RTA 
Recommendations Library, PO Box 110, Rosebery 2018 NSW Aus- 

It is recommended that seat belt assemblies be tralia. Fax 61-2-6624118. 
thoroughly inspected when assessing damage of any 4. Chapman, C.C. & Cameron, M.A., The Effect of 
vehicle involved in a moderate or more severe crash. The Usage on Seat Belt Strength (1976), published in the 
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,$9.W-40 
Structural Considerations in Air Bag Sensor Activation 

at Low Threshold Test Speed 

Matthew Huang, Cassandra Green, 
in a low threshold speed impact where air bag deploy- 
ment is desired. 

Frederick Samson The low threshold speed is the minimum impact speed 
Ford Motor Company at which air bag sensor activation is desired in a crash. 

A typical low threshold speed in a perpendicular rigid 

Abstract barrier test is 14 mph; in a rigid pole test, 19 mph. These 

This paper presents a study of air bag sensor per- values were chosen based on a review of earlier design 

formance in low threshold speed tests where air bag criteria and tests in terms of unbelted occupant kine- 
deployment is desired. It presents the effects of the matics and the potential severity of contact with compo- 
bumper energy absorbing system and the sensor mount- nents such as the steering wheel and windshield. 
ing bracket on sensor performance. Vehicle crash decele- In a low threshold speed test, the vehicle frontal 
ration pulses were analyzed for their filtered charac- structure deceleration level must equal or exceed the 
teristics and then used as inputs in two mathematical sensor trigger threshold. The critical structural compo- 
models. One model simulates the dynamic response of a nents are the bumper, energy absorber (EA), front rails, 
sensor mounting bracket subjected to rotation of the and radiator support structure. These structural compo- 
bracket support structure; the other, the dynamics of an nents not only absorb crash energy but also interact with 
air bag ball-in-tube sensor durintg a crash. The bumper each other to transmit impact forces to the sensor for 

system plays an important role in providing an early prompt sensor activation. 
deceleration signal needed for air bag sensor activation The air bag will be deployed only when at least one 
at low threshold speeds. Sensor bracket support rotation crash sensor and one safing sensor (or confirmation 

can have an appreciable effect on the deceleration level sensor) are activated concurrently. The activation of a 
detected by the sensor. For the type of sensor bracket safing sensor in the passenger compartment requires a 
considered in this study, the vibration of the bracket lower level of deceleration than is typically required by 
itself did not significantly change the deceleration level the crash sensor. 

"    ms detected by the sensor. Graphs are presented showing the A criterion, known as the 5 -30 , is used to evaluate 
influence of the bumper system and the sensor mounting sensor effectiveness in this study of air bag deployment 
bracket design on sensor dynamic performance. An ani- at low threshold speed. This criterion states that a sensor 
mated technique is used to visually present the inter- must provide 30 milliseconds (ms) of time for air bag 
action between the responses of structural components deployment before an unbelted occupant has moved 5 
and activation of the air bag sensor. Performance of the inches forward relative to the vehicle compartment. This 
air bag sensor under these various test conditions is criterion was derived based on a 30 ms air bag inflation 

discussed, time and an average deployed bag-to-chest dimension of 
5 inches. 

Introduction The air bag sensor system must be activated by de- 

The principles of operation, application and simulation 
celeration provided by vehicle frontal structural corn- 

of an air bag crash sensing system have been presented 
ponents such as the bumper, EA devices, and radiator 

by Huang [1] and the development of an advanced air supports. A simple, easy to apply, bumper design pro- 

bag crash sensing system has been investigated by 
cedure was presented by Evans, et al. [3] which includes 

Adams, et al. [2]. In this paper, the crash sensor (or discrete equations for bending strength, torsional strength 

discriminating sensor) mounted at the radiator support is and dent strength relationships. 

used to study the effects of the bumper system and Crash test data and two simulation models are utilized 

sensor bracket support structure on sensor performance 
in this study. The test data of a mid-sized vehicle in 14 
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mph perpendicular barrier tests was used as inputs to the ! ~.00 ......... : ...... ~ ..... ~ .................. 
~~ ............. ~ .......................... ; 

models for the sensor mounting bracket and sensor ele- .............. 
merit dynamic simulations. 

~.0~ .................. 

" Methodologies ........ 
.i’~ ’i ............ Crash Pulse Filtering and Haversine 

A computer program with the Butterworth second .00 ~7� - 
! order filter algorithm and a cutoff frequency of 60 Hz~ 

i were used to filter the wide band (unfiltered) crash test 

,,T~ 
data. The filtered crash data contains harmonic pulses ......................... 

, which are useful in evaluating sensor performance 
through visual inspection. " ". .............. . ............... The crash pulses at the radiators of three mid-size 
vehicles were filtered at 60 Hz for detailed crash signal 

........ analysis. Figure 1 shows the wide band crash pulse at the 
radiator and its filtered pulse at 60 Hz for a mid-size -~.N ..................... i ........................................................................ j ..... 
vehicle in a 14 mph perpendicular barrier impact. The 
filtered data reveals an approximate haversine pulse 

Figure 1. Wide Band Crash Pulse at the Radiator and Its 
between 25 and 43 ms with a duration of 18 ms and Filtered Pulse at 60 Hz for Vehicle A in a 14 mph Barrier 
amplitude of 41 g. The velocity change in the haversine Impact 
is then computed as follows. 

~’ AV ffi .OllA AT ~.oo ......... : ..................................................................... 

where ............ 
-V = Velocity change associated with the haversine 

pulse (area under the pulse), mph 
A~ = Peak deceleration amplitude, g 

.... ~,T = Duration, ms 

Therefore, "~ " 

AV ffi .011x41x18 --8.1 mph 

The velocity change of 8.1 mph with a short duration 
of 18 ms is sufficient to activate the crash sensor 
mounted at the radiator of Vehicle A. The simulated 
sensor activation time using the unfiltered crash pulse is -~.~0. 

39 ms which occurs near the end of the haversine pulse 
| __._....i_...__.__ !...... ~.__...!..___.:_..__.i _ .__: _ _- as shown in Figure 1. 

-~.-‘.~................~...................:........-.......~...-............~-............. 
Figure 2 shows the wide band crash pulse at the 

. ~.~ radiator and its filtered pulse for Vehicle B in a 14 mph 
" barrier impact. The filtered data reveals a double hump Figure 2. Wide Band Crash Pulse at the Radiator and Its 

haversine pulse between 16 and 54 ms with a valley at Filtered Pulse at 60 Hz for Vehicle B in a 14 mph Barrier 
34 ms. Each haversine pulse has a duration of 18 ms and Impact 
amplitude of 27 g. The velocity change for each haver- 
sine is about 5.4 mph which is not sufficient to activate bumper PGM) was weaker than the top, and caused a 

the crash sensor. Together, the two haversine pulses folding effect during crash. The breakdown of the hous- 

make up a velocity change of 10.8 mph and the simulat- ing box caused a double hump on the crash pulse which 

showed a momentary drop in deceleration due to the ed sensor activation time using the unfiltered crash pulse 
is 45 ms which occurs near the end of the double hump collapsing of the housing box. 

pulse. Figure 3 shows the wide band crash pulse at the radi- 
ator and its filtered pulse at 60 Hz for Vehicle C in a 14 

Role of Bumper mph barrier impact. The filtered data reveals a major 
~ A subsequent study showed that the double humpwas haversine pulse between 16 and 43 ms. The duration and 

caused by the bumper. The design of the bumper was amplitude are 27 ms and 28 g respectively with a veloci- 
such that the lower part of the housing box (connected to ty change of 8.3 mph. The simulated sensor closure 

lThe cutoff frequency in the Butterworth f’dter algoriflun corresponds to the knee frequency, fs, in the frequency plot shown in SAE J211--Instrumentation 

for Impact Tests. An fs of 100 Hz corresponds to Channel Class of 60. There is no Channel Class number that corresponds to the fN of 60 Hz used in this 

study. 
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using the unfiltered crash pulse is 38 ms which occurs 
: ;’~ : 

near the end of the haversine pulse. 
.~_,;.~___=__~ .... = ~-~--~-~ 

,.. ........ .:.... ....... .............. .................. , ¯ 
! 

.... i.~ ... ’!~"i’" ~’~.~ ..................... 
...... ~" ~ii ...... 

i ....... ~ .... ! ...... 
~.....~ ......... 

iiI ........... 
_~,~ : 

¯ ............ 

Figure 4. Comparison of the Filtered Pulses at the 
-~.~. ~ Radiator and Rocker B-Post of Vehicle C in a 14 mph 

o.~ z~.~    ~.~ ~.~    ~.~ t~e.~ Barrier Impact 

Figure 3. Wide Band Crash Pulse at the Radiator and Its 

Filtered Pulse at 60 Hz for Vehicle C in a 14 mph Barrier VO.OC[TY ~ ,VS. ~i~ 
Impact 

Since the only major structural difference between 
Vehicles B and C was the design of the bumper, it was 
apparent that the bumper design of Vehicle B caused a ~= to. ~ to, o, 
delay in the sensor activation time. The delay (difference 
in activation times between Vehicles B and C) was 7 ms 

12 ms (44 minus 32) from the actual crash test data. 
,o. 

J          //... Vehicle Kinematics in Crush Zone and Passenger . 
~ I~li] [ H~ 

Compartment 
~ to. I/’ 

Figure 4 compares the filtered pulses at the radiator 
and rocker panel B-post~ for Vehicle C. The peak de- 
celeration at the radiator occurs early in the crash and is 
twice as high as that at rocker panel B-post. 

0,0 ~0, ~0, ~0, 1~0,    !~0, 

Figure 5 shows the velocity changes at the radiator 
111~, ~, 

and rocker panel at the B-post fl)r Vehicle C in a 14 mph Figure 5. Velocity Changes at the Radiator and Rocker 
barrier impact. The velocity change at the radiator in the B-Post of Vehicle C in a 14 mph Barrier Impact 
window between 25 and 65 ms is higher than that at the 
rocker B-post (see Figure 4). The deceleration at the simulated activation time at 38 ms with a dwell of 36 
radiator starts subsiding after 70 ms and so does the ms. Figure 8 shows the ball travel of the sating sensor 
velocity change. The vehicle compartment rebounds from mounted at the rocker panel B-post. This safing sensor 
the barrier at around 70 ms where velocity is zero as has a simulated activation time at 20 ms with a long 
shown in Figure 6. The corresponding maximum dynam- dwell. 
ic crush is about 10 inches. Using A Simple Sensor Design Criterion 

Sensor Dynamics in Crush Zone and Passenger Performing a double integral of the accelerometer data 

Compartment at the rocker B-post location with zero initial velocity 

The dynamics of the crash and sating sensors were yields an unbelted occupant (free-flight mass) displace- 

.simulated using the crash pulses at the radiator and mentrelative to an undisturbed point in the rocker panel. 

rocker B-post. Figure 7 shows the ball travel of the crash The time for an unbelted occupant to move 5 inches for- 

sensor mounted at the radiator.. This crash sensor has a ward minus the time needed for the air bag to completely 

2The accelerometer at the rocker panel B-post, an undisturbed point on the vehicle, records the dynamics of the vehicle passenger compartment in a frontal 

impact 
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I ,,’ W II 
l~J%J2 ~’ ~ ~x ,,, 

- . 
0.0 ~, ~, ~0; ~b. 

Fi0ure B. Kinem~ti~ of Vehiole ~omp~ment B~ed on 
Figure 8. Simulated Unbelted O~oup~nt Displacement in 

A~rometer D~t~ at Rocker B-Po~t in ~ ~4 mph B~trier the P~enger ~ompartment of Vehicle ~ in ~ ~4 mph Impa~ 
B~rrier Imp~t 

Figure 10 comp~es the velocity ch~ges of the A, B 
and C vehicles at the radiator in a 14 mph b~ier 
~mpact. The three velocity change traces ~e quite close 
to each other except in the window shown. This window 
covers the region where the sensor activation time should 
occur, based on the 5"-30ms criterion. The velocity 
change for Vehicle B is less than that for the other 
vehicles. The reason for the small velocity change 
(which tends to slow sensor activation time) at the 

~i~ur~ 7. $imulat~ ~11 ~r~l ~ lh~ er~sh ~nsor ~t 
radiator has been explained previously in the section 

~hiel~ e in n 14 m~h ~rri~r Im~nel 
Role of Bumper. The smaller velocity change of Vehicle 

~- ~ ~ ~.t~, ~. B is also evident in the response curve at the rocker B- 
post ~ shown in Figure 11. 

~ [ ,-’-~’~- 
Figure 8. Simulated Ball Travel of the Sating Sensor of 
Vehicle C in a 14 mph Barrier Impact 

deploy (about 30ms) gives the desired sensor activation 
time. ~ ,~ 

,. 
Figure 9 shows that it takes 61 ms for the unbelted 

occupant to move five inches in the passenger compart- J "-J 
ment of Vehicle C in a 14 mph barrier impact. There- 
fore, the desired sensor activation time, based on the 5"- " 
30 ms criterion, is 31 ms. The actual test sensor activa- 0,0 ~0. 
tion time of 32 ms is 1 ms later than the activation time TIH[, 
determined using the 5"-30ms criterion. In a 14 mph 
barrier test, 1 ms allows the occupant to move 0.3 inches Figure 10. Velocity Change vs Time at Radiators of 
farther forward than a system meeting the 5"-30ms Vehicles A, B, and C in a 14 mph Barrier Impact 

criterion. 
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IKF-S~: P- 5.1 ", ~ ~= ’/3 
V~.OCITY Ctft~ ,Y$, 

C ¯ \ fi-,I 

o. o 0,0 30, ~0,    90, l!0, ~, Figure 12. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on 

Bracket Support with No Damping Subjected to an 
Impulse to Obtain the Natural Frequency of the Sensor 

Bracket 

Figure 11. Velocity Change vs Time at Rocker Panel 
B-Post of Vehicles A, B, and Cin a 14 mph Barrier Impact 

on a steel bracket subjected to the impulse shown in the 

upper right hand corner. The output response shown in 
Table 1 summarizes the results of sensor simulations the lower right hand corner is an undamped vibration 

and tests for the A, B and C vehicles. The effect of a 
indicating the natural frequency of the bracket assembly 

filtered crash pulse on sensor activation time and the is about 60 Hz. 

computed 5"-30ms (closure time goal) are also listed for 
Figure 13 shows the simulated response when a sensor 

comparison. Using sensor simulation, it was found that 
installed on a bracket mounted to provide damping of 

the filtered crash pulse delayed the sensor activation by 
100 1/see3 is subjected to the same impulse. The output 

an average of 1 ms compared to the wide band data. 
oscillation subsides at about 75 ms after an input excita- 
tion of 5 ms duration. 

Vehicle A Vehicle B 

Weight (Ibs) 3924 3531 4000 

Closure Time Goal 34 37 31 

Simulated Closure Time 

60 nz 40 45 40 

Sensor Mounting Bracket Model and Impulse Responses * 
To study the effects of sensor mounting bracket rota- -~ " 

tion due to structural deformation in a crash, a mathe- 

matical model based on the defiection of a beam was 
Figure 13. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on 

fo£mulated. A sensor is mounted at the bottom of a beam 
Bracket Support with Damping of 100/1 sec Subjected to 

supported on the top to simulate a structure such as a 
an impulse 

radiator support as shown in Fig~e 12. The assembly is 
modelled as a beam with a torsional spring loaded at the 

Effects of Sensor Bracket Stiffness and Support Structure 

interface between the bracket and support. The torsional Rotation 

stiffness is based on the dimensions and material proper- Using the same damping value, when the sensor 

ty of the bracket, 
bracket support mounted at the radiator is subjected to an 

To verify the dynamic properties of the bracket model, input deceleration, the longitudinal deceleration (g) vs. 

an impulse loading of 3 ms duration and 73 g decelera- time (ms) at the radiator of Vehicle C is shown in the 

tion level was applied to the undamped system. Figure upper right hand corner in Figure 14. Assuming no 

12 shows the simulated undamped response of the sensor structural rotation during crash, the local longitudinal 

~In this study, the damping variable, c, is defined as A~ = to c, where A~ is change in angular acceleration and to angular velocity. The unit of c is l/see. 
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deceleration at the sensor location is shown in Figure 14. 
The local deceleration has lower magnitude than the oo o  rat o  a 
frequency higher than the natural frequency of the 
bracket system and due to the effect of damping. The 
vibration magnitude of the beam is between 1.8° forward                         ~    . 
and 1.2° backward. 

I/~i©le C ~- Nmal.,te !l~[(~g G 

-1,1 

LI~ ~                                          ,..,. <--- 

~’i t,~,] x sam, ~ Figure 16. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on 
~ a Radiator Support Bracket Having 60 Degree Structure 

Rotation Over a 150 ms in a 14 mph Barrier Test 

Figure 17 shows the simulated response of a sensor 

-t.z* e n t.~* ¯ st mounted on a softer bracket made of aluminum with no 
-~ , structural rotation in a 14 mph barrier test. Compared to 

<= --:> o ~ t~ Figure 12 where the bracket is made of steel, the alumi- 
Figure 14. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on num bracket has a maximum forward vibration amplitude 
a Radiator Support Bracket Having No Structure Rotation of 6.1 degrees at 32 ms compared to only 1.8 degrees at 
in a 14 mph Barrier Test 31 ms for the steel bracket. Although the deceleration at 

With the same input excitation at the radiator but with the sensor with an aluminum bracket has less high fre- 
a structure rotation of 60° over the 40 ms after impact, quency components compared to that with a steel brack- 
the model predicted a reduced deceleration at the sensor et, the peak deceleration magnitude and time at which 
location as shown in Figure 15.4 Because of the reduc- peak deceleration occurs are about the same for both 
tion in deceleration, the velocity change or the area brackets. 
under the deceleration curve is not large enough to acti- 

vate the sensor. If the same structure rotation of 60 

degrees °ccurred °ver a l°nger peri°d °f time (150 ms) ~ I~ ~~ as shown in Figure 16, the deceleration and velocity 
change are not reduced as much as when rotation oc- 
curred during a 40 ms time interval. 

~16 [,oral X 8~11~ G 

I! -,: , % f’,,,/%.,...,/,, 
_,.�,., ,.,0, 

lae~l X giNS01 G 
<= ==-) O ~ 1.~ 

Figure 17. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on 
a Softer Bracket Having No Structure Rotation in a 

< 14 mph Barrier Test 

o 
-.~ | IZ 1.3 e 3~ To minimize the diminution of deceleration level and -~1" 

< .... > t ~s tm velocity change at the sensor location, the torsional and 

Figure 15. Simulated Response of a Sensor Mounted on flexural rigidity of the bracket system should be de- 

a Radiator Support Bracket Having 60 Degree Structure signed to reduce the adverse effects of structural rotation 
Rotation Over a 40 ms Time Interval in a 14 mph Barrier and/or vibration. 
Test 

4Due to change in aspect ratio around the video screen, the captured drawing of the bracket assembly was disto~ed during rotation. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
model can also be used to evaluate dynamic charac- 
teristics such as the natural frequency of the bracket- 

. Based on mathematical analyses of three vehicles in 
14 mph perpendicular barrier tests, Vehicle C has 

ry. 
¯ Since the resonant frequency of the sensor mounting 

the shortest sensor activation time (38 ms) followed bracket is relatively high compared to that of the 
by the Vehicle A (39 ms) and Vehicle B (45 ms). bracket support structure, bracket vibration does not 
The simulated sensor response of the Vehicle C with significantly affect the deceleration amplitude that 
revised bumper shows an improvement of 7 ms over the sensor experiences. Rotation of the support 
the response with the previous bumper system (38 structure in a frontal crush zone not only decreases 

ms vs. 45 ms). the deceleration amplitude but also reduces the 
¯ It was clear that the Vehicle B bumper had a delay- velocity change that the sensor experiences during 

ing effect on sensor closure compared to Vehicle C. impact. 
As the only difference between Vehicle C and Ve- ¯ The main effect of support structure rotation is that 
hicle B was the structural design of bumper, it was it may delay the sensor activation time (or not acti- 
apparent that the bumper design caused the delay in vate the sensor at all) in a low threshold speed test. 
sensor actuation. Design of the Vehicle B bumper If the rotation occurs over a shorter period of time, 
was such that the lower part of the housing box the effect is more pronounced than when rotation 
connected to the bumper P~3M is weaker than the occurs over a longer period of time. 
top, and caused a folding effect during crash. The ¯ As long as the amplitude of bracket vibration is 
folding effect in turn caused a double hump on the small, the bracket stiffness does not seem to be as 
deceleration pulse with a momentary drop in decel- important as the support structure rotation with 
eration due to deformation of the housing box. regard to the deceleration level and velocity change 

¯ The momentary drop in deceleration is evident when read by the sensor. 
comparing the deceleration crash puls.es (filtered at 
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Application of New Elastic-Plastic-Brittle Material Models 
to Composite Crash Simulation 

E. Haug, O. Fort, G. Milcent, A. Trame~on a prototype composite passenger car cabin finite element 
Engineering Systems International S.A. model of 22000 elements. ESI conceived, calibrated and 

M. Watanabe, I. Nakada validated new material models for multilayered thin shell 

TONEN Corporation and sandwich core brick finite elements, to be used in 

T. Kisielewicz the PAM-CRASHTM explicit finite element code. This 

code was so far predominantly applied to industrial crash ESI-APG simulations and crash design of automobiles made of 

conventional soft and high strength car body steels. With 
Abstract the new material models, the code can now simulate 

New materials, such as elastic-plastic-brittle aluminum crash events of structures made of elasto-plastic-brittle 
alloys and predominantly brittle-fracturing fiber rein- fracturing materials, such as composites or aluminum 
forced plastic materials (composites) are a potential alloys. 
alternative to the conventional steel materials used in car Goal. The goal of this study was to demonstrate the 
body structures. While linear elastic stiffness, vibration feasibility of industrial crash simulation of complex 
and stress analyses pose no notable added difficulties, composite sandwich wall structures, the way it has by 
the crashworthiness simulation of structures and compo- now become standard practice for car bodies made from 
nents made of composites or aluminum alloys must cope soft steel. TONEN Corporation fabricated two prototype 
with the basic brittleness and fracturing behaviour of the composite passenger sports car cabins, one to be used in 
material and with crash energy absorption modes that a fully equipped prototype and the other to be used in 
may be entirely different from the elastic-plastic crash strength, vibration and, ultimately, destructive crash 
energy absorbing folding modes, typically encountered tests. The tested cabin was made from carbon-Kevlar- 
in soft steel car body structures. A previous paper out- carbon aramid honeycomb sandwich panels. The crash 
lined a methodology that has been conceived, calibrated, tests were non-standard in the sense that the cabin was 
validated and extrapolated for elastic-plastic-brittle and crashed as a pure "body in white," i.e., without any of 
multilayered and multi-material composite sandwich wall the front and rear attachments of the running prototype. 
and sandwich core models for the numerical crashworthi- During front and lateral crash tests the expected maxi- 
ness prediction of composite components. The new mum crash displacement was to be about 10-15 centi- 
models have been implemented into a crashworthiness meters, i.e., enough to cause realistic large damage, but 
simulation program, PAM-CRASHTM, and validated on without complete destruction of the cabin. 
component crash tests. The effects of combining brittle 
carbon and plastic Kevlar fibers in the sandwich facings Study Outline 

of the tested structures have been studied. In the present Predictive analyses. For that reason the tests were 

paper, the models are extrapolated to the numerical crash preceded by predictive analyses, where the composite 

simulation of a full size composite passenger car cabin, cabin structure was crushed with a quasi-infinite mass, 
that crushes the structure with almost constant velocity 

Introduction to about the target crash distance, where the computer 

Basic Reference runs were stopped. From the predicted internal energy 

In Reference [1] the ground has been laid for the absorption curves over calculated crash distance, the real 

present discussion on application of elastic-plastic-brittle mass to be used during the respective sled tests could be 

material models to crashworthiness simulation of auto- estimated from the required balance of total initial 

motive structures, made of composite materials. The kinetic energy and total absorbed internal energy at 

present paper discusses the application of the calibrated maximum crash distance. 

and validated numerical models to the front and side Laboratory tests. The tests were then performed by 

(pole) impact simulation of a composite prototype INRETS with the estimated real masses at initial veloci- 

passenger car cabin, ties of 50 km/h for the frontal crash (21.4 km/h for the 
pole impacts). The test results, such as impact force time 

Joint Study on Composite Car Crash histories, accelerogrammes, high speed films and dam- 
Background. In a joint study with the Japanese ages were recorded for processing and comparison with 

TONEN Corporation, supported by the Japanese Petrole- numerical results. 
um Energy Center, the feasibility of industrial crash- Final analyses. Finally, the front and side impact 
worthiness calculation and design for composite struc- simulations were repeated with the real initial velocities 
tares and components is demonstrated on the example of and masses attached to the structures during the tests. In 
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these analyses the predicted and measured maximum 
crash displacements could be verified. 

KF49 (0~90) 

Applied Methodology ~ ~5.,5~ 

The joint study carried out between TONEN 
Corporation and ESI comprised three essential study 
phases. 

Calibration Phase 1. During this phase, ESI specified 
material coupon tests (tensile, compression, bending) that Figure 1. Basic Composite Sandwich Wall Structure 

permit access to subcritical material data and data up to 
specimen failure. The coupon tests were performed by 

phases can be treated separately. Both material phases 

TONEN and the results exploited by ESI for the calibra- 
obey a brittle fracturing modulus damage description, 
where the initial modulus, Eo, is damaged by a damage 

tion of the used material models. For this purpose 
detailed FE models of the co,upon tests were prepared 

function, d(~), such that 

and the material model parameters calibrated by com- E(e) = Eo [1-d(e)], 

parison between the numerical and laboratory experi- where 
ments. ~ function, d, is assumed to grow from values of zero, at 

Validation Phase 2. Next, the calibrated material an initial threshold strain, ei, to values of one (or almost 
models were used to simulate identified benchmark tests one for non-vanishing ultimate strength) at an ultimate 
of relevant composite sandwich subassemblies. These threshold strain, eu, either linearly or non-linearly. The 
static and dynamic drop tests on sandwich plates and degree of complexity of this function may be assumed, 
sandwich box beams, were performed by TONEN and and the coefficients calibrated from basic coupon tests in 
JARI, and the results of the experiments were compared tension, compression and bending. For symmetric cloth 
with the numerical results. Coincidence was found quite the entire ply behaviour can be represented by the 
good and only minor adjustment of the material model adequately calibrated orthotropic matrix phase of the 
parameters of the sandwich core material, calibrated in model, and no fiber phase is needed. Figure 3 shows the 
phase 1, had to be made. tension and compression response in the 0°-direction of 

Predictive Phase 3. Finally, the calibrated and each ply in the basic FT500(0°) carbon/K49 (00*90°) 
validated numerical model was applied to predictive KEVLAR cloth/T300 (+450*-45°) carbon cloth stackup 
front and side impact analyses of the complete composite of the sandwich facings. Similar responses were obtained 
sandwich cabin. The indicated 3 phase methodology of for other stackups in areas of reinforcements. 
calibration, validation and prediction guarantees the best 
possible results. Detailed proceeding and results for the 
calibration phase 1 and the ’validation phase 2 are uo-co,~os~r~ (UO) 

FIB~IRS OF, 
n.4TRIX (t~?, 

Stress-Strain law: 

reported in Reference [1]. 
t~-S~+~ 

°°° =c°° ~°coo = c, + c~ 

Numerical Modelling Aspects 
Material Models ~) ~ COR~: 

Used sandwich material. The basic materials used in 
TONEN’s prototype passenger car cabin are multilayered 
composite sandwich facings made of high stiffness and 
high strength uniditectional TONEN FT500 pitch based 
carbon fiber/epoxy crossply (0°, 90°) layers, a layer of ~o~-----~ 

(i)"Fiber" 
ph~s~:Ol1 ~*’~.z~i I ~*~ 

DUPONT aramid fiber based KEVLAR 49 cloth 
(0°’90°), and of TORAY PAN based T300 carbon/epoxy o, 

cloth (45°*-45°), Figure 1. The sandwich core material ~,~) st ...... train diagram 
consists of aramid honeycomb material. The basic sand- ~ .-’. (ii)"Matrix" phase: 

wich wall structure is provided with additional layers of 
reinforcements at strategic locations throughout the car 
cabin. 

Material model for sandwich facings. The material 
models used in the PAM-CRASH simulations were de- 

Figure 2. Bi-phase, Fracturing and Sandwich Core 
Material Models 

scribed in detail in Reference [1] and are summarized in 
Figure 2. The models for each layer of the sandwich Material model for sandwich core. The model used for 

facing are bi-phase plane stress material models, by the aramid honeycomb core of the sandwich walls is a 

which the theological behaviour of the constituent mono- specialized 3D bi-phase solid model, where the "fiber" 

directional fiber and orthotropic plane stress matrix phase is aligned with the axes of the hexagonal honey- 
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i~ .~rsoo Frontal Crash Investigation 
,,0.00 Prototype Composite Passenger Car 

m.® / /~ I..--K49 (0*90) The layout of the composite two-seater sportscar is 

///I 

shown in Figure 5. The mainframe of the passenger 

honeycomb plate material and has a total mass of about 
80 kilograms. The rear engine and gear and the front 
gear are attached to the cabin rear and front wails at 

~~ 
steel insets via tubular metallic subframes. The hood, 

.,o.~o 
engine cover and roof are also made of composite 

material. The car has been built and run on test tracks. 

tension 

STRmN [%1 

Figure 3. Individual Ply Tensile/Compressive Material 
Response in Basic Sandwich Facing Stackup 

comb cells. In this model, the monodirectional "fiber" 
properties can be given highly nonlinear tension/com- Figure 5. TONEN Composite Prototype Passenger Car 

pression unloading/reloading properties to represent the Frontal Crash Test Setup 
complex axial crushing response of the cells, see Figure Figure 6 shows the frontal crash test setup used by 
2. The transverse shear properties of the core material of INRETS (Lyon-Bron). The cabin is mounted on friction- 
a plate made of honeycomb sandwich material is repre- less rollers on a sled that is stopped short of a rigid 
seated by elastic-fracturing terms, with calibrated barrier. The cabin will then impact on the barrier and the 
transverse shear modulus damage, in the "matrix" phase event is recorded via impact force measurement devices, 
of the adapted 3D bi-phase model. The in-plane stiffness accelerometers and high speed cameras. 
and resistance terms of the honeycomb core material of 
the sandwich plates are assumed very small and repre- 

~i 
Accelerometers 
(three axes) 

seated by small numbers in the calculations. 
A p~ssenger sideback race 

Finite Elements B driversidebackrace 
¯ C passenger seat support 

The described composite sandwich material models are ~ o arlver seat suppor~ 
built into multilayered Mindlin type under-integrated 4 Loa~ cs,s 
node and CO compatible triangular shell and plate finite ~ oor~g,~ wal, 
elements for the sandwich facings, and into 8 node 

High Speed Cameras 
under-integrated adapted bi-phase solid brick finite ele- 
ments for the sandwich core, Figure 4. To make up one ~ topgeneral view 
"sandwich" element, two multilayered thin shell elements 2 top cIose-upview 

are connected to opposite faces of a brick element, the 
~ ~ert sl0e gen~ra~ v~ew 
4 left sloe close-up view 

"fibers" (cell directions) of which are assumed perpen- s flat. side generaIvlew 

dicular to the facings. 
Addltonal mass 

6 engine and rear frame 

s ~T .~ 
/,~ 

~ Frontal Crash Simulation 

~,~_--~.~ff~ FE-Model. Figure 7 gives an overview on the FE- 

~ ~ ~ model of the analyzed half of the prototype composite 

(a) solid el .... t (b) shell el .... t (c) ~,ye~ed ~t~elI car cabin ("body in white"). The model comprises about 

7000 sandwich elements, i.e., 2 x 7000 = 14000 multi- Figure 4. Finite Elements used in PAM-CRASH 
layered composite thin shells and 7000 sandwich core 
bricks (-22000 finite elements). The boundary conditions 
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Figure 8. Frontal Crash Simulation: Deformed Shape and 
Damage Contours at 88 mm Crash Distance (10 ms) 

Figure 7. Frontal Crash FE-ModoI of ~mpos~e ~r Cabin (PA~CRASH/DAISY) 

~e l~e in the test with a rigid mass of 180 kilograms 
arched at ~e re~ wall of the cabin. The cabin model 
is ~pac~d at 50 km~ ag~nst a rigid will. 

Deformed shapes. Figure 8 shows the deformed shape 

of the c~sh~ cabin model ~ter 10 milliseconds at a 
to~l cr~h dis~nce of 88 millimeters. ~� crash distance 
is me~ed from the relative deiormation of the undo- 
aged re~ p~ of ~e s~cturc with respect to the 

~mag~ front end. Figure 9 gives devils of the 
formed shape ne~ the fron~ impact ~ca of the 
tunnel at 0, 4 and 10 miHis~onds crash duration (0, 40 
and 85 mifiimeters crash dis~nce). ~e super-imposed 
average ~age contours over tl~� multilaycred c~bon- 
Kevl~-c~n ~ndwich facings indicate the local nature 

of the ~mage (in a s~cture m~de of soft c~ body steel 
the ~mag~ (buckled) ~e~ would spread out much fur- 
ther). Bl~k colour signifies vflues d = 1.0 of the 

avenge ~mage function, and complete loss of strength. 
The ~ndwich core brick elements ~e not shown in 
Fig~e 9 for added cl~ty. 

Fig~e 10a comp~cs the fron~l damage ~e~ of the 
test (~r elastic spfingback) and of the simulation 
(before spdngback). Other than, for example, in soft Figure 9. Frontal Crash Simulation: Deiotmed Shape 

st~l s~ctures, there is significant springback in elastic- 
Zooms and Damage Contours at 0, 4 and 10 ms (0, 39 

fracturing composite s~ctures after removal of the 
and aa ram) 

impact loads. This is due to the fact that this type of 
martial tends to recover strain after unloading, never- stick. Figure 10b also contains this area, comp~ed to the 

theless with severely d~agcd secant modulus in the real damage of the crashed structure. 

s~ess-strain cu~e. ~is is especially true in the presence Further results. The predicted total crash dis~nce of 

of more ductile layers of ~VL.~ matcri~, that tend to the simulation of the frontal crash test is obtained from 

preserve the st~ctural integrity of the d~aged wall the point of zero kinetic energy, Figure 11. The distance 

s~ct~e. In elasto-pl~tic deformation, however, pl~tic is predicted to 13.5 centimeters, which agrees to within 

s~ns ~e permanent and el~tic springback is usu~ly a few percent to the total crash distance measured in the ..... 

ve~ small, front~ .cr~h test. Figure 12 shows the impact force 

In the last of the defo~ed sl~apc plots of Figure 9, a versus crash dist~cc plots of the four force plates 

remote ~ca of ~magc in the vertical wall of the ccn~ attached to the rigid wall in the test and the sum over all 

tunnel can be seen ne~ the central hole for the ge~ forces. The small peaks near 27 mm and 55 mm crash 
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Figure 10. Frontal Crash Simulation: Deformed Shape Test vs. Simulation Comparisons at 10 ms (88 mm) 
(PAN-CRASH/DAISY) 

dis~nce correspond to delayed frontal impacts of the ,~o. ’ .................................. 
flanges and of the web of the central box beam onto the .... 
rigid wall 

¯ 

_ DISPLACEMENT [mm] 

~ Figure 12. Frontal Crash Simulation: Impact Forces vs. i .... o .... 
, , ~ Crash Distance (PAM-CRASH/DAISY) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 13.5cm Pole Side Impact Investigation 
XDISPLACEMENT NODE 14446 

Pole Side Impact Test Setup 
Figure 11. Frontal Crash Simulation: Energy vs. Crash Following the frontal rigid wall impact test, two 
Distance Curves (PAM-CRASH/DAISY) lateral pole impacts at about 20 km/h with a total mass 
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of 288 kilograms were carried out, Figure 13. This was 
feasible, because the cabin showed no visible damage, 
neither in the front impact test, nor in the frontal crash 
simulation, near the areas of the door sill sandwich box ....... 
beams that were hit by the rigid pole with a diameter of 
270 millimeters. In this test, the cabin was positioned 
laterally against the rigid wall. The "pole" was mounted 
on a sled that was moving towards the cabin. The sled 
impact was monitored with an accelerometer mounted on 
the sled and the impact force of the pole was measured 
via load cells at the far side of the cabin. 

dynamometers 

Accelerometer 

mass 288 kg 

Sled 

Cylindrical impactor (9 = 270 ram) 

Figure 13. Pole Side impact Test Setup 
(INRETS Laboratories) 

Pole Side Impact Simulation 
FE-Model. Figure 13 also shows the finite element 

model adapted for the lateral pole impact simulation. For 
this purpose only the mesh near the impact area around 
the pole was refined. The mesh contains about 3200 Figure 14. Pole Side Impact Simulation: Deformed Shape 

sandwich core brick finite elements and 8800 multi- ann Damage Contours at 14 ms (PAM-CRASH/DA~SY) 

layered thin shells. The impactor was modelled as a rigid 
body with mass 288 kilograms and is restricted to move box beam. The same phenomenon has been found in the 

in the impact direction, with an initial velocity of 21.4 test, Figure 14. Similarly, the lower and upper webs of 

m/s (5944.4 mm/s), the box beam are seen to undergo severe local bending 

Deformed shapes. Figure 14 shows the local nature of and compression damage, which has been found in the 

the deformation after 18 milliseconds (80 millimeters test. Note that the test picture contains almost totally 

lateral crash distance) near the sandwich box beam of the damaged shreds of the carbonoKevlar-carbon facings. 

door sill, that was hit by the pole. At this time the Such portions were removed from the computer plots, it 

motion of the sled had decreased to about 20 percent of is mostly the admixture of the KEVLAR plies that pre- 

its initial velocity. For added clarity, the finite elements serves this semblance of structural integrity in the tests. 

that had failed were removed from the computer plots. Further results. Figure 16, finally, shows the total 

Keeping this in mind, visual comparison of the predicted impact force near the rigid wall on the far side of the 

damage with the photograph from the test is excellent, laterally impacted composite car cabin. As a check, this 

Figure 15 contains progressive damage spread in force-time diagram coincides very closely to the direct 

closeup views of the rigid pole impact area at 0, 6, 10 impact force-time diagram (not shown) that resulted 

and 14 milliseconds crash duration (0, 35, 52 and 70 from the accelerations of the impacting mass. This 

millimeters lateral crash distance). For clarity the means that the filter effect on the impact signal between 

sandwich core brick elements are not plotted. The con- the point of impact and the far end rigid wall is quite 

tours of the average damage over all plies of the sand- small. 

wich facings are superimposed on the plots. Black colour The figure also contains force-time diagrams from the 

signifies a damage function value of d= 1.0, i.e., ele- two lateral impact tests. The simulated curve was found 

merits have lost all strength. The pictures clearly show to lay well within the scatter range of the two test 

the zip-like tensile ruptures due to membrane stresses to curves. This is also confirmed by the absorbed energy 

both sides of the pole in the outer facing of the sandwich plots of Figure 17. 
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10 ms 

experimental 

14 ms 

Figure 15. Pole Side Impact Simulation: Deformed Shape 
Closeup Views with Damage Contours 
(PAM-CRASH/DAISY) 

Conclusions                                      " 
TIME 

The methodology outlined in Reference [1] and its 
Figure 17. Pole Side Impact Simulation: Absorbed successful application to the full scale composite 
Energy-TimeHistories 

sandwich wall car crash simulations, reported in this 
paper, permit to conclude that the feasibility of industrial 
crashworthiness simulation of composite structures has Acknowledgements 
been reached. The crash simulation code, PAM-CRASH, The authors express their gratitude to Dr. D. Cesari 
augmented by the options for composite crashworthiness and Mssrs. J.A. Bloch and R. Zac of INRETS (Institut 
simulation, can therefore be used as a design aid and National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur S6curit~ 
verification code for the conception of vehicles made Bron, France) for having carried out the front and side 
from new composite and sandwich wall materials, at no impact tests at their premisses. The assistance of Mr. L. 
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$9.W-43 
Identification of Automobile Structural Characteristics 
from Barrier Crash Tests 

Clifford C. Chou, Yun S. Lin 
Lumped-Mass-Spring (LMS) models. Frequently, these 
models are used through simulation to predict vehicle 

Ford M6tor Company responses (i.e., the acceleration, velocity and displace- 
ment of each mass in the model) based on a given set of 

Abstract                                           structural characteristics. On the other hand, the LMS 
This interim report documents the progress made in 

the development of Vehicle Structural Identification 
models can also be used to identify vehicle component 
structural characteristics represented by the load- 

Program (VSIP) for determining the non-linear auto- deflection of springs connected between masses, pro- 
mobile structural characteristics from barrier crash test vided that all the motions of masses in the model are 
data. Efforts have been directed toward-improving an 
existing system identification method initiated in 1988 

known. The former approach is referred to as the simula- 

by Hollowell of NHTSA. The improvements made thus 
tion approach, while the latter one is called the identi- 
fication approach. The problems solved by an identifica- 

far include: tion approach are also known as inverted dynamics 
¯ a provision for predefining certain load paths in a problems. 

1-D lumped-mass-spring (LMS) model 
¯ relaxing the requirements of non-negative stiffness Simulation Approach 

parameters in the approximation process. Numerous simulation approaches using various LMS 

Good correlations between the extracted results with the models have been attempted for vehicle structural analy- 

actual data either from analytical models or simplified sis (Chou, 1986; Kamal, 1970). LMS models, in general, 

crash test data demonstrate the ~easibility of this vehicle consist of masses and springs. Linear or non-linear 

structural characterization technique currently under springs representing energy absorbing (EA) structural 

development. Theoretically, the system identification components interconnect the masses. CRUSH (Crash 

approach has the potential of developing vehicle struc- Reproduction Using Static History) II (Motl and Wong, 

tural models totally based on accelerometer data from 1975; Herridge and Mitchell, 1972) is a typical LMS 

barrier crash tests. The method, when developed and simulation program. 

validated, will offer an opportunity in reducing static In the LMS modeling, inputs of static vehicle struc- 

crusher testings of components traditionally required in tural characteristics into a simulation program are 

LMS model simulations. This opportunity will become essential for replicating the motion histories of masses. 

evident as the development of’ the methodology con- Static crush tests are costly, laborious and time con- 

tinues. Further applications of tlais system identification suming to conduct. In addition, dynamic factors are used 

approach to a full scale vehicle system using crash test in transferring static crush data into dynamic simulation 

data need to be explored for identifying feasibilities and to account for strain rate effects (Prasad and Padgaonkar, 
1981). Furthermore, structural collapse modes observed issues of the technique. 
in dynamic crash tests are also difficult to replicate in 

Introduction static crush tests. 

Vehicle crash is a complex dynamic transient event, in In barrier crash tests for vehicle development, accel- 

that vehicle structures experience large plastic deforma- erometers are normally mounted at various locations for 

tions and large strains. The problem of analyzing the measuring the vehicle response. It is, therefore, desirable 

crash behavior of vehicle structures has become a chal- 
to use the available acceleration data for determining the 

lenging analytical subject. The simplest approach to dynamic vehicle structural characteristics directly using 

analyze the complex vehicle crash behavior is to use the an identification approach. 
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Identification Approach and Its Limitations Hollowell then formulated a set of quasi-linear, time- 
A literature review (Hollowell, 1986) reveals that incremental equations of motion, including error terms. 

many attempts have been limited to linear structural These equations are then solved for non-negative para- 
dynamic systems. This is because, under a normal load- meters using linear and quadratic programming algo- 
ing environment, most structures are designed to operate rithms. 
in the linear range. However, non-linearitydominates the The non-negative assumption is one of the major 
behavior of the vehicle structures during a collision, limitations of the Hollowell technique. This assumption 
None of the existing linear identification techniques are is valid only for describing a monotonicly increasing 
readily applicable to determine the system parameters of force/deformation characteristics of a structural com- 
a non-linear vehicle structure in a crash loading condi- ponent in certain loading conditions. In a crash loading 
tion. An identification program for determining non- environment, the requirement of non-negative stiffness 
linear characteristics is therefore needed, parameters is no longer valid. 

Non-linear Structural Identification Program New Methodology 
The programs can be classified into two methods: In the current study, a systematic computer method is 

determinate and non-determinate, developed to handle the negative stiffness parameters. 
Determinate method. This method can only identify This Vehicle Structural Identification Program (VSIP) is 

the same numbers of spring elements as the number of a non-determinate model which is similar to the 
mass motions provided. Two such methods are: NHTSA’s SYSID. Here, the non-negative requirements 

¯ FIAT methodology for the stiffness parameters are transformed (relaxed) 
¯ SISAME (Structural Impact Simulation and Model into a standard form of linear programming, from which 

Extraction). a solution can be obtained. In addition, a provision is 

FIAT program (Larsen and Shaw, 1980Revision)was made to allow an analyst to predefine certain spring 
member’s characteristics in the model. developed, under a sponsorship of FIAT Auto S.p.A., for 

determination of structural characteristics of a vehicle Method of analysis, validation, application and 

directly from crash test data. This program is a determi- recommendation will be described below. 

nate three-dimensional lumped-parameter vehicle model 
with non-torsional springs. With the accelerations and/or Method of Analysis 

forces as inputs, the FIAT procedure uses the equations Parameter Estimation Using Optimization 
of motion to generate a set of simultaneous algebraic. A parametric method is used in this study to determine 
equations. These equations provide solutions for the the values of system parameters in describing a system 
unknown forces at discrete increments of time. Accelera- model. Mathematically, the unknown system parameters 
tion-time histories are double integrated to obtain dis- are determined in such a way that the errors between the 
placements. The force- and displacement-time histories predictions by the equations of motion and the measured 
are combined to yield spring force-deflection character- acceleration responses are minimized. 

istics. The system equations in a compact vector notation for 

The SISAME methodology was developed by Mentzer a crash event can be written as 
under a NI-ITSA contract in the early 1980’s. Similar to F (x, ±) -- m~(t) 
the FIAT approach, SISAME is capable of extracting the (Total Spring Force (Inertia Force) (1) 
non-linear spring characteristics from the acceleration Exerting on Mass) 
data based on a given model configuration and mass where F is the unknown internal forces exerting on 
distribution. In addition, it has numerous capabilities for masses by springs connected and is function of the velo- 
generating vehicle crash models, including pre-defined city, :t, and the displacement, x; m is the mass of the 
spring elements and dynamic magnification factors, system; and .~ is the acceleration. It is assumed that all 

Non-determinate method. A non-determinate method m, Ji, :t and x of the system are available from measure- 
for identifying vehicle structural characteristics in crash 

ments. was developed by Hollowell in mid-1980 (Radwan and 
For the minimization of errors, the system equations 

Hollowell, 1990; Hollowell et al., 1988; Hollowell, 
are augmented by introducing an error term, e: 1986). This computer code, known as the NHTSA’s 

SYSID (SYStem Identification) program, was imple- F(x,.t) + e -- rnj~(t), 

merited at Ford in 1989. The identification process is 
or, equivalently, accomplished using adaptive time domain, constrained 

minimization techniques. The assumptions are: F~ (x, ±) -- mJ~(t) (2) 

¯ the stiffness and damping characteristics of an EA where F~ is the unknown internal forces including the 
element are separable, error terms. 

¯ the characteristics may be approximated piecewise Equation (2), when describing the nature of crash 
linear, event, is a non-linear problem. Use of linearization tech- 
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nique to Equation (2) reduces the :identification problem 
For a model of M masses interconnected by S non- 

to a classical linear programming problem (Luenberger, 
linear EA elements, the equation of motion for mass i is 

1984): 
given by 

S 

.Minimize    ~ lel (3.1) m,£~(t) -- ~ (F,), 
(4) 

(Sum of Absolute Value of Errors) 

Subject to F~(x, Jc) -- ra£(t) (3.2) where 
m; -- Mass for mass i 

and p >_ 0 
(3.3) ~ = Acceleration for mass i 

(F,)~ = Internal EA force: ~ 0 if EA element s is 

Here p is a column parameter vector. It is noted that the connected to mass i; = 0 if EA element s is 

vector inequality p > 0 means that each component of p not connected to mass i 

is non-negative. The internal force is a function of the deformation and 
deformation rate of an EA element and can be separated 

Solution Formulation by two individual force components: a deformation- 

Identification and simulation are closely related, dependent non-linear spring force and a deformation 

Vehicle performance simulation needs accurate structural rate-dependent damping force. Mathematically, 
<to    + F~C) (5) 

characteristics as inputs in order to predict vehicle Fo(8o,8o) = F, (8,) (8,) 
dynamic response while identification of a vehicle 
structure needs an accurate model which is validated by where 

a simulation process in order to generate structurally ~, = Deformation of spring element s 

accurate characteristics of energy absorbing members. 
There are two steps involved in an identification It is noted that both ~, and 3, are functions of time, that 

process. The first step is to set up a model configuration, is, ~,(t) and ~,(t). 
allocating masses and collecting ~respective mass-associ- Furthermore, by using Hollowell’s piecewise lineariza- 
ated motion data. An analyst needs to use his/her engi- tion, the non-linear force for spring element s at time t, 
neering knowledge and experience in arriving at a good is the accumulation of previous increments occurred 
sound model during this step. Once the system config- before time t~, the non-linear force for spring element s 
uration is ready, the next step is to solve for the at time t, for any time t > t~ can be expressed in a series 
structural characteristics of the vehicle under investi- of piecewise linear segments as 
gation. F~m(t) -- K,(~,(/)) [~,(t) - ~,(t~)] + 

The major emphasis of this study is placed on one- 
dimensional LMS models. A typical model of frontal ~_, 

K,(~,(tj÷t))[~(tj÷~) _~,(/i)]’ (6) 
barrier impact is shown in Figure 1. In this model, five ~.0 
masses representing vehicle radiator, radiator support, t>_tk 

engine, sub-frame and occupant compartment are inter- where 
connected by eight (8) EA’s to represent structural K,(~,(ty÷3) = Stiffness of spring element s at time 
characteristics between these respective adjacent masses, interval (t~, t~÷ 
Since the majority of motion occurs along the longi- ~,(t) = Deformation of spring element s at time t. 
tudinal direction in frontal barrier impacts, the On the other hand, the damping force for damping ele- 
assumption for rectilinear motion during collision in an 
1-D LMS model is sufficient for the current application, 

ment s is given by 

F~C3(t) -’- C, (~,(t))~i,(t) 
(7) 

where I’i] - - 
C,(3,(t)) = Instantaneous damping coefficient of 

] .z,i~    ~ - 

" ~ " " damping element s at time t 
" ~ ~ ~ ,o. ~,(t) = Deformation - rate of damping element s at 

time t 
., ,~ o ° _~,,,~ It is noted that the piecewise linearization of EA 

i --’~ i elements, although permitting conversion of a non-linear 

~°’ ] ’~/ 
’°’ -- :~’ / 

has a drawback in 
............ 

problem into a linear programming, 
_ the Holiowell’s approach. The requirement of non- 

negative stiffness in solution formulation and the 
accumulation of linear spring forces at previous time 

Figure l. ATypicalOne-DimensionalFrontal Barrier steps keep the extracted spring force increasing 

Crash Lumped-Mass-Spring IVledel monotonicly. This phenomenon precludes identification 
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of spring characteristics with negative stiffness when 
K~(t) -- K, = Constant structure members collapse under axial/bending loads, 

t~ < t < t~÷,p,s (10) Incorporating Equations (5)-(7) into Equation (4) gives 
C,(t) ffi C, --- Constant NK 

m,£,(t) = ~{K,(~(t))[~i,(t)-~,(t,)] The solution span indeed is defined as npts,~t, and 
,-~ npts is an integer parameter chosen in the solution 

+ ~K,(~i,(t~÷l))[~i,t~÷~) -~Ss(t~)]} (8) process. Since a set of M time-incremental equations 
~.0 describing the motion of M masses is formed at each 
NC 

+ ~C,(8o(t))8,(t) time increment, there is a total of T equations (the 
s-~ number of DOF’s in the system times the number of time 

increments) over the solution span. By augmenting the 
where time-incremental motion equations over the solution span 

NK = Number of non-linear spring elements and transforming the error terms into the motion matrix, 
NC = Number of damping elements one obtains 
N = NK + NC 

Employing an incremental time step approach and dis- " " 
eretizing the (equation of motion, Equation (8), in time, I K, 
a set of M time-incremental system equations can be 

N terms T terms ~ ~ 
written for any time increment in terms of the system KNx 
parameters, i.e., the stiffnesses (K’s) and the damping a, a~2 ... a~ 1 0 ... 0 
coefficients (C’s). Writing these time-incremental equa- C~    b~] 
tions in malrix forms by including error terms, e~’s, the a~ a22 ... a2~ 0 1 ... 0 

.."      --l~rJ (1 1) 
mass motion equations can_be expressed, as ; ~. ... ;. ; : ".. ~. 

C~c 
. Kl an ara ... ars 0 0 ... 1 

all al,~ ... alN -; 

a~a~ ...az~ K~x gI:~l bli~l 
;" 

+     __           (9)                                       er 
’ 

aMt auz "" aMui : Equation (11) is the equality constraints in a standard 
.C~c. form of linear programming problems as stated in Equa- 

where tion (3.2) and is used by minimization techniques stated 
M = Number of DOF’s (degrees of freedom) in the earlier to solve for the system parameters, K, and C,. 

system 
The [A] matrix in Equation (9) is referred to as the Relaxation of Free Variables 

motion matrix. The individual entries of the [A] matrix It is recalled from Equation (3.3) that the non- 

are attributed by the spring and damping forces and are negativity constraint on each unknown variable is 
defined as required in a linear program. However, it is noted that 
a,,; = 0, if ith spring is not connected to mass m, each error term in Equation (11) is a free variable 

5~(t) - 5~(t~), if ith spring is connected to mass m; (Luenberger, 1984). A free variable in a linear pro- 

i = 1 ..... NK gramming problem is the variable that has no restrictions 
and of non-negativity and is free to take on positive or 

a,,y = 0, ifjth damper is not connected to mass m, negative values. Before solving the problem under 

8~(t) - ~(t~), ifjth damper is connected to mass m; consideration by linear programming techniques, one has 
j = (NK + 1) ..... N to convert or restrict these free variables to be non- 

negative. Because ~ is free to take on either positive or The [B] vector in Equation (9) is the inertia force 
negative values, we then write matrix. Each individual entry of the [B] vector is deter- 

mined by the instrumented mass weight and its accelera- 
~ = ~÷) - e,~) (12) tion: " 

b~ -- m~Ji~(t) where both components, e~~+~ and ~~, are restricted to be 
non-negative. If we substitute e~ = e~+) - e~~) for e~ in the 

In order to facilitate the solution procedure, the system formulation, the linearity of constraints is preserved and 
parameters are further assumed to be constant over a all variables are now non-negative as required. Obvious- 
cluster of time increments [tk, t~+~,.,], called the solution ly, by doing so the number of the unknown variables will 
span, namely, increase by one as each variable is relaxed. 
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during a collision, it will gener~tte a force level lower 1 ;1 -- b; - a0.X~. 
(15) 

than maximum strength of the structure member. This ;.1 ,’.1 - 

means that one will see negative slopes in the spring where 

force/deflection curves. Mathematically, all the stiffness X~. -- K~") ..... 
K~÷), K,~-) ..... K~, Cl ..... CNc . 

parameters (K’s) can be treated as free variables. In 
order to preserve the linearity of constraints and satisfy This completes the presentation of our formulation of the 

the non-negative requirements, the stiffness unknowns 
problem under investigation in the context of linear 

have to be relaxed or transformed[ into the standard form 
programming. 

of the linear programs. This can be done by employing 
the same free-variable relaxation method used for the Uniqueness Problem 

error terms. That is, The inability to prescribe the known spring charac- 
teristics in the vehicle model to be identified is another 

K, = K,~÷~ - K,~~ (13) shortcoming in the NHTSA Hollowell’s system identifi- 
cation formulation. Generally speaking, the more detailed 

where both new components, K,6’~ and K,(), are required the structural knowledge and test data are, the more 

to be n~n-negative. The substitution of the stiffness un- accurate the extracted structural information is. 

knowns with two separate components will augment the Models which have the same model configurations and 

motion matrix by additional NK columns for NK non- mass allocations but differ only in spring characteristics 

linear spring elements. The additional elements of the may yield nearly identical motions in a crash simulation. 
motion matrix have the same values except the sign. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show two different sets of spring 

As in the Hollowell’s formulation, limitation bounds force-deflection curves for the simulation model depicted 

of the unknown damping forces are specified and in- in Figure 5. The results from the CRUSH II lumped 

equality equations are added to the constraints, mass simulations are shown in Figures 6 and 7. It is seen 
Relaxing free variables of error terms and stiffness that the dynamic responses of masses are nearly identi- 

parameters, expressed by Equations (12) and (13), re- cal. This raises an issue regarding the uniqueness prob- 
spectively, in the equality constraint equations, Equation lem that needs to be addressed. When extracting auto- 

(11) can be re-written as motive structural characteristics from barrier crash tests, 
one might divert to a mathematically correct but not 

"~’)q necessarily realistic vehicle crash model. In order to 
~1 I 

uniquely identify the system, one may need to provide 
additional structural information with known character- 
istics to make the system determinate. Thus, the capa- 
bility of allowing an analyst to include predefined 

2NK+NC terms        2T terms springs for enhancement of the identification process is 
i ~ implemented¯ 

a~,-.a~, -a~i-.a,N 1 -1-.0 0 ~l b, 

1/:~, -. an 

-a~-. a~ 0 0-. 0 0 ~, , 
~.. i .~"~’" 

¯ "-. ~ L ". i i i ". ," ~ ¯, = ~ (14) 

L [ art "" aT’ 
-aT’ "" art~ 0 O -. 1 -1 CNC ~ 

L ,j oo ............................................. ................................................................................................. 

~ /i 
so 

¯ 

.~-) . ,o ........ i .............................. ~ .............. i ..................................................... i .............. i ............. 

The objective function in this study is the sum of the 
o 

¯ absolute values of errors between the predictions by the 
E* K01 DEFLECTION (INCHES) 

motion equations and the measured acceleration respons- Figure 2. Comparison of Spring K01 Load-Deflection for 

es: CRUSH II Input 
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EA K02 DEFLECTION (INCHES) ~’o 4o ~’o 
TIME (MSEC) 

Figure 3. ~mparison of Spring K02 Load-Deflation for Figure 6. Comparison Between CRUSH II Simulation 
CRUSH II Input Results for Mass 

~o ............ ~ ............ ~ ............. ~ ........... ~     ~     ~     ~     ~ ........... ~     ~                               "         " ................................................ ~ ............ 

EA K03 DEFLECTION (INCHES) ~ ~ 4 s ~o 
TIME (MSEC) 

Figure 4. ~mparison of Spring K03 Load-Deflection for 
Figure 7. Comparison Between CRUSH II Simulation 

CRUSH II Input 
Resu~s for Mass M02 

program by implementing a special algorithm for non- 
X03 

negativity relaxation and provision for prescribing some 
/ \ / \ of spring characteristics in the model. In order to demon- 

^ strate and validate the Ford vehicle model characteriza- 
R 

" Mo~ tion system formulation and computer programs, a 
I K02 (E-B) 

I--I 

KOl (O-E) (OCC) ~ variety of analytical models and crash test data are used. R A A Mo2 A A 

I, >l ~ Single DOF System with a Non-linear Spring and a 
Linear Damper. The first model is a single DOF system 
with a non-linear spring and a linear damper (Figure 8). 
Use of this model is intended to demonstrate the ira- 

Figure 5. Two DOF System Model with Two Masses and portance of relaxing the non-negative requirements for 
Three Springs stiffness parameters in arriving at the correct solution. 

The EA’s characteristics are extracted with and without 
Validation and Application relaxations of the requirements of the non-negative 

The non-determinate automobile structure charac- stiffness parameters. The extracted characteristics are 
terization method described in the previous sections has 

compared (see Figure 9) with those used in the CRUSH 
been computerized in a FORTRAN program, VSIP. This II simulation program to generate motion profiles for the 
Ford structural vehicle model characterization program 

characterization process. An examination of the spring 
is different from the Hollowell’s system identification 

characteristics identified using the Hollowell’s system 
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identification program with non-negative stiffness       ,~o- 
requirements indicates that the NHTSA’s SYSID pro- 
gram has difficulty in predicting the "deep collapse" 
portion (i.e. a plastic region beyond the maximum load 
carrying capacity) of the load-deflection characteristics. ,0 ................. i .............................. i .................................... i ............ I ................... i .............. 

~ col (tx~) 

/ .............................. .,-,o,,..__. o,,~,_o ............. i ............................. l....i ................................. 

~/ i     ~ .......... 

,,o 

R / M01 2o ................................... 

R / K01 (SPR) (oct) 

R t 
/ \V V 

-200    -1~0 O IOO     200     300     400     500 

~ DAMPER DEFLECTION RATE (IN/S) 

/ 

Figure 8. One DOF System with a Non-Linear Spring and 
Figure 10. Comparison Between Extracted Results and 

CRUSH II Input 
a Linear Damper 

curves are compared with the characteristics obtained 
from force based on the product of weight and accelera- 
tion and deflection based on integration of acceleration 

,oo .................................................................................................... ~ ....................... and/or film analysis. Results are shown in Figures ! ! to 
13, respectively, for 3.5 msec, 0.7 rnsec and 0.07 msec 

~o ...... ! .................................................................... cases. Referring to Figure 11 for 3.5 msec solution span 

i i ///~ 
case, the identified characteristic shows the general trend 

~ of matching the shape of load-deflection curve. However, 

~o 
~ i ~/li~ii~ - 

the solution deviates from the correct one at 3-5" °f 
i i F :: i . deflection. This is due to a larger solution span (3.5 

......................... i ....................... i ...................... i~~ .......... ~i ....................... i ........... msec) used in this case. When the solution span is 
! i __~" 

i~~ 

reduced from 3.5 msec to 0.7 msec, the extracted load/ 

2o ~ 

i .... deformation characteristic converges to the actual solu- 
tion, as shown in Figure 12, although a discrepancy still 

- ! i 

exists. The solution can be further improved by using a 
o ~ ~° finer solution span of 0.07 msec, the identified load/ 

S~R~,~DEF~"CT~ONON~ deformation curve matches exactly with the actual 
Figure 9. Comparison Between Extracted Results and characteristics as shown in Figure 13. It is clear from the 
CRUSH II Input above discussion that the time increments used in the 

Additionally, the inability to identify the deep solution play an important role in the characterization 

collapse/negative slope of the characteristic curve in the process. 

NHTSA’s SYSID program leads to cumulative force 
errors in a non-relaxation process as shown in Figure 9. 

A System Model with Three Masses and Three Springs 

The Ford vehicle model characterization program, how- 
This example Is an analytical model with three (3) 

ever, extracts the correct EA characteristic for this single masses and three (3) non-linear springs in series/parallel 

DOF model, 
connections as shown in Figure 14. Mass M03 is con- 

The damper results are shown in Figure 10. It is seen 
nected to the barrier by the spring element K03. Masses 

that the NHTSA’s program identified damper character- 
M02 and M01 are connected, in parallel, to Mass M03 

istics with a spike, while perfect matches have .been 
by the spring elements, K02 and K01, respectively. It is 

found for the relaxed case using the Ford vehicle model 
noted that two types of spring connections have been 

characterization program. The spike identified by the 
used in this model: spring elements K01 and K02 are in 

NHTSA’s program is to balance the accumulated errors 
parallel while the pairs of spring elements (K01, K03) 

in the non-linear spring force, 
and (K02, K03) are in series. 

Single DOF System Using Motion Data from a Crash 
In order to see whether the VSIP program is capable 

Test. Again, a uni-mass model is employed using a 
of extracting the correct characteristics of more EA 

vehicle occupant compartment acceleration response 
elements in the model, this analytical model is, first, 

from a barrier crash test as its motion profile. Three 
simulated using the CRUSH II program with known K01, 

different solution spans, i.e.,. 3.5 msec, 0.7 msec and 
K02 and K03 to generate motion information for all 

0.07 msec, are used. The identified load/deformation 
three masses. Referring to Figures 15, 16 and 17, it is 
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200 
........................ " ............... //                                 -- 

,. .......... ............................. ......... 
! 

’°°° ~ ,~, ,, 2o 3. 
3 Non-Linear Springs in Series/Parallel Comparison 

SPRING DEFLECTION (IN) noted that the spring element K02’s force level increases 

Figure 11. An Uni-Mase Model Using Crash Test Data monotonicly in force-deflection curve while spring 
(Solution Span : 3.5 MS) elements K01 and K03 posses negative stiffness. The 

acceleration, velocity and displacement time-histories of 
these masses arc then input to the Ford vehicle model 

,s0 characterization program for extracting spring charac- 
teristics, K01, K02 and K03. A solution span of 0.07 

,oo msec is chosen for this example. The results obtained 
from the Ford vehicle model characterization program 

~ 
-!-i~i ........................ 

are presented in Figures 15 to 17, showing good correla- 

~ ’\\ i/~"Ai 
tions between the extracted characteristics and the actual 

,~ 

\(~..~ 

~...... 

data for all spring elements used in the CRUSH II 
model. 

SPRING DEFLECTION (IN)                                                                     m~" 

Figure 12. An Uni-Mass Model Using Crash Test Data 
(Solution Span = 0.7 MS) 

.j EA DEFLECTION (IN) 

._ ~ Figure 15. Comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 

Two DOF System Model with Two Masses and Three 

Springs 
The fourth model is a two DOF system consisting of 

- two (2) masses connected by three (3) non-linear spring 

- o ~ ,0 ,5 2’. elements (see Figure 5). Two lumped masses represent 
SPRING DEFLECTION (IN) 

2s 

the occupant compartment and the engine, and three 

Figure 13. An Uni-Mass Model Using Crash Test Data springs represent radiator, sheet metal and drive line, 
(Solution Span = 0.07 MS) respectively. It is noted that the previous examples are 

determinate models in which the number of spring 
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35- 

/ ,o .... 
I S’CR,BE ............ i ............... i ’ 

25 CRUSH " // K0~ PRE 

FORD’s VSIP 

/ ....... 

/ 
0     ~    ,    6    ’    1~    1~    1~    76    ~8    20                             EA K02 DEFLECTION (IN) 

EA DEFLECTIOH (IN) 

Figure 16. ~mparison Be~een Ford’s VSIP Result and 
Figure 18. ~mparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 

CRUSH II.inp~ 

7o " 
~ 

: " mo ..... " .................. ~ ........................ ~ ................. 

so ~ 
. CRUSH. 

~ 0 

-lOO ......................... 

’ 

EA K03 DEFLECTION (IN) 

EA DEFLECTIDN (IN) 
Figure 19. Comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 

Figure 17, ~mparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 

�1¢ments ~� equal to number o~ m~ses, while this 2- 
DOF model is a non-d¢t¢~inat¢ dynamic case with the 
n.m~r of springs being greater th~ that o[ m~s¢s. 

The m~¢] is used to extract st~ct.ral component 
ch~act¢~stics of a vehicle ~ a 35 ~H frontal impact ~ ........................ , ........................ ~ ........................ ~., 

simulation. A solution span o~ 0.07 ms¢c is again used -- ~02 PRESCRIBED - 

in the ch~t¢~tion process. Since the number o~     ~ 
sp~ng elements is g~¢at¢r than that o~ masses by one (I) 
in this m~¢l. any o.~ o~ the sp~ng ¢l¢me~ ~0], K02 
and K03 can be prescribed in the solmio, p~oc¢ss. 
Therefore, three s.bcas¢s ~ considered with 

¯ Spring K0I being prescribed; _. 
¯ Spring K02 being prescribed; and 0 
¯ Spring K03 being prescribed. 

~gures 18 to 23 comp~e results of these subcases Figure ~0. ~omparison Ba~oan Ford’s VSIP Rasult and 

with spring ch~actedstics used in the CRUSH II pro- 
~RUSH II Input 

gram for generating the motion profiles. In ~y subcase, 
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100 

a good agreement between the identified and the actual 

80 ......................... 

i’ ........................ ii ........................ "~;"ii... ... ’. 

scribing certain load-paths (springs) to the identificationCharacteristics is found. Thus, the capability of pre- 
process in optimal determination of more accurate struc- 

~o ..................... i ..................... i ..................... i ...... i i tural characteristics is demonstrated in the model. 

~ I K02 PRESCRIBED 
With the added capability in the Ford vehicle model 

-,° 
FORD"VS’P ~.i i 

/ 

characterization program, the question is raised as to 
~= ~ ........................................................... how accurately the program can extract the spring 
,92o .............................. 

i~~ i~ ....................... 

i l~ ............... 
characteristics from this model without any spring 

.............................. element’s characteristics being prescribed. The model is 

exercised using the Ford vehicle model characterization 
o program, and the results are then compared with the 

known characteristics as shown in Figures 24 to 26. 

.,o Surprisingly, the results are quite satisfactory. 

EA K03 DEFLECTION (IN) 

Figure 21. Comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 

20 ... ............................................................................................ 

~ ~o CRus.. i ............. 

.................. i ................ 

J 
FORD’s V$1P 

.i . o 

EA K01 DEFLECTION (IN) 

Figure 24. Comparison Between Ford’s VSlP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 

EA K01 DEFLECTION (IN) 

Figure 22. Comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 2o 

CRUSH II Input .................. 

o0 

............... i ..............2. ..,.. ...... ’? .... 

2o ............................ ~- - .. 1o .................. i ............... i ................ i ................ 

0 EA K02 DEFLECTION (IN) 

Figure 25. Comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
-10 1 ~ ; ~ ~ 1~ 1~ 

1~ 1’6 18 CRUSH II Input 
EA K02 DEFLECTION (IN) 

Figure 23. comparison Between Ford’s VSIP Result and 
CRUSH II Input 
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of Automated Sciences Group, Inc., for their valuable 
technical discussions and suggestions in this study. 

0o- 
I NO SPRINGS PRESCRIBED1 ......... i 
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$9-W-46 
An Intelligent Solution to frontal and Side Impact Protection 

S. Murtuza requirements were strengthened for 1980 models, when 
University of Michigan-Dearborn all but very minor cosmetic bumper damage was re- 

Abstract 
stricted. 

Despite the success of these standards, DOT rolled 
With the availability of anti-skid brakes on auto- back the no-damage bumper standards from 5 mph to 2.5 

mobiles, it becomes feasible to consider automatic brak- mph for 1983 and later model cars, saying that the 
ing as a means of absorbing impending crash energy. In increased crash damage resulting from this action would 
this paper we describe an automatic brake actuation be offset because the weaker bumpers would be lighter 
system for use on vehicles having an existing braking and less expensive than 5 mph bumpers. Yet no evidence 
system. The brake actuation is triggered by an elongate of compensatory savings in new car prices has emerged, 
detector fastened to the vehicle which is controllably nor have bumper weight savings been sufficient to 
extendable from the vehicle to contact objects being balance even a fraction of the cost of the increased crash 
approached by the vehicle when at predetermined dis- damage. 
tance therefrom. A compression sensor is included to The situation by 1990 did not change much. A corn- 
sense contact between the elongate detector and the parison of the 1983 and 1990 Plymouth Horizon, for 
object. Provision is made to sense vehicle speed, vehicle- example, as shown in Table 1 [2], proves the point. 
object closing speed, and detector position and to extend 
and retract the detector and actuate the vehicle braking Table 1. Comparison of 1983 and 1990 Plymouth 

system in response thereto. Because of practical limita- Horizons Using 1990 Labor Rates and Parts Prices 
tions as to the extent an elongate detector may be 

Front Rear Front into Rear Total extended from the vehicle, the brake actuation system is into into Angle into Damagein 
effective at lower speeds, under 15 miles per hour. It is B~r B~ B~r Pol~ ~lr~st~ 
an excellent solution for the 2.5 mph bumper controversy 1983 Horizons with 
in the U.S., and facilitates side impact protection. SmphBumpers * 0 $ 0 $287 S 0 S 287 

1983 Horizons with 
Introduction 2.5 mph Bumpers 102 273 296 247 918 

Before 1973 there were no U.S. federal bumper stand- 1990Horizons 231 480 341 424 1,476 

ards for automobiles. In 1973 a federal bumper safety Similar tests in 1991 found total damages for the same 
standard was prescribed [1]. The automobile manu- test on the Honda Accord to be $618 and for the Pontiac 
facturers were required to provide barrier impact test 6000 to be $3,201 [3]. Honda bumpers are voluntarily 
results on front bumper damage at 5 mph and rear designed to withstand 5 mph into-barrier test. A bill to 
bumper damage at 2.5 mph. The following year the test reinstate 5 mph bumpers for cars has been introduced in 
speed for rear impact was upgraded to 5 mph. Although the U.S. Congress [4], because consumers are spending 
this was not a property damage standard, it was expected hundreds of millions of dollars in extra repair costs and 
that some reduction in damage would accompany the higher insurance premiums, as a result of the extra 
safety standard. This safety standard remained in effect damage incurred in low speed accidents. According to 
until 1978. another report [5], bumpers, fenders, rear quarter panels 

The Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act and lamps are the car parts most often damaged in urban 
of 1972 required the U.S. Department of Transportation low speed crashes. 
(DOT) to issue a no-damage bumper standard in order to The point we want to make here is that there is a 
eliminate or reduce substantially physical damage in specific need to address the issue of safety and pro- 
low-speed collisions. Effective for 1979 model cars, the tection at low speeds, say under 10 mph. Recognizing the 
standard issued under this law first required that all new need for safety and protection at low speeds, separate 
passenger cars sustain no damage except to bumpers and from the concerns at all speeds, opens up some innova- 
te their attachment in 5 mph into-barrier tests. These tive solutions which have not been explored before. 
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Advanced Warning Systems 
d = (S02 - S12) / [2Mu.g (3600/5280)2]    (1) 

The ultimate solution to safety and protection concerns Numerical data based on equation (1) corresponding to 

lies in managing the absorption of kinetic energy which S 1=2.5 mph and Mu=0.7 is given in Table 2. 

iis otherwise manifested in damagiug the car and possibly 
i[njuring the occupants. There are basically two approach- 

Table 2. Distance Travelled to Reach 2.5 mph vs. Initial 

es to the solution to this problem in practice: (i) design 
Speed; Mu = 0.7 

SO (mph) d (feet) 
the ca~ body to withstand a collision, and (ii) inform the 
,driver of impending collision so as to facilitate braking 5 0.89 
the car before a collision takes place. Assuming the car 6 1.42 

is already designed optimally !~king into account safety, 7 2.04 

protection, cost, weight, etc., we would like to explore 8 2.76 

the second approach. 9 3.57 

A literature search shows that in the past, advanced 10 4.47 

warning devices have been propo~’;ed with three different 
focuses: (i) collision avoidance during back-up and tail- 

Take, for example, the third entry in Table 2. If the 

gating, (ii) improved rear/side vision, and (iii) head-on 
brakes are applied to a vehicle moving at 7 mph, 2 feet 

collision avoidance. We are including a selection of 
prior to impending collision, then the collision will occur 

references in these categories. References [6]-[9] deal 
at 2.5 mph. That is, with 2 feet leeway, the vehicle is 

with collision avoidance during back-up and tailgating, 
protected up to 7 mph instead of 2.5 mph as per design. 

There is increased interest in the issue of tailgating, as 
Of course, the computations here are based on some 

it is one of the concerns related to the Intelligent Vehicle 
assumptions such as no allowance for driver reaction 

Highway System (IVHS). References [10] and [11] 
time, brake system time constant, friction non-linearity, 

address improved vision capability behind the driver, 
etc. But the fact remains that with advanced warning, 

The present targets of these inventiofis are trucks and 
effective maximum no-damage speed can be increased. 

trailers. A product based on [11] is in the development/ 
If automatic non-voluntary braking is used, driver reac- 

refinement phase [15]. References [12]-[14] deal with 
tion time becomes irrelevant. Friction non-linearity at 

head-on collision avoidance and collision avoidance in 
lower speeds would actually aid in stopping. We do need 

general. Lichtenberg [14] essentially summarizes the 
to determine the brake time constant to investigate its 

status of activity in this area. Present schemes have 
impact on our calculations. 

limited usefulness; target discrimination is the major 
problem. 

Direct Touch Advanced Warning 

In summary, the current research in advanced warning Mechanisms 

systems is primarily based on indirect, non-contact Any direct touch mechanism which permanently in- 

means of detecting impending collision objects. While creases the length of a vehicle is neither practical nor 

this approach results in elegant and attractive devices, acceptable. Here we describe two mechanisms which, in 

their reliability has been a major cause of concern, their inactive state, are confined to the nominal envelope 

Present head-on collision avoidance schemes, even when of the vehicle. When active, they protrude in front (or 

they are perfected, may not be suitable for detecting back, as the case may be) of the vehicle up to a certain 

objects at smaller distances because of conflicting beam predetermined maximum length. They act as touch feel- 

angle requirements. We would liike to investigate the use ers to detect the presence of impending collision objects. 

of direct mechanical contact means of detecting impend- The active state may be determined by the speed of the 

ing collision objects as a means of avoiding collision at vehicle; for example, when the speed is between 2.5 and 

low speeds. Let us first look iinto the implications of 10 mph. Since some benefits may be accrued even at 

advanced warning at low speeds, higher speeds, the upper speed limit may be selected 
based on cost and aerodynamic stress consideration. 

Implications of Advanced Warning at Low Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a vehicle 

Speeds 
with elongate detectors or feelers. Figures 2 and 3 show 

Consider a vehicle travelling at a speed of SO mph. one embodiment of a detector in inactive and active 

When the brakes are applied to stop the car, the maxi- 
states, respectively. The feeler probe is moved in and out 

mum deceleration is giving by Mu.g, where Mu is the 
under controlled action of fluid under pressure. It is re- 

coefficient of friction of the road surface and g the turned immediately to inactive state upon contact with an 

gravitational constant (32.2 fllsec/sec.). A typical value 
object. Simultaneously, vehicle brakes may be activated 

of Mu for a well-travelled po~rtland cement or asphalt 
automatically to stop or slow down the vehicle. Alterna- 

road is 0.7 [16]. Now if the brakes are applied for 
tively, a signal may be sent to the driver for voluntary 

maximum deceleration until the speed reduces to S1 
action. More details on the mechanism are given in a 

mph, then the distance travelled while the vehicle is patent application to the U.S. Patent Office [17]. We 

decelerating, d (feet), is given by: 
have received a notice of availability of the patent. 
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Elongate 
Detectors in Active State 

Figure 3. Fluid Actuated Collision Detector in Active State 

An alternate embodiment of advanced warning mecha- 
nism is shown in Figure 4. Shown in figure 4(a) in its 
active state is the elongate detector consisting of an 
inflatable (and inflated) feeler tube having an open end 
and a closed end. The open end is connected to a con- 
trolled source of fluid under pressure for inflating the 

tube. A touch sensor is attached to the closed end of the 
tube. When in the inactive state, the feeler tube is 
deflated and, by design, it coils up neatly within the 
vehicle envelope as shown in figure 4(b). The coiling of 

~ 
~ 

the deflated feeler is aided by a spiral spring mounted 
~ along the length of the tube. The spring carries strain 

¯ - gauge sensors to detect sharp curvature changes in the 

~ 
~ 

The sensors may be deactivated during inflation and 

~ 
spring caused by frontal or laterally directed impacts. 

,~ deflation of the tube. As before, upon detection of a 

~ ,/ collision, either the brakes are applied automatically, or 

¯ . 
~~. 

1 a warning signal is sent to the driver. 

- 
i 

Other embodiments based on linear electric actuators 
and parallel bar mechanisms are possible. Some of them 
are described in [17]. 

Autonomous guided vehicles (AGV’s) moving on a 
factory floor have same protection needs as do auto- 
mobiles at low speeds. The devices described above may 
also be used for safe operation of AGV’s. A device 
specifically designed for use on AGV’s is patented by 

Figure 2. Fluid Actuated Collision Detector in Inactive Krieg [18]. This device is, however, not suitable for use 
State on automobiles. 
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2. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Status 
Report, 1005 North Glebe Road, Arlington, Virginia, 

(a) Inaffdvestate Vol. 25, NO. 3, March 3, 1990. 
3. ibid., Vol. 26, No. 2, February 16,1991. 
4. ibid., Vol. 26, No. 6, June 15, 1991. 
5. ibid., Vol. 26, No. 10, November 30, 1991. 
6. Aubert, H., et al, "Equipment of an Automobile or 

~ 
" Like Vehicle for the Detection of Obstacles, U.S. 

Patent No. 3,366,925, January 30, 1968. 
~ 

7. Huston, V.J., et al, "Photocell Device to Prevent 
(b) Active state-inflated Automobile Rear End Collision," U.S. Patent No. 

3,514,610, May 26, 1970. 
8. Sztankay, Z.G., "Automobile Collision Avoidance 

/ ( / "~ 
~ 

Laser System," U.S. Patent No. 3,891,966, June 24, 

I ’-~ ’-~ ~ ~-~ 1975. 
9. Yoshino, Y., and Kodora, M., "Automotive Rear 

(c) Helical spring (uncoiled) with strain gage sensors Safety Checking Apparatus," U.S. Patent No. 

Figure 4. Inflatable Collision Detector 4,467,313, August 21, 1984. 

Concluding Remarks 
10. Larka, V.E., "Object Detection Apparatus," U.S. 

Patent No. 3,681,750, August 1, 1972. 
There is increasing evidence that automobile accidents 11. Beggs, G. and Speck, R., "Object Detection Appa- 

at low speeds result in significant property damage, ratus Employing Electro-optics," U.S. Patent No. 
Reduction and even elimination of such losses is possible 4,766,421, August 23, 1988. 
by proper design of bumpers and use of reliable direct 12. Troll, W.C., et al, "Results from a Collision 
touch advanced warning mechanisms. On the other hand, Avoidance Radar Braking System Investigation," 
bumper laws and better bumper designs are not of much Society of Automotive Engineers paper no. 770265, 
help for side impact protection. But advanced warning 1977. 
mechanisms are just as effective in side impacts as they 13. Kowalczyk, T., "Security Eyes For Prevention of 
are in frontal collisions. This can be further aided by Car Accidents,"U.S. Patent No. 4,641,136, February 
adopting automatic, non-voluntary braking, once impend- 3, 1987. 
ing collision has been established. With superior reli- 14. Lichtenberg, C.L., "Application of Radar for Auto- 
ability of electronic components and increasing accept- motive Crash Avoidance," Society of Automotive 
ante of anti-lock brake systems, there is growing Engineers paper no. 870496, 1987. 
expectation that automatic braking, particularly at low 15. Personal correspondence, Auto-Sense Ltd., Engle .... 
speeds, may be successfully deployed, wood, Colorado, November 17, 1989. 

The conceptual designs of advanced warning systems 16. Baker, S., "Estimating Stopping Distance and Time 
suitable in low speed situations as presented here warrant for Motor Vehicles," Traffic Institute, Northwestern 
prototype design and testing. In the mean time, an University, 1981. 
organization of a workshop devoted to mitigation of low 17. Murtuza, S., "Automatic Brake Actuation," Patent 
speed automobile accidents for :interested researchers in Application to U.S.Commissioner of Patents, S.N. 
government, industry and academe is highly desirable. 07/591/963, dated October 2, 1990. 
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S9.0.47 
Optimized Passenger Safety in the Compact Class 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. U. Seiffert 
now an indispensable element of our daily life in most 
countries of the world. But, at the same time we must 

Volkswagen AG surely recognise the fact, that increasing problems are 

More than a century has eJapsed since the motor arising as traffic densities increase. 

vehicle was invented and there is still no convincing Cars already account for well over 80% of individual 

alternative as a means of carrying people and freight, transport needs in the industrial countries of the world 

Despite many intensive discussions the motor vehicle is and road-going commercial vehicles handle more than 
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50% of these countries’ freight traffic. This auto- In addition, the new Golf passes the side collision test 
matically leads to a situation in which the road network carried out at a speed of 33.5 mph (54.5 kph) and which 
is unable to absorb the traffic volume which is generated by the way does not come into force in the USA until 
at certain times or seasons. The demands which the model year 1994. Finally, the new Golf also fulfills our 
automobile is expected to satisfy vary greatly and are internal specifications for an offset (50%) frontal crash 
sometimes contradictory, which we carry out at 55 kph in accordance with the test 

Figure 1 shows conflicting patterns resulting from the conditions advocated by impartial organisations. In this 
desires for low fuel consumption, minimal cost, low test, for which there are no legal regulations, we assess 
exhaust and noise emissions, maximum comfort and con- the dummies’ responses, the survival space and, of 
venience, good reliability but also engine performance, course escapeworthiness. 
generous interior space, and not least, a high level o,f The new Golf is the first vehicle in its class in Europe 
active and passive safety. During the last few years we which has been designed to fulfill 35 mph US frontal 
have had to add the problems of road traffic and the crash test and a further set of exacting safety standards. 
general acceptance of the automobile to the list. As a further element of Volkswagen’s strategy, all 

other car models from Volkswagen--from the Polo to the 
Passat--and also Audi vehicles for world-wide markets 
have reinforcing members in all doors as additional pro- 
tection against side collisions. Due to its special shape, 
the VW Transporter fulfills the dynamic test require- 
ments for the 1994 US side crash without reinforcements 
in the doors. 

We are aware that this VW strategy might trigger 
intensified safety efforts for cars world-wide. A new 
competitive environment will then come to the fore. In 
the future, it will be less of a case of national and 
international laws than competition which will determine 
the speed of progress which in the field of safety is vital, 
in the true sense of the word. 

Figure 1. Conflicting Demands in Car Development Built-in safety is not necessarily one of the obviously 
visible features of a motor vehicle. The real measure of 

The engineers" task is to tackle these various and safety is not found in the visually striking features of a 
conflicting demands to arrive at optimum solutions for vehicle but in a well thought out, integrated system of 
the customer’s specific requirements, design and construction, characterized by a sound under- 

After two unusually successful model generations, the lying concept that coordinates every detail. Crash tests 
conception and development of the third generation Golf then provide solid evidence as to whether or not the 
presented an unprecedented challenge to the ability and declared aims have been attained. 
sense of responsibility of Volkswagen’s product strate- In the meantime, public interest in the subject of 
gists and engineers. In order to secure and develop the automobile safety has begun to grow, as part of the 
leading position of the Golf, we not only wanted to make general shift in priorities from "standard of living" to 
the usual advances progress in all areas but also to dare "quality of life." Crash test results published in special- 
to achieve a breakthrough, ity magazines attract increasing public attention, even if, 

Volkswagen has comprehensive experience from many for cost reasons, out of many crash modes only one is 
years of trailblazing research and development work for selected which of course, cannot cover all safety aspects 
active and passive safety. We have been able to further of a single car model. All over the world, the modern 
expand this knowledge over the course of the construc- motorist has quite obviously become more safety con- 
tion of several safety vehicles (ESVWs), with national scious. Legal requirements are becoming more stringent, 
and international cooperation with scientific and state starting in the USA in 1993 with the highest standards 
institutions, particularly with the US safety agency that have ever been promulgated for the motor vehicle 
NHTSA. On this basis Volkswagen has made the follow- industry. The European Community will also be develop- 
ing strategic decisions: ing newer and tougher legislation in the years to come. 

All future generations of VW vehicles will not only With the Golf III Volkswagen has endeavoured to 
fulfill the European safety regulations but also be comply with future societal demands and regulatory 
oriented towards the US regulations. The 35 mph frontal requirements for improved crash safety, with a dimen- 
crash test, which is carried out by the NHTSA--over and sionally stable passenger cell, significantly improved 
above the legal standards--but within the framework of side protection and exceptionally efficient crumple zones 
the NCAP programme and published as consumer infor- that progressively absorb the shock of impact according 
marion, is particularly worthy of mention in this context, to pre-computed energy lines. 
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Four basic types of collisions are essentially important 

and are tested in well over 30 test configurations (Figure 
2). 

Figure 2. Select=~d Crash Test Modes 

Frontal impact at 30/35 mph (48.3/56.3 km/h) 
Going beyond the present US safety standard of 30 ............ 

mph, the vehicle is also crash-tested at collision speeds 
of 35 mph into the rigid flat barrier. This represents an 
increase of 36% of the impact energy. Two test dummies 
occupy the front seats, and crash performance as well as 
dummy kinematics are recorded by sophisticated measur- Figure 3. Computed Crash Simulation and Structura~ 

Assessment 
ing equipment. 

Offset impact at 34.2 mph (55 km/h) Safety means additional material ie. increased weight. 

This test type is performed in Germany by impartial We know that safety related structures need not be too 

testing institutes. The vehicle is driven so that half the heavy or uneconomical with respect to fuel consumption, 

front end hits a oblique rigid barrier, with an angle of In fact, excessively stiff, unyielding structures outside of 

15°. Two test dummies are seated in the front of the the rigid passenger cell impair the controlled and effi- 

vehicle, cient absorption of impact energy. 

Side impact at 33.5 mph (53.9 km/h) 
For example, the front end of the Golf III has two 

The left side of the vehicle is impacted at an angle of 
body side members that have been deliberately designed 

27° by a crabbed moving barrier weighing 1365 kg and 
to be able to buckle like an accordion in a predetermined 
manner. These two side members are joined by a rigid 

travelling at 33.5 mph. The driver’s seat and left rear 
passenger seat are occupied by special test dummies 

cross-member that helps to spread asymmetrical, one- 
sided deformation forces to the non-impacted side. The 

(Side Impact Dummy--SID). small upper front side rails when collapsed under impact 

Rear impact forces, join with their respective A-pillar and door to 

An 1800 kg moving barrier strikes the rear of the form a continuous stiffening support that extends to the 

stationary vehicle at a speed of 30 mph. The front seats rear of the vehicle. The schematics in Figures 4 and 5 

of the vehicle are occupied by two test dummies, show the distribution of forces in a head-on collision. 

Safety obviously is dependent on a variety of factors. 
Nevertheless, the driver together with his car must be 

able to deal with all of these imponderables. The vehicle 
must, therefore, be designed to give the driver maximum 
support in overcoming critical situations. 

Comprehensive experience from previous production 

and the results of experimental work are a good starting 
point for safety development. In this process, the 
computer has become an essential tool for our engineers. 

The availability of modern computer technology-- 
including graphics work-stations, CAD/CAM, FEM and 
the use of super computers--has increasingly made it 
possible to predict the results of later tests from the 
earliest stages of development, thereby speeding up the 

work process. 
Figure 4. Frame Configuration and impact Force 

For example, the crash performance of individual 
Distribution 

frame components or of the entire front end structure can 
already be estimated at a very early stage in its develop- 

The material and cross-sections of the door sills have 

merit (Figure 3). been significantly modified to provide increased lateral 

These initial calculations take place before any metal protection. The door sills, together with the safety cross- 

sheeting is processed into panels, let alone welded in to member underneath the instrument panel, the cross-beam 

place, 
underneath the front seats and the internal door beams 
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arches: all the other frame elements and the lqoorpan 
absorb residual energy. 

In cases of frontal accidents, the passenger compart- 
ment can remain intact, the structure in front of the 
windscreen crush and deform. The collapsible steering 
column is designed to telescope into the retracting steer- 
ing column joint--in order to reduced steering wheel 
intrusion into the passenger compartment (Figure 7)° 

Figure 5. Frame C~nfiguration and impact Force 
Distribution 

help to maintain the configuration of the passenger 
compartment, while also improving "escapeworthiness" 
for the passengers by also helping to ensure that the 
doors can still be opened even after a more severe 
collision 

The rear-end also has reinforced side members and 
thicker floorpan panels for controlled absorption of Figure 7. Frontal Crash Configuration 

higher-speed collision energy, while keeping the passen- In roughly a quarter of all accidents, impact forces 
ger cell intact, strike the vehicle from the side. Reinforced door sills, 

In the event of "roll-over" accidents, the structure of the safety cross-member spanning the area underneath 
the A, B and C pillars of the Golf provide extra protec- the dash panel from one A-pillar to the other, the cross- 
tion for passengers due to greater resistance to roof stiffening in the floorpan underneath the front seats and 
deformation, the door beams built into the doors give the passenger 

An entirely new concept was applied in the construc- compartment above average strength in the event of a 
tion of the lower longitudinal side members of the door side collision (Figures 8 and 9). 
sills which include corrugated plates. Their calculated 
progression of material thicknesses provides progressive- 
ly increasing resistance to impact energy as well as cost 
benefits in the event of repair. 

The wheel arch connected to the side of the lower 
front longitudinal side member also plays its part in 
absorbing crash energy. Stiffeners and ribs in the panel- 
work and the small upper side rails are also designed for 
energy absorption (Figure 6). 

Figure 8. Safety Cross IVtember 

In the 1994 US test procedure side protection in,e- 
grated into the doors alone increases the car’s lateral 
stiffness by about 30% and reduces penetration by about 
50%. The small upper side rails continue underneath the 
door window (Figure 10), in the form of a profiled stiff- 
ening section. Further optimization of the door support 
on the pillars, door sills and roof frames, has brought 
about a greater efficiency in the distribution of crash 

Figure 6. Front Side Members and Wheel Arch forces. The tougher crash safety requirements also, of 

Configuration course, apply to the driver’s cockpit. One o~" the first 
precautions taken is the collapsible safety steering 

The main deformation work of the kinetic energy column in combination with the folding lower steering 
generated is taken by the front lower side members and column attachment which helps prevent the steering 
the upper side rails together with the fenders and wheel wheel from being projected towards the driver, even i~ 
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Some other features are worthy of mention: 
The torsion beam rear suspension of the Golf III has 

track correcting mountings, and with the wider track and 
a larger, self-stabilizing kingpin offset, the front sus- 
pension geometry of the Golf provides for improved 
directional control, 

The sophisticated anti-lock brake system (ABS) of the 
VW Golf combines outstanding active safety with opti- 

mum breaking stability, 
Unlike many simpler anti-lock systems, the ABS used 

in the Golf has four electronic sensors, so that it 
immediately detects even rapidly changing conditions 
when braking and controls the complete braking process. 
The potential of the braking system is more fully util- 

ized. All four wheels on the two axles are incorporated 
in the control process. 

Figur÷ 9~ D.or Side Nnit~                               Volkswagen has developed an "electric differential 
lock" (EDS) which provides added safety in handling 
and steering. 

This new EDS traction control is fully a~tomatic. It is 
constantly on standby and only intervenes when it is 

actually necessary, As a result, it can do more than just 
release the car from a sticky situation, for example: icy 
or muddy conditions. 

The Volkswagen seats have been further improved in 
the new Golf. One important element that remains 
hidden under the upholstery is the special seat pan with 
its high strength. The seat pan of course ensures fatigue- 
free support of the thighs with minimal effect on blood 

circulation. Moreover, no amount of foam rubber 
padding of any thickness could act as a substitute for the 

finer details of its near perfect fit. The front half of the 
seat has a unique ramp design that rises at a precisely 
defined angle (Figure 11)o This upwards slope helps to 
prevent the driver from sinking too far into the seat 
during sharp and heavy braking~and in frontal acci- 
dents. This phenomenon which is known as "submarin- 

F~÷ ~9 S~ll ~p~ Fro~t Si~ NN~n n~d ~r Nails 
ing" can sometimes even result in sliding underneath the 
tap section of the three-point seat belts. This; seat ramp 

a 35 mp~ crash. Secondly, t~e steering wheel itself 
also resits the tendency of the lap position of the seat 

inco~orates a safety feature in the form of the padded, 
belt from pressing into the abdomen which can cause 

energy absorbing ~mb. The rim of the steering wheel can 
internal injuries. 

deform i~ a predetermined manner, In severe accidents 
the driver’s head or chest can contact the steerir~g wheel 

tim, The steering wheel then acts as a deformation 
element and reduces impact forces to a more tolerable 
level. The energy absorbing ~)am which fills the wheel 
hub disintegrates and th~s further cnshions the impact. 

The crossomember underneatl~ the d~h panel also par- 
ticipates i~ t~e good crash perigormance of the steering 
wheel. It ~ot only rei~fforces the rigidity of the passenger 
cel! in the event of a side impact, but it also helps to ...... 
hold the steering column in position in the event of a 
fron~l impact° In violent collisions, the lower part of the 
steering w~ee! c~ telescope bg as much ~ 170 

The ~ety of Golf III was complemented by further 
optimized roadworthinesso Figure 11. Front Sent Pan 
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The fold-down rear seat, which can be separately 
folded down as needed, has a sheet metal partition and 

reinforced supports. This can protect the passengers from 
loose, pointed or bulky articles in the boot which are 
propelled forward in the event of an accident. 

In the new model generation, the occupants of the car 
are protected by a state-of-the-art seat belt system 
against many of the consequences of accidents. 

Front and rear height (4-door model) adjustments 
reposition the upper belt anchorage at the appropriate 
height for occupants of different stature. 

To protect child passengers, innovative restraint 
systems have been introduced in the 3rd generation Golf 
under the range name of "Bobsy." 

In real crash tests and sophisticated simulations the . 
VW’s "Bobsy" child safety systems go beyond the test Figure 12. VW Child Safety Systems 
specifications of ECE R 44. These specifications par- safety concept that also includes yielding door mirrors, 
ticularly relate to the vehicle specific deceleration 

recessed attachmentsandfittings, absenceofpronounced 
behaviour. Being directly integrated into the relevant rain gutters and no sharp body corners or edges. For 
vehicle range, the "Bobsy" child safety seats provide example, the windscreen wiper shaft bearings that would 
exemplary protection in both head-on collisions and rear normally jut out from the surface are concealed by the 

.... impacts. Improved belt guides and attachment mecha- bonnet, so that they are out of the way of anyone forced 
.......... nisms help these seats to do their job. The new genera- over the bonnet, in the event of pedestrian accident. 

tion of child safety seats, available for the entire The fuel tank of the Golf III is made of blow-moulded 
Volkswagen range, has the following outstanding plastic, with the environmental friendly incorporation of 
features: about 40% recycled plastic offcuts from the production 

¯ effective utilization of the protection facility process. To ensure that fuel cannot diffuse through the 

.......... ¯ individual for each age group various layers of the fuel tank walls, the inside of the 
¯ use of standard seat belt systems fuel tank has been flourine- treated in a special sealing 

¯ improved form-fitting seat process. 
¯ simple operation In 1973 Volkswagen was one of the first automobile 
¯ pleasant comfort with pure cotton towelling for companies in the world to use plastic fuel tanks. The fuel 

active "breathing" tanks have since been constantly optimized. 
¯ colours attractive to children The Golf III has been equipped with a gravity rue! 

shut-off valve that is activated in the event the vehicle Table 1 shows the range of seats available, as well as 
comes to rest on its roof after an accident. 

the recommended weight and age range for each seat. In 
Returning once again to the subject of accident safety, 

Figure 12 all seats are represented, 
a glance at the statistics confirms that more than two 

thirds of all accidents affect the front of the car. The 
Tab~ 1 deformation forces act frontally or at an angle, affecting 

vw Child Safety Weight of Age of Oroup in either the entire vehicle width or only parts of it (offset 
systems Chi~d chi~ ~C~ ~ ~4 

crashes). Roll-over accidents represent the smallest pro- 
~ob~y ~o up ~o ~o k~ ~p ~o ~ ~o~th~ o portion, accounting for 2.8% of aH accidents. 
Bobsy 18 9-18 kgs 8 months to 4 years I ~ob~y l~ ~p to ~ k~ up to 7 ~ .... o, ~, ~ It has to be remembered that all these accidents occur 
Bobsy 35 15 - 36 kgs 3 - 12 y .... II, ~ZZ 

between vehicles of widely differing sizes and weights~ 
often travelling at vastly different speeds. Hardly any 
one head-on or side collision is the same as the next. 
Roll-overs, for example, can result either from high 

Bumpers and windscreen/rear window wipers are speeds or centrifugal forces. Customers, accident re- 
examples of how the new Golf takes into account the searchers, experts and car insurers all expect the manuo 
safety of other road users, facturer to tell them precisely what degree of damage is 

The bumpers are now bracketless and, therefore, done at a particular given speed, how safely the passen- 
absorb the energy of impact solely through the flexing ger compartment is protected and when repairs can be 
capacity of the cover material. Their wide dimensions judged to be economically justified, Consequently, 
and rounded comers spread the compressive load over a vehicle safety can only be finally assessed on the basis 
wide area, thereby minimizing the risk of injury to of a whole range of tests covering more than just one 
unprotected road users. These bumpers are part of a limited discipline. 
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As ~ready mentioned, more than 30 types of tests are, 
therefore, included in the testing sch~ule of VoE~s- 
wagen’s Safety Research Department. Since there are 
several intermediate stages between the first prototypes 
and the final production model, most of these tests have 
to be repeated several times be.fore our engineers are 
satisfied. 

Most of the tes~ on the Golf I1[I were perfo~ed at the 
higher speed of 35 mpb (56°3 km~)o These tests con- 
fi~ed both the computer-aided predevelopment calcula- 
tions and the results of preliminary tests on individual 

The biomechanical tolerance limits of US (safety 

s~dard 208 for bead, chest and thighs) in a 30 mph 
frontal impact, are clearly met by the new Golf. Even at 
collision speeds of 35 mph--corresponding to an in- 

Figure 13, Fronta~ impact Teat at 5~o3 kph {35 mph) 

crease of about 36% in kinetic energy the expected 
degree of inju~ remains below the tolerance limits. 

Table 2 shows the test resulL~; of ~;our crashes: 
o frontal impact at 30 mph 
o frontat impact at 35 mph 
o side impact at 335 mph 
o offset crash at 35 mpho 

Figure 14. Dummy Position After 56.3 kph (35 mph) 

These ~mmbers underscore the new level which has 
been reached by the third generation Golf. 

Furthermore, the safety level reached is documented 
by the strength of the passenger compartment, which 
provides an intact survival space and the greater possi- 
bility to protect the occupmnts’ lives even after more 
severe accidents. Some examples ~e shown in Figures 
13 to 20. 

Tbe new Golf h~ set new safety stand~ds in the 
compact class, a s~nd~d pre~iously only available on 
luxury cars~if at all Nevertheless, Volkswagen wilt 
continue its endeavour to optimize road s~ety and crash 
performance of Nt its cars. 

Figure 15.30° Barrier impact Test at 48.3 kph (30 mph) 
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Figure 1~;, Offset Crash Test at 55 kph (35 mph) Figure 19. Crabbed Moving Barrier Crash Test at 54 kph 
(30 mph) 

Figure 17, Roiiover Test 

Figure 20. Frontal Crash Test Between Cars of Different 
Sizes (50 kph) (30 mph) 

Figure 21. Rear Crash Test with 1800 kg ~ovir~g E~arrier 
Figure 18. Rollover Test (48.3 kph) (30 mph) 
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Technical Session 10 
Heavy Truck Safety 

Chairperson: Bernd Friedel, Federal Republic of Germany 

$10.0.01 
Large Truck Safety in the. U.S. 

Henry E. Seiff In contrast to Europe, or at least my observations of 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association Europe, very fe~v truck full-trailer combinations are in 
of the U.S., Inc. use in the U.S. We rely almost exclusively on tractor- 

trailer combinations for movement of large volumes of 
Abstract freight by highway. In the U.S. in 1987 there were a 

little over a million tractor-semitrailer combinations in In contrast to public conceru over "killer trucks," large 
operation, compared with only 60,000 truck full-trailer truck fatality and accident rates in the U.S. are falling 
combinations. There were also 34,000 doubles combina- (fatality rate from 3.64/108 km in 1976 to 2.31 in 1989; 
tions, and about 500 triples combinations (1) (See Figure accident rate from 2.20/104 km in 1979 to 1.53 in 1989). 
1). Large truck occupant fatalities decreased 24% from 1976 

to 1989, as safety belt use increased from 6% to 40% 
(and up to 56% in 1991!). But the fatality rate remains 
70% higher than the rate for passenger cars, because the 

Truck Full-Trailer mass of a truck puts occupants in other vehicles at great- 
er risk. Double trailer combinations are not over repre- 
sented in fatal accidents, but bobtail tractors, are. Large 
trucks are one-fourth as likely to be involved in a fatal 
accident on limited-access highways as on other high- 

¯ Figure 1. Combination Vehicles in the U.S., 1987 ways, and one-third as likely to have a fatal accident in 
daytime travel as at night. Combination vehicles travel an average of 96,000 km 

per year (2). Fif(y-eight percent of this travel is accumu- 
Introduction lated on limited-access highways (generally "Interstate 

In the late 1970s in the U.S., the subject of large truck Highways") (3). 

accidents became a matter of increasing public concern. While railroads move the largest percentage (37.3%) 

Truck manufacturers lacked the data needed to under- of intercity tonne-kilometers of freight, trucks are second 

stand the increase in accidents experienced at the time. with 25.4%. But in value of freight moved, trucking is 

In 1979, the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association the overwhelming leader. Trucks earn 78% of each dollar 
of total freight revenue; railroads are far behind with took the initiative in sponsoring a long-term study at the 
9.1%. In 1989 trucks moved just over a trillion (1.04 x University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
1012) tonne-kilometers of freight in intercity operation (UMTRI) to provide the detailed accident data needed. 

The study has the following goals: (4). 

In addition to the term "combination vehicles," I will ¯ Determine the accident, injury and fatality rates for be talking about "heavy" and "large" trucks. The Motor 
a broad range of large trucks operating on U.S. Vehicle Manufacturers Association defines "heavy" 
highways, trucks as those with a gross vehicle weight rating 

¯ Determine the causes of accidents involving these (GVWR) of over 15,000 kilograms. The term "large 
trucks, trucks" means any truck over 4,545 kg GVWR. 

¯ Achieve an understanding of the countermeasures 
likely"to prevent or reduce the frequency of such 

Accident Data Trends 
accidents. 

All Motor Vehicle Accident Fatalities 
The UMTRI study is called the "Acquisition/Analysis Although U.S. motor vehicle travel has increased some 

of "Truck Accident and Exposure Information." I am 17 times from 1925 to 1989 (from 195 to nearly 3,371 
indebted to Dr. Ken Campbell and his staff at the Center billion [109] km.) highway fatalities have "only" 
for National Truck Statistics at the University of doubled, from 21,877 in 1925 to 45,555 in 1989 (5). 
Michigan Transportation Research Institute for much of There has been a generally constant trend of decreasing 
the data and many of the insights reported in this paper, accident fatality rate as shown in Figure 2, from 11.9 per 

To understand the status of large truck safety in the hundred million kilometers traveled in 1925, to 1.35 in 
United States, one must understand a little about the type 1989 (an 88% reduction). 
of trucks and truck operations in use in the U.S. 
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Fatalities Fatality Rate fatalities have fallen 24% (from 1132 to 858) over the 
14 

600o0~__~ ~ 

14-year period for which we have good data, large truck 
¯ 12 travel has increased 73% (from 138 to 238 billion kilo- 

60000 meters). The large truck occupant fatality rate has 
lO 

,oooo i ~ ~.__~. therefore fallen even more spectacularly, 57%, from .83 
8 to .36 per hundred million kilometers. As a point of 

800o0 ~/ 

~ 

6 reference, the passenger car occupant fatality rate in the 
United States was 1.06 in 1989 and has fallen 30% since 

100                                                             .2             Fatalities 
1600 

1925 19,35 1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 
1400" 

Figure =. Motor Vehicle Accident: Fatalities, 1925-1990 
12oo 

(MVMA, NHTSA) lOOO 

Large Truck Accident Fatalities 800 

Unfortunately, good data on Eazge truck safety do not 
go back quite as far as 1925. ]Beginning in 1976, the 

600 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Fatal 400 

Accident Report System (FARS) provides accurate data 20o 
on large trucks. 

Figure 3 shows a relatively level number of fatalities 
0 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

from 1976-1989. During that period large truck mileage 
rose substantially, causing a 37% decrease in the fatal 

Figure 4. Large Truck Occupant Fatalities, 1976-1989 

accident rate, from 3.64 to 2.31 per hundred million 
(NHTSA) 

vehicle kilometers. During the same period the fatality 
The likely reason for this improvement is the increase 

rate for passenger cars decreased by 33% from 2.00 to 
in truck driver safety belt use over the period in 
question. In 1982 the Department of Transportation’s 

1.35. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration moni- 
Fatalities 

Fatality 
Rata4 

tored belt use at four truck weigh stations around the 

7000 
~~ 

country and found only a 6.3% use rate. Monitoring at 
0000 the same four stations in the Spring of 1991, NHTSA 

a.s     found the use rate had increased to 56%. These numbers 

track closely with use rates reported in NHTSA’s "Fatal 
~o00 a Accident Reporting System." Table 1 shows the trend 

ao00 ~ from 1982to 1991. 

20o0 2.s Table 1. Heavy Truck Occupant Safety Belt Usage Rate 

1000 
~ Fatalities ÷ Famlities/lO’8 km 

Year Percentage 

1976 1978    1980 1982    1984    1986    1988 1 9 8 2 6 . 3 * 

1984 7.9+ 
Figure 3. Large Truck Accident FatalRies, 1976-1989 1985 16.9+ 
(NHTSA, FHWA) 1986 23.7 + 

1987 32.7+ 
The good news, of course, is that total fatalities from 1 9 8 8 3 7.9 + 

large truck accidents are essentially level, while the 1989 40.3+ 

fatality rate is falling even faster than the rate for 1991 56* 

passenger cars. The bad news is that the rate for large 
trucks is 70% higher than the passenger car rate. This is 

Sources: NHTSA Weigh Station Monitoring (*) and NHTSA 
FARS (+). 

primarily a function of vehicle mass. In any accident 
involving a large truck and a smaller vehicle, such as a All Large Truck Accidents 
passenger car, the sheer size and weight of the truck puts To round out the picture a few words should be added 
the other vehicle’s occupants at greater risk. about large truck accidents. Unfortunately, data on all 

Large Truck Occupant Fatalities 
accidents are not nearly as accurate as data on fatal 

Figure 4 shows a clear trend toward a decreasing 
accidents. National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- 

number of large truck occupant fatalities. While occupant 
tion figures (Figure 5) from 1979 through 1989 show a 
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high of 384,000 accidents in 1979 and a low of 280,000 By comparing fatal accident frequency of various 
in 1982. In 1989, 365,000 accidents were reported to the vehicle configurations to miles traveled, the University 
police. Of particular interest is the large truck accident of Michigan has developed relative risk ("normalized 
rate, which was 1.44 per million vehicle-kilometers rate") factors. Single-unit trucks are "underinvolved" 
compared with an accident rate of 2.14 for passenger with a .84 factor, bobtails are substantially "over- 
vehicles (1988 data) (6). involved" with a 2.76 factor, and tractor-semitrailers and 

A~aon~ (t~ousands) doubles experience a "normal" (1.03) involvement rate. 
400 

But, since different types of vehicles operate under 
different circumstances, simple mileage involvement 
rates do not tell the full story. Day of the week, time of 

aso 
day, and weather conditions under which various types 
of vehicles operate and driver experience would all be 
expected to affect accident rate. And, of course, different 
vehicle configurations might be expected to have differ- 
ent safety records, even if all else were equal. 

Analysis of truck accident statistics shows that the 
kind of road on which a truck travels appears to be the 
most important single factor in determining accident risk. 

20o ..... ,    , , , Figure 6 shows that non limited-access roads are far 
1979 1~o 1gel 1~2 l~aa 193~ 1~s 1998 1~7 ~gaa 1939 more dangerous than limited-access roads. Large-truck 

Figure 5. Large Truck Accidents (NHTSA) accidents are comparatively rare during daylight hours 
on both rural and urban limited access roads. Nighttime 

So, while large truck experience shows a higher travel is more dangerous than daytime travel on the same 
fatality .rate than passenger vehicles, at the same time type of highway. 
trucks have a substantially lower accident rate. The truck 

Normalized Ratet 
driver’s statu.s.as a professional may be credited with at 
least part of the lower accident rate. A large part of it, 

~ 
however, is the difference in operation between passen- L-LId Access ~ 4.44 
ger vehicles and large commercial vehicles. Passenger 4 O-~herHwy 

vehicles accumulate only 22% of their travel on the D-Daylight 

safer, high-speed Interstate Highways while large trucks 3 N-Night 
R-Rural 

accumulate 40% of their travel on Interstates. 2 u-ur~n 
On the limited-access Interstates; far fewer accidents 1.29 1.39 

0.~ take place. On the other hand, since vehicles traveling 1 
0.31 0.41 

the Interstates are traveling at high speeds, those acci- 
dents which do occur tend to be more serious. Add this 0 

LDR LDU LNR LNU ooa ODU ONU ONR 
to the large mass of trucks and it becomes obvious why Travel Category 

the fatality rate for accidents involving trucks is higher 
Figure 6. Normalized Fatal Accident Rates by Travel than that of passenger cars. 
Category (UMTRI) 

Accident Circumstances In 76% of large truck fatal accidents the "first harmful 
Over a five-year period, fatal truck accidents were event" was a collision with another motor vehicle. Five 

broken down by vehicle type as shown in Table 2. percent of the accidents were noncollisions, primarily 
overturns, and 7% were collisions with fixed objects, 
such as guardrails or trees (7). 

Table 2. Types of Trucks Involved in Fatal Accidents Although multiple-vehicle collisions are the pre- 
dominant type involving large trucks, the vast majority 

Truck Type Percent:aqe of truck occupant fatalities (72%) occur in single vehicle 
accidents (8). 

$±ncA].e Un±t: 23.8 In 1987, reliever was involved in 54% of truck tractor 
Bobt:a±~ 2.5 driver fatalities, ejection in 34%, and fire in 14%. Only 
Sract:or- 

23% of the driver fatalities did not involve either roll- 
Sem±t:ra±].er 65.1 over, ejection or fire. (Totals add to over 100% since 

Doub ~.e s / T~’±p ].e s 3.2 two or more situations may be involved in any one fatal- 
0t:l~er/rdnknown 5.4 ity) (9). While the involvement of any of these three 

Source: Trucks Involvedin FatalAccidents, 1980-84, Carsten and events is extremely serious, overall, their likelihood in 
Pettis, UNTRI, p. 84, 8/87. all truck accidents is rare. 
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Driver Characteristics 
combinations by gross weight range, showing an accident 

Although driving of trucks in interstate commerce is 
rate peak in the 30 tonne range. The rate for heavier 

limited to those 21 years of age of over, the same 
vehicles falls substantially.This may simply indicatethat 

tendency for younger drivers to be involved in a greater 
the most heavily loaded vehicles stay on the safest 

percentage of fatal accidents is found in trucks as in cars 
(limited-access) highways and that other vehicles tend to 

(Figure 7). Under 21-year old truck drivers are involved 
operate on less safe roads. 

in about five times the expected number of accidents. Normalized Rate 
The rate falls to twice the expected number at age 21, 1.6 

and by age 27, younger drivers are safer than the average 1.4 

of all drivers (10). 1.2 ............................................................................................................................. 

1 
Normalized Rate 

4 

Gross Combination Weight in Tonnes 
2 

Figure 8. Fatal Accident Rates by Vehicle Weight-- 
1 

Tractor Semi-Trailers (UMTRI) 

0 <1919 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 4~ 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 58 61 63 65 67 69>70 Most data bases indicate that extremely few accidents 
Driver Age (Two-Year Groups) involve mechanical defects in the vehicle. According to 

Figure 7. Fatality Rates by Driver Age All Large Trucks the Department of Transportation’s Office of Motor 

(UMTRI) Carders "Less than 4 percent of all carriers reporting 

As a matter of interest, only 1 percent of the truck 
accidents during 1988 said that their vehicles exhibited 

drivers involved in fatal accidents are women (11) while 
mechanical defects or failures at the time of the acci- 

1 percent of the nation’s truck drivers are women (12). 
dent" (16). NHTSA’s FARS data as reported by the Uni- 

The University of Michigan found alcohol use identi- 
versity of Michigan agree, showing no vehicle related 

fled in only four percent of truck drivers in fatal acci- 
factors in over 93% of fatal truck accidents in 1988 (17). 

dents (13). But when the National Transportation Safety 
Of those vehicle-related factors which are cited, brakes, 

Board (NTSB) performed in-depth studies of all fatal-to- 
followed by tires and wheels, represent by far the major 

the-driver heavy truck accident:~ in eight states for a one areas of concern. 

year period during 1987-88, they "...found that 33 per- 
Contrary to the data noted above, the National 

cent of the fatally injured (e.mphasis added) drivers 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration has said that 

tested positive for alcohol and other drugs of abuse. The 
"...vehicle-related topics play a critical, if somewhat 

most prevalent drugs found were marijuana and alcohol 
unrecognized and underreported role. In many cases, 

(13 percent each), followed by cocaine (9 percent), 
these factors, if they do not directly cause an accident to 

methamphetamine/amphetamines (7 percent)..." (14). occur, make it more difficult--or in some cases, im- 

In their study, the NTSB found that fatigue was the 
possible--for a driver to recover from an error or avoid 

probable cause of the fatal accident slightly more often an unforeseen conflict" (18). In fact, NHTSA estimates 

than alcohol and other drugs. "’]Driver fatigue and loss of 
"...that brake system performance could be involved as 

alertness behind the wheel is a major cause of highway 
a contributing factor in as many as one third of all truck 

accidents which has received very little attention to date" 
accidents" (19). Brake defects are also identified as the 

(15). Fatigue as a cause of truck accidents is the subject 
cause of a substantial proportion of truck accidents in 

of major studies sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
studies performed by the Insurance Institute for Highway 

Transportation, the American Trucking Associations and 
Safety and the National Transportation Safety Board 

the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. 
(20). 

Vehicle Characteristics Highway and Environmental Characteristics 

Although the tendency is to assume that heavier trucks "The typical accident occurred in early winter, on a 

are more likely than lighter trucks to be involved in fatal weekday afternoon. At the time of the accident, weather 

accidents, University of Michigan data show that this and road conditions were favorable" (21). Although we 

simple relationship does not hold. Figure 8 plots normal- have no reliable data on accident rate in good versus 

ized accident rates (relative risk) of tractor semitrailer inclement .weather, NHTSA data show that, overall, 
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about 85% of large truck accidents take place in good have saved many lives--perhaps our botanists need to 
weather (22) (see Table 3). For passenger vehicles that work on "break-away trees." 
figure is 83%. Interestingly, when passenger vehicles Wayne Muri, former Executive Committee Chairman 
have accidents during rain, snow, or fog, they tend to be of the U.S. Transportation Research Board, compliments 
relatively minor (18% of property damage accidents European road construction, saying that, in addition to 
happen in inclement weather, versus 12% of fatal acci- longer life, less rutting and the ability to withstand 
dents). In the case of trucks accident severity is about heavier loads, the porous asphalt pavement used in 
the same (14% of property damage only accidents in in- France and other European countries produces a lower 
clement weather, and 15% of fatals) in inclement as in noise level, better friction and less hydroplaning than 
good weather. U.S. pavements (26). 

In the U.S. we can make big improvements in the Table 3. LargeTruckCrashesbyAtmosphericConditions economical and safe operation of trucks through better 
Fatal Crashes communication between the civil engineers who build the 

No Adverse Conditions 84% highways and the mechanical engineers who design the 
Rain, Snow, Fog, etc. 15% trucks. We blame heavy trucks for damaging our high- 

ways and at the same time blame poor highways for 
Injury Crashes damaging our trucks and their cargo. It’s time we learned No Adverse Conditions 81% to work together (27). Rain, Snow, Fog, etc. 19% 

Property-Damage-Only Crashes Other Areas of Concern 
NO Adverse Conditions    86% Enforcement 
Rain, Snow, Fog, etc.    14% The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations set 

safety standards for motor carriers, vehicles and drivers Sources: NHTSA, A Summary of Fatal and Nonfatal Crashes 
operating in interstate commerce. Before 1984 these Involving Medium and Heavy Trucks in 1988, Table 18, 

regulations were enforced by only a small staff within 
Like "vehicle characteristics" discussed above, the the Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway 

highway itself is rarely cited as a cause in a truck acci- Administration. In 1984 the Motor Carrier Safety Assist- 
dent. Yet, as noted above (see Figure 6) large truck fatal ance Program (MCSAP) was implemented, providing 
accidents on limited access highways are only about one- funds directly to the states to enforce safety regulations. 
fourth as frequent as on non-limited access roads. Like- "Prior to MCSAP funding, 36,000 Federal (commercial 
wise, on the same roads, the accident frequency rate vehicle) inspections took place annually. During Fiscal 
during daylight hours is only one-third that during Year (FY) 1990, approximately 3,000 State MCSAP 

officials conducted over 1.6 million inspections nighttime hours. Again like "vehicle characteristics" one 
can prognosticate that road conditions "...if they do not nationwide" (28). 
directly cause an accident to occur, make it more diffi- Along with this major Federal program, implemented 
cult---or in some cases, impossible--for a driver to re- by the states, went the creation of the Commercial 

cover from an error or avoid an unforeseen conflict" Vehicle Safety Alliance (discussed below), providing for 

(23). standardized inspection procedures among U.S. and 
Seven percent of truck accidents reported to the Mexican states and Canadian provinces and assuring 

Federal Highway Administration in 1988 "...occurred on carriers that their vehicles, inspected and passed in one 

expressway entrance and exit ramps" (24). A study by jurisdiction, would not be stopped again upon crossing 
Ervin, MacAdam and Barnes found that some ramps the border. 
leave little margin for safe use by large trucks operating This year, between May 14-16, "Roadcheck 91" 
at the posted ramp speed. They suggest, given the far conducted over 46,000 vehicle safety inspections "...at 
lower rollover threshold of combination vehicles, approximately 100 locations throughout North America. 
compared to passenger cars, that highway design stand- For the third consecutive year, the out-of-service 

ards should be reviewed. Without major reconstruction rates...declined .... Inspectors removed 12,849 unsafe 
of the ramp, possibilities for safer operation include commercial motor vehicles (28%) and 2,383...drivers 
speed advisories, resurfacing and curb removal (25). (5%) from the highways..." (29). 

There are many opportunities beyond highway geo- Deregulation 
metric design to improve truck operational safety. A In the U.S. there was a real concern that economic 
perfect example is those beautiful country roads our host deregulation in the trucking industry would lead to an 
country is famous for--those with lanes of old trees set increase in truck accidents. It was said that carriers, in 
close beside the road. As lovely as they are, they are an effort to cut costs to stay competitive, would cut their 
recognized as a danger when driver attention wanders investment in driver and vehicle safety programs. And if 
and the vehicle goes off the road. Break-away signposts 
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,driver wages stayed steady or fell in the more competi- Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) 

tive environment, driver quality could fall. 
Begun in 1980, CVSA is an association of U.S., 

The effect of deregulation on safety is obviously not Canadian and Mexican state and provincial officials 

.just a U.S. issue. Although we have economically de- working together with Federal governments and industry 

regulated on a national basis, many of our states have to improve commercial vehicle safety. It provides the 

kept their economic control over intra-state truck opera- basic framework for uniform, compatible and reciprocal 

tion. Canada, and, I gather, Europe and others are now 
truck inspections and safety enforcement activities in 

involved in the deregulation debate, 
member jurisdictions. By coordinating roadside truck 

Although it seems impossible to look at the effect of inspections, CVSA helps ensure that vehicles on the road 

deregulation on safety in a vacuum, a Canadian trucking 
are in good mechanical condition and at the same time 

industry publication finds that the U.S. data "...certainI3, truckers are not unnecessarily detained for inspection by 

don’t support a negative link between deregulation and officials of each state or province through which they 

safety. In fact, they present a rather strong case that drive. 

deregulation has led to improved :safety" (30). Their con- National Governors Association (NGA) Standardized 
clusion is based on the fall in the absolute number of Truck Accident Data Form 
large truck fatalities during the decade and the much To make improvements in truck safety it is necessary 
greater fall in fatalitY rate shown in Figure 3 above, to collect and analyze truck accident data. So that data 

being collected by police in each state in the U.S. is 

Recent Actions to Improve Truck Safety similar, the NGA developed a list of 22 data elements 

Highway safety, and especially large truck safety, are which it has asked each state to collect when investi- 

active areas of private sector and government concern in gating a truck accident. Over half the states which 

the U.S. This is especially true in light of the concern responded to a recent NGA survey had already taken 

generated by economic deregulation, starting in the late action to adopt the recommendations. 

1970s. Some recent actions which appear to have been Random Drug Testing 
successful in cutting the accident and fatality rate On November 14, large motor carrier fleets (50 or 
include: more drivers) will begin random driver drug testing. All 

Commercial Drivers License (CDL) 
other fleets must begin testing on January 1, 1992. This 

By April 1, 1992, all drivers of trucks over 12,000 kg 
applies to drivers of vehicles over 12,000 kg GVWR. In 

gross vehicle weight rating must have a Commercial addition drug testing is required as part of the hiring 

Drivers License issued by their state of residence. To procedure, during the biennial physical evaluation and 

obtain this license requires a difficult written test, the for "reasonable cause." 

ability to conduct a pre-trip inspection and competently Automatic Slack Adjusters (ASAs) and Antilock Brakes 

drive the type of truck for which the license is issued. (ABS) 

Previous to this time some American states allowed an As you may remember, the U.S. led the world in 

individual who had taken his driving test in a passenger requiring antilock brakes on large trucks in the 1970s. 
car to drive any type of motor vehicle! The advent of the ABS braking systems weren’t ready for this rigorous 
CDL is expected to substantially improve the skill level application at that time. For that reason and others many 

of U.S. truck drivers, provisions of our Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 

Professional Truck Driverlnstitute of America (PTDIA) 
121 were withdrawn. Since then U.S. carriers, manu- 

The Professional Truck Driver Institute of America is 
facturers and government have become followers, rather 

a non-profit organization sponsored by a broad-based 
than leaders, On ABS. But today most, if not all U.S. 
truck manufacturers offer ABS as an option and it is 

coalition of motor carriers, owner-operators, manu- 
facturers, equipment suppliers, insurers, trade associa- 

generally accepted that the Department of Transportation 

tions and others closely involved with truck safety. The 
will begin rulemaking to require it in the near future. A 

coalition works through the Institute to advance truck 
further brake improvement, automatic slack adjusters, is 

driver training, proficiency, satiety and professionalism 
now virtually standard equipment, as are "bobtail pro- 

to the highest standards possible. Set up in 1985, the 
portioning valves" to assure better brake distribution 

Institute helps assure individuals who aspire to become 
when a tractor is traveling without a trailer. 

truck drivers of competent training. PTDIA offers a Three-Point Safety Belts 

certification program by which a school or fleet training Although not required by government standards, three- 

center voluntarily undergoes a cooperative and compre- point safety belts are standard equipment on virtually all 

hensive study and evaluation to demonstrate that its new large trucks in the U.S. Truck drivers used to com- 

tractor-trailer driver training program meets or exceeds plain that safety belts were uncomfortable or got tangled 

the criteria of the Institute. As of the Summer of 1991, 
or dirty when they fell to the floor. Manufacturers have 

46 truck driver training schools in the U.S. had been changed all that and safety belt use rates have 

certified by the PTDIA. skyrocketed as noted above. 
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Future Truck Safety Improvements 
or snow. Active cruise control (decreasing or increasing 

"Like motor vehicle crashes in general, commercial speed based on a vehicle’s distance from the vehicle in 
vehicle crashes are caused by interacting human, front of it) and radar braking (sounding an alarm or even 
environmental, and vehicle factors. Most crashes are taking over the braking function when an obstacle is 
attributed to ’driver error’.... From a prevention 

sensed) offer potential safety enhancements. Warning 
standpoint, attribution of crashes to ’driver error’ often systems can ensure that trucks do not move into areas 
obscures the fact that safety enhancements to the en- where there are present optical blind spots, such as the 
vironment (e.g., intelligent signing) and/or the vehicle right side and the rear. Sensors can detect alcohol or 
(e.g., collision warning systems, anti-lock brakes) may fatigue-impaired drivers. Site-specific warning systems 
make ’driver error’ less likely to occur" (31). Therefore, could, for example, broadcast safety advisories of on/off 
in exploring potential truck safety improvements for the ramp speed, bridge heights, and lane restrictions which 
near future we shall look at some opportunities in driver, would only be picked up on radio frequencies always 
highway environment and vehicle improvements, monitored by large trucks. 
Safety Belt Use Rates Fatigue 

As was seen above, large truck occupant fatalities "(A) recent study by the National Transportation 
have f~llen very substantially over the years, due in Safety Board has shown that driver fatigue is more 
major measure to increasing safety belt usage. The occu- important than drug and alcohol abuse in truck acci- 
pant fatality rate fell from .83 per hundred million dents .... Other studies report that falling asleep behind 
kilometers in 1976, when the safety belt use rate was the wheel may account for 15-20 percent of all freeway 
near zero, to .36 in 1989 when it was around 40%. The accidents and up to half of fatal freeway accidents" (34). 
use rate is now over 50% and today’s trucks are Since 1939, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regula- 
equipped with improved three-point belts. Since rollover tions have regulated a truck driver’s hours of service in 
and ejection have been seen to be involved in the majori- interstate commerce, in an effort to assure that drivers ty of truck driver fatalities, an increase in belt use to 

are properly rested. Knowing that there is far more to 
near 100% can be expected to save a great many lives, assuring alertness than simply limiting drivers to a 
A 1981 report evaluated specific occupant fatality acci- certain number of hours driving or on-duty, a $3.7 
dents, finding that, of ejected occupants, "...63 percent million study is underway, sponsored by the Federal 
were estimated to have had a 60 percent or greater Highway Administration and the American Trucking 
chance of survival had lap and shoulder belts been worn" Associations. "The objectives (of the study) are to 
(32). It is reasonable to expect that increasing public measure fatigue indicators and the relationship of fatigue 
concern, more stringent safety-belt use legislation and to loss of alertness. Later, alertness-enhancing methods 
stronger carrier enforcement will lead to increased belt will be tested and we may consider revisions in the 
use in the future~ regulations governing how long commercial drivers may 

Air bags have been suggested for large trucks by some stay behind the wheel" (35). 
safety advocates. But limited data strongly suggest that The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the 
accidents which injure truck drivers are usually the result U.S. (MVMA) is sponsoring a study to determine the 
of low deceleration crashes of relatively long duration, effect of vibration levels on driver alertness. At various 
for example when a large truck impacts a passenger car times it has been suggested that high and low cab vibra- 
or runs off the roadway. And, of course, a large pro- tion levels may cause loss of alertness. We hope to 
portion of driver injuries are found in rollover accidents, determine whether either claim is true, and, more 
Driver protection from an air bag in these types of important, whether cab vibration level can be tailored to 
crashes would be minimal, whereas a safety belt would a driver’s need to stay alert when operating on the public 
seem to offer optimal protection, highway. 

In the foreseeable future, perhaps electronic tech- Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) 
nology can be melded with new knowledge about alert- "IVHS technologies, though not a panacea, offer a 

means for directly and dramatically addressing many of ness and methods to detect it. Non-invasive sensors 
the concerns of...commercial vehicle operators regarding would then be able to warn the driver of lack of alert- 
the human and economic toll of...traffic accidents" (33). ness, using such methods as buzzers, audio messages or 

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI), Advanced even taking over control of the truck, bringing it safely 
Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS) and Site Specific to a stop on the side of the road and shutting it down. 
Highway Warning Systems are likely to have a positive 

Traction Control effect on truck safety within the decade of the ’90s. AVI 
Traction control is another development evolving from can warn drivers of vehicle safety hazards, assist in 

antilock braking and electronic technology. By sensing 
vehicle routing and streamline the passage through toll 

when a powered wheel is spinning and automatically gates, inspection stations and over state borders. AVCS 
decreasing the power supplied and/or applying braking, 

can enhance driver visibility at night or during fog, rain 
traction can be improved. Especially in rainy, snowy or 
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icy conditions, this can substantially improve vehicle 
increases in vehicle productivity for vehicles with certain 

c~ntrollability and safety. In a veery few years traction 
specific safety devices. Such a trade off could allow 

control will follow ABS in general use on large trucks, 
longer or heavier doubles combinations only if some 
type of"C" or dual drawbar dolly were used between the 

Wide Track Tractors first and second trailer (as in Canada). Today’s typical 
Since 1983, U.S. law has allowed the operation of 2.6 doubles combination might have a rearward amplification 

,aeter wide vehicles on Interstate Highways. Although ratio of 2.0 whereas a vehicle with a C-dolly would 

most new trailers have been built since that time with a lower that ratio to 1.35 (39). The rearward amplification 

wider track, tractors have stayed with the old 2.44 m ratio is a ratio of lateral acceleration seen at the rear 
overall width to allow them to ran over all highways trailer, in comparison to that seen at the tractor. Higher 

(.many states restrict the operation of 2.6 m vehicles to ratios indicate the second trailer is more likely to roll 

certain highways), over in an evasive maneuver. 
Although the increase in width was designed to 

expand vehicle carrying capacity and productivity, it also Summary 
iimproved vehicle safety. Rollover is a concern with high The large truck fatality and accident rate in the United 
center of gravity vehicles like trucks. By increasing the States has been decreasing dramatically over the last 

trailer width to 2.6 m "...the rollover threshold ira- decade and a half. At the same time, public anxiety 
prove(d) by 4 to 12%, depending npon vehicle configura- about truck safety has increased, likely due to the trend 
lion and loading scenario" (36).. "Tractors which are toward smaller passenger cars for fuel economy and 
widened to the 102-inch (2.6 m) dimension provide an 
additional 8 to 10% improvement in the roll stability of 

larger trucks for productivity. The public is aware that 
most fatalities in large truck accidents are in the other 

tractor-semitrailers" (37). One would expect that it is involved vehicles, rather than the truck occupants. They 
only a matter of time before our slate officials realize the are also aware that heavy trucks and passenger vehicles 
value of an increase in vehicle stability from permitting 
wider vehicles on all U.S. highways, especially since 

operate together on increasingly congested highways 
where a single accident, even without personal injury, 

most transit buses in our major cities are 2.6 m wide can produce extended delay and disruption. 
already! For these reasons it is essential to have facts about 

Lower Center of Gravity (CG) truck accidents at hand; facts to allow us to make intelli- 

A perennial problem faced by motor carriers, and 
gent decisions to further decrease the number and severi- 

therefore by trailer and tractor manufacturers, is howto ty of crashes. Facts, such as those reported in this paper, 

increase productivity by carrying a greater volume of 
come from accident data collection and analysis, which 

cargo within the size limits imposed by regulation. Since the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the 

state and Federal regulations limit the cargo container United States is proud to support. 

length, height and width, the only reasonable option open 

is to lower the bottom of the trailer. This has led to some 
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S10-0-02 
Typical Risk Situations in Car to Truck Accidents--The Necessity of Improving 
the Conspicuity of Trucks 

M. Danner, K. Langwieder, H. B~iumler 
trucks involved in accidents with personal injury was 
6.3%, and in accidents with fatalities 11.8% [2]. The car 

HUK-Verband                                    was the principal accident opponent of the truck. 

Long-distance trucks, in most cases articulated trucks, 
Abstract 

Truck accidents are a major factor in the accident 
cover on average 85,000 km a year [3], night driving 

statistics. This paper deals with typical risk situations in 
accounting for 15,000 km (18%) [4], and its significance 
will increase as a result of modern logistical systems and 

truck-to-car collisions with re.~pect to accident pre- 
vention. From a representative material of nearly 1400 

new production methods--the catchwords are "night 

truck-to-car accidents the pre-crash situations are 
hopping" and "just in time." 

described. It is shown that the signal effect of trucks 
especially in night-time and in bad weather conditions is The Signal Image of Trucks 

insufficient. This results in an increased rate of car 
Problems with the signal image of trucks arise mainly 

crashes into the side and rear end of trucks related with 
when visibility is poor i.e. darkness, dusk and bad 

conspicuity problems. Proposals from current research 
weather conditions (snow, rain, hail and fog). Another 

work are made to improve the signal effect of trucks 
aspect to be considered is the dirt deposited on the 

including an efficiency assessment. A passive couture lighting, especially on the truck’s rear-end. 

marking seems to be an essential contribution to accident When visibility is good the signal image of a truck is _ 

prevention and would enable retro-fitting of existing 
clearly defined by its contours. It can be obviously 

trucks, which is necessary for short term improvement, 
recognized as a truck by its size and shape (Figure 1). 
Once a truck has been recognized as such, the other road 

Introduction users can adjust themselves to a truck’s behavior. 

In the last few years there has been a sharp increase R e a r ~d e 

in the transport performance of ;ill types of traffic. With ~ ~ ............. 
the introduction of the common ]European market further 

~ ~~ 

growth in transport can be expected, and the opening up .... ,, ht 

of the former Eastern Bloc and the reunification of 
Germany will boost the growth of traffic even more. In 
this connection special importance attaches to road haul- 
age, since its share of the tolxd transport of goods is     ~=~ 
steadily expanding. Whereas 51.5% of all goods were 
transported by road in 1984, lay 1989 it was already 
55.7%. 

In spite of the rise in the total mileage covered, the 
number of people killed in truck accidents dropped, also 
the number of fatalities per Bi]llion kilometres covered 

Figure 1. Comparison: Signal Image of a Truck During the 

fell by 25% from 1984 to 1989, and the number for all 
Day and at Night 

vehicles by 36%. 
It was therefore not possible for the truck to What car drivers tend to associate with a truck was 

participate to an adequate extent in the general trend. For shown by a random sample survey: The respondents re- 

this reason it must be the aim of all those involved in plied to the effect that trucks are a danger and that one 

road haulage to make the truck even safer, has to adapt one’s driving to the truck’s driving be- _ 

havior. 

General Data on Truck Traffic So after the object has been recognized the signal 

Each year in the European Community about 52,000 image evokes behavior which results in a certain action, 

people die in a traffic accident. Truck accidents account for example increasing the safety distance to the vehicle 

for one in four of those killed, and also result in about ahead. 

300,000 people being seriously injured. The costs in- It is therefore important to create signal images which 

cuffed by traffic accidents throughout Europe are esti- make it possible to clearly recognize objects--here the .... 

mated at DM 140 Billion [1]. truck in various visibility conditions. This is particularly 

In the Federal Republic of Germany in 1989 there important with regard to the truck’s side and rear end. In 

were 345,600 accidents resulting in personal injury and this connection the front of the truck does not play such 

in the deaths of 7,995 road users. The proportion of an important part, since on-coming drivers receive the 
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information "wide on-coming vehicle" from the truck’s equipment, initially colored, becomes lighter and lighter, 
headlights and boundary lights, and the different colors can hardly be distinguished any 

Figure 9_ gives an overview of the current lighting more, especially of trucks built in the former Eastern 
~ regulations in Germany (side and rear) for trucks, bloc. Since between 32% (tractors) and 42% (rigid 

According to these, two rear lights and two rear reflect- trucks) of the tractor vehicles are older than 8 years, the 
ors are regarded to be sufficient on the rear end of trucks importance of the ageing effect on lighting and signalling 
built before 1987. The legal requirements for new equipment for traffic safety should not be under- 
vehicles (first registration in or after 1987) have hardly estimated. 
been tightened up. Commercial vehicles as from this year Traffic observation carried out by HUK engineers on 

~-~ of construction are required to have two additional the Munich-Nuremberg A9 motorway revealed that the 
boundary lights on either side at the vehicle’s rear. rear lighting was defective on about 7% of the trucks. 

The signal image of the vehicles was subjectively 
.Rear Side 

assessed by these engineers. In only about 5% of the 
cases could it be described as good. 

i~ 
To what extent the problems outlined have an effect 

~-~ on accidents involving trucks will be examined more ¯ ~’ 0 

Ye,ow 
closely below. 

indicator 

~ 
,ring r 

The HUK Truck Accident Material 
............ -~ ~ r, 

~ 

Database 
The truck accident material--"Truck Accidents, 

Bavaria"--comprises over 2,200 truck accidents that 
caused personal injury. That are all truck accidents with 

Figure 2. Current Lighting Regulations for Commercial personal injury involving trucks with a gross vehicle Vehicles in Germany 
weight of over 3.5 tonnes which occurred in Bavaria in 

Since between 72% (tractors) and 77% (rigid trucks) 1984 and which were suitable for the defined conditions 
of commercial vehicles were registered before 1987 [5], of the HUK accident research. 

~ this measure does not appear to be very effective. The first findings from this study were presented at 
Yellow reflectors have to be mounted at 3 metre the 1989 ESV conference, when the structure of the 

intervals on the sides of trucks and articulated trucks, material as dealt with in detail [9]. In the meantime all 
Active lighting equipment is not required at present, the cases have been evaluated on an extensive data form 
According to [6] this kind of identification marking calls with about 260 parameters and are stored in a separate 
for a very high light density to guarantee satisfying data processing file, where they are available for 

~ conspicuity. It can not be recognized at greater distances, accident analyses. 

Factors Influencing the Signal Image Distribution of Truck Accidents 
Apart from darkness and dusk, which, of course, result 2,615 road users were involved in the 2,216 truck 

in the use of lights and reflectors, dirtying of the vehicle, accidents and 216 of these lost their lives. 207 road users 
bad weather conditions and dazzling by other vehicles were seriously injured (MAIS 3-5). Moderate injuries 

- make it difficult to recognize trucks. (MAIS 2) were sustained by 18.1%, slight injuries 
- In the case of the headlights, if the dirtying reaches (MAIS 1) by 51.8%, while 15% remained uninjured. 

50% this can be noticed by the driver [7], while the rear The mass distribution of the truck/trailer combinations 
lights and reflectors cannot be checked in this way. The and articulated trucks involved is shown in Figures 3a 
extent of this dirtying is influenced by air turbulence at and 3b. Articulated trucks have a 20% proportion. 
the rear of the truck caused aerodynamically. They carry Trucks and truck/trailer combinations clearly dominate. 

.... large quantities of dirt particles to the vehicle’s rear 37% of the trucks are light trucks (3.5 to 7.5 t gross 
.... which quickly result in a layer of dirt on the lights, vehicle weight). Most of them (95%) are operated with- 

When it is raining this effect is intensified by the out trailers. The second largest group are the trucks with 
formation of a cloud of spray caused by the tyres [8]. In a mass of between 12 and 16 t, 58% of which are operat- 
addition, the truck is enveloped in a trail of water, so ed with a trailer. 
that a double effect occurs: the truck is, on the one hand, About two-thirds of all cases were collisions with a 

~ more difficult to recognize and, on the other, the visi- car (Figure 4). Two-wheelers follow in second place and, 
.... bility is reduced for cars driving behind it. with 15.9%, represent only a quarter of the frequency of 

One factor that must not be ignored when assessing car accidents [10]. Truck/truck and single truck acci- 
the signal image is the impairment of the strength of the dents, with 9.6% and 6.9% respectively, are not very 
rear lights on older vehicles. The bulbs get older and frequent, but for the truck occupants they are the most 
their brilliance diminishes. The glass of the lighting serious. 
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Mass of truck It] 
decreases. Single vehicle accidents, truck/truck and 

Ma~s of truck/car accidents rise rapidly. Although the greatest 
trailer [tl 3,6 - 7,5 I 7.6 - 12 12,1 - 16. 16,1 - 22 1 22.1 - 58 

T o t a 1 

’ increase is found in the truck/truck accidents, it is the 
- 3,5 8 6 1 15 

truck/car accidents which clearly represent the largest 
3.6- z,5 16 12 5 1 34 group. For this reason this group only will be dealt with 

7.6 - 12 9 23 63 3 98 below. 
Dark~s8            Darkness 

12.1 - 16                5     63       133       3        204                   o~g,t 

16.1 - 22 4 214 9 3 230 

22.i - 38 1 18 4 2 25 

>58 1 1 1 3 

without 605 99 266 141 i0 1,121 = 
trailer 

Figure 3e. Mass Distribution of Truck/Truck-Trailer ].~._ .... .rq. [~,1~.~.     . ,     ~.1~. . ...... .     , : .... ~,~, 
Combinations in the Material ~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~ " "~’~. ~ ~ ~ ~’= ~ 

Figure 5. Distribution of the Accident Groups in Various 
Light Conditions 

~ass of Mass of tractor [t] 
semi- 

trailerlt]~ 3,6-7,5 7,6-12 12’! -16116’]" " 22122’1-58 II Total 

- 3.5 2 1 3 Crisis Situations in Truck/Car Accidents 
In truck/car collisions theoretically three factors that 

3.6- 7.5       1       2      2                           5. 
trigger off the accident can be distinguished which are 

7,6-~ 3 7 3 1 2 16 based on the truck’s lack of conspicuity: 

12.1 - 16 1 4 9 14 1 29 
. The car driver does not recognize the truck or recog- 

16.1- 22 1 2 89 10 2 104 nizes it too late. 
¯ The car driver does not realize that the vehicle in his 

22.1- 38 3 6 183 ~0._.A 45 3 !240 traffic lane is in fact a truck. 
> 58 2 5 7 . The car driver wrongly estimates the speed of the 

without truck and so runs into it. 
trailer 5 16 6 27 6,3% 

T o t a I 16 21 305 81 8 431 
Figure 6 gives an overview of the distribution of the 

collision types in truck]car accidents. It can be clearly 
70.7: seen that five collision types differ only slightly with 

Figure 3b. Mass Distribution of Articulated Trucks in the 
regard to their frequency. 

Material I Total personal I of these car 

!njury in car 

/ 

occupant fatalities 

,o COLLISION TYPE 
62.1 Number ~ Number 

/II" FRONT/FRONT [~"~-I 260 15,6 49 38,0 
IIII 

. 

FRONT/SIDE 1~        325      19,4     37      28,7 

~                           II/I FRONT/REAR ~{"(F?~ 291 17,4 2 1,5 

/ / / / ~ REAR/FRONT ~(~] 263 15,8 22 17, 

o.6 " o.s S.IDE/FRONT 343 20,5 10 7,7 

Figure 4. Distribution of the Accident Groups intheTruck o T H E R s 189 11,3 9 7,0 

Accident Material 
T O T A L 1,671     i00,0     129     100,0 

The percentage change in the accident groups under 
the influence of light conditions is shown in Figure 5. As Figure 6. Distribution of the Truck/Car Collision Types 

darkness increases the number of unprotected road users Weighted According to Car Occupant Fatalities 
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various collision types have to be weighted according to 
their consequences. 38% of the car occupants killed in 
truck/car accidents die in frontal collisions. An effective 
measure for reducing the dangerous nature of the truck’s 
front is the front underride protection [9, 10, 11]. It 

Dorkness Dorkness 

clearly enables reductions in the seriousness of the = . ................ 
,~ 

w ................ 

accidents to be achieved. In truck-front/car-side colli- 
sions (28.7% share of car occupant fatalities) certain 
improvements are to expected from a front underride 
protection, too. 

° ’ ~ ’~’~2: ~’ ;’~-’ ’ " ~-~ " ’ ~ " ~,~ ’ ~’~ ~ ~-d~ ’,,~,~ ~ ’~ ’ ~,~ ’ 

The collision types truck-rear/car-front and truck- 
side/car-front (17.1 and 7.7%) range third and fourth. So Figure 8. Change in Selected Accidents Causes (_> 5 %) 

almost a quarter of all car occupants killed in truck/car as Darkness Increases in Truck/Car Collisions Caused by 
Car Drivers accidents die in collisions in which the truck’s lack of 

conspicuousness can be potentially assumed. Roughly 
70% of the truck/car accidents occur in daylight, and the It should also be borne in mind that truck/car acci- 

dents show differing characteristics in the case of differ- remaining 30% in darkness or at dusk. More than 34% of 
ent accident sites. A distinction therefore has to be made the car drivers killed loose their lives in darkness or at 
between different accident sites and different road cite- dusk. There is a slight overrepresentation of dusk or 

night-time accidents. Much the same can be said for gories such as motorways. 

accidents with seriously injured car drivers (MAIS 3-5, Truck/car accidents on the motorway make up a share 
of about 20%. Accidents outside built-up areas on other 34.6%, Figure 7). 
roads are represented by about 38%. The remainder are 

o0~ .................... accounted for by collisions in built-up areas. 

~ ~ ~. Few articulated trucks (13,6%) are involved in 
accidents in built-up areas. The emphasis here is on 

[~ ~ ~ ,~o~, ’ [~ tractors of 12 t gvw and above (about 90%). The number 
.................. of tractors without semitrailers, about 16%, is relatively 

I~1 
0 ............ ~.~ high. 75% of the trucks involved were driving without a 
,,~,o,:~, ....... ,~ ~ ~.~. trailer, and 43 % were light trucks (3.5-7.5 t gvw). On the 

whole, lighter commercial vehicles and fewer articulated 

~ 
trucks are involved in accidents in built-up areas. The 

-.~oo~,:~,,,_~,~,0o, large number of light commercial vehicles and the lower 
Figure 7. MAIS Distribution of Involved Car Drivers in collision speeds have a positive effect on the death rate 
Different Light Conditions of the car drivers involved, which is 2.6%. 

Six out of 15 car drivers (40%) died in accidents in 
About 28% of all truck/ear collisions occur in bad the dark, and they are thus clearly overrepresented, since 

weather conditions. In a third of these (112 cases) there only 22% of truck/car accidents in built-up areas occur 
is the added factor of inadequate light. What influence at dusk or in the dark (Figure 9). In the case of seriously 
does the truck’s signal image have on the accident in injured car drivers (MAIS 3-5), too, accidents in the dark 
poor visibility? are overrepresented (share of 30%). 

Figure 8 shows the changes in the accident causes in During the day, collisions in which trucks run into the 
truck/car collisions for which the car driver is respons- rear ends of cars predominate (31.7%, Figure 10), while 
ible as darkness increases. Accidents caused by driving at dusk and in the dark the car runs into the truck 
too close to the truck ahead represent a small proportion (26.6%). Seen absolutely, the number of car/truck rear- 
of accidents during the day. Only at dusk do they occur end collisions in the dark is also greater than in daylight. 
in any appreciable numbers, drop slightly in lighted Car/truck rear-end collisions in daylight are represented 
streets and reach their highest level in streets without by only 4.4%. 
any lighting. Overtiredness or physical deficiencies on the part of 

From this it can be deduced that this kind of accident the car driver are not typical in truck/car accidents in 
mainly occurs when the contrast between the truck and built-up areas, on the other hand 24% of the car drivers 
its surroundings is too weak. A further indication of involved were under the influence of alcohol. These, 
trucks’ lack of recognizability is the shift of collision accidents cannot be taken into account in considering the 
types as the light conditions change, signal image of trucks. 
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~ o~ ,, oo~k/ ..... = .................. mileage proportion." For the relation of "all accidents 

~ ~ o~g~ ,,~ ~ (100%)" to the "total mileage (100%)" the RAR = 1. 

~ .... 77.,~ The "RAR" is therefore only suitable for indicating 
~ /Dorkness: 126 = 22,1~ ~ To~o,: ~ .... o0~ the risk distribution within a certain group, but it offers 
~ a quick overview of a high or low accident risk. in cer- 

~, ~ ¯ tain conditions. For car/truck accidents outside built-up 
areas in daylight the RAR turns out to be almost 1 ~ 

~ (0.93). No great shift in the risk can be observed. Driv- 

,~| .~.~. ~-~ ,,~ ~ 

ing at dusk has an RAR of 0.7, a low accident risk. For 
,~ ~ ’~ night driving, however, (RAR = 1.5)the accident risk is 

~ ~ ~ 
: :1~, very high. 

: ,-o " :~: ....... ~-"~" Characteristics oftrucklcar accidents outside built-up 

Figure 9. Truck/Car Collisions in Built-Up Areas: MAIS of areas. Compared with accident involvement in built-up 

Car Driver in Daylight and Darkness areas, in accidents outside these areas the proportion of 
articulated trucks rises from 13.6 to 17.5%, while the 
mass distribution in the group of articulated trucks 
remains about the same. 

Truck/trailer combinations rise from 25% to 37.4% 

~ (Figure 11). Almost 58% of the trucks are heavy trucks 
~\ with a gross vehicle weight of 12 t or more. Compared 
,~ with accidents inside built-up areas, there are clearly 
,~ ~ ....... more heavy trucks to be found outside these areas. 
\ ................ In the 522 truck/car accidents outside built-up areas 
~ that were examined 467 car drivers were injured, 64 
~ (12.3%) of them fatally. While there are no unusual 

~ features about the fatalities, moderate and serious 
T~pe of collision injuries (MAIS 2 to 5) are relatively more frequent in 

Figure 10. Collision Types in Trt,ck/Car Accidents in accidents at night than during the day. 
Built-Up Areas The dominant type of collision in car/truck accidents 

Rear-end accidents with car drivers not under the 
outside built-up areas is the frontal collision both during 

influence of alcohol represent 11.7% of the truck/car the day and at dusk, and they also have a high proportion 

accidents in the dark. Their share of night accidents is at night (Figure 12). The proportion of the collision type 

still 2.6 times higher than in the case of daylight acci- truck-side/car-front and truck-rear/car-front rises as the 

dents and, also when compared with the average of all 
darkness increases. If both types of collision are con- 

car/truck accidents in built-up areas, is slightly over- 
sidered together, almost half (48.8%) of all night acci- 

represented. It cannot be denied that the signal image of dents are collisions of this kind. 

the rear ends of commercial vehicles may not be ade- 
Figure 13 shows a rear-end collision with a articulated 

quate even in illuminated streets in built-up areas, 
truck that was difficult to recognize. The car driver 
crashed with almost unreduced speed into the dry tank 

TrucklCar Accidents Outside Built-Up Areas Excluding semitrailer going ahead of him. It can be clearly seen 

Motorways that almost the whole of the rear section, including the 

Related accident risk. In 1985 commercial vehicles rear lights on the dry tank semitrailer, is covered in dirt, 

drove 27.84 Billion km on roads outside built-up areas made even worse by driving in rain. 

(excluding motorways)in the Federal Republic [4]. 8.3% The bulbs of the rear lights were--according to the 

of these were covered at dusk aaad 16% at night. Three- expert’s report--old and therefore sooted up, which re- 

quarters (75.7%) of the trips were made in daylight, and duced their brilliance. How bad the signal image of the 

these account for 70% of the truck/car accidents outside articulated truck really was is shown by the reflective 

built-up areas. 23.5% and 5.9% of the collisions are traffic signs which can well be seen on the right beside 

distributed over darkness and dusk respectively, the semitrailer. 

A joint consideration of the distribution of mileage Figure 14 shows a typical accident when turning off in 

and accidents gives reasons for introducing a weighting which the car driver drove into the side of the truck- 

of the accident frequency in relation to mileage, so that trailer combination. All the car occupants sustained con- 

it is possible to describe the risk distribution in a defined siderable injuries. The truck-trailer combination, painted 

sample of accidents by simply giving a relative number, olive-green and dark blue, was standing across the road 

This "related accident risk (RAR)" represents the quo- and it was not possible for the car driver to recognize it; 

tient of "percentage accident proportion" to "percentage furthermore, it was raining at the time of the accident. 
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This example shows the importance of a clear signal 
image of the truck’s rear end and side. 

Mass distribution of truck/truck-trailer combinations 

Mass of truck [t 

3,6 - 7.5 t 7.6 - 12 

- 3,5 1 1 

3,6- 7.5 5 2 7 

7,6 - 12 1 6 15 1 23 

12,1 - 16 19 46 1      66 

16,1 - 22 1 54 2 57 

22,1 - 38 4 

> 38 

without 145 17 61 42 traifer 265 

T o t a I 152 26 153 91 1     423 

35,9 

Mass distribution of articulated trucks articulated 
trucks - 17,5% 

Masa of tractor it] 

-3,5 1 1 1 1 / 3 

3.6- 7.5 1 2 3 

7,6- 12 2 3 8 13 
Figure 13. Example of a Truck/Car Rear-End CoNsion 
at Night 

12.1 - 16 1 I0 4 15 

16,1 - 22 39 5 1 45 
Motorway Accidents 

Mileage and accident risk. Altogether commercial 
22.1 - ~8 2 2 vehicles covered 34.4 Billion km in 1985 [41, rover one- .... 

~. 38 third (36.8%) of them on motorways. 68% of the total 
without 1 

t 

7 ! 9 mileage was covered in daylight, 8.4% at dusk and 
trai~er 

23.6% in the night. At night trucks operate far more 
T o t a I q 5 60 20 1 90 frequently on motorways than on other kinds of roads. 

The accident risk on motorways (about a 20%-share of 
Figure 11. Truck Mass Distribution in Truck/Car 

all truck accidents and of truck!car accidents) is rela- Accidents Outside Built-Up Areas (Without Motorways) 
tively low for trucks, the RAR being 0,5o Within the 

l 
sample "truck/car motorway accidents" there are, how- 
ever, marked differences. Daylight accidents (53.4%) and 
dusk accidents (4.7%) are less frequent than on other 
roads outside built-up areas. Instead, the proportion of 
night accidents increases from 23.5% (outside built-up 

iii 
"~ T ...................... areas) to 42%° This results in a high related accident risk 

Dcyllght: 369 = 70,6g 

,, ~..4 

~~ 

~~, ...... 

’ Characteristics of truck/car motorway accidents. On 
’ ".~ motorways there is one-way, non-intersecting traffic. It 

could therefore be expected that accidents between 
trucks and cars are restricted to the collision types rear- 
end collisions with cars or trucks and the car grazing the 

\~ ,, truck or vice versa. That this is not the case, but that 
’~"~    ’~ ..... ~ about one-fifth all of accidents occurring are not typical 

of motorway collisions (Figure 15) is due to the fact that 
Figure 12. Collision Types in Truck/Car Accidents a high percentage of the cars (about 20%) collide with a 
Outside Built-Up Areas (Without Motorways) 

truck while they are skidding. 
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Accidents in which the truck strikes the car’s rear-end 
(16.7%) and glance-off collisions (14%) are cf little sig- 
nificance compared with cars running into the rear-ends 

of trucks (49,2%). Over half (51o2%) ef this kind of 
rear-end accident take place in the night, Their pro- 
portion of the total truck/car night accidents on motor- 
ways is therefore high. Car drivers under the influence 
of alcohol ~e h~dly represented at all here. 

40% of the commercial vehicles involved in motorway 
accidents are articulated trucks~a high percentage, but 
it cannot be said that they ~e ove~epresented, since 
articulated ~ucks are typical long-distance vehicles. The 
overwhelming majority of articulated t~ucks consist of a 
tractor w~th a gross vehicle weight of 12 t or more and 
a semitr~ler w~th a gross vehicle weight ~f 16 t or more. 

Light ~ucks ~e represented far less than on other 
roads outside built-up ~eas. 70% of the ~ucks are heavy 
trucks with a gross vehicle weight of 12 t or above, two- 
thirds of them being operated w~th a ~ailer weighing 
between 12 and 38 t. 

In the truck/cm- motorway accidents 18 car drivers 
were killed, almost half of them (44.5%) ~n night-time 
accidents. Serious injuries (MA~S 3-5) to the car drivers 
are found more frequently ~n night-time accidents (10 
cases = 9%) than in day-time accidents (7 cases = 5%). 
Night-time accidents ~e clearly mo~e dangerous for car 
dfive~s than day-time accidents, and the number of seri- 
ous accidents in which the car runs ~nto the back of the 
truck is considerably higher. 

Rear-end collisions at night ~e characterized by 

F~g~ ~4. Typ~ A~t Whe~ T~rn~ng Off Outside ~ heavier damage to the car than in day-time accidents. 

~-~p A~ This co~esponds with a h~gher coll~sion speed of the car. 
Some three-qu~ters of the cars are driving at speeds of 
over 90 kph when they run ~nto the truck ahead in night- 
time accidents; one-tenth are well above !25 kph. 

In accidents during the day only half of the cars drive 
into trucks at over 90 kph, and only three percent ~e 
going faster than t25 kph. The reason for this is not that 
there is a higher speed level at night, but thal almost half 
of the car drivers who collide with trucks at night show 
no braking reaction at all (Figure 16)~ during the day it 
is only about one-fifth. 

This skidding by the car is triggered, among other ..... i~ ...... ~~:~ .... 
things, by the failure of the cN: driver to adapt his speed ~ :~ 

to the traffic conditions, by mis~kes while over.king 
~ 

and returning to ~he inside lane and while changing lanes Ngure ~6. True.Car N~t~rway ~eeidents: Cat Runs int~ 

and by panic br~iag. Truck: ~rak~ng N~aet~ons .f the Car 
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Accidents with Slowly Moving Trucks                   slowly moving trucks, and accidents up-hills are frequent 
General remarks. In addition to the generally bad    (38%, Figure 18). 

conspicuity of commercial vehicles when the visibility is 
bad, a further problem is recognizing the often extremely 
low speeds of commercial vehicles. What exactly is a 
"slowly moving truck?" German motorways (autobahns) 
may only be used by vehicles which can reach a speed of 
at least 60 kph. Analogous to this definition trucks which 
are driving at a speed of under 60 kph at the time of the 
collision are referred to as "slowly moving truck." 

When perceiving a truck ahead and assessing its speed 
various physiological problems arise for the cars behind 

it. 

¯ Big broad roads with no buildings on either side, 
like motorways, mislead the driver into under- 

Figure 18. Truck/Car Motorway Accidents: Car Runs into estimating his own speed [12]. 
Truck: Motorway Sections ~nd Special Features 

¯ Speeds of under 80 kph are overestimated and of 
over 80 kph are underestimated [13]. A characteristic accident of this kind can be seen in 

¯ Acceleration is more easily recognized than de- Figure 19. The truck, driving on the extreme righL was 
celeradono going uphills on the motorway at about 40 kph. The 

¯ The fovea centralis of the eye is the most efficient articulated truck’s lighting was in accordance with the 
area for recognizing movement. If the retinal image regulations and intact. The car driver coming up behind 
of the dimensions of the vehicle driving ahead recognized the slowly moving articulated truck too late 
remains within the area of the fovea centralis its and ran into it from a speed of 120 kph almost without 
change in speed is most easily recognized. If the braking. 
retinal image exceeds a certain size it appears in the 
parafoveal region of the retina and the ability of the 
viewer to correctly assess the speed of the vehicle 
ahead is greatly diminished [12]. 

¯ The more difficult it is to recognize an object, the 
longer is the so-called latent period, i.e. the interval 
between recognizing an object and reacting to it 
[12]. 

Accident involvement. Over one-third (36.9%) of all 
rear-end accidents in which the car runs into the truck 
are collisions with a slowly moving truck. Most of them 
are driving at between 30 and 45 kph (Figure 17). 

Figure 17. Truck/Car Motorway Accidents: Car Runs into 
Truck: Driving Speeds of Trucks involved 

Twelve of the 18 car drivers killed in truck/car 
motorway accidents died in rear-end collisions, and in 4 

Figure 19. Serious Motorway Accident in which a Car Ran cases the trucks were driving at less than 60 kph. 
into the Rear-End of a S~ow~y Moving Truck (v = 40 kph) 

Straight roads are a typical feature of accidents with 
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Reflective contour markings 

The front of the car was badly damaged, and the roof 
was tipped off as far as to the C pillar. The front seat 
passenger and the rear occupant were killed; the driver 
survived because of the only slight overlap, though he 
was seriously injured. It can be clearly recognized from 
the retroreflective traffic signs in the background that the 
Signal image of the truck was not satisfactory. 

Common Characteristics of the Truck/Car Accidents 
It was shown above that truck/car accidents differ 

Figure 20. Reflective Contour Markings for the Side and 

considerably in their characteristiics depending on the site 
Rear of Commercial Vehicles According to [6] 

of the accident.. The truck popnlation involved is also Commercial vehicles and especially their trailers have 
different. In accidents in the dark, however, a consider- 
able increase in heavy trucks and articulated trucks can 

a long life. It would therefore be advisable to install this 

be observed--irrespective of the site of the accident, 
devices in vehicles already on the road. 

Both inside and outside built-up areas the number of 
articulated trucks goes up to 30%, and to 45% in motor- 

Summary 

way accidents. 
The legal requirements for the signal image of trucks 

At night three-quarters of the trucks involved in 
today constitutes the minimum standard. On the basis of 

truck!car accidents outside built-up areas and on the 
nearly 1,400 truck/car accidents it was shown that 

motorway are heavy trucks of over 12 t. 
especially in the case of truck-trailer combinations and 

The number of trucks driving without a trailer drops 
articulated trucks their sides and rear-ends cannot be 

sharply. Thus night-time accidents are particularly a 
seen with adequate clarity. 

problem connected with articulated trucks and heavy 
30% of the truck/car accidents occur when visibility is 

trucks with a gross vehicle weight of over 12 t with 
restricted (darkness or dusk). About 34% of the car 
drivers killed in truck/car accidents die in accidents at~ 

trailers, night. In the dark there is a marked increase in the 

Countermeasures number of accidents car-front/truck-side and car-front/- 

Improving the visibility of trucks is not to be solely truck-rear. 

achieved by lighting installations. In addition also acre- 
Accidents caused by failure to keep a safe distance 

dynamic, electronic and spray-and-splash reducing meas- from the vehicle ahead are a problem which chiefly 

ures are required. Aerodynamically trucks would have to arises when visibility is restricted. 

be optimized with the aim of minimizing the amount of 
Only one-fifth of accidents in built-up areas are dusk 

dirt deposited on the truck’s rear section. The spray or night-time accidents, whereas this proportion rises to 

caused by the water thrown up by the wheels can be over 40% in the case of motorway accidents. 

effectively counteracted by appropriate side guards, 
The related accident risk "RAR" is a good measure of 

which would have to be mounted close to the wheels, 
the actual risk distribution within a defined sample of 

Unusualrearlightsandnumberplatelightingconstitute accidents. In night driving by trucks outside built-up 

a considerable danger for the traffic coming up behind, areas and on motorways it is 1.5 and 1.8 respectively, 

The truck driver should therefore be warned if a light quite a high figure. Outside built-up areas collisions with 

bulb is not working, perhaps by means of an acoustic the sides of the truck are clearly dominant in the night 

signal, to prevent him continuing on his way in spite of time (almost 40%), while on motorways rear-end colli- 

a defective lamp. sions caused by cars (60%) form the bulk of night-time 

The objective should be to make obvious improve- accidents. 

ments to the lateral signal image of trucks. This can be Slowly moving trucks on the motorway are an addi- 

done by both active and passive lighting equipment. A tional risk. For car drivers approaching from behind it is 

passive marking of the contours (Figure 20) would be a problem to recognize the low speeds of these vehicles. 

preferable in that it would achiieve a clear identification 
Trucks with a speed of under 60 kph are involved in 

of the truck. The same applies to the rear-end of the 36% of the truck/car accidents on motorways. 

truck. From the point of view of accident research therefore 

Physiological processes make it very difficult for the not only an improvement in the lateral and rear signal 

traffic behind to recognize slowly moving trucks. For image of the truck, for example by reflective contour 

this reason an additional warning signal, for example a markings, should be the aim, but a possible way should 

flashing yellow light, ought to be created which be created of pointing out to the traffic behind an 

automatically warns the traffic coming up from behind especially slow commercial vehicle. 

when a truck falls below the minimum motorway speed. These measures of better conspicuity must be backed 

Another possibility would be tbe warning system used in up by a reduction of the spray when it is raining, aero- 

Japan. dynamic measures to reduce the dirtying of the truck’s 
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rear and information for the truck driver on the state of 5. Kraftfahrtbundesamt, Flensburg: "Bestand an Kraft- 
his lighting and signalling equipment, fahrzeugen und Kraftfahrzeuganhangern am 1. Juli 

A restriction to new vehicles is not sufficient, since a 1989," Kirschbaum Verlag, Bad Godesberg 
complete renewal of the registered commercial vehicles 6. H. Finsterer, H. J. Schmidt-Clausen: "Seiten- 
takes well over a decade. It therefore appears to be a beleuchtung und r~ickw~tiges Signalbild von Lkw, 
matter of urgency to apply these measures to commercial Teil 2," Technische Hochschule Darmstadt 1990 
vehicles already on the road. 7. H.-H. Meseberg: "Beeintrachtigung der Erkennbar- 

About 6% of all truck/car collisions with personal keit von retroreflektierenden Leiteinrichtungen durch 
damage (trucks with a gvw of 3.5 t or more) are acci- fahrzeugspezifische Einflul~grol~en," Der Verkehrs- 
dents in which the truck’s inadequate signal image was unfall, 6/88 
a mayor cause of the accident. Extrapolated for the 8. R. Sagerer: "Messung der Spriihnebelbildung bei 
Federal Republic (before 3.10.90) a positive influence schweren Nutzfahrzeugen" ATZ 10/1990 
could be exerted on about 400 to 470 serious truck/car 9. M. Danner, K. Langwieder, H. Appel, V. Middel- 
accidents with fatalities and injured persons by hauve: "Passive Safety Measures for Trucks-- 
improving the signal image. Effectiviness and Priorities" 12. ESV-Conference, 

The measures outlined can therefore achieve a con- Goteborg, May 1989 
siderable reduction in truck accident figures. This will 10. K. Langwieder, H. B~lumler: "Effizienz von Unter- 
benefit not only the victims of accidents but also the fahrschutzsystemen fiir Nutzfahrzeuge," internal 
national economy and, last but not least, the image of paper of the HUK-Verband, February 1991 
road haulage and the transport industry in particular. 11. K. Langwieder, H. B~umler: "Sicherheitsmal~nahmen 

am Lkw," 7. Internationale Tagung fiir Straiten- 
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S10-0-03 
Improving HGV Safety--Front Underrun Guards 
and Anti-Lock Braking Systems 

B.J. Robinson, B.S. Riley presented and, in combination with the TRRL track 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory research, used to estimate the potential life-saving 

benefits of the proposed safety improvements. The 
Abstract analyses have found that front underrun guards fitted to 

The Transport and Road Research Laboratory has been all HGVs in Great Britain would probably save about 80 

working to improve the safety of Goods Vehicles for lives each year. Anti-lock braking systems are likely to 
save around 70 lives each year. many years. The most recent areas of research have 

included front underrun guards and anti-lock braking 
systems. The results of this research are presented and Introduction 
discussed. For a front underrun guard to be fully effect- There have been two main areas of research into 
ive in full frontal and offset frontal impacts, the TRRL improving the safety of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) 
research has found that it should be positioned to have a at the Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) 
ground clearance no greater than 400 mm. There were in recent years. The first part of this paper sets out to 
approximately 800 fatal accidents involving HGVs in describe the work carried out on the impact performance 
Great Britain in 1988. Two samples of the Police records and injury reduction potential of front underrun guards. 
of these accidents have been analyzed. The results are This is followed by a discussion of research into the 
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performance and possible accident avoidance benefits of Track tests of two common types of articulated HGV 

anti-lock braking systems for HGVs. anti-lock system have been carried out. The effects on 

stopping distances and vehicle stability under heavy 
Front Underrun Guards braking have been assessed and are discussed in this .... 

Many car occupants are killed when their vehicles paper. 
impact the front of a lorry. The high front structure of The destructive power of an HGV which is out of 
many HGVs allows the much lower bonnet structure of control due to wheel lock is self evident. A further 
a car to run underneath. This often results in massive sample from the accident files described in the previous 
intrusion of the lorry into the car’s occupant compart- section has been analyzed at TRRLo For each accident 
ment, even at quite low closing speeds. An underrun considered, an assessment has been made as to whether 
guard can lower the effective front structure of the lorry, the fitting of a typical anti-lock system to the HGV ...... 
thus preventing cars running underneath, allowing the involved could have either prevented the accident from 
front structure (crumple zone) of the car to absorb happening or reduced its severity° In making this assess- 
energy and greatly reducing the intrusion and likelihood ment the results of the track tests at TRRL have been 
of fatal or serious injury to the car’s occupants, used to justify the assumed performance of an HGV 

Work on the construction of energy absorbing under- fitted with anti-lock. The accident data analysis results 
run guards, their performance in head on frontal car are presented and discussed later in this paper. 
impact tests and potential legislative test procedures has 
been discussed previously (1,2). Since these reports were Front Underrun Guards--Laboratory Tests 
published, many more full scale impact tests have been Offset Frontal Impacts with Energy Absorbing Guard 

carried out on the TRRL track. The performance of Five tests have been carried out involving various cars 

energy absorbing guards in offset frontal collisions has impacting the front edge of a Ford D Series truck. The 

been investigated, as has the effects of using rigid guards test configuration is shown in Figure 1. To reduce the 

and varying the ground clearance of those guards. The repairs needed between tests, the cars were impacted into 

results of this research are discussed in this paper, the near-side front of the lorry, thus preventing damage 

More recently a sample of about 570 of the 800 Police to the lorry’s steering system. For all tests the stationary 

reports into fatal accidents involving Heavy Goods Ve- truck was impacted by the car travelling at about 64 

hicles in Great Britain in 1988 has been examined by km/h (40 mph). The overlap on the truck front was 

TRRL. A detailed study of those accidents involving car approximately 350 ram. 
occupants killed in frontal collisions with HGVs has 
been undertaken for TRRL by the Accident Research 
Unit of the Institute for Consumer Ergonomics (ICE). 
Each accident has been studied in order to assess wheth- 
er a rigid underrun guard fitted to the front of the HGV 
involved could have prevented any or all of the fatalities. 
The results of this work are also presented and discussed 
in this paper. 

Anti-Lock Braking Systems 
When an articulated heavy goods vehicle is being 

braked, instability or longer than necessary stopping 
distances can result if some or all of the wheels lock. If 
the steered wheels lock a loss of steering control will be 

encountered. If the rear wheels of the tractor unit lock 
there will be a possibility of jack-knifing. Often con- Figure 1. Test Conliguration 
fused with jack-knifing, but in fact quite different, is 
trailer swing. This can occur when all the wheels of a Four of the tests involved a truck fitted with the 

semi-trailer lock. Rigid HGVs can also experience loss TRRL energy absorbing front underrun guard, the 

of control or instability when some or all wheels lock. remaining test being with a conventional, unprotected 

An anti-lock braking system can overcome these truck. When used the guard was positioned to have a 

stability problems by not allowing the wheels to lock ground clearance of 300 ram. The various impact combi- 

under braking. Minimum stopping distances will be nations are shown in Table 1. 

obtained if the system can keep the wheels at the point The cars were carrying seat belted OPAT dummies in 

of maximum tyre to road adhesion, but because an anti- the driver’s and front passenger’s seats. The dummy in 

lock system removes the braking during part of its cycle the passenger seat was instrumented with accelerometers, 

it is also possible that anti-lock can cause longer as was the car structure. Each impact was filmed using 

stopping distances than normal braking, high speed cameras. These films provide tile best guide 
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Table 1. The Test Vehicles 

Weight Underrun 
of car guard on 

Test No. Car (kg) truck 

1 Renault 5 780 Yes 
2 Morris Ital 970 Yes 
3 Vauxhall Cavalier 1040 Yes 
4 Ford Granada 1185 Yes 
5 Renault 5 780 No 

to the severity of each impact in terms of intrusion into 
the car’s passenger compartment and the likely occupant 
injuries resulting. The important results from these tests 
are presented and discussed in this section. 

Results. Figure 2 shows the aftermath of Test No. 1, Figure 3. Teat No. 5---Renault 5, No Underrun Guard 

involving a truck fitted with an underrun guard being The remaining tests involved other car types impacting 
impacted by a Renault 5 at a closing speed of approxi- the truck fitted with an underrun guard. Figure 4 shows 
mately 64 km!h. Although the Renault has suffered con- a typical result. The underrun guard allowed the energy 
siderable damage, it is clear that there has not been any absorbing front structure of the cars to be properly 
contact between the truck structure and the car’s A-post. utilized, thus preventing impact of the truck structure 
Most of the impact energy was absorbed by the front into the windscreen and A-post region and minimizing 
structure of the Renault. Utilizing this energy absorption intrusion into the cars’ occupant compartments. 
capability ensured that the passenger compartment suf- 
fered only minor intrusion in this test. It can be assumed 
that the occupants of such a vehicle, if such a collision 
had occurred in reaMife, would have a high probability 
of survival if an effective restraint system was used. 

Figure 4. Test No. C-Ford Granada, Underrur~ Guard 
Fitted to Truck 

Figures 5 and 6 compare results from instrumentation 
Figure 2. Test No. l~Ronau~ 5, Und~rrun Guard Fitted to used in Tests 1 (Renault 5, unde~un gu~d on ~ruck) and 
Truck 5 (Renault 5, no guard). Figure 5 shows ~he decelermion 

of the car structure, measured a~ lhe base of ~he near-side 
Figure 3, on the other hand, shows the results of a B-post. There is a wide variation in ghe ~races from Tests 

similar impact between a truck not fitted with an under- 1 and 5 in ~he first 60 ms of impacL Test 1, with an 
run gu~d and a Renault 5 (Test No. 5). Massive damage underrun guard fitted to ~he truck, shows ~ha~ the car was 
has been sustNned by the Renault, particularly in the being heavily decelerated ~?om an early s~age in the 
upper bonnet, windscreen ~d A-post region. It is clear impact. This co~esponds ~o ~he front of the car crushing, 
that the main truck structure has impacted this area of and absorbing energy, as it struck the unde~un guard. 
the c~, causing subs~mial inVusion into the occupant Test 5, on the other hand, shows that substamial amounts 
comp~tment. The chances of survival for the front seat of energy were not absorbed u~til after 60 ms into 
passenger in this collision would be very low, even if a impacL This is because in ~hese e~ly stages ~he truck 
good restraint system had been used. only contacted the top of the car’s hoarier. This was no~ 
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sufficient to substantially decelerate the car. Only when car’s occupant compartment and struck the front seat 

the main front structure of the car hit the truck’s front passenger. Any occupants seated in this position would 

near-side wheel (around 40-60 ms) did the car begin to almost certainly suffer very serious or fatal injuries in a 

decelerate heavily. By this time ~Ihe front structure of the real-life collision of this type. 

truck was starting to enter the occupant compartment at Previous studies by the Transport and Road Research 

windscreen level. The trace from Test 5 has a further Laboratory and reported to ESV conferences (1,2) have 

small peak at around 200 ms. This may correspond to the shown the benefits of energy absorbing underrun guards 

car turning the truck’s front wheel round to full lock, at in head-on frontal impacts between lorries and cars. The 

which point a higher resistive force would be transferred series of tests described here shows the potential benefits 

to the car. of properly designed front underrun guards in reducing 
the injury severities of car occupants involved in offset 
frontal collisions with lorries. 

Head on Impacts to Assess Effects of Ground Clearance 

Two tests have been conducted with Ford Fiestas 
B post deceleration (g) impacting a truck fitted with a strengthened and lowered 

25 
bumper. The main purpose of these tests was to measure 
the effects of different underrun guard ground clear- 

20 ............. ances. The ground clearances used were 400 mm and 500 
mm. In order to provide the most realistic impact 
situation, both the car and truck were moving towards 
each other prior to impact at speeds of about 30 km/h, 
making a closing speed of 60 km/h. The results and 
lessons learnt in terms of acceptable ground clearance 
are given in this section. 

~ Results. The first test involved an impact between a 

0 - Ford Fiesta and a truck fitted with a rigid underrun guard 
at a ground clearance of 400 mm. The high speed film 

-5 ’ ’ ’     ’     ’ ’ showed that the energy absorbing structure of the car 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 was utilized and there was no indication of the truck 

Time (ms) riding up over the bonnet of the car. The occupants were 

Figure 5. B-Post Deceleration~Tests 1 and 5 thus well protected in this situation. 

The second test was a repeat of the first but with an 

Chest acceleration (g) underrun guard ground clearance of 500 mm. The high 

40 speed film shows that although the guard did just prevent 
the main truck structure from impacting the car’s A- 

30 ...................................................... running the truck. A slightly higher closing speed or 

lower car structure would have almost certainly led to 
substantial intrusion into the car’s occupant compart- 
ment. Although the occupants were protected in this 
situation, their margin of safety was very small. 

10 These tests indicate that for underrun guards to be 

~ effective in all frontal impact configurations properly 

0    ~ l ~,..,~"~ between lorries and cars they should be positioned to 
V u have a ground clearance well below 500 mm. In one test 

conducted at 400 mm, and several at 300mm, the guards 
-10 ’ ’ ’     ’     ’ ’ ’ have been found to be effective. To maximize the num- 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 ber of car occupants that can be protected, including 
Time {ms) those in very low sports type cars, the ground clearance 

Figure 6. Chest Acceleration--Test 5 should be as low as practically possible. 

Front Underrun Guards---Overall Summary of 

Figure 6 shows the chest acceleration, measured in the Laboratory Tests 

fore-aft direction, of the front passenger in Test 5, with Many test impacts between cars and lorries fitted with 

no underrun guard fitted. The second distinct peak various underrun guards have been carried out, both in 

indicates that after the front of the car hit the truck’s the UK and elsewhere (3). All such studies have con- 

front wheel the front structure of the truck entered the cluded that lowering the front structure of trucks in order 
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to prevent underrun can greatly improve the survival Table 2. Accident Types within Sample 
chances of car occupants involved in such crashes. 

The tests at the Transport and Road Research Labora- No. of No.of 
tory described in the preceding sections confirm these Road user type killed accidents (%) fatalities 
findings. At the test impact speeds of around 64 km/h Car occupant 269 (51) 326 the survival chances for front seat, struck-side, car Pedestrian 99 (18) 99 
occupants in offset collisions with unprotected trucks are Motorcycle rider 55 (10) 59 
very low. With underrun guards, the survival chances in HGV occupant 51 (10) 52 
otherwise identical impacts are much improved, especial- LGV occupant 30 (6) 38 
ly for seat belted occupants. The research found that an Pedal cycle rider 22 (4) 22 
underrun guard with a ground clearance of 500 mm is Other 4 (1) 4 
not fully effective. At a height of 400 mm the guard was TOTALS 530 * (100) 600 found to be beneficial, though for good protection a 
ground clearance nearer 300 mm is preferable. * 1 accident involved HGV and LGV occupant fatalities 

Front Underrun Guards--Accident Data of the car occupant fatality accidents, 25 were such 

Proposals for front underrun guards to be introduced that the car to HGV collision was not the only major 
impact involving the car. The remaining 244 accidents into international regulations have been made. To corn- 
involved a car to HGV collision that directly resulted in plement these proposals the Transport and Road Re- 

search Laboratory and the UK Department of Transport the death of one or more of the car occupants. The total 

felt it necessary to get an up to date measure of the number of fatalities in this group was 295. Table 3 
relates these figures to the overall Great Britain accident likely fatality prevention benefits of the widespread 

fitting of front underrnn guards in the UK Heavy Goods situation. 

Vehicle fleet. Studies conducted in 1981 (4) and 1985 
Table 3. Likely HGV/Car Situation in Great Britain (1) of fatal HGV accidents occurring in 1976 concluded 

that around 40-80 lives could be saved each year in the 
No. of accidents INo. of accidents in 

UK by underrun guards if all car occupants wore seat- Accident type in sample Great Britain in 1988 

belts. The results of a recent study of fatal HGV acci- An HGV fatal accidents 568 802 
dents in 1988 are described in the following sections. 

HGV directly involved            529           747 (E) 

Overall HGV Accident Situation 

In 1988 there were approximately 802 fatal accidents HGV/Car impact directly 244 345 (E) 
involving at least one HGV in Great Britain. Information causing car occupant fatality (295 fatalities) (417 (E) fatalities) 

on all these accidents is held in the UK’s Road Accident (E)- Estimated 
Statistics database, STATS 19. Permission was obtained 
from the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) Car to Front of Lorry Accidents 
for the Transport and Road Research Laboratory to The configurations of the 244 car to HGV impacts 
obtain the Police reports into the fatal accidents were also found. 180 (74 per cent) involved the car 
involving Heavy Goods Vehicles in 1988 from all the impacting the front of an HGV. 219 car occupants were 
Police forces in England and Wales, excluding the killed as a result of these impacts. In Great Britain 
London Metropolitan area. These Police reports often overall we can therefore estimate that there were about 
contain a great deal of useful information, including 250 fatal car to front of lorry impacts, involving some 
witness statements, vehicle examiners’ reports, Post- 300 car occupant deaths. It is this figure which front 
Mortem reports and photographs of the vehicles and underrun guards for trucks aim to reduce. 
accident scene. Of the 180 car to front of lorry accidents contained 

568 fatal accident reports have been analyzed, within the sample, 80 were chosen for detailed analysis 
representing over two-thirds of the total number of such because they included photographs of the vehicles and 
HGV accidents in 1988. The indications are that 1988 accident scene and Coroner’s Post Mortem reports. Post 
was fairly typical for HGV accidents and hence con- Mortem reports contain detailed information on all the 
clusions drawn from a sample of accidents in that year injuries sustained by the fatality. The resources allocated 
can be assumed to be applicable in other recent years. In for the analysis of these files were sufficient to allow a 
39 of these 568 accidents either the HGV was not further 15 files, chosen at random from those that con- 
involved in the major impact or the accident did not tained photographs but no Post Mortem details,, to be 
involve any vehicle over 3500kg Gross Vehicle Weight. analyzed. In total, therefore, 95 files have been analyzed 
A breakdown of the remaining 529 accidents is shown in in detail. The main purpose of this analysis was to ascer- 
Table 2. tain how many of the fatalities caused by cars impacting 
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the front of lorries could have ~been prevented by the In the cases where restraint use was not known the 

fitment of a rigid underrun guard with a ground clear- benefit figures have been calculated from proportions 

ance of between 300 and 400 mm. derived from either the study whereby all car occupants 

The Transport and Road Research Laboratory appoint- were assumed to be restrained and the benefits of under- 

ed the Accident Research Unit of the Institute for Con- run guard fitting were assessed or from the assessments 

sumer Ergonomics, Loughborougla University, to conduct made whereby all car occupants were assumed to be un- 

the analysis. Reference 5 contains all the detailed results restrained and underrun guards fitted to the trucks. 

of the study. Some of their most important results are In order to estimate the potential fatality reduction of 

presented here. the fitting of front underrun guards to all HGVs in Great 

Results. There were 111 fatally injured car occupants Britain, the above sample values need to be multiplied 

in this subsample of 95 accident:~, with a further 35 sus- by an appropriate factor. 

taining non-fatal injuries. 99 of the fatalities were seated The sample of 95 accidents represents 53 per cent of 

in the front of the car. 66 of these were known to be the 180 car to front of lorry impacts in the sample. The 

wearing seat-belts, 12 were known to be unrestrained, accident sample of 529 cases represents 71 per cent of 

The restraint use of the remaining 21 was unknown, the 748 fatal accidents involving at least one HGV over 

Only 1 of the 12 rear seat occupants was known to be 4 tonnes GVW in Great Britain (England, Wales and 

restrained, 9 were known to be unrestrained. Scotland) in 1988. The figure 748 includes an appropri- 

For each fatality three assessments of benefits were ate proportion of those accidents occurring in the London 

made. The baseline assumed that all the car occupants Metropolitan area calculated using STATS 19 data. Thus 

were unrestrained and that all HGVs were not fitted with the weighting factor required is: 

underrun guards. The potential benefit of restraining all 1 -- 2.7 
the occupants was then assessed. Second, the potential 0.53x0.71 

benefit of fitting underrun guards to all the HGVs but 
having all car occupants unrestrained was assessed. The Table 5 shows the estimated benefits of underrun 

final assessment assumed that all occupants were re- guard fitting in Great Britain. The ’minimum number’ is 

strained and all HGVs had underrun guards, deduced solely from the ’definite prevention’ column of 

All assessments were made on a 4-point scale from Table 4. 

definite fatality prevention, through high probability of 
prevention, low probability and on to definitely not Table 5. Summary of Reductions in Car Occupant 

prevented by the countermeasure being considered. 
Fatalities in the Sample and in Great Britain as a Result 

The results of these three assessments were then used 
of Underrun Guard Fitting 

to find the potential benefit of fitting underrun guards to Estimate No. in sample No. in Great Britain 
HGVs for all the car occupants in the sample. For the 23 
car occupants whose restraint use was unknown, it was Minimum Number 11 30 

assumed that 85 per cent (18) of the 21 occupants in the Best Estimate 32 86 

front seats were actually restrained. This corresponds to 
Maximum Number 59 159 

the proportion of front seat occupants whose restraint use 
was known (78) that were restrained (66). Only 10 per In order to obtain a ’best estimate’ of the likely 

cent of rear seat occupants were known to be restrained numbers of fatalities prevented by underrun guards, each 

so it was assumed that the 2 such occupants in the of the two groups of possible benefit were allocated a 

sample whose restraint use was unknown were both un- probability of survival. 75 per cent of those judged to 

restrained, have a high probability of benefit were expected to sur- 

Table 4 shows the results, broken down according to vive along with 25 per cent of those with a low probabil- 

restraint use, both known and assumed, and probability ity. The best estimate is found by adding the 11 definite 

of fatality prevention, cases to 0.75 x 18 high probability cases to 0.25 x 30 
low probability cases. This equals 32 fatalities within the 

Table 4. Net Benefits of Underrun Guard Fitment to Car sample and 86 when weighted nationally. 
Occupant Fatalities The ’maximum number’ is derived by assuming that 

all the fatalities in the definite, high probability and low 
Definite High Low Defmitely l Not probability categories would survive. 

prevention probab lity probability not I known 
orevont~I    ~or~ The "Best Estimate" would suggest that over 80 lives 

Resl~dnt use known 

Restrained 7 I 12 20 25 I 3 67 could have been saved by the fitting of underrun guards 

~,oo, ~ ~ ~ - . ~ n to all HGVs in Great Britain in 1988. This represents 
~ ~ z 3 . 9 about 30 per cent of the fatalities sustained in car to 

Restraint use N/K 
Front ~sum~d restrained 2 3 ~ ~ ~8 front of lorry impacts and about 20 per cent of all 

~= - - - - 2 fatalities in car to lorry impacts. 
TOTAL 11 18 ~ 30 

47 [ 5 111 
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Front Underrun Guards--Overall Summary of Accident detected by sensors on each wheel, which pass signals to 
Data an Electronic Control Unit (ECU). This unit adjusts the 

Studies by TRRL of 1976 accident data concluded that braking pressure accordingly. 
up to 80 lives could be saved by front underrun guards The DAF was fitted with a more complex Girling 
each year if all car occupants wore seat-belts. The actual Skidchek DGX system. This also has wheel speed 
seat-belt wearing rate in the late 70s was probably only sensors passing signals to an ECU, but this ECU can 
about 10-20 per cent. So at that time the widespread adjust the brake pressures to each wheel independently. 
introduction of front underrun guards for trucks might This is known as a "Category 1" system. This is the 
actually only have prevented 15 fatalities per year. most complex type of HGV anti-lock currently available. 

Since then seat-belt wearing has been made com- Under European law it will soon be required on nearly 
pulsory for both front and rear car passengers. The all new tractor units. 
wearing rate for front seat occupants is currently near 95 The York triaxle semi-trailer was fitted with a Girling 
per cent (6). The potential for fatality reduction by Skidchek MGX system. This is a select low system simi- 
underrun guards should therefore be much greater now. lar in principle to the GX system fitted to the Roadtrain. 
The study of 1988 data described above confirms this, Although this system’s ECU controls the brake pressures 
concluding that around 80 lives could actually be saved to all three axles, it only receives wheel speed informa- 
annually, tion from two sensors mounted on the middle axle 

Gloyns and Rattenbury reported in 1989 (7) on a wheels. 
detailed study of 40 car occupant fatalities killed in front Each vehicle combination was tested with the follow- 
of car to front of lorry impacts during the three year ing loading conditions: 
period up to March 1985. They estimated that about 38 . Tractor unit only. Each unit weighed about 7 
per cent of such fatalities could be saved by front under- Tonnes. 
run guards if all car occupants wore seat-belts. No esti- ¯ Tractor and unladen trailer. Each unit weighed about 
mates were made for those car occupants involved in 14 Tonnes. 
rear or side of car impacts. The study of 1988 data con- ¯ Tractor and laden trailer. Each unit weighed about 
ducted by ICE for TRRL estimated that 45 per cent of 38 Tonnes. 
the 62 occupants killed in front of car to front of lorry 
impacts within the sample could be saved by front under- Test Procedures 
run guards if all wore seat-belts. So there is quite strong Braking tests were performed on various surfaces and 
agreement between the results of these two studies. Both at various initial speeds. The test surfaces used were a 
clearly demonstrate that the widespread fitting of front wet gravel (a rounded flint gravel from Bridport which 
underrun guards could greatly reduce the annual toll of gives a low coefficient of friction), wet Fine Textured 
death and serious injury sustained in car to front of lorry Asphalt (FTA) and dry FTA. All the testing was per- 
accidents, formed in a straight line, with the test speeds increasing 

from 20 km/h up to 60 km/h in 10 km/h increments. 
Anti-Lock Braking--Laboratory Tests Testing was conducted on all the single, that is uniform, 

Tests have been conducted on three HGV anti-lock surfaces. In addition, split surface tests were conducted 
braking systems, described below. The main purpose was with the vehicle straddling the border between the wet 
to investigate how well the anti-lock systems could FTA and the low friction wet "Bridport." In this condi- 
prevent braking instabilities such as jack-knifing and tion the left hand wheels of the vehicle combination are 
trailer swing. Tests were also conducted to establish if on one surface, while the right hand wheels are on the 
the systems had any adverse effect on stopping distances, other at the start of braking. 
Reference 8 gives the main results of this study, but a During the test runs the driver approached the 
summary of the most important results is presented in appropriate test surface at the required speed and applied 
this section, the service brake as hard and as fast as possible. In this 

way an emergency stop was simulated. To avoid possible The Vehicles and Anti-Lock Systems 
injury to the driver and damage to the tractor unit in the The test vehicles used were: 
event of a jack-knife, a check rope was fitted between 

¯ Leyland Roadtrain twin axle tractor unit coupled to tractor and semi-trailer which limited the rotation of the 
a York triaxle semi-trailer, tractor to about 70 degrees. 

¯ DAF FT350 twin axle tractor unit coupled to the The tractor units were equipped with a small speed 
same York triaxle semi-trailer, measuring wheel and control box. This box was posi- 

The Roadtrain was fitted with a Girling Skidchek GX, tioned in the cab and gave a display of vehicle speed. A 
"Category 2," anti-lock system. With this "select low" micro-switch mounted on the brake pedal caused the 
system, the pressure to the single air line to each axle is speed display to freeze as soon as the pedal was de- 
determined by whichever wheel on that axle starts to pressed. Another display on the control box then showed 
lock first. The presence of imminent wheel lock is the braking distance. Thus at the end of each test run a 
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note of the exact speed upon application of the brakes "Bridport," the systems are in fact likely to give shorter 

and the stopping distance could be made. This informa- stopping distances. 

tiou was used to calculate the average deceleration for Braking instability. In the wet "Bridport"/wet FTA 

each test run. split surface tests both types of tractor anti-lock and the 
trailer anti-lock were very successful at preventing brak- 

Results ing instabilities. With the anti-lock systems disconnected, 
Although many combinations of anti-lock on various both vehicle combinations were subject to violent jack- 

axles were tested, only the following are considered for knifing and trailer swing at speeds as low as 30 km/h. 
the purposes of this paper: When the anti-lock systems were connected, however, all 

¯ Full anti-lock on both tractor unit axles and, when the tractor and trailer combinations, under all loading 
used, on the semi-trailer, sensed from the middle conditions, could be brought to a rapid stable halt when 
axle. braked heavily on the split surface. All braking instabili- 

¯ No anti-lock, that is all anti-lock systems inoperative ties were completely eliminated. 
but with the conventional braking system working 
normally. Summary 

Stopping distances. Some of the results from the 
In estimating the accident avoidance or severity 

single surface braking tests are shown in Figure 7. On 
reduction potential of anti-lock, it is necessary to know 

the wet "Bridport" surface, both the Category 2 system 
how HGVs equipped with anti-lock perform in compari- 

fitted to the Roadtrain and the Category 1 system fitted 
son to those without. The tests described here indicate 

to the DAF were able to give higher decelerations, that 
that the greatest potential for accident prevention is in 

is shorter stopping distances, than could be obtained 
those accidents involving braking instabilities, such as 

from the same vehicles with their anti-lock systems dis- 
jack-knifing or trailer swing. Stopping distances are not 

connected. Jack-knifing instabilities occurred in some 
substantially affected by anti-lock, so there is less 

tests on the "Bridport" when the systems were discon- 
potential for severity reduction in accidents involving 

nected. There were no instabilities when the systems 
straight line braking on uniform surfaces. Although not 

were operating. On the FTA surfaces there was no con- 
investigated here, it is known that by preventing lock-up 

sistent difference between the with and without anti-lock 
of the steered wheels, anti-lock systems enable the driver 
to steer while braking heavily. This also gives rise to 

conditions, 
accident avoidance and severity reduction potential. 

I m,.-,,., ~ .... I The following sections present the findings of a study 
o ~1 o.~ o.s 0.4 0.5 ,.5 0.7 0.5 by TRRL of 100 fatal HGV accidents to find the possible 

n,~,-,, benefits of widespread use of HGV anti-lock. 
~ FT~O 

~,~t,¢, Tractor Only Anti-Lock Braking--Accident Data 
The Accident Sample and Analysis Procedure 

n,~t,-,, As described earlier, the Transport and Road Research 
~w rr~o Laboratory has acquired the Police reports into 568 of 

~.~,,t, the 802 fatal accidents involving one or more HGVs in ~r rr~, 
Great Britain in 1988. A breakdown of the sample by 

n,M~,,t, Tractor & accident type is given in Table 2. A sample of 100 acci- 
~rr~o Unladen Trailer dents was analyzed to find the potential benefits of 
n,~,.,, fitting anti-lock to the HGVs involved. This sample con- 

,at rr~, sisted of the correct proportion of each accident type, as 
~*~’~* set out in Table 2. All the accidents within these groups 
~ ~* were chosen at random from an initial sample of 387 

~,.~,,~, fatal HGV accident files containing photographs of the 
oar Fr~o Tractor & 

Laden Trailer 
scene and vehicles involved. 

~.~,.~, Each Police report contained detailed information on 
~rrr~, the possible causes of the accident, including witness 

5 ,.1 ~ ,~ s.~ o.~ 0.=, o.~ o.~ statements, photographs, accident investigation reports, 

Figure 7. Average Deceleration .(g) When Stopping from vehicle examiner’s reports, and scale plans of the acci- 
60 km/h (50 km/h for Roadtrain on Dry FTA) dent scene. This information was analyzed for all 100 

accidents in the sample. After reading each file, an 
Overall it can be concluded that none of the anti-lock assessment was made of whether or not the accident 

systems tested are likely to have a markedly adverse could have been either prevented completely or reduced 
affect on the stopping distances of the vehicle to which in severity to non-fatal by the fitting of anti-lock to the 

they are fitted. On slippery surfaces, such as the wet HGVs. There is always some degree of uncertainty when 
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trying to answer questions of this type, so the answers though the first, non-fatal, impact would still have 
were grouped into orders of probability. There were four occurred. 
categories of probability: The accidents assessed as having a low probability of 

( ~ ¯ Accident definitely prevented or reduced in severity severity reduction both involved a car pulling out from 
to non fatal by use of anti-lock brakes on HGV. a side turning into the path of a lorry travelling on the 

¯ Accident probably prevented or reduced in severity major road. In each case the lorry, under emergency 
to non fatal by use of anti-lock on HGV. braking, impacted the off-side of the car’s occupant com- 

¯ Accident possibly prevented or reduced in severity partment, killing the driver. With anti-lock, the lorry 
to non fatal by use of anti-lock on HGV driver might have been able to steer sufficiently to avoid 

~ ¯ Accident not prevented or reduced in severity by use direct impact with the driver’s door area. 
of anti-lock on HGV. Overall, anti-lock could have prevented as many as 10 

The 100 accidents, in which there were 117 fatalities, (10 per cent) of the accidents analyzed, and reduced in 

involved 104 HGVs, 53 of which were rigid and 51 artic- severity a further 3. If a probability of 0.75 is allocated 

ulated, to the "probable" cases and 0.25 to the "possible" cases 
then a "best estimate" can be found by summing the 4 

,~ The Results definitely prevented cases, 0.75 x 2 probably prevented 
The results, in the form of number of accidents and 0.25 x 4 possibly prevented, namely 7 fatal accidents 

considered preventable by anti-lock, are given in Table avoided. A similar sum with the s~verity reduction cases 
6. The final column also shows the number of accidents indicates that a further 1 accident is likely to be so 
considered possibly or probably able to be reduced in affected. 
severity to non-fatal. There were no cases that were There were 802 fatal HGV accidents in Great Britain 

~, assessed as definitely able to be reduced in severity, in 1988, involving about 900 fatalities, so multiplying 
the above figures by 8 will give a rough guide to the 

Table 6. Benefits of HGV Anti-Lock Braking Systems benefits of fitting anti-lock to all HGVs in Great Britain. 
Around 56 (7 per cent) of these accidents might be pre- 

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS 

In sample Definitely Probably Possibly Probably Possibly vented and a further 8 might be reduced in severity to 
~vo~to ~v~o non-fatal, making a total of 64 accidents affected. 

Road user typekilled .... fatal .... fatal Assuming 1988 was a fairly typical year, if anti-lock can 
P~ 18 1 2 prevent fatalities in 64 accidents, then around 70 lives 
HGVoccupant 1o 1 1 might be saved each year in Great Britain. 

TOTALS Conclusions 
.~-~ Of the 4 accidents that could definitely have been Conclusions~Front Underrun Guards 

prevented by anti-lock, 3 involved trailer swing. All ¯ Impact tests have been carried out to assess the 
these accidents occurred with unladen trailers on wet degree of protection offered to car occupants by 
roads. The remaining case involved a rigid HGV whose front underrun guards in offset frontal impacts at a 
driver braked heavily to avoid a pedestrian stepping off closing speed of approximately 64 km/h. 
the curb. He attempted to steer around the pedestrian, but ¯ An energy absorbing guard, positioned to have a 

- his front wheels had locked. With an anti-lock system ground clearance of 300mm, prevented severe occu- 
.... the driver would have been able to steer enough to avoid pant compartment intrusion in all the tests in which 

the pedestrian, it was used. 
The 9 vehicles involved in the accidents that could ¯ Two tests at closing speeds of roughly 60 km/h have 

probably or possibly have been prevented or reduced in been conducted to assess the effects of varying 
severity by anti-lock consisted of 5 rigids and 4 articu- ground clearance on underrun guard performance. A 

.. lated lorries. In 6 of these accidents, the fitting of anti- properly designed underrun guard can protect seat- 
lock might have prevented the accident altogether. In the belted car occupants in full frontal and offset frontal 

~ remaining 3 cases anti-lock might have allowed enough impacts at closing speeds in excess of 60 km/h if it 
steering control to avoid a fatal collision, but not to is positioned to have a ground clearance no greater 
completely avoid any impact, than 400mm. 

The accident assessed as having a high probability of ¯ 95 police reports of car to front of lorry fatal 
~. being reduced in severity involved a lorry braking heavi- accidents have been studied by an independent con- 

ly to avoid a stationary car in the road ahead. This rigid sultancy. It has been estimated that if all the Heavy 
vehicle went out of control and after hitting the rear of Goods Vehicles involved had been fitted with a full- 
the first car impacted an oncoming car, killing its driver, width rigid underrun guard with a ground clearance 
Anti-lock would probably have allowed enough steering of between 300 and 400mm, then 30 per cent of the 
control to keep the lorry on its correct side of the road, 111 fatalities would probably have been prevented. 
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¯ If 30 per cent of all car occupant fatalities in frontal References 
collisions with lorries can be :prevented, then around 1. Riley, B.S., S. Penoyre and H.J. Bates, Protecting 

80 lives could be saved by underrun guards each Car Occupants, Pedestrians and Cyclists in Acci- 

year in Great Britain. dents Involving Heavy Goods Vehicles by Using 
Front Underrun Bumpers and Sideguards. Proceed- 

Conclusions--Anti-Lock Braking Systems ings of the Tenth International Technical Conference 
¯ Straight line braking tests have been conducted with on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Oxford 1985. 

various tractor and semi-trailer combinations on 2. Riley, B.S., A. J. Farwell and T.M. Burgess, Front 
various surfaces. Three different anti-lock braking Underrun Guards for Trucks. Proceedings of the 
systems have been assessed. Eleventh International Technical Conference on 

¯ The systems did not have any seriously adverse Experimental Safety Vehicles, Washington 1987. 
effect on stopping distances. On the slippery wet 3. Gruettert, S., V. Middelhauve, H. Appel, K. 
"Bridport" surface the vehicles actually gave shorter Langwieder and M. Danner, Truck Front-end Protec- 
stopping distances with their anti-lock systems tion Systems. Proceedings of the Twelfth Inter- 
functioning than with them disabled, national Technical Conference on Experimental 

¯ The systems eliminated jack-knifing and trailer Safety Vehicles, Gothenburg 1989. 
swing instabilities on all surfaces, including a split 4. Riley, B.S., B.P. Chinn and H.J. Bates, An Analysis 
grip surface combination, of Fatalities in Heavy Goods Vehicle Accidents. 

¯ A stratified sample of 100 police reports of fatal Department of the Environment, Department of 
accidents involving Heavy Goods Vehicles has been Transport, TRRL Report LR1033, Crowthorne, 
analyzed to assess the potential benefits of wide- Transport and Road Research Laboratory, 1981. 
spread fitment of anti-lock to HGVs. It has been 5. Thomas, P. and L. Clift, Analysis of Fatal Accidents 
estimated that between 4 and. 13 per cent of the fatal Involving Heavy Goods Vehicles--Front Underrun 
accidents in the sample could have been either pre- Accidents in 1988. Department of Transport, TRRL 
vented or greatly reduced in severity had the HGVs Contractor Report CR289, Crowthorne, 1991. 
involved been fitted with anti-lock. If the 13 per 6. Department of Transport, Road Accidents Great 
cent figure is used, anti-lock on HGVs might result Britain 1989--The Casualty Report. HMSO, London 
in 120 lives being saved each year in Great Britain. 1990. 
A more conservative estimate, however, suggests 7. Gloyns, P.F. and S.J. Rattenbury, Cars in Conflict 
that around 70 lives might actually be saved, with Larger Vehicles--The Problem of Under-Run. 
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S10.0-04 
Passenger Protection in Single and Double-Decker Coaches 
in Tipping Over 

P. Botto, M.C. Caillieret,. A. Patel Abstract 

Institut de Recherches Orthop~diques This paper is based on the accidentology study of 47 
real-world coach accidents. From these 47 accidents, a 

C. Got sub-sample of 11 cases of coach "tip overs" have been 
Institut de Recherches Bic, m6canique chosen to be looked at. We will look at the various 
et Accidentologique causes of bodily injury in coach passengers involved in 

C. Tarri~re accidents in relation to their position in the coach. Three 

Renault types of tip overs are studied. They are: 
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¯ static tip overs injury and having occurred in French territories. Our 
¯ dynamic tip overs with side sliding occurring before study looks at accidents involving coaches being driven 

the coach comes to a full stop in France no matter the make of the coach. The worst 
¯ tip overs involving a fixed obstacle accidents were chosen and data from them analyzed. To 

This study covers tipping over incidents for single as be included in the sample chosen there had to be at least 
well as double-decker buses. The difference in resulting one occupant seriously injured in the accident. 
injury severity between total and partial ejection of Study of the accidents consisted of the following: 
coach passengers is also looked at. In conclusion, the ¯ analysis of accident circumstances, gathering of 
various possible countermeasures to ensure better coach photographs taken at the scene of the accident and of 
passenger safety are discussed, a diagram showing the layout of the collision. This 

was done thanks to the French National Gendarmie, 
Introduction (the French state police force). 
Foreword ¯ technical examination of the coach involved to look 

Serious coach accidents are fortunately very rare in at problems in safety. 
France and Europe. However, because of their spectacu- ¯ measurements of interior and exterior deformation 
lar nature, and the fact that they involve a large number and photos of deformation. 
of victims (children or elderly) media coverage of such ¯ careful, systematic inspection of all seats. Their 
accidents has a strong impact on the public, characteristics, deformations and any possible impact 

There is no doubt of the high current safety level of between occupants and the seats were studied in 
coach travel. Statistics show that this means of road detail. Above all the seat location of each passenger 
transportation has the lowest casualty rate per road was determined by cross checking of information 
kilometer covered (Figure 1). collected. 

¯ the medical assessment of injuries. This was 

BOAT obtained from the hospitals having treated the 
casualties. 

PL,~ 
Sample Characteristics 

The distribution by main impact type of 78 coach acci- 
dents involving 2,925 occupants is given in Table 1. The 

cot~crt 1,90 Tat~ZN 78 coach accidents looked at include our 47 cases and 31 
fatal coach accidents studied in 1984 using information 
from French National Gendarmerie accident reports. 

5,60 

MOPED           Table 1. Distribution by Main Impact Type 
20, O0 

ACCIDENT NUMBER OF DISTRIBUTION 
MOTORCYCLE CONFIGURATION CASES 

103, O0 FRONTAL IMPACT 35 44 % 

178, O0                                       = FLIP OVER                  6              8 % 

Source : LANGWIEDER (I) 1985 ROLL OVER 6 8% 

Figure 1. Death Rate per 109 Kilometers per Passenger OTHER 11 14 % 
for the Different Means of Transportation 

Different tip over types are covered in this study. In Looking at road casualty rates, one can note that coach 
travel involves a very low risk as public transportation this impact configuration, the coach tips over onto one of 

casualties (city bus and long distance coach) make up its sides. The sample chosen includes 11 of the 20 cases 

only 0.3% of those killed and injured in road accidents of tip over which were investigated in detail. Two of the 
cases were double-decker coach tip overs. Average coach in Europe as well as in the U.S.A. Yet, even though the 

number of casualties is low, it is still necessary to occupancy of those coaches studied was 86% of occu- 

continue research into ways to reduce even further the pancy capacity. 
The breakdown of the injuries sustained by the 512 current casualty rate and increase coach safety. 

occupants involved is given in Table 2. Accident victims 
Accident Survey Data killed or severely injured make up 18% of the total 

This multi-disciplinary study, involving doctors and number of occupants. Those with slight or no injuries 
engineers, covers data collected since 1980. There is make up 39% and 43% respectively. Due to the small 
currently data from 47 traffic accidents involving numbers of occupants involved, this paper mainly aims 
coaches, all of these accidents having resulted in bodily to describe the collision conditions. 
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Table 2. Distribution of Occupant injury Severity 

KILLED                22 4 % 

SERIOUSLY RED 71 14 % ...... 
,, , 

SLIGHTLY INJURED                            198              39 % 

UNINJURED 221 43 % 

TOTAL 512 100 % 

Description of Various Types of Tip Overs 
This accident configuration has very different conse- 

quences depending on: 

. speed upon tip over, 
o whether there was an obstacle or no, 
, the distance the coach slid on its side. 

Tip Over of "Standard" Coaches 
Coaches considered as "standard" are those with only 

one level and 50 to 55 seats. 
Quasi-static tip over. In the case of quasi-static tip 

over, the coach tips onto its side when almost at a full 
stop. This occurs on a fiat surface without any fixed 
obstacle or major surface unevenness. It is an almost 
static tip over. 

We will look at the following real world case of quasi- 
static tip over to illustrate: P.L #95. 

This case involved a Renault Vehicules Industriels 
FR1 GTX coach which was not yet a year old at the time 
of the accident. After driving up onto a low lane separat- 
ing wall, the coach tipped onto its side while practically 
stopped (Figure 2). There were 47 occupants. The 
following was the medical assessment of the injuries 

sustained: 

* 3 seriously injured (M.AIS 3). 
o 27 slightly injured (M.AIS 1-2)o 
. 17 uninjured (M.AIS 0). 

This accident can be considered as having little 
serious outcome for the occupants. 

, Injuries resulted from occupant projection inside of 
the coach only (Figure 3). 

. Occupants were removed from the coach through the 
front (windshield) (Figure 4). 

In the case of quasi-static tip over, the vehicle struc- 
ture was perfectly intact and the resulting injuries are of Figures 2, 3, and 4. Photographs of the Coach PL #95 

very moderate severity. 
Dynamic tip over. In this type of accident, the coach the accident. After leaving the road at approxirnateiy 100 

tips over onto its side while driving at a relatively high km/h the coach tipped onto its side. It slid on its flank 

speed and does not come to a stop immediately upon ira- 65 meters before coming to a stop. There was no struc- 

pact with the ground. Vehicle momentum results in vari- rural deformation, but three of the five impact side 

ous distances of side sliding. These tip overs take place window panels were broken (Figure 5). 

on a flat surface with no fixed obstacle. 
For the 44 occupants, the resulting injury severities 

The following real world case is an example of were: 

dynamic tip over: P.L #68. o 3 killed (M.AIS 6). 
This case involved a SCANIA Kl12 coach carrying 44 o 6 seriously injured (M.AIS 3). 

people (Figure 6). It was not yet a year old at the time of o 21 slightly injured M.AIS 1-2). 
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¯ 14 uninjured (M.AIS 0). 

The overall outcome can be considered relatively 

serious for those involved. 

¯ Injury causes were as follows: 
- 3 killed through complete ejection from the coach 
- 27 injured through projection 

o Occupants were removed from the coach through the 
front (windshield) without any great difficulty 
(Figure 

During dynamic tip over the sliding distance is a func- 
tion of the initial coach velocity at the time of tip over. 
Total or partial ejection are the major causes of serious 
injury to the occupants. 

Tip overs with a fixed obstacle. Coach tip overs onto 
fixed objects (low wall, tree stumps, road safety barriers, 

etc...) result in more severe accident conditions for 
occupants. 

The following real world case is an example of this tip 
over situation: P.L #66. 

This accident involved a coach with a VAN HOLL 
body equipped with a M.A.N. engine which had been in 
use for a month at the time of the accident, After losing 
vehicle control on a highway and spinning sideways, the 
coach tipped over onto the central dividing barriers. 
Structural damage incurred at the point where the coach 
struck the barrier was great. 

The cars side sustained 60 centimeters intrusion 
towards the occupants, along with roof panel collapse 
equal to 30 centimeters at the same point (Figure 8). 

For the 46 occupants, the resulting injury severities 
were: 

¯ 5 killed (M.AIS 6). 
¯ 14 seriously injured (M.AIS 3 or 4). 
¯ 11 slightly injured (M.AIS 1 or 2). 
¯ 16 uninjured (M.AtS 0). 

Resulting overall injury severity was very high (Figure 
9). 

¯ Injury causes were as follows: 
- through complete ejection from the coach: 5 killed 
- through intrusion: 3 seriously injured, 3 slightly 

injured 
- through projection: 11 seriously injured, 8 slightly 

injured 

In this accident, as in the preceding one, total ejection 
was responsible for all fatalities (Figure 10). 

Occupants were removed from the coach through the 
front of the coach (windshield). 

In the case of coach tip overs onto fixed objects, total 
ejection from the coach is also the major cause of the 
most serious injuries. However, this ejection is facilitated 
by the deformations induced by the obstacle. Therefore 
the intrusion of the vehicle wall is an additional cause of 
serious injury. This intrusion is the result of structural 
deformations caused by striking a fixed object. These 
causes of injury result in increased outcome severity for 
those involved.                                      Figures 5, 6, and 7. Photographs of the Coach PL #58 
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Double-Decker Coach Tip Over 
This type of coach with two levels has, on the 

average, 75 to 79 seats. 
Quasi-static tip over. As with "standard" coaches, in 

the quasi-static tip over accident configuratkm a coach 
tips onto its side when almost at a full stop on a flat 
surface without any fixed obstacle. It is an ahnost static 

tip over. 
We will look at the following real world case of quasi- 

static tip over to illustrate: P.L. #94. 
This case involved a DAF SBR 3000 coach. After 

driving off the road, the coach tipped onto its side at a 
very low speed and came to a stop at the point of 
impact. No structural deformation occurred (Figure 11). 

The following was the medical assessment of the 

injuries sustained by the 69 occupants: 

¯ 2 seriously injured (M.AIS 3). 
o 35 slightly injured (M.AIS 1 or 2)~ 
o 32 uninjured (M.AIS 0)o 

Victim distribution, all injuries mixed, between the 
upper (55 seats) and lower deck (19 seats) is as follows: 

, Lower deck: 2 slightly injured 
o Upper deck: 2 seriously injured and 33 slightly 

injured. 

Despite the fact that there were more seats in the 
upper deck, the proportion of injuries to occupants of the 
upper deck was 6 times higher than to those in the lower 

deck (Figure 12). 
tnjury causes were as follows: 

o through complete ejection from the coach: 1 

seriously injured, 1 slightly injured 
o through projection: 1 seriously injured, 34 slightly 

injured 

Evacuating passengers from the lower deck was partic- 
ularly long and tricky. The windshield, the usual exit 
used in evacuating (Figure 13) was obstructed by the 

raised driver’s bunk and a television set. It was therefore 
necessary to remove lower deck passengers by passing 
through the upper level. This was a difficult operation 
and was made all the more arduous by the presence of 
dislodged seats throughout the coach interior. 

In the case of quasi-sbatic tip over with a double- 

decker coach, vehicle structure was perfectly intact. Only 
occupant projection in the upper deck was responsible 
for injuries. 

One can conclude that victim evacuation in double- 
decker coaches is abnormally long and difficult. 

Dynamic ~ip over of a double-decker coach. In this 
accident configuration, the coach tips over onto its side 
while advancing at a relatively high speed and does not 

come to a stop immediately upon impact wilh the ground 
as kinematic energy is dissipated through side sliding. 
Such tip overs take place on a flat surface with no fixed 

obstacle being struck. 
We will took at the following real world case of 

F~gt~ 8, O~ ~n~ ~0~ Photog~phs of the Coach PL #66     dynamic tip over to illustrate: PoL #92. 
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This case involved a VAN HOOL TD 824 coach 
(Figure 14). After a tire blow-out while driving on a 
highway, the coach left the road, continued along the 
shoulder and tipped onto its side. It slid on its flank 56 
meters before coming to a stop. There was considerable 
structurae deformation to the upper part of the downward 
side. The deformation consisted of a roof fold and 
inward crushing of the window pillars on the impact 
side. Roof intrusion was 32 centimeters. 

The resulting injury severities for the 76 coach 
occupants was extremely severe (Figure 15): 

¯ 11 killed (M.AIS 6). 
¯ 16 seriously injured (M.AIS 3,4,5). 
,40 slightly injured (M.AIS t and 2). 
, 9 uninjured (M.AIS 0). 

The distribution of occupants in the coach by injury 
severity is given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Distribution of Occupants by ~njuty and Their 
Coach Level Position 

~ UPPER ~ LOWER TOTAL 
!! DECK ~_ DECK 

KILLED 
~-’---’i 3 .... 11 

"SERIOUSLY INJURED I 15 
--tl 

1 "----16 -- 

= 
25 15 

~ 
SLIGHTLY INJURED ~t 

j 40 

As in the preceding accident, the majority of victims 
were found in the u~per deck. It should be noted thai 
three passengers killed in the lower deck were elderly 
people (Figure 16). 

A new cause of injury, p~tial ejection, uppers in [his 
accident type. Due 1o roof deformation and lateral crush- 
ing of the window pillars, occupan~ sitting next {o 
window on the impact side find ~hemselves pardalty 
side the vehicle. This takes place while ~he occupants ~a~e 
still in their seats. This situation, called 
ejection," is p~ticularly dangerous as ~hese passengers 
are in contact with the ground, due 1o window breakage, 
while the coach slides along its flank. 

Two other causes of injury found in ~his accident 
situation are total ejection and projection (Table 

Table 4. Distribution of Casualties by Cause of ~njury 

~ PARTIAL 
EJECTION 

~[KILLED ~1 8 

~ SERIOUSLY 

~INJURED 
~ 

5 

~INJURED 
~ 

+. 

Occupants were removed from the upper and lower 
coach decks through the windshield. During 
accident, structural deformation and long sliding distance 
resulted in the cases of partial ejection. These faclors 

11,12, and 13. Photographs of the Coach PL ~4 explain the severity of occupant injuries. 
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Summary of the Important Results 
Four causes of injury have been revealed through 

these 5 real world accidents studied. The are projection, 

partial ejection, total ejection and intrusion. Of course, 
for some occupants there can be more than one cause of 
injury, tn order to simplify the study, the cause of injury 
considered to have played the l~gest part was chosen 

(Table 5). 

T~ble 5. Distribution 

239 82 % 

~OTAL EJECTION 23 8 % 

PARTIAL EJECTION 15 5 % 

INTRUSION 14 5 % 

TOTAL 291 100 % 

The 
injuries by bein~ projected (82%). [t ~s i~£ortant 
however to look at degree of injury severity in such 

cases. This information is given in Table 6 which shows 
the bre~<down of the 291 victims in the 11 coaches by 

the severity of their injuries and injury cause. 

Table 6. Distribution of Casualties by ~nju~ Severity and 
Cause of Inju~ 

It would seem that: 

o total or partial ejection is responsible for: 
-. 86% of deaths 
- 18% of serious injuries. 

~ projection, which concerns 82% of the victims, is 

responsible for: 
o 95% of slight injuries 
o 68% of serious injuries. 

Possible Countermeasures 
From the results presented above, it is evident that it 

is primordial to avoid total or partial occupant ejection. 
An effective countermeasure would seem to be to install 
restraint systems which would protect against total ejec- 
tion of coach occupants. Accident study data shows that, 

in the most severe frontal impacts, mean clecelerations 
are at an acceptable level for coach occupants. The use 
of simple 2-point restraining system woald therefore 

seem sufficient to help avoid total ejection. 

Fig~e~ 14, 15, an~ 1~o Ph~teg~aph~ of the Coach PC 
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Potential Effectiveness of a Restraining System the structural deformation. This should avoid partial 
An analysis of the 93 killed and seriously injured ejection of occupants. 

found in this study was carried out to determine the 
These window panels must be removable only after 

potential effectiveness of this countermeasure. Figure 17 
the coach comes to a stop, so that occupant evacuation 

shows the results for the 22 fatalities, 
can be carried out easily and rapidly. 

In this impact configuration, the benefit from these 
two aforementioned countermeasures together should be: 

¯ saving of the life of 100% of fatalities 
¯ as well as avoiding 86% of serious injuries. 

4o,oo% Countermeasures to Improve Victim Evacuation from the 
Coach 

(N = 8) It is also essential to keep the exit routes free after the 
coach has come to a stop. It would seem to be of the 
utmost importance that the two most practical openings, 

80,oo% the windshield and the rear window in this accident con- 
(N=141 figuration, be maintained as exit routes. Therefore it 

seems important to have a transparent rear window if one 
wishes to facilitate evacuation by way of this exit. Roof 
trap hatches, ejectable after impact, are also useful and 
effective exit routes. Figure 17. Probable Effectiveness of a Restraining 

System for Fatalities 
Conclusions The use of this type of restraint system would 

The study of these 11 coach tip over accident seems probably have resulted in avoiding 14 of the 22 deaths 
to indicate that: (Figure 17). 

Figure 18 shows the effectiveness for the 71 seriously ¯ In coach tip overs, 20% of occupants are either 
injured occupants, killed or seriously injured while 80% are either 

slightly injured or uninjured. 
24,00% (N = 17) ¯ Of the main causes of injury found in this type of 

accident, total or partial ejection are responsible for 
the majority of serious casualties. As well the 
majority of occupants are projected inside the coach. 
This is true for almost all occupants receiving slight 
injuries as well as for a large number of those with 
serious injuries. 

¯ Correct wearing of restraining system would be a 
beneficial countermeasure to combat projection and 
avoid total ejection. 

¯ Side window panels capable of adapting to structural 
deformations while still remaining in place would 

76,00% result in avoiding all ejection and more particularly, 
.(N = 54) partial ejection. 

¯ To guarantee rapid and easy evacuation of victims 
Figure 18. Probable Effectiveness of a Restraining 
System for Severe Injuries after the accident, it is necessary to maintain the use 

of transparent rear windows. 

The use of this restraint system would have resulted in These proposed countermeasures, like all present or 
avoiding 54 of the 71 serious injuries (Figure 18). future regulations, should be applied to both single deck 

One would expect a much higher level of effectiveness and double-decker coaches. Of course they are necessary 
in the case of slight injuries. Nonetheless, in the case of as well in both the upper and lower decks of double- 
serious injuries resulting from intrusion or partial ejec- decker coaches. 
tion the wearing of a seat belt is not effective. Through such studies of real world accident data, 

Renault Vehicules Industriels is developing its voluntary 
Effectiveness of Side Window Panels Remaining in Place safety policy for its range of public transportation 

Another possible countermeasure, which would be vehicles. For example, crash tests carried out to 
complementary to the first, is the use of side window complement accidentology studies, have revealed the 
panels that remain in place after impact no matter what 

necessity of a safety belt in coaches. 
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There is no doubt that there are numerous applications 
5. Andr6 St. Laurent and Dan Rolfe, "School bus seat 

of this sort of study to vehicles and that findings from 
backs and their relation to facial injuries," Pro- 

,,inch studies will progressively be incorporated into 
ceedings of the Canadian Multidisciplinary Road 
Safety Conference, Montreal, Quebec, May 26-28, 

vehicles. 1985. 
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S10.0.05 
Influence of Different Loading Configurations on the Driving Behaviour 
of Heavy Commercial Vehicles 

Andreas Schindler 
According to this the following order with regard to the 

T0V Rheinland e.V., Institute of Traffic Safety 
relevance in accident events can be specified (multiple 
specifications are possible): 

¯ braking performance: 86% 
Introduction (locked wheel braking: 45%) 

Commercial vehicles such as coaches or trucks repre- ¯ steering performance: 39% 
sent an important economic factor in the Federal Repub- ¯ directional control: 21% 
lie of Germany. A great part of’ the transport service is 
produced by commercial vehicles, for example in 1989 

type of vehicle 

approximately 14% of passenger transportation was ser- 
semitrailer 

behavlour In case trucR truck train trail1 b!aa total 

viced by coaches and about 55% of ton-kilometers were of accidentsln % n = 82 n.= ~0 n = 20 n = 21 n = 182 

brought by trucks. Related to the covered distances this ~r~lng performance 

means that commercial vehicles and coaches with a pro- braking 82.9 80.0 80,7 90.S 0e,3 

portion of 5% in the total number of registered motor 
vehicles meet about 10% of the whole annual kilometers steering performance 

of driving distance.                                                                                  ~0,8      ~8,1     ~.0 
At the same time commercial vehicles and coaches are 

steerlnglnput        30,5      42,0 

involved in about 7% of the motor vehicle accidents with 
directional control 

unstal~le 13,4 34,0 31,0 9,5 21 ~4 

casualties. With regard to an improvement in traffic safe- o,,,at 
ty the adaption of vehicles to the needs and capabilities 

traveloftratler 12,0 13.0 
jackknifing                             10,0           6,0 

of the drivers and the requirements of road traffic is of ref.: UFO MHH/TUB/BAST 1985 

great importance. Hence to an increasing extent the 
handling characteristics of heavy commercial vehicles 

Figure 1. Handling Performance of Commercial Vehicles 

Related to Accidents 
which play an important part in accident avoidance 
become a main field of development. 

Sophisticated investigations of 182 commercial vehicle 
Present State of Objective Test Procedures 

accidents conducted by the Medical University of 
The evaluation of handling characteristics of motor 

Hannover in cooperation with the Technical University 
vehicles was mainly carried out by means of subjective 

of Berlin allow some statements about the part of 
assessments byexperienceddrivers°rresearchengineers 

handling characteristics in accident events (Figure 1). so far. But in recent years objective test procedures with 
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comparable measuring and evaluation criteria have 
reached significance [1]. Steady state comerlng Stepsteerlng Input 

In the years past quite a number of relevant test 
procedures including appropriate criteria of description 
and evaluation respectively have been developed to 
objectively describe and assess handling and braking 
characteristics of passenger cars and passenger car-trailer \ / 
combinations. After comprehensive testing and dis- 
cussion some of these test procedures were laid down as 
test standards in the national DIN working committee 

S!nusoldal steering Input Braking during steady state c~medng AA-I9 and the international ISO technical committee 
TC22/SC9. At present, however, commercial vehicles are 
not included in standardized test manoeuvers but these ,// 
procedures are basically applicable to heavy vehicles and ~,__ ~,,~~ 

//’l ~_~ ~:             - 

combinations as well provided that either the starting 
conditions or the criteria of evaluation and description 
are adapted to the special features of this particular class 
of vehicles. 

At present state of knowledge the following six test 
procedures have proved their feasibility and expressive- a~akl,gon ~-spa Lane change 
ness for the objective evaluation of handling and braking 
characteristics of heavy commercial vehicles in practical .. 
testing (Figure 2): - . .... 

¯ Steady state cornering to determine the under- ~.Z ..... ~_~.;_. 
~"~"..j/r-.-.-.- 

steer/oversteer behaviour as a function of lateral 
acceleration or driving speed. 

¯ Step steering input to determine the promptness of 
vehicle response. Figure 2. Objective Test Procedures for the Evaluation ¯ Frequency response measurement to determine the Handling Characteristics of Commercial Vehicles 
extent and promptness of vehicle response as a 
function of steering angle input. Figure 3 shows a selection of the required measuring 

¯ Braking during steady state turning to determine yaw variables illustrated by the example of a truck-trailer 
stability and steerability, combination. There is evidence that the standard vari- 

¯ Straight line braking on a split adhesion surface (~- ables referring to the towing vehicles such as steering 
split) to determine deceleration capability and angle, driving speed, lateral and longitudinal acceleration 
driving stability, and yaw velocity are needed and so are corresponding 

¯ Lane change to determine the steering effort and the variables referring to the further elements of the combi- 
effect of a lane change as an excitation function for nation and the relative yaw angles at the different joints 
yaw angle oscillations, and couplings. Depending on the setting of the task and 

Within this paper some measurement results obtained the specific vehicle type it may be necessary to measure 
by application of the test procedures mentioned above and record additional variables e.g. separated for the 
will be presented which point out the influence of differ- driver’s cabin and the platform. 
ent loading conditions on the driving behaviour of two 
trucks with a vehicle gross weight of about 14 tons. The ,~.~,~ =~,.~,,~, o~. 
investigation referred to was conducted on behalf of pub- 
lic authorities in particular the German Federal Minister 
of Defense. 

Measuring Instrumentation 
In contrast to the subjective assessment of handling 

characteristics which generally is performed by experi- 
enced drivers with the help of rating charts the applica- 
tion of objective test procedures necessitates measuring 
devices to record the driver’s input and the resulting 

Figure 3. Commercial Vehicles Measuring Variables 
vehicle response. 
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In order to assess the dynamic capabilities of commer- 
Steady-State Circular Test 

R = 4~! m, dry surface 

cial vehicles up to limit performance depending on the 
specific vehicle type a rollover protection or a safety 

<. lef~ turn right ~ ..... 

device to prevent jackknifing may be necessary to reduce 
the danger of accidents during the driving tests. The 
influence of these devices on the handling characteristics ". 

has to be determined in pre-tests. -" 

Test Results ............ 
Steady-State Circular Test 

The steady-state circular test procedure is the method 
most frequently used to provide data on the steering 
tendency i.e. on the driving course as a function of 
steering angle and lateral acceleration. Furthermore this 
manoeuvre especially for commercial vehicles with a _ tr~a,    gross vehicle weight 

high centre of gravity gives a suitable approach to assess 
roll behaviour and dynamic roll resistance. The condi- 
tions for implementation as relating to passenger cars are J ~- 

specified in ISO Standard 4138. 
The steering wheel angle measured with both 14-t- . .... 1 ...... trucks in the steady-state circular test on a constant ...... 

radius of 40 m is illustrated in Figure 4 as function of 
lateral acceleration. The diagrarn’s upper part refers to 
the loading condition test weight (TN) whereas the lower 
part describes the characteristic curves for the gross 
vehicle weight (GVW). 

The test weight of the vehicle, s characterizes the curb 
weight plus the weight of the measuring equipment and Figure 4. Steady-State Circular Test; Steering Wheel 
the driver. The loading condition gross vehicle weight Angle as Function of Lateral Acceleration for Two 
was simulated by concrete ballast which was fastened in 14-t-Trucks in Different Loading Conditions 

a frame on the vehicle’s platform. 
Both unloaded trucks show an understeering be- normal layout of cars and trucks. In dangerous situations 

haviour. This finds expression in a with increasing the driver therefore could have difficulties in controlling 
driving speed and lateral acceleration respectively also it. 
increasing steering wheel angle required to keep the 
course. The understeer characteristic of truck B is Step Steering Input 

comparatively distinctive whereas truck A up to a lateral 
The step steering inlput test describes the vehicle 

acceleration of 3 m/s2shows an ’.almost neutral behaviour 
response to a sudden steering input and simulates a 

that only in the range of higher lateral accelerations 
driving situation that can occur in everyday traffic, e.g. 

changes into a moderate unders~eering performance. For an avoidance manoeuvre, which requires a rapid steering 

truck A a remarkably high steering wheel angle can be input by the driver to tnake way for an obstacle. The 

perceived when cornering with very low driving speeds 
manoeuvre as applied to heavy commercial vehicles is 

(Ackermann driving condition) which indicates a com- comparable to that appltied to passenger cars with the 

paratively high-ratio steering, 
exception that the driving velocities only range from 50 

In contrast to truck B which retains its understeering km/h to 80 km/h and the lateral accelerations obtained 

performance even in the loaded condition the load alter- during the steady-state cornering condition of the test are 

nation to gross vehicle weight with truck A is combined reduced to 2.5 m/s~. 

with a significant change in steering tendency. With The handling performance evaluated within this test 

increasing lateral acceleration the steering wheel angle procedure contain two essential qualities: on the one 

necessary to follow the marked[ out course continuously 
hand the magnitude of the vehicle response (gain) and 

reduces equivalent to an oversteering behaviour of the the promptness of the response on the other hand. In 

vehicle. At the same time the ffbtainable maximal lateral 
addition to the yaw stability which becomes evident by 

acceleration decreases from 5.:2 m/s2 to about 2.9 m/s~. the maximum values of yaw velocity and sideslip angle 

This overall steering tendency of truck A in gross for the assessment of directional control of heavy com- 

vehicle weight is mainly caused by roll steer effects of mercial vehicles in particular the rollover resistance is of 

the rear axle and clearly differs from the known and great importance. With regard to this a suitable criterion 
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of evaluation is represented by the maximum values of step Steering Input 
roll angles measured during the peak response of the vx = 72 km/h, ay -- 2.5 m/s= test weight 

vehicle. ,5.°0 - 

Figure 5 illustrates these maximum roll angle values ....... ~g ¯ ........................................ 

measured with two military 8-t-trucks as function of the .~ 
steady-state lateral acceleration obtained after the ~ 0.00 
steering input [2]. Both trucks were driven in unloaded -2s.00 
condition and with a special telecommunication cabin. ,.5 .... 0.0 0.~ tim° 

With increasing lateral acceleration the roll angles also .f ~ ~ ~,= 
increase. The higher values and the greater relative == .~ 5.00 ~ 
increase of peak roll angles of the loaded vehicles are ~ ~ ~ I 
not only influenced by the changed centre of gravity _o ~ °°° ~--~" 
height but also by the effective moments of inertia ~ ~ 

according to load contribution. Compared with the un- , time 
loaded condition the limit of rollover stability charac- 

~ ~ / ~,/,~ terized by the maximum lateral acceleration obtained ,~ ~ ~.00 . .. 

decreases with cabin from 5.2 m/sz to 4.6 m/sz. At this ~, ~-~ 
level of lateral acceleration the peak roll angles reached 

~ ~ 0.00 .... 
with cabin exceed the values of the unloaded vehicles by "~ ~ 
4° to 5°. E tim° 

_ 

..... Truck A "" I Z~ ...~....’~.. :T., 
9. 

Truck B cabi ~8.-- ..--" ". 

.~ 7’ dry road time [s] 

~ 4 

~                                     T 

Figure 6. Step Steering Input: Time Histories of 

~ 3 Characteristic Values for Two 14-t Trucks in Test Weight 
.~- Condition 

2 

1 The corresponding time histories for truck A and B 

0 loaded up to gross vehicle weight are illustrated in 
0 1 2 3 4 5 Figure 7. Similar to the results of the steady-state 

lateral azzeleration ay,stat (m/s~) circular test shown before the transient response be- 
haviour of truck A is effected in a decisive manner by 

Figure 5. Maximum Roll Angles in Transient Response as the changed loading condition whereas the response of 
Function of Steady State Lateral Acceleration for Step 

truck B in gross vehicle weight to the rapid steering 
Steering Input Under Test Weight and Cabin Loading 

input only differs insignificantly from that in test weight Condition 
condition. With truck A the steering wheel angle neces- 

The time histories of characteristic values recorded in sary to reach a lateral acceleration of 2.5 m/s2 decreases 
a step steering input test with both 14-t trucks previously to only 22° and the response times of yaw velocity and 

mentioned in unloaded condition are pictured in Figure lateral acceleration extend to more than 4 s. With regard 

6. The steering wheel angle of 62° (truck A) and 55° to accident relevant driving situations the transient 

(truck B) respectively is chosen in such a way that with response behaviour of the vehicle in loaded condition has 

a driving speed of 72 km/h a steady-state lateral accele- to be evaluated unfavorably because this dynamic over- 
ration of about 2.5 m/s~ is obtained. In test weight condi- steer on the one hand can hardly be foreseen by the 

tion both vehicles respond without a great time delay to driver and the small steering wheel angles required in 

the rapid steering input which becomes evident by the connection with the extended response time on the other 
hand will probably provoke a driver’s reaction which is quick and abrupt increase of yaw velocity and lateral 
too intense. acceleration. Already about 1.2 s after the steering input 

has been applied the characteristic values of vehicle Continuous Sinusoidal Steering Input 
motion show an almost steady-statedriving condition. As The continuous sinusoidal steering input is used to 
a consequence of the high system damping an overshoot determine the frequency response characteristics as the 
of the measured variables which is typical for test results ratio of a periodic steering wheel input to vehicle 
with passenger cars cannot be observed, reaction according to amplitude and phase at different 
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Step Steering Input                                                 - 
vx = 72 kmffl, ay = 2.5 m/s= gross vehicle weight 

Continuous Sinusoidal Steering Input 

75.00 i i , t / i J 
-- tr~ck A 

I 
VX = 72 km/h; ay(0.2 Hz) = 2 m/s= truck A 

,’o, -- tank con- 

~ ~ 25 00 

0.20 -.- test 

time Is21 

= o~ /" ~, { 0.~ """’: 

~ ~/" e ~ "’".. 

_o ~ 0 00 ~. 

. 

o time [,] ~ o.%.o 
~ .~ 

~.5o 
~0 frequency [Hz] 

E time Is, 

= ~’~ l 
~ o.o~ 

~o 0.00 ~ ~. _// 0.0z 

time [s]                                                   °’%.o    0,~ 

frequency [Hz] 

Figure 7. Step Steering Inpul: Time Histories of Figure 8. Continuous Sinosoidal Steering Input: 
Chareclerislic Values for Two 14-I Trucks in Gross Amplitude Frequency Characterislics el Yaw Velocily and 
Vehicle Weight Roll Angle for a 14-I Truck in Dilferenl Loading 

steering frequencies. The procedure assumes that the 
Conditions 

transfer characteristics of the vehicle can be described in In test weight condition the amplitude frequency 

a linear way with good approximation. The frequency characteristic of yaw velocity starting from 0.2 Hz 

response of a linear dynamic system is a function which continuously decreases ,with increasing steering frequen- 

describes the amplitude ratio of output and input signals cy because the vehicle responds in a reduced way to the 

and the phase lag between both signals in periodic steering wheel input. Because of the high system damp- 

steady-state condition depending on frequency. In corn- ing a resonance range in the amplitude frequency charac- 

parison to other test procedares specified in ISO "/401 teristic as typical for passenger cars cannot be observed 

the continuous sinusoidal steering input provides for under these test conditions. 

heavy commercial vehicles the most reliable results in Compared with the test weight condition the truck 

frequency domain, equipped with tank containers shows a higher gain at a 

To evaluate the influence of a liquid loading on the steering frequency of 0.2 Hz which can be attributed to 

transient response behavioar truck A was equipped with the lower steering wheel angle required to obtain the 

two tank containers which were attached upon the load- planned level of periodic steady-state lateral acceleration. 

ing space. The tank containers with a total capacity of Then the amplitude ratio of yaw velocity decreases com- 

4.600 1 were filled up to about 60% with water. The paratively shaip. At steering frequencies above 0.6 Hz 

amplitude frequency characteristics of yaw velocity and the effect of liquid surge becomes evident leading to a 

roll angle measured in this loading condition are illus- relative rise of the amplitude ratio within the frequency 

trated in Figure 8 in comparison to the test weight condi- range up to 1.0 Hz. This resonance effect can also be 

tion. The actual tests started with a steering frequency of detected in the amplitude frequency characteristic of 

0.2 I-Iz which gradually was increased up to 1.8 Hz. The vehicle roll angle. However the peak amplitude ratio at 
amplitude of the steering wheel input was previously this point only amounts 15% of the initial value obtained 

defined so that with a driving ’velocity of 72 km/h and a at 0.2 Hz so that a reduction in yaw stability and roll 

steering frequency of 0.2 Hz a periodic steady-state stability respectively caused by the surge of liquid load- 

lateral acceleration of 2 m/s~ was obtained, ing cannot be stated. 
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Braking During Steady-State Cornering 
Braking During Steady-State Turning R = ~oo m, ay(0) = 2 m/s2, truck A , test weight 

The braking characteristics of vehicles represent an 
essential quality of handling performance and are direct- 
ly associated with safety in road traffic. In this context / the test procedure braking in a turn originally designed 
for passenger cars is used to provide information about 
the vehicle behaviour on a braking action effected 
simultaneously by lateral forces. For heavy commercial ............. 
vehicles the test manoeuvre laid down in ISO standard 
7975 has to be adapted especially with regard to the 
initial steady-state driving conditions. The reasons are / 
primarily the lower physically obtainable lateral accele- / 
ration during cornering and the comparatively long time / 
delay until the deceleration and the corresponding ----,---~,__~,,,-~-~ 
vehicle reaction is built up [3]. - ............ 

Figure 9 shows the time histories of characteristic [^ ^ 
values for a brake test at a high deceleration level with 
the unloaded truck A. The initial driving velocity is 53 
km/h equivalent to a lateral acceleration of about 2 m/s2 
on a radius of 100 m. The brakes at the front axle of the 
truck are operated hydraulically whereas the braking -: 
forces at the rear axle are generated by a pneumatic 
system and are adjusted to the specific loading condition 
by an automatic load-depending brake force proportion- 
ing (ALB). Approximately 0.4 s after brake application / 
the hydraulic pressure at the front axle reaches its final 

/ value of about 160 bar. At the same time a rapid increase 
of yaw velocity and lateral velocity can be observed due .......... ~.o 
to an early lock-up of the rear wheels. In spite of the 
ALB the rear axle of truck A is overbraked in test Figure 9. Braking During Steady-State Cornering: 

weight condition and as consequence of this the vehicle Time Histories of Characteristic Values for a 14-t Truck 

spins and looses driving stability, 
in Test Weight Condition at Full Braking 

To describe the vehicle response during braking in the wheel lock limit. In contrast to this the locked rear axle 
whole deceleration range in detail from the time histories of the truck in test weight condition results in a rapid 
of the variables recorded in brake tests with varying increase of yaw velocity in combination with great side- 
brake pressure values at a time of 1.5 s after brake slip angles indicating a vehicle behaviour that cannot be 
application are determined and presented as a function of controlled even by an experienced driver. 
the vehicle deceleration. These characteristic values are The test results demonstrate that even a brake balance 
usually divided by the corresponding values of the that complies to national and international regulations of 
steady-state driving period to equalized minor variations type approval can lead to a loss of driving stability 
in the test conditions. In addition reference curves are especially when braking in a turn. Here antilock brake 
used for evaluation purposes which characterize the systems can show a good potential with regard to an 
behaviour of a vehicle travelling exactly along the initial improvement of traffic safety although such a system 
radius after braking, cannot be an equivalent to a good layout of the brake 

Figure 10 illustrates the characteristic curves of yaw system. 
velocity and sideslip angle for truck A in the loading 
conditions test weight and gross vehicle weight. With 
increasing deceleration the characteristic functions of Conclusions 
yaw velocity in both loading conditions show increasing- Heavy commercial vehicles and busses represent an 
ly higher values than the reference curve. Hence it important economic factor in the Federal Republic of 
follows that as a consequence of the braking process the Germany. Against the background of a continuously 
vehicle goes off the lane towards the inside of the bend. growing transport service brought by these vehicles on 
Up to a deceleration of 3.5 m/s2 the tendency of turning a limited traffic network research on the handling 
inwards with the loaded truck is comparatively stronger characteristics of commercial vehicles in order to 
than in test weight condition. With further increasing improve traffic safety becomes increasing significance. 
deceleration the yaw reaction of the fully loaded vehicle For the assessment of passenger car and passenger 
diminishes again because the front wheels reach the car-trailer combination handling characteristics anumber 
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Braking During Steady,State Cornering of objective test procedures are available which are 
R = 100 m, ay = 2.0 m/s~, t = 1.5 s basically applicable to heavy commercial vehicles as 

dry surface truck A well. In doing so it has to be considered that there is a 
,.6 need for adapting either tlhe initial driving conditions or 
.... ’~ the criteria of evaluation accordingly. 

.~. ,.2 ... ........... ,e ,,,,~ With. regard to the wariety of commercial vehicle 

~ ,.o "’" ’" 
¯ configurations it will be’, necessary in some cases to 

~ ~ confine to comparative tests in order to evaluate basic 
~ o.~ ~ " conceptions and the effects of special parameters 

0.0 -" ..L. respectively. As illustrated by the example of different 
0., ~ ..... loading conditions then these test procedures form 
0.2 expressive facilities to assess the handling and braking 

°°.o 0 ..... 2., 2.8 3.6 ,.2 ,., ~.~ 6.3 ,.o characteristics of comme:rcial vehicles. Consequently it 
~, d~o~t~o, ~ 1,~] seems necessary and useful to continue with the work in 

~.0 /~~ applying these test procedures to adapt vehicle tech- 
nology to the human capabilities for a further improve- 

-~,, ~.o / "’ ~",~’° ment in traffic safety. 
~ ~.o 
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Loading Conditions 

S10-0.06 
Reliability, Maintainability, and Durability of Heavy Truck ABS Systems 

Robert M. Clarke were added to the program. These will also operate for 

National Highway Traffic Safety a two-year period. Maintenance records and specially 
designed on-board monhor/recorder systems have been 

Administration used to monitor system operation. Data from the record- 
ers indicates the ABSs function more frequently than 

Abstract might have been expected and that the frequency of 
Efforts in the 1970’s to re.quire that U.S. heavy operation increases, as ,would be expected, during the 

vehicles be equipped with antilock braking systems winter months. Driver acceptance of the systems has 
(ABS) were unsuccessful, in part, because of truck user been favorable. Maintenance information collected to 
concerns about the in-service operational reliability and date indicate that if quality control of the ABS and its 
serviceability of the systems. As a necessary pre-step to installation in the vehicle is kept high, and if good 
reconsidering a requirement for ABS, the National High- maintenance is available, from a reliability and main- 
way Traffic Safety Administration began, in 1988, a tenance perspective, ABS can be successfully installed 
large in-service field evaluation of current-generation and maintained on U.S. heavy vehicles. 
ABS systems in order to determine if they would func- 
tion reliably in U.S. trucking operations. Reliability and 
serviceability has been tracked on 200 ABS-equipped Introduction 

truck tractors, operated by seventeen fleets in six U.S. Development work on ABS for heavy trucks began in 

cities for a two year period beginning in late 1988/early the 1950’s with commercial products becoming available 
1989. Beginning in late 1990, 50 ABS-equipped trailers in the late 1960’s (Leasure and Williams, 1989). Aware 
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of these developments, and wishing to achieve improve- ¯ After October 1, 1991, all new heavy trucks, buses, 
ments in then-current truck brake system performance, and trailers have to be equipped with ABS, regard- 
NHTSA, in 1970, proposed a stringent set of truck less of when they were first type-approved. 
braking requirements. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

U.S. interest in the European systems was increasing Standard (FMVSS) 121 was subsequently published in 
at this time. The Freightliner Corporation began, in June 1971, with an original effective date of 1973. It 
1987, to offer the WABCO 6-channel ABS as an option 

effectively required ABS by requiring trucks to stop 
on its U.S. vehicles. It still remained to be proven, 

within 216 feet on dry pavement from 60 mph, without 
however, whether the European systems could be suc- 

more than momentary wheel lock-up. The effective date 
cessfully adapted over the long term to typical U.S. 

of the rule was subsequently changed twice, while the 
trucking environments. One major difference between 

stopping distance requirement was increased to 293 feet. 
U.S. and European vehicles is their electrical systems. By March 1, 1975, the final effective date, there were 
U.S. vehicles employ 12 volt systems, whereas European seven commercially available systems, vehicles use 24 volts. A record had yet to be established 

On March 1, 1975, a petition for judicial review was 
as to whether modified versions of the European sys- filed with the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals asking 
tems, plus several newly-developed U.S. systems, would 

that the stopping distance requirements of the rule be set 
function reliably under U.S. operating conditions. 

aside, in part, because it was felt that the systems then 
available were not reliable. There had been reports of 

European/Australian Experience with brake system failures that were attributed to the ABS. 
In 1978, the Appeals Court rendered its decision, Heavy Truck ABS 

agreeing with the petitioners. It set aside the "no-wheels Before developing a program to determine the 

locked" stopping distance test requirements of the Stand- reliability of heavy truck ABS in U.S. operating 
ard based, in part, on a determination that the Agency environments, NHTSA sponsored a review of the Euro- 

had not independently established that reliable systems pean and Australian experience with the systems in order 

were available. This ruling effectively precluded the to establish a base against which comparisons could later 

Agency from again proposing the use of heavy truck be made. The study was conducted in 1987. It consisted 

ABS without first establishing such a record, of interviews and fact gathering to: 

Development work, as well as production, of U.S. ¯ Establish the then-current, as well as future 
truck ABS effectively halted as a result of the ruling, projected, market penetration of ABS within the 
A-C Sparkplug was the last U.S. manufacturer to offer population of European and Australian heavy trucks; 
a system. Prior to the Court’s ruling, A-C produced ¯ Determine, based on a limited number of interviews, 
about 180,000 units per y~ar. By 1980, this figure was European motor carriers’ opinions relative to the 
3500 and in 1984 it was 500 (Leasure and Williams, systems; and 
1989). ¯ Establish the extent and nature of ABS failure 

In Europe, Grau-Girling, WABCO, Bosch, and histories/patterns and warranty claims experienced 
Bendix-France continued to work on ABS. Second- by European ABS suppliers. 
generation digital systems were offered on European Based on information supplied by European ABS 
model trucks beginning in 1981. European government manufacturers, it was estimated that in 1987 there were 
interest in the systems increased as a result, approximately 1.5 million heavy trucks (including those 

In 1986, in an effort to harmonize standards that were designed to tow full trailers), and tractors and an 
proliferating among its member countries, the European additional 1 million semi and full trailers, in service in 
Economic Community (Common Market) adopted EEC Western Europe. In Australia, 92,000 trucks and tractors 
Directive 71/320/EEC which established categories or and 80,000 trailers were estimated to be in service. This 
descriptions of various types of ABSs and defined compares with estimates of 900,000 truck tractors, 
performance requirements for each. It permitted member 740,000 heavy single-unit trucks and 2.5 million trailers 
countries to type-approve ABS-equipped heavy trucks, in use in the U.S. in 1982. 
but did not require ABS. In 1988, as anticipated, the As can be seen from the data in Figure 1, the largest 
EEC stiffened its heavy vehicle braking requirements penetration of ABS among these vehicles in 1987 was in 
(88/194/EEC), stipulating that for the purposes of the U.K. and West Germany. In the U.K., approximately 
international type approval: 25 percent of the in-service truck tractors (20,000) and 

¯ Type approval had to be granted to ABS-equipped 24 percent of the semitrailers (38,000) were equipped 
trucks, trailers and buses certified after October 1, with ABS. In West Germany, where truck/full trailer 
1988; combinations are prevalent, 25 percent of the truck 

¯ All new model heavy trucks and buses and trailers tractors (15,000), 7 percent of the semitrailers (4,000) 
receiving type-approval for the first time after and 7 percent of the single-unit trucks (20,000) were 
October 1, 1989, had to be equipped with ABS; and ABS-equipped. In all of Western Europe, in 1987, less 
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than 10 percent of the various vehicle combinations were failures, unintentional disabling of the system during 

equipped with ABS. maintenance, etc., as well as many cases in which 
service visits were made, but no problems were found. 

Ratios of ABS Installations to Total Number 
of Vehicles In Service (GVWR > 26,400 Ibs.) 

! Wiring 

! Module 4.53 

Valve 7.4~ 

w. Ge.nmy Other 25.rm i 

0 s 1o is 2o 2s 2o 0 5 10    15    20    25    30 35 

eased on Percent ABS Installntions of Total In Service                    Percentage of Total Visits 

I~1 Tractors Tracks             Figure 2. Service Visit Analysis by Component 

Figure 1. Ratio of ABS Installations to Total Number of 
(tucas-Girling, 1988) 

Vehicles In Service (GVWR > 26,400) (Fancher 1988) Approximately 1.7 percent of the vehicles in use had 
a problem difficult enough to merit a service call in a 

It was projected then, that b,y the end of 1988, 37 year. 
percent of the truck tractors in West Germany and 30 Crane Fruehauf reported that of the 14,860 warranty 
percent of the truck tractors and semitrailers in the U.K. claims it experienced on its trailers for the 1982-87 time 
would be equipped with ABS. The validity of those fore- period, 5.7 percent were ABS related. 
casts has not been verified. One German ABS manufacturer supplied information 

European and Australian fleet experience with ABS relating to the number of defective components it had 
was based on discussions with 3 fleets in England, 6 in received back from the field in the mid-1980’s. Out of 
Germany, 2 in France, 2 in Sweden, 3 in Norway, and 5 approximately 250,000 sensors it had produced, 21 (.008 
in Australia. In general it was found that: percent) were found to have defects. Similarly, for 

¯ Maintenance was done on]ty when a malfunction approximately 250,000 solenoid valves, 55 (.02 percent) 
warning light came on. were found to have defects created during production. 

¯ Failure warning indications did not disrupt opera- Out of approximately 60,000 electronic control units, 55 
tions; the vehicles were able to continue on their (.09 percent) were found to have production defects. 
routes if a failure warning was indicated. Daimler-Benz reported it sold approximately 40,000 

¯ No special maintenance was performed on the ABS ABS-equipped vehicles 1982-87. Approximately 2 per- 
beyond routine periodic inspections, cent of the ABS-equipped vehicles sold in 1987 experi- 

¯ Radio frequency interference (RFI) problems were enced some type of problem. The causes of those failures 
not evident, were divided among cowtponents as follows: sensors, 25 

¯ With proper maintenance, ABS life was expected to percent; cable and connectors, 50 percent; ECUs, 21 
equal that of the vehicle, percent; and solenoid valves, 4 percent. They expected 

¯ Carriers reported that drivers liked driving ABS- the failure rate to drop to about 1 percent of the vehicles 
equipped vehicles, produced in 1988 and beyond. 

ABS maintenance histories and experiences were de- Australian reliability data were scarce. Between 1983- 

veloped primarily from ABS truck manufacturer supplied 87 Daimler Benz produced 1186 ABS-equipped tractors 

information. In 1985, Lucas Girling reported on a survey in Australia. Those vehicles experienced 22 ECU failures ~. 
of their service visits for the period of January 1983 to (2 percent), 2 sensor failures (0.2 percent), and 4 (0.3 

May 1985. There was a rapid increase in the population percent) solenoid valve failures. Two (2) of the ECU 

of ABS-equipped vehicles during that time period, failures were caused by mechanics welding around wires/ 

Service calls ranged from 5 to 30 per month on from cables. In all, 2.4 percent of the Australian population of 

6,000 vehicle at the beginning of the period to ABS-equipped vehicles experienced a failure. 

approximately 18,000 vehicles in May 1984. The ABS Synthesizing all these reports, the study author 

components needing servicing are shown in Figure 2 The concluded that if ABS was placed in U.S. fleet service, 

"Other" category includes a wide range of miscellaneous between 1 and 5 malfunctions could be expected to occur 

items such as welding near wires or components causing per 100 vehicles per year. 
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The NHTSA ABS Fleet Evaluation Program ¯ Truck Manufacturers: 
Planning for a U.S. field test of the new generation of - Ford 

ABSs began in 1986. The first trucks became operational - Freightliner 
in the fall of 1988. The program’s objective is to ascer- - Kenworth 
tain the reliability, maintainability, and durability of -Mack 
currently available (1988) heavy truck ABSs. - Navistar 

- Peterbilt 
Participants - Volvo-GM 

NHTSA’s fleet evaluation of ABS-equipped heavy ¯ ABS Suppliers: 
trucks is a cooperative effort with industry, without -Bendix 
whose help the program would otherwise not have been - Bosch 
possible. ABS suppliers, the major U.S. truck menu- -Midland 
facturers, and truck user groups (such as the National - Rockwell 
Tank Truck Conference of the American Trucking -WABCO 
Associations and the National Private Truck Council) ¯ Manufacturers of Axles with In-Axle Sensors: 
were instrumental in providing technical advice, man- - Dana 
power, and hardware to make the program possible. - Eaton 

The initial focus of attention was on truck tractors. 
These vehicles were chosen because: 

¯ Combination-unit trucks are much more frequently Table 1. Participants In the ABS In-Service Fleet 

involved in serious (fatal/injury producing) crashes Evaluation 

than are single unit trucks; 
¯ There were fewer tractor manufacturers in the U.S. 

(7 major) compared to trailer manufacturers (over 
400) and, in general, their engineering capability to 
adapt the systems to their vehicles, within the time 
frame desired, was more extensive; and 

¯ Tractor ABSs were further along in terms of devel- 
opment and commercial availability than were trailer 
systems ...... 

Fleet participants were sought using the following cri ......... 
tefia: 

¯ Planned acquisition of new tractors in the 4th quarter 
of 1988 or the 1st or 2nd quarters of 1989; 

¯ Location in northern, cold weather climate cities in 
order to expose the ABSs to as rigorous an environ- 
mental (and, therefore, operational) test as possible; Types of Systems Under Test 

Because there are no regulations governing the design ¯ Centralized fleet operations, where vehicles were 
dispatched from and returned to the same location or performance of heavy truck ABS brake systems, 

frequently (preferably once or more a week) and all designers have taken a number of different approaches to 

vehicle maintenance was done on the vehicles at that configuring their systems for U.S. applications. Those 

location (thereby facilitating access to records on all differences are evident in: 

maintenance work done on a particular vehicle); ¯ System configuration, i.e., the number and location 
¯ Availability of a credible maintenance record keep- of wheel-speed sensors and the controlling function 

ing system, preferably automated, that would give a of the brake air pressure modulating valves used in 
complete accounting of all maintenance performed the system; and 
on the vehicles; and ° The type of wheel-speed sensor used (i.e., wheel-end 

¯ Interest in the program, and a willingness and com- versus in-axle). 
mitment to provide access to records and participate System configurations. A major distinction among the 
in the data collection process, systems is whether they sense and control wheel-slip at 

The industry program participants are shown below, both the drive and steer-axles of the vehicle or at the 
WABCO and Rockwell have since formed a joint venture drive-axle(s) alone. Figure 3 is a schematic of a full 
(RockwelIAVABCO Vehicle Control Systems Co.) to individual wheel control, 6-channel ABS for a 3-axle 
market a combined line of products. Table 1 further truck or truck tractor. For the NHTSA test, WABCO was 
describes the nature and type of trucking operations the only supplier of this system configuration designated 
involved in the test. as a 6S/6M (6 sensors; 6 modulator valves). 
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TOP VI~ TOP VI!EW 

M - MODU L&TOR M - MODULATOR 

q~l 

ECU - ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT t::CU - ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

Figure 3. Schematic of a 6S/6M ABS Figure 5. Schematic of a ,4S/2M ABS 

With this system, the speed at each individual wheel sensed on one of the two drive-axles and, as before, 
position is sensed. Brake application air pressure is when wheel-slip is noted, braking air pressure is modu- 
individually modulated should wheel-slip occur at that lated to the wheels on both drive-axles on that side of 

wheel. Systems.that control steer-axles typically employ the vehicle, yielding a side-to-side control strategy. 
a modified individual wheel regulation (MIR) scheme for Bosch supplied a version of this configuration for the 

the front axle wherein both steer-axle brakes are modu- test. It is shown schematically in Figure 6. 
lated simultaneously on a select-low at the onset of TOPVIEW 
braking, but gradually shift to individual wheel regu- 
lation (IR) as the vehicle decelerates. I I 

A 4S/4M system, that treats both drive and steer-axles, I I 
is a variation of the full 6S/6M system that employs --~-]r--~- ~S 
fewer wheel-speed sensors and modulators. Like the ~_~                                        S-SPEeOSE.SOR 
6S/6M system, it employs MIR on the steer-axle. Wheel- ~-~2---q 

u-,o~ut~rOR 
ECU" ELECTRONIC cOWrROL UNIT 

speeds are also sensed on one of the two drive-axles __~__~_ ~                                s 
(typically the lead axle on a four spring suspension and II i 
the trailing axle on an air bag suspension). When wheel- II I 
slip is noted, braking air pressure is modulated to the ,~-~,~ o,~,~.~ 
wheels on both drive-axles on that side of the vehicle, Figure 6. Schematic of a 2S/2M ABS 
yielding a side-to-side control strategy. WABCO, Bosch, 
and Midland all supplied versions of this configuration Bendix also supplied a single-axle ve~ion of their 
for the test. It is shown schematically in Figure 4. system shown schematically in Figure 7, a 2S/1M con- 

TOP~W figuration. With this configuration, wheel-speeds are 
sensed on the lead axle of the tandem drive-axle set. 

~ I I When wheel-slip is noted, on either side, brake pressure 

~, 
’ 

I I to all four wheel positions in the tandem-axle set are 

~-~* 
modulated as a group. 

S - SPEED SENSOR 

M - MODUt~TO~ TOP VIEW 

q~---~ 1 

ECU - ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

__s I II 
II II 

Figure 4. Schematic of a 4S/4M ABS ecu. eLEcTRo, c co~rmOL U~T 

Also included in the NHTSA test program are several II I 

variations of systems that control only the drive-axle(s) II I 
of the tractor. One, a 4S/2M system, is shown schematic- ~ ..... 
ally in Figure 5. This system is essentially two inde- Figure 7. Schematic of a 2S/1M ABS 

pendently acting, select-low axle control systems, one 
mounted on the lead axle of the tandem drive-axle set, The least complex system in the NHTSA test, a 1 $/1M 
the other on the trailing axle of the set. Bendix supplied is shown schematically in Figure 8. It employs one speed 

this system for the test. sensor, mounted on the differential of the trailing axle of 
Another version of a drive-axle-only system in the the tandem drive-axle set, which monitors gear speed in 

NHTSA test is a 2S/2M configuration. Wheel-speeds are the differential from which wheel- speed activity is 
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computed. When wheel-slip is noted, all the wheels in Ring 
the tandem-axle set are modulated simultaneously, 
yielding a tandem-control strategy. Rockwell supplied 
this configuration system for the test. 

TOP VIEW" 

S" SPEED SENSOR 

M - MODULATOR 

ECU - ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

Figure 8. Schematic of a 1S/1M ABS 

Wheel-speed sensor types. There are two approaches 
to sensing wheel-speeds represented in the test: wheel- 
end and in-axle. The wheel-end approach utilizes a 
single point, variable reluctance, fixed sensor and 
rotating exciter ring that is mounted within the founda- 
tion brake drum and shoe assembly at the wheel hub end. 
Figure 9, the Midland unit, is an example of this type 
sensor. Bosch and WABCO supplied sensors for the test 
that are similar in concept but utilize a forged rather than 
a stamped exciter ring that is press-fit onto the wheel 
hub rather than being bolted to it. The Bosch/WABCO 
sensor arrangement is shown in Figure 10. 

A variation on the wheel-end sensing approach utilizes 
a fixed sensor mounted external to the brake drum 
assembly that is excited by notches in the rear of the 
brake drum itself. Bendix employed this sensing 
approach on some of its test systems. It is shown in 
Figure 11. 

Eaton and Dana supplied drive-axles for this test that 
Sensor were equipped with in-axle speed sensors mounted in the 

area of the differential. The objective of in-axle sensing Figure 9. Mid,and Whee~ Sensor Configuration 

is to remove the sensor from the potentially "hostile" 
wheel-end operating environment, thereby improving its of interest in this test program° In addition, drivers" 

reliability. The Eaton in-axle sensor, shown in Figure 12, reports of failure warning light indications or other 
was mated with the Bendix system, as was the Dana in- comments were solicited. 
axle sensor system. The Dana sensor arrangement is Periodically (at least once a week), on-site contractor 

shown in Figure 13. personnel visited each fleet to gather new maintenance 

Finally, the Rockwell ABS employs an in-axle sensor records and talk to drivers and mechanics about their 

mounted in the differential of the trailing axle of the experiences or to clarify recorded information. The 

Rockwell tandem drive-axle set. It is shown in Figure recorded information, supplemented and verified by 

14. conversations with mechanics and drivers, was encoded 
The matrix of ABS configurations and wheel sensing     into an automated data file. 

approaches for the test vehicles is shown in Table 2.         The American Trucking Associations’ Vehicle Maime- 
nance Recordkeeping System (VMRS) is a detailed data 

Maintenance Data Collection collection system that enables fleets to track maintenance 
Records obtained from each of the participating fleets activities and costs by major subsystems/components. 

are the basis for the maintenance service histories on The VMRS was screened for those activities/costs which 
each of the ABS-equipped trucks in the NHTSA test might be affected by the change of the truck’s brake 
program. The fleets were asked to keep detailed records system to include an ABS. 
of each and every incident involving any maintenance Accordingly, maintenance data on the following 
work done on the test trucks on subsystems/components items/systems were collected for each test "vehicle in the 
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Wheel ~nsor Configuration .... 
Sensor 

Figure 13, Dana In-Axle Sensor 

Exciter Ring 

Figure 14. Rockwelt InoAxls Sensor (Inside Differential) 

study. In addition, the maintenance histories on the same , ABS--inctuding wiring, connectors, se~sors, modu- ..... 

components, on an equivMent sample of non-ABS- later valves, electronic control units, and associated 

equipped trucks in the same fleets were a~so collected or miscellaneous p~ts; 

reconstructed in order to provide a comparison set of , Brakes~including the foundation brake assembly 

data on the non-ABS-related components lismd below, (drums, shoes, linings, S-cams) and slack adjusters; 
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Table 2. ABS Configurations and Fleet Evaluation 
multiple times on the same vehicle. In most instanc- Program 
es, the cause of the failure warning indication could 

I I 

not be determined. In. others, after repeated instanc- 
co~-~-~aon s~pu,, ~o. In rest) S~or~ es, the cause became apparent and was corrected. 

D~.~-~,~ That corrective action was noted separately. Systems 

A~o¢i,~dG,o~(~ * Adjust--this category includes all incidents involv- 
CinysterTran~ortco. (8) ing an adjustment to correct a failure warning light 
Continental Baking Co. (4) I$/IM Rockwell KMDTne.(6) Rockwell/In-Axle indication. In almost all instances, this involved Frito Lay (7) 

~ob~ o~ Co. (4) adjusting the air gap between the wheel-speed sensor Super Valu Food Stores (6) 
and the tone-wheel to correct an apparent failure of 23/IM Bendix Sufeway Food Stores (10) Dana/In-Axle 

2SL2bI Bo~eh Perlman Rocquo (6) Bosch/Wheel-End a wheel-speed sensor. In other instances, connector 
^.~. c~o Co. (9) . ~to~n-~o pins were straightened or the connectors were simply 

4S/2M Certified C~ocers, Inc. (13) Eaton/in-Axle B~,~ c~sz,, r,~ort co. (4) ~to~-~x,o snapped together tighter. 
ISYmysler Transport CO. (4) Bendix/Notch- �~ Repair~this category includes all incidents in which 

Drums 

Drive and Steer physical repairs had to be made to an AdS compo- 
nent in order to make the system functional again 

~o~T,,,~ortCo.(~) after a failure warning light indication. Examples 
Su~ v~o ~ sto,,, (1~) include reconnecting totally disconnected or partially w,y~o~o.~rt.in~.(~) 

connected connector fittings or cleaning the fitting 
Ch~sler Transport Co. (8) 4S/4M Midland Mathtekinc. (11) Midland/Wheel- of contaminants. It also includes a number of cable 
Transport Services, Ine.(9) rerouting and securements with wire harness tie- 

4s/,~ w~co Ch~ao, T~rt Co. (s) W.~o~,. wraps. 
A~,¢~ G,o~ (9) ¯ Replace~this category includes all incidents involv- 
Coo~,-en~B~Co.(4) ing failure and replacement of an AdS component Manfredi Motor Transit 

Co. (6) End part. This is the only category in which replacement Transport Services, Inc. (6) 
Mobil Off Co. (4) parts costs were incurred. 

Start-up incidents. As previously noted, at the time the ¯ Air System--including all air brake pneumatic NHTSA test program began, only the Freightliner Corp. valves, air brake chambers, hoses, air compressor, 
offered AdS as an available option, specifically the air reservoirs, and associated miscellaneous parts; 
WABCO system. As such, Freightliner was the only ¯ Tireslwheels--as well as bearings and wheel seals; 
truck manufacturer with experience doing the detailed and 
engineering and product development test work neces- ¯ Electrical System--including wiring, gauges, lights, 
sary to ensure that the systems were properly packaged fuses, battery, alternator, switches, and other 
and installed on their vehicles. Even Freightliner had no miscellaneous electrical components, 
experience installing the other ABSs which were in- 
stalled on some of its trucks as part of this test program. The collected data were subdivided into two major 
As a result, many of the AdS installations for this test categories: "start-up" and "in-service" maintenance/ 
were being done for the first time by the truck manu- repairs. Start-up problems were those present when the 
facturers and suppliers involved. vehicle was delivered to the motor carrier and typically 

Additionally, the various ABSs under test were in were attributable to installation oversights/problems. This 
various stages of product development and, therefore, distinction was felt necessary to differentiate between 
design "maturity." The three European systems problems that were the result of operational use (i.e., 

,,    ¯ , ..... ,, (WABCO, Bosch, and Midland) have been in production runmng or ~n-serwce problems) and, therefore, were 
and use since the early 1980’s, but two of them had only an indication of the ABSs reliability, and those which 
recently been modified to operate using a 12 volt, rather could not be attributed to ABS design/performance 
than 24 volt, power supply. The Rockwell and Bendix characteristics. 
designs were newer and not available as production The maintenance needed to make the system func- 
items at the time the test program began. The Rockwell tional was further subdivided into four categories 
system is still not commercially available. Test units of describing the extent or nature of the work done. The 
these systems were pre-production prototypes or early following descriptions were applied: 
versions of evolving designs. ¯ lnspect~this category includes all incidents in The truck manufacturers and AdS suppliers worked 

which the failure warning light on the dash acti- together closely to install the systems on the test 
rated, but no problem was found and the system was vehicles. In some cases they were done on the truck 
merely reset. In some instances this problem would manufacturer’s assembly line, while in others it was 
not manifest itself again on that vehicle. In others, done "off line" in special vehicle preparation areas. In 
the failure warning was intermittent and occurred two instances, it was done by a manufacturer/supplier 
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team at the manufacturer’s local dealer before the trucks 
installed on the tractor’s frame rail and the tractor’s 

were delivered to the carrier, 
driveshaft. The modulator valves were inadvertently 

Due to the quasi-experimental nature of some of the 
installed at a location such that the pipe thread 

installations and state of product development of some of 
fitting on the air output port of the valve came in 

the ABSs, it is not surprising that some of the test 
contact with the driveshaft if it moved upward with 

vehicles were delivered to the participating motor card- 
drive-axle suspension travel. All 12 valves were 

ers with pre-existing problems that, for one reason or 
relocated. The fittings on five of these modulator 

another, caused the ABS to not function properly. In 
valves had to be replaced due to damage they sus- 

order to differentiate these type problems from those that tained before the relocation could be accomplished. 

could be attributed to the ability of the ABSs to function On two of the trucks, contaminants were discovered 

properly in normal in-service use, they were separated 
in the pipe thread fitting. The valves were cleaned 

and categorized as one-time "start-up incidents." 
before the fittings were reinstalled. 

Several groups of vehicles experienced similar start-up 
¯ In another fleet, the modulator valve on one truck 

problems, whereas in other cases, isolated problems 
was found to contain a liquid residue that remained 

arose with only one vehicle. For example: 
from a quality control check done on the valve at its 

¯ One of the ABS supplier’s systems experienced an 
point of assembly. It could not be repaired and was 

unusually high number of fail.ure warning indications 
replaced. 

¯ The modulator valve on another truck was delivered 
from the beginning of their test vehicles’ operation, with a slight air leak that was attributed to a "stack- 
Fifty-nine (59)inspections/F, CU resets occurred on up" of tolerances on internal components in the 
17 vehicles before the cause of the problem was 
determined. After extensive diagnostic work by the 

pneumatic portion of the valve. It was replaced. 

supplier, it was determined that the computer algo- 
¯ On delivery check-out of one truck, the locking ring 

rithm used to test wheel-speed sensor electrical 
on the wire connector to a modulator valve was 
found to.be loose. On another truck the power cable 

signal integrity was overly conservative and, as a 
result, false sensor-failure warnings were being 

to the ABS ECU was. found to be incompletely con- 
nected. In both cases, the problem was corrected 

triggered. This necessitated changing the ECUs on 
the entire group of 19 tractors in service at that 

before the vehicle was placed in service. 
¯ One truck experienced problems with wheel-speed 

point, which were equipped with this ABS, to a 
model with a different algorithm. This "new" ECU 

sensor attachment hardware, which was adjusted and 

was also installed on the remaining 21 test units that 
tightened, making the system functional. 

had not yet been built and placed in service. This 
¯ Finally, two wheel-speed sensors on two trucks were 

change eliminated this source of failure warnings, 
not adjusted properly when the ABS was installed. 
When the sensor’s air gap was adjusted, the ABS 

¯ The electrical power source to the ECU on a group 
of four trucks was incorrectly wired, at installation, 

functioned properly. 

through the starter solenoid. These four trucks had to In all, 59 trucks out of the 200 (29 percent) experi- 

be rewired to make the ABS function properly, 
enced start-up problems; of one type or another. This 

¯ In a similar incident, another group of 23 tractors relatively high percentage is indicative of the "newness" 

had to be rewired to proviide a separate electrical of the systems in North American applications. Problems 

power source for the dash-mounted failure warning 
of this type are not uncommon when new models of 

lamp in order for it to function properly, 
vehicles or new systems are first produced and delivered. 

¯ Intermittent failure warnings were noted on 3 trucks A major complaint of trucking fleets is that their newly- 

from the beginning of their operation. Upon inspec- purchased vehicles rarely can be operated immediately. 

tion, some of the trucks were found with a connector 
In general, they always experience some down time to 

in the wiring harness that was incompletely 
make the minor adjustments needed to make the vehicle 

assembled. All 17 vehicles using connectors of that operational. 

type were inspected by disassembling and re- Table 3 lists the number of trucks requiring start-up 

assembling the connector, in some cases pushing the maintenance as a function of which ABS component re- 

connector pins into position better, in most others quired servicing. In some cases, individual trucks needed 

doing nothing other than the disassembly/re- maintenance on more than one component and, therefore, 

assembly. Incorrect failure warnings on the 3 trucks 
the numbers are not additive. Problems were relatively 

ceased after this. 
evenly distributed among the components in the ABS 

¯ On another truck, a sensor cable needed to be 
needing work. 

rerouted and resecured because of an interference/ 
In the case of components that had to be replaced in 

pinching problem with the wire and the steering 
order to make the system functional, wiring and ECU 

gear. 
replacements were most prevalent. Each of these, how- 

- A group of 12 tractors experienced physical inter- ever, was attributable to one generic "problem" (e.g., the 

ference problems between ABS modulator valves replacement of ECUs because of the conservative failure 
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Table 3. ABS Start.Up Maintenance by System 
cations respectively), without the source of the Component Needing Work 
problem being uncovered yet. 

A~S N~mb~orr,~N~g Nomb~orr,~ " Four (4) trucks, besides the one described above, 
compo~t .s~n-up. ~o,~, have had failed ECUs replaced. Requiring Replac~menls 

A~jushuents or Repairs of this Component o.~compo.~t ¯ In a group of 4 trucks with notched-drum wheel- 
wt~g C,b~es 13 17., speed sensors, 3 trucks have needed defective wheel- 
wi~co~ 16 o speed sensors replaced; one truck requiring two 
s~d 19 o replacements. Two wheel-end speed sensors on two Related Part~ 

other trucks also were replaced. Modulator Valves 
12 2 

~c~,~ 17 19.* ¯ Thirteen (13) different trucks have had the air gap 
o~. 9 o 

t 

on a wheel-speed sensor adjusted in order to rectify 
Total 52 [ 42 a failure warning, three trucks having this done 

...... :les: Checkh tad re~tting the system-no other fa lure apparent, relocating twice each. solenoids; rewiring due to installalion oversights; and one wire re.~cure, ment. 
¯ *One problem represented all the~e replacements 

¯ Miscellaneous wiring or connector problems, most of Nots:/ndividual column numbers are not additive since specific tzueks may have needed 
maintemm .... than .... mponent. Source: NHTSA, 1991 them single incidents, have had to be repaired on 24 

different trucks at one time or another during the warning logic) that necessitated work on a number of course of their operation. 
trucks. ¯ One truck experienced a failure of its combination 

In-service maintenance work. For the purposes of this 
modulator/relay valve that effectively restricted analysis, April 30, 1990, was chosen as "cut-off" date 
supply air from being transmitted to all the wheels 

for including in-service maintenance work done on the 
on the .tandem drive-axle set when the driver was 

test vehicles. For many of the test vehicles, this repre- attempting to make a stop. Braking effectiveness was 
sents less than one year of operational use. For a small 

substantially reduced as the vehicle was essentially 
number, it represents 18 months of operational service, 

reduced to having brakes only on its steer and trailer 
All the trucks have been in operation during at least one axles under this condition. Upon a subsequent tear- 
Winter. As of April 30, 1990, 19,792,131 miles of travel 

down of the valve, the coating on a sliding piston in 
had been accumulated by the 200 test vehicles (98,960 

the modulator section of the valve was found to have 
miles ark/vehicle), corroded. On this brake application, the piston 

As was the case with start-up problems, a number of "froze" in such a position as to prevent air from 
generic or similar in-service incidents have occurred on 

exiting from the output ports of the relay valve. The 
multiple numbers of trucks. These have included the supplier recognized this to be a manufacturing 
following: defect. All 40 of the test units were inspected for 

¯ A total of 63 trucks have experienced intermittent this defect and this portion of the valve was replaced 
failure indications during their operation. In 36 of on all 39 of the remaining test units as a precaution. 
the cases (57 percent), the vehicle experienced one The supplier of this ABS does not plan to use this 
of these types of failure warnings and the source/ valve design in subsequent models of its product. 
cause of the problem could not be found. In these In all, 114 trucks out of the 200 (57 percent) have 
cases the ABS either was manually reset or the experienced incidents involving the ABS at one time or 
warning light did not reactivate when the truck’s 

another during their in-service operation. However, 40 of 
ignition was turned off and subsequently turned on these incidents were essentially one problem--the modu- 
again at some later time. All five ABSs in the test lator valve slide piston manufacturing defect--and 36 of 
have had this experience with at least one of their these incidents were involved one failure light warning 
forty test trucks, indication for undetermined causes. The work done on 
- The problem with seven of the remaining 27 most of the trucks was of a minor adjustment nature 

vehicles was ultimately traced to an inadequate (recrimping wires, snapping loose connectors together, 
wheel-speed sensor retaining clip that allowed the etc.), or involved inspections for intermittent problems 
speed sensor to get out of adjustment. It was re- with undetermined causes. 
placed on all 7 vehicles. This could justifiably be Excluding the trucks that experienced the modulator 
considered a start-up problem that was not un- valve slide piston manufacturing defect (which is, in 
covered until later in the vehicles" service life. effect, one problem) 15 trucks have had a total of 20 

- One other vehicle ultimately had its ECU replaced, deficient/defective ABS component parts replaced; 7 
only to have it fail a second time and have to be wheel-speed sensor retaining clips, 6 ECUs and 7 wheel- 
replaced again, speed sensors. The retaining clip problem could, from 

- The remaining 19 vehicles have experienced more one perspective, be considered a start-up incident, leav- 
than one failure warning, interspersed over time ing the ECU and wheel-speed sensor failures as the rele- 
(two vehicles experiencing 17 and 15 separate indi- vant ones to consider. 
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Five of the seven wheel-speed sensors in question o Vehicle deceleration. 

were the exposed, notched-drum type from the early 
FMVSS 121 era. This design is not likely to be used 
beyond this test. Thus, the 6 ECU failures, and the two 
other wheel-end speed sensor failures are the only 
significant ABS component failures that have occurred 
during this test, to date. 

It is interesting to compare these results to those that 
were predicted three years ago based on the study of 
European experier~ce with ABS (Fancher, 1988). The 
study predicted 2-10 malfunctions for the entire 2-year 
NHTSA study, based on experiences of European truck 
operations. If the slide piston valve and the notched 
drum speed sensor failures are each considered to be one 

Figure 15. ABS-Data Recorder 

problem, then 10 failures have been noted to date and When the brake system is functioning in its normal 
the study is essentially 60% completed. Thus, the mode, the recorder counts the number of times the 
number of failures that have occurred are within the brakes are applied and measures the amount of air press- 
range predicted by the European study and, if anything, ure applied at the treadle valve. Vehicle deceleration is 
may be overstated since the present study captured also measured. This capability enables histograms to be 
virtually all maintenance work done, whereas the Euro- developed describing the frequency and range of brake 
pean/Australian study relied exclusively on warranty applications at various application pressures and decele- 
data. ration levels. 

Frequency of ABS Actuation The data in Figures 16 and 17 show averages for all 

In addition to maintenance data, electronically the stops made by all the test trucks for the time period 

measured information is being continuously recorded on February-April 1990 (plots from different time periods 

each test truck, as well as 16 non-ABS-equipped control are similar to these). The vast majority of these brake 

trucks. These systems would enable continuous monitor- actuations are at very low application pressures and 

ing of whether the ABSs are operating. This capability 
deceleration levels, indicating that most drivers attempt 

amounts to having a "check" on whether drivers report to anticipate the need to stop and, therefore, gradually 

ABS failure warning indications. In some cases, they slow and stop their vehicles without having to make 

were not. Having this capability has enabled problems to "hard" stops. As could be expected, under these condi- 

be quickly identified, diagnosed, and corrected. Data tions, the vehicle’s ABS rarely needs to activate. 

from these systems also allow development of statistical 
summaries describing how often and under what operat- . 

ing conditions, the systems activate. 
These systems have also enabled detailed analyses of 

system functioning/operation in critical situations.    ~_ 
Analysis of recorder data has verified that none of the 
crashes in which test vehicles have been involved were 
attributable to improper ABS functioning. The recorder 
was especially useful in determining that, during a very 
serious crash that occurred during the test program, the 

B ’ truck’s ABS functioned properly. In that case, the A S s 
operation probably enabled the truck driver to avoid 

RANGE 

having a fatal crash. Figure 16. Treadle Valve Pressure History (February 1990o 

The recorder that was designed for this test (shown in April 1990) 

Figure 15) monitors and records the following para- 
meters: In situations where either an AI3S m~)dulator valve 

¯ Brake application pressure at the treadle (foot) actuates, a wheel begins to lock up, or a pressure differ- 

valve; ential is noted across a modulator valve, the recorder 

o Air brake pressures at the brake chambers of wheels detects these occurrences and records all measured para- 

controlled by ABS modulator valves; meters at 100 millisecond intervals for 1 second before 

¯ Electrical current flowing to modulator valves, thus the event starts, at 20 millisecond intervals during the 

indicating modulator valve actuation; time the ABS is functioning, and again at 100 milli- 

, Wheel rotational speeds at wheels controlled by ABS second intervals for 1 second after the ABS eve~t ends~ 

modulator valves; and It does this by continuously recording the measured 
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Summary For: All ABS Equipl:~d Tracto~l 
February, March, April 1990. 1555 Filee 

.J 

~) 73,776.5 hours of tractor operation 
~-~. 2,781,822 miles travelled 
z 1,780,845 brake applications 
LU 
to 3,250 Significant ABS events (*) n- 
’" 333 Major ABS events (**) 

8,353 miles per maior ABS event 
5,347 brake applications/Major ABS event 

1.6 miles per brake application 
1-2 2~3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-g 6-11 11-13 t3-t5 16-17 17-19 t9< 

RANGE (ft/se¢/se¢)                              Significant Event (*) Diltribution 

Figure 17. Deceleration Rate History (February 1990-April 
by Vehicle Speed and Solenoid Activity 

1990) Vehicle Speed 1 2, 3, or 4 5 or more 

parameters in a buffer memory which is only transferred ~moh~ Cycle Cvclea Cycles 
to permanent memory if an ABS actuation takes place, <25 1280 1091 238 

otherwise it is written over. This type of recorder is 25- 45 273 203 83 
> 45 46 24 12 

analogous to the flight data recorder installed on 
commercial aircraft. * A Significant ABS event is defined as one dudng 

An example of an ABS event "captured" by the whichatleastonewheaispeaddecreasesto80% 
recorder is shown in Figure 18. or less of vehicle speed during braking and then 

increases speed coincident with solenoid opera- 
MAX: 75 mph tion at that wheel. 

150 ,si 

(~ - H - - 
"" A Major ABS event Is a subset of the’Significant" 

. ~ ..~__~-J ABS event population. It is defined as a single 
,.s..o~. 

jj 

-~ event which contains 5 or more instances in 
2. Wheel 

which a wheel slows to 80% or less of vehicle 
3. r~.~ov,,vo~.=~,.-:_ 

~ 
speed and then increases speed coincident with 

, ..... ~,=,~ ,,_tz solenoid operation at that wheel. 

was being braked. The consequences of such an event 
would not be "significant" and, therefore they were not 
included in the summary. The fact that they do occur, 

I,I I.~: 
Time(second~                       however, is an indication of the sensitivity of the 

Figure 18. Recorder ABS Event systems. 
The further differentiation of "major" ABS events 

After recorder data are collected from each of the from among the "significant" events is an attempt to 
trucks, they are checked for accuracy and then pooled estimate more conservatively the number of times the 
with data from other test trucks to enable the generation ABS activates in situations that could have led to loss of 
of statistical summary reports. One such report is shown vehicle control. Thus, "major" ABS events were defined 
in Figure 19. as being those in which the ABS’s modulator valve(s) 

This summary reflects only those ABS events which cycled 5 or more times, indicating that the system had to 
potentially have safety relevance, that is, a sufficient repeatedly activate to prevent the vehicle’s wheel(s) from 
amount of wheel-slip (20 percent) to begin the onset of locking. It is easier to postulate that these ABS events 
loss-of-control. It does not include counts of every ABS might have involved loss-of-control had not the ABS 
activation as there are an appreciable number of non been present. This would especially be true in cases 
"significant" ABS events that typically, involve single involving initial vehicle speeds greater than 45 mph. 
activations of the modulator at one wheel of the system, The data in Figure 19 indicate that, for the time period 
at wheel-speed levels that may have been 85-95 percent from February 1990 t0’April 1990, there was an average 
of that of the other wheels on the vehicle. This could of one "significant" ABS event every 856 miles of 
occur, for example, if a wheel hit a bump in the road or vehicle travel and a "major" event every 8,353 miles of 
momentarily slipped on dirt or gravel when the vehicle travel. Many of the trucks involved in this test accumu- 
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late 100,000 miles per year of operation. For a vehicle in 
this type of operation, the ABS is activating approxi- 
mately once every 3 days, while a "major" ABS event 
occurs approximately once a month. 

As could be expected, the average number of "signifi- 
cant" and "major" ABS events occurring per mile of 
travel varies depending on the time of year, regional 
location in which the truck is operated and, type of 
operation in which the truck is used. Figure 20 shows the 
seasonal variation in the number of "major" ABS events 
occurring per 10,000 miles of travel. The mean number 
of major ABS events per 10,000 miles was 65 percent FLEErAND LOCA~ON 

higher during months in which slippery roads were more ¯ 
likely (December-February) compared to months in Figure 21. ABS Activity of Fleets by Location and Type 
which slippery roads are less likely (October, November, 
March-May). 

~ 11)                                                                                   " 

~ o 
[:12    0,5 

o ~ 0 

~o/8g ~/eg ~J~    ~/~o 2~o ~/go 4/~o s, go TRUCK RECORDER NUMBERS 

MO~nH Figure 22. ABS Activity ,of Individual Trucks 

Figure 20. ABS Activity of Test Fleet by Month 
fleet. There are extremely large differences between 
many of the individual trucks and the overall fleet 

Figure 21 shows the same metric, for October 1989- average. These individual driver/vehicle/route differences 
May 1990 time period, as a function of the individual may be much more significant as a determinant of the 
fleets involved in the test, grouped by the region of the frequency of ABS actiw~tion than are factors associated 
country in which the trucks operated, with a further nota- with ABS design differences. 
tion as to the type of operation in which the fleet is 
engaged. Data from two of the fleets were unavailable Driver Comments/Reactions 

for this time because changes in vehicle-dispatching During the course of the field evaluation, drivers of 

practices precluded frequent enough recorder data off- ABS-equipped test trucks have been informally inter- 

loadings to prevent overwriting data and losing it. viewed to elicit their opinions and experiences with the 

Changes have been made to cor~rect this problem. One of vehicles. The interviewers use an open-ended format to 

the fleets had no major ABS events during this time promote frank comments that are not biased by having to 

period. As can be seen, there are wide variations as a respond to a fixed set of questions. Results/findings are 

result of these operational differences, later transcribed and tabulated. 

Finally, and possibly most importantly, differences The results from a sample of 280 recent interviews are 

among individual vehicles, the route(s) over which they as follows: 

are operated and the way the individual drivers handle ¯ 259 (92.5 percent) of the interviewed drivers 
their vehicles have a large influence on the number of expressed moderate to high acceptance of ABS. 
times the ABS is likely to activate. Figure 22 shows the Typical comments were: "Like system very much 
average number of "major" ABS events that were noted .... " "System works well in the snow and ice .... " 

between October 1989 and May 1990 for 34 individual "Works well on icy and wet pavement...," "I didn’t 
trucks in the program that were selected because of the realize how good it (ABS) is until I got a truck 
comparatively high number of ABS activations they without it...," and "I prefer ABS over standard 
experienced compared to other vehicles in the test. The brakes...." 
frequencies of ABS activations for these vehicles are ¯ 17 (6.1 percent) of the drivers expressed neutral 
compared to the overall average for the entire 200 truck feelings toward ABS. Many of these were new 
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drivers and, therefore, likely had not driven the ¯ Single semitrailer, van--178 
vehicle long enough to form an opinion. ¯ Single semitrailer, tank--62 

¯ Only 4 (1.4 percent) of the drivers indicated a low ¯ Single semitrailer, flatbed--32 
or very low acceptance of ABS with comments such ¯ Double-trailers--12 
as, "...system worked on ice but is too touchy...," ¯ Triple-trailers--62 
and "I think the truck would stop better if the brakes 
locked...." In each case, readings were taken at the rear of the 

¯ 132 (47.1 percent) of the drivers made positive rearmost vehicle in the combination. Observed voltage 

statements about the operation of the ABS on readings, at the higher 1100 RPM level, on just the 
slippery road surfaces, trailer portion of the sample were as follows: 

¯ 108 (38.6 percent) of the drivers felt that ABS The findings noted in Table 4 do not reflect the extra 

should be on trailers as well. Several drivers (8 load that would be imposed on the trailers’ electrical 

percent) mentioned specific instances where the ABS circuitry if ABS was also present. In that case, the 

kept the tractor straight and under_control while readings would be even lower. These findings suggest 

braking, while the trailerslidsideways, that while it may be possible to power some 

¯ Drivers reported 20 instances in which they felt the configurations of ABS on single semitrailers using the 
ABS allowed them to avoid a crash which they could existing stop-lamp circuit, it is problematic for double 

not have avoided if they had been driving a tractor trailers, and virtually impossible for triples. 

without ABS. 
Table 4. Observed Trailer Stop-Lamp Circuit Voltage 

Electrical Circuit Performance of In-Service Truck Readings (Copenhaver et al., 1990) 
Trailers 

One of the principal issues that must be resolved WmCL]~T~ VOLTAGES 
before ABS can be successfully equipped on trailers is 
providing adequate electrical power to the systems. 
Current trailer ABS’s need approximately 8-10 volts in v~J~s 8.65 13.78 11.70 

order to operate properly. Designers are working to r~Ks 8.61 13.77 11.58 
develop future systems that will function at levels as low r~ArBEDS 6.80 13.35 11.42 
as 6 volts, but these are not now available. 

DOUBLES 6.08 12.58 9.87 If the trailer ABS senses that it is not receiving a 
predetermined minimum amount of voltage, it automatic- aaUr~ES 5.56 11.29 8.55 
ally shuts itself down, leaving the trailer with the 
performance capabilities of its basic braking system. Summary/Discussion of ABS Field Evaluation Results 
While this is no worse than the present situation, there to Date 
is concern that adequate electrical power be available in The present NHTSA study of U.S. vehicles has en- 
order to ensure that the benefits of trailer ABS are deavored to portray as complete a picture as possible of 
realized, all the work that has been done on the ABS-equipped 

The options for powering trailer ABS are to use the test vehicles. Thus, these data include many more 
stop-lamp circuit, as is currently done, or to use a maintenance-related activities (namely, inspections, 
separate circuit. There are two ways of providing a adjustments, and repairs) than would normally be report- 
separate circuit: through the present, or a modified ed. These activities, while not insignificant, would 
version of the "7-pin" tractor/trailer electrical connector, normally go unnoticed in most maintenance reporting 
or; through another separate electrical connector. There systems. Indeed, extraordinary efforts have had to be 
are unresolved issues associated with all of these expended to get the participating fleets to take note of 
options. Nevertheless, the results of a recent study and record the fact that these activities were performed. 
(Copenhaver, et at, 1990) make it clear that a change in In normal circumstances, they would simply be done as 
the way trailer ABS is powered will likely be necessary part of routine new vehicle preparation work or as part 
to ensure that adequate power is available, of normal periodic inspection activities. Most of this 

The study, conducted at four locations throughout the maintenance work would not even be recorded/noted. 
country (Dumfries, VA, New Market, MD, Woodburn, Most of the maintenance work has been minor in 
OR, and Brownville, TN), measured 561 in-service nature, with the exception of the"frozen" valve problem 
trucks and truck trailers to determine trailer stop-lamp encountered with one supplier’s system, and the "con- 
circuit voltage and current at tractor engine speeds of servative failure warning logic" problem encountered 
700 and 1100 RPM, with all lights and accessorie.s "on." with another supplier’s ECU. Both these problems were 

The type and number of vehicles/trailers included in attributable to the early developmental nature of those 
the sample were: systems. These type problems should, and likely will, be 

¯ Single-unit dump trucks--15 resolved and eliminated as more experience is gained by 
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ABS suppliers and truck manufacturers and their dealers product line before they were requested to do so for 

installing this type of electropneumatic system. This test this test. Until demand increases, this situation is not 
program was instrumental in helping identify those likely to change, especially in a market that is in a 

product development problems and making certain they downturn. Also, truck manufacturers face substantial 

do not show up in future production versions of those engineering and financial challenges to integrate 

ABSs. cleaner burning engines into their product lines 

The remaining problems that have occurred are of a before the 1994 deadline specified in current 

quality control nature that are ultimately traceable to the emissions standards. The type of quality control 

way the systems were installed. In general, the wide- improvements that seem to be needed will be slow 

spread system design-related failures that were reported in coming until more resources are available for .... 

to have occurred during the early FMVSS 121 era have engineering and quality control work. Simply stated, 

not been noted during this test ]program. more market demand for ABS is needed to enable 
Despite the fact that the source/cause of most of these this work to be done. 

problems was minor and easily :fixed, and was not relat- ¯ Truck drivers are not reticent about reporting fail- 

ed, for the most part, to ABS component part design de- ures. They are, however, often powerless to get 
ficiencies, a number of other issues uncovered by this those problems fixed. If their complaints are not 

study, need to be addressed if ABS is ultimately to be addressed, two things are likely to happen. They 

successful in U.S. operations, become cynical and less inclined to report failures in 

¯ The U.S. truck-building business is unique in that the future, and they are likely to remove ABS failure 

component parts suppliers and truck usersplay large warning lamp bulbs, or the ABS fuse itself, to 

roles in determining the ultimate design and product prevent being annoyed by the constantly lit lamp. 

content of the vehicle. In many instances, customer- ¯ Despite training that was given to the mechanics in 

driven market"pull" forces dictate that truck manu- all the fleets in this test program by the ABS 

facturers install component parts and systems, with- manufacturers on how to troubleshoot and repair 

out the benefit of very extensive engineering testing their systems, many are either reluctant to attempt to 

or evaluation of that component/system as part of repair/maintain an electronic piece of equipment 

their overall vehicle design. As a result, the type of such as ABS or, given that they attempt to fix the 

quality control problems that have been encountered systems, are unable to do so correctly. A large-scale 

to date with ABS are not atypical for many other information dissemination/training effort by ABS 

types of components/systems as well. Based on this suppliers and truck manufacturers will be necessary 

past and reoccurring experience, many of the prob- to deal with this problem. In addition, a strong local 

lems encountered in this test program would likely service support network, backed by such things as 

persist even if ABS was in more widespread use. service "Hotlines," will be essential so that fleet 

The incidence of these problems would be signifi- maintenance personnel with questions can quickly 

cantly reduced if truck manufacturers could concen- and easily get answers/help. These measures will be 

trate their engineering and quality control resources necessary to give them the confidence to attempt to 

on only one or two design:s, but this is unlikely in diagnose and fix problems. 
¯ In one sense, most ABS failures are benign events; the U.S. truck market. As a result, the "price" users 

may have to pay for infinite, flexibility in "spec’ing" they do not prevent the safe continued operation of 

their trucks, may have to be a certain amount of the truck--the "safety insurance policy" simply 

tolerance for "teething problems" while yet another lapses. The pursuit of productivity often is not 

ABS configuration/design is adapted to a given conducive to performing anything other than essen- 

manufacturer’s product. Given the slow voluntary tial maintenance on vehicles if carriers are to 

introduction rate of ABS iuto the U.S. heavy truck achieve the vehicle utilization rates they seek. Under 

market (by 1990, 3 years after it was made commer- these conditions, there is a strong incentive to let 

cially available in the U.S., approximately 3000 ABS failures "slide" until they can be more con- _ 

commercial vehicles had been equipped with ABS), veniently fixed. Examples of this have occurred in 

these problems would likelly persist even if market the NHTSA’s fleet evaluation program. Two of the 

demand for ABS increased, participating fleets experienced operational changes 

¯ Because there has been so little market demand for that necessitated their vehicles being away from 

ABS, most truck manufacturers have expended only their home base of operation much longer than 

minimal amounts of engineering and product devel- originally envisioned when the test began. As a 

opment resources to inl~egrate ABS into their result, long time periods elapsed between when 

designs. Indeed, most of the truck manufacturers failures occurred and when they were addressed. 

involved in the Agency’s test program had not Sometimes it was difficult to address them at all. 

adapted any of the current ABS designs to their These types of failures can easily be ignored with no 
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immediate or direct adverse consequences. Carriers many of the wiring/connector problems that have 
simply must be ~vil.ling, or be convinced, to maintain been encountered to date in the NHTSA test pro- 
these systems, gram, especially the intermittent ones. ABS suppliers 

¯ Intermittent failures, whose cause is difficult/ and truck manufacturers should work to ensure that 
impossible to determine, can become major annoy- the number of these problems is substantially re- 
antes to drivers and fleet maintenance personnel, duced and that simple diagnostic techniques are 
especially if they occur repeatedly. No problems developed to identify them when they do occur. 
were found with many of these warnings but, never- There can be no doubt that the problems that have 
theless, they required maintenance time to address, occurred are real and would render the ABS’s inopera- 
ABS suppliers should endeavor to minimize the tive if not addressed. This highlights the need to provide 
likelihood of these occurrences. They undermine service assistance to motor carriers to enable them to 
drivers" confidence in the systems and frustrate quickly and easily diagnose minor problems and quickly 
mechanics, making them less inclined to attend to fix them. If this does not occur, carriers will likely form 
"real" problems, strongly adverse opinions about these systems, as they 

¯ It would greatly facilitate maintaining ABSs if ABS did in the case of early "121" systems. On the other 
suppliers developed very simple, fool-proof methods hand, if quality control is kept high, and if good service 
for diagnosing ABS problems. Additionally, it would support is available, the preliminary results of this field 
be very beneficial if the SAE, in conjunction with study indicate that, from a reliability and maintenance 
the American Trucking Associations’ Truck Mainte- perspective, ABS can be successfully installed and main- 
nance Council, began work now to develop recom- tained on U.S. heavy trucks. 
mended practices that would standardize the way 
failure diagnostic messages are formatted and 
presented. Thought needs to be given to standard- References 
izing the color and location of failure warning lights 1. Copenhaver, M., Gurrier, J., and Ching, H., 
on power units and trailers, (if trailer failure warning "Photometric and Electrical Performance Charac- 
indications are not transmitted to the power unit teristics of Rear Lighting Systems on In Service 
cab), and whether the light is "off" when the ABS is Truck Trailers," USDOT/NHTSA Report No. DOT 
fully operational and "on" when it has failed, or vice HS 807 545, February, 1990. 
versa. In this regard, it has been noted that some 2. Fancher, P.S., "European/Australian Experience with 
suppliers of trailer systems intend to have the trailer Antilock Braking Systems in Fleet Service," 
failure warning lamp "on" when the system is func- USDOT/NHTSA Report No. DOT HS 807269, 
tional. Tractor ABS failure warning lamps are March, 1988. 
typically just the opposite, "’off" when the system is 3. Leasure, Jr., W.A., and Williams, S.F., "Antilock 
functional. Driver and mechanic confusion are likely Systems for Air-Braked Vehicles," Society of 
in this situation. Automotive Engineers (SAE) Technical Paper No. 

¯ Even if a standard failure warning format is devel- 890113, February, 1989. 
oped, it will not help mechanics diagnose and locate 

$10.0.07 
New Concept of Brake for Heavy Duty Vehicle 

Tohru Kuwahara vehicles. Besides that, load on wheel brake is also 
Isuzu Motors Ltd. increased by reduced rolling resistance of tire and 

Kenji Araki aerodynamic drag force. In the past wheel brake size was 

Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd. 
increased (mainly width of brake drum was increased) to 
remedy the situation, but now because of space problem 
further increase of width is impossible. As a result 

Abstract various kinds of study were conducted such as material 
As performance and speed of heavy duty vehicles change of lining, improvement of cooling performance of 

become higher there are much market needs of higher brake drum, adoption of retarder and etc, from among 
performance of brake system for higher safety. Recently them retarder was the best choice. But there were many 
load on wheel brake mainly for high speed vehicles is problems of electro-magnetic or hydrodynamic retarders 
increasing by lowered engine brake force and exhaust also such as heavy weight, space for installation and etc, 
brake force caused by adoption of small swept volume and retarder is not so popular in Japan. Under these 
diesel engine with turbo and inter cooler coupled with circumstances, authors succeeded for the first time in the 
fast ratio final gear for fuel economy of heavy duty world to develop epoch-making eddy-current retarder 
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featuring light weight, compact and easy installation by I r~REROLLING RESISTANCE 
using very powerful Nd-Fe-B base permanent magnet. I ~/ 
This paper describes about this new retarder and im- I I I I WHEI:LBRAKE 

I provement of safety at the time of brake application 
I I [ [ (UN~NG) I         ISUZU CXG23X 

while running at high speed based on test results of [ ~ AIR DRAGRESISTANCE 
MODEL 

express way on mountainous district. This new retarder I (AERODYNAMIC DRAG FORCE) 

can be incorporated to conventional brake system as an lo 
integral part, and for improvement of brake safety --BRAKINGWORK 

retarder is to be used mainly at high speed while 
conventional wheel brake system is to be used at low Figure 1. Braking Work on Express Way 

speed running or in an emergen~cy. This paper is to deal 
with new concept of braking system of heavy duty 0.7m/sec~ which is not so much deceleration, but wheel 
vehicles in this way. brake absorbed energy is very high because braking time 

and distance are rather long caused by high vehicle 
Introduction speed. 

With the expansion of express way network the In the past this problem of increased wheel brake 
volume of cargo transport in long distance at high speed absorbed energy was addressed by size-up of wheel 
has been increasing recently in Japan, and in order to brake (larger lining area by larger width of lining) and 
meet this requirements characteristics of heavy duty Figure 2 shows trend of lining area/axle for heavy duty 
trucks are tended to be higher power and speed. Brake vehicle in Japan for the past 10 years. 
system is also requested to be of higher performance and 
safety. 

Besides that engine brake and exhaust brake force has ~ t 
been sacrificed recently by adoption of smaller swept ~- ..... ~ 

~a0,r ^xt~laE~*xt~l 

volume diesel engine with turbo & inter-cooler coupled 
3~00t ~1 ._~._._ 11_.~ 

with fast ratio final gear, and wheel brake has been sub- 1200~ .,__~__~ _ ~ ~ ~_.~ ._.._. 

jected to larger load because’, of reduced rolling re- 210~1 ~ - 
sistance of tire and aerodynamic drag force for fuel ~- ..... 
economy. 24001 ~ 

Under these circumstances, the authors were interested 20~0 
in retarder which is to decelerate or restrict automobile I~00,0 ~-- -~ 
speed as an auxiliary system of wheel brake, and suc- ’~0 ’85 ’90 
ceeded to develop new compact and light weight retarder --YEAR 
not requiring electricity consumption by adoption of very 
powerful Nd-Fe-B base permanent magnet and the Figure 2. Trend Lining Area/Axle for Heavy Duty Vehicle 

retarder was placed in the marlket in January 1991. 
in Japan 

This paper describes about required performance, 
principle of operation and construction of this newly But, this approach is almost not practical at present 

developed retarder. Moreover, improvement of safety of because of limited space. 

brake application at high speed and future requirements 
Consequently, various engineering studies were con- 

of brake system of heavy duty vehicle are to be dis- ducted such as to adopt better lining with higher fade 

cussed by referring to the test results obtained while resistance or to provide air cooling fin on drum for 

driving on express way in mountainous districts, higher cooling efficiency. From among various possible 
solutions the adoption of retarder as an auxiliary brake 

Braking Work on Express Way 
was the best choice, and in this case not high braking 

Kinetic energy absorbed by brake application of heavy 
force is required but this retarder must withstand con- 

duty truck running on express way was measured and 
tinuous application for a long time. 

Conventional electro-magnetic or hydrodynamic 
Figure 1 shows these results obtained while this test retarder has high performance but heavy weight are 
truck was running on Chugoku Express Way in 
mountainous districts. Test truck was ISUZU CXG23X 

problems, and moreover large scale chassis modification 

with GVW approximately 20,000kg powered by small 
is required. So, in Japan retarder has not been popular. 

swept-volume diesel engine of approximately 9.8~ with 
turbo-charger and inter cooler,, Purpose of Development of New Retarder 

As shown here wheel brake absorbed energy occupies For popularization of retarder in Japan the new 

share of over 60% of total energy absorption while retarder was developed with the purposes listed below. 

shares of engine brake and exhaust brake are much ¯ Improvement of brake performance at high speed 

smaller. In this case average vehicle desolation is 0.5 - running of heavy duty truck of GVW 20,000Kg 
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powered by small swept volume diesel engine with BRAKING FORCE 
turbo-charger and inter-cooler. EDDY CURRENT 

S POLE a Sufficient performance to be secured together with 
+_! / PERMANENT existing exhaust brake. [F      MAGNET 

¯ Small size and light weight,                                                     i~ 
I ¯ Chassis modification for retarder mounting shall be t _ 

kept minimum. 
¯ Construction and system shall be simple for securing 

reliability. 
I I 

PLATE (ROTOR)                      t T.~ 

Estimation of Required Performance LINE OF MAGNETIC FLUX N POLE N POLE 

Market survey centering on vehicle powered by turbo- 
charged engine was conducted to estimate required per- Figure 4. Principle of Retarder 
formance matching with Japanese market, and required 
performance of retarder was obtained by simulation as 

DIRECTION OF MAGNETIC FLUX 
shown by Figure 3 based on data of market survey and POLE PIECE ROTOR (DRUM) 

test data of wheel brake basic characteristics. AIR.    ~ . I |    ROTOR (DRUM) 

--InvestigationofMarket -- -~7-’- Test Data 

R~ 
~ 

LRatio of using express way.-.(approxS0~i L.Correlation between vehicle 
2.Monthly running distance speed and lining wear "~" ’ 

-.-(55~,approx12000km) LCorrelatlon between lining 

;.Status of brake appl Icatlon te~nperature and wear PE 
(Investigation by riding on tru~k) LCo~parlson of lining absorbed 

energy by difference of engine 

Cot~putation of absorbed energy by brak~ swept-volume 

LMeasurement of brake lining temperature |.Lining temperature and braking Figure 5. Magnetic Circuit During Braking 
i.Brake lining exchange interval effort 

i. Inclination data of express way 5.Air resistance and tire rolli~ 

resistance If drum rotates under these conditions eddy-current is 
I~ 

~L~ generated around inner surface of drum and braking 
Required performance by Simulation - 

"~ force works in reverse direction of drum rotation. 
~.Must be able to run at 80km/h on 5~ do~n slope in stabilized condition 

12.Frequency of foot brake application shall be 1/2 or less [ When retarder switch is not on, the permanent mag- 
p. Lining I i fe at high speed sha l I be 2-3 t i mes longer nets are separated from inside surface of drum and meg- 

Figure 3. Required Performance netic circuit is formed by permanent magnet and case as 
shown by Figure 6. By this reason magnetic circuit by 

Principle of Operation and Construction 
drum and permanent magnet is shut-out, and magnetic 
force is re-routed to inside of case where there is no 

In order to achieve the purpose of development, our leakage of magnetic force. 
engineering effort was directed to simplify construction 
and system for large scale weight reduction by using CASE DIRECTION OF MAGNETIC FLUX’ 
very powerful permanent magnet of Nd-Fe-B base. 

~ 
~CAS~/ 

Principle of Operation , , 
Principle of permanent magnet type eddy-current /- .... 

retarder is same as conventional coil type electro- 
magnetic retarder. As shown by Figure 4 when perma- PERMANENT MAGNET YOKE 

nent magnet comes near to rotating metal plate eddy- 
current is generated on metal plate by magnetic field of Figure 6. Magnetic Circuit During Non-Braking 

permanent magnet and braking force in opposite direc- 
tion of metal plate rotation is created by Fleming’s rule. Basic Equation 

The above rotor was changed to be of drum structure Lorentz force of permanent magnet type eddy-current 
and 12 pieces of permanent magnet were arranged on retarder was obtained from Maxwell equation (1). 
outer surface of yoke so that neighboring pole would Lorentz force (braking force) created on drum by 

face opposite pole each other. This permanent magnet approximation is as follows. 

never rotates. T -- F~ (M) . F~(k,a,b,o) ) . F~(s,p r,k b) 
As shown by Figure 5 when brake is applied these 

permanent magnets are set in matching position inside of This is multiplication of terms of M (permanent 

drum by the force of air cylinder and magnetic circuit is magnet force), geometric shape of equipment and mag- 
formed by permanent magnet and drum through pole netic permeability of material and S (speed parameter). 
piece. F~ - F~ are as follows. 
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P~ -- (4P0Mz) //t2 

F2 -- silg(k{°/2)(sinh(ka)/c°sh(kb))2(1-tanh(kc)/kc) 
,.~--~1 

Retarder 

e~ ¢1 +pr=s= + 2aprtanh(kb) +pr2tanl~(kb) 

where 
(Foot Brake) a, b, c, ~o, k ffi ~;Parameter of shapes shown by Figure 7. 

ne Brake and Exhaust Brake 
p r, o ;Relative magnetic permeability and electrical con-" 

ductivity. Figure 8. Location of Retarder 

Rotor c~ Cooling FI~ Rotor 

Magnet 2 C ~ 
~.~ ~ Pots 

Figure 7. Model and Notations; 

Results of these theoretical calculation indicate that 
I1’~.~ ._~].,,i~in 

Brake Drum 
torque efficiency can be improved if optimum selection [l_~.. 
of electrical conductivity and relative magnetic perme- rr---- /M Rear C 

ability (factor of parameter S) of drum material is made. 
This time, comparatively low carbon steel alloy with 

Figure 9. Construction (Rear Side of Transmission) 

high relative magnetic permeability was selected as drum 
Air eyl inder 

(rotor) material after paying dne engineering attention to Pe~e ~c~ / 
braking force and thermal strength at high speed. ~ Po~es~ 

._._~-Permanent blather 

Construction                                                                                             ~_~12 Pieces) 

As this retarder was designed to be very compact with                              ~ ¥o~e 
light weight almost no reinforcement of chassis is re- 
quired for mounting at rear side of transmission. 

Further more retarder is fastened to drive line together ~ ~’oto~ 
with parking brake system and design change of both 
parking brake and propeller shaft was also not required. 
In another words,light weight (40kg) and almost no 
requirement of chassis modification are the special Figure 10. Cut Model 

design features of this retarder. 
Figure 8 shows location of’ retarder, Figure 9 shows heat, water and dust coming in from out-side by this 

sealed case. detailed construction and Figure 10 shows retarder cut 
model. Table 1 shows specification of permanent magnet. 

Here, given are the detailed descriptions of stator and 
Table 1. Specification of Magnet 

rotor. 
Stator. Together with yoke 12 pieces of permanent n~StOU~L COERCIVE MAXIMUM TEMPI:RATURE TEMPERATURP THERMAL 

magnet are sealed inside of ~rnagnetic sealed case and 
FLUX PRODUCTS OF Bf         OF IHc 

inside surface of drum 12 ]pieces of pole piece are ~,srrv 
arranged corresponding to each pole of permanent mag- s~ |He [HB] MAX ~rXlOOIBr ~IHTexIOOIIHa 

net. When permanent magnet comes inside of pole piece 
then this pole piece.functions as magnetic pole. Parts 
other than pole piece\ore made of aluminum which is 
nonmagnetic material. Store area of permanent magnet Rotor. When brake is applied magnetic flux density 
after separation from drum is covered by magnetic becomes higher and also eddy current is concentrated 
sealing material. Permanent magnet is protected against inside surface of drum. Continuous brake application at 
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high speed generates eddy current of several thousands 
m/se~WITH TOP GEAR POSITION 

ampere and temperature of inner surface of drum reaches 

i’ 8~ ~ 

GVW: 19785Kg 

over 600°C, this heat is radiated by V type fin on outer 
.5~-5%SLOPE--~II RETARDER 

surface of drum. Air cooling fin is quite necessary for 
0.4 .-                   =!~~-- ~’~ 

obtaining stabilized braking force at high speed in ~ ~ E’I~,’~ I1EXAUSTBRAKE 
. ~.’.~: ~: 

continuous application.                                         ...,~f~: / ~ ,/.,,~ENGINE BRAKE 

Control System 0 t,   // IIR " "GRES’SrA"OE 
S~e control system as conventional exhaust brae ~ ~/////////~///~) 

w~ adopt~ for simplification and c~ be controlled by 0 50 100 Km/h 
~VEHICLE SPEED .~ 

manua~y operating combination switch provided on 
st~dng column. ~is switch can be operated in 2 Figure 12. ~eeeleration by Retarder 
s~ges~lst position for exhaust brae and 2nd position 
for exhaust brae ~d re~der together. Ret~der on-off (SAMPLE OF YAMAGUCH~ ~C-M~YOSH~ ~C) 
is controlled by 2 sets of magnetic valve which sends ~r 
to either left or right chamber of a~ cylinder ~ternately 
to move pe~anent magnet (see Figure 11.).. YAMAGUCHI IC 

H~aOSH~MA JCT 

600 MIYOSHI IC 
Retardar 

0n when Retarder    [                                               400 
Sw[ teh 

. 
~ s~iteh on 

~ Off ~ 0n 

/ 
P’L 

[ position position 200 

~/ ’, , ~M/V lair eyl nderl~ I I o so ~oo 
~- ....... =~ q J" RUNNING DISTANCE [Km] 

Figure 13. Ve~ical Section of Chugoku Express Way 

! 
Brake pedal L~agnet (N=12) 

Rotor 
EXAUST BRAKE ONLY 

Figure 11. ~nttol ~y~tom                               EXAUST BRAKE I 

Moreover ret~der s~s operation when service brae AND RETARDER I 
pedal is pressed and re~der is released by pressing 

I             I 
accelerator ped~. 0 5 10 XlOrJ 

~BRAKING WORK OF LINING 
Evaluation of Performance 

In order to conf~m if required performance is satisfied Figure 14. Braking Work of Linin~ 

or not perform~ce test w~ conducted by using heavy 
duty truck(ISUZU CXM23V Model, GVW 19,785kg) than 1/2 of "only exhaust brae." Because of lower 

powered by sm~l swept volume(9.8Q) diesel engine with frequency of wheel brake application. 

turbo ~d inter-cooler coupled, because wheel brae of Figure 15 shows that lining temperature goes up over 
200°C when "only exhaust brake" is applied, but when this model is subjected to heavy load. As shown by 

Figure 12. together with exhaust brae deceleration "exhaust brake + ret~der" applied lining temperature is 
lower than 150°C where br~ing effort of lining is stabil- 0.49m/sec= at vehicle speed 80km~ was secured and this 
ized (see Figure 16) (2) under these conditions service vehicle could run on 5% down slope at high speed 

without acceleration in a stabilized condition, life of lining was successfully elongated to 3 times 
which is almost same value obtained by initial simulation In Jap~, brae application frequency is very high on 

Chugoku Express Way where there are many slopes, and calculation. 

test w~ conducted between Miyoshi [.C. and Yamaguchi 
I.C. because brae application frequency becomes Evaluation by Monitoring Test 

highest in this ~ea. Before introduction of new ret~der in the m~ket 

Figure 13 shows one p~t of vertical section of slope, many monitoring test were conducted to survey evalua- 

Figure 14 shows that when "only exhaust brae" is tion in the Japanese market. Some of the user’s com- 

comp~ed with "exhaust brae + re~der" the lining ments were that: 

absorbed energy of"exhaust brae + ret~der" is less ¯ Can run winding down slope at high speed easily, 
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oc Conclusion 
"-200 ’ ! oc200 Max inclination angle of slope of express way in 
~ ! ~, I Japan is approximately 5% in average, and it was pos- - oc1 o 
~ ! 00 : ’ ~ EXAUST BRAKE ONLY sible to negotiate down-hill of 5% at 80km/h (speed limit 

on express way in Japan) without acceleration in stabil- 
~ EXAUST BRAKE 

AND RETARDER ~ 50 ized condition by application of retarder and convention- 
_ al exhaust brake. As a result retarder was found out to be 
z 0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 MIN 
~ TIME very effective for improvement of brake performance at 

high speed. Based on these required performance the 
Figure 15. Lining Temperature authors succeeded to develop new compact retarder 

featuring light weight, easy to be mounted on chassis and 
not consuming electricity by using powerful permanent 
magnet (Nd-Fe-B bese). By incorporating this new type 
retarder to conventional brake system centering on high 
speed truck transportation, new concept was formulated 

///~F~~~.. 

where retarder acting as main brake in high speed area 

~ while conventional wheel brake as main brake in slow 
~ speed area or emergencY case. Our engineers are firmly 
o~ convinced that this kind of braking system must be 

-~~ adopted by heavy duty trucks which are tended to be 
~ higher speed and larger engine out-put in future. 

I ~ ~ I t As there are much demands from market the brake 
100 150 200 250 °c system of heavy duty vehicles expected to be revolution- 

’ Linin~ Temperature /’~ ized. 

Figure 16. Lining Temperature and Braking Effort References 

1. Haruo Sakamoto and others, "Lorentz force analysis 
for eddy current brake system," 68th JSME spring 

¯ Brake application frequenc, y reduced to less than half annual meeting, Vol. No. 910-17 pp. 525-527 
which in turn helped reduce driver’s fatigue. (1991.3.30). 

This new retarder was highly evaluated by users as 2. Automobile engineering hand book (1990)by JSAE, 

expected and design engineers were deeply impressed by "basic and theory, 4th chapter, basic and theory of 
high market needs, braking performance", p. 126. 

$10.0.08 

Experimental Accident Simulation for Improved Safety of Tank Vehicles 
for Dangerous Goods 

K. Rompe with original tank vehicles in the form of vehicle-to- 

T0V Rheinlande.V., Institute of Traffic Safety vehicle collisions and overturning tests which have 
proved to be important since hazardous goods are fre- 
quently released. The experimental simulation of the 

Abstract overall vehicle will be supplemented by the systematic 
An investigationtermedTHESEUSwhichisscheduled testing of tank components in order to examine the 

to last for several years has been initiated by the German behaviour of the walls when exposed to puncturing and 
Federal Minister for Researc, h and Technology. This flat loads. These investigations should result in sound, 
investigation is intended to generate measures designed simplified test methods for the approval of tanks. The 

to improve tank trucks trartsporting hazardous sub- experiments will be accompanied by numerical calcula- 

stances. For this purpose, the safety of the overall system tions. The first step will be to validate the mathematical 

consisting of vehicle, tank components and safety model with experimental results and then to calculate 

devices, participants in the accident and the type of conditions not covered by experiments. The second step 

accident will be considered. Relevant accident statistics should provide a better understanding of the mechanisms 

and analyses of accidents by teams involved in the of deformation and the criteria of rupture. In addition to 

project will create the parameters for the experimental this, the driving behaviour of tank vehicles will be 
and theoretical investigations. Crashes will be simulated investigated by means of objective driving maneuvers 
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such as steady-state turning, step steering input and These main objectives of the THESEUS project are 
sinusoidal steering input. The most important parameter taken into account in the project structure as shown in 
to be varied will be the loading condition of the tank Figure 1. The activities which have been carried out in 
vehicle. The most significant results are expected to be the main job packages (AP) up to now are described in 
the non-steady-state overturning limits of the vehicles the following. 
under investigation. These limits will be compared to 
those obtained under steady-state conditions during tests 
on a turntable. These experiments will also be supple- 
mented by numerical calculations. The numerical model 
will be validated by experimental results obtained with ........ 
a modern truck-trailer combination with a low center of ...... ~-~ ~’--~,~--~ ~.~~z:o~t ~:~’~.~ 
gravity. The model will then be used to study the in- 
fluence of parameters. The objective of the investigation ,, ~o__2~ .... ~ ........ 
which commenced in summer 1990 is described and the 
results which have been obtained so far are presented. 

Introduction 
About 23,500 tank trucks are currently licensed for the 

transportation of hazardous goods in the Federal Repub- ~’~’ 
lic of Germany. Their transport capacity is increasing 
steadily and is slightly more than 12% of the total 
quantity of goods transported on the road. Although the Figure 1. Project Structure 

number of road accidents involving hazardous goods is Accident Analysis 
comparatively low, amounting to about 800 per year, the Accident analyses are based on already available data 
risk potential of these accidents is relatively high. on the one hand and on data collections carried out 

With the agreement of the Federal Ministry of Trans- specially for this project on the other. The results of 
port, the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology these data collections are recorded in a four-part 
has therefore appropriated funds for a comprehensive questionnaire. 
joint research venture by the Technischer Oberwachungs- These questionnaires were subjected to a preliminary 
Verein Rheinland (TOV), DEKRA, the Federal Institute evaluation in order to check the accident simulation 
for Materials Testing and Research (BAM), the Federal parameters specified at the start of the project. The 
Institute for Road Research (BASt) and subcontractors experimental boundary conditions obtained during this 
from industry, evaluation were compared to the figures defined at the 

THESEUS, the name of this project, is derived from start of the project and used for definition of the accident 
the German "Tankfahrzeuge mit h0chst erreichbarer simulation parameters. 
SicherheitdurchexperimentelleUnfallsimulation,"which The number of tank trucks and cylindrical tanks 
can be roughly translated as Tank Trucks with Maximum involved in accidents is almost the same as that obtained 
Achievable Safety through Experimental Accident Simu- in the course of an investigation performed by BASt 
lation, from 1982 to 1984. In contrast, the number of articulated 

The main objective of the project is to consider the vehicles involved in accidents has almost doubled 
overall system consisting of vehicle, tank components (approximately 58%) while that of box tanks has more 
and safety devices, participants in the accident and the than doubled (approximately 68%). 
type of accident from the point of view of safety. The accidents assessed in the course of this evaluation 
Vehicle-to-vehicle collisions and overturning tests will show that the list of accidents to be simulated, which 
be carried out for this purpose. Investigations of tank was specified at the beginning of the project on the basis 
components should provide information on failure be- of a literature study, is still valid. These are rear-end 
haviour and lead to simpler test methods. The limits of collisions, accidents at intersections and self-initiated 
the dynamics of vehicle movement and overturning overturning accidents. 
immunity will also be examined experimentally. Both the It is interesting to consider the behaviour of cylin- 
investigations with permanent deformation of the tank drical tanks as compared to box types which is apparent 
walls and the driving tests will be supplemented with from Table 1. 
numerical simulations to permit variation of the para- The results obtained from an evaluation of the acci- 
meters after validation of the models, dents up to now (59 cases) are in contrast to the general 

Statistical accident data will be collected to allow opinion that the risk of a release of hazardous substances 
parameters to be selected for the experimental investiga- from a cylindrical tank is much lower than from a box 
tions, tank. 
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Table 1. Tank Shapes Related to the Type of Vehicle and 
the Release of Hazardous Goods 

Box Tank Cyl. Tank Ell. Tank 
HG HG HG 

Release Release Release 
with!without with/without with/without 

Articulated 

~00 
vehicle        i 8 ii 

618 
0 1 

Tank truck 16 6 
~_~2 

~ 

Tank truck with ~ 
trailer 1 6 ~    3 0 0 0 0 

, 

The evaluation shows that there was a release of 
hazardous substances from 50% of the 40 box tanks 
involved in accidents, while such a release was detected Figure 2. Part View el Pressure Sensors and Acceleration 
in 44% of the 18 cylindrical tanks involved in accidents. Sensors installed in Measuring Boxes ~nside a Tank 

The objective of accident analyses is to keep the Chamber Which is Filled with Water to the AHowable 

parameters as close to the real accident sequence as Level During the Crash Test 

possible when planning the experimental program and to 
describe accidents with tank trucks containing hazardous 
goods in greater detail than is presently the case. 

Experimental Accident Simulation 
A preliminary program encompassing about 30 tests 

was drawn up from an analysis of the usage and accident 
frequencies of various vehicle types. The impacting 
vehicle is always a truck. The tank shape, tank material, 
center of gravity, vehicle type, number of axles, suspen- 
sion and tyres of the tank truck were taken into account. 

The points at which accelerations and internal tank 
pressures are measured on or in the tank truck are co- 
ordinated with the other job packages. The global tank 
acceleration (its central axis) is always measured on the 
outside in three orthogonal directions parallel to the main Figure 3. Deformation of the Side Wall of the Tank Due to 

axes of the tank at the center of the front and back tank the Head-On impact of a Truck Travelling at 40 kr~h 

bottom. Other acceleration measuring points are located 
in a ring on the inside of the wall of the tank chamber A rail is used for latera! control. The overturning kine- 

which is filled to the allowable level with water and matics still have to be investigated in order to calculate 

suffers a direct impact during the crash. Sensors for the point of impac~ as accurately as possible. 

measuring the internal tank pressure are also positioned 
here, Figure 2. Additional pressure measuring points are Mathemadca~ Accident S~mu~at[on 

installed on a partition of the directly loaded chamber. The investigations involving permane~u deformations 

A method is currently being tested for deformation of the tank walls and the driving tests will be supple- 

measurements. It can record a surface form by means of mented by mathematical simutat~onso 

moire effects. Acceleration measurements are also A three-dimensionaL non-linear simulation model 

c~ied out at the impacting truck. In the side coll~sion calculate tank truck dynamics w~H be prepared fo~ 

tests performed so f~, a 16 t ~uck (forward control lation of the dynamics of vehicle movement. For 

vehicle) crashed head-on ~nto the side of the tank Vuck, purpose, the existing truck model must be extended 

whereby the longitudinal axes of the vehicles were at an include ~he semitrailer, fifth whee~ coupling a~d 

angle of 60°. Figure 3 shows the deformations o~ a tank suspension. 

which suffered an impact at 40 km/h. Simple mode~ approache~ for ~ fifth whee~ 

Since accidents with material release are part~cu!~ly whh locally concentrated degrees of freedom of the 

dangerous and since the vehicle overturns ~n 60 to 70% articulated joints, as frequently dcscr~bed ~n 

of these accidents, this point is considered in great depth, are not suhable for more accurate hwest~gat~ons of 

According to the concept developed for overturning dynamics of vehicle movement h~ this case, an accurate 

tests, the wheels on the left side of the vehicle roll along consideration of the positions of ~he ~nd~v~dual sp~n axes 

the road while those on the right s~de roll over a ramp. ~s necessxy to correctly depict the ~ynam~c effects and 
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moments between the towing vehicle and the semitrailer, order to simulate the test conditions more accurately, 
A model to depict a standard fifth wheel coupling is another calculation will be performed with a different 
currently being prepared, program system. In this case, the interaction of the 

In the course of a literature study it became apparent structural deformations and the motion of the liquid in 
that models for the simulation of pneumatically sprung the tank will be described. 
axles have not been documented to date in the time r,~sEus 
range. A new model approach was therefore derived. 
This reproduces both transient (adiabatic) and steady- ~o- 
state (isothermal) behaviour of the pneumatic springs. In /,’.; 
the intermediate ranges, one obtains the hysteresis loops 200- ~ 

Drop height 1.0 m 

known from measurements, which are primarily caused 
by heat transfers (air in the vicinity of the cushion type 

~2oo- , pneumatic spring). 
~ 

,’ 
In the sector tank deformation dynamics, additional 

~o 
_ 

information is expected to be obtained on the influence o          l i 
exerted by energy input, mass distribution, the speed of ~oo , 

the event and geometric boundary conditions on the fail- ~o- 
i~3 : 

ure limits. The calculations will be performed with the 
i crash program DYNA3D. A tank drop test was simulated o- ~ , -- 

in order to prepare the necessary tools. 
~oo 200 

The steel tank (fine-grain structural steel TTStE) used Figure 5. Contact Force Curve 
for this test had a diameter of 2000 mm and was dropped 
from a height of 1.33 m onto a sharp mandrel with a An investigation of the intrinsic forms of the tank 
diameter of 150 mm. The tank was filled with water and segment gives a possible explanation for the fact that the 
weighed 19.5 t. The impact speed was 5.1 m/s. calculation results are not rotationally symmetrical. The 

Figure 4 shows the completely punctured structure intrinsic forms exhibit mirror-symmetrical or quadruple 
after 100 ms. The maximum mandrel force amounted to symmetry at different frequencies. These deformations 
1830 kn and the maximum deceleration was around 90 g. may have been caused by vibrations initiated during con- 

tact. In the experiment, the tanks have a similarly severe, 
cross-shaped deformation pattern. 

Tank Components 
Local impacts of pointed structures on tanks constitute 

a major type of loading in real accidents. In this context, 
a literature study was also performed at the beginning of 
the project with the following objectives: 

o To analyze known, real accidents involving vehicles 
transporting hazardous goods in order to define 
suitable test objects and calculation models for 
experimental and mathematical studies on the basis 
of the typical damage patterns. 

o To determine fundamental characteristic values for 
Figure 4. Puncturing of the Tank Bottom After 100 ms real accidents. 

After adapting the calculation to the smaller mass of ¯ To systematically document publications dealing 
with the failure behaviour of thin plates and shells. the test tank of 5.3 t, the force-time curves (Figure 5) 
As an example, Figure 6 summarizes known investi- and the deformation were in good agreement. The force 

profile measured in the test is presented in flattened form gafions of the puncturing behaviour of plates of 
various metallic materials which are frequently used in the figure. The measuring strip chart contains fluctua- 
for tank construction. tions similar to those in the calculated profile. The 

contact force fluctuates; after impact, the tank briefly Steady-state and dynamic puncturing tests were then 
lifts off the mandrel again several times. The force level carried out on tank components to obtain an overall 

in the test and in the calculation is approximately the picture of failure behaviour. These included: 

same for the first two impacts. The force peaks decrease , Static puncturing tests (mandrel diameter 80 ram) on 
more quickly in the test, presumably on account of the spherical bottoms of varying thickness manufactured 
damping effect of the water in the tank; only the damp- from structural steel St 37-2 with the aid of a 25 MN 
ing effect of the tank plays a role in the calculation. In test machine (see Figure 7a). The force/deformation 
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’~ ~/ o Instrumented drop tests with bottoms having the 

~ 

//~// 

same geometry andmaterial properties and with 
~oo ~ .... welded-on cylindrical section (diameter 1250 ram, 

E = Oe~rma~r*er~ height 990 mm). The test object was filled with 

~o ~ = w,~,~ about 1000 I water to simulate the real content. It 
~ . therefore had a total mass of 1300 kg. A potential 

" energy corresponding to the deformation energy 
which can be taken from the static puncturing test 
(Figure 7b) is obtained with this mass at a drop 
height of 4.1 m. 

The main result obtained in the course of these tests 
is that the spherical bottom is totally penetrated even in ~ 

~ ÷ ~ 
~ 

the case of a deformation path of about 180 mm (static 

Figure 6o ~esu~s ~f P~etu~iag "rests drop: 300 ram, see Figure 7b), whereby the failure force 

of approximately 280 kN is comparable to that of the 
static puncturing test. ~e numerics1 integration of the 
force/deformation profile recorded during Ihe impact 
duration points to a failure energy which is much lower 
than that encountered during static loading. This result is 
in contrast to the results obtained from static and dynam- 
ic puncturing tests of flat plates which, in the dynamic 
case, always show a larger energy absorbing capacity at 
the low impact speeds under discussion here. It would 
therefore be sensible to perform a drop test with a criti- 
cal drop height based on the failure behaviour of flat 
plates. 

Limits of the Dynamics of Vehicle Movement 
Tank trucks are involved in accidents more frequently 

than other trucks as a result of overturning, for instance 

after driving into a bend too quickly. In order to analyse 
the basic overturning characteristics of t~nk trucks, 
investigations are carried out to determine the static 
overturning limit on a tipping bridge and to establish the 
dynamic overturning limits by means of driving tests. 

The experiments on the tipping bridge n~ake use of 

Fl~re 7s. Test ~tup sn~ resu~ of s Static Ptmeturing two angle measuring devices which are part of the stand- 

Teet~25NN Test N~¢h~r~e f~t Puncturing Test ard equipment of the tipping bridge and are designed 
according to the pendulum principle, One of the devices 

....... measures the tipping bridge angle while the other meas- 

~"~’-!-° 
! ~ i ~ures the sl°pe °f the test vehicle chassis at the fr°nt and~ 

~°~ ~ 
P ~.~ the rear. Chassis inclination and tank inclination are also 

~ 
~-~II ~ recorded with inclination measuring systems consisting 

~o- of a sensor and a display unit. 
e " ~ .... ~°~ Two vehicle conditions are considered in the tipping 

~ 
~ 

~ ~ 

tests: In condition A, one singte wheel loses contact with 

~-~ 

~ 
the tipping bridge surface. In condition B, all wheels of 
a vehicle unit lose contact with the tipping bridge 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~0 surface. The respective conditions are reached in a quasi- 
T~ve~tanee ~n ~ 

static manner by increasing the slope of the tipping 
N~ure 7~o Test Setup ~n~ rest~lt of ~ Static Puncturing bridge very slowly. Figure 8 illustrates tipping to the 
T~st-~o~/0~f~mati~n ~ ~ 5 mm 5pherica~ Bottom right° The vehicle-related inclination measuring points ...... 

and the associated measuring systems are documented 

behaviour recorded during the measurements (see photographically together with a list of other relevant 

Figure 7b) was used te determine the energy vehicle data, e.g. data required to review tipping angle 

absorbing capacity at the ~ailure limit° calculation formulae at a later date. 
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, Longitudinal acceleration 
¯ Yaw velocity 
¯ Roll angle 
¯ Pitch angle 

at the semitrailer. The test program included 5 loading 
conditions and three driving maneuvers. 

Figure 9. Measuring Equipment in the Driver’s Cab 

First evaluations of the circular driving maneuver 
show neutral steering to slight understeering for all 
loading conditions (Figure 10, top). The achievable 

¯ ~,,a ~-~,,~ ~,~,~...,~,o ~.~:~:, o.~.~ lateral accelerations are larger for an unloaded semi- 
c~,,,~-.,., ~,..~ ................... 3o,5,,~0.~o,,~o,s,, .,o.,~. trailer than for a loaded one. The buckling angle (Figure 

Steady-state driving 

Figure 8. Tilting to the Right o~ pavement, lead compar~sen 

Left-hand circle Right-hand circle 

Driving tests are carried out with objective maneuvers 

~ 0 .. to determine the dynamic overturning limit for realistic 
~ .............. 

driving maneuvers prior to accidents and to compare 
_t ~ ~-~~ %,,. these to the values obtained on the tipping bridge. 2 ~’~°i 

i i ~ The first series of driving tests was carried om with a 

gr~ ,~~..0 

~ 

four-wheel towing vehicle and a six-wheel semitrailer 

~ 
1 

with insulated stainless steel tank. Figure 9 shows the ~_~__~ 

theinsidevariables°f the cab with the installed equipment to measure 
~ ~’i 

¯ Steering wheel angle 
¯ Steering wheel moment 
- Longitudinal acceleration of driver’s cab 

’°~°T--~ ~ 
. Lateral acceleration of driver’s cab 
- Yaw velocity of driver’s cab ~ 
¯ Roll angle of driver’s cab 
¯ Pitch angle of driver’s cab 

"chassisDifferentiM roll angle between driver’s cab and 
~ . Lateral acceleration of chassis (chassis rigid) g 

- Buckling angle 
¯ Relative pitch angle between chassis and semitrailer .......... °.0 .,.0 .~.0 0.0 
- Longitudinal velocity ~e~l 
¯ Lateral velocity ~vs MAN-TTC with insulate~ stal~t~a stee! 

at the towing machine, and the variables Figure t0. Buckling end Steering Wheel Angle 
- Lateral acceleration Function of Later~! Acceleration 
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10, bottom) between the towing vehicle and the semi- In the case of sinusoidal steering angles, movement of 

trailer is clearly positive when steering to the left, while the semitrailer around its vertical axis can only be ob- 

negative values are obtained at larger lateral accelera- served at low steering frequencies. Vehicle reactions are 

tions while steering to the right. This is due to the fact very slight at high steering frequencies. However, the 

that the last axle of the semitndler helps to steer the driver’s cab does move considerably. 

vehicle when driving in a left-hand circle but not when 
driving in a right-hand one. 

S10.0.09 
UNITAS 2000--Envir,onment and Nature Protection Related 
Integrated Tanker Safety 

Hans-Eggert Tonnesen Introduction 

Anton Ellinghaus GrnbH & Co. KG In the mid-Eighties a research project of the Ministry 
of Research and Technology was carried out under the 

Abstract 
name TOPAS which is the abbreviation for: "Road 

TOPAS (tank truck with optimum and active safety 
Tanker with Optimised Passive and Active Safety 

equipment) was a research project of the BMFT in the 
Features." 

mid-1980s. In view of the increase in the safety of tank 
Out of the results of the TOPAS Project, the lowering 

trucks that became evident from this research project and 
of the centre of gravity must be classed as the most out- 

of the results obtained from tanker crash tests carried out 
standing safety improvement (Figure 1). 

in conjunction with the DEKRA, Ellinghaus saw the TOPAS Semifraiter ~onwntionta Semifraiter 

need to apply the knowledge gained to cylindrical press-,~~~ ~ ure tanks as well. The result of this was the enhanced- 
safety tank truck UNITAS 2000. The biggest difficulty 
in realizing this project was to lower the centre of 
gravity, in order to achieve not only a high level or 
stability against overturning, as in the case of TOPAS, 
but also the excellent road performance of this vehicle ÷ 
type, whereby it had to be born in mind that cylindrical 
tanks are all tested with an internal pressure of 4 bars. 

Figure 1. Cofferdam Bulkhead Tank 

To attain this goal while retaining strength against the 4- 
bar internal pressure, the forward part of the tank devi- The reason why the lowering of the centre of gravity 

ated from the ideal cylindrical form and a so-called aero- of road tankers, i.e. vehicles with moving load, is so 

foil profile was used in this area instead. The special important and offers an enormous safety improvement is 

feature of such a profile is that in the upper shell something which I should like to explain by means of the 

pressure-stresses occur and in the lower shell tensile- following diagram (Figure 2). 

stresses, while the disastrous bending-stresses are almost 
completely obviated. The necessary static calculations 
for type approval were carried out using a finite element I 
program that was hired in America. The usual hoop has 
been replaced on the UNITAS 2000 by an arrangement 

that provides the same level of safety with a normal wall ~,--~-’~’=, "7, ~~~ i//’’ ~ "~’j-jl’~-~ 

into the outer contour of the tank, thus achieving a .~    i ----,T"-- ’ I 
vehicle height saving of 400 mm. As a result, the dome 
fittings are protected in the case of the vehicle over- 
turning in an accident, and a :protection cover for the ~    ~ f ~ ’ 
dome fittings is no longer necessary. The trapezoidal 
profile also had the advantage of making it possible to 
reduce the normal vehicle le, ngth, leading to better 

~t~t~¢~vo comparsion: rags÷ un~avourabto toadiqg condi~ionl 
Standard tank semitraiter 

manoueuverability. The vehicle has been tested for UNITAS 2000 High- safe~y tank semifraiter 

operational safety by the Vehicle Owner’s Trade --Standard tank somitraitor 
UNITAS 2000 

Association and is permitted to display the GS sign. 
Figure 2. Trails of Dynamics of Vehicle Movements 
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The results from a trial of the dynamics of vehicle 
movements are illustrated in the diagram. In this trial 
with the most unfavourable loading condition, i.e. the 
front compartments partially loaded and the rear com- 
partments fully loaded, the buckling angle between the ..... 
tractor and semitrailer axle was measured as a function 
of the steering frequency. The buckling angle is plotted Figure 3. Tank with Lowered Centre of Gravity 
on the ordinate of the diagram, and the frequency in Hz 

As you can see on this illustration, the area of the on the abcissa. In this trial, the steering wheel of the 
tractor must be recessed from the tank in order to permit tractor was periodically moved out to the right and left 
the useful volume of the tank behind the tractor to be with the aid of a steering machine while driving straight 
lowered to a great extent. ahead at about 45 km/h. The first trial was run with a 

standard tank semitrailer and high centre of gravity. This requires a substantial design and manufacturing- 

During this trial, a very strong increase in amplitude of engineering expense. The expenditure largely depends on 
the test or service pressure of the tank. the buckling angle occurred within the range of the so- 

This illustration shows the design of an aluminum called natural frequency; this can be clearly seen in the 
steep ascent of the curve for the standard tank semi- cofferdam bulkhead tank with lowered centre of gravity. 

trailer. Due to the low test pressure of approx. 0,25 bar, the 

In the case of unskilled drivers and vehicles which are design and calculation expenditure is small in this case. 

The designer can use level walls and small wall thick- not properly prepared, this strong increase in amplitude 
ness since the compressive load is insignificant. will, inevitably, result in overturning of the entire tank 

In the case of a cylindrical pressure tank, however, the semitrailer. We were able to prevent this by means of 
laterally arranged supporting wheels under our test expenditure is several times higher because of the high 

conditions, test pressure of 4 bar (Figure 4). 

In normal traffic situations, a tank semitrailer may get 
0elail ’° A" caught up in this resonant range if, at a relatively high 

speed, the driver has to avoid sudden unexpected ob- 
stacles or suddenly drops off to sleep. 

The disastrous aspect of this situation lies in the fact 
that the tanker driver appears to have no chance of 
getting his vehicle under control within the range of this 
natural frequency. 

This is where the enormous safety improvement of the 
lowering of the centre of gravity lies since, as you can 
see, the course of the curve for the TOPAS within the 
range of the natural frequency is extremely flat and does 
not show any increase in amplitude. With this safety 
road tanker it is possible to drive around obstacles 
without any problem and without the slightest tendency 
towards self-reinforcing. The self-reinforcing--increase 
of the buckling and swaying angle~---which occurred up 
to now is eliminated completely. 

We realised the necessity to transfer the experience 
gained from the TOPAS Project, from our road tanker 
crash trials and our trials of the dynamics of vehicle AIHg4,SHn 
movements also to cylindrical pressure tanks. The result 
was the high-safety road tanker UNITAS 2000--a cylin- 
drical tank with a lowest possible centre of gravity. 

In this implementation the designer has to allow for 
certain limitations and boundary conditions. First of all, Figure 4. Pressure Tank--4-Bar 
he has to adhere to the maximum permissible dimensions 
of the StVZO (Regulations Authorising the Use of We know from physics that the most favourable geo- 
Vehicles for Road Traffic). Another criterion is the metrical form for an internal compressive load is the ball 
tractor required for semitrailers. Since a modification of and/or the circle. As a consequence, pressure tanks 
the tractor would be much more expensive, the designer usually have circular cross-sections. 
has to adapt the tank semitrailer to the conditions of the Since the forces are distributed uniformly here, so- 
tractor (Figure 3). called membrane stresses acting as tensile stress prevail 
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in the tankwall. Tensile stresses are the most favourable 

a component. * 
S~nce, as you have seen, we need the space for the 

tractor ~n the front ~ea of the t~k, we have to deviate 
from the ide~ cLrcul~ form here. After we had s~mply 

cut off the lower tank shell we now had to recons~uct 
a component which was level tow~ds the outside ~n ~ ~’ ...... ~ ~ 

order to close the tank at th~s point. This component had 
to be capable of absorbing both the compressive forces Figure 6. ~lindrical Tank ........... .......... 

and the bearing relations of the fifth wheel coupling. As the appropriate computation. Because of the intricate 
you see, however, ~ wall t~ickness of 47 mm would be 
required here because of the high bending load of the 

shape of the airfoil section, the computation could only 
be completed with a Finite Element Program. S~nce 

p~ate comp~ed to 5,12 mm ~n the c~e of the cylindrica~ 
w~l. The absurdity of the a design is obvious. The main 

was not possible to obtain a sui~ble computer program 
~n Germany, we ~ad to borrow one ~n the United States 

point now was to design a stress-resistant section which against a high license fee. The program w~s then radio ............ 
would be capable of absorbing the high compressive relayed to Germany via satellite and ~nputted into the 
forces despite a sm~][ wall thickness. 

Out of severa~ approaches a so-called airfoil section 
mainframe of the Hannover Tec~n~c~ Control 
t~on. 

(or wing profile) was, finally, selected (Figure 5). Th~s ~llustration (Figure 7) shows one of approx. 50 

result plots in which the d~fferent co,ours 
d~fferently high stress conditions. The highes~ ~o~ds 
shown in red. 

Figure 7. Comparison Stress Sl (Sheer Hypothesie) on 

After the Finite Element Computation and a stress- 
strain check measurement had resulted in an adequate 
component strength, we were granted the model approval 
by the competent authority and this tank construction 

Figure 5. Wings Profils went into quantity production as UNtTAS 2000. 

This section is characterized by the fact that corn- Figure 8 shows the new development as it is used 

pressive stresses prevail in the top shell, and tensile now. The tank is built in different walt thickness from 

stresses in the lower shell. Unfavourable bending stresses aluminum or high-grade steel according to customer 

are avoided as far as possible. This is why we were able specifications. 

to choose the required wall thicknesses relatively small In addition to road safety, industrial safety was, 

at approx. 8 mm and, thus, favourable as to weight likewise, improved considerably and covered by a modeI 

(Figure 6). test of the Main Professional Association. The UNITAS 

A f~ more difficult hurdle had to be cleared, 2000 is the first road tanker permitted to carry the 

however: the necessa~ model approval of the tank with German GS symbol (symbol for tested safety)~ 
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A further, substantial safety improvement was 
achieved with regard to the dome arrangement of this 
tank semi-trailer. The dome cover and all dome fittings 
such as ventilation, overfilling protection etco as well as 
the associated pipings are located within the tank contour 
and are optimally protected from damage and leakage. 

As further features of this high-safety road tanker, we 
only name by key words those items which are not 
common: 

¯ rigidly arranged three-axle steering unit, fully 
manoeuvrable (short-term steerable within a range of 
up to 25 kin/h) 

. high level stop lights and flashing trafficators 
, reflecting strips at the rear deck and on the sides 
. double bottoms at the front and rear (crash zone) 

..... salvage eyes on the tank and at the rear deck (for 
raising the fully tank semitrailer) 

¯ complete all-round panelling as additional lateral 
tanker starting protection, passive cyclist and 
pedestrian protect 

Specifications: 
approx. 39.000-41.500 t capacity 
6 to 8 compartments 
full air suspension 
lifting and lowering device 
all-aluminum construction 
all attachments of light-metal (axle attachment, air 
chamber, retainers, pipes, walkway etc.) 

Figure 8. Examples light-metal rims 
Unladen weight: 5.700-6.450 kg 

810-0oll 

Micro-Level Analysis of Large Truck Accidents in a Freeway Environmer t - 

F.F. Saccomanno for freeways that are sensitive the specific requirements 

University of Waterloo of different truck configurations and loading conditions. 

$.W. Read 
M.M. Dillon and Associates Introduction 

The process wherein large truck accidents take place 
Abstract is affected by individual vehicle operating characterist- 

A statisticalprocedureispresented for determining the ics. It is generally recognized that all drivers do not 
probabilities of accident involvement for certain truck behave in a like manner, nor are they exposed to the 
configurations given specific manoeuvres and a mix of same level of accident risks. For example, for the same 
road and traffic conditions. The approach consists of a road and traffic conditions, drivers with a more erratic 
micro-level simulation applied to a controlled freeway driving pattern are more likely to be involved in acci- 
environment, to obtain the pattern of manoeuvres over dents than drivers with a more stable driving pattern. 
time and space for each truck in the traffic stream. The Erratic driving caused by frequent lane changes, over- 
methodology is applied to three freeway test sections, taking, and speed fluctuations increases the likelihood of 
with given road and traffic characteristics. Manoeuvres an accident for the same road and traffic mix. 
that are most problematic from the perspective of acci- The nature of the relationship between the individuN 
dent involvement are noted for different truck configura- vehicle operating environment and the overall road and 
tions and loading conditions. The results of this analysis traffic mix is not well understood. Recent studies of 
are useful in establishing accident reduction strategies large truck accidents by Carsten (t987), Joy,is and 
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Chang (1989) and Lyles and Stamatiadis (1989) have not techniques of experimentation. The - proportion of 

addressed the effect of vehicle operating characteristics manoeuvres in the union of sets At and NAt is unknown, 

on accident involvement. The focus of this work has but the proportion of manoeuvres in the set of accidents 

been to explain variations in truck accident rates in terms alone (At) can be obtained directly from police accident 

of different mixes of road and traffic characteristics. By reports. Information concerning the proportion of 

adopting an aggregate approach, these studies assume manoeuvres (set M~.) in the set of accidents (At) for truck 

that all trucks travelling along a ..section of roadway in a type t is used to provide information on the "posterior 

given traffic stream behave in a like manner, and are probability" of an accident for a given manoeuvre, road/ 

exposed to the same accident risk. Situational factors traffic mix, and truck type, such that: 

that reflect differences in accident risks for individual 
trucks are essentially ignored. 

P(A, I Mi [~ Ey) = P(M, I At [~ E~) P(A, [ E~) (2) 
P(M, 

To fully understand the incidence of large truck 
accidents in a given road/traffic environment, a complete where 

appreciation is required of the types of manoeuvres At = accident for truck type t. 

experienced by certain truck types and the proportions of Mi = manoeuvre type i. 

these manoeuvres that actually result in accidents. In this Ei = road/traffic environment j. 

paper, a micro-level analysis of large truck accidents is Since all road/traffic environments have been defined 
presented, that makes use of simulation techniques as to be mutually-exclusive, the posterior probability in Eq. 
applied to a controlled freeway environment. The 2 can be summed over all possible environments along 
approach incorporates information extracted from acci- a given road section, to yield the cumulative accident 
dent data on the proportions of unsafe manoeuvres for probability for each manoeuvre and truck type, P/At [ Mi]. 
various truck configurations and loading conditions. The proportion of critical manoeuvres in the truck 
Using a Baeysian formulation, inferences are drawn on accident data base serves as a basis for estimating the 
the pattern of unsafe manoeuvres for selected truck term P(MII A~qEi) in Eq. 2, where this term is part of the 
types, and the conditions under which these manoeuvres larger expression: 
are most problematic for truck accident occurrence. 

P(M, [E~) = P(Mi I E~ [’IA,)P(A, I E~.) 

Methodology + t’(M, I ~. NNA,) t’(]VA, I E~)    (3) 

For truck type t, the conditional probability of an --P(M~IE~. f)A,)P(A, let) 

accident (At) given a manoeuvre (My and road/traffic +P(M~ I E~. [’)NA,) {1 - P(A, [ E~) } 

environment (E~)can be stated as: The term, P(M~IEi[’~A~) in Eq. 3 can be estimated 
directly from the accident data, controlling for the prior 

P (A, IM~ D E~.) occurrence of an accident (At) in a given environment 

In this section of the paper, a general mathematical ex- 
(E~). The term P(M~ I Ei[’~qAO for a non-accident situa- 

pression is established for this relationship, 
tion, however, is difficult to obtain directly without 

Consider a set ofaggregateenvironmental factors, E i, 
continuously monitoring each vehicle in the traffic 

representing a mix of road geometric characteristics, 
stream over time and space. 

traffic composition and weather conditions affecting 
In this analysis, the distribution of vehicle manoeuvres 

truck accident rates. These "environmental factors" are 
is obtained by simulating traffic on selected freeway sec- 

established by definition to be mutually-exclusive, i.e., 
tions, while controlling for various exogenous conditions 
that affect the pattern of these manoeuvres, for example, 

membership in each set E. cannot be shared with any 
other set of environmental factors, Ek. For example, if 

operating speed, volumes and percentage trucks. 

trucks are observed to undergo lane changes and accel- Simulation of Freeway Truck Manoeuvres 
crating operations together, then a new manoeuvre com- 
prising the combination of these two operations is Using "FREEVU" 

defined, such that overlaps with this combined opera- The underlying premise of this analysis is that for a 

tional set would not be permitted, given mix of road and traffic conditions, large truck 

For each truck type t, the union of all environmental accidents are affected by unique vehicle operating char- 

factors, i.e., U Ej, must be fully contained in the union acteristics at the time of the accident. In the absence of 

of the subsets for all accidents (At) and non-accidents certain manoeuvres many accidents would take place or 

(NA~), such that: would occur with reduced frequency. Critical weight and 
dimensional factors place severe restrictions on the 

(E~ UE~U ... E~) ~ { A, O NA, } (1) maneuverability of certain large trucks, creating in- 

stability and unsafe conditions. A good appreciation of 

The conditional probability of an accident for each the relationship between these manoeuvres and accident 

manoeuvre can be obtained by applying Bayesian involvement could reduce a large proportion of accidents 
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involving large trucks under certain road and traffic FREEVU is used in this exercise to obtain a distri- 
conditions, bution of simulated truck manoeuvres along a given free- 

An analysis of 1983 Ontario truck accidents by Buyco way section, controlling for various traffic factors such 
(1987) indicated that large truck accidents are influenced as, volume, percentage trucks, and speed. The ability of 
by certain critical manoeuvres. These manoeuvres were FREEVU to adequately represent the pattern of man- 
identified based on an over-representation of trucks in oeuvres in a traffic stream was reviewed by comparing 
the accident data base in relation to the general vehicle the simulated pattern with observations from 1985 
populations for the same road/traffic environment (Table Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) freeway 
I). From this analysis, certain manoeuvres were found to studies in the United States (Smith, 1985). Read (1991) 
be especially problematic for certain types of trucks and and Hellinga (1990) have shown that the simulated 
loading conditions, for example, going ahead, overtaking, pattern of manoeuvres from FREEVU closely mirrors the 
changing lanes, pulling in and merging, pattern reported in the FHWA data, for an assumed mix 

of geometrical features and traffic composition. Three 
Table 1. Involvement Ratios for Different Manoeuvres for test sections were used for these comparative tests (Table 
Ontario Highway Accidents 2). 

CATEGORY TRUCK ALL VEHICLE EXP. # OF 
ACC~r ACCa~r-~r’- ~uc~ Acc. Table 2. FHWA Freeway Sections Used for Validating ~,;oEtw~ 

FREEVU GOING AHEAD 3062 184935 2484 1.233 

SLOW/STOP 263 21041 283 0.931 

OVERTAKING 184 5676 76 2.414 ,~ Site Location                    Section 
TURNING I~FT 189 34878 468 0.403 No. Type 

TURNING RIGHT 83 10907 146 0.567 
2 1-95 S.B. at Backlick Road (Rte 617) in On-Ramp 

U-TURN 14 1138 15 0.916 FaJ.l"fa,x County, VA 
CHANGING LANES 232 10572 142 1,634 

MERGING . 29 1018 14 2.121 ~ 3 1-395 S.B. (Shirely Highway) at Duke Street Off-Ramp 

REVERSING 58 8427 113 0.512 (Rte 236) in Alexandria, VA 

STOP/PARKED 213 42680 573 :).372 4 1-405 N.B. at Mulholland Drive Tangent 

PULL AWAY CURB 11 2298 31 3.356 Los Angeles, CA 

PULL INTO CURB 15 562 8 1.987 5 1-405 S.B. at Santa Monica Blvd. On-Ramp 
UNKNOWN/OTHER 24 7309 LOS Angeles, CA 
TOTAL * 4353 324132 4353 

¯ NOT INCLUDING UNKNOWN CATEGORY 

¯ * FROM MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT FACTS FOR ONTARIO 1983 

Site Observed Simulated Error 

t    Manoeuvres re~ned for further analysis. No. 
Left Right Total Left Right Total (%) 

2 0.217 0.135 0.352 0.285 0.091 0.376 6.8" 

While the above manoeuvres indicate an over-repre- 3 0.082 0.140 0.222 0.195 0.254 0.449 102.3b 
sentation in the truck accident data base, it doesn’t 4 0.186 0.234 0.420 0.307 0.173 0.480 14.3~ 
necessarily follow that they also cause more accidents 5 0.386 0.098 0.484 0.416 0.094 0.510 5.4 
per truck-kilometer travelled. Over-representation may be 

¯ simulated volumes approximately 10% low due solely to higher levels of exposure. For example, one ~ simulated volumes approximately 17% low 
would expect that given higher vehicle stability, fewer o simulated volumes approximately 13% low with breakdown occurring 

truck accidents are likely to take place while the vehicle 
is going ahead at a uniform speed. The higher truck FREEVU Input Specifications 
involvement ratios in Table 1 for this manoeuvre may be It should be noted that FREEVU is based on an acci- 
due to a higher proportion of time in travel spent going dent-avoidance algorithm. As such, the program cannot 
ahead at a constant speed. When exposure is taken into be used to simulate accident occurrence directly. Since 
account, the going ahead manoeuvre could be very safe the proportion of accidents involving selected man- 
under most road/traffic conditions and truck configura- oeuvres is negligible in relation to the total distribution 
tions, of similar manoeuvres in the traffic stream, the distribu- 

In this study, the pattern of manoeuvres for large tion of manoeuvres for a non-accident environment can 
trucks in a freeway environment is obtained through a be used to approximate the distribution of manoeuvres 
micro-level simulation program called.FREE W. FREE for both accident and non-accident situations. Hence for 
W is based on FOMIS, an earlier freeway simulator truck type t the term, P(M~I E~) in Eq. 3 can be approxi- 
developed by A.G. Bullen at the University of Pittsburg. mated by P(Mi [ E!3NA3. 
The purpose of these packages is to model traffic flow FREEVU can model a large number of vehicle types. 
along a specified freeway section controlling for various Each type is distinguished by its length, desired speed, 
traffic inputs, such as, volume, average traffic stream power/mass ratio, frontal area, and weight (Table 3). In 
speeds, truck composition, and geometric characteristics, this analysis, five truck configurations are considered: 
The basic features of FREEVU have been documented single unit truck, truck and trailer, tractor without trailer, 
by Hellinga and Shortreed (1990). tractor-trailer and tractor-twin-trailer units. For each 
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truck type, excluding tractors, both fully loaded and Application to Selected Freeway Corridor 

unloaded conditions are considered. In this section of the paper, the methodology is 
applied to three representative freeway sections along the 

Table 3. Truck Configuration Characteristics Queen Elizabeth Way from Fort Erie to Toronto in 
Southern Ontario (Figure 1). The corridor begins with 

Vehicle Load I:I:P GVW Frontal Length lOW volume, non-commuter traffic near Fort Erie and 
Type Status (tonneI Area (m-’) (m) 

ends with high volume commuter traffic in the vicinity 
Truck Loaded 250 25.0 7.0 t0.0 

of Toronto. High volume non-commuter traffic applies to 
Unloaded 250 10.4 7.0 10.0 the middle section from St. Catherines to Hamilton. 

Truck+Trailer Loaded 350- 42.2 7.0 16.0 These sections were chosen because of their proximity to ¯ 

Unloaded 350 14.5 7.0 16.0 truck inspection stations used in the 1983 Ontario 
Tractor Unloaded 350 7.5 8.0 9.0 Commercial Vehicle Survey (CVS). The nature of the 

Tractor+Trailer Loaded 400 50.0 8.25 22.5 information available at these stations is discussed by 
unloaded 400 18.0 8.25 22.5 Perrera and Corupe (1984). The geometric and traffic 

Tractor+2 Trailers Loaded 400 63.5 8.25 23.0 characteristics associated with each of the three freeway 
u~Jo~ed ~0 21.6 s.z~ 23.0 Environments (A, B and C) are given Figure 2. 

Manoeuvres which were found to be over-represented 
in the 1983 Ontario road accident data base for large \ 
trucks were modified for input into the simulation 
package. Four distinctive truck manoeuvres have been 
simulated using FREEVU: 1) Overtaking, 2) Changing 
Lanes and Merging, 3) Slowing and/or Stopping and 4) 
Going Ahead. Lane change manoeuvres were classified 
initially into mandatory or desired, and later combined ~,- 

for the purpose of analysis. Mandatory lane changes 
occur when a vehicle must merge with the current physi- A U. 
cal section due to geometric constrictions. Desired lane st. 
changes are dictated by the vehicles’ desired speed of 
operation, and its desire to be in a designated lane at a 

HAM/L TON ENV’IRO~IblF-,~ 
particular point along the freeway section. Passing man- 
oeuvres (overtaking), going ahead, and yielding man- 
oeuvres (slowing and stopping) are not dictated by the 
physical characteristics of the section but by the desired 

m,rv-mo~wm, rr c 

speeds and attainable accelerations of the individual 
vehicles. " 

A considerable amount of uncertainty bounds the Figure 1. Queen Elizabeth Way Freeway Corridor in 
simulated estimate of the vehicle manoeuvre rate, when Southern Ontario 
this estimate is applied to a block of trucks in a given 
traffic stream. This is due to the fact that no simulation 
package can fully incorporate all factors affecting indi- Estimating Freeway Accident and Manoeuvre 

vidual vehicle operations. Uncertainty in the pattern of Probabilities 

manoeuvres can be considered by treating the mean man- Many studies have estimated large truck accident rates 

oeuvre rate for a block of trucks as a Poisson process, based on various road and traffic classifications. The 

such that for each estimate of the manoeuvre rate there thrust of these studies has been to establish truck acci- 

is a corresponding probability :measure. However, since dent rates accounting for the presence of statistically 

the simulated mean manoeuvre rate in this analysis is determined environmental features explaining variations 

small, the probability of getting more than one man- in these rates. Saccomanno and Buyco (1989) used a 

oeuvre in the assumed simulation period is negligible. As GLIM loglinear approach to obtain rates in Ontario for 

a result, the probability of getting at least one manoeuvre large trucks, while controlling for truck type and loading 

can approximated by the mean manoeuvre rate for the status, freeway location, and various other road and 

assumed block of trucks, and the incorporation of the traffic conditions. Using these GLIM loglinear ex- 

Poisson process was not warranted, pressions, average accident rates by truck type were 
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Environment A - Freeway: High Volume      Commuter 
Table 4. Truck Accident Rates for Three Freeway 

I, 

5 

.L.] 

Environments 

2 ,1.- ENV A ENV B ENV C 

]~ ~ ’TRUCK !LOADED 1.283 1.125 0.600 

UNLOADED 0.249 1.802 
AADT ................ 88000 
DIR. SPLIT .......... 74%. 

DHF ................. 9.8% TRUCK+TRAILER LOADED 0.1780 0.177 0.095 PHV ................. 6382 VPH 

%CV ................. 10% UNLOADED 0.2490 0.170 

Environment B - Freeway: High Volume      Non-Commuter 
TRACTOR                UNLOADED             1.774          1.499          0.488 

I 
3 

I 
-- 3.5 krrl -- 

I 

~ 

TRAC +TRAILER LOADED 0.889 0.609 0.390 

2 -,.- UNLOADED 1.601 0.766 

1 

TKAC +2TRAILERS LOADED 0.980 0.567 0.431 
AADT ................ 51200 
DIR. SPLIT .......... 62% UNLOADED 0.179 0.074 

DHF ................. 10.2% 
PI-.IV ................. 3238 VPH ENV A: Commuter Traffic Pattern; High Volum~ 

%CV ................. 20% 
ENV B: Non-Commuter Traffic Pattern; High Volumes 

Environment C - Freeway: Low Volume Non-Commuter ENV C: Non-Commuter Traffic Pattern; Low Volumes 

I .3_. I ~ 1.0 km ~ Table 5. Pattern of Manoeuvres in the 1982-86 Ontario 

I 2 ~ | Truck Accident Data Base 

I 1 

DIR. SPLIT .......... 64% 
DHF ............. ~... 10.2% 
PHV ................. 804 VPH r~ ...... ,m~ ..... o    o o~., .... 

%CV ................. 10% o.L,,^o~ . o~so 0,,® o.*~s0 0.~, o..,~ ....... 

Figure 2. Freeway Test    Section Characteristics 
(Environments A, B, and C) 

obt i edfo y co bi ati of oad d affi facto ............................. ~;:i a n    r an m n on r an tr c rs 
(i.e., Environments A, B and C): These estimates ~ ........ M, Overlaki .... i ...................... ighVolume 

correspond to the term P(A~ Ej) in Eq. 2. and have been ,. ....... oo,,,"°",,., ....... c 
summarized in Table 4. ~ ...... 1982-1986 ............ id ....... (MTO) ........ ion 

Table 5 gives the distribution of manoeuvres by truck 

type extracted from the Ontario truck accident data base    ment _~a~, the percentage of time u ,~aur~n- which trucks for the period 1982-86. The probability of a manoeuvre experience specific manoeuvres is summarized in Table given ana~. ,~..accident and a road/traffic,__..,.. _.~, _envir°nment can be 
6 for each truck type being considered. For over 95% of 

obtained u~,ec,y from this Table oy mwmng manoeuvre the time during the simulation, all trucks were observed 
frequencies by the number of accidents in each environ- to be moving a straight direction at a uniform speed. 
ment for each type of truck. These estimates correspond 

Tractors were observed to ex~er~ence~,, a s:~n:’~:can 
to the term P(I~. I Atl’~i) in Eq. 2. 

proportion of overtaking and slow/stopping manoeuvres 
The results summarized in Table 5 indicate that relative to other configurations, although going straight 

Environment A (high volume, commuter) traffic is most ahead continues to dominate operations for this type of 
represented in the accident data. Approximately 80% of truck (94.89%). Irrespective of loading, the longer and 
all truck accidents occurred during the "going ahead" less maneuverable configurations represented the highest 
manoeuvre. Tractor-trailer combinations involved were going ahead time share of all trucks on the freeway 
in 78% of all large truck accidents during the 1982-86 sections. Unloaded tractor-trailer combinations ex-e":- 
period; the majority of these accidents took place while enced a significant level of slow/stopping operations. 
the vehicle was fully loaded. 

FREEVU was applied to each representative freeway/ Probabilities of Truck Accidents Given Manoeuvres 
traffic section and the probability of manoeuvres was The application of FREEVU to the three representative 
estimated for different truck types and loading condi- freeway sections of the QEW yields probability distribu- 
tions. For 10% trucks and high volume traffic (Environ- tions of manoeuvres for a block of trucks of designated 
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Table 6. Conditional Truck Accident Probabilities for accident as a direct result of a specific manoeuvre. All 

Different Manoeuwes, Configurations, and Loading probabilities lie in the 10.3 to the 105 range per truck- 
Conditions (Freeway Environment A with 10 Percent kilometer of exposure. Assuming one million truck-kilo- 
Trucks) meters of exposure per year for a large urban jurisdic- 

raue~ ma~ ~,t~t/NA] ~’tM/NAI ~’1~] Pt~/M] tion, many of these manoeuvres would not give rise to 

Loaded ~,~’uck more than 100 freeway accidents per year overall. 
1 1 0.00539 0.00200 1.28e-04 4.7572e-05 The range of posterior probabilities (accident given 

2 0.00430 0.04320 1.28e-04 i. 2862e-03 
3 0.01175 0.21190 1.28e-04 2.3094e-03 manoeuvre and environment) by truck type and loading 
4 0.97855 0.74270 1.28e-04 9.7374e-05 

are illustrated in Figure 3 for 10 trucks and high volume 
Unloaded Truck 

2 1 0.00936 0.00560 2.49e-05 1.4905e-05 traffic (Environment A) and in Figure 4 for 20% trucks 
2 0.00460 0.03670 2.49e-05 i. 9884e-04 

3 0.02171 0.18070 2.49e-05 2.0721e-04 and low volume traffic (Environment B). These Figures 
4 0.96431 0.77680 2.49e-05 2.0058e-05 indicate significant variation in conditional accident 

Loaded ~CR + Trailer probabilities for different truck types, loading conditions, 
3 1 0.00095 0.00000 1.78e-05 0.0000 

2 0.00923 0.00000 1.78e-05 0.0000 and road/traffic environment. Variations in conditional 
3 0.00485 0.28570 1.78e-05 1.0481e-03 
4 0.98497 0.71420 1.78e-05 1.2907e-05 probabilities among trucks of different configurations 

Unloaded Truck + Trailer appears to be significant for all manoeuvres. Inde- 
4 1 0.00818 0.00000 2.49e-05 0.0000 pendently of truck type, the highest conditional proba- 

2 0.00522 0.02500 2.49e-05 I. 1929e-04 
3 0.02363 0.15000 2.49e-05 1.5805e-04 bilities of an accident were obtained for the lane change 
4 0.96297 0.82500 2.49e-05 2.1332e-05 

and slow/stop manoeuvre. The highest conditional acci- 
Tractor 5 1 0.01370 0.00820 1.77e-04 1.0621e-04 dent probabilities were observed for tractor units for 

2 0. 00352 0. 00820 i. 77e-04 2. 0755e-03 
3 0.03392 0.18~80 1.77e-04 9.4987e-04 most manoeuvres, followed by loaded single unit trucks. 
4 0.94886 0.76850 1.77e-04 1.4367e-04 Single and double trailer combinations were most likely 

Loaded Tractor + Trailer to be involved in accidents during the overtaking man- 
6 1 0.00060 0.00960 8.89e-05 1.4276e-03 

2 0.00535 0.03110 8.89e-05 5.1673e-04 oeuvre, regardless of load status. The effect of load 
3 0.00617 0.12220 8.89e-05 1. 7568e-03 
4 0.98788 0.83700 8.89e-05 7.5320e-05 status on conditional accident probabilities is affected by 

Unloaded Tractor + Trailer 
truck type and manoeuvre. Some trucks are more likely 

7 1 0 . 00509 0 . 00530 i. 60e-04 1. 6672e-04 
2 0.00393 o.04530 1.60e-04 1.8431e-03 to experience accidents when loaded, while other are 
3 0.01762 0.11320 1.60e-04 1.0274e-03 more likely to experience accidents when empty. 
4 0.97336 0.83600 1.603-04 i. 3750e-04 

Loaded Tractor + 2 Trailers 

2 0.00431 0. 06160 9.80e-05 i. 4004e-03 
3 0. 00264 0.02730 9.80e-05 1.0144e-03 .... 

4 0 . 99255 0. 86300 9.80e-05 8. 5205e-05 : 
,.oo.~-o~ . 

, 

Unloaded Tractor + 2 Trailers 
9      1      0.00221      0.10200      1.79e--05       8. 2585e-04            ,.**o~-o, 

2 0 . 00427 0. 06120 i. 79e-05 2. 5625e-04 ÷ 

3 O. 00747 0. 00000 i. 79e-05 0. 0000 
4 0.98604 0.83670 1.79e-05 1. 5189e-05 

configurations and loadings, and a mix of road and 

traffic conditions. The lion’s slaare of manoeuvres do not ii!i!i~:" ! iii::~iii’,’, ii::iiiii iiiii[::ii iiiiii?ii iiiiiiiii ] 
result in accidents. The central point of interest in this 
ana sis is to determine the proportion of manoeuvres of ~ ~ ...... 1. ~ .......... ~.,,o,,, , o,,.,,o,~ 

a given type that result in accidents, and to assess how 
these probabilities are affected by truck type, loading 

Figure 3. Posterior Accident Probabilities Given 

and road/traffic conditions. 
Manoeuvres and Truck Configurations for Freeway 

It isn’t clear from the above analysis whether specific 
Environment A 

manoeuvres are equally represented in accident and non- A comparison between Figure 3 and 4 suggests that 

accident data. If this is not the case, specific manoeuvres the conditional probabilities of accidents are affected by 
would haveadisproportionateeffectonaccidentsinvolv- the total volume and percentage trucks in the traffic 

ing each truck type for each freeway test section. Condi- stream. These factors were found to have a dispropor- 

tional probabilities of accidents for specific manoeuvres tionate effect on accidents depending on truck con- 

and differing truck types were estimated using Eq. 2. figuration and loading. Less congested conditions, repre- 

These results are summarized in the right most column sented by lower volumes on the freeway test section, 

of Table 6 for road/traffic environment A (high volume, reduced the conditional probabilities of accidents 

commuter with 10% trucks), significantly for all manoeuvres, especially for lane 

In general, the posterior probabilities in Table 6 change and slow/stopping. The effect was found to be 

suggest that for most manouevres and truck types a con- greater for the smaller truck than for longer combination 

siderable amount of travel would be required before a units. The most problematic manoeuvres for high volume 

vehicle has a reasonable chance of being involved in an freeway traffic were identified as: 
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Truck Type Lead Status Manoeuvre Conc|usJons Track Loaded Slow\stopping and lane 
A probabilistic relationship has been established change 

Unloaded Slow\stopping and lane between truck configuration and vehicle operating 

"-~’ change characteristics controlling for a mix of road and traffic 
Truck & trailer Loaded .... conditions. The approach has permitted a more complete 

Unloaded Slow\stopping and lane understanding of the nature of large truck accidents than 
change would otherwise be available from an aggregate analysis 

Tractor Unloaded Lane change and slow\ of accident frequencies and rates, where all trucks in a 
stopping 

traffic stream are considered together with regard to Tractor-Trailer Loaded Slow\stopping and overtaking ’~’ accident risk. ¯ ~’ Unloaded Lane change and slow\ 
stopping The results of this analysis have shown that con- 

Tractor- Loaded Overtaking and lane change ditional probabilities of truck accidents are affected by 
Twin Trailer Unloaded Slow\stopping and overtaking road/traffic environment, truck type, load status and the 

nature of the manoeuvre being undertaken at the time of 
the accident. Despite higher exposure levels, the condi- 

.~., Although the differences between them are negligible, tional probability of a truck accident for the going ahead ~ 
these manoeuvres have been listed in descending order 

manoeuvre was typically less than other manoeuvres for 
of probabilities or importance, 

all truck types and landings. Going ahead appeared to 
It should be noted that while going ahead was over- 

have special problems for longer tractor-trailer combina- 
represented in the simulated traffic data for all truck 

tions on a high volume freeway environment. 
types, the conditional probabilities of accidents for the 

Truck type and loading were found to be significant 
,~,~ going ahead manoeuvre is considerably lower than for factors in the accident profile for most manoeuvres, 

other manoeuvres. Loaded and unloaded tractor trailers, 
especially for Environment A. Smaller truck configure- 

tractor, and loaded trucks were observed to reflect the tions were most likely to experience accidents during 
highest accident potential for the going ahead man- 

lane changes and slow/stopping manoeuvres. 
oeuvre. 

The results of this analysis are useful in identifying 
the most unsafe vehicle operating features, and the 

=,_~ P[A/MI conditions under which these features are most prob- 

1.000E÷O0~ ............ ~==.1 lematic. Effective accident reduction strategies can be 

~x~- .._..~ ~ ~~ --1.~ 

established for each freeway section, taking into accoUntpro_ 
t.0OOE-O t . ~ ..... ~_~.__~ _=___ ........................ I the specific demands placed on safety by certain config- 

:.~! urations and loading conditions. The information 
~.000E-0: 

~ i~ii~:~=_!:.i~z::.?.-’ 
vided by this approach may be useful in highway truck 

~,’~.~ ........... ~ inspection programs, traffic management and routing, 
1.000E-On . . : _ =.:: :~. .: .: ~:~:.. ::. and highway and vehicle design standards. 
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Products Liability 

Motorists at Risk: 
Defective Seat Belts 

and Seat Backs 
Edward M. Ricci 

M any unwary motorists of the car crash. In the car’s impact with ’fide down’ the crash," eliminating "the 

are driving cars and trucks a fixed object or another vehicle--the mo-~ ~evere occupant-to-interior ’sec- 

equipped with seats no "first collision"--the occupant contin- ond collisions,’ provided the belts are 

stronger than ordinary’ ues to move after the car has decelerated, themselves fairly tight." And, "Belts are 

lawn chairs and seat belts that can kill The movement will only be slowed or also designed to distribute restraining 

or maim. The laws of physics, which arrested when the occupant’s body loads over strong skeletal structures, in- 

dictate how these devices work, go back meets an opposing structure in the cluding the shoulder, rib cage, and pel- 

as far as Sir Isaac Newton, but auto- "second collision." vis, to optimize protection during 

makers continue to disregard the reali- If that structure is a rigid metal roof deceleration."t 

ties of motor vehicle crashes and do little rail, jagged windshield glass, or the hard These principles are violated in many 

to protect the motoring public, 
belt designs. A belt that is not properly 

When Newton first theorized that for 
designed, a former Ford engineer warned 
as early as 1970, "may itself contribute 

ever)’ action there is an equal and op- 
posite reaction, he also formulated the 

Seat back failures in low- to injury in specific circumstances.’’2 

basis for today’s occ"~’pant containment 
impact acddcnts have Despite these and other warnings, 

theory in motor vehicles. In frontal col- resulted insevere or fatal 
motorists are still beingurged to buckle 

lisions, seat belts protect motorists from injuries, up for safety With seat belts that are de- 
fective and dangerous. The following are 

striking steering wheels, dashboards, 
and windshields. Seat backs provide . ~ ..... the most common hazards. 

protection in the opposite direction, 
~, Rear lap belts. In July 1986, the 

preventing motorists from catapulting pavement surface outside the car, the re- public was jolted by a National Trans- 

rearward and breaking their necks and suits can be devastating. If the structure, portation Safety Board (NTSB) study 

backs, is protective--if it spreads the crash that revealed rear lap belts were a deadly 

Motor vehicle safety is not optional, forces across the occupant’s body, di- menace in common crashes, especially 

It is an entitlement of ever), motorist, verts them from areas especially vulner- to children.3 For years, however, auto 

Disregard for consumer safety will lead able to life-threatening injuries, and manufacturers had been informed in 

the public to insist that the National yields sufficiently .to the body’s impact medical and engineering literature that 

Highway Traffic SafetT Administration --injuries can be prevented or substan- lap-only belts not only would permit 

(NHTSA) revise its standards to assure "tially minimized, 
needless injuries in some crashes, but 

crash protection and will lead victims to The role of a properly designed seat also would cause injuries. Manufactur- 

continue to seek redress in the courts, belt system is to provide just that kind ers also knew that properly designed 

How should a properly designed seat of protection in the second collision lap-shoulder belts would eliminate these 

belt perform? What protection should became, when worn, it is the first struc- hazards. 

its wearer expect? ture met by the occupant’s moving The NTSB warned: "Lap belts may 

The ansxver is found in the dynamics body. As stated by the prindpal research induce injury, ranging in severity from 

scientist at General Motors (GM): "A minor to fatal, to the head; spine; abdo- 

E~rd M. Ricd is a partner in Edward snug-fitting lap/shoulder belt ties the men; intra-abdominal viscera, connect- 

Bind ¢r Associa~s in West Palm Beach, occupant directly to the passenger com- ing tissue, and blood vessels; and intra- 

l;/~a, partment and allows that occupant to thoradc viscera, connecting ti~,ue, and 
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blood vessels. Such inj, uries may occur also warned about the hazards of seat posed to secure. NHTSA has refused to 

singly or ~ combination."4 As the agency belt slack and slack-inducing devices.9 issue a recall despite mounting corn- 

noted, the belts promote head injury by Manufacturers, though, ignored the plaints by motorists. The government 

¯ allowing the upper torso to swing for- warnings, of Australia criticized this belt buckle 

ward, and abdominal and spinal cord In 1988, the NTSB referred to data design as early as 1973.’3 
injury by overloading the lower torso indicating that "increasing slack in a ¯ Fixed anchorages on three-point 

with crash forces, windowshade-equipped lap/shoulder lap-shoulder belts. Several car models 

Rear-belt use has increased since 1986, belt increases the chance of serious or popular in the United States are equipped 

A and so have injuries. Even NHTS , fatal head injuries.’’~° It urged curtail- with fixed-anchorage three-point lap- 

which has failed to recall lap-only belts ment of the devices, shoulder belts. The upper anchorage 

or effectively promote the retrofitting of Although manufacturers appear to locations provide a dangerous fit for 

rear lap-shoulder belts, has admitted to have begun phasing out windowshades, many users because the belt may be too 

Congress that as many as 6,000 deaths they refuse to recall them in cars already high or too low. If it is too high, a user 

and injuries per year could be prevented on the highxvays, leaving at risk hun- may suffer neck injury; a belt that is too 

by the replacement of lap-only rear belts dreds of millions of motorists who ttavel loxv may not properly restrain the user. 

with. lap-shoulder belts.5 on U.S. roads. Despite the simplicity and low cost of 

One reason for the injuries is that the adjustable anchorages, the)" are found 

lap belts often slip off the pelvis in 
.. on very few models. 

crashes, violating Federal Motor Vehicle ¯ "Convenience" apparatus. An ex- 

Safety Standard (FMVSS) 209. If the 2Vlotorists are being urged ample is a device in some Ford cars. To 

belt rides up, the crash load is distributed to buckle up for safety with keep its rear lap-only belts from slipping 

over the soft tissue and viscera of the seat belts that are defective behind the seat of many Escort models, 

abdomen. This further increases the like- and dangerous. Ford attached the belt buckle to the seat 

lihood of severe abdominal and spinal by an elastic strap retainer. Tragically, the 

cord trauma, especially to children, who retainer applies forces that pull the belt 

have delicate muscular and skeletal struc- off the xvearer’s pelvis. In a crash, it 

tures and are frequently seated in back ¯ Door-mounted belts, q’hese buckle becomes a lethal threat to abdominal 

seats, with no help from the user. If a door organs and the spinal cord. Ford pro- 

¯ "Windoxvshades." In the early opens during a crash, an occupant whose vided no rear-seat lap-shoulder belts in 

1970s, the lap-shoulder belts in most belt is anchored to the door may be its U.S. cars until the 1990 model year, 

U.S. cars were so poorly designed that ejected, a leading cause of catastrophic unlike European Escorts, which had 

the)’ squeezed the wearer’s body un- injury in rollover and other crashes, these devices at least a decade earlier. 

comfortably. They were routed across In late 1990, a Brunswick, Maine, po- ¯ Excessive slack. In normal use the 

the necks and faces of shorter wearers, lice o~cer died after the door of his GM seat belt must be reasonably snug across 

which created or increased injutT risks . patrol car opened in a side impact and the chest and pelvis to minimize for- 

in crashes and discouraged use. the door-anchored automatic belt sys- ward motion of the wearer. However, 

Rather than redesigning the belts, the tem automatically disengaged, n The many belts are designed with too much 

companies instead equipped them with city has since retrofitted its police cars slack. A long-available but rarely used 

a tension-relieving device known as a with manual belts. Yet automakers con- remedy is the pre-tensioner, which tight- 

"windowshade?’ This device allows for tinue to equip many new cars with ens the belt around the wearer when a 

several inches of slack to be introduced door-mounted belts and do nothing to crash is sensed. Although the technol- 

into the belt system. ...- retrofit ones already on the road or to ogy is simple, it is currendy.available in 

Unfortunately, a loose belt is a grave warn owners about ejection risks, only a few high-priced automobiles. 

hazard in a crash. According to NHTSA ~ Shoulder-only belts. This design 

tests, even t~vo inches of slack can sub- has been known to be hazardous since Role of Seat Backs 

stantially raise head-injury force levels, at least 1970.~ Because there is no lap Although much public attention has 

and a few inches can largely eliminate belt to restrain the torso, occupants can been focused on seat belt restraint sys- 

a belt’s effectiveness.6 Further, a slack suffer seve’re internal and neck injuries, tems, most car companies and NHTSA 

belt can promote or allow ejection or Although manufacturers have altered have remained silent about occupant 

submarining (the occupant sliding out the design and some governments pro- restraint protection in rear-impact crashes. 

of the belt), hibit their productiOn, these belts were In front-end crashes the vehicle’s for- 

In June 1979, a NHTSA contractor, in cars sold as late as 1990 and are still ward movement is abruptly stopped, 

completing an exhaustive analysis of permitted under the NHTSA vehicle and seat belts and air bags keep the oc- 

belt design problems, warned that win- safety standards, cupants from hurling forward. The goal 

dowshades "should not be employed" ¯ Front release buttons. Seat belts is to maintain the occupant in an up- 

because they "often allow excessive and with release buttons on the front face fight position and to prevent the body 

dangerous slack in the shoulder belt."7 of the buckle are prone to release in from striking hard surfaces and other oc- 

NHTSA also indicated that removal of some types of crashes, especially side im- cupants or from being ejected. 

these devices would save not only lives pacts and rollovers. The release can oc- When a car is struck from the rear, the 

but mone); since the resulting cost of cur when the rear face of the buckle is forces xvork in the opposite direction. 

belts to car buyers would be less.s Two hit by a solid part of the user’s body The car is then abruptly propelled for- 

seat belt manufacturers and Japanese, (such as the pelvic or hip bone) or by ward, and occupants are thrown back- 

German, and French automakers have a child safety seat that the belt is sup- ward. The safety objective of a seat back 
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is to remain upright while cushioning After conducting an extensive test still to bc dimipatcd by the ~cupant 

and containing the ~cupant*s body. proem ofr~r-impact collisions, a re- 
being protected,ts 

If the’ ~ar ~ck collapms, the occu- se~cher concluded in 1968 that 
Noncams~ophic injuries to the head 

pant can ~ eject~ or 1o~ control of fi~d seat bac~ ~sure more effective ~d neck have ~o ~en d~mented in 
the vehicle ~d be ex~sed to othe~se suppo~ of the ~cupant during rear- en~neefing and scientific fite~re. 
avoidable multiple crashes. The occu- end co~sions, pm~g the ~t back 
pant can ~so be hurled into the vehi- suppo~ is hi~ enough to ~so resist 

These injuries ~e exacerbated by p~r 

ale’s ~d interior s~c~ or o~ ~ re~v~d movement of the head. ~n- s~t back cons~cfion, inclu~ng ~dy 

cupants. ~e co~apsed seat ~ck can ve~ely, a s~t that yields appreciably 
desired hea~es~. 

m~e it ~fficult for crash victims to get r~’ard.. ¯ places the motorist in 

out of the c~, an especi~y ha~dous a m~-~cfined ~sm~ that may rowe Inadequate St~dm~ 

defe~ when a ~el system has raptured 
to attenuate some of the injuq,-pr~ It hm been reposed by r~che~ 

and a vehicle is on fire. 
dung fom~ but at ~e ~e ~e ad- that sea~ ~d seat backs ~e f~fing to 

In r~-world, low-speed, re~-impact 
ve~ely ~splaces the motorist to high provide adequate r~nt ~nst in- 
elevations relative to the seat back, j~ ~ r~ ~pa~ ~d ~at ~temafive 

crashes, ~m~ seat backs have f~ed to thereby reducing the measure ofsu~ s~er desi~s ~e possible. ~ For ye~, 
provide adequate protection. Fully in- poa that may be derived,t~ 
vesfigated "fender bender" c~es ~- 

however, NH~A h~ lacked the cour- 

mafic~ly demonst~te that seat back The same year, another rese~cher ~ to s~d up to pre~ure from the auto 

f~ures in low-~pa~ accidents have re- noted that industu ~d h~ f~ed to enact me~- 

suited in severe or flt~ injuries. Poorly 
in~ motor ve~cle ~e~ s~& for 

desired adjustable head rest~n~ add a seat back as pa~ of the rest~int sys- s~ back and hea~est peffo~ance in 

to the hazard because they can be ad- tem should be desired with the fol- re~-impact collisions. 

justed flush with the top of the seat 
lowing objectives: The government has been pfiW to 

back, ~owing the occupant’s head to 
1. It should be strong enough not rear-impact crmh tests for ~o decades. 

to ~1 under heaW to~o loa~ result-     In vi~ly eve~ insmnc~ the films ac- 
pivot over the headrest. This can cause ing from a rear-end impact of some companying the test repots document 
severe spin~ injuu’, even qua~ple~a, desi~ speed (30 mph?), the f~lure of the seat backs; the dum- 

The ~nce of seat fi~W in r~- 2. If the s~t back does f~l, it should 
impact c~sh~ has been known for do so in a m~ner ~volving a consid- 

mies fly ~om the ~ont seam into the 

many ye~. Stu~es show the ~ndustu e~ble expen~re of ene~,--cmm- 
re~ seats or are ejected from the vehi- 

wm well aware of the need for properly piing or t~ng ofme~, or hyd~ufic cl~. Neve~hel~s, N~A hm chosen 

d~igned ~at backs m ~ly m the 1960s. ~ping-as this ~ fimit the ene~’ to turn a bfind eye to this ~eq, problem. 
In 1967, the ~en~, promul~ted 

F~ 207, which c~s for a static 

Products Liab    ction: loa&ng t~t for s~ ~d ~t bac~. The 
t~t simply requir~ that an empW seat 

Sffe P duc , People ~e a~ched to a pulley ~da static load 
" 20 tim~ the empW s~t weight be ap- 

The ~ P~ucts Liab~w ~fion ~ on p~u~lated ~. plied with minim~ re~d ben~ng. 

is wo~g towed a p~u~-~e In ~n, ~ ele~ic b~ For ex~pl~ ~ empW ~at that we~hs 

~e~. "~r ~on ~ cl~y ~m- ~ ~ ~n ~bhsh~ ~r ~on 10 poun~ is required to withstand a 

mi~ed to edu~g mem~ on ~e ~ ~ who ~,~ ~M<om~t- static load of only 200 ~unds before 
coEapsing. FMVSS 202, adopted in ¯ " " ~m u~ am~dacom- ~g e~e ofp~uct ~eW ~su~, , p ~ ~ . ~ - ¯ 

notes, char ~w~d ~cd of W~ mu~fions ~ ~ for 1968, simil~ly se~ s~fic loa~ng hmits 

P~ ~ach, F~. ~-~W~~2--~-~n-~i-~-~~ 
for hea~es~. 

As ~ have become ~hter to meet 
wo~ ~th other ~eW and p~n- ~ other ~~ offefi~, ple~ 

sumer o~fions ~und the co~- conm~ Peter ~ at (8~) 3~ ~el economy ~q~remen~, 
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